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Daniel vii. 13, 14.

I saw in the nioht visioiis; and, behold, one like the Si)N op

Man came loith the clouds of heaven: and- there was given him

dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations, and

languages should serve him. His dominion is an everlasting domi-

nion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall

not be destroyed.

Rkvelation xxi. 1, 2, 5, 9, 10.

And I, John, saw a new heaven and a neio earth: and I saw

the holy city. New Jerusalem, coming down from God out of heaven,

prepared as a bride adorned for her husband. And, one of the seven

angels talked with me, saying, Come hither; I will shew thee the

Bride, the Lamb's wife. And he carried me away in the spirit

to a great and high mountain, and shewed me that great city, th,e

Holy Jerusalem, descending out of lieaven from God.

And, he that sat upon the throne said, Behold, 1 make all

THINGS NEW. And he said unto me, Write ; for these words are

faithfid and trup.
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THE

TEUE CHRISTIAN RELIGION,

CONTAINING

THE UNIVERSAL THEOLOGY OF THE NEW HEAVEN
AND THE NEW CHURCH.

THE FAITH OF THE NEW HEAVEN AND THE NEW CHURCH.

1. The reader is first presented with a view of Faith, in its

universal and in its particular form, that it may stand as a

frontispiece to the work which follows, and as a gate of intro-

duction to the temple, and as a compendium, or summary,
wherein all the particulars that follow are in a measure included.

It is caUed the faith of the new heaven and the new church, be-

cause heaven, which is the abode of angels, and the church,

which is constituted by men on earth, are one in operation, hke
the internal and external of man. Hence every member of the

chiu'ch, who is in the good of love derived from the truths of

faith, and in the truths of faith derived from the good of love,

is, with regard to the interiors of his mind, an angel of heaven ;

and therefore after death he enters into heaven, and enjoys hap-

piness therein, according to the state of the conjunction svibsist-

ing between his love and faith. It is to be observed, that in the

new heaven, Avhich is at this day being established by the Lord,

this faith is cherished, and is the frontispiece, the portal, and
the summary thereof.

2. The faith of the new heaven and the new church,
IN ITS UNIVERSAL FORM, is, That the Lord from eternity, who
is Jehovah, came into the world that he might subdue the

hells, and glorify his humanity; that without him no flesh

could have iBeen saved ; and that all will be saved who believe

ill him.

It is called faith in its imiversal form, because this is the

universal of faith, and the universal of faith is Avh&t enters

into aU and everj^ particular part thereof. It is a universal of

faith, that God is one in essence and person, in whom there is

a Divine Trinity, and that the Lord God the Saviour Jesus

(yhrist is that God. It is a imiversal of faith, that no flesh

could have been saved unless the Lord had come into the world.

It is a universal of faith, that he came into the world to remove
1 B
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hell from man, wliicli lie effected by combats against it, and
victories over it ; Avhereby lie sulxiued it, and reduced it to

order, and under obedience to himself. It is a universal of

faith, that he came into the world to glorify his humanity^

which he assumed in the world ; that is, to unite it Avith the

Divinity of which it was begotten (Divino a quo) ; thus he

keeps hell eternally in order, and under obedience. As this

could not be effected except by means of the temptations

wnerewith he suffered his humanity to be assaulted, even to the

last and most extreme of all, which was his passion on the

cross, therefore he endm-ed that suffering. These are the

universals of faith concerning the Lord.

The universal of faith on nian^s part is, that he should

beheve- on the Lord : for by believing on him he has conjunc-

tion Avith him, and by conjunction salvation. To beheve on
him is to have confidence that he will save ; and since no one

can have such confidence, but he that leads a good life, there-

fore this is also imphed in behcAdng on him. To this pm-pose

the Lord t<^stifies in John :
" This is the wiU of the Fatner,

that every one that beheveth on the Son may have everlasting

life" (vi. 40) : and in another place :
" He that believeth on

the Son hath everlasting life ; but he that beheveth not the

Son shall not see hfe, but the wrath of God abideth on him"
(iii. 36).

3. The faith of the new heaven and the new church,
IN ITS PARTICULAR FORM, is, That Jehovah God is essential

love, and essential wisdom, or that he is essential good and
essential truth ; and that as to the divine truth, which is the

Word, and which was God with God, he came doAvn and took

upon him human natui'e, for the purpose of reducing to order

all things which were in heaven, and in hell, and in the church

;

since at that time the power of hell prevailed over the power of

heaven, and on earth the power of evil over the power of good

;

in consequence whereof a total damnation was at hand, and
threatened every creature. This impending damnation Jehovah
God removed by his humanity, which was the divine truth, and
thus he redeemed both angels and men; and afterwards he
united in his humanity divine truth with di\dne good, or divine

wisdom with divine love, and thus returned into his di\diiity, in

which he existed from eternity, together with and in his glorified

hmnanity. This is signified by these words in John :
" The

Word was with God, and the Word was God ; and the Word
was made flesh" (i. 1, 14): and in another place: "I came
forth from the Father, and am come into the world ; again, I

leave the world and go to the Father" (x^d. 28) ; and again

:

" We know that the Son of God hath come, and hath given uy

an understanding that we may know him that is true, and \\q

are in liim that is true, even in his Son, Jesus Christ. This is

2
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tlie true God and eternal life" (1 John v. 20). Hence it is

manifest that unless the Lord had come into the Avorld, no flesh

could have been saved. The case is similar at this day ; and
therefore, unless the Lord come again into the world in the
divine truth, which is the Word, no person can be srived.

The particulars of faith on man^s part are, 1. That God is

one, in whom there is a Divine Trinity, and tha': he is the
Lord God and Saviour Jesus Christ. 2. That a saving faith

is to believe on him. 3. That evil actions ought not to be done,
because they are of the dcAil and fi^om the devil. 4. That good
actions ought to be done, because they are of God and trom
God. 5. And that a man should do them as of himself; never-

theless under this behef, that they are from the Lord operating

with him and by him. The first two particulars have relation

to faith ; the next two to charity ; and the last respects the

conjunction of charity and faith and thereby of the Lord and
man.
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CHAPTER I.

GOD THE CREATOR.

4, The Cliristian Cliurch, since tlie time of the Lord'sj

coming into the world, has passed through its several periods

from infancy to extreme old age. Its infancy Avas in the day^

of the apostles, when they preached throughout the world, re-

pentance, and faith in the Lord God the Saviour. That this

was the substance of their preaching is plain from these words
in the Acts of the Apostles :

" Paul testified both to the Jcavs

and also to the Greeks, repentance towards God, and faith

towards our Lord Jesus Christ" (xx. 21.) It is here worth
remarking as a memorable circumstance, that not many months
ago the Lord called together his twelve disciples, now angels,

and sent them throughout the spmtual world, Avith a commis-
sion to preach the gospel there anew, since the chui-ch Avhich

he had estabHshed by then* labors, is at this day brought to

sucli a state of consummation, that scarcely any remains of it

are left. This has come to pass in consequence of separating

the Divine Trinity into thi'ce persons, each of Avhich is declared

to be God and Lord. Hence a sort of frenzy has infected the

whole system of theology, as well as the Christian church, so

called from its divine founder. This disorder of the church is

called a frenzy, because men's minds are reduced by it into

such a state of delirium, that they do not know whether there

is one God, or whether there are three. They confess but one
God with their lips, while they entertain the idea of three
in their thoughts ; so that then' hps and their minds, or their

Avords and their ideas, are at variance with each other : the

consequence Avhereof is, that they deny the existence of any
God. This is the true som'ce of the naturahsm Avhicli is noAV

so prevalent in the Avorld. For I appeal to experience, Avhile

the lips confess but one God, and the mind entertains the idea

of three, whether such confession of the lips, and such idea in

the mind, do not mutually tend to destroy each other ? Hence,
if there be any conception of God left in the understanding,

it is that of a mere Avord or name, destitute of any true per-

ception Avhich implies a knowledge of him. Since then the idea

of God, Avith all knoAvledge of him, is thus rent asunder, it is

my design, in an orderly series, to enter into an inquiry con-

cerning God the Creator, the Lord the Redeemer, and the

Holy Spirit the Operator, and lastly, concerning the DiAdne
Trinity ; to the end that what is thus torn to pieces may be re-

united, as it assiu'cdly will be, Avhenever human reason is

conAinccfl from the Word, and the light thence proceeding,
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fchat there is a Divine Trinity, and that this Trinity exists in

the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ, as the soul, hody, and

proceeding operations exist together in a man ; and that there-

fore this article in the Athanasian creed is true :
" That in

Christ God and Man, or the di\dne and human natures, ai'e

not tAvo, but in one Person ; and that as the reasonable soul

and flesh is one man, so God and Man is one Chi'ist."

THE UNITY OF UOD.

5. Since the acknowledgement of God ansing from a true

/nowledge of him, constitutes the essence and soul of every

part of theology, it is expedient to begin with the Unity of

God; which shall be proved methodically, in the following

articles : I. The Holy Scriptures throughout, and the doctrines

of all Christian Churches thence derived, maintain that there is

a God, and that lie is one. II. There is an influx universal into

the souls of men, teaching them there is a God, and he is one.

III. Hence, there is no nation throughout the world, possessed

either of religion or sound reason, but that acknowledges a God,

and that he is one. IV. The nature and qualities of this one

God, are subjects concerning vjhich various nations and people

have differed, and do still dij/'er ; and this from several causes.

V. Human reason, if it be so disposed, may collect and be con-

vinced, from the various objects in the visible ivorld, that there is

a God, and that he is one. VI. Unless God ivas one, the uni-

ver'se could not have been created or preserved. VII. Every man
who does not acknowledge the being of a God, is excommunicated

from the Church, and in a state of condemnation. VIII. No
doctrine or worship of the Church, can be consistent or coherent,

ivith those who acknoivledge not one God, but many. But we will

proceed to a particular explanation of each article.

6. The holy scriptures throughout, and the doctrines

OF ALL christian CHURCHES THENCE DERIVED, MAINTAIN THAT
THERE IS A GOD, AND THAT HE IS ONE.

That the Holy Scriptm-es tliroughout maintain the being of

I'l God, is plain from this consideration, that in their inmost

contents they are nothing but God, that is, the Divine which

proceeds from God, they being dictated by God ; and nothing-

can proceed from God, but what is himself, and is called the

Divine. Such are the Holy Scriptures as to their inmost con-

tents : but in then' derivative and subordinate contents, they

are. accommodated to the understandings of angels and men;
and in these contents the Divine is alilvc present, but in another

form, wherein it is called the DiAane-Celestial, the Divine-Spi-

ritual, and the Divine-Natural, all Avhich forms are so m£ ay veils

or coverings of God : for (iod himself, as he dwells in the iiimost
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contents of the "Word^ cannot be seen by any creature. T]ia;<,

when !Moses desii-ed to behold the glory of Jehovah, he was in-

formed, that no one can see God and live; which is equally

true of the inmost contents of the Word, wherein God is in his

being fessej and in his essence. Nevertheless, the Divine which
is in the inmost of the Word, and is clothed with such veils as

are accommodated to the perceptions of angels and men, emits

thence its brightness, like light through crystaUine forms, l)ut

with infinite varieties, according to the state of mind which a

man has formed for himself, either from himself or from God.
AMiere the mind is framed in conformity to the dinne -nill, the

Hoi}' Scriptures ai'e as a mirror, wherein men see God, ever}'

one after a manner and measui'C pecuHar to himself: tliis mirror
is composed of those truths that a man learns from the Word,
and imbibes into his soid by a suitable life and conversation

;

from whence it is e^ddent, that the Holy Scriptm^es are the ful-

ness of God. And as they maintain the existence of God, so

do they also maintain his miity : for the truths, which form the

fore-mentioned muTor, cohere in one series, and do so affect

the understanding, that a mau cannot possibly frame an idea of

God but as one. Hence, every one, whose reason is at all

imbued with sanctity from the Word, knows in himself, as it

were, that God is one, and deems it madness to affirm that there

are more. Angels cannot open their lips to pronounce the word
gods, by reason of a continual resistance arising fi'om the state

and qualit}' of the heavenly atmosphere which they breathe.

The l3i\dne Unity, however, is taught, not only by the general

tenor of the Holy Scriptures, but also by a variety of particular

passages ; as for example :
" Hear, O Israel, Jehovah our God

is one Jehovah" (Dent. \i. 4 : and in hke manner, IMark xii.

29) :
" Siu-ely God is in thee, and there is none else'^ (Isaiah

xlv. 14) : "Am not I Jehovah? and there is no God else beside

me" (xlv. 21) : "I am Jehovah thy God; and thou shalt know
no other God but me" (Hosea xiii. 4). "Thus saith Jehovah
the King of Israel, I am the First, and I am the Last, and
beside me there is no God" (Isaiah xliv. 6) : "In that day
Jehovah shall be king over all the earth : in that day there

snail be one Jehovah, and his name one" (Zech. xiv. 9).

7. It is well known that aU Clu'istian churches assert the

unity of God as an estabhshed point of doctrine. The reason

of this is, because all then* doctrines are derived fr'om the Word
of God : and they are all consistent with themselves, so far as

one God is acknowledged, not only \^dth the lips, but "^dth the

lieart also. But where one God is acknowledged vnih. the hps

only, while the lieart acknowledges three, as is the c?.se with

many Clu'istians at this day, God with such persons is little else

than a mere name, and the whole system of rehgion is no other-

wise regai'ded than as an idol of gold inclosed in a shrine, the

6
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key to whicli is in possession of the priests alone ; so that \vliile

they read the Word, they have no perception of any hght con-

tained in it, or derived fi'om it, and do not even discover therein

that God is one ; for with such persons the Word is as if it were

covered with blots, by which the unity of God is entu^ely con-

cealed. These arc the persons whom the Lord thus describes

in the gospel : "Hearing ye shall hear, and shall not understand;

and seeing ye shall see, and shall not perceive. For this peo

pie's heart is waxed gross, and their ears are didl of hearing,

and their eyes they have closed ; lest at any time they should

see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and shoxdd under-

stand with their heart, and should be converted, and I should

heal them" (Matt. siii. 14, 15). All such persons are like men
that shun the light, and enter into dark chambers where there

are no windows lor its admission, and grope about the walls

in search of food or money ; till at length they acquire a sort of

vision like that of owls, whereby they are enabled to see in

darkness : or they may be compared to a woman with several

husbands, Avho is not a wife, but a lasci\dous harlot ; or to ?.

\irgin, who accepts rings from several suitors, and after her

marriage Avitli one, makes no scruple of bestowing her favors

upon the rest.

8. II. There is an influx universal prom god into

THE SOULS OF MEN, lEACHING THEM THERE IS A GOD, AND HE
IS ONE.

The existence of an influx from God into man, is implied in

the general acknowledgement, that aU good which is in a man,
or which is done by him, if it be really good, is fi'om God; and
in hke manner, that aU charity and all faith are from God ; for

it is wTitten, " A man can receive nothing except it be given

him from heaven" (John iii. 27) ; and Jesus saith, " Without
me ye can do nothing" (John xv. 5) ; that is, nothing which
has regard to charity or faith. This influx is into the souls of

men, by reason that the soul is the inmost and supreme part of

a man ; and the influx from God enters therein, and descends

from thence into the inferior parts, which it quickens and en-

livens in proportion to its reception. Those truths which are

the future materials for the building of faith, enter indeed by
the organs of hearing, and so are implanted in the mind, thus

in a region below the soul; but the eft'ect of these truths is,

only to dispose a man for the reception of the divine influx

through the soul ; and according as this disposition is produced,

in the same proportion the divine influx is received, and the

faith which ^^ as before only natural, is transformed into spuitual

faith. This divine influx into the souls of men inspires the idea

of one God alone, because aU that is di\ane, whether it be con-

sidered in a general or a particular view, is God ; and since all

that is di\ine coheres together as a one, it cannot but inspire a

7
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man with an idea of the unit}^ of God ; which idea is every day
confirmed, in proportion as a man is elevated by the divine

influence into the li^ht of lieaven : for the angels, in the light

of their world, cannot compel themselves to pronounce the

word gods ; therefore all their speech, at the close of every sen-

tence, has its termination in unity of accent, whicli is merely
in consequence of the divine influx into their souls respecting

the unity of God. The reason why so many people conceive the

Godhead to be separated into tlu-ee persons of the same essence,

notwithstanding this general influx into the souls of all men
inspiring an idea of the divine unity, may be thus explained.

That influx, as it descends, enters into forms that are not in a

state of correspondence with it ; and the recipient form causes

a change in the influx, according to the prevailing law in all the

subjects of the three kingdoms of nature. It is the same God
that communicates life to man and to beast ; but that this life

in the former case is human, and in the latter bestial, is owing to

the different natui^s of the recipient forms. The case is similar

with a man, when he induces on his mind the form of a beast,

the change not being in the influx from God, but in the man^s
reception. Thus also the influx of light and heat from the sun

into every plant is ahke, but it is varied according to the parti-

cular form of each : it is the same in a vine that it is in a thorn
;

but if the thorn be ingrafted into the \dne, the influx is then

inverted, and proceeds according to the form of the thorn. So
again in the subjects of the mineral kingdom : it is the same
influx of light which shines upon a piece of chalk, and upon a

diamond ; but it is owing to their difterent contextm-es, that in

the former case it is rendered opaque, and in the latter it is

transmitted with brightness. With respect to the minds of

mien, they ai'e various according to then- forms, which are in-

^^ardly spiritual, in proportion to their belief in God, if it be

attended at the same time with life derived from God. Those
forms become transparent and angelical by a faith in one God ;

but, on the contrary, dark and bestial by a faith in several gods,

which differs but little from a faith in no God.
9. III. Hence, there is no nation throughout the

WORLD, possessed EITHER OF RELIGION OR SOUND REASON,
BUT THAT ACKNOWLEDGES THE BEING OF A GOD, AND THAI
HE IS ONE.

From what has been said concerning the divine influx into

the souls of men, it follows, that there is an internal impression

on the heart of every man, dictating to him the existence and
the unity of God. It is true, indeed, there are some men
who deny the being of a God, and who set up natm'e in his

stead ; and others who worship more Gods than one, and Uke-
\vdse pay di\dne adoration to images ; but this is because they

have closed up the inte-'iors of their reason, w understanding,

8
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with worldly and corporeal things, and have thereby obliterated

tJ'O primitive idea of God, or that which was impressed upon
them in their infancy, and, at the same time, have banished

all rehgion from their bosoms, casting it behind them. That

Christians acknowledge one God, but, in a certain manner,

appears evident from this general confession in their Creed :

.

"The Catholic faith is this, that we worship one God in trinity,

and trinity in unity ; neither confounding the persons, nor di\dd-

ing the substance : for there is one person of the Father, another

of the Son, and another of the Holy Ghost ; and yet there are

not three gods, but one God ; • although the Father is God, the

Son is God, and the Holy Ghost is God. For hke as we are

compelled by the Christian verity to acknowledge every person

by himself to be God and Lord, so are we forbidden by the

Cathohc faith to say there be three gods or tliree lords." Such
is the faith of Christians concerning the unity of God; but

that the trinity and unity of God are at variance with each

other according to this confession, will appear, when we come
to treat of the Divine Trinity. The other nations of the

world, that are influenced either by rehgion or sound reason,

are all agreed in their acknowledgement of one God alone ; as

all the Alahometans in their several empires; the Africans,

throughout many kingdoms in their continent; the Asiatics, for

the most part, tlu^ougliout in theirs ; and likewise the modern
Jews. Among the most ancient people in the world, who lived

in the time which is called the golden age, such as professed any

sort of religion, worshiped one God, whom they called Jehovah.
The people of the succeeding age agreed in the same worship,

until the estabhshment of monarchical power, when worldly

and at length corporeal affections began to close up the superior

parts of the understanding, which heretofore had been opened

towards heaven, as so many temples and sacred recesses for the

worship of oiie God. It was to open again those interiors of

the human mind, and thereby to restore the worship of one God,
that the Lord established a church among the posterity of Jacob,

and prefixed to all their rehgious precepts this commandment,
" Thou shalt have no other Gods before me" (Exod. xx. 3) . The
name Jehovah, also, which he assumed anew upon this occa-

sion, signifies the supreme and only Being, from whom all other

beings in the universe derive their essence and existence. The
ancient Gentiles worshiped the supreme God under the name
Jove, possibly so called from Jehovah, and thry admitted also

many subordinate deities, who composed his coiu't ; but the

philosophers of succeeding ages, as Plato an.J Aristotle, would
not allow these to be separate gods, but only distinct properties,

\[uahties, and attributes of one God, which had gained the

vtame of gods from their partaking of diAdnity.

10. Soimd reason also, though it be not under anv rehgious

9
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i?ifluence, can discern plainly, tliat -where things ai'e in a state of

separation, and without dependence on one first cause, they
must instantly fall to pieces, and be dissolved ; as the various

members, viscera, and other organs of motion and sensation^

whereof tlie human body is composed, coidd only be presei'ved

in their state of life and actinty, by their dependence upon one
soul ; and the body itself must come to dissolution, if it were
not connected with, and dependent on, one heart. In hke
manner, every kingdom derives support from one king, and every
family from one master, and every various fimction and office

in each kingdom, from one office, or chief. What could an
army do in the field of battle without a commander in chief, to

whom the other officers are subordinate, each of ^vhom exercises

his particular authority over the common soldiers ? From this

reasoning, then, v,e may conclude what woidd befall the church
without the acknowledgement of one God, and also what would
befall the whole angelic heaven, which is as the head of the
chmxh on earth, animated by the Lord, who is the life and soul

of both : therefore heaven and tiie chiu'ch are called his body
;

which, in- case they did not acknowledge their dependence upon
one God, would become Hke a Hfeless corpse, fit only to be cast

out and buried.

11. IV. The nature and qualities of this one god, are
SUBJECTS RESPECTING "WHICH VARIOUS NATIONS AND IrEUPLE

HAVE DIFFERED, AND DO STILL DIFFER ; AND THIS FROM SEVE-
RAL CAUSES.

The first reason is, because the knowledge of God, and a
consequent acknoAvledgement of him, are not attainable without
a revelation ; and a knoAvledge of the Lord, and a consequent
acknowledgement that "in him dwelleth all the fulness of the
Godliead bodily," is not attainable, except from the Word of

God, which is the crown of revelations. For by the help of
revelation a man is enabled to approach unto God, and to receive

influx from him, and thereby from natural to become spiritual.

In the earliest ages of the world, therefore, a revelation was pub-
lished and made universal ; but it was perverted by various arti-

fices of the natm-al man, whence have arisen all the disputes,

dissensions, heresies, and schisms, that have in all times divided

the church. A second reason why men have difl'ered in their

opinions concerning God is, because the natural man cannot
perceive, or apply to himself, the things of God, but only the
things of the world; therefore it is an established doctrine in

the Christian church, that the natural man and the spiritual

man are at enmity with each other. Hence those who have dis-

covered the being of God, fi^om his Word and other revelations,

have yet differed, and do difier, concerning his natvu'e, and con-
cerning his unity. AVhere the intellectual sight has been made
dependent on the bodily senses, and yet men have been desu'ous

10
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to see God, they luive formed for tliemselves images of gold,

silver, stone, and wood, that they might vrorship God under such

appearances as were adapted to the senses of the natural man.

Others again, who saw the absurdity of such image-worship,

fell into another species of idolatry, and fancied they could dis-

cern God in the sun, the moon, the stars, and other parts of

the ^^sible creation. A third sort, who had a fond opinion of

their own superior wisdom, and yet remained in a natural or

uni'egenerate state, seeing the immensity and omnipresence of

the Deity in the creation of the world, conceived natiu-e to he

God, and acknowledged her as such, either in her more secret

and inward operations, or, according to others, in her visible

and external manifestations. Others again, to make a distinc-

tion between God and nature, conceived to themselves some
most universal principle as entering into the composition of all

creatures, which they called the Being fEi)sJ of the universe,

and this they supposed to be God ; but since they had no further

knowledge of God, than of some such ideal principle, this was
in fact no knowledge of God at all. For how plain is it to per-

ceive, that knowledges concerning God are the only mirrors

wherein to see God? and that those who have no knowledge
concerning God, do not see him, as it were, in a mirror with its

face turned towards them, but look for him on the back, which,

being covered with mercmy, or some other thick substance,

does not reflect, but suftbcates, the image presented to it ? The
faith of God enters into a man by a prior or interior way, that

is, fi'om the soul into the superior regions of the understanding

;

but knowledges concerning God are received by a posterior or

external way, that is, from the revealed Word of God by the

understanding, through the channels of the bodil}?- senses ; and
these influences meet in the understanding as in a common cen-

tre, where natural faith, which at first is no more than a mere
persuasion, is changed into spiritual faith, which is a real con-

sent and acknowledgement. The human understanding is, as

it were, the refining vessel Avherein this change is wrought.

12. Y. Human reason, if it be so disposeu, may col-

lect, AND BE CONVINCED, FROM THE VARIOUS OBJECTS IN TUS
VISIBLE WORLD, THAT THERE IS A GOD, AND THAT HE IS ONE.

This truth may be confirmed by innumerable testimonies in

the visible creation ; for the universe is as a theatre, on wliicli

the evidences of the existence of a God, and his unity, are con-
tinually exhibited. But for the illustration of this truth I shall

produce the following memoralile relation from the spiritual

M'orld. Being on a time in conversation with angels, there

joined us some spirits who were lately arrived from the natural

world; to whom, having wished them much joy in their new
state, I related many particulars, before unknown to them,
respecting the world of spirits. After some discourse 1 began

11
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to inquii'e of them, wliat opinions they had brouglit from Ihcir

world concerning God and nature? Tliey replied, that they

had heard in the world, that nature is the sole operatrix in the

universe of creation, and that God, after creation, gave or

impressed upon nature this power and faculty ot operation,

while he himself only supports and preserves things from de-

struction ; and therefore the life, the growth, and the increase

of everything, were at this day ascribed to natm*e. But in an-

swer to this I objected, that nature of herself can do nothing,

but that God is the sole operator, by and through natm'e; and
for then' farther satisfaction on this point, I argued, that who-
ever behoves in a divine operation throughout the particular

parts of nature, may confirm hunself, by many argmnents de-

rived fi'om the visible things of the creation, in favor of the

operation of God, rather than of nature. For let him but attend

to the wonders conspicuous in the productions of both vegetables

and animals; and first in the prouuctions of vegeTxVbles; that

from a small seed sown in the ground there is emitted a root,

and by means of the root a stem, and afterwards branches, buds,

leaves, flowers, and fruits, till at length new seeds are produced

by such a regular process, as if the first seed was acquainted with

all the orderly steps and successive stages, through which it

must pass to its self-renewal in the second seed. What reason-

able man can suppose that the sun, which is pure fire, is ac-

quainted with this Avonderful process ; or that he can instruct

his heat and light how to effect it ; or can design and intend

such pm'poses ? Were the rational faculty in a man but in any
degi'ee elevated above the objects of sense, he must be forced to

confess, from a sight and consideration of such things, that tliej

are derived from a being of infinite wisdom, and of consequenco

from God. Such persons as acknowledge the divine operation

in every particular part of nature, confirm themselves in such an
acknowledgement by the observation of these wonders ; but on
the other hand, such as do not acknowledge the divine opera-

tion, behold these wonders with an inverted sight, and not Avith

the clear and dii'cct eye of reason ; forming all their ideas and
conclusions according to the suggestions of the bodily senses,

and confirming theii* fallacies by the most tri^-ial arguments

;

asserting the light and heat of the sun to be the principal and
first operating causes of all effects, and denying the existence of

such things as do not fall under the notice of the bodily eyes.

Those who are willing to believe in a di\dne principle operating
in nature, confirm this behef further, by attending to the various

wonders which they behold in the productions of animals ; as

first, when they consider an egg, wherein the young chicken hes
hid, as in its seed, vnih all things requisite for its formation, and
likcAvise for its future growth, from the time of incubation till it

becomes a complete bird of its own pecuhar kind and form. A
12
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fiu*tlier attention to the general natm-e and instincts of the
feathered race exhibits to the contemplative mind, such a scene
of wonders as begets astonishment ; to observe in the least as
well as ill the largest species_, in the invisible as well as in the
visible, that is, in the most minute insects as well as in birds
and other large animals, that they are all endowed with organs
of sense, such as seeing, smelling, tasting, and feeling ; as like-

wise with organs of motion, such as muscles, whereby they are
enabled to walk and fly; and lastty, with viscera adhering to the
lieait and lungs ; all which derive their life and action from the
jrain. Those who ascribe all things to nature, observe indeed
these wonderfid phenomena, but then they reflect Httle upon
their real causes, and resolve all into mere natm-al agency; and
this in consequence of having tm-ned their minds from thinking
about God, in which case they disqualify themselves for think-
mg rationally, and much more for thinking spmtually, upon the
natm-al wonders which they behold : thus they fall into a sen-
sual and material way of thinking and concluding, never rising,

above the sphere of nature, and differ from beasts in this respect
alone, that they still enjoy the faculty of rationality, and are
capable of imclerstanding if they would. Men who are thus
averse from thinking of God, and are become thereby mere sen-
sual corporeal beings, do not consider how gross and material
the sight of the bodily eye is, which, when applied to discern the
minute parts of animated natm'c, sees a heap of small insects as
one obscm-e confused spot without form or order ; whereas every-

one of these insects is endowed with organs of sense and motion,
and of consequence with fibres and vessels ; and likewise with a
heart and pidmonary tubes, minute viscera, and brains; all

which are contextures of the purest substances in natm-e, and
con-espond to life in its ultimate degi-ee, by which theii- most
minute parts are distinctly acted upon and enlivened. Since
the sight of the bodily eye is so gross and defective, that many
insects, with the innumerable component parts of each, appear
to it as a small confused spot, and yet sensual men form their
reasonings and conclusions from such vision, it is manifest how
very gross and defective the vision of their understanflings must
be, and in what darkness they dwell Avith respect to the percep-
tion of spiritual things.

Every man, if he be so disposed, may confirm himself in favor
of a divine agency, from beholding the visible tilings of the crea-
tion ; and that man does so confa-m himself who reflects upon
the existence of a God, together with his omnipotence in creat-
ing the universe, and his omnipresence in preserving it ; while,
for instance, he observes the fowls of the air, how every species
knows its own proper food, and where it may be found ; that it

(hstinguishes those of its own kind by their voice and figure;
that each bird can distinguish its friends from its enemies : that
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they all, at certain seasons, join in pairs, and celebrate connu-
bial rites ; liow artfully they iDuikl their nests, lay then* eggs, sit

upon them, are acquainted with the time of hatching ; at which
time they help their young out of the shell, love them with the

utmost tenderness, cherish them under their wings, and provide

them with food, with which they noui'ish and support them until

they are able to provide for themselves, and go through a similar

progression Every man who is disposed to think of a divine

influx through the spii'itual Avorld into that of natiu'e, may
smxly behold a full proof of it in these wonders, and also con-

fess in his heart that such skill and science as is discoverable in

these animals cannot possibly be communicated from the sun,

by means of its heat and light ; since that sun, from which
natm"e derives its birth and essence, is pure fire, and of conse-

sequence the effluxes of its light and heat are altogether void of

life; and hence he may conclude that such eft'ects are produced
by a di\T[ne influx, tlu'ough the spiritual Avorld, into the ultimates

of natm^e.

Every man also may confirm himself in favor of a divine

agency, if he but attends to the history of caterpillars and r.ilk

worms ; how, under the impidse of pleasiu'e, arising from some
innate aff'ection, they seek and aspire after a change of their

earthly state for one analogous to a heavenly state ; and for this

purpose ihey creep into suitable places, where they infold them-
selves in a covering, and so return again, as it were, into the

w omb, from whence they look for a new birth, to become chry-

salises, aurelise, nymphs, and at length butterflies ; and Avhen

they have passed through these several changes, and put on
their beautilul wings, according to their species, they fly abroad

into the open air, as into their proper heaven, where they in-

dulge in all festive sports, solemnize their connubial rites, and
lay their eggs, with a ^dew of continuing their kind to future

generations ; and then they feed upon a sweet and pleasant food,

extracted from the flowers of the field. Where the mind is con-

firmed in favor of a divine ageucy, by the visible things of

nature, how plainly may it discern in these wonders an image
of the earthly and heavenly states of man ! of his earthly state

in the dull creeping worm, and of his heavenly and regenerate

state in the sportive and exulting butterfly ! But those who con-

firm themselves in favor of natme's agency, though they behold

these wonders, still call them mere natural eft'ects, in conse-

quence of having rejected from their minds the heavenly state

of man.
Every one, again, may confirm himself in favor of a dinne

agency by the Aisible things of nature, if he but attends to the

Avell-known facts relating to bees; that they have the art to

gather Avax and suck honey from the flowers of the field, and
build themselves cells for their little habitations, which they dis-
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pose in the manner of a regular city^ witli streets and passages

for their coming in and going out; that they can smell out

flowers and plants at a distance, from which they collect wax for

their houses, and lioney for their food; and that, Avhen laden

with these treasures, they find their way back to their hives,

wliere they store up their food to be a supply during winter, as

if they foresaw its approach. It is further remarkable of these

animals, that they choose themseh^es a queen, to be at once their

sovereign, and the parent of a future race, whom they provide

therefore Avith a palace in an elevated situation, Avliich they fur-

nish with proper guards and attendants ; and when the time

comes that she should be the mother of a new oflspring, she is

accompanied by these guards, called di'ones, from cell to cell,

wherein she deposits her eggs, while her attendants cover them
with a sort of ointment, to seciu-e them from the inclemencies of

the air. Hence arises a new generation, which, Avhen it is old

enough to provide for itself, is expelled the hive, and forced to

look out for a new habitation, not however till they ha^e first

collected themselves in a swarm, to prevent their dismiion.

About the time of autumn, the indolent di"ones, who have added
nothing to the common stock, either of wax or honey, are led

away from the hive, and deprived of their wings to prevent their

return, lest they shoidd consiune that provision Avhich they had
taken no pains to collect. Many other surprising facts are re-

lated of these animals ; but the fore-mentioned are a sufficient

proof that, on account of their uses to mankind, they are in-

structed by a divine influx, through the spmtual world, to model
for themselves such a form of government as exists among men
on earth, and even among angels in heaven. How plainly must
every man of uncorrupted reason perceive that such instincts are

not communicated to bees fi'om the natural world ! for what
virtue is there in the sma of the natiu'al world, to contrive a

form of government so exactly corresponding with the celestial?

From these, then, and the like wonders observable in the animal
creation, the advocate and worshiper of nature confirms himself

in favor of nature, Avhile the advocate and worshiper of God, by
a contemplation of the same wonders, confirms himself in favor

of God ; for the spu'itual man in such things sees m hat is spirit-

ual, but the natural man sees only -^hat is natural ; thus every
one according to his quality. As to myself, I must confess that

the consideration of such wonders has long been a testimony
with me in favor of an influx from God, tlu-ough the spu-itual

world into the natural. Consider also, whether you feel it pos-

sible to reason analj^ticaUy concerning any particular form of
government, or any Liav of civil society, or any moral virtue, or
any spiritual truth, except by means of an influx of di\dne Avis-

dom fi'om God, through the spiritual Avorld. For my own part
I have long felt and still feel it to be impossible, having had a
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sensible and manifest perception of such influx,, without inter-

ruption, for six and twenty years past ; therefore I speak from
my own experience.

Can nature, let me ask, regard uses as the end of her opera-

tions, or dispose such uses into their orders and forms ? This is

in the power of no one but a wise being ; and so to order and
Ibrm the universe is in the power of no one but God, Avhose

wisdom is infinite. Who else coidd foresee and provide for

mankind what is necessary for their food and clothing, or make
the herbs, fruits, and animals which the earth produces subser-

vient to such provision ? It is surely a most wonderful consi-

deration that those vile reptiles, called silk-worms, should supply,

u'itli comfortable and elegant clothing, aU ranks of men, from
monarchs on then" thrones, down to the lowest of then' vassals

;

and that those small animals, the bees, should furnish wax to

illuminate both our temples and our palaces. These, with
several other similar considerations, are standing proofs that

God, by his own operation tlu'ough the spnitual world, efi'ects

Avhatever is done in nature.

It may not be amiss here to subjoin the extraordinary appear-

nuce of those persons in the spnitual world, who, from a contem-
plation of things here below, have confirmed themselves in favor

of natm'c against God, and have thereby become atheists. Their

yiitellects, when viewed by spiritual light, appear open below, but
closed above, in consequence of their having, in their reasonings

and reflections, looked downwards towards the earth, and not

upwards towards heaven. Above their sensual principle, Avhich

is the lowest region of the understanding, there appears as it

were a veil, sparkling with infernal fire ; in some cases black as

stnoke, and in others pale and livid as a corpse. Let every one,

therefore, take heed to guard himself against confii-mations in

favor of natm'e, and to confirm himself in favor of God ; for this

is at least the safer side.

13. VI. Unless god was one, the universe could not
HAVE BEEN CREATED OR PRESERVED.
The unity of God may be inferred from the creation of tiie

universe, since the universe being a coherent and uniform work,

from first to last, depends upon God, as the body depends upon
the soul. The universe is so created, that God may be every-

vvdiere present therein, and keep the whole, with all its parts,

under his government and observation, and may thus maintain it

in perpetual unity, which is to preserve it. It is for this reasoc

that Jehovah God declares that he is " the Fu'st and the Last,

the Beginning and the End, the Alpha and the Omega " (Isaiah

\.liv. 6j Rev. i. 8, 17); and in another place, "I am the Lord
that maketh all things ; that stretcheth forth the heavens alone

;

that spreadeth abroad the earth by ijiyself" (Isaiah xliv. 24.)

This great svstem, which we call the universe, is a coherent and
16
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uniform work, from first to last, by reason that God iutendeo

but this one end in its creation,—to form an angelic heaven from
the human race ; and all things whereof the world consists are

means to promote this end ; for the desire of any end implies

also a desire of the means requisite for its promotion. If, there-

fore, Avc regard the world as a work containing means adapted to

such an end, we may also regard the universe of creation as a
cohejent and uniform Avork, and may perceive that it is a com-
plex of uses, in successive order, for the service of the human
race, out of which is formed the angelic heaven. Por the divine

love cannot design any other end than the eteritcvJ i:appiness of
men, by a communication of itself; and the divine wisdom can-

not produce any thing but uses, as means for the promotion of

that end. By contemplating the world, according to this en-

larged and universal idea, every wise man may discern that the
Creator of the universe is one, and that his essence is love and
wisdom ; of consequence, there is not a single thing existing in

the world but that contains some hidden use, more or less re-

mote, for the service of man ; for his sustenance are provided
the fruits of the earth, and various animals; from the same
sources he also obtains his clothing ; and, what is wonderful,

those A'ile worms, called silkworms, clothe with silk and magni-
ficently adorn both men and women, from kings and queens to

men-servants and maid-servants; and those little insects, the
bees, supply him with wax, with which he is able to illuminate

his temples and palaces. While people consider only particular

])arts of the creation, and do not take a view of the M'hole, in

its connected series, as consisting of ends, mediate causes, and
effects ; or while thej' do not refer creation to its true source, as

an effect derived from the divine love, by means of the divine

wisdom, it is impossible they should see that the universe is the
workmanship of one God, and that he has his abode in the uses
of every particular thing, being the end for which it was cre-

ated. For whatever is in the end is also in the means conducive
thereto, inasmuch as the end itself is in all the means, acting in

them, and producing its own ultimate purposes. While men
consider the universe, not as the workmanship of God, and the
habitation of his love and wisdom, ])ut as the workmanship of

nature, and the habitation of the sun's light and heat alone, they
close up the superior parts of their minds against the admission
of God, and open the inferior parts thereof for the admission of

'

the devil, whereby they divest themselves of the nature of men,
and acquire the nature of beasts, not only believing, but actually

making themselves like unto them ; for they become foxes in

cunning, wolves in fierceness, leopards in trcacliery, tigers in

cruelty, and crocodiles, serpents, owls, and bats, as to the re-

spective natures of those animals. In the spiritual world such
persons appear also, at a distance, in tlie proper shapes of such
Deasts as they represent in disposition; for it is their love of
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evil wliicli tlius represents itself in the particular figure of eacn.

14. VII. Every man who does not acknowledge a god
15 excommunicated from the church^ and in a state op

condemnation.
Whoever /loes not acknowledge the being of a God, is of

necessity excommunicated from the church ; since as God is the

all in all of the church, and divine subjects which are called

theological, are what constitute its existence, therefore a denial

of God is a denial also of the chiu'ch, and of all things which be-

long to it ; and it is this denial which excommunicates, so that

man and not God is the author of such excommunication. By
the same act the man is brought into a state of condemnation

;

because whoever is excommunicated from the church, is excom-
municated also from heaven; for the church on earth and the

angelic heaven are one in operation, just as the internal and ex-

ternal and as the spiritual and natural principles of man are

one ; for man was so created by God as to be, with respect to

his internal, an inhabitant of the spiritual world, and with re-

spect to his external, an inhabitant of the natural world : thus

he was created a native of both worlds, to the intent that a

spiritual principle, which is of heavenly extraction, might be im-

planted in his natural principle, which is of earthly extraction,

like seed sown in the ground, that so he might acquire a fixed

and everlasting existence. Whoever, by a denial of God has

excommunicated himself from the church, and thereby from
heaven, has also by the same act closed up his internal man,
with respect to the faculty of the will, and thereby with respect

to his genial love ; for a man's will is the receptacle of his love,

and becomes its habitation. But the internal man cannot be
closed up with respect to the faculty of the understanding ; for

were this practicable, and to take place, then a man would be

no longer a man. The love principle of the will, however, in-

fatuates the superior regions of the understanding with falses, in

wnich case the understanding becomes as it were closed against

the reception of the truths which are of faith and the goods

which are of charity, and thereby more and more against the

reception of God, and of the spiritual things of the church.

Thus the man is excluded from communion Avith the angels of

heaven, and when excluded he introduces himself into com-
munion with the Satanic spirits of hell, and thinks in unity with

them ; and as all satanic spirits deny God, and are infatuated in

their conceptions concerning him and the spiritual things of the

church, so also does every man who is joined in fellowship A^ith

them. When he thinks according to the dictates of his spirit,

or internal man, as is the case when he is left alone to his ovm
refisctiont;, he suffers his thoughts to be led by the pleasures of

the evil and the false which he has conceived and brought forth

in himself, and he then fancies that there is no God, and that

the nan-.o of such a Being is a mere fiction, devised bv ])ricsts,
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for tlie purpose of keeping the vulgar in obedience to the laws

of civil society. He further imagines that the Word of God,,

from whence the ministers of God proclaim aloud his divine ma-
jesty, is a mere visionary collection of records, void of all sanc-

tity, hut what has been stamped upon it by public authorit}^

;

and that the decalogue, or catechism, is a book fit for little chil-

dren, but which may afterwards be thrown aside, as containing

no precepts but what are taught by the civil laws of every country,

as, that men should honor their parents, and do no murder, neither

commit adultery, nor steal, nor bear false Avitness, &c. His no-

tions concerning the church are of the same character ; that it

is a congregation of weak, simple, and credulous people, who
fancy they see things which have no real existence. Respecting

man, and himself as a man, he has the same ideas as respecting

brute beasts ; and concludes that both will experience a similar

fate after death. These are the opinions of his internal man, what-

ever contrary professions he may make with his external man; for,

as was observed above, every man has l^oth an internal and an

external part, and it is the internal which properly constitutes the

man, and which is called his spirit, and survives the death of

the body ; whereas the external part is biu'ied at death, and how-
ever the internal may thereby have played the hypocrite by a

semblance of virtue, yet by reason of his denial of God he is

then in a state of condemnation. Every man, as to his spirit, is

oonsociated Avith his like in the spiritual world, and is as one with

them ; and I have frequently been permitted to see the spirits of

persons now alive on earth, in the spiritual societies, both angelic

and infernal, whereto they respectively belong. I have also con-

versed with them for several days together, and it has often been
matter of Avonder with me, that a man, while in the body, is

totally unacquainted with this state of his spirit. Hereby I was
fully assured that whoever denies God, is already among the con-

demned, and after death is gathered to his companions.
15. VIII. No DOCTRINE OR WORSHIP OF THE CHURCH CAN

BE CONSISTENT OR COHERENT, WITH THOSE WHO ACKNOWLEDGE
NOT ONE GOD, BUT MANY.

Whoever acknowledges one God in faith, and worships him in

heart, is in the communion of saints on earth, and in the com-
munion of angels in heaven. These are called communions, and
in reality are so; since they are in one God, and one God is in

them. Whoever also is in these communions, is in conjunction
with the universal angelic heaven, and, I Avill venture to affirm,

with all and every particular angel therein ; because they are all

as the children and offspring of one father, whose minds, man-
ners, and countenances, bear such a resemblance, that they
thereby mutually recognize each other. The angelic heaven is

arranged into societies, according to all the varieties of the love

of good, which varieties all concentre in one most universal love,

the love of God ^ from Avhich iove all derive their birth and de-
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scent, wlio in faith acknowledge, and in heart worship, one God,

who is both the Creator of the universe, and at the same time

the lledeemer and Regenerator of mankind. But the case is

altered, if, histead of one God, men address and worship more
than one ; or if they acknowledge but one God with tlieir lips,

while they have the idea of three in their thoughts ; as is done

by those in the church of the present day who divide God into

three persons, and declare each person, by himself, to be God,

mid attribute to each distinct qualities and properties, which

they do not allow to the other. Hence not only is the unity of

God actually divided, but the whole theological system, and also

the human mind, in Avhich it should reside, are divided with it;

and what can thence result but perplexity and incohcrcncy in

all things appertaining to the church ? That such is the state of

the present church, will be proved in the appendix to this work.

The truth is, that the division of God, or of the Divine Essence,

into three persons, whereof each singly, or of himself, is God,

leads to a denial of God ; and implies the same as if a man
should go into a temple to perform his devotions, and should

there see painted over the altar one God as the ancient of days,

another as a great high priest, and a third as a Hying iEolus,

with this inscription, " These three are one God ;" or, as if he

should see there the unity and trinity described as a man Avith

three heads iipon one body, or with three bodies under one

head, which is the form of a monster. Should any one enter

heaven with such an idea, he would assuredly be cast out, how-
ever he might excuse himself by saying, that the head or heads

eignified essence, and the body or bodies different properties.

10. To the above I shall add a memorable relation. I

once observed some persons, lately arrived out of the natural

world into the spiritual, wdio were conversing together about the

existence of three Divine Persons from eternity. They were

dignitaries of the church, and one of them was a bishop. On
their approach, after some discourse about the spiritual world,

with which they were before utterly unacquainted, " I overheard

you," said I, " conversing respecting three Diiine Persons exists

ing from eternity, and I beseech you to unfold this great mys-

tery to me, according to the ideas which you had conceived in

the natural world, from whence you are lately come." Then the

primate, looking attentively at me, replied, " I perceive that

rou r.re a layman, and therefore I will unfold to you the ideas of

jny mind concerning this great mystery for j^our instruction. It

always was, and is still, my notion, that God the Father, God
the Son, and God the Holy Ghost, sit in the midst of heaven,

upon magnificent and lofty seats or thrones; God the Father on

a throne of the finest gold, with a sceptre in his hand ; God the

Son at liis right hand, upon a throne of the purest silver, with a

crown on his head; and God the Holy Ghost beside them, upon
20
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a tlirone of shining crystal, liolding in his hand a dove ; and that

round about them there hangs a triple row of burning lam-ps,

glittering ^^ith precious stones ; and at a distance there stand

innumerable companies of angels, worshiping and singing praises.

I conceive further, that God the Father holds continual confer-

3nce Avith the Son, concerning those who are to be justified, and
that they determine and decree together aa^io upon the earth

should be worthy to be received among the angels, and to be
croAvned Avith eternal hie ; and that God the Holy Ghost, having
heard the names of sue)), hastens instantly to them over all parts

of the earth, carrying AMth him the gifts of righteousness, as so

many tokens of salvation, to those Avho are justified : and imme-
diately on his coming and breathing upon them, he disperses

their sins, as a ventilator does the smoke out of a fm-nace, and
also removes the stony hardness from their hearts, and makes
them soft as flesh, and at the same time renews their sph-its or

minds, and begets them to ncAVTiess of life, and gives them the

innocent countenances of httle childi'en ; and lastly, signs them
in theii- foreheads with the sign of the cross, and calls them the
elect, and the children of God.^^ The primate having thus ex-

plained himself, fm'ther added, addressing himself to me, " Thus
did I unravel this great mystery while I lived upon the earth

;

and because several of our order did then much applaud my
opinions herein, I am persuaded that you also, being a layman,
will join in the same approbation." Here the primate ended

;

and I then, looking attentively at him and the dignitaries Avith

him, observed that they all gave tokens of favorable assent to

what he had advanced ; Avhereupon I prepared to reply, and said,

" I have Avell Aveighed the exposition of your faith, and have
thence collected, that you have conceived and cherished a merely
natm^al and sensual, yea, a material idea concerning the trinne

God, fi'om which there inevitably floAvs the idea of three gods.

Is it not a sensual conception of God the Father, to think that

he sits upon a throne Avith a sceptre in his hand ? and of the

Son, that he is on a throne Avith a croAvn upon his head? and of

the Holy Ghost, that he also sits upcn his throne, Avith a dove
in his hand ; and that in obedience to the decrees of the tAvo

former, he runs to and fro through the Avhole earth ? Where-
fore, since there hence results such an idea, I cannot possibly

accord with this exposition of yom faith. For, from m}^ earhest

years^ I could never admit into my mind the idea of more gods
than one ; and as I have always received, and do still retain, this

idea of one God alone, therefore all that you have said is of no
vreight with me. I then plainly pei'ceived, that by the throne,

whereon Jehovah is said to sit, according to the letter of Scrip-

ture, is signified the kingdom ; by the sceptre and crown,
government and dominion; by sitting on the right hand, the
cmnipotence of God bv his humanity ; and that by all the ex-
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^.lessions relating to the Holy Ghost, arc signified the operations

of the divine omnipresence. Be pleased only, my lord, to adopt

the idea of one God, and give yom- reason time to digest it weli;

and then yon \nU plainly apprehend the trntli of Avhat I say.

Indeed yon yoiu'selves also declare God to be one, inasmuch as

yon make the essence of those three persons to be one, and also

indi\isible ; nevertheless you do not allow any to maintain that

one God to be one single person, but you insist that there are

three ; and this you do from an apprehension lest the idea of

of tliree gods, according to yoiu conception, should be lost. You
likewise ascribe to each person separate and distinct properties

;

and do not you thereby separate the Di'^ine Essence ? and how
then can you say, and at the same time tliijik, that God is one ?

I could excuse you if you should assert that the DiAinc is one.

How is it possible, when a man is told, that ' the Father is God,

the Son is God, and the Holy Ghost is God, and that each per-

son by himself is God,^ that he should conceive there is only

one God? Is not there a contradiction herein, which cannot be

reconciled? It may, indeed, be said, that they partake of

Di^-inity alike ; but to call them one God is highly improper

;

and this may be illustrated by these considerations :—It would

be improper to say of several men, Avho compose one senate, con-

gregation, or council, that they are one man ; when, neverthe-

less, on a supposition that they aU agree in sentiment, it may
properly enough be said, that they think alike, and are of one

opinion ; so like^vise, in the case of three diamonds of one and

the same substance, it cannot properly be said that they are one

diamond, but that they are one with respect to substance, and

that each diamond differs from the other in value, according to

its particular weight; whereas it would not be so, supposing

there "^as only one, and not three. But I perceive the true

reason why you call the three Di^-ine Persons but one God, and

insist upon every member of the chiu'ch using the same lan-

guage, notwithstanding you declare each singly and by himself

to be God : you are ashamed to contradict herein the common
sense and reason of all mankind, which wiU not allow of more
gods than one ; and yet you are not ashamed, while you profess

\rith your lips only one God, to entertain the idea of three in

yom- thoughts." On hearing this, the bishop, yviih his clerical

attendants, retii'cd ; arri as lie went away, he turned about, and

endeavom-ed to say, " There is one God ; " but he was not able,

for his thought drew his tongue back again ; and then he voci-

ferated, " Tlu'ce gods." All who stood by smiled at the strange

sight, and departed.

17. Aftei'O'ards I inquired Avhere I might meet with some of

tliose learned men who have most distinguished themselves by
their acuteness and argiunents, in maintaining the separation of

the Divine Trinity into three persons; and there appeared before
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me three, whom I thus addressed :
" How can you separate the

Dmne Trinity into tln-ee persons, and assert each person bv
himself^ or singly, to be God and Lord? Is not the confession

of youi' lips, concerning the Divine Unity, as distant herein

from the thought of your minds, as the north is from the
south ? " " Not in the least,^^ they rephed ; " because we allow-

but one essence to the tlu'ee persons, and the divine essence is

God. We were formerly, while on earth, tutors of a trinity ol'

persons, and the pupil under oiu- care was this oiu' faith, by
which we allow to each divine person his respective office ; to

God the Father, that of imputation and donation ; to God the
Son, that of intercession and mediation ; and to God the Holy
Ghost, that of effecting the pm^poses of' imputation and media-
tion." " But," I asked, " Avhat do you mean by the Divine
Essence?" They answered, "We mean omnipotence, omni-
science, omnipresence, immensity, eternity, equality of majesty."
I replied, " According to this supposition, that such essence can
make one God of several distinct gods, you may still keep adding
to the number, and may take in a fom'tli, as for example, the
God Schaddai*, mentioned by Moses, Ezekiel, and Job. For
thus did the old philosophers in Greece and Italy, who assigned
equal attributes, and thereby a like essence, to their several

gods, Satm-n, Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Apollo, Juno, Diana,
Minerva ; nay, even to Mercury and Venus ; but still they never
pretended, that all those were but one God. You yom-selves
also are three distinct persons, and, as I perceive, of similar eru-
dition, and therefore of similar essence in that respect ; and yet
you cannot, by any combination, become but one scholar."

Hereupon they smiled, and replied, " You are sm-eh" not in
earnest : the case is very difterent with the Divdne Essence,
Avhich being one, and not tripartite, and being individual, and
so not divided, cannot possibly be an object of partition and
division." To this I rejoined, " On this ground let us rest the
dispute ; and let me ask you, what you mean by person, and
what the Avord signifies ? " They answered, " The Avord person
signifies, not any part or quality in another, but Avhat properly
and distinctly subsists in itself; thus do the most celebrated
Amters in the cluu-ch define the Avord person, and Ave abide by
their definition." " And is this," said I, " your signification of
the Avord? " They said, " It is." Then I replied, "According
to this definition, there is not any part of the Father in the Son,
or any part of either in the Holy Ghost ; from which it foUows,
that each of the tliree is independent of the rest in respect of
authority, poAver, and jm-isdiction, and therefore nothing unites
them but the will, Avhich is distinct i'n each, and of consequence
communicable only at the pleasm^e of each ; and is not this

* It is to be observed, that no mention is to be found, in the English Bible, of
liie God Sohaddai, our translators having substituted the term " God Ahniffhty "
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making tlie three persons into tliree separate gods ? Again, you
have fiu-ther defined the word person to signify, that Avhich has

a distinct subsistence ; consequently you make three substances,

into which you separate the Divine Essence ; and yet you say
that this essence is incapable of division, because it is one and
individual : you moreover attribute to each substance, that is, to

each person, properties which do not belong to the other two,

and which cannot even be communicated to them ; such as im-
putation, mediation, and operation ; and what conclusion must
follow from this, but that the tliree persons are three distinct

gods ? " On hearing these words they withdrew, saying, "We
will consider this reasoning, and, after consideration, we will

make otu* reply." There was present at the debate a certain

Avise man, Avho, when it was ended, said to the three learned dis-

putants, " I have no inclination to examine this high subject

through the medium of such subtle arguments; but, setting

them aside, I can see as clear as the light, that in tlie ideas of

your minds there are three gods
;
yet since you are ashamed to

publish them to the world, for fear of being called madmen and
idiots, which would certainly be the case, therefore, to avoid that

ignominy, you confess but one God with your lips." The three

disputants gave httle attention to these words, continuing firm

to their own oj)inions; and as they departed, they muttered
some metaphysical terms, which they had learned by rote;

whence I perceived that that science was the tripod, from which
they were desirous to give their answers.

THE DIVINE ESSE, WHICH IS JEHOVAH.

18. We shall first speak of the Divine Esse, and afterwards

of the Divine Essence. It appears as if they Avere one and the

same thing, when nevertheless the term esse is of more imiversal

signification than essence ; for an essence supposes an esse, and
an esse is the cause of an essence. The Esse of God, or the

Divine Esse, cannot be described, since it transcends every idea

of limnan thought ; for human thought can comprehend nothing

but what is created and finite, and not what is uncreate and in-

finite; consequently it can form no conception of the Divine Esse
The Divine Esse is Esse itself, from which all things have theii'

being, and Avhich must needs be in all things to give them being.

An ulterior notion of the Divine Esse may be formed from the
following articles :—I. The one God is called Jehovah from his

Esse, because he alone Is, Was, and Will be, and because he is

the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End, the Alpha
and the Omega. 11. The one God is Substance itself, and Form
itself; and angels and men are substances and forms by deriva-

tion from him ; and so far as they are in him, and he in them,
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they are images and likeness of him. III. The Divine Esse is

Esse in itself, and at the same time Existere in itself. IV. The

Divine Esse and Existere in itself cannot produce another Divine

that if Esse and Existere in itself; consequently there cannot he

another God of the same essence. V. A plurality of gods among
the ancients, and also among the moderns, had its rise solely in

consequence of the Divine Esse not being understood. But we
will proceed to explain eacli article particularly.

19. I. The one god is called jehovah from his esse,

BECAUSE HE ALONE IS, WAS, AND WILL BE; AND BECAUSE HE IS

THE FIRST AND THE LAST, THE BEGINNING AND THE END, THE
ALPHA AND THE OMEGA.

That Jehovah signifies I AM and TO BE, fSum et Esse,) is

well known ; and that God was so called from the earliest ages,

appears from the book of creation, or Genesis, where, in the first

chapter, he is called God ; but, in the second and the succeeding,

Jehovali God; and afterwards, when the descendants of Abraham,
out of the loins of Jacob, forgot the name of God, by reason of

their sojourning in Egypt, it was thus recalled to their remem-
brance : "Moses said unto God, what is thy name '? And God said,

I AM THAT I AM. Thus sbalt thou say unto tlie children of

Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you; and thou slialt say, JEHO-
VAH GOD of your fathers hath sent me unto you. This is my
name for ever, and this is my memorial unto all generations"

(Exod. iii. 14, 15) . Forasmuch as God alone is the I AM, and the

ESSE, or JEHOVAH, therefore nothing exists in the universe

of creation, but what derives its being (esse) from him ; the man-
ner of which derivation will be shewn presently. This also is sig-

nified by the following words :
" I am the First and the Last, the

Beginning and the End, the Alpha and the Omega" (Isa. xliv. 6

;

and llev. i. 8, 11 ; xxii. 13) ; hy Avhich words is signified, that he
is the essential Self, and the One only Being flpsum et UnicumJ
from first to last, and that all things are from him. The reason

why God is called the Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning
and the End, is, because Alpha is the first, and Omega the last

letter in the Greek alphabet ; and thence they signify all things

in the complex. The true ground of this signification lies in the

nature of alphabetic letters in the spiritual world, each of which
is expressive of some particular sense or thing; while every
trowel, as serving to direct the tone of expression, is significative

of something that has relation to affection or love. The spii'itual

or angelic speech and writing have their birth from this origin,

but this is an arcanum hitherto unknown; for there is a uni-

versal language, natural to all angels and spirits, and which has
nothing in common vvdth any language spoken by men on earth.

Every man, after death, comes into the use and understanding
of this language ; for it is implanted in every one from creation

;

and therefore throughout the whole spiritual world each under-
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stands another's speech. I have frequently been permitted to

hear that language^ and^ having compared it with those spoken

among men, I \m\e found that it has not the sHghtest agree-

ment or connexion with any natiiral language on earth ; for it

diftei's from them in this first principle, that CA^ery single letter

of each word has its particular sense and signification. Hence
then it is that God is called the Alpha and the Omega ; wherel^v

is signified, that he is the essential Self and the one only Being
(Tpsum et UnicumJ, from first to last, and that all things are

from him. But concerning this language, and the writing

thereof, as it flows from the spiritual thought of angels, more
may be seen in a treatise Avritten by me on Conjugial Love,
u. 326—329 ; and also in the folloAving pages.

20. II. The one god is substance itself and form it-

self; AND ANGELS AND MEN ARE SUBSTANCES AND FORMS BY
DERIVATION FROM HIM, AND SO FAR AS THEY ARE IN HIM, AND
HE IN THEM, THEY ARE IMAGES AND LIKENESSES OF HIM.

Since God is Esse, he is also substance ; for an esse "without

a substance is a mere imaginary entity, substance being a sub-

sisting entity ; and Avhatever is a substance is likewise a form,

for substance too, without form, is a mere imaginary entitv;

therefore both substance and form may be predicated of God,
but Avith this distinction, that he is the only, the very, and the

first substance and form (substantia et forma, unica, ipsa, et

prima) . That this form is traly and Acrily human, that is, that

God is true and very man, in AAiiom all things are infinite, is

proved in a work intitled Angelic Wisdom concerning the
Divine Love and the Di\ ine Wisdom, published at Amster-
dam in the year 1763; as also that angels and men are sub-

stances and forms, created and organized for the reception of

the divine influences through the lieaAcns ; therefore in the book
of Genesis they ai'e called images and likenesses of God (i. 26,

27) ; and in other places, his sons, and born of him : but in the

course of this Avork it Avill be abundantly proved, that in propor-

tion as a man lives under the divine government, that is, suffers

himself to be led by God, so far he becomes his image more and
more interiorly. Unless an idea be formed of God, as being the
primary substance and form; and of his form, as being truly

and verily human, the minds of men would readily imbibe idle

fancies, like so many imaginary spectres, concerning God him-
self, the origin of mankind, and the creation of the AAorld. Of
God they Avould conceiA^e no other notion, than as of the natui'e

of the universe in its first principles, that is, as of the expanse of

the universe, or as of an empty shadoAV or a mere nothing ; con-
cerning the origin of mankind they AAOuld conceive, as of a for-

tuitous conflux of the elements into such a form ; and concern-

ing the creation of the world, that the origin of its substances
and forms is first from points, and afterAvards from geometrical
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lines, which as they are not predicated of any substance, are in

fact mere nothings. To minds clouded with such notions, every

thing respecting the church appears as dark and obscure as the

river Styx or the gloom of Tartarus.

21. III. The divine esse is esse in itself, and ^t the
SAME TIME EXISTERE IN ITSELF.

That Jehovah God is Esse in itself, is a consequence of his

being the I AM^ the essential Self, the one only Being, and the

First (Sum, Ipsmn, Unicum, et PrimumJ from eternity to eternity,

from whom every thing that is derives its being, and without

whom it could not be any thing. In this, and no other sense,

he is the Beginning and the End, the Eirst and the Last, the

Alpha and the Omega. It cannot be said, that he had his own
Esse from himself; because this term from himself, supposes

priority, and thereby time, which is not predicable of the In-

finite, therefore it is said, from eternity ; it likewise supposes

another God, who is God in himself, and thereby God from

God, or that God formed himself, in which case he would neither

be uncreate nor infinite, because hereby he must have hmited
and determined himself, either fi*om himself or from another.

From this cause, that God is Esse in itself, it follows, that he is

Love in itself. Wisdom in itself, and Life in itself; and that he
is the very essential Self flpsumj, from whom are all things, and
to whom all things bear relation, as the sole ground of their

being. That God is Life in itself, and thereby God, appears

from the words of the Lord, in John v. 26 ; and in Isaiah :
" I

Jehovah make all things ; I stretch forth the heavens alone, and
spread abroad the earth by myself" (xhv. 24) : and that he is

" God alone, and besides him tliere is no God" (Isaiah xlv. 14,

21 ; Hosea xiii. 4). That God is not onty Esse in itself, but

likewise Existere in itself, results from this, that an esse unless

it exist is nothing, and in like manner an existere is nothing
u.nless it be derived from its esse ; wherefore, granting one, we
must also grant the other. The same reasoning is applicable to

substance and form : a substance is nothing without a form, and
a form caiuiot exist unless it be derived from a substance ; for

nothing is predicable of a substance without a form ; and a form
without a substance must be a mere nothing, because it is with-

.vut that which is necessary to give it quality or distinction. The
reason of using the terms esse and existere, and not essence and
existence, is, because there is a distinction to be made between
esse and essence, and consequently between existere and exist-

ence, just as between what is prior and what is posterior, what
is prior being more universal than what is posterior. Infinity

and eternity are applicable to the Di^ine Esse; but to the Di^dne

Essence and Existence, divine love and divine wisdom are appli-

able, and thereby omnipotence and omnipresence : of which
therefore we shall speak in their order.
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22. That God is the very essential Self, the one only Being,

and the Fu-st flpsum, Unicum, et PrimumJ, which is called the

Esse and Existere in itself, from -which are all things -which are

and exist, the natural man by his own reason cannot possibly

discover ; for the natm-al man by his own reason can apprehend

nothing but what belongs to natiu-e, this being consonant with

his essence, into which nothing else has gained admission from

his earliest years. But as a man is created to become a spiritual

being also, by reason that he is to live after death, and then to

dwell among spii'itual beings in their world, therefore God has

pro\'ided the Word, wherein he has not only revealed himself

and his own existence, but likewise the existence of a heaven

and a hell ; and that in one or otlier of these, e\evj man must
live to all eternity, each according to his life and faith conjointly.

God has also revealed in his Word, that he is the I A]\I, or

ESSE, the very essential Self, and the one only Being, which

is self-essent (Ipsuin et Uniciun quod hi SeJ, and thereby the

First, or Beginning, from whom are all things. It is by means
of this revelation, that the natural man is enabled to elevate

himself above nature, thus above himself, and to contemplate

such things as have relation to God, but yet as at a distance,

notwithstanding that God is nigh to every man, being in him
with his essence; and for this reason he is nigh to those who
love him ; and those love him who live according to his com-
mandments, and beheve on him ; and these do, as it were, see

God. For what is faith but a spiritual sight or perception of

God^s existence ? And what is a life according to his command-
ments, but an actual acknowledgement that salvation and eternal

life are from him ? Where, however, the faith is not spiritual,

but only natural, which is nothing more than a sort of science,

and where the life is similar, in such a case men indeed see God,
]jut then it is at a great distance, and that only while they are

talking of him. And the diiference between these two descrip-

tions of men, is the same as between persons who stand in clear

day-light, and see people near them, and touch them, and others

who stand in a thick mist, wherein the}'- cannot distinguish men
from trees or stones. Or they may be compared, in the former

case, with persons elevated on a high mountain, Avhereon a city

is built, thi'ough the streets of which the}' walk at pleasure, and
converse ^yith their fellow-citizens ; and in the latter case, \vitli

persons who look downwards from that mountain, and cannot
discern whether the objects they look upon be men, beasts, or

statues. Nay, the diflerence is as great, as betAveen those who
live in some planetary orb, and see their friends and acquaint-

ance therein, and those Avho only look upon that orb, fi'om another

planet, through optical glasses, and say that they perceive men
tlierein, Avhen yet they can discover nothing but a general con-

fusion of earth and water, as in the bright and dai'k spots of tho
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iiioon. Such is the difference between seeing God and the

divine tilings which proceed from hira, as they exist in the minds
of those who are living in a right faith and at the same time in

a life of charity, and as they exist in the minds of those who
liave only a scientific knowledge of such su])jects ; and hence also

is the ditl'erence between natiu"al and spiritual men. But where
men deny the di^dne sanctity of the Word, and yet load them-
selves with religious notions and opinions, which they carry as

in a bundle tied upon their backs, in such case they have no
sight or perception of God, but only learn to talk about him,

like a parrot taught to speak by rote.

23. IV. The divine: esse and existere in itself cannot
PRODUCE ANOTHER DIVINE THAT IS ESSE AND EXISTERE IN IT-

SELF; consequently there CANNOT BE ANOTHER GOD OF THE
SAME essence.

It has been shewn above that the one God, who is the Crea-

tor of the imiverse, is Esse and Existere in itself, thus God in

himself. Hence it follows that the production of a God from a

God is a thing impracticable, and not to be supposed, inasmuch
iis Essential Divinity, which is Esse and Existere in itself, coidd

not possibly have place in such a production. It is the same
thing whether we use the terms begotten by God, or proceeding

from him : in both cases we must suppose a God to be produced

oy a God, and this differs little from the creation of a God.
Therefore to introduce into the clnu'ch a belief that there are

three divine persons, each of whom singly and by himself is

God, and of the same essence, and one born from eternity, and
the third proceeding from eternity, is utterly to destroy the idea

of God^s tuiity, and thereby every just apprehension of the God-
head, and thus to banish all the spirituality of reason fi'om the

mind. The consequence is, that a man is no longer a man, but

becomes entirely a merely natiu-al being, differing from the

brute creation only in the power of speech, and opposed to all

the spiritual things of the chui'ch, which the natm'al man calls

foolishness. Hence, and hence alone, have arisen such enor-

mously heretical opinions concerning God ; therefore a division

of the Divine Trinity into persons has introduced not only night

but also death into the church. That an identity of three Di^dne

Essences is an offence to reason, appeared e'.ddent to me from
the angels, who delared that they could not utter the expression

of three equal Divinities ; and that if any one should approach

them with an intent to utter it, he would be forced to tin"n his

face away; and when he had gi^en it utterance, he would be-

come like a human log, and be cast out, and would afterwards

betake himself to those spirits in hell Avho acknowledge no God.
It is a truth, that to implant in children and young people the

idea of three divine persons, to which is unavoidably annexed
the idea of three Gods, is to deprive them of all spiritual milk-
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and afterwards of all spiiitual meat, and lastly of all spii'ituai

reason ; and the consequence is spiritual death to all those who
confu'm themselves in such an opinion. The chui'ch therefore,

which in faith and heart worships one God, the Creator of the

imiverse, and the same God the Redeemer and Ecgcnerator,

may be compared Avith the city of Zion in the time of David,

and Avith the city of Jerusalem in the time of Solomon, after the

temple was built ; but the chm-ch which believes in three per-

sons, and in each as a distinct God, is lilvc the city of Zion and
Jerusalem Avhen they were destroyed by Vespasian, and the

temple was bm'nt doAA-n. ]\Ioreover, the man Avho AAorships one
God in Avhom is the Di^dne Trinity, and who is thus one person,

becomes more and more a living and angelic man ; but he who
confirms himself in a plmality of Gods, by a phuality of persons,

becomes by degress like a statue formed with movable joints, in

the midst of which Satan stands, and speaks through its artifi-

cial mouth.
24. V. A PLURALITY or GODS AMONG THE ANCIENTS, AND

ALSO AMONG THE MODERNS, HAD ITS RISE SOLELY IN CONSE-
QUENCE OF THE DIVINE ESSE NOT BEING UNDERSTOOD.

It has been shewn ah'cady, n. 8, that the unity of God is

most intimately inscribed on the minds of all mankind, since it

is in the centre of all influxes from God into the human soul

;

but the reason why it has not descended thence into the human
understanding, is, because hitherto there has been a deficiency of

those knowledges whereby a man ought to ascend to meet God,
it being eveiy man^s duty to prepare a way for God, that is, to

prepare himself for his reception, which must be done by know-
ledges. The knowledges hitherto wanting to enable the human
luiderstanding to penetrate where it might perceive the divine

unity, and see that there can be but one onh' DiAdne Esse, and
that all things in nature are fi"om that Esse, are the following

:

1. No one has hitherto known any thing of the spiritual Avorld,

where spmts and angels have theii- abodes, and into which every
man enters after death. 2. Or that, in that world, there is a

sun which is pure love from Jehovah God, who is in its centre.

3. Or that from that sun proceed heat, which in its essence is

love, and light, which in its essence is wisdom. 4. Or that of

consequence all things in that world are spiritual, and aft'ect the

internal man, and form his will and imderstanding. 5. Or that

Jehovah God, out of his sun, not only produced the spiritual

Avorld, and all its spii'itual contents, which are innumerable and
substantial, but that he also produced the natiu-al world, with
all its natiu'al contents, which are likcndse innumerable, but
material. 6. Hitherto no one has known the distinction be-
tween what is spiritual and Avliat is natm'al, or even Avliat the
spiritual principle is in its essence. 7. It has also l^een hitherto

unknoAvn that there are three degrees of love and Avisdoin^
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according to wliicli tlie angelic hea^'ens are arranged. 8. That

ilie human mind is divided into as many degrees, to the intent

that it may be exalted r.fter death into one of the three heavens,

which is effected according to the man^s life and faith conjointly.

9. And, lastly, that not a single atom of all these things could

have existed but from the Divine Esse, which in itself is the

essential Self (IpsumJ, and thus the First and the Beginning,

from which are all things. These knowledges have hitherto

been wanting, which nevertheless are the necessary means of a

man's ascent to know the Divine Esse. We speak of a man's

ascent, but we would be understood to mean that he is elevated

by God j for by virtue of his free will every man is at liberty to

collect for himself knowledges; and as he collects them from

the Word, by means of the understanding, he thereby prepares

and makes ready a way for God to descend and elevate him.

The knowledges by which the Imman understanding ascends,

while supported and led by the hand of God, may be compared

Avith the steps of Jacob's ladder, which was " set upon the earth,

and the top of it reached to heaven, and the angels of God
ascended and descended upon it : and behold, Jehovah stood

above it" (Gen, xx\dii. 12, 13). But the case is quite otherwise

when those knowledges are Avanting, or where a man despises

them ; for when this happens, the elevation of the understand-

ing may l)e compared with a ladder raised from the ground up
to the windows of the first story of a magnificent palace, Avhere

men have their apartments, but not to the Avindows of the

second story, Avhere spu'its have theirs, much less to the windoAVS

of the thu'd story, Avhere angels have theirs. Hence it is that

mankind abide merely in the atmospheres and material forms of

natm-e, to Avhich they confine their eyes, ears, and nostrils, and
from which they collect no other ideas of heaven, and of the esse

and essence of God, than such as are atmospherical and mate-

rial ; and Avhile such ideas are the subjects of a man's thought,

he is not in a capacity to form any judgement concerning God,

Avhether he exists or not, or Avhether he is one or more, and still

less what his nature is AAdth respect to his esse and his essence.

Hence arose a plm-ality of Gods among the ancients, and like-

Avise among; the moderns.

25. To the above I shall add this memorable relation.—
AAvaking on a time out of sleep, I fell into a profound medita-

tion about God, and AAdien I looked upAvards I saw in the heaven
above me a most clear shining light in an oval form. As I fixed

my eyes attentively upon that light, it gradually receded from
the centre toAvards the circxmiference ; and lo ! heaven Avas then

opened before me, and I beheld magnificent scenes, and saAV

angels standing in the form of a circle, on the southern side of
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the opening, in conversation Avith eacli other; and because I

earnestly desii*ed to know what they Avere conversing about, it

was permitted me first to hear the sound of their voices, which
was full of celestial love, and afterwards to distinguish their

speech, which was fidl of wisdom flowing from that love. The}^

were conversing respecting the one God, of conjunction with
HIM, and salvation thereby. The matter of their discours*?

was for the most part inefl'ablc, there being no words in any
natm-al language adapted to convey its meaning; but as I had
oftentimes been in consort with angels in theii' heaven, and
being at such times in a similar state with them, and also in the
use and understanding of their language, therefore I was now
able to comprehend what they said, and to collect some parti-

culars from their conversation Avhich may be intelligibly ex

pressed in the words of natural language. They said, the
Divine Esse is one, immutably the same, the very essen-
tial Self, and the Indivisible (idem, ipsum, et individuumj

.

TJiis they illustrated by spiritual ideas, sa^ang, the Di\-ine Esse
caimot possil^ly belong to several, so as to be a Divine Esse
in each of them, and yet remain one, immutably the same, the
very essential self, and indivisible; for on such a supposition

each would think from his own particular esse, and singly by
himself; in which case, although the thoughts of each might be
influenced from and by the rest to agreement and unanimity,

yet it is plain they would be several imanimous gods, and not
one God ; because unanimitj^, being the consent of several, and
at the same time of each separately from and b}' himself, does

not agree with the xmity of God, but impHes phnality. They
tUd not say of gods, because they could not ; since the light of

heaven, Avhich gave birth to their thought, and the atmosphere
which conveyed their Avords, Averc in opposition to that expres-

sion. They added fm'ther, that Avhen they had a desire to pro-

nounce the Avord (jods, and each as a distinct person by himself,

the poAver of pronunciation Avas diA'crted immediately to utter

one God, yea, one only God. Again, they proved that the

DiA-ine Esse is a Divine Esse in itself, not from itself; be-

cause to be fi^om itself supposes an esse in itself from another
prior to it ; thus it supposes a God from God, which is im-
possible. What is from God is not called God, but is called

diA"ine ; for AAdiat is a God from God ; consequently, AA'hat is God
born of God from eternity ; and Avhat is God of God proceeding

through a God born from eternity, l)ut obscm'c Avords tliat have
no light in them from heaven? They said fiu'thei', that the

DiA'iue Esse, which in itself is God, is imjiutably the same
(idem) ; not simply the same, but infinitely the same, that is, the

same from eternity to eternity. It is the same every AA^here,

ydih. cvQYj one, and in every one : but that all variableness and
changeableness is in the recipient, occasioned bv its pecrliur
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«!tate. That the Divine Esse^ which is God in himself, is the
ESSENTIAL Self (ipsum) , they thus exphiined : God is the essen-

tial Self, because he is love itself and wisdom itself; or because

he is good itself and trvith itself, and of consequence life itself;

which, unless they were the essential self in God, could have no
existence in heaven and earth, since there would be nothing in

them that had relation to the essential seh; for all quality has

its quality from this condition of its existence, that there be an
essential self from Avhence it is derived, and to which it has

relati(;n, as the cause of its peculiar quality. This essential self,

which is the Divine Esse, is not in place, but with and in those

who are in place, according to its reception ; since neither place,

nor progression from one place to another, is predicable of love

and wisdom, or of good and truth, or of life derived thencCj

which are the essential self in God, yea God himself; and this

is the foundation of the divine onmipresence ; and therefore the

Lord says, that " he is in the midst of them, and that he is in

them, and they in him.''^ Bat since he cannot be received by
any creatm-e according to his quality in his esse, he appears

according to his quality in his essence, as a sun above the

angehc heavens, being manifested, with respect to his wisdom,

in the proceeding light thereof, and with respect to his love, in

the proce -ding heat. He himself is not that sun ; but divine

love and divine wisdom, in their proximate emanation from him,

and round about him, appear as a sun before the angels. Him-
eelf in the sun is a man, our Lord Jesus Christ, with
RESPECT to both THE ALL-BEGETTING DiVINITY (Divinitm tt qUO)

,

AND THE DIVINE HUMAN ; sincc the csseutial self, which is love

itself and wisdom itself, was a soul to him from the Father, and
thus divine life, which is hfe in itself. The case is othenvise

with a man ; for in him the soul is not life, but the recipient of

life. This the Lord also teaches when he says, " I am the way,

the truth, and the life :" and in another place, "As the Father

hath LIFE in himself, so hath he given to the Son to have
LIFE in iiimself^^ (Johu V. 26). Life in himself is God. They
further added, that whoever is under the influence of any spi-

ritual light, may plainly see from what has been said, that the

Divine Esse being one, immutably the same, the very essential

self, and of consequence indivisible, cannot possibly exist in

more than one ; and that if it should be supposed to exist in

more, manifest contradictious would follow such a supposition.

26. As I listened to this conversation, the ?ngels perceived

in my thought the common ideas entertained in the Christian

chiu'ch of a trinity of persons in unity, and of then' unity in

trinity, with respect to God ; and also of the bu'th of the Sov
of God from eternity ; whereupon they said to me, " What no<

tions are these which you entertain ? Are not they the oflspring

of natiu-al light, wherewith our spii'itual light has no agreement; v
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Unless therefore rou remove these ideas from your mind, we
must shut heaven against you, and take oiu- leave." But 1

.•eplied, " Enter, I beseech you, more deeply into my thought,

\nd possibly you will find it to be in agreement with yom^ own."
'riiey accorrhngty did so, and perceived, that by three persons I

understood three proceeding di^dne attributes, Avhich are crea-
tion, REDEJiPTioN, and regeneration, and that those attn

! biites belong to one God; and that by the bhtli of the Son oi

God from eternity, I understood his bu'th foreseen from eternity

and provided in time ; and that it is not above what is rational

and natural, but contrary thereto, to conceive that any Son was
born of God from eternity ; but not so, to conceive that the Son,

who was born of God by the Virgin Mary in time, is the only,

and the only begotten. Son of God ; and that to suppose other

wise is an insane error. I fui'ther acquainted them, that I had
acquired my natural idea of a trinity of persons, and of the

unity, and of the bu'tli of the Son of God from eternity, from
that doctrine of faith in the chui'ch Avhich has its name from
Athanasius. Then said the angels, " It is well ;" and they de-

sired me to declare upon their testimony, that whoever does not

approach the true God of heaven and earth, cannot have entrance

into heaven, because heaven is heaven from that one only God,
and that God is Jesus Christ, who is Jehovah the Lord,
FROM ETERNITY THE CREATOR, IN TIME THE REDEEMER, AND
TO ETERNITY THE REGENERATOR: of consequeiice, who is at once
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit ; and this is the Gospel which is

to be preached. After this the heavenly light which I had before

seen, returned over the aperture, and by degrees descended
thence, and filled, the inteiiors of my mind, and illuminated

mv ideas concerning the trinity and unity of God ; and then I

perceived that the ideas which I had originally entertained a])out

them, and which were merely natxual, Avcre separated, as chaff

is sepai'ated from wheat by winnowing, and Avere carried away,
as by a Avind, to the northern part of heaven, and disappeared.

THE INFINITY OF GOD; OR, IIIS IMMENSITY AND ETERNITY.

27. There are two things peculiar to the natui'al Avorld, by
which all its contents are fixed and bounded ; one is space, and
tlie other time ; and as that world Avas created by God, and
spaces and tunes AA^ere created together Avith it, and are its limi-

tations or terminations, therefore it AAill be propei' to treat of

I'hen two original sources, which are iaimensity and eternity :

for the immensity of God has relation to spaces, and his eternity

to times; and his infinity comprehends both immensity and
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etemitv. But since infinity transcends Avliat i:=5 finite, and the

knowledge tlicieof a finite mind, therefore, in order to attain

any degree of perception on this subject, it will be necessary

to discuss it according to the folloAving series. I. God is infinite

because he is and exists in himself, and all things in the universe

are and exist from him. II. God is infinite, because he was
before the world, consequently before spaces and times had birth..

III. God, since the ivorld ivas made, is in space without space,

and in time without time. IV. Infinity, in relation to spaces, is

called immensity, and in relation to times, eternity ; and yet, not-

withstanding these relations, there is nothing of space in God's

immensity, and nothing of time in his etermty. V. Enlightened

reason, from very many objects in the world, may discover the

infinity of God the Creator. VI. Every created thing is finite,

and the infinite is in finite things, as in its receptacles, and in

men, as in its images. We will now proceed to a particular ex-

planation of each article.

28. God is infinite, because he is and exists in himself,

AND all things IN THE UNIVERSE ARE AND EXIST FROM HIM.

It was shcAvai above, that God is one, and that he is the

essential Self fipsumj, and the first Esse of aU things, and that

all things which are, exist, and subsist in the universe, are from
him : hence it folloAvs that he is infinite. That human reason

may be convinced of tliis truth, by very many things in the uni-

verse of creation, will be shewn presently. But although the

human mind, by a contemplation of these, may discover the first

Entity, or the first Esse, to be infinite, yet it cannot discover

Avhat is the quality of that Infinite ; and therefore cannot define

it otherwise than that it is the infinite All, and that it subsists

in itself, and is thereby the very and the one only substance

;

and, since nothing is predicable of a substance, unless it be a

form, that it is also the very and the one only form. But yet

notwithstanding these conclusions, the true quality of the In-

finite does not appear ; for the human mind, however highly

analytical, and fitted for sublime speculations, is still finite, and
cannot get rid of this necessity of its being : it cannot thei^efore

ever comprehend the infinity of God, as to its true quality; con-

sequently it can never see God, as he is in himself, and his real

esse ; it may, however, behold him obscurely, as it were behind

;

as it is v/ritten of ]Moses, when he prayed to sec God, that he
was set in a cleft of the rock, and saw his back parts (Exod.

xxxiii. 20—23) : by the back parts of God are signified the-:

visible objects of the creation, and in particular such things in

the Word as come under human perception. Hence it appears

how vain it is to desire to know what God is in his esse, or in

his substance, and that it is enough to acknowledge him from
things finite, that is, from things created, in vvhich he infinitely

IS. The man that wishes to see more of God than this, may be
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compared to a fisli taken out of its native element into that ot

air, or to a bird placed under the receiver of an au'-pump, which,

while the air is pumping out, begins to gasp for brcatli, and then

expires. He may also be compared to a ship, which, Avhen she

no longer obeys her rudder, from the violence of a storm, is;

wrecked upon the rocks and quicksands. This is an exact re-

semblance of the case of those who wish to see the infinity of

God by an interior view, and are not content to behold and ac-

knowledge it in its external and manifest tokens. IVe are tokl

of a certain philosopher among the ancients, who c;ist himselt

into the sea, because by the light of his own mind he could not

see and compi-ehend the eternity of the world ; but what would

he have done had he desired to see and comprehend the infinit\-

of God?
29. II. God is infinite, because he was betoiie the

WOULD, consequently BEFORE SPACES AND TIMES HAD BIRTH.

In the natural world there are times and spaces, but in the

spiritual world they have not the same actual existence, and yet

they exist apparently. The reason why spaces and times Avere

introduced into the worlds Avas, to distinguish one thing from
another, great from small, many from few, and thereby tlie

quantity and quality of different objects; and that by their

means the bodily senses might distinguish then- objects, and the

mental senses theirs, and might thus be excited to thought and
choice. The introduction of times into the natural Avorld is

effected by the rotation of the earth about her axis, and by the

process of those rotations through the different pomts of her

orbit, in her motion round the sun ; these changes appearing

nevertheless to be occasioned by the sun, from avIiosc orb the

whole terraqueous globe derives all its heat and light. Hence
•come the diiierent times of the day, as morning, noon, evening,

and night ; and also the times of the year, as spring, summer,
autmnn, and AAinter ; the times of the day, as distinguished Avith

respect to light and darkness, and the times of the year Avith

respect to heat and cold. But the introduction of spaces into

the natural Avorld Avas effected by the gathering together of the

earth's particles into a globular form, and filling it Avith matters,

the parts of Avhicli are distinct from each other, and at the same
time extended. In the spiritual Avorld, hoAvever, there are no
material spaces, and times corresponding Avith them, yet never-

theless there are the appearances of them, which appearances

are according to the dift'erences of state in the minds of spirits

and angels. Times and spaces therefore, in the spiritual Avorld,

have a conformity Avith the aifections of the Avill, and the

thoughts that thence exist in the understandings of its inhabi-

tants : those appearances however are real, because they are

constant acco}'ding to their states. It is a general notion con-

cerning the state of souls colter death, and also of angels and
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spirits, that they do not live in any exteiise, and consequently

not in any space and time ; and from this idea it is conceived

that departed souls have no fixed determinate abode ; and that

angels and spirits are mere aerial beings, of whom no other idea

is entertained, than such as may be tbrrned of ether, vapoi*^ or

wind. Nevertheless the truth is, that they are substantial men^
and live together, like men in the natural world, upon places of

space, and in portions of time, Avhich, as was observed, are deter-

mined according to the states of their minds. Were it not so,

that is, were there no spaces and times in that world into which
departed souls are gathei'ed, and where spirits and angels dwell,

the whole of it might then be drawn through the eye of a needle,

or be concentrated on the point of a single hair. On the suppo-

sition that there is no substantial extense in that world, this

would be very possible : but since there is a substantial extense

tJierein, therefore the angels dwell together in a state of as true

distinction and separation from one another, nay, more so, than
men upon earth, where there is a material extense. Times,
however, in the spiritual world, are not distinguished into days,

weeks, months, and years, because the sun there never appears

to rise and set, or to have any progressive motion, but remains
stationary in the east, in a mean elevation between the zenith

and the horizon. The)'^ have also spaces in that world, by rea-

son that all things therein ai^e substantial, as in the ruitm-al

world they are material ; but on this subject more will be said

in the lemma concerning creation, at the conclusion of this

chapter. From what has been observed, then, it may be easy

to conceive, that spaces and times are the limits and termina-

tions of all and every thing in both worlds, and consequently

that men, as well as angels and spirits, are confined within cer-

tain limits, not only with regard to their bodies, but also with

regard to their soids. From all which considerations we may
come to this conclusion, that God is infinite, that is, not finite,

since he, being the Creator, Former, and Maker of the universe,

limited and bounded all things; and this he did by means of

his sun, in the centre of which he dwells ; which sun consists of

the Divine Essence that proceeds from God as a spherical ema-
nation ; and there and thence is the beginning of finiteness

;

but its progression extends from thence to ultimates, wdiich are

in the natural world. That God is infinite in himself, by reason

of his being uncreated, is obvious. But because man is finite,

and thinks accorcUng to what is finite, infinite appears as no-

thing to him: therefore if that finite nature which adheres tc hits

thought, were to be removed, he would have a percept-io'- that

what was left was not anything; whereas the truth L, tliat (i'"l

is infitiitely all, and that man, resp-'ctively, of himself is nothing.

30. III. God, since the world was made, is in Sr<.C*S

WITHOUT SPACE, AND IN TI^IE WlTUOl'T TIME.
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That God^ aud tlie Divine which proceeds immediately li'om

him, is not in space, notwithstanding he is omnipresent, and
^vith e^ery man upon earth, and every angel in heaven, and every

spirit under heaven, is a truth that cannot be comprehended bv'

a merely natural idea, altliough it may in some degree by a
spiritual idea. The reason Avhy it cannot be comprehended by a

merely natm-al idea, is, because in every such idea there is some
notion of space, being conceived from the objects of tliis world,

in all and every one of which, so far as they are visible, there is

some relation to space ; every thing great and small, long, broad,

and high therein, has relation to space ; in a Avord, every mea-
sm'e, iigui-e, and form therein, has the same relation. Never-
theless a man may comprehend this truth by his natm-al thought
If he will" only admit therein a ray of spiritual light. But, pre-

vious to this, it may be necessary to consider what is meant by
an idea of spiritual thought. Such an idea derives nothing from
space, but derives its all from state. By state is to be under-
stood whatever has relation to love, to life, to wisdom, to the

affections, to joys, and, in general, to good and truth ; but a

spiritual idea concerning such things has nothing in it that is

common to space ; for it is superior to it, and looks doAATi upon
the ideas of space, as heaven looks down upon earth. That God
is present in space without space, and in time without time, is a

consequence of his being always the same from eternity to eter-

nity, and therefore the same before the world was created that

he was after its creation ; and in God, and in his presence, there

existed neither spaces nor times before creation, but after it

;

therefore he, being the same, is in space without sjjace, and in

time without time. Hence it follows, that natui'e is separate

from God, and yet God is omnipresent therein ; in like mannei*
as life is present in every substantial and material part of a man,
although it does not mix aud unite with them ; or as light is in

the eye, sound in the ear, and taste in the tongue ; or as the

ethereal flnirl is \w earth and water, preserving the terraqueous

globe in its preseni harmony, and impelling it in its rotations

;

not to mention other instances in 'all ^hich «unrjosing a priva-

tion of the active powers, the substantial ana material subjects

would in a moment fall to pieces, or be destroyed ; nay, eveii

the human mind, were not God continually present in it in all

its parts and at every moment, would be dissolved like a bubble
in the an*; and both spheres of the brain, wherein the mind
exerts its first and principal operations, woidd melt away like

froth, and thus le^ve the whole bodily system a heap of dust, or

as a volatile exhalation in the atmosphere. Forasmuch as God
is in all time without time, therefore in his Word he speaks of

what is past and to come as of what is present ; as in Isaiah

:

" Unto us a child is born, unto us a Son is given: and his name
is I'^dled the everlasting Father^ Prince of Peace, &c. (ix. 6) : and

as
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ill David :
" I ^.nll declare the decree : Jelio\'ali liutli said uuto

Tie, Thou art my Son ; this day have I begotten thee " (Psalm

ii. 7) : these words are spoken of the Lord who was to come,
therefore also it is said again, " A thousand years in thine eyes

are as yesterday " (Psalm xc. 4). That God is every where pre-

sent throughout the universe, and yet that no part or property

of the universe is in him, that is, nothing which has relation to

space or time, must appear evident to every observant and
attentive reader of the Word from several other passages ; to

mention only this in Jeremiah :
" Am I a God at hand, and not

a God afar oft'? Can any hide himself in secret places, that I

shall not see him? Do not I fill heaven and earth?" (xxiii.

23, 24.)

31. IV. The infinity ov god, in relation to spaces, is

CALLED IMMENSITY, AND IN RELATION TO TIMES, ETERNITY;
AND YET, NOTWITHSTANDING THESE RELATIONS, THERE IS NO-

THING OF SPACE IN HIS IMIMENSITY, AND NOTHING OF TIME IN

HIS ETERNITY.

The reason why the infinity of God, in relation to spaces, is

called immensity, is, because the term "^ immense" is predicated

of whatever is great and large, and also of Avhat is extended, and
herein of what is spacious : but the reason why the infinity of

God in relation to times is called eternity, is, because the phrase
" to eternity " is predicated of whatever is in endless progres-

sion, and capable of mensuration by time : as for example : the

relations of space are predicated of the terraqueous globe with
its several parts, and the relations of time are predicated of its

rotation and progression; the latter also constitute times, and
the former constitute spaces; and they are represented under
such appearances, by the senses, in the perception of every re-

flecting mind. In God, however, as was shewn above, there is

nothing of space or time, and yet they have their beginnings

from God ; hence it foUows, that by immensity is signified his

infinity in relation to spaces, and by eternity, his infinity in re-

lation to times. In heaven, however, the angels, by the immen-
sity of God, are led to a perception of his divinity with respect

to his esse, and by his eternity, of his divinity with respect to

his existere ; by immensity also they have a perception of the

Di-sinity with respect to love, and by eternity, of the Divinity

witli respect to wisdom : the reason of this is, because they ab-

stract spaces and times from their idea of the Godhead, and this

abstraction leads immediately to such perception. Since, how-
ever, himian thought is bounded by ideas conceived from such
objects as have relation to space and time, it is therefore impos-

sible for a man to have any distinct pei-ception of the immensity
of God before the existence of spaces, and of his eternity before

the existence of times ; nay, should he be desirous of such a per-

ception, he would feel himself as if his mind were falling into a
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swoon, OT like a person in a shipwreck just falling into tlio

water, or as one ready to be swallowed up alive by an earth-

quake ; and should he persist in penetrating more deeply into

such profound speculations, he might easily full into a delirium,

and from this into a denial of God. I myself was once con-

vinced of this by experience, while I was revohing in my
thoughts Avhat God was from eternity, and what he did before

the creation of the Avorld, and whether he deliberated with him-
self about its creation, and whether such deliberate thought
were possible in a pure vacuum ; with other vain conceits of a

like nature. In order, however, to prevent my falling into a

delu'ium by such speculations, I was elevated by the Lord into

the sphere and light in which the interior angels dwell, and
there, when the ideas of space and time, which had before

limited my conceptions, were a little removed, it was gi'anted

me to comprehend that the eternity of God is not an eternity of

time, and that since there was no time before the creation of the

world, it Avas altogether an idle folly to entertain any such
speculations about God. I was confirmed also in this truth,

that, as the Divine from eternity, consequently abstracted from
all time, has no connexion with days, years, and ages, all such
portions of time with God being instant, therefore the Avorld was
created by God not in time, but that times were first introduced

by God with creation.

To the above I shall add this memorable circumstance. There
appear at one extremity of the spiritual world two statues in a

monstrous human form, with their mouths wide open, and
their jaws dilated, by which such persons seem to themselves to

])e devoured as entertain vain and foolish conceits about God in

his existence from eternity : these however are only the fanta-

sies into wliich those cast themselves who speculate Avildly and
unprofitalily about God, Avhat he Avas, and Avhat he did before the
creation of the world.

32. V. Enlightened Reason, from very many Objects
IN THE World, may discover the Infinity of God the
Creator.

The following are a few of the many considerations which
CA-ince the infinity of God. 1. In the uni\'erse of creation there

are not to be found tAvo things precisely the same. This has
been discovered and confirmed by human learning, aided by
liuman reason, in the case of such things as have a simultaneous
existence, or that exist at the same period of time. In tlibse no
such identity is to be found; and yet the substantial and
material parts of the creation, singly considered, are infinite in

iiumber. It is also equally true in the case of tAvo eft'ects, pro-
duced at difterent periods of time, that they are never found
precisely the same ; as may be concluded from the earth's rota-

tion, Avhich, fi-om the inclination of her axis to the plane of the
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ecliptic, occasions a constant succession of difierent efiects.

The same truth is confirmed also by considering the faces of

)nankind, no two of which are exactly alike, and the same
tln^oughout the whole world, neither can there be to all eternity.

This infiaite variety could not possibly exist but from the in-

finity of God. 2. The mind of one man is never found exactly

like the mind of another; whence comes the common provevbj
'' Many men, many minds;" consequently the will and under-

standing in one is nexer found exactly alike and the same as in

another; and hence also the speech of different people varies,

both with regard to the sound of their voices, and the thought

which gives birth to it ; as also their actions, with respect both

to gesture and affection, so that they are never found precisely

the same in two different persons ; from which infinite variety

the infinity of God may be seen as in a mirror. 3. There is u

kind of immensity and eternity innate in all seed, of both ani-

mals and vegetal)les ; an immensity, in that all seed is capable

of being infinitely multiplied, and an eternity, in that such mul-
tiplication has already continued without interruption since the

creation of the world, and will continue to all ages. As a proof

of the truth of this observation in the animal kingdom, let us

take the fish of the sea, which, supposing them to mnltiplj^

jiccording to the abundance of their seed, in twenty or thirty

years would so fill the place of the ocean that it woidd consist of

fish onh*, and its water would be so raised as to deluge and de-

stroy the whole face of the earth; but to pre\'ent this, the pro-

\'idence of God has ordained that one species of fish should be
food for another. The case Avould be the same with the seeds

of vegetables, which, supposing only the product of a single

plant to be sown yearly, Avithin twenty or thirty years woidd
cover the surface not of one earth only, but of several ; for there

are some shrubs, of v.hich every single seed yields a himcb'ed

and a thousand-fold increase ; and if a calculation be made by
midtiplying the successive product of each single seed into

twenty or thirty, the experiment would evince the truth of the

observation. In both cases then, as avcII of vegetables as of
animals, the immensity and eternity of God may be discovered,

which must of necessity produce a sort of general image and re-

semblance of themselves in all creatures. 4. The infinity of

God is also discoverable by the eye of enlightened reason, from
the infinity to which every science, and thence the intelligence

and nasdom of every man, may grow by cultivation ; for both
the one and the other are capable of growth and increase, like a

tree fi'om its seeds, or like forests and gardens from their trees

;

and it is impossible to assign their limits, the memory of man
being as groijnd to receive them, and the understanding the

place where they bud and blossom, and the will where they
bring forth fruit ; and these two faculties, the understanding
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and the will, are of sucli a nature that they are capable of bfciu»

cultivated and perfected during the term of the present life, and
afterwards to eternity. 5. The infinity of God the Creator is

.liso discoverable from the infinite number of fixed stars, which
are so many suns, and consequently have so many worlds re-

volving around them. That in the starry heavens there are

globes of earth, or worlds, with men, beasts, birds, and vegetables

living upon them, I have she^vii from ocular experience in a par-

ticular treatise. 6. The infinity of God was made still more
apparent to me from a view of the angelic heaven, and also of

hell ; and from the consideration that they are Ijoth of them
divided and subdivided into inuvimerable societies or consrreffa-

tions, in an orderly arrangement, according to all the varieties

of the love of good and of evil ; and that every one takes his

place according to his love ; for the avhole race of men since the

creation of the world are there collected, and Avill be collected to

ages of ages ; and although every indiAddual person has his par-

ticular place or habitation, yet they are all so connected that the

whole angelic heaven represents one divine man, and the univer-

sal hell one monstrous devil. From these two places, and from
an infinity of wonders in them, the immensity, together ^vith the

omnipotence of God, are rendered most conspicuous and appa-

rent. 7. AVho also cannot perceive, by a little elevation of liis

I'ational faculties, that the life which every man is to live after

death to eternity can only be communicated from an eternal

God? 8. ]Moreover, there is a sort of infinity in many
things which fall under the notice and aj)prehension of the na-

tm"al and spiritual light in man. The natural light, for instance,

discovers that there are various series in geometrical calculations

capable of infinite extension : and again, that among the three

degrees of altitude there is a progression towards infinity, in

that the fii'st degree, which is called natm-al, can never be per-

fected and elevated so as to reach the pui'ity of the second

degree, which is called spiritual ; nor can this attain to the jJer-

fcction of the third, Avliich is called celestial. The case is the

same with respect to the end, the cause, and the effect ; that the

eficct can never be perfected to become like its cause, nor the

cause to become like its end. This may be illustrated by the

atmospheres, of which there are three degrees, the aui'a l:)cing

in the highest degree, the ether, in the second, and the air in

the lowest ; and no quality of the air can be exalted to the per-

fection of any quality of the ether, nor any qu.ality of the ether

to any quality of the aura, and yet each is capable of an eleva-

tion of its perfections to infinity. The spiritual light in man
discovers that the nat\iral love, Avhich is peculiar to a beast, can
never be elevated to the nature of spiritual love, of which every

man is capable l)y the law of his creation ; so also with respect

to the natui'al intelligence of a beast, compared with the spiri-
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tual intelligence of a man : but these truths being at present

imknown in the world will be fiu^ther explained in another place.

From the above^ then, it is plain to perceive, that the universals

of creation are perpetual types of the infinity of God the Cre-

ator ; but in what manner particulars are copies of universals,

and represent also the Creator^s infinity, is an abyss and an
ocean wherein the human mind may, as it were, sail ; but then
it should be upon its guard lest any storm, arising from the

natiu'al man, should overset the ship with its masts and sails,

and dash in pieces the stern, where the natiu'al man stands, con-

fiding only in himself.

3o. VI. Every created thing is finite, and the in-

finite IS IN finite things, as in its receptacles, and in

MEN AS in its IMAGES.

The reason why every created thing is finite, is, because all

things are from Jehovah God, by the instrumentality of the sun

of the spii'itual world, which proximately encompasses him, and
is of the substance that proceeds fi'om him, the essence of which
is love. Out of that sun, by means of its heat and light, the

universe was created from first to last, or from its first pi'inciples

to its last effects ; but an orderly explanation of the progi'css of

creation will come more properly in another place, a short sketch

of which will be given in a future part of this work. It is only

necessary here to observe, that one thing Avas formed from an-

other, and that hence originated degrees ; of these there are

three in the spiritual Avorld, and three corresponding to them in

the natural world, and an equal number in the passive subjects

cf which the terraqueous globe consists. The origin and nature

of those degrees I have fidly explained in a work, entitled

Angelic Wisdom concerning the Divine Love and the
Divine Wisdom, published at Amsterdam in the year 1703,
and in a small tract on the Intercourse between the Soul
and the Body, published at London in the year 1769. The
effect of these degrees is, that things posterior are the recep'

tacles of things prior, and these again of things prior to them,
and so in order up to the receptacles of the primitives of whicli

tlie sun of the angelic heaven consists; and thus tha"-. finite

things are the receptacles of the infinite, which coincides also

with the wisdom of the ancients, who held that all things are

divisible to infinity. It is the general idea, that because what is

finite is not capable of containing what is infinite, therefore

finite things cannot be the receptacles of the infinite : but from
v/hat is said in my Avo-rks on the subject of creation, it appears
evident that God first bounded his infinity by the substances
emitted from himself, whence the proximate sphere of his glory,

which coiistitntes the sim of the spiritual world, exists, and that

afterwards, by the instrumentality of that sun, he i)erfecte(i

other ambient spheres, even to the last, which consists cif quies-
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cent or passive forms ; and that thus by menus of degrees he

bounded the world more and more. This exphmation is given

for the satisfoctiou of human reason, v/hich is not easy without

it has a perception of causes.

3-1'. That the Divine Infinite is in men, as in its images,

appears from the Word, where it is written, " And God said, Let
us make man in oui' image, after oiu* Hkeness : so God created

man into his own image, into the image of God created he him "

(Gen. i. 26, 27) ; from Avhence it follows that a man is an organ

recipient of God, and that he is an organ according to the

qual.ty of reception. The human mind, from and in conformity

to v.'hich a man is a man, is formed into three regions according

to three degrees : in the first degree the human mind is celes-

tial, in which degree also are the angels of the highest heaven;
in the second degree the human mind is spiritual, in wliich de-

gree also are the angels of the middle heaven; and in the third

degree the human mind is natm'al, in which degree also are tlic

angels of the lowest heaven. The human mind, organized ac-

cording to these three degrees, is a receptacle of Divine influx;

but still the Divine flows-in no fm-ther than as the man prepares

the way, or opens the door for its reception : if this be done up
to the highest or celestial degree, the man in that case becomes
truly an image of God, and after death an angel of the highest

heaven ; but if he prepares the way, or opens the door only to

the middle or spiritual degree, he then indeed becomes an image
of God, but not in such perfection, and after death an angel of

the middle heaven ; but if he prepares the way, or opens the

door only to the last or natural degree, in that case, if he ac-

knowledges God, and worships him Avith actual piety, he be-

comes an image of God in the ultimate degree, and after death

an angel of the lowest heaven. But if a man neither acknow-
ledges God, nor worships him with actual piety, he then puts

off the image of God, and becomes like some animal, except that

he retains the faculty of understanding, and thence of speech.

If he then closes up the highest natiu'al degree, which corre-

sponds to tlie highest celestial, he becomes, with respect to love,

like a beast of the earth; but if he closes the middle natural

degree, which corresponds to the middle spiritual, he becomes,

with lespect to love, like a fox, and with respect to inteilectuid

sight like a bird of the evening; but if he also closes up the

ultimate natural degree as to its spiritual part, he becomes, with

respect to love, like a wild beast, and with respect to the un.Vr-

standin."- of truth, like a fish. The divine life, m Inch acts upon
a man by influx from the sun of the angelic heaven, may be

compared with the light of the sun of this world, and with its

inrlux into a transparent object. The reception of that life in

tl;e highest degree may be compared with the influx of light into

a diamond, the reception of life in the middle degree with the
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influx of light into a crystal, and the reception of life in the ulti-

mate degree with the influx of Ught into glass, or into a trans-

pareat membrane; but if this degree be closed as to its spiritual

part, Avhich is the case when God is denied, and Satan wor-

sliiped, the reception of life from God may then be compared

with the influx of light into opaque substances, such as rotten

wood, mouldering earth, dung, &c. ; for the man in such a case

becomes a spiritual carcase.

35. To the above I shall add the following memorable re-

lation.—I was once in much amazement at the great numbers
of men who ascribe creation, and of consequence whatever is

under the sun and above it, to the operation of natm-e, expres-

-sing the real sentiments of their hearts concerning tlie visible

tliings of the world, b}^ this question, " What are these but the

works of nat^n-e? " And when they are asked why the}^ ascribe

those things to natm-e, and not to God, Avhen nevertheless they

sometimes join in the general confession that God has created

nature, and consequently they might ascribe creation to God, as

Avell as to nature, they generally retium for answer, with an in-

ternal tone of voice that is scarcely audible, " What is God but

nature ?'' All such persons, by reason of this persuasion con-

cerning nature as the crcatrix of the universe, and in consc-

(juence of this insanity which they imagine to be Avisdom, appear

full of then" own importance, so that they regard all others y\'\\o

acknowledge God to be the Creator of the luiiverse, as so many
ants which creep along the ground, and tread in a common
beaten path, or as butterflies which fly in the an* ; ridicniing

their opinions as mere di'cams and the effects of a fanciful ima-

gination, and deciding all by this question, " Who has ever seen

God ? and who does not see natm'e ? " While I was in amaze-

ment at the great number of such persons, I perceived an angel

standing beside me, who asked me, " What is the subject of

yom' meditation ? " I replied, " It is concerning the great

number of those who fancy that natm-c exists of herself, and is

thus the crcatrix of the universe." Hereupon the angel said to

me, " All hell consists of such persons, and they are there called

satans and de\als ; satans, if they have confirmed themselves in

favor of natin-e to the denial of God, and de\dls, if they have

lived abandonedly, and have thereby i-ejected all acknowledge-

ment of God from their hearts : but come with me, and I will

conduct you to the places of study in the south-west quarter,

which such persons inhabit before they are separated to their

infernal abodes." He then took me by the hand and conducted

me ; and 1 saw several small houses, in which were places set

apart for study, and in the midst of these Avas one Avhich was

like a pahice in comparison to the rest. It was built of a pitcliA^
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kind of stone, covered with a sort of thin gkizod plates, tliat

>ieemed to sparkle with gold and silver, like the stones called

selenites, or those which were formerly used instead of glass,

and here and there were inteispersed bright glittering shells.

To this house we approached, and knocked at the door, which
was presently opened by one Avho desired us to walk in, and
bade us weieome. He then ran to the table and fetched four

books, and said, " These books are the wisdom which at this

•day is the admiration of many kingdoms ; this book, or this

wisdom, is the admii'ation of many in France ; this, of many in

Germany ; this, of some in Holland ; and this, of some in Bri-

tain." He fiu-ther said, "I will cause these fom' books to cast

forth a bright light before yoiu' eyes, if you Avish to see it;" and
inmiediately he povu'ed forth the glory of his OAvn reputation

iU'ound, and the books instantly shone, as it Avere, with light

;

but this light immediately after vanished fi'om oui* sight. We
^hen asked him what he was now writing, and he replied, that

ne was now abou.t to bring forth from his treasui'cs, and commu-
nicate to the world, disquisitions of the deepest wisdom, which
would be comprised under these general heads: 1. Wlitther

vature he derivedfrom life, or life from nature. 2. Whether the

centre he derivedfrom the expanse, or the expanse from the centre.

3. Concerning the centre and the expanse of nature and of life.

liaving given us this information, he sat doAvn in a chair at his

table, and w'e walked about in his study, Avhich was large and
spacious. He had a candle upon his table, because the light of

the sun never shone in that room, but only the faint light of the

moon ; and Avhat appeared Avonderful to me, the candle seemed
to be carried all around the room, and to illumiiiute it ; but for

v.-ant of being snufted it gave ACiy little light. AVhile he Avas

writing we observed images, in various forms, flA'ing from the

table toAAards the Avails, Avhich, Aiewed by the faint light of the

moon, appeared like beautiful Indian birds ; but on opening the

door to the clear light of the sim, they appeared like those birds

of the evening, which have Avings hke net Avork ; for they wrro
resemblances of truth made fallacies by being confirmed, and
.".hich he had ingeniously connected together in a regular series.

After attending some time to this sight, we approached the table

and asked him what he was then wTiting ; he replied, " on the

tirst subject of inquiiy, a;vhether nature re deria^ed from
LIFE, OR LIFE FROM NATURE

;

" and on tliis he said, that hr
could confirm either side, and c.iuse it to be true ; but as there

AA^as something concealed Avithin, which excited his fears, he
dm-st only confirm the position, that natm^e is derived from life,

and not that life is derived from natvu-e. \\q then civilly re-

quested him to tell us, Avliat Avas concealed Avithin, that excited

his fears? He replied, he was afr-aid lest he shoidd be called a

naturalist, and so an atheist, by the clergA", and a man of uu-
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.•»oimd judgement l)y the laity ; the former seemg only with tlie

eyes of othei's who have confirmed that opinion, and the latter

believing with a blind credulity. But being then no longer able

to repress a sort of indignant zeal in favor of truth, ^ve thus

,\ccosted him :
" Friend, you are much deceived

;
yoiu' wisdom,

which is only an ingenious talent for writing, has seduced you
;

and the glory of reputation has tempted you to confirm wliat is

contrary to yom* real belief. Do not you know that the human
mind is capable of being elevated above sensual things, which
are received into the thoughts from the bodily senses ; and that

when it is so elevated, it sees Avhatever relates to life as above,

and whatever relates to natiu^e as beneath ? What is life but

love and wisdom ? And Avhat is nature but their receptacle, by
which they may produce their effects or uses ? Can these possi-

bly b-e one in any other sense than as the principal and the in-

strumental are one ? Can light be one with the eye, or sound

with the ear ? Whence come the sensations of these but from
life ; Avhence their forms but from natm'e ? What is the human
body but an organ of life ? Ai'e not its general and particular

parts organically formed for the purpose of bringing into effect

what the love Mills and the understanding thinks ? Are not the

organs of the body from nature, and love and thought from life ?

And are not the former entirely distinct from the latter ? Raise

yoiu' acuteness of apprehension a little higher, and you will per-

ceive that it is the property of life to be aft'ected and to think; th;vt

to be affected belongs to love, and to think belongs to wisdom,

and both belong to life ; for, as was observed, love and Avisdora

are life. If you raise your intellectual poAvers still a little higlier,

you Avill perceive that love and AAdsdom cannot exist, unless they

liave their origin somcAvhere or other, and that their origin is

love itself, and Avisdom itself, and consequently life itself; and
these are God, aa^io is the author of natm-e.^' Afterwards avc

conA^ersed AAitli him about his second question, avhethee the
CENTRE BE DERIVED FROM THE EXPANSE, OR THE EXPANSE FROM
t=he centre ; andAve asked him for Avhat end he canA^assed this

question ? He rephed, " For the sake of determining the centre

and expanse of nature and of life, and thereby the origin of

each : " and when avc questioned him about his sentiments on
the subject, he ansAvered, as in the former case, that be could

confirm either side, but for fear of suffering in his reputation, he

chose to confirm the position that the expanse is derived from

the centre :
" Although I know," said he, " that something

existed before the sun, which Avas dispersed every where in the

expanse; and that this was collected of itself into order, that

IS, into a centre." But here again Ave addressed him from the

overfloAAdng of an indignant zeal, and said, " I'rieiid, you are

beside yourself:" on hearing Avhich, he drew his chair aside

from the table, casting at us a look of alarm. He then prepared
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to listen to om* discoui'se, but with a smile of ridicule upon his

countenance, Avhile we thus proceeded :
" What is a sm^er proot

of madness, than to say that the centre is derived from the ex-

panse? By your centre we understand the sun, and by youv
expanse the universe ; so that, according to you, the universo

existed without the smi : but does not the sun give rise to na-

tui'e, and all its properties, Avhich depend solely on the light and
heat proceeding from the sun through the atmospheres '<* Ai'e

not the atmospheres, and all things that exist on the earth, as

surfaces, and the sun as their centre ? What are they all with-

out the sun, or how could they subsist a single moment without

it y Consequently, Avhat were all those things before the sun,

or how coidd they have existed ? Is not subsistence perpetual

existence ? Since, therefore, all the parts of natm-e deri\'c their

sul)sistence from the sun, they must consequently derive their

existence also from the same origin. Every one sees, and is

convinced of this truth, by the testimony of his own eyes.

Does not that which is posterior derive its subsistence from what
is prior, as it derives thence its existence ? And supposing the

surface to be prior, and the centre to be posterior, would not

the prior, in such case, derive subsistence from the posterior,

which yet is contrary to the laws of order 'f For how can those

things which are posterior produce such as are prior, or exterior

produce interior, or grosser produce pmei ? Consequently, how
can sm'faces, which constitute an expanse, produce a centre?

Who does not perceive that this is contrary to the laws of

natm'C? We have adduced these arguments, from a rational

anal3^sis, to prove that the expanse derives its existence from the

centre, and not the centre from the expanse; nevertheless,

every sensible and considerate man must be convinced of this

truth without the help of such arguments. You have asserted

that the expanse collected itself of its own accord into a centre

;

and Avas it thus a work of chance only that such wonderfid and
stupendous order exists, where we see one thing made for the

sake of another, and all and every thing for the sake of man,
and his eternal life '.' Is it possible that natm-e, fr-om any prin-

'nple of love, or by an}* principle of wisdom, shoidd intend ends,

])rovide causes, and thus produce effects, to the intent that such

things might exist in tlieii' order ? And can she make angels of

men, and heaven of angels, and give eternal life to its inhabi-

tants? Ponder, and well consider these subjects, and your idea

about natm-e as existing of herself Avill soon vanish.''^ We aftez'-

wards questioned him al)out his former and present sentiments,

concerning his third inquiiy of the centke and the extanse
OF NATURE AND OF LIFE ; wlicthcr lie was of opinion, that the

jentre and expanse of life is the same Avith the centre and ex-

panse of natm-e? He replied, that he Avas in doubt aljout

it; formerlv he Avas of opinion, that the interior activitv of
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natui'e was life ; and tliat lo\'c and Avisdom, the two essential

constituents of the life of man, were thence derived ; and tliat

the sun's fire by the instrumentality of heat and light, through

the atmospheres as mediates, produced it ; but now, from what
he had heard about the Hfe of man after death, he began to

waver in his sentiments ; and, in consequence of such wavering,

his mind was sometimes carried upward, and sometimes down-
ward. When it was can-ied upward, he acknowledged the exist-

ence of a centre, of which before he had no knowledge; but

when dowuAvard, he saw that centre which he had belieAcd to be

the only one that existed ; and he perceived that life is derived

from the centre of which he before had no knowledge, and that

mature is from the centre Avhich he before thought to be the

only one that existed ; and that both these centres had theii' re-

spective expanses around them. This, we told him, was right

and well, if' he would only consider the centre and expanse

of nature as derived from the centre and expanse of life, and

not contrariwise. We then instructed him, that above tht;

angelic heaven there is a sun, which is pure love, of a firy ap-

pearance like the sun of the world ; and that from the heat pro-

ceeding from that sun, angels and rnen derive will and love, and
from its light, understanding and wisdom; that all things de-

rived from that sun are called epiritual, and all things pro-

ceeding IVom the Avorld's smi are continents or receptacles of

life, and are called natm-al; further, that the expanse of the

centre of life is called the spiritual world, which subsists

from its sun ; and that the expanse of the centre of nature is

called THE NATURAL AvoRLD, Avliicli subsists froui its sun. Now
^ince spaces and times are not predicable of love and Avisdom,

hut instead of these, states are predicated, it folloAvs, that the

expanse around the sun of the angelic heaven is not an extensc,

but yet it is in the extensc of the natural smi, and present there

AAdth all living subjects according to their reception; and their

reception is according to their forms and states. " But then,"

he inquired, " Avhence is the fire of the sun of the world or of

nature derived ? " We replied, " it is derived from the sun of

the angelic heaven, Avhicli is not fire, but diAdne love, proxi-

mately proceeding fi'om God, Avho is in the midst of it ;" and
as he seemed to Avonder at this, we proceeded thus to prove

it: " Love, m its essence, is spiritual fire; hence fire, in the Word
or Holy Scriptm-es, according to its spmtual sense, signifies

love ; Avhich is the reason Avhy priests, Avhen officiating in the

temple, pray that heavenly fire may fill the hearts of those avIio

worship ; by which they mean heavenly love. The fi-re on the

altar, and in the candlestick of the tabernacle, among the chil-

di*en of Israel, represented nothing but the divine love. The
heat of the blood, or the vital heat of man, and of all animals
in general, has no other origin than the love which constitutes
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tlicir life; and lience it is, that a man is lieated, grovrs warm,
and is inflamed, while his love is kindling into zeal, or being
excited to anger and indignation. From this circnmstancc,

therefore, that spiritual heat, which is love, produces natural

heat in men, even to the kindling and inflaming their faces and
limbs, it may appear, that the fire of the natural sun has it:r,

existence from no other origin than the firo of the spiritual sun,

which is divine love. Now, since the expanse has its birth from
the centre, and not the centre from the expanse, as we observed

above; and since the centre of life, which is the sun of the

angelic heaven, is divine love proximately proceeding from God,
who is in the midst of that sun; and as the expanse of that

centre, whicli is the spiritual world, is derived thence, and the

sun of the lower world had its existence from that sun, and its

expanse, which is called the natm^al world, is derived from it, it

is evident that the universe was created by God/^ With these

remarks we took our leave; and he attended us out of his study,

and talked with us concerning heaven and hell, and the divine

government, with renovated sagacity and ingenuity.

THE DIVINE ESSENCE, WHICH IS DIVINE LOVE AND DIVINE
WISDOM.

3G. AYe have made a distinction between the esse of God,
and his essence, by reason of the distinction between the infinity

of God, and his love; infinity being a term applicable to the

esse of God, and love to his essence : for, as was observed above,

tlie esse of God is more universal tlian his essence, and in hke
manner, the infinity of God is more universal than his love;

therefore infinite is an adjective, or term added, to the essen-

tials and attributes of God, which are called infinite ; as we say

of the Divine Love, that it is infinite, and of the Divine Wisdom,
that it is infinite, and in hke manner of tlie Divine PoAver;

—

not that the esse of God is pre-existent to his essence, but be-

cause it enters into it as an adju^nct, cohering with, determining,

forming, and, at the same time, exalting it. But we will ar-

range this subject, as avc have done the foregoing, into separate

articles, according to the following order. I. God is Love itself

and Wisdom itself, and these two constitute his esse^ice. II. God
is Good itself and Truth itself, because good is of love, and truth

is of wisdom. III. Love itself and loisdom itself, are life itself,

which is I'lfe in itself IV. Love and wisdom, in God make one.

V. Jlie essence of love is to love others without, or oitf of, itself,

to desire to be one ivith them, and from, itself to make themhappy.
VI. These properties of the Divine Love were the cause of the

creation of the universe, and are the cause of its preservation.

But each article will require a particular consideration.
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37. I. God is love itself and wisdom itself, and these
TWO constitute his essence.

That love and wisdom are the two essentials to which all the
infinite properties that are in God, and that proceed from liim,

have relation, Avas a truth known in the earliest ages of the
world; but succeeding generations, as they withdi'ew theii"

minds from heaven, and immersed them in Avorldly and corpo-
real things, could not discern that truth ; for they began to lose
the knowledge of what love is in its essence, and consequently
of what wisdom is in its essence, not knowing that love ab-
stracted from form cannot exist, and that in and by form it

effects its operations. Now since God h the very, the one only,
and thus the first substance and form, whose essence is love and
svisdom ; and since by him all things were made which are made,
it follows that he created the universe, ^vith all its parts, both
general and particular, from love, by means of wisdom ; and that
consequently divine love, in union Avitli divine Avisdom, is in all

and every created subject. Love, moreover, is not only the
essence which forms all things, but is also that which unites and
conjoins them, and so keeps them, Avhen formed, in order and
connexion. These truths are capable of receiving illustration
from numberless objects in natm-e; as for instance, from the
HEAT and LIGHT proceeding from the sun, which arc the two
essentials and uuiversals, by which all things upon earth, botli
in general and in particular, exist and subsist. Heat and light
exist in natm-c, because they correspond with the divine love
and the divine wisdom ; for the heat Avhich proceeds from the
sun of the spiritual Avorld, in its essence, is love, and tlie light
derived thence, in its essence, is wisdom. They may be illus-

trated also by the two essentials and universals, by wliidi human
minds exist and subsist, which are the will i\ml the under-
standing; for of these two every man's mind consists; and
they are, and operate, in all its parts, both in general and in
particidar. The reason of this is, because the will is the reci-
pient and habitation of love, and the understanding of wisdom

;

therefore those two faculties correspond with the divine love and
the divine wisdom, from whence they derive their origin. j\Iore-
over, the same truths may be illustrated by those two essentials
and imiversals, by which human bodies exist and subsist, the
HEART and LUNGS, or the systole and diastole of the heart, and
the respiration of the lungs ; which, it is well known, operate in
all parts oi the human body, both generally imd particularly;
because tlie heart corresponds to love, and the lungs to wisdom,
This correspondence is fully demonstrated in the work en-
titled Angelic Wisdom concerning the Divine Love and
THE Divine Wisdom. That love, as the bridegroom and hus-
band, produces or begets all forms, but st^ll by wisdom as the
bride and wife, may be proved by numberless testimonies, ic
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both the spiritual and the natural world: here, however, ^ve

shtdl only make this observation, that the whole angehc heaven
is aiTanged into its form, and preserved in it, from the divine

love operating by the divine Avisdom. Where n-en deduce the

creation of the vvorld from any other soui'ce than from the divine

love operating by the divine Avisdom, and do not knoAV that

these two constitute the Divine Essence, they descend from
rational vision to matcvial, embrace natui'e as tlie creatrix of the

universe, .and thence conceive chimeras, and bring forth phan-
toms; their thoughts are fallacies, and theii' reasonings from
them terminate in the formation of eggs, that are pregnant
Avith birds of night : such men cannot properly be denominated
minds, but rather eyes and ears Avithout understanding, or

thoughts Avithout a soul : they talk of colors, as existing Avithout

light ; and of trees, as produced without seed ; and of all created

subjects, as formed Avithout a sun ; since they put derivatives in

the place of primitives, effects in the place of causes, and thus
turning every thing ixpside doAAii, tliey lay the powers of reason

asleep, and see as in a dream.
38. II. God is good itself and truth itself, because

GOOD IS OF LOVE, AND TRUTH IS OF WISDOIM.

It is imiversally acknoAvledged, that all things have relation

to good and truth, Avhich is a plain token that all things derived

their existence from love and wisdom ; for every thing that pro-

ceeds from love is called good, for this is sensibly perceived, and
the dehght by Avhich love manifests itself is every one's good

:

but eveiy thing that proceeds from Avisdom is called true, for

Avisdom consists solely of truths, and affects its objects Avith the
grateful perceptions of light, which gratification, when it is per-

ceived, is called truth from good ; therefore love is the complex
of aU goodnesses, and Avisdom the complex of all truths ; but
both the former and the latter arc from God, avIio is Love itself,

and thence Good itseh", and Wisdom itself, and thence Truth
itself. Hence it is, that in the church there are tAvo essentials,

Avhich are called charity and faith, of Avhicli all things belonging
to the chuj-ch, both in general and in particular, consist, and
which ought to be in all and every part of it ; because aU the

goods constituent of the church have relation to charity, and are

called charity, and all its truths have relation to faith, and are

called faith. The delights of Ioa e, Avhich are also the delights

of charity, cause Avhat is good to be called good; and the grati-

fications of Avisdom, Avhicli are also the gratefid r-prceptions of

faith, cause Avliat is true to be called true : for delights and
gratifications constitute then* life ; and v\dthout life thence de-

rived, goods and truths are hke things inanimate, and are also

baiTcn and unfruitful. But the delights of love are of tAvo kinds,

as are also the gratifications which appear to be of Avisdom :

there are delights of the love of good, and dehghts of the love
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of evil, and consequently there are gratifications of the faith ol

trutli, and gTatifications of the faith of the false. Both those

kinds of love^ from the sensations they excite in the subjects in

Nvhich they dwell, are called good; and the gratifications of

faith, of each kind, from the perceptions they produce, are

also called good ; but because they exist in the understand-
ing, they in reality are nothing but trnths. Nevertheless

these two kinds of delights and gratifications are in direct

opposition to each other; for the good of one love is really

good, while the seeming good of the other love is e\dl ; so also

tiie truth of one faith is true, while the seeming truth of the

other faith is false. But the love, whose delight is essentially

good, is like the sun^s heat, fnictifpng, quickening, and
Dperating upon the fertile ground, upon useful plants, and
upon crops of corn ; and wherever it operates, producing as it

vrcre a paradise, a garden of the Lord, and an image of the

land of Canaan ; and the pleasantness of its truth is like the

light of the sun in the spring time of the year, and as the influx

of light into a vessel of crystal, in wliich are beautiful flowers,

and which, when opened, breathes forth a grateful perfume :

but the delight of the love of evil is like the sun's heat, a\ hen it

parches, withers, and operates upon barren ground and noxious

plants, such as thorns and brambles ; and whei'cver it operates,

producing a desert of Arabia, inhabited by hydras aud venomous
serpents ; and the pleasantness of its false is like the light of

the sun in the time of Avintcr, and as the influx of light into a

l)ottle, in which there are worms swimming in vinegar, and
reptiles of a noisome smell. It is to be observed, that every

particidar good creates itself a form by means of truths, and also

by them clothes itself, and thus distinguishes itself fi'om eveiy

other good ; and likewise that the goods of one stock or family

wrap themselves up into fascicles, or distinct bundles, (as fibres

are in each muscle of tlie body,) and at the same time clothe.'

them, and thereby distinguish them from others. That forma-

tions of this kind are eft'ected, is evident from the general an(\

particular parts of the human body ; and that similar formations

obtain in the human mind, is alike evident, by reason of the

aivariable correspondence which all the parts of the mind have
with all the parts of the body. Hence it follows, that the human
mind is an organized form, consisting of spiritual substanee:^

within, and of natui'al substances Avithout, and lastly of material

substances. The mind, the deHghts of whose love are good,

consists interiorly of spiritual substances, such as exist in heaven,
but the mind, the delights of whose love are evil, consists inte-

I'iorly of spiritual substances, such as exist in hell ; and the e\als

of the latter are bound into fascicles by falses, and the goods oi

the former are bound into fascicles by truths. The Ijord speaks
of such a binding up of goods and evils, where he s:ivs, " That
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the tares must be bound in bundles to be bui'ut, and likewise'

all things that oft'end" (Matt. xiii. 30, 40, 41 ; John xv. 6).

39. III. GoD;, BY REASON OF HIS BEING LOVE ITSELF AN;»

WISDOM ITSELl'j IS ALSO LIFE ITSELF, WHICH IS LIFE I.\

ITSELF.

It is v.'i'itten in John, " The Word was with God, and the

Word was God. Iii. him was Ufe, and the Hfe was tlie light of

men" (i. 1, 4). By God is there signified the Divine Love, and
by the Word the Divine Wisdom : and Divine Wisdom properly

is life, and life pi'operly is the light which proceeds from the sun
of the spiritual world, in the midst of which is Jehovah God.
Divine love forms life, as fire forms light. There are two pro-

perties in fire, that of bm^ning, and that of shining : from its

burning property proceeds heat, and from its shining property

proceeds light. In hke manner there are two things in love,

one to which the burning property of fire corresponds, which is

a something that most intimately affects a man's will ; and an-

other, to Avhicli the shining property of fire corresponds, which
is a something that most intimately affects his understanding.

Hence a man derives love and intelligence ; for, as was observed

above, from the sun of the spiritual world there proceed heat,

which in its essence is love, and light, wdiich in its essence is

wisdom ; and those two enter by influx into all and every cre-

ated subject, aftecting them most intimately ; and Avith men
they enter into the will and understanding, which were created

to be the receptacles of the influx, the will to be the receptacle

of love, and the understanding to be the receptacle of wisdom.
Hence it appears, that a man's life dwells in the understanding,

that its quality is according to the quahty of his wisdom, and
that it receives modification from the love in the vdU.

40. It is also written in John, " As the Father hath life in

himself, so hath he given to the Son to have hfe in himself" (v.

26) ; by which is signified that as the Divine itself, Avhich Avas

from eternity, lives in itself, so also the Humanity, which it as-

sumed in time, hves in itself. Life in itself is the very and
only life, by derivation from wliich all angels and men live.

Human reason may see a confirmation of this in the light that

proceeds from the sun of the natm'al world, since it is not cre-

ntable, but the forms that receive it are created : for the eyes

nre its recipient forms-, and the influx of light from the sun
•causes them to see. The case is just the same with the life,

which, as Avas observed, is light proceeding from the sun of the

spiritual Avorld : it is not creatable, but continually floAVS into

the human imderstanding, which it vivifies in proportion as it

illuminates it ; consequently, since light, life, and Avisdoin are

one, Avisdom is not creatable, no more is faith, or truth, or love,

or cliarity, or good ; but the forms that receive them are created,

and laiman and angelic minds are such forms. I^et every one
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therefore be cautious how he gives into this persuasion^ that he
J i /cs from himself, or that his wisdom, his faith, his love, liis

perception of truth, his good will, or his good deeds, are from

himself; for in proportion as any one gives into such a persua-

sion, in the same proportion he sinks his mind down fi'om

heaven towards earth, and from a spiritual being bijcomes na-

tm-al, sensual, and corporeal; for he closes up the superior

regions of his mind, and thus becomes blind as to all things

that relate to God, heaven, and the cluu'cli ; and then whatever

bo may by chance think, reason, or speak about them, is done
in foolislniess, because it is done in darkness, notAvithstanding

the confidence which he at the same time indulges, that all is

done in Avisdom ; for when the superior regions of the mind are

closed, where the true light of life dwells, the inferior region is

opened, into which the light (lumen) of the world -!= only is ad-

mitted; and this light (lumen), when separated from the light

of the superior regions, is a deceitful light (lumen), in wliicli

falses appear to be truths, and truths to be falses ; and reason-

ing from falses appears to be wisdom, and from truths to be
madness. In this case a man imagines that he has the quick

-

sightedness of an eagle, although, in respect to the realities of

wisdom, he sees no more than a bat at noon-day.

41. IV. Love and avisdom in god make one.

Ever}^ wise man in the chui'ch knows that all the good of

love and charity is from God, and in hke manner all the truth of

wisdom and faith; and that this is reaUy the case, human reason

also may perceive, if it be only apprized that the origin of love

and wisdom is from the smi of the spiritual Avorld, in the midst

of which is Jehovah God; or, what is the same thing, that it

is derived from Jehovah God tlirough the instrumentality of

tlie sun with which he is encompassed. For the heat proceed-

ing from that sun in its essence is love, and the hght proceed-

ing thence in its essence is wisdom : hence it is clear as

daylight that love and wisdom in that origin are one, and
consequently they are one in God, from whom the origin of

tliat sun is derived. This may also be illustrated by the sun

of the natural Avorld, Avhich is pure fire; for heat proceeds

from its firy property, and light from the splendor of that fire,

and so both are one in their origin. But that they are diA-ided

* By the light of this world, which the autnor here speaks of, is meant not the

light of the sun, the moon, or the stars, but the light of worldly sciences, and mere
human learning, reasoning, and the like. It may here be observed, that when treat-

ing of light, the author sometimes uses the Latin term lux, and sometimes the term
lumen. He uses the term lux, when treating of light in general, or of spiritual light

'-n particular ; but he uses the term lumen when treating of the light of the natural

mind only. As the English language affords but one word for the translation of both

terms, therefore, when the term in the original is lumen, that word throughout this

translation is subjoined as above ; but vi'hen the term in the orginal is lua;, the wore'

iiffht is used without any additiou.
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in the course of their proceeding or going forth, is manifest from

their recipient subjects, some of ^vhich receive a greater share of

heat; and some a greater share of light. This is particularly the

case with men : in them the light of life, which is intelligence,

and the heat of life, Avliich is love, are divided; the reason

whereof is, because man is to be reformed and regenerated, and
this could not be effected unless the light of life, which is intel-

ligence, should instruct him Avhat he ought to wiU and to love.

It is to be observed, however, that God is continualh- operating

to effect the conjunction of love and wisdom in man, but that

man, unless he looks up to God and believes on him, is con-

tinually operating to effect their diAdsion. In proportion there-

fore, as these two things, the good of love or charity, and the

truth of wisdom or faith, are conjoined in a man, so far he be-

comes an image of God, and is elevated towards heaven and into

hcaA'cn, where angels dwell ; and on the contrary, in proportion

as those two things are divided by a man, so far he becomes an
image of Lucifer and the dragon, and is thro^nii down from
lieaven to earth, and afterwards luider the earth into hell. From
the conjimction of those two principles, a rnan^s state becomes
like that of a tree in the time of spring, when heat and light arc

equally conjoined, in consequence of which it brings forth buds,

blossoms, and fruit ; but, on the other hand, from the diAdsion

of those two, a man's state becomes like that of a tree in the

time of winter, when heat is separated froin light, in conse-

quence of which it is stripped and left bare of all its leaves and
A'crdure. When spiritual heat, Avhich is love, separates itseif

from spiritual light, which is wisdom, or, what is the same thing,

Avhen charity separates itself from faith, a man becomes like

sour or putrid earth, Avhich is the nest of Avorms, or if it bears

any shrubs, the leaves thereof are covered Avitli lice, and arc

consumed; for the allui'cments of the love of evil, Avhich in

themselves are concupiscences, then bm'st forth, and the under-
standing, instead of ciu'bing and subduing them, loves, pampers,
and cherishes them. In a Avord, to divide loA^e and Avisdom, or

charity and faith, Avhicli God is continually endeavomdng to join

together, is comparatively like depriving the human face of its

ruddiness, Avhereby it becomes pale as death, or like leaving the

ruddiness without any mixture of the fair A^'hite, in which case

it looks like a fiiy torch. Such diAdsion, also, is like loosening

the marriage tie betAveen husband and Avife, and so making the
A\ ife a harlot, and the husband an adidterer ; for Ioac or charity

may be considered as the husband, and Avisdom or faith as the

Avife, and when they are separated, tliere ensue spiritual Avhore-

dom and adulteiy, which are the fixlsification of truth and the

adulteration of good.

43. It is further to be remarked, that there are three degrees

of love and Avisdom, and three degrees of life thence derived;
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»ax(l tliat the human mind is formed into regions according to

these degrees; and tliat life in tlie highest region is in the

supreme degree^ in the second region in an inferior degree, and

in the idtimate region in the lowest degree. These regions are

successively opened in a man : the ultimate region, where life is

in the lowest degree, is opened dming the stages of his infancy

and childhood, and this is effected by means of sciences ; the

second region, where life is in a higher degree^ is opened dxu-ing

the stages of childhood and youth, and this is effected by means
of thoughts or reflections derived from sciences ; and the highest

region, where life is in the highest degree, is opened during the

stages of youth and manhood, and so on successively, and this

is effected by perceptions of truths both moral and spiiitual. It

is further to be observed, that perfection of life does not consist

in thought, but in tlie perception of truth from the light of

truth, whence the differences of life among men may be ascer-

tained : for there are some, who immediately upon hearing

truth, perceive that it is truth, and these are represented in the

spiritual world by eagles ; there are others who do not distin-

guish truth by perception, but arrive at it, or draw conclusions

respecting it, by a sei'ies of proofs and probable arguments, or

by confirmations from appearances, and these are represented

by singing birds ; there are some again, who believe a thing to

1)0 true because it was asserted by an authority they can depend
upon, and these are represented by birds of the pye kind ; and,

kistly, there are some wlio have neither inclination nor capacity

to perceive truth, but only to perceive the false as truth : the

reason of which is, that they are in the light of infatuation, in

which light Avliat is false appears like truth, and truth either

like something above them hid in a dark cloud, or like a meteor,

or like falsity itself: the thoughts of such are represented by
bii'ds of night, and their discoui'se by screech owls. Such
among these as have obstinate^ confirmed their falses cannot

bear to hear truths; but as soon as any truth strikes the di'um

of their ears, they repel it with the utmost aversion, just as the

stomach when loaded with bilious matter is sick at the sight of

food.

43. V. The essence of love is to love others out or or
WITHOUT itself, TO DESIRE TO BE ONE waTH THEM, AND I'ROM

ITSELF TO MAKE THEM HAPPY.
There are two things which constitute the essence of God,

—love and wisdom ; and there are three Avliich constitute the

essence of his love,—to love others out of or without himself, to

desire to be one with them, and to make them happy from him-
self. The same three particulars also constitute the essence of

his wisdom, since, as was shcA^Ti above, love and wisdom in God
make one : i' is the property of love to aa^U those thi^igs, and of

wisdom to produce them. The first essential,—U love othc.is
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out of or without IdmseJf, is acknowledged to l^e in God, by

reason of his love towards the whole race of mankind ; and on

their account God loves all things which he has created, because

they are means to promote the end of that love; for whoever

loves the end loves also the means necessary to promote it. All

persons and all things in the universe are Avitliout or out of

God, because they are finite, and God is infinite. The love

of God reaches and extends itself, not only to good persons and

things, but also to e\il persons and things ; of consequence, not

oidy to those persons and things that are in heaven, but also to

such as are in hell ; thus not only to ]Michael and Gabriel, but

but also to the devil and satan ; for God is exery where, and

from eternity to eternity the same. He says also himself,
^' That he maketli his sim to rise on the evil and on the good,

and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust " (Matt. v. 45).

But the reason why eyil persons and things are still evil, arises

from the subjects and objects themselves, in that they do not

receive the love of God according to its true quahty and inmost

influx, but according to their o^^n qualities or states, just as the

thoin and nettle receixe the heat of the sun and the rain of

heaven. The second essential of God's love,—to desire to

be one with others, is manifest also from his conjunction with

the angelic heaven, with the chm'ch upon earth, Avith every in-

dividual therein, and with every good and tnith that enters into

the constitution of man and tlie church. Love, also, in its own
nature, is nothing but an endeavoui' towards conjunction; there-

fore, that this constituent of the essence of love might take

efl'ect, God created man in his image and hkeness, that so he

might liave conjunction with him. That the Divine Loxc con-

tinually intends such conjunction, appears from the words of thb

Lord, expressing his desii-e, '' That they may be one, he in

them, and they in him : and that the love of God may be ii

them" (John xdi. 31, 22, 23, 26). The third essential oj-'

God's love,—to make others happy from itself, is recognized in

the gift of eternal life, which is l)lessedness, satisfiiction, and

happiness without end. These he commiuiicates to tliose who
receive his love in themselves ; for God, as he is love itself, is also

blessedness itself; and as all love gives forth an emanation of

delight, so the Divine Love gives forth an emanation of blessed-

ness, satisfaction, and happiness itself to all eternity. Thus God
makes angels happy from himself, and men also after death,

which is eftected by conjunction with them.

44. That such is the nature of the DiAane Love, is discover-

able from the sphere of its emanation, which pervades the imi-

verse, and affects every one according to his state. This sphere

more especially affects parents, inspiring them with a tender

love towards their children, Avho are out of or without them,

and with a desire to be one with them, and to make them happy
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from themselves. It affects also the evil as well as the good

;

and not only men, but likewise beasts and birds of every kind.

For what is the object of a mother^s thoughts when she orings

forth her child, but as it were to unite herself with it, and to

pro^dde for its good? Or Avhat is a bird^s concern when she
has hatched her young, but to cherisli them under her wings, and
with every mark of endearment to feed and nourish them V An^t
that even Aipers and snakes love their oflspring, is a truth gene-
rally known. This luiiversal sphere of the Di\dne Love affects,

in a particular manner, those who receive the love of God in

themselves, as do all those who believe in God and love their

neighbour, the charity which reigns with them being the image
of that love. Even what is called friendship among men of the
world, puts on the semblance of that love ; for every one, when
he invites his friend to his table, gives him the best that his

house affords, receives him with kindness, takes him bj^ the
hand, and makes him offers of service. This love is also the
cause and the only origin of all sympathies and tendencies of

homogeneous and similar minds towards a union with each
other. Nay, the same divine sphere also operates upon the in-

animate parts of the creation, as trees and plants ; but there it

acts by the instrumentality of the natui-al sun, and its heat and
Hght; for the heat entering into them from without, conjoins
itself with tliem, and causes them to bud, blossom, and bear
fruit ; which operations may be called their state of bliss ; and
this is effected by the sun^s heat, because it corresponds with
spiritual heat, which is love. There are representations of the
operation of this love exhibited also in varioits subjects of the
mineral kingdom, and their types are discoverable in the uses
and cousequent value to wliich each is exalted.

45. From this description of the essence of Di-vine Love may
be seen, by contrast, the quality of the essence of diabolical love.

Diabolical love is the love of self, which is indeed called love,

but when considered in its true nature is hatred ; for it loves

none out of, or beside itself, and it desires to be conjoined with
others, not for their benefit, but only for its own ; its inmost
affection is a continual lust to rule over all, and to possess the
property of all, and at last to be worshiped as a god. This is

the reason why the inhabitants of hell do not acknowledge God,
but worship as gods those who have most power over others ; so
they have inferior and superior, or lesser and greater deities,

according to the extent of their power; and since every one has
the same lust of dominion in his heart, therefore he burns Avitli

hatred against his president-god, and he in return against those
who are under his authority, whom he regards as the vilest of
slaves, although he is courteous and civil towards them so long
as they adore him; but his rage against others is without
bounds, and even his servants and clients are hated by him at
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heart; for the love of self is like the love subsisting among
robbers, who shew all marks of mutual aftection during the per-
petration of their villanies, but afterwards are readj^ to murder
one another for the sake of a larger share of booty. It is in
consequence of this love that its various lusts appear in hell at a
distance like the various kinds of wild beasts ; some like foxes
and leopards, some like Avolves and tigers, and some like croco-
diles and venomous serpents ; and that the deserts where they
live consist solely of heaps of stone, or of barren sand, Avith bogs
interspersed fidl of croaking frogs ; and that dismal birds fly,

harshly screeching, over their miserable abodes. These are the
ochim, tziim, and jiim, mentioned in the prohecies of the Old
Testament, where the love of dominion arising from the love
of self is spoken of. See Isaiah xiii. 21; Jcrem. 1. 39; Psalm
Ixxiv. 14.

46. VI. These properties of the divine love were
THE cause of the CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE, AND ARE ALSO
the CAUSE OF ITS PRESERVATION.

That these three essential properties of the Divine Love were
the cause of creation, may be clearly seen by an attentive exami-
nation of them. As for example, that the first,—lo love others
out of or ivithout itself, operated as such a cause, is CAddent from
the universe, in that it is without, or out of God, as the natural
world is A^ithout, or out of, the sun ; and therefore God can ex-
tend his love to it, and exercise it therein, and so rest satisfied.

We read also, that when God had created the heavens and the
earth, he rested, and fi-om that circumstance originated the
sabbath day (Gen. ii. 2, 3). That the second,—/o desire to be
one xinth others, operated as such a cause, is evident from the
creation of man in the image and likeness of God ; by which is

signified that man was made a form receptive of love and wisdom
fi-om God, that so God might unite himself Avith him, and, for
his sake, Avith all and every thing in the universe, which arc
nothing but means to promote such union ; for conjunction with
the final cause implies also a conjvmction Avith middle causes.
That all things Avere created for the sake of man, is CAddent also
from the book of Genesis (i. 28, 29, 30). That the third,—^
make others happy from itself, operated as such a cause, is evi-
dent from the angehc heaven, Avhich is proAdded for every man
Avho receives the love of God, and where all are made happy
from God alone. The reason Avhy these three essentials of the
love of God are also the cause of the preservation of the uni-
verse, is, because preservation is perpetual creation, as subsist-
ence is perpetual existence ; and the Divine Love, fi-om eternity
to eternitA^ is the same ; consequently, Avhatever quality it had
at the creation of the world, the same it still possesses'and ex-
ercises in the world created.

47. From a right attention to the above observationp, it must
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be very evident tliat tlie universe is a consistent and colierent

^•ork from first to last, or from first principles to ultimates, for

it is a work contiiining ends, causes, and effects, in an indisso-

luble connexion ; and since in all love there is an end intended,

and. in all wisdom the promotion of such an end by middle

causes, proceeding by them to effects, which are uses, it follows

of consequence that the iniiverse is a work containing divine

love, divine wisdom, and uses, and thereby a work altogether

coherent from first principles to idtimates. That the universe

consists of perpetual uses, produced by v/isdom, and originated

oy love, may be seen, as it were, in a miiTor, by every Avise man
(V'ho has a general idea of the creation of the universe, and
regards its particular parts according to that idea ; for particu-

lars adapt themselves to their common whole, and the common
whole gives to particulars their orderly arrangement. But this

will be more fully illustrated hereafter.

4-8. To the above I shall add this i\i£mokable relation. I

was once conversing with two angels, one from the eastern

quarter of heaven, and the other from the southern ; ^vlio per-

ceiving me engaged in meditation about love and the arcana oi

wisdom involved in it, addressed me, saying, " Are you at all ac-

quainted with the entertainments of wisdom in our world? " 1

repbed, "Not as yet." They said, "They are of several kinds;

and all those who love truths with spiritual affection, or for the

sake of truth, and because they are the means of attaining to

Avisdom, meet together on an appointed signal, and canvass and
determine such questions as require deeper consideration than
common." They then took me by the hand, saying, " Come
with us, and you shall see and hear ; for the signal of meeting
has been given to-day." They then led me across a plain to a

hill, and behold, at the foot of the hill there was an avenue of

palm trees continued to the top, which we entered and ascended.

On the top, or summit of the hill, there was a grove ; among the

trees, on an elevated plot of ground, Avas formed a kind o,.

theatre, Avithin Avhich Avas a smooth floor paved Avith various

colored little stones : all aroiuid it were placed seats, in the

form of a square, on Avhich the lovers of Avisdom were seated

;

and in the midst of the theatre Avas a table, on Avhich lay a

sealed paper. Those Avho sat on the seats iuAited us to sit doAvn

Avhere there Avas room ; upon Avhich I replied, " I Avas conducted
hither by tAvo angels, to see and hear, and not to sit down."
The two angels then Avalked toAvards the table in the middle of

the floor, and, breaking the seal, they read, in the presence of

those that Avere seated, the arcana of Avisdom that Avere AVTitteii

on the paper, and Avhieh Avere noAv to be canvassed and dis-

cussed. They were Avritten bA^ angels of the thii'd lieaA'en, and
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let clown upon the table, and consisted of the thi'C-e following

r^uestions : first, " What is the image of God, and what the,

likeness of God, into lohich man ivas created?" secondly,
" What is the reason why men are not born into the science of
any love, ivhen nevertheless, beasts and birds, from the highest

to the lowest, are born into the sciences of all their loves?"

THIRDLY, •' What is signified by the tree of life, and tcliat by
the tree of the knowledge ofgood and evil, and what by eating of
them ? " Underneath was added the following :

" Collect your
opinions on the three questions into one decision, writ'" it on a

fresli paper, and place it upon this table, and we shall see it

;

and if, upon examination, your decision appears to be just, you
shall each of you receive the prize of wisdom/^ When the two
angels had read the contents of the paper, they retii-ed, and
were carried up into their respective heavens. Immediately
thereupon those who sat upon the seats began to consider and
canvass the deep questions proposed to them, and delivered

theii* sentiments in succession. Those who sat towards the

nor^h spoke first, after^^'ards those towards the west, next those

towards the south, and lastly those towards the east. They
l)egan Avith the first subject of inquiry. What is the image of
God, and what the likeness of God, ix which man was
CREATED ? But bcforc they proceeded, these words were read,

in the presence of them all, out of the book of Genesis :
" God

said. Let us make man into our image, after our likeness ; so

God created man into his oion image, into the likeness of God
created he him" (Gen. i. 26, 27). "In the day that God
created man, into the likeness of God made he him " (Gen.

V. 1).

Those who sat towards the north first declared their senti-

ments, and said, " The image of God, and the likeness of God,
are the two lives breathed into man by God, which are the life

of the will, and the life of the understanding ; for it is written,
' Jehovah God breathed into the nostrils of Adam the breath of

lives, and man became a H\dng soul^ (Gen. ii. 7). These Avords

seem to signify, that there Avas breathed into him the will of good,

and the perception of' ti-uth, and thus a soul of lives ; and since

life was breathed into him by God, image and likeness signify

integrity derived from love and wisdom, and from justice and
judgement in him." Those who sat towards the west favored this

opinion, adding however, "That the state of integrity, Avhich

was breathed into Adam by God, is continually breathed into

every man since ; but that it is in the man, as in a receptacle

;

and ihQ man, as he is a receptacle, is an image and likeness of

God." The third in order, who sat towards the south, next de-

clared their sentiments, in the following words :
" The image of

Godj and the likeness of God, are two distinct things, but yet

united in man by creation ; and it appears to us, bv a sort of
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interior perception, that tlie image of God may be lost by a

man, but not the likeness of God. This seems to be distinctly

pointed at by Adam's retaining the likeness of God, after that

he had lost the image of God; for it is said after the curse^
' Behold the man is become as one of us, to know good and evil

'

(Gen. iii. 22) : and afterwards he is called the hkeness of God^
and not the image of God (Gen. v. 1). But we will leave to oui*

friends, who sit towards the east, and are thereby in a higher

degree of light, to determine what is properly meant by an image
of God, and what by a likeness of God." Then, after a short

silence, those who sat towards the east rose from their seats, and
looking Tip to the Lord, they again sat down, and thus began

:

" An image of God is a receptacle of God ; and since G od is love

itself and wisdom itself, an image of God is the reception of love

and wisdom from God : but a likeness of God is a perfect like-

ness and a full appearance, as if love and wisdom Avere in a man,
and consequently as if they were altogether his own ; for a man
has no other sensation in this case, than that he loves and is

wise of himself, or that he wills good and understands truth of

himself; when nevertheless nothing of all this is from himself.

Out from God. God alone loves and is wise of himself, because
he is Love itself and Wisdom itself. The likeness or appearance
that love and wisdom, or good and truth, are in a man, as his

own, causes him to be a man, and gives him the capacity of

being conjoined with God, and thus of living to eternity; from
whence it follows, that a man is a man by virtue of this faculty,

that he can will good, and understand truth, altogether as from
himself, and yet know and beheve that it is from God; for as

he knows and believes this, God impl'uits his image in him,

which could not be done if he should believe that iiis love and
wisdom were from himself and not from God," AVlien they had
spoken these words, being inspu'ed with :xal arising from the

love of truth, they thus continued their discoiu-se :
" How is it

passible for a man to receive any portion of love and wisdom so

as to retain it, and re-produce it, unless he feel it in appear-

ance as his own? And how can conjunction with God, by
means of love and wisdom, be effected, unless there be some-
thing of a reciprocation of conjunction on the part of man ? For
unless it be reciprocal there can be no conjimction; and the reci-

procation of conjunction, on man's part, consists in this, that he
should love God, and do the things that are of God, as fi"om him-
self, and yet beheve that he has the power from God. Besides,

how can a man live eternally, unless he be conjoined with the
eternal God ? Consequently, how can a man be a man, unless

he have that Hkeness in him ? " To these ^ords all present

gave their assent, and said, " Let us make our conclusion in

agreement Avith these sentiments;" which they did as follows:
" A man is a receptacle of God, and a receptacle of God is an
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iniagt; of God ; and since God is love itself and \Tisdom itseJi, a

man is a receptacle of them both ; and a receptacle becomes an
image of God according to the degree of reception : a man, also,

is a likeness of God l)y virtue of a sensation in himself that such

things as are from God appear to be in him as his own ; but

that, nevertheless, from that likeness he becomes an image of

God, only so for as he acknowledges that love and wisdom, or

good and truth, are not really his own in liim, and thus not

self-derived, but that they exist only in God, and are conse-

quently derived from God."
After this they entered upon the next subject of inquiry-,

Why men are not born into the science of any lovk,

WHEN nevertheless BOTH BEASTS AND BIRDS, FROM THE
HIGHEST TO THE LOWEST, ARE BORN INTO THE SCIENCES OF ALL
THEIR LOVES? They first confirmed the truth of the proposi-

tion by various considerations ; as in the case of a man, that he
2S born into no science, not even that of conjugial love : they

then inquired, and were informed by attentive examiners, that

an infant does not even apply, from any connate science, to its

mother's breast, but is taught to do so by frequent applications

on the part of the mother or the nurse ; and that it knows only

how to suck, from having learned it by continual suction in its

mothei''s ooinb ; and that afterwards it knows not how to walk,

or to form its voice to any articulate sound, or even to express

the aflections of love, as Ijcasts do : it is moreover unacquainted

with what is salutary for it in the way of food, with which beasts

are weU acqiiainted, so that it will catch at any thing it can lay

its hands upon, and apply it to its mouth whether it be clean or

imclean. The examiners fui'ther declared, that without instruc-

tion a man is an utter stranger to the commerce bet^^een the

sexes ; and that neither virgins nor young men have any know-
ledge of this, until they arc instructed by others. In short a

man is born a merely corporeal Ijcing, like a worm, and continues

so, unless he acquii'e knowledge, luiderstanding, and wisdom
fj'om others. After this they gave abimdant proofs, that ani-

mals, from the highest to the lowest, both the beasts of the

earth, and the fowls of the air, with reptiles, fishes, and insects,

are born into all the sciences of the various kinds of love that

form their life ; as into the knov.iedge of every thing concern-

ing nom'ishment, habitation, the love between the sexes, the

propagation of their kind, and the education of their young;
and this they confirmed by many extraordinary facts which they

recollected to have seen, heard, or read of, in the natm'al world,

Adhere they once lived, and in which animals are not merely

representative, but real, ^A'hen the truth of the proposition was
thus pi'oved, they applied all the powers of their minds to search

out and discover the reasons which might serve to explain and

unfold this mystery ; and they all agreed that the Divine Wis*
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flora musi neccsaaril}^ have contrived and ordained all these

things^ to the end that a man might be a man, and a beast a

beast ; and thus, that a man's imperfection at his nativity is his

perfection, and the perfection of brutes at tlieir nativity is their

imperfection.

Then those on the north began first to declare their senti-

ments, and said, " That a man is born without sciences, to the

end that he may be capable of receiving them ail ; whereas, sup-

posing him born into the knowledge thereof, he would not be in

a capacity to receive any, except those into the knoAvledge of

which he was born; and the consequence would be, that he
could not appropriate any to himself. This they illustrated by
the comparison of a man, when he is first l)orn, wath ground ia

which no seed has been sown, but Avhicli is still in a capacity of

receiving all kinds of seed, and of bringing them to matmity
and perfection; whereas brutes are like ground already sown,

and covered with grass and other herbs, which receives no other

seed than what has been sowii in it already ; or if it receives

any other, it chokes it in the birth, and cannot bring it to

matm-ity. Hence it is, that the growth of a man rcquii-es many
years for its completion, during which time he may be cultivated

like the ground, and bring forth, as it were, all kinds of grain,

flowers, and trees; whereas a beast arrives at the perfection

of his growth in a few years, dming which time no power of

cultivation can raise up or produce any thing but what was
connate, or born with him." Those on the w^est next declared

their sentiments to the following pm'port :
'^ A man," said they,

" has not science by birth, like a beast, but only faculty and in-

clination; faculty to know, and inclination to love; and not

only to love whatever relates to himself and the world, but also

whatever relates to God and heaven ; consequently, a man by
birth is a mere organ, wdiich has but a faint perception of life by
the external senses, and none at all by the internal, to the

intent that he may, by successive degrees, live and become a

man ; first a natural man, afterwards a rational, and lastly a

spiritual; and this could not be the case, if, like the beasts, he
were to receive his proper kind of science and love by birth : for

the implantation of sciences and afiections of love by bu-th, sets

boundaries to their progression ; whereas the implantation of

laculties and inclinations only, sets no such boundaries ; where-
fore a man has the capacity of being made more and more per-

fect in science, intelligence, and wisdom, to eternity." Those
on the SOUTH next took up the debate, and spoke as follows

:

" It is impossible for a man to derive any science from himself,

but he may learn it from others : for no science is connate or

born with him ; and because he can derive no science from him-
self, neither can he derive from himself any love, since there cai*

be no love where there is no science ; love and science being
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inseparable companions, wliicli admit of no diWsion, any more
than tlie Avill and the understanding, or aflection and thought,

or essence and form; therefore in proportion as a man learns

science from others, in the same proportion love adjoins itself

to it as a companion. The universal love which thus adjoins

itself, is the lo'^e of science, or of knowing, and in process of

time the love of intelligence and wisdom, or of undsrstanding
and being wise; and these loves are implanted in men only,

but not in brutes, and are received by influx from God. We
agree with our friends fi-om the west, that a man is not born
into any love, and consequently not into any science : but that

he is born only with an inchnation to love, and thereby with a

faculty to receive sciences, not from himself, but fi"om others,

chat is, through others : we use the term through others, because
neither did those others receive anything from themselv3s, but
all originally from God. We agree likewise with our friends

from the north, that a man, at his first bii'tli, is like the ground,
in which no seeds are sown, but which is capable of receiving all

kinds, both good and bad ; hence he derived his name from the

ground, for Adam was so called from adama, which signifies

ground. We are further of opinion, that beasts are born into

all kinds of natural love, and consequently into such sciences as

correspond with them ; but still they deri^'e neither knowledge,
nor thought, nor understanding, nor vidsdom, from those sciences,

but are impelled to them by then- different kinds of natui'al love,

much as a bhnd man is guided along the streets by a dog, for

they indeed are blind as to intellectual sight; or rather they
may be compared with sleep-walkers, who act under the guid-

ance of blind science, while their intellectual faculty remains in

the profoundest sleep." Those on the eastern side next de-

clared their sentiments, and said, " We assent to all that oiu*

bretlu-en have spoken, and are of opinion with them, that a man
knows nothing of himself, but only from and by others, to the
intent that he may know and acknowledge that all science, in-

telligence, and wisdom, are from God ; and that he cannot be
otherwise born and begotten of God, and become an image and
likeness of him : for he becomes an image of God by the ac-

knowledgement and belief, that all the good of love and charity,

and all the truth of wisdom and faith, was and is received by him
from God, and no part of them from himself; and he is a hke-
ness of God, in consequence of his being sensible of those gifts

in himself as if they were self-derived. He has this feeling in

consequence of his not being born into sciences, but learning
them afterwards ; for what a man thus learns, appears to him as

if it were acquired from himself. This apparent sensation is

granted him by God, in order that he may be a man and not a
beast; since in consequence of his willing, thii king, lo^'ing,

'cno^^ing, understanding, and improving in wisdom, as ijon»
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liimself, a man learns sciences, and exalts them to intelligence,

and by good uses to Avisdom, Avhereby God conjoins him to him-

self, and a man conjoins himself to God; which conjunctions

could not possibly be effected, unless it had been previously

appointed by God, that a man should be born in total igno-

rance." When they had thus delivered their sentiments, it was
the desu"e of all present, that a conclusion should be drawn from
the arguments which had been ui'ged; and the following Avas

agreed upon :
" A man is born into no science, to the intent

that he may arrive at all science, and advance to understanding,

and thereby to wisdom : and he is born into no love, to the

intent that he may arrive at all love, by a prudent and intelh-

gent application of the sciences ; and by love towards his neigh-

l)om', unto love to God, and thus be conjoined with God, and
by that means become truly a man, and live eternally."

After this they took up the paper, and read the third subject

of inquiry. What is signified by the tree of life, what by
THE TREE OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, AND WHAT BY
THE EATING THEREOF? and they all requested that the mse
spirits from the east would explain this mystery, because it re-

quii'cd more than common depth of understanding to fathom it,

which none were possessed of but the eastern spirits, who are in

flaming light, that is, in the wisdom of love, which wisdom is

signified by the garden of Eden, wherein those two trees were
planted : and they replied, " We will declare our opinion ; but

seeing that all wisdom is from God, and notliing from a man^s
oAvu self, therefore we will speak from him, or from his inspu^a-

tiou, and yet of ourselves, as of ourselves." They then declared

their sentiments to this effect :
" A tree signifies a man, and its

fruit the good of life ; whence, by the tree of life is signified a

man li\dng from God ; and since love and wisdom, and charity

and faith, or good and truth, constitute the life of God in a

man, by the tree of life is signified a man receiving those thinga

by influx from God, and with them eternal life. The same is

signified by the tree of life, Avhose fruit is promised in the Reve-
lation, ii. 7 ; and xxii. 2, 14. By the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil, is signified a man belicAdng that he derives life

from himself, and not from God ; consequently, that love and
wisdom, charity and faith, that is, good and truth, in him, are

his own, and not God's ; to which belief he is inclined from the

similitude and appearance, that all his thoughts and inclinations,

his words and actions, are from himself; and since by such a

belief a man is persuaded to think himself a god, 1;herefore the

serpent said, " God doth know, that in the day ye eat thereof,

then youi" eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as God, know-
ing good and evil" (Gen. iii. 5). By eating of those trees is

sigriified reception and appropriation ; by eating of the tree of

life, the reception of eternal life ; and by eating of the tree of
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tlie knowledge of good and c\il, tlie reception of damnation.

Ey the serpent is meant the devil, with respect to self-love, and
the pride of one's own understanding, which love is tli.e keeper

of that tree ; and all men who are in the pride of their om~ii

understandings from the influence of that love, are such trees.

It is a di'eadfnl error, therefore, to suppose, that Adam enjoyed

wisdom and did good of himself, and that this was his state of

integrity, seeing that Adam, on accoimt of such belief, was
cm-sed; for this is signified by his eating of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil : therefore he instantly fell from his

state of integrity, which state consisted in the belief that his

wisdom and power to do good were from God, and not at all

from himself; for this is signified by eating of the tree of life.

The Lord alone, when he was in the M^orld, had wisdom and the

power to do good from himself, for the Di\dne Itself was in him,

and was his from nativity ; therefore he became also by his own
power a Redeemer and Sa\iour.'' From all these arguments
they came to this final conclusion :

" By the tree of life and the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil, and by eating of them,

is meant, that a man's true life is God in him, in which case he
is in possession of heaven and eternal life ; and that a man's
true death is the persuasion and belief, that his life is from him-
self, and not from God, for from thence is hell and eternal death,

which is damnation."

After this they inspected the paper that was left by the angels

upon the table, and they saw written underneath. Join to-

gether THESE THREE CONCLUSIONS SO AS TO FORM ONE GENERAL
RESULT ; on wdiicli they compared them together, and perceived

that the three were connected in one regular series, and that

the general result was this :
"^ Man Avas created to receive love

and wisdom from God, and yet in all likeness, as from himself,

which was for the sake of reception and conjunction; and on
this account a man is not born into any love, or into any science,

or even into any power of lo\dng and growing wise from him-
self: if therefore he ascribes all the good of love and all the

truth of wisdom to God, he then becomes a living man ; but if

he ascribes them to himself, he becomes a dead man." This

decision they wrote upon a fresh paper, and placed it on the

table ; and lo ! on a sudden angels appeared present in a bright

cloud, and took the paper aw^ay with them into heaven ; and
after it was read there, those who sat upon the seats were saluted

thence with these words, " Well, well, well." And instantly

there appeared a single angel, as it were flying down out of

heaven, who had the likeness of two wings about his feet, and
tAvo about liis temples, bringing wdth him the prizes, consisting

of long flowing robes, caps, and wreaths of laurel. WHien he
alighted on the ground, he presented those on the north with
robes of the color of opal ; those on the west^ with scarlet robes;
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those on the south, with caps, whose borders were ornamented

with bands of gold and peai'ls, and on the left side upwards

adorned with sparkling diamonds set in the forms of flowers

;

and those on the east he presented with wreaths of laro-el, inter-

spersed with rubies and sapphhes. Then all of them, adorned

with their respective prizes, left the place, and departed home
with joy.

THE OMNIPOTENCE, OMNISCIENCE, AND OMNIPRESENCE OF GOD.

49. We have abeady treated of the Divine Love and the

Divine Wisdom, and shcAvn that these two constitute the
Divine Essence; we come now to treat of the omnipotence,
omniscience, and omnipresence of God, since these three pro-

ceed from the Divine Love and Divine Wisdom in much the

same manner as the power and the presence of the sun in this

world and in all its parts proceed fi-om its heat and light. The
heat also proceeding from the sun of the spiritual world, in the

midst of which is Jehovah God, in its essence is Divine Love,

and the light proceeding thence in its essence is Divine Wis-
dom; from Avhence it appears that as infinity, immensity, and
eternity appertain to the Divine Esse, so omnipotence, omni-
science, and omnipresence appertain to the Divine Essence.

But as these three universal predicables of the Divine Essence

have not hitherto been understood, because their progression

according to their respective courses, which are the laws of order,

was unknown, it will be expedient to represent them in a clear

point of view under the following separate articles. L Omni-
potence, omniscience, and omnipresence are properties of the

Divine Wisdom derived from the Divine Love. II. The omni-

potence, omniscience, and omnipresence of God cannot be known,

until it he known what is meant by order, and until it be ascer-

tained that God is order, and that he introduced order into the

universe and all its parts, at the creation. III. The omnipotence

of God in the universe and all its parts, proceeds and operates

according to the laws of his oivn order. IV. God is omniscient,

that is, he perceives, sees, and knows all and every thing, even to

the most minute, ivhich is done according to order, and by that

means also whatever is done contrary to order. V. God is omni-

present in all the gradations of his own order froi)i first to last.

VI. Man 'was created a form of divine order. VII. A man has

power against the evil and the false from the Divine omnipotence

;

he has wisdom respecting good and truth from the Divine omni-

science; and he is in God by virtue of the Divine omnipresence, in

proportion as he lives according to divine order. But each article

will require a pai'ticular explication.
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50. I. Omxipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence,
ARE PROPERTIES OF THE EflVINE WISDOM DERIVED FROM THE
DIVINE LOVE.

That omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence, are pro-

perties of tlie Divine Wisdom derived from the Divine Love, but

not of the Divine Love operating by means of the DiWne Wis-
dom, is an arcannm from lieaven which has never yet been
clearly revealed to any human understanding, because it has

never yet been known what love is in its essence, or what "nds-

dom is in its essence, and still less what is the law of the influx

of the one into the other ; and that according to that laAv, love

enters by a universal and particular influx into wisdom, and
resides therein like a king in his own kingdom, or like a master
in his own house, relinquishing to judgement all the authority

of justice, or, what amounts to the same, relinquishing to wis-

dom all the authority of love ; for justice has respect to love, and
judgement to wisdom. But this arcanimi will be set in a clearer

light presently; in the mean time it is here laid down as a

general canon. That God is omnipotent, omniscient, and omni-
present, by means of the wisdom of his love, is signified also by
these words in John :

" In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word was God. All things

were made by him, and without him was not any thing made
that was made. In him Avas life, and the life was the hght of

men. The world was made by him : and the Word was made
flesh ''

(i. 1, 3, 4, 10, 14). By the Word is there signified Divine
Truth, or, what amounts to the same. Divine Wisdom ; there-

fore he is also called life and hght, both which are nothing but
wisdom.

51. Forasmuch as justice, in the Word, is predicated of love,

and judgement of wisdom, therefore we shall here adduce some
passages to prove that God^s government in the world is main-
tained and carried on by means of both. The passages are these

Avhich follow :
" Justice and judgement are the support of thy

throne" (Psalm Ixxxix. 14). '^ Let him that glorieth glory in

this, that Jehovah doeth judgement and justice in the earth
"

(Jercm. ix. 24). " Let Jehovah be exalted, because he hath filled

Zion -with judgement and justice " (Isa. xxxiii. 5). " Let judge-
ment run down as water, andjustice as a mighty stream " (Amos
V. 24). "Thy justice, O Jehovah, is hke the great mountains;
thyjudgements are as the great deep" (Psalm xxxAn. 6). "Jeho-
vah shall bring forth his justice as the light, and his judgement
as the noon-day" (Psalm xxxAii. 6). "Jehovah shall judge his

people in justice, and his poor in judgeinent " (Psalm Ixxii. 2).
*' AA hen I shall haA"e learned i\ie judgements of thy justice : seven
times in the day I praise thee, because of the judgements of thy
jvstice (Psalm cxLx. 7, 164). "I Avill betroth me mito thee in

justice andjudgement ''' /'Hosea ii. 19). '^Zian sKhH be redeemed
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m justice, and her converts in judgement" (Isa. i. 27). "He
shall sit upon the throne of David, and npon his kingdom, to

establish it in judgement and justice" (ix. 7). " I will raise

unto David a righteous branch, who shall reign as a king, and
shall do judgement and justice in the earth " (Jerem. xxiii. 5

;

xxxiii. 15). In other places it is said that men ought to do
justice and judgement, as in Isa. i. 21; v. 16; Iviii. 2; Jerem.
iv. 1, 2; xxii. 3, 13, 15; Ezek. xviii. 5; xxxiii. 14, 10, 19; Amos
yi. 12; INIicah vii. 9; Dent, xxxiii. 21; John x\n. 8, 10, 11.

52. II. Thb omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipre-
sence OF god, cannot be known until it be known what is

meant by order, and until it be ascertained that god is

order, and that he introduced order into the universe
and all its parts, at the creation.

How many monstrous and mistaken opinions have crept intc

the minds of men, and have thence been propagated in the

chiu'ch through the heads of the founders of every new sect, in

consequence of not understanding the order in which God has

created the universe and all its parts, may be discovered from
the bare mention of them in the following pages. But previous

to this we will here explain the meaning of order by a kind of

general definition of the term. Order is the qualitij of the dis-

position, determination, and activity of the parts, substances, or

entities, ivhich constitute the form of a thing, and whereon its

state depends ; the perfection of ivhich is produced by wisdom
operating from love, or the imperfection of which is occasioned by

jjerverse I'eason operating from cupidity. In this definition men-
tion is made of substance, form, and state ; and by substance we
at the same time mean form, because every substance is a form

;

and the quality of a form is its state, the perfection or imperfec-

tion of which results from order. But as this is metaphysical

reasoning, it will of necessity appear dark and obscui'e, until it

Ije iUustrated by references to particidar examples, which will be
mentioned hereafter.

53. God is order, because he is substance itself and form

itself. He is substance, because all things that subsist derived

tlieii' existence originally, and continue to derive it from him :

and he is form, because all the quality of substances did origi-

nalh', and does stiU arise from him ; and quahty can only be
derived from form. Now as God is the very, the one only, and
the first substance and form, and at the same time the very and
only love, and the very and only wisdom, and since wisdom
operating from love constitutes form, and its state and quality

is according to the order inherent in it, it necessarily follows

that God is order itself, and consequently that he introduced

order, both into the universe and into all its parts, and that he
introduced the most perfect order ; since whatever he created

was very good, as it is written in the book of Genesis. We shall
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shew in its proper place tlint evils liad birtli together with hell,

consequently, after creation ; but at present we shall proceed to

speculations which are of easier admission into the understand-

ing, and which enlighten it with a clearer and milder light.

54. The nature and quality of the order, according to which

the universe Avas created, Avould require a volume for a full ex-

planation ; but a slight sketch of it may be seen hereafter in the

lemma concerning creation. It is to be observed, that both the

general and the particultu' parts of the universe, to the intent

they may subsist by themselves, were created according to their

respective orders, and that fi'om the beginning they were so

arranged as to conjoin themselves with the common order of the

universe, so that each particular order should subsist in the uni-

versal order, and thus altogether constitute one Avhole. But let

us refer to examples : man is created according to his proper

order, and likewise every particular part according to its order,

as the head and the body according to theii" respective orders

;

the heart, the lungs, the liver, the pancreas, the stomach, accord-

ing to their orders ; every organ of motion, which is called a

muscle, according to its order ; and every organ of sense, as the

eye, the car, the tongue, according to its order
;
yea, there is not

the smallest artery or fibril in the body Avhich is not created

according to its order; and yet these innumerable parts are con-

nected with the general order, and so inserted in it, that all to-

gether they constitute a one. The case is similar in all other

instances, the bare mention of which will therefore suffice : every

beast of the earth, every bird of the air, every fish of the sea,

every reptile, even to the minutest insect, is each created accord-

ing to its proper and peculiar order ; in like manner every tree,

shrub, and herb, is created according to its peculiar order ; and
so also is every stone and mineral, even to the smallest grain

of dust.

55. Who does not see that there is not an empire, kingdom,
dukedom, commonwealth, state, or private family, that is not
established by laws which constitute the order, and tliercby the

form, of its gOA'crnment ? The laAA^s of justice in all of them
have the first place, pohtical laws the second, and economical

laws the third ; Avhich, on comparison with the human frame,

Avill ansAver respectively to these seA^eral parts ; the laAvs of

justice to the head, political huvs to the body, and economical

laws to the dress ; therefore the latter, like garments, may be
changed at pleasure. As to Avliat concerns the order according

to Avhich God has established his clnu'ch, it is this, that lie

should be all in all, both generally and particularly therein ; and
that the laAvs of order should l)e practised by every man toAvards

his neighbour. The laws of this order are as many and various

as the truths contained in the Word ; the laws Avhich relate to

God foi'ming the head of the church, those relating to a man's
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Geighbour forming tlie body, and ceremonial laws forming the

dress ; foi unless these latter contained and preserved the former

in their order, it would be as if the body were stripped naked,

and exposed to the summer's heat, and the winter's cold ; or as

if a temple were bared of its Avails and roof, so as to expose

the altar, pulpit, and other holy parts within to the violence

of every storm and tempest.

56. The omnipotence of god in the universe and all
«ts parts proceeds and operates according to the laws of

his own order.
God is Omnipotent, because he has all power from himself,

and the power of all other beings is derived from him. His
power and will are one ; and since he wills nothing but what is

good, therefore he can do nothing but what is good. In the

spmtual world no one can do any thing contrary to his own will

or inclination, which peculiarity they derive in tliat world from
God, whose power and will are one. God also is good itself, and
therefore while he does good he is in himself, and to go out of

himself is impossible. Hence it is manifest that his omnipo-
tence proceeds and operates within the sphere of the extension

of good, which is infinite ; for this sphere fills the universe from
its inmost centre, and all and every thing therein, and from that

inmost centre governs the things that are without, so far as they

enter into conjunction with it according to their respective

orders ; and where they do not enter into such conjunction, this

sphere nevertheless supports them, and labors Avith all its might
to reduce them to an order concordant with that universal order,

in wdiich God is in his omnipotence, and according to which he
acts ; but Avhere this cannot be effected, though they are cast

out from him, he still supports them fi'om that inmost centre in

their state of rejection. It is evident from this that the Di^'ine

Omnipotence cannot so go out of itself as to enter into contact

with any thing that is evil, or in the least to promote evil from
itself; for evil turns itself away, and of consequence is entirely

separate from God, and cast into hell, between Avhich and
heaA'Cn, Avhere God is, a great gulf is interposed. From these

fcAV considerations may be seen the great folly of those Avho ima-

gine, and more of those Avho believe, but still more of those who
teach, that God can condemn, curse, or cast into hell, that he
can predestinate the soul of any person to eternal death, or can
avenge injuries, be angry, and punish ; for he cannot even tm'n

aAvay his face from any one, or regard him Avith the least severity

of countenance, these and the Y\ke acts being contrary to his

essence, and consequently contrary to himself.

57. It IS the prevailing opinion at this day that the omnipo-
tence of God is like the absolute poAver of an earthly monaich,
Avho can execute his OAvn Avill as he chooses, can absolve and
condemn whomsoever he pleases, make the innocent guilty, de-
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clare the faithless faitliful, exalt the unv/orthy and undeserving

above the deservmg and Avorthy, and under the slightest pre-

tences deprive his subjects of their estates, and condemn them
to death, with other acts of the same arbitrary nature. From
this infatuated opinion, faith, and doctrine respecting the Divine

Omnipotence, have arisen as many falsities, fallacies, and chimeras

m the church as there are different changes, growths, and gene-

rations of faith therein; and as many more may still arise as

would equal the number of drops in a large lake of water, or the

serpents that creep from then' holes and regale on a sunny day

in the deserts of Arabia. What occasion is there for more than

these two words omnipotence and faith ; and then to spread con-

jectiues, fables, and trifles, before the eyes of the vidgar, accom-

modated to their bodily senses, and so to turn reason out of

doors ? But when reason is so turned out, in what does the

man's thought excel that of the bird which flies over his head ?

Or what, in such a case, is all the spiritual principle, Avliich is a

man's distinguished property, above the beasts, but like the

stench in the dens of beasts, that is agreeable to the brute in-

habitants, but not so to a man, unless he be of a brutal natru-e ?

Supposing the Divine Omnipotence extended alike to do evil and
to do good, what diff'erence would there be between God and the

devil, but Hke that subsisting between two monarchs, one of

Avhom is a king, and at the same time a tyrant, and the other a

tyrant whose power is controlled, so that he cannot be called a

king ? Or how would they difter more than two shepherds, one
of whom may by permission play the part of both of a sheep and
a leopard towards his flock, while the other, though he be in-

clined to do mischief, yet is not permitted? Who cannot dis-

cern that good and evil are opposites, and that supposing God
by virtue of his omnipotence to be capable of willing and doing

both the one and the other, he Avould in fact be able to will and
to do nothing at all, and consequently would have no power,

much less omnipotence ? It would happen in such a case as if

two wheels, that had a contrary motion, should act upon each

other ; the consequence of whicli opposite actions would be that

they would both stop, and remain altogether at rest; or as if a

ship, and a violent current wherein it was sailing, should have

contrary directions, so that the ship must inevitably be either

carried away and lost, or else must rest at anchor ; or as if a

man had two wills that were at variance together, of which one

must necessarily be at rest, while the other was in action ; or

supposing both to be in action at once, the man's mind must be-

come a prey to giddiness or delirium.

58. If the omnipotence of God, according to the prevailing-

belief of the times, be allowed to be absolute, and equally capable

of eftecting both good and evil, Avould it not be possible, yea,

would it not be easy, for God to exalt the whole Idngdom of heU
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mto heriven, to cliange devils and satanical spirits into angels,

and to purge every sinner upon earth in a moment from liis sinSj

to renew, to sanctify, and to regenerate him, and to make him a

child of grace instead of a child of wi'ath, in other words, to

justify him merely by the application and imputation of the

righteousness of his Son? But God, by virtue of his omnipo-

tence, cannot effect such things, because they are contrary to

the laws of his own order established in the universe, and at the

same time contrary to the laws of order prescribed to every par-

ticular man, which require a mutual tendency to conjunction on
both sides before God and man can be conjoined together, as

will be seen more clearly in the progress of this Avox'k. From
this infatuated opinion and belief respecting the omviipotence of

God, it would follow that God has the power to change the

natiu^e of a goat in any person into the natiu'e of a sheep, and

at his o^vn good pleasure to remoA'e him fi'om his left hand to

his right ; or that he cou.ld, at his will, transmute the spirits of

the dragon into angels of Michael, or give an eaglets sight to

one who was intellectually as blind as a mole ; or, in short,

make a man a dove, who was before like an owl ; all which
things are out of God^s power to effect, since they are contrary

to the laws of his own order, notwithstanding his continual in-

clination and endeavoui' to effect them. If the power of God
were thus absolute, he would never have permitted Adam to

obey the serpent, and eat the fruit of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil ; neither would he have suffered Cain to miu'der

his brother, or David to number the people, or Solomon to erect

temples to idols, or the kings of Judah and Israel to profane the

temple, as they so often did
;
yea, had his power been able to

effect it, he would certainly have saved the whole race of man-
kind, without exception, throiigh the redemption Avrought b}'^ his

Son, and would have rooted out all the powers of darkness in

hell. The Gentiles of old ascribed such absolute omnipotence
to their gods and goddesses, which gave bu'th to the fabuloits

stories related of them ; as to the story of Deucalion and Pyrrha,

how the stones they threw behind them became men ; and to

that of Apollo, how he changed Daphne into a laurel ; and to

Diana^s turning a huntsman into a stag ; and to another of their

gods metamorphosing the virgins of Parnassus into magpies. A
similar belief prevails at this day respecting the Divine Omni-
potence, which has given birth to so many fanatical and here-

tical opinions, in every country where there is any religion.

59. IV. God is omniscient, that is, he perceives, sees,

AND KNOWS, ALL AND EVERY THING, EVEN TO THE MOST MINUTE,
THAT IS DONE ACCORDING TO ORDER, AND BY THAT MEANS ALSO
WHATEVER IS DONE CONTRARY TO ORDER.

That God is omniscient, that is, that he perceives, sees,

and knows all things, is a consequence of his being wisdom
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itself, and light itself; and it is wisdom itself which perceives
all things, and light itself which sees all things. That God is

wisdom itself, was shewn above ; and that he is light itself, is

owing to his being the sun of the angelic heaven, Avhich illumi-
pates the understandings of all angels and all men ; for as the
eve is enlightened by the light of the natural sun, so is the
understanding by tlie liglit of the spiritual sun ; and not only is

it enUghteued, it is also filled with intelligence, in proportion to
the love with which it receives it, since that light m its essence
is wisdom; therefore David says, that God dvvelleth in inaccessi-
ble hght ; and it is written in the Revelation, that in the New
Jerusalem they need no candle, because the Lord God enlight-
eneth them ; and in John, that the Word, which was with God,
and which was God, is the " Light which lighteth every man
that Cometh yLito the world : '' by the Word is signified the
Divine W^isdox.\j. Hence it is, that the angels enjoy a bright-
ness of light in proportion as they are perfected in wisdom ; and
hence also it is, that in the Word, where light is mentioned,
wisdom is understood.

60. That God perceives, sees, and knows all things, even to
the most minute, which are done according to order, is a conse-
quence of the natm-e of order, which derives its universality
from the singulars of which it is composed ; for singulars con-
sidered collectively are termed a universal, as particulars con-
sidered collectively are called a whole (commimc) ; and the uni-
versal, together with all its most singular component parts, is a
work that coheres together as a one ; so that no one part can be
touched and affected, but all the rest have some perception of
it. It is owing to this quality of order obtaining in the uni-
verse, that a like quality obtains in every part of creation ; as
may appear in many instances taken from visible objects. The
liuman body, for example, consists of general and particular
parts ; and the general parts include particulars in them, anf
are so neatly and fitly connected with them, that they have a
mutual dependence upon each other. This efiect is owing to
every mcnnber's being enclosed in a common coat or covering,
which insinuates itself into all the particular parts of which the
member is composed, for the purpose of producing unity of
action in every function and service. As for example ; the coat
or covering of every muscle enters into every particular moving
fibre, and supplies it with a covering from itself : in like manner
the coats of the liver, of the pancreas, and of the spleen, enter
into all the particular parts within ; so the pleura enters into
the inner parts of the lungs ; and so also does the pericardium
into all and every part of the heart ; and in general, the peri-
tonaeum, by anastomoses, or inosculations, with the coverings of
all the viscera : the like obtains in the meninges of the brain,
which, by means of small threads eniitted from them, into all
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the minute glands beneath, and through them into all the neiT-

ous fibres, and through the fibres into all parts of the body;

which is the reason why the head, from the brain contained in

it, governs the whole body, with all its parts, as its subjects.

These cases are adduced from the visible objects of creation, to

give some idea how God perceives, sees, and knows all things,

even to the most minute, that are done according to order

61. That God, from the things Avhich are according to order,

perceives, knows, and sees all and every thing that is done con-

trary to order, is a consequence of his not keeping a man in evil,

but withholding him from it, thus of his not leading him, but

striving with him. For this continual striving, struggling, re-

sistance, repugnance, and re-action of evil and the false against

his good and truth, that is, against himself, God perceives

Ijotli their quantity and their quality, which is a consequence of

his omnipresence in all and every part of his own order, and at

the same time of his omniscience in all and every thing that

occurs or exists therein
;
just as an ear well timed, and formed

to harmony, distinctly perceives the quantity and quality of dis-

cord arising from sounds that are unharmonious and dissonant

:

or as the senses of a man in the full enjoyment of pleasm^e have

a quick perception of what is disagreeable ; or as the eye, atten-

tive to a handsome object, is more sensible of its beauty when
it is contrasted with deformity ; for which reason it is usual with

painters to introduce an ugly figure as a foil to that which they

are desii'ous to set oli' to advantage. The case is exactly the

same with good and truth ; for dm;ing the contrary action of

evil and the false, the perception of them is rendered more dis-

tinct by such opposition. For whoever is principled in good,

can perceive eAol ; and Avhoever is principled in truth, can see

what is false; the reason of which is, that good is in the heat of

heaven, and tru.th in its light ; whereas evil is in the cold of Iiell,

and the false in its darkness. This may appear in a clearer

light from this circumstance, that the angels of heaven cau see

whatever is domg in hell, and also what monsters are therein

;

but the spirits of hell, on the other hand, cannot have the least

discernment of what is doing in heaven ; nor can they see the

angels that dwell there, any more than if they were blind, or

were looking upon mere air or ether. Those whose understand-

ings enjoy the light that shines from wisdom, are like men
standing at noon-day on the top of a mountain, who have a dis-

tinct view of all things below; and those who enjoy still superior

light, are like persons in the same situation, who, by the aid of

a telescope, see the surrounding and lower objects, as if they

were close to them ; but those who see by the fallacious light of

hell, arising from the confirmation of falsities, are like men
standing upon the same mountain at midnight, with lanterns in

their hands, who see no objects but such as are near at hand,
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and those indistinctly as to their shapes, and confusedly as to

their colors. Where men enjoy some degree of the light of

truth, and yet Hve in e^il of life, they at first see truths, -svhile

they are in the delight arising from the love of e^dl, just as a bat

sees linen hanging in a garden, to which it flies as to its place

of retreat and safety ; and afterwards, with respect to the per-

ceptions of truth, they become hke insects of the night, and
lastly like owls ; and when this is the case, they may be com-
pared with a chimney-sweeper sticking fast in a smoking chim-

ney, who, when he raises his eyes upwards, sees the sky thi'ough

the smoke, but when he looks downwards, sees the fire from

whence that smoke proceeds.

62. It is to be observed, that the perception of oppositea

difi'ers ft'om the perception of relatives ; for opposites are things

that are without, and contrary to, those which are within. An
opposite arises from the cessation of existence in some one

thing, and the rising up of another at that time with a tendency

contrary to what the former had, acting as a wheel against a

wheel, or as a stream against a stream ; but relatives have re-

spect to the disposition of a variety and multiplicity of things in

suitable and agreeable order ; as of precious stones of different

colors in the stomacher of a queen, or of different colored flowers

in an ornamental garland. Relatives therefore exist in each

opposite, both in the good and in the caoI, in the true and in

the false, consequently both in heaven and in hell ; but the re-

latives in hell are all opposite to the relatives in heaven. ~^oM

since God perceiA'es and sees, and thereby knows, all the rela-

tives in heaven, by -sirtue of the order in which he himself is,

and in consequence thereof perceives, sees, and knows all the

opposite relatives in hell, which follows from what has been said

above, it is evident that God is omniscient in hell, as well as in

heaven, and also among men upon earth; and that he thus

perceives, sees, and is acquainted with then* e'^'ils and falses, by
A^ii'tue of the good and truth in Avliich he himself is, and which
in their essence are himself: for it is written, "If I ascend up
into heaven, thou art there ; if I make my [bed] in hell, be-

hold thou art there " (Psalm cxxxix. 8) : and in another place,

" Tliough they dig into heU, thence shall mj hand take them "

(Amos ix. 2).

63. V. God is omnipresent in all the gradations of

Jis own order, from first to last.

The omnipresence of God in all the gradations of his own
order, from first to last, is eflected by means of the heat and light

fi'om the sun of the spiritual world, in the midst of which he
dwells. By the instrumentality of this sun, order Avas fu'st esta-

blished, and there is a continual efiiux of heat and light issuing

thence, which pervade every part of the universe, from first to

l&'it, prod'icing life in men and animals, and also the vegetative
7P
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soiil that belongs to every germination upon tlie face of the

earth. This heat and light enter by influx into all and every

part of the universe^ causing each subject therein to hve and
grow according to the order impressed thereon at the creation ;

and since God is not extended^ and yet fills every extense of the

universe, therefore he is omnipresent. That God is in all space

M'ithout space^ and in all time without time, and that conse-

quently the u.niverse, as to essence and order, is the fidness of

God, has been shewn elsewhere; and this being the case, it

follows, that by his omnipresence he perceives all things, by his

omniscience he provides for all things, and by his omnipotence

he operates all things ; hence it is plain, that omnipresence,

omniscience, and omnipotence, make a one, or that the one im-

plies the others, so that they cannot admit of separation.

64. The divine omnipresence may be illustrated by the mar-
velous presence of angels and spirits in the spu'itual world ; in

which world, as there is no space, but only the appearance of

space, one angel or spirit may, in an instant, be made present

with another, provided they meet in similar affections of love,

and thence of thought ; for a difference with regard to these two
circumstances is what causes the appearance of space. That
such is the nature of presence in the spiritual world, was made
plain to me from this consideration, that there I could see

Africans and Indians very near together, although they are so

many miles distant here upon earth
;
yea, that I could be made

present with the inhabitants of other planets in our system, and
also -with the inhabitants of planets that are in other worlds,

which revolve about other suns. By wtue of such presence,

not of place, but of the appearance of place, I have conversed

with apostles, departed popes, emperors, and kings ; wath the

founders of the present chm-cli, Luther, Cahin, and Melancthon,
and with others from distant countries. Such then being the

presence of angels and spirits, what limits can be set to the

divine presence in the universe, which is infinite ? The reason

why angels and spuits enjoy such presence, is, because every

affection of love, and thence every thought of the understand-

ing, is in space without space, and in time without time ; for

every one has the power to think of a brother, relation, or friend

in the Indies, and thereby to bring him, as it were, present to

his view ; in like manner he may be affected with love towards

liim by recollection. These considerations, then, which are

familiar to every man, will serve in some measiu'C to illustrate

the divine omnipresence ; and the subject is capable of recei\dng

still further hght fi'om the power of human thought and reflec-

tion, which can make things as it were present before our eyes

tha.: we oarely recollect to have seen at some distant time and
place. Even corporeal vision has in some degree a like power of

-emoving the distance of bodies, and making theiu present with
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ITS ; for Avere there no intermediate bodies to be tlie measure of

distance, the eye would not perceive that any distance existed,

and consequently would see remote objects as if they were close

at hand. The siui itself would appear near to the eye, and even
U'itiiin it, as Avriters on optics have shewn, supposing that no
intervening objects discovered its remoteness. jNIan's intellec-

tual and corporeal Adsion have each this power of abstracting dis-

^
tance, and promoting the presence of bodies, in consequence of

the spu'it within using the outward eye to see through ; but
other animals have not the like power, because they do not en-

joy spiritual vision. From these considerations, then, it is verj''

evident that God is omnipresent in all the gradations of his own
order from first to last : that he is also omnipresent in hell was
shewn in the forgoing article,

65. VI. Man was created a form of divine order.
That man was created a form of divine order, is a conse-

quence of his being created an image and likeness of God ; there-

fore since God is order itself, man was created an image and
likeness of order. There are two origins from which order
exists, and by which it subsists, di^dne love and divine wisdom

;

and man Avas created a receptacle of them both ; consequently
he was created in the order according to which these tAvo

principles operate in the universe, and particidarly into that

according to which they operate in tlie angelic heaven ; for by
virtue of such operation that whole heaven is a form of diAdne

order in its largest portraiture, and appears in the sight of God
as a single man. There is also a plenary correspondence be-

tween that heaven and man, insomuch that there is not a single

society in that heaven which does not correspond Avith some
member, viscus, or organ in man. It is therefore common in

heaven to say that such a society is in the province of the liver,

the pancreas, the spleen, the stomach, the eye, the ear, or the

tongue, and so forth ; the angels also know in Avliat district or

jiydsdiction of any part of man they dwell. The truth of tins

has been CAdnced to me by ocular demonstration ; for I haAe
seen a society of angels, consisting of several thousands, appear

as a single man ; whence it Avas evident to me that heaven in

the complex is an image of God, and an image of God is a form
of diAdne order.

G6. It is to be observed, that all things Avhicli proceed from
the sun of the spiritual Avorld, in the midst of Avhich is Jehovah
God, have some resemblance to man, and that consequently

Avhatever things exist in that Avorld have a general tendency to

the human form, which, in then* inmost essences, they exhibit

;

Avlience all the visible objects in that Avorld are representatives

of man. There appear animals of all kinds, Avhich are likenesses

of the affections of love, and of the thoughts thence generated

in the bosoms of the angels ; in hke manner slmibberies, flower-
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gardens, and green fields, in each of whicli the angels are en-

abled to discover wiaat particular affection this or that object

represents; and, what is very wonderful, when their inmost

sight is opened, they know their own image in each object.

The reason of this is, because every man is his own peculiar

love, and his own peculiar thought arising from that love ; and
since the affections, and the thoughts thence derived, are vari-

ous and manifold in each particular man, and some of them
represent the affection of one animal, and some of another,

therefore the images of their affections are thus expressed : but

more will be said hereafter on this subject in the article con-

cerning creation. From these considerations it is also evident

that the end of creation was the formation of an angehc heaven
out of the human race, and consequently the end was man, in

whom God may dwell, as in his pecuhar receptacle ; which is

the true cause why man was created a form of divine order.

67. God before creation was Love itself and Wisdom it-

self, in their respective tendencies to effect uses ; for love and
wisdom without use, are mere volatile existences in the mind,

which do really take wing and fly away, unless they be firmly

fixed in uses ; and in that case they may be compared with birds

which take theii' flight over au extensive ocean, but at last fall

down through fatigue, and perish in the waters. Hence it

appears that the universe was created by God for the existence

of uses, on which account it may with propriety be called a

theatre of uses ; and since man is the principal end of creation,

it follows of consequence that all and every thing was created

for his sake, and therefore that all the properties of order, both
in general and in particular, were collected into him, and con-

centrated in him, to the intent that God by him might eflect

primary uses. Love and wisdom, without their attendant, use,

may be likened to the sun^s heat and light, which, unless they
operated upon men, animals, and vegetable'?, would be mere
vain things, but which become real by such influx and opera-

tion. Tliere are three things which follow each other in order

—end, cause, and eftect ; and it is well known in the learned

workl that the end is nothing unless it regard the efficient

cause ; and that the end, together with this cause, are nothing,

unless they produce the eftect. The end and the cause may
indeed be abstractedly contemplated in the mind ; but still it

should be with a view to producing some effect, which the end
intends, and the cause promotes. The case is similar with
regard to love, wisdom, and use : it is use which love intends

and produces by wisdom ; and when use is produced, love and
wisdom acquire a real existence, and in this make for themselves

a habitation and a seat, where they may be at rest as in their

owu house. So also it is with man, in whom the love and wis-

dom of God alnde, while he is promoting uses ; and for the sake
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of promotiiig divine uses he was created an image and likeness^

thai is, a form of divine order.

68. VII. A MAN HAS POWER AGAINST EVIL AND THE FALSE

FROM THE DIVINE OMNIPOTENCE, HE HAS WISDOM RESPECTING
GOOD AND TRUTH FROM THE DIVINE OMNISCIENCE; AND HE IS

IN GOD BY VIRTUE OF THE DIVINE OMNIPRESENCE, IN PROPOR-
TION AS HE LIVES ACCORDING TO DIVINE ORDER.

That a man has power against e^ils and falses from the

Divine Omnipotence, in proportion as he lives according to

di^^ne order, is owing to this, that none can resist e^dls and the

falses thence originating but God alone 3 for all evils and the

falses thence originating are from hell, and are there connected

as one single body, just as all the varieties of good and truth

are connected in heaven. For, as Avas observed above, the whole
lieaven appears before God as a single man, and, on the other

hand, the whole hell as a single gigantic monster ; therefore, to

oppose one single e^dl, or one single false originating from e\i\,

is to oppose that gigantic monster, or hell, which none can do
but God, by virtue of his omnipotence : hence it is evident that

unless a man approaches the omnipotent God, he has no more
poAver of himself against CA-il and the falses thence originating,

than a fish has against the ocean, or a flea has against a Avhale,

or a grain of sand has to oppose a falling mountain
; yea, a

locust might more easily withstand an elephant, and a fly a

camel, than a man in such a case Avithstand hell. jNIoreover, a

man has still less power against evil and the false thence origi-

nating, since he is born into evil, and caiI has no poAver to act

igainst itself. Hence it folloAvs, that except a man lives accord-

ing to order, that is, except he acknoAvledges God and his omni-
potence, and protection thereby against hell ; and except he
fm'ther, on his part also, fights against evil in himself (for this

as well as the former, is a law of order), he must of necessity

sink down into hell, be overwhelmed there, and tossed and
driven by the storms of various evils, one after another, like a

little bark in a tempestuous sea.

69. The reason Avhy a man has wisdom respecting good and
truth from the Divine Omniscience, in proportion as he lives

according to diAane order, is, because all love of goodness, and
all Avisdom of truth, or all the good of love, and all tlie truth of

wisdom, is from God. This is agreeable to the confession of

every church in Christendom ; hence it folloAvs that a man can-

not be interiorly principled in any tnith of Avisdom but from
God, Avho is omniscient, that is, who has infinite Avisdom. The
imman mind, like the angelic hea\'en, is divided into thrte dis-

tinct degrees, and hence it may be elevated to a degree higher
and higher, or depressed to a degree lower and loAver; but in pro-

portion as it is elevated to the higher degrees, it is exalted to

wisdom, because it has a proportionable acbuission into the light
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of heaven, which can only be effected by God; and so far as it is

elevated into that light, it becomes a man; but so far as it is de-

pressed to the lower degrees, it sinks into the false light of hell,

and becomes not a man, but a beast. It is for this reason that

a man stands erect upon his feet, and looks upwards with his

face towards the firmament, and can raise his eye even to behold

the zenith ; whereas a beast stands on his feet in a postm'e

parallel with the ground, to which every featm-e of his face is

inclined, so that it is Avith ditTiculty he can raise his countenance

upwards to behold the heavens. The man who raises his mind
towards God, and acknowledges every truth of wisdom to pro-

ceed from him, and, at the same time, lives according to order,,

is like one standing on a high tower, who sees a populous city

below, and can discern wliat is doing in the streets ; but the

man who confirms himself in a belief that every truth of wisdom
is derived from his own natural light, and consequently from

himself, is like one confined in a cavern under that tower,

who through its clefts looks towards the same city, but can

discern nothing therein save the wall of some one house, and

how the bricks of which it is built are cemented together.

Moreover, the man who draws wisdom from God is like a bird

flying aloft, which enjoys a wide and extensive A'iew of whatever

is contained in the gardens, woods, and villages beneath, and
directs its flight to whatever is required for its use ; but the man
who di'aws wisdom from himself, without a belief that it is from

God, is like a hornet flying close along the ground, Avhich lights

upon the first dunghill in its way, and regales itself in its filthi-

ness. Every man, so long as he lives upon earth, walks in a

midway between heaven and hell, and consequently is in equili-

brium, so as to have freedom of will either to look upward to-

Avards God, or downward toAvards hell. If he looks upAvard to-

Avards God, he acknoAvledges that all wisdom is from him, and
as to his spu'it is actually in consort Avitli angels in heaven ; but

if he looks doAAOiward, as every one does who is under the influ-

ence of falses originating from evil, he is then, as to his spirit,

actually in consort with devils in hell.

70. The reason Avhy a man, by virtue of the divine omni-

presence, is in God, in proportion as he lives according to order,

is, because God is omnipresent, and wherever he is in his oavu

diAdne order, there he is as in himself, because, as Avas shewn
above, he is order itself. Noav since man was created a form of

diAine order, God is in him ; and so far as a man lives according

to divine order, God is in him after a full and plenary manner

;

but if he does not live according to divine order, God is still in

him, but then he is onlj^ in the highest regions of the soul, so

as to give him the capacity of understanding what is true, and
Avilling wliat is good, that is, he gives him the capacity to

understand, and the inclination to love : but in proportion as a
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man lives contrary to order, in the same proportion lie closes up
the inferior regions of his mind or spirit, and so prevents God
from descending and filling those inferior regions with his pre-

sence; the consequence of wliich is, that God is in him, but he

is not in God. It is therefore a general canon in heaven, that

God is in every man, whether he be evil or good, but that a man
is not in God unless he lives according to order; for thus the

Lord expresses his desire, not only that he should be in man,
but thcit man should be in him : "Abide in me, and I in you'^

(John XV. 4). That a man is in God by a life according to order,

is a consequence of the divine omnipresence throughout the uni-

verse and all its competent parts, in their inmost essences, for

these are in order; but where there is a contrariety to order, as

is the case with those things alone that are without and below the

inmost essences, there God is omnipresent by a continual struggle

with them, and a perpetual endeavour to reduce them to order.

In proportion therefore as a man suflTers himself to be reduced

to order, God is omnipresent in the whole of him, and conse-

quently God is so far in him, and he in God. The absence of

God from a man is as impossible as the absence of the sun, by
heat and light, from the earth; earthly objects however do not

enjoy the sun's virtue, except so far as they are recipient of his

proceeding heat and light, as is the case in spring and summer.
These considerations may be applied to the omnipresence of God

;

for a man is under the influence of spiritual heat and at tlie same
time of spiritual light, that is, under the influence of the good
of love and tlie truths of wisdom, only in proportion as he lives

in and according to order. Spiritual heat and light, however,

differ from natural heat and light in this respect, that natural

heat departs from the earth and its objects during winter, and
the light departs during night, in consequence of the earth's ro-

tations round its own axis, and of its revolutions round the sun

;

whereas spiritual heat and light are subject to no such vicissi-

tudes, God being present with every one by the instrumentality

of his sun, which undergoes no changes as the sun of this world

apparently does. There is indeed a turning away from that sun
on man's part, just as the earth turns from its sun : when a

man turns himself away from the truths of wisdom, he is like

the earth in the night turned from its sun, and Avhen from the

good influences of love, he is like the earth turned from its sun

in winter. Such is the correspondence between effects and uses

derived from the sun of the spiritual world, and effects and uses

derived from the sun of the natural world.

71. I shall here subjoin three memorable relations.—
First. I once [in the spiritual world] heard a noise like the

roaring of the sea under my feet. On iny inquiring what it was,

a person informed me that it was a disturbance raised by a
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crov,(l of people iu tlie lower parts of the eartli, immediately

over hell : and ])reseutly the ground, which formed a kind of

roof over their heads, opened asunder, and lo ! through the

opening there flew forth birds of night iu numerous fliglits,

\\hich spread themselves on my left hand ; immediately after

them there i^ose out locusts, which leaped on the grass, and made
a desert Avherever they came ; and in a little while I heard alter-

nately a sort of mournful note uttered by the birds of night, and
a confused clamor on the side, as if it issued from spectres in

the woods. After this I saw beautiful birds descending out of

heaven, which spread themselves on my right hand. They were
remarkable for the lustre of their wings, which shone like gokl,

interspersed with streaks and spots as of silver, and some of

them had crests on their heads in the form of croAvns. While I

was looking and wondering at these sights, suddenly there arose

a spirit from the lower part of the earth where the disturbance

was, who had the ability to transform himself into an angel of

light; and he cried with a loud voice, "Where is the man who
speaks and writes concerning the order by which the omnipotent
God has bound liimself with regard to man ? For we have heara

his tenets in our lower world." When he had uttered these

words, and had emerged from the opening beneath, he came run-

ning towards me along a paved way, and, instantly assuming the

appearance of an angel of heaven, he thus addressed me in a

feigned tone of voice :
" Are you the man who thinks and

speaks concerning order ? If so, tell me briefly what is meant
by order, and what are its chief properties." I replied, " 1 will

acquaint you with some of its general laws ; but I will not

enter into particulars, because you cannot comprehend them."
I said, " 1. God is Order Itself. 2. He created man from
order, in order, and to order. 3. He created his rational mind
according to the order of the whole spiritual Avorld, and his

body according to the order of the whole natural world, on
which account a man was called by the ancients a micro-urano?.,

or little heaven, and a microcosm, or little world. 4. Hence it

is a law of order, that a man should submit his microcosm, or

little natural world, to be governed by his micro-uranos, or little

spiritual world, as God from his macro-uranos or spiritual world,

governs his macrocosm or natural world, in the whole and in

every part. 5. A consequent law of order is, that it is a man^s
duty to introduce himself into faith by truths dei'ived from
the Word, and into charity by good works, and thus to reform
and regenerate himself. 6, It is a law of order, that a man
should purify himself from sins by his own labor and power,
and not stand idle under a conceit of his inability to do so, in a

vain expectation that God will wipe away his sins in an instant.

7. It is a further law of order, that a man should love God with
all his soul, and with all his heart, and his neighbour as hira-
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self, and not wait and expect that sucli love slioidd be imme-
diately inserted by God into his mind and heart, as bread is put
into his mouth ; Avith many other particidars to the same jim"-

port." When that Satanic spirit had heard these words, in a

mild and gentle tone of voice, which he had the artifice to assume,

he tluis rej)hed :
" What is this that you assert ? J\Iust a man

of his OAvn ability introduce himself into order bj^ the practice of

its laws ? Do you not know that a man is not under the law,

but under grace, and that all is of free gift, and that he can take

nothing of himself except it be given him from above, and that

in regard to spiritual things he has no more ability to act of

himself, than had the pillar of salt into which Lot^s wife was
tiu-ned, or than Dagon the idol of the Phihstines in Ekron, and
that consequently it is impossible for a man to cfl'ect his own
justification, for which faith and charity are requisite ? " In
reply to these questions, I only said, " It is a further law of

order, that a man by his oyvn labor and power should procm-e

faith by means of truths collected from the Word, but yet should

beUeve that he has not a grain of faith from himself, but all

from God ; and further that a man, by his own labor and power,

should work out his own justification, but yet ^vith this full be-

lief, that not a jot of such justification is from himself but all

from God. Is it not commanded, that a man should beheve in

God, and love him with all his strength, and his neighboiu^ as

himself? and how could these duties have been commanded by
God, unless the man had the power to obey, and to practise

them?" When the Satanic spirit heard this, his countenance

changed, and his complexion, which at first was fair, by degrees

became swarthy and black ; and then, addressing me in this his

proper character, he said, " You speak paradoxes upon para-

doxes ;" and instantly he sunk down to his own place, and dis-

appeared. The bu'ds on my left hand, together with the spectres,

then uttered strange unusual cries, and immediately cast them-
selves into the sea, which is there called Suph, or the lied Sea,

whither the locusts followed them : so the air was purified, and
the earth rid of those fierce creatui'es ; the tumidt below ceased,

and all became tranquil and serene.

72. The second memorable relation.—I once heard an

uncommon murmiu* at a distance, and being in the spirit, I fol-

lowed the direction of the noise, until I arrived at the place

Avhence it proceeded ; where I found a company of spirits dis-

puting together about imputation and predestination. They were
Hollanders and Englishmen, with a few from other countries in-

termixed; and these latter cried out, at the conclusion of every

argument. Admirable ! admii-able ! The subject of dispute was,

why God does not impute the merits and righteousness of his

Son to all and every person created, and afterwards redeemed
by him ; and the tenor of theii" inquirv was to this effecL ;

^' Is
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not God oinuipoteut ? And cannot lie tlierefore, if lie please,

change Lucifer, the dragon, and all that are called the goats on
his left hand, into archangels ? For is he not omnipotent ? AVhy
does he permit the iniquity and impiety of the devil to triumph
over his Son's righteousness and the piety of his own true ser-

vants ? AVhat is more easy than for God to bestow faith, and
thereby salvation upon all ? Would not the pronouncing of a

single word be sufficient for such a pm^pose ? If all then are not
saved, does he not act contrary to his own declaration, that he
wishes not the death of a sinner, but that all should have ever-

lasting life ? Declare to us, therefore, from whom proceeds, and
in whom rests, the cause of the damnation of those who perish."

A certain Hollander, then, avIio maintained the predestinarian

and supralapsarian doctrine, replied, " Is it not in the disposal

and good pleasure of Omnipotence to make his vessels as he
likes ? And shall the clay find fault with the potter, because he
has not made it a vessel of honor ? " And another said, " The
salvation of every one is in the hand of God, as a balance in the

hand of him that uses it." There were standing, at a little dis-

tance, certain spirits distinguished for simplicity of faith and
uprightness of heart, some Avith their eyes inflamed, some aji-

pearing to be stupefied, some as if intoxicated, and some as it

were in a state of suffocation, by the preceding discourse ; who
muttered one to another, " What have we to do with these Avild

extravagances ? These people are certainly infatuated with this

their favorite faith, that God imputes the righteousness of his

Son, and sends his Holy Spirit to give the pledges and proofs

of that righteousness, to Avhatever persons, and at whatever
times, he pleases ; and that, lest a man should claim any merit

to himself in the ^york of salvation, he must be like a stone in

the business of justification, and as a stick with regard to spiri-

tual things." And immediately one of them made his way into

the crowd, and thus addressed them with a loud voice :
" O

foolish people, how trifling and groundless are your reasonings !

You seem totally ignorant that the omnipotent God is order

itself, and that the laws of order are ten thousand times ten

thousand, being equal in ninnber to the truths contained in the

AVord ; and that God cannot possibly act contrary to them, be-

cause that would be to act contrary to himself, and therefore not

only contrary to righteousness, but also to his own omnipotence."

While he was thus speaking, he saw on his right hand, as it

were, a sheep and a lamb, and a dove upon the wing, and on his

left hand a goat, a wolf, and a \ailtm-e; and he said, " Do you
suppose it possible for God, by his omnipotence, to turn that

goat into a sheep, or that wolf into a lamb, or that vnltui'c into

a dove, or the contrary ? No ; for it is contrary to the laws of

Ills order, one tittle of Avhich cannot fall to the ground, as he
himself has declared : how then can he impart the righteousness
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of his Son's redemption to one avIio spurns at tlic la"\vs of tii.il

rigliteousness ? Or how can rigliteousness commit unrighteous-

ness, by predestinating any to hell, and casting them into thai

fire Avhich the devil kindles and feeds ? O foolish and carnal

neople, your faith has seduced you, and has become in your

hands like a snare to catch doves/^ On hearing these words, a

certain magician formed as it were a snare or gin, after the

image of that faith, and hung it in a tree, saying " Observe and

see how 1 shall catch that dove ;" but just as he spoke, a hawk
flew towards the snare, and entangled his neck in it, and was
taken ; while the dove, seeing the hawk, flew past and escaped.

Then all who stood by were amazed at the sight, and cried out,

" Behold in this sportive image a proof of God's righteousness."

73. The next day there came to me several of the same
company, who favored the doctrine of predestination and impu-

tation, and said, " We are like men drunken, not with Avine,

but Anth the discoiu'se we heard yesterda}^ about omnipotence

and order, and with the conclusion Avhich the speaker deduced,

that as omnipotence is divine, so likewise is order; yea, that

God himself is order, and that there are as many laws relating

to it, as there are truths contained in God's Word, which

amount not to thousands only, but to ten thousand times ten

thousand ; and that God is bound to the observance of his own
laws declared therein, and man to his : but, according to this

statement, what are we to understand by diAdne om nipotence ?

If it be tied up by laws, it is no longer absolute; and is not the

power of God in such a case inferior to that of an earthly

monarch, Avho can change the laws of justice at his pleasiu'e,

and act with an absolute authority, either like that of Octavius

Augustus, or like that of Nero ? From the moment we thought

of omnipotence as bound by laws, we became as it were drunken,

and are now ready to faint away, unless some remedy be imme-
diatelj^ applied : for it has been oiu" custom, in consequence of

our faith, to pray to the Father, that he would be merciful to us

for the sake of his Son ; and we have been used to believe, that

he can be mercifid, and forgive sins, to whomsoever he pleases,

and save whomsoever he wills ; and we durst not rob him of the

smallest prerogative of his omnipotence ; therefore to bind G od

with the chains of any of his own laws, appeared to us a great

wickedness, because it seemed ojjposed to his omnipotence."

When they had thus spoken, they looked on me, and I on them

;

and obseiwing their amazement, I said, " I will entreat the Lord
for you, and will thereby procure you a remedy, by the illustra-

tion of the subject of your doubts; but at present I shall adduce
some examples only. The omnipotent God created the world
from the order which is in himself, consequently agreeably to

the order in which he himself is, and according to which he
rules ; and he stamped on the universe and all its parts, as on
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man and beast, on Ijii-ds and fishes, on worms, on every tree ;ind

herb, its own particular order. For instance, the laAvs of order

prescrilied to or stamped on man, are, that he acquire for himself

truths from the Word, that he weigh and digest them, accord-

ing to his best natural and rational powers, and thus that he

furnish himself with Avhat may be called natm-al faith ; in which

case the lav/s of order on God^s part are, that he will approach

those truths so acquired, and fill them with his oa\ti divine light,

and thus communicate a divine essence to man's natm'al faith,

wliicli of itself is only science and persuasion, and which can

only become sa-vdng faith by this process. The case is the same
with respect to charity, as will appear in these few instances :

God, according to his laws, cannot remit sins to any person, but

in proportion as that person, according to his laws, ceases from

them ; nor can God spiritually regenerate any person, but in

proportion as that person, agreeably to his laws, uatm-ally re-

generates himself. God is continually striving to regenerate,

and thus to save, every man ; but he cannot effect his purpose

except the man prepares himself to become a receptacle, and by
this makes the way smooth for God's approach, and opens the

door for his admission : as a bridegroom cannot enter into the

chamber of a virgin not betrothed to him in marriage, for she

shuts the door, and locks herself in ; but when she becomes a

bride, she then gives the bridegroom the key. God could not,

by his omnipotence, have redeemed mankind, unless he had
liimself been made a man ; nor could he have made his humanity
divine, unless it had been at first like the humanity of an infant,

and afterwards like that of a child, and lastly, had formed itself

into a receptacle and habitation into which its Father might
enter, wliich was effected by fulfilling all things contained in the

AVord, that is, aU the laws of order therein ; for in proportion as

this was accomplished, the humanity united itself to the Father,

and the Father united himself to the humanity. But these are

only a few instances, adduced for your satisfaction, and to con-

vince you that di^dne omnipotence is within the bounds of order,

and that its govei'nment, which is called pro\ddence, is according

to order, and that it acts continually and eternally in conformity

with the laws of its own order, which it cannot contradict, or

change as to a single tittle, because order, with all its laws, is

Himself." When I had ended these words, a radiant light of a

golden tinge darted in through the roof, and presented an ap-

pearance of chervibs flying in the air ; and its ruddy glow shone

upon some who were present, on that part of their temples which
is nearest the occiput, but not as yet on the fore part of their

temples ; for they muttered to each other, saying, " We are still

ignorant what omnipotence is : " but I replied, " It will be re-

vealed to you, as soon as the foregoing considerations have be-

come productive by the accession of some degree of light."
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74. Thk third memorable relation.—I once observed

[in the spiritual Avorld] a concoiu-se of people at a distance, with

caps upon their heads; the caps of some were bound around with

silk, and these Avere of the clerical order ; the caps of others had
had their borders adorned with bands of gold, <ind these were of

the civil order, all of them men of deep learning and erudition

:

beside these, I observed others who wore a sort of tm-bans on
their heads, and these were illiterate men. As I drew near, I

heard them conversing upon the unboundedness of the divine

power, ui'ging, '^ that if it proceeded according to any appointed

laws of order, it would not be unlimited, but limited, and con-

sequently would only be power, but not omnipotence ; Avhereas

how plain is it to see, that no necessity of law can compel omni-
potence to act after any one particular manner and no other-

wise ! Certainly while we conceive omnipotence to be deter-

mined by any particidar laws of order, ovu" pre-conceived ideas

fall down Hke a hand bereft of the staff on which it leaned/'

Several of them, then, obserAdng me approach, came running to

me, and with some earnestness exclaimed, " Ai'e 3'ou the man
that has circumscribed God with laws, as with bonds ? How
rash and unbecoming is yoiu* conduct ! Besides, you have thus
rent in jneces the principles of our faith, on which our salvation

is founded, in the midst of which we place the righteousness of
the Redeemer, and over this the omnipotence of God the Father,

to Avhich Ave add the operation of the Holy Spirit as a necessary

appendage. The efficacy of this faith Ave establish from the

absolute impotence of man Avith respect to things spiritual, it

being sufficient for him to alloAV of a fulness of justification as

being contained in that faith by AU'tue of the cliAine omnipo-
tence ; AAdiereas we are informed that you regard such a faith as

vain and groundless, because it contains nothing relative to

divine order on man^s part.'' On hearing this, I began to

speak, and said, in a commanding tone, " Learn the laAvs ef

diAdne order, and after that disclose your faith, and you will sec

as it Avere a vast desert, and leviathan therein, that crooked and
oblong serpent, and all around it nets, entangled as it Avere into

an inextricable knot ; but do as Alexander is reported to have
done, Avho, Allien he saw the Gordian knot, drcAV his sAAord, cut
it in pieces, and thus loosed its entanglements, and throAving it

on the ground trod it under his feet." As 1 uttered these words
the congregation bit their tongues, Avith an intent to sharpen
them for scoffing and abuse ; but they were afraid to proceed,

for they saw heaven open above me, and heard from thence
these Avords, " Give ear AAdth moderation, Avhile you are taught
the nature of order, according to Avhose laAvs the omnipotent
God acts." On this I said, " God from himself, as from order,

created the universe in order, and to order ; in like manner he
created man, in Avhom he fixed the laAvs of his own order, by
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virtue of wliicli lie became an image and likeness of God. The
sum and substance of those laws are, that a man should believe

in God, and love his neighbom- ; and in the same proportion as

he practises those two duties by his own natural powers, he
makes himself a receptacle of the divine omnipotence, and God
conjoins himself to him and him to himself, and hence his faith

becomes a living and saving faith, and his actions living and
saving charity. It is however to be observed, that God is per-

petually present with every man, and is continually striving

vvith and acting upon him, and even touches his free AviU, but

yet never forces it ; for if a man^s free will should be forced, his

power of abiding in God would be destroyed, and nothing would
remain but the abiding of God in him^ Avliich latter is common
to all, whether on earth, in heaven, or in hell ; for it is hence
that they derive their respective principles of power, of Avill, and
of understanding. The reciprocal abiding of a man in God is,

however, only effected among those who live according to the

laws of order prescribed in the Word. These become images

and likenesses of him, and to these paradise is given for a pos-

session, and the fruit of the tree of life for food ; but all others

assemble about the tree of the knowdedge of good and evil, and
converse there Avitli the serpent^ and eat of the fruit of that

tree, and are afterwards expelled from paradise; nevertheless

God does not forsake them, but they forsake God.^^ These re-

marks were understood and approved by those who wore caps

;

but those who wore turbans denied and contradicted them, say-

ing, " Is not omnipotence hereby Hmited ? and does not a limi-

tation of omnipotence imply a contradiction?'^ To this I

replied, " It is no contradiction to act omnipotently according to

the laws of justice with judgement, or according to the laws in-

scribed on love from wdsdom ; but it is a contradiction to sup-

pose that God can act contrary to the laws of his own justice

and love, which w^ould be to act from no principle of judgement
and wisdom

;
yet such a contradiction is implied in this faith of

yours, that God can of mere grace justify an unrighteous person,

and enrich him with all the gifts of salvation and the rewards of

life. But I will tell you in a few words what the omnipotence
of God is. God by \drtue of his omnipotence created the uni-

verse, and at the same time introduced order into all and every

part thereof; God also, by virtue of his omnipotence, preserves

the universe, and watches perpetually over the order established

in it wdth all its laws, and when any thing departs from order,

he brings it back, and restores it again. Moreover, by virtue of

his omnipotence, God established the chui'ch, and revealed the

law^s of its order in his Word ; and when it fell from order, he
effected its restoration ; and Avlien it totally fell, he came dowm
into the world, and, by means of the Humanity which he
assumed, clothed himself with omnipotence, and so restored it
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aeain. God, by liis omnipotence and omniscience togetlier,

examines every one after death, and prepares the righteons, or

his sheep, for their respective places in heaven, and forms heaven

of them ; but he prepares the unrighteous, or the goats, for their

respective places in hell, and of them also forms hell. ]More-

over, he disposes both heaven and hell into societies and congre-

gations, according to all the varieties of love -which prevail in

each, and which in heaven are as many as the stars in the firma-

ment ; and he joins the heavenly societies into one, that they

may be as a single man in his sight : in hke manner he joins

together the congregations in hell, that they may be as a single

diabolic form ; and he separates the latter from the former bj^ a

great gidf, lest hell should do violence to heaven, and lest heaven
should be an occasion of torment to hell ; for those who are in

hell suffer torment in proportion as they receive the influx from
heaven. Unless God, by his omnipotence, were thus continually

active both in heaven and hell, the bestial nature would enter

and take possession of men, so that no laws of any order would
be effectual to restrain them, and thus the human race would
entirely perish. These and the like mischiefs would come to

pass, unless God were order, and omnipotent in order.^'' On
hearing this, those who Avore caps departed with them under
their arms, praising God ; for in the spii'itual world the intelli-

gent w^ear caps ; not so those who wore turbans, for the}'^ were
bald, and baldness signifies stupidity and dullness; the latter

therefore went away to the left hand, but the former to the

ri";ht.

ON THE CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE.

75. As in this first chapter we have treated upon God the

Creator, we ought also to treat upon the creation of the universe

by him, as in the following chapter concerning the Lord the

Redeemer, we shall also treat upon redemption. None, how-
ever, can form a just idea concerning the creation of the uni-

verse, unless the understanding be brought into a state of per-

ception by certain universal knowledges being premised, such

as the following :—I. There are two worlds, a spu'itual world for

angels and spirits, and a natural world for men. II. In each

world there is a sun, and the sun of the spuntual world is pure

love from Jehovah God, who is in the midst of it ; and from that

sun proceed heat and light, the heat thence proceeding being in

its essence love, and the light thence proceeding being in its

essence Misdom ; and these two affect the Avill and understand-

ing of man, the heat his will, and the light his understanding

;

bi't the sun of the natural world is pure fire, and therefore the
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heat and liglit thence proceeding arc dead, and seiTC as clotli-

ing and aids to sph'itnal lieat and light, by which they may be
conveyed to man. III. Fuither, tlie heat and Hght proceeding

from the sun of the spiritual world, and consequently whateAcr
exists by their means in that Avorld, are substantial, and are

called spiritual ; and the heat and light proceeding from the sun
of the natiu'al world, and consequently whatever exists tlierein

by their means, are material, and are called natural. IV. In
each world there are three degrees, which are called degrees of

altitude, and consequently three regions, according to which the

;hree angelic heavens are arranged; there is also a similar

Arrangement in human minds, Avhich thus correspond Avith the

tlu'ee angelic heavens ; and other things in each world have a

like arrangement. V. There is a correspondence between the

things that exist in the spiritual Avorld and those that exist in

the natm'al Avorld. VI. There is an order, in and according to

which all and every thing in both worlds was created. AQI.
Unless a just idea on these subjects be first obtained, the human
mind may, by mere ignorance, be easily betrayed into an idea

of the creation of the universe by nature, and alloAV nature to be
created by God only in compliance with the authority of the

church ; but because it knoAvs not Iioav this was effected, if it

enters upon a deeper investigation of the subject, it ftdls into

naturalism, Avhich denies the being of a God. Since, hoAvever,

a particular explanation and demonstration of tliose propositions

woidd require a A^olume to do them justice, and beside do not

properly belong to a system of theology, I shall content myself
Avith laying before the reader some memorable relations, by
Avhich he may conceive an idea of the creation of the universe

by God, and after conception may produce a birth representative

of such creation.

76. The first meaiorable relation.—On a certain day I

was engaged in meditation upon the creation of the universe

:

and this being perceived by some angels aboA-e me on the right

side, where there Avere some Avho had been accustomed to such
meditations and reflections, one of them descended, and iuAdted

me up to them. I Avas in the spirit, and attended him ; and on
my entrance into his society, I was condvicted to the prince, in

whose palace I saw sonie hundi^eds assembled, and the prince in

the midst of them. Then one of them accosted me, and said,

" We haA^e perceived in our society that you Avere meditating

about the creation of the universe, in which meditation we have
also sometimes been engaged ; but we could never come to any
certain conclusion on the subject, by reason tliat our thoughts
were perplexed with the idea of a chaos, as of a large egg, from
which the universe and all its parts Avere ])rought forth in their
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respective orders; but vre bo"^v percehe that so great ;i universe
could not possibly be produced in such a manner. There was
also another idea riveted fast in our minds^ that all things were
created by God out of nothing; and yet vre now perceive, that
out of nothing nothing can be produced. From these two ideas
we have not yet been able so far to extricate our minds, as to
discover the nature and manner of creation in any degree of
clearness ; we have therefore called you up from the place Avhere
we oliserved you, to desire that you would disclose to us vour
meditation on this subject.^-' " Your desire," I replied, " shall

be granted :
" and I said, " This subject had often engaged my

meditations, yet to no pm-pose ; but after I Avas admitted by the
Lord into your world, I perceived the impossibility of coming to
any just conclusion about the creation of the universe, except it

be first known that there are two worlds, one inhabited by
angels, and another by men; and that men after death depart
out of their world into the other : and then also I saw that there
were two suns, one from which all spiritual things proceed, and
the other from which all natural things proceed; and that the
sun from which all spiritual things proceed is pui'e love from
Jehovah God, who is in the midst of it, and that the sun from
which all natui'al things proceed is pure fire. KnoAving these
truths, I once, Avhen in a particular state of illustration, was en-
abled to perceive that the universe was created by Jehovah God,
by the instrumentality of the sun in the midst of which he is,-

and since love cannot exist but in union with Avisdom, I saAV

that the uniA^erse was created 1)y JehoAah God out of his loAe,
by means of his AAdsdom : and I was couA-inced of this by all and
eveiy thing that I observed, iDoth in your world and' in that
Avhere I am as to the body. But to explain the several stages
and progressions of creation from its beginning, would take up
too much of your time : during my state of illustration, hoAvcA'er,

I perceived that, by means of the light and heat proceeding
from the sun of youi- world, spiritual atmospheres Avere created,
which are substantial in their natures, and that one was derived
from another; and they being three in number, and conse-
quently there being three degrees of them, three hea\^ens were
also formed, one for the angels Avho are in the highest degree of
love and Avisdom, another for angels in the second degree, and a
third for angels in the loAvest degree. But because this spiritual
universe cannot exist Avithout a natural universe, there to pro-
duce its effects and uses, I perceived that the sun, from Avhich
all natural things proceed, Avas created at the same time ; ana
in like manner, by means of his heat and light, three natura.
atmospheres Avere produced, encomp:issing the former, as the
shell of a nut does the kernel, or as the bark of a tree encom-
passes the Avood ; and lastly, by means of these atmospheres, the
terraqueous globe Avas formed to be the abode ofmen, beasts fish
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and other animals, and also to bear trees, shrubs, and herbs,

on its surface, consisting of different kinds of earth, minerals, and

stones. This, however, is only a rude and general sketcli of

creation and its progression ; the particulars it would require

volumes of books to explain. All things however serve to prove

that God did not create the universe out of nothing, since, as

yon observed, out of nothing nothing can be produced; but he

created it by the instrumentality of the sun of the angelic

heaven, which is derived from his Esse, and consequently is

pm-e love in union with wisdom. That the universe, which in-

cludes both the spii'itual and the natural worlds, was created out

of the divine love by the divine wisdom, is clearly and plainly

evidenced by all its parts ; and if you will consider each part in

its order and connection, by virtue af the light which illumi-

nates the perceptions of your understandings, you will be en-

abled to sec that it must be so. It is to be observed, however,

that love and wisdom, which are one in God, are not love and
wisdom in an abstract sense, but are in God as a substance ; for

God is the very, the only, and consequently the first substance

and essence, which is and subsists in itself. That all and every

thing was created out of the divine love by the divine wisdom,

is signified by these words in John :
' The Word was with God,

and the Word was God ;—all things were made by him,—and
the world was made by him' (i. 1, 3, 10). In this passage,

God signifies divine love, and the Word signifies di\dne truth, or

divine wisdom ; for which reason the Word is also called light

;

and by light, when spoken of God, is signified divine wisdom."

As I finished speaking, and was preparing to take my leave,

some sparks of light, descending through the angelic heavens

from the spiritual sun, entered their eyes, and passed thence

into the interiors of their minds ; and by the illustration of that

light they Avere disposed to favor all that I had said. After-

wards they attended me to the outer court of the palace; and
the angel, who had introduced me, accompanied ms to the house

where he found me, and from thence re-ascended to his own
society.

77. The second memorable relation.—One morning, as

I awoke from sleep, before it was broad daylight, the sky being

very serene, I saw through the window, while I was engaged in

meditation, as it were, a flash of lightning; and presently I

heard, as it were, a clap of thunder. Wondering whence this

could be, I was informed from heaven, that there were some
spirits not far from me, who were engaged in a sharp debate

concerning God and Natiu-e, and that the vibration of hght hkc

Hghtning, and the clapping of the air like thunder, were corre-

spondences, and consequent appearances, of the conflict and col-

lision of arguments, on one side in favor of God, and on the

other in favor of nature. The occasion of this spiritual combat
ft5
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was as follows : tliere were in liell some sataiis, avIio had ex-

pressed a desire that they might be permitted to converse M'ith

the angels of heaven ;
" ibr/^ said they, " we will clearly prove,

that Avhat they call God, the Creator of all things, is nothing
but iiatm-e ; consequently, that God is a word without meaning,
unless nature be meant :

" and because those satans believed

this to be true with all their heart and all their soul, and had a
desire to converse with the angels of heaven, they were per-

mitted to ascend out of the filth and darkness of hell, and to

converse with two angels at that time descending from heaven.
They were in the world of spirits, Avhich is in the midst between
heaven and hell ; and the satans, when thc}^ saw the angels, ran
towards them with all speed, and cried out in an angry tone of

voice, " Are you the angels of heaven, with Avhom we are per-

mitted to engage in debate concerning God and natirre ? You
are called wise, because you acknowledge God; but oh, how
simple you are ! for who ever saw God, or who understands
what God is, or who can conceive that God governs, or is able

to govern, the universe and all the things it contains? And
who but the voilgar, and the common herd of mankind, acknoAV-

ledge what they neither see nor understand ? Besides what is

more evident than that natui-e is all in all ? For is it not natm-e
alone Avhich we see Avitli our ejes, hear with our ears, smell Avith

our nostrils, taste with our tongues, and touch and feel Avitli our
hands and bodies ? And are not ova bodily senses the best evi-

dences of truth? And according to their CAddence Avould not
any one SAvear that this is the truth ? For is not respiration, by
which the body is kept alive, a plain proof that we breathe no-
thing but natm'e ? Are not our heads and yours in nature ; and
have Ave not from thence an influx into the thoughts, Avithout

which influx it Avoidd be impossible to think at all ? " And in

this strain did they continue their attack. When the angels

had heard these things, they replied, " This is your method of

arguing, because you are mere sensualists ; for all who are in hell

haA'e the ideas of their thoughts immersed in the bodily senses,

above which they have no poAver to elcA'ate them : we therefore

excuse yoiu' ignorance, since ex\\ of life, and a false faith thence
derived, have closed up the interiors of your minds, so that you
are incapable of any elevation above the objects of sense, except
while you are in a state removed from the evils of life, and the
falses of faith ; for a satan can luiderstand truth, as well as an
angel, just at the time it is proposed to him ; but then he does
not retain it, because evil obliterates truth, and gives only the
impressions of the false. But we perceive that you are noAv
in such a state of removal from evil, and can therefore under-
stand the truth that we speak ; attend therefore to Avhat we noAv

declare to you." The angels proceeded thus : "You have lived

in the natural world, and have died there, and are now in the
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spiritual world : have yoUj till now^ known any thing conceiti-

ing a life after death? Did you not, till now, deny such a life,

and thereby degrade yourselves to a level with beasts ? Had
you before any knowledge of heaven and hell, or of the light

and heat of this world, or of your being now no longer within

nature, but above it ? for this Avorld and whatever it contains

is spiritual, and spiritual things are in a sphere above natural,

so that not the least part or property of nature, wherein you
have lived, can have admission by influx into this world. But
you, in consequence of believing nature to be a god, or a

goddess, believe also that the light and heat of this world are

the same \idth the liglit and heat of the natural world; whereas

they are totally difierent, natural light being darkness here,

and natural heat cold. Moreover, have you hitherto had any
knowledge of the sun of this world, from whence our light and
heat pi'oceed ? Have you understood that this sun is pui'c love,

and the sun of the natural world pure fire ? that the sun of the

natural world, which is pure fire, gives existence and subsist-

ence to nature, but that the sun of heaven, which is pure love,

gives existence and subsistence to life itself, which is love united

with wisdom? and that consequently nature, which you make
to be a god or a goddess, is absohitely dead? Under the care

of a proper guard, you may ascend with us into heaven, and

we also, under the same protection, can descend with you into

hell. In heaven are to be seen the most magnificent and
splendid objects, but in hell the most filthy and unclean ; the

reason of which difterence is, because all in heaven worshi])

God, and all in hell worship nature ; and the magnificent and
s^jolcndid objects in lieaven are correspondences, agreealjle to the

afi'ections of the love of good and truth ; but the filthy and
unclean objects in hell are correspondences agreeable to the

affections of the love of evil and the false. Judge then from
these circumstances whether God or nature be all in all.^' To
this the satans replied, " In our present state Ave can conclude,

from what you have told us, that there is a God ; but when tlic

delights of evil take possession of our minds, we then see

nothing but nature." During this conversation the two angels

and the satans were at no great distance from me, so that I

coxild sec and hear them. And, Ijehold ! I perceived several

gathered round them, who in the natural world had been cele-

brated for their deep learning ; and I was surprised to observe,

that those great scholars at one time stood near the angels, and
at another near the satans, and that they favored the opinions

of those near whom they stood : and I was told, that the changes
of their situations were changes in the state o^ their minds, which
sometimes favored one side, and sometimes the other ; for, with

regard to their faith, they were like Vertumni. Moreover
the angels said, "We will tell vou a great mystery. On look-
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'iig down upon the earth, and examining those who are most
distinguished for their erudition, we have found six hundi-ed out
of a thousand to be favorers of nature, and tlie rest favorers of

Godj and that the latter became favorers of God in conse-
quence of having frequently maintained in their discom'se, and
this not from any conviction of their understandings, but only
from hearsay, that nature is from God ; for frequent discourse

from the memory and recollection, gives birth to an appearance
of faith, although it may not be gromided in the thoughts and
understanding." After this the satans Avere entrusted to a pro-
per guard, and ascended with the two angels into heaven, where
they saw scenes of the utmost magnificence and splendor ; and
M'hile they remained there in a state of illustration from the
light of heaven, they acknowledged the being of a God, and that
natm-e was created to be subser\dent to the life which is from
God, and therefore that in itself it is dead, and has no power of
action, but is acted upon by the life Avhicli is from God. Having
seen and perceived these things, they descended, and, dming
their descent, the love of e\il retm-ned, closing then' under-
standing on the upper part, and opening it on the lower ; and
immediately there appeared above it a dusky shade, sparkling,

from infernal fu'e : and as soon as their feet touched the ground,
it cleaved asunder beneath them, and they sunk down to their

associates.

78. The third memorable relation.—The day following,

an angel came to me from another society in heaven, and said,.

" We have heard in om* heaven, that in consequence of meditat-
ing about the creation of the universe, you were invited up intoi

a society in the vicinity of om-s, where you gave such an account
of the creation as was at the time agreeable to their sentiments,.

and has since given them much joy and delight, I will now
shew you how animals and vegetables of every kind were pro-

duced by God." He then led me into a large green field, and
said, " Look around : " and when I looked I saw birds of the
most beautiful colors, some fljdng, some perching on trees, and
some hopping on the ground and plucking the leaves of roses :

among the birds I observed some doves and SAvans. 'Wlien these

had disappeared, I saAV, at a small distance from me, several

flocks of sheep with lambs, and of goats and kids ; and round
about them I observed herds of cows and calves, and also of

camels and mules, and in a neighbouiing grove, stags with high
branching horns, and likcAvise unicorns. After I had looked
some time on these objects, the angel said, " Turn your face

towards the east
: " and I did so, and saAv a garden full of all

kinds of fruit trees, as orange-trees, citrons, olives, vines, fig-

trees, pomegranates, and shrubs of difiereut sorts laden with
berries. The angel then said, " Look now towards the south :''

and I did so, and saw crops of various kinds of grain, as wheat,
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cats, barley, and beans, and round about tbem beds of roses, the

colors of which were most beautifully variegated. Towards the

north were groves planted thick witli chesnut-ti-ees, palm-trees,

iinden-trees, plane-trees, and trees of several other kinds, all in

the richest foliage. When I had sufficiently attended to these

scenes, the angel said, " All the objects which you have seen
are correspondences, agreeable to the affections of love in the

angels who dwell in the neighbom-hood.^^ He then told me
with what particular aflections each particular object corre-

sponded; and, moreover, that not only those, but likewise every

other Adsible form which they behold, are correspondences, as

their houses, with the furnitiu'e and utensils contained in them,
their tables, their food and raiment, also their gold and silver

coin, together with the diamonds and other precious stones,

\nth which the married Avomen and virgins in heaven are

adorned. " We perceive," added he, " from all such things,

what is the nature and quality of each person as to love and
wisdom. The things that are in our houses, and which serve us

for necessary uses, constantly remain there ; but in the eyes of

such as wander from one society to another, they are changed
according to consociation. You have been favored Avith these

sights, that you might see creation in general exemplified in a

particular type : for God is love itself and wisdom itself, and the

affections of his love are infinite, as are also the perceptions of

his Avisdom, of Avliich all and CA'cry object that appears on
the face of the earth are correspondences. Hence come birds

and beasts, trees and shrubs, corn and all sorts of grain, with
herbs and grass of every kind : for God is not extended, but A^et

is CA'ery where in all extense, and consequently in the universe,

from its first principles to its last effects ; and since he is omni-
present, such correspondences of the afiections of his loA^e and
wisdom exist throughout the aaIioIc natural Avorld ; but in our
Avorld, which is called the spiritual world, tlie like correspond-

ences exist Avdth all those avIio receiA^e affections and perce^otions

from God. The only diff'erence is, that in our world such things

are created by God instantaneously, according to the affections

of the angels ; Avhereas in your Avorld they Avere created in like

manner at the beginning, but it was proA'ided that they should

be rencAved successively by propagation from one another, and
thus that creation shoiild be continued. The reason why crea-

tion in our world is instantaneous, and in yours is contin^jted by
successive propagations, is, because the atmospheres find soils in

our Avorld are spiritual, and the atmospheres and soils in ycm'
world are natural; and natm^al things were created to be a

clothing for spiritual, as the skin clothes the bodies of men and
other animals, or as the rind and bark clothe the trunks at)d

Ijranches of trees, or as the tAvo membranes, called the pia and
the dura mater, clothe the braiuj or as the coats clothe the
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nerves, or the delicate membranes the nervous fibres, &c. Hence
it is that all those objects in your Avorld are fixed, and are also

constant in their yearly return." The angel further said^ " Go
and tell v/hat you have seen and heard to the inhabitants of the

world where you dwell, because heretofore they have been in

entire ignorance respecting the spiritual world, without a kuow-
ledge of Avhich it is impossible for any one to know, or even to

guess, that creation is continual in oiu' world, and that it pro-

ceeded in like manner in your world, while the universe was
creating by God.."

After this we conversed on various subjects, and at last about

hell, especially in regard to this cu'cumstance, that none of tlie

pleasing scenery of heaven is to be seen there, but all things in

du'ect opposition; because the affections of love in its inhabi-

tants, which are the lusts of e\dl, are directly opposite to the

affections of love that prevail in the angels of heaven. There-

fore among the inhabitants of hell, particularly in their deserts,

there appear birds of night, as bats and owls ; and likewise

wolves, leopards, tigers, rats, and mice, with venomous serpents

of all kinds, di-agons and crocodiles ; and where there is any
appearance of grass, there grow briars, nettles, thorns, and
thistles, as well as certain poisonous plants, all which at times

disappear, and then nothing is to be seen but heaps of stones,

and large fens full of croaking frogs. These things also are

correspondences ; but then, as was observed, they are corre-

spondences agreeable to the affections of love in the inhabitants,

which are the lusts of evil. Such things, however, are not

created there by God, nor were they created by him in the

natural world, Avhere similar things exist; for all things that

God ever did or does create were and are good ; but they had
their birth in tlie natural world together with hell, which de-

rived its existence originally from men, who by turning away
from God became devils and satans after the death of the body.

But because this dreadful subject began to give us pain, we
diverted our thoughts from it by the recollection of what we had
seen in heaven.

79. The fourth memorable relation.—Once, Avhen I was
in a spiritual state, reflecting on the creation of the universe, I

was accosted by certain philosophers from the Christian world,

who in their da}'' had been particularly distinguished for their

talents, and had acquired a reputation for Avisdom. They said

to me, "We perceive that your thoughts are engaged about

creation ; tell us your sentiments upon that subject

:

" but I re-

plied, " Let me first hear yours." Then one of them ansAvered,

"^My opinion is, that creation originates from natru'e, and con-

i'equently that uatiu'e created herself, and that she has existed

'rom eternity ; since there never was, and never can be, such t.

thing as a Aacuum : for, let me ask, A^'llat is it that v^ see Avitt
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OTir eyeS; hear with our ears, smell with our nostrils, and receive

into oui' lungs by respiration, except nature, which being with-

out us, must of necessity also be within us ? " Another of the

pniiosophers, on hearing this, said, " You talk of nature, and
make her the creatrix of the universe; bu.t as you are unac-

quainted with the manner of her operation, I will explain it to

you. She folded herself up into vortexes, whijh by collision,

like clouds one against another, or like houses overturned by an
earthquake, were so arranged, that the denser parts collected

themselves into one body, and these formed the globe of earth

;

the more fluid parts separated themselves and, being also col-

lected together, formed the seas ; and the parts still lighter, by
a further separation, became air and ether ; and lastly, from the

pui'est particles of these the sun was formed. Did you never

observe that when oil, water, and earth, are mixed together, they

separate of their own accord, and arrange themselves in order

one above another ? " Another of the philosophers, hearing this

account, said, "Your opinions arc merely imaginary ; for how
plain is it to see, that all things had their birth originally from
a chaos, which with its bulk filled the foiu-th part of the uni-

verse ; that fire possessed the central sphere of that chaos, ethei

the sphere next above the fire, and gross matter the external

sphere ; and that in process of time that chaos burst asunder,

and let out first the fire, as from Mount ^Etna or Vesmdus,
which gave birth to the sun, and after the fire, the ether rushed
forth, and became an atmosphere ; and lastly the residue of

gross matter collected itself into a round mass, and formed the

globe of earth. With respect to the stars, they are only lumi-

naries in the expanse of the universe, which had birth from the

sun's fire and light ; for the sun was at first like an ocean of

fire, and to prevent its bm^ning the earth, it separated from its

body several smaller fires, which having places assigned them in

the circumference of the imiverse, completed the whole, and
gave birth to Avhat is called the firmament.'' But there was
standing among the philosophers a certain person, who said,

" You are in a great error; you appear to yoirrselves to be very

wise, and consider me as very simple and ignorant
; yet in my

ignorance and simplicity I have always believed, and do still

believe, that the universe was created by God ; and since nature

belongs to the universe, I believe also that universal natui-e was
created at the same time; but if nature had created herself,

must ?he n(>t necessarily have existed from eternity ? But, oh !

what folly is there in such a supposition !
" Then one of the

wise men, so called, drew nearer and nearer to the person who
thus spoke, and applying his left ear to his m'jutli, for his right

ear was stopped up as with cotton, he asked him what he had
been saying, and the person repeated it over again : then the

other looking round to see Avhether anv ecclesiastic was near,
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percewed one standing at the riglit liand of tlie person wlio liad

been speaking* ; on which he repHed, " I also acknowledge that

universal nature is derived from God, but " Here he paused,

and then went awaj^, whispering to his companions, that the

presence of the priest had extorted that declaration from him

;

" but,^' says he, " both you and I are well convinced that nature

is derived from nature ; and since nature consequently is God,

therefore I asserted that universal natm'e is derived from God

:

but " Here the priest overhearing their Avhisperings, said,

" Your Avisdom, which is merely philosophical, has deceived you,

and closed the interiors cf your minds, so that no light from

God and his heaven can enter to enlighten you, for you have

utterly extinguished \t." Aud he added, " Consider, I pray

and determine with yourselves concerning the origin of your

souls, which are immortal, whether they are the work of natui'e,

or whether they existed together and at the same time in

that great chaos A\hich you talk of." Then the philosopher

went to his companions, requesting them to assist him in this

difficult inquiry ; and they presently agreed in this conclusion,

that the human soid is mere ether, and that thought is nothing

but a modification of that ether by means of the sun's light,

which ether is derived from uatui'C. The sum of their argument
was to the following pm-pose :

" How plain is it,'' said they,
" that speech is framed by means of air ? And what is thought

but speech framed in a purer air, which is called ether ? Hence
thought aud speech arc united, and make a one ; as is evident

from a consideration of the infantile state of a man, who is first

taught to speak, and by degrees to speak with himself, that is,

to think; of consequence, thought is a mere modification of

ether, and the sound of the voice in speech is a mere modula-
tion of air ; from which circmnstances we conclude that the

sold, which is the subject of thought, is derived from natm-e."

These were the unanimous sentiments of the whole company
;

to which some added, by way of illustration, " that human souls

had their birth and beginning at the time of the ether's emerg-
ing from the fore-mentioned chaos, when it divided itself in the

supreme region into innumerable individual forms, Avhich infuse

themselves into men when they begin to think under the in-

flucncs of the purer au% and are then called souls." Another of

the company fm^ther said, " I allow that the individual forms

framed by the ether in its superior region were innumerable

;

but still the number of men who have been born since the crea-

tion of the v/orld exceeds the number of such forms ; and how
then coidd those forms be sufficient to frame so many souls ? It

is therefore my opinion that departed souls, after a revolution of

many ages, return into other bodies, and begin a course of life

similar to that which they once lived, according to the known
doctrine of the metempsychosis, Avliich many wise men have
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maintained." Several other conjectui-es of tlie same kind vrere

started by tlie rest of the company^ which, as being utterly

absurd and groundless, I pass over in silence. After a short

time the priest returned, and immediately the person who before

spoke of the creation of the universe by God, acquainted him
with their determinations concerning the human soul ; on which

the priest again addressed them, and said, " You have spoken

agreeably to the sentiments you embraced while you were in the

natural world, not knowing that j^ou are no longer in that world,

but in another, which is called the spiritual world ; for all such

persons as, by confirming themselves in favor of nature, have

acquired a sensual and corporeal life, have no knowledge of their

change of state when they die, but fancy themselves still in the

same world wherein they were born and educated. The reason

of this is, because in the natm'al world their bodies were mate-
rial, but here in the spiritual world their bodies are substantial

:

and the substantial man sees himself and his companions about

him just as the material man does ; for substantial existences

are the primitives whence material existences are derived ; and
because you now think, see, smell, taste, and speak, just as you
did in the natural Avorld, therefore you imagine that natiue is

the same in both worlds, when nevertheless the natm-e of this

world is as difierent from the nature of the material Avorld as

what is substantial is from Avhat is material, or what is spiritual

from what is natui'al, or what is prior from what is posterior

;

and since the natui'c of the world Avhereiu you once lived is com-
paratively dead, therefore you also, by confirming yoirrselvcs in

favor of its operations, are become dead with respect to such

things as relate to God and heaven, and to the chm'ch and your
own souls. Notwithstanding, every man, whether he be good
or evil, is capable of being elevated, as to his intellectual jjart,

into the light which the angels of heaven enjoy, and may then
see that there is a God and a life after death, and that a man^s
soul is not merely ethereal, and formed of natural substances,

but that it is spiritual, and consequently is to live for ever. The
understanding may be admitted into such angelic light, provided

the natural loves be removed which are derived from the world,

and favor the world and its nature, and Vvhich are derived from
the body, and favor the body and its proprium or self-will." He
had no sooner spoken than those e^dl loves Avere removed by the

Lord, and they were permitted to converse Avitli the angels ; and
from tiieu- conversation, while they Avere in that state, they per-

cei\ed that there is a God, and that they Avere liAdug after death
in another Avorld ; at AAdiich discovery they blushed with shame
and confusion, and cried out, " ^Vhat folly and madness have
Ave been uttering !

" but as this was not then' proper and fixed

state, and consequently in a feAV moments became tu'csome and
disagreeable to them, thev turned awav from the priest, and
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would hera- him no longer. Thus they relapsed into their former

loves, which were altogether natui'al, worldly, and corporeal, and
departed towards the left hand, from one society to another,

until they came to a path where ihoy perceived a savor of the

delights of their loves, and said, "Ijet us follow this path

:

" so

the\' followed it, and descended, and came at length to a society

of spirits Avho had a relish for the delights of the same loves,

i.\nd because then- delight was to do e^dl, and the}' did evil to

many in the way, therefore they were put in prison, and became
demons ; and then their pleasiu'e was tm"ned into pain, because

they were restrained from the indulgence of their former de-

lights, wdiich constituted their natui'e, by punishment, and the

dread of punishment. They afterwards inquired of those Avho

were confined in the same prison whether they were to remain
thej-e for ever ; to which some replied, " We have now been here

for several ages, and must continue here to ages of ages, since

the nature W'hich we have contracted in the world cannot be
changed or expelled by punishments; for though by these

means it be expelled for a time, yet after a short inten^al it

retm-ns."

80. The eifth memorable relation.—A single satan was
once permitted to ascend out of hell, together with a woman,
and to come to the house Avhere I was. As soon as I per-

ceived them I closed the window, but entered into conversation

with them through it, and asked the satan whence he came ?

He replied from the company of his fellows ; and I asked whence
the woman came, and received the same answer. She Avas of

the tribe of Sirens, Avho have the art, by means of fantasies, to

assume all habits and figures of beauty and ornament ; for at

one time they put on the beauty of a Venus, at another the

graces of the nymphs of Parnassus, at another they adorn them-
selves with crowais and robes like those of queens, walking in

great state with Avands of silver in their hands. In the world of

spirits all such are harlots, and apply themselves to the study of

fantasies. Fantasy is effected by means of sensual thought,

while the ideas are closed against the admission of any interior

thought. I then asked the satan whether the woman was his

Avife? He replied, " What is a Avife ? Neither I nor the society

to Avhich I belong, knoAV the meaning of the Avord. She is my
harlot ,•'' Whereupon she inspu'cd him Avith Avanton lust, Avhicli

tliese sirens can artfully do ; and he kissed her, and cried out,
*' Ah ! my Adonis.-'^ But to proceed to more serious matters :

—

I asked the satan Avhat Avas his emploATnent ? He ansAvered,
'' ~\Iy employment is the pursuit of learning : do you not see the

laui'el Avith Avhich I am crowned ?" for his harlot had formed
this b}^ her magical art, and going behind him had placed it on
his head. I then said, " Since you come from a society dis-

tinguished for men of learning, tell me Avhat you and vonr cora-
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paiiions believe concerning God." He replied,
'''" Our god is

the uuiverse^ which we also call nature, and Avhich the more
simple among lis call the atmosphere, which they take to be air;

the more wise, however, by the atmosphere understand tlie ether

also. God, heaven, angels, and the like, Avhereof various stories

are invented by many people in this world, are all empty Avords

and imaginary things, derived from meteor-like appearances,

which float before the ej^es of many in this place. Are not all

things which appear on the face of the earth created by the sun ?

At his approach in the spring of the year are not all winged and

creeping insects produced ? And are not birds by his heat im-

pelled to mutual love and prolification ? And is it not owing to

the same cause that the earth produces plants and fruits from

<-he seeds which she receives into her bosom ? Is not the uni-

verse therefore a god, and nature a goddess, who, as the wife of

the universe, conceives, brings forth, educates, and nourishes

her young offspring ?" I next asked him what he and his

society believed concerning religion? He replied, "We who
are raised by our learning above the common herd of men, con-

sider religion only as a charm for the vulgar, which forms as it

were an atmosphere about the sensitive and imaginative powers

of their minds, in AA'hich atmosphere the ideas of piety take

wing, like butterflies in the air ; and their faith, which connects

those ideas as it were into a coherent chain, we regard like a

silk-worm in its silken cocoon, from which it fliss forth as the

king of butterflies. For the illiterate herd of mankind, out of a

strong desire to fly, are in love with imaginations that are

exalted above the sensualities of the body and its thoughts, and

thus they make to themselves wings, that they may soar aloft

like eagles, and boastfully cry to those below, ' Behold, how high

we are above you

!

' But we believe what we see, and love what

we touch

;

" Avhereupon he touched his harlot, and said, " I

l)elieve this, because I see and touch it. As to those ridiculous

imaginations of which we have been speaking, we open the

windows of our iniderstandings to let them out, and expel them
with the blast of ridicrde." I then asked him what he and his

companions believed concerning heaven and hell? He replied

with a sneer, "What is heaven but the ethereal Armament
above? And what are angels there but like the spots that

revolve about the sun? And what are archangels but comets

with long tails inhabited by the imaginary crew ? And what is

hell but bogs and fens inhabited by frogs and crocodiles, which,

in the imaginations of such simple people as we have been

speaking of, are so many devils ? All other ideas concerning

heaven and hell are mere tricks devised by some prelate of the

church, with a \-iew to aggrandize his reputation among an

ignorant multitude." The satan delivered himself on these

subjects according to the ideas which he had conceived in ths
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natui'al Morid, not knowing that he was now living after death,

and forgetting M^hat had been told him when he first entered

into the spiritual world ; therefore when I further questioned

him concerning the Hfe after death, he replied, that it was al]

imaginary, and that most probably some effluvia risiug in a

human form from a dead body laid in the grave, or some fabu-

lous story of a ghost, had given rise to such au imagination in

men's minds On hearing this I was no longer able to refrain

from laughter, and said, " O satan, you ha^^e sm'cly lost your
senses as well as yom' understanding ; for what are you now ?

Ai"e you not a man in a human form ? Do you not talk, see,

hear, walk, &c. ? Recollect that you have lived in another

world, which you seem to have forgotten, and that now you live

after death, and talk as you used to do in the bod3\" Then
immediately his recollection returned to him, and he remem-
bered his former life upon earth, M'hereat he was much ashamed,
and cried out, " I have certainly lost my senses : I Jiave seen

heaven above, and heard the angels conversing there in words
and on subjects inexpressible ; but this was when I had recenth'

entered this world : I will now however retain in my mind -what

I then heard, that I may teU it to my companions Avhom I have
left below, and perhaps they also, like myself, will be ashamed."
He then departed with a full determination to tell them that

they had lost their senses ; but as he descended, forgetfulness

took the place of recollection, and when he came among his

comrades he Avas as insane as they were, and called all that I

said to him folly and infatuation. Such is the state of thought
and the manner of speech among satans after death. Those
who have confirmed themselves in the persuasion of falses are

called satans, and those who have confirmed themselves in evils

of life are called devils.

CHAPTER II.

THE LORD THE REDEEMER.

81. In the foregoing chapter Ave have treated of God the

Creator, and at the same time of creation ; in this chapter Ave

shall treat of the Lord the Redeemer, and at the same time of

redemption ; and in the following chapter of the Holy Spirit,

and at the same time of the diAdne operation. By the Lord the

Redeemer avc mean JehoA^ah in the humanity ; for that Jehovah
himself descended, and assumed the humanity, for the purpo^j

of redemption, Avill be proved in the following pages. The rea-
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san why we call liira tlie Lord, and not Jehovah, is, because

Jehovah in the old Testament is caUed the Lord in the Ncav,

as may appear from the following passages :
" Hear, O Israel,

Jehovah youi' God is one Jehovah : thou shalt love Jehovah God
with all thy heart and Avith all thy soul" (Deut. xi. 4, 5). Thus
it is written in this Book of Moses; but in the Gospel by Mark
it is expressed thus: "The Lo7'd youi" God is one Lord : thou

shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with aU thy

soul " (xii. 29, 30) . Again, Isaiah says, " Prepare ye the way
of Jehovah ; make straight in the desert a highway for our God"
(xl. 3) ; which is thus expressed in Luke :

" Thou shalt go be
fore the face of the Lord to prepare his Avay" (i. 76). The same
distinction is made in other places. The Lord also enjoined his

disciples to call him Lord, and therefore he Avas so called by the

apostles in their epistles, and afterwards by the apostohc chiu'ch,

as appears from the creed received in that clim'ch, Avhich is

called the apostles' creed. The reason of this Avas, because the

JeAvs, on account of its sanctity, durst not use the name Jehovah ;

and likewise because by JehoA'ah is signified the DiAdne Esse,

Avhich was from eternity ; and the humanity, which he assumed
in time, Avas not that esse. What is meant by the DiA'ine Esse,

or Jehovah, "was shewn in the foregoing chapter, n. 18—26, and
n. 27—35. For this reason, both here and in other parts of

this work, by the name Lord, Ave mean Jehovah in his humanity.

Now since knoAvledge concerning the Lord is far more excellent

than all other knowledges, of which either the church or even
heaven itself, is in possession, we shall therefore proceed, in the

illustration of this subject, according to the folloAving orderly

arrangement. I. Jehovah the Oreaior of the universe descended,

and assumed the humanity, for the purpose of redeeming and sav-

ing mankind. II. He descended as the Divine Truth, which
is the Word; nevertheless, he did not separate the Divine Good.

III. He assumed the humanity according to his own divine order.

IV. The humanity, by which he sent himself into the world,

is ivhat is called the Son of God. V. The Lord, by acts of
redemption, made himself righteousness. VI. By the same acts

he united himself to the Father, and the Father united himself to

him; and this also ivas effected according to divine order,

VII. Thus God ivas made man, and man God, in one person.

VIII. The progress towards union was his state of exinanition^

and the union itself is his state of glorification. IX. Here-

after no Christian can be admitted into heaven unless he believe

on the Lord God the Saviour, and approach him alone* But we
Avill explain each article particularly.

82. I. Jehovah cor descended, and assumed the huma-
nity, FOR THE purpose OF REDEEMING AND SAVING MANKIND.

It is beheved at this day in all Christian churches^ that God
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the Crcfitor of the universe begot a Son from eternity, ana that

this Son descended, and assumed the humanity, for the pm'posti

of redeeming and sa^dng mankind ; but this is a great error, and
is overtui'ned by its own absmxhty, if it be only considered tliat

God is one, and that it is a more than fabuluus imposition on
reason to suppose, that one God shoukl beget any son fi'om

eternity ; and farther, that God the Father, together with the

Son and the Holy Spirit, each Avhcrcof singly and by himself is

God, form but one God. This fabulous account of the Deity

totally vanishes like a meteor in the air, when it is demonstrated

from the Word, that Jehovah God himself descended and Avas

made a man, and also the Redeemer. With respect to the first

point, that Jeliovah God himself descended, and was made man,
this is evident from the following passages :

" Behold, a virgin

shall conceive, and shall bring fortli a Son, who shall be called

God with us " (Isaiah vii. 14; Matt. i. 23). " Unto us a Child

is born, unto us a Son is given : the government shall be upon
his shoidder ; and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsel-

lor, God, Hero, the Father of Eter)nty, the Prince of Peace "

(Isaiah ix. 6). "It shall be said in that day, Lo, this is our

God, we have w^aited for him, and he wiU save us ; this is

Jehovah, we have waited for him ; we will be glad and rejoice in

his salvation " (Isaiah xxv. 9) .
" The voice of one crying in the

wilderness, Prepare ye the way of Jehovah ; make straight in the

desert a highway for our God : and all flesh shall see him to-

gether" (xl. 3, 5). "Behold, the Lord Jehovih will come in

strength, and his arm shall rule for him : behold his reward is

with him ; he sliall feed his flock like a shepherd " (xl. 10, 11).

"Thus saith Jehovah, Sing and rejoice, O daughter of Zion; for

lo, I come, and I will dwell in the midst of thee : and many
nations in that day shall cleave to Jehovah'^ (Zech. ii. 10, 11).
" I Jehovah have called thee in righteousness, and will give thee

for a covenant of the people. / am Jehovah : that is my name

;

and my glory will I not give to another '^ (Isaiah xlii. G, 8).
" IBehold, the days come, saith Jehovah, that I wiU raise unto
David a righteous branch, who shall reign as a king, and pros-

per, and shall execute judgement and justice in the earth : and
this is his name, Jehovah our righteousness " (Jercm. xxiii. 5, 6

;

xxxiii. 15, 16). Besides many other passages, where the coming
of the Lord is called the Day of Jeliovah, as in Isaiah xiii. 6, 9,

13; Ezek. xxxi. 15; Joel i. 15; ii. 1, 11; iii. 11; Amos v. 18,

20; Zeph. i. 7—18; Zech. xiv. 1, 1—21; and in many other

places. That Jehovah himself descended, and assumed the

humanity, is very evident from this passage in Luke :
" TheiJi

said Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, seeing I know not
a man ? And the angel answered and said unto her, The Holy
Spirit shall come upon thee, and the poivcr of the Highest sha'l
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overshadoio thee ; therefore also tliat Holy Thing which shall be
born of thee shall be called the Son of God" (i. 34, 35) : and in

Matthew :
" Behold, the angel of the Lord appeared unto Joseplj

in a dream, and said unto him, Fear not to take unto thee Mary
thy wife ; for that which is conceived in her is of the Hoh/
Spirit. And Joseph knew her not till she had brought forth

her first-born son; and he called his name Jesus" (i. 20, 25).

That by the Holy Spirit is signified the Divine, which proceeded

from Jehovah God, Avill be seen in the third chapter of this

Avork. Who docs not know that every child receives his soul

and life from his father, and that the body is derived from the

soul ? How then could it be more plainly expressed in words,

that the Lord received his soul and life from Jehovah God?
And, since the Divine cannot be divided, what can be more
evident than that the divine of the Father was the Lord's soul

and life ? Therefore the Lord so often calls Jehovah God his

Father, and Jehovah God calls him his Son. Y/hat then can be
more ridicidous than to say, that the soul of our Lord Avas de-

rived from his mother IMary, as both the Roman Catholic and
the Reformed chm-ches at this day di-eam, not being jei awak-
ened by the light of the Word ?

83. The idea of a Son born from eternity descending and
assuming the humanity, must be found to be altogether errone-

ous, and Avill therefore f;dl to the ground and vanish, when those

passages in the Word are attended to where Jehovah himself

asserts, that he himself is the Savioiu' and Redeemer of the

world, as he does in the following places :
"Am not I Jehovah ?

and there is no God else beside me : a just God, and a Saviour;

there is none beside me'' (Isaiah xlv. 21, 22). " I am Jehovah^

and beside me there is no Saviour" (xhii. 11). "/ a7)i Jehovah
ihy God: thou shalt know no God but me;/o?* there is no Saviour

beside me" (Hos. xiii. 4). "And all flesh shall know that /
Jehovah am thy Saviour, and thy Redeeiner " [Isaiah xlix. 26

;

ix. 16). "• As for our Redeemer, Jehovah Zebaoth is his name"
(xlvii. 4). " Their Redeemer is strong, Jehovah Zebaoth is his

name" (Jcrcm. 1. 34). "Jehovah, my rock and mj^ Redeemer''
(Psalm xix. 14). "Thus saith Jehovah, thy Redeemer, the Holy
One of Israel; I am Jehovah thy God" (Isaiah xlviii. 17; xliii.

14; xlix. 7). " Thus saith Jehovah thy Redeemer, I am Jehovah,

that make all things by myself alone '^ (xliv. 24). "Thus
saith Jehovah, the King of Israel, and his Redeemer, Jehovah

Zebaoth, I am the First and the Last, and beside me there is no
God" (xliv. G). "Thou Jehovah, art our Father, our Redeemer :

thy naiue is from everlasting" (Ixiii. 16). " With the mercy of

eternity Avili I have mercy on thee, saith Jehovah thy Redeemer"
(liv. 8). " Thou hast ream;? cf/ me, Jeliovalt oiTrat\\" (Psalm
sxxi. 5). " Let Israel hope in Jehovah ; for with Jehovah there

is mercy, and with him is plenteous redemption: and ho will
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redeem Israel from .all liis iniquities " (Psalm cxxx. 7, 8).

" Jehovah Zebaoth is his name, and thy Redeemer the holy one
of Israel ; t?ie God of the whole earth shall he he called" (Isaiah

liv. 5) . From these and many other passages it must be evident

to every man who has the use of his eyes, and whose mind is

opened by such use, that God, who is one, descended, and Avas

made man, for the purpose of eiiecting the work of redemption.

How plainly is this seen, as in morning light, by attending to

the divine declarations here quoted ! Such men, however, as

walk in the shadows of night, from a confirmed persuasion in

their minds of the birth of another God from eternity, and of

his descent, and redeeming labors, close then eyes against the

light of those divine declarations, and in that state consider how
they may apply and pervert them to the confirmation of their

own falses.

84. Several causes exist, as will be shewn in the course of

these pages, why God could not redeem mankind, that is, deliver

them from damnation and hell, by any other process than that

of assuming the humanit3\ Por redemj)tion consisted in re-

ducing the hells into subjection, and bringing the heavens into

an orderly arrangement, and afterwards renewing the chm'ch

on earth; and there was no other possible means by which
She omnipotence of God could effect these purposes, than by
assuming the humanity; just as there is no possibility for a man
tO work without hands and arms ; therefore, in the "Word, the

aumanity is called ''the arm of Jehovah''^ (Isaiah xl. 10; liii.

1). In like manner it is impossible for any one to enter into a

fortified city, and destroy the temples of its idols, unless he be
furnished with mediate powers suited to such a desigu. It is

also endent from the Word, that God, by means of his humanity,
was omnipotent in the accomplishment of that divine work

:

for God, who is in inmost, and thus in purest principles, could

not possibly by any other means descend to ultimate or lowest

principlss, in which the hells are, and in which mankind were
at that time; comparatively as the soul cannot act without a

body, or as it is impossible to conquer enemies while they re-

main out of sight, or while they cannot be approached and
attacked with some kind of weapons, such as spears, shields, or

guns. For God to have eftectcd redemption "without assuming
the humanity, wonld have been as impossible as for Europeans
to subdue the Indies without soldiers and shipping; or as it is

impossible to make trees grow by heat and light alone, without
air lor their transmission, and unless earth be formed for their

production : j^ea, it would have been as impossible as for a man
to catch fish by casting nets into the aii- instead of the water.

For Jehovah, as he is in himself, cannot by all his om'iiijDotence

approach any devil in hell, or any devil on earth, so as to curb
his fm'Y, and subdue his violence, unless he be in ultimate as he
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is in first principles; and he is in ultimates in his humanity:
therefore, in the Word, he is called the Fii'st and the Last, the

Alpha and the Omega, the Beginning and the End.
85. II. Jehovah god descended as the divine truth,

WHICH IS the word; NEVERTHELESS, HE DID NOT SEPARATE
VROM IT THE DIVINE GOOD.

There are tAvo things which constitute the essence of God,
divine love and divine Avisdom, or what amo'o^nts to the samCi

divine good and divine truth; as was proved above, n. 36—48.

These two constituents of the di\dne essence are also signified,

in the Word, by the name '^ Jehovah God :
" by -Jehovah is

signified di^dne love, or divine good, and by God, divine Avis-

dom, or diAdne truth ; hence they are distinguished throughout

the Word in a variety of ways ; sometimes JehoA'ah is named
alone, and sometimes God alone ; for Avhen the divine good is

spoken of, there the Avord " Jehovah " is nsed, but when the

divine truth is spoken of, there the word " God " is used, and
when they are both spoken of, there both terms, " Jehovah
God," are apphed. That Jehovah God descended as the diA'ine

truth, Avhich is the Word, appears from this passage in John

:

" In the beginning Avas the Word, and the Word Avas Avith God,
and the Word was God : all things were made by him, and
Avithout him Avas not any thing made that Avas made " (i. 1, 3).

The reason why diAdne truth is there signified by the Word, is,

because the Word, which is received in the chiuxh is divine

truth itself; for it was dictated by Jehovah himself, and Avhat-

ever is dictated by Jehovah is diAdne truth in its purity, and
can be nothing else. As, hoAvever, that Word passed through

all the heavens until it reached the loAvcr Avorld, it Avas accommo-
dated to the angels in heaven, and also to men on earth : hence
there is in the Word a spiritual sense, in Avhich the divdne truth

shines Avith its full light, and also a natural sense, in Avhich the

divine truth is respectively shaded and obsciu'e; therefore the

di\dne truth residing in this Word is AA'hat is signified in John.

This is fm-ther confirmed by this consideration, that the Lord
came into the Avorld to fulfill the Avhole Word ; for Avhich reason

Ave so often read of his doing this and that thing, that the Scrip-

tm-e might be fulfilled, ^^'^or is aught else but divine truth

understood by the words " Messiah " or " Christ," or by the

Son of ]Man, or by the Holy Ghost the Comforter, Avhom the

Lord sent after his departure out of the Avorld. We shall shcAv

in the chnpter on the Sacred Scripture, that the Lord him-

self represented that Word, both in his transformation before

his three disciples on the mount, and also before John in the

Revelation. That the Lord, Avhen in the Avorld, Avas the divine

truth, is eAddent from his OAvn words :
" I am the Way, the

Truth, and the Life " (John xiv. 6) : and from these of John
;

" We kuoAV that the Son of God is come, and has given us an
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imderstauding to know the truth ; and we are in the truth, m
his Son Jesus Christ. This is the true God and eternal Life "

(1st Epist. V. 20). It is still further eAddent from the cir-

cumstance of his benig called "Light;" as in these passages.
" That was the true Light, Avliich enlighteneth every man that
cometh into the world " (John i. 9) :

" Yet a little Avhile and
the Li(jht is with you ; walk Avhilst ye have the Light, lest dark-
ness overtake you : so long as ye have the Light, believe in the

Light, that ye may be the children of the Light " (John xii. 35,
36, 46) :

" / am the Light of the world " (ix. 5) : Simeon said,
" Mine eyes have seen thy sahation, a Light to lighten the
Gentiles " (Luke ii. 30, 32) :

" This is the condemnation, that
Light is come into the ivorkl. He that doeth the Truth cometh
to the Light" (John iii. 19, 21): besides many other places;
where by Light is meant di\ine truth.

86. The reason Avhy Jehovah God came into the world as

the di\dne truth, was, that he might accomplish the work of
redemption, which consisted in reducing the hells to subjec-
tion, and in bringing the hea^-ens into a new orderly arrange-
ment, and in a restoration of the church by these means. The
Di^dne good alone has no power to effect these piu-poses ; but
the divine truth derived from the di\dne good, has all power to
effect them ; for the di\-ine good, considered in itself, is like the
round hilt of a sword, a piece of blunt wood, or a bow Avithout

an arrow ; but the diAine truth derived from the divine good is

like a sharp-pointed sword, or like a piece of -wood fashioned
into a spear, or like a bow fm-uished with arrows, t\ hich are of

use in the day of battle. Swords, spears, and bows, in the
spii-itual sense of the Word, also, signify truths adapted to
spiritual warfare, as may be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed,
n. 52, 299, 436. The e^-ils and falses, which then prevailed, and
do continually prevail, throughout all hell, could not ha^e been
attacked, conquered, and brought into subjection, by any other
weapon than by the divine truth from the Word; and there
Avas no other means of founding, forming, and arranging m
order, the new heaven Avhich AAas at that time established, or of

raising up a new church on earth. It is to be observed, too,

tliat all the strength, viilue, and power of God, is in divine
truth derived from di^-ine good. This was the reason Avhy
Jehovah God descended as the di\dne truth, which is the Word

;

and on this account it is said b}- David, " Gird thy sword upou
tliy thigh, Mighty; ascend in thy majesty, ride upon ine

Word of Truth ; and thy right hand shall teach thee marAclous
things. Thine arrows are sharp, and thy foes shall fall under
thee " (Psalm xlv. 3, 4, 5). This is sjioken of the Lord, and of

his combats with the hells, and his Adctories over them.
87. The quahty of good when separate from truth, and of

trutii when separate iroxn. good, appears mainfestly from tliB
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state and natui'c of man : for all the good that is in liim has its

residence in the vv'ill, and all the truth that is in him has its re-

sidence in the understanding ; and the ^Yill, with the good that

is in it, has no power of action, operation, speech, or sensation,

but by means of the understanding ; all its virtue and strength

is thence produced into effect, and consequently owes its efficacy

to truth, of which the understanding is the receptacle and habi-

tation. The case in this respect is similar to the operation of

the lieai't and lungs in the body ; for the heart, Avithout tlic

respiration of the lungs, is incapable of producing either inotioii

or sensation ; whereas the respiration of the lungs derived from
the heart produces both ; as is evident in the cases of persons in

a swoon, from suft'ocation, or from immersion under Avater, Avhc

cease to breathe, although the sj^stolic activity of the heart coii,.

tinues; and it is Avell known that such persons have neither

motion nor sensation. Similar to this is the case of embryos in

the womb of the mother ; and the reason is, because the lieart

corresponds to the will and its goods, and the lungs to the

understanding and its truths. In the spiritual world the po\ver

of truth is particularly conspicuous ; for a single angel, wlio is

principled in divine truths from the Lord, although as to his

oody he has all the feebleness of a little child, can yet put to

flight, pursue, and confine in the caverns of hell, a whole troop

of infernal spirits, notwithstanding they appear like the Anakim
and Nephilim, that is, like giants; and when they come out

again from their confinement, they dare not approach him.

Those who, in tlie world of sphits, are principled in divine

truths from the Lord, are like lions, although Avith respect to

bodily strength they are like lambs. Men on earth who are

principled in divine truths from the Lord, have a hke power
over CAdls and falses, and consequently over whole legions of

devils, who, considered in their true essences, are nothing but
evils and falses. The reason why such strength is inherent in

divine truth is, because God is good itself and truth itself, and
he created the universe by means of diAdne truth ; and all the

laws of order by Avhich he preserves the universe are truths ; it

is therefore Avritten in John, " That by the Word all things Avere

made, and Avithout him Avas not any thing made that avjis made "

(i. 3, 10) ; and in David :
" By the Word of the Lord Avere the

heavens made, and all the host of them by the breath of his

mouth " (Psalm xxxiii. 6)

.

88. That God, notAvithstanding he came doAvn as the divine

truth, did not separate the divine good from it, is CAddent from
his conception; concerning Avhich it is written that the power
of the Highest overshadowed the Adrgin ^lary (Luke i. 35) ; and
by the power of the Highest is signified the diAdne good. The
-same appears also from the passages Avliere he himself declares,

that the Father is in him, and he in the Father, and that all
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things Avhicli the Father liath are his ; and that he and (he

Father are one ; with mam- other expressions to the same pui--

port^ in all Avhich by the Eainer is signified tlu; divine good.

89. I]T. God assumed the humanity according to his

OWN DIVINE ORDER.

In the section concerning the di\dne omnipotence and omni-
science, it was shewn that God introduced order at the time of

creation, both into the universe and all its component parts

;

and that consequently the omnipotence of God, in the universe

and all its parts, proceeds and operates according to the laws of

his own order, of which la^^s we have spoken above, from n. 49
to 74. Now since God did descend, and since he is order itself,

as was proved also in the same place, it was necessary, in order

to his actually becoming a man, that be should be conceived,

carried in the womb, born, educated, successively instructed in

the sciences, and thus introduced to intelligence and wisdom.
With respect therefore to the Humanity, he Mas an infant like

other infants, a child like other children, and so forth; with this

difference alone, that he more rapidly, more fully, and more
perfectly than others, accomplished the difterent stages of that

progression. That he thus advanced according to order, is e^'i-

dent from these Avords in Luke :
" And the child Jesus grew,

and waxed strong in spmt, and increased in wisdom and statm'c,

and in favor Avith God and man ^'
(ii. 40, 52). That he ad-

vanced more rapidly, more fully, and more perfectly than others,

is evident from the account of him given in the same evangehst,

that " when he was twelve years old, they found him in the
temple, sitting in the midst of the doctors, and asking them
questions ; and all that heard him were astonished at his under-
standing and answers" (ii. 42, 46, 47; and afterwards, iv. 16

—

22, 32). All this process was accomplished because divine order
requires that a man should prepare himself for the reception of

God; and in proportion as he so prepares himself, God enters

into him, as into his house and habitation. Such preparation is

effected by means of the knowledges of God and of the spiritual

doctrines of the church, and a consequent intelligence and wis-

dom ; for it is a law of order, that in proportion as a man ap-

proaches and draws nigh unto God, which he ought to do
enth'cly as of himself, in the same proportion God approaches
and dravt's nigh unto him, and conjoins himself to him in the
middle region of his mind. That the Lord proceeded accord-
ing to this order, even to union with his Father, will be fui'ther

proved in the follo^dng sections.

90. Those who are unacquainted with this laAv of the divine

omnipotence, that it j)roceeds and opei'ates in conformity to

order, may be led to entertain many fanciful suggestions tha*;

are opposite and contradictory to sound reason ; as for example,
thev mav ask, Avhy God did not instantly assmne the Humanity
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v\dthout the trouble of such :i process? Why ho (lid not create

or compose a bod}^ for himself out of elements from the four

quarters of the world, and thus make himself visible as God-

Man, not only to the Jewish nation, but also to the whole

world ? Or, if he would go through the process of a birth, avIia

did he not infuse his whole divinity into the embryo, or the

infant humanity ? Or Avhy, after his bn-th, did he not instantly

rise up to the stature of an adult, and begin to speak imme-
diately from divine wisdom ? These and such like suggestions

may be conceived and brought forth by those who fancy the

divine omnipotence to be unconnected with order, and thus the

chm-ch might be overspread with their wild and groundless ima-

gination?. And this in fact has been done; as where men
entertained the notions that God could beget a Son from eter-

nity, and then cause a third God to proceed from himself and
that Son ; also, that he could be full of wrath towards mankind,

and give them over to destruction, and be inclined again to mercy
by means of his Son, and this by his intercession, and the re-

membrance of his cross; and further, that he can infuse his

Son's righteousuess into a man, and implant it in his heart

like the simple substance of Wolfius, in which, as the author

affirms, all the merits of the Son are included, but which cannot

be divided, since if it be di\T.ded it is of necessity annihilated

;

and lastly, that he can remit sin by arbitrary mercy, as the

pope does by a bull of indulgence, and purify the most Avickcd

person from his worst iniquities, and thus change devilish black-

ness into angelic brightness, while the man in the mean time

remains motionless like a stone, and exerts himself no more
than a statue or an image ; not to mention other insane notions,

which those who maintain the absoluteness of diWne power,

without any reference to order, may disperse about in the

church, as the winnofl^er's fan disperses the chaff into the air.

Such persons, with respect to spiritual subjects that relate to

heaven and the church, and thereby to eternal life, are liable to

wander far from divine truths, as a blind man Avandering aljout

in a Avood, who noAV stumbles amongst stones, now dashes his

forehead against a tree, and now entangles his hair in its

branches.

91. Divine miracles are also effected according to divine

order; but then it is according to the order of the inflix
OF THE SPIRITUAL WORLD INTO THE NATURAL AVORLD, Avith Avllicll

Drder no person has hitherto been acqu^ainted, because no per-

son has hitherto had any knoAvledge respecting the spiritual

world; but the nature of that order will be made manifest in its

time, Avhen we come to speak of divine miracles and magical
MIRACLES.

92. IV. The humanity by avhich god sent himself into
fHE AVORLD IS THE SON OF GOD.
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The Lord frequently declared that the Father sent hira, and
that he was sent bv the Father, as in Matt. x. 40; xv. 24; John
iii. 17, 34: V. 23, 24, 36, 37, 38; vi. 29, 39, 40, 44, 57; vii. 16,

18, 28, 29; viii. 16, 18, 29, 42; ix. 4; and in many other places:

this he said, because by being sent into the Avorld is signified to

descend, and come among men ; and this was effected through

the Humanity which he took by means of the Virgin Mary.
fhe Humanity is also actually the Sou of God, because it was
conceived of Jehovah God, as its Father, according to Luke i.

32, 35. He is called the Son of God, the Son of INIan, and the

Son of Mary ; and by the Son of God is meant Jehovah God in

his Humanity, by the Son of Man the Lord as to the Word,
and hj the Son of Mary that principle Avhicli he assumed which
was strictly human. That the Son of God and the Sou of INIan

have those two significations will be proved hereafter. That by
the Son of Mary is signified that which was merely human, is

very e^ddent from this circumstance in the generation of man-
kind, that the soul is from the father and the body from the

mother ; for the soul is in the seed of the father, and is clothed

with a body in the womb of the mother ; or, what amounts to

the same, all the spiritual part of a man is from the father, and
sll the material part from the mother. With respect to the

I (Ord what was divine appertaining to him was from the Father

ydiovah, and what was huiiian from the mother ; and these two
united are the Son of God. The truth of this appears e\ddent

from the Lord's nativity as thus recorded by Luke :
" The angel

Gabriel said unto Mary, The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee,

and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore

also that Holv thing which shall be born of thee shall be called

the Son of God" (i. 35). The Lord called himself 5e;z^ bi/ the

Father also on this account, because by sent is signified the same
as by angel, for the word angel in the original language signifies

sent, as in Isaiah: '^ The Angel of the presence of Jehovah ([eM-

vered them : in his love and in his pity he redeemed them ''

(Ixiii. 9) : and in IMalachi :
" The Lord whom ye seek shall sud-

denly come to his temple, and the angel of the covenant whom
ye delight in " (iii. 1) ; besides other passages. That the Divine

Trinity, God the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, is in the

Lord, and that the Father in him is the All-originating Divinity

fDivinum a Quo), the Son the Divine Human, and the Holy
Spirit the Divine Proceeding, will be shewn in the third chapter

of this Avork, Avhcn Ave come to treat of the Divine Trinity.

93. As the angel Gabriel said unto Mary, " The Holy Thing
which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God," Ave

will produce some passages from the Word to sheAV that the

Lord, with respect to his Humanity, is called tJie Hohj One of

Israel. The passages are these :
" I saAV in visions, and behold a

Vi'atcher, and a Holy One came doAvn from heaven''' (Dan. iv
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13). "God shall come from Teman, and the Holy One irom

Mount Paran " (Habak. iii. 3.) " Thus saith Jehovah, the

Holy One of Israel, and his Maker" (Isaiah xlv. 11). "Thus
saith Jehovah, the Redeemer of Israel, his Holy One" (xlix. 7).

"I am Jehovah thy God, the Holy One o/7.srae/ thy Saviour'^

(xliii. 3). "As for our Redeemer, Jehovah. Zebaoth is his name,
the Holy One of Israel " (xlvii. 4) .

" Thus saith Jehovah yoiu

Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel" (xliii. 14; xlviii. 17). Jeho-

vah Zebaoth is his name, and thy Redeemer, the Holy One of

Israel" (liv. 5). "They tempted God, and hmited the Holy
One of Israel" (Psalm kxviii. 41). " They have forsaken Jeho-

vah, and have provoked the Holy One of Israel" (Isaiah i. 4).
'-' They said. Cause th.e Holy One of Israel to cease from before

us : wherefore thus saith the Holy One of Israel" (xxx. 11, 12).
" That say, let him make speed and hasten his work that Ave

may see it; and let the cou.nsel of the Holy One of Israel draw
nigh and come" (v. 19). "In that day they shall stay upon
Jehovah, the Holy One of Israel, in truth (x. 20). "Cry out

and shout, O daughter of Zion ; for great is the Holy One of
Israel in the midst of thee " (xii. 6) .

"' At that day shall a man
look to his Maker, and his eyes shaU have respect to the Holy
One of Israel" (xvii. 7). "The poor among men shall rejoice

in the Holy One of Israel" (xxix. 19). "The earth is full of

guilt against the Holy One of Israel" (Jerem. 1. 29) : not to

mention several other places, as Isaiah Iv. 5 ; Ix. 9, and else-

Avhere. In all these passages, by the Holy One of Israel is sig-

nified the Lord with respect to his Divine Hvunanity ; for the

angel said to Mary, " The Holy Thing which shall be born of

thee shall be called the Son of God" (Luke i. 35). That Jehovah

and the Holy One of Israel are one, notwithstanding theii' being

mentioned separately, is evident from the passages already

quoted, in which it appears that Jehovah is that Holy One of

Israel. That the Lord is called the God of Israel, is manifest

also from a great number of passages in the Word, as in Isaiah

xAdi. 6; xxi. 10, 17; xxiv. 15; xxix. 23; Jer. \i\. 3; ix. 15; xi.

3; xiii. 12; xvi. 9; xix. 3, 15; xxiii. 2; xxiv. 5; xxv. 15, 27;
xxix. 4, 8, 21, 25 ; xxx. 2 ; xxxi. 23 ; xxxii. 14, 15, 36 ; xxxiii.

4: xxxiA'. 2, 13; xxxv. 13, 17, 18, 19; xxxAai. 7; xxxAiii. 17;
xxxix. 16; xlii. 9, 15, 18; xliii. 10; xliv. 2, 7, 11, 25; xlviii. 1;
I. 18; h. 33; Ezek. viii. 4; ix. 3; x. 19, 20; xi. 22; xliii. 2;
xliv. 2; Zeph. ii. 9; Psalm xli. 13; lix. 5 ; IxAdii. 8.

94. It is usual throughout the several churches at this day
in Clu'istendom to call the Lord om- SaAiour the Son of Mary,
and seldom the Son of God, except they mean by it the Son of

God as born from eternity. The reason of this is, because the

Roman Catholics have considered the A^irgin Mary as the most
holy of the saints, and have exalted her as a goddess or queen
above the rest; and yet the Lord, Avhen he glorified his Hu-
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manity, put off all that lie received from Lis inotlicr, and put on

all that belonged to his Father, as will be fully proved iu tlit

following pages. From this common mode of speaking of the

Lord as the Son of Mary, several monstrous opinions have Ijecn

propagated throughout the church, which have been particularly

cherished by such as have never paid attention to those passages

in the AVord in which it is said of the Lord, that he and the

Father are one; that he is in the Father, and the Father in

him ; and all the Father liath are his ; in which he called Jeho-

vah his Father, and his Father Jehovah called him his Son. The
sad consequence of thus calling the Lord the Son of INIary, and

not the Son of God is, that thus all notion of his Divinity is

lost, and with it is lost all that is said in the Word concerning

him as the Son of God. Hence arise Judaism, Arianism, Soci-

nianism, Calvinism, according to its original principles, and at

length naturalism, attended with that fanatical conceit that he

was tlie Son of jNIary by Joseph, and that he received his soul

from his mother, consequently that he is called the Son of God
when in reality he is not so. For I appeal to any person, l)e he

clergyman or layman, whether he can conceive and entertain

an}^ other idea of the Lord, considered as the Son of JNIary, thaii

as of a mere man. Since this idea began to prevail among
Christians so early as the third centuiy, when the doctrines of

Arius were first propagated, therefore the council of Nice, with

a \iew of vindicating the Lord's Divinity, invented the fiction of

a Son of God born from eternity; but by this device the Lord's

Humanity Avas indeed at that time exalted to a participation of

divinity, and is so exalted at this day also among many persons,

yet not among such as understand, by the hj'postatical union of

which they speak, a union subsisting between two, one of whom
is superior to the ot^.er. What however is the necessary conse-

quence of this, bi-o the total destruction of the whole Christian

church, which was founded solely on the Avorship of Jehovah in

the Hmiianity, that is, of God-]\Ian ? That no one can see tlie

Father, or knoAv him, or come unto him, or beheve in him, ex-

cept by his Humanity, is declared by the Lord in numerou.s

places. If then this declaration be disregarded, all the precious

seed of the church is changed instantly into that Avliich is Aale

;

the seed of the olive into that of the pine ; the seed of the

orange, the citron, the apple, and the pear, into the seed of the

willoAV, the elm, the linden, and the oak ; the vine is turned

into the bulrush of a bog ; the Avheat and the barley into mere
ciiaff : yea, all spiritual food is converted into the dust of the

earth, fit only to be the food of serpents ; the spiritual light ia

man becomes natiu-al light, and at last corporeally sensual,

Avhicli, if truly considered, is the light of fiilsehood and infatua-

tion; yea, a man in that case becomes like a bird, which having

its Avings cut in its high flight throuirL the air, falls down to the
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ground, where it no longer enjoys its delightful prospects, but

can see nothing beyond the little spot of curth on -which it

treads ; and then, with respect to all the spiritual tilings of tlio

church, such as concern liis eternal life, he is guided by mere
guess and conjectui'e. All this must of necessity be the conse-

quence while men regard the Lord God, the Redeemer and
Saviour, as the mere Son of INIary, or, in other words, as a mere
man.

95. V. The lord, by acts of kede.aiption, made hi:\iselp

RIGHTEOUSNESS.
It is at this day asserted and believed in all the Christian

churches, that the Lord alone has merit and righteousness, by
virtue of the obedience which he yielded to his Father dm-ing

his abode in the world, and particularly by his passion on the

cross ; but it is imagined that the passion on the cross was the

very act itself of redemption ; it did not, however, constitute

the act of redemption, but of the glorification of his humanity,

of which we shall speak hereafter in the lemma on Hedemption.

The acts of redemption by which the Lord made himself right-

eousness, consisted in this, that he accomplished a last judge-

ment which was executed in the spiritual Avorld, and then

separated the evil from the good, and the goats from the sheep,

and di'ove out of heaven those who were united with the beasts

that belonged to the dragon, and formed a new heaven of such

as were found worthy, and a new hell of such as Avere found
unworthy, and by degrees reduced all things in each place to

order, and moreover established a new chm'ch on earth. These
Avere the acts of redemption, by which the Lord made himself

righteousness ; for righteousness consists in doing all things

according to divine order, and reducing to order whatever has

departed from it ; for righteo^isness is divine order itself. All

this is understood by these Avords of the Lord, " It becometh us

to fulfil all righteousness" (!Matt. iii. 15) ; and by these expres-

sions in the Old Testament :
" Behold, the daA^s come, saith

Jehovah, that I Avill raise unto David a righteous branch, avIio

shall reign a king, and shall do righteousness in the earth : and
this is his name Avhereby he shall be called, Jehovah our righteorts-

ness" (Jer. xxiii. 5, 6; xxxiii. 15, 16). "I that speak in righte-

ousness, mighty to save^-* (Isaiah Ixiii. 1). " He shall sit upon
the throne of David, to establish it in judgement and in righte-

ousness" (Isaiah ix. 7). " Zion shall be redeemed in righteous-

ness" (i. 27).

96. The modern riders of the chm-ch give a very different

description of the Lord^s righteousness, and also assert, that the

power Avhich they attribute to their faith of inscribing it on the

hearts of men, is Avhat gives to faith its saving quality ; Avhereas

the truth is, that the Lord's lighteousness, being of such a

D ature and origin, and in itself purely divine, cannot possibly be
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conjoined to any man, and therefore cannot possibly produce sal-

vation, any more tlian can the divine life, which is divine love

and divine wisdom. The Lord enters indeed, \yitli these, into

every man ; but unless a man lives according to order, though

he thus has life from the Lord in him, it contril^utes nothing to

his salvation, but simply communicates to him the capacity of

understanding truth and doing good. To live according to orde^'

is Vj live according to the commandments of God; and Avhen a
man so lives and does, he procures for himself righteousness; not

the righteousness of redemption as effected by the Lord, but
the Lord himself as his righteousness. These are those who are

pointed at in these words :
" Unless your righteousness shall ex-

ceed the righteousness of the Scriljes and Pharisees, ye shall in

no Avise enter into the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. v. 20).

"Blessed are those who suffer, persecution for ri(/hteousness*

sake ; for theirs is the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. v. 10) :
" In

the consummation of the age the angels shall go forth and shall

separate the evil from amongst the righteous" (Matt. xiii. 49) :

not to mention other passages ; in all which by the righteous

are meant those who have lived according to divine order, since

divine order is righteousness. The essential righteousness,

which the Lord became by acts of redemption, cannot bo

ascribed, inscribed, adapted, or conjoined, to a man, in any other

way than as light is to the eye, sound to the ear, will to the

muscles in action, thought to the lips of the speaker, air to

the lungs in respiration, heat to the blood, &c. ; in all which
cases every one ma}' perceive that there is an influx, and what
may be properly termed adjunction, l)ut not conjunction. But
righteousness is acquired in proportion as a man lives in the

exercise of righteousness ; and he lives in the exercise of righte-

ousness in proportion as in all his conduct towards his neighbour
he acts under the influence of the love of righteousness and
truth ; for rigliteousness dwells in the real good, or the real use,

which a man does ; and therefore the Lord declares that every

tree is known by its fnut. '\Y\\o does not judge of another by
his works, attending at the same time to the end and design by
v.hicli he is influenced, and his intention or motive of action ?

liicse are attended to and regarded by the angels, and likewise

by every wise man here below. In general, every plant and
slunib that springs out of the ground is estimated by its flower,

seed, and use ; every metal by its goodness ; every stone by its

quality ; all kinds of land, all kinds of food, every animal on the
earth, rmd every l)ii-d of the air, hj their qualities ; how much
more then every man? But the quality of a man^s works, fuid

on what it depends, will be explained more particularly in the
chapter on Faith.

07. VI. By the same acts the lord united himseli' i^^j

Tilt father, and the TATHER united HIMSEL1-' TO HIM.
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Tlic reason "why union Avas effected by acts of redemption, is,

because the Lord performed those acts by his Humanity, and as

he performed them, in the same degree the Divinity, which is

luiderstood by the Father, approached, assisted, and co-operated,

till at length they Avere so conjoined, as to be no longer two, but
one ; and tliis union Avas the glorification, of Avhich aa'c shaD
speak hereafter.

98. That the Father and the Son, that is, the DiAdnity and
tlie HumanitA', are united in the Lord, like soul and body, is

indeed acknoAvledged by the church, at this day, as an article of

faith, and is also confirmed by the Word of Holy Scripture : but
yet scarcely five persons in a hundred, or fifty in a thousand,

acknoAvlcdge it as a truth. This is OAving to the doctrine of

justification by faith alone, Avliich engages the Avhole attention of

many among the clergy, Avho are ambitious to secure the repu-

tation of learning, for the sake of Avorldly honor and preferment

;

and since they are intoxicated in all their thoughts by that

doctrine, just as if they had drunk of the vinous spirit called

alcohol, therefore in such a state of inebriation they cannot dis-

cern this most essential tenet of the church, viz. that Jehovah
God descended, and assumed the Humanity ; Avhen nevertheless

ir, is by that union alone of the Divinity and Humanity, that the

AVay is opened for a man to attain conjunction Avith God, and by
conjunction salvation. That sah^ation depends on a man's
knoAvledge and acknoAvledgement of God, must appear eAddent

to every one avIio considers that God is all in all, in both heaven
and the church, and consequently in theology. But Ave will

first prove, that the union of the Father and the Son, or of tlie

Divinity and Humanity, in the Lord, is like the union of soul and
body ; and then, that this union is reciprocal. Noav the simili-

tude of this union to that of soul and body, is established in the

creed of Athanasius, which, as a rule of doctrine concerning the

Deity, is i-eceiA'cd throughout all Christendom, We there read,
" Our Lord Jesus Christ is God and man ; and although he be
God and man, yet they are not tAvo, but one Christ : one by the

taking of the manhood into God ; one altogether in unity of

person ; for as the reasonable soul and flesh is one man, so God
and man is one Christ." In this passage it is imderstood, that

such union subsisted between the Son of God born from eternity,

and the Son that was born in time; but, since there is only

one God and not three, supposing the union there spoken of to

^'elatc to the one eternal God Avith the humanity, the doctrine

then agrees with the Word ; for in the Word Ave read, that he Avas

conceived of Jehovah the Father (Luke i. 3-1, 35). Hence he
derived his soul and life ; therefore he says, that he and the

Fatlier are One (John x. 30) :
" He that hath seen me hath seen

the Father" (xiv. 9) :
" If ye had knoAA'n me, ye Avould liaA'e knoAvn

niv Father also" (Adii. 19) :
" He that receiveth me, receiveth
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him that scut me" (xiii. 20) : that he " is in the bosom of the

Father" (i. 18) : that all that the Father hath are his (xvi. 15).

He is called "the Father of eternity" (Isaiah ix. 6) : Hence he

hath " power over all flesh" (John xvii. 2) ; and all pow er in

heaven and in earth" (Matt, xxviii. 18). From these and many
other passages in the Word^ it may be clearly seen, that the

union of the Father and him is like that which subsists between

the soul and the body ; therefore also in the Old Testament he

is frequently called Jehovah, Jehovah Zebaoth, and Jehovah the

Redeemer, as may be seen above (n. 83).

99. That this union is reciprocal, appears evidently from

these passages in the Word :
" Philip, believest thou not that I

am in the Father, and the Father in me? Believe me, that I

am in the Father and the Father in me" (John xiv. 10, 11) :

" That ye may know and believe, that the Father is in me, and

I in him" (x. 38) :
" That they all may be one, as thou Father

art in me, and I in tliee" (xvii. 21) :
" Father, all mine are thine,

and all thine are mine" (xvii. 10). The reason of the union's

being reciprocal, is, because there is no possibility of any union

or conjunction being effected between two, unless there be a

mutual approach the one towards the other. All conjunction

throughout the universal heaven, the universal Avorld, and the

whole of man, has no other som-ce than from the reciprocal ap-

proach of one part to another, attended at the same time Avith a

unity of will on both sides : hence arises a principle of homoge-

neity and sympathy, unanimity and concord, in all the particu-

lars of each. Such is the reciprocal conjunction of soul and

body in every individual man ; such is the conjunction subsisting

between a man's spirit and his bodily organs of sensation and
motion ; such is the conjunction of the heart and lungs; such of

the "will and understanding ; such of all the members and viscei'a

in and among each other in the human frame; such of the mincis

of those persons who inwardly love one another ; for such con-

junction is inscribed on all love and friendship, it being the Aery

nature of love to desire to love and be beloved. There is a reci-

procal conjunction subsisting between all things in the world

that are perfectly and completely united ; a similar conjunction

])revails between the sun's heat, and that of wood and stone

;

between the vital heat, and that of all the animal fibres ; between
a tree and its root ; between the magnet and iron, &c. Where
conjunction is not effected by the approach or accession of one
to another, reciprocally and mutually, there is only an external

conjunction, but no internal one; and such conjunction, in

course of time, is mutuallj^ and spontaneously dissolved, and
sometiiues so entirely, that the parties do not even retain any
recollection of each other.

100. Now since it is not possible for conjunction, properly

60 called, to be effected, unless it be reciprocal and mutual,
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tlisreAjre the conjunction of the Lord and man is subject to this

same law, as appears evident from the following passages :
" He

that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, abideth in me, and
I in him" (John vi. 50) : ''Abide in me, and I in you ; he that

abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit"

(xv. 4, 5) :
" If any man ojjen the door, I "will come in to him, and

will sup tuith hint, and h.e ivith me" (Rev. iii. 20) ; besides many
other places. This conjunction is cft'ected by a man's tb'awing

nigh to the Lord, and the Lord to him; for it is a fixed and
imchangeable law, that in proportion as a man di'aws nigh to the

Lord, the Lord draws nigh to him. But we shall treat more
particularly on this subject in the chapters concerning Charity
AND Faith.

101. VII. Thus god was made man, and man god, in one
PERSON.

That Jehovah God was made man, and man God, in one

person, follows as a necessary conclusion from all the forego-

ing articles of this chapter, and particularly from these two,

Jehovali the Creator of the Universe descended, and assumed
the Humanity, for the purpose of redeeming and saving man-
kind" (see n. 82—81) ; and " The Lord by acts of redemp-
tion united himself to the Father, and the Father united

himself to him, so that the union was reciprocal and mutual,"

(see n. 97—100). From that reciprocal union it appears evi-

dent, that God was made man, and man God, in one pei'son.

The same conclusion also follows from this circumstance in the

union, that it is like the union of soul and body ; and that it is

agreeable to the faith of the church at this day, as explained in

the Creed of Athanasius, may be seen above (n. 98) : it is also

agreeable to the faith of the Evangelical Protestants, as stated

in their chief book of orthodoxy, called the Formula Con-
cord i.«, where the doctrine that the human natm'e of Christ

was exalted to divine majesty, omnipotence, and omnipresence,

and also that in Christ man is God, and God man, is strongly

confirmed, both from Holy Scripture and the Fathers, and also

by rational arguments, as may be seen in that book (p. 007,

705). Besides, in this chapter it has been proved, that Jehovah

God, with respect to his humanity, is called in the Word,
Jehovah, Jehovah God, the Lord of Hosts, and also the God
of Israel ; therefore Paul says, that in Jesus Christ " dwelleth

all the fulness of the Godhead bodily" (Coloss. ii. 9.) ; and John
says, that Jesus Christ the Son of God "is the true (]fod, and

eternal life" (1 Epist. v. 20). That by the Son of God, properly

speaking, is meant his humanity, may be seen above (n. 92).

And moreover Jehovali God calls both himself and him Lord

;

for it is Avritten, " 7'//e Lord said unto my Lord, sit thou at my
right hand" (Psalm ex. 1) ; and in Isaiah, "Unto us a Child is

born, unto us a Son is given ; and his name shall be called God,
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(he Father of eternity," &c. (ix. 6). By the Son is also meant
llio Ijord as to his humanity, in David, where he says, "I Avill

declare the statute : Jehovah hath said unto me. Thou art my
Son ; this day have I begotten thee. Kiss the Son, lest he be

angry, and ye perish in the Avay^' (Psalm ii. 7, 12). In this

passage is not meant a Son born from eternity, but the Son that

was born in time ; for it is a prophetical psalm relating to the

Lord who was to come, and therefore it is called the statute

which Jehovah declared unto David; wherefore it is written

before in the same Psalm, " I have anointed my king over Sion

(ver. G) ; and it follows, " I will give him the nations for an in-

heritance" (ver. 8) : of consequence, the expression, this day,

does not mean from eternity, but in time : for with Jehovah the

futm-e is present.

102. It is believed at this day, that the Lord as to his

humanity not only was, but also is, the Son of Mary : but in

this the Christian world is under a great mistake. That he was
the Son of Mary, is true ; but that he is so still, is not true ; for

by acts of redemption he put oif the humanity which he derived

from his mother, and put on a humanity from his Father j in

consequence of which the humanity of the Lord is divine, and
in him God is man, and man God. That he put off the

humanity from the mother, and put on a humanity from his

Father, which is a divine humanity, may appear evident from
this circumstance, that he himself never called Mary his

mother ; as may be seen in the following passages :
" The

mother of Jesus saith unto him. They have no wine. Jesus

saith unto her. Woman, what have I to do with thee? jMine

hour is not yet come" (John ii. 3, 4) ; and in another place :

" When Jesus saw his mother, and the disciple standing by
Avhom he loved, he saith unto his mother. Woman, behold thy

Son ! Then saith he to the disciple. Behold thy mother !"

(John xix. 26, 27) ; and at one time we find he did not acknow-
ledge her to be his mother :

" It was told him by some who
?aid, Thy mother and thy brethren stand without, desiring to

see thee. And he said unto them, My mother and brethren are

these who hear the Word of God, and do it" (Luke \\\\. 20, 21
;

IMatt. xii. 46—49). Thus the Lord did not call her mother^ but
Moman, and gave her to John as a mother ; in other places she

is called indeed his mother, but not by himself. This is fui'ther

confirmed from the circumstance, that he did not allow himself

to be the Son of David : for we read in the evangelists, that

Jesus asked the Pharisees, " saying. What think ye of Clirist ?

whose Son is he ? They say unto him. The Son of DaAdd. He
saith unto them, How then doth David in spirit call him Lord,

saying. The Lord said imto my Lord, Sit thou on my right hand
till I make thine enemies thy footstool ? If David then call

him Lord, hov/ is he his son ? And no man was able to answer
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him a word" (Mjitt. xxii. 41—46; Mark xii. 35—37; Luke
XX. 41—44; Psalm, ex. i). I shall here subjoin this extraordi-

nary particular :
" It was ouce granted me to speak with the

mother J\Iary. As she passed by she appeared in the heaven
immediately over m^^ head, clothed in white raiment, as of silk

;

when stopping awhile she said, that she had been tlie mother of

the Lord, for he was born of lier ; but that when he was made
God, he put off all the humanity which he had from her, and
that therefore she worships him as her God, and is unwilling

that any one should acknowledge him as her son, because in him
all is divine/"

From Avliat has been said, then, this truth appears in all it^

brightness, that thus Jehovah is a man, as in first principles, so

also in ultimates ; according to these Avords :
" I am Alpha and

Omega, the Beginning and the End, saith the Lord, who is, and
wlio was, and who is to come, the Almighty" (Uev. i. 8, 11) :

" And I saw seven golden candlesticks ; and in the midst of the

seven candlesticks one like unto the Son of man. And when I

saw him, I fell at his feet as dead. And he laid his right hand
upon me, saying unto me. Fear not ; I am the First and the

La;st" (Rev. i. 12—17; xxi. 6) : "Behold, I come quickly; to

give every man according as his work shall be. I am Alpha and
Omega, the Beginning and the End, the Fu'st and the Laat"
(Rev. xxii. 12, 13) : and in Isaiah :

" Thus saith Jehovah tlie

King of Israel, and his Redeemer, Jehovah Zebaoth, I am the

Fu'st and I am the Last" (xliv. 6; xlviii. 12).

103. I shall here subjoin this arcanum. The soul, which is

from the father, is the real man, and the body, ^^'hich is from the

motlier, is not the man in itself, but by derivation from the soul,

and is only the clothing of the real man, composed of such ma-
terials as belong to the natural world ; whereas the soul is com-
posed of such substances as belong to the spiritual world. Every
man after death casts ofl' the natural, which he had from his

mother, and retains the sph-itual which he had from his father,

together with a certain cu'cumambient accretion (Umbo), derived

from the purest parts of natiure. But this circumamlDient accre-

tion, in such as are admitted into heaven, is beneath, and the

spiritual uppermost ; whereas in such as go to hell, it is upper-

m.ost, and the spiritual beneath. Hence it is that a man-angel
speaks by influence from heaven, consequently what is good and
true ; but a man-devil speaks by influence jEi-om hell, while lie

speaks from his heart, and yet in appearance as from heaven, if

we judge only by his external speech. This appearance oi

heavenly influence he assumes in his intercourse with the world,

while infernal influence governs him Avhen alone, or in his own
family. Since a man^s soul is the real man, and is spiritual in

its origin, we may hence see the reason why the mind, temper,

disposition, inclination, and affection of love, in the father, is
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communicated to his children in succession, reviving and dis-

covering itself anew from generation to generation. Hence it is

that many famihes, yea, even whole nations, may be distin"

giiished by the resemblance they bear to their common original

progenitor, a general image or likeness discovering itself in the

countenance of every particular descendant; which image can

only be changed by the influence of religion and the spiritua.i

things of the church. The reason why the general image of

Jacob and Judali still remains in their posterity, by which they
are easily distinguished from all other people, is, because they

have hitherto adhered steadily to their religious principles ; for

there is in the seed, of which every one is conceived, the graft,

or offset, of the father's soul in its fulness, enveloped with a

kind of covering taken from the natvu'al elements, by which in

the womb of the mother his bod}^ is formed, which may be after

either the father's or mother's likeness, the true image of the

father still remaining within, and continually endeavoimng to

unfold itself, which if it can^iot do in one generation it eft'ects

in another. The true cause why the image of the father is in

its fulness in the seed, is, because, as was observed, the soul is

spiritual in its origin, and what is spiritual possesses nothing in

common with space; of consequence, it is equally similar to

itself in a small as in a large compass. With respect to the

Lord, he, during his abode in the world, by acts of redemption,

l)iit oft' the Avhole humanity which he had from his mother, and

l)ut on a humanity from the Father, which is the Divine Hu-
mjuiity; so that in him T»Ian is God, and God Man.

104. VIII. The proghess towards union was his state
or EXINANITION, AND THE UNION ITSELF IS HIS STATE OV GLO-

RIFICATION.

It is acknowledged in the chui'ch, that the Lord, during his

abode in the Avorld, passed throiigh two states, called states o/

exinanition and glorification. The former state, or that of ex-

inanition, is described in many passages of the Word, particu-

larly in the Psalms of David, also by the prophets, and more
especially by Isaiah, liii., where it is said, that he " poured out

his soul unto death" (ver. 12). This same state was his state

of humiliation before the Father; for therein he prayed to the

Father, and speaks of doing his v/ill, and ascribes all that he did

or said to the Father. That he praved to the Father, may be
seen, Matt. xxvi. 42; I\lark i. 35; vi. 46; xiv. 32—39; Luke
V. 16; vi. 12; xxii. 41—44; John xvii. 9, 15, 20. That he did

the will of the Father, John iv. 34 ; v. 30. That he ascribed all

that he did and said to the Father, John viii. 26—28; xii. 49,

50 ; xiy. 10 ;
yea, he even cried out on the cross, " ]My God, my

God! why hast thou forsaken me?" (Matt, xxvii. 46; Mark
XV. 34) ; and imless he had been in this state he could not have

been crucified. The ^tate of glorification is also a state of union.
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lie was in tliis state when he was transfigured before his three

disciples^ also when he wrought miracles, and when he said that

he and his Father are one; that the Father is in him and he iu

tiie Father; that all things that the Father hath are his ; and
when the union Avas fully completed, that he had " power over

all flesh " (John x\di. 2), and that he had " all power in heaven

and in earth" (Matt, xxviii. 18); besides many other passages.

105. The reason why the Lord passed through these two
states of exinanition and glorification, was, because there is no
otlier possible Avay of attaining unto union, since this is accord-

ing to the divine order, which is unchangeable. Divine order

i-equires that a man should dispose himself for the reception of

God, and prepare himself to be a receptacle and habitation into

which God may enter, and dwell as in his own temple. A man
ought to do this of himself, but yet to acknowledge that it is an
cficct of divine infiuence. This he must acknowledge, because

he does not perceive the presence and operation of God, although

God by his most immediate presence and operation produces in

hiin all the good of love, and all the truth of faith. According
to this order every man proceeds and must proceed, who from
natural wishes to become spiritual. In like manner the Lord
proceeded, for the purpose of making his natural humanity
divine. This was the reason why he prayed to the Father, that

he did his will, that he ascribed to him whatever he did or

spoke, and that he cried out on the cross, " jNIy God, my God !

why hast thou forsaken me?" for in this state God appears to

be absent. But this state is succeeded by another, which is con-

junction with God, in Avhich the man acts indeed as in the

former state, but now from God; and it is not necessary that he
should now, as before, ascribe to God all the good which he wills

find does, and all the truth which he thinks and speaks, since

this acknowledgement is inscribed on his heart, and is inwardly

contained in all his words and actions. In this same manner
the Lord united himself to his Father, and the Father himself

to him. In short, the Lord glorified his Humanity, that is,

made it divine, by a similar process to that by which he regene-

rates a man, that is, makes him spiritual.

That every man, who from natural becomes spiritual, passes

throTXgh two states, and is introduced by the one into the other,

and so is led from the world to heaven, will be fully proved in

the chapters concerning Freewill, Charity, and Faith, and
concerning Reformation and Regeneration. We shall merely

observe here, that in the first state, wdiich is called the state of

reformation, the man is at full liberty to act according to the

dictates of his rational understanding ; and that in the second,

which is the state of regeneration, he is likewise in the same
liberty, but that he then wills and acts, thinks and speaks, under
the influence' of a new love and a new intelligence from the
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Lord ; for in the former state the understanding holds tlic first

station, and the will the second, hut in the latter state the will

holds the first station, and the vmderstanding the second ; still,

however, in this state it is the understanding which acts by in-

fluence from the will, and not the will v.hich acts by means of

the understanding. The conjunction of good and trutli, of

charity and faith, and of the internal and external man, is no
otherwise eflected.

106. These two states are represented b}^ various circr.m-

stances and efiects in the universe ; the reason of which is, ])e-

cause tney are according to divine order, and divine order fills

all and every thing in the uni\'erse, even to the most minute
particulars. The first state is represented in the life of every

man by his state of inftincy and childhood, until he grows up to

riper years of youth and manhood; and this is his state of

humiliation before his parents, and of obedience, and likewise

of instruction under masters and teachers ; but the other state

is represented by the state of the same person Avhen he comes
to be his own master, and at his own disposal ; or, in other

words, Avhen he has no one's will and understanding to con-

sult but his own, in which state he has absolute rule in his

own house. The first state is also represented by the state

of a prince, or the sou of a king, or of a duke, before he be-

comes a king or a duke ; also b}^ tlie state of ever}^ citizen be-

fore he is advanced to the office of a magistrate ; of every sub-

ject before he holds any post in the government ; hkewise of

every student who is preparing for the ministry, before he be-

comes a priest, of every priest before he becomes a pastor, and
of every pastor before he is a primate; also of every virgin before

she becomes a wife, and of every maid-servant before she be-

comes a mistress ; in general of every clerk before he becomes a

merchant; of every soldier before he is made an officer ; and of

every servant before he becomes a master. In all these cases

the first state is that of servitude and obedience, and the second
is that of rule and government from a man's own will and under-
standing. These two states are represented also by various par-

ticulars in the animal kingdom; the first by beasts and birds,

so long as they continue with tlieir dams, following them, and
depending upon them for direction and sustenance; and the

second by their leaving their dams, and providing for them-
selves : in like manner in the case of caterpillars, the first state

vs represented by their creeping, and feeding on the leaves of

frees, and the second by then- casting their skins, and becoming
butterflies. Those two states are repj"esented also in the sub-

jects of the vegetable kingdom; the first by the vegetable

springing up from the seed, and putting forth branches, buds,

and leaves, and the second by its bearing fruit, and producing
new seeds ; Avliich process may be compared to the coiijunctiou
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of tnith and good, since the several parts of a tree correspond

to truths, and its fruit to goods. But the man who stops at the

fii'st state, and does not enter into the second, is like a tree

which only bears leaves and no fruit, concerning w hicli it is said

in the Word that it is fit only to be rooted up and cast into the

fire (Matt. xxi. 19; Luke xiii. 9; John xv. 5, 6). And he is

like a servant that is unAvilling to be made free, concerning

whom it was appointed " that he should be brought to the door,

or to the door-post, and his master should bore his ear through

Avith an awl ^^ (Exod. xxi. 6). Servants are such as are not con-

joined to the Lord, but freemen are such as are conjoined to

him; for the Lord says, "If the Son make you free, then are

ye free indeed" (John viii. 3G).

107. IX. Henceforth no christian can be admitted
INTO heaven unless HE BELIEVE IN THE LORD GOD AND SAVI-

OUR, AND APPROACH HIM ALONE.
It is written in Isaiah, " Behold, I create new heavens and a

new earth : and the former shall not be remembered, or come
into mind. Behold, I create Jerusalem a rejoicing, and her

people a joy" (Ixv. 17, 18); and in the Revelation, "1 saw a

new heaven and a new earth : and I saw the holy Jerusalem

coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride

adorned for her husband : and he that sat upon the tlu'one said.

Behold, I make all things new'^ (xxi. I, 2, 5). It is declared

too in many places that none shall enter into heaven except

those who are Avritten in the Lamb^s book of life (Rev. xiii. 8

;

xvii. 8; xx. 12, 15; xxi. 27). By heaven here is meant not the

visible heaven which we see with our eyes, but the angelic

heaven ; by Jerusalem, not any city from heaven, but the chm-ch
which shall descend out of heaven from the Lord ; by the book
of hfe is meant not any book written in heaven, which shall be
opened, but the Word which is from the Lord, and treats of

him. That Jehovah God, who is called the Creator and Father,

descended and assumed the humanity, for the purpose of eua-

bling man to approach to and be conjoined with him, has been
fully proved, evinced, and confirmed in the foregoing parts of

this chapter. For what person, when he addresses himself to

another, directs his address to his invisible soul? Or indeed

how is such addi'ess practicable ? Does he not rather address

the man himself, whom he sees face to face, and with whom he
converses mouth to mouth ? Just so it is with God the Father
and the Son ; for God the Father is in the Son, as the soul in

its body. That the Lord God and Sa^aour is the true object of

faith, is evident from these passages in the Word :
" God so

loved the world, that he gave his only-begotten Son, that who-
soever believeth in him should not perish, but should have ever-

lasting life" (John iii. 16). " He that believeth on the Son is not
condemned; but he that believeth not is coademned already, be-
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cause he hatli not believed in the name of the only-begotten Son
of God" (John iii. 18). "He that beJieveth on ilm San hath

eternal life ; and he that believeth not the Son shall not see life
j

but the wrath of God abideth on him" (John iii. 36). "The
bread of God is he that comt-th down from heaven, and givcth

life unto the world. He that cometh to me shall never hunger

;

!uid he that believeth on me shall never thirst" [\\. 33, 35).
" This is the Avill of him that sent me, that every one that seeth

the Son, and believeth on Uini, may have eternal life : and I Avili

raise him up at the last day " (vi. 40) . " They said unto Jesus,

What shall we do, that Ave may work the works of God ? Jesus

answered. This is the work of God, that ye believe on him whom
ne hath sent" (vi. 28, 29). "Verily, verily, I say unto you.

He that believeth on me hath eternal life" (vi. 47). "Jesus
stood and cried, saying. If any man thirst, let him come unto

me, and diink. He that believeth on me, out of his belly shall

flow rivers of living water" (ni. 37, 38). "If ye believe not

that I am, ye will die in yom* sins " (mi. 24) . " Jesus said

unto her, I am the resvuTCction and the life : he that believeth

in me, though he were dead, yet shaU he live : and whosoever

liveth and believeth in me shall never die " (xi. 25, 26). " Jesus

said, I am come a light into the world, that Avhosoever believeth

in me should not abide in darkness " (^dii. 12 : xii. 46). "While
ye have the light, believe in the light, that ye may be the chil-

dren of the light" (xii. 36). That they should abide in the

Lord, and the Lord in them (xiv. 20 ; xv. 1—5 ; xvii. 23) ; and
this is effected by faith. Paul testified " to the Jews, and also

to the Greeks, repentance toward God, and faith toward our

Lord Jesus Christ" (Acts xx. 21). " I am the way, the truth,

and the hfe : no man cometh unto the Father but by me

"

(John xiv. 6). That whosoever believes on the Son believes on
the Father (since, as we said above, the Father is in him, as the

soul is in the body), is evident from these passages :
" If ye had

known me, ye would have known my Father also " (^dii. 19
;

xiv. 7.) " He that seeth me seeth him that sent me" (xii. 45).
" He that receiveth me receiveth him that sent me" (xiii. 20).

The reason of this is, because no one can see the Father and
live (Exod. xxxiii. 20) ; therefore the Lord says, " Xo man hath

seen God at any time ; the only-begotten Son, Avho is in the

bosom of the Father, he hath declared him " (John i. 18). " No
man hath seen the Father, save he who is of God ; he hath seen

the Father " {yi. 46) . " Ye have neither heard his voice at any
time, nor seen his shape" (v. 37). But those persons who are

unacquainted with the Lord, as is the case with numbers in Asia

and Africa, and also in the Indies, if they believe in one God,

and live agreeably to the precepts which their religion enjoins,

are saved by virtue of such faith and life ; for those who know
their dutv, and not those avIio are ignorant of it, are the objects
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of imputation, whetlier it bo of rigliteoiisness or of guilt; just as

blind men, when they stumble, are no objects of blame; for thw

Lord says, " K ye were blind, ye would have no sin ; but now
ye say. We see; therefore yom- sin remaiueth^'' (John ix. 41).

108. For the fiu^ther confirmation of what has been said, I

shall relate the following particrJars, which I know, because I

have been an eye-^vitness of them, and therefore can testisfy

their truth. There is at this day a new angelic heaven forming

by the Lord, consisting of such only as believe on the Lord God
the Saviour, and approach him immediatel}^ in their worship, all

others being rejected. If therefore from henceforth any one,

coming from a Christian country into the spiritual world, where
every man is received after death, does not believe on the Lord,

and approach him. alone in Avorship, and is not then able to re-

ceive this doctrine, in consequence of having lived wickedly, or

confirmed himself in falses, he is rejected at his first approach

towards heaven, his face is thence averted, and is turned towards

the region below, called the lower earth, whither he goes, and
there joins himself in society "svith those Avho are signified in the

Kevelation by the dragon and the false prophet. The prayers

also of every man that lives in a Christian country, and does not

believe on the Lord, are henceforth not attended to, but are iii

heaven like ill-scented odors, or Hke eructations from corrupted

lungs ; and although he may fancy that his prayer is like the

perfume of incense, yet in its ascent to the angelic heaven, it is

but like the smoke of a chimney, which, by the ^dolence of the

wind, is di'iven down into the eyes of men below ; or like in-

cense from a censer under a monVs cloak. This is the case

from henceforward with all worship which is directed towards a

Trinity of distinct persons, and not towards a Trinity conjoined

in one person. To shew that the Divine Trinity is conjoined in

the Lord^s person, is the principal object of this work.

I will here add this extraordinary information :— Some
months ago the Lord called together his twelve apostles, and
sent them forth throughout the whole spiritual Avorld, as he had
formerly done througlioul the whole natural world, Avith a com-
mission to preacli this gospel; and then every apostle had his

particular district assigned him ; and they are each of them ful-

filling their charge with the utmost zeal and industry. But
I shall treat more particularly on this subject in the last chapter

of this work, when I come to speak of the consummation op
THE AGE, THE COMING OF THE LoRD, AND OF A NEW ChURCH.

A COaOLLARY.

109. All the churches before the coming of the Lord weie

representative churches, Avhich could only see dinne truths as in

shade ; but after the Tjord'is coming into the world a chm'ch was
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established by him whicb saw divine truths^ or ratlier had a

capacity to see them, in a full and clear light. The difference

ivas like that between evening and morning ; and indeed the

state of the cliurch before the coming of the Lord is in the

Word called evening, and its state after his coming, morning.

The Lord, before his advent into the world, was indeed present

with the members of the church, but then his presence was
mediate, through the angels who represented him; whereas,

since his advent, he is present with the members of the church

immediately; for dui-ing liis abode in the Avorld he put on tiik

DIVINE NATURAL, ill wliicli lic is prcsciit Avitli mankind. The
glorification of the Lord is the glorification of his Humanity
which he assumed in the world; and the glorified Humanity of

the Lord is the divine natural. That this is the case, is evi-

dent from this circumstance, that the Lord rose from the sepul-

chre with his whole body which he had in the Avorld, and left

nothing behind him therein ; consequently, that he took thence

along with him the real natural Humanity from first to last

:

therefore he said to his disciples, after his resurrection, when
they supposed that they saw a spirit, " Behold my hands and
my feet, that it is I myself : handle me and see : for a spirit

hath not flesh and bones as ye see me have " (Luke xxiv. 37,

39). Hence it appears that his natui-al body, by glorification,

vas made divine ; therefore Paul says, that in Christ " dwelleth

all the fulness of the Godhead bodily" (Coloss. ii. 9); and John
says, that Jesus Christ, the Son of God, " is the true God

"

(1st Epist. V. 20). Hence the angels know that the Lord alone,

in the whole spmtual world, is fully a man.
It is known in the church, that all worship among the race

of the Israelites and of the Jews was merely external, and was
but a shadow of the internal worship which the Lord opened

;

thus that all worship before the coming of the Lord consisted in

types and figui-es, which Avere representative of true worship

according to its just and real portraiture. The Lord indeed

appeared to the people of old, for he said unto the Jews, " Your
father Abraham rejoiced to see my day : and he saw it and was
glad. I say unto you, Before Abraham was, I am " (John viii.

56, 58). But as the Lord was then only represented, which was
effected by angels, therefore whatever belonged to the church at

that time was made representative ; whereas, after he came into

the world, those representations vanished, and that for this hid-

den reason, because the Lord, during his abode in the world,

put on also the divine natui^ai, by which he enbghtens not only

the internal spiritual man, but hkewise the external natiu*al,

both of which must be enlightened in order that the man may
enjoy the daylight of truth; otherwise he sees only as in a tv.i-

light shade; for, while the internal man alone is enlightened

witliout the external, or the external alone wiiiiout the interna^
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lie is as one wlio sleeps and dreams, and presently when lie

aAvakes he recollects his dream, and forms various conclu-

sions upon it, -which nevertheless are the suggestions of mere
fancy and imagination ; or he is like a person Avalking in his

sleep, who seeing a variety of objects, fancies that he sees them
in broad dayliglit. The ditierence between the state of the

church before the Lord's coming, and after it, is like the dif-

ference between reading a piece of writing in the night by the

light of the moon and the stars, and in the day by the light of

the sun ; and it is well known, that in the former case the eye is

liable to be deceived, because it sees only by a pale light, where-
as in the latter, the light being firy and full, the eye is not liable

to deception. On this account it is written concerning the

Lord, " The God of Israel said, the Rock of Israel spake to me.
He shall be as the light of the morning, when the sun riseth,

even a morning without clouds " (2 Sam. xxiii. 3, 4) : The God
of Israel, and the Rock of Israel, is the Lord. In another

place :
" jMoreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of

the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light

of seven days, in the day that the Lord bindeth up the breach
of his people " (Isaiah xxx. 26) ; which words are descriptive of

the state of the church after the coming of the Lord. In a word,

the state of the church before the coming of the Lord may be

compared to an aged woman, whose face is painted, and who
fancies herself beautiful, by reason of the vivid colors of the

paint ; but the state of the church after his coming may be com-
pared to a young virgin in all the native beauty of her own com-
plexion ; further, the state of the church before the Lord's com-
ing, may be compared to the outward rind of any sort of fruit,

as of an orange, an apple, a pear, or a grape, and its flavor ; but
the state of the chui'ch after his coming may be compared ta

the inner parts of those fruits, and their flavor ; not to mention
many other similar comparisons. The reason of this difierence

arose from the Lord's putting on the divine natural, in which
state he enlightens the internal spiritual man and the external

natural at the same time ; whereas, when the internal man alone

is enlightened without the external, or the external alone with-

out the internal, there is no clear light, but only shade.

110. I shall here adduce the following memorable rela-
tions.—First. I once saw in the spiritual world a meteor,

commonly called a dragon, in the air falling to the ground,

encompassed about vrith a lucid brightness, and noted the place

Avhere it fell ; but, as is the case with all such phenomena, at

day dawn before sun-rise it had totally disappeared. I went in

the morning to the place where I had observed the meteor fall

the night before, and behold, the ground was a composition of

sulphur, iron-filings, and clay : and suddenlj^ there appeared tAvo

tents, one immediately over the place, and the other beside it^
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towards the south. I then looked upwards^ and sa'v a cedain

spirit falling down from heaven, like lightning, into the tent

which stood directly over the spot where the meteor fell, while I

was standing in the door of the other tent which was beside it

towards the south : and presently I observed the s^iirit standing

also at the door of his tent; and immediately I asked him the

reason of his falling so precipitately from heaven ; to which he
answered, " I was cast down by the angels of jNIichael, as being

an angel of the dragon, because I spoke upon certain points of

tlirit faith Avhicli I had embraced and confirmed in the world, par-

ticularly that God the Father and God the Son are two, and not

one ; for at this day, all the angels in heaven believe that they are

one, like soul and body; and every word that contradicts this

belief, causes the same emotion and pain in them as if they should

snuff up some pungent powder into their nostrils, or as if one
should bore their ears through with an awl ; therefore whoever
maintains a contrary opinion is ordered to depart, and in case of

refusal or reluctance, he is cast down headlong/^ Upon this I

asked him, why he did not believe as they did ? He replied, that

after death no one has it in his power to alter the belief which he
had impressed on his mind by arguments of confirmation; it

remains fixed, and cannot be rooted out, especially whatever

relates to God ; for every one has a place in heaven according to

his idea of God. I then asked him, by what arguments he had
persuaded himself to believe that the Father and the Son were

two? He answered, by what he had read in the Word, concern-

ing the Son's praying to the Fatlier, not only before his passion

on the cross, but even at the time he suffered, and also concerning

his humiliation before the Father; "for in this case,'^ said he,
" how could they be one, like the soul and the body of a man ?

Who ever prays as to another, or humbles himself as before an-

other, while he himself is that other? No man in his senses

could so act, much less the Son of God ; and besides, the uni-

versal Christian church in my time divided the Divinity into per-

sons, making each person one by himself, and the term person is

defined to be, that which has a proper and distinct subsistence."

In reply to this I said, " From your discourse it seems clear to

me that you are utterly unacquainted how God the Father and

Son are one, and in consequence of this you have confirmed

yourself in the false notions which the church to this day enter-

tains concerning God. Do you not know that the Lord, during

his abode in the world, had a soul like every other man ? And
whence had he that soul, but from God the Father? This is

abundantly evident from the declaration of the Evangelists ; and
what then is that Avhich is called Son, but the Huuianity, which
was conceived by the Divinity of the Father, and born of the

Virgin IMary ? A mother cannot conceive a soul; this is totally

repugnant to the order according to which every man is born
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and God tlie Father cannot beget a soul from himself, which
shall be distinct from himself, as every father among men can
do, since God is his own divine essence, and this is one, and in-

capable of division ; and because it is incapable of division, it is

himself. This is the reason why the Lord declares, that he and
the Father are one, and that he is in the Father, and the Father

in him, Avitli many expressions to the same purport. The com-
posers of the Athanasian creed had also some faint perception of

this truth, in consequence of which, when they had divided the

Diety into three persons, they still asserted that in Christ, God
and man, that is, Di^dnity and Humanity, are not two, but one,

like the soul and body in a man. That the Lord, when he Avas

in the world, prayed to the Father as to a distinct person, and
Immljled himself l)efore the Father as before a distinct person,

was in conformity to the order established at creation, and which
is immutable, according to which every one must proceed towards

conjunction with God. The condition of this order is, that in

proportion as a man conjoins himself to God, by living accord-

ing to the laws of order, Avhich are the diAdne precepts, in the

same proportion God conjoins himself to him, and from natiu-al

makes him spiritual : according to this same law the Lord united

himself to his Father, and God the Father united himself to

him. For was not the Lord, when an infant, like an infant, and
when a child, like a child ? Is it not written, that he increased

j ri wisdom and favor ; and afterwards, that he prayed the Father

to glorify his name, that is, his humanity ? and to glorify it is to

make it divine by union with himself. Hence it is evident, that

M'hen the Lord prayed to the Father, he was in the state of his

exinanition, which was tlie state of his progress towards union.

This same order is inscribed on every man since the creation of

the world, and thus as he prepares his understanding by trutlis

from the Word of God, he adapts it to the reception of faith

from God ; and as he prepares his will by works of charity, he

accommodates it to the reception of love from God
;
just as a

jeweller fits a diamond to receive and emit the brightness of the

light, according to his manner of catting it ; and so in other

instances. To prepare oneself for the reception of God, and for

conjunction with him, is to live in conformity to divine order
;

and the laws of order are all the commandments of God. These

the Lord fulfilled most minutely, and thus he became a recipient

of the Godhead in all its fulness ; therefore Paul says, that in

Jesus Christ all the fulness of the Godhead dwelleth bodily; and

the Lord himself says, that all that the Father hath are his. It

IS further to be observed, that tlie Lord alone is active in man,
and tliat man of himself is merely passive, but that by virtue of

continual influx of life from the Lord, he is also rendered active,

apparently as of himself: in consequence of this lie has freedom

of will, which was given him for the purpose of prepai-ing him
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self for the reception of God, and thus for conjunction, which i»

not possible unless it be effected reciprocally ; and it is effected

reciprocally when man is active by vu'tue of his free-will, and
yet by faith attributes aU activity to the Lord."

After this I asked him, wliether he and his companions con-

fessed that God is one ? He replied in the affirmative. Then
I said, " But I am afraid that the confession of your heart is

against the existence of any God ; for do not the words of the

mouth proceed from the thoughts of the mind ? It must there-

fore necessarily follow, that the confession of the mouth declar-

ing God to be one, will expel from the mind its thoughts of

three ; and again, that the thought of the mind concerning three

Gods, Avill expel from the mouth its confession that there is only

one : and Avhat conclusion then will necessaril}^, result, but that

there is no God at all ? For will not that region which inter-

venes between the thought and the mouth be thus rendered an
empty void ? And when this is the case, what conclusion can

be espoused by the mind concerning God, but that natm-e is

God ? And what notion Aviii it entertain of the Lord, but that

he received his soul either from j\Iary or from Joseph ? both
which opinions all the angels of heaven hold in utter aversion, as

most horrid and abominable." When I had concluded, the

spirit was delivered up to the abyss or bottomless pit, men-
tioned in the Revelation ix. 2 ; where the angels of the dragon
dispute about the mysteries of their faith. The next day when;

I looked towards the same place, I saw, instead of the tents, two
statues in the likeness of human beings, formed of the dust of

the earth, which was a mixtm'e of sulphur, iron, and clay. One
statue seemed to have a sceptre in its left hand, a crown on its

lieadj and a book in its right hand, and also a stomacher obliquely

tied aci'oss wdth a band set with precious stones, and a long

floAving robe behind, which reached to the other statue; but
these ornaments of the statue were the effect of fantasy. Then
these words were heard from the bottomless pit, uttered by one
of the spirits of the dragon :

" This statue represents our Faith

as a queen, and the other behind it represents Charity as her
servant." The other statue was composed of the same mixtm-e
of the dust, and stood just at the extremit}^ of the robe which
flowed from behind the queen, and had a paper in its hand, on
wliich was written, " Take heed lest you approach nearer, so as

to touch the robe." Then suddenly there fell from heaven a

shower of rain, which thoroughly wetted both the statues ; and
they, in consequence of the composition of sulphur, ii'on, and
clay, of Avhich they were made, began to ferment and bubble up,

as is common with that mixture when water is pomed upon it

;

and being thus agitated with intestine fire, they smik down into

two heaps of dust, and lay there afterwards on the gromid, like

mounds of earth over the tombs of the dead.
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111. The second memorable relation.—In the natural
wnrlrl man's speech is twofold^ because his thought is twofold,

being both external and internal ; for he can speak from his iu

ternal thought, and at the same time ffom his external ; and he
can speak from his external thought separate from his internal,

yea, in contradiction to it ; which is the ground of all dissimula-

tion, flattery, and hypocrisy : but in the spiritual world, man's
speech is not twofold, but single; for he there speaks as Ik;

thinks, otherwise the tone of his voice is grating, and hurts the

ear : he may however be silent, and by that means conceal the

thoughts of his heart ; therefore a hypocrite, when he is in com-
pany with the truly wise, either takes the first opportunity of

leaving them, or else retires into a corner of the room, where he
may sit unnoticed, and say nothing. There Avas once a large

assembly in the world of spirits, when the conversation turned
upon this subject ; and it was o1)served, that it is painful for

such as have not formed right conceptions of God and the Lord,
"when in company with the good, to speak in agreement \;'ith

then' thoughts. In the middle of the assembly Avere those Avho

belonged to the reformed churches, with several of the clergy

;

and next to them stood the adherents of the Roman Pontifi^'^^

with some monks : and it was at first the opinion of both these

orders, that there could be no great pain in having the speech

so confined; "for what necessity is there," said they, "for a

man to speak otherwise than as he thinks ? and if it happens
that he does not think aright, cannot he shut his lips and be
silent ? " Then one of the clergy said, " Who is there that does

not think aright concerning God and the Lord ? '" But some
of the assembly requested that the experiment might be made

;

and they desired those Avho had confirmed themselves in the be-

1 ief of a trinity of persons in the Godhead, to pronounce, from
the real sentiments of their hearts, the Avords, " One God

;

"

l)ut they Avere not able : and although they tAvisted and folded

their lips every way, yet they could not articulate a sound in

other Avords than what were in consonance with the ideas of

their thoughts, Avhich Avere of three persons, and consequently,

three gods. The inquirers next desired those who had confirmed
themselves in the sufficiency of faith separate from charity, to

pronounce the word "Jesus;" but they were not able, although
they could all pronounce the word " Christ," and likcAvise "God
the Father." They were much surprised at this, and on inquiry

discovered the reason to be that they had been used to pray ta
God the Father for the sake of his Son, and had never prayed to

the Saviour himself, and the name " Jesus " signifies Saviour.

They Avere then requested, from their real thoughts concerning
the Lord's Humanity,to pronounce the words "Divine Huaian;'^
but none of the clergy present Avere able ; but some of the laity

could pronounce it ; therefore it became the immediate subject
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of serious debate. 1. First of all, these passages from the Evau^
gelists were read in their presence :

" The Father hath given all

things into the hand of the Son" (John iii. 35). "The Father
hath given the Son power over all flesh " (John xvii. 2). " All

things are delivered unto me of my Father" (]Matt. xi. 27) :

"All power is given unto me in heaven and in earth" (]\latt.

xxviii. 18) : and then they were desired to keep in mind, accord-

ing to these words, that Christ is God of heaven and earth, both
as to his divinity, and his humanity, and so try to pronounce
"Divine Human :

" but still they were not able, and they said,

that from the passages they had heard, they had conceived some
idea of it in their understandings, but yet it did not amount to

any degree of acknowledgement, and therefore they could not

pronounce it. 2. It was afterwards read to them from Luke i.

32, 34, 35, that the Lord, as to his humanity was the Son of

Jehovah God, and that he is there called the Son of the Highest,
and constantly in other places the Son of God, and also the only

begotten; and then they were requested to keep this in mind,
and likewise that the only-begotten Son of God, born in the

world, must of necessity be God, as the Father is God, and so

try to pronounce "Divine Human:" but they said, "We are

not able, because our sph'itual thought, which is interior, admits
no ideas into the thou gilt bordering upon speech but such as

are similar to itself; and hence we perceive that we have now
no power to divide oiu* thoughts, as in the natural world."

3. Then these words of the Lord to Philip were read before

them :
" Philip saitli. Lord, shew us the Father. Jesus saith

unto him, He that hath seen me hath seen the Father. Be-
lievest thou not that I am in the Father, and the Father in me ' '

{John xiv. 8—11)? and also other passages declaring that he
and the Father are one, as in John x. 30 ; and they were re-

quested to retain this in their thought, and so pronounce
"Divine Human:" but as that thought was not grounded in

an acknowledgement that the Lord was God, even with respect

to his humanity, they twisted their lips about until they were
angry, striving to force the words from their mouths ; but they
could not. The reason was, because the ideas of thought which
flow from acknowledgement are united and make one with the

words of the mouth, among spirits in the spiritual world ; and
where there are no such ideas, there are no words : for ideas be-

come words in speech. 4. Then were read to them these words
from the doctrine universally received in the Christian chm'ch.

That the divinity and humanity in the Lord are not two, but one,

yea, one person, united like soul and body in man, acording to

the creed of Athanasius, and the confession of general coun-

cils ; and it was told them that hence they might have an idea

grounded in the fullest acknowledgement that the humanity of

the Lord is divine, because his soul is divine, this being an
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article of the doctrine of tlieir own chm'cli wliich they had ac-

knowledged in the world. It was moreover added, that the soul

is the very essence of a man, and the body is its form ; and
essence and form make one like esse and existere, or like cause

and effect. This idea they retained, and were desirous from its

influence to pronounce the words " Divine Human," but they

were not able ; for their interior idea concerning the Lord^s

Humanity exterminated and expunged this new adventitious

idea, as they called it. 5. There Avas further read to them this

passage from John, " The Word was with God, and the Word
was God. And the Word was made flesh" (John i. 1, 14); and
also this, " Jesus Christ is the true God and eternal life " (1st

Epist. v. 20) ; and from Paul, " In him (Christ Jesus) dwelleth

all the fulness of the Godhead bodily " (Coloss. ii. 9) ; and they

were desired to think according to the tenor of these words, that

God, Avho was the Word, was made man ; that Jesus Christ is

the true God ; and that in him dwells all the fulness of the God-
head bodily : and they did so, yet only in their external thought;

wherefore by reason of the resistance of the internal they still

could not pronounce " Divine Human," declaring openly that

they could form no idea of a Divine Humanity, because God is

God, and man is man, and God is a spirit, and of a spirit we can
conceive no idea, but as of wind or ether. 6. At length they

were desired to recollect what the Lord said, " Abide in me, and
I in you. He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same
bringeth forth much fruit : for without me ye can do nothing "

(John XV, 4<, 5). And because some of the English clergy were
present, this passage was read to them from their exhortation at

the holy communion :
" For when Ave spiritually eat the flesh of

Christ, and drink his blood, then Ave dAvell in Christ, and Christ

in us ; " and it Avas said to them, " Now if you only consider

that this is impossible unless the humanity of the Lord be

divine, you may then perhaps pronounce 'Dia^ne Human'
from a true acknoAvledgement influencing your thought." Eut
still they were not able, the idea being so deeply rooted in their

minds, that what is diAdne cannot be human, and Avhat is human
cannot be divine, and that the liord's Divinity Avas the Divinity

of the Son boi'n from eternity, and his humanity like that of

another man : on which it was said to them, " How can you
think thus? Can a reasonable mind ever conceive that any Son
Avas born of God from eternity ? " 7. The inquirers aftei'Avards

addressed themselves to the Evangelical Protestants, telling

them that both Luther and the Augsburg Confession taught

that the Son of God and the Son of man in Christ are one per-

son, and that even as to his human nature he is omnipotent and
omnipresent, and tlif.t in respect to this he sits at the right hand
of God the Father, and governs all things in heaven and on
©iirth, fdls all things, is with us, and dwells and operates in us,
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and tliere is no difference of worship, because by the nature

which is perceived, the Divinity, Avhich is not perceived, is wor-

shiped, and that in Christ, God is man, and man God. To

this they made no other reply, than suggesting a dou1)t whether

it was really so written ; and after some consideration they said,

"We were "^eutirely unacquainted with this before; therefore we
cannot pronounce the words 'Divine Human/ •'•' One or two

of them added, " We have indeed read and even written such

sentiments; but yet when yse have considered them in our

minds, we regarded them as mere words whereof we had no in-

terior idea." 8. Lastly, addressing the Roman Catholics, the

explorers said, "You possibly can pronounce 'Divine Human,^
because you believe that, in your eucharist, Christ is entire in

the bread and wine, and in every part thereof: and you also

worship him as the most holy God when you elevate and carry

about the host ; likewise you call Mary God-jJroduciuff fdei-

param), or the mother of God, consequently you acknowledge

that she brought forth God, that is, the Divine Humanity."

Then they attempted to pronounce the words; but because a

material idea intervened concerning the body and blood of

Christ, attended Avith a belief that his human is separable from

his divine, and that it actually is separated in the person of the

Pope, to whom his human power only, and not his divine, is

transferred, therefore they could not pronounce them. Then
there arose a certain monk who said, that he could conceive a

Divine Humanity in the person of the most holy A^irgin JNIary,

and likewise in the saint of his order; and another nionk came,

and said, " According to the idea which I at present entertain,

I can pronounce the words 'Divine Human ^ in reference to

the most holy Pope, rather than to Christ ; " but immediately

some of the adherents of the Roman Pontiff" pulled him back,

and said, " Fie, for shame !
" After this, heaven appeared open,

and there were seen tongues as of fire descending, and lighting

upon some of the assembly ; and they instantly began to cele-

brate the Di\ine Human of the Lord, saying, " Remove the idea

of three Gods, and believe that in the Lord all the fulness of

the Godhead dwells bodily, and that He and the Father are one,

as the soul and body are one, and that God is not Avind and
ether, but that he is a man, and then, you will be conjoined

with heaven, and be enabled by the Lord to pronounce the name
Jesus, and to say ' Divine Human.' "

112. The third memorable relation.—Awaking once a

little before day, I Avalked out in the garden before the house,

and saw the sun rising in his splendor, encompassed Avith a sort

of border, which was at first very faint, but afterwards grew
plainer and shone like gold ; under its edge I observed a cloud

ascending, Avhich from the flame of the sun had a ruddy glow

like a carbuncle; and immc<liately I feU into a meditation on
140
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tiie fables of the ancients, who feigned Aurora to have wings of

silver, and to display in her countenance the ruddiness of gokl.

While my mind Avas delighting itself with these meditations,

suddenly I was in the spu-it, and heard several persons talking

together, and saying, " I wish I might be allowed to speak Avith

that teacher of novelties, wlio has cast the apple of contention

among the rulers of the church, which has been eagerly run
after by many of the laity, who have picked it up and presented

it to our Aiew/^ By that apple they meant the pamphlet en-

titled, A BRIEF Exposition of the Doctrine of the New
Church. They said, " It is a schismatical doctrine, whicii

never before entered into any man's head

:

" and then I heard

one of them exclaim, " How, schismatical ! it is altogether here-

tical. But some who stood behind him replied, " Hush ! hold

your tongue ; it is not heretical ; the author confirms what he

says by numberless quotations from Scripture, to which our

strangers, by whom we mean the laity, attend and assent.^' On
hearing these words, as I was in the spirit, I approached and
said, " Behold the teacher of novelties you talk of ! what would
you have with him ? " Then one of them, who, as I afterwards

learnt, was a German, a native of Saxony, said in an authorita-

tive tone, " How could you have the impudence to overtiu'u the

worship which has been for so many ages established in the

Christian world, Avhich prescribes that God the Father should

be invoked as the Creator of the universe, his son as the Media-
tor, and the Holy Ghost as the Operator ? whereas you separate

the first and last God from our personality, notwithstanding the

Lord himself says, ' When ye pray, say. Our Father who art

in the heavens, halloived be thy name. Thij kingdom come.' Is

it not here enjoined that we should invoke God the Father?''

Hereupon there was a dead silence, and all who were his favorers

stood, like brave warriors on board of ships of war, crying out

when they see the enemy's fleet, " Lead us on to the battle ; Ave

are sure of victory." Then I began to speak, and said, " Who
among you does not knoAv that God came doAvn from heaven,

and Avas made Man ? for it is Avritten, ' The Word Avas Avith God,

and the AVord Avas God. And the Word was made flesh
;
' also,

>vho among you -does not knoAv " (and I looked toAvards the

EA^angelical Protestants, among whom was the dictator AAho had
just addressed me), "that in Christ, avIio Avas born of the Virgin

Mary, God is Man, and Man God ? " On this the company
made a tumultuous noise ; therefore I said, " Do not you knoAv

this? It is according to the doctrine of your confession, which
is called the Formula Concordi^e, where this tenet is asserted,

and confirmed by many proofs. The dictator then turned to-

wards the company, and asked AAdiether they Avere acquainted

Avith this ? They replied, " We have paid but little attention to

what is said in that book on the person of Christ; but Ave
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have laboriously studied what is taught in the article concerning

JUSTIFICATION by faith ahne; but however, if it be written in

that book, we are satisfied/' Then one of them recollecting

himself, said, " It is written therein, and further still it is

asserted that the human natm'c of Christ is exalted to divine

majesty and all its attributes, and also that Christ in that natm-e

sits at the right hand of his Father." On hearing these words

they were all silenced; and finding them thus yield assent, I

again addressed them, sajdng, " Since this is the truth, what i.s

the Father then but the Son, and the Son but the Father also?'"

But because this again sounded harsh in then' ears, I proceeded,

saying, '^ Hearken to the Avords of the Lord himself, to which if

you never attended before, it is time you should now ; for he
has said, ^ I and my Father are one ; the Father is in me, and
I in the Father ; Father, all mine are thine, and thine are mine

;

he that seeth me seeth the Father. '\\'Tiat noAV can these words
signify, but that the Father is in the Son, and the Son in the

Father ; and that they are one, like soul and body in a man,
and thus that they are one person? You must of necessity

allow this also, if you believe the Athanasian creed, where the

same truths are asserted. From the above passages, however,

select only this declaration of the Lord's, ' Father, all mine are

thine, and thine are mine.' What else can this mean, than that

the Di^vdne of the Father belongs to the Human of the Son, and
the Human of the Son to the Divine of the Father, consequently

that in Christ God is man, and Man is God, and thus that they

are one, as soul and body are one ? Every man also may say

this of his own soul and body, that mine are thine, and thine

are mine ; thou art in me, and I in thee ; he that seeth me seeth

thee. We are one both Avitli regard to person and to life : the

reason hereof is, because the soul is in the whole and every part

of a man ; for the life of the soul is the hfe of the body, and
there is a mutual connection betv.een them. Hence it is plain

that the Divine of the Father is the soul of the Son, and that

tie Human of the Son is the body of the Father. From whence
has a child his soul, but from his father ? and his body, but from
his mother? We speak of the Divine of the Father; but we
nean thereby the Father himself, since he and his DiWnity are

the same thing, the Divine being one and indivisible. That this

is the case, is evident also from these words of the angel Gal^riel

to INIary :
' The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power

of the Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore also that holy

thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of

God;' and a little before he is called ' The Son of the Highest,'

and in another place ' The only-begotten Son ;
' but you, who

tall him only the Son of Mary, destroy the idea of his Divinity.

Thid idea, however, is lost only among the learned clergy and
the deep-read laity, who, vfhen they elevate their tlioughts above
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tlie sensualities of the boch', consult the aggr;Uidizemcut of thci~

own glory and reputation, which not only darkens but even ex-

tinguishes the light by which the glory of God enters. But let

us return to the Lord's Prayer, Avhere it is said, ' Our Fatlier^

Avho art in the heavens, hallowed be thy name : thy kingdom
come/ All you that are here present understand these words

as relating to the Father in his Divinity alone; whereas I under-

stand them as relating to him in his Humanity. And this also

is the Father's name ; for the Lord said^ ' Father, glorify thy

name/ that is, thy humanity; and when this is done, the kingdom
of God comes. This prayer was commanded for tliis present

time, in order that God the Father might be approached by
means of his Humanity. The Lord has also declared ' No man
cometh to the Father but by me

;

' and in the prophet, ' Unto
as a Child is born, unto us a Son is given; and his name shall

be called God, Hero, the Father of eternity

;

' and in another

place, 'Thou, Jehovah, art our Father; our Redeemer is thy

name from ages;^ also in a thousand other places, where the

Lord our Saviour is called Jehovah. This is a true explanation

of the Avords of that prayer." After I had done speaking I

looked upon them, and remarked the changes of their counte-

nances according to the changes of the states of their minds

;

and I observed some assenting and looking upon me, some dis-

senting and turning themselves from me. Then towards the

right I saw a cloud of the color of opal, and towards the left a

dusky cloud, and under both the appearance as of a falling

shower ; under the latter as of rain at the end of autumn, and
under the former as of dew at the beginning of spring ; and im-

mediately I returned from the spii'it into the body, and thus

from the spiritual into the natural world.

113. The fourth memorable relation.—I was looking

into the world of spirits, and saw an army mounted on red and
black horses. Those who sat upon them appeared like apes,

having their faces and breasts turned towards the horses^ tails,

and the hinder parts of their heads and backs towards the

horses' heads, and the bridles hung about the necks of tlie

riders ; and they cried out against a party that rode on white

horses, but held the bridles with both their hands, and so re-

strained their horses from combat ; and this they continued

doing for some time. Then two angels descended from heaven,

and came to me, and said, " What do you see ? " I told them
I saw a strange collection of horsemen ; and I asked Avhat they

meant, and who they were ? The angel answered, " They are

from a place Avhich is called Armageddon (Rev. xvi. 16), wherein
some thousands are assembled, to fight against those who are of

fhe New Church of the Lord, Avhich is called the New Jerusalem.

They were talking there about the church and religion, and yet

tiierc was nothing of the church among them, because there was
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no spiritual trutli, and nothing of religion, because there was no

spiritual good : they -were talking with their mouths and lips on

this opinion and that, but it was only for the purpose of extend-

ing and securing dominion. They have been taught from their

youth to confirm the doctrine of faith alone, and have imbibed

some notions about God, which they retained for some time

after they were advanced to high stations in the church ; but as

they then began to think no more concerning God and heaven,

but about themselves and the world, consequently no more con-

cerning eternal bliss and happiness, but about temporal Avealth

and exaltation, they cast out the doctrines Avhicli they had re-

ceived in their early years from the interiors of the rational

mind, which have communication with heaven, and are thus in

the light of heaven, into the exteriors of the rational mind, which

liave communication with the world, and are thus in the Hght

of the Avorld ; and at length they thrust them down into the

sensual-natm-al region of the mind, so that the doctrines of the

church became merely topics for conversation, and had no longer

any place in their thought from reason, much less any place in

their affections from love. And because they have reduced

themselves to such a state, they do not admit any divine truth

which is of the church, or any genuine good which is of reHgion.

The mteriors of their minds are become comparatively like bot-

tles filled with a mixture of iron-filings and powder of brim-
stone, into which if water be pom-ed, there is at first heat ex-

cited, afterwards fire, and so the bottles are burst : in like

manner, when they admit any thing of that living water, which
is the genuine truth of the Word, in at their ears, they are

\iolently heated and inflamed, and reject it as something that

would bm-st their heads. These are those who appeared to you
like apes, riding vnih their bodies inverted, on red and black

horses, with bridles about then' necks ; since those Avho do not

love the truth and the good of the church, as derived from the

Word of God, have no inclination to look at the fore parts of

any horse, but towards his hinder parts; for a horse signifies

the understanding of the Word of God ; a red horse the under-

standing of the Word destroyed with respect to ^ood, and a

black horse the understanding of the Word destroyed with re-

spect to truth. The reason of their crying out to battle against

those who ride on white horses is, because a white horse signifies

the understanding of the Word of God with respect to truth and
good; and their appearing to pull back their horses was owing
to their fear of the combat, lest the truth of the Word should

thus become known to many, and so should come to light. This

is the interpretation.''^

The angels said moreover, "We belong to the society in hea-

ven which is called Michael, and we Avere ordered by the Lord
to descend into the place called Armageddon, Avhence you saw
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that troop of horsemen come forth. By Armageddon^ with us

in heaven, is signified a state and desire of the mind to Avago

war under the iwfluence of falsified truths, arising from the love

of eminence and universal dominion ; and hecause we have per-

ceived in YOU a desire to know something of the natiu"e of that

war, W3 will give you a short account of it. Immediately on

our descent Irom heaven we w^ent to the place called Arma-
geddon, where we saw several thousands assembled ; we did not

Jiowever enter into the assembly, but went into some houses on

the southern side of that place, where there were young children

with their masters, who received us kindly: w^e Avere delighted

with their company. Their countenances were full of beauty,

arising from the life that shone in their eyes, and the zeal that

animated their conversation : the life in their eyes was derived

from the perception of truth, and the zeal in their conversation

from the afl'ection of good; therefore also we mn'le them a

present of caps, the edges of which were ornamented with

bands composed of threads of gold interwoven with jewels,

and likewise a present of garments variegated with white and
blue (hyacinthinum). We then asked them whether they had
ever looked into the neighbom-ing place called Armageddon?
They replied that they had seen it through a window below

the roof of the house, and had observed a large assembly

of persons there, but mider different figures, sometimes appear-

ing like men of authority, and at other times not like men,
but like statues and graven images, and round about them a

numerous company on their bended knees. These also appeared

to us under various forms, some like men, some like leopards,

some like goats with their horns pointed forwards, with which

they dug \ip the ground. We interpreted to them those meta-

morphoses, shewing their representations and significations.

But to come to the point :—That assembly of people, wdien they

heard that we were entered into those houses, said one to an-

other, ' Who are they that have been admitted among the

children ? Let us send some of our company to turn them out.'

So they sent some, who, when they came, said to us, ' What is

the reason of your entering into these houses ? Whence do you
come ? We are commissioned to insist upon your immediate

departure.' To this w^e replied, ' You have no right to insist

upon any such thing : you appear indeed in yoiu' own eyes like

the giants called Anakim, and those who are here seem to you
like dwarfs; but still you have no power and authority here^

except hj means of craft and cunning, which yet will be of no
avail ; therefore carry back word to your companions that "sve

were sent here from heaven, to come and see whether you have

any religion or not ; and if not, you are to be cast out from this

place : go therefore and propose to yom* companions this question,

which involves the real essence of the church and of religion,
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how they understand these words in the Lord's prayer, Our
Father who art in the heavens, hallowed be thy name;
THY KINGDOM come/ When we had thus opened our com-
mission, they said at first, ' What is the meaning of all this ?

'

But aftenv'ards they promised that they would propose the ques-

tion. So they went and related to their companions all that

had passed, who asked to what end or purpose is this proposal ?

But Avhen they understood the reason of it, and that it was to

determine the natiu-e of their faith in God the Father, they said,

' The meaning of the words is plain, that men ought to pray to

God the Father; and as Christ is our Mediator, that prayer

ought to be directed to God the Father for the sake of the Son;'

and presently they determined, in a fit of passion, that they would
come to us, and make this declaration to our faces, adding

further, that they would pull our ears. So they left that place,

and went into a grove that was near the houses where the cliil-

di'en Avere with their masters, in the middle of which grove there

was a plain piece of ground in the form of an amphitheatre, or

place of exercise, into which they entered, holding by each other's

hands, and there they found us waiting for them. There were
in the place small mounds of earth raised like little hillocks,

upon which they seated themselves; for they said one to another,
' We will not stand in their presence, but Avill sit down.' Then
one of them, who had the art to assume an appearance as of an
angel of light, and who was commissioned by the rest to speak
Avith us, said, ' You haA^e proposed to us that we should declare

oui' sentiments respecting the sense of the first Avords in the

Lord's prayer. I must inform you therefore, that according to

our interpretation they signify, that avc ought to pray to God
the Father; and because Christ is our Mediator, and we are

saA^ed by his mej-its, Ave should pray to God the Father from
faith in his merits.' AVe then informed them of our errand,

saying, ^We belong to a society in heaven which is called

IMichael, and we are sent to make Adsitation, and to inquire

Avhether you who are assembled in this place have any religion

or not ; for the idea of God enters into every part of religion,

and thereby conjunction is effected, and by conjunction sab^a-

tion. We in heaven, like men on earth, repeat that prayer
daily, and at such times Ave do not think of God the Father, be-

cause he is iuAdsible, but Ave think of him in his Divine Human,
because in this he is Adsible ; and in this he is by you called

Christ, but by us the Lord, and thus the Lord is our Father in

the heavens. The Lord also taught that he and the Father are

one : that the Father is in him, and he in the Father ; and that
he that seeth him, seetli the Father ; also, that no man cometh
to the Father but by him ; and likcAvise, that it is the will of the
Father that we should believe on the Son ; and that he tha*'

t?X)th not believe on the Son Avill not see life, but the Avrath of
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God abidctli oa him ; hence it is evident that the Father is to

be approached by him and in him ; and since this is the case,

he further taught that all power is given unto him in heaven

and in earth. It is said in that prayer^ Hallowed be thy
NAME, THY KINGDOM COME; and wc havc proved from the Word
that his Divine Humanity is the Father^s name, and that the

kingdom of the Father then cometli when the Lord is ap-

proached immediately; and not when God the Father is ap-

proached immediately; therefore also the Lord commanded his

disciples to preach the kingdom of God; and this is the king-

dom of God/ On hearing these words the antagonists said,

* You make many quotations from the Word, and possibly we
may have read those passages, but we do not recollect them;
therefore let us have the Word produced, and let us hear those

passages read, particularly those which tend to shew that the

kingdom of the Father cometh when the kingdom of the Lord
cometh/ They then said to the children, "^ Bring us the Word;^
and they brought it. We then read out of it the following

passages : Jesus came preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and
saying, The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand
(Mark i. 14, 15; Matt. iii. 2). Jesus himself preached the gos-

pel of the kingdom, and that the kingdom of God was at hand
(Mat. iv. 17, 23; ix. 35). Jesus gave commandment to his dis-

ciples that they should preach and teach the kingdom of God
(Mark xvi. 15; Luke Adii. 1; ix. 60). And also the seventy

whom he sent out (Luke x. 9, 11 ; and in other places, as Mat. xi.

5; xvi. 28; ix. 1; Mark xi. 10; Luke iv. 43; xxi. 31 ; xxii. 18).

The kingdom of God Avhich was preached was the kingdom of

the Lord, and thereby the kingdom of the Father, as is evident

from these passages :
' The Father hath given all things into the

hands of the Son-' (John iii. 35). 'All things are dehvered

unto me of my Father^ (Matt. xi. 27). ' The Father hath given

the Son power over all flesh ^ (John x\ii. 2). 'All power is

given unto me in heaven and in earth ^ (Matt, xxviii. 18). 'The
Lord of Hosts is his name, and thy Redeemer the Holy One of

Israel; The God of the whole earth shall he be called^ (Isaiah

liv. 5). 'I saw, and behold, one like the Son of Man; and there

was given him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all

people, nations, and languages should serve him : his dominion

is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and his

kingdom that which shall not be destroyed^ (Dan. -sii. 13, 14).

'And the seventh angel sounded; and there were great voices in

heaven, saying. The kingdoms of this world are become the

kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ ; and he shall reign for

ever and ever^ (Rev. xi. 15; xii. 10). We fiu-ther instructed

them from the Word that the Lord came into the world not

only to redeem angels and men, but also that they might be

imited with God the Father bv him and in him ; for he taught
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that such as beheve in him are in him^ and he in tliem (John vi,

56; xiv. 20; xv. 4, 5). Hereupon they asked^ 'How then can

your Lord be called Father ? ' We replied, ' From what has

been read to you aheady, and also from these passages. ' Unto
us a child is born, unto us a son is given : and his name shall

be called God, Hero, the Father of eternity' (Isaiah ix. 6).

' Doubtless thou art om' Father, though Abraham be ignorant

of us, and Israel acknowledge us not ; thou, Jehovah, art our

Father, our Redeemer ; thy name is from ages' (Ixiii. 16). Did
not he say to Philip, who desired to see the Father, ' Hast thou

not known me, Plidip? He that seeth me seeth the Father'

(John xiv. 9; xii. 45). 'Who else then is the Father but he
whom Philip saw with his eyes ?

" We further added, ' It is said

throughout the whole Christian Avorld that those Avho are of the

church constitute the Lord^s body, and are in it ; how then can

any member of the church approach to God the Father but by
him, in whose body he is ? If not, he must of necessity go out

of the body, and so approach.' We lastly informed them that ?,

New Church is now at this day estabhshing by the Lord, which
is signified by the New Jerusalem in the Revelation, in which
the Lord alone wiU be worshiped, as in heaven, and that thus

all will be fulfilled that is contained in the Lord's Prayer from
beginning to end. We produced so many passages in confirma-

tion of this from the evangelists, the prophets, and the Revela-

tion, which from beginning to end treats of that church, that

they were tired of hearing them.

Having listened with indignation, the Armageddons Avere

desirous at every turn to interrupt om' discourse : at length they

broke out and exclaimed, 'You have spoken against the doc-

trine of our church, in which it is insisted that God the Father
is to be approached immediately, and that men ought to believe

on him ; thus you stand con\dcted of a ^dolation of oiu* faith

;

therefore, depart hence instantly, or you shall be turned out by
force.' Then their minds being violently inflamed, they were
about to proceed from threats to violence ; but at that instant,

by virtue of the power committed to us, we struck them with
blindness, in consequence of which, not seeing us, they rushed
forth, and ran about in great confusion, and some fell into the

bottomless pit, mentioned in the Revelation ix. 2, which is at

this time in the south-east quarter, and where all those are con-

fined who confirm the doctrine of justification by faith alone

;

and such of them as confirm that doctrine by the Word, are

driven forth into a desert, where they are conveyed to the very

extremity of the Christian world, and mixed with pagans."
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ON REDEMPTION.

114. It is acknowledged througlioiit the cliurcli tliat the

Lord acts in a double office, as a priest and as a king; but few
persons know wherein the distinction betAveen those two offices

consists, therefore it shall be explained. The Lord, from his

priestly office, is called Jesus, and from his regal office, Christ;
in the Word also, from his priestly office, he is called Jehovah
and Lord, and from his regal office, God, and the Holy One of

Israel, and likewise king. These two offices are distinguished

from each other like love and wisdom, or what amounts to the

same, like good and truth : hence, whatever the Lord did and
performed from divine love or divine good, he did and performed
in his priestly character ; but whatever from divine wisdom, or

divine truth, that he did and performed in his regal character.

In the Word also, priest and priesthood signify divine good, and
king and royalty signify divine truth ; both Avhich Avere repre-

sented by the priests and kings in the Israelitish church. Re-
demption has reference to both these offices ; but in Avhat re-

spect to the one, and in what to the other, will be shcAm here-

after. For the clearer perception however of this subject, we
will arrange it under the following heads or articles :—I. Re-
demption itself consisted in bringing the hells into subjection, and
the heavens into order, and in thus preparing the way for a neio

spiritual church. 11. Without such redemption, neither could

men have been saved, nor could the angels have remained in a

state of integrity. III. The Lord thus redeemed not only men,

but also angels. IV. Hedemption ivas a work purely divine.

V. This real redemption could not jwssibly have been effected, but

by God incarnate. A^I. The passion of the cross ivas not redemp-
tion, but the last temptation which the Lord endured as the Grand
Prophet ; and it ivas the means of the glorification of his humanity,

that is, of the union ivith the divinity of his Father. VII. It is a

fundamental error of the Church to believe the passion of the cross

to be redemption itself ; and this error, together with that relat-

ing to Three Divine Persons existing from eternity, has perverted

the whole church, so that nothing spiritual is left remaining in it.

We will now proceed to a particular consideration of each

article.

115. I. Redemption itself consisted in bringing the
HELLS into subjection, AND THE HEAVENS INTO ORDER, AND
IN THUS PREPARING THE WAY FOR A NEW SPIRITUAL CHURCH.

That redemption consists in these three things, I can declare

with the utmost certainty, since the Lord at this day also is ac-

complishing a redemption, which was begun in the year 1757,
together with the Last Judgement, which was then executed.

Prom that t'me redemption has continued even till now; because
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Now is THE LoRD^s Second Advent, and a new church is to

be estabhshed, which could not be effected unless tlie hells were

first reduced into subjection and the heavens restored to order;

and as I was permitted to see the whole process of this work, I

could describe in what manner the hells were subdi'ed, and

the new heaven was formed and arranged ; but the description

would take up an entire volume. With respect, however, to the

Last Judgement, and the manner in which it Avas executed, I

have published an account of it in a small treatise, printed at

London in the year 1758. That the subjugation of the hells,

the restoration of the heavens to order, and the establishment of

a new clnu'ch, constitute redemption, is a truth grounded in this

circumstance, that without such a process no man could have

been saved. The parts of that process also follow each other in

an orderly connexion ; for it is necessary that the hells should

be subdued before a new angelic heaven can be formed, and the

formation of a ncAv heaven is eqiially necessary before a new
church on earth can be established ; for mankind on earth are so

connected with the angels of heaven and the spirits of hell, that

to whichever they are joined, they make one "with them as to the

interiors of their minds. But we will treat more particularly on
this subject in the last chapter of this work, when we come to

speak of the consummation of the age, of the coming of the
LORD, AND OF THE NEW CHURCH.

116. The Lord during his abode in the world fought against

the hells, and overcame and subdued them, and thus reduced

them to obedience, as is manifest from many passages in the

Word, of which I will only produce these few :
" Who is this

that Cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozrah ? this

that is glorious in his apparel, travehng in the greatness of his

strength? I that speak in righteousness, mighty to save.

Wlierefore art thou red in thine apparel, and thy garments like

him that treadeth in the Avine-press ? I have trodden the wine-

press alone, and of the people there was none with me : for I

will tread them in mine anger, and trample them in my wrath

;

hence the blood of their mighty ones Avas sprinkled upon my
garments. For the day of vengeance is in my heart, and the

year of my redeemed is come. My arm brought salvation to

me ; I brought down then victory to the earth. He said. Surely

they are my people, my sons : so he became their SaAdour. In
his love and in his pity he redeemed them'^ (Isaiah Ixiii. 1—9).

This is spoken of the Lord's combats against the heUs. By the

garments in which he was glorious, and Avhich Avere red, is sig-

nified the Word, Avhich had suffered violence from the Jews;
his combats against the hells, and his Aactory over them, are

described by his treading them in his anger, and trampling them
in his wrath ; that he fought alone, and by his own strength,

is described in thes'3 words :
" Of the people there was none
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with me ; my arm brought salvation to me. I brought down
their victory to the earth/' That he thereby saved and re-

deemed them, is signified by these words :
'^ So he became their

Saviour. In his love and in his pity he redeemed them." That
this was the cause of his coming, is signified by these words

:

" The day of vengeance is in my heart, and the year of my re-

deemed is come.'"' Again, it is Avritten in Isaiah :
" He saw that

there was no man, and wondered that there Avas no intercessor

:

therefore his arm brought salvation unto him, and his righte-

ousness sustained him. For he put on righteousness as a breast-

plate, and the helmet of salvation upon his head; and he put on
the garments of vengeance, and covered himself with zeal as a

cloak: then came the Redeemer unto Zion" (lix. 16, 17, 20).

And in Jeremiah :
" They were dismayed ; their mighty ones

were beaten down ; they fled apace, and looked not back. Foi
it was the day of the Lord Jehovah Zebaoth, a day of vengeance,

that he may avenge him of his foes : and the sword shall devom
and be satiated'^ (xlvi. 5, 10). Both these passages relate to

the Lord's combats against the hells, and his victory over them.
It is written also in David, " Gird thy sword upon thy thigh, O
thou mighty One. Thine arrows are sharp, and the people shall

fall under thee. Thy throne is for ever and ever : thou hast

loved righteousness : therefore God hath anointed thee " (Psalm
xlv. 3—7) : the like is asserted in many other places. As the

Lord singly conquered the hells without the aid of any angel, he
is therefore called a Hero or Mighty Man, and a Man of War
(Isaiah xlii. 13; ix. 6;) the King of glory, Jehovah strong and
mighty, the Lord mighty in battle (Psalm xxiv. 8, 10) ; the might"^

One of Jacob (Psalm cxxxii. 2) ; and in many places, Jehovah
Zebaoth, that is, Jehovah of Hosts : and his coming is also called

The day of Jehovah, terrible and cruel, a day of indignation, of
wrath, of anger, of vengeance, of destruction, of war, of a trum-
pet, of noise, of confusion, ^c. It is written also in the evange-
lists, " Now is the judgement of this Avorld, now shall the prince

of this world be cast out" (John xii. 31). "The prince of this

world is judged'' (John xvi. 11). "Be of good cheer; I have
overcome the world" (John xvi. 33). " I beheld Satan as light-

ning fall from heaven" (Luke x. 18). By the world, the prince

of the world, Satan, and the devil, is signified heU. Moreover,
in the Revelation, from beginning to end, the present state of
the Christian chvirch is described; and it is also foretold that
the Lord would come again, and subdue the hells, and form a
new angelic heaven, and afterwards establish a new church on
earth. Though these particulars are there all foretold, they
were never discovered before this time, because the book of
Revelation, as well as all the prophetical parts of the Word, was
written by mere correspondences, without the discovery of which,
by the Lord, scarcely any one could rightly have understood one
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verse of tliat book ; but now, for the sake of a new church, aU

its contents are discovered in a work entitled the Apocalypse

Revealed, pubhshed at Amsterdam in the year 17G6, and they

uill be attended to by those Avho beheve the Word of the Lord

in Matt. xxiv. concerning the state of the chm-ch at this day,

and concerning his coming. But this behef is still weak and

wavering among those, and those only, in Avhose hearts the faith

of the present chm-ch in a trinity of divine persons from eternity,

and in the passion of Christ as constituting redemption itself, is

so deeplv rooted, that it cannot be eradicated. Such however

(as was shewn in the memorable relation above, n. 113) are

like bottles filled with iron-filings and powder of brimstone,

which, when water is poured into them, first grow hot, and after-

wards break out into a flame, by which the bottles are burst

:

they also, in like manner, when they receive any liAdug water,

which is the genuine truth of the Word, either by theii* eyes or

then' ears, are vehemently heated and set on fire, and reject it

as something that would burst their heads.

117. The subjugation of the hells, the orderly arrangement

of the heavens, and the consequent establishment of a church,

may be illustrated by various similitudes. The character of the

hells may be compared with an army of robbers or rebels who
invade a kingdom or city, set fire to the houses, lay waste the

possessions of the inhabitants, and divide the spoil, with great

joy and triumph; but redemption may be compared with a

righteous king, who marches against them with his army, and

puts part of them to the sword, confines another part in prison,

takes away their spoil, and having restored it to his suljjects,

afterwards establishes his kingdom in peace and order, and

secures it against the like outrages for the future. The hells may
also be compared with a number of wild beasts sallying forth

in a body from the forests, and committing depredations on

flocks and herds, and even on men, so that none dare stir out

beyond the walls of the city to till the ground ; in consequence

of which the fields are left uncultivated, and the inhabitants of

the city are in fear of perishing by famine ; but redemption may
be compared with the slaughter and dispersion of those Avild

beasts, and with the defence of the plains and fields against aU

further depredations. The heUs may be compared also with

locusts that consume every green thing growing on the earth

;

and redemption, with the means to prevent their ftu-ther pro-

gress ; in like manner, to a multitude of grubs, which at the

beginning of summer devom' the leaves of trees, and thus pre-

vent the growth of any fruit, so that the boughs are left bare

and barren as in the depth of winter ; but redemption, to the

destruction of such vermin, by which the trees of the garden are

restored to then- natm-al state of bloom and fruitfulness. All

these are exact pictures of the state in which the church must
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have remained, unless the Lord, by redemption, had separated
the good from the e\dl, and cast the latter into hell, and elevated
the former into heaven ; for what consequences are not to be
dreaded^ There there is neither justice nor judgement in a king
dom, to separate tlie evil from the good, and to seciue the latter

from injuries, so that every one may dwell safely in his own
house, and, as the Scriptm-e expresses it, may sit in safety under
his own vine and his own fig-tree ?

118. II. Without such redemption neither could men
HAVE been saved, NOR COULD THE ANGELS HAVE REMAINED IN
A STATE OF INTEGRITY.

It may be proper first to state the true nature and meaning
of redemption. To redeem signifies to deliver from damnation,
to rescue fi'om eternal death, to snatch out of hell, and to pluck
out of the hands of the devil those that Avere led captive and
bound. This was effected by the Lord when he reduced the
hells to subjection, and formed a new heaven. INIen could not
otherwise have been saved, because the spiritual world and the
natural have such a connexion Avith each other, that they are
incapable of separation, particularly with respect to men's inte-
riors, which are called their souls and minds, and which, if good,
are connected with the souls and minds of angels, but if evil,

with the souls and minds of infernal spirits. Such is the nature
of this union, that if angels and spnits were to be removed from
a man he would instantly fall down dead like a stock or a stone;
and they, on the other hand, could not subsist, if they were de-
prived of their support and resting-place in mankind. Hence
may be seen a reason why redemption took place in the spiritual
Avorld ; and why heaven and hell were first to be regulated be-
fore the chm-ch on earth could be estaljlished. The truth of
this appears evident from the book of Revelation, Avhere it is

said, that after the formation of the new heaven, the New Jeru-
salem, Avhicli is a new church, came doAATi from that heaven
(xxi. 1, 2).

119. The angels could not have stood in their state of inte-
grity, had not redemption been efiected by the Lord, because
the whole angelic heaven, together with the*^church on eai'th, is,

before the Lord, as a single man, whose internal is constituted
by the angelic heaven, and whose external is constituted by the
chm-ch

; or, to be more particular, the highest heaven constitute?
the head; the second and lowest heaven constitute the breast
and middle region of the body; the church on earth constitutes
the loins and feet ; and the Lord himself is the soul and Hfe of
that whole man : therefore, unless the Lord had efiected redemp-
tion, this man must have been destroyed; the feet and loins
must have perished by the defection of the chm-ch on earth ; the
region of the stomach and intestines, by the defection of the
lowest heaven ; the region of the breast, by the defection of the
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second lieaven ; and then the head, being left without a corre-

sponding body, must of necessit}^ have fallen into a state of in-

sensibility. But Ave will endeavour to illustrate this by com-
parisons. It is as when a mortification begins in the feet of the

natui'al body, and by degrees advances upwards, and infects first

the loins, and aftei*wards the ^dscera of the abdomen, and at

length seizes upon the parts near the heart ; in which case, it is

vrell know'n that the infection instantly proves fatal. Or it may
be compared with disorders of the viscera below the diaphragm

;

for no sooner do they receive any material injmy, than the heart

begins to palpitate, and the lungs to pant hea\ily, and presently

all motion ceases in both. It may be illustrated also by this

circumstance relating to the internal and external man, that all

goes well with the internal, so long as the external is obedient

in the discharge of its duties ; but in case the external man is

not obedient, but refi'actory, and especially if it assaults the in-

ternal, then this latter is gradually weakened and overthrowTi,

and at length is betrayed by the pleasures of the external into a

base assent to, and compliance with, its suggestions. It may
likewise be illustrated by comparison with a man standing on
the top of a mountain, who sees a flood of waters inundating the

country below, and observes the waves rising by degrees towards

the smnmit w^here he stands, which ha\ing reached, he himself

must perish in the inundation, unless he can provide for his

safety in a boat till the waters are subsided : or as if a person

from the top of a mountain sees a thick fog rising higher and
higher from beneath, and hiding from his view the plains, the

villages, and cities, till at length it reaches himself, and then he
can neither see any thing, nor know where he himself is situated.

Exactly similar to this is the case of the angels when the church

on earth perishes ; then also the inferior heavens pass away, be-

cause the heavens consist of men from earth, and where there is

no longer any real goodness of heart and truth of the Word re-

maining among men, the heavens are overwhelmed by the e\dls

thence arising, and are choked np by them as by Stygian waters;

nevertheless the inhabitants are preserved elsewhere by the Lord,

and reserved till the day of the last judgement, and are then
raised up into a new heaven. These are those who are signified

in the Revelation in this passage :
" I saw under the altar the

souls of them that were slain for the Word of God, and for the

testimony which they held ; and they cried with a loud voice,

saying, How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost thou not judge
and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth ? And
white robes were given unto every one of them ; and it was said

unto them that they should rest yet for a Httle time, until their

fellow-servants also, and their brethren that should be killed as

they were, should be fulfilled^' (vi. 9—11).

120. Had it not been, therefore^ for the redemption which
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the Lord effected^ iniquity and evil Avould have overspread the

whole body of Christians, both in the natiu'ai and the spiritual

(vorld ; and of the many reasons for this, one is, because every

man after death enters into the world of spirits, and takes along

with him altogether the same nature that he had in the natm^al

Avorld j and no person, at his first coming, can be prevented from
conversing with his deceased parents, brethren, relations, and
friends. Every husband is immediately eager in quest of his

wife, and every wife of her husband ; and by one or other they
are introduced into a variet}^ of acquaintance among siich as out-

wardly appear Hke lambs, but inwardly are hke wolves ; and thus

even those of a rehgious character are corrupted, and turned
from the right way. In consequence of this, and of many wicked
artifices there practised, which are unknown in the natui'al

world, the world of spirits is so fidl of subtle wickedness, that it

may be compared to a pool of water replete with the spaAvn of

frogs. That evil communications have such an effect even in

the spiritual world, may ajipear from this circumstance, that

whoever associates much Avith robbers or pirates, by degrees

acquires a disposition to the same evils ; whoever lives among
adulterers and harlots, in course of time makes light of adultery;

and whoever connects himself with rebellious persons, presently

makes no scruple to do all kinds of violence. For all evils are

infectious, and may be compared to the plague, whose contagion

is communicated even by the breath and perspiration of the in-

fected person ; or they may be compared to a cancer and gan-

grene, which spread slowly, and cornipt first the parts which lie

near, and by degrees those Avhich are more remote, till at last

they infect and destroy the whole system. The delights of evil,

Avhich are hereditary in every man, are what make him so sus-

ceptible of the contagion of wickedness. Hence, then, it may
appear plain, that unless redemption had been Avrought by the

Lord, no man could have been saved, nor could the angels have
remained in their state of integrity. The only refuge for any
one against destruction is in the Lord ; for he says, " Abide in

me, and I in you : as the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, ex-

cept it abide in the vine, no more can ye, except ye abide in me.
I am the vine, ye are the branches : he that abideth in me, and
I in him, the saine bringeth forth much fruit ; for without me
ye can do nothing. If any one abide not in me, he is cast

forth as a branch, and is "withered, and men gather them and
cast them into the fire, and they are burned" (John xv.

4—6).
121. III. The lord thus redeemed not only men, but

ALSO ANGELS.
This follows from what has been said in the foregoing article,

that unless redemption had been Avrought by the Lord, the
angels could not have remained in a state of integrity. To tlie
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reasons above assigned, the folloAving may be added:—1. At the

time of the Lord's first coming the hells had grown to such a

height, that they filled the whole world of spirits, which is in

the middle between heaven and hell, and had tlier^^by not only

distiu'bed the last or lowest heaven, but had also made attempts

upon the middle heaven, which they infested a thousand difl'er-

cut ways, and v/hich Mould have been destroyed unless the

Lord had protected it. Such insurrection of the hells is signi-

fied by the tower that was built in the land of Shinar, whose
head was to reach unto heaven ; which attempt was prevented

by the confusion of languages, when the builders were dispersed,

and the city was called Babel (Gen. xi. 1—9). What is there

signified by the tower and the confusion of languages, is ex-

plained in the work entitled Arcana Ccelestia, published at

London. The hells had grown to such a height, because at the

time when the Lord came into the world, the whole earth was
altogether alienated from God by idolatries and magic ; and the

chm'ch, which had formerly been established among the childi'en

of Israel, and lastly among the Jews, was entirely destroyed in

consequence of the falsification and adulteration of the Word.
In the mean time both Jews and Geutiles after death flocked

into the world of spirits, where in process of time they so in-

creased and multiplied, that there was no possibility of driving

them out thence but by the coming down of God himself, and
by the strength of his divine arm. The means by which this

work was ettected is described in a small treatise on the Last
Judgement, published at London in the year 1758. This was
accomplished by the Lord during his abode in the world. A
similar judgement also is accomplished by the Lord at this day,

because, as was observed above, this is the time of his second

coming, according to his predictions in every part of the Revela-

tion, and in Matt. xxiv. 3—30; in Mark xiii. 26; in Luke xxi.

27; in the Acts of the Apostles, i. 11; and in. many other places.

There is this difterence, indeed, that at liis first coming the hells

had grown to their great height, in consequence of being

crowded with idolaters, magicians, and falsifiers of the Word

;

but at this his second coming they are crowded with Christians,

so called, both such as are immersed in uatui'alism, and such as

have falsified the Word by confirmations of their invented

scheme of faith concerning the existence of three divine persons

from eternity, and concerning the Lord's passion as constitut-

ing the sum and substance of redemption ; for these are those

who are signified by the dragon and his two beasts in the Reve-
lation (xii. and xiii). 2. The second reason why the Lord also

redeemed angels is, because not only every individual man, but
likewise every individual angel, is withheld from evil and pre-

served in good by the Lord ; for no one, whether he be an angel

or a man, is in good of himself, but all good is from the Lord

;
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when tlierefore the footstool of the angels^ which is in the workl
of spirits, Avas removed from undei them, they were in a similar

situation with a person sitting on a throne when its pedestals

are taken away. That the angels are not pure in the sight of

vjod, is OA^ident from the prophetical parts of the Word, and also

from the book of Job, iv. 18; and from this consideration, that

there is not a single angel who Avas not once a man. This then
is the confirmation of that part of the Faith op the New
Heaven and the New Church, in its universal and par-
ticular FORM, prefixed to this work, where it is said, "That
the Lord came into the world to remove heU from man,, and that

he removed it by combats against it and victories over it, by
which he subdued it, and reduced it under obedience to his

authority? ^^ and furthei', "That Jehovah God descended and
assamed the Humanity, for the pm-pose of reducing to order all

things in heaven and in the church : since at that time the

power of the devil, that is, of hell, prevailed over the power of

heaven, and on earth the power of evil over the power of good

;

in consequence of Avhich a total damnation was at hand, and
threatened every creature. This impending damnation Jehovah
God removed by his Humanity, and thus redeemed both angels

and men ; from whence it is evident, that unless the Lord had
come into the world, no flesh could have been saved. The case

is similar at this day; consequently, unless the Lord come
again into the world, no flesh can be saved.-"^ See above,

n. 2, 3.)

122. The deliverance wrought by the Lord, by which both
the spiritual world and the church on earth were rescued from
universal damnation, may be illustrated by comparison with a

king, who, by victories obtained over his enemies, sets at liberty,

and brings back to his palace the princes, his sons, who had
been taken prisoners, bound in chains, and shut up in a dun-
geon. It may be illustrated also by comparison Avith a shep-

herd, who, like Samson and David, rescues his sheep from the

jaws of a lion or a bear, drives back those wild beasts into the

forests from which they came, pui'sues them to their retreats,

and at last forces them to take refuge in bogs or deserts, and
afterwards returns to his sheep, feeds them in safety, and gives

them drink out of fountains of pure water. It may be illus-

trated also by a comparison with a person Avho sees a serpent

lying coiled up in the way, and just ready to bite a traveler

by the heel, which he immediately seizes by the head, and in

spite of its tAvisting and twining about his hand, carries it to his

house, where he cuts off its head, and casts its body into the

fire. It is capable of receiving further illustration from the case

of a bridegroom or husband, Avho seeing an adulterer attempt to

do violence to his bride or wife, immediately attacks him, and
either Avounds his hand with his sword, or disables him Avith
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blows on Lis legs and loins, or else orders liis servants to cast

him into the streets, and beat him Avitli clubs to his own house,

thus rescuing his beloved, and conducting her in safety to his

own chamber. Moreover, by a bride and wife, in the Word, is

signified the chru'ch of the Lord, and by adulterers are signified

the violators of the church, as all those are who adulterate the

Word of the Lord. It was because the Jews did so, that the

Lord called them an adulterous generation.

123. IV. Redemption was a work purely divine.

Whoever considers the true natm^e of hell, and how it had
arisen and overflowed the whole w^orld of spirits at the time of

the Lord's coming, and with what power the Lord cast it down
and dispersed it, and afterwards reduced it to order together

with heaven, cannot but stand in amazement, and exclaim, that

all w^as a work pui'cly divine. For first, with respect to the

nature of hell ; it consists of myriads of myriads of spuits, being

composed of all those who, from the creation of the world, have
ahenated themselves from God, by evils of life, and falses of

faith. Secondly, with respect to the manner in which hell had
arisen, and overflowed the whole world of spirits, at the time of
the Lord's coming; this was in some measure explained in the

foregoing article. What was its state at the time of the Lord's

first coming, was never made known to any person, because it is

not revealed in the literal sense of the Word ; but what it was
at the time of his second coming, I was permitted to be an eye-

witness ; and hence some idea may be collected of its former
state, according to the description given in a small treatise on
the Last Judgement, published at London in the year 1758 ; in

which treatise there is also described with what power the Lord
cast down the hells, and dispersed them. It is therefore needless

in this place to transcribe the account of all that I was an eye-

witness of, since every reader may plainly see from what is said

in that treatise, that such casting down and dispersion of the

hells was the work of an omnipotent God. Fourthly, with re-

gard to the manner in which the Lord afterivards reduced to

order all things both in heaven and in hell; this I have not as

yet described, since the reduction of the heavens and the hells

to order is not yet accomplished, but has continued in its pro-

cess since the day of the Last Judgement until now, and still

continues ; nevertheless, if it be desired, it shall be made pubhc
after the completion of this work. With respect to myself, I

have seen, and do see daily, the divine omnipotence of the Lord
manifested in this as in a true mirror. The latter process is

indeed peculiarly that of redemption, whereas the former belongs

more properly to the Last Judgement; and such persons as

\iave a distinct idea of each, may discern several things that he
concealed under figures in the prophetical parts of the Word,
and vet stand plainly revealed, if by an «xphcatioii of corre-
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spondences they are exposed to the light of the undei^tanding.

Forasmuch as each work, botli the former and the latter, i?

divine, therefore they can only be illustrated by comparisons,

and that in a very imperfect manner. They may be illustrated

by comparison with a battle against the armies of all the nations

throughout the whole world, accoutred with spears, shields,

swords, guns, and cannon, headed by skilful and cunning gene-

rals and commanders : they are called skilful and cuniiing, be-

cause numbers in hell are acquainted with arts unknown in our

world, in which they exercise themselves, that they may attack,

ensnare, beset, and assault, to the greatest advantage, the in-

habitants of heaven. The Lord^s combat with hell may also be

compared, but yet imperfectly, with a combat against all the

wild beasts throughout the whole world, and with their slaughter

and complete subjugation, so that not one of them dare to stir

out of his den, and attack any man who is in the Lord ; hence,

if any such man looks at them with a menacing aspect, they

suddenly shrink back, as if they felt a vultiu'e in their bosoms,

endeavoiu-ing to eat his Avay into then' hearts. Infernal spirits

are also described in the Word by wild lieasts, and are signified

particularly by those among which the Lord is said to have been
forty days (Mark i. 13). It may be compared also with an op-

position to the whole body of the ocean, when the dykes which
confine it are broken doAvn, and it deluges whole countries and
cities with its waters. The reducing of hell to subjection by the

Lord is also signified by his calming the raging sea, when he
said, "Peace, be stilP' (Markiv. 38, 39; Matt. viii. 26; Luke^dii.

23, 24) ; for by the sea there, as in many other places, is signi-

fied hell. The Lord, by the same divine power, fights at this

day against hell in every particiilar person who is advancing in

regeneration ; for hell rises up against every such person with
all its diabohcal fury; and unless the Lord opposed and sub-

dued it, the man must of necessity fall an easy prey to its

tp-anny. For hell is like a single gigantic monster or a savage

Hon, with which it is also compared in the Word ; and conse-

quently, unless the Lord kept that Hon or monster bound hand
and foot, it must of necessity happen, that a man, though res-

cued from one evil, would of himself faU into another, and so on
into others, -rrithout end.

124. V. Tins KEAL REDEMPTION COULD NOT POSSIBLY HAVE
BEEN EFFECTED BUT BY GOD INCARNATE.

It was shewn in the forgoing article, that redemption was a

work purely divine, consequently that it could only be effected

by an omnipotent God. The reason why it was necessary for

God to become incarnate, that is, to be made a man, in order to

efiect redemption, is, because Jehovah God, such as he is in his

infinite essence, cannot approach unto heU, much less enter into

it, being in that essence in purest and first principles ; there-
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fore Jelioviili God being such in liimself, if lie had only breathe!

on the inhabitants of hell, Avould have deprived them instantly

of life ; for he said to Moses, who was desirous of seeing him,
" Thou canst not see my face ; for there shall no man see me
and live " (Exod. xxxiii. 20) ; and if JNIoses could not see him,
much less could the infernal spirits, who, being in the lowest

degree natural, are in last and grossest principles, and thus in

such as are most remote from God ; consequently, unless

Jehovah God had assumed the Humanity, and thus clothed

himself with a body, which is in last or ultimate principles, it

would have been vain to have attempted any thing like redemp-
tion. For who can attack an enemy, unless he approach towards

him, and be fui'nished with arms for the battle ? Or who can
disperse and destroy dragons, hydras, and basilisks in the wilder-

ness, unless he cover his body with a coat of mail, and his head
Avith a helmet, and be armed with a spear in his hand ? Or Avho

can catch whales in the sea without a ship, and the necessary

tackle for the purpose ? By these, and such like comparisons,

the combat which the omnipotent God waged with the hells may
in some sort be illustrated, though by no means perfectly repre-

sented. In this combat he could not possibly have engaged, un-
less he had first put on the Humanity. But it is to be observed,

that the combat Avhich the Lord Avaged with the hells was not

an oral combat, as between reasoners and disputers, for here

such kind of warfare would have had no effect ; but it was a

spiritual combat, or the combat of divine truth from di^dne

good, which was the Lord^s very principle of life, the influx of

winch, Avhen made through the medium of sight or aspect, is

irresistible to all in the hells ; for such poAver is contained in it,

that the infernal genii, at the mere perception of it, flee aAvay,

cast themselves into the deep, and creep into clefts and caA^erns

to conceal themselves, according to the description given of them
by Isaiah in these Avords :

" They shall go into the caverns of

the rocks, and into the clefts of the earth, for fear of Jehovah,

Avhen he ariseth to afli'ight the earth " (ii. 19); and in the Reve-
lation :

" They hid themseh'es in the dens and in the rocks of

the mountains, and said to the mountains and rocks. Fall on us,

and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and
from the anger of the Lamb" (vi. 15, 16, 17). How great the

DOAver which the Lord exercised when he accomplished the last

judgement in the year 1757, and which he possesses by Airtue

of divine good, may appear from the cu'cumstances described in

the small treatise concerning that judgement ; as that he plucked

up from their foundations the hills and mountains which the in-

fernal spirits had taken possession of in the world of spirits, and
cast them to a vast distance, caused some to sink doAvn into the

earth, deluged their cities, villages, and fields Avith a flood of

water, and rooted up the ground on which they stood, and cast
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it with its inhabitants into whirlpools, bogs, and fens, Avith many
other particnlars; all which operations were effected by the

Lord alone, through the power of divine truth derived from
divine good.

125. Tliat Jehovah God could not have been thus active and
operative, except by his Humanity, may be illustrated by vari-

ous comparisons; as, for example, it is impossible for persons

that are invisible to each other to unite in salutation or conver-

sation : angels or spirits cannot join hands, or engage in dis-

course with a man, even though they shoidd stand just beside

his person and before his face ; and the sovil of any one cannot
converse and negotiate business Avith another, except by means
of his body. The sun cannot enter with its light and heat into

any man, beast, or vegetable, unless it first enter into the air,

and act by that as a conveying medium ; in like manner also

that heat and light cannot enter into fish but by the medium of
water ; for it is necessary it should act by means of the element
in which the subject of its operation dwells. No one can scrape

off the scales of a fish Avith a knife, or pluck the feathers from a

bird without fingers, or go down to the bottom of a lake Avithout

a diving-bell. In short, one thing must be accommodated to

another before there can be any communication betAveen them,
or any operation of either contrariety or concord.

126. VI. The passion of the cross avas not redemption,
i',uT the last temptation which the lord endured as the
fJRAND prophet; AND IT AVAS THE MEANS OF THE GLORIFICATION
OF HIS HUMANITY, THAT IS, OF THE UNION AVITH THE DIVINITY
OP HIS FATHER.

The two pm-poses for which the Lord came into the Avorld,

md by Avhich he saved men and angels, are these, redemption
;ind the glorification of his Humanity. These tAvo are distinct

from each other, but yet they make one Avith respect to salva-

tion. It has been shcAvn in the foregoing articles, that redeaip-
TioN Avas a combat Avith the hells and their subjugation, and
afterwards the orderly establishment of the heavens. But
glorification Avas the uniting of the Lord^s Humanity Avith

the Divinity of his Father, which Avas effected by successive

steps, and Avas fully completed by the passion of the cross ; so

every man, on his part, ought to approach tOAvards God, and as

he SO approaches, God enters, on his part, in the same propor-

tion. It is in this case as Avith a temple, Avhich must first be
built by men's hands, and afterwards consecrated, and lastly

sanctified by prayer, that God would make it the abode of his

presence, and unite himself with his chm^ch assembled there.

The reason Avhy that union Avas fully effected by the passion of
the cross, is, because this was the last temptation which the
Lord underwent during his abode in thcAvoiid; and conjunc-
tion is effected by temptations ; for in them, the man, to all
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appearance, is left to liimself alone
;
yet it is but in appearance;

for God is then most present Avith him, in the inmost principles

of his mind, and supports him. When therefore a person con

quers in temptation, he is then most intimately conjoined with

God ; and this was the case with the Lord in the union with

his Father. That the Lord, dmnng his sufferings on the cross,

was left to himself, is evident from his exclamation at that time,

" Mv God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ? " and also

from his own words, " No man taketh my life from me, but I

lav it down of myself; I have power to lay it down, and I have

power to take it again. This commandment have I received oi

my Father" (John x. 18). It is evident then from this, that

the Lord sufl'ered not as to his DiAinity, but as to his Humanity,

and that, at the time of suffering, the most intimate and thereby

the most complete union was eftected. This may be illustrated

by the consideration, that while a man suffers with respect to

his body, his soul does not suffer, but only mourns; which

mourning God removes after \dctory obtained, and as it were

wipes the tears from his eyes.

127. These two points, redemption and the passion of the

cross, ought to be considered as distinct ; otherwise the human
mind, like a ship, strikes upon quicksands or rocks, and is lost,

together with the pilot, the captain, and the sailors ; that is, it

falls into eiTor respecting jdl those truths that relate to salvation

by the Lord. For unless he has right ideas of these two points,

as distinct from each other, a man is as in a dream, in which he

sees imaginary objects, and forms conclusions on things which

he fancies to be real, but which at last prove visionary ; or he is

like a person walking by night, who lays hold on the leaves of a

tree, supposing them to be the hair of a man's head, and,

coming near, entangles his own hair in the branches. But
although redemption and the passion of the cross are two dis-

tinct things, yet the}^ are united and make one in the matter of

salvation; since the Lord, by union with his Father, which was

completed by the passion of the cross, became a Bedeemer to all

eternity.

128. Concerning the glorification, which signifies the

uniting of the Divine Human of the Lord with the Divinity of

the Father, which was fully completed hy the passion of the

cross, the Lord thus speaks in the Gospel :
" When Judas was

gone out, Jesus said. Now is the Son of Man glorified, and God
is glorified in him. If God be glorified in him, God will also

glorify him in himself, and wiU straightway glorilH' him " (John

xiii. 31, 32). Here glorification is spoken both of God the

Father and of the Son ; for it is said, God is glorified in him,

and wiU glorify him in himself; it is e\ddent, therefore, that

glorification signifies union. " Father, the hour is come : glorify

thy Son, that thv Son also may glorify thee " (John xvii. 1, 5).
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This is to intimate tliat tlie union was reciprocal, and, as it is

also said, that the Father was in him, and he in the Father.
" No^y is my soul troubled : and he said, Father, glorify tliy

name ; and there came a voice from heaven, saying, I both have
glorified it, and will glorify it again " (John xii. 37, 28) . This

was said because the union was effected successively, or by de-

crees. " Ought not Christ to suffer these things, and to enter

•Bto his glory ?
'" (Luke xxiv. 26) . Glory, in the Word, when

spoken of the Lord, signifies divine truth united with di^dne

good. Hence it appears evident, that the Humanity of the Lord
is Divine.

129. The Lord was willing to be tempted, even to his suffer-

ing on the cross, because he was the Grand Prophet ; and pro-

phets formerly signified the doctrine of the church derived from
the Word, and thence they represented the chmxh, according to

its nature and quality, by various emblems, and also by unjust,

grievous, and even wicked acts, which were enjoined them by
God for that pm'pose. But the Lord, since he was the Word
itself, by his suffering on the cross as the Prophet, represented

the Jewish church, as to the manner in which it had profaned

the Word. To this may be added another reason, that he might
thus be acknowledged in the heavens as the Sa\dour of both
worlds ; for all the particrdars of his suffering or passion were
significative of such things as relate to the profanation of the

Word, and the angels understand them in a spiritual sense,

while men on earth understand them in a natm'al sense. That
the Lord was the Prophet is e\ddent from these passages :

'^ A
Fropliet is not without honor, save in his own country and in

his own house" (Matt. xiii. 57; Mark vi. 4; Luke iv. 24).
" Jesus said, It is not fitting that a Prophet perish out of Jeru-

salem" (Lidce xiii. 33). "And there came a fear on all, and
they glorified God, saying that a great Prophet is raised up
amongst us" (Luke Adi. 16). " Tliev said of Jesus, This is /Ae

Prophet oi Nazareth" (Matt. xxi. 11; John Adi. 40). "That a

Prophet should be raised up out of their brethren, ^vhom they

should obey" (Dent. x\iii. 15—19).

130. The prophets represented the state of the church to

vfhich they belonged, with respect to doctrine derived from the

Word, and with respect to life according to such doctrine, as is

evident from the following passages : Isaiah the prophet was en-

joined to loose the sackcloth from off his loins, and the shoe'

from off his foot, and to go naked and barefoot three years for a

sign and a wonder (Isaiah xx. 2,3). The prophet Ezekiel was
enjoined, for the purpose of representing the state of the chirrch,

to prepare him stuff for removing, and to remove to another

place in the eyes of the children of Israel, and to bring forth his

stuff by day, and to go forth at even, through a hole dug in the

wall, and to cover his face that he might not see the earth, and
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that thus he should be a si<ru to the house of Israel : and should

say, " Behold, I am your sign ; like as I have done, so shall it

be done unto you" (Ezek. xii. 3—7, 11). The prophet Hosea
was commanded, for the purpose of representing the state of the

church, to take unto him a harlot to wife ; so he took her, and

she bare him three children, one of whom he called Jezreel, and
another Not-to-be-pitied, and the thii'd Not-a-peopie. And
again he was commanded to go and love a woman beloved of her

companion, and an adulteress, whom he bought for himself

(Hos. i. 2—9; and iii. 1, 2). A certain prophet was enjoined to

cast ashes on his eyes, and to suffer himself to be smitten and
beaten (1 Kings xx. 35—38), Further, as a representative of

the state of the chm"ch, the prophet Ezekiel Avas ordered to take

a tile, to engrave upon it Jerusalem, to lay siege to it, to cast a

trench and mound against it, to put an iron pan between him
and the city, and to lie upon his left side and upon his right

side. Also, to take wheat and barlc}", beans, and lentiles, millet

and vetches, and to make bread thereof, also to make a cake of

barley with man^s dung ; and because he prayed that it might
not be so, he was permitted to make it with cow's dung. The
injunction was thus expressed :

" Lie thou upon thy left side,

and pat the imquity of the house of Israel upon it; the number
of the days that thou shalt lie upon it, tliou shalt bear their

iniquity ; for I Avili give the j'cars of their iniquity', according

to the number of the days, three hundred and ninet}^ days, to

bear the iniquity of the house of Israel ; and when thou hast

accomplished them, thou shalt lie again on thy right side, to

bear tlie iniquity of the house of Judah" (Ezek. iv. 1—15).

The prophet herein bore the iniquities of the house of Israel

and the house of Judah, and did not take them aioay: thus

he represented them, and pointed them out, but did not ex-

piate them, as is plain from Avhat follows in the same chap-

ter :
" And Jehovah said. Even thus shall the children of

Israel eat their unclean bread. Behold I will break the staff

of bread in Jerusalem, that they may want bread and Avater,

;uid be desolated, a man and his brother, and consume aAvay

for their iniquity" (ver. 13, 16, 17). The same therefore is

understood of the Lord, where it is said, " Siu'ely he hath

borne our griefs, and carried om* sorrows ; Jehovah hath laid on
him the iniquities of us all : by his knowledge shall he justify

many, for he shall bear their iniquities" (Isai^.h liii. 4—11);
throughout the whole of which chapter the sufferings or passion

of the Lord ;u-e treated of. The Lord, ss the Prophet, repre-

sented the state of the Jewish church Avith respect to the Word,
as is evident from the particulars of his sufferings ; as tliat he

Avas betrayed by Judas, and Avas taken and condemned by the

chief priests and elders ; that he was buflFeted, and struck on the

head Avith a reed, and Avas crowned with thorns ; that they
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divided his garments, and cast lots upon liis vesture ; tliat tliey

crucified him ; that they gave him vinegar to drink, and piei'ccd

his side ; that he was buried, and rose again the third day. Plis

being betrayed by Judas signified that he Avas betrayed b}- the

Jewish nation, who were in possession of the Word, and were
represented by Judas : his being talcen and condemned by the

chief priests and elders, signified that he was dealt with in like

manner by the whole Jewish church ; his being buft'eted and
spit upon, scourged, and struck on the head with a reed, signi-

fied that the like had been done to the Word with regard to its

di^dne truths ; his being crowned with thorns signified that the

Jewish nation had fiilsified and adulterated divine trutlis; the di-

vision of his garments, and the casting lots upon his vesture, sig-

nified that they had dissipated all the trutlis of the Word, but

liad not injured its spiritual sense, which the Lord^s vesture or

tunic represented ; his crucifixion signified the destruction and
profanation of the whole Word; the ofl^ering him vinegar to

drink signified that the truths of the Word were altogether

falsified, wherefore he did not drink it; the piercing his side

signified that they had totally extinguished all the truth and all

the good of the Word; his burial signified the rejection of what
remained from the mother ; his rising again on the third day
signified his glorification, or the imion of his humanity with the

divinity of the Father. Hence then it appears, that to bear ini-

quities does not mean to remove them, but to represent the

profanation of the trutlis of the Vv^ord.

131. This may also l)e illustrated by comparisons, which are

employed for the sake of the simple and unlearned, Avho see

better by such illustrations than by analytical conclusions de-

duced from the Word and from reason. Every citizen or subject

is united with his king bj^ virtue of obedience to his commands
and injunctions, particularly if he undergoes any hardships for

the sake of his sovereign, and still more if he sacrifices his life

in his service, either in single combat or in a general battle. In
like manner, a friend is united with a friend, a son with a father,

a seiTant with a master, in consequence of doing such things as

are agreeable to their will, and especiallj^ by standing up in

their defence against enemies, and still more by fighting for

their honor. Who that wishes to be united with the virgin

whom he desires for a bride, is not ready to fight with those

that defame her, und to contend with his rival even to bloAA s

and wounds? for that the union is promoted by such means is

according to the law inscribed on nature. Therefore the Lord
says, " I am the good shepherd ; the good shepherd layeth down
his life for the sheep ; therefore my Father loveth me '' (John x.

11, 17).

132. VII. It is a fundamental error of the church
ro BELIEVE the PASSION OF THE CROSS TO BE REDEMPTION IT-
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SELF; AND THIS ERROR^ TOGETHER WITH THAT RELATING TC

THREE DIVINE PERSONS FROM ETERNITY, HAS PERVERTED THE
WHOLE CHURCH, SO THAT NOTHING SPIRITUAL IS LEFT REMAIN-
ING IN IT.

AVhiit doctrine more abounds in the books of the orthodox

at this day, or Avhat is more zealously taught and insisted on in

the schools of divinitj^^ or more constantly preached and cried

up in the pulpit, than this, that God the Father, i)cing full of

wrath against mankind, not only separated them from himself,

but also sentenced them to universal damnation, and thus ex-

communicated them from his favor; but, because he was gra-

cious and merciful, that he persuaded or excited his Son to

descend, and take upon himself the determined curse, and so to

expiate the wrath of his Father; and that thus, and no othcr-

\vise, could the Father be prevailed upon to look again with an

eye of mercy on mankind ? Likewise, that this was effected by
the Son, Avho, in taking upon himself the curse pronounced
against men, suffered himself to be scourged by the Jews, to be
spit upon, and lastly to be crucified as the accursed of God
(Dent. xxi. 23); and that by this means the Father was ap-

peased, and, out of love towards his Son, canceled the sentence

of damnation, yet only in fixvor of those for whom the Son should

intercede, who was thus to be a perpetual Mediator in the pre-

sence of the Father? These and similar doctrines are at this

day sounded forth from the pulpit, and re-echoed from the Avails

of the temple, as an echo from a wood, and the ears of all pre-

sent are filled Avith it. But aa'Iio that has his reason enlightened,

and is restored to health by the Word, cannot see that God is

mercy and clemency itself, because he is love itself, and good-

ness itself, and that these constitute his essence ; and conse-

quently that it is a contradiction to say, that mercy itself, or

goodness itself, can behold a man Ayith an angry eye, and sentence

him to damnation, and still abide in its OAvn divine essence?

Such dispositions are never ascribed to a good man or an angel

of heaven, but only to a Avicked man and a spirit of hell ; it is

therefore Ijlaspliemy to ascriljc them to God. But if Ave inquire

into the cause of this false judgement, Ave shall find it to be this,

that men have mistaken the passion of the cross for redemption
itself: hence have flowed those opinions, as falses floAV in a con-

tinued series from one false principle; or as from a cask of

Adnegar nothing but vinegar can come forth ; or as from an in-

sane mind, Ave can expect nothing but insanity. For one point

being taken for granted, the conclusions that are made from it

must be of the same family, l)ecause they are included in it, and
are severally and successively produced from it ; and from this

one point concerning the passion of the cross, as constituting

the sum of redemption, many more scandalous opinions, impious
auA disgraceful as referring to God, may still arise and go forth
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iiito the -world, until that prophecy of Isaiah is fulfilled, where it,

is said, " The priest and the prophet have erred, through strong

drink ; they stumble in judgement : all tables are full of vomit

and iilthiness" (xxviii. 7, 8).

133. From this idea concerning God and redemption, the

whole system of theology has lost its spirituality, and is become
in the lowest degree natural. This was the necessary conse-

quence of ascribing to God merely natural properties and attri-

butes ; and yet on the idea entertained of God and of redemp-

tion, which makes one with salvation, every thing that has rela-

tion to the church depeiuls. For that idea is like the head, from

which all parts of the liody are derived; when therefore that

idea is spiritual, every thing that belongs to the chiu-ch becomes

spiritual also ; but when that idea is natm-al, then every thing

belonging to the church becomes natural : therefore, as the idea

of God and of redemption is become merely natm\al, that is,

sensual and corporeal, of consequence all those things are merely

natural which the heads and members of the clmrch have main-

tained, and do maintain, in their systems and forms of doctrine.

That idea must of necessity give birth to nothing but falses, be-

cause the natiu'al man is in contmual opposition to the spiritual

man, and thus regards spiritual things as airy and ^dsionary

fantasies ; it may therefore be truly said, that in consequence of

that sensual idea concerning redemption, and thence concerning

God, the ways towards heaven, which are those that lead to the

Lord God the SaWour, are beset with thieves and robbers (Jolm

X. 1, 8, 9); and that the doors of the temple are thrown down^

so that dragons and owls, and the tzjim and jiirn, have enterecL,

and made a concert of dreadful discord. That this idea con.

cerning redemption, and concerning God, pervades the faith

which prevails at this day throughout all Christendom, is an ac-

knowledged truth ; for that faitli requires men to pray to God
the Father that he would remit their sins for the sake of the

cross and blood of his Son, and to God the Son, that he woiild

pray and intercede for them, and to God the Holy Ghost, that

he would justify and sanctify them ; and Avhat is all this but to

supplicate three distinct gods one after another ? And, in such

a case, how can the notion -ivhich the mind forms of the divine

government diflTer from that of an aristocratical or hierarchical

government ? or from that of the triumAirate Avhich once existed

at Rome, if only instead of triumvirate, it be called a triumper-

sonate ? And in such a government, what is easier than for the

de\il to put in practice the old maxim. Divide and govern ; that

is, to distract men's minds, and excite rebellious motions, some-

times against one God, and sometimes against another, as has

been his practice since the time of Arius to this day; and thus

to thrust the Lord God the Savioui' from his throne, "who hath

all power in heaven and in earth " (Matt, xxviii. 18) ; and to
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exalt some creature of liis own in Lis place, and to enjoin men
to worship liira, or^, when the folly of this is detected, to destroy

the worship of the Lord himself together Avith that of the ima-

ginary idol ?

134;. I shall here adjoin the following memorable rela-
tions.—First. I once entered into a temple in the world of

spirits, where there Avas a large congregation ; and l)efore the

sermon they reasoned together ahont redemption. The temple
was a square building, Avith no Avindows in the Avails, but a large

opening aboA'e in the centre of the roof, through Avhicli the light

trom heaA^en entered, and illuminated it better than if there had
been windoAAs at the sides. As they Avere talking about redemp-
tion, a black cloud gathering from the north, on a sudden
coA^ered the opening, which occasioned so thick a darkness, that

they could not see each other, and scarce any one could discern

his OAvn hand. While they AA^ere standing lost in amazement at

this circumstance, lo ! the black cloud AA'as diA'ided in the midst,

and through the aperture AA'ere seen angels descending from
heaA^en, who dispersed the cloud on each side, so that the temple
became again full of light (lumen) ; and immediately the angels

sent one of their party doAvn into the temple, avIio, in the name
of the rest, inquired of the congregation the subject of their dis-

pute, Avhicli had occasioned so thick a cloud to gather over them,
and prcA^ent the admission of light. They replied, that thev
Avere debating about redemption, and had concluded that it Avas

effected by the Son of God, through the passion of the cross, by
AAdiich he made atonement, and deliA^ered mankind from damna-
tion and eternal death. Hereupon the deputed angel said,

" HoAv by the passion of the cross ? Why do you conceive that

redemption Avas thus effected ? " Immediately a priest ap-

proached, and said, "1 Avill explain to you in order Avhat avc

knoAv and believe. It is our opinion that God the Father being

angry with mankind, condemned them, and excluded them from
his mercy, pronounced them all accm-sed and reprobate, and ac-

cordingly sentenced them all to hell ; but that he desired his Son
would take that cm-se upon himself, and that the Son consented,

and for that purpose descended, and assumed the humanit}'^^ and
suff'ered himself to be crucified, and the condenniation of man-
kind thus to be transferred to himself; for it is AATitten, Cursed
is every one that hangeth on a tree ; that thus the Son appeased

the Father by his intercession and mediation ; and then the

Father, out of love tOAvards the Son, and moved Avith the misery
which he had endured on the cross, determined to pass an act

of pardon, but only in favor of those to Avhom he imputes his

Son^s righteousness ; these he Avould make children of grace and
blessing, Avho Avere before children of aa rath and the cm'se, and
would give them justification and salvation ; but all others must
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ODiitinue cliildreii of wrath, as Avas before decreed. This is o\u

faith, and this is the righteorisness which God inserts in our

faith, which faith alone justifies and saves.'' The angel^ on
hearing this was silent for a long time, standing motionless in

astonishment ; and Avlien his surprise was somewhat abated, he

thus deUvered himself: "Is it possible that the Christian world

should be so infatuated, and should wander so far from sound

reason into such crooked devices and establish the funda-

mental doctrine of salvation on these paradoxes ? Who cannot

see that such delusions are diametrically opposite to the very

divine essence itself, that is, to God's divine love and wisdom,

and at the same time, to his omnipotence and omnipresence?

For no upright master could deal in such manner Avith his

men-servants or maid-servants; or even a wild beast with its

cubs ; or a bird of prey Avith its young : it is therefore a most
unsound doctrine. Besides, is it not contrary to his divine

essence to annul the call Avhich is made to CA^ery IndiAddual of

the human race? Is it not contrary to his diAdne essence to

change the order established from eternity, Avhich declares that

every one should be judged according to his life ? Is it not con-

trary to the diAdne essence to AvithdraAv his love and mercy from

any man, and much more from the Avhole race of men ? Is it

not contrary to the divine essence to be brought back again to

mercy by a sight of the Sou's misery, that is, to be brought back
again to his OAvn essence, since mercy is the very essence of

God ? And is it not Avicked to suppose that he ever departed

from it? for his essence is himself from eternity to eternity.

Is it not also an impossibility to introduce into an entity, such

as your faith, the righteousness of redemption, Avhich in

itself is a property of divine omnipotence, and to impute and
ascribe that righteousness to a man, and to declare him righte-

ous, pure, and hoh', Avithout the assistance of any other means ?

Is it not an impossibility to remit a person's sins, and to renew,

regenerate, and save him, by virtue of imputation only, and thus

to change unrighteousness into righteousness, and the curse intv,

blessing ? In such a case Avould it not be possible to turn hell

into heaven, and heaven into hell, or the dragon into JNIichael,

and Michael into the dragon, and thus to put an end to the

combat between them ? For Avhat is there Avanting to produce

such an effect, but to remove the imputation Avhich your faith

teaches from the one, and to inscribe it on the other? But Avere

this possible, Ave in heaven must hve in eternal anxiety and
trembling. Justice and judgement cannot alloAv that one per-

son should take upon himself the wickedness of another, and so

make the Avicked innocent, and wash aAvay his guilt : surely this

is contrary to all righteousness, both divine and human ! The
Christian Avorld, moreover, is ignorant of the existence of order,

Rud especially what is meant by the order Avhich God introduced
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into tlie world at its creation, and contrary to wliicli God cannot

act, because he would then act contrary to himself, for God is

order itself/^ The priest understood what the angel said, be-

cause the angels who were above infused light from heaven ; and
immediately he sighed and said, " What nmst lie done ? All at

this day preach, and pray, and believe, according to the faith I

nave mentioned : this is the form of supplication in every mouth,
' Good Father, have mercy on us, and forgive our sins for the

sake of thy Son's blood, Avliich he shed for us on the cross

;

'

and to Christ, ' Lord, intercede for us ; ' to Avhich we priests

make this addition, ' Send the Holy Spirit upon us.' " Then
the angel said, " I oljserve that you priests prepare a kind of

eye-salve from the Word, which you do not miderstand in its

inward sense, and that with it you anoint the eyes of such as are

blinded by your faith, or make to yourselves a sort of plaster of

it, which you spread upon the woands that jovx doctrines have

occasioned, but which does not heal them, because they are too

deep to admit of such a cure : go therefore to the man who
stands there (and he pointed to me), and he will instruct you
from the Lord, that the passion of the cross Avas the uniting of

the Lord's Humanity Avith the Divinity of the Father, but that

it was not redemption ; for this consisted in subduing the hells,

and restoring the heavens to order ; and that unless the Lord,

during his abode in the world, had accomplished these works,

no one could have been saved either on earth or in heaven : he
will instruct you ftu'ther concerning the order that was intro-

duced at creation, and which must be tlie rule of life to such as

vi^ould be saved, and that all who live according to that rule are

reckoned among the redeemed, and are called the elect." As
the angel ended, there appeared windows on the sides of the

temple, througli which there entered a luminous influx from the

four quarters of the Avorld, and there appeared cherubs flying in

the brightness of the light ; and the angel Avas taken up to his

companions above the aperture, and we all retired full of joy.

135. The second memorable relation.—One morning as

I awoke out of sleep, the sun of the spiritual Avorld appeared to

me in all its splendor, and underneath I saw the heavens at a

distance, as the earth appears distant from her sun. Then Avere

beard from the heavens words unutteral)le in natural language,

from Avliich Avhcn collected into one this utteraljle sentence was
articulated, " That there is one God, avIio is a 3.Lan, and Avhose

habitation is in that sun." This articulate sentence descended

through the middle heavens down to the lowest, and from thence

into the world of spirits Avhere I Avas ; and I perceived that the

idea of one God, Avhich the angels entertained, Avas changed ac-

cording to the degrees of descent into the idea of three Gods

;

and Avhen I obscr\'ed this, I entered into conversation Avith those

who conceived there Avere three Gods, and said. " Oh Avltat an
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enormity is this ! Whence did yon receive it ? " They rephed_,

" We conceive there are three in consequence of the idea we
entertain concerning the triune God, but this idea nevertlieless

does not influence our speech ; for when we speak, Ave always say

roundly that God is one : if oiu* minds and our lips be at vari-

ance, what does it signify, so long as the idea is confined in our

"uinds, and docs not descend and divide the unity of God in oiu*

nouths ? But still it does descend at times, because it has t;\ken

inward possession of us, and if we were then to speak out

Ave should say there are three Gods. We are hoAvcver on our

guard against this, lest Ave should be exposed to the ridicule of

those that hear us." At that instant they began to speak under

the immediate influence of their real thoughts, saying, " Are
there not tla-ee Gods, since there are three divine persons, each

of Avhich is God ? We cainiot think otherwise, since the great

oracle of our church, out of the shrine of his holy doctrines,

ascribes creation to one, redemption to another, and sanctiiica-

tion to a third; and especially since he assigns to each his pecu-

liar properties, Avhicli he declares to be incommunicable; and

these are not only creation, redemption, and sancdfication, but

also imputation, mediation, and operation. Is there not then

one Avho has created us, and Avho has also the ofhce of imputa-

tion ? another Avho has redeemed us, and Avho has also the office

of mediation ? and a third Avho operates this mediated imputa-

tion, and Avho has also the ofhcc of sanctification ? Who does

not know that the Son of God Avas sent into the Avorld by God
the Father to redeem mankind, and thereby to become an

atouer, mediator, propitiator, and intercessor ? And since he is

one Avith the Son of God from eternity, are not these two per-

sons, the Father and the Son, distinct from each other ? Since

these tAvo are in heaven, one sitting at the right hand of the

other, must there not necessarily be a third person to execute

on earth Avhat is decreed in heaven? " On hearing these Avords

I held my peace
;
yet I thought Avithin myself, " What infatua-

tion is this ! they are in utter ignorance of Avhat is meant in the

Word by mediation." At that instant, by the command of the

Lord, three angels descended from heaA^en, and joined company
with me, to the end that from an interior perception I might

converse with those Avho entertained an idea of three Gods, par-

ticularly on the subject of mediation, intercession, propitiation,

an«:^ atonement, Avhich offices are })y them ascribed to the second

person, or the Son, but not till after he Avas made Man ; and he
was made Man many ages after the creation, when those four

means of salvation had previously no existence, and thus God
the Father Avas not rendered propitious, mankind AA^as not

atoned, and no one was sent from lieaA^en to be an intercessor

and mediator.

Then under the influence of the offered inspiration, I entej'ed
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into conversation Avitli tliera, saying, " Come near, as many as

are able, and hear >vhat is meant in the Word hy mediation, in-

-'ercession, atonement, and propitiation. They are four terms

.'xpressive of the grace of the one only God in his Hmnanity.

;}od the Father can never be approached, nor can lie come to

.*iny man, because he is infinite, arid dwells in his Esse, which is

Jeiiovah, from Avhich Esse, if he shoidd come to a man, he would

consume him or decompose him, as fire does Avood Avhen it re-

duces it to ashes. This is evident from Avhat he said to Moses,

who desired to see him ;
' No man shall see me, and live

'

(Exod. xxxiii. 20) ; and the Lord says, ' No one hath seen God
at any time, except the Son who is in the bosom of the Father'

(John i. 18; Matt. xi. 27); also, that no one hath heard the voice

of the Father, or seen his shape (John v. 37). It is Avritten

indeed that Moses saAV Jehovah face to face, and conversed with

him as one man does with another ; but this was done by the

medixim of an angel, as Avas the case also Avitli Abraham and

Gideon. Noav since God the Father in himself is such, there-

fore he Avas pleased to assume the Humanity, and in this Hu-
manity to admit mankind to himself, and so to hear them, and

converse Avitli them ; and this Himianity it is Avhich is called the

Sou of God, and Avhich mediates- intercedes, propitiates, and

atones. I Avill explain, therefore, Avhat these four terms, predi-

cated of the Humanity of God the Father, signify. Mediation
signifies that the Humanity is the medium by Avhich a man may
come to God the Father, and God the Father to him, and thus

be liiG teacher and guide unto salvation ; therefore the Son of

God, by Avhom is meant the Humanity of God the Father, is

called SaA'iour, and on earth Jesus, that is. Salvation. Inter-

cession signifies perpetual mediation; for loA'C itself, the pro-

perties of Avhich are mercy, clemency, and grace, perpetually

intercedes, that is, mediates for those who do his command-
ments, and Avho are thus the objects of his loA^e. Atonement
rsignifies the removal of sins, into Avhich a man would rush head-

long, Avere he to approach Jehovah unclothed with the Humanity.

Propitiation signifies the operation of clemency and grace, to

prevent a man from falling into damnation by sin, and at the

same time to guard against the profanation of holiness : this Avas

signified by the propitiatory, or meicy-seat, over the ark in the

tabernacle. It is acknoAvledged that God spoke in his Word
according to appearances, as Avheu it is said that he is angry,

that he aA'enges, that he tempts, that he punishes, that he casts

into hell, that he condemns, yea, that he does evil ; Avhen the

truth is, that God is never angry Avith any one, he never avenges,

tempts, punishes, casts into hell, or condemns ; such things are

as far from God as heU is from heaven, and infinitely farther.

They are forms of speech, then, used only according to appear-

ances ; so also, but in a different sense, are the terms atonement^
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[jropitiation, intercession, and mediation, ibr these are forms of

si)ecch expressive of the approach which is opened to God, and
of the grace communicated from God hy means of liis Hu-
manity; which terms being misunderstood, men have divided

God into three, and upon that division have grounded aU trie

doctrine of the church, and so falsified tlie Word : hence has

arisen the abomination of desolation foretokl by the Lord in

Daniel, and again in Matthew xxiv." When I had ended, the

company of spirits retired from about me, and I olDserved that

those who actually entertained an idea of three gods looked to-

wards hell, and that those who conceived there is one God, in

whom there is a Divine Trinity, and that this trinity is in the

Lord God the Saviour, looked towards heaven; and to these

appeared the sun of heaven, in which Jehovah is in his Hu-
manity.

136. The third memorable relation.—I saw at a dis-

tance five buildings called Gymnasia, each of which was over-

spread with light from heaven. The first Avas overspread with a

light, such as before sun-rise is seen to tinge the clouds in a

morning here on earth ; the second Avith a yellow light, such as

appears in the morning after sun-rise ; the third with a bright

clear light, such as we see on earth at mid-day; the fom^th with

a light of a middle kind, as when it begins to be mixed with the

shades of evening; and the fifth Avas completely involved in

tAvilight. The gymnasia in the Avorld of spirits are spaciour,

halls, Avhere the learned assemble to discuss various arcana that

may be of serAdce to them in the promotion of science, inteili-

gence, and Avisdom. On seeing them I Avas seized Avitli a strong,

desire to go to one of them ; so I went in the spirit to that

which Avas overspread with a light of a middle kind. When I

entered I found a company of the learned met together, avIio

Avere debating about the true interpretation of that passage

Avhere it is said of the Lord, that " Avhen he Avas received up into

heaven, he sat on the right hand of God" (MarkxA'i. 19). JNIany

of the assembly insisted that those Avords Avere to be understood

literally, and that the Son does really so sit beside the Father;

but being asked for Avhat reason he could be so placed, some of

them replied, that he was exalted to the right hand of the Father

on account of the redemption Avhich he accomplished ; some, that

he Avas seated there out of the love Avith Avhicli he is regarded by
the Father ; some, for this purpose, that he might be the Father's

counsellor to adAase Avith, and therefore that in that character he

might receive honor from the angels; and some, that he Avas

placed there by the Father to reign in his stead, for it is Avritten

that "all power is given unto him in heaA'en and in earth;" but

che greater part affirmed that he was placed there to hear those

on the right hand for Avhom he intercedes ; for all the members
of the church at this dav approach God the Father, and beseech
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liim tj h'cve mercy for the sake of his Sou, belie^dng that this

3aus3s the Pather to turn himself to the Son, for the purpose of

reseiAing his mediation ; some, however, asserted that only the

Son of God born from eternity sits on the right hand of the

Father, to communicate liis divinity with the Son of ]\Ian that

was born in the Avorld. On Iicaring this I was much amazed
that people of such learning, who had resided some time in the

spiritual Avorld, should yet be so ignorant upon heavenly sub-

jects ; but I perceived their ignorance to be owing to this cause,

that from a trust in their own self-derived intelligence they had
not submitted to be taught by those who are truly Avise. But
that they might not continue any longer ignorant of what is

meant by the Son's sitting at the right hand of the Father, I

waved my hand, begging ihem to listen to what I wished to say

on that subject; and as I saw them disposed to attend, I said,

" Have you not learned from the Word that the Father and the

Son are one, and that the Father is in the Son, and the Son in

the Father? This the Lord plainly declares (John x, 30; xiv.

10, 11). If you do not believe these words, you divide God into

two, in which case you must of necessity form natural, sensual,

3^ea, material conceptions of God, as the church on earth has

done since the time of the Council of Nice, when the doctrine

of the existence of three divine persons from eternity was intro-

duced, Avhereby the church v.as turned into a theatre, orna-

mented with painted scenery, before which the performers exhi-

bited new scenes. Who does not know and acknowledge that

God is one ? If you acknowledge this in heart and spirit, all

that you have said instantly vanishes of itself, and rebounds into

the air like idle tales from the ear of a wise man.'' At these

words many of the company oere much enraged, and wished to

pull my ears, and enjoin me silence ; but the president of the

assembly in great indignation said, " We are here speaking not

of the unity and plurality of God, because we believe both ; but
v/e are debating about the true interpretation of that passage

where it is said that the Son sits on the right hand of the

Father; if you can give us any information on this subject, let

us hear it ?'^ I replied, " You shall hear it ; only, I beseech you,

be not so tumultuous." I then added, " To sit on the right

hand does not mean literally to sit on the right hand, but it

rignifies the omnipotence of God bv means of the Humanity
;rhich he assumed in the world : by this Humanity he is in last

and lowest principles as well as in first ; and by this he entered

into, destroyed, and subdued the hells, and by this he restored

the heavens to order; consequently, by this he redeemed both
men and angels, and redeems them to all eternity. If you con-
sult the Word of God, and are in a capacity to receive illustra-

tion, you will be enabled to discover that by the right hand is

there meant omnipotence ; as in Isaiah :
' My hand laid the
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foundation of the earth, and my rigid hand spanned the heavens

'

(xh'iii. 13). ' God hath sworn by his rigid hand, and by the arm
of his strength' (Ixii. 8). ' Tliy right hand holdeth me up'
(Psahn xviii. 35). ' Let thy hand be upon the Man of ihy right

hand, and upon the Son of Man whom thou madest strong for

thyse)/ ' (Ixxx. 17). Hence it is evident how this passage is to

)e unaerstood :
' Jehovah said unto my Lord, Sit thou at my

'igld hand, until I make thine enemies thy footstool. The Lord
sliall send the rod of thy strength out of Zion : rule thou in the

midst of thine enemies' (ex. 1, 2). This whole psalm through-

out treats of the Lord's combats with the hells, and of their sub-

jugation ; and since tlie right hand of God signifies omnipo-

tence, therefore tlie Lord says that he shall sit at ' the right hand

of power ' (Matt. xxvi. 64) ; and at ' the right hard of the

power of God' (Luke xxii. 69)." On hearing these texts, the

assembly grew tumultuous ; and I said, " Take heed to your-

selves : possibly a hand may appear from heaven, which, when
it appears, never fails to strike the beholder Avith an incrediljle

terror of its power, and which, when I saw it, Avas a convincing

proof to me that the right hand of God signifies omnipotence."

I had scarcely uttered these words, when there appeared under
heaven a stretched-out hand, at the sight of which the company
was struck with such terror, that they rushed in crowds toAvards

the gates ; some ran to throw themselves out at the windows,

and some fell down fainting and breathless. With respect to

myself, I remained without the least apprehension, but walked
out quietly after them ; and when I had proceeded to some dis-

tance I turned about, and observed the gymnasium overspread

wdth a dark cloud ; and I was informed from heaven that it was
in consequence of their having been influenced in their discus-

sion by a belief in three gods, and that the former light w^oidd

return wdienever a congregation of sounder minds should assem-

ble there.

137. The fourth memorable relation.—I was informed
on a time that a council was convened of those who had been
distinguished for their writings and erudition on the subject of

the faith now professed, and of the justification of the elect by
it. This council was to be held in the world of spirits, and it

was permitted me to be present there iu the spirit. I saw a

large assembly of the clergy, both of the same and of diflFerent

^Professions : on the right side stood those who in the Avorld Avere

rji^C(]i apostolic fathers, and who lived before the time of the
coitucil of Nice ; and on the left stood those w^ho had distin -

guish'id themselves since that time by their printed or "vyritten

books. Many of the latter had their faces shaven, and wore
wigs on their heads made of women's hair ; some of them had
collars round their necks made of tAvisted membranes, and some
of other materials ; but the former appeared Avith their beards
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at full length, aiul wore their own hair. Before both parties

there stood a person Avho was esteemed a great judge and critic

in the writings of tlie present age : he had a wand in his hand,

with wliieli he struek the grovmd, and proclaimed silence ; then

ascending to the highest step of the pulpit, he fetched a deep

sigh, and after that prepared to lift up his voice aloud, but the

sighing gasp drew back his ^oice into his throat. At last how-
ever he broke out into the following exclamation :

" Oh ! my
brethren, what an age is this ! There is risen up a person out of

the common herd of laymen, who having neither gown, nor cap,

nor laiu'eled crown, has yet had the assurance to pull down oiu"

faith from heaven, and cast it into the stygian lake. What a sin

and a shame is this ! when yet that laith is our star, which shines

like Orion in the night, and like Lucifer in the morning ! This

person, although advanced in years, is altogether blind as to the

mysteries of our faith, having neither opened it, nor discovered

in it the Lord^s righteousness, or his mediation and propitiation;

in consequence of Avhich he is totally blind to the wonders of

justification, such as the remission of sins, regeneration, sancti-

fication, and salvation. This person, in opposition to our faith,

which has a transcendant saving power, because it is diz'ected

towards three divine persons, and thus towards the whole Deity,

has transferred all faith to the second person, and not even to

him, but to his Humanity, which we indeed call divine in con-

sequence of the incarnation of the Son begotten from eternity

;

hut who considers it as any thing more than merely human ?

And what faith can l)e thence derived, but such as must give

birth to naturalism? for such a faith, having nothing spiritual

in it. differs little from a faith directed towards ii pope or a

saint. You know what Calvin in his time used to say of wor-

ship derived from such faith ; and I beseech you tell me, any
one of you, whence faith comes ? Is it not the immediate gift

uf God? and does it not therefore contain all things relating to

salvation ? " Hereupon his companions on the left, who had
their faces shaven, and wore wigs, with collars round their necks,

clapped their hands, and cried out, " Most Avisely spoken ! We
know that we cannot take any thing, unless it be given us from
above. Let that prophet inform us of any other origin to faith,

and what else does faith mean : it is impossible that it shoiild

either have any other meaning, or any other origin ; and to talk

of another faith which deserves the name beside this, is as ab-

surd as to think of a man^s riding on horseback to a constella-

tion in the heavens, and taking a star from thence, and putting

it in his pocket, and bringing it along with him to the world

Ijelow." This they said by way of exposing every new faith to

ridicule among their companions. On hearing this, the men on
the right, Avho wore their beards, and their own natural hftlr,

expressed great indignation ; and one of them rose up to speak
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(he appeared as an old man, but afterwards he was seen to l)c

young, for he was an angel from heaven, where every age is

tiu'ned to youth). He said, "I have heard the nature and
quality of your faith, Avhich the man in the pulpit has so mag-
nified ; but what is such a faith but the sepulchre of our Lord
after his resui-rection, shut up a second time, by the soldiers of

Pilate? I have opened it, and can find in it nothing but the

rods of jugglers, by Avhich the magicians in Egypt performed
miracles. Truly this fjxith of yom's is in your eyes like a chest

of wrought gold, set Avith precious stones ; but when it is opened
it is found to contain nothing, except perhaps the dust of some
relics in its corners : it is therefore (to use comparisons) like thtf

vestal virgin among the ancients, biu-ied under ground, foi

letting the sacred fire go out ; and I do solemnly assure you,

that in my eyes it appears like the golden calf, around which
the children of Israel danced, after Moses had left them to

ascend and be with Jehovah on mount Sinai. Do not be sur-

prised to hear me speak of yoxu' faith by such comparisons, for

such we are accustomed to use when ayc speak of it in heaven.

But our faith is, Avas, and Avill be to eternity, directed towards

the Lord God the Saviour, whose humanity is divine, and whose
divinity is human; Avhicli faith is thus accommodated to man's
reception, and by virtue of Avhich a divine spiritual sphere is

united Avitli what is natural in man, so that it becomes a si^irit-

ual faith implanted in the natural mind, whereby the natural

mind becomes as it were transparent from the spiritual light

in Avhich our faith dwells. The truths which constitute this

faith arc equal in numljer to the verses in the sacred volume,

and all those truths are so many stars, which by their several

lights give it both manifestation and form, A man acquires

this faith from the Word by means of his OAvn natural light

(lumen), in which light it is science, thouglit, and persuasion

;

l)ut the Lord, in such as believe on him, causes it to be-

come conviction, trust, and confidence; thus natural faith be-

comes spiritual faith, and by means of charity is made living.

This faith, Avith us in heaven, is like a queen adorned with all

the variety of precious stones described in the wall of the New
Jerusalem (Rev. xxi. 17—20), Lest, however, you should ima-

gine that Avhat I have said is a mere flight of fancy and imagi-

nation, and should accordingly slight and despise it, I Avill read

you some passages out of the Holy Word, from Avhich it will

appear that oxir faith is not, as you suppose, directed tOAvards a

mere man, but toAvards the true God, in Avhom is all the Divi-

nity. John says, ' Jesus Christ is the true God and eternal life
'

(1 Epis. V. 20) ; Paul says, ' In Christ dwelleth all the fulness of

the Godhead bodily' (Coloss. ii. 9); and it is Avritten in the Acts

of the Apostles, ' that he preached to the Jcavs and also to the

Greeks, repentance towards God and faith in our Lord Josus
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Chi'ist^ (xx. 21); and the Lord himself says, 'All power is given

to me iu heaven and in earth^ (Matt, xxviii. 18). But these are

only a few of the numerous passages which teach this great

truth.^ " After this the angel looked towards me, and said,

" You know what the Evangelical Protestants, so called, believe,

or profess to believe, concerning the Lord and Sa"\dour : read us

then some passages from their writings, that we may know
Avhether they are so infatuated as to suppose that his humanity
is merely human, or whether they ascribe divinity to it, or how.

Then in the presence of aU the assembly, I read the followirig

passages, being some I had collected from their book of ortho-

doxy, caUed Formula Concordia, the edition of Leipzig, 1756 :

In Christ the divine and human natures are so united, as to

make one person (p. 606, 762). Christ is very God and Man
in one individual person, and remains so for ever (p. 609, 673,

762). In Christ God is Man, and Man is God (p. 607, 765).

The human nature of Christ is exalted to all Divine Majesty,

proved also from many of the Fathers (p. 844—852, 860—865,
869—878.) Christ, as to his human nature, is omnipresent, and
tills all things (p. 768, 783—785). Clu'ist as to his human na-

tiu-e has all power in heaven and in earth (p. 775, 776, 780).

Christ, as to his human nature, sits on the right hand of God
(p. 608, 764). Christ is to be prayed to, as to his himian nature,

proved by many quotations from Scripture (p. 226). The Augs-
burg confession greatly approves of that worship (p. 19). After

reading these passages, I turned towards the president of the

council, and said, " I know that all here present are consociated

with their like in the natural world: teU me, I pray, do you
know with whom you are so connected ? " He replied in a

deep tone of voice, " Yes; I am consociated with a famous man,
a leader of the troops that compose the army of church worthies.'^

And because he spoke in so deep a tone of voice, I said, " Pardon
me, if I ask you farther, whether you know where that famous
leader lives ? " He said, " I do know ; he lives not far from
Luther's tomb. *" Upon this, I said, with a smile, " Wh}^ do
you speak of his tomb ? Do not you know that Luther has

risen again, and that he has now renounced his errors respect-

ing justification by a faith in three di^dne persons from eternity,

and is in consequence translated into the societies of the blessed

in the new heaven, and that he sees and pities those who follow

his insane opinions ? " He then rejoined, " I do know it ; but
what is that to me ? " Then addressing him in the same tone

of voice with his own, I said, " Be so good as to exert your in-

* At Eysleben in Saxony. Tlie person here alluded to was Dr. John A. Emesti,
of Leipzig, who published some virulent attacks on our author and his writings ; but
who, in reply, only piinted a few lines on a slip of paper for circulation among hia

friends, a translation of which may be seen at the end of tbe Cironii or Appendix to

tliis work.
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fluent e on your dignified friend with whom you are consociated,

and communicate to him my fears, that in contradiction to the
opinions deemed orthodox by his church, he has in his great

haste robbed the Lord of his Divinity, and suflered his pen to

open a furroAV, in which he has thoughtlessly sown the seed of

naturalism, by writing as he did against the worship of our Lord
and Saviom"/' To this he replied, " That is impossible ; for he
and I, on that subject, make almost one mind : but -what I say
upon it he does not understand, whereas I understand clearly

•Avhatever he says ; for the spiritual world enters into the natural
world, and perceives the thoughts of men there, but not con-
trariwise ; such is the natiu^e of the connexion between spirits

and men." As I had now engaged in conversation with the
president of the council, I took the liberty of asking him this

liu'ther question :
'• Do you know," said I, " that the ortliodoxy

of the Evangelical Protestants, as expressed in their manual,
called the Formula Concordia, teaches that in Christ God is

Man, and 'Man is God ? and that his divinity and humanity exist

together, and for ever abide in one individual person ? How then
could either you or he defile the worship of the Lord with natu-

ralism ? " To which he replied, " I know that, and yet I do not
know it." I therefore continued, and said, " I could wish to

ask your friend, or you as his representative. Whence had our
Lord and Saviour his soul? If you answer, from his mother,

you talk fooHshly ; if from Joseph, you profane the Word ; but
if from the Holy Spirit, you say right ; if by the Holy Sjjirit

you mean the Divinity proceeding and operating, and that

thereb}^ the Lord is the Son of Jehovah God. I ask you again,

What is meant by hypostatic union ? If you say that it is a

imion as of two persons, one superior and the other inferior, you
talk foolishly ; for at that rate you might divide the Savioui- into

two persons, as you divide God into three ; but if you say, that

it is a personal union, like that of soul and body, you say

rightly ; for this is agreeable to your own doctrine and that of

the Fathers, as you may see by consulting the Formula Con-
corditE (p. 765—768); and also the Creed of Athanasius,
where it is said, " The right faith is, that we believe and con-

fess, that our Lord Jesus Christ is God and Man; who although

he be God and Man, yet he is not two, but one Christ ; one
altogether, not bj^ confusion of substance, but by imity of per-

son; for as the reasonable soul and flesh is one man, so God
and Man is one Christ." I would ask you further, In what did

the damnable heresj^ of Arius consist (which gave occasion to

the calling of the council of Nice by the emperor Constantino
the Great), but in a denial of the di\inity of the Lord^s hu-
manity? Tell me moreover, Who do you suppose is meant by
these words in Jeremiah :

' Behold, the days come when I will,

raise unto David a righteous Ijranch, who shall reign as a kinj; .
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find tins is his name, Jehovah cur yiyliteousness ' (xxiii. 5, 6 >

xxxiii. 15, 16). If you say, the Son born from eternity, you
talk foolishly, for he was not the Hedeemer ; but if you say, the

Son born in time, -u'lio was the only begotten Sou of God (John

i, 18; iii. 16), you say rightly; for he by redemption Avas made
nghteousuess, on Avhieh you found your faith. Kead also Isaiah

ix. 6; and several other passages, in which it is foretold, that

Jehovah himself should come into the world.^' On hearing this

the president of the council Avas silent and turned a^vay.

When the debate Avas thus concluded, the president Avas de-

sirous to close the council AA'ith prayer; but suddenly a man
started up from the party on the left, having on his head a tiara,

and over that a cap ; and he touched his cap Avith his finger, m I

said, " I also am joined hj spiritual consociation with a man m
your world, AA'ho is honorable for his eminent station : I know
this, because I speak from him as from myself.^^ I then in-

quu'ed Avhcre that honorable person lived. He replied, " At
Gottenburg * ; and I Avas once of opinion, from the ideas in

him, that this ncAV doctrine of yours has a tincture of Maho-
metanism." At these words, I perceived that all those on the

right, Avhere the apostolic fathers stood, seemed astonished and
changed color; and I could hear these exclamations often re-

peated, " Oh ! what a scandal ! What an age is this ! " In
order, hoAvever, to appease their just indignation, I Avaved my
hand, requesting to be heard, and said, " I knoAv indeed that a

person of that distinction did bring some such charge against

me, in an epistle AA^hich he afterAvards published; but had he
IcnoAvn at that time what a blasphemous charge it Avas, he Avould'

have torn the letter to pieces, and committed it to the fire,

rather than to the press. It was such contumely which the

Lord condemned in the Jcavs, when they ascriljed his miracles

to some other poAver than that Avhich is divine (IMatt. xii. 22

—

{32) ; and to this he adds in the same place, ' WhosoeA'cr is not

Avith me is against me ; and he that gathereth not Avith me scat-

tereth abroad^ {\er. 30)." At these AV'ords the associate spirit

hung doAvn his head, but presently raising it again, he said,,

" This is the severest speech I have yet heard from you ; " but

I resumed my discourse, and said, " The fault is in the tAvo ac-

cusations brought against me, of naturalism and Mahometanisra,
which are both wicked lies and deadly stigmas, invented in sub-

tlety, Avith a design to prejudice tbe hearer, and deter him from
tlif holy Avorship of the Lord." Then addressing myself to the

former associate spuit, I said, " Desire your friend at Gotten-

* Ths individual here alluded to, is Dr. Ekebon, Dean of Gottenbnrg, in Sweden.
who wrote a violent philippic against our author's writings, with a \-iew of procuring

their condemnation as heretical by ecclesiastical authority. Our author vindicated

himself in two letters addressed to the consistory of the clergy, which may be seen iu

the Intellectual Rejjositoryfor the New Church, vol. i., p. 1G9 and 172.
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burg, if it be possible, to read what tlie Lord says in tlie Revclji-

tion (iii. 18; and also ii. 16)." As I concluded, the council

began to grow nois}'; but the noise was appeased by the descent

of light from heaven, on which several of those who were on the

left hand passed over to those on the right, so that none re-

mained but those who thought vainly, and Avho consequently

pinned their faith on the opinion of their leaders, or such as be-

lieved the Lord to be no more than a mere man : from these

the heavenly light appeared to be diverted, and to pour its iu-

^lucnce on those who had passed from the left side to the right.

CHAPTER III.

THE HOLY SPIRIT AND THE DIVINE OPERATION.

138. All of the sacred order, who have entertained any just

idea of the Lord oui* Saviom-, on their entrance into the spirilutil

world, which is generally on the third day after their decease,

are first instructed concerning the Divine Trinity, and parti-

.cularly concerning the Holy Spirit. This, they are informed,

is not a God of itself, but, Avhen mentioned in the Word,
signifies the divine operation proceeding from the one omni-

present God. The reason why the}^ are particularl}^ instructed

concerning the Holy Spirit, is, because most enthusiasts, after

ideath, fall into the insane fancy that they themselves are the

Holy Spirit ; and also because many people of the chm-ch, who
liave imagined, during their abode on earth, that the Holy Spirit

:Spoke b)' tliem, frighten othei's with the words of the Lord in

Matthew xii. 31, 32; affirming that the unpardonable sin there

spoken of consists in contradicting what they speak by the in-

.spiration of the Holy Spirit. Those who, after instruction,

depart from their belief that the Holy Spirit is a God of itself

are afterwards taught, concerning the unity of God, that it is

(lot divided into three persons, each of which singly, and by
}iimself, is God and Lord, according to the doctrine of th(!

Athanasian creed, but that the Divine Trinity is in the Lord

the Saviour, as the soul, the body, and the virtues thence pro-

ceeding, are in every iudiA'idual man. These are fuither pre-

pared to receive the faith of the new heaven, and after such

.preparation a way is opened for them to a society in heaver^

which is under the influence of a similar faith, and a mansion is

given them among their brethren, M'ith whom they hve in eter-

nal blessedness. Now aa we have already treated on God tlie
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Creator, and on the Lord tlie Redeemer, it is necessary also to

treat on the Holy Spirit ; and as we have arranged the previous

subjects under particular heads or articles, we AviU pui'sue the

same rule in the present case, according to the following divi-

sion. I. The Holij Spirit is the divine truth, and also the divine

virtue and operation, proceedincj from the one only God, in ivhom

there is a Divine Trinity, consequently proceeding from the Lord
God the Saviour. II. Tlie divine virtue and operation signified

by the Holy Spirit, consists, in general, in reformation and re-

generation ; and in proportion as these are effected, in renovation,

vivification, sanctifioation, andjustification ; and in proptortion as

these are effected, in jmrification from evils, remission of sins, and
finally salvation. III. That divine virtue and operation, lohich

is understood by the mission of the Holy Spirit, consists, ivith the

clergy in particular, in illustration and instruction. IV. The
Lord operates those virtues in such as believe on him. V. Tlie

Lord operates of himself from the Father, and not contrariivise.

VI. A man's spirit is his mind, and whatever proceeds from it.

139. I. The holy spirit is the divine truth, and also
THE divine virtue AND OPERATION, PROCEEDING FROM THE
ONE ONLY GOD, IN WHOM THERE IS A DIVINE TRINITY, CONSE-
QUENTLY PROCEEDING FROM THE LORD GOD THE SAVIOUR.

Properly speaking, th.e divine truth, and consequently the

Word, is signified by the Holy Spirit, and in this sense the Lord
himself is also the Holy Spirit ; but whereas, in the chm'cli at

this day, the divine operation, which is specified by the Holy
Spirit, is actual justification, therefore this divine operation is

here considered as the Holy Spirit. Of this we now propose
chiefly to speak, especially as the diA-ine operation is effected by
means of the divine truth which proceeds from the Lord ; and
that which proceeds is of one and the same essence with him
from whom it proceeds, like these three, the soul, the body, and
the proceeding virtues, which together form one essence ; in a

man a merely human essence, but in the Lord divine and human
also ; these being, after his glorification, united together like the
prior with its posterior, and like essence with its form : thus the

three essentials, called Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, in the

Lord are a one. The Lord is divine truth, or the very divine

truth itself, as was shewn above; and the Holy Spirit is also

the same, as is evident from these passages :
" There shall come

forth a rod out of tlv.e stem of Jesse : and the Spirit of Jehovah
shall rest upon him, the Spmt of wisdom and intelligence, the
Spirit of counsel and might : he shall smite the earth Avi-th the
rod of his mouth, and with the breath of his lips shall he slay

the wicked : and righteousness shall be the girdle of his loins,

and truth the girdle of his reins '' (Isaiah xi. 1, 2, 4, 5). " When
the enemy shall come in like a flood, the Spirit of Jehovah shall

Jift up a standard against him ; then shall the Redeemer come
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to Zion" (Isaiah lix. 19, 20). "The Spmt of the Lord Jehovih
is upon me ; Jehovah hath anointed me to preach good tidings

to the poor; he hath sent me ^^ (Isaiah L\i. 1; Luke iv. 18).
" This is my covenant, my spirit that is upon thee, and my
\\ords which I have put in thy mouth shall not depart from out
of thy mouth from henceforth and for ever'^ (Isaiah Hx. 21).

Since the Lord is the very truth itself, therefore all that Avhich

proceeds from him must be truth; and this is understood by
the Comforter, who is also called the Spirit of Truth, and the
Holy Spirit, as is evident from the following passages :

" I tell

you the truth ; it is expedient for you. that I go away : for if I
go not away, the Comforter Mall not come unto you ; but if I
depart, I will send him unto you" (John xvi. 7). " Howbeit
when he, the Spirit of Truth, is come, he will lead you iuto all

truth: for he shall not speak of himself; but Avhatsoever he shall

hear that shall he speak" (xvi. 13). " He shall glorify me; fcr
he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it unto you. All things
that the Father hath are mine ; therefore said I that he shall

take of mine, and shall shew it unto you" (xvi. 14, 15). "I
M'ill pray the Father, and he Avill give you another comforter, the

Spirit of Truth, whom the world cannot receive, because it seeth

jiim not, neither knoweth him; but ye know him; for he
dwelleth with you, and shall be in you. I will not leave you
comfortless; I will come to you, and ye shall see me" (xiv. 16,

17, 18, 19). "When the Comforter is come, whom I wiU send
unto you from the Father, even the Spirit of Ti'uth, he shall

testify of me" (xv. 26). He is called the Holy Spirit (xiv. 26).

That the Lord by the Comforter, or Holy Spirit, meant him-
self, is manifest from his saying, that the world would not
know him ;

" but ye know him. I will not leave you comfort-
less ; I will come unto you ; and ye shall see me." And in an-
other place :

" Lo ! I am with you always, even to the consum-
mation of the age" (Matt, xxviii. 20). And also from tliis

:

" he shall not speak of himself, but he shall take of mine."
140. Now since the divine truth, which was in the Lord,

and was the Lord (John xiv. 6), is meant by the Holy Spii'it;

and since the Holy Spirit could therefore proceed from him
only, it Avas for this reason said, " The Holy Spirit Avas not yet,

because Jesus was not yet glorified" (Adi. 39). And after his

glorification, " He breathed on his disciples, and said, Receive
ye the Holy Spirit" (xx. 22). The reason why the Lord
breathed on his disciples was, because breathing was an ex-

ternal representative sign of divine inspiration ; and inspiration

is an insertion into the angelic societies. After these elucida-

tions the understanding will be enabled to comprehend the words
of the angel Gabriel concerning the conception of the Lord:
" The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the
Higliest «4h;iil oversLadow thee: therefore that holv thing which
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sliall be horn of thee shall he called the Son of God " (Luke i.

35). Again :
" The angel of the Lord said to Joseph in a di-eam,

Fear not to take unto thee Mary thy Avife ; for that which is con-

ceived in her is of the Holy Spirit : and Joseph knew her not

till she brought forth her first-born Son'' (Matt. i. 20, 25).

The Holy Spirit mentioned in tliese passages is the divine trutli

proceeding from Jehovah the Father; and this proceeding is

the power of the Highest which then overshadowed the mother

Mary, Avhich coincides therefore with what is said in John

:

" The Word w^as Avith God, and the Word Avas God : and the

Word Avas made flesh" (i. 1, 14). The Word there signifies the

divine truth, as may be seen above, in the Faith or the Neav
Chuiich, n. 3.

141. It was demonstrated above, and Avill be CAinccd still

more at large when Ave come to treat particularly on the subject,

that the Divine Trinity is in the Lord : at present Ave shall only

point out some incongruities arising from the di\dsion of tliat

trinity into separate persons. This may be compared to a

minister of the church teaching from the pulpit Avhat ought to

be believed and practised, and another minister standing near

him, and Avhispcring in his ear, " That is Avell said
;
go on ;

'*

and then both saying to a third minister, avIio stands on the

stairs, " Descend into the temple, and open the people's ears,

and infuse into their hearts the good advice Avliich is given, and
at the same time make them pure, holy, and vessels of righte-

ousness." A diA'ine trinit}^, divided into distinct persons, eacli

of Avhich singly is God and Lord, Avould be similar to three suns

in one Avorld, tlie first in the upper firmament, the second near

it, and the thu'd beneath, encompassing angels and men, and
introducing the heat and light of the tAvo former, Avith all power
into their minds, hearts, and bodies ; and, like fire acting upon
matter in a retort, subtilizing, clarifying, and subliming them

:

but Avho cannot see that in such a case a man Avould instantly bo

rednced to ashes? A government of three divine persons in

heaven may also be compared Avith a government of three kings

in one kingdom, or of three generals, of equal authority, over

one army; or rather AAith the Homan government, before the

time of the Caesars, Avhen there Avere consuls, a senate, and tri-

bunes of the people, among Avliom the poAver was divided, but

yet the sovereignty Avas in them all conjointly. Who does not

see the inconsistency, trifling, and folly of introducing such a

government into heaven, by ascribing to God the Father a

poAver like that of the consuls, to the Son a poAver like that of

the senate, and to the Holy Spirit a poAver like that of the

tribunes of the people? and yet this must necessarily be the

case Avhen a peculiar office is ascribed to each, especially if it be
insisted that the properties are not communicable.

142. 11. The divine virtue and operation, sicnified
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BY THE HOLY SPIRIT, CONSISTS IN GENERAL IN REFORMATION
AND REGENERATION; AND, IN PROPORTION AS THESE ARE EFFECT-

ED, IN RENOVATION, VIVIFICATION, SANCTIFICATION, AND JUSTI-

FICATION; AND, IN PROPORTION AS THESE ARE EFFECTED IN

PURIFICATION FROM EVILS, REMISSION OF SINS, AND FINALLY
SALVATION.

These are the virtues in their order which the Lord operates

in those who beheve on him, and accommodate and prepare

themselves for his reception and abode ; and this is effected by
means cf divine truth, and among Christians by means of the

Word, this being the only medium by which a man can approach

the Lord, and into which the Lord enters; for, as was said

above, the Lord is the divine truth itself, and whatever proceeds

from him is divine truth. But the divine truth here spoken of

must be understood as originating in good, which is the same
thing as faith originating in charity; for faith is nothing else

but truth, and charity is nothing else but goodness. By means
of divine truth originating in good, that is, by means of faith

originating in charity, a man is reformed and regenerated, and
also renewed, quickened^ sanctified, justified, and, in proportion

to his progress and growth in these graces, is pui'ified from evils,

in Avhich pm"ification consists the remission of sins. But all

these scA'eral operations of the Lord cannot here be particularly

explained; for each requires its particular analysis confirmed

from the Word, and illustrated by rational considerations, and
this is foreign to our present subject ; "sve must therefore refer

the reader to a future part of this work, where we shall treat on
charity, faith, free-will, repentance, reformation, and regenera-

tion. It is to be observed, that the Lord operates those saving

graces continually in every man, for they are the steps that lead

to heaven, and the Lord Avills the salvation of all men ; there-

fore the salvation of all men is tlie end Avhich he proposes, aiul

whoever desu-es to promote an end, desires also to promote the

means conducive thereto. The coming of the Lord, tlie redemp-
tion v/liich he v/rought, and his passion on the cross, were all

for the sake of man^s salvation (Matt, xviii. 11; Luke xix. 10);

and as the salvation of mankind ever was, and ever will be, the

end Avhich the Lord proposes, it follows that the above-men-
tioned operations are mediate ends, and salvation the ultimate

end.

143. The operation of these virtues is the Holy Spirit, Avliich

the Lord sends to those avIio believe in him, and prepare them-
selves to receive him ; and this is understood by the spii'it in

tliese passages :
" A new heart also will I give j^ou, and a new

spirit will I put within you ; I will put my spirit in the midst of

you, and will cause you to walk in my statutes*' (Ezek. xxxvi.

26, 27; xi. 19). " Create in me a clean heart, O God, and re-

new a right sjurit within me : cast me not away from th}'^ pre-
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sence, and take not tliy Holy Spirit from me : restore unto me
the joy of tliv salvation, and establish me Avith thy free Spirit"

(Psalm li. 10, 11, 12). " Jehovah forraeth the spirit of man in

the midst of him^^ (Zeeh. xii. 1). "With my sonl have I de-

sired thee in the night
;
yea Avith my spirit in the midst of me

have I looked for thee in the moruing^^ (Isaiah xxAd. 9). " Make
you a new heart, and a new spirit : Avhy Avill ye die, O house of

Israel?^' (Ezek. xviii. 31) besides many other places. In these

passages a new heart signifies a Avill towards good, and a new
spirit the understanding of truth. The Lord operates such a

will and understanding in those who practise Avhat is good and
believe Avhat is true, that is, Avho are principled in a faith origi-

nating in charity, as is very plain from these Avords, that he
giveth his Spirit to those Avho walk in the Avay of salvation, and
that it is called a free spirit ; and that a man also ought to ope-

rate on his part, is evident from these words, " Make you a new
heart, and a new spirit : Avhy Avill ye die, O house of Israel ?

"

144. It is Avritten, that Avlien Jesus Avas baptized the heavens

Avere opened, and John saAv the Holy Spirit descending like a

dove (Matt. iii. 16; Mark i. 10; Luke iii. 2.2; John i. 32, 33).

The reason of this Avas, because baptism signifies regeneration

and purification, and these are also represented by a dove. Who
caunot perceive that the dove Avas not the Holy Spirit, and that

the Holy Spirit Avas not in the dove ? Doves often appear in

heaven, and the angels knoAv Avhen they observe them that they
are correspondences of the affections, and thence of the thoughts
relating to regeneration and purification, in some persons not

far off : Avhcn therefore they approach those persons, and con-

verse Avith them on a subject foreign to AAdiat Avas in their

thoughts Avhen that appearance Avas presented, the doves in-

stantly vanish. The case Avas the same Avitli respect to many
things that appeared to the prophets, as when John saAv a lamb
on Mount Sion (Rev. xiv.), and in other places. Hoav plain

must it be to every one that the Lord neither Avas that laml),

nor in it, but that it Avas a representation of his innocence

!

Hence their error is manifest, Avho, from this appearance of the

dove Avhen the Lord Avas baptized, and from the voice then heard

from heaven. This is my beloved Son, conclude that the Trinity

consists of three persons. That the Lord regenerates man by
means of faith and charity, is signified by these Avords of John
the Baptist :

" I baptize you with Avater unto repentance ; but he
that Cometh after me shall baptize you Avitli the Holy Spirit and
Avith fire" (Matt. iii. 11; Mark i. 8; Luke iii. 16). To baptize

Avith the Holy Spirit and AA'ith fire, is to regenerate by divine

truth Avhich is of faith, and by divine good Avhich is of charity.

The same is signified by these Avords of the Lord :
" Except a

man be born of water and of the spirit, he cannot enter in to the

kingdom of God" (John iii. 5). Ey AA'atcr here, as in other
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parts of the Word, truth in the iiatm'al or external man is sig-

nified, and by spirit, truth derived from good in the spiritual or

internal man.
145. Now since the Lord is the divine truth itself, originat-

ing in the divine good, and this is his very essence, and every
one of necessity acts at all times from his essence, it is evident

that the Lord continually wills to implant truth and good^ or
faith and charity, in every man, and that he cannot will anv
thing else. This may be illustrated by many similar cases here
on earth ; as for instance, every man wills and thinks, and, so

far as he is permitted, speaks and acts from his own essence. A
faithful man thinks and intends what is faithful ; an honest, up-
right, pious, and i^eligious man thinks and intends what is

honest, upright, pious, and religious ; so, on the contrary, a

liaughty, cunning, treacherous and covetous man thinks and
intends such things as are in unity with his essence : a fortune-

teller would be always telling fortunes ; a fool always opposing
the lessons of wisdom ; in a word, an angel is always meditating
and practising what is in agreement with his heavenly nature,

and a devil what is in agreement with his infernal nature. The
case is similar with regard to every subject of an inferior rank
in the animal kindom, as Avith a bird, a beast, a fish, a winged
or a creeping insect ; each is known by its essence or nature,

from, and according to which, the instinct of each is derived and
directed. In like manner, in the vegetable kingdom, every tree,

shrub, and herb is known by its fruit and seed, in which its

essence is innate ; and nothing can be thence produced l)ut what
has a similar nature and essence; so likewise every kind of
earth, clay, stone, mineral, and metal, has a determined value
according to its essence.

146. III. That divine virtue and operation, which is

SIGNIFIED BY THE MISSION OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, CONSISTS, WITH
the clergy in PARTICULAR, IN ILLUSTRATION AND INSTRUCTION.

The operations of the Lord, enumerated in the forgoing
article, viz., reformation, regeneration, renovation, vivification,

sanctification, justification, purification, the remission of sins, and
finally salvation, are eflected by influx from the Lord, among
l:)oth clergy and laity, and are received by all those who arc in

the Lord, and who have the Lord in them (John vi. 56; xiv. 20

;

XV. 4, 5) ; but the reasons Avhy the clergy are particularly gifted

with the graces of illustration and instruction are, because those
graces have particular relation to their ministerial office, and
their ordination to the ministry conveys those graces ; and they
believe also that while they are preaching in the heat of zeal,

they are inspired like the disciples of the Lord, on Avhom he
')reathed, saying, "Receive ye the Holy Spirit" (John xx. 22; Mark
Kiii. 11): some of them also aflarm that they have perceived the
influx. But let them be very cautious how they persuade them-
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sch'es that the zeal with wliich many of them are heated (luring

their preaching, is the divine operation in their hearts ; for a

similar and even Avarmer zeal is often kindled in the breasts of

enthusiasts, and also among those v/ho maintain docti'ines the

most false, yea, even among those who slight the Word of God^

and worship nature instead of God, and reject faith and charity,

wdiich they tie up, as it were, in a bag behind them, but Avhicli

in their preaching and teaching, they hang before them, as if it

were a ruminatory stomach, from which they press out and
disgorge such things as they know will serve for food to their

hearers : for zeal, considered in its true nature, is a violent heat-

ing of the natural man. If the love of truth kindles it, it is then

like the sacred fire which came down on the apostles, and which
is thus described in the Acts :

'^ There appeared unto them cloven

tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them : and they

were all filled with the Holy Spirit " (ii. 3, 4) : but if the love of

the false lies concealed in that zeal or heat, it is then like fire

imprisoned in wood, which bursts out, and burns the hovise.

Thou, therefore, O man, who deniest the holiness of the Word,
and the Divinity of the Lord, take off, I beseech thee, tlie bag
from thy back, and open it, as thou mayest freely do in private

at thy own home, and thou wilt see the true nature of thy zeal.

I know that those whom Isaiah describes under the character of

Lucifer, and who are of Babel, when they enter the temple,

especially when they ascend the pulpit, and particularly those

who call themselves of the society of Jesus, or Jesuits, are hurried

away by a zeal which, in many cases, is kindled by infernal love,

under the infiuence of whic i they can make more noise, and
fetch deeper sighs, than those who are infiuenced by a zeal

originating in heavenly love. There are two other spiritual

operations among the clergy, as may be seen below, n. 155.

147. The church at this day is little aware, that in all human
will and thought, and in all human action and speech thence

derived, there is an internal and an external; and that a mau
from his infancy is taught to speak from the external, however
the internal may dissent ; whence come all the varieties of dissi-

mulation, flatteiy, and hypocrisy ; consequently there is a dupli-

city, or twofold nature, in the human charactei', and he alone is

a man of true singleness and simplicity whose external thinks

and speaks, wills and acts, from the internal. Such also aro

signified in the Word by the persons called simple or of a single

eye, as in Luke viii. 15; xi. 34; and in other places; althougti

they are much wiser than people of a double character. That
there is duplicity and triplicity in every created thing, is eA'ident

from the parts of the human body, in which it is found tliat

every nerve consists of fibi^s, and every fibre of fibrils; that

every muscle is composed of fascicles of fibres, and these again

of moving fibres ; and that every artery is formed of coats iu a
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triple senes. There is a similar composition iu the human miud,
aucl its spiritual organization is of a similar nature : this is Avhat

"we remarked alDovCj that the human mind is divided into three

regions, the highest, which is also the inm^ost, being called celes-

tial, the middle spiritual, and the lowest natural. The minds of

all men who deny the holiness of the Word, and the Divinity of

the Lord, have the sphere of theu" thought confined to the lowest

region ; but as from their infancy they have been instructed iu

the spiritual truths of the church, they also receive them; but
then they place them below all natural truths, sucL us the vari -

ous kinds of scientific, political, civil, and moral knovv ledge; and
as the spiritual truths so degraded possess the lowest place in

tlie mind, and that which is nearest to the organs of speech,

therefore at church, and in company, they can speak under the

influence of those truths, and, what is wonderful, they know not

at such times but that they are speaking and teaching under the

influence of a sincere belief; when nevertheless, as soon as they

are at their own liberty, that is, when they are retired in private

to their homes, the door is opened which closed the internal of

their minds, and then sometimes they laugh at their own puldic

harangues, saying in their hearts that religion is but a well-con-

trived snare to catch doves.

14-8. The internal and external of such persons may be

likened to poison covered over with a crust of sugar ; and also

to the wild gourds, which the sons of the prophets gathered, and
cast into a pot of pottage, of which vvlien they ate they cried

out, "There is death in"the pot" (2 Kings iv. 38—43). They
may also be compared with the beast arising out of the sea.

which " had two horns like a lamb, and spake as a dragon "

(Rev. xiii. 11), and which is afterwards called the false prophet.

They are also like highwaymen in a city, who behave there like

good citizens, doing what is right, and conversing like sober aud
reasonable men ; but when they return again into the highwav's

and forests, they become like wild beasts : or they may be further

compared with pirates, who when they are on land are men, but

when at sea are crocodiles; for pirates on land, and highAvaymen
in a city, are like panthers clothed in sheep-skins, or like apes

dressed in men's clothes, with masks representing the human
countenance to conceal their frightful faces. They may also b;j

likened to a harlot, who anoints herself witli perfumes, and
paints her face Avitli carmine, and puts on a garment of white

sdk ornamented with flowers ; but when she returns to her

house, she undresses herself in the presence of her paramours,
find infects them with her diseases. Such are those who in

heart deny the holiness of the Word and the Divinity of the

Lord ; and that this is a true description of them I can testify

from many years' experience in the spiritual world, where I have
been permitted to see and know them; for in that world all per-
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sons are suffered for some time to remain in their externals,

but on th.- removal of these they are let into their internals^

and then their comic acting is over, and the tragic scene com-
mences.

149. IV. The Lord operates those virtues in such as

BELIEVE IN HIM.

The Lord operates those A-irtucs, which are understood by
the mission of the Holy Spirit, in those who believe in him,

that is, he reforms, regenerates, renews, quickens, sanctifies,

justifies, pm^ifies from evils, and finally saves them, as is evident

from all those passages in the Word, which may be seen quoted

above, n. 108, where it is declared that salvation and eternal

life are given to those who believe in the Lord. It is further

confirmed by this passage :
" Jesus said. Whoso believeth on me,

as the Scripture saith, out of his belly shall floAv rivers of living

water. This said he of the Spirit, Avhicli they tliat believe in

him should receive " (John vii. 38, 39) . And also by this pas-

sage :
" The testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy " (Rev.

xix. 10). By the spirit of prophecy is understood the truth of

doctrine derived from the Word : prophecy signifies nothing else

but doctrine, and to prophesA^ signifies to teach doctrine ; and
by the testimony of Jesus is understood acknowiedgeuicnt origi-

nating in faith towards him. The same is understood by testi-

mony in this passage :
" The angels of Michael overcame the

dragon by the blood of the Lamb, and by the Word of his testi-

mony : and the dragon went to make war with the remnant of

the woman^s seed, which keep the commandments of God, and
have the testimony of Jesus Chrisf (Rev. xii. 11, 17).

150. The reason Avhy those who believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ receive those spiritual virtues is, because he is salvation

and eternal life ; salvation, because he is the Saviour, which his

name, Jesus, also implies ; and eternal life, because those have
eternal life who are in him, and he in them ; therefore also he
is called eternal life in John (1 Epist. v. 20). Now since he is

salvation and eternal life, it follows of consequence that he is all

that by which salvation and eternal life are obtained, conse-

quently that he is the all of reformation, regeneration, renova-

tion, vivitication, sanctification, justification, purification from
evils, and final salvation. The Lord operates those virtues in

every man, that is, he strives to introduce them ; and when the

man accommodates and prepares himself for their reception, he
ihen does introduce them. The active power of accommodation
and preparation is also from the Lord ; but if the man does not

receive it Avith a wilhng spirit, there can be no introduction of

the aboA^e Adrtues, but only a constant attempt on the Lord's

paji;.

151. To believe in the Lord, is not only to acknowledge
him, but also to do his commandments; for a bare acknoAvledge-
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ment proceeds only from thouglit grounded in some clegvp-e of
understiinding ; hut the doing of his commandments proceeds

from an acknowledgement "which has its root in the will. The
mind of man consists of understanding and wdll ; and it is the

part of the understanding to think, and of the wdll to do and
practise ; while therefore a man only acknowledges the truth

from the thought of his understanding, he comes to the Lord
with only half his mind ; but when he does his commandments,
lie comes with his wliole mind, and this is truly to believe. Ac-
cording to every other sense of beHe"\Tng, a man does but divide

his heart, and compel its surface to raise itself upwards, while its

flesh}^ substance is turned downwards, so that, like an eagle, he
flies between heaven and hell. The man, however, not being

influenced by the perceptions of sight so much as by the plea-

sures of the flesh, and these being in hell, he of consequence
flies down to them ; and there, after havdng off'ered sacrifice to

his lusts, and pom^ed out lib:vtions of Avine to demons, with mirth
in his countenance, and fire sparkling in his eyes, he assumes
the appearance of an angel of light. Those who acknowledge
the Lord, and yet neglect to do his commandments, become such

satans after death.

152. It was shewn, in the foregoing article, that the salva-

tion and eternal life of men are the first and last ends proposed

by the Lord ; and since the first and last ends contain in them
the mediate ends, it follows that the above-mentioned spiritual

virtues are together and at the same time in the Lord, and from
the Lord in man, but still they come forth in succession. For
the human mind grows like the body, save only that the body
grows in stature, and the mind in wisdom ; and thus the latter

is exalted from one region to another, from the natural region

to the spiritual, and from this to the celestial ; in the last region

a man is called Avise, in the middle, intelligent, and in the first,

or lowest, scientific : but this exaltation of the mind is not sud-

den, but is efTected by degrees, in proportion as a man stores his

mind Avith truths, and conjoins those truths wdth good. It is in

this case as in the building of a house : the builder first provides

materials for the work, as bricks, tiles, beams, and rafters ; he
then lays the foundation, raises the walls, divides it into separate

apartments, makes doors to each, with windows to admit the

light, and stairs to ascend from one story to another ; all Avhich

are included, and exist at the same time, in the end proposed,

which is a commodious and handsome habitation. The case is

the same with a temple : while it is building, all the component
parts exist together in the end proposed, which is the Avorship

of God. It is the same also in all other cases, as in gardens
and fields, and likeAvise in offices and employments, in which
the end proposed supplies itself with all needful means fcr its

acconqilishmeut

.
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153. V. The lord operates of himself from the fa-

ther, AND not contrariwise.

By operating is here meant tlie same tiling as by sending the

Holy Spirit, since the above-mentioned operations of reform?-

tion, regeneration, renovation, vivification, sanctification, justi-

fication, purification from evils, and the remission of sins, which
are at this day ascribed to the Holy Spirit, as a God by himself,

are the operations of the Lord. That these operations are of

the Lord from the Father, and not contrariwise, shall be firsi

yonfu'ined from the Word, and afterwards illustrated by rational

considerations. First from the Word, from the following pas-

sages :
" When the Comforter is come, tvhom I lolll send unto

i/ou from the Father, even the Spirit of truth, which proceeds

from the Father, he shall testify of me" (John xv. 2G). "If I

go not away, the Comforter will not come unto you; but if I go
away, I ivill send him vnto tjou" (xvi. 7). "The Comforter, the

Spirit of truth, shall not speak of himself, but shall receive of

mine, and shall shew it unto you. All things that the Fathei*

iiath are mine ; therefore said I, that he shall take of mine, and
shall shew it unto you" (xvi. 13, 14, 15). "The Holy Spirit was
not yet, because Jesus was not yet glorified" (vii. 39) .

" Jesus

lireathed on his disciples, and said unto them. Receive ye the

Holy Spirit" (xx. 22). "Whatsoever ye shall ask in my name,
/ ivlll do it, that the Father may be glorified in the Son : if ye
shall ask any thing in ray name, / loill do it'' (xiv. 13, 14).

From these passages it plainly appears, that the Lord sends the

Holy Spirit ; that is, that it is he who efl:ects those operations

which are at this day ascribed to the Holy Spirit as a God by
liimself : for ii; is declared, that he would send the Holy Spirit

from the Father; that the Holy Spirit Avas not yet, because

Jesus was not yet gloi'ified ; that after his glorification he
breathed on his disciples, and said, "' Receive ye the Holy Spirit;"

and further, "Whatsoever," says he, "ye shall ask in iny name,
I will do it; for the Comforter shall take of mine, and shall

shew it unto you." The Comforter is the same Avith the Holy
Spirit, as may be seen in John xiv. 26. God the Father does

not operate those virtues of himself by the Son, but the Son
operates them of himself from the Father, as is evident from
the following passages: "No one hath seen God at any timer

the only-begotten Son, Avho is in the bosom of the Father,

he hath declared him" (i. 18). And in another place: "Yc
have neither heard the voice of the Father at any time, nor seen

his shape" (v. 37) . Hence then it follows, that God the Father

operates in the Son and upon the Son, but not by or through
.,he Son ; and that the Lord operates of himself from the Father

;

for he says, "All things that the Father hath are mine" (xvi.

] 5) ; that " the Father hath given all things into the hand of

the Son" (iii. 35) ; also, that "as the Father hatli life in him-
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fielf, so hath he given to the Son to have life in himself (v.

26) ; and further, " The words that I speak unto you are

spirit and are life^' {vi. 63). The reason why the Lord says

that the Spirit of truth proceeds from the Father (John xv. 26),

is, because it proceeds from God the Father into the Son, and

out of the Son from the Father; therefore he also says, "In
tliat day ye shall know that I am in the Father, and. the Father

i;i me, and ye in me, and I in you" (xiv. 11, 20). From these

plain declarations of the Lord, it is easy to discover the error

which generally prevails throughout the Christian world, that

, God the Father sends the Holy Spirit to mankind ; and also the

error of the Greek church, that God the Father sends the Holy
Spirit immediately. This truth concerning the Lord^s sending

the Holy Spirit out of himself from God the Father, and not

contrariwise, is of heavenly extraction, and the angels call it

an Arcanum, because it was never l)efore discovered to the

world.

154. What is here asserted may also be illustrated and ex-

plained by many suggestions of reason; as for instance: It is

well knoAvn that the apostles, after they had received from the

Lord the gift of the Holy Spirit, preached the Gospel through

a great part of the world, and that they published it both by
their discoiu'ses and writings ; and tliis they did of themselves

from the Lord; for Peter taught and wrote in one manner,

James in another, John in another, and Paul in another, each

according to his own particular intelligence. The Lord filled

them all with his spirit ; but each took a portion according to

the quality of his peculiar perception, and exercised it according

to the quality of his strength or power. All the angels in the

neavens are filled with the Lord, for they are in the Lord, and
the Lord in them ; but nevertheless every one of them speaks

and acts according to the state of his own mind, some in simpli-

city, some in wisdom, with an infinite variety; and yet every

one speaks and acts of himself, from the Lord. The case is the

same Avith every minister in the church, whether he be under
the influence of the truth, or of the false; each has his own
peculiar expression and intelligence, and each speaks from his

own miud, that is, from the spirit which he possesses as his own.
So in the case of Protestants, whether they be called Evangeli-
cal or Reformed : after the}^ are instructed in the tenets of their

particular leaders, as Luther, Melancthon, or Calvin, it cannot
Avith propriety be said that those leaders or their tenets speak of

themselves by their disciples, but that those disciples speak of

themselves from their leaders and their tenets ; for every parti-

cular tenet may be explained a thousand diflerent Avays, being
Uke a cornucopia, from Avhicli each person draAvs forth Avhat

favors and is suited to his own peculiar genius, and then ex-

plains it according to his peculiar talent. This may be illus-
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trated also by the action of the heart in and apon the hiiigs,

and ])y the re-action of the hmgs of themselves from the heart

;

these are two distinct actions, which nevertheless are recipro-

cally united ; for the kings respire of themselves from the

heart, but the heart does not respire through the lungs : if this

were the case the action of both would stop. The case is similar

Avith respect to the action of the heart in and upon the viscera

of the whole body : the heart propels the blood in every direc-

tion, but the viscera imbibe it, eacii according to the kind of

use whicli it performs in the body, according to which each ako
acts, consequently the action of each is ditfereut. The same
truth is capable of receiving further illustration from this cir-

cum.stance relating to the nature and state of laan : evil derived

from parents, which is therefore called hereditary, acts in and
upon every man; so also does good from the Lord; the latter

acting from above or from within, the former from beneatli or

from without : if now evil acted by or tlirough the man, lu;

would not be capable of reformation, nor yet a subject of

blame ; and in like manner, if the Lord thus acted by or

through him, he would not be capable of reformation ; but

since each depends on the man's fi'ee choice, he becomes guilty

when he acts of himself from evil, and guiltless Avhen he acts

of himself from good ; and since evil is ^/he devil, and goot

is the Lord, he becomes guilty if he acts from the devil, and
guiltless if ho acts from the Lord : thus the capacity of refor-

mation is owing to this freedom of choice with which every man
is endowed. The case is the same with the internal and ex-

ternal of man : these are perfectly distinct from each other,

and yet reciprocally united ; the internal acts in and upon the

external, but not by or through it ; for in the internal innume-
rable particulars are involved, from which the external takes

only what is suited to its purposes : for in a man's internal, by
which is understood his mind, consisting of tlie will and per-

ceptive faculty, there are such volumes of accumulated ideas,

that were they to flow out through the organs of speech, they

might be compared with the violent rushing of wind from a pair

of bellows. The internal, by reason of the universals included

in it, resembles an ocean, a flower-bed, or a garden, from whose
stores the external selects as much as is sufficient for its use.

The V/ord of the Lord resembles this ocean, flower-bed, or

garden ; and when it dwells in some degree of fulness in the

internal of a man, he then speaks and acts of himself from the

Word, and not the Word by or through him. It is so likewise

with the Lord, who is himself the Word, that is, the divine

truth and the divine good therein : the Lord acts fi'om himself,

or from the Word, in and upon a man, but not by or through
him, because a man acts and speaks freely of himself from the

Lord, while he acts and speaks from the Word. But this v.ill
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Rdmit of still more familiar illustration from the mutual inter-

course which subsists between the soul and the body^ which are

tv.o substances distinct from each other, but yet reciprocally

united : the soul acts in and upon the body, but not hy or

through it ; for the body acts of itself from the soul. It is plain

that the soul does not act by or through the bod}'', since they do
not consult and deliberate with each other; the soul too does

not command or request the body to do, or to say, this thing oi

that ; and on the other hand, the body does not require or re-

quest the soul to give and supply it with its power and assist-

ance; for all that the one has belongs to the other, and this

mutually and reciprocally. Just so is it in respect to the Lord^s

Divinity and Humanity ; for the Divinity of the Father is the
soul of his Humanitj', and the Humanity is his body; and the

Humanity does not inquire of its Divinity what it shall speak
or what it shall do ; therefore the Lord says, " At that day ye
shall ask in my name : and I say not unto you that I will pray
the Father for you ; for the Father himself ioveth you because
ye have loved me " (John xvi. 26, 27) .

" At that day " means
after his glorification, that is, after his perfect and complete
imion Avitli the Father. This arcanum is revealed from the Lord
himself, for the use of those who shall become members of his

New Church.

155. It was shewn above, in the third article, that that

divine virtue, which, among the clergj^, is meant by the opera-

tion of the Holy Spirit, is, in particular, illustration and in-

struction ; liut to these may be added two intermediate virtues,

Avhich are perception and disposition : there are therefore, among
the clergy, four successive operations following each other in

this order,—illustration, perception, disposition and instruction.

Illustration is from the Lord alone. Perception has place

in a man, according to the state of his mind, as formed by doc-

trines; and Avhere those doctrines are true, the perception is

rendered clear by the light of illustration ; but where they .are

false, the perception is rendered obscm'e, j^et so as to have the

appearance of clearness arising from the reasonings and argu-

ments which have been used for their confirmation; such ap-

parent clearness is however only a consequence of that false and
delusive light, which, in the eye of the merely natural man,
appears like the light of truth. Disposition arises from the

affection of love in the will, and it is the delight springing

from that love which effects it. If this delight springs from
the love of evil and its attendant false, it gives birth to a zeal,

which is outwardl}' sharj), harsh, furious, fiery, and inwardly

full of anger, rage, and unmercifulness ; but if it springs from
the love of good and its attendant truth, it then gives birth to

a zeal, which is outwardly gentle and smooth, jet earnest and
burning", and inwardly full of charity, kindness, and mercy. In*
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STRUCTioN foUovrs as an effect produced by tlic foraier. Thus
illustration^ whicli is from the Lord, is changed into various

liglits autl colors in every individual, according to the state of

his miud.

156. VI. A MAN^S SPIRIT IS HIS MIND, AND WHATEVER
riiOCEEDS FROM IT.

By a man^s spirit in the concrete nothing else is meant hut
his mind, for it is this which lives after death, and is then called

a spirit ; if good, an angelic spirit, which afterAvards becomes an
angel, but if evil, a satanical spirit, vtdiich aftei'wards becomes a

satan. The mind of every one is his internal man, which is

actually a man, and d^vells Avithin the external man, that makes
its body; therefore, on the rejection of the hodj bj'- death, it is

in a complete himian form. It is therefore a palpable error to

"iuppose, that a man's mind is only in his head : this is indeed
the mind's seat in its first principles, from AA'hich primarily

issues all that a man thinks from the understanding and acts

from the will; but as to its jmncipiates, or derivations from
those first principles, formed for the purposes of sensation and
action, the mind dwells in the body also, and in consequence of

this internal adherence to the particles of the body, it imparts

to them sense and motion, and likewise infuses into the body a

perception, as if thought and action were its own, and self-

derived; but every wise man is well aware that this is a fallacy.

Now since a man's spirit is alone possessed of the power of

tliought ])y virtue of the understanding, and of action by the

Avill, and the body of itself possesses no such powers, but only

by derivation from the spirit, it follows, that by a man's spirit is

signified his intelligence and love-affection, and whatever pro-

ceeds as an operation from them. That a man's spirit signifies

such things as have relation to the mind, is evident from many
passages of the Word, which need only be adduced to evince the

truth of this observation : the following may suffice, out of many
which might be mentioned :

" Bezaleel v^as filled Avith the spirit

of Avisdom, of understanding, and of knowledge" (Exod. xxxi. 3)

.

Nebuchadnezzar says of Daniel, that "an excellent spirit of

knoAvledge and of understanding Avas found in him " (Dan. v.

12). "Joshua was full of the spirit of Avisdom " (Dent, xxxiv.

9). "Make ye a new heart and a new spirit " (Ezek. xAdii. 31).
" Blessed are the poor in spirit ; for theirs is the kingdom of

lieaA'cn" (Matt. v. 3). "I dAvell in a contrite and humble spirit,

to revive the spirit of the humble" (Isaiah h'ii. 15). "The
sacrifices of God are a broken spirit " (Psalm li. 17). "I Avill

giA^e the cloak of praise instead of a contracted spirit " (Isaiah Ixi.

3); not to mention other passages to the like pm'port. That
spirit also signifies such things as relate to a perverse and Avicked

mind, is evident from the folloAving passages :
" Wo unto the

foolish prophetSj that go aAvav after theii' own spirits !
" (Ezek.
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r.in. 3 [
" Yc shall conceive cliaff, ye shall bring forth stnLble;

as t) yonr spirit, tire shall devour you ^' (Isaiah xxxiii. 11). "A
man v. ho wandcreth in spirit and uttereth a lie''-' (Micah ii. 11).

"A generation whose spirit was not stedfast with God.^'' (Psalm

Ixxviii. 8). " The spirit of whoredoms ^^ (Ilosea v. 4). "Every
heart shall melt, and. every spirit shall be contracted ^^ (Ezek.

xxi. 7). "Blessed is the man in whose spirit there is no guile"

(Psalm xxxii. 2). "The spuit of Pharaoh was troubled" (Gen.

xli. 8). From these and many other passages it is very evident,

that the spirit signifies a man^s mind, and whatever belongs

to it.

157. Since by a man's spirit is meant his mind, therefore by
be'mff in the Spirit, which is a phrase that sometimes occurs

in the Word, is meant a state of the mind separate from the

body; and as in that state the prophets had a siglit of such ob-

jects as exist in the spiritual world, therefore that state is called

ike vision of God. T\xey were at such times in the same state as

spirits and angels in their world, and there a man's spirit, like

his mind with respect to its intellectual vision, may be convej^ed

from place to place, while the body remains at rest. This is the

state in which I have now lived six-aud-twenty years, but with

this difference, that I have been in the spirit and in the body at

one and the same time, and only on some particular occasions

out of the body. That Ezekiel, Zechariah, Daniel, and John
vrhen he wrote the book of the Revelation, were in that state, is

evident from the foUovv^ng passages : Ezekiel says, " The spirit

took me up, and brought me in a vision by the spiyit of God
into Chaldea : so the vision that I had seen went up from me "

(Ezek. xi. 1, 24). "Then the spirit took me up, and I heard

behind me a voice of a great rushing" (iii. 12, 14). "And the

spirit lifted me up between the earth and the heaven, and brought

me in the vision of God to Jerusalem" (viii. 3). "And I saAV

four living creatures, which were cherubs, and various things

with them " (i. and x.). " And a new earth, and a new temple,

and'an angel measuring them" (xl. to xlviii.); that he was then

in vision, and in the spirit, appears from xl. 2; xliii. 3. The
same was Zechariah's state Avhen he saw "a man riding amonti

the myrtle-trees" (i. 8). " And a man with a measuring line in

his hand" (ii. 1); "and Joshua the high-priest " (iii. 1); "and
four chariots and horses coming out from between two moun-
tains" (vi. 1, 2, &e.) Daniel was in a similar state Avhen he
saw " foui' beasts come up from the sea, and many things relat-

ing to them " (vii. 3) ; and " the battles of the ram and the

goat" (viii. 4). That he saw those things in vision, is declared

vii. 1, 2, 7, 13; viii. 2; x. 1, 7, 8; for it is said, that the angel

Gabriel appeared to him in vision, and talked with him. The
same was John's state when he wrote the book of the Revela-

tion, in which he declares.. " that he was in the spunt on the
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Lord's day "
(i. 10) ;

" tliat he was carried in tlie spirit into the

wilderness " (xvii. 3) ; " and to a great and liigh mountain in

the spirit" (xxi. 10) ; "that he saw in vision" (ix. 17); and in

other places that he saw what he described, as the son of man
in the midst of the seven candlesticks ; a tabernacle, a temple,

;in ark, and an altar in heaven ; tlie book sealed with seven seals,

and horses coming out ; the four animals about the throne ; the

twelve thousand chosen out of each tribe ; the lamb on JMount

Sion ; locusts ascending from the bottomless pit ; the dragon,

and his war with Michael ; a woman bringing forth a male child,

and flj'ing into the wdderness on account of the dragon; two
bcfists, one ascending out of the sea, the other out of the earth

;

a woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored beast ; the dragon cast

into a lake of fire and brimstone ; a white horse and a great

supper; the holy city Jerusalem coming down, with a descrip-

tion of its gates, its wall and foundation ; the river of the Avater

of life, and the trees of life which yielded fruit every month;
with many other particulars. Peter, James, and John, were in

a similar state when they saw Jesus transfigured : and so like-

wise Avas Paul, when he Avas caught up to heaven, and heard un-

speakable things.

A COROLLARY.

158. HaAdng in this chapter treated on the Hola' Spirit, it

deserves to be particularly noticed, that in the Word of the Old
Testament there is no mention made of the Holy Spirit, but

only of the spirit of lioliness in three places, once in DaA id

(Psalm li. 11) ; and tAvice in Isaiah ixiii. 10, 11 , Avhereas in the

Word of the Ncav Testament, as avcII in the Gospels as in the

Acts of the Apostles, and in the Epistles, it is mentioned fre-

(]uently : the reason of this is, because there Avas no Holy Spirit

before the coming of the Lord, for it proceeds out of the Lord
from the Father; for tJie Lord only is holy (Pi,ev. xv. 4) ; therefore

also it is said by the angel Gabriel to the mother ^Mar}-, the Hohj
ThiiKj Avhich shall be born of thee (Luke i. 35). It is Avritteu,

that the Holy Spirit Avas not yet, because Jesus Avas not yet

glorified (John Aii. 39) ; and yet it is said before, that the Holy
Spirit filled Elizabeth (Luke i. 41); and Zechariah (Luke i. 67);

and Simeon (Luke ii. 25) : the reason of Avhich seeming contra-

diction is, because those three persons Avere filled Avith the spirit

of Jehovah the Father, which Avas called the Holy Spirit, on
account of the Lord Avho Avas already in the Avorld. This is the

reason too Avhy, in the Word of the Old Testament, it is no
where said that the prophets spoke from the Holy Spirit, but

from Jehovah; for in expressing themselves on this subject,

they constantly use some of these terms, Jehovah spake to me;
the word of Jehovah came to me ; Jehovah hath spoken; the say-
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ing of Jehovah ; to evince \vliicli, I Avill only refer the reader to

the following passarges in Jeremiah, where those expressions are

ased :—Chap. i. 4, 7, 11—14, 19; chap. ii. 1—5, 9, 19, 21, 29,

31; chau. iii. 1, 6, 10, 12, 14, 16; chap. iv. 1, 3, 9, 17, 27;
chap. V. 11, 14, 18, .22, 29; chap. vi. 6, 9, 12, 15, 16, 21, 22;
(•haj). vii. 1, 3, 11, 13, 19, 20, 21 ; chap. \ii\. 1, 3, 12, 13; chap,

ix. 6, 9, 12, 13, 17, 22, 23, 24; chap. x. 1, 2, 18; chap. xi. 1,

(), 9, 11, 21, 22; chap. xii. 14, 17; chap. xiii. 1, 6, 9, 11—15,
25; chap. xiv. 1, 10, 14, 15; chap. xv. 1, 2, 3, 6, 11, 19, 20;
chap. xvi. 1, 3, 5, 9, 14, 16; chap. xAdi. 5, 20, 21, 24; chap, xviii.

6, 11, 13; chap. xix. 1, 3, 6, 12, 15; chap. xx. 4; chap. xvi. 1,

4, 7, 8, 11, 12; chap. xxii. 2, 5, 6, 11, 18, 24, 29, 30; chap,

xxiii. 2, 5, 7, 12, 15, 24, 29, 31, 38 ; chap. xxiv. 3, 5, 8 ; chap.

XXV. 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 15, 27, 28, 29, 32; chap. xxvi. 1, 2, 18; chap,

xxvii. 1, 2, 4, 8, 11, 16, 19, 21, 22: chap, xxviii. 2, 12, 14, 16;
chap. xxix. 4, 8, 9, 16, 19, 20, 21, 25, 30, 31 ; chap. xxx. 1—5,
8, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18; chap. xxxi. 1, 2, 7, 10, 15, 16, 17, 23, 27,

28, 31—38; chap, xxxii. 1, 6, 14, 15, 25, 26, 28, 30, 36, 42;
chap, xxxiii. 1, 2, 4, 10, 12, 13, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25; chap, xxxiv,

1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 13, 17, 22; chap. xxxv. 1, 13, 17, 18, 19; chap.

Kxx^d. 1, 6, 27, 29, 30; chap, xxxvii. 6, 7, 9; chap, xxxviii. 2, 3,

17; chap, xxxix. 15—18; chap. xl. 1; chap. xlii. 7, 9, 15, 18,

19; chap, xliii. 8, 10; chap. xliv. 1, 2, 7, 11, 24, 25, 26, 30;
chap. xlv. 1, 2, 5 ; chap. xlvi. 1, 23, 25, 28 ; chap, xlvii. i ; chap,

xlviii. 1, 8, 12, 30, 35, 38, 40, 43, 44, 47; chap. xlix. 2, 5, 6,

7, 12, 13, 16, 18, 26, 28, 30, 32, 35, 37, 38, 39; chap. 1. 1, 4,

10, 18, 20, 21, 30, 31, 33, 35, 40; chap. U. 25, 33, 36, 39, 52,

58. These passages occur in Jeremiah alone : similar expres-

sions are used by all the other prophets, and it is never said by
any of them that the Holy Spirit spoke by them, or that Jehovah
spoke to them by the Holy Spirit.

159. To the above I Avill add the follov/ing memorable re-

lations :

—

First. On a time when I was in company with some
angels in heaven, I saw at a distance below us a great smoke,
from Mhich there issued every now and then a fl-mie of fire

:

hereupon I observed to the angels in conversation with me, that

few persons in that world know^ that the smoke seen in the hells

arises from falses confirmed by reasonings, and that fire is anger
kindled against those who maintain contrary opinions; to which
observation I added, that as this truth is little known in the

spiritual world, so the people in the natural world, where I live

in the body, are equally ignorant that natural flame is nothing
but smoke set on fire, which truth I have often proved experi-

mentally, by applying a lighted stick to the volumes of smoke
that I have observed to arise from a wood-fire, in which case the
smoke is instantly turned into a blaze of the same form and
fjgm-c with the smoke; for al! the particles of the latter become
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small separate spai'ks, \vliich burn in conjunction like iiglitcii

gunpowder. The case is the same with that smoke which we
see beneath us : it consists of a great many falscs, and the fire

that bursts out into a blaze is the heat of zeal kindled in them
in favor of those falses. The angels then said to me, " Let us

pray to the Lord for leave to go down and inquire what arc the

particular falses which occasion such a smoke and blaze

;

" and
leave being given, behold ! there appeared round about us a

pillar of light that extended to the place whence the smoke
issued, and Ave then saw fom' companies of spirits vehemently

contending that God the Father, being invisible, ought to be

approached and worshiped^ and not his Son, who was born in

the world, for he is a Man, and consequently visible. Then
looking around I observed, towards the left hand, a body of

learned clergy, and behind them such as Avere unlearned, and
towards the right a bod}^ of lettered laj-men, and behind them
such as had no advantages of instruction ; but between us and
them there was a great gulf fixed, which it was impossible to

pass. We however turned our eyes and ears towards the left

side, where tlie clergy stood, and overheard them reasoning

about God in the following manner :
—" A¥e are certain, from

the doctrine of our church, Avhich, so far as it relates to God, is

generally received in every state in Europe, that God the Fa-

ther, since he is invisible, ought to be approached aud worshiped,

and that God the Son and God the Holy Ghost, who also are

invisible, as being co-eternal Avith the Father, are also to be
approached and Avorshiped at the same time; and since God the

Father is the creator of the universe, and consequently dAvells

in the universe, we knoAv that he is present Avlierever avc turn

oiu' eyes, and graciously harkcns to our prayers, and, after

accepting his Son's mediation, sends the Holy Ghost, Avho poiu's

into our hearts the glory of the Son's righteousness, and thereby

blesses us; for Ave, being appointed teachers in his church, have

felt in our bosoms, Avhile Ave have been preaching, the holy

operation of such mission, and have perceived our devotion in-

iflamed by his presence in our minds. Tliis effect avc ascribe to

our directing all oiu- senses towards the invisilv.e God, Avho docs

not operate partially on our intellectual sight only, but miiver-

sally throughout tlie AA'hole system of our bodies and minds by
his emissray spirit ; for such effects could not result from the

worship of a visible God, or one that stands conspicuous before

our mental vicAV as a Man." At these Avords the unlearned part

of the clergy, who stood behind, expressed their approbation,

adding, " Whence can holiness come but from an unseen and
imperceptible Deity? The bare mention of such a God afllects

every part of our frame, infusing pleasure into the coimtcnance,

and joy into the heart, like Avhat anses from the fragrance of

an odoriferous atmosphere; whereas the mention of a vifible
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aticl perceptible Deity produces no sucli eficcts, but while it

enters the ear, suggests a merely natural idea, that has nothing

divine in it. For a similar reason the Roman Catholics repeat

their masses in Latin, and carry forth and exhibit the host;

v/hich they give out is possessed of many divir.e and mysterious

properties, and thus the people are induced to pay it divine

reverence, as containing in it some most hidden principle of

holiness." After this we tm-ned towards the body of laymen,

and from the lettered part of them I could collect the following

sentiment :
" We are certain that the wisest of the ancients

worshiped an invisible God, whom they called Jeliovah, but that

in succeeding ages men made gods of then- deceased rulers, of

which numl)cr Avere Saturn, Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Apollo,

and also jNIinerva, Diana, Venus, Themis, &c., and erected

temples in honor of them, and paid them divine worship, from
which worship, in process of time, idolatry arose, and overspread

the whole world with its wild superstitions. AVe therefore are

entu'ely agreed with om' priests and presbyters in this, that there

always have been, and now are, three divine persons of an eter-

nal existence, each whereof is God ; and it is sufficient for us

that they are invisible.'''' To these sentiments the unlettered

part assented, adding withal, " Is not God God, and man man?
We are aAvare, however, that should any one suggest the notion

of a God-Man, the common herd of mankind, who entertain a

sensual idea of God, would accede to it." A? they said this,

their eyes Avere opened, and they saw us near tliem, and then,

out of anger that we had OAcrheard them, they held their peace;

but instantly the angels, b_y a power committed to them, closed

up the exterior or inferior regions of their thoughts, from
whence their words proceeded, f^jid opened the interior or

superior regions, and compelled them to speak of God accord-

ing to the thoughts that flowed thence, and immediately they
spoke as follows :

" What is God ? We liaA^e neither seen his

appearance at any time, nor heard his voice ; what thei'efore is

God, except natm'e in her first principles, and in her last?

We have seen her, because she is the light of our eyes, and wc
have heard her, for she is the sound in our ears." On hearing
these Avords, we inquired of them whether they had ever seen
Socinus, Avho acknowledged only God the Father, or Arius, Avho

denied the Divinity of the Lord the SaA-iom-, or any of then
followers? They replied, "No; we never saAV them." "TheA
are all in the deep below you," we said ; and presently some of

them came to us, and Ave asked them some questions concerning
God, and tliey all ansAvered according to the tenor of Avhat Ave

had just noAV heard, profanely exclaiming, " What is God? We
can make as many gods as Ave please." We then said, " It is

in vain to talk with you about the Son of God avIio Avas born in

the Av^orld ; but so far Ave Avdl declare to vou, that for the sake
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of preserving a true faith witli respect to God, as directed to-

wards him aiwl proceeding from him, and for fear this faith

shouhl perish because no one had ever seen God, and shouhl
tlius Ijurst Kke a bubble floating in the air in the latter ages of

the world, "which in former times had shone with so much
brightness of color and beauty, it therefore pleased Jehovah
God to descend and assume humanity, and thus to present him-
self to view before his creatures, and convince them that he is

not a mere imaginary entity, but the real and very Being
(Ipsum), which was, and is, and will be, from eternity to eter-

nity ; and that God is not a Avord only, consisting of so many
letters, but he is the all of every thing from Alpha to Omega;
consequently that he is the life and salvation of all who believe

on him as visible, but not of those who pretend to believe on an
iuvisil)le God ; for to believe, to see, and to know, make one

;

therefore the Lord said to Philip, " He that seeth and knoweth
me, seeth and knoweth the Father ; and declared in other places

that it is the will of the Father that men should believe on the

Son, and that whoso believeth on the Son hath eternal life, but
wnoso believeth not the Son shall not see life, but the anger of

God abideth on him. (See John iii. 15, IG, 38; xiv. G— 15.)"

When they heard this, many of the foiu- companies grew so en-

raged, that smoke and fire came out of their nostrils : we there-

fore departed; and the angels, after attending me home, returned
to their own heaven.

IGO. The second jiemorable relation.—I was once walk-
ing in company with some angels in the world of spirits, wliich

is in the middle between heaven and hell, and into which all

men enter immediately after death, and where they are prepared,

for heaven if they have been good, and for hell if they have been
evil. After conversing on a variety of subjects, I remarked to

them, that in the world Avhere I live in the body, there appear
in the night innumerable stars of different magnitudes, which
are so many suns, that transmit their light only into our solar

system ; and that on observing the same appearance of stars in

the spiritual world, it had occurred to me that possibly they
might be as numerous as in the natural world. The angels,

i)eing much delighted with this remark, replied, that perhaps
the numbers were equal, since every society in heaven some-
times shines like a bright star before those who are below in the

world of spirits ; ana that the heavenly societies are innumer-
able, all regulated and arranged according to the varietj^ of the

affections of the love of good, which are infinite in God, and
consequently by derivation from him are innumerable : and as

these were foreseen before creation began, therefore tlierc is

reason to imagine that according to their variety an equal num-
ber of stars was provided, that is, created, in the world where
men were to live in a material natural body. As we were con-
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versing on these subjects, I observed toM'ards tlie uovtli a beaten

«iiy, so crowded Anth si)iritSj that thej'^ almost touched each

other; and I told the angels that I had often seen this way
befora, Avith the same crowd of spirits moving along it, like so

many armies, and that I had been informed it was the way
through wliich all pass on their departiu-e out of the natural

world, and that the reason of its being so orov>ded Avith spirits

is, because sofue myriads of men die every Aveek, all of Avhom
after death migrate into that Avorld. To this the angels added,
" That Avay is terminated in the middle of this Avorld Avhere Ave

now are ; and the reason of its being terminated in the middle
is, because on the side tOAvards the east dAvell the societies that

are in love toAvards God and their neighbour; on the left to-

Avards the Avest dwell the societies of those Avho are in opposite

loves ; and directly forwards toAvards the south are the societies

of such as excel others in intelligence: and hence it is, that all

on their departm-e out of the natural Avorld liock to this middle

part. At their first coming they are in their externals according

to their last state in the former Avorld, and afterAvards they are

successiA'ely let into their internals, and examined as to their

true natures and qualities ; and after examination the good are

conveved to their abodes in heaven, and the bad to their abodes

in hell/'

We stopped in the middle, at the termination of the crowded
Avay, and said, " Let us stay awhile and converse with some of

the new comers." For this purpose aa^c chose tAvelve out of the

multitude, Avho haA'ing but just left the natural Avorld, did not

yet knoAV but that the}- Avere still alive in it. We questioned

them about their sentiments in relation to iikaven a\d hell,

AND A LITE AFTER DEATH. To tliis oxE of thcm replied, " I

have been taught by the clergy to believe that Ave are to live

after death, and that there is a heaven and a hell : hence I have

conceived that all Avho live a moral life go to heaven, and since

all do live a moral life, that none go to hell, and that hell there-

fore is a mere fable invented by the clergy to deter mankind
from sin and Avickedness ; besides, Avhat matters it Iioav I think

upon these subjects, and Avhether my sentiments in relation to

God be right or Avrong? Thought is only like a bubble on the

water, Avhich bui'sts, and there is an end of it." Then a second
near him said, " It is my full belief that there is both a heaven
and a hell, and that God rules in heaven, and the devil in hell

;

and since tliey are enemies, and corise(iuently at variance Avith

each other, one calls evil Avhat the <)ther calls good; and tliere-

fore a moral man, Avho has the art of dissimulation, and can
make evil appear good, and good CA^il, sides Avith l^oth : and Avhat

does it signify Avhether I belong to one master or another, if he
be but kind towards me? Good and evil are alike capable of

affording delight." A third beside him next declared his senti-
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raentSj and said, " Wliat good will it do me to believe that there

are such places as heaven and hell; for who ever came hence to

certify their existence? If every man lives after death, surely

out of so great a multitude some would have returned, and re-

lated to the world the particulars of the futm-e life/' A fourth
near him said, " I Avill tell you the reason why none ever re-

turned to relate the particulars of a life to come. When a man
Dreathes his last, and dies, he then becomes either ?i spectre, and
vanishes awa}'', or he is like the breath of the mouth, which is

mere wind ; and how cjm such a one return and converse m ith

men on earth ? " A rirxH took up the debate, and said, " Wait,

my friends, till the day of judgement ; for all men will then re-

timi to their bodies, and you shall see them, and converse with

them, and each shall acquaint his neighbour Avith his condition."

A SIXTH, Avho stood opposite, said Avith a smile " How can a

spirit, Avhich is mere wind, retm-n into a bod}' devoured by
worms, or into a skeleton that has been dried in the sun, and
reduced to powder? Or how can an Egyptian mummy, that

has been made into medicines and emulsions by an apothecarj',

and swalloAved by his patients, retm'n to declare to the world

what he has seen and heard in another life ? Wait, then, till

the last day, if you believe in such matters ; but if you wait tc

eternity, depend upon it, it Avill be to no purpose." Then a

SEVENTH said, " If I believed in such places as heaven and hell,

and that consequently men were to live after death, I should

believe also that birds and beasts will have immortal Hfe ; for

are not the same marks of morality and rationality discoverable

in some of them as in men? yet the immortality of brutes is

universally denied, and for the same reason I deny also the im-

mortality of man : is not the argument as strong in the one case

as in the other ? for what is a man but a mere animal ? " An
EIGHTH, who stood behind the former, then came forward, and
thus declared his sentiments : "I believe, if you please, in the

existence of a heaven, but never can I be persuaded that there

is such a place as hell; for is not God omnipotent, and cannot

he therefore save eveiy one?" Then a ninth, taking him by
the hand, said, " God is not only omnipotent, but he is also

merciful; he cannot therefore cast any one into eternal fire; and
if there be any already there, his mercy must compel him to

take them out, and deliver them." A tenth then advanced

hastily from his rank, and said, " I also do not believe in such a

place as hell ; for did not God send his Son, who atoned for and
took away the sins of the whole world ? What power then has

the devil to hurt mankind ? And if he has no such power, what
then is meant by hell? " An eleventh, avIio was a priest, took

fire at this, and said, " Do you not know that such as have ob-

laincd faith, on which is inscribed the merit of Christ, a»"e saved,

and that those v/hora God elects obtain that faith? Is not elec-
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tio.i accordiiij^ to the good pleasure of the Almighty? and is not

he to judge who are deserving of it? How is it possible to

counteract almighty power ?^^ The twelfth, who was a poli-

tician, was silent; but being requested to crown all with his

opinion, he said, " I shall not declare my sentiments about

heaven, hell, or a life after death, since no one knows any thing

respecting them; yet it may be expedient to allow the clergy to

preach about such things, j'v order by such invisible bonds to

keep vulgar minds obedient to the laws of civil authority; for on

this the public security depends."

Wc Avere amazed to hear such declarations, and said one to

another, " These, although they have the name of Christians,

are yet neither men nor beast-<, but are more properly men-
beasts/'' In order, however, to awaken them from sleep, we said,

" There is a heaven and a hell, and also a life after death, and

you will be convinced of this as soon as we have dispelled your

ignorance of the state of life in which you are at present ; for

during a few days immediately after death, it is the common
supposition of every spirit that he is still alive in the world from

which he came, the time past seeming like a sleep, from which

vthen a person awakes he fancies himself still in the place in

which he was when he fell asleep, and this is now the case with

you ; therefore you declared your sentiments according to what

you had conceived in your former state of existence." So say-

ing, the angels dispelled their ignorance; and then they saw
themselves in another world, and among persons of whom the}''

had no knowledge ; and they exclaimed, " Oh ! Avhere are we ?
"

And we said,
''' You are no longer in the natural world, but in

the spiritual, and Ave are angels." Then, when they were well

awakened, they said, " If you are angels, shevv' us the way to

heaven : " to this we replied, " Stay here awhile, and Ave will

retm-n to you." In about half an hour Ave returned, and found

them Avaiting for us ; and Ave said, " Follow us to heaven." They
did so ; and Ave went tip Avith them ; and the keepers of the gate

seeing us in company v»dth them, admitted us all. We then

ordered those avIio arc appointed to receive strangers on their

first admission to examine our companions : they accordingly

tuxmedthem about, and observing that their heads on the hinder

part were A'^ery hoUoAA^, they instantly said, '*' Retire hence, for

the delight of yonr love is to do evil, and you have consequently

no conjunction Avith heaven ; for in your hearts you have denied

God, and have despised rehgion." Then we said to them, " Do
not stand hesitating, for otherwise j^ou will be cast out." So
they hastened down again, and departed.

In oui" way home Ave inquired into' the cause wh}', in the

spiritual world, the hinder part of the head is hollo^v ni such as

delight to do evil ; and I accounted for it thus : the human brain

is divided into tAAO spheres, one of Avhich fills the hinder part of
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tlie head, and Is called the cerebellum, and the otner, the lore

part, and is called the cerebrum ; and the love ol' the -will has its

residence in the cerebellum., and the thought of the understand-

ing in the cerebruiii; consequently when tlie thought of the

understanding does not lead the love of the man's will, the in-

most contents of the cerebellum, which in themselves aio celestial.

fall fiat together, and thus occasion a holloAvness.

161. The third memorable relation.—I once heard, in

the spiritual world, a noise like the grinding of a mill, in the

quarter towards the north. At first I Avondered what it nicant,

till I recollected that by a mill, and. by grinding, is signified in

a spiritual sense, to collect from the Word matter serviceable to

doctrine : I advanced therefore toAvards the place from which the

noise came, and. as I approached, the noise ceased. Then I ob-

served something like an arched roof above ground, the entrance

to which Avas through a cave : on seeing this I descended and

entered ; and lo ! there Avas a large room, and an aged person

sitting, smn'ounded hy books, and holding before him the Word,

in Avhich he Avas sen,rching for Avhat might he serviceable to his

doctrine. About him lay several scraps of paper, on Avhich he

Avrote such passages as suited his purpose ; and in the next apart-

ment were a number of scribes, avIio collected the scraps of paper,

and copied out their contents on a AA^hole sheet. I inquired first

concerning the books Avliich lay about liim. He said that they

all treated on Justifying Eaith. "These," says he, "from

Sweden and Denmark, enter deeply into the suliject, ])ut these

from Germany somcAvhat deeper, these from England deeper

still, and these from Holland the deepest of all

!

" He added

moreover, that notAvithstanding the difference of their senti-

ments on other points, yet in the article of justification and

salvation by faith alone, they Avere all agreed. He then told me,

that at that time he Avas collecting from the Word, this chief

article of justifying faith, " That God the Father fell aAvay fi'om

grace toAvards mankind on account of their iniquities, and that,

consequently, in order to effect their salvation, it Avas become

indispensably necessary that satisfaction, reconciliation, propitia-

tion, and mediation, should be made by some person, avIio Avould

take upon himself the sentence of Avrath and justice, and that

none could be found qualified for this purpose but his only Son

;

and that Avhen this purpose Avas effected, access Avas opened to

God the Father for his sake, for so avc pray, ' Father, have mercy

upon us for the sake of thy Son.' " He said likewise, " I nov/

see, and have long seen, that this belief is agreeable to all reason

and Scriptvu-e; for Iioav can God the Father be approached, but

by faith in the merit of his Son?" I listened to his discourse,

and Avas amazed to hear him assert that such a belief Avas agree-

able to both reason and Scripture, Avhen yet, as I plainly told

him, it is directly contrary to both. He then, in the heat of his
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23alj replied^ " How can yon pretend to say soP " I therefore

began to explain myself, saying, " Is it not contrary to reason

to conceive that God ever fell away from grace towards mankind,
raid that he ever reprobated and excommunicated them ? Is not

di\dne grace an attribute of the Divine Essence ? To fall away
from grace, therefore, v/ould be to fail away from his Divine

Essence, and to fall away from his Divine Essence Avould be to

be no longer God ; for how can God be alienated from himself?

Believe me, that grace on God's part, as it is infinite, so also h
it eternal : it may indeed be lost on man's part, if he does not

receive it ; but if grace were to depart from God, the universe of

heaven, as well as the whole race of mankind, must immediately
perish ; therefore grace remains on God's part to all eternity,

not only towards angels and men, but likewise towards devils in

hell. Since this then is agreeable to reason, why do you assert

that,the only access to God the Father is by faith in his Son's

merits, Avhen yet continual access is open by grace ? And wliy

do you fui'ther assert, that access is open to God the Father for

the sake of his Son, and not by his Son ? Is not the Son the

Mediator and Saviour ? Wh)^ then do you not approach him as

your ]Mediator and Saviour ? Is he not God and j\Ian ? Who
on earth approaches immediately any emperor, king, or prince,

without having some person to introduce him ? And did you
never learn that the Lord came into the world that he himself

might introduce us to the Father? and that there is no possible

access but by him ? and that this access is perpetual, while you
approach the Lord himself immediately, for he is in the Father,

and the Father in him ? Search now the Scriptures, and yoTi will

there see that what I tell you is agreeable to them ; and that the

way to the Father which you talk of is as contrary to them as it

is to reason. I assert, moreover, that it is great presumption to

climb up to God the Father, and not to approach by him who is

in the bosom of the Father, and is alone with him. Did yon
never read John xiv. 6? ^' As I said this, the old man was in-

flamed to such a height of passion, that he sprang from his

chair, and called to his scribes to turn me out of his house

;

and as I walked out of my own accord, he threw after me the

first book he could lav his hands on, Avhich liappencd to be the

Word.
1G2. The fourth memorable relat}on.—There was once

a dispute among some spirits, whether it be in a man's power to

apprehend any doctrinal theological truth contained in the Word,
without help from the Lord ? In this they all agreed, that sucli

a thing is impossible without help from God, since "no man can

take any thing, except it be given him from above " (John iii.

27) : the point then in dispute was, whether it be possible with-

out approaching the Lord immediately. On one side it was
urged, that the Lord ought directly to be approached, because
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he is the AVord ; on the other side, they said, that doctiinal

truth may be apprehended when God the Father is immediately

approached. The debate therefore at first tm-ned on this ques-

tion, -whether it be lawful for any Christian to approach God the

Father immediately, and so to climl:) above the Lord; and wliether

this be not most indecent, and rash insolence and boldness, since

the Lord says, that " no one cometh to the Father, but by liim
"

(John xiv. 6). But presently tliey left this subject, and asserted

that it is possible for a man to apprehend doctrinal truth from
the Word of God by his own natural light. This assertion,

however, was afterwards rejected ; they therefore next insisted,

that such doctrinal truth may be apprehended by tnose Avho

pray to God the Father. Some ]:)assages out of the Word were
then read to them; and they fell on their knees, and prayed
that God the Father would enlighten them ; and they instantly

asserted, in relation to the passages which had been read to

them, that such and such truths might be thence collected : but
Avhat they called truths were ftilses ; and this Avas repeated till

they wei*e tired, when they at last confessed their inability.

Those, however, on the other hand, who approaclicd the Lord
immediately, were enabled to apprehend divine and doctrinal

truths, and to make them known to the others. When this

dispute was thus ended, there ascended out of the bottomless pit

some spirits, who appeared at first sight like locusts, and after-

wards like dv/arfs : they avcj'c of the mmiber of those, Avho,

during their abode on earth, had directed their worship imme-
diately to God the Father, and had confirmed the doctrine of

justification by faith alone; and they Avere the same that are

described in the Revelation ix. 1—11. They insisted that they

had a clear apprehension, and that from the W^ord, that a man
is justified by faith alone without the Avorks of the laAv ; and
being asked ])y Avhat faith, they replied, by faith in God the

Father; but after they at ere examined, it Avas told them from
lieaven, that they had ncA'er apprehended a single doctrinal truth

from the Word. They still hoAvever insisted, that they had a

clear perception of truth in its liglit ; but they were informed
that the light Avhich they imagined to be tliat of truth, Avas the

light of infatuation. On their asking Avhat A^'as meant by the

light of infatuation, they Avere told, that it is a light arising from
the confirmation of what is false, and that it corresponds to the

light of OAvls and bats, and that to them darkness is light, and
light darkness. This Avas confirmed by a cu'cumstance relating

to themselves, that Avhen they looked up toAvards heaven, Avhere

tlie true liglit shines, they saAv nothing but darkness, and Avhen

doAAn towards the bottomless pit, Avhence they came, they per-

ceiA'ed light. At this appeal to their OAvn case they Avere very

indignant, and said, that by this way of reasoning, light and
darkness are not real existences, but only states of the eye, ac-
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cording to whicli light is called light, and darkness darkness

:

but it was bliewn them, that the light by which they saw was the

light of infatuation, arising from the confirmation of wliat is

false, and that it was merely an activity of their minds derived

from the fire of their concupiscences, not unlike the light by
which cats see, Avhose eyes appear in the night like balls of fire,

in consequence of then* bm-ning appetite after their prey. On
hearing this, they exclaimed in great indignation, that they

were neither cats, nor like cats, for that they could see if they

woidd ; but fearing to be asked Avliy they would not, they de-

parted, and descended again into the bottomless pit. The in-

ti;„bitants of that pit, and all such as resemble them, are called

h\ the angels owls and bats, and likewise locusts.

Wlicn they were retm'ned to their companions in the

i ottomlcss pit, and had told them what the angels had said, that

they did not apprehend a single doctrinal truth, and that they

were called owls, bats, and locusts, it caused a great commotion
among them ; and they said, '' Let us pray to God for permis-

sion to ascend, and we will prove clearly that we are in posses-

sion of many doctrinal truths, which archangels themselves will

acknowledge." So they prayed to God, and their prayer was
granted, and they ascended to the number of about three Imn-

dred. As soon as they were risen above ground, they said,

" We have been held in high fame and reputation among men
on earth, in consequence of understanding and teaching the

mystei'ies of justification by faith alone ; and from the argu-

ments whicli we have used to confirm those mysteries, we have

not only attained to the light, but have likewise seen it in its

meridian brightness, as Ave also do at this time in our cells ; and
yet we are informed by our companions, who have been with

you, that our light is not light but darkness, for, according to

you, we are in possession of no doctrinal truth derived from the

Word. Now we know that every truth of the AYord is in the

light, and we have believed that the shining brightness arising

in our minds from a deep meditation of om* mysteries was de-

rived from that som'ce ; we will therefore demonstrate to you
that we are possessed of divine truths in great abundance."

Then they said, " Ai'e not we in possession of this truth, that

there is a trinity consisting of God the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Spirit, and that we must believe in this trinity ? Are not

we in possession of this truth, that Christ is our Redeemer and
Saviour ? And of this, that Christ alone is righteousness, and
that he alone has merit, and that it is a wicked and unjust thing

for any person to desire to ascribe to himself any part of his

righteousness and merit ? Are not we in possession also of this

truth, that no man can do any spiritual good of himself, and
that ail good, which is really so, is from God ? Ai'C not we in

possession too of this truth, that there is a meritorious and hypo-
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critical goodness, and tlmt all such goodness is cviL-' Are not

we ia possession of this truth, that good works onght to be

done? And of this, that men ought to believe in God, and that

every one obtains life according to his belief? Not to mention

many other truths, which we have learnt from the Word ; and
which of you can deny one of them ? Y et you say, that in our

schools we are not in possession of a single trutli ; but surely

such an assertion must be made frot>- mere opposition." To
this we returned for answer, " All the truths wdiich you have

adduced arc in themselves true ; but as they are held by you,

they are truths falsified ; and truths falsified, in consequeuco of

the false principle which Im^ks within, arc in reality falses ; thai;

this is really so, we will convince you by ocular demonstration.

There is a place not far from this, into which there is a direct

influx of light from heaven, and in the midst of it there is n

table, on which if a piece of paper be placed, with any truth de-

rived from the Word written on it, by virtue of that truth the

paper instantly shines like a star. Write now the truths you
mentioned on a piece of paper, and let it be placed on the table,

and you shall judge for yourselves." They did so, and gave the

paper to the keeper of the table, who placed it there, and then

desired them to remove to a bttle distance, and look towards the

table : they did so, and lo ! the paper slione like a star. Then
said the keeper, " From this 3'ou plaiidy see, that these are

truths which you have written on the paper; l)ut come now
nearer, and fix your eyes attentively on the paper." They did

so, and lo ! the light suddenly disappeared, and the paper be-

came black, as if it had been in the smoke of a furnace. Then
said the keeper, " Touch the paper with yonv hands ; but take

care that you do not touch the writing
;

" and as they did so, it

instantly took fire, and was consumed. When these experi-

ments were concluded, the keeper explained the reason of his

caution. "For," said he, "if vou had touched the writing, you
woidd have heard a crackling, and have bru-nt your fingers."

This declaration Avas then made in the hearing of those who
stood behind :

" You see now, that the truths which you have

abused to confirm the mysteries of your justifying faith, are

in themselves truths, but in you they arc truths falsified." They
then looked upwards, and the heavens appeared to them like

blood, and afterwards like thick darkness; and in the eyes of

the angelic spirits, some of them seemed in the shaji^ of bats,

some in the shape of owls, and some like other bird . of night.

So they fled away to their OAvn regions of darkness, which shone
in their eyes by the light of infatuation.

The angelic spirits, who were present, wondered that they

had never before been acquainted with this place, and the table

contained in it; and immediately a voice from the southern

quarter called to them, saying, " Come this way, and vou shall
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PGG somctliing still more extraordinary." So they wcjit, and
were admitted into an apartment^ avIiosc walls shone as with

gold ; and there also they observed a table, on which lay the

Word, decorated on all sides with precious stones in celestial

arrangement. Then the angel that kept it, said, " Every tmae

that the Word is opened, there darts from it a light of inexpres-

sible brightness, and at the same time, from the precious stones,,

there appears as it were a rainbow, encompassing the Word on
all sides, and forming an arch above it. When an angel from

the third heaven approaches and looks at it, the rainbow appears

in a red ground ; when an angel Irom the second heaven ap-

proaclies and looks, the rainboAV appears in a blue ground ; when
an angel from the last heaven approaches and looks., the rain-

bow appears in a Avliite ground; Avhen a good spirit approaches

and looks, the light appears variegated, like tlie different veins

and colors in marble." The truth of these circumstances was
then evinced by ocular demonstration. Afterwards the angel

proceeded, sajdng, " If any one approaches who has falsified the

Word, the brightness instantly vanishes ; and if he approaches

nearer, and fixes his eyes on the Word, it seems as if it was
covered over with blood, and in this case he is admonished, at

his peril, to stay there no longer." A certain person, however,

who, during his abode on earth, had been much distinguished

for his writings in favor of the doctrine of justification by faith

alone, approached with great confidence, and said, " Through the

whole course of my former life I never falsified the Word ; I laid

equal stress on charity and on faith, and taught that in a state

of faith, in which a man exercises charity, and does good works,,

he is renewed, regenerated, and sanctified by the Holy Spirit

:

I also insisted that, in such a case, it is impossible for faith to

remain single, that is, unattended by good works, just as a good
tree cannot be without fruii, or the sun without light, or fire

without heat; I likewise blamed those who asserted that good
works were unneccssy.y, and that the commandments of the

decalogue need not be observed ; I also laid great stress on re-

pentance, and thus in a wonderful manner connected all the

duties prescribed in the Word Avith the single article concerning

faith, which I nevertheless discovered and demonstrated to be
the only saving virtue." In the confidence of this assertion,

that he had never falsified the Word, he approached the table,

and, disregarding the angel's caution, touched the Word, when
lo ! there was a sudden efflux of fire and smoke from the Word,
attended with a loud explosion, by which he was thrown into a

distant corner of the apartment, and lay there for the space of

an hour as if he had been dead. The angelic spirits were much
surprised at this phenomenon, till they were informed that thi»

distinguished leader had, more than other teachers, exalted

works of charity, as proceeding from faith, but that he meant
211
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no other works tlian wliat relate to society^ and are called moral
and civil works, wliicli liave this world and its prosperity for

their end, and are not done with a view to salvation and ctenifj

life. By works too he ]iad supposed some hidden operations of

the Koly Spirit, witli Avhich the man is utterly unacquainted,

and which are effected in some particular states of faith.

The angelic spirits had then some conversation with each

other about the falsification of the Word, and they agrerd in this,

that to falsify the Word signifies to collect truths therefrom,

and to apply them to the confirmation of what is false, whicli is

to extract truths from the AVord, and when they have got them
out in a disconnected state, to miu^der them; as for example, to

apply all those truths Avhich were adduced above by the spirits

of the bottomless pit, to the faith now prevalent, and to explain

them accordingly; for that this faith is fully impregnated with

falses, will be proved hereafter. So again, to collect from tlie

Word this truth, that charity ought to be practised, and that a

man shoidd do good to his neighbour, and then to insist that

such charity and good works should not be done and practised

with a view to salvation, since all the good which a man does is

not good, because it is meritorious ; tliis is to extract truth from
tlie Word, and when it is so extracted and disconnected, to murder
it, while yet the Lord in his Word enjoins every one Avho would
be saved, to love his neighbour, and from the influence of that

love to do Inm good. The case is tlie same in other instances.

THE niVINE TRINITY.

163. Having treated on God the Creator, and at the same
time on Creation, and afterwards on the Lord the Redeemer,
and at the same time on Redemption, and lastly on the Holy
Spirit, and at the same time on the Divine Operation, and
having thus treated on the triune God, it is necessary now to

treat also on the Divine Trinity, a doctrine Avliich in the Chris-

tian Avorld is knoAvn, and yet is unknown. By this doctrine

alone we can acquire a right idea of God ; and a right idea of

Ood is to the church what the inmost sanctuary and altar wei'c

to the temple ; or like a crown on the head and a sceptre in the

hand of a king sitting on his throne; for as a chain depends on
the staple from wdiich it hangs, so does tlie whole body of theo-

logj' depend on a right idea of God as its head ; and if the

reader is willing to credit it, CAcry one has a place m heaven
according to his idea of God : for this idea, like a touchstone by
which gold and silver are tried, is the true test for examining the

quality of good and truth in a man, since no possible saving

ijood can come except from God, and there is not a single saving
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truth but what dcri\ es its quality from the bosom of goodness.

To unfoid tliis doctrine more fully, so that men may see what
the Divine Trinity is with both their eyes, we will :irrange it

imdcr the following articles :—I. There is a Divine Tnulty, con-

sisting of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. II. These three, Father,

Son, arid Holy Spirit, are the three essentials of one God, ivhich

make a one, like soid, body, and operation in a man. III. Before

the creation of the tcorld, this Trinity did not exist, but it was
provided and made since the creation of the world, ivhen God be-

came i?icarnate, and then centred in the Lord God, the Redeemer
and Saviour, Jesus Christ. TV. A trinity of Divine Persons
existing from eternity, or before the creation of the world, when
conceived in idea, is a trinity of Gods, ivhich can never be ex-

pelled by the oral confession of one God. V. A Trinity ofPersons

was unknown in the apostolic church, and the doctrine was first

broached by the council of Nice, and thence received into the

Roman Catholic Church, and thus propagated among the reformed
clmrches. VI. The Nicene and Athanasia/n doctrines concerning

the Trinity have together given rise to a faith which has totally

perverted the Christian church. VII. Hence has come that abo-

mination of desolation, and that affliction, such as was not in all

the world, neither shall be, which the Lord has foretold in Daniel,

and the Evangelists, and the Revelation. VIII. Hence too it is

come to pass, that except a neiv heaven and a new church be esta-

blished by the Lord, no flesh can be saved. IX. A Trinity of
Persons, each of which singly and by himself is God, according

to the Athanasian Creed, has given rise to many absurd and hete-

rogeneous notions concerning God, ivMch are merely fanciful and
abortive. We Avill now proceed to a particular explanation of

each article.

164. There is a divine trinity, consisting of father^,

son, and holy spirit.

That there is a Divine Trinity, consisting of Father, Sou,
and Holy Spirit, is manifestly declared in the Word, and parti-

cularly in these passages :
" The angel Gabriel said unto Mary,

The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee, and the power of the

Highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore also that Holy Thing
Avhich shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God"
(Luke i. 35). Here mention is made of three, viz., the Highest,

who is God the Father, tiic Holy Spirit, and the Son of God.
Again :

" When Jesus was baptized, lo ! the heavens Avere

opened, and John saw the Holy Spirit descending like a dove,

and lighting upon him; and lo ! a voice from heaven, saying,

This is my beloved Son, in whom I am Avell pleased" (Matt. iii.

16, 17; Mark i. 10, 11; John i. 32). It is still more evidently

declared in these words of the Lord to his disciples :
" Go yc

and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father,

and o^ the Son, and of the Holjj Spirit" (j\Iatt. xxviii. 19^ ; and
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in these words of Jolm :
" There are three that hear witness in

heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit " (1st Epist.

V. 7). To this may be added the further evidence arising from
the circumstance of our Lord^s praying to his Father, and
speaking of him and with him, and declaring that he woukl
send the Holy Spirit, which also he did. The apostles too, in

their epistles, make frequent mention of the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Spirit. Hence then it is evident that there is a

Divine Trinity, consisting of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.

165. But in what sense this Trinity is to be understood,

whether as consisting of three Gods, who in essence, and conse-

quently in name, are one God, or as three objects of one subject,

and thus that what are so named are only the qualities or attri-

butes of one God, or whether it is to be understood in some
other sense, human reason, if left to itself, can by no means dis-

cern. Of whom therefore shall we ask counsel ? There is no
other possible help for a man but to go to the Lord God the

Saviour, and read the Word under his influence, for he is the

God of the Word ; and his understanding will be enlightened,

and he will sec truths to Avhich his reason also Avill assent. But
in case, O man, thou dost not go to the Lord, although thou

shouldst read the Word a thousand times over, and shouldst

discern therein a Divine Trinity and also a Unity, yet in vain

wilt thou hope to see the Trinity in any other light than as con-

sisting of three divine persons, each of whom singly and by him-
self is God, and who thus together form three Gods. Such
doctrine, however, is plainly repugnant to the common perception

of all men throughout the universe ; and therefore its advocates,

to avoid the imputation of folly, take refuge in this device, that

although in reality there are three Gods, yet faith requires that

they should not be called three Gods, but one ; and further, to

guard against the aspersions of censiu'e, they give out that the

understanding, in this case particularly, should be put in chains,

and kept bound under obedience to faith. The production of

such a paralytic birth was a consequence of not reading the

Word under the Lord's auspices ; for he that does not read it

under his auspices, reads it under the auspices of his own und er-

stai\ding, Avhicli is like a bird of night in relation to things that

are in spiritual light, such as are all the essentials of the church.

When, therefore, such a man reads those passages in the Word
v^hieh relate to the Trinity, and thence conceives that notwith-

standing there are three, yet still those three are one, this ap-

peal's to him !Iike one of those dark ansAvers tluit used to be
^iven by the oracles of old, which because he does not under-
stand, he mumbles it in his mouth, instead of placing it directly

before his eye% ; for if he should take such a direct view of it, it

would be like a riddle, which the more lie desires to unfold it, the

more would it puzzle and confuse him, till at last he Avould
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begin to think of it without the aid of the understanding:, -which

is the same thing as to pretend to see Avithout an eye. In short,

to read the Word under the auspices of our own understanding

only, which is the case with all tliose who do not acknowledge

the Lord to be the God of heaven and earth, and, in conse-

quence of such acknowledgement, approach and worship him
alone may be likened unto a common pastime among children

when they tie a handkerchief before their eyes, and attempt te

walk in a straight line, and even fancy that they do so, although

they turn aside every step they take, and at length bend into a

direction opposite to that in which 1 hey set out, till they stum-

ble iipon some stone or other in the way, and fall to the ground.

Such persons ma}' also be compared with mariners sailing Avith-

out a compass, the consequence of which is, that they let the

A'essel drive upon rocks and sands, and are shipwrecked. They
are also like a man walking over a wide plain in a thick fog,

who sees a scorpion, and supposes it to be a bird, and striving

to catch it, and take it up in his hand, does not discover his

mistake till he is pierced with its deadly sting. They may like-

wise be compared with a cormorant or a kite, spying a small

part only of the back of some great fish above the surface of the

water, at Avhich it instantly darts, and fixes its beak so fast, that

it is pulled under water by the fish and drowned. They are also

like a person Avho enters into a labyrinth without either a guide

or a clue for his direction ; the consequence of which is, that

the further he penetrates the more he is at a loss to find his way
out again. In fine, the man who reads the Word not under the

Lord's auspices, but under those of his own understanding,

fancies himself to be as quick-sighted as a lynx, and to have

more eyes than Argus, when yet interiorly he discerns no single

truth, but only what is false, and persuading himself that this

is true, it appears to him like the polar star by which he steers,

and to Avhich he du'ccts all the sails of thought and conception,

till at length he has no more discernment of truth than a mole,

and what he does discern he bends in favor of his own fancy,

and so perverts and falsifies the holy subjects of the Word.
166. II. These three, father, son, and holy spirit^

ARE the three ESSENTIALS OF ONE GOD, WHICH MAKE A ONEj

LIKE SOUL, BODY, AND OPERATION IN A MAN.
There are general and also particular essentials of every one

thing, which all together constitute one essence. The general

essentials of eveiy one man are his soul, body, and operation ; and
that these constitute one essence, is e\ddent from this circum-

stance, that one exists by derivation from the other, and for the

sake of the other, in a continued series ; for a man has his be
ginning from the soul, which is the every essence of the seed,

and which is not only the initiating, but also the producing

cause of all the parts of the bodv in their respective order, and
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uftcnvards of all the acts proceeding from the soul and body

united, which are called operations; therefore, from this circum-

stance of the production of one from another, and their conse-

quent insertion and conjunction one Avith another, it is evident

that these three are of one essence, and src therefore called

three essentials.

167. That these three essentials, soul, body, and operation,

did and do exist in the Lord God the Saviour, is universally ac-

knowledged. That his soul was from Jehovah the Father can

be denied only by Antichrist ; for in the Word of both the Old

and the New Testament he is called the Son of Jehovah, the

Son of the Most High God, the Only-begotten ; therefore the

(li\ine of the Father, answering to the soul in a man, is his first

essential. That the Son, who was born of the mother Mary, is

the body of that divine soul, is a consequence of its conception

;

for nothing is provided in the womb of the mother except a

body, conceived by and derived from the soul ; this, therefore,

is the second essential. That operations constitute the thii'd

essential, is a consequence of their proceeding from soul and
body together; for such things as proceed are of the same
essence with those which produce them. That tlic three essen-

tials, which are Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, are one in the

Lord, like soul, body, and operation in a man, is evident from

the Avords of the Lord, declaring that he and the F'ather are one,

and that the Father is in him and he in the Father ; and that

in like manner he and the Holy Spirit are one ; for the Holy

Spirit is the divine that proceeds out of the Lord from the

Father, as was shewn above, n. 153, 154, by so many quotations

from the Word, that to prove it again would be superfiuous,

and like loading a table with food after men have satisfied their

appetites.

168. When it is said that Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, are

the three essentials of one God, like soul, body, and operation

in a man, it may appear to human reason as if those three

essentials were three distinct persons, which yet cannot possibly

be true ; but when it is understood that the divine of the Father,

which constitutes the soul, and the divine of the Son, which
constitutes the body, and the divine of the Holy Spirit, or the

divine proceeding, which constitutes operation, are the three

essentials of one God, this the understanding can apprehend.

For there is a peculiar divinity of natiu-e in God the Father, also

in the Son derived from the Father, and in the Holy Spirit pro-

ceeding from both, which being of the same essence and the

same mind, constituiv! tijgether one God. But if those three

divine natiu'cs are called persons, and have each of them their

I)articular attributes allotted them, as when imputation is ascribed

to the Father, mediation to the Son, and operation to the Holy
Spirit, in this case the diAane essence is divided, which yet is
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one and indivisible, and thus no one of the three is God in per-

fect fulness, but eacli in subtriplicate power, -which is a concep-

tion that every man of sound understanding must reject.

169. How phiin therefore is it to discern a trinity in the

Lord from tlie trinity discernible in every individual man ! For

in every individual man there is a sord, a body, and an opera-

tion; so is there also in the Lord; for in him, as Paul says,

" dwedeth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily " (Coloss. ii. 9)

;

therefore the trinity in the Lord is divine, but in a man it is

human. How plain also is it to see that in the common myste-

rious saying, that there arc three divine persons, and yet but

one God, and that this God, although he is but one, is still not

one person,—reason has nothing to do, but is laid to sleep, still

compelling the mouth to speak like a parrot without meaning

!

And when reason is laid asleep, what are the words of the mouth
but lifeless and inanimate sounds? Or Avhen the mouth speaks

M'hat the reason contradicts, what are such words but the ofi-

spring of infatuation ? At this day, Avith respect to the DiNine

Trinity, human reason is bound, like a man handcuffed and
fettered in prison, and may be compared to a vestal virgin buried

alive for letting out the sacred fire ; when nevertheless the Divine

Trinity ought to shine like a lamp in the mind of every member
of the church, since God in his trinity and in his unity is the

all in all of the sanctities of heaven and the church. But to

make one God of the soul, another of the body, and a third of

the operation, what is this but like forming three distinct parts

out of the three essentials of one man, which is to behead and

slay him?
170. III. Before the creation op the world this

TRINITY DID NOT EXIST, BUT IT WAS PROVIDED AND MADE SINCE

THE CREATION, WHEN GOD BECAME INCARNATE, AND THEN
CENTERED IN THE LORD GOD, THE REDEEMER AND SAVIOUR
JESUS CHRIST.

In the Christian church, at the present day, a Divine Trinity

is acknowledged as existing before the creation of the world

;

according to which Jehovah God begot a Son from eternity,

and the Holy Spirit then proceeded from both ; and each of

these three is God singly, or by himself, since each one is a per-

son subsisting of himself. But this belief, being incomprehen-
sible to reason, is called a mystery, to which there is no other

key than this, that those three partake of one divine essence, by
which is understood eternity, immensity, and omnipotence, and,

consequently, they enjoy equal divinity, glory, and majesty. This
trinity, however, is a trinity of three gods, and therefore not by
any ini.Mns a Divine Trinity, as will be proved hereafter ; but a

Trinity, consisting of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, which Avas

provided and made after God became incarnate, consequently
after the creation of the world, is a Divine Trinity, since it exists
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in one God, as is evident from all that lias been said above. The
reason that this Divine Trinity is centered in the Lord God, the

Redeemer and Saviour, Jesns Christ, is, because the three essen-

tials of one God, which constitute one essence, are in him. That

in him dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead, according to

Paul, is evident also from the Lord's own words, Avhere he says,

that all that the Father hath is his, and that the Holy Spirit

does not speak of himself, but from him; and also from this

circumstance, that at his resiuTcction he took with him from
the sepulchre his whole human body, as to both the flesh and
the bones (Matt, xxviii. 1—8 ; Mark x^d. 5, G ; Luke xxiv. 1, 3,

3 ; John xx. 11—15), contrary to the manner of all other men;
which also he testified openly to his disciples, saying, " Behold
my hands and feet, that it is I myself; handle me and see ; for

a spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see me have " (Luke
xxiv. 39). From this circumstance every man, if he is Avilling,

may be con\dnced, that the Humanity of the Lord is Divine,

and consequently that in him God is Man, and Man is God.

171. The doctrine of the trinity, which the present Christian

church embraces, and admits into its articles of faith, is, that

God the Father begot a Son from eternity, and that then the

Holy Spirit proceeded from both, and that each by himself is

God. Of this trinity no other possible conception can be formed
in the minds of men than as of a triarchy, or as of the govern-

ment of three kings in one kingdom, or of three generals over

one army, or of three masters in one house, each of whom has

equal poAver, the certain consequence of Avliich must be ruin and
destruction. And should any one be desirous to sketch out the

form or figure of such a triarchy in his imagination, and yet to

connect it, by some means, with the idea of unity, he must be

obliged to represent it to his fancy like a man with three heads

upon one body, or with three bodies under one head; which
monstrous image is nevertheless formed in the imagination of

those who believe in three divine persons, each of Avhom by him-
self is God, and join these together as one God, and yet deny
that God, notwithstanding his unity, is one Person. This notion

concerning the birth of the Son of God from eternity, and that

this Son descended and assumed the Humanity, may be com-
pared with the fabulous stories of the ancients concerning the

creation of Inmian souls at the beginning of the world, and their

entering into bodies, and becoming men; and likewise with

those ridiculous conceits, that the soul of one person passes into

another, as many in the Jewish church believed, fancying that

the soul of Elias had passed into the body of John the Baptist,

and that David would return into his own body, or that of some
other person, and reign over Israel and Judah, because it is said

in Ezekiel, " I will set up one shepherd over them, and he shall

feed them, even mv servant David; and he shall be their shep-
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held, and I Jchovali will be their God, and my servant D-avid a

prince in the midst of them" (xxxiv. 23, 24), and in other phices,

not discerning that by David there is meant the Lord.

172. IV. A TRINITY OF DIVINE PERSONS EXISTING TROM
ETERNITY, OR BEFORE THE CREATION OF THE WORLD, WHEN CON-

CEIVED IN IDEA, IS A TRINITY OF GODS, WHICH CANNOT BE EX-

PELLED BY THE ORAL CONFESSION OF ONE GOD.

That a trinity of Divine persons existing from eternii,y is

a trinity of go(^s, appears evidently from these passages in the

Athanasian Creed : There is one Person of the Father, another

of the Son, and another of the Holy Ghost ; the Father is God
and Lord, the Son is God and Lord, and the Holy Ghost is God
and Lord; nevertheless there are not three gods or three lords,

but one God and one Lord; for as ive are compelled by the

Christian verity to acknowledge every person by himself to be

God and Lord, so at-e ive forbidden, by the Catholic religion

to say there be three gods or three lords. This creed is received

as oecumenical, or universal, by the whole Christian Church,

and from it is derived all that at this day is known and ac-

knowledged concerning God. Every one who reads this creed

with his eyes open may perceive that a trinity of gods was
the only trinity thought of by those who composed the Council

of Nice, whence this creed, as a posthumous birth, was first

introduced into the church. That a trinity of gods was not

only had in view by the members of the Nicene Council, but
that no other trinity is understood throughout all Christendom,
is a necessary consequence of making that creed the standard

of knowledge respecting God, to which every one pays an
implicit obedience. I appeal to every one, both layman and
clergyman, both learned masters and doctors, and consecrated

bishops and archbishops, yea even to purple cardinals, and the

Roman pontifl' himself, whether any other trinity than a trinity

of gods be at this day conceived in idea throughout Christ-

endom. Let each examine himself, and then declare his senti-

ments openly according to the ideas of his own mind; for

from the words of this generally received doctrine concerning

God, it is as clear and transparent to the sight, as water in

a cup of crystal, that there are three persons, each whereof
is God and Lord ; and also, that according to Christian verity

men ought to confess or acknowledge each person singly to

be God and Lord, but that the catholic or Christian religion

or faith forbids them to say and make mention of three gods
and three lords ; and thus that verity and religion, or truth

and faith, are not one and the same thing, but two different

things in a state of contrariety to each other. It is added,

indeed, that there are not three gods and three lords, but one
God and one Lord ; but this was [)lainly done to prevent their

being exposed to the derision of the whole v;orld, for who can
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forbear derision on hearing of three gods '{ And who does not

sec a manifest contradiction between this palliating assertion

and the preceding declarations? Whereas had they said that

divine essence belongs to the Father, and. to the Son, and to

the Holy Spirit, and yet there are not three divine essences,

but only one indivisible essence, the mystery in this case would
have been easily explained, while by the Father men had under-
stood the all-originating Divinity fDivinum a Quo), by the Son
the Divine Humanity thence, and by the Holy Spirit the Divine

Proceeding, which are the three essentials of one God ; or if

tlie Divinity of the Father had been considered as the soul oi

a man, th? Divine Humanity as the body of that soul, and the

Holy Spirit us the operation proceeding from both ; in this case

three essences are understood as belonging to one and the same
person, and therefore as constituting together one single indi-

visible essence.

173. The reason why the idea of three gods cannot be ex-

tirpated by the oral confession of one God, is, because that

idea is implanted in memory from childhood, and every man
thinks from the things which are contained in his memory.
For the memory in men is like the ruminatory stomach in birds

and beasts ; in this stomach they store up food by which they
are from time to time nourished, and which they bring forth

and transmit into the true stomach, where it is digested, and
prepared for all the purposes of bodily nourishment : the human
understanding answers to the latter stomach, as the memory
does to the former. Every one may see that the idea of three

divine persons existing from eternity, Avhich is the same as the

idea of three gods, cannot be extirpated by an oral confession

of one God, if he only considers this circumstance, that it has

never as yet been extirpated, and that there are many persons

of note and distinction in the church, who arc unwilling that

it should be extirpated, contending that three divine persons

are one God, and obstinately denying God to be one person,

although they allow him to be one God. What man of sense,

liowcver, does not think with himself, that by the word person
a real person cannot be understood, but that the term is used
to denote some particular quality; but what this quality is,

remains unknown ; on which account the notion implanted
in the memory in tlie early part of life, remains there, like

the root of a tree in the ground, from which, though the tree

itself be cut down, a fresh shoot is sure to spring up. But do
you, my friend, not only cut down that trge. but also extir-

pate its root, and then plant in your garden sucn trees as yield

good fruits : for this purpose take heed lest the idea of thi'ce

gods abide in your mind, while your mouth, without any idea

to influence it, confesses one God. For in such case, what is

the understanding which is above the memory, and conceives
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three gods, and the imderstanding whicli is below the memory,
and from Avhich the moutli confesses one God, hut hke a per-

former on the stage, Avho can act two characters, by crossing

from one side of the stage to the other, and can assert one thing

on one side, and contradict it on the other, and by such alterca-

tion call himself a wise man on this side, and a fool on that ?

And \\hat is the consequence of such ambiguity of character,

but that while he stands in the middle, and looks towards each

side, he begins to imagine that there is nothing real in either,

and thus, perhaps, that there is neither one God, nor three, and
consequently no God? This is the true som'ce and origin of the

naturalism that so much prevails at present througliout the

world. No one in heaven can pronounce such a phrase as a

trinity of persons, each whereof singly is God; for the heavenly
atmosphere, which is the medium for the conveyance and pro-

pagation of angelic thoughts, as our air is of natural sounds,

would refuse to give utterance to such an expression. A hypo-
crite, indeed, can do this; but then the tone of his A^oice, in the

heavenly atmosphere, grates like the gnashing of teeth, or croaks

like a raven that attempts to imitate the note of a nightingale.

I have been informed also from heaven, that it is as impossible

to extirpate a belief confirmed and rooted in the mind in favor

of a trinity of gods, b}' an oral confession of one God, as it would
lie to draw a full grown tree through its seed, or a nian^s Avliole

chin through a single hair of his beard.

174. y. A TRINITY OF PKKSONS WAS UNKNOWN IN THE
APOSTOLIC CHURCH, AND THE DOCTRINE WAS FIRST BROACHEJ)
BY THE COUNCIL OF NICE, AND THENCE RECEIVED INTO THE
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH, AND THUS PROPAGATED AMONG THE
REFORMED CHURCHES.

The apostolic church signifies the church which existed in

various places not only Avhile the apostles lived, but for two oi'

three centuries after their decease. It was after this that men
began to pluck the door of the temple off its hinges, and to rush

like thieves and robbers into the holy of holies. The temple

signifies the church, the door the Lord God the Redeemer, and
the holy of holies his Divinity; for Jesus says, " Verily I say

unto you, he that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold,

but climbctlt up some other ivay, the same is a thief and a robber.

I am the door : by me if any man enter in he shall be saved."

This horrid deed was done by Arius and his adherents ; on
wliich account a council Avas assembled h\ Constantiue the

Great, at Nice, a city of Bithynia ; and, Avith a vicAV to stop the

progress of Arius's damnable heresy, the members of this

council devised, concluded, and determined that three diA'ine

persons, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost have existed from eternity,

each of whom has a distinct and independent personality, exist-

ence, and subsistence; and fm-tlier, that the second person, or
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the Son, desceaded, and assumed the Humanity, and accom-
plished the Avork of redemption ; in consequence of which his

Humanity was made partaker of Divinity by a hypostatic iniion,

and by virtue of this union he had an intimate relationship with

God the Father. From that time an incredible number of

dreadful heresies, respecting God and the person of Christ, began
to spring out of the earth, whereby the head of Antichrist was
exalted, and God divided into three persons, and the Lord the

Saviour into two ; and thus the temple which the Lord had built

by means of his apostles was so effectually destroyed, that there

was not one stone left on another Avhich was not thrown down^
according to his own words (Matt. xxiv. 2); where by the temple

is meant not only the temple at Jerusalem, but also the churchy

of Avhose consummation, or end, that chapter treats tliroughout.

But what else could be expected from that council, and from the

others that succeeded it, which divided the Divinity in like

manner into three persons, and placed the incarnate God below
them on their footstool? For they removed the head of the

chm'ch from its body, in consequence of dhnbing up another way,

that is, they passed by Jesus Christ, and climbed up to God the

Father, as to another person, with only the mention of Christ's

merits in their mouths, as an inducement for the Father to

have mercy on them, believing that they should thus receive

instantaneous justification, with all its attendant graces, such as

the remission of sins, renovation, sanctification, regeneration,

and salvation; and all this without the use of any means on
man's part.

175. The apostolic church had no idea of a trinity of per-

sons, or of three persons existing from eternity, as is evident

from the Creed of that church, which is called the Apostles'
Creed, where it is said, / believe in God the Father Almighty,

Maker of heaven and earth; and in Jesus Christ his only Son our

Lord, ivho was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of tii'e Virgin

Mary, ^c, and / believe in the Holy Ghost. Here no mention is

made of any Son born from eternity, but of a Son conceived by
the Hcl}^ Ghost, and born of the Virgin Mary; the composers

of that creed having learnt from the apostles, that " Jesus Christ

is the true God" (1 John v. 20); that "In him dwelleth all the

fulness of the Godhead bodily " (Coloss. ii. 9) ; that the apostles

preached faith in him (Acts xx. 21); and that "He hath all

power in heaven and in earth" (Matt xxviii. 18).

176. What dependence is to be placed on councils, while

they do not immediately approach the God of the church? Is

not the church the Lord's body, and he its head? And what
is a body without a head, or a body on which are set three

heads, Avhich take counsel together, and make decrees? Does
not illustration, which is of a spiritual nature, as it descends

from the Lord alone, who is the God of heaven and the church,
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and also the God of the Word, become in such case more and
more natural, and at last sensual? And when this happens,

not a single genuine theological truth is discerned in its internal

form, but is instantly cast out from the thought of the rational

understanding, and dispersed into the air like chaff by the win-

nower's fan ; in which case fallacies enter and take the place of

truths, and darkness reigns instead of light ; and then men
stand as in a dark cave, with spectacles before their eyes, and
1 candle in their hands, and close their eyelids against all spi-

j'itual truths which are in the light of heaven, but open them for

the reception of sensual truths, which are in the false light of

the bodily senses; and afterwards when they hear the Word
read to them, their minds in like manner are asleep to the ap-

perception of truths, and awake to the apperception of falses,

and become like the beast that rose out of the sea, which had a

mouth like a lion, a body like a leopard, and feet like a bear

(Rev. xiii. 2). It is said in heaven, that at the conclusion of the

council at Nice, there was a fulfilling of these prophecies, which
the Lord declared to his disciples : "The sun shall be darkened,

and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall

from heaven, and the powers of the heavens shall l)e shaken''

(Matt. xxiv. 29) ; and in truth the apostolic church was like a

new star appearing among the heavenly constellations ; but after

the second council of Nice it became like the same star when
it is darkened and disappears, as has sometimes also been the

case in the natural world, according to the observations of astro-

nomers. It is written in the Word, that Jehovah God dwells in

light inaccessible : who then could approach him unless he had
come to dwell in accessible light, that is, unless he had de-

scended and assumed the humanity, and in this made himself

the light of the world? (John i. 9; xii. 46.) Who cannot see,

that to approach Jehovah the Father in his light, is as impos-

sible as to take the wings of the morning, and fly by their aid to

the sun ? or to feed on the sun's rays instead of elementary food ?

or as it is for a bird to fly in ether, and a stag to run in air ?

177. VI, The nicene and athanasian doctrines con-

cerning A trinity have together given rise to a eaith
WHICH has entirely PERVERTED THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

Both the Nicene and the Athanasian doctrines concerning

the trinity assert a trinity of gods, as was shewn above, n. 172.

Hence sprung the faith of the present church, which is directed

towards God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost

;

towards God the Father, as him that imputes the righteousness

of the Siiviour, his Son, and ascribes it to man ; towards God
the Son, as him that intercedes, and is the Mediator of a cove-

nant ; and towards God the Holy Ghost, as him who actually in-

scribes on the heart the imputed righteousness of the Son, and
secures it with the seal of justification, sanctification, and rege-
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laeratioD, This the faith of the present chiu'cli, Avhich alone .is

sufficient to prove, that a trinity of gods is acknovrledged and
worshiped. From the faith of every church is derived not only

the whole of its worship, but also of its doctrine ; therefore it

may truly be said, that such as its faith is, such is its doctrine :

lience it follows, that this faith, since it is directed towards three

gods, has perverted all things ])cionging to the church ; for faith

may be considered as the first principle, and doctrinals as its

derivatives, and derivatives take theii- essence from their prin-

ciple. And if any one be disposed to examine the particidars of

doctrine, in relation to God, the person of Christ, charity, re-

jjentance, freewill, election, the use of the sacraments of baptism

and the Lord's Supjijr, he will clearly see, that a trinity of gods

enters into every particular, and although it may not actually

appear therein, yet that is the fountain from Avliich it flows : bnt

since it is not convenient in this place to enter npon such an
examination, and yet for the sake of opening men's eyes it

might be expedient to do so, therefore we will give it in an ap-

pendix to this work. The faith of the church in relation to God,
is like the soul which animates the body, and points of doctrine

are like the members of that body. Faith towards God also is

like a queen, and doctrinal tenets are like the officers of her

court ; and as such officers are dependent on the queen's autho-

rity, so are doctrinal tenets ou the injunctions of faith. From
the nature of tliis faith too may be seen, in what manner the

Word is understood in the church ; for faith bends and draAvs

towards itself, with all its might, Avhatever it can ; so that if it

is a false faith, it plays the harlot with every truth that the

Word contains, and i)uts a lalse interpretation upon it, and
thereby falsifies it, so as to make the man of the church insane

in regard to spiritual subjects ; but if it is a true faith, then tlie

whole Word is on its side, and the God of the Word, who is the

Lord God the Saviour, infuses light, and gives the testimony of

his divine assent, so as to beget wisdom in the believer. That
the present faith of the chiu'ch, Avhicli in its internal form is a

faith in three gods, but in its external form in one God, has ex-

tinguished the light of the Word, and removed the Lord from
his church, and thus plunged its morning into midnight dark-

ness, will also be seen in the appendix. Tliis Avas eti'ected b}'

the heretics Avho lived before the council of Nice, and afterwards

by those subsequent to that council, Avho derived their heretical

opinions from it. But Avhat dependence is to be placed on
councils which do not enter by the door into the sheepfold, but
climb up some other Avay, according to the Words of the Lord
in John x. 1, 9 ? Then' deliberations may be compared Avith

the steps of a blind man Avalking in the day, or of a man A\ho

has good eyes walking in the night, neither of Avliom can see the

pit before he falls headlong into it. Have there not been coim-
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cils, for instance, which have established the Pope's vicarship,

the canonization of the dead, the invocation of saints as so many
deities, the Avorship of their images, the authority of indul-

gences, and the di\dsion of the eucliarist, with many other things

()t"a similar natiu'c? What dependence then is to be placed on
such councils ? Has there not also been a council which has
{.'stablished the horrid doctrine of predestination, and hung it

\i]i ])efor3 the doors of tlie temple as the palladium of religion?

\Vhat dependence then is to be placed on such a council ? But
do you, my friend, go to the God of the Word, and thus to tlie

Word itself, and enter by the door into the sheepfold, that is,

into the church, and you Avill be enhghtened; and then you will

see, as from a high mountain, not only tlie errors of many
(jthers, but also your own former bewildered wanderings in the

dark forest at the foot of the mountain.

178. The faith of every church is as the seed from which all

its doctrines spring, and may be compared to the seed of a tree,

IVom which all its parts, even to the fruit, successively derive

their birth; and also to the human seed, from Avhicli are pro-

duced children and families to many generations; therefore

when we are acquainted with 'the primary ' faith of any chui'ch,

Avliich, from its predominancy is called saving faith, we may
know from thence the quality of that church. This may be
illustrated from the following example : suppose the primary
article of faith to be, that nature is the creator of the universe

;

the consequence of such a faith is a belief, that the universe is

what is generally called God ; that nature is his essence ; that

the ether is the supreme god, whom the ancients called Jupiter

;

that the air is a goddess, whom the ancients called Juno, and
made the Avife of Jupiter; that the ocean is a deity beloAv them,
Avho, according to the ancients, is named Neptune; and since

the divinity of natm-e extends even to the centre of the earth,

that there also is a god, Avho, in conformity to the ancients, may
be- called Pluto; that the sun is the palace of all the gods, in

which the}'' assemble Avlien Jupiter calls a council; and more-
()\c>r that lire is life issuing from God; and thus that birds fly

ill (jod, beasts Avalk in God, and fishes SAvim in God; and fur-

ther, that thoughts are only modifications of ether, as expres-
xions of thought are only modulations of air; and that the

affections of love are mere occasional changes of state, owing to
the influx of the sun's rays into the before named atmospheres:
it will further folloAV, that a life after death, and heaven and
hell, are mere fictions invented by the clergy, Avitli a vicAV to

tiieir own honor and Avealth, but that, notwithstanding their

being fictions, they are still useful, and ought not to be publicly

despised, because they may be serviceable to keep the minds of

the Aoilgar under the yoke of obedience to the civil magistrate

;

that those, however, Avho are serioush'' devoted to religion, are
225
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recluse men, whose thoughts are mere phantasms, whose actions

are ridiculous, and who, living in servile subjection to priests,

believe what they do not see, and see what is above the sphere

of their comprehension. These, and many other such conse-

quent notions, are contained in the faith, that nature is tlui

creator of the nniverse, and they issue from it, as soon as it is

opened to give them vent. This example then may serve to

shew, that in the faith of the present church, which in its in-

ternal form is directed towards three gods, but in its external

towards one, there are contained legions of falsities, ready to

biu'st into birth, like the swarms of young spiders hatched from
die ball of eggs produced by a single mother. How plain must
this appear to those whose minds have acquired true rationality

by light from the Lord ! but how should those be able to see it,

who have barred up the door of that faith and its offspring, by
the persuasion, that it is not allowable for reason to look into its

mysteries ?

179. VII. Hence is come that abomination of desola-
tion, AND THAT AFFLICTION, SUCH AS WAS NOT IN ALL THE
WORLD, NEITHER SHALL BE, WHICH THE LORD HAS FORETOLD IN

DANIEL, THE EVANGELISTS, AND THE REVELATION.

It is Avritteu in Daniel, " Upon the bird of abominations there

shall be desolation, and even to the consunnnation and decision,

it shall drop upon the devastation" (Dan. ix. 27). In ^Matthew

the Evangelist the Lord says, " IMany false prophets shall arise,

and shall deceive many ; M'lieu therefore ye shall see the abomi-
nation of desolation, foretold by Daniel the prophet, stand in

the holy place, let him that readeth understand " (Matt. xxiv.

11, 15); and afterwards in the same chapter, "Then shall be
great affliction, such as was not from the Ijeginning of the world
jntil now, nor ever shall be" (ver. 31). This affliction and abo-

mination are spoken of in seven chapters in the Revelation, and
are signified b}^ the black horse, and the pale horse, coming out

of the book Avhose seals the Lamb opened (vi. 5—8) ; also, by
the beast rising out of the bottomless pit, Avhicli made war with

the two witnesses, and slew them (xi. 7) ; and likewise by the

dragon which stood before the woman that was about to be de-

livered, to devour her child, and piu'sued her into the v.ilderness,

and there cast out from his mouth water as a flood after her, that

he might cause her to be carried away of the flood " (xii.) ; and
likewise by the beasts of the dragon, one rising out of the sea,

and another out of the earth (xiii.) Also by the three spu-its

like frogs, which came forth from the mouth of the dragon, from
the mouth of the beast, and from the mouth of the false prophet

(xvi. 13); and further by this, that after the seven angels had
poured out the vials of the anger of God, in which were the

seven last plagues, upon the earth, iqjon the sea, upon the fomi-

taius and rivers, upon the sun, upon the throne of the beast,
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upon the river Euphrates, and lastly upon the air, there was a

great earthquake, such as had not been since men were upon
the earth (xvi). An earthquake signifies the overthrow of the
church, which is efiected by falses and the falsifications of truth,

and which is signified also by the great tribidation, such as had
not been from the beginning of the world (Matt. xxiv. 21). The
same is understood also b}" these words :

" And the angel thrust

liis sickle into the earth, and gathered the vine of the earth, and
cast it into the great wine-press of the anger of God ; and the

wine-press was trodden, and blood came out, even to the horses^

bridles, for a thousand six hundred furlongs " (Rev. xiv. 19, 20);
where blood signifies truth falsified ; not to mention other pas-

sages in those seven chapters.

180. In the Evangelists (Matt, xxiv.; Mark xiii. ; and Luke
xxi.) are described the successive declensions and corruptions of

the Christian clim'ch ; and in those chapters, by great affliction

or tribulation, such as had not been since the beginning of the
Avorld, neither shall be, is signified, as in all other passages

throughout the Word, the infestation of truth by falses, to such
a degree, that there does not remain a single truth which is not
falsified and brought to its consummation. This is also under-
stood by the abomination of desolation in the same passages,

also by the desolation upon the bird of abominations, and by the

consummation and decision in Daniel ; and in the Revelation by
the circimistances described above. All this was a consequence
of men's not acknowledging the unity of God in trinity, and his

trinity in unity in one person, but in three, and thence found-

ing the chinch on the idea of three gods in the mind, and the

confession of one God with the lips ; for thus they have separated

themselves from the Lord, and at length to such a degree that

they have no idea left of the Divinity in his Human nature,

when nevertheless he is God the Father himself in the Humanity;
on which account he is called the Father or Eternity (Isaiah

ix. G) ; and he says to Philip, " He that seeth mc, seeth the

Father" (John xiv. 7, 9).

181. But it will be asked, what is the source or fountain

from which such abomination of desolation, as is described in

Daniel (ix. 27), and such affliction as never had been, nor shall

be (Matt. xxiv. 1, 2), has sprung? I answer, the faith which
luiiversally prevails throughout the Christian world, with its in-

fiux. operation, and imputation, according to the received tradi-

tions. It is Avonderful that the doctrine of justification by this

faith alone, although it be no faith, but a mere chimera, is

accounted as every thing in all Christian chui'ches, that is, it

bears sway among the clergy almost as if the Avhole of theology

consisted in it alone. It is tliis faith which all young students

in divinity eagerly learn, imbibe, and suck in at the miiver-

sities, and which, n« if they were inspned by it with heavenlj*
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wisdom, they aftenvards teacli in tlieir cluirclics, publish in their

vritings, and make the ground of all the literary fame and re-

putation they hope to acquire, as it is the way to all rewards, pre-

ferments, and university honors : and all thi*- is done, notwith-

standing that in consequence of such faith alone the sun at this

day is darkened, the moon does not give her light, the stars arc

fallen from heaven, and the powers of the heavens are shaken,

according to the Avords of the Lord^s prophecy in ^Matthew xxiv.

'jy. That the doctrine of this faith has now blinded men's
minds to such a degree that they are unwilling, and tbcreforci

seemingly unable, to see any diWne truth interiorly, eitlier in

the light of the sun or in the light of the moon, but only ex-

teriorly, rudely, and superficially, as by the light of a fire at

}iight, has been proved to me by the clearest evidence ; so that

I can venture to affirm, that should the divine truths which re-

late to the genuine conjunction of charity and faith, to heaven

and hell, to the Lord, to a life after death, and to eternal happi-

ness, be sent doAvn from heaven Avritten in letters of silver, they

would be rejected, as not worth reading, by those who maintain

the doctrine of justification and sanctification by faith alone j

whereas, on the other hand, should a paper containing the

doctrines of justification by faith alone be sent from liell, this

they would receive, embrace, and carry home with them in their

bosoms.

182. YIII. Hence too it is come to pass that unless a
NEV." HEAVEN AND A NEW CHURCH BE ESTABLISHED BY THE LORD,

NO FLESH CAN BE SAVED.

It is written in Matthew, " Then shall be great affliction such

as has not been from the beginning of the world unto this time,

neither shall be ; and except those days should be shortened, no
fiesli should be saved "' (xxiv. 21, 22). The Lord, in this chapter,

is speaking of the consummation of the age, by which is signified

the end of the present church ; therefore by shortening those

days is signified to put a period to this church, and to lay the

foundation of a new one. Who does not know that except the

Lord had come into the world, and accomphshed the Avork of

redemption, no flesh could have been saved r and to accomplish

the work of redemption is to estabhsli a new heaven and a new
chiu'ch. That the Lord will come again into the world, he himself

lias prophetically declared in the Evangelists (jNIatt. xxiv. 30, 31

;

Mark xiii. 26 ; Luke xii. 40 ; xxi. 27) ; and in the Revelation,

particularly in the last chapter. That he is also at this day
accomplishing a redemption, by establishing a new heaven, and
laying the foundation of a ncAv church, with a view to make
salvation possible to mankind, Avas shcAvn above in the lemma
concerning redemption. The great ai'canum respecting the im-

liossibility of any flesh being saA'cd, except a ne\v church be
founded by the Lord, is this, that as long as the dj\'\gon with his
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crew, continues in tlic world of spirits, into wliicli lie was cast,

to long it is impossible for any divine truth, united with divine

550od, to pass through unto men on earth ; but it is either per-

verted, or falsified, or destroyed. This is what is signified in the

Hevelation by these Avords :
" The dragon was cast out iipon the

earth, and his angels were cast out with him : woe to the inhabi-

tants of the earth and of the sea ; for the devil is come down
unto you, having great anger" (llev. xii. 9, 12, 13). But when
the dragon was cast into hell (xx. 10), then John saw the new
heaven and the new earth, and the New Jerusalem descending

from God out of heaven (xxi. 1, 2). By the dragon are signified

ftll those who are principled in the faith of the present church.

I have at times conversed in the spiritual world with those

who maintain the doctrine of justification by faith alone, and
have told them that their doctrine is erroneous and absurd, and
that it occasions a false security, blindness, sleep, and darkness

Avith respect to spiritual things, and thereby brings death to the

soul, exhorting them at the same time to desist from it; but tiie

answer I have commonly received was, " How ! desist ? Does
not the superior excellence of clerical erudition over that of the

lait}^ depend solely on this doctrine ? " Then I represented to

them, that according to this way of reasoning, they do not so

much regard the salvation of souls as the aggrandizement of

their own reputation, and that, in consequence of applying the

truths of the Word to their own Mse principles, and thereby

adulterating them, they are angels of the bottomless pit, called

Abaddons and Apollyons (Rev. ix. 11), by which are signified

the destroyers of the church by the total falsification of the

Word ; but they replied, " What is that to the purpose ? Bv
our knowledge of the mysteries of this faith Ave aj-e oracles, and
from this faith, as from an oracular temple, Ave give responses

;

therefore Ave are not Apollyons, but Apollos." To this I re-

plied, with some degree of indignation, " If you are Apollos,

you are also Leviathans, the chief among you crooked Levia-

thans, and the inferior among you oblong Leviathans, Avhom

God Avill visit Avith his strong and great SAVord" (Isaiah xxvii. 1);

but this they laughed at.

183. IX. A trinity of persons, each avhereop singly

AND by himself IS GOD, ACCORDING TO THE ATHANASIAN CREED,

HAS GIVEN RISE TO MANY ABSURD AND HETEROGENEOUS NOTIONS

ABOUT GOD, AVHICH ARE MERELY FANCIFUL AND ABORTIVE.

From the doctrine of three divine persons existing from

eternity, Avhich is in itself the head of all the doctrinals in the

Christian chm'ches, have arisen many unbecoming notions con-

cei'uing God, miAvorthy of the Christian Avorld, Avhicli ought to

be, and Avhich might be, a bright luminary to all people and
nations in the four quarters of the globe respecting God and his

unitv. All Avho are Avithout the pale of the Christian church
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whether tliey arc Mahometans, Jews, or Gentiles, vvhatevcT

religion they profess, ha^e conceived an aversion to Christianity

solely because Christians believe in three gods. Of this the

missionaries sent abroad to propagate Christianity are awart,

and therefore they are particnlarh' cantions how they mention a

trinity of persons, according to trie Nicene and Athanasian doc-

trine; because they know that in such a case their converts

would leave them, and laugh them to scorn. The absurd, ludi-

crous, and frivolous ideas "which have arisen from the doctrine of

three divine persons existing from eternity, and which still con-

tinue to arise in every one that continues in a belief of the words
of that doctrine, and the images which, in conformity with the

notions imbibed by their ears and eyes, present themselves to

the ^iew of their imagination, are these, that God the Father
sits above on a high throne, with the Son at his right hand, and
the Holy Ghost before them, attending to what they say, who,
instantly as he is ordered, runs through the whole Avorld, and,

according to their determination, dispenses the gifts of justifica-

tion, and inscrilies them on the hearts of men, and thus makes
those the childi*en of grace, and objects of election, who were
before children of "wrath and objects of reprobation. I appeal

to the learned, both clergy and laity, Avhether they entertain in

their minds any other ^iew of the Trinity than this, since the

doctrine they embrace occasions a spontaneous influx of this

conception, as may be seen in the jSIemorable Relation above,

n. 16. It is attended also with the curiosity of conjecturing

what was the subject of the conversation of these divine persons

Avith each other before the Avorld was created ; whether it "svas

about the purposed creation, or about those who were to be pre-

destinated and justified, according to the opinion of the Supra-

lapsarians, or about redemption ; and also what is tlie subject of

their conversation since the world Avas made ; as what the Father
says, by virtue of his authority and power of imputation, and
what the Son, by -virtue of his power of mediation ; supposing

thus, that imputation, which is election, is a consequence of the

Son^s interceding in mercy for all mankind in general, and for

certain individuals in narticular, to whom the Father is moved
J. '

to shew favor, out of love towards his Son, and by reason of

the laiserv' which he saw him endure Avhen nailed upon the

cross. But who cannot see that all such notions are the

delvisions of a mind in a state of delirium concerning God?
And yet these are the notions which are held to be most
holy in eveiy Christitin chui'ch, Avhich, however, are only tr>

be kissed with the hps, but not to be examined with the eye

of the mind, because they are supposed to be matters above the

s}>here and comprehension of reason, which, if they should be
raised from the memory into the higher regions of the under-
standing, would occasion madness. Nevertheless, the idea of
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three gods is not hereby removed, but a hea^y and stupid faith

is Ijegotten, under the influence of Avhich men think of God,

Uke people dreaming in their sleep, who Avalk about in midnight

darkness, or like persons born blind, AVJio cannot see even at

noon-day.

184<. That a trinity of gods abides in the minds of Christians,

although through shame they deny it, is very evident from the

ingenuity of many in contriving methods to demonstrate that

three are one, and one three, by geometrical and stereome-

trical figures, and various applications of arithmetic and natural

phenomena to the same purpose, and also by the foldings of a

piece of cloth or paper ; thus they trifle Avith the Divine Trinity,

playing tricks -with it, like those of jugglers. This sort of leger-

demain may be compared Avitli the sight of the eye when people

are in a fever, who looking at any single object, as a man, a

table, or a candle, fancy it to be three, and, on the other hand,

fancy three to be one. It may be compared also with the ludi-

crous representation sometimes exhibited with a piece of soft

wax, which a man takes in his fingers and moulds into various

forms, at one time into a triangular form to represent the

Trinity, at another time into a spherical form to represent the

Unity, asserting it still to be one and the same substance. But
the Divine Trinity, nevertheless, is like a pearl of the highest

price ; and the dividing it into persons is like a pearl divided

into three parts, by which it most clearly and altogether loses

its value.

185. To the above I shall add the following imemorable
RELATIONS.—FiRST. In tlic spiritual world there are climates

and zones as Avell as in the njitural world, there being nothing

in the latter world but what exists also in the former, although

the origin of their existence is different. In the natural world

the varieties of climates depend on the sun^s distances from the

ccpiator, but in the spiritual world they depend on the distances

of the affections of the will, and of the thoughts of the under-

standing thence arising, from a true love and a true faith, of the

states as to which all things in the spiritual world are corre-

spondences. In the frigid zones, in the spiritual world, there

are the same appearances as in the frigid zones in the natm^al

world ; the gi'ound seems frozen hard, the water covered with

ice, and the Mhole face of the country appears white with snOAV.

These cold regions are the resort and habitation of those who,

during their abode in the natural world, have brought a lethargy

on their understandings, in consequence of an indolent indispo-

sition to think on spiritual subjects, attended with a laziness in

the execution of any useful purposes : they go by the name of

Boreal spirits. On a certain time I Avas seized with a strong

desire to see some country in the frigid zone where those Boreal
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spirits dwell, and accordingly I Avas carried in the spirit towards
tlie north, to a region where all the land appeared covered with

snow, and all the water frozen to ice. It was the sabbath-day,

and I saAV a number of men, that is, spirits, of the same size

and statnrc v.'ith men in the natural world, Imt on account of

the cold they had their heads covered Avith lions' skins, so put
on that the mouths answered to those of the wearers, while tlieir

bodies, both before and behind, down to the loins, were covered

with leopards' skins, and their legs and feet Avith l)ejirs' skins.

I also observed several riding in chariots, and some in chariots

carved into the shape of a dragon, with horns sti'etching out

before: they Avere draAvn by small horses, Avhose tails had been
cut off, Avhicli ran with the impetuosity of terrible herce beasts.

AA^hile the driver, with the reins in his hand, was continually

Avhipping them to hasten their speed. I found afterAvards that

they Avcre all flocking to a church or temple, A^hich A\as invisible,

being covered A\dth snoAv ; some, hoAvever, who had the care of tho

church, Avere laboring at the suoaa', and made a Avay, by diggmg,
for the people to enter, Avho accordingly descended and toolc

their places. I Avas then permitted to take a A'iew of the inside

of the chiu'ch, Avhich Avas abundantly lighted Avitli lamps and
candles. The altar Avas of hcAvn stone, behind Avliich hung a

tablet, with this inscription: "The Divine Trinity consists

OF Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, avho are in essence one
God, but in Person three." Presently, the priest standing

at the altar, after ho had three times kneeled before the sacred

tablet, Avith a book in his hand, ascended the pulpit, and began
his sermon with a description of the Divine Trinity, crying out

in a loud voice, " Oh, Avhat a grand mystery ! that the most
High God should beget a Son from eternity, and by him pro-

duce the Holy Ghost, and that they three should be joined in

essence, but yet be separate in their properties, Avhich are im-

putation, redemption, and operation ! If, hoAvever, Ave set reason

to look into this mystery, her eye is blinded, and overspread

with darkness, as Avhen one attempts to look at the naked sun

with the bodily eye ; therefore, my brethren, it is my advice,

that on this subject Ave keep our understandings in obedience

to faith." After this he again lifted up his voice, and said,

" Oh, Avhat a grand mysteiy is our holy faith ! Avhich is, that

God the Father imputes the righteousness of his Son, and sends

the Holy Ghost, avIio, in consequence of that imputation, gives

the pledges of justification, which are remission of sins, renova-

tion, regeneration, and salvation ; of the influx of Avhicli, or the

act of justification, a man is as ignorant as the statue of salt

into which Lot^s Avife Avas turned, and of the indwelling of which,

or the state of justification, he knoAvs no more than a fish in the

sea. But, my friends, there is a treasure hid in this faith, so

deep hoAvever, and so covered up, that not a morsel of it cau
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•Appeur; therefore it is my advice, that in this case also we keep

our understandings in obedience to faith/^ He then heaved

some sighs, after Avhich he again raised his voice, and said, " Oli,

ho\v grand a mystery is election ! He is one of tlie elect to

Avliom God imputes his faith, which of his free pleasure and pure

grace he infuses into Avhomsoever he pleases, and at Avhatever

time it seems good to him ; and dming the act of such infusion

from God the man is like a dead stock, but when this faith is

infused he becomes like a living and fruitful tree ; the fruits,

however, which are good works, hang indeed from that tree,

which, in a representative sense, is oiu^ faith, but still they do

not cohere Avith it ; therefore, the preciousness of that tree is

not owing to its fruit ; but as this may appear like heterodoxy,

and yet is a great mystical truth, therefore, my brethren, it is

ray advice that on this subject also Ave keep our understandings

in obedience to faith." Then, after a short pause, seeming as if

he Avanted to recollect something Avhich he had stored up in his

memory, he continued his discourse, saying, " From my store of

mysteries I Avill yet r»roduce one other, Avhicli is this, that a man
has not a single grain of free-Avill Avitli respect to spu'itual

things ; for the chiefs and leaders of our church assert, in their

theological canons, that in regard to Avhat concerns faith and
salvation, or matters particularly called spiritvial, a man has no
poAver to Avill, to think, to understand, no, nor even to accom-

modate and apply himself to the reception of them ; therefore I

do positively insist, that a man of himself has no more poAver to

think rationally or talk sensibly on such subjects than a parrot,

a jackdaAV, or a raven; and that of consequence, with respect to

spiritual things, he is a mere ass, and only a man Avith respect

to natural things ; but, my beloved friends, lest this subject

should be troublesome to our reason, let me advise that in this

also we keep our understandings in obedience to faith ; for oiu-

theology is like a bottomless abyss, into Avhich if Ave sutler oiu-

understandings to look down, Ave shall be droAA'ned, and perish

as in a shipAvreck. Yet hear AAdiat I have to say ; we are never-

theless in the true light of the gospel, Avhich shines aloft over

our heads ; but the misfortune is that the hair of our heads, and
the bones of om' skulls, prevent it from penetrating into the

inner chambers of our understandings." When he had thus

spoken, he descended from the pulpit ; and after he had offered

up a prayer at the altar, and the service was ended, I joined

some of the congregration, Avho Avere conversing together, and
had formed themselves into a circle round the priest, to Avhoni

thcA^ paid their compliments, saying, "We are ever bound to

thank you for your most excellent discourse, so replete Avitli the

grandest wisdom." I then addressed myself to them, and said,

" Did you at all understand Avhat the priest was preaching

about ? " And thev replied, " We took it all in with open ears;
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but Avliy do TO a ask whetlier we imderstood it? Is not tlie

understanding quite stupid with respect to such subjects."

Here the priest interposed, and said, " Because you have lieard,

and have not understood, blessed are ye;, for thence shall ye

have salvation/'' I had some conversation afterwai'ds with the

priest, and asked him Avhether he had taken his degrees regu-

larly ? He answered in the affirmative, that he Avas a master of

arts. Then, addressing him by his title, I said, " You have been

preaching about great mysteries, but if you only know their

names, without knowing what they contain, you know nothing

;

for they are like c-askets locked with a triple lock, Avhich unless

you open and look in (and this is only to be done by the under-

standing), you cannot tell whether they contain things of value

or things of no value, or even things hurtful, as cockatrice eggs,

and spiders' webs, according to the description in Isaiah (lix. 5)."

On my saying this, the priest looked at me with a scowling

aspect; and the congregation departed, and entered their chariots,

intoxicated with paradoxes, iniatuated with empty words, and
enveloped in darkness in all things relating to faith and the

means of salvation.

186. The second memorable relation.—I was once en-

gaged in contemplation, as to what region of the human mind
it is in Avhich things of a theological nature have their residence.

At lirst I conceived, that as such things are of a spiritual and
celestial natm-e, they must of course reside in the highest region.

For the human mind is divided into three distinct regions, as a

house is into three stories, and as the abodes of the angels are

into three heavens. Then an angel presented himself before

me, and said, '^ Things relating to theology, in those who love

truth for truth's sake, emerge even to the highest region, be-

cause in that region is their heaven, and they enjoy there the

same light as do the angels; and things relating to morality,

theoretically examined and contemplated, have their abode
beneath the fomer, in the second region, because they have com-
munication with what is spiritual ; and under these, in the first

region, are things of a political or civil nature ; but scientifics,

or matters of science, which are of sundry kinds, and may be
classed into their respective genera and species, form the door

that leads to those higher regions. Those in whom spiritual,

moral, political, and scientific things are in this subordination,

have all their thoughts and actions influenced by justice and
judgement, because the light of truth, which is also the light of

heaven, from the highest region, illumines what is l)elow, just as

the light of the sun, passing through the atmospheres and air,

progressively, illuminates the eyes of men, beasts, and fishes.

But the case is altered with those who do not love truth for

truth's sake, but only for the sake of their own glorv and re-

putation : things of a theological nature, in them, reside in the
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liist region where scientifics have their ab.ocle^ mid in some
instances mix Avith the scientifics, but in other instances they
cannot mix ; under these, in the same region, is the residence of

poUtical things, and under them of moral : for in such persons,

the two higher regions are not opened on the right side; they
liave therefore no interior discernment of true judgement, and
no aft'ection for justice, but only a certain ingenuity, whereby
they can converse on every subject with seeming intelligence,

and confirm whatever they please with an appearance of reason

;

])ut the objects of reason, which they are most enamoured of,

are falses, because these cohere with the fallacies of the senses.

Hence it is that there are so many people in the world, who no
more see the truths of doctrine derived from the Word, than
men l^orn blind can see the objects of nature ; and when they
hear such truths, they close their nostrils, lest their odor should

offend them, and excite nausea; whereas to the reception of

falses they open their senses, and suck them in as a whale does

water.

187. The third memorable relation.—I was once medi-
tating about the dragon, the beast, and the false prophet, men-
tioned in the Hevelation, when an angelic spirit appeared before

me, and inquired what Avas the suliject of my meditation. I

answered, " Concerning the false prophet." Then he said,

" Come Avith me, and I Avill lead you to the place of abode of

those who are signified by the false prophet, and Avho are the

same that are understood, in the ] 3th chapter of the Revelation,

l)y the beast rising out of the earth, Avliich had two horns like a

lamb, and Avhich spoke like a dragon." I followed him; and
lo ! I saw a great multitude of people, and in the midst of them
several persons of note and distinction in the church, who had
taught that a man is saved only by faith in the merits of Christ,

and that Avorks are good, but not conducive to salvation ; and
that, nevertheless, they are to be insisted on as agreeable to the

Word of God, as a means of keeping the laity, particularly the

more simple among them, in stricter obedience to the civil

magistrate, Avliile they are instigated to the exercise of moral
charity from a principle of religion, tlius by interior obligations.

Then one of them observing me, said, " Have you any desire to

see our place of Avorship, Avherein is an image representative of

our faith?" I ansAvered in the affirmative; so he conducted
me to the building, which Avas very magnificent, and lo ! in the

midst of it there Avas the image of a Avoman, clothed in a scarlet

vest, and holding in her right hand a piece of gold coin, and in

her left a chain of pearls : but both the image and the place of

Avorship were the effect of fantasy ; for thereby infernal spirits

have the poAver of representing very magnificent objects, by
closing the interiors of the mind, and opening only its exteriors.

When I perceived, however, that all this Avas a mere juggling
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trick, I prayed to the Lord ; and sudden!}- the interiors of my
mind were opened, and I then beheld, instead of the magnificent

dome, a poor liousc, full of clefts and chinks from top to bottom,

so that none of its parts cohered together ; and I saw A\ithin the

house, instead of a Avoman, a pendent image, with a head like a

viragon, a body like a leopard, feet like a bear, and a mouth like

a lion, in every respect as the beast is described rising out of

the sea (Rev. xiii. 2) : moreover, instead of firm ground, there

was a bog, containing a great multitude of frogs ; luid I was in-

formed that ])eneath the bog there was a large hewn stone under
which the Word lay entirely hidden. On seeing these things,

I said to the juggler, " Is this your place of worship ? " He
a-cplied, " It is

; " but suddenly, at that very instant, his interior

sight was opened, whence he saw the same appearances that I did;

whereupon he uttered a great cry, and said, " What and whence
is all this ?

''' And I said, " This is in consequence of light from
heaven, which discovers the quality of every form, and thus has

discovered the quality of your faith separate from spiritual

charity." Then immediately an east wind blew, and carried

away the place of worship, together with the image, and likewise

(Med up the bog, and thereby exposed the stone, under which
lay the Word. After this a warmth like that of spring breathed

from heaven ; and lo ! then in the very same place there

appeared a tabernacle, as to its outward form plain and simph^

;

and the angels who were with me said, " Behold the tabernacle

of Abraham, such as it was Avhen the three angels came to him,

and announced the future birth of Isaac. It appeal's indeed
plain and simple to the eye, but nevertheless, according to the

influx of light from heaven, it becomes more and more magni-
ficent." And imm.ediately they Avere permitted to open the

heaven, which is the abode of the spiritual angels, Avho excel in

wisdom; and suddenly, by A'irtue of the influx of light from
thence, the tabernacle appeared as a temple resembling tliat at

Jerusalem ; and on looking into it, I saAV that the stone in tlu-

floor, under Avhich the Word was deposited, Avas set round Avith

precious stones, from Avhich there issued forth bright rays, as of

lightning, that shone upon the Avails, and caused beautiful varie-

gations of colors on certain cherubic forms that Avere sculptur(;(l

on them. As I Avas Avondering at these things, the angels said,

"You shall see something still more surprising." Then they
Avere permitted to open the third heaven, Avhich is the abode of

the celestial angels, Avho excel in loA^e ; and suddenly, by virtue

of the influx of flaming light from thence, the whole temple
disappeared, and in its stead was seen the Lord alone, stand-

ing on the foundation stone, Avhieh Avas the Word, in the same
form that he appeared in before John (Rev. i.) But as a

sanctity instantly filled the interiors of the angels' minds, occa-

sioning in ihem a strong pronensity to fall prostrate on their
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fiices, suddenly the passage of liglit from the third heaven was
closed l)y the Lord, and that from the second hc-aveu opened
jigain, in consequenee of Avhich the former appearance of tlie

temple returned, and also of the tabernacle, but this Avas in the

p.iidst of the temple. Hereby was illustrated the meaning of

these words in the Revelation (xxi. 3) : "Behold, the tabernacle

of God is with men, and he Avill dwell with them;''' and also of

these : "I saw no temple in the New Jerusalem; for the Lord
Ood Almightj^ and the Lamb is the temple of it" (ver. 22).

188. The i'ourth memorable relation.—Since the Lord
h;is favored me M'ith a sight of the wonderful things that are in

tiie heavens, and under them, it is therefore my duty^ in the

discliargc of my commission, to relate what I have seen. There
'.\ as shewn me a magnificent palace, with a temple in its inmost

l)art, and in the midst of the temple Avas a table of gold, on
A\ hich lay the Word, and two angels stood beside it. About the

table were three roAvs of seats : the seats of the first roAV Avere

covered Avith silk drapery, of a purple color ; the seats of the

second roAV Avith silk drapery, of a blue color ; and the seats of

the third roAV Avith white drapery. Below the roof, high above

the table, there was a spreading curtain, Avhich shone Avith

})rccious stones, from Avhose lustre there issued forth a bright

appearance, as of a rainbow Avhen the sky clears up after a shoAvcr.

Suddenly there appeared a number of clergy sitting on the seats,

all clothed in the garments of their priestly office. On one side

was a Avardrobe, Avhere an angel, Avho had the care of it, attended,

and Avithin lay rich vestments in most beautiful order. It Avas

A COUNCIL CONVENED RY TIIE LoRD. I heard a Aoice from
lieaAen, saying, "deliberate;" but they said, "On Avhat sub-

'ect?" It Avas said, "Concerning the Lord the Saviour .and

THE Holy Spirit." But Avhen they began to think on these

sul)jccts, they Avere not in a state of illustration ; therefore they

made supplication^ and immediately light issued doAvn out of

heaven, Avhich first illuminated the hinder part of their heads,

and afterwards their temples, and lastly their faces ; and then

they began their deliberation, as they Avere commanded, first,

CONCERNING THE LoRD THE SaA'IOUR. TllC fir.^t propositiou

and matter of inquiry Avas, Who assumed the Humanity in

THE Virgin MaryV Then an angel standing at the table, on
Avhich the Word lay, read before them these Avords in Luke

:

" The angel said unto ^lary. Behold, thou shalt conceive in thy

Avomb, and bring forth a Son, and shalt call his name Jesus : b?
sliall be great, and shall be called the Son of the Hig'ia^t. And
T»Lary said to the angel, Hoav shnll this be, seeing I knoAV not a

nia:i ? And the angel answering said, TIte Holy Spirit shall come,

upon thee, and the power of the Hir/hest shall overshadow thee

;

AN licrefore also that Holy Thing Avhich shall be born of thee shall

he called the Son of God" (i. 31, 32, 34, 35). He also read
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these Avords in Matthew :
" The angel said to Joseph in a dream,

Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee INIaiy thv

wife
; for that wliich is born in her is of the Hobj Spirit : and

Joseph kneio her not till she had brought forth her first-born

Son; and he called his name Jesus" (i. 20, 25). And beside

these passages he read mau}^ more out of the Evangelists, as

Matt. iii. 17; xvii. 5; John i. 18; iii. 16; xx. 31, and several

other places, where the Lord, as to his Humanity, is called xin;

Son of God, and where he, from his Humanity, calls Jehovah
HIS Father; and also out of the Prophets, Avlierc it is ibretold

that Jehovah should come into the world; particvdarly these

cwo passages in Isaiah :
" It shall be said in that day, Lo ! this

is our God ; we have waited for him, and he will save us ; this is

Jehovah ; loe have waitedfor him ; we will be glad and rejoice in

his salvation" (xxv. 9). "The voice of him that crieth in the

wilderness. Prepare ye the way of Jehovah, make straight in the

desert a highway for our God ; for the glory of Jehovah shall be
revealed, and all flesh shall see it together : behold, tlie Lord
Jehovah will come in strength; he shaU feed his liock like a

sheplierd" (xl. 3, 5, 10, 11). And the angel said, " Since Jehovah
himself came into the world, and assumed the humanity, there-

fore he is called by the prophets tlie Saviour and the Redeemer ;"

and then he read ]:)efore them the following passages :
" Surely

God is in thee, and there is none else; verily, thou art a Gad
that hidest thyself, O God of Israel the Saviour" (Isaiah xlv. 14,

15). " Am not I Jehovah? and there is no God else beside me;
a just God and a Saviour; there is none beside me" (xlv. 21).
"/ am Jehovah; and beside me there is no Saviour" (xliii. 11).

'•'I Jehovah am thy God, and thou shalt know no God Ijeside

me
; for there is no Saviour beside me" (Hosea xiii. 4). " And all

flesh shall know that I Jehovah am thy Saviour and thy Redeemer"
(Isaiah xlix. 26; Ix. 16). "As for our Redeemer, Jehovah Ze-

baoth is his name" (xlvii. 4.) "Their Redeemer is strong,

Jehovah Zebaoth is his name" (Jerem. 1. 34). " Jehovali is my
rock, and my Redeemer" (Psalm xix. 14). "Thus saith JeJiovah

thy Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, I Jehovah am thy GotP'
(Isaiah xlviii. 17; xlix. 7; liv. 8). "Thou, Jehovah, art our

Father, our Redeemer ; thy name is from the age" (Ixiii. 16).

"Thus saith Jehovah, tlty Redeemer, I am Jehovah that make
all tilings, and alone by myself " (xliv. 24) .

" Thus saith

Jehovah, tlie king of Israel, and Ms Redeemer JeJiovah Zebaoth,

I am the First, and T am the Last ; and beside me there is no

God" (xliv. 6). "Jehovali Zebaoth is his name, and thy Re-
deemer the Holy One of Israel; tlie God of tlie whole earth shall

he be called" (liv. 5). " Behold, the days come that I Avill raise

unto David a righteous branch, who shall reign as king; and
this is his name, Jehovah, our Righteousness" (Jeremiah xxiii. 5,

6; xxxiii. 15, 16). "And Jehovah shall be king over all the
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earth : in thai day there shall be one Jehovah, and his name one"
(Zecli. xiv. 9). Fi'om all these passages, together -witli the
former, those Avho sat on the seats were confirmed in this

opinion, Avhicli they unanimously declared, viz. that Jehovah
himself assumed the Humanity for the pm*j)ose of redeeming
•and saving mankmd. But instantly a voice Avas heard from
some Roman Catholics, who had hid themselves behind the altar,

saying, " How Avas it possible for Jehovah God to become a
man ? is not he the Creator of the universe ? " And one of

those on the second roAv of seats turned himself toAvards the
voice, and said, " Who Avas it then ? " And he that had been
concealed behind the altar, standing then near the altar, replied,

"The Sox begotten from eternity;" but ansAver was re-

turned, " Is not the Son begotten from eternity, according to

your confession, the Creator also of the universe V And Avhat is

a Son, and a God, born from eternity ? And hoAv is it possible

for the DiAane Essence, Avhicli is one and indivisible, to be sepa-

rated, so that one part can descend Avithout the Avhole ? " The
second matter of inquiry concerning the Lord Avas, Whether
OR NO, ACCORDING TO THIS REASONING, THE FaTHER AND HE
ARE ONE, AS THE SOUL AND THE BODY ARE ONE? Tllis, tllCV

said, must folloAV of consequence, for the soul is from the Father.

Then one of those on the third row of seats read out of the con-

fession of faith, called the Athanasian Creed, the folloAving

passage :
" Although our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, is

God and Man, yet he is not tAvo, but one Christ, one altogether

by unity of person ; fvr as the soul and body make one man, so

God and Man is one Christ." He added, that the creed con-

taining these Avords is received throughout the Avhole Christian

Avorld, even by the Roman Catholics. They then said, " What
need have Ave of further proof? The Father and he are one, as

the soul and body are one ; and since this is the case, avc per-

ceive that the humanity of the Lord is divine, because it is the

humanity of Jehovah ; and also, that the Lord ought to be
approached as to his Divine Humanity, l^ecause this is the only

possible Avay to come at the Divinity Avhich is called the Father."

This conclusion the angel confirmed by several passages out of

the Word ; among Avhich Avere these :
" Unto us a Child is born,

vmto us a Son is giA'en ; and his name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, God, Hero, the Father of eternity, the Prince of

Peace " (Isaiah ix. 6). "Doid^tless thou art our Father, though
Abraham be ignorant of us, and Israel ackuoAvledge us not;

thou, Jehovah, art our Fattier, our Redeemer; thy name is from
everlastiitf/ " [Ixxii. 16). "Jesus said. He that belicA-eth on me
believeth on him that sent me : and lie that seeth me seeth him
that sent me" (John xii. 44, 45). "Philip saith unto Jesus,

ShcAv us the Father : Jesus saith unto him, He tJiat seetli me
seeth the Fattier ; how then sayest thou, SIicav us the Father ?
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Believest tlioit not that / am in the Father, and the Father in

me?'' (John xiv. 8—11). " Jesns said, / and tiie Father are one "

(x. 30) : and again : "All things that the Father hath are mine,

and all mine are the Father's (xvi. 15 ; xvii. 10). Lastly, " Jesus

said, I am the wa}^, the truth, and the life ; no man cometh to

the Father but by me " (xiv. 6). To this the angel added, that

the same things "whieh arc here spoken by the Lord of himself

and his Father, may also be spoken by a man with respect to

himself and his soul. When the angel had ended, they all de-

clared "with one voice and one heart that the humanity of the

Lord is divine, and that it ought to be approached in order to

come to the Father; since Jehovah God, by it, sent himself into

tJie Avorld, and made himself visible to mankind, and thereby

gave them access unto him. He in like maiiner made himself

visible in a human form, and thus accessible to the ancients

;

but tliat was by means of an angel ; and as this form was re-

presentative of the Lord, avIio was about to come into the

world, therefore all things in the church at that time were re-

presentatives.

After this they proceeded to deliberate concerning the Holy
Spirit; but previous to this, they laid open the idea generally

received concerning Goo the Father, the Son, and the Holy
GriosT, which is, that God the Father is seated on high, with

the Son at his right hand, and that by tliein the Holy Ghost is

sent forth to enlighten, instruct, justify, and sanctify mankind.
But instantty a voice was heard from heaven, saying, " We
cannot endure an idea formed on such a conception. Who does

not know that Jehovah God is omnipresent? And whoever
knows and acknowledges this, may also acknowledge, that it is

he M'ho enlightens, instructs, sanctifies, and justifies, and not a

mediating God distinct from him ; much less is it a third God
as distinct from two others, as one person from another ; where-

fore let the former idea, which is vain and unjust, be removed,

and let this, Avhich is just and right, be received, and then yom
M'ill sec this subject clearly.'' But then a voice was heard frori

the Homan Catholics, who stood near the altar, saying, " What
then is the Holy Ghost, mentioned in the writings of the

evangelists and Paul, by whom so many learned men among
the clergy, and particularly of our church, profess themselves to

1)0 guided? What person in Christendom at this day denies

the Holy Ghost, and his operations ? " Upon this, one of those

on the second row of seats turned towards the altar, and said,

" You insist that the Holy Spirit is a distinct person of himself,

and a distinct God of himself; but what is a person coming
forth and proceeding from a person? Can any thing but opera-

tiou be said so to come forth and proceed ? One person cannol

come forth and proceed from another, but operation can. Or
*v'hat is a God coming forth and proceeding from a God? C;m
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any thing but a di%dne efflux come forth and proceed ? One God
cannot come forth and proceed from and by anotlier; but a

divine effiux may come forth and proceed from one God." On
hearing tliis, those upon the seats unanimously agreed in this

conchision :
" Tlie Holy Spirit is not a distinct person by him-

self, consequently not a distinct God by himself; but the Holy
Spirit signifies the Holy Divine, coming forth and proceed
ing from the one only omnipresent God, who is the Lord."
To this, the angels who stood at the go-den tnble whereon tlu;

Word was placed said, " Well determined. It is not written

in any part of the Old Testament that the prophets spoke the.

Word from the Holy Spirit, hut from Jehovah ; and Avherevcr

the Holy Spirit is mentioned in the New Testament, it signifies

the Divine Proceeding, which is the Divine that enlightens,

instructs, vivifies, reforms, and regenerates." After this came
on another subject of inquiry respecting the Holy Spirit, viz.,

Prom whom procei:d-> the Divine which is signified by the
Holy Spirit,—erom the Father, or from the Lord? V/hilc

they were engaged in this inquiry, there shone upon them a

Hght from heaven, whereby they saw that the Holy Divine,

which is signified 1)y the Holy Spiiit, does not proceed out of

the FatJicr througli the Lord, but out of the Lord from the

Father, comparatively as in the case of every individual man,
whose acti\dty docs not proceed from the soul through the body,

but out of the body from the soul. This the angel who stood at

the table confirmed by these pa&sages from the Word :
" He

whom God hath sent speaketh the words of God; for God giveth

not the spirit by measiu-e vmto him. The Father loveth the Son,
'ond liath given all things into his hand" (John iii. 34, 35).
" There shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse : the

spirit of Jehovah shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and
understanding, the spirit of counsel and might" (Isaiah xi. 1,2).

'^'^That the .spirit of Jehovah was put upon him, and was in him "

(xlii. 1; hx.^19, 21; Ixi. 1; Luke iv. 18). "When the Holy
Spirit shall come, roJiom I ivill send unto you from the Father "

(John XV. 26). " He shall glorify me
; for he shall take of mine,

and shall shew it unto you. All thinxjs that the Father hath arc

mine ; wherefore I said, that he shall take of mine, and sheio it

unto you" (xvi. 14, 15). "If I go away, I loill send the Com-
forter unto you" (xvi. 7). That "the Comforter is the Holy
Spirit" (xiv. 26). " Tlie Holy Spirit was not yet, because Jesus

was not yet glorified " (vii. 39) ; but after his glorification " Jesus

breathed on his disciples and said. Receive ye the Holy Spirit

"

(xx. 22). And in the Revelation: "Who shall not glorify thy

name, O Lord, because thou only art holy" (xv. 4). Since the

divine operation of the Lord, by virtue of his divine omnipre-

sence, is signified by the Holy Spirit, therefore when the Lord
spoke to his disciples concerning the Holv Spiiit, whom he

S41
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would send from tlic Father, lie also said, '^ I will not leave you
comfortless ; / ffo away and come again unto you ; and in that

day ye shall know that / am in my Father, and ye in me, and 1

in you" {John xiv. 18, 20, 28); and just before his departure

out of the ^vorld he said, " Lo ! I am with you always, even to

the consummation of the age" (Matt, xxviii. 20). Having read

these passages in their presence, the angel said, " From these,

and many other passages in the Word, it is evident that the

Divine, Avhich is called the Holy Spirit, proceeds out of the Lord
from the Father." Whereupon those upon the seats all declared,

"This is divine truth."
Lastly, this decree was passed :

" From what has been deli-

berated in this council, we clearly see, and consequently acknow-
ledge as holy truth, that in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus

Christ there is a Divine Trinity, consisting of the all-originating

Divinity (Divinum a quo), which is called the Father, the Divine

Humanity, Avhich is called the Son, and the Divine Proceeding,

which is called the Holy Spirit." Then they lifted up then*

voices together, exclaiming, " In Jesus Christ dwelleth all the

fulness of the Godhead bodily" (Coloss. ii. 9). Thus there is

one God in the church.

When these conclusions w^ere determined in that magnificent

council, they rose to depart ; and the angel, the keeper of the
Avardrobe, presented to each of those on the seats shining gar-

ments, interwoven here and there Avith tkreads of gold, and said,
'• Accept these wedding garments." They Avere then con-

ducted in a glorious manner to the new Christian heaven, Avith

which the chiu'ch of the Lord on earth, Avhich is the Ncav Jeru-

salem, is to be in conjunction.

CHAPTER ly.

THE SACRED SCRIPTURE, OR THE AA^ORD OF THE LORD.

I. The sacred scripture, or the word, is the divine

TRUTH itself.

189. It is universally confessed that the Word is from God,
is divinely inspired, and consequently holy ; but still it has

to this day remained a secret in what part of the Word its

divinity resides ; for isi the letter it appears like common Avrit-

ing, composed in a strange style, neither so sublime nor so

elegant as that which distinguishes the best secular composi-
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tions. Hence it is, that the man who worships nature instead

of God, or in preference to God, and in consequence of such
worship makes himself and his own selfhood the centre and
fountain of his thoughts, instead of deriving them from the

Lord out of heaven, may easily fall into error concerning the

Word, and into contempt for it, and say within himself, while

he reads it, " What is the meaning of this passage? What is

the meaning of that? Is it possible this should be divine? Is it

possible that God, whose Avisdom is infinite, should speak in this

manner ? Where is its sanctity, or whence can it be derived, but

from superstition and credulity?"

190. But he who reasons thus, does not reflect that Jehovah
the Lord, who is God of heaven and earth, spoke the Word by
Moses and the prophets, and that, consequently, it must be
divine truth ; for what Jehovah the Lord himself speaks can be
nothing else ; nor does such a one consider that the Lord the

Savioui", Avho is the same Avith Jehovah, spoke the Word written

by the evangelists, many parts from his own mouth, and the

rest from the spirit of his mouth, which is the Holy Spirit, by
his twelve apostles. Hence it is, as he himself declares, that in

his Avords there are spirit and life, and that he is the light Avhich

enlightens, and that he is the truth; as is evident from the

following passages :
" Jesus said. The words which I speak unto

you, they are spirit, and they are life " (John aI. 63) .
" Jesus

said to the woman at Jacob's well. If thou kneAvest the gift of

God, and Avho it is that saith unto thee, Give me to drink, thou
Avouldest ask of him, and he Avould give thee living Avater.

Whosoever drinketh of the Avater Avhicli I shall give him, shall

never thirst ; but the water that I shall give him shall be in him
a fountain of Avater springing up imto eternal life " (iv. 6, 10,

14). By Jacob's Avell is here signified the Word, as also in

Deut. xxxiii. 28 ; for which reason the Lord, Avho is the Word,
sat there, and conversed Avith the woman ; and by living Avater

is signified the truth of the Word. " Jesus said. If any man
thirst, let him come to me and drink. Whosoever believeth on
me, as the Scripture saith, out of his belly shall flow rivers of

living water" (John A'ii. 37, 38). " Peter said unto Jesu;-', Thou
iiast the Avords of eternal life " (vi. 68) .

" Jesus said, Heaven
and earth shall pass aAvay, but my Avords shall not pass aAvay

"

(Mark xiii. 31). The reason Avliy the Avords of the Lord are

truth and life is, because he is the truth and the life, as he
teaches in John :

" I am the way, the truth, and the life " (xiv.

6) ; and in another place :
" In the beginning Avas the Word,

And the Word Avas with God, and the Word was God. In him
was life, and the life was the light of men" (i. 1—1). By the

Word is meant the Lord with respect to divine truth, in Avhich

alone there is life and light. Hence it is, that the Vv^ord, Avhicli
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is from tlie Lord, and which is the Lord, is culled *' a fountain

of liviiig waters" (Jerera. ii. 13; xvii. 13; xxxi. 9); " a fountain.

of salvation " (Isaiah xii. 3) ; "a fountain " (Zech. xiii. 1) ; and
" a river of living waters " (Rev. xxii. 1) ; and it is said that
" the Lamb, which is in the midst of the throne, feeds them at

the living fountains of waters" (vii. 17); not to meniiou other

passages, where the Word is also called the sanctuary and
THE TABERNACLE, wliereiii tlic Lord dwells with man.

191. The natural man, however, cannot still be persuaded to

believe that the Word is divine truth itself, in which are divine

wisdom and divine life ; for he judges of it by its style, in which

no such tilings appear. Nevertheless the style, wherein the

Word is written, is a truly divine style, with ^\ hich no other

style, however sublime and excellent it may seem, can be com-

pared. The style of the Word is of such a nature as to contain

what is holy in every verse, in every word, and in some cases in

every letter; and hence the Word conjoins man with the Lord,

and opens heaven. There are tAvo things which proceed from

the Lord, viz., divine love and divine wisdom, or what is the

same, divine good and divine truth; and the Word in its

essence, is both ; and since it conjoins man with the Lord, and

opens heaven, as Avas observed, therefore the Word fills man
Avitli the goods of love and the truths of wisdom, his will Avith

the goods of lo\e, and his understanding with the truths of

Avisdom : hence man receives life by the Word. But it is Aveil

to be observed, that those only receive life from the Word who
read it with this end and design, viz., to draAv divine truths

from it, as from their proper fountain, and to apply such diAaiie

truths to the regulation of their hves ; and that the very reverse

happens to those avIio read the Word with no further end and
design than to procure Avorldly riches and reputation.

192. \Miere men do not knoAv that there is a certain spiritual

sense contained in the Word, as the soul in the body, they must
of necessity judge of the Word only jfrom its literal sense, AA^hen

nevertheless the literal sense is like a casket containing precious

jcAvels, which jeA\els themselves belong to its spiritual sense. If

therefore this internal sense be unknoAvn, mankind cannot pos-

sibly judge of the diA-ine sanctity of the Word but as they Avould

jxidge of a precious stone by the matrix Avhich covers and con-

tains it, and Avhieh in many cases appears like an ordinary stone;

or as they AA'ould judge of diamonds, rubies, sjirdonixes, oriental

topazes, &c., by the outAvard cabinet of jasper, lapis lazuli, ami-

anthus, or agate, in which tlun- are contained, and arranged in

order. While the contents of the cabinet are unknoAvn, it is

not to be Avondercd at, if the cabinet itself be estimated only

according to the value of the visible materials of Avhich it is

made; and this is exactly the case Avith the Word as to its literal

sense. Lest, however, mankind should remain any longer in
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doxibt concerning tlie divinity and most adorable sanctity of the

Word, it has pleased the Lord to reveal to me its internal sense,

which in its essence is spiritual, and "which is, to the external

seiise, which is natural, what the soul is to the body. This in-

IcTnal sense is the spirit which gives life to the letter; therefore

this sense will evince the divinity and sanctity of the Word, and

may convince even the natural man, if he is in a disposition to

J)e convinced.

II. In the word there is a spiritual sense, heretofore
UNKNOWN.

193. Who does not acknowledge and assent to the proposi-

tion, that the Word, as being divine, is in its inmost contents

spii'itual? But heretofore who has known what the term "^spiri-

tual " means, and where that spirituality in the Word lies con-

cealed? The meaning however of this term spiritual will be

shewn in one of the meiMorable relations at the conclusion of

this chapter; and where the spiritualitj- ir. the Word lies con-

cealed, we will now proceed to inquire. That the Word in its

bosom is spiritual, is a consequence of its descending from

Jehovah the Lord, and passing through the angelic heavens ; in

which descent the Divine itself, which in itself is ineftable and
iiapercepti]:)le, Avas made adequate to the perception of angels,

and lastly to the perception of men. Hence the Word has a

spiritual sense, which is within the imtiu'al sense, just as the

soul is within the body, or as the thought of the understanding

is within the words of speech, or as the afl'ection of the will is

within the actions to which it gives birth ; and, if we may be
allowed to draw comparisions from the visible things of the

natural world, we may say that the spiritual sense of the Word
is within the natural sense, just as the universal brain is within

its meninges or matres ; or as the young shoots of a tree are

within their inner and outer barks ; or as all the parts Iselong-

ing to the generation of a young chicken are within the shell of

the egg ; not to mention other similar instances. But that such

a spiritual sense is contained within the natural sense of the

AVord, has never heretofore entered into the conception of any
person on earth ; it is necessary therefore that this arcanunij

wliich in itself is superior to all that were ever before discovered,

should be fully opened to the understanding, as will be l)est

effected by considering it according to the following arrange-

ment :—I. Wliat tlie spiritual sense is. II. This sense is in all

and every part of the Word. III. It is owing to this sense thai

the Word is divinely inspired, and holy in every syllable. IV.
This sense has heretofore been unknown. V. Hereafter it will be

made known only to those who are in genuine truths from the

Lord. VI. A relation of some wonderful phenomena resulting

from, the spiritual sense of the Word. We Avill now proceed to

a particular explanation of each article.
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19-4. I. What the spiritual sense is.

The spiritual sense of the Word is not that which breaks

forth as hght out of tlie literal sense while a person is studying

and explaining the Word, with a view to establish some parti-

cular tenet of the church; for this sense may be called the

literal and ecclesiastical sense of the Word ; but the spiritual

sense does not appear in the literal sense, being within it, as the

soul is in the body, or as the thought of the understanding is in

the eye, or as the aftection of love is in the countenance. It is

this sense, principally, which renders the Word sph'itual, and

thus it is adapted to the use not only of men, but also of angels;

whence also, by means of that sense, the Word communicates

with the heavens. Since the Word is inwardly spiritual, there-

fore it is written by mere correspondences ; and what is written

by correspondences exhibits, in its last or ultimate sense, such a

style as we meet with in the prophets, the evangelists, and the

Revelation, which, although it appears ordinary, is nevertheless

the repository of all divine and angelic wisdom. What is meant
by correspondence, may be seen in the treatise concerning

Heaven and Hell, published at London in the year 1758,

which treats on the covrespondence of all things in heaven with

all things in man, n. 87—103; and on the correspondence of all

things in heaven with all things on earth, n. 103—115; and it

will be fm'ther shewn by examples from the Word, which will

he. adduced presently.

195. From the Lord proceed the divine-celestial, thr
DIVINE-SPIRITUAL, and THE DIVINE-NATURAL, ouc after auotlier.

Whatever proceeds from his divine love is called the divine-

celestial, all which is good; whatever proceeds from his divine

wisdom is called the divine-spiritual, all which is truth.

The divine-natural partakes of both, and is their aggregate

in ultimates. The angels of the celestial kingdom, who compose
the third or highest heaven, are in that divine which proceeds

from the Lord that is called celestial, for they are in the good

of love from the Lord ; the angels of the Lord's spii'itual king-

dom, Avho compose the second or middle heaven, are in that

divine which proceeds from the Lord that is called spiritual, for

they are in divine wdsdom from the Lord; the angels of the

Lord's natural kingdom, Avho compose the first or lowest heaven,

are in that divine which proceeds from the Lord that is called

divine-natural, and are in the faith of charity from the Lord

;

but the members of the church on earth are in one or other of

these kingdoms, according to their love, wisdom, and faith ; and

in whichever they are, to the same they are admitted after death.

As heaven is, such also is the Word of the Lord; in its last sense

it is natural, in its interior sense it is spiritual, and in its inmost

sense it is celestial, and in all its senses it is divine; therefore it is

accommodated to the angels of the three heavens, and also to men.
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196. II. The spiritual sense is in all and every part of the

Word.
This cannot be better seen than by examples; as for in-

stance, John says in the Revelation, " I saw heaven opened, and
behold, a white horse, and he that sat upon him was called

Paithful and True ; and in righteousness he doth judge and

make war. His eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head

were many crowns, and he had a name written that no man
kncAV but he himself; and he was clothed with a vesture dipped

in blood, and his name is called the Word of God. And the

armies in heaven followed him upon white horses, clothed in fine

linen, white and clean. And he hath on his vesture and on his

thigh a name written, Kinff of kings and Lord of lords. And I

saw an angel standing hi the sun, and he cried witli ;i loud voice

to all the fowls that fly m the midst of heaven. Come and gather

yoursehes unto the supper of the great God, that ye may eat the

flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the flesli of mighty
men, and the flesh of horses, and of them that sit on them, and
the flesh of all men, both free and bond, both small and great "

(xix. 11— 18). What these v.ords signify, cannot possibty be

known but from the spiritual sense of the Word ; and the spiri-

tual sense of the Word cannot possibly be known but fi'om the

science of correspondences ; for all the above words are corre-

spondences, and there is not one without a meaning. The
science of correspondences teaches Avhat is signified by a white

horse, what by him that sits upon him, what by his eyes which

Avere as a flame of fire, what by the crowns Avhich he wore on
his head, what hy his vesture dipped in blood, what by white

linen with which the armies that followed him in heaven were

clothed, what by the angel standing in the sun, what by the

great supper to which they should come and gather themselves,

what by the flesh of kings, captains, and others, which they

should eat. The particular signification of all these expressions

in their spiritual sense may be seen explained in the work en-

titled the Apocalypse Revealed, from n. 820—838; and like-

wise in the small treatise on the White Horse; therefore it is

needless to repeat the explanation. In those books it is shewn,

triat in the passage here quoted the Lord is described as to the

Word ; that by his eyes, which were like a flame of fire, is meant
the divine wisdom of his divine love ; b}^ the crowns which he
wore on his head, and by the name which no one knew but him -

self, are meant the divine truths of the Word derived from him,

and that no one knows what the Word is, in its spiritual sense,

except the Lord, and those to whom he reveals it ; also, that by
his vesture dipped in blood is meant the natm'al sense of the

Woid, which is its literal sense, to which violence has been
ofl'ered. That it is the Word which is thus described, is very

evident from its being said, his name i? called the JVord of God;
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irlll'^ilnUlie Lord who is meant is likewise evident, for it

issaiatnat
^ ^_^^^^ ^^ him who sat on the white horse was

^Z f'nd Lord of lords, in hke manner as in Revelation
XV n. 14, wnei

^^^^^^ . ,, ^^^^ ^^^e Lamb shall over-
come them, fox

,

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^. ^^ ^,,;
.. That

the spmtua se. ^^/^^^d is to be opened at the end
of the church as

^^„^^^ ^ ^j^^^ -^ ^^^-^1 ^f the white
horse, a.id of hnn tli.

^^.^ f^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^1^, t snpper
to which all were mv.tu

^^^^^^^ , ^^^ ^^^^1 standing in the
.mi, and to eat the flesh o.,^

.^;^^ ^ .^-^^ &^^ by ^vhich is

signified the appropriation o.^^^
^^ „\^ j,.^^^ ^^.^^^^ ^^^ L^rd.

Al these expressions wonld be .^ ^,,,^^^^^1, ,,ords, and with-
out life and spirit, unless tnere wa.

-^itual sense within them,
as the soul is withm the body.

197. In the Revelation, chap, xxi.,,-,^^
-^Xe^y Jerusalem is

thus described :
" Her hght was like unto

.^^^^^ ^^^^^^ precious,
even as a jasper-stone, clear as crystal; and ^ i i ^ ^^,,^y areat
and high, having twelve gates, and over the gc

j^^ygiye an^-cls
and names written thereon, which are the nami. ^ ^.i^^ twelve
tribes of tlie children of Israel. And the Avail \ ^ hundred
and forty-four cubits, which is the measure of a mai

^^^.^^ jg ^f
an angel; and the building of the wall Avas of jasp. . ^nd'its
foundations of all manner of precious stones, of jasper,' „|j^^j,g

chalcedony, emerald, sardonix, sardius, chrysolite, bery^i^p^^^

chrysoprasus, jacinth, and amethyst. And the gates Avere wg^yg

pearls. And the street of the city Avas pure gold, like pure g,gg

.

and it Avas four-square ; the length, and the breadth, and ],g

height of it equal, tAvelve thousand furlongs ;
" Avitli many otl,]^,

ch'cumstanccs. That all this description is to be understo-j

spiritually appears from hence, that by the Ncav Jerusalem
^

meant a ncAv church Avhich is to be established by the Lord, a

is shewn in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 880 ; and since by
Jerusalem is there signified the church, it folloAvs of consequence
that all things spoken of it, as of a city, respecting its Avail, the

foundations of the Avail, and their measures, contain a spiritual

sense ; for all things relating to the church are spiritual. What
the expressions in the above description particuhirly signify, is

shcAvn in the Apocalypse Rea'ealed, n. 896—925, therefore it

is needless here to repeat the explanation. It is enough to un-
derstand from thence, that there is a spiritual sense in every part

of the description, like a soul in its body, and that Avithout such
a sense the expressions could have no reference to the church ;

as Avliere it is said th:it the city was of pure gold, its gates of

pearls, the Avail of jasper, the foundations of the Avail of precious

stones, that the Avail Avas a hundred and forty-four cubits, Avhich

is the measure of a man, that is, of an angel, and that tlie city

was in length, breadth, and height, tAvelve thousand furlongs,

with many other particulars ; but Avhoever, by the science of
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correspondences, is acquainted Avitli the spiritual sense of the

Word, will understand all those expressions, and will see, for

instance, tliat the wall and its foundations signify the doctrinals

of the New Church derived from the literal sense of the Word

;

and that the numbers twelve, one hundred and forty-four, aud
twelve thousand, signify all things belonging to it, or all its

truths and goods in one complex,

198. Where the Lord speaks to his disciples about the con-

summation of the age, which is the last time of the church, at

the end of his predictions concerning its successive changes of

state, he says, " Immediately after the affliction of those days

the sun shall ])e darkened, and the moon shall not give her light

(lumen), and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of

the heavens shall be shaken. And then shall appear the sign of

the Son of Man in heaven ; and then shall all the tribes of the

earth mourn, and they shall see the Son of Man coming in the

clouds of heaven with power and much glory. And he shall send
his angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they shall gather

his elect from the four winds, from one end of heaven to tlie

other" (Matt. xxiv. 29—31). By these words, in their spiritual

sense, is not meant that the sun and moon should be darkened,

that the stars should fall from heaven, and that the sign of the

Lord should appear in the heavens, and that he should be seen

in the clouds, attended by his angels with trumpets; but by all

these expressions are meant spiritual things relating to the

church, of Mhose final state or period they are spoken; for in

the spiritual sense, by the sun, which shall be darkened, is meant
love towards the Lord; by the moon, which shall not give her

light {lumen), is meant faith towards him ; by the stars, which
shall fall from heaven, are meant the knowledges of truth and
good; by the sign of the Son of Man in heavec, is meant the

appearance of divine tr:ith in the Word from him ; by the tribes

of the earth, which shall mourn, is meant the failure of all truth

which is of faith, and of all good which is of love ; by the comiug
of the Son of Man in the clouds of heaven, with power and
glor}', is meant the presence of the Lord in the Word, and reve-

lation ; by the clouds of heaven is signified the literal sense of

the Word, and by glory its spiritual sense ; by the angels with a

great sound of a trumpet is meant heaven, whence divine truth

comes; by gathering together the elect from the four winds,

from one end of heaven to the other, is meant a new heaven and
a new church, to be formed of those who have faith in the Lord
and live according to his precepts. That in this passage we are

not to understand the darkening of the sun and moon, and the

falling of the stars upon the earth, is evident from the writings

of the })iopliets, where nidation is made of the same circum-

stances relating to the state of the church at the time when the

Lord sliould come into the world ; as in Isaiah :
" Behold, the
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day of Jehovali cometh, cruel with Avratli and anger ; for the

stars of the heavens and the constellations thereof shall not give

their light; the sun shall be darkened in his rising, and the

moon shall not cause her light to shine; and I will visit the

world for their evil" (xiii. 9—11); and in Joel: "The day of

Jehovah cometh, a day of darkness and of thick darkness ; the

sun and the moon shall be blackened, and the stars shall with-

draw their shining" (ii. 2; iii. 15); and in Ezekiel : "I will

cover the heavens and blacken the stars ; I will cover the sun

with a cloud, and the moon shall not cause her light {lumen) to

shine; all the luminaries of hght will I cover, and set darkness

upon thy land" (xxxii. 7, 8). By the day of Jehovah is meant

the Lord's advent, which was at a time when there was no longer

any good of love and truth of faith remaining in the church, or

any knowledge of the Lord ; therefore it is called a day of dark-

ness and thick darkness.

199. That the Lord, during his abode in the world, spoke by

correspondences, and thus both spiritually and natm-aily at the

same time, may appear from his parables, in every word of which

there is a spiritual sense contained. Let us take an instance

from the parable of the ten virgins, which runs thus :
" The king-

dom of heaven is like unto ten virgins, that took their Iranps,

and went forth to meet the bridegroom : and five of them Avere

wise, and five were foolish : those that were foohsh took their

lamps, but took no oil in them ; but the Avise took oil in their

vessels with their lamps. While the bridegroom tarried, they

all slumbered and slept ; and at midnight there was a cry made.

Behold, the bridegroom cometh
;
go ye out to meet him. Then

all those virgins arose, and trimmed their lamps : and the foolish

said unto the wise. Give us of your oil, for our lamps are gone

out : but the wise answered, saying, Not so, lest there be not

enough for us and you; but go yc rather to those that sell, and

buy for yoiu-selves.*^ And while they went to buy, 'the bridegroon.

came ; and those that were ready went in with him to the wed-

ding ; and the door was shut. Afterwards came also the other

virgins, saying. Lord, Lord, open to us; but he answered and

said, Verily, I say unto you, I know you not" (j\Iatt. xxv. 1

—

13). That'in eveiy part of this parable there is a spii'itual sense,

and consequently a divine holiness, can only be seen by those

who are apprised*^ of the existence of a spiritual sense, and are

acquainted with the natm-e of it. In the spiritual sense, by the

kingdom of heaven is meant heaven and the church ; by the

bridegroom, the Lord ; by a wedding, the marriage of the Lord

with heaven and the chui-ch by the good of love and the truth

of faith ; by the virgins, those who are of the church ; by ten,

all ; by five, a certain part ; by lamps, the things which are of

faith; 'by oil, the things whicn are of love and its good; by

sleeping and Avaking, the life of man in the world, which is
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natural, and his life after death, which is spiritual ; uy huyini,',

to procure for themselves ; by going to those that sell, and buy-

ing oil, to procure for themselves the good of love from others

after death ; and because this is then impracticable, therefore,

although they came with their lamps and the oil they h;ul

bought, to the marriage door, yet the bridegroom said unto

them, I know you not. The reason of this is, because every

man, after the conclusion of his life in this Avorld, retains the

nature and quality which he had acquired by that life. From
hence it is evident, that the Lord spoke by mere correspond-

ences, and this in consequence of speaking from the Divinity

which was in him and was his. Because virgins signify those

who are of the church, therefore, in the prophetical parts of the

Word, we find so frequent mention made of the virgin and
daughter of Zion, Jerusalem, Judah, and Israel : and because oil

signifies the good of love, therefore all the holy things of the

church were anointed with oil. The case is similar in respect to

the other parables, and all the words spoken by the Lord ; and
it was from this ground tliat the Lord declares, that his words
are spLrit and life (John vi. 63).

200. III. It is oiviny to the spiritual sense that the Word is

divinely inspired, and holy in every syllable.

It is asserted in the church, that the Word is holy, because

Jehovah the Lord spoke it; but since its holiness docs not

appear in its literal sense, therefore those who once begin tc

doubt its holiness on that account, in the future course of their

reading confirm their doubts by many passages they meet with,

suggesting these questions, "Can this be holy? Can this be
divine ? " Now to prevent the influence of such doubts on men's
minds, lest they should become general, and the Word of God,
in consequence, should be rejected as a common trivial writing,

and thereby the Lord's conjunction with man should be cut oft",

it has pleased the Lord, at this time, to reveal its spiritual sense,

for the pm'pose of discovering to mankind in what part of it its

divine sanctity lies concealed. But to illustrate this, let u.s

apply to examples. In the Word we find frequent mention
made of Egypt, Ashur, Edom, Moab, the children of Ammon,
the Philistines, Tyre and Sidon, and of Gog. Those now who
do not know that by those names are signified the things of

heaven and of the church, may easily be led into an erroneous

notion that the Wcrd treats much of people and nations, and
but little of heaven and the church, thus much about earthh''

things, and but little about heavenly things ; whereas if such

persons knew what is signified by those people and nations, or

b}^ their names, this might be a means to lead them out of error

into truth. In like manner, when it is observed that in the

Word frequent mention is made of gardens, gioves, woods, and
also of the trees that grow therein, as the olive, the vnie, the
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cedar, the poplar, and the oak ; and also of lambs, sheep, goats,

calves, oxen ; and likewise of mountains, hills, valleys, fountains,

rivers, waters, and the like. He that knows nothing of the

.spiritual sense of the Word must of necessity l)e led to suppose

that nothing fm-ther is meant by these things than Avhat is ex-

pressed in the letter : for he little thinks that by a garden, a

grove, and a wood, are meant wisdom, intelligence, and science

;

by the olive, the vine, the cedar, the poplar, and the oak, ai'e

meant the good and truth of the church, under the different

qualities of celestial, spiritual, rational, natural, and sensual;

hy a lamb, a sheep, a goat, a calf, and an ox, are meant in-

nocence, charity, and natural afiection ; and by mountains,

hills, and valleys, are meant the higher, the lower, and the

lowest things relating to the church. The case is in like manner
altered, when the reader is aware, that by Egypt is signified

what is scientific, by Ashur what is rational, by Edom what is

natural, by Moab the adulteration of good, by the children of

Ammon the adidteration of truth, by the Philistines faith with-

out charitj^, by Tyre and Sidon the knowledge of goodness and
truth, by Gog external worship Avithout internal ; and that, in

general, by Jacob, in the Word, is understood the church-

natural, by Israel the church-spiritual, and by Judah the

cluu'ch-celestial. When the mind is opened to this knowledge,

it may then be able to conceive that the W^ord treats solely of

heavenly things, aud that the earthly things mentioned in it are

only the subjects wherein those heavenly ones are contained.

But let us take another instance from the Word for the illustra-

tion of this truth. We read in Isaiah, " In that day there shall

be a highway out of Egypt into Assyria; and the Assyrian shall

come into Egypt, and the Egyptian into Assyria, and the Egyp-
tians shall ser\c with the Assyrians. In that day shall Israel

be the third with Egypt and with Assyria, a blessing in the

midst of the land ; v/hich Jehovah Zebaoth shall l)less, saying.

Blessed be Egypt my people, and Assja*ia the Avork of my hands,

and Israel my blessing" (xix. 23—25). By these Avords, in

their spiritual sense, is signified, that at the time of the Lord's

coming, the scientific, the rational, and the spiritual, should

make a one, and that then the scientific should servo the

rational, and both the spiritual; for, as Avas said abov^;, by
Egypt is signified the scientific, by Ashur or Assjo-ia rhe

rational, and by Israel, tlie spiritual ; by the repetition of the

Avords, in thai day, is meant the first and second coming of the

Lord.

201. IV. The spiritual sense of the Word has heretofore re-

mained unknown.
That all things in nature, both in general and in particular,

correspond to things, spiritual, and in like manner all and every

thing in the human body, is shcAvn in the treatise concerning
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Heaven and Hell, n. 87—105. But what is meant by corre-

ispondence, has to this day remained unknown, notwithstanding it

v/as a subject most familiar to tli.a men of the most ancient times,

who esteemed it the science of sciences, and cultivated it so uni-

versally, that all their books and treatises Avere written by corre-

spondences. The book of Job, which was a book of the ancient

church, is full of correspondences. The hieroglyphics of tlie

Egyptians, and the fabulous stoi'ies of antiquity, were founded
on the same science. All the ancient chm'ches Avere churches

representative of spiritual things, and their ceremonies, and also

their statutes, which Avere rules for the institution of theii*

worship, consisted of mere correspondences. In like mannei-,

every thing in the Israelitish church, the burnt-offerings, sacri-

fices, meat-oiferings, and drink-offerings, Avith all the particulars

belonging to each, Avere correspc^ndences ; so also was the taber-

nacle, Avitli all things contained in it ; and likcAvise the festiA'aJs,

as the feast of unleavened bread, the feast of tabernacles, the

feast of the first fruits ; also, the priesthood of Aaron and the

Levites, and their garments of holiness : but Avhat Avere the

particular spu'itual things with Avhich each corresponded, is

shewn in the Arcana Ccelestia, published at London : and
beside the things above-mentioned, all the statutes and judge-

ments relating to Avorship and life were correspondences. Noav,

as divine things fix their existence in outAvard nature in corre-

spondences, therefore the Word Avas Avritten by mere corre-

spondences ; and for the same reason the Lord, in consequence
of speaking from the Divine, spoke by correspondences; for

Avhatever proceeds from the Divine, Avhen it comes into outAvard

nature, manifests itself in such outward things as correspond

with Avhat is divine, Avhich outAvai'd tlungs become then the

repositories of divine things, otherAvisc called celestial and spiri-

tual, Avhich lie concealed Avithin them.
202. I have been informed, that the men of the most ancient,

church, Avhich was before the flood, AA'cre of so heavenly a genius,

that they convci'sed with angels, and that they had the poAver of

liolding such converse by means of correspondences ; hence the

state of their Avisdom became such, that, on vicAving any of the

objects of this Avorld, they thought of them not only naturally,

but also spiritually, thus in conjunction Avith the angels at

heaven. I have been further informed, that Enoch, avIio is

spoken of in Genesis, v. 21—24, together Avith his associates,

collected correspondences from the lips of these celestial men,
and transmitted the knoAvledge thereof to posterity; in con-

sequence of Avhich, the science of correspondences was not

only known in many kingdoms of Asia, but Avas also much cul-

tivated, particularly in the land of Canaan, Egypt, Assyria,

Chaldsea, S}Tia, Aral^ia, in Tyre, Sidon, and Nineveh, and
from thence it was conveyed into Greece, Avhere it was changed
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into fable, as may appear from the Avorks of the oldest writers ol

that country

203. To shew that the science of correspondences was long

preserved in the Asiatic nations, among those who were called

diviners and wise men, and by some magi, I will adduce a re-

markable instance from 1 Sam. v. and vi. We are there in-

formed, that the ark, containing the two tables whereon were

written the ten commandments, was taken by the Philistines,

and placed in the house of Dagon in Ashdod, and that Dagou
fell to the ground before it ; and afterwards, that his head and

both the palms of his hands were separated from his body, and

lay on the threshold ; and that the people of Ashdod and Ekron,

to the number of several thousands, were smitten with luemor-

rhoids, and that the land Avas devoured with mice ; and that the

Philistines, on this occasion, called together their priests and
diviners, and that to put a stop to the destruction Avhich threat-

ened them, they determined to make five golden haemorrhoids,

and five golden mice, and a new cart, and to set the ark on this

cart, with the golden hsemorrhoids and mice, and have it drawn

by two milch kine, which lowed in the way before the cart, and

thus to send back the ark to the childi-en of Israel, by \Ahom the

kine and the cart were oflered up in sacrifice, and the God of

Israel was appeased. That all these devices of the Philistine

diviners Avere correspondences, is evident from their significa-

tion, which is this : the Philistines themselves signified those

who arc in faith separate from charity ; Dagon represented that

religious principle; the haemorrhoids, wherewith they were

smitten, signified the natural loves, which, if separated from

spiritual love, are unclean ; and mice signified the devastation of

the chiu'ch by falsifications of truth ; a new cart signified natural

doctrine of the church, for a chariot, in the AVord, signifies

doctrines derived from spiritiial truths; the milch kine signi-

fied good natural afl'ections ; the golden haemorrhoids signified

the natural loves purified and made good; the golden mice

signified the devastation of the church removed by means of

good, for gold in the Word signifies good ; the lowing of the

kine in the way signified the difficult conversion of the concu-

piscences of evil in the natural man into good afl'ections ; the

ofl'ering up of the kine and the cart as a burnt offering signified

that thus the God of Israel was rendered propitious. All these

things which the Philistines did by the advice of their diviners

were correspondences ; from which it appears that that science

was long preserved among the Gentiles.

.201. As the representative rites of the church, Avhich Avere

correspondences, began, in jjrocess of time, to be corrupted

by idolatrous and likcAvise magical applications of them, there-

fore, by the divine providence of the Lord, the science of cor-

respondences was gradualh' lost, and among the Israelitish and
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Jewish people entirely obliterated. The divine worship of that

people consisted indeed of mere correspondences, and conse-

quently -was representative of heavenly things; but still they
iiad no knowledge of a single thing represented ; for they were
altogether natural men, and therefore had neither inclination

nor ability to gain any knowledge of spiritual and celestial

subjects ; for the same reason they were necessarily ignorant of

correspondences, these being representations of things spiritual

and celestial in things natural.

205. The reason why the idolatries of the gentiles of old

took their rise from the science of correspondences, was because

all things that appear on the face of the earth have correspon-

dence, consequently, not only trees and vegetables, but also

beasts and birds of every kind, with fishes and all other things.

The ancients who were versed in the science of correspondences

made themselves images, which correspond with heavenly things

;

and were greatly delighted with them by reason of their signi-

lication, and because they could discern in them what related

to heaven and the chni'ch : they therefore placed those images
not only in their temples, but also in their houses, not with

any intention to worship them, but that they might serve as

means of recollecting the heavenly things which they signified.

Hence in Egypt and other places thej^ made images of calves,

oxen, serpents, and also of children, old men, and virgins

;

because calves and oxen signified the affections and poAvers of

the natural man ; serpents, the prudence and likewise the cun-

ning of the sensual man ; children, innocence and charity ; old

men, wisdom; and virgins, the aft'cctions of truth; and so in

other instances. Succeeding ages, Avhen the science of corre-

spondences was obliterated, began to adore as holy, and at length

to worship as deities, the images and resemblances set up by their

forefathers, because they found them in and about their temples.

For the same reason the ancients performed their Avorship in

gardens and groves, according to the different kinds of trees

groT\ ing in them, and also on mountains and hills ; for gardens

and groves signified wisdom and intelligence, and every j^articular

tree something that had relation thereto; as the olive, the

good of love ; the vine, truth derived from that good ; the cedar,

good and truth rational ; a moimtain, the highest heaven ; a

hill, the heaven beneath. That the science of correspondences

remained among many eastern nations, even till the coming of

the Lord, may appear also from the Avise men of the east, Avho

visited the Lord at his natiA'ity ; Avherefore a star Avent before

them, and they brought Avitli them gifts, gold, frankincense,

and myrrh (Matt. ii. 1, 2, 9, 10, 11) ; for the star Avhich Avent

before them signified knoAvledge from heaven; gold signified

celestial good ; frankincense, spiritual good ; and myrrh, natural

goof'- ; Avhich are the three constituents of all worship. But
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still there was no knowledge whatever of the science of corio-

spondences among the Israelitish and Jca\ ish people, although
all the parts of their worship, and all the statutes and judge-

ments given them hy Moses, and all things contained in the

Word, were mere correspondences. The reason of this was,

hecause they Avere idolaters at heart, and consequently were of

such a nature and genius that they were; not even willing to

knoAv that any part of their worship had ;i celestial and spirituai

signification, for they believed that all the parts of it were holy

of themselves ; therefore had the celestial and spiritual significa-

tions been revealed to them, they would not only have rejected,

but also have profaned them : for this reason heaven was so shut

to them, that they scarcely knew whether there was such a

thing as eternal life. That such was the case with them, ap-

pears e\ddent from the cu'cumstance, that they did not acknow-
ledge the Lord, although the whole Scriptm-e throughout
prophesied concerning him, and foretold his coming; and they

rejected him solely on this account, because he instructed them
about a heavenly kingdom, and not about an earthly one; for

they wanted a Messiah who should exalt them above all the

nations in the world, and not one wlio should provide only for

their eternal salvation.

206. The leason why tlie science of correspondences, which
is the key to the spiritual sense of the Word, was not discovered

to later ages, was because the Christians of the primitive church
were men of such great simplicity that it was impossible to

discover it to them; for had it been discovered, they Avould

have found no use in it, and would not have understood it.

After those f.rst ages of Christianity there arose thick clouds of

darkness, Avhich overspread the whole Christian world, first in

consequence of many heretical opinions propagated in the church,

and soon after in consequence of the decrees and determinations

of THE Council of Nice, concerning the 3xistence of three

divine persons from eternity, and concerning tlie person of

Chi'ist as the son of Mary, and not as the Son of Jehovah God.
Hence sprang the present faith of justification, in which three

gods are approached and worshiped according to their respective

orders, and on wliich depend ;dl and every thing belonging to

the present church, as the members of the body depend on the

head: and because men applied eveiy part of the A\ ord to con-

firm this erroneous faith, therefore the spiritual sense could not
be discovered; for had it been discovered, they would have
applied it also to a confirmation of the same faith, and thereby
woidd have profjxned the very holiness of the Word, and thus
u ould have shut heaven entirely against themselves, and have
removed the Lord entirely from the church.

207. The reason why the science of correspondences, which
js the kev to the spiritual sense of ttie Word, is now revealed.
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is, because the divine truths of the church are now corning to

light, and of these the spiritual sense of the Word consists; and
while these are in man, the literal sense of the Word cannot be
perverted ; for the literal sense is capable of being turned any
Avay, but if it be turned to favor the false, then its internal

sanctity is destroyed, and its external along with it; "v^neteas if

it be turned to favor the truth, then its sanctity is preserved

;

more, hcw3ver, will be said on this subject hereafter. That the

spiritual sense of the Word should be opened now, at this time,

is signified by John's seeing heaven open, and the white horse,

and also by his seeing and hearing the angel, who stood in the

sun, calling all people together to a great supper (Rev. xix. 11
•—18) ; but that it would not be acknowledged for some time, is

signified by the beasts and the kings of the earth, who were
about to make war with him that sat on the white horse (Rev.

xix. 19) ; and also by the dragon, which persecuted the woman
that brought forth the man-child, into the wilderness, and cast

out of his mouth water as a flood after her, that he might cause

her to be carried away by the flood (Rev. xii. 13—17).

208. y. Hereafter the spiritual sense of the Word ivill be made
known only to those loho are in (/enuine truths from the Lord.

The reason of this is, because no one can see the spiritual

sense except it be granted him by the Lord alone, and except

he be principled in divine truths from the Lord ; for the spiritual

sense of the Word treats solely of. the Lord and his kingdom,
and that is the sense which his angels in heaven are in the per-

ception of, for it is his divine truth there. This sense it is pos-

sible for a man to violate, if he is versed in the science of corre-

spondences, and desirous thereby to explore the spiritual sense of

the Word, under the influence of his own self-derived intelligence

alone ; for by some correspondences with which he is acquainted,

he may pervert the spiritual sense, and force it even to confirm

what IS false ; and this would be to oflfer violence to divine truth_,

and conseqvTcntly to heaven also, which is its place of abode;

therefore, if any one wishes to open that sense by virtue of his

own power, and not of the Lord's, heaven is closed against him ;

in which case he either loses sight of all truth or falls into spi-

ritual insanity. Another reason also is, because the Lord teaches

every one by means of the Word, and grounds his teaching on
the knowledges which a man is in possession of, and does not

infuse new ones immediately ; therefore, unless a man be jirin-

cipled in divine truths, or if he be only in a few truths, and at

the same time in falses, he may falsify truths by falses, as is

dene by every heretic with regard to the literal .sense of the

Word. To prevent, therefore, any person from entering into

the spiritual sense, and perverting genuine truth, which belongs

to that sense, there are guards set by the Jjord, which are sig-

nified in the Word by cherubs.
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209. VI. A relation of some wonderful j)henomenn resulting

from the spiritual sense of the Word.

In. the natural world no such wonderful phenomena result

from the Word, because the spiritual sense does not there appear,

and is not received inwardly l)y man according to its own proper

nature and quality ; but in the spiritual world there are wonderful

phenomena resulting from the Word, because all in that world

are spiritual, and spiritual things affect the spiritual man as na-

tural things do the natural man. There are many wonderful phe-

nomena resulting from the Word in the spiritual world, of which

I will here mention a few. The Word itself, kept in the most

sacred recesses of the temples in that world, shines in the sight

of the angels like a great star, and sometimes like a sun, and

from the bright, radiance Avith which it is encompassed there is

also an appearance as of beautiful rainbows formed round about

it : this phenoraonon is exhibited as soon as ever the sacred re-

pository of the Word is opened. That all and every particular

truth of the Word shines Avith a bright light, was made manifest

to me from this circumstance, that Avlien any single verse out of

the Word is transcribed on paper, and the paper is thrown up
into the air, the paper itself shines with a bright light, of the

same form with that in which it was cut out; so that spirits have

the power of producing by the Word a variety of bright lucid

figures, and also of birds and fishes. But what is still more won-
derful, if any person [imbued with genuine truth] rubs his face,

hands, or clothes against the Word, when it is open, so as to

touch the Avriting with them, his face, hands, and clothes shine

as if he were standing in a star, encompassed Avith its light.

This I haA'e often seen and wondered at; and hence it AA^as evi-

dent to me Avhat occasioned the face of Moses to shine, Avhen he
brought the tables of the covenant down from mount Sinai.

Besides these, there are many other Avonderful phenomena
resulting from the Word in the spiritual Avorld ; as, for instance,

if any person who is in falses ]ooks at the Word, as it lies in its

holy repository, there arises a thick darkness before his eyes, in

consequence of Avhich the Word appears to him of a black color,

and sometimes as if it were covered Avith soot ; but if the same
person touches the Word, it occasions an explosion, attended

AAdth a loud noise, and he is thrown to a corner of the room,
Avhere he lies for about the space of an hour, as if he were dead.

If any passage is transcribed out of the Word on a piece of

paper by a person who is in falses, and the paper is thrown up
towards lieaven, instantly the same explosion is occasioned in

the air betAveen his eye and heaven, and the paper is torn to

pieces and A^anishes from the sight; and the like happens, as I

have often seen, if the paper is thrown into a corner of the

room. Hence it appeared to me that those persons who are in

falses of doctrine have no communication Avith heaven by means
of the Word, but that their reading is dispersed in the Avay, and
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vanishes like gunpowder made up in paper, when it is set on
fire and goes off in the air. The very reverse happens with

those who are in truths of doctrine, by means of tlie AVord, from
the Lord ; their reading of the Word penetrates even into heaven,

and is effective of conjunction with the angels thereia. The
angels themselves, when they descend from heaven to execute

any business below, appear beset with small stars, particularly

about the head, which is a sign that they are inwardly replen-

ished with divine truths from the Lord.

Moreover, in the spiritvial world there are existences similar

to those on earth, but every thing therein is derived from a spi-

ritual origin ; so, among other things, there are gold and silver,

and precious stones of all kinds, whose spiritual origin is the

literal sense of the Word. Hence it is that in the Revelation

the foundations of the wall of the New Jerusalem are described

by twelve precious stones, because by the foundations of its wall

are signified the doctrinals of the New Church derived from the

literal sense of the Word ; hence, likewise, it is that in Aaron's

ephod there were also twelve precious stones, called Urim and
Thummim, and that by means of these, responses were given out

of heaven. Besides these, there are still many more wonderful

phenomena resulting from the Word with respect to the power
of truth therein, and Avhich is so immense that the description

would surpass all belief; for the power of truth in the Word is

such, that in the spiritual world it overturns mountains and
hills, and removes them to a great distance, and casts them
into the sea, with many other circumstances; in short, the

power of the Lord, by virtue of the Word, is infinite.

III. The literal sense of the word is the basis, the
CONTINENT, AND THE FIRMAMENT OF ITS SPIRITUAL AND CELES-

TIAL SENSES.

210. In every thing divine there is a first, a middle, and a

last, and the first passes through the middle to the last, and
thereby exists and subsists; hence the last is the basis. The
first also is in the middle, and by means of the middle in the last,

and thus the last is the continent ; and because the last is the

continent and the basis, it is also the firmament. The learned

reader will be able to comprehend the propriety of calling those

three, end, cause, and effect, and also esse, fieri, and existere, and
that the end answers to esse, the cause to fieri, and the effect to

existere ; consequently, that in every complete thing there is a

trinity, which is called first, middle, and last ; likewise end, cause,

and effect. He that comprehends this reasoning will also be able

to comprehend that every divine work is complete and perfect*

in the last ; and likewise that in the last is contained the whole,

because the prior things are contained together in it.

211. From this ground it is that, in the Word, according to its

spiritual sense, the number three signifies what is complete and
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perfect, and also the all or whole together; and because this h
the signification of that number, therefore it is so frequently ap-

plied in the Word, "when that signification is intended to be ex-

pressed ; as in the following places : Isaiah was to go naked and

barefoot ih7~ee years (Isa. xx. 3). Jehovah called Samuel three

times, and Samuel ran three times to Eh, and Eli understood him
the third time (1 Sara. iii. 1—8). David said to Jonathan that

he would hide himself in the field three days ; and Jonathan after-

wards shot three arroivs at the stone ; and David, lastly, bowed
himself thj-ee times before Jonathan (1 Sara. xx. 5, 12—42).

Elijah stretched hiraself thr'ee times on the widow's son (1 Kings
xvii. 21) ; Elijah coraraanded to pour water on the burnt-offering

three times (xviii. 34). Jesus said, The kingdora of heaven is like

unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three measures of

meal, till the whole was leavened (Matt. xiii. 33). Jesus said to

Peter that he should deny him thrice (xxvi. 34) . Jesus said three

times unto Peter, Lovest thou rae? (John xxi. 15—17.) Jonah
was in the whale's belly three days and three nights (Jonah i. 17)

.

Jesus said, Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it

up (John ii. 19). Jesus prayed three times in the garden of

Gethseraane (Matt. xxvi. 39—-44). Jesus rose again on the third

day (xxviii. 1) ; besides many other passages, where the nuraber

three is raentioned : in all these it denotes a work finished and
perfect, because such a Avork is signified by that number.

212. There are three heavens, the highest, the middle, and
the lowest ; the highest heaven constitutes the Lord's celestial

kingdom, the middle heaven his spiritual kingdom, and the

lowest heaven his natural kingdom. In like manner as there

are three heavens, so there are also three senses of the Word,
the celestial sense, the spiritual, and the natural ; to which also

may be applied what was said above, n. 210, that the first is in

the middle, and by means of the middle in the last
;
just as the

end is in the cause, and by means of the cause in the effect.

Hence appears the true nature and quality of the Word, viz.

that in its literal sense, which is natural, there is contained an
interior sense, which is spiritual, and in this an inmost sense,

w^hicli is celestial ; and thus that the last sense, which is natural,

and is called the literal sense, is the continent, and conse-

quently the basis and firmament of the two interior senses.

213. Hence it is evident that the AVord, without its literal

sense, would be like a palace without a foundation, that is, like

a palace in the aii and not on the ground, which could only be
the shadow of a palace, and must vanish away ; also that the

Word without the literal sense would be like a temple in which
are many holy things, with the most holy place in fh.e midst,

without roof or walls, which are its boundaries : if these were
wanting or were taken away, its holy things would be carried

away by thieves, and violated by the beasts of the earth and
the birds of the air, and would thus be destroyed. It would
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fte the same as if the tabernacle of the sons of Israel in the

<vilderness, in the inmost of which was the ark of the covenant,

and in the middle part the golden candlestick with the golden

altar upon which was the incense, and the table upon which was
the shew- bread, had been without its ultimates, which were
courts, veils, and pillars. In short, the Word without its literal

sense would be like the human body without its coverings, whicli

are called skins, and without its supporters, Avhich are called

bones, of which supposing it to be depi^ived, its inner parts must
of necessity be dispersed and perish. It would also be like the

heart and the lungs in the thorax, deprived of their covering,

which is called the pleura, and their supporters, which are called

the ribs; and like the brain without its coverings, which are

called the dura and pia mater, and without its common coverings

continent, and firmament, which is called the skull. So would it

be with the Word without its literal sense ; therefore it is said in

Isaiah, " the Lord will create upon all the gloiy a covering" (iv. 5)

.

IV. The divine truth, in the literal sense of the
WORD, IS IN ITS FULNESS, ITS SANCTITY, AND ITS POWER.

214. The reason why the Word in its literal sense is in its

fulness, its sanctity, and its power, is because the two prior or in-

terior senses, which are called spiritual and celestial, are simul-

taneously contained in the natural sense, which is the sense of

the letter, as was said above, n. 210, 212 ; but in what manner
they are so simultaneously contained shall now be shewn. Both
iw heaven and in the world there are two kinds of order, succes-

sive order, and simultaneous order : in successive order one thing

succeeds and follows another, from what is highest to what is

lowest ; but in simultaneous order one thing is next to another,

from what is innermost to what is outermost. Successive order

is like a column with degrees from highest to lowest ; but simul-

taneous order is like a work whose centre and circumferences

have a regular coherence, even to the outermost surface. We will

now shew in what manner successive order becomes, in its ulti-

mates, simultaneous order, which is thus : the liighest parts of

successive order become the inmost of simultaneous order, and
the lowest parts of successive order become the outermost of si-

multaneous order, just as M'ould be the case with a column of

degrees, were it to sink down and become a coherent body in a

plane. Thus what is simultaneous is formed from what is suc-

cessive, and this is the case in all and every thing in the natural

world, and in all and every thing in the spiritual world ; for there

is every where a first, a middle, and a last, and the first, by means
of the middle, tends and proceeds to its last : hut it should be
well observed, that there are also degrees of purity, according to

whicli both these kinds of order are established. Now, to applv

this reasoning to the Word : the celestial, spiritual, and natural

[principles] proceed from the Lord in successive order, and in

their last, or ultimate, they are in simultaneous order; thu"*
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then the celestial and spiritual senses of the Word are simulta-

neously contained in its natural sense. "When this truth is com-
prehended, it Avill be easy to see how the natural sense of the

Word is the continent, basis, and firmament of its spiritual and
celestial senses : and also in what manner divine good and divine

truth, in the literal sense of the Word, are in their fulness, their

sanctity, and their power. From hence it must appear evident

that the Word is pre-eminently the Word in its literal sense; for

it is in this sense that spirit and life are inwardly contained ; and
this is what the Lord meant when he said, "The words which T

speak unto you are spirit and life" (John vi. 63) ; for the Lord
spoke his words in the natural sense. The celestial and spiritual

senses are not the Word without the natural sense ; for in such

a case they are like spirit and life without a body ; or, as was
said above, n. 213, like a palace which has no foundation.

215. The truths of the literal sense of the Word, in some
cases, are not naked truths, but only appearances of truth, and
are like similitudes and comparisons taken from such things as

are in nature, and thus accommodated and adequate to the

apprehension of simple minds and children ; but they are at the

same time correspondences, therefore they are the receptacles

and abodes of genuine truth : they are also its containing vessels,

in like manner as a crystalline cup contains excellent wine, or

as a silver dish contains rich meats, or as garments clothing the

body, like swaddling clothes to an infant, or an elegant dress on
a beautiful virgin : they are also like the scientifics of the natural

man, which comprehend in them the pei'ceptions and affections

of spiritual truth./ The naked truths themselves, Avhich are in-

cluded, contained, attired, and comprehended, are in the spiritual

sense of the Word, and the naked goods are in its celestial sense.

But let us illustrate this by instances from the Word :
" Jesus

said. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees ; for ye make clean

the outside of the cup and of the platter, but within they are

full of extortion and excess. Thou blind Pharisee, cleanse first

that which is within the cup and platter, that the outside of

them may be clean also'^ (Matt, xxiii. 25, 26). In this passage

the Lord spoke by similitudes and comparisons, which at the

same time are correspondences. He uses the words " cup and

platter,'"' and by cup is not only meant, but also signified, the

truth of the Word ; for by the cap is meant wine, and by wine
is signified truth ; but by the platter is meant meat, and by
meat is signified good; therefore by making clean the inside of

the cup and platter, is signified to purify the interiors of the

mind, which relate to the will and the thoughts, by means of

the Word ; and by the consequent cleansing of the outside is

signified that thus the exteriors are purified, which are the words
and works, for these derive their essence from the former.

Again :
" Jesus said. There was a certain rich man, who was

clothed in purple and fine linen, and fared sumptuously every
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day; and tliere avus a certain poor man, named Lazarus, avIio

was laid at his gate full of sores ^' (Lidvc xvi. 19, 20). In this

passage also the Lord spoke by similitudes and comparisons,

which ai'e correspondences, and contain in them spiritual tilings.

By tlie rich man is meant tlie Jewish nation, who are called rich,

because they were in possession of the Word, in which there are

spiritual riches ; by the purple and fine linen Avith which the

rich man was clothed, are signified the good and truth of the

"Word, 1)y purple its good, and by fine linen its truth ; by faring

sumptuously every day is signified the delight which the Jewish

people took in possessing the Word, and hearing it often read

in their temples and synagogues; by the poor Lazarus arc

meant the Gentiles, because they were not in possession of the

Word ; by Lazarus lying at the rich man^s gate is meant that

the Gentiles were despised and rejected by the Jews ; by being

full of sores is signified, that the Gentiles from their ignorance

of truth were in many falses. The reason why the Gentiles

were meant by Lazarus, was, because the Gentiles were be-

loved by the Lord, as was Lazarus whom he raised from the

dead (John xi. 3, 5, 36) ; who is called his friend (xi. 11) ; and

who sat with him at table (xii. 2). From these two passages

it is evident that the truths and goods of the literal sense of the

Word are like vessels and garments, to contain and cover the

naked good and truth, which lie concealed in the spiritual and
celestial senses of the Word, Since the Word in its hteral sense

is of such a nature, it follows of consequence that those who are

in divine truths, and in a belief that the Word in its internal

parts is divine and holy, see di\diie truths in natm^al light, while

they read the Word in a state of illustration from the Lord, and
more especially if they believe that the Word is of such a nature

by virtue of its spiritual and celestial sense; for the light of

heaven in which the spiritual sense of the Word is, descends by
influx into the natural light in which the literal sense of the

Word is, and illuminates a man's intellectual principle, wliicli is

called his rational principle, and makes him see and acknow-
ledge divine truths, both where they are manifest and where
they lie concealed. This eflfect of the influx of light from heaven
takes place in some cases even when men are ignorant of it.

216. Since the Word in its inmost contents, from its celes-

tial sense, is like a gentle burning flame, and in its middle con-

tents, from its spu-itual sense, is like an illustrating light, it

follows, that in its viltimate or last contents, from its natural

sense, it is like a transparent object recipient both of flame and
light, which from the flame is red like crimson, and from the

light is white like snow; thus it is respectively like a ruby and
a diamond, from the celestial flame like a rubj', and from the
spiritual light like a diamond. And since this is the nature and
oualitv of the Word in its literal sense, therefore the Word is
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meant in that sense, 1. By the precious stones of which the

foundations of the New Je)~usalem were built; 2. Also by the

Urim and Thummim on the Ephod of Aaron; 3. Likewise by the

precious stones in the garden of Eden, wherein the king of Tyre
is said to have been ; 4. Ajid farther by the curtains, vails, and
pillars of the tabernacle; 5. In like manner by the external parts

of the temple at Jerusalem. 6. The fVord in its glory was repre-

sented in the person of the Lord lohen he was transfgured ; 7.

The power of the JFord in its last or ultimate sense, was repre-

sented by the Nazarites. 8. Of the inexpressible power of the

Word. But these articles shall be severally illustrated.

217. 1. The truths of the literal sense of the Word are under-
stood by the precious stones of which the foundations of the New
Jerusalem were built, as mentioned in the Revelation (xxi. 17—21).

It was observed above, n. 209, that in the spiritual world
there are precious stones, just as in the natm*al world, and that

they derive their spiritual origin from the truths which are m
the literal sense of the Word. This may appear incredible, but
still it is time. Hence it is, that in whatever part of the Word
precious stones are mentioned, in the spiritual sense truths are

understood by them. That by the precious stones of which the
foundations of the Avail encompassing the city, New Jerusalem,
are said to be constructed, are signihed the truths of the doc-

trine of the New Church, follows from hence, because by the

New Jerusalem is signified the New Cliui-ch in respect to doc-
trine derived from the Word; therefore by its wall, and the

foundations thereof, nothing can be meant but the external of

the Word, which is its literal sense ; for it is this sense from
which doctrine is derived, and by doctrine the chiu'ch ; and this

sense is like a wall with foundations, that encompasses and
secui'cs the city.

The New Jerusalem and its foundations are thus described

in the Revelation :
" The angel measured the wall thereof, a

hundi'ed and forty and four cubits, according to the measure of

a man, that is, of an angel. And the wall had twelve founda-
tions, garnished with all manner of precious stones. The first

foundation was a jasper; the second, a sapphire; the third, a

chalcedony ; the fourth, an emerald ; the fifth, a sardonyx ; the
sixth, a sardius ; the seventh, a chrysolite ; the eighth, a beiyl

;

the ninth, a topaz ; the tenth, a chrysoprasus ; the eleventh, a

jacinth; the twelfth, an amethyst" (xxi. 17—20). The reason

why the twelve foundations of the wall were built of the same
number of precious stones is, because the number twelve signi-

fies the all of truth derived from good, and consequently in this

place the all of doctrine. But this, with the preceding and
following passages of that chapter, may be seen particularly

explained and confirmed by parallel passages from the prophetic

writings in the Apocalypse Bevealed.
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218. 2. llie goods and truths of the Word in its literal sense

are understood bij the Urlm and Thummim on Aaron's ephod.

The Urim and Thuramira were on Aaron's ephod, whose
pi'iesthood was representative of the Lord with respect to divine

good and the work of salvation ; the garments of the priesthood,

or of his holiness, were representative of divine truths from the

Lord ; the ephod was representative of divine truth in its ulti-

mate, consequently of the Word in its literal sense, for this is

divine truth in its ultimate : hence by the twelve precious stones,

Avitli the names of the twelve tribes of Israel, which Avere the

Urim and Thummim, were represented divine ti'uths as derived

from divine good in their whole complex. Concerning the ephod
with the Urim and Thummim, Moses has these words :

" They
shall make the ephod of blue [hyacinthinum] and purple, of

scarlet double dyed and fine twined linen ; and they shall make
the breast-plate of judgement according to the work of the

ephod, and shall set it with settings of stones, even four rows of

stones : the first row shall be a ruby, a topaz, and an emerald

;

and the second row shall be a chrysoprase, a sapphire, and a

diamond ; and the third row a ligure, an agate, and an amethyst;

and the fourth row a beryl, a sardius, and a jasper : and the

stones shall be on the names of the children of Israel ; the en-

gravings of a signet shall be ou the name of every one for the

twelve tribes. And Aaron shall carry on the breast-plate of

judgement the Urim and Thummim, and they shall be upon
Aaron's heart, Avlien he goeth in before Jehovah " (Exod. xx\aii.

6, 15—21, 29, 30). AVhat is represented by Aaron's garments,

his ephod, robe, coat, mitre, and belt, is explained in the work
entitled Arcana Ccelestia, published at London, where in

treating on that chapter it is shewn, that by the ephod is repre-

sented divine truth in its ultimate; by the precious stones

therein are signified truths, transparent from good ; by twelve

in a four-fold order, all those truths from the first to the last

;

by the twelve tribes of Israel, all things relating to the church

;

by the breast-plate, divine truth derived from divine good in a

universal sense ; by the Urim and Thummim, the brilliancy of

divine truth derived from divine good in its ultimates, for Urim
signifies a shining fire, and Thummim, brilliancy, in the angelic

tongue, and in the Hebrew tongue, integrity. In the same
work it is also shewn that responses were given by the variega-

tions of light, accompanied by a tacit perception, or by an audi-

ble voice, with many other circumstances. Hence it may appear

evident, that by those stones vceve. likewise signified truths

derived from good in the ultimate sense of the Word, responses

from heaven are not given by any other means, because in that

sense the diAdne proceeding is in its fulness.

219. 3. The same is miderstood hxj the precious stones in the

garden of Eden, loherein the king of Tyre is said to have been.
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It is -u-ritten in Ezekiel, " King of Tyre, tlion v.ho sealcst n(i

tliy siwa, fnll of Avisdom, and perfect in beanty; tiiou hast been

in Eden, the garden of God: every precious stone Avas thy

covering, the ruby, the topaz, and the diamond ; the beryl, the

sardonyx, and the jasper; the sappliire, the chrysoprase, and
the emerald; and gold^' (xx^iii. 12, 13). By Tyre, in tlie "Word,

is signified the church with respect to the knowledges of good
and truth ; by king is signified the truth of the chiu'ch ; by the

garden of Eden is signified Avisdom and intelhgencc derived from
the Word ; by precious stones are signified truths, such as are

in the literal sense of the Word, bright and transparent from
good; and as these are signified by those stones, therefore they

are called his covering. That the literal sense of the Word
serves as a covering for the interior senses, may be seen above,

n. 213.

220. 4. Truths and goods in their ultimates, such as are in

the literal sense of the Word, were represented hij the curtains,

vails, and pillars of the tabernacle.

The tabernacle which JNIoses built in the Avilderness repre-

sented heaven and the chm'ch ; therefore the pattern of it was
shewn to ]\Ioses by Jehovah on jNIount Sinai. Hence all the

things contained in that tabernacle, as the candlestick, the

golden altar for incense, and the table Avhereon was the shew-
bread, represented and signified the holy things of heaven and
the church ; and the holy of holies, where was the ark of the

covenant, represented and thence signified the inmost of heaven
and the church ; and the law written on two tables, signified the

Word ; and the cherubs above it signified guards, to prevent the

violation of the holy things of the Word. Xow as externals

derive their essence from internals, and both the one and the

other from Avhat is inmost, which in the tabernacle Avas the laA\

,

therefore the holy things of the Word were represented and
signified by all things belonging to the tabernacle ; hence it

follows that the ultimates of the tabernacle, as the curtains, the

vails, and the pillars, Avhich ^vere its coverings, continents, and
firmaments, signified the ultimates of the Word, Avhicli are the

truths and goods of its literal sense ; and because those things

Avere signified, therefore all the curtains and vails were made of

fine tAvined linen, and blue [hyacinthinum], and scarlet double
dyed, Avith cherubs (Exod. xxAd. 1, 31, 36). The general and
particular representations and significations of the tabernacle,

and all that Avas in it, are explained in the Arcana Ccelestia;
and in treating on that chapter of Exodus, it is there

shewn that the curtains and vails represented the externals

of heaven and the church, consequently also the externals

of the Word ; and further, that fine linen signified truth

from a spiritual origin; blue [hyacinthinum), truth from a

celestial origin ; purple, celestial good ; double dyed scarlet,
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spiritual good; and cherubs^ the guards of the interiors of the

Word.
221. 5. The same was represented by the externals of the

temple at Jerusalem.

The reason of this is, because the temple, as well as the

tabernacle, was representative of heaven and the church, with

this diflerence only, that the temple was representative of the

heaven in which the spiritual angels dwell, whereas the taber-

nacle was representative of the heaven in which the celestial

angels dwell. The spiritual angels are those who are in wisdom
from the Word, and the celestial angels are those who are in

love from the Word. That the temple at Jerusalem, in its

highest sense, signified the Divine Humanity of the Lord, he
himself teaches in these words :

" Destroy this temple, and in

three days I will raise it up ; but he spoke of the temple of his

body" (John ii. 19, 21); and wherever the Lord is understood,

there also the Word is understood, because he is the Word.
Now, since the interiors of the temple were representative of the

interiors of heaven and the church, and also of the Word, there-

fore its exteriors were representative and significative of the

exteriors of heaven and the church, and consequently of the

exteriors of the Word, which are its literal sense. Concerning
the exteriors of the temple it is written, " they were built of

whole stones not hewn, and of cedar within ; and all its walls

within were carved with figures of cherubs, palm-trees, and
openings of flowers ; and the floor was overlaid with gold "

(1 Kings vi. 7, 29, 30) ; all which likewise signified the externals

of the Word, which are the holy things of its literal sense.

222. 6. Ttte Word in its glory ivas represented in the person

of the Lord at his transfiguration.

Concerning the Lord's transfiguration in the presence of

Peter, James, and John, it is written, " His face did shine as

the sun, and his raiment was as the light ; and there appeared

Moses and Elias talking with him ; and a bright cloud over-

shadowed them : and a voice was heard out of the cloud, saying,

This is my beloved Son; hear ye him^' (Matt. xvii. 1—5). I

have been informed that the Lord on this occasion represented

the Word ; his face, which shone as the sun, represented the

divine good of his divine love; his raiment which was as the

light, the divine truth of his divine wisdom ; Moses and Elias,

the historical and prophetical Word ; Moses, the Word which
was written by him, and in general the historical Word ; and
Elias, the whole prophetical Word; the bright cloud which over-

shadowed the disciples, the Word in its literal sense; therefore out

of this a voice was heard, saying, "This is my beloved Son; hear
him ;

" for all declarations and responses from heaven are deli-

vered by means of ultimates, such as are in the literal sense of

the Word; for they are delivered in fulness from the Lord.
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223. 7. The poiver of the Word in its ultimates ivas repre-

sented by the Nazarites.

It is written in the book of Judges concerning Sampson,

that he was a Nazarite from his mother's womb, and that his

strength consisted in his hair. By the words Nazorite and

Nazariteship alpo is signified hair. That Sampson's strength

consisted in his hair is jilain from these his own words :
" There

hath not come a razor upon my head, for I have been a Nazarite

unto God from my mother's womb; if I be shaven, then my
strength will go from me, and I shall become weak, and be like

any other man'^ (Judges xvi. 17). It is impossible for any one

to know why the Nazariteship, which signified hair, was insti-

tuted, and ou v»hat groimd it was that Sampsor^ derived strength

from his hair, unless he is first acquainted Avith the signification

of the head in the AA^ord. The head signifies intelligence, which
angels and men have from the Lord by means of divine truth;

hence hair signifies intelligence in its ultimates or extremes

derived from divine truth. Since this is the signification of hair,

it was therefore ordained as a law for the Nazarites, " That they

shoidd not shave the hair of their heads, because that is the

Nazariteship of God upon their heads" (Numb. vi. 1—21).

And for the same reason it was likewise ordained, " That the

high priest and his sons should not shave their heads, lest they

should die, and wrath should come upon the whole house of

Israel" (Levit. x. 6). Since the hair by reason of this significa-

tion, grounded in correspondence, was so holy, therefore the Son
OF JMan, Avho is the Lord in respect to the Word, is described

even as to his hairs, " that they were white like wool, as white as

snow'^ (Rev. i. 14). In like manner the Ancient of days is

described (Dan. vii. 9). Since hair signifies truth in its ulti-

mates, consequently the literal sense of the Word, therefore

those who despise the Word in the spiritual world become bald,

and on the contrary, those who have held the Word in much
esteem, and accounted it holy, appear adorned with graceful

and becoming locks. It was on account of chis correspondence

that the forty-tAvo children who called Elisha bald-head, were
torn in pieces by two she-bears (2 Kings ii. 23, 24) ; for Elisha

represented the church in respect to doctrine derived from the

Word, and she-bears signify the power of truth in its ultimates.

The reason why the power of divine tnith, or the Word, is in

its literal sense is, because the Word in that sense is in its

fulness, and the angels of both the Lord's kingdoms, together

with men on earth, are united in that sense.

224. 8. Of the inexpressible power of the TTord.

Scarcely a single person at this day knows thrt there is any
power in truths ; for it is generally supposed that truth is no-
thing more than a word spoken by some person of jiuthority,

which on that account ought to be attended to and obeyed, con-
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sequcntly tliat it is only like breatli issuing from the mouthy and
like a sound in the air; -whereas truth and good are the con-

stituent principles of all things existing in both the spiritual and
natural worlds, and are the essences by which the universe Avas

created, and by which it is preserved, and also by Avhich man
was made; therefore these two principles are the all in all

thi-oughout the system of created things. That the universe

was created by divine truth, is expressly declared in John :
" In

the beginning vvas the Word, and the Word was God. All

things were made by him, and without him was not any thing

made that was made. And the world was made by him " (i. 1,

3, 10) ; and in DaAad :
" By the Word of the Lord were the

heavens made" (Psalm xxxiii. 6). By the Word, in both pas-

sages, is meant divine truth. And as the universe was created

by it, so also it is preserved by it ; for subsistence is perpetual

existence, and preservation is perpetual creation. That man
was made by divine truth is the real cause that all things in

him have relation to the understanding and the will ; the under-
standing is the recipient of divine truth, and the Avill of divine

good ; consequently the human mind, which consists of those

two principles, is nothing else but a form of divine truth and
divine good, spiritually and naturally organized, Avhich form is

the human brain ; and whereas the Avliole man is dependent on
his mind, therefore all things in and belonging to the body are

appendages, which receive life and action from those two prin-

ciples. Hence the reason may now appear why God came into

the world as the Word, and was made a man, in order to effect

redemption ; for God at that time by means of the humanity,
which was divine truth, put on all power, and cast down, sub-

dued, and reduced to obedience, the hells, Avliich had grown up
even to the heavens Avhere the angels dwell. And this he
effected, not by any oral word, but by the Divine Word, Avhich

is divine truth ; and afterwards he fixed a great gulph between
the hells and the heavens, which none from hell can pass over

;

for if any one attempts to pass, at his first entrance into it, he
is instantly tortured like a serpent on plates of red hot iron, or

on a bed of ants ; for devils and satans no sooner smell the odor

of divine truth, than they instantly throw themselves headlong

into the deep, and cast themselves into caverns, which they stop

up so closely that not a single cleft is left open to admit the

light. The reason of this is, because their wills are in evils, and
their understandings in falses, consequently in the opposites to

di\ine good and truth ; and as the whole man consists of those

two principles of life, therefore on the perception of the opposites

they are so grievously tortured from head to foot. Hence it

may appear that the power of divine truth is inexpressible ; and
since the Word which is in the Christian church, is the conti-

nent of divine truth in its three degrees, it is e\ident that it is
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this which is meant in John i. 3^ 10. That this power is inex-

pressible, I could prove by much experimental evidence exhibited

before me in the spiritual world; but as such evidence might
exceed all belief, and appear incredible, I think it best to be
silent, only referring the reader to what is said above on this

subject, n. 209. Hence will result this memorable truth, that

the chm-cli which is principled in divine truths from the Lord,
has power over the hells, and is that church of which the Lord
said to Peter, " On this rock will I build my church, and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it" (Matt. xvi. 18). The
Lord said this after Peter's confession, " That he was Christ the
Son of the living God" (verse 16). This truth is understood in

that passage by the rock ; for by a rock, wherever mentioned in

the Word, is meant the Lord as to divine truth.

Y. The doctrine of the church ought to be draavn
FROM the literal SENSE OF THE WORD, AND TO BE CON-
FIRMED THEREBY.

225. It was shewn in the foregoing article that the Word,
in its literal sense, is in its fulness, its holiness, and its power

;

and since the Lord is the Word, and the First and the Last,

according to his own declaration in the Revelation, i. 17, it

follows that the Lord in that sense is most eminently present,

and that from that sense he teaches and enlightens mankind

;

but the truth of this will fall under the following propositions :—

-

1. The Word, without doctrine, is uninteUigible. 2. Doctrine
ought to he drawn from the literal sense of the Word. 3. Divine
truth, which constitutes doctrine, appears only to those ivho are
in illustration from the Lord.

226. 1. The Word, without doctrine, is unintelliyible.

The reason of this is because the Word, in its literal sense,

consists of mere correspondences, to the end that spiritual and
celestial things may be simultaneously in it, and that every
single expression may afford them a continent and support

;

therefore divine truths in the literal sense are rarely found naked,
but clothed, in which state they are called the appearances of
truth, consisting of various relations accommodated to the appre-
hension of the simple, who are not used to any elevation of
their thoughts above A-isible objects. There are also some things
which appear like contradictions, when nevertheless there is not
u single contradiction in the Word, if it be vicAved in its own
spiritual light : in some parts, likewise, of the prophetic writings
there is a collection of names of places and persons, from which
in the letter no sense can be gathered. Such then being the
nature of the Word in its literal sense, it must be very evident
that without doctrine it cannot possibly be understood ; but
this will be best illustrated by examples. It is said, for instance,
^' that Jehovah repenteth " (Exed. xxxii. 12, 14; Jonah iii. 9;
iv. 2); and it is also said ''that Jehovah doth not repent''
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(Numb xsiii. 19; 1 Sam. xv. 29); which apparently coutradic-

torv passages, without doctrine, are not reconcilable. It is also

said " that Jehovah visiteth the iniquities of the fathers upon
the children, to the third and fourth generation" (Numb. xiv.

18); audit is likewise said "that neither shall the fathers be

put to death for the children, nor the children for the fathers
;

but every man shall be put to death for his own sin" (Dent, xxiv,

1 6) . These passages, without doctrine, seem contradictory

;

Init Avlien illustrated by doctrine they are in perfect agreement.

Jesus says, " Ask, and it shall be given you ; seek, and je shall

find ; knock, and it shall be opened unto you." Without doc-

trine it might be supposed from these Avords that every one
would certainly receive Avhat he requests ; but doctrine teaches

that whatever a man asks of the Lord, and under his influence,

is gi'anted him ; for thus the Lord explains himself :
" If ye

abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what ye
will, and it shall be done unto you" (John xv. 7). The Lord
says, " Blessed are the poor ; for theirs is the kingdom of God"
(Luke vi. 20). Without doctrine it may be imagined that hea-

ven is designed for the poor, and not for the rich ; but doctrine

teaches that the poor in spirit are here meant ; for the Lord says

in another place, " Blessed are the poor in spirit ; for theirs is

the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. v. 3). Again the Lord says,

" Judge not, and ye shall not be judged ; for with what judge-

ment ye shall judge, ye shall be judged" (-sdi. 1, 2 ; Luke ri.

37). Without doctrine a person might here be led to this con-

clusion, that he ought not to judge in respect to an e^dl man
that he is evil ; whereas from doctrine it appears that it is lawful

to judge, if it be done righteously; for the Lord says "Judge
righteous judgement" ( John Adi. 24). Again the Lord says,

" Be not ye called teacher, for one is your teacher, even Christ

;

and call no man your father upon earth, for one is your Father

in heaven ; neither be ye called masters, for one is your IMaster,

even Christ" (Matt, xxiii. 8, 9, 10). These words, unexplained

by doctrine, would seem to imply that it is not lawful to call

any person teacher, father, or master ; whereas by doctrine we
learn that this is lawful in a natural sense, though it is imlaw-

ful in a spiritual sense. Again, Jesus said to Iris disciples,
"' When the Son of Man shall sit upon the throne of his glory,

ye also shall sit upon twelve thrones, judging the twer^e tribes

of Israel" (Matt. xix. 28). From these words it might be con-

cluded that the disciples of the Lord are to sit hereafter in

judgement, when the truth is, that they cannot judge any per-

son ; doctrine therefore explains this mystery, by teaching that

the Lord alone, who is omniscient, and knows all hearts, will sit

in judgement, and is able to judge ; and that by his tu-elvc dis-

ciples is meant the chiu'ch in respect to all the truths and goods
which it has from the Lord by means of the Word ; from whence
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doctrine concludes that tliose truths and goods arc to judge
jvery one, according to the words of the Lord in John iii. 17,

18 ; xii. 47, 48. Many other passages of a similar kind occui?

m the Word, from Avhich it manifestly appears that the Word^
without doctrine, is unintelligible.

227. The Word, by means of doctrine, is rendered not only

intelligible, but also bright and shining in the understanding

;

for it is then like a chandelier full of lighted candles, whereby
a man sees what w^as before invisible, and understands what wa?
before unintelligible. The obscure and discordant passages he
either does not see, and therefore takes no notice of them, or lie

sees, and by means of doctrine reconciles them to each other.

That men see, and also explain the Word according to doctrine,

is clear from the practice of all Christian churches. The Re-
ibrmed see it by the light of their doctrine, and explain it

accordingly; the Roman Catholics, and even the Jews, do the

same, with respect to their doctrine ; consequently, where the

doctrine is false, men see falsely, and give false interpretations;

but where the doctrine is true, they see and interpret according

to truth. Hence it is evident that true doctrine is like a

lantern in a dark night, or like a guide-post to direct travelers

in the right way.

228. From what has been said it is very clear that those who
read the Word without doctrine, are in the dark concerning

every truth, and that their minds must be wavering and un-

settled, prone to errors, and easily betrayed into heresies, which
they will even embrace with eagerness, in case they are sup-

ported by the authority and favorable opinion of mankind, and
that they may do it with a safe reputation; for the Word is to

them as a candlestick without a light in it, and they see many
things as it were in shade, though scarcely discerning a single

object distinctly ; for doctrine is the only light which can guide

them in their inquiries. I have seen such persons examined by
the angels ; and it was found that they could confirm from the

Word whatever opinion they pleased, and that they actually do

so, particularly all such opinions and tenets as favor their own
love, and the love of those wdiom they study to oblige ; but I

afterwards saw them stripped of their garments, Avhich is a sign

that they were destitute of truths ; for garments in the spiritual

world are truths.

229. 2. Doctrine ought to be drawn from the literal sense of

the Word, and to be confirmed thereby.

The reason of this is, because the Lord is present in that

sense, teaching and enlightening the mind : for all the Lord's

operations are performed in fulness, and the Word in its literal

sense is in its fulness, as was shewn above : this is the true

ground why doctrine ought to be drawn from the sense of the

letter. The doctrine of genuine truth may also be fully di'awn
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&om the literal sense of the Word j for the Word in that sense

is like a person with his clothes on, Avhose face and hands, not-

withstanding, aie hare ; so aU things in the Word, whicli appre-

tain to man's faith and life, and consequently to salvation, are

bare and naked, but the rest are clothed; and in many places

where they are clothed they appear through their clotliing, as

females appear through a thin veil of silk thrown over their

faces. The truths of the Word also, in proportion as they are

multiplied by tlie love of them, and by that love are arranged in

order, shine and become apparent more and more clearly through
their outward covering.

230. It may be imagined that the doctrine of genuine truth

might be collected by means of the spiritual sense of the Word,
which is learnt by the science of correspondences ; doctrine,

however, is not attainable by means of that sense, but is only

capable of receiving illustration and confirmation from it ; for,

as was observed above, n. 208, it is possible for a person to

falsify the Word by some correspondences with whicli he is ac-

quainted, when he connects them together, and applies them to

the confirmation of particular opinions originally fixed in his

mind. Besides, the spiritual sense of the Word is not granted

to any one except by the Lord only, and he guards it as he does

the angelic heaven, which indeed is included in it.

231. 3. Genuine truth, which should constitute doctrine, in

the literal sense of the Word, is aj^parent only to those who are

in illustration from the Lord.

Illustration comes from the Lord alone, and is aflForded to

those who love truths for truth's sake, and apply them to the

uses of life ; none else can receive illustration from the Word.
The reason why illustration comes from the Lord alone is, be-

cause the Word is from him, and consequently he is in the

Word ; and the reason of its being afi'orded only to those who
love truths for truth's sake, and apply them to the uses of life,

is because they are in the Lord, and the Lord in them ; for the

Lord is truth itself, as was shewn in the chapter concerning

him ; and the Lord is then loved when men live according to

his divine truths, and by virtue thereof perform uses, according

to these words in John :
" At that day ye shall know that ye

are in me, and I in you : he that hath my commandments, and
doeth them, he it is that loveth me ; and I will love him, and
will manifest myself to him; and will come unto him, and make
my abode with him''' (xiv. 20, 21, 23). These are those who are

in illustration when they read the Word, and to whom the Word
appears in its brightness and transparence. The reason wiiy the

Word appears to such in its brightness and transparence, is be-

cause there is both a spiritual and a celestial sense in every part

of the Word, and these senses are in the light of heaven ; there-

fore the Ijord, by these senses and their light, enters by influx
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into the natural sense of the Word and the light thereof abiding

in man : hence a man acknowledges the truth from an interior

perception^ and afterwards sees it in his own thought, and tliis

as often as he is in the aftection of truth for truth^s sake ; for

perception comes from aftection, and thought from perception,

and thence arises acknowledgement, which is called faith.

233. The very reverse takes place with men ^vho interpret the

Word by the doctrine of false religion, and particularly when
they confirm such doctrine by the Word, with a view to their

own glory and the acquirement of worldly Avealth. To such

persons the truths of the Word appear as in the shades of night,

and falses as in the light of day : they read truths, but they do
not see them ; and if they see the shadow of tliem they falsify

thera. These are those whom the Lord describes as " having
eyes, and yet they see not, and ears, and yet they do not under-
stand" (Matt. xiii. 14, 15). Hence their light in spiritual

things, or such as regard the church, becomes merely natural,

and their intellectual sight is like that of a person who imagines
he sees phantoms when he lies awake in his bed, or like that of

a man walking in his sleep, Avho fancies himself broad awake.

233. I have been permitted to converse with several after

death, who believed they should shine as the stars in the firma-

ment, because, as they said, they had accounted the Word holv,

had often perused it, and had collected many things from it,

whereby they had confirmed the tenets of their particular faith,

and had acquired the reputation of being great scholars and
learned men, in consequence of which they supposed they should

be advanced to the dignity of a Michael or a Raphael. But on
the examination of several of them respecting the love which in-

fluenced them in their study of the Word, it was discovered that

some of them had studied it from self-love, Avith a view to ac-

quire rank and distinction in the church, and some from Avorldly

love, with a view to gain. On their examination also respecting

what they had learnt from the Word, it was discovered that

they did not know a single genuine truth, but only what may
be called truth falsified, Avhich, in its own proper nature, is the
false in a state of putridity, for in heaven it stinks ; and they
Avere informed that this Avas a consequence of reading the Word
only with a vicAV to themselves and the Avorld, Avithout regarding
the truth of faith, and the good of life, as the ends of their read-

ing ; for in this case, Avhere self and the world are the ends, the
mind, in reading the Word, abides in self and in the Avorld, and
hence their thoughts are constantly derived from their OAvn

selfhood, and the selfhood of man is in utter darkness
respecting all things that relate to heaven and the church;
so that in such a state it is impossible for a man to be under the

Lord's guidance, and to be elevated by him into the light of

heaven; consequently it is impossible he should receive any
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influx from the Lord tlirongh heaven. I have also seen such
persons admitted into heaven ; but when they were discovered
to be without truths, they were cast down again

; yet still they
remained full of a conceit that they deserved to be in heaven.
The case is diflferent with those who have studied the Word from
the affection of knowing truth for truth's sake, and because it is

serviceable to the uses of life, not only in respect to themselves,
but also to their neighbour. I have seen these raised up into
heaven, and thus into the light wherein divine truth there
appears, and at the same time exalted into that angelic wisdom
and its happiness which the angels of heaven enjoy.

VI. By the literal sense of the word a man has con-
junction WITH THE LORD, AND CONSOCIATION WITH THE ANGELS.

234. The reason why a man has conjunction with the Lord,
by means of the Word, is, because he is the Word, that is, the
very divine truth and divine good contained therein ; and the
reason why such conjunction is effected by the literal sense is,

because the Word in that sense is in its fulness, in its holiness,

and in its power, as was shewn above. This conjunction is not
apparent to man, but is wrought in the affection and perception
of truth. The reason of a man's consociation with angels, by
means of the literal sense, is because the spiritual and celestial

senses are contained in that sense, and the angels are in those
senses, the angels of the Lord's spiritual kingdom in the spiritual

sense of the Word, and the angels of the Lord's celestial king-
dom in its celestial sense. Those two senses are evolved or un-
folded from the natural sense, while it is read by a person who
accounts the Word holy. Such evolution is instantarteous, con-
sequently so also is consociation.

235. It has been proved to me by manifold experience, that
the spiritual angels are in the spiritual sense of the Word, and the
celestial angels in its celestial sense. It was granted me to per-
ceive, that while I was reading the Word in its literal sense com-
munication was opened with the heavens, sometimes with one
society, sometimes with another. What I understood according
to the natural sense, the spiritual angels understood according to

the spiritual sense, and the celestial angels according to the celes-

tial sense, and this in an instant ; and as I have perceived this

communication many thousand times, I have not a single doubt
remaining as to its reality. There are spirits also below the hea-
vens, who abuse this communication; for they read over particular

passages in the literal sense of the Word, and immediately ob-
serve and note the society with which communication is effected.

This also I have frequently seen and heard. Prom these circum-
stances it has been grantedme toknow by sensible experience, that
the Word, as to its literal sense, is a divine medium of conjunc-
tion with the Lord, and of consociation Avith the angels of heaven.

236. But we will illustrate by instances in what manner the
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spiritual angels perceive tlieii' sense, and the celestial angels

theirs, from the natural sense, while a man is reading the Word.

Let us take as examples four commandments of the Decalogue,

beginning with the fifth, Tlioii shall not commil murder. V>y

mm-dering, a man understands not only the taking away

another's life, hut likewise bearing malice and hatred in the

heai-t, and breathing a revengeful spirit against any person, even

to death ; whereas, by mmxlering, a spiritual angel understands

to play the devil's part, and destroy men's souls ; and a celestial

angel, by murdering, understands to hate the Lord and the

Word. So with respect to the sixth commandment. Thou shall

nol commil adullery. By committing adultery, a man under-

stands to commit whoredom, to be guilty of obscene practices,

to indulge in wanton discoiu'se, and to entertain filthy thoughts

;

whereas a spiritual angel, by committing adultery, understands

to adulterate the goods of the Word, and to falsify its truths

;

but a celestial angel, by committing adultery, understands to

deny the Divinity of the Lord, and to profime the Word. Again,

in the seventh commandment. Thou shall not steal. By steal-

ins:, a man understands to rob, to defraud, and under anv

pretence to take fi'om another what belongs to him ; whereas a

spiritual angel, by stealing, understands to deprive others of their

truths and goods of faith, by means of falses and evils ; but a

celestial angel, by steahng, understands to attribute to himself

what belongs to the Lord, and to appropriate to himself his

righteousness and merit. Lastly, in the eighth commandment,
I'hou shall nol bear false ivilness. By bearing false Avitness, a

man understands also to tell lies, and to defame any person

;

whereas a spiritual angel, by bearing false witness, understands

to declare and to endeavour to persuade others that what is false

is true, and what is evil is good, and contrariwise ; but a celestial

angel, by bearing false witness, understands to blaspheme the

Lord and the Word. These instances may serve to shew after

what manner the spiritual and celestial senses of the Word are

unfolded and extracted from the natural sense in which they ai'e

contained; and what is wonderful, the angels extract their

senses without having any knowledge of a man's thoughts ; but

still the thoughts of angels and men make a one by correspond-

ences, like end, cause, and effect ; for ends do actually exist in

the celestial kingdom, causes in the spiritual kingdom, and

effects in the natural kingdom ; hence, then, the consociation of

men with angels is effected by the Word.
237. The reason why a spiritual angel, from the literal sense

of the Word, extracts and calls forth spiritual things, and a

celestial angel celestial things, is, because they are in agreement

with their natures, and are homogeneous. This may be illus-

trated by similar cases in the three kingdoms of nature, the

animal, the vegetable, and the mineral. In the animal king-
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DOM, for instance, when tlie food is formed into chyle, the blood

vessels extract fi-om thence and call forth their blood the nerv-

ous fibres theii' juices, and the substances whence those fibres

originate their spirit. In the vegetxVble kingdom, a tree with

its trunk, branches, leaves, and fruits, is supported on its root,

and out of the ground, by means of its root, extracts and calls

forth a grosser juice for the trunk, branches, and leaves, a pm-er

for the fleshy part of the fruit, and the purest of all for the seeds

within the fruit. So lastly, in the mineral kingdom, minerals,

in some places in the bowels of the earth, are impregnated with

gold, silver, copper, and iron ; and from the vapors and effluvia

which exhale from the rocks, the gold, silver, copper, and iron,

attract their several elements, while the watery element is the

medium of conveyance by which the other elements are dis-

tributed around.

238. The Word, in its literal sense, is like a cabinet which
contains precious stones, pearls, and diadems, arranged in exact

order ; and where a man accounts the Word holy, and reads it

for the sake of its uses in respect to life, the thoughts of his

mind may be compared with a person who takes such a cabinet

in his hand, and sends it up towards heaven, when lo ! it flies

open in its ascent, and its precious contents are displayed to the

sight of the angels, who are penetrated with delight in beholding

and examining them. This delight of the angels is communi-
cated to the man, producing consociation, and likewise a com-
munication of percej)tions. For the sake of such consociation

with angels, and conjunction with the Lord, the Holy Supper
was instituted, in which the bread becomes, in heaven, divine

good, and the wine, divine truth, both from the Lord. Such
correspondence was established from creation, in order that the

angelic heaven and the church on earth, and in general the

spiritual world and the natural, might make a one, and that the

Lord might at once conjoin himself with both.

239. The reason why the consociation of a man with the

angels is effected by the natural or literal sense of the AVord, is,

because in every man from creation, there are three degrees of

life, the celestial, the spiritual, and the natural. A man, how-
ever, is in the natural degree, so long as he continues in this

world ; and at the same time so fav in the angelic spiritual degree

as he is in genuine truths ; and so far in the angelic celestial

degree as he is in a life according to those truths; nevertheless,

he is not admitted into the spiritual and celestial degrees them-
selves till after death, because they are both included and hid

within his natural ideas ; wherefore when the natural is put off

by death, the spiritual and celestial remain, from whence the

ideas of his thought then flow. From what has been said it

must appear evidently, that the Word alone contains spirit and
life, as the Lord says, " The words which I speak unto you are
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spirit and iife'^ (Jolin vi. 63). "The water that I will give you,

shall be in him a well of water springing up into everlasting life"

( John v). 14). "Man doth not live by bread alone, but by every

word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God" (Matt. iv. 4).

" Labor not for the meat that perisheth, but for that meat which

endm-eth unto everlasting life, which the Son of Man will give

unto you" (John vi. 27).

YII. The word is in all the heavens, and the w^isdom

OF the angels it ihence derived.

240. It has remained a secret to mankind unto this day,

that the Word is in the heavens, and it could not be made
known so long as che church was ignorant that angels and spirits

are men, with faces and bodies like men in this our world, and
other things among them similar to what we see among men on
earth, diti'ering only in this, that they themselves are spiritual

beings, and that all things which they have among them are

from a spiritual origin ; whereas men on earth are natiu'al beings,

and all things among them are from a natural origin. So long

as this remained concealed, it could never be known that the

Word is also in the heavens, and is read by the angelic inhabi-

tants, and also by the spirits who are beneath the heavens. But
lest this truth should remain for ever a secret, it has been granted

me to be in fellowship with angels and spirits, to converse with

them, and to see Avhat is in their world, and afterwards to re-

late to mankind many of the things which I have seen and heard.

This I have done in a treatise concerning Heaven and Hell,
pubhshed at London in the year 1758; from which work it will

appear that angels and spirits are men, and having among them
an abundance of all such things as exist among men on earth.

That angels and spu-its are men may be seen in that treatise, n.

73

—

77, and n. 453—456. That the same things exist among
them that exist here among men, n. 170—190; also, that they

have divine worship among them, and preaching in their temples,

n. 221—227 ; likewise writings and books, n. 253—264 ; and
also the Holy Scripture or Word, n. 259.

241. As to what respects the Word in heaven, it is Avritten

in a spmtual style, which differs entirely from a natiu'al style :

a spiritual style consists of mere letters, each of which in-

volves some particular sense ; and there are small lines, cur-

vatures and dots, above and between the letters, and inserted

in them, which exalt the sense. The letters in use among
the angels of the spiritual kingdom are like the letters used
in printing among men; and the letters in use among the

angels of the celestial kingdom are, in some societies, like Ara-
bic characters, in others like the old Hebrew letters, but in-

flected above and beneath, with marks above, between, and
within them, each of which in itself involves some entire sense.

Since their writing is of such a nature, therefore the names of
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peisoQS and places which occur in the Word are expressed among
them by marks. Thence the wiser angels understand what
spiritual and celestial meaning is involved in each name ; as that

Moses means the Word of God which he Avrote, and in general

the historical AVord; Elijah, the prophetic Word; Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, the Lord with respect to his divine-celestial,

his divine-spiritual, and his divine-natm'al ; Aaron, the priestly

office; David, the kingly office, each in relation to the Lord;
the names of the sons of Jacob, or the twelve tribes of Israel,

signify various things respecting heaven and the church ; so also

the names of the Lord's twelve disciples ; Zion and Jerusalem,

the church as to doctrine derived from the Word ; the land of

Canaan, the church itself ; the places and cities therein, on this

side the river Jordan and beyond it, signify various things relat-

ing to the church and its doctrine. The case is the same in

respect to numbers ; they do not occur in the copies of the Word
written in heaven, but instead of them the realities with which
the numbers correspond are expressed. It is hence plain to see,

that the Word in heaven, as to the literal sense, is similar to,

and at the same time corresponding with, our Word, and that

consequently they are a one. It is a wonderful circumstance,

that the Word in heaven is so written, that the simple under-
stand it in sitaplicity, and the wise in wisdom ; for there are

various curvatures and marks over the letters, which, as was
observed, exalt the sense, but which the simple neither regard
nor understand ; whereas the wise are attentive to them, every

one in proportion to his wisdom, even to its highest degree.

A copy of the Word, written by angels under the Lord's in-

spiration, is kept by every considerable society in a sacred

repository appointed for that purpose, lest it should suffer alter-

ation in any of its points and marks. The Word in our world
is so far similar to that in heaven, that the simple understand it

in simplicity, and the wise in wisdom ; but this is effected in a

different manner.
242. The angels themselves confess that they derive all their

wisdom from the Word ; for in proportion to their undertanding
of the Word is the degree of light in Avhich they dwell : the

Hght of heaven is d-ivine wisdom, which in the eyes of the angels

is light. In the sacred repository where the copy of the Word
is kept, the light is bright and flaming, exceeding CA^ery degree
of light that shines in the other parts of heaven. The wisdom
of the celestial angels exceeds that of the spiritual angels, almost
as much as the wisdom of the spiritual angels exceeds that of

men ; and this because the celestial angels are in the good of

love fi'om the Lord, and the spiritual angels in the truths of
wisdom from the Lord ; and wherever there is the good of love,

there wisdom resides at the same time ; but where there are

truths, there no more wisdom resides than in proportion to the
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good of love by -^liich it is attended. This is the reason whj
the Word in the Lord's celestial kingdom is differently -written

fi'om the Word in his spiritual kingdom; for in the Word of

the celestial kingdom the expressions are goods of love, and the

marks are affections of love ; but in the Word of the spiritual

kingdom the expressions are truths of wisdom, and the marks
interior perceptions of truth. We may from this conclude how
great must be the wisdom which lies concealed in the Word we
have here on earth ; for in this is hidden all angelic wisdom,

which is inexpressible ; and every man who is made an angel by

the Lord through the Word, comes into this wisdom after death.

YIII. The church exists from the word, and the qua-

lity OF the church with man is according to his under-
standing OF THE WORD.

243. That the church exists from the Word cannot possibly

be a matter of doubt, for it was shewn above, that the Word is

divine truth, n. 189—192; that the doctrine of the church is

derived from the Word, n. 225—233 ; and that conjunction

with the Lord is effected by means of the Word, n. 234—239

;

but that the understanding of the Word constitutes the church,

may be made a matter of doubt, as there are some who believe

that they belong to the chm'ch merely because they are in pos-

session of the Word, and read it, or hear it from a preacher,

and have some knowledge of its literal sense ; althovigh at the

same time, they are totally ignorant of its meaning, and how
it is to be understood in different passages, which they very

frequently make a matter of small account. It will be necessary

to prove then that it is not merely the Word, but the right

understanding thei'eof, which constitutes the church, and that

the quality of the clnu'ch is determinable by the imderstanding

of the Word among its members.
244. The reason why the quality of the chiu"ch depends on

the understanding of the Word is because the quality of the

church depends on the truths of faith and the goods of charity

;

and these are two universals, which are not only scattered

through every part of the literal sense of the Word, but also lie

concealed within like jewels in a treasmy. The contents of

the literal sense are apparent to every man, because they lie im-

mediately before his eyes ; but the latent contents of the spiritual

sense appear only to those who love truths for the sake of truths,

and do good for the sake of good : to such the treasure is dis-

covered, Avhich the literal sense hides and guards; and these

goods and truths are the essential constituents of the church.

245. it is generally acknowledged that the quality of the

church depends on its doctrine, also that its doctrine must be
drawn from the Word; still it is not mere doctrine, but its

soundness and purity, which establishes the church, consequently

the understanding of the Word ; for mere doctrine does not
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establish and constitute the church in each indi^ddual man, but

faith and life in agreement with it ; in like manner the AVord

does not establish and constitute the church in individuals, biu

a faith conformable to the truths, and a life conformable to the

goods, which each man extracts thence and applies to his own
state. The Word is like a mine, whose depths contain an abund-

ance of gold and silver ; or like a mine which, the deeper it is

penetrated, exhibits precious stones of a higher and more ex-

cellent value; and these mines are opened according to the

understanding of the AVord : for if it be not understood, as it is

in its true nature, in its interior contents and its depths, it is

impossible it should constitute the church among men any
more than the mines of gold and precious stones in the king-

doms ol Asia would make a Em-opean rich, unless he had some
share in their actual possession. The AA'ord, among such as

seek to collect thence the truths of faith and the goods of life, is

like the treasiu'cs belonging to the King of Persia, the Great

Mogul, or the Emperor of China ; and the members of the

church are like officers set over those treasui'es, ha^dng the

liberty given them of taking what they please to their own use

;

whereas, those who only have the AVord in their possession, and
read it, without ever seeking after genuine truths to form the

objects of their faith, and genuine goods for the pm-poses of life,

are like those who only know by hearsay that such treasiu'es

exist, but never receive a single piece of money for their own
use. Those who have the AVord in their possession, and yet

never draw from thence any portion of the understanding of

genuine truth, or of the will of genuine good, are like persons

Avho fancy themselves rich in consequence of having borrowed
money from others, or Avho imagine that they are the real owners

of estates, houses, and goods, which they only rent and hu'e

;

than which there cannot be a more palpable delusion. They
3nay be further compared with those who are clad in rich gar-

ments, and are carried in gilded chariots, with a numerous train

of guards and attendants, and yet have no property in all this

stately equipage and retinue.

24G. Such was the Jewish nation when the Lord appeared

among them, and he therefore likens them, in consequence of

their possessing the AVord, to a rich man, clothed in purple and
fine linen, who fared sumptuously every day ; and yet this ric h
man had never extracted from the AA'ord so much truth and
good as to shew mercy and compassion to poor Lazarus, who lay

at his gates full of sores ; for the Jews not only neglected to

appropriate to themselves any truths from the AVord, but they

appropriated falses in such abundance that at length they could

not see any truth ; for truths are not only concealed by falses,

l)ut also are thereby obliterated and rejected : hence it was that
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they did not acknowledge tlie Messiah, although all the prophets

had announced his advent.

247. The prophets, in many parts of their writings, describe

the Israelitish and Jewish church as totally destroyed and annihi-

lated, in consequence of falsifying the meaning or understanding

of the Word ; for the destruction of the church proceeds from

no other source than this. The understanding of the Word,

both true and false, is described in the prophetic writings, parti-

cularly in the prophet Hosea, by EphraIxM; for the understand-

ing of the Word in the church is signified in the Word by
Ephraim. Since the understanding of the Word constitutes the

church, therefore Ephraim is called " a dear son and a pleasant

child" (Jerem. xxxi. 20); '' The first born" (xxxi. 9); "The
strength of the head of Jehovah" (Psalm Ix. 7; cviii. 8); "A
mighty man" (Zech. x. 7); "Filled with the how" (ix. 13); and

the children of Ephraim are called " armed and shooters with the

bow" (Psalm Ixxviii. 9); for a bow signifies doctrine derived

from the Word, combating with falses. For the same reason

also, " Israel set his right hand upon Ephraim, and blessed him "

(Gen. xlviii. 14). And he was also accepted in lieu of Reuben
(ver. 5); and for the same reason, Ephraim, with his brother

Manasseh, under the name of their father Joseph, was exalted

by Moses in his blessing of the children of Israel above all the

rest (Deut. xxxiii. 13—17). But the state and natm-e of the

church w^hen the understanding of the Word is destroyed, is

also described in the Avritings of the prophets by Ephraim, par-

ticularly in Hosea ; as in these passages :
" Israel and Ephraim

shall fall in their iniquity ; Ephraim shall be desolate ; Ephraim
is oppressed and broken in judgement" (v. 5, 9, 11—14), " O
Epliraim, what shall I do unto thee ? Eor thy goodness is as a

morning cloud, and as the early dew it goeth away " (Hosea vi.

4). " They shall not dwell in the land of Jehovah ; but Ephraim
shall retiu'n to Egypt, and shall eat unclean things in Assyria^''

(ix. 3). The land of Jehovah is the church; Egypt is the

scientific principle of the natural man ; Assyria is reasoning

founded on it : therefore it is said, that Ephraim shall retm-n

into Egypt, and shall eat unclean things in Assyria. " Ephraim
feedeth on wind, and foUoweth after the east wind; he daily

increaseth lies and desolations; he maketh a covenant with

Assyria, and oil is carried into Egypt" (xii. 1). To feed on
wind, to follow after the east Avind, to increase lies and desola-

tions, is to falsify truths, and so to destroy the church. The
same is also signified by the whoredom of Ephraim ; for whore-

dom signifies the falsification of the understanding of the Word,
that is, of its genuine truth ; as in these passages :

" For now,
O Ephraim, thou committest whoredom, and Israel is defiled

"

(v. 3) . "I have seen a horrible thing in the house of Israel

;
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there is the whoredom of Ephraim, and Israel is defiled^' (vi,

10). Israel means the church itself, and Ephraim, the under-

standing of the Word, which determines the state and quality

of the church ; therefore it is said, Ephraim commits whoredom,
and Israel is defiled. But as the church among the children of

Israel and Judah was totally destroyed by falsifications of the

Word, therefore it is said of Ephraim, " I will give thee up,

Ephraim, I will deliver thee up, Israel, I will make thee as

Admah, I will set thee as Zeboim^^ (xi. 8). Now since the

prophet Hosea, from the first chapter to the last, treats of the

falsification of the genuine understanding of the Word, and of

the consequent destruction of the chm'ch, therefore he was com-
manded, for the purpose of representing that state of the chiu-ch,

^^to take unto himself a wife of whoredoms, and children of

whoredoms " (i. 2) ; and again, " to take to himself an adul-

teress " (iii. 1). We have quoted these passages for the sake of

shewing and proving from the Word that the quality of the

church is always detrrmined by its understanding of the Word

;

and that it is excellent and precious, if its understanding be

founded on the genuine truths of the Word, but that it is de-

stroyed, yea, filthy, if it be founded on truths falsified.

IX, The marriage of the lord and the church, and
THENCE THE MARRIAGE OF GOOD AND TRUTH, IS IN EVERY PART
OF THE WORD.

248. That the marriage of the Lord and the chm'ch, and
thence the marriage of good and truth, is in every part of the

Word, has never yet been discovered ; and it could not be dis-

covered so long as the spiritual sense of the Word remained

unknown, for this sense alone can make manifest such a mar-
riage. There are two senses contained in the Word, Avhicli lie

concealed in its literal sense, and are called spii'itual and celes-

tial ; what belongs to the spiritual sense of the Word has more
particular relation to the chui'ch, and what belongs to the celes-

tial sense, to the Lord. The contents also of the spiritual sense

have relation to divine truth, and the contents of the celestial

sense, to di\dne good ; and this is the ground of the above-men-

tioned marriage in the Word. But this is apparent only to

those who, by virtue of the spiritual and celestial sense of the

Word, are acquainted with the signification of its names and
expressions ; for some particular names and expressions are pre-

dicated of good, and some of truth, and some include both;

therefore, without the knowledge of such signification, it is im-

possible to see how such a marriage exists iu every part of the

Word ; and this is the reason why this arcanum was never here-

tofore discovered. Since there is such a marriage in every part

of the Word, therefore we frequentl}^ find in the Word two ex-

pressions, which appear like repetitions of one and the same
thing ; they are, however, not repetitions, but one has relation
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to good, and tlie other to truth, and both taken together effect

the conjunction of good and truth, and consequently make them
a one. Tliis also is the true ground of the divine sanctity of the

Word; for in every divine work there is a conjunction of good
with truth, and of truth Avith good.

249. It is asserted that the marriage of good and truth in

the Word is a consequence of the marriage of the Lord and the

church therein, because wherever the marriage of the Lord and
the church is, there also is the marriage of good and truth, the

latter marriage being derived from the former ; for when the

church, or any member of it, is principled in truths, then the

Lord flows in by good into those truths, and communicates life

to them ; or, what amounts to the same, when any member of

the church is in the understanding of truth, then the Lord flows

in by the good of charity into that understanding, and thus in-

fuses life into it. There are two faculties of life in every man,
which are called understanding and will : the understanding is

the receptacle of truth, and thence of Avisdom, and the will is

the receptacle of good, and thence of charity. These two facul-

ties ought to be united, and make a one, in order that a man
may be a member of the church ; and they are so united when
a man forms his understanding of genuine truths, which is done

to all appearance as of himself, and when his will is replenished

with the good of love, which is effected by the Lord : hence
man derives the life of truth and the life of good ; the life of

truth in his understanding, and the life of good in his will,

which being united, constitute no longer two but one Hfe. In
this consists the marriage of the Lord and the church, and also

the marriage of good and truth in man.
250. That there are two expressions used in the Word, which

appear like repetitions of the same thing, must be evident to

every attentive reader ; as for instance, brother and companion,

poor and needy, wilderness and desert, vacuity and emptiness,

foe and enemy, sin and iniquity, anger and wrath, nation and
people, joy and gladness, mourning and weeping, justice and
judgement, &c. These appear to be synonymous expressions,

when in fact they are not ; for the terms brother, poor, wilder-

ness, vacuity, foe, sin, anger, nation, joy, mourning, and justice,

are predicated of good, and, in the opposite sense, of evil;

whereas the terms companion, needy, desert, emptiness, enemy,
iniquity, wrath, people, gladness, weeping, and judgement, are

predicated of truth, and, in the opposite sense, of what is false
;

and yet it must appear to the reader who is unacquainted with

this arcanum, as if the terms poor and needy, desert and wilder-

ness, vacuity and emptiness, &c., were one thing ; whereas they

are not so, but yet they become one thing by conjunction. In
the Word also we frequently find two things joined together;

as fire and flame, gold and silver, brass and iron, wood and stone,
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brcjid and Mine, purple and fine linen, &c. ; because fire, gold,

brass, wood, bread, and purple, are predicated of good ; whereas
flame, silver, iron, stone, water, Avine, and fine linen, are predi-

cated of truth. In like manner it is said that God is to be loved

with all the heart, and with all the soul, and also that God will

create in man a new heart and a new spirit ; for heart is predi-

cated of the good of love, and soul and spirit of the truths of

faith. There arc some expressions also, which in consequence
of partaking alike both of good and truth, ai'C used by themselves
without the adjunction of otliers ; but these, and many things

besides, are apparent only to the angels, and to those who see

into the spiritual sense of the Word while they are reading the

natural sense.

251. It would be tedious to shew from the Word that two
expressions of this nature are used, and it would fill a volume to

quote all the pai'ticular cases that occur ; I will however produce
some passages, in order to remove all doubt on this subject,

where the terms nation and people, joy and gladness, are

used together. The following are the passages where nation

and people occur together ;
" Ah ! sinful nation, a people laden

with iniquity" (Isaiah i. 4). " "The people that walked in dark-

ness have seen a great ligh t : thou hast multiplied the nation "

(ix. 2, 3). "O Assyria, the rod of mine anger, I will send him
against a h3']30critical nation, and against the people of my wrath
win I give him a charge" (x. 5, 6). " In that day there shall

be a root of Jesse, which shall stand for an ensign to the people;

to it shall the wa^ion^ seek" (xi. 10). " Jehovah, who smiteth

the people in wrath with an incurable stroke, that ruleth the

nations in anger " (xiv. 6) ,
" In that day shall be brought, as

an offering to Jehovah Zebaoth, people scattered and peeled, a

nation drawn out and trodden down" (xviii. 7). "A strong

people shall honor thee ; the city of powerful nations shall fear

thee" (xxv, 3), "Jehovah will destroy in this mountain the

face of the covering cast over all people, and the veil that is

spread over all nations" (xxv. 7). "Come near, ye nations, to

hear; and hearken, ye peoj)le" (xxxiv. 1). "I have called thee

for a covenant oi the people, for a light of the nations" (xlii. 6).
" Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be
assembled" (xliii. 9). "Behold, I Avill lift up my hand to the
nations, and set up my standard to the people " (xlix. 22) ,

" Be-
hold, I have given him for a witness to the people, a leader and
a commander to the nations " (Iv, 4) ,

" Behold, a people cometh
from the north country, and a great nation from the sides of the

earth" (Jerem, vi. 22). " I will not make thee hear the calumny
of the nations any more, neither shalt thou bear the reproach of

the people any more " (Ezek. xxxvi, 15). " All people and nations

shall worship him" (Dan. vii. 14). "Let not the nations rule

over them, and let them not say among the people where is their
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God?^^ (Joel ii. 17.) "The remains of my people shall spoil

them, and the residue of my nation shall possess them " (Zeph.

ii. 9). " Many people, and numerous natmis, shall come to seek

Jehovah in Jerusalem " (Zech. viii. 22). "Mine eyes have seen

thy salvation which thou hast prepared before the face of all

people, a light to lighten the natioiis" (Luke ii. 30, 31, 32).

"Thou hast redeemed us by thy blood out of Q\ev\ people and
nation" (Rev. v. 9). "Thou must prophesy again before many
people aud nations" (x. 11). "Thou shalt set me as the head
of the nations : a people whom I have not known shall serve me"
(Psalm XAdii, 43). " Jehovah maketh vain the counsel of the

nations ; he overtiu-neth the thoughts oi t\\Q j)eople " (xxxiii. 10).
" Thou makest us a proverb among the 7iations, a shaking of the

head among the people" (xliv. 14). " Jehovah shall subdue the

people under us, and the nations under oui' feet : Jehovah reigneth

over the nations ; the princes oi the people are gathered together"
(xlvii. 3, 8, 9). "Let the people praise thee; let the nations

sing for joy : for thou shalt judge the people in uprightness, and
govern the nations upon earth" (Ixvii. 3, 4). "Remember me,
Jehovah, when thou art well pleased with thy people, that I may
be glad in the joy of thy nations" (c\d. 4,5); not to mention
several other places. The reason why people and nations are

expressed at the same time is because by nations are understood
those who are in good, and, in the opposite sense, those Avho are

in evil, and by people, those who are in truths, and, in the oppo-

site sense, those who are in falses. For this reason those who
are of the Lord^s spiritual kingdom are called people, and those

who are of his celestial kingdom are called nations ; for all in

the spiritual kingdom are in truths, and thereby in intelligence,

but all in the celestial kingdom are in goods, and thereby in

wisdom.

252. The case is the same with many other expressions, as

with JOY and gladness, which frequently occm* together, as

may be seen in the following passages :
" And behold, joy and

gladness, slaying oxen and killing sheep" (Isaiah xxii. 13).
" They shall obtain joy and gladness, and sorrow and sighing

shall flee away" (xxxv. 10; Ii. 11). "Joy and gladness are

cut oflF from the house of our God" ( Joel i. 16). " Then will I

cause to cease from Jerusalem the voice ofjoy and the voice of

gladness" ( Jer. vii. 34; xxv. 10). The fast of the tenth month
shall be to the house of Judali^'oy and gladness" (Zech. viii. 19).

"Be glad in Jerusalem, and rejoice in her" (Isaiah Ixvi. 10).

"Rejoice and be glad, O daughter of Edom" ( Lament, iv. 21 ).

" Let the righteous be glad and rejoice before God" (Psalm Ixviii.

3). Make me to he^xjoy and gladness" (b. 8). Joy and glad-

ness shall be found in Zion, thanksgiAdng and the voice of sing-

ing'^ (Isaiah Ii. 3). And thou shalt have Joy and gladness, and
many shaU rejoice at his birth" (Luke i. 14). "I will cause to
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cease the voice of joy and the voice of gladness, the voice of the

bridegroom and the voice of the bride" (Jerem. vii. 34; xvi, 9;
XXV. 10). " Again there shall be heard in this place the voice

oi'Joij and the voice oi gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and
the voice of the bride " (xxxiii. 10, 11). The reason -why both

joy and gladness are mentioned in these passages is, because joy

is predicated of good, and gladness of truth ; or joy of love, and
gladness of wisdom ; for joy belongs to the heart, and gladness

to the spirit ; or joy belongs to the will, and gladness to the

understanding. That the marriage of the Lord and the church
is also contained in these two, is evident from this circumstance,

that mention is made of "the voice of joy and the voice of glad-

nesSj the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride''

(Jer. vii. 34; xvi. 9; xxv. 10; xxxiii. 10, 11) ; and the Lord is

the bridegroom, and the church the bride. That the Lord is

the bridegroom may be seen (Matt. ix. 15 ; Mark ii. 19, 20

;

Luke V. 34) ; and that the church is the bride, may be seen

(Rev. xxi. 2, 9; xxii. 17); therefore John the Baptist said of

Jesus, " He that hath the bride is the bridegroom" (John iii. 29).

253. By reason of the marriage of divine good and divine

truth in every part of the Word, the expression Jehovah God
so frequently occurs, also Jehovah and the Holy One of Israel,

as if they were two, when nevertheless they are one; for by Jeho-

vah is meant the Lord as to the divine good of his divine love,

and by God, and the Holy One of Israel, is meant the Lord as

to the divine truth of his divine wisdom. That the expressions

Jehovah and God, and Jehovah and the Holy One of Israel,

also occur in many parts of the Word, and yet signify one, may
be seen in the Doctrine concerning the Lord the Redeemer.

X. Men may collect and imbibe heretical opinions

from the letter op the word, but it is hurtful to con-

firm SUCH opinions.

254. It was shewn above, that the Word cannot be under-

stood without doctrine, that doctrine is as a lantern for the

discovery of genuine truths, and that this is a consequence of

the Word's being -written by mere correspondences : hence it is

that many passages are appearances of truth, and not naked
truths ; thus many are adapted to the apprehension of the merely

natural man, yet in such a manner that the simple may under-

stand them in simplicity, the intelligent in intelligence, and the

wise in wisdom. Now since the Word is of such a nature, the

appearances of truth, Avhich are truths clothed, may be taken

for naked truths ; and such appearances, when they are con-

firmed, become fallacies, which in themselves are falses. All

the heresies which ever did, or do still exist in Christendom,

have sprung from this circumstance, that men have taken ap-

pearances of truth for genuine truths, and as such have confirmed

them. Heresies themselves do not occasion a man's condemna-
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tioa ; but confirmations of the falsities contained in any heresy,

by misappbcatiou of the AYord, and by reasonings that originate

in the natural man, together with an evil life ; these are what
condemn him. For every one is by birth introduced into the

religion of his country, or his parents, and is initiated into it

from his earliest years, and afterwards continues in the same
persuasion ; and he cannot of himself extricate himself fi'om its

falses, being prevented both by his engagements in the world and
by the weakness of the human understanding when appUed to the

discovery of religious truths ; but to live in evil, and to confirm
falses, so as to destroy genuine truths, this it is which causes

condemnation. Tor whoever abides in the religion of his coun-
try, and belieyes in God, and (in case he be of the Christian

church) believes in the Lord, esteems the Word to be holy, and
from a religious motive li\ es according to the commandments
of the decalogue, such a one never confirms himself in falses.

When therefore truths are proposed to him, and he perceives

them according to the measui-e of light which he has attained,

he is in a capacity to embrace them, and thus to be extricated

from falses ; but the case is otherwise Avhere a man has confirmed
the falses of his religion ; these, Avhen confirmed, are made per-

manent and cannot be extirpated ; for when a man has con-

firmed himself in what is false, he is bound to it, as it were, by
an oath, especially if self-love, or the pride of his ow^n under-
standing, be engaged in its favor.

255. I have conversed in the spiritual world with some Avho

lived many ages ago, and had confirmed themselves in the falses

of their particvdar religious persuasions, and I found that they
still continued rooted in the same : I have likewise conversed in

that world with others who had been of the same religious per-

suasion, and had entertained the same notions with the former,

but yet had not confirmed their falses in themselves; and I

found that when they were instructed by the angels they rejected

falses, and received truths : the consequence was that the latter

were saved, but the former were not. Every man after death is

instructed by angels, and those who discern truths, and thence

falses, are received into heaven : but those only are in a capacity

to see truths who have not confirmed themselves in falses ; for

those who have so confirmed themselves are unwilling to see

truths, and in case they do see them, they turn their backs upon
them, and then either ridicule or falsify them : the true :3ause

hereof is, that confirmation enters the will, and the will is the

real man, and imparts to the understanding whatever form it

pleases ; whereas bare knowledge enters the understanding only^

and this has no power over the will ; consequently such know-
ledge is not in the man, but is, comparatively, like one stand-

ing in an outer coiu-t, or gateway, and has not yet entered into

the house.
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256. But we will illustrate what we mean by an example.

In many passages of the Word we find anger, wrath, and A-en-

geance, attributed to God, and it is said that he punishes, casts

into hell, and tempts, Avith many other expressions of a similar

nature ; now when this is beheved in a childlike simplicity, and
made the ground of the fear of God, and of care not to offend

him, no man incurs condemnation by such a simple belief. But
when a man confirms himself in such notions, so as to be per-

suaded that anger, wrath, A^engeance, vindictiveness, and conse-

quently passions which originate in evil, belong to God, and that

he punishes mankind, and casts them into hell, under the influ-

ence of such anger, wrath, and vengeance, in this case his belief

is condemnatory, because he has destroyed the genuine truth,

which teaches that God is love itself, mercy itself, and goodness
itself, and being these, that he cannot be angry, Avrathful, or

revengeful. Where such evil passions then are attributed in the

Word to God, it is OAving to the appearance only ; such things

are but appearances of truth.

257. That several expressions in the literal sense of the Word
are but appearances of truth, Avhich conceal genuine truths, and
that it is not hm-tful to think or even to speak in simplicity,

according to such appearances, but that it is hurtfid to confirm

them, since by confirmation the divine truth concealed Avithin is

destroyed, may be also illustrated oj an example from natui'e, to

Avliich Ave shall appeal, because what is natui-al enlightens and
instructs the mind more clearly than Avhat is spiritual. It

appears to the bodily eye as if the sun performed a daily and
annual revolution about the earth ; hence it is common to say

that the sun rises and sets, that it causes morning, noon, even-

ing, and night, and also the seasons of the year, spring, summer,
autumn, and winter, and consequently days and years, Avhen

nevertheless the sun, being an ocean of fire, continues immoA'-

able, Avhile it is the earth Avhich moves, revolving daily on her OAvn

axis, and annually round the sun. A person noAv, Avho in sim-

plicity and ignorance supposes that the sun reA^oh^es about the

earth, does not destroy this natural truth respecting the earth^s

rotation about her own axis, and her annual revolution in the

ecliptic; but AA^hoever confirms the sun's apparent motion by
the reasonings of the natural man, particularly if he supports

such an opinion by the authority of the Word, Avhich speaks of

the sun's rising and setting, invalidates and destroys the truth

;

the consequence of Avhich is, that he cannot afterAvards discern it,

though he have ocular demonstration given him that the whole
firmament of stars has in like manner an apparent daily and
•iinnual motion, and yet one star never changes its situation in

respect to another. That the sun moA^es is then an apparent
truth, but that it does not move is a genuine truth; neverthe-
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less ever}^ one speaks according to apparent truth, saying tliat

the sun rises and sets ; and this indeed is allowable, because it

is impossible to use any other mode of expression ; but to think,

in conformity with such a mode of expression, that the fact is

really so, and to confirm such a thought, this dulls and. darkens

the rational understanding.

258. That it is hurtful to confirm the appearances of truth

that occui' in the Word, on account of the fallacies which are

thus occasioned, and because the divine truth which lies con-

cealed under such appearances is thus destroj^ed, may be evident

from this consideration : All and every part of the literal sense

of the Word has communication with heaven, arising, as was
shewn above, from the spiritual sense which it contains, and
which is opened in its passage from man to heaven. Now all

things contained in the spiritual sense are genuine truths ; when
therefore a man is principled in falses, and applies the literal

sense of the Word tc their confirmation, in this case falses have

interior possession, and when these enter, truths are dissipated,

which dissipation is effected in the way from man to heaven.

This circumstance may admit of illustration hj comparisons. It

is like a shining bladder filled Avith gall, thrown by one person

at another, which before it reaches him bursts in the air, and
the gall is scattered about, and infects the air with its horrid

stench ; and when the person at Avhom it was thrown perceives

it he turns aAvay, and also shuts his mouth, lest any particle of

the gall should touch his tongue. It may also be compared to

a barrel with cedar hoops, filled with vinegar, in which worms
have bred, and which being thi'own in like manner by one per-

son at another, bursts in the way, and communicates its stench

to the person at whom it was thrown ; and he, on account of the

nausea Avhich it excites, instantly fans the air, to prevent the

stench from entering his nostrils. It may be further compared
with the shell of an almond, within which, instead of the almond,

a new-born serpent is inclosed, which, on the shell being broken,

appears to be carried by the wind towards the eyes of a by-

stander, who instantly turns aside to escape the invader. So it

is "odth the reading of the Word, when the reader is principled

in falses, and applies some particulars contained in the literal

sense to favor those falses ; his reading, in this case, is rejected

before it reaches heaven, lest any of the falses with which he
connects it should flow in, and infest the angels ; for the false,

'yhen it comes into contact with the truth, is like the point of a

needle when it touches the fibril of a nerve, or the pupil of the

eye : every one knows that in such a case the nervous fibril in-

stantly draws back into a spii'al, atid folds itself within itself; in

like manner the eye, at the first sensation of the needle's touch,

:JD/srs itself with its eyeUds. Hence it appears that truth falsi-
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fiecl prevents communication with heaven^ and shuts it against

the falsifier ; and this is the reason why it is hurtful to confirDa

any false heretical opinion.

259. The Word is like a garden, which may be called a
lieavenly paradise, containing delicacies and delights of every
kind, delicacies of fruits, and delights of flowers, in the midst of
which are trees of life, and beside them fountains of living water,

and foi'est trees round about the garden. "Whoever is principled
in divine truths, by virtue of doctrine, is in the midst of the
garden, among the trees of life, and in the actual enjoyment of
its delicacies and delights. When a man is not principled in

truths by virtue of doctrine, but only from the literal sense, he
abides in the boundaries of the garden, and sees nothing but
forest scenery ; but where a man is in the doctrine of a false

religion, and has confirmed its falses in his mind, he is not even
in the forest, but in a sandy plain without, where there is not
even grass. That these are also the respective states of such
persons after death, is shewn in the treatise concerning Heaven
AND Hell.

260. It is moreover to be observed, that the literal sense of

the Word is a guard to the genuine truths concealed in it, lest

they should be injiu-ed; and it operates as a guard thus, that

the literal sense can be turned in every direction, and be ex-

plained according to the reader's apprehension, without its in-

ternal being hui't and violated; for no hurt ensues from the
literal sense being understood differently by different persons :

but the danger is, when a man introduces falses, which are con-

traiy to divine truths, as is the case with those, and those only,

who have confirmed themselves in falses. From this the AVord
suffers violence, to prevent which the literal sense is its guard,

and it operates as such a guard with those who are in falses

from a principle of religion, and yet do not confirm them. The
literal sense of the Word acting as a guard, is signified and also>

described in the Word by the cherubs. This guard is signified

by the cherubs, which, after the expulsion of Adam and his wife

from the garden of Eden, were placed at the entrance, of which
it is Avritten, " Jehovah God drove out the man, and placed, at

the east of the garden of Eden, cherubs, and a flaming sword,

which turned every way, to keep the way of the tree of life
''

(Gen. iii. 23, 24). No one can know what these Avords signify,

vmlcss he knows the signification of cherubs, of the garden of

Eden, of the tree of life therein, and lastly, of the flaming sword
which turned every way. All these particulars are explained in

the work entitled Arcana Ccelestia, published at London,
where it is shewn that cherubs signify a guard ; the way of the

ti'ce of life signifies admission to the Lord, which men have by
means of the truths contained in the spiritual sense of the Wordy
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divin3 truth in its ultimates is represented by the flaming sword^.

which tiu-ned e^xry way, Avhich, hke the Word in its Uteral

sense, is thus capable of being so turned. The hke is under-

stood by the " cheruhs made of gold over the two extremities of

the propitiatory which was above the arlc, in the tabernacle

"

(Exod. XXV. 17—21). The Word is signified by the ark, because

the decalogue contained in it was its primitive; the cherubs

there signify a guard, on which account the Lord talked witli

Moses from between them (xxv. 22 ; Numb. vdi. 89) ; and he

spoke in the natural sense, for he never speaks with man but in

fulness, and divine truth, in the literal sense, is in its fulness, as

was shewn above, n. 214'—224. The like is understood by
'' the cherubs over the curtains of the tabernacle, and over tlie

vail^^ (Exod. xxvi. 31) ; for the curtains and vails of the taber-

nacle signified the ultimates of heaven and the church, and con-

sequently of the Word, n. 220 ; and also by the " cherubs carved

over the Avails and doors of the temple at Jerusalem " (1 Kings

vi. 29, 32, 35) ; see above, n. 221 ; and also by the " cherubs in

the new temple''^ (Ezek. xli. 18, 19, 20). Since cherubs signi-

fied a guard, to shcAv that the Lord, heaven, and divine truth,

which constitute the internal of the Word, should not be ap-

proached immediately, but by the mediation of ultimates, it is

therefore said of the king of Tyre, " Thou that sealest up the

sum, full of wisdom, and perfect in beauty ; thou hast been in

Eden the garden of God; every precious stone was thy covering;

thou, O cherub, wast the spreading forth of the covering; I have

destroyed thee, covering cherub from the midst of the stones

of fire^' (xxviii. 12, 13, 14, 16). Tja-e signifies the clunch in

respect to the knoAvledges of truth and good, and hence, the

king of Tyre is the Word, Avhere those knoAvledges are, and from
whence they are derived. That the Word in its ultimate in this

place is signified by the king of Tyre, and by cherub, a guard,

is plain from this circumstance, that it is said, "Thou that

sealest up the sum, every precious stone Avas thy covering ; thou,

O cherub, art the spreading forth of the covering," and " O
coA^ering cherub." That Avhatever belongs to the literal sense of

the Word is signified by the precious stones, which are also men-
tioned in the same chapter, may be seen above, n. 217, 218.

Since the Word in its ultimates is signified by cherubs, and also

a guard, it is therefore written in the Psahns of DaAdd, " Jehovali

boAved the heavens, and came doAvn ; and he rode upon a cherub"
(xAdii. 9, 10). "O shepherd of Israel, thou that sittest upon the

cherubs, shine forth" (Ixxx. 1). "Jehovah sitteth upon tlie

cherubs" (xcix. 1). To ride on the cherubs, and to sit upon
them, means on the ultimate sense of the Word. Divine truth

in the Word, wil.h its nature and qualit}^, is described by the

four animals, which are also called cherubs, in Ezekicl i., ix., and
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X. ; and likewise by the four animals in the midst of the thro»e,

and near the throne_, Rev. iv. 6. See the Apocalypse Revealed.
n. 239, 275, 314.

XI. The lord, during his abode in the world, ful-

filled ALL THINGS CONTAINED IN THE WORD, AND WAS THUS

MADE THE WORD, THAT IS, THE DIVINE TRUTH, EVEN IN ULTI-

MATES.
261. That the Lord during his abode in the Avorld fulfilled

all things contained in the Word, and that he was thus made
the divine truth, or the Word, even in ultimates, is understood

by these words in John :
" And the Word was made flesh, and

dwelt amongst us ; and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the

only-begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth " (i. 14) ; to

be made flesh, is to be made the Word in ultimates. What the

Lord's appearance is, as the Word in ultimates, he exhibited

to his disciples at his transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 2, &c. ; Mark
ix. 2, &c.; Luke ix. 29). It is there said that Moses and Elias

appeared in glory ; and by Moses is meant the Word which was
Avritten by him, and in general the historical Word, and by Elias

the prophetical Word. The Lord, as the Word in ultimates,

was also represented before John in the RcA^elation (i. 13—16)

;

M'here all parts of the description given of him, signify the ulti-

mates of divine truth, or of the Word. The Lord indeed, before

liis incarnation, was the Word, or the divine truth, but only in

first principles ; for it is said, " In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word ivas God" (John i.

1, 2); but when the Word was made flesh, then the Lord was
made the Word in ultimates also ; and it is from this circum-

stance that he is called the First and the Last (Rev. i. 8, 11, 17;
ii. 8; xxi. 6; xxii. 13; Isaiah xliv. 6).

262. That the Lord fulfilled all things contained in the

Word, is evident from the passages where it is said that the law
and the Scripture were fulfilled, and that all things were accom-
plished or finished by him ; as in the following :

" Jesus said.

Think not that I am come to destroy the laiv and the prophets

;

I am not come to destroy but to fulfill." (Matt. v. 17). "Jesus
went into the synagogue, and stood up to read. And there was
delivered unto him the book of the prophet Esaias. And when
he had unrolled the book, he found the place where it is written.

The spirit of Jehovah is upon me, because he hath anointed me
to preach the gospel to the poor ; he hath sent me to heal the

l)roken hearted, to preach deliverance to the captives, and recov-

ering sight to the blind, to preach the acceptable year of the
Lord. And he closed the book and said. This day is this scrip-

ture fulfilled in your ears" ( Luke iv. 16—21 ). "That the Scrip-

ture may be fulfilled, He that eateth bread with me hath lifted

up his heel against me" (John xiii. 18). None of them is lost,

but the son of perdition, that the Scripture might be fulfilled"
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(Jolm xvii. 13). TJiat the ivord might he fulfilled wliioli he
spake, Of them that thou gavest me have I lost none"(Joh:i

x^dii. 9). "Jesus said unto Peter, Put up agam thy sword into

his place ; how then shall the Scripture be fulfilled, that thus it

must be? But all this was done that the Saipture might be ful-

filled'' (Matt. xxvi. 54, 56) . The Son of Man goeth as it is ivrittcn

of him" (Mark xiv. 21). "And the Scripture was fulfilled, which
saith. And he was numbered with the transgressors" (INIark xv.

28; Luke xxii. 37). "That the Scripture might be fulfilled,

which saith. They parted my raiment among them, and for my
vesture did they cast lots" (John xix. 24). "After this, Jesus

knowing that all things were now accomplished, that the Scrip-

ture might be fulfilled" (John xix. 28). "When Jesus therefore

had taken the vinegar, he said. It is finished (that is, fulfilled)'''

(John xix. 30) .
" These things were done, that the Scripture

might be fulfilled, A bone of him shall not be broken ; and again

.

another Scripture saith, They shall look on him whom they

pierced" (xix. 36, 37). That the whole Word was written con-

cerning him, and that he came into the world to fulfill it, he
himself, before his departm'e, taught his disciples in these

words :
" O fools, and slow of heart to beheve all that the pro-

phets have spoken ! Ought not Christ to suffer these things,

and so to enter into his glory ? And beginning at Moses and all

the prophets, he expounded unto them in all the Scriptures the

thint/s concerning himself" (Luke xxiv. 25, 26, 27). Moreover
Jesus said, " All things must be fulfilled which ivere written in

the law of Moses, and in the Propjhets, and in the Psalms, con-

cerning me"(^xxiv. 44, 45). That the Lord, dming his abode
in the world, fulfilled all things contained in the Word, even to

its most minute particulars, is evident from these his own words :

" Verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass a^vay, one

jot or one tittle shall in ho tvise pass from the laio, till all be ful-

filled "i^ntt. V. 18). Hence then it may clearly appear that by
this circumstance ofthe Lord^s fulfilling the whole law, is meant
that he fulfilled not only all things contained in the decalogue,

but all things contained in the Word. That all the contents of

the Word are understood by the law, may be evident from these

passages :
" Jesus said. Is it not written in your law, I said ye

are gods ?" (John x. 34) ; it is so written Psalm Ixxxii. 6. " The
people answered him, We have heard out of the law, that Christ

abideth for ever" (John xii. 34). This is written Psalm Ixxxix.

29 j ex. 4 ; Dan. vii. 14. " That the Word might be fulfilled,

which is written in their laio. They hated me without a cause"

(John XV. 25) ; this is written Psalm xxxv. 19. " It is easier

for heaven and earth to pass, than one tittle of the law to fail"

(Luke xvi. 17). In these and other passages throughout the

Word, the law means the whole Sacred Scripture.

263. Few people imderstand in what sense the Lord is the
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Word. It is generally supposed that the Lord, by means of the

Word, may enlighten and teach mankind, and yet that this is

no reason why he should be called the Word ; but let it be ob-

served that every man is his own particular will, and his own
particular understanding, and thus one person is distinguished

from another. Now as the will is the recipient of love, and
consequently of all the goods belonging to that love, and the
understanding is the recipient of wisdom, and consequently of

all the truths belonging to that wisdom, it follows that every

man is his own particular love, and his own particular wisdom,
or what amounts to the same, his own particular good, and his

own particular truth. A man is a man only by virtue of these

liis constituent parts, and nothing else in his constitution can be
called man. With respect to the Lord, he is love itself and
wisdom itself, thus good itself and truth itself, which he became
by virtue of his fulfilHng all the good and all the truth contained

in the Word ; for whoever thinks and speaks nothing but truth,

becomes that truth, and whoever wills and does nothing but
good, becomes that good ; and thus the Lord, in consequence
of fulfilling all divine truth and divine good contained in the

Word, as well in its natru'al as in its spiritual sense, became
good itself and truth itself, thus the Word.

XIL Previous to the word which the world now pos-

sesses, THERE was a AVORD WHICH IS LOST.

264. That previous to the Word which was given by Moses
and the prophets to the people of Israel, men were acquainted

with sacrificial worship, and prophesied from the mouth of Jeho-

vah, may appear from what is recorded in the books of Moses.
That they were acquainted with sacrificial worship, is evident

from these cu'cumstances, that the childi*en of Israel were com-
manded to destroy the altars of the Gentiles, to break their

images and cut down theu" groves (Exodus xxxiv. 13; Dent. vii.

5 ; xii. 3) ; that Israel in Schittim began to commit whoredom
with the daughters of Moab, and called the people unto the

sacrifices of their gods, and that the people did eat (Numb.
XXV. 1, 2, 3) ; that Balaam, who was from the land of Syria,

caused altarc to be built, and sacrificed oxen and sheep (Numb,
xxii. 40; xxiii. 1, 2, 14, 29,30); ihKthe also pi^ophesied conceni-

ing the Lord, saying, that there should come a star out of Ja-

cob, and a sceptre should rise out of Israel (xxiv. 17) ; and that

he prophesied from the mouth of Jehovah (xxii. 13, 18; xxiii. 3,

5, 8, 16, 26 ; xxiv. 1, 13) : from these circumstances it is very

evident that the Gentiles performed divine worship, in many
respects similar to that which was instituted by Moses among the

people of Israel. That such worship was in use also before the

days of Abraham, is plain from what is written by Moses (Deut.

xxxii. 7, 8) ; but still plainer from what is recorded of Melchize-
dech, king of Salem, as that he brought forth bread and wine
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and Ijlessod Abraham; that Abraham gave him tithes of all

(Gen. xiv, 18, 19, 20); and that Melchizedech represented tli;

Lord, for he is called the priest of the Most High God (xiv. 18)

;

and it is said of the Lord by David, " Thou art a priest for ever,

after the order of Melchizedech'^ (Psalm ex. 4). Hence it ^vas

that Melchizedech brought forth bread and wine, as being the

most holy things of the church, agreeably to their holiness in

the Lord's Supper. These and many other circumstances of the

same nature, are standing proofs, that previous to the Word
\\ hich ^vas given to the people of Israel, there was a Word from

which such revelations were derived.

265. That the ancients had a Word, is declared by Moses,

who mentions it, and also gives some quotations from it

(Numb. xxi. 14, 15, 27—30) ; the historical parts of that Word
were called the wars of jehovah, and the prophetical parts

ENUNCIATIONS. From the historical parts of that Word Moses

has given this quotation, " AVherefore it is said in the hook of

the wars of Jehovah, I marched into the Red Sea [Sujjha), and

the rivers of Arnon, and the channels of the rivers ; that turned

aside where Ar dwelleth, and stopped at the border of Moab"
(xxi. 14, 15). By the wars ofJehovah mentioned in that Word,
as in ours, are understood and described the Lord's combats

Avith the hells, and his Adctories over them, when he should come
into the world : the same combats are also understood and de-

scribed in many passages in the historical part of our Word, as

in the wars of Joshua with the inhabitants of the land of Canaan,

and in the wars of the Judges and of the Kings of Israel. From
the prophetical parts of that Word Moses has given this quota-

tion :
" Wherefore say the eimnciators, Come into Heshbon

;

the city of Sihon shall be built and strengthened ; for there is a

fire gone out of Heshbon, a flame from the city of Sihon ; it hath

consumed Ar of Moab, and the possessors of the high places of

Arnon. Wo to thee, Moab ! thou art undone, O people of Che-
mosh ! he hath given his sons that escaped, and his daughters,

into captivity unto Sihon, hing of the Amorites : we have shot

them ; Heshbon is perished even unto Dibon, and we have laid

waste even unto Nophah, which reacheth unto Medeba"(Numb.
xxi. 27—30). The translators render it composehs of proverbs,
but they are more properly called enunciators, and their com-
positions PROPHETICAL ENUNCIATIONS, as may appear from the

signification of the word INIoschalim in the Hebrew tongue,

which means not only proverbs, but also prophetical enuncia-

tion ; as in Numb, xxiii. 7, 18 ; xxiv. 3, 15. It is there said,

tliat Balaam uttered his enunciation, Avhich Avas also prophet-

ical concerning the Lord : his enunciation is called Moschal,
in the singular number. It may be further observed, that the

passages thence quoted by Moses are not proverbs, but prophe-

cies. That that Word, like ours, was divinely inspired, is plaic
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from a passage in Jeremiah, "svliere nearly the same expressions

occLU' :
" A fire hath gone forth out of HeshlDon,, and a flame

from t\ie midst of Sihon, and hath devoni-ed the corner of Moab,
and the crown of the head of the sons of Shaon. Wo unto thee,

O Moab ! the people of Chemosh perisheth ; for thy sons are

taken away into captivity, and thy daughters into captivity^'

(xlviii. 45, 46). Mention is also made of a prophetical book of

the ancient Word, called the book of Jasher, or the book of

the Upright, by David and by Joshua; by David in the following

passage :
" David lamented over Saul and over Jonathan ; also

he bade them teach the children of Judah the bow : behold, it

is written in the book of Jasher" (3 Sam. i. 17, 18) : and by
Joshua in this passage :

" Joshua said, Sun, stand thou still

upon Gibeon, and thou moon, in the valley of Ajalon : is not

this written in the book of Jasher" (Josh. x. 12).

266. From these quotations it may appear, that there was an
ancient Word extant in the world, particularly in Asia, previous

to the Word which was given to the children of Israel. That
the former is preserved in heaven among the angels who lived

in those times, and that it is also still extant among the nations

inhabiting Great Tartary, may be seen in the third memor-
able RELATION, at the close of this chapter on the Sacred
Scripture.

XIII. By means op the word, light is communicated to
those who are out of the pale of the church, and not in
possession of the word.

267. There is no possibility of conjunction with heaven, un-
less there be, in some part or other of the earth, a chiu'ch wliich

is in possession of the Word, and is thus acquainted with the

Lord ; for the Lord is the God of heaven and earth, and without
him there is no salvation. That conjunction with the Lord and
consociation with angels, are eflFected by means of the Word,
may be seen above, n. 234—240. It is enough that there be a

church which is in possession of the Word, although it may
consist of very few persons in respect to the whole race of man-
kind ; for still, by means of the Word so possessed, the Lord is

present in every country on the face of the earth, since by that

means heaven is in conjunction with mankind.
268. We will now shew in what manner the presence and

conjunction of the Lord and heaven are efl^ected in all countries

by means of the Word. The universal angelic heaven is, in the

Lord^s sight, as a single man, and so also is the church on earth;

that they have moreover the actual appearance of a man, may
be seen in the treatise concerning Heaven and Hell, n. 59

—

87. In this man, the church where the Word is read, and where
the Lord is thereby known, is as the heart and lungs; the
Lord's celestial kingdom as the heart, and his spiritual kingdom
as the lurgs. Now as from these two fountains of life in the
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human body, all the other members, viscera, and organs subsist

and live, so also do all those people in every part of the earth,

who have any religion, who worship one God, lead good lives,

and thus make a part of this man, subsist and li\'e from the con-

junction of the Lord and heaven mtli the church by means of

the Word, resembling in this respect the members and viscera

without the thorax, wherein the heart and lungs are contained

;

for the Word in the Christian chm-ch is life to all the rest from

the Lord through the heavens, just as the members and viscera

of the whole body receive hfe from the heart and lungs. The
communication also is similar; which is a reason why those

Christians among whom the Word is read, constitute the breast

of the fore-mentioned man. They are also in the middle or

centre of all the rest ; next about them are the Roman Catholics;

about these are the Mahometans, who acknowledge the Lord as

a very great prophet, and a Son of God ; after these come the

Africans ; and the last circumference is occupied by the people

and nations in Asia and the Indies.

269. That this is the case in the universal heaven, may be

concluded from a similarity of circumstances in every particular

society there ; for every particular society is a heaven in a lesser

form, and is likewise as a man : this may be seen in the treatise

concerning Heaven and Hell, n. 41—87. In every society of

heaven, those who are in the middle in like manner represent

the heart and lungs, and enjoy the greatest degree of light; this

light, and the perception of truth thence arising, diffuse them-
selves from the centre in every direction towards the cncum-
ferences, consequently to all in the society, and cause theii- spiri-

tual life. It was shewn me, that when those who were in the

centre, and who constituted the province of the heart and lungs,

and enjoyed the greatest degree of light, were removed, imme-
diately those who were in the neighbourhood around them had
their understandings obscured, and were reduced to so faint a

perception of truth, as to cause them to utter lamentations ; but

as soon as the others were replaced, the hght reappeared, and
their former perception of truth was restored. This ma}^ be
illustrated by comparison with the heat and light flowing from
the sun of this world, which cause vegetation in trees and shrubs,

even in such as are not exposed to their direct influence, but are

planted in shady places, which yet never fail to grow, if the sun
be only risen above the horizon. So it is with the light and
lieat of heaven proceeding from the Lord as the sun of heaven^

which light in its essence is Divine Truth, whence angels and
men derive all intelligence and wisdom : it is therefore said of

the Word, " that it was with God, and was God ; that it en«.

lighteneth every man that cometh into the world ; and that this

light also shineth in darkness" (John i. 1, 5, 9). The Word
there means the Lord as to divine truth.
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270. From tliei e circumstances it may evidently appear that

the Word, Avhich Protestants and the Reformed possess, en-

lightens all nations and people by spiritual communication ; and
liu'ther, that the Lord provides that there should always be a

church on earth, where the Word may be read, and the Lord in

consequence be made known : when therefore the Word Avas

almost totally rejected by the Romish church, through the divine

providence of the Lord the reformation took place, to draw forth

the Word, as it were, from its hiding-places, and bring it again

into use. When the Word also was entirely falsified and adul-

terated by the Jewish nation, and rendered in a manner null, it

pleased the Lord immediately to descend from heaven, and to

come as the Word, and to fulfill it, and thus to renew and restore

it, and to give light again to the inhabitants of the earth, accord-

ing to these Avords of the Lord :
" The people that Avalked in

darkness have seen a great light ; to them that sit in the region

and shadow of death hath the Hght arisen" (Isaiah ix. 2 ; Matt,

iv. 16).

271. It having been foretold that at the end of the present

chiu'ch darkness should also arise, in consequence of not know-
ing the Lord as the God of heaAcn and earth, and of separating

faith from charity, therefore, lest the genuine understanding of

the Word, and consequently the church, should perish, it has

pleased the Lord noAV to reveal the spiritual sense of the
Word and to shcAV that in that sense, and from this in the

natiu'al sense, it contains innumerable things by which the light

of truth derived from the Word, that Avas Avell nigh extinguished,

may be restored. That the light of truth Avould be almost

wholly extinguished at the end of the present church, is foretold

in many passages of the Revelation, and is also meant by these

Avords of the Lord :
" Immediately after the affliction of those

days shall the sun be darkened, and the moon shall not give her

light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the poAvers of the

heavens shall be shaken; and then they shall see the Son of

Man coming in the clouds of heaven Avitli power and great

glory" (Matt. xxiv. 29, 30). The sun there means the Lord in

respect to loA^e ; the moon, the Lord as to faith ; the stars, the

Lord as to the knowledges of good and truth ; the Son of Man,
the Lord as to the Word ; clouds, the literal sense of the Word

;

glory, its spiritual sense, and its transparence through the literal

sense ; and power, the power of the Word.
272. It has been granted me to knoAA', by much experience,

that a man has communication Avitli heaven by means of the

Word. In reading the Word, from the first chapter of Isaiah

to the last of Malachi, with the Psalms of David, and keeping

my thought fixed on the spiritual sense of each passage, it was
granted me to perceive clearly that every verse communicated
with some particular society in heaven, and thus that the wholD
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Word communicated with tlie universal heaven; from whence it

appeared, that as the Lord is the Word, so also heaven is the

Word, since heaven is heaven from the Lord, and the Lord, by
the Word, is the all in all of heaven.

XIV. Without the word no one would have any know-
ledge OF GOD, of heaven AND HELL, Oil OF A LIFE AFTER
DEATH, AND MUCH LESS OF THE LORD,

273. Those who insist, and are confirmed in the opinion, that

a man without the Word might know the existence of God, and
likewise of heaven and hell, with other points which the Word
teaches, do not beheve that Word, but themselves ; it would not

therefore be proper to reason with such persons from the Word,
but from the natural light [lumen) of reason. Inquire then of

the light of reason, and you will find that there are two faculties

of life in man, called understanding and will, and that the under-

standing is subject to the will, and not the will to the under-

standing ; for the understanding only teaches and shews what
from the will ought to be done : hence there are many men of

bright natural parts who have a clearer understanding than
others of the moral duties of life, and who yet do not live

according to them, which they would necessarily do if their wills

concurred in such duties. Inquire further, and you will find

that a man's will is his own or his selfhood, that this is evil

from his birth, and that in consequence of this his understand-
ing is full of falses. When you have made these discoveries,

3'ou will see that a man of himself is not willing to understand
any thing but what comes from his own or the selfhood of

his will, and that unless there were some other source of know-
ledge, a man from the selfhood of his will would not be desirous

of understanding any thing but what regarded himself and the
world. Every tiling of a higher nature would be in darkness to

him : when he saw the sun, moon, and stars, if by chance he
should reflect on their origin, he would not be able to refer them
to any other creative power than their own, as many very learned

men in the Avorld have done, \Aho, although they were informed

by the Word that God created all things, have yet ascribed

creation to nature ; what then would have been their sentiments

in case they had received no information from the Word ? Is it

credible that the ancient philosophers, Aristotle, Cicero, Seneca,

and others, who have written about God, and the immortahty of

the soul, received then' first information on those subjects from
their own understanding ? No, surely, but from others, to whom
the information was successively handed down from those who
had it originally from that ancient Word of which we have
spoken above. In hke manner the writers on natural religion

do not derive their knowledge on the subject from themselves,

but only confirm, by rational deductions, the truths they have
learnt from the chrn-ch which is in possession of the Word; and
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rt IS possible there may be some among tliem who confirm such
truths, and yet do not beheve them.

274, It has been permitted me to see people, born in remote
islands, who were possessed of rationality, so far as relates to

«ivil concerns, and yet had no knowledge at all concerning God.
Such persons in the spiritual world have the appearance of

sphinxes ; but whereas by birth they are men, and consequently
in a capacity of receiving sj)iritual life, they are instructed by
angels, and, by means of knowledges concerning the Lord as to

his human character, are made alive. What a man of himself

is, clearly appears from those who are in hell, some of whom
have been ranked among the learned and distinguished : these

ire unwilling to hear any thing of God, and on that account
cannot pronounce the word " God,'' I have seen and conversed
with them ; and I have also conversed with some who have fallen

into the fire of wrath and anger at the bare mention of the Lord.
Consider therefore what sort of a creature man would have been,
supposing him to have received no information aljout God, when
some who have spoken, written, and preached about God, are

still in such a blind and miserable state. The reason why they
are in such a state is, because their wills are evil, and as before

observed, the will leads the understanding, and robs it of the
truths which it had received from the Word. If man could
have known of himself that there is a God, and a life after death,

why has he never discovered that a man is a real man after

death ? Why does he imagine that his soul, or spirit, is like

wind, or ether, which has neither eyes to see, ears to hear, nor
mouth to speak, until it be re-united with its dead body and
skeleton? Supposing therefore a doctrine derived from the
light {lumen) of reason alone, must it not of necessity establish

the Avorship of self, as was the case in former ages, and is still

the case with many Avho yet are instructed by the AVord that
God alone is to be worshiped ? It is impossible that any other
worship than that of self can be derived from what is his own or
the selfhood of man, not even the worship of the sun and moon.

275. The prevalence of religious worship from the most early
ages of the world, and the universal knowledge of a God among
the inhabitants of the globe, with some notion of a life after
death, are not to be ascribed to men, or to their self-derived in-

telligence, but to the ancient Word mentioned above, n. 264,
265, 266, and in succeeding times to the Israelitish Word.
From those two rehgious knowledge was propagated through all

parts of India, v/ith its islands; through Egypt and Ethiopia
into the kingdoms of Africa ; from the maritime parts of Asia
into Greece, and from thence into Italy. But as the Word
could not be written otherwise than by representatives, which
are such earthly existences as correspond with heavenly ones,
and are consequently significative of them, therefore the reli-
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gious notions of the gentiles were changed into idolatry, and in

Greece -n ere turned into fables ; and the divine properties and

attributes were considered as so many separate gods^ governed

nv one supreme Deity whom they called Jove, possibly from

Jehovah. It is well known that they had a knowledge of para-

dise, the flood, the sacred fire, the four ages, beginning with

that of gold, and ending with that of iron, as in Daniel ii.

31—35.
276. Those who fancy themselves able, by their own intelli-

gence, to procure any knowledge of God, of heaven and hell,

and of the spnitual things of the church, do not consider that

the natural man, regarded in himself, is in opposition to the

spiritual man, and that, consequently, he is desirous to extir-

pate all the spiritualities which enter his understanding, or to

involve them in fallacies, Avhich are as worms, devouring the

roots of pulse and corn. Such persons may be compared with

those who dream that they are sitting on eagles, and are carried

aloft in the air, or on winged horses flying over Mount Parnassus

to Helicon ; whereas they are actually like Lucifers in hell, Avho

there still call themselves sons of the morning (Isaiah xiv. 12).

They are also like the people in the plain of the land of Shinar,

who attempted to build a tower whose top should reach to heaven

(Gen. xi. 2, 4) ; and they are full of self-confidence like Goliah,

not foreseeing that, like him, they may be struck to the ground
I)y a stone fi-om a sling sinking into their foreheads. I will here

declare what is tlue state of such after death ; they are first like

persons intoxicated, afterwards like idiots, and lastly they sink

into stupidity, and sit in darkness. Let every one therefore

take heed to himself that he fall not into such a delirium.

277. To the above I shall add the following memorable
RELATIONS.—FiRST. I was ouc day in the spii'it, traversing

various parts of the spiritual world, that I might observe the

representations of heavenly things which are there exhibited

in many places. In a certain house, where there w ere angels,

I saw great pui'ses, in which were contained large sums ofmoney
;

and as they were open, it seemed as if any person might take

out, or even steal, the money there deposited ; but near the

piu'ses there sat two young men as guards. The place where
the purses were laid appeared like a manger in a stable. In an
adjoining apartment there were modest "\drgins, with a chaste mar-
ried woman, and near the apartment stood two little childi^en : it

was given me however to understand that they were not to be
played with like children, but to be treated wisely. Afterwards

there appeared a harlot, and also a dead horse lying on the ground.

When I had attended to these appearances, I was informed

that they represented the natural sense of the Word, which con"
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tains the spiritual sense. The great purses full of money signi-

fied knowledges of truth in great abundance ; theii- being open,

and yet guarded by young men, signified that every one might
take thence the knowledges of truth, but that care is taken lest

any one should violate the pui-e truths which are contained in

its spiritual sense. The manger, like those in a stable, signified

spiritual nourishment for the understanding ; this is the signifi-

cation of a manger, because a horse, which feeds out of it, sig-

nifies the understanding. The modest virgins who appeared in

the adjoining apartment, signified the aftections of truth; the

chaste married woman, the conjunction of good and truth ; and
the young chikben, innocence of wisdom ; for the angels of the
highest heaven, who are the wisest of all, appear at a distance,

by reason of their innocence, like little children. The harlot,

mth the dead horse, represented the falsification of truth among
many people at this day, by which the understanding of the

Word is totally lost ; a harlot signifying falsification, and a dead
horse the understanding of truth annihilated.

278. The second memorable relation.—There was once
sent me down from heaven a small piece of paper, covered with
Hebrew characters, but written as they used to be among the

ancients, with whom those letters, which are at this day partly

linear, Avere "inflected wdtli little bendings upwards. The angels

who were then with me, declared that they coidd discover entu'e

and complete senses by the very letters, and that they discovered

them particularly by the flexures of the lines, and of the apexes

of each letter. They explained their signification both sepa-

rately and conjointly, telling me that the H, which was added
to the names of Abram and Sarai, signified the infinite and
the eternal : they also explained to me the meaning of the Word
in Psalm xxxii. 1, by the letters or syllables only, and that the

general sense contained therein Avas, that the lord is merci-
ful even to those who do evil. They informed me that

W'l'iting in the third heaven consisted of letters inflected, and
variously curved, each of which contained some particular mean-
ing ; that the vowels there used were to express a sound corres-

ponding with afl'ection ; and that in that heaven they were not

able to pronounce the vowels 7 and E, but instead of themY and
EU, and that the vowels A, O, and U, were in use among them,
because they give a full sound ; also, that they did not express

any consonants roughly, but softly, and that it w^us on this ac-

count that some Hebrew letters have points placed within them,
as a mark that their pronunciation should be soft. They added
that harshness in the pronunciation of letters was in use in the

spiritual heaven because the spiritual angels are principled in

ti-uths, and truth admits of harshness, whereas good, in Avhich

the angels of the Lord^s celestial kingdom, or of the third hea-

ven, are principled, admits of no harshness. They declared
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further, that they had the Word among them written in inflected

letters, with significative httle bendings and apexes, from whence
it appeared what these words of the Lord signify :

" One jot or

one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled^'

(jNIatt. V. 18) ; and again : It is easier for heaven and earth to

pass, than one tittle of the law to fail" (Luke xvi. 17).

279, The third memorable relation.—About seven years

ago, as I was calling to mind Avliat Moses had transcribed from
the two books called The Wars of Jehovah, and The Enun-
ciations (Numb, xxi.), there were some angels present, who
told me that those books were the ancient Word, the histori-

€AL PARTS of whicli wcre called The Wars of Jehovah, and
the prophetical parts, The Enunciations. They said too,

that that Word is still preserved in heaven, and is in use among
the ancients there, who were in possession of it during tlieir

abode on earth. Those ancients, who still use it in heaven,

Avere in part natives of the land of Canaan and its confines, as

Syria, Mesopotamia, Arabia, Chaldea, Assyria, Egypt, Zidon^

Tyre, and Nineveh, the inhabitants of all which kingdoms Avere

in the practice of representative worship, and consequently were
skilled in the science of corresj)ondences. The wisdom of those

times Avas derived from that science, and thus they enjoyed in-

terior perception and communication with the heavens. Those
vtho were acquainted with the correspondences of that Word
Avere called Avise men, and intelligent, and in succeeding ages

diviners and magi ; but as tliat Word Avas full of such correspon-

dences as Avere remotely significative of celestial and spiritual

things, and in consequence began to be falsified by many, by the

diAane proAidence of the Lord in process of time it Avas removed,
and another Word Avritten by correspondences less remote Avas

given which A\as that deliAcred by the prophets among the
children of Israel. In this Word Avere retained several names of

places, not only of such as Avere in the land of Canaan, but also

in the surrounding kingdoms of Asia, all AAdiich signified things

and states of the church ; but then they derived such significa-

tions from the ancient Word. It was on this account that Abram
Avas commanded to go into that land, and that his posterity,

out of the loins of Jacob, were introduced into it.

Concerning that ancient Word Avhicli Avas in Asia before the

Israelitish Word, I am at liberty to state that it is still preserAcd

among the people in Great Tartary. I liaA^e conversed Avith spi-

rits and angels in the spii'itual Avorld Avho came from that coun-

try, and Avho informed me that they are in possession of the

Word, and that they have possessed it time immemorial ; that

according to this Word they celebrate their divine Avorship, and
that it consists of mere correspondences. They said likcAvise

that it contains the book of Jasher, mentioned in Joshua, x.

12, 13 ; and in the second book of Samuel, i. 17, 18; and that
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tliey are also in possession of the books called The Wars op
Jehovah, and The Enunciations, which are mentioned bv
Moses (Numb. xxi. 14, 15, 27—30) ; and when I read to thera

the words Avhich Moses has quoted from these books, they ex-

amined whether they were in tlie original, and found tliem there

;

from which circumstances it was evident to me that they are

still in possession of the ancient Word. In the conversation

which passed between us they said that they worship Jehovah,
some as an invisible God, and some as a visible one. They
told me further, that they do not permit any foreigners to come

. among them except the Chinese, with whom they study to live

upon good terms, because the emperor of China is from their

country ; and besides that they are so populous, they cannot
imagine any country in the whole world to be more so, which
indeed may appear credible from the great length of the wall

which the Chinese formerly built, as a secm-ity against their

incursions. I have been further informed by the angels that

the first chapters of Genesis, which treat of the creation, of

Adam and Eve, of the garden of Eden, and of their chilrtren

and posterity till the flood, and likewise of Noah and his child-

ren, are contained in that Word, and so were copied from it by
ISIoses. The angels and spirits from Great Tartary appear in

the southern quarter towards the east, and are separated from
others by dwelling in a more eminent expanse. They do not
admit among them any from the Christian world ; and if any do
ascend, they secure them so that they cannot return. The
cause of such separation is because they arc in possession of

another Word.
280. The fourth memorable relation.—I once saw at a

distance shady walks, planted with rows of trees, and several

companies of young men assembled there conversing on subjects

of wisdom. This was in the spiritual world ; so I Avent to join

thera ; and as I approached, I observed one to Avhom the rest

paid particular respect, as to their chief, because he excelled

them in wisdom. On seeing me, he said, " I Avas surprised as

I saw you in the way coming towards us, to observe that some-
times you were in sight, and sometimes out of sight, or at one
moment visible, and the next invisible ; surely you are not in

the same state of life with us." To this I replied, with a smile,
" I am neither a stage-player nor a Vertumnus, but I am
alternate, dwelling sometimes in your light, and sometimes in

your shade ; thus I am a stranger here, and at the same time
an inhabitant.''^ On this the wise personage looked at me
attenti\'ely, and said, " You speak strange and wonderful

things ; tell me who you are." I said, " I am in the world in

which you have been, and from which you are departed, which
is called the natural world, and I am also in the world in

which vou now are, which is called the spiritual world : hence
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I am in a natural state, and at the same time in a spiritual state

;

in a natural state with men on earth, and in a spiritual state

with you. When I am in a natural state, 1 am invisible to you,

but when I am in a spiritual state I become visible ; and this

peculiarity in my nature is of the Lord^s appointment. It must
be well known to a man so enlightened as you arc, tliat an
inhabitant of the natural Avorld is invisible to an inhabitant of

the spiritual world, and contrariwise ; so when I let my spirit

into the body, I was no longer visible to you, but when I let it

out from the body, I became visible ; and this is a consequence
of the difference laetween what is spiritual and what is natural.^^

When he heard me speak of the difference between spiritual and
natural, he said, " What do you mean by that difference ? Is

it not like that between things more or less pure ? What then

is the spiritual but the natural in a higher state of purity ? " I

replied " The difference is of another sort : the natiu-al can

never, by any subtilization or refining, so approach the spiritual

as to become itself spiritual ; for the difference between them is

like what subsists between prior and posterior, which bear no
determinate proportion to each other ; for the prior is in the

posterior, as the cause is in its effect ; and the posterior is deriv-

ed from the prior, as the effect from its cause : hence it is that

one does not appear to the other." To this the wise personage

replied, " I have frequently meditated on this difference, but

heretofore in vain : I wish I were able to discern it." I said,

" You shall not only discern the difference between spiritual and
natural, but you shall even see it." I then proceeded as follows :

You yourself are in a spiritual state Avith your associate spirits,

but in a natural state with me ; for you converse with your asso-

ciates in spiritual language, wliicli is common to every spirit

and angel, but you converse with me in my native tongue : for

every spirit and angel, when conversing with a man, speaks his

particular language, consequently French with a Frenchman,
Greek with a Grecian, Arabic with an Arabian, and so forth.

That you may know therefore the difference between spiritual

and natural, in respect to languages, make this experiment

:

withdraw to your associates, and there speak some sentence or

other ; then retain the expressions, and retm-n with them in

your memory, and utter them before me." He accordingly did

so, and retui-ned to me with those expressions in his mouth, and
uttered them, and they Vt^ere expressions altogether strange and
foreign, and such as do not occur in any language of the na-

tural world. By this experiment several times repeated, it was
made very evident that all the inhabitants of the spiritual world

have a spiritual language, which has not in it anything common
to any natural language, and that every man comes of himself

into the use of that language after death. I also at one time

experienced that the sound of spiritual language differs so far
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fiom tlie sound ofnatural langiiage, that a spiritual sound, though
loud, could not be at all heard by a natural man, nor a natural

so\md by a spiritual man. Afterwards I desired him and some
of the by-standers to withdraw to their associates, and write

some sentence or other on a piece of paper, and then return

with it to me and read it. They did so, and returned to me
M'ith the paper in their hands ; but when they attempted to read

it, they were not able, for the writing consisted merely of cer-

tain letters of the alphabet, with curvatures over them, each of

which was significative of some particular sense and meaning :

from this it plainly appeared on what ground the Lord is called

the Alpha and the Omega. On their withdrawing a second and
a third time, and writing in the same manner, and returning

to me, they found that their writing involved and comprehended
innumerable particulars, which no natural wi'iting could possibly

express ; and it Avas granted them to understand that this was
in consequence of the spiritual man's thoughts being incompre-

hensible and ineffable to the natural man, and such as cannot
be expressed in natural v/riting or language. But as there

Avere some present who Avere unAvilling to comprehend hoAV spiri-

tual thought should so far exceed natural thought as to be re-

spectively ineffable, I said to them, " Make the experiment :

Avithdraw into your spiritual society, and think on some subjects,

retain your thoughts, and then return and utter them before

me :" and having done so, when they wanted to express Avhat

they had been thinking about, they were not able, for they
could not find any idea of natiii'al thought adequate to an idea

of thought purely spiritual, consequently no Avords expressive of

it ; for ideas of thought become Avords in speech. This experi-

ment they repeated, and conAinced themselves that spiritual

ideas are supeniatural, inexpressible, ineffable, and incompre-
hensible to the natural man ; and on account of this their super-

eminence, they said that spiritual ideas or thoughts, in respect

to natural, are ideas of ideas, and thoughts of thoughts, and
thus express qualities of qualities, and affections of affections

;

consequently, that spiritual thoughts are the beginnings and
origins of natural thoughts. Hence also it appeared that spirit-

ual Avisdom is wisdom of Avisdom, and thus inexpressible to any
Avise man in the natural Avorld. It Avas then declared from the

superior heaven, that there is a wisdom still more interior or

superior, Avhich is called celestial, bearing the same relation to

spiritual wisdom as spiritual Avisdom bears to natural, and that

these descend by influx according to the order of the heavens,

from the divine Avisdom of the Lord, which is infinite. On this

the person in conversation Avith me said, " I see it must be so,

because I perceive that one natural idea is the continent of seve-

ral spiritual ideas, and also that one spiritual idea is the conti-

nent of several celestial ideas : hence too folloAvs this consequence,
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that .1 thing by division is not rendered more and more simple,

but more and more multiple, because it approaches nearer ancJ

nearer to the infinite, in M'hom are all things after an infinite

manner." After this I said to all present " You see, from
these three experimental proofs, the nature of the diftcrence

between what is spiritual and Avhat is natural, and likewise the

reason why the natural man is invisible to the spiritual man,
and the spiritual to the natural, notwithstanding they are both
in a perfect human form, when b}^ reason of such a form it seems
as if they might be visible to each other; but the interiors be-

longing to the mind are what constitute that form, and the
minds of spirits and angels are composed of spiritual substances^

and the minds of men, so long as they live in the world, of na-
tural substances." After this, a voice was heard from the higher
heaven addressed to one of the b3'^-standers saying, " Come up
hither :" he therefore Avent up, and retmnied, with this infor-

mation, that the angels did not previously know the differences

between what is spiritiial and what is natural, because there

never before had been any opportunity of comparing them toge-

ther, in any 2)erson existing at the same time in both worlds,

and without such comparison and reference hose ditfeience*

were not ascertainable.

Before we separated we had some further conversation on
this subject, in which I said, " The true cause of those diff"er-

ences is, that you avIio inhabit the spiritual world are substantiat

beings, and not material ; substantial things being the begin-

nings or principles of material things : for what is matter but n
gathering together of substances? You therefore have your
existence in principles, and thus in singulars ; but we in the
natui'al world have our existence in the derivatives of those
principles, and the composites of those singulars : you are in

particulars, but we are in generals; and as generals cannot enter

into particulars, so neither can natural things, which are
material, enter into spiritual things, Avhich are substantial, any
more than a ship^s cable can enter into or be di-awn through
the eye of a sewing needle ; or than a nerve can be introduced

into one of the fibres of Avhich it is composed. Here then we
discover the reason why the natural man cannot conceive in his

thoughts what the spiritual man conceives, or consequently

express such conceptions ; and it Avas on this account, that Paul
calls what he heard from the third heaven ineffable. Add to

this, that to think spiritually, is to think abstractedly from space

and time, but to think natm'ally, is to think in conjvmction A^ith

space and time ; for to CA'cry idea of natural thought there

adheres something that has relation to space and time, which is

not the case with spiritual ideas ; and this is, because the spi-

ritual Avorld is not in space and time, as the natural Avorld is,

but only in their appearances. In this respect also, spiritual
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tfioiiglita and perceptions arc different from natural ; therefore

you can think of the essence and omnipresence of God as exist-

ing from eternity, that is, you can think of God as existing-

1)efore the workl was created, because you think of the essence

of God without relation to time, and of liis omnipresence without

relation to space, and thus you comprehend things which tran-

scend the natural ideas of man." I then acquainted them tliat

I was once engaged in contemplation about the essence and
omnipresence of God, as existing from eternity, tliat is, about

God before the creation of the world; and in consequence of not
being able to remove spaces and times from the ideas of my
thought, I was brought into much anxiety, because the idea of

nature entered instead of God. In this state I Avas directed to

remove the ideas of space and time, with a promise that then I

should see clearly ; accordingly power was given me to remove
them, and I saw wliat I desired; and from that time I have been
able to think of God as existing from eternity, yet without

thinking of natm'e as existing from eternity, because God is in

all time without time^ and in all space without space ; whereas

nature in all time is in time, and in all space in space ; and
nature, with lier time and space, must of necessity have had a

beginning ; but not so God, who is without time and space

:

therefore natm'C is from God, not from eternity, but in time,

originating together with her time and space.

281. The fifth memorable relation.—As it has been
granted me by the Lord to be at one and the same time in the

spiritual and in the natm'al world, and so to converse with angels

as with men, and thus to become acquainted Avith the states of

those who after death flock together into that heretofore unknown
world, (for I have conversed with all my relations and friends,

likewise with kings and princes, and men of learning, after

their departure out of this life, and this now for twenty-seven

years without interruption,) therefore I am enabled to describe

the states of men after death, from lively experience, in rela-

tion to both such as have lived good and such as have lived evil

lives. At present, however, I will onh'' mention some circum-

stances relative to the state of those who from the Word have

confirmed themselves in falses of doctrine, particidarly of those

who have done so for the sake of defending the doctrine of jus-

tification by faith alone. The successive states through which
they pass are as follows: 1. As soou as they are deceased, and
re^dve as to the spirit, which takes place generally on the third

day after the heart has ceased to beat, they appear to themselves

in a body simdar to the one they had in the Avorld, so that they

•do not know but that they are still living there
; yet it is not a

material body, but a substantial one, which to then* senses

appears like a material one, though it is not so. 2. After some
days they see that thev are in a world^ where there are various
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societies instituted, -svliicli is called the -world of spirits, and

is in the middle between heaven and liell. All the societies

there, which are innumerable, are arranged in vronderful order,

according to natural affections, both good and evil; the societies

which are arranged according to good natm'al affections having

communication Avitli heaven, and the societies ai'ranged accord-

ing to evil affections with hell. 3. The noWtiate spii-it, or spi-

ritual man, is led about and translated into various societies,

both good and bad ; thus he is examined whether he is affected

with goods and truths, and in what manner, or whether he is

affected with evils and Mses, and in what manner. 4. If he is

affected with goods and truths, he is withdrawn from the evil,

and introduced into good societies of various kinds, till he comes
to a society corresponding with his own natm'al affection, and
thei'e he enjoys good corresponding Avith such affection, until he

puts off' the natm-al affection, and puts on that which is spuitnal,

and then he is elevated to heaven ; but this is the case with

those only who have lived in this world a life of chaiity, and
thus a life of faith ;\lso, that is, Avho have beheved in the Lord,

and have shunned e^ils as sins. 5. But those who have confirmed

themselves in falses by perverse reasonings, and particularly by
misapplications of the Word, and in consequence have lived a

merely natm'al life (that is, an evil life, for falses attend eA"ils,

and CA^ils adhere to falses), all such, because they ai'e not affected

by goods and truths, but only by catIs and falses, ai-e AvithdraA^^l

from the good, and introduced into evil societies of various kinds,

till they come to one that corresponds Avith the concupiscences

of their CAdl love. G. But, as during theii' former hfe, they had put

on the appearance of good affections in theii* externals, Avlien

nevertheless there Avas nothing but caII affections or concupis-

cences in their internals, they are kept by tui-ns in their

externals ; and such as in then" former life had enjoyed power
and authority over others are noAV made rulers of societies in the

world of spiiits, Avith a greater or less extent of command,
according to the dignity of the offices Avhich they had before

*injoyed : but as they have no love for either truth or justice, and
are not in a capacity to be erdightened so as to know what truth

''ud justice are, after a few days they ai-e degraded from their

authority. I have seen such translated from one society to

another, and iuACSted with power in each society, and yet after

a short time degraded in all. 7. After fi'equent degradations of
this sort, some through weariness want the inclination, and
some through fear of losing credit Avant the courage, to seek

after any other public offices, therefore they retit'e from such
duties, and sit doAvn in sadness ; and then they are removed into

a desert, where there are huts scattered about, into which they
enter ; and there work is giA-en them to do, and in proportion
as theA" do it thev receive food, but if thev refuse to do it they
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arti kept without food, so that at last necessity compels them to

work. Food, in the spiritual world, is like the various kinds of

food in oixr world, but from a spiritual origin, and is given froni

heaven by the Lord, to every one, according to the uses which
he performs ; but none is given to the idle, because they per-

form no uses. 8. After some time they loathe their work, and
then go out of their huts, and in case they have been priests,

they are seized with a desire to build themselves houses : then
there appear heaps of hewn stone, liricks, beams, and boards,

and likewise of reeds and rushes, with abundance of clay, lime,

and mortar : at the sight of these the lust of building is kindled,

and they begin to construct a house, taking up sometimes a
stone, sometimes a piece of timber, sometimes a reed, sometimes
mortar, which materials they lay one upon another without any
order, though it appears to themselves as if they observed the
most exact order ; but what they build up in the day-time falls

doAvn in the night, so that the next day they ha^e to collect the
mixed materials, Avhich they again endeavoiu* to put together

;

and so they go on till they are tired of building. This happens
to them from its correspondence with their former life, in that

they had collected passages from the Word, to confirm the falses

of their faith, which ftilses build up the church in no better

manner than their building is here represented. 9. Afterwards
they quit their work through wearisomeness, and sit down in

solitude and idleness ; and since, as was observed above, the idle

have no food given them from heaven, they begin to hunger,
and to think of nothing but how they may get somewhat to eat

and satisfy their cra^dng. When they are in this state, they are

addressed by certain persons, of whom they ask alms, who say
to them, " Why sit ye thus idle ? come home with us, and we
will find you work, and give you food." Then they get up with
joy and go home with them, and each has his work assigned
him, and food given him as the i-eward of his labor: but because
all those who have confirmed themselves in falses of faith, can-

not perform works of real utility, but only such as are mis-
chievous and evil, and do not execute their tasks faithfully, but
fraudulently and unwillingly, therefore they neglect their

employment, and mind nothing but company, talking, saunter-
ing about, and sleeping; and as they cannot then any longer be
engaged to work by their masters, they are dismissed as unpro-
fitable servants. 10. On their dismission their eyes are opened,
and they perceive a way leading to a certain cavern, and when
they arrive there, the door is opened and they enter, and inquire

whether any food is to be had there : on their being informed
that there is, they desire leave to abide there, and accordingly
leave is given them, and tney are introduced, and the door is

shut after them. Then the governor of the cavern comes and
says to them, ^' You cannot go out of this place any more •
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behold your companions ; they all work hard, and in proportion

to their work they receive food from lieaven. 1 tell you this

ihat you may not plead ignorance." Their companions then
also say to them. " Our governor knows for what work every one
is best fitted, and enjoins it daily, and on the day that we finish

what he gives us to do, we receive food ; but if we do not finish

it we receive neither food nor clothes ; and if any one does mis-
chief to another, he is thrown into a corner of the cavern upon
a bed of cursed dust, where he is miserably tormented, until the

governor observes in him some sign of penitence, and then lie

is taken off, and ordered again to his work." The new comer
is also informed that every one is at liberty to walk, to converse,

and afterwards to sleep, when he has done his Avork. He is then
led into an inner part of the cavern, Avhere there are harlots, and
he is permitted to take one to himself, and call her his woman

;

but he is forbiddou under severe penalties to indulge in promis-
cuous connections.

It is of such caverns as these, which arc nothing but eternal

workhouses, that hell consists. I have been permitted to enter

some of them, and to see their nature, in order that I might
make it knoAvn. All that Avere confined there appeared like

beggars, and none of them kncAV Avho they had been, or Avhat

office they had enjoyed in the former Avorld ; but the angel Avho

attended me informed me that one had formerh' been a servant,

one a soldier, one a captain, one a priest, one a person of great

dignity, another of great Avealth ; and yet they none of tliem

knew but that they had constantly liA^ed as companions in a like

state of servitude ; and the reason of this was, because they had
been inwardly alike, although they had diftcred in externals, and
in the spiritual Avorld all are associated according to their interiors.

With respect to the hells in general, they consist merely of

such caverns and Avorkhouses, but with a difference between
those inhabited by satans and those inhabited by devils : those

are called satans Avho have lived in falses and in consequent evils,

and those are called dcAdls, avIio have lived in evils and in conse-

queiit falses. In the light of heaven satans appear pale and livid,

like corpses, and in some cases black fuiger) like mummies ; but

devils appear in the same light of a firy, dusky complexion, and
m some cases intensely black fater'J like soot. The forms and
faces of them all are monstrous ; and yet in their OAvn light,

AAdiich is like that of lighted charcoal, they do not a])pear as

monsters, but as men ; Avhich appearance is permitted tl lat they

may be capable of consociation.
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CHAP. V.

THE CATECHISM OR DECALOGUE EXPLAINED AS TO ITS EXTERNAL

AND INTERNAL SENSE.

282. There is no nation tlirougliout the whole workl so

ignorant as not to know that miu'der, adultery, theft, and the

bearing of false witness are evils ; and further, that unless there

were laws for the prevention of those evils, no kingdom, com-
monwealth, or any established order of society, could possibly

subsist. Who, therefore, can suppose that the people of Israel

Avere so particularly stupid as not to know that they were evils ?

And how surprising therefore must it appear that those laws, so

universally known throughout the world, shou.ld be promulgated,
in so miraculous a manner, from Mount Sinai, by Jehovah
himself ! But understand, those laws were promulgated in so

miraculous a manner, as a token that they are not only civil

.and moral laws, but likcAvise divine laws, and that to act con-

trary to them is not only a commission of evil against a man's
neighbour, that is, against his fellow-citizens and society, but
likewise a sin against God ; therefore those laws, in consequence
of their promulgation from INtount Sinai by Jehovah, were also

made laws of religious obligation; for it is evident that whatever
Jehovah prescribes he designs to be made a principle of religion,

and thus to be observed with a view to salvation. But previous

to an explanation of the commandments, it will be expedient to

premise something concerning their sanctity, in order to shew
that the duties they include are of religious obligation.

The decalogue, in the israelitish church, was the
VERY essence OF HOLINESS.

283. The commandments of the decalogue, because they were
the first-fruits of the Word, and consequently the first-fruits of

the church which was to be established among the people of

Israel, and because they contained, in a short summar}^, tho

whole of religion, b}'' which the conjunction of God with man,
and of man with God is effected, were so holy, that nothing
could be holier. Their supreme holiness is evident from the

following circmnstances : that Jehovah the Lord himself came
down upon Mount Sinai in fii'e, and attended with angels, and
thence promulgated them by word of mouth, and that bounds
Avere set about the mount, lest any one should approach and die;

that neither the priests nor elders approached, but Moses alone

;

that the commandments were written with the finger of God on
two tables of stone ; that the face of Moses shone, when he
carried down the two tables the second time ; that the tables

were afterwards deposited in the ark, and the ark in the inmost
part of the tabernacle, and the propitiatory or merc^^-seat over
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it, and the cherubs of gold over the mercy-seat ; that the inmost

of tlie tabernacle, Avhere the ark was kept, Avas called the holy

of holies ; that Avithout the vail, Avithin AA'hich the ark Avas placed,

manv things Avere deposited, Avhich represented the holy things

of heaven and the church, such as the table overlaid Avith gold,

on Avhich AA'as the shcAV-bread, the golden altar on which the

incense Avas burnt, and the golden candlestick with seven lamps,

and also the curtains round about, made of fine linen, purple,

and scarlet. The holiness of the Avhole of this tabernacle Avas

derived solely from the laAV Avhich Avas in the ark. By reason of

the holiness of the tabernacle derived from the laAV in the ark,

all the people of Israel Avere commanded to encamp about it in

order, according to their tribes, and to march in order after it

;

and at those times a cloud was over it in the day-time, and a

fire in the night. By reason of the holiness of that laAV, and the

presence of Jehovah hi it, Jehovah conversed with Moses from

OA^er the propitiatory or mercy-seat betAveen the cherubs ; and

the ark a\ hich stood there Avas itself called Jehovah ; and Aaron
was not permitted to enter Avithin the vail, except Avitli sacri-

fices and incense, lest he should die. By reason of the presence

of Jehovah in that laAv, and about it, miracles Avere also Avrought

by the ark, Avherein the law Avas deposited : thus the Avaters of

Jordan were divided, and, while the ark rested in the midst

thereof, the people passed over on dry ground ; the Avails of

Jericho fell down in consequence of the ark's being carried

round about it ; Dagon, the god of the Philistines, fell on his

face before it, and Avas aftenvards found lying Avithout his head,

Avith the palms of his hands on the threshold of the house ; the

Bethshemites, to the number of several thousands, Avere smitten

on account of it; and Uzzah died in consequence of touching it.

It is further to be noted, that the same ark Avas introduced by
David into Zion, with sacrifices and rejoicings, and afterwards

by Solomon into the temple at Jerusalem, Avhere it constituted

the most sacred part of the temple ; not to mention other cir-

cumstances, Avhich, together Avith these, are convincing proofs

that, in the Israelitish church, the decalogue Avas the very

essence of holiness.

284. The facts above-mentioned concerning the promulga-

tion, holiness, and power of the law, are recorded in these places

in the Word : That Jehovah descended in fire on INIount Sinai,

and that then the mountain smoked and shook, and that there

Avere thunders, lightnings, thick clouds, and the A'oice of a

trumpet, Exod. xix. 16, 17, 18; Dent. iv. 11; v. 19—23; That
the people, before the descent of Jehovah, prepared and sanc-

tified themselves three days, Exod. xix. 10, 11, 15; That bounds
Avere set about the mount, lest any of the people slioidd approach
and die, and that not even the priests were permitted to approach,

but Moses only, xix. 12, 13, 20—23 ; xxiv. 1, 2 ; That the law
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•was promulgated from Mount Sinai, xx. 2—14; Deut. v. 6—18;

That the law was written on two tallies of stone, and with the

finger of God, Exod. xxxi. 18; xxxii. 15, 16; Deut. ix. 10; That
Moseses face did so shine, Avhen he brought the two tables down
from the mount the second time ; that he covered his face with

a vail while he talked with the people, Exod. xxxiv. 29—35 ;

Tliat the tables were laid up in the ark, xxv. 16 ; xl. 20 ; Deut.

X. 5 ; 1 Kings viii. 9 ; That the propitiatory or mercy-seat was

put over the ark, and the cherubs of gold placed over the mercy-

seat, Exod. xxv. 17—21 ; That the ark, with the mercy-seat

and the cherubs, Avas put into the tabernacle, and constituted

the first and thus the inmost part thereof; that the table over-

laid with gold, on which was the shew-bread, the golden altar

of incense, and the golden candlestick, with its golden lamps,

constituted the outer part of the tabernacle ; and that the ten

curtains of fine linen, purple, and scarlet, constituted its outer-

most part, xxv. 1 to the end; xxvi. 1 to the end; xl. 17—28,
That the place Avhere the ark was, was called the holy of holies,

xxvi. 33 ; That the Avhole body of the people of Israel encamped
round about the tabernacle in order, according to their tribes,

and marched in order after it. Numb. ii. 1 to the end ; That

then there was a cloud on the tabernacle by day, and fire by
night, Exod. xl. 38; Numb. ix. 15 to the end; xiv. 14; Deut.

i. 33 ; That Jehovah talked with Moses above the ark, between

the cherubs, Exod. xxv. 22; Numb, vii. 89; That the ark, by

reason of the laAV -which it contained, was called Jehovah ; for

Moses said, Avhcu the ark set forward. Rise up, Jehovah, and
when it rested. Return, Jehovah, Numb. x. 35, 36; Psalm cxxxii.

7, 8 ; That by reason of the holiness of the law it was not lawful

for Aaron to enter within the vail except Avith sacrifices and
incense, Lcvit. xvi. 2—14; That by A'irtue of the presence of

the Lord's power in the laAv Avhich Avas in the ark, the Avaters of

Jordan Avere divided, and, Avhile it rested in the middle, the

people passed over on dry groiuid. Josh, iii. 1—17; iv. 5—20;

That on carrying the ark round about the walls of Jericho, they

fell doAvn, vi. 1—20 ; That Dagon, the god of the Philistines,

fell to the groimd before the ark, and afterwards lay on the

threshold, Avith his head separated from his body, and the palms

of his hands cut off, 1 Sam. v. ; That the Bethshemites, on
accovint of the ark, were smitten, to the number of many thou-

sands, V. and vi. ; That Uzzah, because he touched the ark, died,

2 Sam. vi. 7; That the ark was introduced into Zion by David,

Avith sacrifices and rejoicings, vi. 1—19 ; That it Avas introduced

also by Solomon into the temple at Jerusalem, Avhere it con-

stituted the most sacred part of the temple, 1 Kings vi. 19

;

viii. 3—9.
285. The conjunction of the Lord Avith man, and of man

with the Lord, being eti'ected bv means of that laAV, it is there-
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fore called THE covenant, and the testimony; the covenant,

because it conjoins, and the testimony, because it confirms the

articles of the covenant ; for a covenant in the Word signifies

conjunction, and testimony the confirmation and witnessing of

its articles. For this reason there Avere two tables, one for God,

and the other for man. Conjunction is effected by the Lord,

but only at that time when man performs what is written in his

table ; for the Lord is continually present, and desires to enter

;

but it is man^s part, by virtue of the freedom Avhich he enjoy?

from the Lord to open tlie door; for the Lord says, "Behold,

I stand at the door and knock ; if any man hear my voice, and
open the door, I will come in to him, and sup v.itli him, and
he Avith nie^^ (Rev. iii. 20) . That the tables of stone, on which

the law was written, were called tlie tables of the covenant, and
that the ark w^as from them called the ark of the covenant, and
the law itself the covenant, mav be seen Numb, x, 83 ; Deut. iv.

13, 23; V. 2, 3; ix. 9; Josh. iii. 3; 1 Kings viii. 19, 21 ; Rev.

xi. 19 ; and in other places. And as covenant signifies conjinic-

tion, it is therefore said of the Lord " That he shall be for a

covenant to the people" ( Isaiah xlii. 6 ; xlix. 9) ; and he is called

the angel of the covenant (Malachi iii. 1) ; and his blood the blood

of the covenant (Matt. xxvi. 28 ; Zech. ix. 11 ; Exod. xxiv. 4—10)

;

and therefore the Word is called tlte old covenant, and the new
covenant ; for covenants are entered into for the sake of love,

friendship, consociation, and conjunction.

286. Tlie cause wliy the law was so full of holiness and poAver

was, because it contained the sum and substance of all religion
;

for it Avas Avritten on tAA'o tables, one of Avhich contained the sum
and substance of all duties relating to God, and the other the

sum and substance of all duties relating to man ; therefore the

commandments of that hiAvare called the ten ivords (Exod. xxxIa^

28; Dev\t. iv. 13 ; x. 4). They are so called, because ten signi-

fies all, and Avords signify truths ; for it is evident there Avere

more than ten Avords. That ten signifies all and that tenths,

or tithes, Avere appointed on account of that signification, may
be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 101 ; and that that

law contains the sum and substance of all things in religion, Avill

be seen in the folloAving pages.

The decalogue, in its literal sense, contains general
precepts or doctrine and life, but in iv^ spiritual and
celestial sense all precepts universally.

287. It is well known that in the Word the decalogue is

called THE LAAV by Avay of eminence, because it contains all things

relating to doctrine and life ; for it contains not only the sum
and substance of Avhatever regards God, but likcAvise the sum
and substance of Avhatever regards man ; that law Avas therefore

written on two tables, one of Avhich treats of God, and the other

of mnii. It is also knoAvn that all things belongnig to doctrine and
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life have relation to love to God and love towards our neighbour

;

and all things belonging to these loves are contained in the de-

calogue. That the -whole Word teaches nothing else, is plain

from these words of the Lord: "Jesus said, Thou shalt love the

Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
A\dth all thy mind, and thy neighbour as thyself: on these two
commandments hang all the law and the prophets" (Matt. xxii.

37—40). The laAv and the prophets signify tlie Avhole Word,
And in another place ; " A certain lawyer, tempting Jesus, said.

Master, what shall I do that I may inherit eternal life ? And
Jesus said unto him. What is written in the law ? how readest

thou ? And he answering, said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy
God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy

strength, and with all thy mind, and thy neighbour as thyself.

And Jesus said. This do, and thou shaft live" (Luke x. 25—28).

Now since love to God and love towards our neighbour, are the

all of the Word, and the decalogue contains in its first table a

summary of all tilings relating to love to God, and, in the second,

a summary of all things relating to love towards our neighbour,

it follows of consequence that it contains all things that relate

to doctrine and life. It is plain, from looking at the two tables,

that they are so conjoined that God, from his table regards man,
and that man from his regax'ds God in return, and consequently

that the regard is reciprocal, and of such a nature, that God,
on his part, never ceases to regard man, and to operate what-
ever may concern his salvation ; and if man receives and performs

the duties contained in his table, a reciprocal conjunction is

eftected, and the words which the Lord said to the lawyer are

verified. This do, and thou shalt live.

288. In the Word the law is frequently mentioned, and it

may be expedient to shew Avhat it means in its confined sense,

what in a more extensive sense, and what in the most exten-

sive sense. In a confined sense the law means the decalogue

;

in a more extensive sense it means the statutes given by Moses
to the children of Israel ; and in the most extensive sense it means
the whole Word. That in a confined sense, the law means
THE decalogue, is WCll kuOWU ; but THAT IN A MORE EXTEN-
SIVE SENSE IT MEANS THE STATUTES GIVEN BY MoSES TO THE
CHILDREN OF IsRAEL, is cvidcut fi'om tlic particular statutes in

Leviticus being so called ; as for instance :
" This is the law of

the trespass-ofiering" (Levit. Adi. 1) ; " This is the law of the

sacrifice of peace-offerings" (vii. 11); " This is the law of the

meat-ofiering" ( vi. 7, &c.) ; This is the law of the burnt-oflFering,

of the meat-offering, of the sin-offering, and of the trespass-

oriering, and of the consecrations" (vii. 37) ;
" This is the law of

the beasts and of the fowls" ( xi. 46 )
; This is the laAV for her

that hath borne a son or a daughter" ( xii. 7) ;
" This is the law

of the leprosy" ( xiii. 59 ; xiv. 2, 32, 54, 57) j "This is the law
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of him that hath an issue" (xv. 32) ;
" This is the law of jealousy^'

(Numb. V. 29) ; "This is the law of the Nazarite" (vi. 13, 21) ;

" This is the law when a man dieth in a tent" (xix. 14) ;
" This

is the law concerning a red heifer" (xix. 2) ;
" The law for a king"

(Deut. xvii. 15— 19). Yea, the whole book of Moses is called

the law (Deut. xxxi. 9, 11, 12, 26); as also in the New Testa-

ment (Luke ii. 22 ; xxiv. 44 ; John i. 45 ; vii. 23 ; viii. 5), and
in other places. That those statutes were meant by the works
of the law mentioned by Paul, where he says, that a man is

justified Avithout the works of the law (Rom. iii. 28), is A'ciy evi-

dent from what follows these words, and also from his words to

Peter, whom he blames for Judaizing, where he says three times

in one verse, " that no man is justified by the works of the law"
(Gal. ii. 16). that the law, in its most extensive sense,

MEANS the whole Word, is plain from these passages :
" Jesus

said, Is it not written in your law, Ye are gods ? "(John x. 34)

;

this is Avritten in Psalm Ixxxii. 6 :
" The people answered him,

We have heard out of the law that Christ abideth for ever" (John
xii. 34) ; this is in Psalm Ixxxix. 29 ; ex. 4; Dan. vii. 14 : "That
the word might be fulfilled Avhich is written in their law, Thej
hated me without a cause" (John xv. 25); this is in Psalm xxxv.

19 :
" Have any of the rulers or Pharisees believed on him ? but

ihese people, who know not the law, are cursed" (John vii. 48,

49) :
" It is easier for heaven and earth to pass away, than one

tittle of the law to fail" (Luke xvi. 17). In these passages the

Avhole sacred scripture is meant by the law, as may be seen in

immerous places in the Psalms of David.

289. The decalogue, in its spiritual and celestial senses, con-

tains universally all precepts of doctrine and life, thus all things

relating to faith and charity ; because the Word, in all and
every part of its literal sense, that is, both generally and parti-

cularl}^, contains two interior senses, one called spiritual, and
the other celestial, and because in these senses divine truth is in

its light, and divine good in its heat. Now, smce the Word,
both as to the whole and ever}'^ particular part, is of such a

nature, it must of necessity follow that the ten commandments
of the decalogue should be exj)lained according to the three

senses, called natural, spiritual, and celestial. That such is the

natui'e of the Word, appears from what has been already proved
in the chapter concerning the Holy Scripture or the Word,
n. 193—208.

290. It is impossible for any one, who is unacquainted with
the nature and quality of the Word, by any stretch of thought
to discover that in each several part there is an infinity, that isj

that each contains innumerable things which the angels them-
selves cannot exhaust. Every single Avord of it may be com-
pared to a seed, Avhich has a capacity, if it be sown in the ground,
of growing up into a great tree, and producing abundance of
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other seeds, from which again similar trees may bt produced, of

these a garden formed, and from its seeds other gardens, and

so on to infinity. Such is the Word of the Lord in all its parts,

and particularly in the decalogue, which, as it teaches love to

God and love towards our neighbour, is a brief complex of the

whole Word. That the Word is of such a natiu-e, the Lord also

shews in the following similitude :
" The kingdom of God is like

unto a grain of mustard seed, which a man took and sowed in

his field, which indeed is the least of all seeds, but when it is

grown it is the greatest among herbs, and becometh a tree, so

that the birds of the air come and lodge in the branches thereof
(Matt. xiii. 31, 33 ; Mark iv. 31, 32 ; Luke xiii. 18, 19). Com-
pare also Ezek. xvii. 2—8. That such is the infinity of spiritual

seeds, or of truths in the Word, is evident from the wisdom of

angels, which is all derived from the Word, and which increases

in them to eternity ; and they, in proportion as they grow wiser,

see more clearly that no limit can be set to wisdom, and that

they themselves are but in its outer court, and can never, in

the smallest particular, attain to the divine wisdom of the

Lord, which they call an abyss. Now, since the Word is derived

from this abyss, in consequence of coining from the Lord, it is

plain that there is in all its contents a kind of infinity.

THE FIRST COMMANDMENT.
THOU SHALT HAVE NO OTHER GODS BEFORE ME.

291. These are the words of the first commandment (Exod.

XX. 3 ; Deut. v. 7) : in the natural sense, which is that of the

letter, they first of all signify that idols ought not to be wor-
shiped ; for it follows, " Thou shalt not make to thyself any
gi'aven image, or the likeness of anything that is in the heavens
above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the waters
under the earth ; thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, or

worship them; for I Jehovah thy God am a Jealous God" (Exod.

XX. 3—6). The reason why this commandment means, in the
first place, that idols ought not to be worshiped, was, because
before the time of giving the law, and after it, even till the
coming of the Lord, the worship of idols prevailed in most of

the kingdoms of Asia ; which worship originated in this circum-
stance, that all the churches before the Lord's coming were
representative and typical, and the tj'pes and representations

were such, that divine things were exhibited under various

figures and sculptures, which the vulgar, losing sight of their

significations, began to worship as gods. That such Avorship

prevailed among the people of Israel, during their sojourning in

Egj-pt, is evident from the golden calf which they worshiped in

the wilderness instead of Jehovah, and from thfiir continual
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relap;?es into such worship, as appears from both the historical

and tlie prophetical parts of the Word.
292. This commandment, Thou shalt have no other gods

before me, in a natural sense, also signifies that no man, whe-

ther dead or alive, ought to be Avorshiped as a god, which M'as

a practice very common in Asia and the neighbom'ing countries.

Hence came many of the gods of the Gentiles, as Baal, Ashta-

roth, Chemosh, Milkom, Beelzebub ; and amongst the Greeks
and llomans, Satm-n, Jupiter, Neptune, Pluto, Apollo, Pallas,

&:c. Some of these they at first worshiped as saints, afterwtirds

as siiboi'dinate deities {numina), and lastly as gods. That they

also worshiped living men as gods, is evident from the decree of

Darius the Mede, that no one, for the space of thirty days,

should oft'er any petition to God, but to the king alone, on paiu

of being cast into the den of lions (Dan. A'i. 7 to the end).

293. In the natm-al sense, which is that of the letter, this

commandment also signifies that no one, except God, and no-

thing except what proceeds from God, is to be loved with the

chief and governing love, according to the Lord^s words (]Matt.

xxii. 35, 36, 37 ; Luke x. 25—28) ; for that person or thing

which is loved with the chief and governing love, is to the lover

a god, and is divine : thus aa ere a man^s chief and governing

loA^e is centered in himself or the Avoiid, thei*e self or the Avorld

is his god ; and the consequence is that in his heart he does not

acknoAvledge any other god, and is therefore in conjunction with

his like in hell, Avhere all are gathered Avho liaAC loved them-
selves and the world Avith their chief and governing love.

294. The spiritual sense of this commandment is, that no
other god is to be Avorshiped than the Loud Jesus Christ ; for

he is Jehovah, who came into the Avorld and accomplished the

Avork of redemption, Avithout Avhich neither man nor angel could

haA^e been saved. That there is no other god beside liim, is

CA'ident from these passages in the Word :
" It shall be said in

that day, Lo ! this is our God, Avliom Ave have Avaited for to

deliver us ; this is Jehovah, AAdiom Ave haAC waited for; let ns

exult and be glad in his sah-ation " (Isaiah xxv. 9). "The
A'oice of him that crieth in the Avilderness, Prepare ye the Avay oi

Jehovah; make straight in the desert a higliAiay for our God; for

the glory of Jehovah shall be reA"ealed, and all flesh shall see it

together. Behold, the Lord JehoA'ah cometh in strength; he
shall feed his flock like a shepherd" (xl. 3, 5, 10, 11). " Surely

God is in thee, and tliere is no God else : verily thou art a God
that hidest thyself, O God of Israel, the Saviour" (xlv. 14, 15).

"Am not I JehoA-ah? and there is no God beside me; a just

God and a Saviour ; there is none beside me" (xlv. 21). "lam
Jehovah, and beside me there is no Saviour" (xliii. 11 ; Hos.
xiii. 4). "And all flesh shall know that I Jehovah am t/vj

SavioKv and thy Redeemei-" (Isaiah xlix. 26; Ix. 16). "As for
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our Redeemer, Jehovah Zebaotli is liis name" xl^ii. 4; Jer. 1.

34). "Jehovah is my rock and my Redeemer" (Psahn xix. 14).

"Thus saitli Jehovah th^j Redeemer, the Holy One of Israel, I

Jehovah -im thy God" (Isaiah xlviii. 17; xliii. 14; xlix. 7).
" Thus saith Jehovah thy Redeemer, I am Jehovah that make
all things, and alone by myself" (xliv. 24). " Thus saith Je-

hovah the King of Israel, and his Redeemer, Jehovah Zebaoth,,

I am the First and I am the Last, and beside me there is no
God" (xhv. 6). " Jchovali of Hosts is his name, and thy Re-
deemer the Holy One of Israel ; the God of the whole earth

shall he be called" (liv. 5). " Though Abraham be ignorant of

us, and Israel acknowledge us not, thou, Jehovah, art our
¥niher, our Redeemer ; thy name is from everlasting" (Ixiii. 16).
" Unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given, and his name
shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, God, Hero, the Father of
Eternity, the Prince of Peace" (ix. 6). "Behold, the days come
that I will raise unto David a righteous branch, who shall reign

as a king : and this is his name Avhereby he shall be called,

Jehovah our righteousness" (Jer. xxiii. 5, 6). "Philip said unto
Jesus, Shew us the Father. Jesus said unto him, He that hath
seen me hath seen the Father : bclievest thou not that I am in

the Father and the Father in me?" (John xiv. 8—10). " Iix

Jesus Christ dwelleth aU the fulness of the Godhead bodily"
(Coloss. ii. 9). "We are in the truth, in his Son Jesus Christ.

This is the true God, and eternal life. Little children, keep
yourselves from idols" (1 John v. 20, 21). From these passages

it clearly appears, that the Lord our SaAdour is Jehovah himself,

who is at once the Creator, the Redeemer, and the Regenerator.

This is the spiritual sense of this commandment.
295, The celestial sense of this commandment is, that

Jehovah the Lord is infinite, immense, and etei^nal ; that he is

omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent ; that he is the first

and the last, the beginning and the end, who was, is, and will

be ; that he is love itself and wisdom itself, or good itself and
truth itseif, consequently life itself; and thus the one only

Being from whom are all things.

296. All who acknowledge and worship any other God than

the Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, who is Jehovah God himself

in a human form, offend against this first commandment ; and

so also do those avIio persuade themselves into the behef of three

divine persons actually existing from eternity. These latter, in

proportion as they confirm themselves in this error, become
more and more natural and coi'poreal, in which case they have

no capacity inwardly to comprehend any divine truth ; and if

they hear and receive it, still they defile it and involve it in fal-

lacies. They may therefore be compared Avith those who dwell

in the lowest story of a house, or in the rooms under ground,

who on that account hear nothing of the conversation which
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passes in the second or tliircl stories, because the ceiling above

prevents the sound from descending to them. The human mind
is like a house consisting of three stories, in the lowest of which

are those who have confirmed themselves in favor of three gods

existing from eternity, while in the second and third stories are

those who acknowledge and beheve in one God, under a visible

human form, and the Lord God the Saviour to be that God.

The sensual and corporeal man, since he is merely natm'al, is

nothing more, considered in himself, than an animal, and differs

from brute animals only in being able to speak and reason

:

hence he is like one that lives in a den fuU of all kinds of Avild

beasts, where he sometimes plays the lion, sometimes the bear,

the tiger, the leopard, or the wolf; yea, he can also at times

play the sheep, but then in his heart he ridicules such an inno-

cent character. The merely natural man forms all his concep-

tions of divine truths from mundane objects only, thus from

the fallacies of the senses, above Avhich he cannot raise his men-
tal powers; so that the doctrine of his fiiith may be compared to

pottage made of chaff, on which he feeds as a dainty, or to the

food prescribed to Ezekiel the prophet, when he was commanded
to mix wheat, barley, beans, lentiles and spelt, Avith the dung of

a man or of an ox, and make himself bread and cakes, in order

that he might represent the church according to its quality

among the people of Israel, chap. iv. 9. Similar to this is the

doctrine of the church, which is founded and built on three

divine persons existing from eternity, each of which is of him-

self a distinct god. Who would not see the enormity, of such

a faith were it represented before his eyes, according to its inte-

rior form and quality, in a picture where three persons should

be standing in order beside each other, the first distinguished

with a sceptre and crown, the second holding in his right hand

a book, which is the Word, and in his left hand a cross of gold

sprinkled with blood, and a thii*d, furnished with wings, standing

on one foot, ready to fly and execute the commands of the other

two, with this inscription over all. These three persons, who
ARE so MANY DISTINCT GODS, ARE ONE GoD ? AAliat AvisC man,

at the sight of such a pictm-e, could forbear exclaiming, What
a fantasy is here ! But he would haA^e other sentiments, and

exclaim in other language, at the sight of a picture representing

one Di\ine Person, AAith a glory of heavenly light about his

head, and with this superscription, This is our God, at once
THE Creator, Redeemer, and Regenerator, consequently
the Saviour. Would not that Avise man kiss such a picture as

this, and carry it home in his bosom, and by the sight of it

make glad both his own mind, and the minds of his wife,

children and ser rants ?
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THE SECOND COMMANDMENT.
TlIOU SHALT NOT TAKE THE NAME OF JEHOVAH THY GOD IN

VAIN j FOR JEHOVAH WILL NOT HOLD HIM G"JLTLESS THAT
TAKETH HIS NAME IN VAIN.

297. In the natural sense, which is that of the letter, to

take the name of Jehovah God in vain, signifies the name itsehj

and the abuse of it in common discoiu'se, especially in support-

ing falsehoods or lies, and in unnecessary oaths, or in impre-

cating curses on oneself with a view to exculpation from the

imputation of any bad design, or in the practice of witchcraft

and incantations. But to swear by God and his holiness, or by
the Word and Gospel, in the case of admission to any office, as

at the coronation of a king, the inauguration of a priest, or an
appointment to any place of trust, this is not to take the name
of God in vain, unless he who swears afterwards make light of

his engagements. The name of God being holy itself, must
necessarily be in constant ase in the holy offices of the church,

as in prayers, psalms, and in all divine worship, also in preach-

ing, and in writing on religious subje<;ts; for God is in all things

that regard rehgion, and when he is properly invoked by his

name, he is present, and hears; and on such occasions the name
of God is hallowed. That the name of Jehovah God is in itself

holy, is evident from this circumstance, that the Jews, from the

first time that name was used, never durst, and still dare not,

pronounce it ; and that, on their account, neither the evange-

lists nor the apostles chose to mention it : therefore instead of

the name of Jehovah they adopted that of Lord, as appears

from various passages transcribed out of the Old Testament into

the New, where instead of Jehovah, the Lord is named, as in

Matt. xxii. 37 ; Luke x. 27, compared M'ith Deut. \i. 5 ; and in

-other places. That the name of Jesus is in like manner holy,

is known from the declaration of the apostle, where he says,

that at that name every knee shall bow, both in heaven and in

earth ; and its holiness is also manifest from this ciixumstance,

that no de\dl in hell has power to pronounce it. There are

several names of God which are not to be taken in vain, as

Jehovah, Jehovah God, Jehovah Zebaoth, the Holy One of

Israel, Jesus and Christ, and the Holy Spirit.

298. In the spiritual sense, the name of God means all

that Avhich the church teaches from the Word, and by which
the Lord is invoked and worshiped: all those things are the

name of God in the complex ; so that to take the name of God
in vain, means to take anything thence, and use it in vain dis-

courses, false assertions, lies, execrations, witchcrafts, and in-

cantations ; for this is also to revile and blaspheme God, and
consequently his name. That the Word, and whatever the
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church thence possesses, and thus all worship, is the name of

God, may be seen from these passages :
" The desire of our soul

is to thy name" (Isaiah xxvi. 8, 13). " From the rising of the

sun, even to the going down of the same, my name shail be

great among the gentiles ; and in every place incense shall be

offered unto my name. Ye profane my name, in that ye say the

table of Jehovah is polluted ; and ye snuff at my name when ye

bring the torn, the lame, and the sick" (Malachi i. 11—13).

"All people walk every one in the name of his God, and we will

walk in the name of Jehovah our God" (Micah iv. 5). "They
shall worship Jehovah in one place where he shall place his

name" (Deut. xii. 5, 11, 13, 18: xvi. 2, 6, 11, 15, 16) ; that

is, where he shall appoint his worship. " Jesus said. Where
two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in

the midst of them" (Matt, xviii. 20). "But as many as re-

ceived him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God,

even to them that believe in his name" (John i. 12). "He
that believeth not is judged aheady, because he hath not be-

lieved in the name of the only-begotten Son of God" (iii. 18).

"I have declared imto them thy name, and will declare it"

(xvii. 26) .
" And that believing ye might have life in his name"

(xx. 31). " The Lord said, I have a few names in Sardis" (Rev.

iii. 4) ; and in many other passages : in all which, as in the

foregoing, the name of God means the divine Avhich proceeds

from God, and by which he is worshiped. The name " Jesus

Christ" signifies the all of redemption, and the all of his

doctrine, and thus the all of salvati »n; Jesus, the all of sal-

vation by redemption, and Christ, the all of salvation by hi»

doctrine.

299. In the celestial sense, the same is signified by taking

the name of God in vain, as the Lord said to the Pharisees

;

All manner of sm and blasphemy shall be forgiven unto men,
but the blasphemy against the Holy Spirit shall not be forgiven"

(Matt. xii. 31). Blasphemy against the Holy Spirit, means
blasphemy against the Divinity of the Lord's Humanity, and
against the holiness of the Word. That the divine human of the

Lord is meant by the name of Jehovah God in its celestial or

supreme sense, is evident from these passages :
" Jesus said.

Father, glorify thy name ; and there came a voice from heaven,

saying, I both have glorified it, and will glorify it again" (John

xii. 28). Whatever ye shall ask in my name, I will do it, that

the Father may be glorified in the Son : if ye shall ask any thing

in my name, I will do it" (xiv. 13, 14). In the Lord's Prayer,

according to its celestial sense, the same is signified by this peti-

tion. Hallowed be thy name ; and also by name in Exod. xxiii.

21 ; Isaiah Ixiii. 16. Since blasphemy against the Holy Spirit

is never remitted, according to the Lord's words (Matt. xii. 31)

;

and as this blasphemy is meant in the celestial sense of this com-
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mandment, therefore this denunciation is annexed, because Jeho-

vah will not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain.

300 That the name of any person does not mean his name
only, but likewise all his characteristic quality, is e\ddent from
names in the spiritual world, where no man retains that which
he received at his baptism and derived from his father and pro-

genitors ; but every one is named according to his characteristic

quality : thus the angels are named according to their moral and
spiritual life ; and these also ai'e those who are understood by
these words of the Lord :

" He that entereth ia by the door is

the shepherd of the sheep. The sheep hear his voice, and he
oalleth his own sheep by name, and leadeth them out. I am
the good Shepherd" (John x. 2, 3, 11). " I have a few names
in Sardis which have not defiled their garments. Him that

overcometh, I will write upon him the name of the city New
Jerusalem, and my new name" (Rev. iii. 4, 12). Gabriel and
Michael are not the names of two jiersons in heaven ; but those

names signify all those in heaven avIio are in the enjoyment of

wisdom concerning the Lord, and who worship him. The names
also of persons and places mentioned in the Word, do not mean
persons and places, but things relating to the church. In tiie

natiu^al world, likewise, the term " name" does not mean name
alone, but at the same time the quality and nature of the person
to whom the name belongs, because these arc annexed to his

name : it is therefore usual in common discom^se to say of a man
that he does this or that, for the sake of his name, or to acquire

a good name ; and of another, that he has a great name, which
signifies that he is distinguished for some interior qualities, as

his ingenuity, erudition, merits, and the like. Wlio is not

aware that to revile and calumniate any one as to his name, is

to revile and calumniate the actions of his life, since they arc

united in idea, and must consequently both suffer together '

In like manner, whoever makes opprobrious mention of the name
of a king, a prince, or any great personage, must of necessity

at the same time taint the reputation of their majesty and high

station ; so .also to utter a person's name Avith a contemptuous
tone of voice is a kind of slight shewn towards his actions and
character ; and it is therefore a general law in all nations not

to admit that any scandal or abuse be offered to a person's

name, bee ausc his quality and reputation must necessarily suffer

with it,

THE THIRD COMMANDMENT.

Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy : six days
SHALT THOU LABOR AND DO ALL THY WORK ; BUT THE SE-

VENTH DAY IS THE SABBATH TO JEHOVAH THY GOD.

301. In the natural sense, which is that of the letter,
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this commandment signifies that six days are for man and hia

labors, and the seventh for the Lord and for man's rest in depen-

dence on him ; for the word Sabbath in the original tongue sig-

nifies rest. The sabbath among the children of Israel was the

sanctity of sanctities, because it represented the Lord ; the six

days being significative of his labors and combats with the hells,

and the seventh of his victory over them, and of the rest Avhich

he thereby attained : and because that day represented the close

and period of the whole work of redemption accomplished by the

Lord, it was esteemed holiness itself. But when the Lord came
into the world, and in consequence made all representations of

himself to cease, that day was then made a day for insti-uction

in divine subjects, and thus also a day of rest from labors, and
of meditation on matters that concern salvation and eternal life,

and also a day for the exercise of love towards our neighbour.

That it was made a day for instruction in divine subjects, is evi-

dent from this circumstance, that the Lord on that day taught

in the temple and the synagogues (Mark vi. 2 ; Luke iv. 16, 31,

32; xiii. 10) ; and that he said to the man who was healed,
" Take up thy bed and walk ; " and to the Pharisees, that it

was lawful for his disciples on the sabbath day to gather the

ears of corn, and eat (Matt. xii. 1—9 ; Mark ii. 23 to the end
;

Luke Ad. 1—6 ; John v. 9—19) ; Avhich particulars signify, in

the spiritual sense, to be instructed in doctrinals. That that

day was also made a day for the exercise of love towards our

ueiglibor, is evident from Avhat the Lord both did and taught

on the sabbath day (Matt. xii. 10—14 ; Mark iii. 1—9 ; Luke
vi. 6—12; xiii. 10—18; xiv. 1—7; John v. 9—19; vii. 22, 23;
ix. 14—16). From these and the foregoing passages, it ap-

pears Avhy the Lord said that he is Lord also of the sabbath

(Matt. xii. 8 ; Mark ii. 28 ; Luke A'i. 5) ; and from his making
this declaration it follows, that the sabbath day Avas representa-

tive of him.

302. This commandment, in the spiritujVL sense, signifies

the reformation and regeneration of man by the Lord : six days

of labor signify man's combats against the flesh and its lusts,

and at the same time against the cAdls and falses Avhich are in-

fused into him from hell ; and the seventh day signifies his con-

junction Avith the Lord, and consequent regeneration. That
during such combat, man undergoes spiritual labor, but enters

into rest Avhen he is regenerate, Avill appear from Avhat will here-

after be said in the chapter concerning reformation and regen-
eration, particularly under these articles : I. The work of
regeneration is successive, answering in its several stages to man's
conception, his formation in the womb, his birth, ayid his educa-

tion. II. TJie first act of the new birth is called reformation^

which has reference to the understanding ; and the second is called

regeneration, which has reference to the will, and to the under-
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standing in subordination to the ivill. III. The internal man is

first to he reformed, and by this the external. IV. A combat
then commences between the internal and external man, and
whichever conquers has dominion over the other. V. The regen-

erate man has a new will and a new understanding, S^c. The
reason why the reformation and regenei-ation of man are signi-

fied in the spiritual sense by this commandment, is, because

they coincide with the labors and combats of the Lord against

the hells, and with his victory over them, and the rest into

which he then entered ; for the Lord reforms and regenerates

man, and makes him spiritual, after the same method as that

by which he glorified his humanity and made it divine : this is

what is meant by man's being commanded to follow him.
That the Lord had his combats, and that they are called labors,

appears from Isaiah liii. andlxiii., and that a simihir description

is gi^en of man's labors may be seen (Ixv. 23 ; Rev. ii. 2, 3)

.

303. In the celestial sense, this commandment means
conjunction with the Lord and that attendant peace which is the

efi'ect of protection from hell ; for the sabbath signifies rest, and
in this highest sense, peace ; on which account the Lord is

called the Prince of Peace, and styles himself Peace in the ab-

stract, as is evident from the following passages :
" Unto us a

Child is born, unto us a Son is given; and the government shall

be upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called Wonderful,
Counsellor, God, Hero, the Father of Eternity, the Prince of
Peace : of the increase of his government and peace there shall

be no end " (Isaiah ix. 6, 7) .
" Jesus said. Peace 1 leave with

you ; my peace I give unto you " (John xiv. 27) .
" Jesus said.

These things have I spoken unto you, that hi me ye might have

peace'' (xvi. 33). " How beautiful upon the mountains are the

feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace,

that saith, Thy God reigneth '' (Isaiah lii. 7). "Jehovah shall

redeem my soul in peace'' (Psalm Iv. 18). "The work of Je-

hovah is peace, the labor of righteousness, rest and security to

eternity, that they may dwell in the habitation oi peace, and in

the tents of security, and in tranquil resting places" (Isaiah

xxxii. 17, 18). "Jesus said unto the seventy. Into whatsoever

house ye enter, first say, Peace be to this house ; and if the Son
ofpeace be there, your peace shall rest upon it " (Luke x. 5,

6; Matt. X. 12— 14). "Jehovah will speak peace unto his

people : righteousness and peace shall kiss each other " (Psalm
Ixxxv. 8, 10). When the Lord himself appeared to his disciples,

he said, " Peace be unto you" (John xx. 19—21). Moreover,

concerning the state of peace into which the regenerate are to

be admitted by the Lord, Isaiah treats, chap. Iv. and Ivi. and in

other places : into this state are to come those who are received

into the new church which is now establishing by the Lord.

The nature and essence of that peace which the angels of heaven
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and those avIio are in tlic Lord enjoy, may be seen in the treat-

tise concerning Heaven and Hell, n. 2B4—290. From these

considerations it also appears why the Lord styles himself Lord
of the sal)bath, that is, of rest and peace.

304. Celestial peace, which consists in security against the

hells, and the prcA-ention of assault from the evils and falses

thence arising, may be compared, in many respects, with a state

of natiu-al peace ; as when men, after the horrors of war, come
to live in safety and protection from their enemies, and in the

secure enjoyment of their own cities, houses, farms, and gardens;

or, as the prophet expresses it, in speaking of celestial peace

under natural images, when "they shall sit every man under
his vine, and under his fig-tree; and none shall make them
afraid" (Micah iv. 4; Isaiah Ixv. 21—23). It may be com-
pared also with recreation of mind, and rest after extraordinary

fatigues ; and with the consolations which a mother experiences

after the time of her delivery, when her tender love tovrards her

child begins to manifest its sweetnesses. It may be compared
further with the serenity that succeeds stormy weather, wliich

had been attended witli dark clouds and thunder ; and likewise

Avith the appearance of spring after a severe winter, when the

lauds seem to express their joy in the fresh springing herbage,

and the gardens, fields, and woods, in their buds and blossoms.

It may be compared, lastly, Avith the state of mind of those

who, after escaping a variety of storms and dangers at sea,

reach the haven, and are landed in the Avished-for countrA\

THE FOURTH COMMANDMENT.

Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy days may be

LONG in the land AVHICH JEHOVAH THY GOD GIVETH THEE.

'305. By honoring father and mother, in the natural sense,

Avhich is that of the letter, is meant that children should honor
their parents, should obey them, should be attentive to them,
and grateful for beuelits received from them, remembering Avitlj

all thankfulness that they have been fed and clothed by tliem,

and introduced into the world to act in a civil and moral cha-

racter, and likewise into heaven, by the religious advice and
counsels AAhich they have received from them. Thus parents

proAade for the temporal prosperity, and also for the eternal hap-

piness, of their children, all Avhich they do under the impulse

of that parental affection implanted in them by the Lord, in

Adiose place they stand. In a respective sense, tliis command-
ment implies the honor due from wards to their guardians, in

case thev have lost their parents. In a more extensive sense,

this precept enjoins the honor due to a king and public magis-

trates, since they too pro\dde even' thing that is necessary for
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the good of the community, as parents do for the private good
of their particular families. In the most extensive natural sense,

this commandment implies that men should love their countr}^,

since it is this which nourishes and protects them; and therefore,

m the Latin tongue, country is expressed by the word patria,

CA-idently derived from pater, which signifies father. But parents

themselves are equally hovmd to shew honor in the two last

cases, and to teach their children to do the same.

306 In the spiritual sense, by honoring father and mother
is meant to revere and love God and the church. In this sense,

by father is meant God, who is the Father of all, aud by mother
the church. Infants and angels in heaven know of no other

father or mother, since they are there born anew of the Lord
oy the church : the Lord therefore says, " Call no man your
father on earth ; for one is your Father who is in heaven" (IMatt.

xxiii. 9) ; which was spoken for angels and infants in heaven, but
not for infants and men on earth. The Lord teaches the same
thing in the common prayer of all Christian cluu-ches, Our Fa-
ther, who art in the heavens, hallowed he thy name. The reason

why, in a spiritual sense, mother means the church, is, because
as a natural mother nourishes her children with natural food, so

the churcli nourishes her children Avith spiritual food ; in the

Word, therefore, the church is every where called mother; as in

Hosea :
" Plead with your mother ; for she is not my Avife, nei-

ther am I her husband " (ii. 2,) ; and in Isaiah :
" Where is

the bill of your mother's divorcement, Avhom I have put away ?"

(1. 1); and in Ezek. xvi. 45; xix. 10, and in the Evangelists:
" Jesus stretching out his hands towards his disciples, said. My
mother and my brethren are those who hear the Word of God,
and do if' (Matt. xii. 46, 49; Mark iii. 33—35 ; Luke viii. 21

;

John xix. 25—27).
307. In the celestial sense, by father is meant our Lord

Jesus Christ, and by mother the communion of saints, in other

Avords, his church dispersed throughout the Avhole world. That
the Lord is the Father, is evident from these passages :

" Unto
us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given, Avliose name shall be
called G od. Hero, the Father of eternity, the Prince of peace

"

(Isaiah ix. 6). "Thou art our Father, though Abraham be
ignorant of us, and Israel acknoAvledge us not : thou art our

Father, our Redeemer; thy name is from everlasting" (Ixiii.

16). '^ Philip said. Shew us the Father, and it sufficeth us;
Jesus saith unto him, He that hath seen me hath seen the Father;

hoAV sayest thou then. Shew us the Father ? Believe me, that

I am in the Father, and the Father in me" (John xiv. 8—11
;

xii. 45). That the chiu'ch of the Lord is meant by mother in

this sense, is e\ddent from these passages: "I saAV the holy city,

the New Jerusalem, prepared as a bride adorned for her hus-

land" (Rev. xxi. 2). "The angel said to John, Come hither,
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I will shew tliee, the bride, the Lamb's wife ; and lie shewed mo
that great city, the holy Jerusalem" (xxi. 9, 10). " The mar-
riage of the Lamb is come, and his wife hath made herself ready''

(xix. 7) ; see also Matt. ix. 15 ; Mark ii. 19, 20; Luke v. 34, 35 :

John iii. 29. That the New Jerusalem means a new church

which is at this day establishing by the Lord, may be seen in

the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 880, 881 : this church, and not

the former, is the wife and mother in this sense. The spiritual

offspring, which are the fruits of this marriage, are the goods of

charity and the truths of Itiith ; and those Avho are principled in

these from the Lord are called the children of the marriage, the

children of God, and born of God.
308. It is a great truth, which should never be forgotten,

that there is continually proceeding from the Lord a divine

sphere of celestial love towards all those who embrace the doc-

trine of his church, and who, like children in regard to their

natural parents, obey him, apply themselves to him, and desire

to be nourished, that is, to be instructed by him. From this

celestial sphere originates a natural sphere, Avhich is that of love

towards infants and children, and which is most universal, affect-

ing not only men, but likewise birds and beasts, and even ser-

pents, and not only animate, but also inanimate things. For
the pirrpose however of operating on the inanimate parts of

creation, as he operates on the spiritual parts, the Lord formed
the sun, to be in the natural world as a father, Avhile the earth

supplies the place of a mother ; for the sun is like a common
father, and the earth like a common mother, from whose mar-
I'iage-uuion all the vegetables which adorn the face of the globe

are brought forth into being. The influx of that celestial sphere

into the natural world gives birth to all the Avonderful progres-

sions of vegetation, from the seed to the fruit, and from thence
to new seeds. Hence also it is that there are many kinds of

shrubs, which in the day-time turn, as it were, their faces

towards the sun, and turn them aAvay again Avhen the sun goes
down ; and hence also some flowers open and expand at sun-rise,

and close again at his setting : hence too the nightingales sing

most sweetly about the early dawn of moi-ning, and in like

manner when they have been fed b}^ their mother earth : thus

both animals and vegetables honor their father and mother, and
are all so many standing evidences that the Lord, by means of

the sun and the earth in the natural world, provides for all the

wants and necessities of both animate and inanimate creation.

It is therefore said in David, " Praise Jehovah from the heavens

;

praise him, sun and moon; praise him from the earth, ye whales
and all deeps; praise him, ye fruitful trees and all cedars, beasts

and all cattle, creeping things and flying fowls, kings of the
earth and all people, young men and maidens '" (Psalm cxlviii. 1—12) ; and in Job : "But ask now the beasts, and they shall
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teach thee, and the fowls of the air, and they shall tell thee ; or

the shrub of the earth, and it shall instruct thee ; and the fishes

of tlie sea shall declare unto thee : who knowcth not from all

these that the hand of the Lord hath wrought this?" (xii. 7—9).

Ask, and they shall teach, signifies look at, attend to, and judge
frovB them that the Lord Jehovah has created them.

THE FIFTH COMMANDMENT.
THOU SHALT NOT COMMIT MURDER.

309. This commandment. Thou shall nol commit murder, in

the NATURAL SENSE, signifies not to take away a man^s life, or to

give any blow or wound which may be the occasion of his death,

or even to maim or mutilate his body : it also implies that no
deadly injury should be done to the good name or character of

any person ; for a fair chai'acter is held by many in equal esti-

mation with life itself. In a more extensive natural sense,

murder signifies enmity, hatred, and revenge, which may be
called death-breathing passions, because murder lies concealed

in them, just as fire does in wood embers. The fire of hell, in

fact, consists of nothing else, and therefore Ave talk of being
inflamed with hatred, and burning with revenge. These pas-

sions are murder in iptention, tiiough not in act, from which
open manifestation of themselves they are prevented merely by
fear of the law and penal retahation, especially Avhere treachery

and ferocity dwell in the intention. That hatred is murder, is

evident from these words of the Lord, " Ye have heard that it

was said by them of old time, thou shalt not kill, and whosoever
shall kill shall be in danger of the judgement ; but I say unto
you, that whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause,

shall be in danger of the judgement" (Matt. v. 21, 22). The
reason of this is, because whatever is of the intention, is also of

the will, and is thus in its essence the act itself.

310. In the spiritual sense, murdei's signify all methods
of killing and destropng the souls of men, which are various

and manifold; as, for example, by turning them away from God,
from religion, and from divine worship, by insinuating objec-

tions against them, and raising such scandalous suggestions, as

may beget aversion from them, and even loathing. Such mur-
derers are all the devils and satans in hell, with whom are con-

joined those in this world who violate and prostitute the sancti-

ties of the church. Those who destroy souls by means of falses,

are understood by the king of the bottomless pit, called Abaddon
or Apollyon, that is, the destroyer, in the Revelation, chap. ix.

11; and in the prophetic Word they are described under the

name of the slain ; as in these passages ;
" Thus saith Jehovah

my God, Feed the flock of the slaughter, Avhose possessors slay
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them" (Zecli. xi. 4, 5). "For tLy sake are Ave slaiu all the day
long ; we are accounted as sheep for the slaughter " (Psahn xliv.

22). "Jacob shall cause them that shall come to take root : is

he slain according to the slaughter of them that are slain by
him?" (Isaiah xxvii. 6^ 7). ''The thief cometh not but to steal,

and to kill, and to destroy : I am come that they might have
life, and that they might have it more abundantly " (John x. 10):

besides in other places, as in Isaiah xiv. 21 ; xxvi. 21 ; Jer. iv.

31; xii. 3; Rev. ix. 4; xi. 7. Hence it is that the devil is called
"A murderer from the beginning " (John viii. 44).

311. In the celestial sense, to commit murder, signifies

to indulge hasty resentment against the Lord, to bear hatred

towards him, and to be desirous to blot out his name. Such
persons as do so are said to crucify him afresh ; which also

they would actually do, as the Je-n-s did formerly, vrere he to

come again into the world. This is signified by " a Lamb
standing as it were slain" (Ptev. v. 6; xiii. 8); and by "Him
that was cmcified" (Rev. xi. 8; Heb. vi. 6; Gal. iii. 1).

312. The natm-e and quality of man's internal, unless it be
reformed by the Lord, was made manifest to me from the nature

and quality of the devils and satans in hell : these are possessed

by a constant desire and intention of killing the Lord ; and be-

cause they cannot effect that pui^pose, they attempt to kill all

those who are devoted to his service ; but as they cannot do this

actually, as men in the world can, they exert all their endea-

vours to destroy their souls, that is, to destroy in them every

principle of faith and charity. The hatred and revenge that

influence them appear like diisky and pale fires, the hatred like

dusky fire and the revenge like pale fire ; nevertheless they are

not fires, but only appearances of fire. The rage and cruelty of

their hearts also are sometimes figured visibly over their heads,

in the Hkeness of combats with the angels, and the slaughter

and overthrow of the latter : it is their animosity and hatred

against heaven Avliich give birth to such dreadful imagery. INIort-

over, they themselves appear at a distance like wild beasts of al.

sorts, as tigers, leopards, Avolves, foxes, dogs, crocodiles, and
also like every kind of serpents ; and Avhen they see gentle and
hai'mless beasts in their representative forms, they are instantly

m'ged, in fantasy, to attempt their destruction. There were
once presented to my view, as it were, dragons, standing near

some Avomen, Avho had infants attending them, Avhom the dra-

gons endeavoured, as it Avere, to devom*, according to Avhat is

related in the Revelation, chap. xii. ; Avhich appearance Avas only

a representation of their hatred against the Lord and his nCAV

church. That men here on earth, Avho Avish to destroy the Lord's

chui'ch, are of a similar nature and form Avith those infernal spi-

rits, is not indeed apparent to those among Avhom they noAv live,

because their bodies, Avhich serve them for the outAvard exei'cise
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of social duties here below, absorb and conceal the true fornix

of their spirits ; but nevertheless, in the sight of angels, who
behold their spirits and not their bodies, they appear in forms

similar to those of the devils above described. This is indeed

wonderful, and could never possibly liave been discovered to be

so, unless the Lord had opened the sphitual sight of some per-

son or other, and thus enabled him to look into the spiritual

world, and explore what must otherwise, with a variety of other

most important information, have remained hidden from mankind
to all eternity.

THE SIXTH COMMANDMENT.

Thou shalt not coarMiT adultery.

313. In the natural sense, this commandment signifies

not only the committing of adultery, but also the cherishing of

filthy and obscene desires, and giving them vent in wanton
thoughts, words, and actions. That mere lust constitutes adul-

tery, is evident from these words of the Lord :
" Ye have heard

that it was said by those of old time, Thou shalt not commit
adultery : but I say unto you, that whosoever looketh on a wo-
man to lust after her, hath committed adultery with her already

in his heart ^^ (Matt. v. 27, 28). The reason of this is because

lust, when it is in the ^vill, acquires the nature of an act ; for

the understanding is only receptive of the allurement of sin,

but the will is receptive of the intention, and the intention of

lust has the nature of an act. More, however, may be seen on
this subject in the Treatise on Conjugial love and on scor-

TATORY love, published at Amsterdam in the year 1768, where
the following subjects are discussed : The opjjositiou between

Conjugial and Scortatory Love, n. 423—443 : Fornication, n.

444—460 : The several kinds and degrees of Adultery, n. 478—

•

499 : The Lust of deflowering Virgins, n, 501—505 : The Lust

of indulging in. Varieties, n. 506—510 : The Lust of Violation,

n, 511, 512: The Lust of seducing z/^7^oce;^ce, n. 513, 514: The
Imputation of Love, both Scortatory and Conjugial, n. 523—531.

All these things are meant by this commandment in its natiu'al

sense.

314. In the spiritual sense, to commit adultery signifies

to adulterate the goods of the Word, and to falsify its truths.

It has been heretofore nnknow'n to mankind that this too is

meant by committing adulteiy, because the spiritual sense of

the Word has heretofore remained undiscovered ; but tliat this

is signified in the Word by committing whoredoms, adulteries,

and scortations, is very evident from these passages :
" Run ye to

and fro through the streets of Jerusalem, and seek if y3 can find

a man, if there be any that executeth judgement, that seeketh the

truth: when I had fed them to the full then they committed adul-
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tery'' (Jer. v. 1,7). "I have seen also in the prophets of Jerusalem

a horrible obstinacy; they commit adultery, and walk in lies'*

(xsiii. 14). "They have committed folly in Israel, they have

committed adultery, and have spokeyi lying ivords in my name"
{xxix 23). " They committed whoredom, because they have

forsaken Jehovah^' (Hosea iv. 10). "The soul that turneth

after such as have familiar spirits, and after Avizards, to go a

ivhoring after them, him will I cut ofi' from among his people ^'

( Lev. XX. 6). "Let them not make a covenant with the inhab-

itants of the land, lest they go a whoring after their gods"
(Exod. xxxiv. 15). Because Babylon, above all others, adulte-

rates and falsifies the Word, she is therefore called the great
WHORE, and it is said of her in the Revelation, "Babylon hath

made all nations drink of the wine of the anger of her ivhoredom"

(Rev. xiv. 8,"^. "The angel said, I will shew thee the judgement
of the great whore, with whom the kings of the earth have com-
mitted whoredom, (xvii. 1, 2) .

" He hath judged the great whore

which did corrupt the earth with her whoredom " (xix. 2). Por-

asmuch as the Jewish nation had falsified the Word, it is there-

fore called by the Lord ''An adulterous generation" (Matt. xii.

39 j xvi. 4 ; ]\Iark viii. 38) ; and " the seed of the adulterer "

(Isaiah Ivii. 3) ; not to mention other places in the Word^ where
by adulteries and whoredoms are understood adulterations and
falsifications of the Word, as in Jerem. iii. 6, 8; xiii. 27 ; Ezek.

xvi. 15, 16, 26, 28, 29, 32, 33; xxiii. 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 14, 16, 17;

Hos. V. 3 ; vi. 10 ; Nahum iii. 4.

315. In the celestial sense, to commit adultery signifies

to deny the holiness of the Word, and to profane it. That this

is meant in the celestial sense of this commandment is a conse-

quence of the foregoing spiritual sense, which is to adulterate

the goods of the Word, and to falsify its truths. All those deny
the holiness of the Word and profane it, Avho in their hearts

make a mockery of whatever relates to the church and religion

;

for all things relating to tlie church and religion among Chris-

tians are derived from the Word.
316. Various causes conspire to give a man the appearance

of being chaste, both in the eyes of others and also in his omu,

when yet he may be altogether unchaste ; for he is not aware

that when lust is in the will, it is equivalent to the act, and that

it cannot be removed but by the Lord after repentance. Absti-

nence from act does not constitute a man chaste, but abstinence

from will, where the act is possible ; and where a man abstains

in consideration of the sinfulness of indulgence, this constitutes

true chastity. But if a man abstains from adulteries and Avhore-

ioms, only through fear of the civil law and its penalties ; through
fear of sutfering in his honor or reputation; through fear of

diseases Avhich may be contracted, through fear of domestic

quarrels with his Avife, and the unquiet state of life which might
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ensue ; tlirougli fear of vengeance from the husband and relations

of the party seduced ; or from motives of avarice ; from bodily

Aveakness, arising either from disease, abuse, or age, or from any

other cause of impotence
;
yea, if he abstain from a principle of

obedience to some natural or civil laAv, yet unconnected with

any regard to spiritual law,—such a one is still in his inner man
an adulterer and Avhoremonger ; for he is still in a belief that

adultery and whoredom arc not sins, in consequence of which

belief he never condemns them in his spirit before God, and
therefore in spirit he commits them, however innocent he may
iippear in body before men ; and when he becomes a spirit after

death, he declares openly in then' favor. Adulterers may be

compared with the A'iolators of treaties, who break through aU
compacts and engagements ; and also with the satyrs and Priapi

of the ancients, who were feigned to wander about in forests,

crying out for virgins, brides, and married women to come and
sport with them : adulterers also in the spiritual world actually

appear like satyrs and Priapi. They may further be compared
to rank goats, and likewise to dogs that run about the streets,

hunting after a female to satisfy their lusts. The power of en-

joyment possessed by such persons when they enter the married

state, may be compared with the blossoming of tulips in the

spring, which in a few weeks drop their flowers and wither away.

THE SEVENTH COMMANDMENT.

THOU SHALT NOT STEAL.

317. In the natural sense, this commandment signifies,

according to the letter, not to steal or plundei', or to play the

pirate in time of peace; and in general, never to deprive another

of his property under any pretence whatever. In this sense it

extends also to all impositions, and unlawful methods of gain,

usury, and exactions ; likewise to all fraudulent practices in the

payment of duties and taxes, and in the discharge of debts.

Workmen offend against this commandment a^io do their Avork

in any unjust manner by practising deceit ; traders offend against

it, Avho in their trading endeavour to impose, either in regard to

the quality of their goods, or in Aveight, in measm-e, or in mak-
ing out their accounts ; commanders offend against it, when
they Avould deprive the soldiers under their command of their

just wages
;
judges offend against it, who are influenced in their

judgements liy friendship, bribes, relationship, or any other con-

siderations, to the perverting of laAv and equity, and the depriv-

ing of others, in consequence, of their just claims and possessions.

318. In the spiritual sense, to steal means to deprive

others of the truths Avhich they embrace in faith, which is done
by means of false and heretical opinions. Priests, who do the
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work of their miuistry from no liiglicr motives than those of gain

and worldly honor, and who teacli such doctrines as they see by

the Word, or may see, arc not true, are spiritual thieves ; for

they rob the people of the means of salvation, Avhich are the

truths of faith. They are also called thieves in the following

passages of the Word :
" He that enteretli not by the door into

the sheepfold, but climbeth up some other way, the same is a

thief and a robber. The thief cometh not but to steal, and to

kill, and to destroy^' (John x. 1, 10). '• Lay not up for your-

selves treasures on earth, but in heaven, where thieves do not

break through and steal ^' (Matt. vi. 19, 20). " If thieves come
to tbee, robbers by night, how ai't tliou cut off! will they not

steal till they have enough?" (Obad. ver. 5). "They shall run
to and fro in the city; they sliall run upon the Avail ; they shall

climb up into the houses ; they shall enter in at the windows
like a thief" (Joel ii. 9). "They have made a lie, and the thief

cometh in, and the troop spreadetli itself without " (Hos. \di. 1).

319. In the celestial sense, thieves, signify those Avho

take away divine power from the Lord; and also those who arro-

gate to themselves his merit and righteousness. All such, not-

withstanding their seeming adoration of God, do not trust in

liim, but in themselves, and likewise do not believe in God,
but in themselves.

320. Those who teach false and heretical opinions, and en-

deavour to persuade tlie vulgar that they are true and orthodox,

and yet read the Word, from -whence they might learn Avhat is

true and what is false ; and those also who confirm the fidscs of

religion by fallacies, to the misleading of others, are guilty of

theft spiritually understood, and may be compared with impos-
ters and impositions of every kind ; as with those who coin

false money, which they gild over, or by other means give it

the color of gold, and pass it as such; and also with those who
have the art of cutting and polishing crystal, stones, and harden-

ing them, in so dexterous a manner as to make them pass for

diamonds ; and likewise with those who carry sphinxes or apes,

clothed like men, Avith their faces covered, on horseback through
a city, and proclaim as they go that they are noblemen of an-

cient and honorable extraction. They are also like those A^ ho
conceal their living and true faces under painted masks, thereby

hiding all their beauty ; and like those who dispone of selenites

and sparkling stones, Avhicli shine like gold and silver, calling

them stones of a high price and value. They may also be com-
pared Avith those Avho, by means of theatrical exhibitions, divert

people from the true worship of God, and di*aAV them aAvay from
the clnu'ch to the play-house. Those avIio, Avithout any regard

to truth, confirm falses of every kind, and Avho discharge the duty

of priests merely Avitli a view to Avorldly gain or reputation, and
are thus soiritual thieves^ may be compared with those tliieves
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who are in possession of keys for opening the doors of any house;
they may also be compared with leopards and eagles, who are

quick and sharp-sighted wherever an abundance of prey may be
discovered.

THE EIGHTH COMMANDMENT.
TlIOU SHALT NOT BEAR FALSE AVITNESS AGAINST THY NEIGHBOUR.

321. To bear false witness, in the natural sense nearest

to the letter, signifies to bear false witness either before a judge,

or, in cases not relating to civil judicature, before other people,

against any person accused on a groundless charge ; and to cor-

roborate such evidence by the name of God, or by an appeal to

anything else that is holy, or by the respect due to the Avitness's

own character and reputation. In a more extensive natural

sense, this commandment forbids all kinds of lies and hypocri-

tical artifices, forged Avith a bad design ; and also all ways of

traducing or defaming our neighbour to the injury of his honor,

fame, and reputation, on Avhich his Avhole character depends.

In the most extensive natural sense, this commandment forbids

all cunning devices, stratagems, and CAdl purposes, contrived

against any person, and originating in enmity, hatred, revenge,

envy, rivalship, and the like ; for all such evil dispositions have
the sin of false witness deeply hidden and rooted in them.

322. In the spiritual sense, to bear false Avitness signifies

to endeavour to persuade people that the Mse of faith is the

truth of faith, and that the CA^il of life is the good of life, and
contrariwise ; but to constitute this false Avitness, it must be
done intentionally, and not in ignorance, consequently after a

man has been informed respecting the natm-e of good and truth;

for the Lord says, " If ye were blind, ye woidd have no sin

;

but now ye say. We see, therefore your sin remaineth " (John
ix. 41). This kind of the false is signified in the Word by a lie,

and the intentional purpose to propagate it, by deceit, in the

folloAving passages: "We haA^e made a covenant AAdth death, and
Avith hell have Ave made a Aision ; in a lie have we placed our

trust, and in falsehood liaA^e Ave hid ourselves " (Isaiah xxAdii.

15). "This is a rebellious people, lying children, chilch-en that

Aviil not hear the law of Jehovah" (xxx. 9). " From the prophet
CA^en to the priest, every one maketh a He" (Jer. viii. 10). "The
inhabitants thereof have spoken a he ; and as for their tongue,

deceit is in their mouths" (Micah Ad. 12). " Thou shalt destroy

them that speak a lie ; the Lord Avill abhor the man of deceit

"

(Psalm V. 6). " They have taught their tongues to speak a lie;

their habitation is in the midst of deceit" (Jer. ix. 5, 6). Since

the false is signified by a lie, therefore the Lord says, "the
devil, Avhen he speaketh a lie, speaketh from his own" (John
viii. 44). A lie also signifies the false, and speaking falsely, in
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these passages : Jer. xxiii. 14, 32 ; Ezek. xiii. 15—19 ; xxi. 29.

Hos. vii. 1 ; xii. 1 ; Nali. iii. 1 ; Psalm cxx. 2, 3.

323. In the celestial sense, to bear false witness signifies

to blaspheme the Lord and the Word, and thus to expel truth

itself from the chiu-ch ; for the Lord is truth itself, and so is the

Word. On the other hand, in this sense, to bear witness signi-

fies to speak the truth, and testimony signifies the truth itself:

on this ground it is the decalogue is called the testimony (Exod.

XXV. 16, 21, 22; xxx. 6, 26; xxxii. 15 ; xl. 20; Levit. xvi. 13).

And whereas the Lord is the truth itself, he says of himself that

he testifieth : that the Lord is the truth may be seen John xiv.

6 ; Rev. iii. 7. And that he testifieth and beareth witness of him-
self, may be seen, John iii. 11; viii. 13—19; xv. 26; xviii. 37,38.

324. Those who speak falses from deceit or on purpose, and
utter them in a tone of voice that seems to proceed from spiritual

affection, and particularly if they intermix them Avith truths

taken from the Word, which thus become falsified, were by the

ancients called enchanters ; respecting whom more may be seen

in the Apocalypse R-EVEALrn, n. 462 : they were also called

Pythons, and serpents of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. Such false speakers, liars, and deceivers, may be likened

to those who converse with their enemies in a courteous and
friendly manner, and during their conversation hold a dagger

behind them to take away their lives. They may also be likened

to those who dip then' swords in poison, and in this manner
attack their enemies; and to those who mix hemlock with wate'/,

and poison with sweetmeats. They may further be compared
with handsome and alluring harlots, infected Avitli the foul dis-

ease; and likwise with twigs full of prickles, Avliich when applied

to the nose wound the minute ner\ es of smell. They are lastly

like sweetened poison, or like dung, which, when dry in the

time of autumn, emits a fragrant odor. Such persons are

described in the Word under the character of leopards, as may
be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 572.

THE NINTH AND TENTH COMMANDMENTS.

Thou shalt not covet thy neighbour's house ; thou shalt
not covet thy neighbour's wife, or his servant, or
his maid, or his ox, or his ass, or any thing that
is thy neighbour's.

325. In the catechism which is at this day made use of*,

these words are divided into two commandments, one of which,

being the ninth, is, Thott shalt not covet thy neighbour's house

;

* This alludes to the catechism used by the Roman Catholics, and also, we
believe, by the Lutherans ; but in the catechism of the church of England, and other

Protestants, these two commandments are united as one, and the tirst commandment
is divided into two.
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aud the other, or the tenth is, TIiou shall nol covet thy neigh-

bour's wife, or his servayil, or his maid, or his ox, or his ass,

or anytlnny that is thy neighbour's. As these two command-
ments constitute one thing, and in Exodus xx. 17, and Deute-
ronomy V. 21, form one verse, I shall here treat of them both
at the same time, not through any desire that they may be
conjoined into one commandment, but that they may be dis-

tinguished into two as before; for the commandments are called

the Ten Words (Exod. xxxiv. 28 ; Deut. iv. 13 ; x. 4).

326. These two commandments relate to all the preceding

commandments, teaching and enjoining that evils ai'e not to be
done, or even lusted after, consequently that they are to be
rejected, not only from the external man, but also from the

internal; for the lust of evil, notwithstanding a forbearance from
the outward commission, constitutes an act ; for the Lord says,

" Whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her, hath com-
mitted adultery with her already in his heart" (Matt. v. 27, 28)

;

and the external man is never rendered internal, or reduced to

a conformity of action Avith the internal, until lustts are removed.
This also the Lord teaches when he says, "Wo unto you. Scribes

and Pharisees ! for ye make clean the outside of the cup and the

platter, but within they are full of extortion and excess. Thou
blind Pharisee, cleanse first that which is vrithin the cup and
the platter, that the outside of them may be clean also " (Matt.

xxiii. 25, 26) ; and his instructions throughout the whole chapter,

from beginning to end, are to the same purport. The internal

evils which he charges upon the Pharisees, are the lusts of those

things which are forbidden in the first, second, fifth, sixth,

seventh, and eighth commandments. It is well known that the

Lord while in the world instructed mankind in the internals

of the church, which internals consist in abstaining from the

lusts of evil ; thus he taught that the internal and external man
must be united, and act in unity, which is to be born again

,

the necessity of which the Lord insisted on in his discourse with

Nicodemus (John iii.) ; and none can be born anew, or be rege-

nerated, consequently none can be rendered internal, but by the

Lord. In order that these two commandments might have
respect to all the preceding commandments, and shew that the

evils forbidden by them should not even be lusted after, there-

fore mention is made, first of a house, then of a wdfe, aud after-

wards of a servant, a maid, an ox, and an ass, and lastly of all

that is our neighbour's ; for the word " house " includes in it

all that follows, as containing the husband, the wife, the servant,

the maid, the ox, and the ass. The word wife, which is next

mentioned, includes in it aU the subsequent terms ; for she is

mistress, as the husband is master, in the house, and they both
have authority over the servant and maid, as these again have
over the oxen, and asses, after which succeed all things that ai'O
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below or without, wliicli ai-e expressed by Avliatever is thy neigh-

bour's ; from whence it is evident that all the foregoing com-
mandments are regarded in these two commandments, both in

general and in particular^ both in an extensive and in a con-

tlned sense.

327. In the spiritual sense, by these commandments all

lusts are forbidden which are contrary to the spii'it, consequently,

which are contrary to the spiritual principles of the cliui'ch,

which chiefly relate to faith and charity ; for unless lusts are

subdued, the flesh, according to the liberty aftbrded it, will rush

into the commission of all wickedness and outrage ; for Paul

informs us, " that the flesh lusteth against the spirit, and the

spirit against the flesh" (Galat. v. 17); and James says, "Every
man is tempted when he is drawn away of his own lust and
enticed : then when lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth sin

;

and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth death " (i. 14, 15)

;

and Peter, "The Lord reservetli the unjust unto the day of

judgement to be punished, but chiefly them that walk after the

flesh in the lust of uncleanness '^ (2 Epist. ii. 9, 10). In fine,

these two commandments, according to their spiritual sense,

have respect to whatever is contained in the spiritual sense of all

the other commandments, prohibiting the lust of the evils for-

bidden by them ; in like manner they have respect to whatever

is contained in their celestial sense ; but to repeat the parti-

culars of those two senses is needless.

328. The lusts of the flesh, of the eyes, and of the other

senses, when separated from the lusts, that is from the aff'ec-

tions, desires, and delights of the spirit, are altogether similar

to the lusts of brute creatures, and consequently in themselves

are bestial ; but the afi'ections of the spirit are such as prevail in

the angels, and may therefore be called truly human. Hence it

follows, that in proportion as any one indulges in the lusts of

the flesh, he becomes a brute and a wild beast ; but in projjor-

tion as he delights in the desires of the spirit, he becomes a man
and an angel. The lusts of the flesh may be compared with

parched and withered grapes, and also with wild grapes ; but the

aflections of the spirit may be compared with juicy and well

flavored grapes, and also with the flavor of the wine pressed from
fhem. The lusts of the flesh may be compared with stables con-

taining asses, goats, and hogs ; but the aff'ections of the spirit

may be compared with stables containing high-bred horses, and
also sheep and lambs : they difi'er also from each other as an ass

diff'ers from a horse, or a goat from a sheep, or as a hog from a

Iamb ; and in general as dross differs from gold, a calx from sil-

ver, coral from a ruby, &c. Lust and act cohere together like

blood and flesh, or like flame and oil ; for lust is in the act,

as the air is in the lungs during respiration or discom'se,

as the wind in the sails of a ship while it is sailing, and as the
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water in a wheel, wliicli communicates motion and action to a

machine.

The ten commandments or the decalogue contain all
THINGS AVHICH RELATE TO LOVE TO GOD, AND ALL THINGS
WHICH RELATE TO LOVE TOWARDS OUR NEIGHBOUR.

329. In eight commandments of the decalogaxe, the first, the

second, the fifth, the sixth, the seventh, the eighth, tlie ninth,

and the tenth, nothing is said relating to love to God and love

towards our neighbour ; for it is not said that God is to be loved,

or that the name of God is to be hallowed, or that our neigh-

bour is to be loved, and consequently nothing is said of sincere

and upright dealing with our neighbour', but onl}^, " Thou shalt

have no other gods but me ; thou shalt not take the name of

God in vain ; thou shalt do no murder ; thou shalt not commit
adultery ; thou shalt not steal ; thou shalt not bear false witness ;

thou shalt not covet what is thy neighbour's.^^ Thus it is said

in general that evil, either against God or our neighbour, is not

to be willed, thought, or done. Now the true reason why there

is no direct injunction of the duties of love and charity, but only

a prohibition of the opposite vices, is, because in proportion as a
man shuns evils as sins, his will is influenced by the goods of

love and charity. The first principle of love to God, and of love

towards ovoc neighbour, is to do no evil, and the second is to do
good, as will be seen in the chapter concerning charity. There
are two kinds of love in opposition to each other, the love of

willing and doing good, and the love of willing and doing
evil : the latter love is infernal, and the former is heavenly

;

for all hell is influenced by the love of doing evil, and all

heaven by the love of doing good. Now as a man is born
into evils of every kind, and consequently from his birth in-

clines to such things as belong to hell, and as he cannot be ad-

mitted into heaven unless he be born again, that is, regenerated,

it is necessary, in the first place, that evils, which are of hell,

be removed, before good inclinations, which are of heaven, can
be implanted ; for no one can be adopted by the Lord before h^
is separated from the devil. But in what manner evils are re-

moved, and man is led on to good, will be shewn in the two
chapters on repentance and reeormation. That evils must
first be removed, before the good which a man does becomes good
in the sight of God, is thus taught by the Lord in Isaiah :

" Wash you, make you clean
;
put away the evil of your doings

from before mine eyes ; cease to do evil, learn to do good ; then,

though yom" sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow

;

though they be red like purple, they shall be as wool^' (i. 16

—

18). Agreeably to this are the words in Jeremiah :
" Stand in

the gate of Jehovah's house, and proclaim there this Avord

:

thus saith Jehovah of hosts, the God of Israel : Amend your
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ways and your doings ; trust ye not in lying words, saying, the

temple of Jehovah, the temple of Jehovah, the temple of Jeho-

vah (that is, the church) is here : will ye steal, murder, and

commit adultery, and swear falsely, and come and stand liefore

me in this house, Avhich is called by my name, and say. We are

delivered, while ye do all these abominations ? Is this house,

which is called by my name, become a den of robbers in your

eyes ? Behold, I have seen it, saith Jehovah " (vii. 2—4, 9

—

1 1) . That prayer to God is not attended to before the soul is

washed and purified from its evils, is also taught in Isaiah :
" Ah,

sinfid nation ! a people laden with iniquity ; they are gone away
backward : when ye spread forth your hands I will hide mine
eyes from you

;
yea, when ye make many prayers I will not hear "

(i. 4, 15). That love and charity follow of course, Avhen a

man keeps the commandments of the decalogue, by shunning

evils, is evident from these words of the Lord in John :
" Jesus

said, He that hath my commandments and keepeth them, he it

is that loveth me ; and he that loveth me shall be loved of my
Pather, and I will love him, and will manifest myself unto him,

and we will make our abode with him^^ (John xiv. 21, 23). By
commandments in this place are meant, in particular, the com-
mandments of the decalogue, which insist that evils are neither

to be done nor lusted after ; and that thus the love of man to

God and the love of God towards man, follow of course, as good
does after the removal of evil.

330. It was observed, that so far as a man shuns e\dls, his

will is influenced by good, because evils and goods are opposites
;

for evils are from hell, and goods are from heaven ; therefore so

far as hell, that is, evil, is removed, lieaven is approached, and
man regards what is good. That this is the case evidently ap-

pears from the eight commandments above-mentioned, viewed
under this aspect; as for example: 1. So far as any one does

not worship other gods, he worships the true God. 2. So far

as any one does not take the name of God in vain, he loves

whatever is from God. 3. So far as any one is unwilling to

commit murder, and to indulge hatred and revenge, he bears

good will to his neighbour. 4. So far as any one has no incli-

nation to commit adultery, he wishes to live in chastity Avith his

wife. 5. So far as any one has no inclination to steal, he lives

according to the law of sincerity. 6. So f;ir as any one has

no inclination to bear false witness, he is disposed to think and
speak the truth. 7. and 8. So far as any one does not
covet what is his neighbour's, he wishes his neighbour happy in

the enjoyment of his possessions. Hence it appears that the

commandments of the decalogue contain all things relating to

love to God and love towards our neighbour; therefore Paul
says, " He that loveth another hath fulfilled the law : for this.

Thou shalt not commit adultery; thou shalt not kill; thou shalt
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not steal ; thou slialt not bear false witness ; thou shalt not

covet ; and if there be any other commandment, it is briefly

comprehended in this saying, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as

thyself. Love [or charity] worketh no ill to his neighbour

;

thei'efore love [or charity] is the fulfilling of the law " (Rom.
xiii. 8—10). To the above are to be added these two canons, for

the service of the New Church : 1. No one can shun evils as

sins, and do good which may be good in the sight of God, of

himself; but so far as any one shuns evils as sins, he does what
is good, not of himself, but from the Lord. 2. A man ought
to shun evils as sins, and to fight against them as of himself;

and if he shuns evils from any other motive than because they

are sins, he does not shun them, but only prevents them from
appearing in the sight of the Avorld.

331. Evil and good cannot abide together, and in proportion

as evil is removed good is regarded and felt, because in the spi-

ritual world there exhales from every one the sphere of his par-

ticular love, which diffuses itself, and gives forth its influences

all around, causing sympathies and antipathies ; by means of

such spheres the good are separated from the evil. That evil

must be removed before good can be known, perceived, and
loved, may be illustrated by many comparisons borrowed from
circumstances in the natural world ; as, for example, no one can
approach another who keeps a leopard and a panther in his cham-
ber, and who lives secure from their attacks in consequence of

giving them food, unless he first remove those fierce creatures.

Who that is invited to the table of a king and a queen, does not

wash his face and hands before he approaches the royal presence ?

Who ever enters into the bridechambcr with the bride, after the

marriage ceremony, before he has washed himself thoroughly,

and put on a wedding garment ? Who does not purify metallic

ores in the fire, and separate them from dirt and dross, before he
can procure pure gold and silver? What husbandman does not

separate his -wheat from Aveeds and tares, before he stores it up
in his barn ? And who does not thresh his barley, to separate

the grain from the prickly ears, before he lays it up in his gra-

nary ? Who does not boil his meat, and thus remove its impu-

rities and rawness, before it is brought to his table and consi-

dered fit to be eaten ? Who does not shake the trees of his gar-

den, and clear them from grubs and insects, in order to save

the leaves from being devoured, and the fruit from being spoiled t

Who does not dislike to see his house or hall dirty, and does

not set about making them clean, particularly when he expects

a visit from a prince, or is preparing to receive his bride, the

daughter of a prince ? Who can be in love with a virgin, and
make her off'ers of marriage, whom he knows to be infected with

malignant distempers, or covered with pimples and spreading

sores, however she may paint her face, bedeck herself with orna-
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ments of dress, and study to attract admiration by the blan-

dishments of speech and manner ? A man ought to purify

himself from evils, and not to wait for the Lord to purify him
by an immediate act of his power ; for in this case he would be
like a servant, who, with his face and clothes all bedaubed with
soot and filth, should go to his master, and say, " Master, wash
me : " would not his master say to him, " You foolish servant,

what do you mean ? See, there are water, soap, and a towel

;

have you not hands of your own, and power to use them ? Go,
and wash yom-self. " And the Lord God will say to his servant,
" The means of purification are provided by me, and from me
also thou hast thy will and thy power ; therefore use these my
gifts and talents as thine own, and thou wilt be purified :

" and
so in other instances. That the external man is to be purified,

5)ut by means of the internal, is taught by the Lord in the 23rd
chapter of Matthew, from the beginning to end.

332. To the above shall be added four memorable rela-
tions.—First. I once heard several loud exclamations issuing

from below, Avith a gurgling sound, like that of bubbles as they

rise in water ; one towards the left hand, O how just ! another

towards the right, O now learned ! and a third from behind,

O HOW wise ! Now, as the doubt instantly arose in my mind
whether there could be in hell any persons of justice, learning,

and wisdom, I Avas strongly impressed Avith a desire of seeing

into the truth of the matter. A voice from heaven then said to

me, " You shall see and hear ;" so I went out in the spirit, and
saw before me an opening, Avhich I approached and looked down;
and lo ! there Avas a ladder at the entrance, by Avhich I de-

scended ; and when I had got down, I observed a champaign
country, Avith shrubs growing here and there, intermixed with
thorns and nettles ; and I inquired Avhether this Avas hell, and
Avas told that it Avas the loAver earth, Avhich is immediately above

hell. Then I continued my course in the du-ection of the ex-

clamations ; and Avhen I came to the place from Avhence the

first sound issued, O how just! I found an assembly of persons

Avho in the Avorld had been judges, and had been influenced in

their decisions by friendship and bribes. I next noticed those

who uttered the second cry, O hoav learned ! Avhich I found
proceeded from an assembly of persons avIio in the Avoiid had
been reasoners. I then remarked the third cry, O how wise !

which Avas vociferated by an assembly of persons who in the

Avorld had been confirmers. I left, however, the tAvo latter

assemblies, and went to the first, consisting of judges influenced

by friendship and bribes, Avho had been proclaimed just ; and I

saAv on one side, as it Avere, an amphitheatre, built of brick, and
coAxred Avith black tiles; and I Avas told that this was their
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TRIBUNAL. There were three entrances into it on the north
side, and three on the west, but none on the south and east,

which was a token that their decisions were not those of justice,

but were arbitrary and partial. In the midst of the amphi-
theatre there appeared a hghted fire, into which the servants

who attended cast torches made of sulphur and bitumen, the
light of which, by its vibrations on the rough-casted walls, pic-

tured various representations of birds of the evening and night

;

but both the fire and the vibrations of light thence issuing, and
producing the forms of those images, were representations of

their judgements and decisions, in that they had the talent to

color over the facts connected with the question at issue, and
give them whatever appearance was most agreeable to their own
prepossessions. In about half an hour I saw several persons,

both old and young, enter the amphitheatre, clothed in gowns
and robes, who, Inying aside their caps, took their seats at the
tables, in order to proceed to the hearing of causes; and I heard
and perceived with what dexterity and ingenuity, under the in-

fluence of favor towards their friends, they could warp and per-

vert the right side of the question, with an appearance of justice,

till by attempting to deceive others they so far deluded them-
selves that injustice appeared to them as justice, and justice as

injustice : their persuasions to this eff'ect were apparent from
then- countenances and the sound of their voices. I was then
favored with illustration from heaven, wliich enabled me to per-

ceive all the particulars of the cause in question, in regard both
to right and wrong; and I observed with what caution they
concealed the wrong, and gave it the appearance of right, and
selected some particular statute which favored their own side,

and upon which they rested the matter in question, while by
their artful reasonings they contrived to keep all other statutes

which made against them out of sight. After judgement was
given, the decrees were conveyed to their clients, friends, and
favorers, who, in return for the favor shewn them, uttered, as

they passed along, this exclamation, O how just! O how just!
After this I had some conversation with the angels of heaven
concerning these judges, and related to them some of the cir-

cumstances which I had seen and heard; upon which the angels

said, " Such judges, though they appear to others as if they
were endowed with a singular acuteness of intellect, have not
the least perception of what is just and equitable ; for if you
remove from them motives of friendship to others, they sit in

judgement like so many statues, and say nothing, but— ' I ac-

quiesce and agree entirely Avith you in opinion.'' The reason of

this is, because all their decisions are founded in prejudice, and
prejudice with partiality attends the investigation of the cause
from beginning to end : hence their eyes are open only to their

friend's interest, and whatever is contrary to this thev regard
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only with a side glance; and if they take it under consideration,

they involve it in the intricacies of argument as a spider wraps

up her prey in a Aveb, and so get rid of it; the consequence is,

that unless they follo^y the web of their partiality and pre-

judice, they can see nothing of legal right. They had been
examined whether they were able to see it, and it was discovered

that they were not able. At this the inhabitants of the world

Avhere you live will doubtless wonder ; but tell them that this

is a truth Avhicli tlie angels of heaven have fully searched out.

As such judges have no discernment of justice, we in heaven

regard them not as men, but as monstrous images of men,
whose heads constitute whatever belongs to friendship, their

breasts, whatever belongs to injustice, then* hands and feet,

whatever belongs to confirmation, and the soles of then feet,

whatever belongs to justice and equity, which, in case they are

unfavorable to the interest of a friend, they supplant and tram-

ple under foot. But you Avill soon see their real nature and
figure when viewed according to their true state; for their end
is near at hand." At that instant, behold, the ground suddenly

opened, and the tables fell one upon another, and they were
swallowed up, together with the whole amphitheatre, and cast

into caverns and imprisoned. The angels then asked me whe-
ther I wished to see them in their present state ; and lo !

their faces appeared like polished steel, their bodies, from the

neck down to the loins, like graven images clothed with leopard

skins, and theii* feet like serpents ; I also saw their law-books,

which were piled up on the tables, changed into packs of cards

;

and now, instead of sitting in judgement, their office was to

prepare vermilion, and mix it up into a paint, to bedaub the

faces of harlots, and give them the outward appearance of beauty.

After seeing the end of this assembly, I was desirous to go to

the other two, one of which consisted of mere reasoners and the

other of mere confirmers; but a voice said unto me, " Stop awhile,

and you shall be favored Avith attendant angels belonging to the

society immediately above them, by whose means you will receive

light from the Lord, and see things that will surprise you."

333. The second memorable relation.—After some time

I heard again, from the lower earth, the same exclamations as

before, O how learned ! O how learned ! and I looked

around to see who were near me, and lo ! there were several

angels belonging to the heaven which was immediately above

those who uttered the exclamation ; and on my inquiring into

the cause of such exclamation the angels said to me, " Those
called learned are such as only reason whether a thing be,

OR BE NOT, and seldom think that it is so. They are therefore

like gusts of wind which blow and pass away ; and like bark
about trees which are without pith ; and like the outward shells

of an almond without the kernel; or like the rind of fruit with-
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out any pulp ; for their minds are void of interior judgement,
and attached only to the senses of the body, so that where the

matter is beyond the reach of the senses they can come to no
conclusions ; in short, they are mere sensualists, and we call

them REAsoNERS. We call them reasoners, because they never
come to any certain determination, but make whatever they

hear a matter of argument, disputing whether there be any such

thing, which they perpetually contradict. Their chief pleasure

is to attack truths, and to pull them in pieces by debating about

them; yet these are they who in the Avorld lay claim to the title

of learned, above all other men." On receiving this informa-

tion, I requested the angels to conduct me to them; so they led

me to a cave, through which, by a flight of steps, we descended

to the lower earth, where we followed the sound of the excla-

mation, O HOW LEARNED ! and lo ! there were several hundred
persons standing together in one place, beating the ground.

Being surprised at this sight, I inquired the reason of their

standing in that manner, beating the grovind with their feet

;

adding, that they would soon beat the ground into a hollow by
their trampling. At this the angel smiled, and said, "They
appear to stand in that postiu-e, because they never think on any
subject that it is so, but only whether it be so, and dispute about

it; and in such cases, where the thought proceeds no farther

than this, they appear to tread and trample upon a single spot

of ground only, without advancing a step forwards.^' The angels

further said, " Such persons, when they come from the natural

world into this, and are informed that they are in another world,

gather themselves together into companies, in various places,

and inquire whereabout heaven and hell are, and also where God
dwells ; and when they receive information on these points, still

they begin to reason, to dispute, and cavil about whether
THERE BE A GoD. The rcason of this is, because there are now
in the natural world so many favorers of nature, who in all com-
panies, when the discourse turns upon religion, make the ex-

istence of God a matter of debate, and seldom close the proposed

inquiry in the affirmative of faith; the consequence is, that they

consociate themselves more and more with evil spirits, for no
one can do any good from the love of good, except from God."
I was then conducted to the assembly, and lo ! they appeared to

me like men, not unhandsome in the face, and decently attu'cd;

and the angels said, "This is their appearance when viewed ir

their own light ; but if the light of heaven be let in upon them,
Ijotli their countenances and their clothes are instantly changed."
The experiment was accordingly made, and then their counte-

nances appeared of a dusky hue, and they seemed to be clothed

in black sacks ; but on the removal of the heavenly light they

resumed their former appearance. I soon entered into discourse

with some of the congregation, and said, " I heard from the
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multitude that surrounds your assembly an exclamation of, O
hoLV learned ! permit me then, I pray, to converse Avitli you or

a few subjects of the deepest learning/^ They replied, "Mention
any subject, and we Avill endeavour to give you satisfaction." 1

then asked, "What must be the nature of that religion hy Avhich

a man is saved ?" To this they repUed, " We must diAdde this

question into several others, and we cannot answer it until we
have formed conclusions on its subdivisions ; therefore our in-

quiry must be arranged under the following heads :—1. Whe-
ther religion have any real existence ; 2. Whether there be any
such thing as salvation, or not ; 3. Whether one religion be of

more efficiency than another; 4. Whether there be any such
places as heaven and hell ; 5. Whether men live eternally after

death ;" with many other such like questions. Then I desired

to know their opinion on the first article of inquiry, Whether
religion have any real existence ? They accordingly began to

discuss the subject with abundance of arguments; and I desired

them to refer it to the assembly at large for their opinion : they

did so, and the general answer was, that it Avas a point Avhich

required so much investigation that it Avould not be finished by
the evening. I then asked Avhether a year Avould be sufficient

;

and one of them replied, that a hundred years would not suffice;

to this I rejoined, " In the mean time you are without religion;

and since sah^ation depends upon rehgion, you are without any
idea, faith, and hope of salvation." He replied, " Ought it not

first to be proved whether there be such a thing as religion, and
what it is, and whether in fact it be anything real ? for if there

be such a thing, it must concern even the Avise ; if there be no
such thing, it is then only for the vulgar. We all alloAv that

religion is called a bond, Ijut for Avliom V If it is only for the

vulgar, in itself it is nothing ; but if it be for the Avise, it must
then be something of consequence and reality." On hearing

these arguments I replied, " There is no character you deserve

less than that of being accounted learned, because all your con-

ceptions are entangled in doubts about things, whether they
exist or not, and you cannot extend your thoughts beyond the

investigation of the tAvo sides of this question ; and Avho can
have any pretensions to learning, unless he knoAV something of

a certainty, and advance iuto it step by step, as a man advances

in walking, till he arrives by degrees at Avisdom ? If this be

not your rule of proceeding, you cannot so much as touch truth

with your finger nail, but you remove her further and further

from your vicAV. To reason only Avhether a thing be or not, is

like reasoning about a cap or a shoe, whether they fit or not,

without ever putting them on ; and what must be the conse-

quence of such reasoning, but that you Avill remain in doubt
Avhether anything really exist, and Avhether all be not ideal, and
thus Avhether there be such a thing as salvation and a life after
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death, whether one religion be better than another, and whe-
ther there be such places as heaven and hell? On these subjects

you cannot possibly form any conceptions, so long as you halt

at the first step, and stand there beating the sand, and do not

set one foot before the other in order to advance forwards. Take
heed, however, to yourselves, lest your minds, while they stop

without in such a state of indetermination, should inwardly
harden, and become statues of salt." With these remarks I

left them, and they, in the violence of their passion, thrcAV stones

after me ; and then they appeared to me like graven images, in

which there is no spark of Imman reason. Afterwards I inquired

of the angels concerning their final lot ; and they told me that

the lowest of them are let down into the deep, and are there

driven into a wilderness, and compelled to carry burdens ; and
then, because they are no longer capable of holding any ra-

tional conversation, they give themselves up to all kinds of idle

discoiu'se, and appear at a distance like asses carrying bm^dens.

334. The third memorable RELATI0^^—After this ; one
of the angels said to me, " Follow me to the place from whence
issues the last exclamation, O how wise !

" and he added, " You
shall see prodigies of men

;
you shall see faces and bodies, such

as belong to men, and yet they are not men." I inquired, " Are
they then beasts ?" and he answered, " No ; they are not beasts,

but men beasts; for they are such as cannot discern whether
truth be truth or not ; and yet they can give whatever they please

the appearance of truth: such persons we call confirmers."
So we followed the exclamation, and came to a place where there

was an assembly of men, and round about the assembly a crowd
of people, and in the crowd some of noble blood, Avho, on hearing

whatever they themselves advanced confirmed by the assembly,

and their opinions, whatever they might be, so openly assented

to, turned about and cried, O how wise ! But the angel said to

me, " Let us not go near them, but let us call one from the com-
pany to come to us : " so we called one, and taking him aside,

we talked with him on various subjects, and he confirmed what-
ever Avas said, so as to give it completely the appearance of truth.

We then asked him whether he coidd in like manner confirm

the contrary side of the question. He said he could as easily as

the other side. He then declared to us the real sentiments of

his heart, saying, '' What is truth ? Is any thing in the nature
of things true, but what a man makes true ? Advance any pro-

position you please, and I will make it true. " I then said,

" Make this proposition true, that faith is the all of the church ;

"

and he did it in so artful and dexterous a manner, that some
learned bystanders were amazed, and greatly applauded him.

I then desired him to make this proposition true, that cliarity is

the all of the church ; and he did so ; and afterwards, that c'ha-

ritv has nothing to do with the church; and he so clothed and
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tricked up both sides of the question with appearances, that the

bystanders looked at one another and said, " Is not this a wise

man ? " I then said, " Do you not know that charity consists

in living well, and that faith consists in belie%dng- well ? Does

not he who lives well, also believe Avell ? and consequently does

not faith belong to charity, and charity to faith ? Do you not see

^hat this proposition is true^^ He replied, "I will make it true,

and then I shall see it
; " and having done so, he said, " Xow

I see it to be true
: " and soon after he made the contrary propo-

sition true, and then said, " I see that this also is true. " Hereat

we smiled and said, " Are they not contrary propositions ? How
then can they botla be true ? " To this he replied with warmth,
" You are mistaken : both propositions ai'e true ; for nothing is

true but what a man makes so. " There was a certain person

standing near, Avho during his abode on earth had been an am-

bassador of the first rank : he was surprised at this assertion,

and said, " I acknowledge that on earth something like tliis

method of reasoning prevails ; but still it will not prove you to

be in your right senses. Make this true if you can, that light

is darkness, and darkness light. " He immediately replied, I

can do this with ease ; for what are light and darkness but states

of the eye ? Is not light changed into shade when the eye has

been long used to sunshine, or when a man has kept his eyes

fixed for any time on the sun ? How plain is it to see, that the

state of the eye is then changed, and that, consequently, light

then appears like shade, and on the other hand, Avhen the eye

recovers its former state, that shade appears like light ! Does

not the darkness of night appear to an owl like the light of day,

and the light of day like the darkness of night, and the sun

itself like an opake and dusky orb ? If a man had eyes like an
owFs, which would he call light and Avliicli darkness ? What
then is light but a state of the eye ? and if it be only a state of

the eye, is not light darkness, and darkness light V therefore

both the one and the other proposition are true. " But, be-

cause this confirmation puzzled some that Avere present, I said,

" I perceive that this coiifirmer is not aware that there is such

a thing as true light, and such a thing as false light ( lux

fatua), and that both those kinds appear like hght, Avhen yet

the false light in its real nature is not light, but in respect

to the true is darkness. Now an owl is in false light; for

there is Avithin its eyes the lust of pursuing and devoimng

birds, and this light causes its eyes to see in the night-time, just

as cats see, Avhose eyes Avhen they are on the Avatch for prey in

dark places appear like lighted candles, in consequence of the

false light arising from the lust of pm-suing and devom-ing mice,

AA'hich lies Avithin and so effects their eyes. Hence it is cAddent

that the light of the sun is true light, and the light of lust is

false light. " After this the ambassador desii'ed t\\e conjirmer tc
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make this proposition true, " That a crow is not black, but white/'

He thereupon repKed, " I will do this too with great ease
;
" and

said, " Take a needle or a sharp knife, and lay open the quills

and feathers of a crow ; remove also the quiUs and feathers, and
look at the crow's skin, and is it not white ? What then is the

blackness sni-rounding it but a shade, which by no means deter-

mines the true color of the crow? That black is but a kind of

shade, I appeal to the writers on the science of optics, Avho will

tell you that if you pound a black stone or a piece of black glass

into a fine powder, it will be white. " But the ambassador re-

plied, " Does not a crow appear black to the eye ? " The con-

firmer answered, " Will you, who are a man of sense, be deter-

mined in your judgement by appearance ? You may speak indeed

according to appearance, and say that a crow is black ; but you
cannot imagine that to be really the case : as for example, you
may speak according to appearance, and say that the sun rises and
sets ; but, as a man of sense, you cannot imagine that it really

does so, because the sun remains motionless, and the earth alone

changes its situation : the case is the same with a crow. Appeai*-

ance is but appearance ; and, say what you please, a crow is

altogether and entirely white, and it also does become white with

age, as I have seen with my own eyes. " When he had done
speaking, the bystanders looked at me : I said therefore, " It is

true that the quills aud feathers of a crow are within of a whitish

cast, as is also the skin ; but this is the case not only with crows,

but likewise with all birds in the universe
;
yet every man dis-

tinguishes birds by the appearance of then* colors, and if they
were not to be so distinguished, we might say of every bird that

it is white, which would be altogether absurd and ridiculous."

The ambassador then put this question to him, " Can you make
it true that you are out of your senses ?'' to which he rephed,
" I could, but I do not choose : who is not out of his senses ?"

Afterwards they requested him to tell them sincerely, whether
he Avas in joke, or whether he really believed that nothing is

true but what a man makes true ; and he replied, " I positively

believe it in earnest." The conversation being here closed, this

universal confirmer was sent to the angels to be examined as to

his true quality ; and the report they made after examination

was, that he did not possess a single grain of understanding, as

all that region was closed in him which is above the rational

sphere, and that sphere only was open which is below it. Spi-

ritual light is above the rational sphere, and natural liglit below
it, and this latter light is of such a natm^e that it can confirm

whatever it pleases ; but in case there is no influx of spiritual

light into that which is natural, a man can neither discern whe-
ther any truth be true, nor consequently whether any false be
false ; for such discernment results solely from the existence of

«Diritual ligbt in natm'al light, and spiritual light comes from
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the God of heaven, who is the Lord ; therefore that universai

confirmer is neither a man nor a beast, but he is a beast-man.

I then questioned the angels in relation to the tinal lot of such

persons, whetlier they can associate with such as are alive, since

a man lives and has understanding o\\\\ by virtue of spiritual

light. To this they replied, that such persons, when they are

alone, are incapable of any thought, and consequently cannot

speak, but stand like mute automata, and as if they were in

a deep sleep ; but that their attention is awakened as soon as

any sound strikes their ears ; and they added that this was
a consequence of their being inwardly evil, for evil is not

receptive of the influx of spiritual light from above, but onl}-

of a kind of spiritual principle through the world, whence
they derive the faculty of confirmation. As they said this, I

heard a voice from the examining angels, saving, " Form a

general conclusion from what you have now heard." I accord-

ingly formed this : It is no mark of a man's inteUigence to be able

to confirm whatever he pleases ; but to be able to discern that to

be true lohich is true, and that to be false which is false, is the

mai'k and character of intelligence. After this I looked towards

the assembly where the confirmers were standing, and the croAvd

about them exclaiming, O how wise ! and behold ! a dusky
cloud covered them, and in the cloud M'ere seen owls and bats

on the wing ; and it was granted me to understand that the owls

and bats flying in that cloud were correspondences, and conse-

quent appearances of the thoughts of those confirmers ; for con-

firmations of falsities, so as to give them the appearance of truths,

are represented in the spiritual world under the forms of bu'ds of

night, whose eyes are illuminated within by a false light, ena-

bling them to see objects in the dark as if thev were in the light.

Such a false spiritual light have those who confirm falses so as

to give them the semblance of truths, and afterwards embrace
them as truths. All such are intellectually in what may be called

backward sight, and not in any kind oifront-sight.

335. The fourth memorable relation.—Awaking one
morning out of sleep, I saw, as it Avere, several apparitions [larvae)

in various forms, floating before my eyes ; and presently, as the

morning advanced, I observed false lights [luces fatuce) in dif-

ferent forms, some like sheets of paper written all over, Avhich,

lacing folded over and over, at last appeared like falling stars,

which in their descent through the atmosphere vanished ; and
others again like open books, some of which shone like little

moons, while some flamed like lighted candles. Among the

latter were some books which were carried up aloft, and lost

when they arrived at their highest altitude, and others which
foil down to the ground, and were there reduced to dust. From
Ihese appearances I conjectured, that in the region below these,

meteors, there were some spirits dis-putiug on matters of specu-
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lation, -ivliich tliey reckoned of great importance; for in the

•spiritual world such phenomena appear in the atmospheres, in

consequence of the reasonings of those who are beneatli. Pre-

sently my spiritual sight was opened, and I observed a number
of spirits whose heads were encompassed with leaves of laurel,

and who were clothed in flowered robes, which indicated that

they were spirits who in the natural world had been distin-

guished for their great learning ; and as I was in the spirit, I ap-

proached and joined their company. I then found that tiiey were
disputing sharply and Avarmly with each other about connate
rnEAS, whether men receive any at their birth as the beasts do.

Those Avho maintained the negative side of the question turned
away from those Avho maintained the affirmative, and at length
they formed two separate parties, like the ranks of two armies

going to engage sword in hand; but having no swords, they
carried on the battle Avith sharp-pointed words and arguments.
At that instant a certain angelic spirit presented himself in the

midst of the assembly, and crying Avith a loud voice, said, " I

have overheard you at a little distance disputing vehemently
about connate ideas, Avhether men have them as well as beasts

;

but I tell you. That neither men nok beasts haa'e any con-
nate IDEAS. You are disputing about nothing, or, according to

she common expression, you are contending about straAvs and
the merest absurdities.^^ On hearing this declaration they all

exclaimed in great anger, " AAva}'" Avith him, turn him out ; he
contradicts all common sense :" but as they Avere attempting to

turn him out, they perceived he Avas encompassed with a circle

of heavenly light, Avhich they could not break through_, for he
vas an angelic spirit ; then they retired and removed to a little

vlistanc* from him. But Avhen the heavenly light Avas indraAvn,

lie said to them, " Why are you so angry ? Hear me first, and
attend to the reasons Avhich I have to ofter in support of AAdiat I

advance, and then form a conclusion from those reasons ; and I

Ibrosee that such of you as have any solid judgement Avill accede

to my opinion, and will calm the storm of anger rising in their

minds." To this they replied, yet in an indignant tone of voice,

" Speak then, and Ave Avill hear Avhat you have to say.'' Then
be began as folloAvs :

" You are of opinion that beasts have con-
nate ideas, and you ground your opinion on this circumstance,

that their actions appear to be the result of thought ; and yet
chey ai'c not possessed of any thought, and consequently not of

any ideas, which can only be predicated of the result of thought;
and the true test of thought is to act in such and such a manner,
ibr such and such a purpose. Consider, noAv, Avhether a spider,

in the curious act of Aveaving its Aveb, ever thinks in its little

head, and says, ' I will extend my threads in this order, and
connect and tie them together Avith transA'crse threads, to secure

mv web against the rude vibrations of the air; and in the first
^353 AA
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terminations of tlie threads^ Avliich constitnte tlie central point

of tlie -web, I Avill provide myself a seat, -where I may discover

Avliatever happens, and may be readj^ to rnn to tlie spot and

immediately seize and envelope every intruding fly that is caught

in my trap/ Or do you fancy that the little bee rcjisons with

itself, and says, ' I Avill take nw flight to such a field, Avliere 1

know there is plenty of flowers, and I will gather wax and honey
from them, and of the wax I will build contiguous cells in an

orderly arrangement, and disposed in such a manner that I and

my companions may have free ingress and egress as through tlic

street of a city, and in process of time may hw up a large stock

of honey, sufficient for our necessities during the approaching

Avinter, that we may not perish ;' not to mention other wonder-

ful circumstances, in Avhich they discover a degree of political

and economical prudence, equal at least, but in some cases supe-

rior to that of men? [See above, n. 11.] Canyon suppose again

that the larger wild bee thinks in its diminutive head, and says,

' I and my companions will build ourselves a small habitation of

a thin paper-like substance, whose walls Ave will contrive after

the manner of a labyrinth, and in its inmost recess we will con-

struct a sort of forum, so as to have free ingress and egress, yet

of such cunning architecture that no other living creature but

one of our own family will be able to find its way to our secret

place of assembly?' Do you suppose, further, that the silk-worm,
while it is yet in its caterpillar state, thinks Avith itself, and says,

' Now is the time to prepare myself for the spinning of silk, to

the intent that, Avhen I have done spinning, I may fly abroad,

and sport Avith my companions in the air, into AA'liich I shall not

be able to ascend before, and may there proA'ide for myself a

future progeny?' In like manner, can you fancy that otlier

caterpillars think to themselves, Avhile they are creeping along

a Avail in quest of a convenient place in Avhich to undergo these

transformations into nymphs, aui-elias, chrysalises, and at last

into butterflies ? The case is the same Avith the larger animals,

as Avith birds and Avinged fowls of every kind, in their pairing,

building their nests, laying their eggs, sitting on them, hatching

their young, providing them food, Avatching over them Avith care

till they are able to fly, and then driAing them away from the

nest as if they Avere no longer their oflspring, besides innume-
rable other particulars. The case is the same also with the

lieasts of the earth, Avitli serpents, and with fish. Which of a'ou

cannot see, from AA'hat has been said, that the spontaneous acts

of such creatures do not floAv from any thought, of Avhich alone

an idea can be predicable ? The error of supposing beasts to

have ideas is grounded solely in a persuasion that they have

thoughts as Avell as men, and that speech alone is the disthi-

guishing characteristic betAveen them.''' HaA'ing thus spokeii,

the angelic spirit looked aroujid, and seeing them stiU in doubt
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whetlieT beasts are possessed of thought or not^ he continued his

discourse, and said, " I perceive that, from a similarity in the

actions oi brute and human creatiu'es, you still entertain an
imaginary idea that brutes think ; therefore I will inform you
whence their actions proceed. Every beast, bird, fish, reptile,

and insect, has its peculiar natural, sensual, and corporeal love,

whose habitation is the head, and the brains within the head

:

by means of the brain the spiritual world has an immediato
influx into their bodily senses, and thus determines then' actions,

which is the reason why their bodily senses are far more exquisite

than those of men. This influx from the spiritual world is what
is called instinct, and it is so called because it exists without
the medium of thought. There are also some peculiarities, which
may be called accessary to instinct, derived from habit. But
the peculiar love by which each is governed, and by means of

which they are determined to action by an influx from the spi-

ritual Avorld, is solely a love for nutrition and propagation, and
not for any science, intelligence, and wisdom, by means of which
his peculiar love is successively implanted in man.

" That man also has no connate ideas, must appear evident

from the circumstance that he has no connate thought ; and
where there is no thought, there is no idea, for they have a

mutual relation to each other. This may be confirmed by the

ease of new-born infimts, whose powers are confined to suction

and respiration, and their power of suction is not derived from
anything connate, but from their constant exercise thereof in

the mother's womb ; and theii' power of respiration is a conse-

quence of their having life, respiration being a universal of life.

Their bodily senses also are in a state of the greatest imperfec-

tion and obscurity, out of which they successively emerge, by
means of the objects on which they are exercised, as their

motions are acquired by repeated habits ; and as they learn by

degrees to lisp out vocal sounds, at first without ideas, there

arises a certain obscurity of lantasy, which, as it becomes clearer

and more distinct, gives birth to the obscmity of imagination,

and thence of thought. In proportion as they advance in the

formation of this state, ideas begin to exist ; and ideas, as -was

observed above, are one with the thought, and thought grows

and increases from its state of nothingness by instruction: there-

fore men have ideas, yet not connate, but acquired and formed,

and from those ideas their speech and actions flow." [That

nothing is connate in man, except the faculty of acquiring

science, intelligence, and wisdom, also an inclination to love,

not only those, but likewise his neighbour and God, may be
seen above in the memorable relation, n. 48, and also in ano-

ther memorable relation below] . After this discourse I looked

around and saw, at a little distance from me, Leibnitz and
AYoLFius, who were both verv attentive to the arguments pro-
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duced by tlie angelic spirit. Leibnitz immediately approaclied,

and declared himself convinced ; but Wolfius walked of}', both

denying and affirming, for he had not the same strength of inte-

rior judgement as Leibnitz.

CHAPTEE VI.

rAiTii,

336. It was a received tenet of the wisdom of the ancients,

that the universe, both in general and in particular, has relation

to good and truth, and consequently that all things belonging

to the church have relation to love, or cliarit}^ and faith ; for all

that which flows from love or charity is called good, and all that

Avhich flows from faith is called true. Now since charity and
faith are distinctly two, and yet must be united in man, so as to

become a one, that he may be a member of the church, or in

other words, that the church may be in him, it was therefore a

matter of controversy and dispute among the ancients which of

the two was the first or chief constituent of the clmrch, and thus

Avliicli liad a claim to the title of first-born. Some insisted that

truth, and, consequently, faith had the better claim, and some
tliat the preference was due to good, and, consequently, to cha-

rity. The former indeed observed that a man, immediately after

his birth, learns to speak and think, and bj^ these becomes per-

fected in understanding, which is effected by sciences : thus he
learns and understands what is true, and by these means, in

process of time, learns and understands what is good ; conse-

quently, that he first learns what fidth is, and afterwards -what

charity is. Those who considered the matter according to this

idea supposed the truth of faith to be the first-born, and the good
of charity to be the younger ; they attributed therefore to faith

the honor and prerogative of primogeniture- These, however, so

bewildered their understandings with arguments in favor of faith,

that they could not perceive that faith is not faith unless it l^e

conjoined with charity, and that charity, in like manner, is not

charity unless it be conjoined with faitli, and thus that they in fact

become a one and that if they are not so, neither the one nor the

other is any constituent of the church. That charity and faith are

absolutely a one, will be proved in the following pages. In the

mean time, by way of preface, I will explain how or in what man-
ner they are a one, this being of importance to be understood, in

order to tln'ow light on Avhat is to follow. Faith, then, which also

means truth, is first in respect to time ; but charity, whicli also

means good, is first in respect to end; and that which is fii'stin

respect to end is actually the first, because it is the primary con-
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stitaeat of the cluu-cli, and consequently tlie first-born; wJieroa^

thai which is first in respect to time is not actually the first, ])ut

only apparently so. But for the better elucidation of this sub-
ject, it shall be illustrated by comparisons, as by the buildinj^

of a temple and a house, the la^dng out of a garden, and the
cultivation of land. With regard to the building or a templk,
the first thing in respect to time is to lay the foundation, to

erect the walls, to cover it Avith a roof, and afterwards to pro-

vide an altar and raise a pulpit ; but the first thing in respect to

the end is the vrorship of God therein, for the sake of which all

those constructions are made. So with regard to the building of
A HOUSE, the first thing in respect to time is to build its exterior

l^arts, and to provide it with all conveniences within ; but the first

thing in respect to the end is a commodious dwelling for the mas-
ter and his family. So again "svitli regard to the laying out of
A garden, the first thing in respect to time is to level the ground,

to prepare the soil, to plant trees, and to sow such seeds as m:iy

(conduce to use ; but the first thing in respect to the end is tluj

enjoyment of the fruits to be j)roduced. So lastly, M'ith regard

to the CULTURE OP land, the first thing in respect to time is to

make the ground level, to plow and manui-e it, and after^vards

to sow it with seeds ; but the first thing in respect to the end is

a plentiful harvest, and consequently the use to be derived from
it. From tliese comparisons it is in every one's pov.er to deter-

mine what in reality is the first object of consideration ; for in

building a temple or a house, and in the preparation of a garden
and the cidture of land, who does not regard use in the first

place, and keep that ever uppermost in his mind, while he pro-

vides the means necessary for its promotion? We conclude

therefore that the truth of fiiith is first in respect to time, but
that the good of charity is first in respect to end, and con-

sequently that this, being the primary object of regard, is actu-

slly the first-born in the mind. But it is necessary to ascertain

what faith and charity are, each in its respective essence, and
this can only be done by an orderly arrangement of both under
particular heads or articles. We Avill begin with the articles of

faith, which are as follows : I. A saving faith is a faith in the

Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ. II. Faith in general consii^ls

in, a belief that the Lord will save all who live a good life and
believe aright. III. A man receives faith in. consequence of ap-

proaching the Lord, learning truths from the Word, and livifif/ iu

confo7'miti/ ivith them. TV. An abundance of truths, coJiering :is

in a fascicle or bundle, exalts and perfects faith. \. Faith tcitJt-

ont charity is not faith, and charity ivithout faith is not charity,

and neither faith nor charity has any life in it but from the Lord.

VI. The Lord, charity, and faith constitute a one, like life, iviU,

and understanding in man ; and in case they are divided, each

perishes like a pearl bruised to powder. VII. The Lord is cha-
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rity and faith in man, and man is charity andfaith in the Lord,

VIII. Charity and faith are together in good ivorks. IX. There

are a true faith, a spurious faith, and a hypocritical faith. X.
The ivicked have no faith. We -will now proceed to a particular

explicaticii of each article.

I. A (SAVING FAITH IS A FAITH IX THE LOUD GOD THE SATIO'JIl

JESUS CHRIST.

387. The reason \\\\y saving; faith is a faith in God the Savi-

our is Decause he is God and Man, and he is in the Father, and
the Father in him, and thus one ; therefore all -who approucli

him approach the Father also at the same time, and thus approach

the one and only God ; and no faith can be saving that is directed

towards any other. That Ave ought to believe or to have faith in

the Son of God, the Redeemer and Sa\dour, conceived of Je-

liov;ih, and born of the Virgin ]Mary, called Jesus Christ, is

evident from the injunctions so frequently repeated by him,

and aftenvards by his apostles. That he himself enjoined faith

in himself is evident from the following passages :
" Jesus said.

This is the will of him that sent me, that every one that seet}i

the Son and helieveth on him, may have everlasting life ; and I

will raise him up at the last day^^ (John vi. 40). "He that be-

Jieveth on the Son hath everlasting life, and he that believeth not
on the Son, will not see life, but the anger of God alndeth on
him " (iii. 36). "That v,'\\o%oe\ev believeth on /«';« should not

perish, but have everlasting hfe : for God so loved the world,

that he gave his only-begotten Son, that Avhosoever believeth on
him should not perish, but should have everlasting life " (iii. 15,

16). "Jesus said, I am the resurrection and the life : he that

believeth on me shall not die to eternity " (xi. 25, 26). "Verily,
verily, I sav unto you, lie that believeth on me hath everlasting

life. ' I arc \\\e Bread of Life " (n. 47, 48). " I am the Bread
of Life; ite that cometh to 7ne sh.&]l never hunger, and he that

believeth on me shall never thirst " {yi. 35) .
" Jesus cried, say-

ing. If any man thirst, let him come unto me, and drink ; he
thai lelieveth on me, as the Scriptvu'e hath said, out of his belly

shan flow livers of liWng water •" {\i\. 37, 38). " They said unto
Jesus, "\Yiud" shall we do that Ave may Avork the Avorks of God?
Jesus answered and said unto them, This is the Avork of God,
that ye believe on him whom he hath sent " {\i. 28, 29). " While
ye have the hght, believe on the light, that ve may be the chil-

di-en of thelighf' (xii. 36). "He that believeth on the Son of
God is not condemned ; but he that believeth not is condemned
already, because he hath not believed on tlie name of the only-

begotten Son of God'' (iii. 18). "These things are Avritten,

thrit ye may believe that Jesus is the Son of God, and that believ-

ing ve mav have life in his name" (xx. 31). If ye believe not
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that I am, ye will die in yoiu- sins " (viii. 24.) " Jesus said^ When
the Comforter is come, he Anil reprove the world of sin, of righ-

teousness, and of judgement ; of sin, because they believe not on

me " (xvi. 8).

338. That the faith of the apostles was no other than a faith

in the Lord Jesus Christ, is evident from many passages in their

epistles, of which I will only adduce the foUomng :
'' Neverthe-

less I live
;
yet not I, but Christ liveth in me ; and the life

which I now live in the flesh, / live by faith in the Son of God"
(Gal. ii. 20) .

" Paul testified to the Jews, and also to the Greeks,

repentance towards God, and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ

"

(Acts XX. 21). " And he brought them out and said. Sirs, what
must I do to be saved ? and they said. Believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ, and thou wilt be saved, and thy house '^ (xvi. 30, 31).
" He that hath the Son, hath life ; but he that hath not the Son
of God, hath not life. These things have I written unto you
that believe on the name of the Son of God, that ye may know
ciiat ye have eternal life, and that ye may believe on the name of
the Son of God" (1 John v. 12, 13). "We who are Jews by
nature, and not sinners of the Gentiles, knowing that a man is

not justified by the works of the law, but by the faith of Jesus

Christ, even ive have believed on Jesus Christ" (Gal. ii. 15, 16).

^'Vs their faith was directed towards Jesus Christ, and as such
faith is also derived from him, therefore they called it the faith

of Jesus Christ, as above, Gal. ii. 16; as well as in the following

passages :
" The righteousness of God, which is by faith of Jesus

Christ, unto and upon all them that believe ; that he might be

the justifier of him tvho believeth on Jesus" (Rom. iii. 22, 26).
" But having the righteousness, which is through the faith of
Christ, even the righteousness which is of God by fait]i"{^\\\\.

iii. 9). "These are they that keep the commandments of God,
and the faith of Jesus" (Rev. xiv. 12). Through /«///«, ivhichis

in Christ Jesus" (2 Tim. iii. 15). ''In Jesus Christ is faith

ivhich worketh by love" (Gal. v. 6). Hence it may appear what
is meant by faith in that passage of Paul, so often repeated in

the church at this time, " Tlierefore ive conclude that a man is

justified by faith without the deeds of the lavj " (Rom. iii. 28)

;

that it is not a faith in God the Father, but in his Son; still

less is it a faith in three gods in succession ; as in one from
whom comes salvation, in another, for the sake of whom salva-

tion is granted, and in a third, by whom its eftects are VvTought

in the believer. It is believed in the chru'ch that its tri personal

i'aith is meant by Paul in that passage, bectiuse the chiu-ch for

centm'ies past, since the Council op Nice, has acknowledged
no other faith, and consequently has been acquainted Avitli no
other, believing that it was the only true faith, and that there

could not be any otlier ; so that in whatever part of the New
Testament the word faith is mentioned, it is beheved to have
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tliis meaniug of a tri-personal faith, and to tliis faith they ap

pHed all that is tliere written. The consequence is that tho

only sa^dng faith, which is a faith in God the Saviour, has

perislied ; and hence Kkewise so manj^ fallacies, and so many
paradoxes contradictory to common sense and reason, have crept

into their doctrines ; for all the doctrine of the church which
Light to teach- and point out the way to heaven, or to salva-

tion, depends on its faith ; and because so many fallacies and
paradoxes have crept into faith, as was just observed, it Avas

therefore necessary to establish this tenet, that the undersKind-

ing is to be kept bound under obedience to faith. Now since by
faith in the forementioned saying of Paul (Rom. iii. 28) is meant
ftiith, not towards God the Father, but towards his Son, and
by the works of the law are meant, not the works of the law of

the decalogue, but those of the Mosaic law intended for the Jcavs,

as appears from the subsequent part of that epistle, and also from
simihu' passages in the epistle to the Galatians (clia]^. ii. 14, 15),

the foundation-stone of the faith of the present day, together

'ivith all its supposed sacred superstructure, gives Avaj^^, like a

house sinking down into the earth, the top of whose roof alone

is seen above the surface.

339. The reason why it is requisite to believe, that is, to

have faith in God the Saviour Jesus Christ, is, because such

faith is directed towards a visible God in whom is the invisible,

and faith towards a visible God, who is at the same time ]\lau

and God, gains admission into man; for faith in its essence is

spiritual, but in its form natural, therefore in man it becomes
spiritual-natural; for whatever is spiritual is received in that

which is natural, that man may possess it as a something real.

Bare and naked spirituality enters indeed into man, but then it

is not received by him, ])eing like ether, which flows in and
out^ wdthout affecting him in any perceptible manner ; for that

it may affect him, it must be attended with perception, and con-

sequently with reception in his mind ; and this is not granted
to man, except in his natural principle. But on the othei-

hand, a laith Avhich is merely natural, or which is deprived of

its spiritual essence, is not faith, but only a kind of persuasion

or science, having an appearance of faith in its externals, bur,

with nothing in it of a saving nature, being destitute of any
spiritual principle in its internals : such is the faith of all those

w ho deny the Divinity of the Lord's Humanity ; such Avas the
faith of Arius, and such also is the Socinian faith, because eacn
has rejected the Divinity of the Lord. For what is faith without
a term or limit of direction, but like an unbounded view, ex-

tending through the universe, where the sight of the eye, fail-

ing as it were into an empty void, is lost ? Such a faith too
may be compared to a bird flying above the atmosphere into tiie

purer regions of ether, where it expnes as in a vacuum. The
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habitation of such a faitli in the liuniaii miiid may be compared
to the habitation of the winds in the wings of iEolus^ and. to

the habitation of hght in a falling star ; for although it arises

like a comet with a long tail, yet like a comet also it passes

awav and disappears. In short, faith directed, towards an di-

visible God is actually blind, because the human mind, docs not

sec its God ; and the light of such a faith, since it is not spi-

ritual-natural, is a false light ; and this light is like that which

shines in the tail of a glow-worm ; or like the light which is

seen in marshy ground, or over sulphureous earth, in the night-

time; or like the light in decayed wood. Whatever is seen by
this light is merely visionary, and the mind is deceived by a

semblance of existences which are without truth or foundation.

Such is the light of fiiith when directed towards an invisible God,

particularly when God is conceived to be spirit, and spirit is

conceived to be like ether: for what must be the consequence of

such a conception, but that a man will look upon God as he

looks upon ether, and will thus seek him in the universe, and

not finding him there, will fancy nature to be the God of the

universe ? This is the source of the prevailing naturalism of

tJie present times. Has not the Lord declared, that no one

hath ever heard the voice of the Father, or seen his shape (John

v. 37) ; and also, " No one hath seen God at any time ; the

only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, he hath

declared him" (i. 18). "Not that any one hath seen the Father,

save he who is of God: he hath seen the Father" (vi. 46). Like-

wise : "No man cometh to the Father, but by me" (xiv. 6).

.\nd again : That whosoever seeth and knoweth him, seeth and

is-noweth the Father (xiv. 7—9). But very different from the

above is a faith directed towards the Lord God the Saviour, who
by reason of his being God and Man may be both approached

and seen in thought. Such a faith is not indeterminate, but

has a term from which it originates, and to which it is directed

back again, and being once received, it remains ; as when a

person has once seen an emperor or a king, whenever he recol-

iects him at a future period, his distinct image recurs to his

mind. The sight afforded by this faith is as Avhen one looks ou

a bright cloud, and sees an angel in tlie midst of it, inviting

liim to come to him, in order that he may raise him into heaven:

in such a manner the Lord appears to those who have faitli in

him : and he also draws near to every particular man, in pro-

jjortion as the man knows and acknowledges him, which is in

[)ronortion as he knows and does his commandments, that :s, as

lie shuns evils, and does good; and at length he comes into hia

house, and makes his abode with him, together with the Father,

who is in him, according to these words in John :
" Jesus said,

He that hath my commandments and doeth them, he it is that

[oveth me : ancl he that loveth me shall be loved of ra}^ Father,
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and I will love liim, a,ud AviU manifest myself to liim ; and -we

^yill come unto him, and make our abode with him^^ (John xiv,

21, 23). These statements were written in the presence of the

Lord's twelve apostles, Avho, while I was writing them, were
sent to me by the Lord.

II. Faith in general consists in a belief, that the lord
WILL save all who LIVE A GOOD LIFE AND BELIEVE ARIGHT.

340. That man is created to inherit eternal life, and that

every man may inherit it provided only that he live according

to the means of salvation prescribed in the Word, is a truth to

Avhicli every christian, and even every heathen who has any reli-

gion and sound reason, assents. The means of salvation, how-
ever, arc manifold, and yet they all and every one of them have

relation to living well and believing aright, consequently to

charity and faith ; for charity consists in living well, and faith

in believing aright. These two general means of salvation are

not only prescribed to man in the Word, but are also com-
manded; and since they are commanded, it follows of conse-

quence, that man by those means must have the power given

and communicated to him by God of providing for his eternal

life, and that so far as he uses this power, and at the same time

looks to God, so far God confirms and strengthens it, till natural

charity and its fruits become spiritual charity and its fruits, and
natural faith and its fruits l)ecome spiritual faith and its fruits

;

thus charity and faith, and at the same time the man, Avhich

were dead, are made alive by God. There are two things which
must be united before it can be said that a man lives well and
believes aright : these two things are called, in the church, the

internal man and the external man. When the internal man
wills what is good, and the external does what is good, then
both become a one, the external subsisting and acting from the

internal, and the internal by the external ; thus the man sub-

sists and acts from God, and God acts by the man. But on
the other hand, if the internal man wills what is e\dl, and still

the external does what is good, they are both notwithstanding
under the influence of hell, because the will is from thence, and
the deeds are hjqjocritical ; and in every hypocritical deed, the

will, which is infernal, lurks within, like a snake in the grass,

or a worm in a flower. He that is not only acquainted with the

existence of the internal and external man, but also knows
what they are, and that they have a capacity of acting in real

unity, and likewise in apparent unity, and moreover that the
internal man lives after death, and the external is buried, such
a person possesses within his reach arcana of heaven, and also

of the world, in great abundance; and he that conjoins in him-
self those two men for the practice of good, becomes happy to

eternity; but he that separates them, and, above all, he that
conioins them for an evil purpose, becomes wretched to eternity.
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841 . To believe that tlie man "who lives well and believes

ar'iilit, will not be saved, and that God of his free-will and
pleasure can save and condemn whomsoever he pleases, is to

charr^e God with unmercifulness and sevei'ity towards those that

perish, and even with cruelty; yea, it is denying God to be God :

it is saying further, tliat God in his Word has spoken without
meaning, and has prescribed duties which are trivial and of no
signification; and it is accusing him of violating the covenant
^^hich he ratified on Mount Sinai, and inscribed with his own
finger on two tables. That God cannot do otherwise than save

those who live according to his commandments, and have faith

in him, is evident from the words of the Lord in John xiv. 21

—

24 ; and every one who has any religion and sound reason, may
also confirm himself in the same truth, Avhile he considers that

God, Avlio is continually with man, and gives him life, together

with the faculties of understanding and loving, must needs love

and by love conjoin himself with, the man Avho lives Avell and
believes aright. And is not this inscribed by God on every man
and on every creature? Can a father or mother reject their

children, a bird its young, or a beast its cubs ? Even tigers,

leopards, and serpents, are incapable of such conduct; and to

do this woidd l)e contrary to the order in which God is, and
according to Avhicli ho acts, and likewise contrary to the order

into which he has created mankind. Now as it is impossible for

God to condemn any one who lives well and believes aright, so

is it alike impossible for him to save any one who lives an evil

life, and in consequence is in the belief of falses ; for this again

is contrary to order, and of course contrar}^ to his own omnipo-
tence, Avhicli can only proceed in the way of justice : the hnvs

of justice are truths, which cannot be changed ; for the Lord
says, " It is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than one tittle

of the laAv to fail" (Lvike xvi. 17). Every one who is at alL

acquainted with the essence of God and with man^s free-will,

may be fully convinced of this ; as for example : Adam was at

lilierty to eat of the tree of life, and also of the tree of the know-
ledge of good and evil. If he had eaten only of the tree or trees

of life, Avould it have been possible for God in this case to have
driven him out of the garden ? It is my belief that it would
not. But after he had eaten of the tree of the knoAvledge of

good and evil, would it have been possible for God to keep him
any longer in the garden? In this case also it is my belief that

it Avould not. In like manner, it is not to be believed that God
can cast into hell any angel that has been received into heaven,

or can introduce into heaven any devil condemned to hell : that

he cannot from Jiis divine omnipotence do either of these, may
ho seen above, in the section on the Divine Omnipotence, n.

49—70.
342. In the preceding article, from n. 337 to 339, it was
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slieun tliat a saving faitli is a faith directed towards the Lord

God the Saviour Jesus Christ. But it may be asked, What is tlic

first requisite of a faith directed toAvards Jesus Christ ? I an.

swer, it is an acknoavledgement that he is the Sox of Go'j,

This first requisite of faith was that wliich the Lord, -when hi'

came into the world, revealed and announced; for unless man-
hind had first acknowledged that he was the Sox of God, and
thus Gon OF Gou, in vain would he himself, and his apostles

after him, have preaclied faith in him. Now the case being sini.

ilar at this d?y, so tl)at those who think from their own selfhooii'.j

that is, from the external or natural man only, say with them-

selves, " How can Jehovah God conceive a Son, and how can

man be God ? " it is necessary that this first requisite of faitli

be confirmed and established from the Word ; therefore we will

here adduce the following passages :
—" The angel said unto

Mary, Thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and In-ing forth a Son,

and shalt call his name Jesus : he shall he great, and shall l)e

called tJie Son of the Most Hiyh. And Mar}- said unto the

angel, Hoav shall this be, seeing I know not a man ? And the

angel answered, and said unto her, The Holy Spirit shall conic

upon thee, and the 'power of the Most High shall overshadow

thee; therefore also that Holy Thing M'hich shall be born r)f

thee shall be called the Son of God" (Luke i. 31, 32, 34., 35).
'' When Jesus was baptized there came a voice from heaven, say-

ing, This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased^' (?Jatt.

iii. 16, 17; Mark i. 10, 11 ; Luke iii. 21, 22). So again, when
Jesus was transfigured, a voice also came from heaven, saying,
" This is my beloved Son in whom I am well pleased; hear ye liim"

(Matt. xvii. 5 ; ]Mark ix. 7; Luke ix. 35) .
" Jesus asked his disciples,

WJio do men say that I am? Peter answered. Thou art the Christ,

the Son of the living God. And Jesus said. Blessed art tliou,

Simon, son of Jonah : I say unto thee. Upon this rock will I ])ui!d

my church^' (Matt. xvi. 13, 16—18). The Lord said that upon
this rock he v.'ould build his church, namely, on the truth and
confession that he is the Son of God ; for rock signifies truth,

and likewise the Lord with respect to divine truth. In whom-
soever then there does not abide the confession of this truth,

that he is the Son of God, there neither does the church abide ;

and for this reason it was said above that this is the first requisite

of a faith in Jesus Christ, consequently faith in its origin. John
the Baptist sarr and testified that "this is the Son of God" (John
i. 34). Nathaniel the disciple said unto Jesus, " Thou art the

Son of God ; thou art the King of Israel" (John i. 49). The
twelve disciples said, We believe that thou art the Christ, the

Son of the living God {John vi. 69). He is called //ie only-begot-

ten of the Father, and the only-begotten Son of God, ivho is in

the bosom of the Father (John i. 14, 18 ; iii. 16). Jesus himself

confessed before the high-priest that he was the Son of God.
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{Matt. xxvi. 63, 64; xxvii. 43 ; Mark xiv. 61, 62 ; Luke xxii. 70).

Tliose "wlio were in the ship came and worshiped Jesns, saving,

"0/ a truth thou art the Son of God" (Matt. xiv. 33). The eu-

nuch, who desired to be baptized, said to Philip, " I believe that

Jesus Christ is the Son of God" (Acts viii. 37). Paul, after his

couA^rsion, straightway preached Jesus, that he ivas tJie Son of

God (Acts ix. 20) .
" Jesus said. The hour is coming when the

dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God ; and they that hear

shall live" (John v. 25). "He that believeth not is condemned
already, because he hath not believed in the naine of the onhj-

hcgotten Son of God" (iii. 18). "These things are written that

ye may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, and that

beheving ye may have life through his name" (xx. 31). " These
things have I written to you that believe on the name of the Son

of God, that ye may know that ye have eternal life, and that ye
may believe on the name of the Son of God " (1 John v. 13) .

" AVe
knoAV that tlie Son of God is come, and hath given us an under-

standing, that w^e may know him that is true ; and we are in

him that is true, even in his So7i Jesus Christ : this is the true God
and eternal life" (v. 20). "Whoever shall confess that Jesus

is the Son of God, God dwelleth in him, and he in God" (iv.

15). See also other places, as Matt. viii. 29 ; xxvii. 40, 43, 54;
Mark i. 1; iii. 11 ; xv. 39; Luke viii. 28; John ix. 35; x. 36;

xi. 4, 27; xix. 7 ; Rom. i. 4; 2Cor. i. 19; GaL ii. 20 ; Eph.
iv. 13; Heb. iv. 14; vi. 6; vii. 3; x. 29; 1 John iii. 8; v. 10;
Kev. ii. 18 ; and like^Adse many other passages, where Jehovah

calls him Son, and where he himself calls Jehovah his Father

as in the following :
" Whatsoever the Father doeth, that doetli

the So7i : as the Father raiseth the dead and quickeneth them, so

doth the Son : as the Father hath life in himself, so hath he
given to the Son to have life in himself, that all should honor

tlie Sonus they honor the Father" (John v. 19—27); and in

several other places ; as in David :
" I will preach the law, whereof

JehoA'ah hath said unto me, Thou art my Son ; this day have I

•begotten thee. Kiss the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish in

the way ; if his anger be kindled, vea but a little : blessed are

all they that ind their trust in him" (Psalm ii. 7, 12). From
these passages, then, we may come to this conclusion, that every

one who desires to be a true Christian ought to believe that

Jesfs is the Son or the Living God. He tliat does not so

•relieve, but only that he is the son of Mary, implants in his

:nind various ideas concerning him which are hui'tful and de-

structive of salvation, as may be seen above, n. 92, 94, 102. Of
such persons it may be said, that they do again what the Jews

did of old : they put on his head a crown of thorns, instead of a

royal crown, and they give him vinegar to drink, and cry, " If

thou art the Son of God, come down Irom the cross ;
" or, as the

tempter, the devil, said, " If thou art the Son of God^ command
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that these stones be made bread ;
" or, " If thou art the Son of

God, cast thyself down" (INIatt. iv. 3, 6). Such persons profane

his church and temple, and make it a den of thieves. These ara

those who make the worship of Christ like that of Mahomet,
and make no distinction between true Christianity, which is tlie

Avorship of the Lord, and naturalism. They may therefore be com-

pared to those who are carried in a chariot or sledge over smooth

thin ice, which breaks under them, so that tliey shik, and they,

their horses, and chariots, are covered with the freezing Avater.

They may also be compared to those who make a little boat ot

reeds and canes, which they stick together with pitch, and then

put out in it to sea, where, the pitchy cement being dissolved,

they are swallowed up by the waters of the ocean, and drowneti

and make their graves at the bottom of the waters.

III. A MAN RECEIVES FAITH IN CONSEQUENCE OF APrROACHING
THE LORD, LEARNING TRUTHS FROM THE WORIJ, AND LIVING

A LIFE IN CONFORMITY WITH THEM.
343. Before I enter on an explanation of the Origin of

Faith, which consists in approaching the Lord, learning truths

from the Word, and living a life in conformity Avith them, it

will 1)6 necessary to premise a summary of the chief constituents

of faith, from whence some general notion may be formed in

regard to its particular parts ; for the reader will thus be enabled

to comprehend more clearly not only what is said in this chapter

concerning faith, but also what is said in the following chapters

on the subjects of charity, free-will, repentance, reformation

and regeneration, and imputation ; for faith enters into all and

every particular part of the theological system as the blood does

into the members of the body, and gives them life. The doctrine

of the present church, in relation to faith, is generally known
throughout the Christian Avorld, and particularly among those of

the ecclesiastic order ', for the libraries of that order are filled

with books, written solely on the subject of faith, and of faith

alone, scarcely any thing at this day being considered as having

any proper relation to theology except faith. But before we take

into consideration and examination the doctrines of the present

church respecting faith, which is intended to be done in an ap-

pendix, we will adduce the following general propositions which

the New Chui'ch teaches respecting her faith :

344. The Esse of the Faith of the New Church is, 1.

Confidence in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ. 2. A
trust that whoever lives a good life, and believes aright, will be

saved by him. The Essence of the Faith of the New Church
is, Truth derived from the Word. The Existence of the
Faith of the New Church is, 1. Spiritual sight. 2. An har-

monious agreement of truths. 3. Conviction. 4. Acknowledge-

ment inscribed on the mind. States of the Faith of the
New Church are, 1. Infant faith, adolescent or youthful faitii,
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adult faith. 2. Faith of genuine truths and faith of the appear-

ances of truth. 3. Faith of memory, faith of reason, faith of

light. 4. IL-itural faith, spiritual faith, celestial faith. 5. Liv-

ing faith, and miraculous faith. 6. Free faith, and constrained

faith. The Form itself of the Faith of the New Church,
IN BOTH its universal AND ITS PARTICULAR IDEA, mav bc SCCU

above, n. 2 and 3.

345. As we have given a general view of the constituents of

spiritual faith, we will also give a general view of the constituents

of a merely natural flith, which in itself is a persuasion that as-

sumes a semblance of faith, is a persuasion of what is false, and

is called heretical faith. Its denominations are, 1. Spurious

faith, wherein falses are mixed with truths. 2. Harlot faith,

derived from truths falsified, and adulterous faith, from goods

adulterated. 3. Faith closed up, or blind, which is a faith in

things mystical, that are believed without any discernment whe-

ther they are true or false, or whether they are above reason or

contrary to it. 4. Erratic or wandering faith, which is a faith

in several gods. 5 Purljlind faith, which is a faith in some
other than the true God, and among Christians a faith not directed

to the Lord God the Saviour. 6. Hypocritical or pharisaical

faith, which is that of the lips, and not of the heart. 7. Vision-

ary and preposterous faith, Avhich is an appearance of the false

as if it were truth, arising from some ingenious confirmation.

346. It was observed above that faith, with respect to its

existence in man, is spiritual sight : now since spiritual sight,

v/hich is that of the understanding, and consequently of the

mind, and natural sight, which is that of the eye, and conse-

quently of the body, have a mutual correspondence with each

other, therefore every state of faith may be compared with some
state of the eye and its sight,—a state of the faith of the truth,

with some sound and perfect state of eye-sight, and a state of

the faith of the false, with some wrong and perverted state of

eye-sight. But we will point out the correspondences between

these two kinds of sight, the mental and the bodily, so fer as

they relate to the perverted state of each. Spurious faith, in

which falses are mixed with truths, may be compared with the

imperfection in the eye, and consequently in the sight, arising

from a white spot upon the cornea, rendering the sight obscure.

Harlot faith, arising from truths falsified, and adulterous
FAITH, from goods adulterated, may be compared with the dis-

order in the eye, and consequently in the sight, called a glau-

coma, which consists in a drying up and hardening of the

crystalline hnmor.-i^ Faith closed up, or blind, which is a

faith in things m^'stical, without any discernment whether they

^ The author here speaks strictly according to the nosology of the ancients ; but

modern writers have applied to the same affection the term cataract, and have given

that of glaucoma to a disease of the vitreous humor.
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are true or false, or -whether the}- are above reason or contrary

to it, may be compared with the disorder in the eye called the

. gutia Serena, and amaurosis, which is the loss of sight arising

from an obstruction of the optic nerve, notwithstanding which

the eye appears as if it saw clearly.* Ehratic or wandering
FAITH, which is a foith in several gods, may be compared witli

the disorder of the eye called a cataract, Avhich is a loss of sight

arising from an obstruction ])etween the sclerotic coat and the

uvea.t Purblind faith, which is a faith in some other than

the true God, and among Christians, a faith not directed to-

wards the Lord Glod the Saviour, may be compared with the

disorder of the eye called strabismus, or squinting. Hypocri-
tical OR PHARISAICAL FAITH, wliicli is that of the lips, and not

of the heart, may be compared with an atrophy of the eye, and
the consequent loss of sight. Visionary and preposterous
FAITH, Avhich is an appearance of the false as if it Avere truth,

arising from ingenious confirmation, may be compared Avith the

disorder of the eye called nyctalopia, which is vision in the dark,

arising from false light.

317. With regard to the formation of faith, this is effected

by man^s ajDproaching the Lord, learning truths from the Word,
and living in conformity to them. First, Faith is formed uy

man^s approachin rj the Lord ; because faith, properly so calleci,

that is, faith profitable to salvation, is derived from the Lord,

and directed towards him. That it is derived from the Lord, is

evident from his words to his disciples; ''Abide in me, and 1 in

you; for without me ye can do nothing" (John xv. 4, 5) ; and
that it must be directed towards the Lord, is evident from the

many passages quoted above, n. 337, 338, teaching that it is

requisite to believe in the Son. Now, since faith is derived from
the Lord, and is to be directed toAvards him, it may be paid that

the Lord is faith itself; for its life and essence are in the Lord,
and consequently from him. Secondly, Faith is formed by

man's learning truths from the Word; because faith in its essence

is truth; for all things that enter into the composition of faitli

are truths : faith therefore is nothing but a complex of truths

* AmnuroHis has been thought, by recent authors, to arise from inflammation of

\\-\9, clwroides ; yet the above definition is perfectly correct; for in many cases no
ilisease of structure can be detected, and in others a paralysis of the optic nerve

seems to be produced by the enlargement and consequent i>ressure of the arteries

v.'ithin the head.

f This is the true cataract of the ancients, being an effusion of coagulable lymph
into the aqueous humor, thus producing an obstruction : modern writers simply

term it effusion ar'isinrj from 2Jrevioiis inflammation.

It may be necessary to observe further, that the signification of the terms sclerotic

coat and uvea has been so restricted by modern writers, that they no longer denote

those parts of the eye which the author has in view above. Formerly the term sclerotic

coat implied the whole of the external coat of the eye, including the transparent part

of it, to which the term cornea is now confined, which is the part here specifically

hitended by the author ; and the term uvea included the iris, which It is here used tc

denote.
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sinning in the human mind ; for truths teach not only that it is

requisite to believe, but also in whom we are to believe, and
what we are to believe. The reason why truths must be taken

from the Word, is, because all truths conducive to salvation are

contained therein, and are efficacious because they are given by

tlie Lord, and thence inscribed on the whole angelic heaven ; so

that when a man learns truths from the Word, he enters into

communion and consociation with angels, notwithstanding his

ignorance of such a connection. Faith Avithout truths is like

seed deprived of its medullary substance, Avhich when ground

yields nothing but chaff ; whereas faith formed of truths is like

the good seed of corn, which when ground yields flour. In a

word, truths are the essentials of faith, and if they be wanting

in its composition, faith is a mere empty, hissing sound ; but if

they enter into its composition, it is then like a voice of joy and
glad tidings. Thirdly, Faith is formed by man's living in con-

formity to truths; because spiritual life is a life agreeable to

truths, and truths do not begin really to live till they are in

actions. Truths abstracted from acts abide only in the thought

;

and if they do not also abide in the will, they are not within the

man, but stand without at the threshold; for the will is the real

man; and thought is so much and in such sort the man, in pro-

portion to the quantity and quality of Avill joined to it. He that

learns truths, and does not practise them, is like one that scat-

ters seed over his ground, and does not harrow it in ; the con-

seqiience of which is, that the seeds arc swollen with the rain,

and lose all their vegetative life ; but he that learns truths, and
practises them, is like a wise husbandman, Avho sows his ground
with seed, and harrows it in when sown ; in consequence whereof

the seeds begin to vegetate after rain, and yield a good crop of

corn for the husbandman's use. The Lord says, " If ye know
these things, happy are ye if ye do them " (John xiii. 17) ; and
in another place, " That which was sown in good ground is he

that heareth the Word, and attendeth to it ; who also beareth

fruit, and doeth " (INIatt. xiii. 23) ; and again, " Every one that

heareth my words, and doeth them, I will liken him unto a wise

man, that built his house upon a rock ; but every one that

heareth my words, and doeth them not, shall be likened unto a

foolish man, that built his house upon the sand " (Matt. vii. 34-,

26). All the Lord's words are truths.

348. From what has been said above, it is evident that there

are three means for the formatior. of faith in man : the first is,

approaching the Lord ; the second, learning truths from the

Word ; and the third, living in conformity to them. Now these

three means being each distinct from the other, it follows that

they may be separated ; as for instance, a person may approach

the Lord, and yet be acquainted with no truths concerning God
und the Lord, except such as are historical ; so another may be
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aco.uaintcd with abundance of truths derived from the Word,
and yet not hve in conformity to them; but in such cases, where
the three means are sej^arated, that is, Avhere one is without the

other, there can be no faith profitable to salvation ; but this

faith arises Avhen those three means are conjoined, and it takes

its quality frcm the quality of that conjunction. Where those

three means are separated, there faith is like barren seed, which
being sown in the earth, moulders into dust ; but Avhere they

are conjoined, there faith is like good seed in the ground, which
grow.'-, up and becomes a tree, yielding fruit in proportion to the

conjunction. Again, where those three means are separated,

faith is like an egg, in which no prolific principle is contained

;

but where they are conjoined, faith is like a prolific egg, giving

birth to a beautiful bird. Faith, in such as have separated those

three means, may be likened to the eye of a fish, or a crab, when
it is boiled ; but faith, in such as have conjoined those three

means, may be likened to an eye perfectly transparent, from the

crystalline humor even to the uvea of the pupil, and through it.

Faith, in such a state of separation, is like a picture of dusky
colors, drawn on a black stone ; but faith in such a state of

conjunction is like a picture of beautiful colors drawn on
pellucid crystal. The light of faith, in such a state of separa-

tion, may be compared with the light of a firebrand carriea

by a traveler in a dark night ; but the light of faith in such

a state of conjunction may be compared with the light of a

flambeau, whicli enlightens clearly every step of the way. Faith

without truths is like a vine that bears wild grapes ; but faith

formed of truths is like a vine that bears grapes productive ol

generous wine. Faith in the Lord, unattended Avith truths,

may be compared with a new star appearing in the expanse of

heaven, which, in process of time, is obscured ; but faith in the

Lord, attended with truths, may be compared with a fixed star,

Avhich remains perpetually. Truth is the essence of faith, there-

fore the quality of faith must ever be according to that of truth;

and without truths faith is vague and wavering, but with them
it is steady and fixed : faith also that is formed of truths shines

in heaven like a star.

IV. A NUMBER OF TRUTHS, COHERING AS IN A FASCICLE OR
BJNDLE, EXALTS AND PERFECTS FAITH.

349. By the perception which men have at this day in rela-

tion to faith, it is impossible to discover that, considered at

large, it is a <jomplex of truths, and still less that a man may
contribute something towards its attainment; Avhen nevertheless

laith in iti, essence is truth, for it is truth in its light, and con-

sequently as truth may be procured, so also may faith; for who,
if he is so disposed, cannot approach the Lord? and who again,

if he is so disposed, cannot collect truths from the Word ? and
every truth in and from the Word afibrds light, and truth in
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the. light is faith. The Lord, wlio is light itself, enters by influx

into every man, and in whomsoever he finds truths collected

from the Word, he enlightens those truths so that they become
constituents of faith : this is what the Lord says in John, " That
tliey should abide in the Lord, and his words should abide in

them^' (xv, 7). The words of the Lord are truths. But in order

to comprehend aright how a number of truths, cohering as in a

fascicle or bundle, exalts and perfects faith, it will be expedient

to arrange and discuss the subject under the following general

lieads : 1. The truths of faith are capable of being multiplied to

infinity. 2. They have an arrangement into orderly series, and
thus as it were into fascicles or bundles. 3. Faith is perfected

in proportion to their number and coherence. 4. Truths, how-
ever numerous they may be, and however difterent they may
appear, yet make a one, and are united by and from the Lord,

who is the Word, the God of heaven and earth, the God of all

flesh, the God of the vineyard or church, the God of faith, and
the essential Light, Truth, and eternal Life.

350. 1. The truths of faith are capable of being multiplied

to infinity, as may appear evident from the wisdom of the angels

of heaven, which goes on increasing to all eternity. It is also

a received tenet among the angels, that wisdom has no end or

limit ; and wisdom is derived solely from divine truths, analy-

tically arranged into forms by the influx of light from the Lord.

Human intelligence also, so far as it deserves the name, is from
the same source. Divine truth has the capacity inherent in it

of being multiplied to infinity, because the Lord is essential

di\dne truth, or truth in its infinity, and he draws all towards

himself; but men and angels, being finite, can only follow the

vein of his attraction, according to their measures and capa-

cities, the tendency of attraction towards the infinite still re-

maining. The Word of the Lord is an abyss of truths, from

which all the wisdom of angels is derived, although to a person

unacquainted with its spiritual and celestial senses, it may
appear but as the water in a bucket. The multiplication of the

truths of faith to infinity may be compared with the prolific

principle in men, from one of whom a family may be propagated

to endless generations. The prolification of the truths of faith

may also be compared with the prolification of seeds in a field

or garden, which may be propagated beyond the limit of numbers,
time without end. Moreover, in the Word, seed signifies truth,

a field doctrine, and a garden wisdom. The human mind is

like ground, wherein spiritual and natural truths, like so many
seeds, are sown, and may be mu.ltiplied without end ; and this

faculty is derived from the infinity of God, who is continually

present in man, with his light and heat, and with liis power
of genei-ation.
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oJl. 3. The truths of faith are arranged into orderly sericSi

and thus^ as it were, into fascictes or bundles.

This fact relative to the truths of faith is at this day unknoArn,

because spiritual truths, of wliich the whole Word is composed,

iu consequence of the mystical and enigmatical faith which con-

stitutes the sum and substance of modern theology, could not

licrctofore appear, but, like repositories of hidden treasures, have

been svmk deep under ground. In order to explain what is

meant by series, and b}' fascicles or bundles, we will assist the

reader's conception by the following example : The first chapter

of this book, which treats of God the Creator, is divided into

series, the first of these treats of the unity of God, the second

of the esse of God, or Jehovah, the third of the infinity of God,
the fourth of the essence of God, which is divine love and divine

M'isdom, the fifth of the omnipotence of God, and the sixth of

creation : now it is the connection between each subject, by which
they are articulated together, which forms them into series, and
binds together the contents as into bands. These series, in

general and in particular, or conjointly and apart, contain truths,

which in proportion to their number and coherence exalt and
perfect faith. He that does not know that the human mind is

organized, or that it is a spiritual organism bounded or closed

by a natural organism, in and according to which the mind pro-

duces its ideas, or thinks, must needs imagine that perceptions^

thoughts, and ideas, are only so many radiations and variations

of light entering by influx into the head, and presenting forms^,

Avhich a man sees and acknowledges as reasons and arguments :

but this is an idle imagination ; for it is universally acknowledged
that the human head is filled with brains, that the brains are

organized substances, that the mind has its abode in them, and
that its ideas are therein fixed, and become permanent according

to their reception and confirmation. You Avill ask, possibly,

AVhat is the nature of that organization ? I answer. It is an
arrangement of the Avhole into series, as into fascicles or bun-
dles; and the truths of faith have such an arrangement in

the human mind. That this is the case may be illustrated by
the following considerations : The brain consists oftwo substances,

one of which is glandular, and is called the cortical and cineri-

tious substance, and the other is fibrillary, and is called the

medullary substance : the first substance, Avhich is gkmdular, is

arranged into bunches or clusters, like grapes on a vine, which
bunches or clusters are its series ; the other sul^stance, which
is called the medullary, consists of perpetual confasciculations

of small fibres proceeding from the little glands of the former

substance, which confasciculations are its series. All the nerves

which proceed thence, and descend into the body to perform
their diflci'ent offices, are merely bands and fiiscicies of fbre-^,
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like all the muscles, and in general all the viscera and orgaus

of the body. All these substances arc of such a nature, and
possess such properties, by reason of the correspondence which
they bear with the series into which the organism of the mind
is arranged. Moreover, throughout all nature, there is not a

single existence which is not confasciculated into series : every

tree, shrub, herb, and plant, yea every ear of corn and blade

of grass, in general and in particular, is so composed. The
universal cause of this is, because divine truths have such a con-

formation ; for it is written that all things were created by the

Word, that is, by Divine Truth, and that the Avorld also was
made by it (John i. 1, &c.) Hence then it may appear, that

unless there was such an arrangement of substances in the human
mind, no man could be in possession of the analytical faculty of

reason, which every one enjoys in proportion to the arrangement,

consequently in proportion to the immber of truths cohering

together, as in a fascicle or bundle ; and such arrangement is

effected according to the use of reason in a state of freedom.

352. 3. Faith is perfected in proportion to the number and
coherence of truths.

This is a consequence of what was said above, and must be
obvious to every one who takes a rational view of the subject,

and considers the effect of multiplied series, when they cohere

together as a one ; for in such a case one particular strengthens

and confirms another, and altogether they constitute a form,

^hich when in action acts in unity, or as a one. Now since

faith in its essence is truth, it folloAvs that faith becomes more
and more perfectly spiritual in proportion to the number and
colierence of truths, and consequently less and less sensual-

natiu'al ; for it is thus exalted into a higher region of the mind,
from whence it views below it in the natural world immberless
circumstances and proofs that tend to confirm it. True faith,

by means of such a number of truths cohering, as in a fascicle or

bundle, becomes also more illustrated, more perceptible, more
evident, and more clear ; it acquires also a greater capacity of

being conjoined with the goods of charity, and hence of being

in a state of greater alienation from evils ; and it becomes by
degrees more and more removed from the allurements of the eye

find the lusts of the flesh, and consequently is rendered happier

in itself: it becomes particularly more powerful against evils and
•falscs, and thence more and more a living and a saving faith.

353. It was observed above, that every truth in heaven is

lucent, and consequently that lucent truth is faith in its essence
;

so that the beauty and gracefulness of faith, arising from such

lucidity, Avhen the truths which compose it are m ultiplied, may
be compared with various forms, objects, and j.'ictures, composed
of different colors, and arranged together according to their agree-

ments. Thus they may be compared with the precioiis stones of
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I'arious colors in Aaron^s breast-plate, which all together Arc-ra

called Urini and Thummira ; in like manner, with the precious

stones of which the foundations of the wall of the New Jerusalem

are to be built, as mentioned in the Revelation, chap. xxi. They
mav likewise be compared M'ith the precious stones of different

colors in a royal crown ; for precious stones signify the truths of

faith. We may compare too the beauty of sucli faith with the

beauty of a rainbow, or Avith the beauty of a flowery field, or a

garden in blossom, at the commencement of spring. The light

and glory of faith may, from the number of the truths which

compose and adorn it, be compared with the illumination of tem-

ples, houses, and streets, by multiplied candelabras, candle-

sticks, and lamps. The exaltation of faith, by means of a num-
ber of truths, may be illustrated by a comparison with the

exaltation of sound, and at the same time an exaltation of melody

into harmony, from the union of several musical instruments

;

and likewise with the exaltation of fragrance from the mixture of

sweet-smelling flowers in a nosegay ; and so in other instances.

The power of itaith, derived from a plurality of truths, set in array

against falses and evils, may be compared Avith the firmness of a

temple, in consequence of the stones being well cemented toge-

gether, and of the Avails being strengthened by pilasters, and

the roof supported by pillars. It may be compared also with an

army of soldiers drawn up in the form of a square, in which case

the men stand side to side, and thereby form one body, and

exert their united force as one man. It may likewise be com-
pared with the muscles of Avhich the human body is composed,

AAdiich, notwithstanding their great number and distant situa-

tions, still perform their actions as one power, and thus Avith

aggregated strength.

354. 4. TJie truths of faith, hoivever numerous they may be,

and hoivever different they may appear, yet make a one, and arc

united by and from the Lord, who is the Word, the God of hea-

ven and earth, the God of all flesh, the God of the vineyard or

church, the God of faith, and the essential Light, Truth, and
eternal Life.

The truths of faith are various, and appear in man's sight to

be different ; as for example, some relate to God the Creator,

some to the Lord the Redeemer, some to the Holy Spirit and

the Divine Operation, some to faith and charity, and some to

free-Avill, repentance, reformation, and regeneration, imputation,

and other subjects; yet nevertheless they make a one in the

Lord, and with man from the Lord, like the many branches in

one Adne (John xv. 1, &c.); for the Lord joins together into one

form, as it were, several scattered and divided truths, in Avhich

form they appear under a single view, and act in unity. This

may be illustrated by comparison Avith the members, viscera,

and organs in one body, which, notwithstanding their variety
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and iipparent diversity, are yet perceived but as a one by man^
who is their common form, and who, in the exertion of all toge-
ther, seems to use but a single eftbrt. The case is the same
with heaven, which, although it is distinguished iato innu-
merable societies, yet appears before the Lord as a single

heaven, and, as has been shewn above, as one man. The case
is the same too with every particular kingdom on earth, which,
although it be divided into several governments, provinces,

and cities, is yet a one, when under the power of a king who
governs from principles of justice and judgement. The true
ground of the similarity between these cases and that of the
truths of faith, by virtue of which a chiu'ch is a church from the
Lord, is, because he is the Word, the God of heaven and earth,

the God of all flesh, the God of the \-ineyard or church, the God
of faith, and the real essential Light, Truth, and eternal Life.

The Lord is the Word, and consequently all the truth of heaven
and the church, as is plain from this passage in John :

" The
Word was with God, and the Word was God ; and the Word
was made flesh " (i. 1, 14). The Lord is the God of heaven and
earth, as is e\ddent from this passage in INIatthew :

" Jesus said.

All power is given to me in heaven and in earth" (xxviii. 18).

The Lord is the God of all flesh, as is shewn in John :
" The

Father hath given the Son power over all flesh" (xvii. 2). The
Lord is the God of the vineyard or chm'ch, as is shewn in Isaiah :

" My beloved had a vineyard, " &c. (v. 1, 2) ; and in John :
" I

am the vine, ye are the branches " (xv. 5). The Lord is the God
of faith, as is plain from Paul :

" Having the righteousness which
is thi'ough the faith of Christ, avIio is the God of faith " (Philip,

iii. 9). The Lord is the Light itself, as is plain from John:
'' This was the true light, Avhich enlighteneth every man that
Cometh into the world " (i. 9) ; and in another place :

" Jesus
said, I am come a light into the world, that whosoever believeth

in me should not abide in darkness" (xii. 46). The Lord is the
Truth itself, as is also shewn in John :

" Jesus said, I am the
Way, the Truth, and the Life" (xiv. 6). The Lord is hfe eter-

nal, as is declared by John :
" We know that the Son of God is

come, that we may know him that is true, and we are in him
that is true, even in Jesus Christ : this is the true God and eter-

nal life" (1 Epist. V. 20). It is here to be noted that a man, by
reason of his necessary engagements in the world, can store his

mind wath but few truths of faith ; nevertheless, if he approaches
the Lord, and worships him alone, he acquii-es a capacity of
knowing all truths, so that every true worshiper oi the Lord, as
soon as he hears any truth of faith wath which he was before
unacquainted, instantly sees, acknowledges, and receives it

;

because the Ijord is in him, and he is in the Lord, consequently
the light of truth is in him, and he is in the light of trutli ; for,

as was said above, the Lord is Light itself and Truth itself. The
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certainty of this lias been proved to me by experience. There
was shewn me a certain spirit who, in company with others,

appeared to be a person of much simpHcity, in consequence of

his acknowledging the Lord alone to be the God of heaven and
earth, and confirming this faith by some truths from the Word.
He was taken up into heaven among the wiser angels, and I was
told that he Avas there as wise as they

;
yea, that he uttered an

abundance of truths entirely as of himself, with which he was
before utterly unacquainted. Those Avho shall come into the

Lord's New Church will be in a similar state with tliis spirit,

which state is thus described in Jeremiah :
" This shall be the

covenant which I will make with the house of Israel after those

days, saith the Lord ; I will put my law into their inward parts

and write it in their hearts : and they shall teach no more every

man his companion, and every man his brother, saying. Know
the Lord ; for they shall all know me, from the least of them
unto the greatest of them ^' (xxxi. 33, 34). The state will be
such also as this described by Isaiah :

" There shall go forth a

rod out of the stem of Jesse, and truth shall be the girdle of his

reins. Then the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and the leopard

shall lie down with the kid ; the sucking child shall play on the

hole of the viper, and the weaned child shall put his hand on
the den of the basilisk ; for the earth shall be full of the know-
ledge of Jehovah, as the waters cover the sea. In that day there

shall be a root of Jesse ; to it shall the Gentiles seek, and his

rest shall be glorious '' (xi. 1—10).

V. Faith avithout charity is not faith, and charity
WITHOUT FAITH IS NOT CHARITY, AND NEITHER FAITH NOR
CHARITY HAS ANY LIFE IN IT BUT FROM THE LORD.
355. The doctrine of the present church in separating faith

from charity, and asserting that faith alone justifies and saves

Avithout the Avorks of the law, and thus that charity cannot be
conjoined Avith faith, because the latter is from God, and charity,

so far as it is actually operative in Avorks, is from man, is a doc-

trine that never entered the mind of any apostle, as appears

manifest from their epistles ; but this separation and division

Avas introduced into the Christian chm'ch a\ hen they divided God
into three persons, and ascribed to each equal divinity. But
there cannot be faith Avithout charity, or charity without faith,

and neither has any life but from the Lord, as Avill be clearly

shcAvn in the next article : in the mean time, as a preparatory
step, Ave Avill prove, 1. That a man has power to procure faith

fur himself. 3. And also to procure charity. 3. And further,

to procure the life of both. 4. Bat that nothing of faith, of

charity and of the life of each, is from the man, but from the
Lord alone.

356. 1. A man has poiver to procure faith for himself. This
Avas shewn in the thii-d article above, from n. 343 to 3i8, from
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tltese considerations, that faith in its essence is tnith, and that

it is in every one's power to procure truths from the Word

;

and as he procures them for himself, and loves them, in the

same proportion he forms in himself the initiaments of faith. To
these considerations we may further add, that unless a man had
power to procure faith for himself, all the precepts in the Word
which relate to faith would be given in vain ; for it is written

therein, that it is the will of the Father that men should believe

on the Son, and that whoever believeth on him hath eternal life,

and whoever doth not believe shall not see life. We read again,

that Jesus would send the Comforter, who should " reprove the

world of sin, because they beUeve not on me ; '' with many other
passages of the like impoi't, adduced above, n. ,337, 338. To
which may be added this consideration, that all the apostles

preached faith, and taught that it should be directed towards the

Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ. But what would all such
preaching and precepts avail if a man were to stand with his

hands hanging down before him, like a carved image Avith mov-
able joints, Avaiting for influx, by which his limbs, without being
able to do any thing to prepare for the reception of such influx,

were to be put in motion, and excited to embrace an imaginary
something destitute of the properties of true faith ? Yet this is

the doctrine of modern orthodoxy, Avhich prevails throughout
the whole Christian world that has separated from the Roman
Catholics, teaching that man is altogether corrupt and dead to

what is good, so that in the nature of man since the fall, before

regeneration, there remains or is left not a single spark of spiri-

tual strength whereby he is capable, of and by himself, of being

prepared to receive the grace of God, of apprehending it Avhen

offered him, or of retaining it when infused; and that neither is

lie in himself able, in spiritual things, to understand, believe,

embrace, think, will, begin, finish, act, co-operate, or apply,

or accommodate himself to grace, or contribute any thing towards

conversion, either Avholly, or by halves, or in the smallest degree.

And further, that a man, in respect to spiritual things, wliich

regard the salvation of the soul, is like the statue of salt into

Avhich Lot's wife was turned, and like a stock or stone, without

life, which has not the use of eyes, mouth, or any of the senses

;

yet still that he is possessed of a locomotive power, or the power
of directing his bodily members, of coming to public assemblies,

and of hearing the Word and the gospel. This is the faith of

the Evangelical Protestants, as expressed ii-i the book intitled

Formula CoNcoiiDiyE, pp. 656, 658, 661—663, 671— -673,

according to the Leipsic edition, published in 1756, to which
book, and consequently to which faith, their priests subscribe

and take oath at their inauguration. The reformed churches also

profess the same faith. But what man of reason and religion

can help exploding such opinions as absurd and ridiculous V for
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he must say within himself, " If the case is so, of what use arc

the Word, and rehgion, the priesthood and preaching, but to

make an idle show and an empty sound ? " Tell a judicious

pagan, whom you wish to convert, that he is in such circum-

stances with respect to conversion and faith, and must he not

regard Christianity as a man Avould regard an empty vessel ? for

if you take away from a man all power of believing, as oi' himself,

what then do you leave him but mere emptiness ? This subject

however will be set in a clearer light in the chapter on free-will.

357. 2. A man has power to procure charity for himsetf.

With regard to charity, the case is the same as Avith faith

;

for what does the Word teach but faith and charity, since these

are the two essentials of salvation ? for it is written, " Thou
shalt love the Lord with all thy heart, and with all thy soul,

and thy neighbour as thyself ^^ (Matt. xxii. 37—39). And Jesus

said, " A new commandment I give unto you, that ye love one

another : by this shall all men know that ye are my disciples, if

ye love one another" (John xiii. 34, 35) ; and again to the same
purport, XV. 9 ; xvi. 27. It is also said that a man ought to

bear good fruit, like a good tree, and that he that does good

shall be recompensed at the resurrection ; with many other expres-

sions of a like import. But what end would such precepts answer,

unless a man had poAver of himself to exercise charity, and in

some way to procure it for himself ? Has not a man power to

give alms, to relieve the needy, and to do good in his house and
vocation ? Has he not power to live according to the command-
ments of the decalogue ? Has he not a soul by which he is aljle

to practise them, and also a rational mind, by which he is able

to bring himself to practise them for certain ends ? Is he not

able to think Avith himself that he will do certain things because

they are commanded in the Word, and consequently are froiu

God ? There is no man that does not possess this power, because

God imparts it to every one, and he imparts it as every man^s

OAvn possession ; for who has any other consciousness, Avheu he
performs an act of charity, but that he does it of hims-elf ?

358. 3. A man has poioer also to procure for himself the life

offaith and charity.

In this respect likewise the case is still the same ; for a man
procures for himself the life of charity and faith as he approaches

the Lord, who is Life itself; and so far from any man being pre-

vented from approaching him, he is continually inviting every

one to come to him, saying, " He that cometh to me shall never

hunger, and he that believeth on me shall never thirst ; and him
that cometh to me I Avill in no wise cast out" (John vi. 35, 37).
" Jesus stood and cried. If any man thirst, let him come to me
and drink " (vii. 37). " The kingdom of heaven is like unto a

certain king, who made a marriage for his son, and sent his

servants to call them that were bidden, and at last said. Go ve
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therefore into the highways, and as many as ye shall find bid to

the marriage ^^ (Matt. xxii. 2—9). How plain is it to see that
the invitation or call is universal, and also the grace of reception !

The reason why a man procures life by approaching the Lord, is,

because the Lord is life itself, not only the life of faith, but also

the life of charity. The Lord is life, and man receives life from
him, as is evident from the following passages :

" In the bep-in-

ning was the Word : in him was life, and the life was the light

of men'' (John i. 1, 4). "As the Father raiseth the dead and
quickenetii them, even so the Son quickeneth Avliom he Avill " (v.

31). "As the Father hath life in himself, so hath he given to
the Son to have life in himself " (v. 26). "The bread of God is

he who came down from heaven, and giveth life to the world "

{\A. 33). "The Avords which I speak unto you, they are spirit

and life " (vi. 63). " Jesus said, He that followeth me shall have
the light of life" (viii. 12). I am come that they may have life,

and that they may have it more abundantly " (x. 10). " He that
believeth in me, though he were dead, vet shall he live" (xi. 25).
"I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life " (xiv. 6). Because 1
live, ye shall live also" {xi\. 19). "These things are written
that ye may have /?/e in his ?iame" {\\. 31). He is ^'eternal

life" (1 John v. 20). By life in foith and charity is meant spiritual

life, which is given by the Lord to man in his natural life.

359. 4. Nevertheless nothing of faith, of charity, and of the

life of each is from the man, but from the Lord alone.

It is written, " A man can receive nothing, except it be
given him from above " (John iii. 27) ; and Jesus said, " He
that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much
fruit; for without me ye can do nothing ^^ (xv. 5). But these
passages are to be understood in this sense, that a man of him-
self can procure for himself no other faith than such as is natural,
which is a persuasion that a thing is true, because some person
of authority has affirmed it, and no other than natm-al charity,

which is an endeavour to merit favor for the sake of some recom-
pence, in which faith and charity there is the man's selfhood, or
proprium, l)ut not as yet life from the Lord. Nevertheless, by
such natural faith and charity, a man prepares himself to be-
come a receptacle of the Lord, and according to the manner
and measiu-e of such preparation, the Lord enters and causes
natural faith to become spiritual faith, and his natural cha-
rity to become spiritual charity, and thus makes both alive.

These effects are produced while the man approaches the Lord
as the God of heaven and earth. Man, in consequence of being
created an image of God, was created a habitation of God;
therefore the Lord says, " He that hath my commandments,
and doeth them, he it is that loveth me ; and I will love him, and
will come unto him, and make my abode with him '' (John xiv

21, 23) ; and again: "Behold, I stand at the door, and kuockj
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if any man liear my voice, and open the door, I "will come in to

liim, and s\ip with him, and he with me" (Rev. iii. 20). Hence
results this conclusion, that as a man prepares himself, in a

natural v,'ay, to receive the Lord, so the Lord enters, and makes
all things within him spiritual, and thus alive. On the other

hand, in proportion as a man does not so prepare himself, he
removes the Lord from himself, and does all things himself of

himself; and whatever a man does of himself has not the least

principle of life in it. But this subject cannot be set in its full

light till the natm'e of charity and free-will has been ex-

plained, after which more will be seen on the subject in tlic

chapter on reformation and regeneration.
360. It was observed above that faith, in its beginning with

man, is natural, and that it is rendered spiritual as man ap-

proaches the Lord; and the like observation was made of charity;

but as no one heretofore has known the difierence between na-

tural faith and charity, and spiritual, therefore this great arca-

num shall be discovered. There are two worlds, the natiu'al and
the spiritual, and in each world there is a sun, and from the siux

in each world there proceed heat and light ; but the heat and
light proceeding from the sun of the spiritual world have in

themselves life, which they receive from the Lord, Avho is in the

midst of that sun : whereas the heat and light proceeding from
the sun of the natural world have in themselves nothing of life,

but serve the heat and light of the spiritual sun as receptacles,

just as instrumental causes serve their principals, in order to

promote their approach to men. It is to be observed, therefore,

that the heat and light proceeding from the sun of the spiritual

world, and which give birth to all spiritual things, are them-
selves spiritual, because spirit and life are in them ; but the

heat and light proceeding from the sun of the natural world are

what give birth to all natural things, which, considered in them-
selves, are without spirit and life. Now since faith has relation

to light, and charity to heat, it is evident that so far as a man
is in the light and heat proceeding from the sun of the spiritual

world, he is in spiritual faith and charity ; but that so far as he

is in the light and heat proceeding from the sun of the natural

world, he is in natural faith and charity. Hence it a})pears,

that as spiritual light is within natural light, as in its receptacle

or repository, and in like manner spiritual heat within natural

heat, so also spiritual faith is within natural iaith, and in like

manner spiritual charity Avithin natural charity ; and this is

effected according to the degree of the inan^s advancement out

of the natural world into the spiritual world; and this advance-

ment is eti'ected as he believes on the Lord, who, as he himself

teaches, is the essential Light, the Way, the Truth, and the

Life. This being so, it is evident that when a man is in spiritual

faith, tlien also he is in natural faith; for, as was observed, spi-
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ritual faith, is witliin natural faith ; and since faith has rcla.

^ion to light, it follows that by that insertion of spiritual faith

into natural, the man's natural principle is rendered as it were
transparent, and that according to the quality of the conjunc-

tion of ffiith with charity, it acquires a beautifiil tint or coloringi

the reason of this is, because charity as to color is red, and faith

as to color is bright white, charity deriving its redness from the

flame of spiritual fire, and fxith its brightness from the splendor

of the light thence issuing. The very reverse takes place where
a spiritual principle is not within the natural, but a natural

principle Avithin the spiritual, as is the case with those who
reject faith and charity : in such the internal of the mind, in

which they are when the}' are left to their own private reflec-

tions, is infernal, and their thoughts, although they are ignorant

of it, originate in hell ; but the external of their niinds^ from
which they talk and converse with their associates in the world,

appears as if it were spiritual, although it is filled with the same
filth and uncleanness^ as abound in hell ; therefore these latter,

being in an inverted state with respect to the former, are in hell.

361. When therefore it is known that a spiritual principle

is within the natural, in all those who are influenced by faith in

the Lord, and at the same time by charity towards their neigh-

bour, and that consequenth^, their natural principle is transparent,

it follows that a man is proportionably wise in spiritual things,

and hence also in natural things; for he sees within himself

whatever he thinks, reads, or hears, whether it be truth or not

;

and this perception he has of the Lord, from whom he receives

an influx of spiritual light and heat into the superior sphere of

his understanding. In proportion as a man's faith and charity

are rendered spiritual, he is withdrawn from selfhood, or2:)roprium

,

and does not regard himself, reward, and recompence, but only

the delight arising from the perception of the truths of faith, and
from the practice of the goods of love ; and in proportion as such

spirituality is increased, that delight grows more blessed ; hence

comes his salvation, w^hich is called eternal life. This state of ?

man may be compared with the most beautiful and pleasant ob-

jects here on earth, and is so compared in the Word; as with

trees bearing fruit, with the gardens in which they grow, with

fields full of flowers, with precious stones, and with dainty and
savory meats ; also with marriages and their festivities and re-

j-oicings. But when this state is inverted, that is, when a natural

principle is within the spiritual, and when in consequenc-^ a man,
in his internals, is a devil, and in his externals like an angel, he
may then be compared Avith a dead person laid in a cofiin of gilt

and costly wood, and also with a skeleton dressed cut like a living

man, and carried in a magnificent chariot ; or with a corpse

buried in a Kcpulchre as magnificent as the temple of Diana : yea,

the internal of such a person mav be aptly represented by a nest
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of serpents in a dark cave, while liis external may be represented

by butterflies, which have their wings painted with a variety of

colors, but which nevertheless lay their filthy eggs on the leaves

of all kinds of useful trees, to the destruction of their fruits

:

yea further, the internal of such a person may be compared with

a hawk, and his external with a dove, and his faith and charity

with the flight of a hawk over a dove that is endeavouring to

escape, but which he at length wearies out, then darts down
upon and devours.

VI. The lord, charity, and faith, constitute a one, like

LIFE, WILL, AND UNDERSTANDING IN MAN ; AND IN CASE

THEY ARE DIVIDED, EACH PERISHES, LIKE A PEARL BRUISED

TO POWDER.
362. Before entering upon this subject, it Avill be necessary

to mention some particulars which have hitherto been unknown
among the learned, consequently to the ecclesiastical order ; in-

deed so entirely so, that they have been, as it Avere, deeply

hidden in the bowels of the earth, when yet there are treasures

of wisdom, such as must be dug up, and presented to the public,

before it be possible for a man to attain any just knowledge of

God, of faith, of charit}^, and of the state of his own life, how
he ought to regulate and prepare it for a state of eternal life.

These unknown particulars are the following : A man is a mere

organ of life : life, with all its constituents, is derived by con-

tinual influx from the God of heaven, who is the Lord : there

are two faculties of life in man, the Avill and the understanding

;

and the will is a receptacle of love, and the understanding a

receptacle of wisdom ; and thus also the will is a receptacle of

charity, and the understanding a receptacle of faith : wliatever

a man Avills, and whatever he understands, enters into him by

influx extrinsically, the goods of love and charity and the truths

of wisdom and faith, from the Lord, but whatever is contrary to

them, from hell : the Lord has provided that a man should

perceive in himself as his own what is thus received extrinsi-

cally by influx, and consequently should bring it forth of him-

self as his own, although no part thereof is so; nevertheless

what he so receives is imputed to him as his own, on account of

the freedom which he enjoys in the exercise of will and thought,

and on account of the knowledges of good and truth which are

imparted to him, and by which he may freely choose whatever

is conducive to the good of his temporal and eternal life. He
who regards these particulars with an oblique glance, may draw

from them conclusions that are the oflspring of insanity; but he

who fixes the eye of his understanding directly upon them, may
draw from them conclusions that are the oflspring of wisdom.

To promote the latter effect, and to guard against tlie former, it

was necessary to place at the beginning of this work decisions

afld tenets that relate to God and the Divine lYinity, and after-
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wards to establish decisions and tenets that relate to faith and
charity, free-will, reformation and regeneration, and imputation,

and also to repentance, baptism, and the holy supper, as means.

363. But to see and acknowledge the truth of this article of

faith, in which it is insisted that the Lord, charity, and faith,

constitute a one, like life, Avill, and understanding in man, and
that in case they are divided, each perishes like a pearl bruised

to powder, It will be necessary to consider it under the following

heads : 1. The Lord, with all his divine love, all his divine

wisdom, and all his divine life, enters by influx into every man.
2. Consequently he enters with the whole essence of faith and
charity. 3. But every man receives those things according to

his particular form. 4. And the man who divides the Lord,

charity, and faith, is not a form receptive, but a foi'm destructive

of them.

364. 1. The Lord, with all his divine love, all his divine

wisdom, and all his divine life, enters by influx into every man.
In the book of Genesis it is written, God created man in his

own image ; and God breathed into his nostrils the breath of lives

(Gen. i. 27 ; ii. 7) ; by which is meant that a man is an organ

of life, and not life itself. God could not create another being

like himself; had this been possible there would have been as

many gods as men : and he could not create life, in like manner
as light also cannot be created ; but he could create man a form
receptive of life, as he created the eye a form receptive of light

;

also God could not and cannot divide his own essence, that being

one and indivisible. Since therefore God alone is life, it follows

indisputably that God, from his life, quickens or gives life to

every man, and that a man, without such quickening, would be

as to his flesh a mere sponge, and as to his bones a mere skeleton,

without any more life in him than a clock, Avliich derives its

motion from the pendulum, and at the same time from the weight

or spring. This then being the case, it follows also that God
enters by influx into every man, with all his divine life, that is,

Avith all his divine love and divine wisdom, these two constituting

his life, as may be seen above, n. 39, 40 ; for the divine cannot

be divided. But the manner of God's influx Avith all his divine

life may in some measure be conceived from what is known as

to the sun of this world ; for as this sun, Avith all its essence,

consisting of heat and light, enters by influx into every tree,

fruit, floAver, and into every stone, Avhether common or precious,

and as every object takes in its portion of this common influx,

and yet the sun does not divide his light and heat, and distribute

a part here and a part there, so it is likewise Avith the sun of

heaven, from which divine love proceeds as heat, and divine

*visdom as light. These tAvo enter by influx into human minds,
as the heat and light of the sun of this Avorld enter into bodies,

and impart life to them, according to the quality of the recipient
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forms, each of Avhich takes as much as it needs from the common
influx. In this sense the woi'ds of the Lord may be apphed,
'• Your Father maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the

good, and sendeth rain upon the just and oil the unjust " (Matt.

V. 45). The Lord also is omnipresent, and wherever he is pre-

sent, there he is with his whole essence ; and it is impossible for

him to talce anything from it, and consequently impossible to

give part to one, and part to another, but he gives it whole^ and
affords man a capacity of taking either little or much. He says

also that he makes his abode with those Avho keep his command-
ments, and that the faithful are in him, and he in them. In
short, all things are full of God, and every one takes his portion

from that fulness. The case is similar with every common or

general form ; as with the atmospheres and oceans : the atmos-

phere has the same qualities in its least parts as in its greatest,

and does not dispense a part only of itself for the respiration of

man, or to assist a bird in flying, or a ship in sailing, or the

vane of a windmill in turning the mill; but every recipient object

takes from the atmosphere its measure and portion, and applies

what is necessary to its own purposes. The case is similiar also

with a granary stored with corn ; the granary does not distribute

the corn, but the owner takes daily from it sufficient for his

wants.

365. 2. Consequently the Lord enters by influx into every

man, with the ivhole essence offaWb and charity.

This is deduced from the preceding theorem ; for the life of

divine wisdom is the essence of faith, and the life of divine love

is the essence of charity ; therefore since the Lord is present

with what is peculiarly his, namely divine Avisdom and divine

love, he is also present Avith all the truths of fxith, and all the

goods of charity ; for by faith is meant all the truth which a

man perceives, thinks, and speaks from the Lord, and by cha-

rity all the good Avith Avhich he is affected from the same source,

and Avhicli he thence Avills and practises. It Avas observed above

that the diAdue love Avhich proceeds from the Lord as the sun is

perceived by the angels as heat, and the divine wisdom pro-

ceeding from the same source is perceiA^ed as light : now Avhere

the conception cannot penetrate beyond appearances, it may be
imagined that that heat is bare naked heat, and that that light

is bare naked light, such as the heat and light proceeding from
the sun of this world; AA'hereas the heat and light proceeding

from the Lord as a sun, contain in their bosoms all the infinities

that are in the Lord, the heat all the infinities of his love, and
the light all the infinities of his wisdom, and thus also in infinity

every good of charity and every truth of faith : the reason of this

is, because that sun itself is present every Avhere in its heat and
light, and that sun is the sphere Avhich proximately encompasses

the Lord, being an emanation from his divine love and divine
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wisdom together; for, as has been repeatedly observed above,

the Lord is in the midst of that sun. Hence then it is evident,

that in consequence of the Lord^s omnipresence, a man lias

power and opportunity of taking from the Lord, for his own use,

eveiy good of charity and every truth of faith. That this is the

case, is plain from the love and wisdom of the angels of heaven,

which they derive from the Lord, in that they are ineffable and
incomprehensible to the natural man, and likewise capable of

being multiplied to eternity. The heat and light which proceed

from the Lord contain infinities in them, although they are per-

ceived simply as heat and Hght, as may be illustrated by various

circumstances in the natural world ; as for instance : the sound
of a man^s voice and speech is heard only as a simple sound,

and yet the angels when they hear it perceive in it all the affec-

tions of his love, and likewise discover their nature and quality.

That such are the hidden contents of sound, is in some measure
even perceivable by man, who from the sound of the person's

voice conversing with him can tell whether it involves contempt,

mockery, or hatred, and also whether it involves charity, bene-

volence, joy, or other affections. Similar hidden contents are

in the radiance issuing from the eye, when one person looks at

another. This case is capable also of illustration by the fragrance

arising from a large garden, or from extensive fields of flowers

,

the fragrance which they breathe forth consists of thousands and
myriads of various compounds, which still are perceived as one
perfume. It is the same too with many other things, which,

although outwardly they appear under one single form, are yet

inwardly compounded of innumerable varieties. Sympathies and
antipathies are nothing else but exhalations of affections from
minds which excite affection in another according to their simi-

litudes, and aversion according to their dissimilitudes : these

similitudes or dissimilitudes, notwithstanding they are innu-

merable, and imperceptible to any bodily sense, are yet perceivable

by the senses of the soul as a one, and according to these all

conjunctions and consociations in the spiritual Avorld are regu-

lated. These instances are adduced, in order to illustrate what
was said above concerning spiritual light, Avliich proceeds from
the Lord, that it contains in it all things that belong to "wisdom

and consequently all that belong to faith, and that it is this light

by which the understanding sees and perceives rational things

analytically, as the bodily eye sees and perceives natural things

symmetrically.

366. 3. But every man receives those things, according to

his particular form.
By form is here meant the man's state as to his love and -svis-

dom together, hence also as to his affections of the goods of cha-

rity, and at the same time his perceptions of the truths of faith.

It has been sliewr. above, that God is one, indivisible, and the
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same from eternity to eternity, tliough liis identity is not simple

identity, but infinite, and that all variation is from the subject

in which he abides. The form or recipient state is the occasion

of variations, as is evident from the life of infants, children,

young men, adults, and old people, in each of whom there is

the same life from infancy to old age, for it is the same soul

which animates them in tliose several stages ; but as their state

is changed according to then- various ages, and the piu'suits to

which the}^ ^pply themselves, so also the perception of life is

changed. The life of God is present in all its fulness, not only

with the good and pious, but also with the wicked and impious,

and in like manner with the angels of heaven and the spirits of

hell : the difference is, that the wicked obstruct the way, and
shut the gate, so that God is prevented from entering into the

inferior regions of then* mind ; whereas the good prepare the way,

and open the gate, and also invite God to enter into the inferior

regions of their mind, even as he dwells in its highest regions,

and thus they form the state of the will to receive the influx of

love and charity, and the state of the understanding to receive

the influx of wisdom and faith, consequently to receive God

;

but the wicked obstruct that influx by various lusts of the flesli

and spiritual defilements, which are spread beneath and prevent

the passage : God nevertheless resides in their highest regions

with ail his Divine Essence, and gives them the faculty of will-

ing good and understanding truth, which faculty belongs to every

man, and is a convincing proof that he has life from God in

his soul. That the wicked have this faculty, has been proved

to me by abundant experience. That every one receives life

from God according to his form, may be comparatively illus-

trated by the case of vegetables of all kinds : every tree, shrub,

herb, and blade of grass, receives the influx of heat and light

according to its form ; thus the influx is received not only by
good and useful plants, but also by the bad and noxious ; and
the sun with his heat does not change their forms, but the forms

change his effects in themselves. The case is the same with the

subjects of the mineral kingdom, each of which, whether it i)e

of great or little use and value, receives influx according to the

form of the contextui'e of its parts, so that the influx is differently

received by one stone, mineral, and metal, and by another

;

some of them are variegated with most beautiful colors, some
transmit the light without variegation, and some of them con-

fuse and suffocate it in themselves. From these few cases it may
appear evident, that as the sun of this world, with his heat and
light, is equally present in one object as in another, but that the

recipient forms vary his operations, so the Lord in like maimer, by
virtue of the sun of heaven, in the midst of which he is, is uni-

versally present with his heat, which in its essence is love, and
with his light, which in its essence is wisdom, but that the
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form of a man, which is occasioned by the states of his life,

varies his operations ; consequently; that if a man is not born
again and saved, the fault is not chargeable on the Lord, but

rests with the man himself.

367. 3. But the man who divides the Lord, charity, and

faith, is not a form receptive, but a form destructive of them.

He who separates the Lord from charity and faith, separates

life from them ; in which case, charity and faith either have no
being, or else ax'e abortive births : the Lord is the essential life,

as may be seen above, n. 358. He that acknowledges the Lord,

and yet separates charity from such acknowledgement, acknow-
ledges him only with his lips; his acknowledgement and con-

fession fir3 cold and languid, in which there is no faith, because

they are void of all spiritual essence ; for charity is the essence

of faith. But he that exercises charity, and does not acknow-
ledge the Lord, as being the God of heaven and earth, and one
Avith the Father, as he himself teaches, exercises no other charity

than what is merely natural, in which there is no eternal life

;

for every true member of the church knows that all good, pro-

perly so called, is from God, consequently from the Lord, who
is "the true God and eternal life" (1 John v. 20). In like

manner charity is from him, because good and charity constitute

a one. The reason why faith separate from charity is not faith,

is, because faith is the light, and charity is the heat of a man's
life ; if charity then be separated from faith, it is like the sepa-

ration of heat from light, the consequence of which is, that the

man's state becomes like the state of the earth in the time of

winter, when all its vegetable productions wither and die. Cha-
rity and faith, to be genuine, can no more be separated than

will and understanding ; for the understanding is nothing with-

out the will, and the will is soon reduced to nothing without the

understanding : the reason why charity and faith are in similai

circumstances, is, because charity resides in the will, and faith

in the understanding. To separate charity from faith, is like

separating essence from form, and it is well known to the learned,

that essence is not anything without form, nor form without

essence ; for essence has no quality but from form, and form is

a subsisting entity only from essence, consequently nothing is

predicable of either when separated from the other: charity also

is the essence of fixith, and faith is the form of charity, just, as

was observed above, as good is the essence of truth, and trutli

is the form of good. These two, namely good and truth, are in

all and every particular thing that essentially exists ; therefore

charity having relation to good, and faith to truth, may be

illustrated by comparison with several parts in the human body,

Uid several things on the face of the earth. They may be
justly compared with the respiration of the lungs and the sys-

tohc motion of the heart ; for charity is as incapable of being
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separated from faith, as tlie heart is of being separated from the

lungs ; for the pulse of the heart ceasing, the respiration of the

'ungs ceases instantly; and Avhen the respiration of the lungs

ceases, all the senses are suspended, the muscles are deprived of

their power of motion, and presently afterwards the heart ceases

to beat, and a dissolution of life ensues. This comparison is

just, since the heart corresponds to the will, and consequently

also to charity, and the respiration of the lungs corresponds to

the understanding, and consequently also to faith ; for, as was
observed above, charity resides in the will, and faith in the

iiiiderstanding; and this is what is meant in the Word by heart

fiiid spirit, or breath. The separation of charity and faith coin-

cides also Avith the separation of flesh and blood ; for the blood

separated from the flesh is gore and becomes corruption, and the

flesh separated from the blood by degrees grows putrid and pro-

duces worms ; blood also, in the spmtual sense, signifies the

truth of wisdom and faith, and flesh the good of love and charity,

as is shewn in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 379, and 832.

Charity and faith can no more be separated, and yet be any-

thing than meat and drink, or bread and wine, can be separated,

consistently with the life and well-being of man ; for meat and
bread, taken without either water or wine, do but distend the sto-

mach, and destroy it with a load of indigested matter, and become
like so much putrid mire; in like manner, water and wine, taken
without meat and bread, distend the stomach, with the vessels

and pores also, and thereby emaciate the body even to death, for

want of substantial nourishment : this comparison is also a just

one ; for meat and bread, in a spiritual sense, signify the good
of love and charity, and water and wine the truth of wisdom and
faith, as may be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 50,

316, 778, 932. Charity conjoined with faith, and faith again

conjoined with charity, may be likened to the face of a fair virgin,

made beautiful by a just and proper mixture of red and -srhite

;

which similitude also has an exact coincidence, since love, and
consequently charity, is red in the spiritual world, from the fire

of the heavenly sun ; and truth, and consequently faith, is white,

from the light of the same sun ; therefore charity separated from
faith may be compared to a face inflamed with pimples, and faith

separated from charity to the pale countenance of a corpse.

.¥aith separated from charity may also be compared to a palsy in

one side, which is called Hemipltgia, the consequence of which,

when it proceeds to extremity, is death : it may also be compared
to a disorder called St. Vitus^s Dance, occasioned by the bite of

a tarantula ; for human reason, where faith is in such a state of

separation, does dance furiously like such a madman, and fancies

itself in consequence peculiarly alive, when yet it is no more able

to collect reasons into one legitimate conclusion, and to form
just conceptions of spiritual truths, than a man lying in bed
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flppressed with the night-mare. What has been said may suffice

to prove the Uvo preceding theorems of this chapter : first, Faith

without charitij is not faith, and charity without faith is not cha-

rity, and neither of them has any life hut from the Lord : and
afterwards : The Lord, charity, andfaith, constitute a one, like

life, will, and understanding in man ; and in case they are divided,

each perishes like a pearl bruised to powder.

VII. The lord is chakity and faith in man, and man is

CHARITY AND FAITH IN THE LORD.

368. Every member of the church is in the Lord, and the

Lord is in him, as is evident from these passages in the Word :

Jesus said, " Abide in me, and I in you. I am the vine, and ye
are the branches : he that abideth in me, and I in him, the same
bringeth forth much fruit" (John xv. 4, 5). "He that eateth

my flesh, and drinketh my blood, abideth in me, and I in him "

(vi. 56). "At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father,

and ye in me, and I in you "{ xiv. 20). " Whosoever confesseth

that Jesus Christ is the Son of God, God dwelleth in him, and
he in God" (1 John iv. 15). A man himself, however, cannot

be in the Lord, yet charity and faith can, which are in him from
the Lord, and by virtue of which two constituents he is essentially

a man. But in order to present this arcanum before the human
understanding in some degree of light, it is expedient to digest

it under the following propositions : 1. Conjunction with God is

the medium by which a man has salvation and eternal life : 2.

There cannot be conjunction with God the Father, but with

the Lord, and by him with God the Father : 3. Conjunction

with the Lord is reciprocal, that is, the Lord is in man, and
man in the Lord : 4. This reciprocal conjunction is effected by
means of charity and faith. The truth of these propositions will

appear from the following exphcation.

369. 1. Conjunction with God is the medium by which a man
has salvation and eternal life.

A man is created to this end, that he may be conjoined with

God : for he is created a native of heaven, and also a native of

this world, and as a native of heaven he is spiritual, but as a

native of this world he is natural ; and the spiritual man has

power to think of God, and to perceive whatever relates to him,

and also to love him, and to be affected with Avhat proceeds from

him ; whence it follows, that he has a capacity of being conjoined

with God. Beyond all doubt or dispute, a man has power to think

of God, and to perceive whatever relates to him ; for he has power
to think of the unity of God, of the Esse of God, which is Je-

hovah, of the immensity and eternity of God, of the divine love

and divine wisdom, which constitute his essence, of his omni-
potence, omniscience, and omnipresence; ofthe Lord, the Saviour,

his Son, and of redemption and mediation ; also of the Holy
Spirit; and lastly, of tbf Divine Trinity; all which relate to
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God, yea, they are God ; besides he has power to think of the

operations cf God, which are principally faith and charity, Avith

many others proceeding from those two. A man has not only

die power to think of God, but also to love him, as is evident

from the two divine commandments, which are thus expressed :

" Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with

all thy soul : this is the first and great commandment : and the

second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself"

(Matt. xxii. 37, 38, 39; Deut. vi. 5). A man has power to do
the commandments of God, which is to love God, and to be loved

by God, as is evident from these words ;
" Jesus said, He that

hath my commandments, and doeth them, he it is that lovcth

me ; and he that loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and I

will love him, and will manifest myself unto him " (John xiv. 21).

Moreover, what is faith, but conjunction with God by means
of truths, which belong to the understanding, and thence to the

thoughts? And what is love, but conjunction with God by means
of goods, which belong to the Avili, and thence to the aft'ections ?

The conjunction of God with man is conjunction resulting from
the reception of a spiritual principle in the natural, and the

conjunction of man Avith God is conjunction resulting from the

natural principle being derived from the spiritual. For the sake

of this conjunction as an end, every man is created a native of

heaven, and at the same time i> native of this Avorld ; as a native of

heaven he is spiritual, and as a native of this world he is natural

:

if, therefore, he becomes spiritual-rational, and at the same
time spiritual-moral, he is conjoined with God, and by means
of that conjunction has salvation and eternal life ; but if he is

only natui'al-rational and also natural-moral, in this case God
has conjunction Avith him, but he has no conjunction Avith God,
and consequently he is spiritually dead, Avhich death, considered

in itself, is natural life Avithout spiritual ; for the spiritual prin-

ciple, wherein the life of God dAvells, is extinct in him.

370. 2 There cannot be conjunction with God the Father, bid

ivith the Lord, and by him with God the Father.

This doctrine is taught by Scripture, and approved by rea-

son ; for Scripture teaches that God the Father Avas never either

seen or heard, and cannot be, consequently, that he does not

operate at all in man of himself, as he is in his esse and in his

essence : for the Lord says, " No one hath seen the Father, save

he who is of God ; he hath seen the Father " (John vi. 46) .
" No

one knoAveth the Fathei", but the Son, and he to Avhom the Son
Avill reveal him "(Matt, xi, 27). "Ye haA^e neither heard his

voice at any time, nor seen his shape" (John v. 37). This is,

because he is in the first beginnings and inmost principles of all

things, consequently, in a most eminent degree above e-very

sphere of the human mind ; for he is in the first beginnings and
inmost principles of all things relating to wisdom and love, with
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wliich a man can have no possible conjunction ; therefore, if he
should approach to a man, or a man to him, the consequence

would be that the man would be consumed, and melt away like

a piece of Avood in the focus of a large burning-glass, or ratlier

like an image cast into the sun itself : when Moses therefore

wished to see God, it was said to him " No man can see God
and live ^' (Exod. xxxiii. 20). But that there can be conjunction

with God the Father by the Lord, is evident from the passages

quoted above, affirming that not the Father, but the only-be-

gotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, and who has

seen the Father, has declared and revealed the things that are of

and from God. It is evident also from the following passages :

*' In that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in

me, and I in you" (John xiv. 20). "I have given them the

glory which thou hast given me, that they may be one, as we are

one; I in them, and thou inme"(xvii. 22, 23, 26). "Jesus
said, I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life : no man cometh
to the Father but by me." And when Philip desired to see the

Father, Jesus answered him, " He that seeth me seeth the Father

also, and he that knoweth meknoweth the Father" (xiv. 6, &c.).

And in another place :
" He that seeth me seeth him that sent

me "(John xii. 45). And again: "lam the Door; by me if

any man enter in, he shall be saved ; but he that climbeth up
some other way, the same is a thief and a robber " (x. 1, 9).

And lastly :
" If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a

branch, and is withered ; and men gather them, and cast them
into the fire, and they are burned " (xv. 6) . The reason of this

is, because the Lord our Saviour is Jehovah the Father himself

in a human form ; for Jehovah descended, and was made a man,
that he might be able to approach to man, and man to him,

and thus conjunction be eflFected, and by conjunction man might
have salvation and eternal life ; for when God was made man,
and thus also was made God-Man, being then in a state of

accommodation to man, he could approach and be conjoined

with him as Man-God and God-Man. There are three things

which follow each other in an orderly connection, accommoda-
tion, APPLICATION, and conjunction. There must be accom-
modation before there can be application, and there must be

accommodation and application together before there can be
conjunction. Accommodation on the part of God was eftected

by his being made Man ; application on the part of God is per-

petual, so far as man applies himself in his turn ; and as this is

effected, conjunction also is effected. These three things follow

each other, and proceed in their order in all things, and in eachv

which become a one, and co-exist.

371. 3. Conjunction with the Lord is reciprocal, that is, ths

Lord is in man, and man in the Lord.

The reciprocalitv of conjunction is also a doctrine v/h>ch
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Scripture teaches and reason approves. Tlie Lord, speaking of

his conjunction with his Father, teaches that it is reciprocal

;

for he says to Philip, " Believest thou not that I am in the

Father, and the Father in me ? Believe me that I am in the

Father, and the Father in me" (John xiv. 10, 11). "That ye
may know and believe that I am in the Father, and the Father

in me" (x. 38). " Jesus said, Father, the hour is come: glorify

thy Son, that thy Son also may glorify thee" (xvii. 1). " Father,

all mine are thine, and all thine are mine" (xvii. 10). The Lord
declares the same of his conjunction with man, that it is reci-

procal ; for he says, "Abide in me, and I in you. He that

abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much
fruit" (John xv. 4, 5). " He that eatetli my flesh, and di'inketh

my blood, dwelleth in me, and I in him" (vi. 56). "At that

day ye shall know that I am in the Father, and ije in me, and I
in you" (xiv. 20). "He that keepeth the commandments of

Christ dwelleth in him, and he in him" (1 John iii. 24; iv. 3).
" Whosoever confesseth that Jesus is the Son of God, God
dwelleth in him, and he in God" (iv. 15). " He that heareth my
voice, and openeth the door, I will come in to him, and sup with

him, and he with me " (Rev. iii. 20). From these plain expressions

it is evident that the conjunction of the Lord and man is reci-

procal, and as it is reciprocal, it follows of course that a man
ought to conjoin himself with the Lord, in order that the Lord
may conjoin himself with him ; for otherwise there can be no
conjunction, but a withdrawing and consequent separation, yet

not a separation on the Lord^s part, but on the man's part. As
a means of effecting this reciprocal conjunction, man is endowed
with a freedom of choice, so that he can enter either into the

way that leads to heaven, or into that which leads to heU. From
this freedom with which he is endowed, is derived his power of

reciprocation, or his ability to conjoin himself with the Lord, or

to conjoin himself with the devil ; but the nature and quality of

this freedom, with the true ground and reason why man is gifted

with it, will be explained more fuUy in the following pages, when
we come to treat of free-wiU, repentance, reformation and rege-

neration, and imputation. It is much to be lamented tliat the

reciprocal conjunction of the Lord and man, notwithstanding the

clearness with which it is stated in the Word, is yet a doctrine

unknown in the Christian church ; but the reason is to be im-
puted solely to the hypothetical tenets which have prevailed on
faith and free-will. The hypothetical tenets on faith are^ that faith

is bestowed upon a man without his contributing at all towards
procuring it, and without his accommodating and applying him-
self to receive it, any more than a stock or a stone ; and the

hypothetical tenets concerning free-will are, that in spiritual

concerns a man has not a single grain of free-will in his con-

stitution. But that this reciprocal conjunction of the Lord and
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man, a doctrine on wliich the salvation of mankind depeuda,

may not lie any longer concealed and unknown, necessity itself

enjoins that it should be explained, which cannot be better

efiected than by illustrative examples.

There are two kinds of reciprocation by which conjunction

is produced; one is alternate, the other mutual. Alternate
reciprocation, by which conjunction is produced, may be illus-

trated by the respiration of the lungs. A man draws in the air,

and thus dilates the thorax or chest
;
presently after he emits

the air he had drawn in, and thus compresses the thorax. This
attraction and consequent dilation is effected by means of the

incumbent air, in proportion to its column ; but the emission

and consequent compression is effected by the strength of the

muscles acting upon the ribs. Such is the reciprocal conjunction

of air and the lungs, on which depends the life of all the senses

and motions of the body ; for when respiration ceases, all sense

and motion instantly cease with it. Reciprocal conjunction,

which is effected by alternates, may also be illustrated by the

conjunction of the heart with the lungs, and of the lungs with
the heart : the heart, from its right ventricle, pours forth blood
into the lungs, and the lungs pour it back again into the left

ventricle of the heart ; and hereby that reciprocal conjunction is

effected on which the life of the whole bodily system altogether

depends. Similiar to this is the conjunction of the blood with
the heart, and of the heart with the blood. The blood of the

whole body flows through the veins into the heart, and flows out
from the heart through the arteries into every part of the body :

action and re-action cause this conjunction. A similar action

and re-action, operating to the continuance of conjunction, exists

between the embryo and the womb of the mother. The reci-

procal conjunction of the Lord and man is not however of this

sort, but is a mutual conjunction, not effected by action and
re-action, but by co-operations ; for the Lord acts, and the man
receives action from the Lord, and operates as from himself,

yet of himself, from the Lord. This operation of the man from
the Lord is imputed to him as his own, for he is continually kept
in free-will by the Lord. The free-will thence resulting is this,

that he has power to will and think from the Lord, that is, from
the Word, and also has power to will and think from the devil,

that is, against the Lord and the Word. The Lord gives a man
this freedom, in order that he may be capable of performing his

part in eftecting this reciprocal conjunction, and of being gifted^

through such conjunction, with eternal life and happiness, which;

without reciprocal conjunction, cannot possibly be attained.

This reciprocal conjunction, which is of the mutual kind, may
also be illustrated by various things in man and the world. Such
is the conjunction of soul and body in every particular person

;
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sucli is the conjunction of the Avill and action, and such also

that of the thought and speech ; such Ukewise is that of the two
eves with each other, and of the two ears, and of the two nos-

trils. The conjunction of the two eyes with each other, is reci-

procal, after its manner, as is evident from the optic uerve, in

which the fibres, from both hemispheres of the cerebrum are

folded together, and in that folded state extend to both the eyes.

The case is similar with the ears and nostrils. The same reci-

procal mutual conjunction exists betAveen light and the eye,

sound and the ear, smell and the nostril, taste and the tongue,

touch and the body ; for the eye is in the light, and the light is

in the eye ; sound is in the ear, and the ear is in the sound

;

smell is in the nostril, and the nostril is in the smell ; taste is

in the tongue, and the tongue is in the taste ; and touch is in

the body, and the body is in the touch. This reciprocal con-

junction may also be compared with the conjunction of a horse

and a chariot, of an ox and a plough, of a wheel and a machine,

of a sail and the wind, of a musical pipe and the air; in short, such

is the reciprocal conjunction of the end and the cause, and such

also that of the cause and the effect : but this is not the place to

enter into a particular explanation of these several cases, which
would require a volume to do it justice.

372. 4. This reciprocal conjunction of the Lord and man is

effected by means of charity and faith.

It is an acknowledged truth among Christians at this day,

that the church constitutes the body of Christ, and that every

particular person in whom the church is, is in some member or

other of that body, according to what is said by Paul, Ephes. i

23 ; 1 Cor. xii. 27 ; Rom. xii. 4, 5. But what is the body of

Christ but divine good and truth ? This is understood by the

Lord's words in John :
" He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh

ray blood, dwelleth in me, and I in him'' (John ^d. 56). The
Lord's flesh, and also bread, means divine good, and his blood,

and also wine, means divine truth. This is their true meaning,

as will be shewn in the chapter on the Holy Supper. Hence
it follows, that so far as a man is in the goods of charity and the

truths of faith, so far he is in the Lord, and the Lord in him

;

for conjunction Avith the Lord is spiritual conjunction, which is

eftected only by charity and faith. That there is a conjunction

of the Lord and the church, and consequently of good and truth,

in all and every part of the Word, was shewn in the chapter on
the Sacred Scripture, n. 248—253 ; and Avhereas charity is

good, and faith is truth, there is in every part of the Word a

conjunction of charity and faith. From what has been said then

it follows that the Lord is charity and faith in man, and
MAN is charity AND FAITH IN THE LoRD ; foT the Lord is cha-

rity and faith spiritual in the charity and faith natural of man,
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and man is charity and faith natural derived from the spiritual

of the Lord, which in conjunction constitute charity and faith

spiritual-natural.

VIII. Charity and faith ake together in good works.
373. The whole man, according to his measm-e and quality

with regard to his mind or his essential quality, is in every work
which proceeds from him. By mind is meant the affection of liis

love, and the principle of thought thence derived : these form
his nature, and in general his life. Works viewed in this light

are like so many mirrors, reflecting the man's real image. This

may be illustrated by the similar case of brutes and wild beasts :

a brute is a brute, and a wild beast is a wild beast, in all their

respective actions : a wolf is a wolf in all his actions : a tiger a

tiger in all his, a fox a fox in all his, and a lion a lion in all his.

The same is true of a sheep and a kid in all their actions. In
like manner all a man's works partake of his true nature, which
however is to be estimated according to what he is in his internal

man ; for if in this he be like a wolf or a fox, all his works will

be interiorly of the same bestial quality ; and so again, if he be

like a sheep or a lamb ; but that the man's true nature is thus

in all his Avorks, does not appear in his external man, for this

can turn and change about the internal ; and yet the true nature

and quality are within. The Lord says, " A good man, out of

the good treasure of his heart, bringeth fortli that which is good

;

and an evil man, out of the evil treasure of his heart, bringeth

forth that which is evil " (Luke vi. 45). And again :
" Every tree

IS known by its own fruit ; for of thorns men do not gather figs,

nor of a bramble-bush gather they grapes " (vi. 44) . That a man's
nature and quality are the same in all and every thing that pro-

ceeds from him, as they are in his internal man, is a truth which
after death is made manifest in him by lively evidence, for then
he lives an internal man, and no longer an external. That good
is in man, and that every work which proceeds from him is good,

when the Lord, charity, and faith reside in his internal man,
will be proved under the following heads :—1. Charity consists

in willing what is good, and good works consist in doing what is

good, from and under the influence of such a good will. 2.

Charity and faith are mere mental and perishable things, unless

they are determined to works, and co-exist in them, whenever it

is practicable. 3. Charity alone does not produce good works,

still less does faith alone ; but good works are produced by cha-

rity and faith together. But a particular explanation of each
shall be given.

374. 1. Charity consists in willing what is good, and good..

works consist in doing what is good, from and under the influence

of such a good will.

Charity and works are distinct from each other, like will and
action, and like an affection of the mind and an operation of the
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body; consequently, also, like the internal man and the external,

and these are distinct from each other like cause and effect ; for

the causes of all things are formed in the internal man, and the

effects thence resulting are produced in and by the external

:

hence charity, as it has relation to the internal man, consists in

willing what is good, and good works, as they have relation to

the external man, consist in doing good from and under the

influence of a good will. Still, however, there is an infinite

iiversity between the good will of different persons ; for what-
ever is done by any person in favor of another is supposed or

appears to flow from good will or benevolence, when yet it is

not known Avhether such action was done from a principle of

charity, and still less from what kind of charity it proceeds,

whether genuine or spurious. This infinite diversity in the good
will of different persons arises from the end, intention, and con-

sequent purpose by which each is influenced, and which lie con-

cealed in the will of doing good, and stamp on each person's

will a peculiar quality. The will also seeks out in the under-
standing the means and methods of attaining its ends, which are

effects, and thus in the understanding it betakes itself to the

light, in order that it may discern not only the reasons Avhy,

but also the occasions when and how it should determine itself

to actions, and thus produce its effects, which arc works; and at

the same time, in the understanding, it seeks and finds its

power of action ; from which it follows that works, in respect to

their essence, are of the will ; in respect to form, are of the

understanding; and in respect to act, are of the body; and thus

charity descends into good works. This may be illustrated by
the comparative case of a tree. A man himself, with regard to

all his constituent parts, is like a tree ; in its seed there lie hid,

as it were, an end, intention, and pm-pose of producing fruits, in

which respect the seed corresponds with the man's will which,

as was observed, contains those three things; afterwards, the

seed from its interior parts springs forth from the earth, and
clothes itself with branches, buds, and leaves, and thus provides

itself Avith means adapted to its ends, which are fruits ; and in

this a tree corresponds with the man's understanding. Lastly,

when the proper season arrives, and it is allowed free power of

exertion and determination, it blossoms and produces fruits;

and in this it corresponds with the man's good works. Here it

is evident that the fruit of the tree, in respect to essence, is of

the seed, in respect to form, of the branches and leaves, and in

respect to act, of the wood of the tree. This may also be illus-

trated by the comparative case of a temple : a man is a temple
of God, according to Paid, 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17; 2 Cor. vi. 16;

Ephes. ii. 21, 22. Salvation and eternal life are the end, inten-

tion, and purpose of man, as a temple of God ; and in these

there is a correspondence with the will where those three things
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Lave their residence : after\Yards he imbibes the doctrinals of

faith and charity from his parents, masters, and spiritual teach-

ers, and when he comes to riper years he collects them from the

Word, and other books of instruction, all which are means con-

ducive to the end ; and in these there' is a correspondence with

the understanding. Lastly, he is directed and determined to

the j)erformance of uses, according to the doctrines which he

has imbibed as means ; and this is effected by acts of the body,

which are called good Avorks ; and thus the end, by means of

causes, produces effects, which in regard to their essence, are of

the end, in regard to their form, are of the doctrines of the

church, and in regard to act, are of uses. Thus a man becomes

a temple of God.
375. 2. Charihj and faith are merely mental and perishable

things, unless they are determined to ivorks, and co-exist in them,

whenever it is practicable.

Has not a man a head and a body, which are joined together

by means of the neck ? And has he not a mind in the head,

which wills and thinks, and power in the body, which performs

and executes ? If therefore a man only willed what was good,

or his thoughts were under the influence of charity, and yet he
never practised what was good, or was in the active exercise of

uses in consequence of such a charitable will, would he not, in

such a case, be like a head alone, or a mind alone, which with-

out a body could not possibly subsist ? How plain then is it to

see, from this instance, that charity and faith are not charity and
faith while they are only in the head and mind, and not in the

body ? For in this case they are like birds flying in the air,

without any resting place on earth ; and also like birds impreg-

nated with eggs, which, having no nests, must drop their eggs

in the air, or on the branch of some tree, from which they must
fall to the ground and be broken. There is not anything in the

mind which has not something in the body corresponding to it,

and that which corresponds to it may be called its embodying
form ; therefore charity and faith, while they are only in the

mind, are not embodied in the man, and may b'R likened to an

aerial being, such as Fame was painted by the ancients, with

laurel about her head, and a cornucopia in her hand. Sucii

phantoms of men, however, retaining still the capacity of think-

ing, must needs be shaken and disturbed by fantasies, in con-

sequence of various sophistical reasonings, just as the fenny

bulrush is shaken by the wind, while the bottom of its bed is

strewed with shells, and frogs croak on the surface. How plain

is it to see that these circumstances are verified in all thoss who
have only acquired from the Word some knowledge about cha-

rity and faith, and do not practise them ! The Lord also says,

" Every one that heareth my vmrds, and dceth them, I will liken

to a wise man who built his house upon a rock ; but every one
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that heareth my luords, and doeth them not, I ^vill liken to a fool-
ish man who built his house upon the sand, or upon the ground,
without a foundation" (Matt. vii. 24. 26 ; Luke vi. 47—49)!
Charity and faith, with all their factitious ideas, when they are
Tinpractised by man, may also be compared with butterflies in
the air, which are no sooner seen by a sparrow, than he flies

upon and devours them. The Lord also says, " A sower went
out to sow his seed ; and some fell by the way-side, and the
fowls came and devom-ed it up " (Matt. xiii. 3, 4).

376. That charity and faith are utterly unprofitable to a man
while they remain only in one hemisphere of his body, that is,

in his head, and are not fixed firm in works, is evident from a
thousand passages in the Word, of which I shall only adduce
the following

:
" Every tree which bringeth not forth good fruit,

is hewn down, and cast into the fire" (Matt. vii. 19—21). " He
that receiveth seed into the good ground is he that heareth the
Word, and understandeth it, ivho also heareth fruit, and doeth "

(xiii. 23). " Jesus said. My mother and my brethren are those
Avho hear the Word of God, and do it" (Luke viii. 21). "We
know that God heareth not sinners ; but if any man is a Avor-
shiper of God, and doeth his will, him he heareth " (John ix.

31). "If ye know these things, happy are ye if ye do them"
(xiii. 17). "He that hath my commandments, and doeth them,
he it is that loveth me ; and I will love him, and will manifest
myself to him, and make my abode with him" (xiv. 21—23).
•' Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit " (John
XV. 8). "Not the hearers of the law are just before God, but
the doers of the laiv " (Rom. ii. 13 ; James i. 22). " God, in the
day of wrath and of just judgement, Avill render to every man
according to his works" {Rora. ii. 5, 6). "For we must all

appear before the judgement-seat of Christ, that every one may
receive the things done in his body, according to ivhat he hath
done, whether it be good or bad" (2 Cor. v. 10). " The Son of
Man will come in the glory of his Father, and then he will
reward every man according to his deeds" (Matt. xvi. 27). "I
heard a voice from heaven, saying unto me. Write, Blessed are
the dead who die in the Lord from henceforth

; yea, saith the
spirit, that they may rest from their labors, and their works fol-
low with them" (Rev. xiv. 13). " A book was opened, which is

the book of life, and the dead were judged according to those
things whicli were written in tlie books, according to their ivorks "

(xx. 12). " Behold, I come quickly, and my reward is with me,
to give every man as his works shall be" (xxii. 12). " Jehovah,
whose eyes are open upon all the ways of the sons of men, to
give every one according to his ways, and according to the fruit
of his works" (Jer. xxxii. 19). "I will punish them for their
ways, and reward ttiem for their works" (Hos. iv. 9). According
to our ways, and according to our works, so hath hejiealt with
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n« " (Zech. i. 6) ; not to mention a. thousand other passages to

the same purport. From all this it must plainly appear thai

charity and faith are not charity and faith before they exist

together in works, and that if they exist only in an expanse above

works, or in the mind, they are like pictures of a tabernacle or

temple in the air, which are mere meteors, and vanish away of

themselves ; or they are like pictu.res on a piece of paper eaten

by moths, or like abodes on the house-top, where there is no
bed-chamber, and not in the house. Hence then it is very evi-

dent that charity and ftxith are fleeting, perishable things, so

long as they are only in the mind, and are not determined to

works, and co-exist in them, whenever it is practicable.

377. 3. Charity alone does not produce good ivorks, still less

do e.9 faith alone, but charity and faith together jiroduce them.

The reason of this is because charity without faith is not cha-

rity, and faith without charity is not ftiith, as was shewn above,

n. 355 to 358 ; therefore charity cannot be by itself, or faith by

itself ; it cannot therefore be said that either charity or faith b}'

itself produces any good works. In this respect the case is sim-

ilar to that of the wiD and the understanding ; for the will can-

not be by itself, consequently it cannot be said that b}'^ itself it

can produce anything ; nor can the understanding be by itself,

and therefore, this also by itself cannot produce any thing ; but

production and fruitfulness are eifected by both together, and
are the operation of the understanding, acting from and under
the influence of the will. The ground of the similitude between
these two cases is, because the will is the habitation of charity,

and the understanding of faith. The latter part of the proposi-

tion, that still less can faith alone produce good works, is true,

for this reason, because faith is truth, and its operation is to

produce truths, and these enlighten charity and its exercises :

this the Lord teaches when he says, " He that doeth truth, com-
eth to the light, that his Avorks may be made manifest, that they

are wrought in God^' (John iii. 21). So long therefore as a man
does good works according to truths, he does them in the light,

that is, intelligently and wisely. The conjunction of charity

and faith is like the marriage of husband and wife : all natural

offspring are produced by the husband as father, and the wife

as mother : in like manner, all spiritual offspring, which ai'c the

knowledges of good and truth, are produced by charity as father,

and faith as mother. These observations may serve to point

out the mode of the propagation of spiritual families. In the

Word also, according to its spiritual sense, husband and father

signify the good of charity, and wife and mother, the truth of

faith : hence again it is evident that neither charity alone, nor
faith alone, can produce good works, any more than a husband
alone, or a wife alone, can produce children. The truths of

faith not only enlighten charitv, but also give it its quality, and
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what is more, nourish it : therefore a man who has charity, and

not the truths of faith, is hke one walking in a garden at night,

who phicks fruit from the trees, without knowing whether it is

good or bad ; and since the truths of faith not only enlighten

charity, but also give it its quality, it follows, that charity with-

out the truths of faith is like fruit without juice, or like a parched

fig, or like a grape after the wine has been pressed from it : and

since, as was just observed, truths also nourish charity, it fol-

lows that if charity is without the truths of faith, it has no other

nourishment than what a man would receive by eating burnt

bread, and drinking at the same time dirty water drawn from a

stagnant pool.

IX. There are a true faith, a spurious faith, and a hypo-
critical FAITH.

378. The Christian church from its earliest infancy began to

be infested and rent asunder by schisms and heresies, and in pro-

cess of time was torn and mangled, much like the man we read

of, that went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among
thieves, who stripped and wounded him, and left him half dead

{Luke X. 30) . Hence, what is written of that church in Daniel

has come to pass :
" At length upon the bird of abominations

shall be desolation, and even until the consummation and the

decision, it shall drop upon the devastation" (ix. 27) . And ac-

cording to the Lord's words ;
" Then shall the end come, when ye

shall see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the

prophet" (Matt. xxiv. 14, 15). The fate of the church in this re-

spect may be compared with that of a ship laden with most valu-

able merchandize, which has no sooner weighed anchor, and left

its port, than it begins to be tossed with storms, and presently

is wrecked, and sinks to the bottom of the sea, and then its rich

lading is partly spoiled by the water, and partly torn to pieces

by fishes. That the Christian church from its infancy has been
thus tossed and torn, is plain from ecclesiastical history, which

informs us that even in the Apostles' time it began to be disturbed

by Simon, who was a Samaritan by birth, and by profession a

sorcerer, as we read. Acts viii. 9 ; and also by HymencBus and
Philetus, who are mentioned by Paul in his Epistle to Timothy

;

and again by Nicolas, who gave name to the Nicolaitans, men-
tioned iu Revelation, chap. ii. 6 ; and Acts vi. 5 ; and besides

by Cerinthus. After the time of the apostles, several other here-

tical sects made their appearance, as the Marcionites, Noetians,

Valentinians, Encratites, Cutaphrygians, Quarto -Decimans,

Alogians, Catharians, Origenists or Adamites, SabelHans, Sa-

mosaienes, ManichcEans, Meletians, and lastly Arians. After

these, whole troops of arch-heretics attacked the church, as the

Donatists, Photiniaris, Acacians or Semi-Arians, Eunomians,

Macedonians, Nestorians, Predestinarians, Papists, Zivinglians,

Anabaptists, Schwenckfeldians, Synergists, Socinians, Anti-
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Trinitarians, Quakers, Moravians, Avith many others. Over all

theseLvther, Melancthon, and Calvin, finally prevailed^ whose doc-

trinc3 are generaiiy received at this day. The causes of so many
diAisions and seditions in the church are chiefly these three

:

First, The Divine Trinity was not understood : Secondly, Men
had no correct knowledge of the Lord : Thirdly, The passion

of the cross Avas regarded as redemption itself. Where these

three points are misunderstood, whicn are the very essentials of

that faith which gives existence to the church, and from which
it is called a chui'ch, it must of necessity come to pass, that all

things relating to the church will be diverted from their right

course, and at last be turned in a direction contrary to truth

;

and yet the members of that church may possibly still imagine,

that they are in a true faith towards God, and influenced by a

right belief in all the truths which relate to God. It is in this

case as with persons who bind a handkerchief over their eyes, and
walk, as they fancy, in a right line, when nevertheless they are

every step deviating from it, and at length get into a direction

opposite to that in which they set out, till they fall headlong into

some pit or cavern. But it is impossible for a member of the

chiu'ch to be brought back from his wandering into the right

way, unless he be made acquainted with the nature and proper-

ties of a true faith, a spuiious faith, and a hypocritical faith

;

we will therefore prove these propositions, I. There is only one
true faith, and it is directed towards the Lord God the Saviour

Jesus Christ, and abides with those who believe that he is the

Son of God, the God of heaven and earth, and one Avith the

Father; 2. Spurious faith is every faith Avhich is at A^ariance

Avith the one true faith, and abides Avith those who climb up
some other Avay, and regard the Lord, not as God, but as a mere
man ; 3. Hypocritical faith is not faith.

379. 1. lliere is only one true faith, and it is directed towards
the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ, and abides with those

who believe him to be the Son of God, the God cf heaven and earth,

and one ivith the Father.

There is only one true faith, because faith is truth, and truth

cannot be broken and cut asunder, so that one part may look to

the left hand, and another to the right, and yet remain truth.

Faith, in a general sense, consists of innumerable truths, being
their complex; but those innumerable truths constitute as it

AAcre one body, the several members of which are formed of

various tniths ; thus some truths form the members that are

dependent on the breast, as the arms and hands ; some again
the members that are dependent on the loins, as the legs and
feet ; but interior truths form the head, and the truths proxi-

mately proceeding thence, form the sensories in the face. Inte-

rior truths form the head, because the term interior implies also

mhsit is superior ; for in the spiritual world whatever is interio?
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is also superior, wliich is the case with tlie three heavens. Tho
soul and life of this body, and all its members, is the Lord God
the Saviour; hence the church is called by Paul the body of

Christ, and all who belong to the church, according to the states

of their charity and faith, constitute its members. That there is

only one true faith, is likewise taught by Paul in these words :

" There is one body and one spirit, one Lord, 07ie faith, one
baptism, one God : and he gave some for the work of the minis-

try, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all come to

the unity of the faith, and the knowledge of the Son of God,
inito a perfect man, unto the measure of the age of the fulness

of Christ" (Ephes. iv. 4—6, 11—13.) That the one true faith

is a faith in the Lord God the Sa"vdour, was fully shewn above,

11. 337—339. But the reason why a true faith abides with those

who believe the Lord to be the Son of God, is, because they also

believe him to be God, and faith is not faith, unless it is

du-ected towards God. That this charactei'istic of faith is the

chief of all the truths that enter into its composition, is evident

from the Lord^s words to Peter, when he said, " Thmi art the

Christ, the son of the living God : Blessed ai't thou, Simon; and
I say unto thee, upon this rock I will build my church, and the

gates of hell shall not prevail against it" (Matt. xvi. 16—18).

Qy a rock here, as in other parts of the Word, is meant the

Lord as to Divine Truth, and likewise divine truth from the

Lord. That this truth is the primary or chief of all, and like a

diadem on the head, and a sceptre in the hand, of the body of

Christ, is plain from the Lord^s declarations, tliat upon this

rock he would build his church, and that the gates of hell should

not prevail against it. It is plain also from these Avords in John,

that this characteristic of faith is of the first consequence

:

'' Whosoever shall confess that Jesus is the Son of God, God
dwelleth in him, and he in God" (1 Epist. iv. 15). Besides

this mark of being in the one only true faith, there is another,

which is, to bebeve that the Lord is God of heaven and earth.

This is a consequence of the former, that he is the Son of God,
and is evident from these declarations :

" In him dwelleth all the

fulness of the Godhead" (Coloss. ii. 9)^ "He hath all power
in heaven and earth" (Matt. xxAdii. 18). "All that the Father

hath is his" (John iii. 35; x^d. 15). The third mark which
evinces that those who believe in the Lord are interiorly prin-

cipled in faith towards him, thus that they are in the one only

true faith, is, that they believe that the Lord is one with the

Father. That he is one with the Father, and is the Father

himself in the humanity, was fully proved in the chapter on the

Lord, and on Redemption, and appears evidently from the

Lord's words, when he declared, " I and the Father are one

"

(John X. 30) ;
" The Father is in me, and I in him " (x. 38

;

xiv. 10, 11) ; and when he said to his disciples, that henceforth
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they had seen and known tlie Father ; and when he looked at

Philipj and said, " He that hath seen me hath seen the Father"
(John xiv. 7, 9) . The reason wliy these three are the characteristic

testimonies which evince that the worshiper is principled in faith

towards the Lord, thus in the one only true faith, is, because

not all who approach the Lord are principled in faith towards
him ; for true faith is internal, and at the same time external.

Such only as are in possession of these three precious marks of

faith are in its internals as Avell as in its externals, so that it is

at once a treasure in their hearts and a jewel in their mouths .

])ut the case is difterent with those who do not acknowledge the

Lord to be God of heaven and earth, or one wdth the Father

;

for these interiorly look towards other gods, who have like

power, which yet they conceive is to be exercised by the Son,

either as a deputy or as a being avIio, by reason of the redemp-
tion wrought by him, has merited the revvard of ruling over

those wdiom he has redeemed. But such persons break in pieces

the true faith by a division of the unit}^ of God ; and when it is

broken it is no longer faith, but only the ghost of faith, which,

when viewed naturally, appears as a sort of image of faith, but
when viewed spiritually, is a mere chimera. How plain and
undeniable is it that faith, to be true, must be directed towards

one God, who is the God of heaven and earth, consequently

towards God the Father in a human form, thus towards the

Lord ! These three characters, evidences, and indices, to shew^

that a man's faith in the Lord is a real faith, are like the

Lydian stone by Avhich gold and silver are tried and known :

they are also like stones and finger-posts on the roads, Avhich

l)oint towards the temple where the one true God is worshiped
;

and they are like light-houses on rocks at sea, which in the

night inform the sailor Avhere he is, and in what direction he is

to steer his ship. This first character of faith, that the Lord is

the Son of the living God, is like the mornii:ig star to all those

who enter into his church.

380. 2. Spurious faith is every faith that departs from the

one only ti'ue faith, and it abides with those ivho climb up some
other way, and recjard the Lord, not as God, but as a mere man.

That spurious faith is every faith that departs from the one
only true faith, is self-evident ; for since there is but one true

faith, it must necessarily follow that every other which departs

trom that, is not true. All the good and the truth of the clun'ch

is propagated by virtue of the marriage of the Lord and the

chvu'ch, consequently all that which essentially is charity and all

which essentially is faith are the oftspriug of that marriage ; it

follows that any charity or fiiith, not being the issue of that

marriage, are not lawfully begotten, but are an illegitimate issuc^,

consequently the fruit either of polygamy or of adulter}'. All

faith which acknowledges the Lord, and yet adopts false aiid
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heretical opinions, is the issue of polygamy ; and all faith -whicii

acknowledges three lords of one church, is the issue of adidtery
;

for it is either like a woman that is a professed harlot, or like a

•woman that is married to one husband, and yet hires lierself out

to two others, in whose embraces she spends the night, and calls

each of them by turns her husband : hence it is that sucli faith

is called spurious. The Lord also in many places calls the pro-

fessors of such faith adulterers, and likewise describes them under

the name of thieves and robbers ; as in John :
'^ A'^erily, I s:\y

imto you. He that entereth not by the door into the sheep-fold,

but cUmbeth up some other ivay, the same is a tldef and a robber.

I am the door ; by me if any man enter in, he shall be saved"

(x. 1, 9). To enter into the sheepfold is to enter into the chiu'ch,

and also into heaven ; for heaven and the church constitute a

one, and nothing constitutes heaven but the church there : as

the Lord therefore is the bridegroom and husband of the church,

so is he also the bridegroom and husband of heaven. The legi-

timacy or illegitimacy of faith may be discovered and known by
the three characters mentioned above, which are the acknow-

ledgement of the Lord as the Son of God, the acknowledgement

of him as the God of heaven and earth, and the acknowledgement

that he is one with the Father : in proportion then as any faith

departs from these three essentials, it is spurious. A spurious,

and at the same time an adulterous faith, belongs to those who
regard the Lord, not as God, but as a mere man. This is evi-

dently the case with the tv/o wicked heresies of Arius and
SociNUs, which were anathematized in the Christian churcli,

and excoinmunicated from it, because they deny the divinity

of the Lord, and climb up some other way ; but I fear that those

abominations still lie concealed in spirit among the generality of

those who profess to be members of the church at this day. One
circumstance is very extraordinary, that the more any person

fancies himself distinguished above others for his learning and
judgement, the more apt is he to entertain and appropriate to

himself ideas concerning the Lord, as being a man, and not

God, and to conclude that since he is a man, he cannot be God
;

yet every one, who appropriates to himself these ideas, joins

himself in society with those Arians and Socinians, whose abode

in the spiritual world is in hell. The reason why the members
of the church at the present day entertain such notions in their

spirit generally, is, because every man is attended by an associate

spirit ; for without such an associate, a man would be incapable

of thinking analytically, rationally, and spiritually, consequently

he would not be a man, but a brute ; and every man draws into

association Avitli himself a spirit similar to the affection of his

own will, and the perception of his understanding thence result-

ing. He that introduces himself into good affections, by means
of truths from the Word and a concordant life, has an angel
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from lieaven as his associate ; but lie that introduces himself into

evil affections, by confirmations of falsities and an evil life, has

a spirit from hell as his associate ; in consequence of which asso-

ciation he enters more and more into fraternity with satans, and
then confirms himself more and more in falses which contradict

the truths of the Word, and in the abominations of Arius and
Socinus against the Lord. The reason of this is, because the

whole host of satans cannot endure to hear any truth from the

Word, or even the name Jesus to be pronounced ; for when such

sounds strike their ears, they become instantly like furies, and
run to and fro, uttering blasphemies ; and if at such times anv
influx of heavenly light breaks in upon them, they cast themselves

headlong iiito caverns, and into their own thick darkness, where
they have a light like what owls see by in the night, and like

Avhat cats have when they are in pursuit of their pre}^ in a dark

place. To such a condition are all reduced after death, who in

heart and belief deny the Divinity of the Lord and the holiness

of the Word : their internal man is such, howsoever the external

may play the hypocrite, and pretend to be a Christian ; and this

I know to be true, because I have both seen and heard it. All

who honor the Lord as a Redeemer and Saviour with their mouths
and lips only, but in heart and spirit regard him as a mere man,
when they thus speak and teach, their cheeks are like a bladder

full of honey, but their hearts are like a bladder full of gall

;

their words also are like cakes of sugar, but their thoughts are

like emulsions of poison ; or they ai-e like pies, in the hollow of

which deadly serpents lie concealed. If they are priests, they
are like pirates at sea, who hang out the flag of a friendly state,

but when a ship approaches them in confidence of friendship,

they hang out their piratical flag instead of the former, and
make prize of the ship and prisoners of its people. They arc

also like serpents of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil,

Avhicli approach like angels of light, holding in their hands apples

gathered from that tree, but painted of a golden color, as if they

were gathered from the tree of life, Avhich they present with

these words :
" God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,

then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing
good and evil " (Gen. iii. 5) ; and when those to whom they

present them have eaten, they follow the serpent to his infernal

abode, and dwell with him : around that abode are all those

satans who have eaten of the apples of Arius and Socinus. Tlie

same persons are also signified by the man, who came to the

wedding, and had not on a wedding-garment, who Avas cast into

outer-darkness (Matt. xxii. 11, 12, 13). The AA'cdding-garment

is faith towards the Lord, as the Son of God, the God of heaven
and earth, and one with the Father. Those Avho honor the

Lord Avith their mouths and lips onh', but in heart and spiiii.

regard him as a mere man, in case thc\^ open their thoughts^
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und persuade otliers to tliink as tliey do, are spiritual murderers,

aud the worst of them are spiritual cannibals. The life of man
is derived from love aud faith towards the Lord ; but if this

essential of faith and love, that the Lord is God-lMan and Man-
God, be removed, his life is chang-ed into death ; thus the man
is slain and devoured, as a lamb by a Avolf.

381. 3. HyiJocriiical faith is not faith,.

A man becomes a hypocrite, Avhile he thinks much about

himself, and prefers himself before others ; for by this means he

determines the thoughts and affections of his mind into his body,

infuses them into it, and conjoins them Avith the senses belonging

to it. Hence the man becomes natural, sensual, and coiporeal

;

and his mind is then incapable of being Avithdrawn from t lie flesh

with which it coheres, and of being elevated to God, and of see-

ing any thing of God, that is, any thing spiritual in the light of

heaven ; and being thus a merely carnal man, the spiritual things

which enter the understanding by the sense of hearing appear to

liim but as phantoms or bubbles in the air, yea, as flies about

the head of a horse that is heated with running ; therefore in his

heart he ridicules them ; for it is Avcll kno"nn that the natural

man regards the things of the spirit, or spiritual things, as foolish-

ness. A hypocrite is in the lowest rank of natural men, because he
is a merely sensual man ; for his mind is so closely linked Avith the

bodily senses, that he does not love to see any thing but Avhat

is suggested by his senses; and they being in the sphere of na-

ture, compel his mind to think on all subjects from nature, and

oven to judge on matters of faith by the same rule. If such a.

liypocrite becomes a preacher, he retains in his memory such

particulars as he had been taught respecting faith in his child-

liood aud youth; but as these are animated by no spii'itual prin-

ciple from Avithin, but by one merely natural, they are nothing
Avhen introduced into his public discourses but lifeless Avords.

The sound of animation he infuses into them is derived solely

from the delights of the love of self and the Avorld, from whicli

he trumpets them forth Avith all his poAvers of eloquence, Avhich

soothes the ear much like the sounds of an harmonious song. A
hypocritical preacher, AAdien he leaves tlie pulpit and retm-ns to

his OAvn home, laughs AAithin himself at all that he had said

about faith, and all that he had adduced from the Word, before

the congregation ; and possibly he may say to himself, " I have

cast a net into the Avater, and have caught turbots and shell-fish;"

for all appear such in his imagination Avho are principled in a true

faith. A hypocrite is like a carved image Avith a double head, one
u'ithin the other, the inner cohering Avitli the trunk or body, a}id

the outer being movable about the inner, and painted in front

of the color of a human face, not unlike the wooden heads that

are exposed to vicAV in a barber's shop. He is also like a little

boat, Avhich a sailor bv a proper application of the sail, can direct
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at pleasure, either with the wind or against it ; his trimming in

fovor of every thing tiiat indulges the flesh and its senses answer-

ing to this management of the sail. Hypocritical ministers are

perfect comedians, buffoons, and stage players, who can play

the parts of kings, dukes, primates, and bishops, and presently,

when they leave the stage, and put off their theatrical dresses,

will go to a brothel, and entertain themselves Avith their mistresses.

They are also like gates hung on hinges so contrived that they

(;an open at pleasure both ways. Such is the state of their minds,

they can open towards hell and towards heaven ; and when they

are open towards the one, they are shut towards the other; for

what is very surprising, at the time they are engaged in their

!ioly ministration, and teaching truths from the Word, they do
not know but that they believe them, because the door towards

hell is then shut ; but presently, when thev return home, they

do not believe a syllable of what they have been saying, because

then the door is shut towards heaven. There dwells in the hearts

of all who are deeply sunk in hypocrisy an intestine enmity
against all truly spiritual persons, such as that Avhich burns in

the breasts of satans against the angels of heaven : they are not

sensible indeed of this while they live in this world, but it mani-
fests itself after death, when their external, by which they could

assume an appearance of being spiritual men, is removed ; for it

is their internal man which is of such a satanic natm^e. But I

will tell you, reader, in what manner spiritual hypocrites, who
are such as " walk in sheep's clothing, when inwardly they are

ravening wolves" (Matt. vii. 15), appear before the angels of

heaven. They appear like soothsayers, walking on the palms of

their hands and praying, who Avitli their lips, following the

dictates of their hearts, address themselves to devils, and em-
brace them, Avhile with their shoes thtfy make a clapping in the

air, and thus direct a sort of noisy worship to God ; but when
they stand on their feet they appear, as to their eyes, like leo-

pards, as to their gait like wolves, as to their m^ouths like foxes,

as to their teeth like crocodiles, and as to faith like vultures.

X. The wicked have no faith.

382. All those fall under the denomination of the Avickcd

who deny that the world was created by God, and consequently

'leny that there is a God ; for such are atheistical naturalists.

The reason why sucii persons are wicked is, because all good,

which is not only naturally but also spiritually good, is from
God ; therefore those Avho deny a God have not the Avill, and
consequently not the capacity, to receive any good fi'om any
other source than from their proprium or selfhood: the selfhood

of man is the lust of his flesh ; and whatever proceeds from this

source is spiritually evil, howsoever naturally good it may ap-

pear. These are theoretically wicked; but the practically Avicked

are those who set at nought the divine commaudmepts, as thc}-
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are summarily expressed in the decalogue, and who live like

men governed by no law : these also deny a God, notwithst and-

ing then- lip-confession of his existence, because God and his

commandments are one ; for -which reason the ten command-
ments of the decalogue are called Jehovah there (Numb. x.

35, 36; Psalm cxxxii. 7, 8). But that the proof of this propo-

sition, that the wicked have no faith, may be rendered more
clear and satisfactory, we will reduce it under the two follow-

ing problems :—1. The wicked have no faith, because evil or

wickedness is of hell, and faith is of heaven. 3. Throughout;

all Christendom there is no faith among those who reject the

the Lord and the Word, notwithstanding the morahty of their

lives^ and the rationality with "uhich they even speak, teach, and
write about faith. But each problem will require a particular

explanation.

383. 1. The ivicJced have no faith, because wickedness is of

hell, and faith is of heaven.

The reason why v.ickedness or evil is of hell, is because all

evil, comes from thence ; and faith is of heaven, because all the

truth of faith is derived from heaven. A man, dm'ing his abode

on earth, walks and is held in the midst between heaven and
hell, and thus is in spiritual equilibrium, which is his free-"ndll.

Hell is under his feet, and heaven over his head ; and whatever

ascends from hell is evil and false, and whatever descends from

heaven is good and true : a man therefore, from his middle sta-

tion between those two opposites, and his spiritual equilibrium

in consequence, has the power of freely choosing, adopting, and
appropriating to himself either the one or the other. If he
chooses, adopts, and appropriates to himself the evil and the

false, he conjoins himself with hell, but if goodness and truth,

he conjoins himself Avitli heaven. Hence it appears not only

that evil is of hell, and faith is of heaven, but also that those

two principles cannot dwell together in one subject or man : for

in case they were together the man would be distracted, as if he

were tied aliout the body with tw^o ropes, by one of which liL-

was pulled upwards, and by the other dowuAvards ; the conse-

quence of which would be that he would remain pendulous in

the air : in such case too he w^ould be like a blackbird, which in

its flight sometimes mounts aloft, and sometimes sinks towards

the ground, and in his lofty flight he would worship God, but in

his lowly flight the devil. This Avould constitute profanatioUj as

must be evident to every one : the Lord also teaches that '• No
man can serve tw^o masters ; for he would hate the one, and love

the other'' (Matt. vi. 24). Faith cannot dwell with e^dl, as may be

illustrated by various comparisons; for instance, evil is like fire

(infernal fire being the love of evil), and consumes faith like

stubble, and reduces it, and all that belongs to it, to ashes.

Evil dwells in darkness, and faith in light ; and evil, by means
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of fiilses, extinguislies faitli, as darkness does light. Evil is

nl'dck like ink, and faith is white like snow, and clear like

water; and evil blackens faith, as ink does snow and water.

Moreover, evil and the truths of faith cannot be conjoined to-

gether, otherwise than as any stinking body is with an aromatic

or sweet-scented one, or as urine with well-flavored wine ; and
they can no more abide together than a putrid carcase and a

living man in one bed, or than a Avolf with a flock of sheep in

their fold, a hawk in a dove-cote, or a fox in a herr-roost.

384. 2. Throughout all Christendom there is no faith among
those ivho reject the Lord ayid the Word, notwithstanding the

morality of their lives, and the rationality with which they even

speak, teach, and write about faith.

This follows as a conclusion from all that has been shewn
above : for it has been evinced that the one only and true faith

is directed towards the Lord and derived from him; that all

faith which is not directed towards him and derived from him is

not spiritual faith, but natural ; and that fiiith merely natm-al

has not in it the essence of faitli. Moreover, faith is derived

from the Word, and can have no other source ; for the Word is

from the Lord, and consequently the Lord himself is in the

Word; therefore he says that he is the Word (John i. 1, 2).

Hence it follows, that whoever rejects the Word, rejects the

Lord also, because they cohere together as a one ; and further,

that whoever rejects either the Lord or the Word, rejects also

the cliurch, which has its existence from the Lord by means of

the Word ; and again, that whoever rejects the church, shuts

liimself out from heaven, because the church is an introduction

into heaven ; and those who are shut out from heaven are among
the damned, who have no faith. The reason why those who
reject the Lord and the Word have no faith, notwithstanding

their lives are moral, and they speak, teach, and write rationally

about faith, is, because their moral life is not spiritual, but

natural, and their rational mind is not spu'itual but natural

;

and morality and rationality merely natural are in themselves

dead ; consequently, such persons have no more faith than dead

men. The merely natural man, who in respect to faith is dead,

can indeed converse and give instruction about faith, charity,

and God, but not from and under the influence of faith, charity,

or God. Those only have faith who believe on the Lord ; all

others have no faith, as is eAddent from the following passages :

" He that believeth on the Son is not condemned ; but he that

believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not believed

in the name of the only-begotten Son of God" (John iii. 18),
" He that believeth on the Son hath everlasting life ; and lie

that believeth not the Son will not see life ; but the anger of

God abideth on him " (iii. 36) . Jesus said^ " When the Spirit

of truth Cometh, he will reprove the world of sin, because they
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beiieve not on me " (xvi. 8, 9) ; and to the Jews, " Except ye

believe that I am, ye will die in your sins^^ (viii. 24); David

therefore says, " I Avill declare the decree : Jehovah hath said,

Thou art my Sou ; this day have I begotten thee. Kiss the

Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish in the way. Blessed are

all those that trust in him" (Psalm ii. 7, 12). That in the con-

summation of the age, which is the last time of the church,

there would be no faith existing, in consequence of there being .

none directed towards the Lord, as the Son of God, the God of

heaven and earth, and one Avith the Father, the Lord foretold,

Avhere he saj^s, Then shall be the abomination of desolation, and

great tribulation, such as has not been from the beginning of

the world, and never shall be ; and the sun shall be darkened,

and the moon shall not give her light, and the stars shall fall

from heaven (Matt. xxiv. 15, 21, 29); and in the Revelation,
" Satan shall be loosed out of his prison, and shall go out to

deceive the nations Avhich are in the four corners of the earth,

the number of whom is as the sand of the sea" (xx. 7, 8). As
the Lord foresaw this Avould he the case, he also said, " Never-

theless, when the Son of Man cometh, loill he find faith on the

earth?" (Luke xviii. 8).

385. To the above I shall add the following memorable
RELATIONS.—FiRST. A ccrtaiii angel once said to me, "If you
desire to see clearly the nature of faith and charity, and thus

what faith is when separate from charity, and what it is when
conjoined with charity, I will give you ocular demonstration."

I replied, '*' Do so." Then he said. " Instead of faith and charity,

substitute light and heat, and conceive faith to be light, and
charity heat, and you will see the matter clearl3^ Faith in its

essence is the truth of wisdom, and charity in its essence the

affection of love, and in heaven the truth of Avisdom is light, and
the affection of love is heat ; the light and heat Avhich the angels

feel and enjoy are in their essence nothing else : hence you may
clearly see what faith is when separate from charity, and Avhat

it is when they are in conjunction. Faith separate from charity

is like the light in winter, and faith conjoined Avith charity is like

the light in spring. The light of winter, Avhich is light separate

from heat, and in consequence conjoined with cold, strips the

trees of then- leaves, kills every green herb, hardens the ground,

and congeals the Avaters ; but the hght of spring, Avhich is light

conjoined with heat, causes the trees to vegetate, first into leaves,

tlien into blossoms ; and lastly into fruits : it opens and softens

the ground, so that it bears grass, herbs, flowers, and shrubs
;

and it also dissolves the ice, so that the Avaters can fioAV from
their fountains. Exactly similar is the case Avith faith and cha-

rity : faith separate irom charity brings death to all things, and
faith conjoined Avith charitv imparts life to aU things. Thia
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extraction of life, and this quickening, may be vindly seen in

our spiritual -world, because here faith is liglit, and charity heat

;

for wiiere faith is conjoined -with cliarity, there are paradisiacal

gardens, flo^yer-beds, and shrubberies, gay and delightful in

proportion to such conjunction ; but where faith is separate from
charity, there does not grow so much as a blade of grass, or any
green thing, except it be on thorns and briars." Thei'e were
sr,:uiding at a little distance from us some of the clergy, whom the

angel called justifiers and sanctifiers of men by faith alone, and
also arcanists, that is, dealers in mysteries. We related to them
the same things concerning charity and faith, and likewise gave

them ocular demonstration of their truth : but when we asked

them whether they admitted it to be so, they turned their backs

upon us, and said, " We did not hear you ;" on Avhicli we raised

our voices, and cried, '' Hear us now then ;" but immediately
they stopped their ears with both hands, and exclaimed, " We
y/ill not hear."

After this I conversed with the angel concerning faith in a

state of separation from charity, and I acquainted him that it

had been granted me to know, by living experience, that such
faith is like the light in winter; for that during the space of'

several years spirits had passed before me who were influenced

by various kinds of faith, and that Avhcnever those aj)proached

who had separated faith from charity, such a coldness seized my
feet, and from thence passed up to my loins, and at length to my
l)reast, that I almost fancied my whole bodily life would depart

from me; and indeed this would actually have been the case, had
not the Lord driventhem away, and thus delivered me. It appeared

surprising to me, that those very spirits did not feel any sensation

of cold in themselves, as they declared to me ; therefore I com-
pared them to fish under ice, which likewise have no sensation

of cold, as their life, and of consequence their natu^re, is cold in

itself. I perceived then that the cold I felt on the approach of

such spirits, flowed from the imaginary light of their faith, just

as cold exhalations, accompanied by iffnes fatui, arise from
marshy and sulphureous ground in the depth of winter after

sunset, which are often seen and felt by travelers. Such spirits

may be compared also to mountains of ice separated from their

places in northern climates, and carried to and fro in the ocean
;

of which I have heard it related, that on their approaching a

ship, all Avho are on board shiver with the cold. Hence a com-
()any of those spirits, Avho are in faith separate from chaiity,

may not only be compared to, but Avithout impropriety may be
called, such mountains. We learn from the Word that/ci/A

without charity is dead, but the cause of its death has been
hitherto unknown ; I will therefore explain it. The death of

faith separate from charity is a consequence of cold, from whicli

faith expires, like a bird in a severe frost, which first dies as to
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its cyesiglit, and at the same time as to its power of flying, then

as to respiration, and at length it falls down headlong from the

tree where it perched, and is buried in the snow.

386. The second memorable relation.—Awaking one

morning from sleep, I saw two angels descending from heaven.,

one from the southern quarter, and the other from the eastern,

each in his chariot, drawn by white horses. The chariot of the

angel from the southern quarter shone like silver, and that

of the angel from the eastern quarter like gold, and the reins,

Avhich they held in their hands, glowed with a flaming light like

'jhe dawn of day. These two angels appeared thus to me when
at a distance, but when they came near they did not appear in

•chariots, but in their own angelic human form. The one from
the eastern quarter of lieaven was clad in bright purple raiment,

and the one from the southern quarter in raiment of a violet

blue. As soon as they reached the inferior I'egions below the

lieavens they ran to meet each other, as if they strove which
should be first, and mutually embraced and kissed each other.

I was informed that these two angels, during their abode on
earth, had been conjoined in the bond of an interior friendship;

but that now one was in the eastern heaven, and' the other in

the southern : in the eastern heaven are those who are in love

fi'om the Lord, and in the southern those who are in Avisdom

from the Lord. When they had conversed together some time
about the magnificent objects and scenery in their respective

heavens, they entered upon the discussion of this question.

Whether heaven, in its essence, be love or wisdom. In this

they agreed, that the one derived its origin from the other; but
the debate was which was the primitive, and Avhich the derivative.

The angel from the heaven of Avisdom then asked the other,
" What is love ?" to AAdiich he replied, " Love originating from
the Lord, as a sun, is the vital heat of angels and men, conse-

quently the esse of their life ; and the derivations of love aro

called affections, and by them are produced perceptions, and
thus tlioughts ; Avhence it follows that Avisdom in its origin is

love, consequently that thought in its origin is the affection of

that love; and it is evident from the derivations examined in

their order, that thought is only the form of aftection. The
reason Avhy this is not knoAvn is, because thoughts are in light,

and aff'ections in heat; so that the mind reflects upon its

thoughts, but not on its afi^ections. That thought is only the
form of the afi'ection of some particular love, may also be illus-

trated by the case of speech, Avliich is only the form of sound

:

Avliich is a just illustration, because sound corresponds Avith

afi'ection, and speech Avitli thought : therefore aftection forms
the sound or tone of the voice, and thought the speech or Avords

of a discourse. This may be further elucidated by this cou-
sideration, that if yoa take aAvnv sound from speech, nothiujj of
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speech remains ; and in like manner if you take away affection

from thought, nothing of thought remains. Hence then it is

plain that love is the all of wisdom; consequently^ the essence of

the heavens is love, and their existence is wisdom; or, what is

the same thing, the heavens have their being from the divine

love, and exist from the divine love by the divine wisdom;
therefore, as was said above, the one derives its origin from the

other." There was with me at that time a novitiate spirit, who,
hearing this discourse, inquired whether the case was similar

with regard to charity and faith, since charity has relation to

affection, and faith to thought. The angel replied, " The case

is similar, faith being only the form of charity, just as speech

is the form of sound ; for faith is formed by charity, as speech

is by sound. We in heaven know also the manner of such for-

mation, but at pi'esent Ave have not leisure to explain it. By
faith, however," he added, " I mean spiritual faith, which alone

has in it life and spirit from the Lord, l^y means of charity; for

charity is spiritual, and faith is rendered spiritual thereby

:

therefore faith without charity is a merely natural faith, which
is dead, and which also conjoins itself with merely natural affec-

tion, Avhich is nothing but lust." The angels conversed on these

subjects spiritually, and spiritual discourse contains and infolds

in it thousands of things, which natural language cannot ex-

press, and, what is wonderful, such as do not so much as fall

within the ideas of natural thought. After conversing together

for some time on these and similar subjects, the angels departed;

and as they retired to their respective heavens, their heads

appeared encompassed with stars, and when they were removed
to a distance from me, they again appeared in chariots as before.

387. The third memorable relation.—As soon as those

two angels were gone out of my sight, I observed a garden on
my right hand, in which were olives, fig-trees, laurels, and
palms, planted in order according to their correspondences.

Tiiither I cast my eyes, and saw angels and spirits walking and
couA'crsing together among the trees. Then one of the angelic

spirits observed me, (angelic spirits are such as are in the world

of spirits preparing for heaven) and came out of the garden

towards me and said, " Will you come Avith me into our para-

dise? You shall hear and see Avondrous things." I accepted

the invitation and attended him, and then he said to me, " Those
whom you see (for there Avere many persons there) are all prin-

cipled in the love of truth, and are in consequence in the light

of Avisdom. Here is a palace Avhicli we call the Temple op

WisDOAi ; but such is the nature of this palace, that no person

Avho fancies himself very Avise can see it, and much less if lie

fancies himself Avise enough, and least of all if he fancies that

his Avisdom is self-derived. The reason of this is, because such

persons have no capacitv to receive light from heaven froiii tliij
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love of genuine wisdom. Genuine "wisdom consists in a man s

seeing by the light of heaven, that the knowledge, intelligence

and wisdom which he has, is so little in comparison of what he

has not, that it is but like a drop of water compared with the

whole body of the ocean, and thus of scarcely any amount.

Every one who is in this paradisiacal garden, and who, in con-

sequence of a clear perception and interior sight, acknowledges

^hat his wisdom is respectively so little, sees that Temple or

<VisDOM ; for interior light in the mind enables a man to see it,

but not exterior light witliout it.^"" Now as I had often thought

that such must be the fact, and first from science, afterwards from

perception, and lastly from an interior light, had acknoAvledged

that a man has so little w^isdom, behold ! I was permitted to

see that temple. In form it was stupendous ; it was raised to a

great height above the ground, Avas quadrangulai-, with walls of

crystal, its roof of transparent jasper elegantly arched, the

basement constructed with various precious stones, and the

steps leading up to its entrance of polished alabaster : at the

sides of the steps there were figures of lions with young cubs. I

then asked whether I might be allowed to enter; and being

informed that I might, I ascended the steps ; and when I hatl

entered, I observed as it Avere clierubs flying beneath the roof,

and presently vanishing out of sight : the floor under our feet

was of cedar, and the whole temple, from the transparence of

its roof and walls, seemed built to be a form of light. The
angelic spirit went in Avith me, and I related to him Avhat I had

heard from the two angels concerning Love and Wisdom, and
also concerning charity and faith. He then said to me, " Did
they not speak also of a third ?" and I said, " What third ?"

He replied, '' The Good or Use ! Love and Avisdom Avithout

the good of use are mere nothings : they are only ideal entities,

and are Avithout reality, until they are fixed in use. Love,

Avisdom, and use. are three things Avhich are not to be separated;

for if they are, each is reduced to nothing. Love is nothing

Avithout wisdom; but in Avisdom it is formed for something,

Avhich something is use ; therefore Avhen love by Avisdom is in

use, then it really is, because then it actually exists. The case

in this respect is exactly the same as Avith end, cause, and eflect,

the end being nothing unless by the cause it be in the efiect

;

and if one of the three be destroyed, the Avhole is destroyed,

and becomes as nothing. The case is the same also Avith charity,

faith, and Avorks : charity Avithout faith is nothing, so is fjiitii

Avithout charity, and so are charity and faith Avithout Avorks

;

but in works they become something, the quality of AA'hich is

according to the use of those works. The same holds good ii:

regard to affection, thought, and operation, and also in regard

to Avill, understanding and action; for Avill Avithout understand-

ing is like the eye without sigiit, and both Avithout action arn
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like the mind witliout the body : that this is the case, raay be
clearly seen in this temple, because the light which shines here
IS a light enlightening the interiors of the mind. The science

of geometry also teaches that nothing can be complete, or per-

fect, except it be a trine, or a compound of three ; for a geo-

metrical line is nothing, unless it becomes an area, and an area

is nothing unless it becomes a solid ; therefore the one must be
multiplied into the other in order to give them existence, and in

the third tliey co-exist. As it is in this instance, so it is like-

Avise in the case of all and every created thing ; they have their

limit and termination in a third. Hence Ave see why the number
Three in the Word signifies what is complete and perfect. Now
this being the case, it surprises me that some profess faith alone,

some charity alone, and some Avorks alone, to be necessary to

salvation ; Avhen yet one without another, or any two of them
without the third, are a mere nothing." Upon hearing this I

asked him, "Is it not possible for a man to have charity and
faith, and yet not to have Avorks ? may he not be inclined, both
in affection and thought, toAvards some particular purpose, and
yet not be in its operation V" The angel ansAvered, " Only
ideally, but not really ; and even then he must be in the en-

deavour or will to operate ; and will or endeaA- our is in itself an
act, because it is a continual striving towards action, Avhicli

striving becomes an exterior act Avhenever a termination to the

endeavour presents itself: endeavour and Avill therefore as an
interior act is accepted by every Avise man, because it is accepted

by God, as if it Avere an exterior act, provided only that Avhen

opportunity ofl:ers it is not defective in operation."

388. The fourth memorable relation.—I Avas once con-

versing Avith some of those Avho are meant by the dragon in the

Revelation ; and one of them said, " Come with me, and I Avili

shcAV you the delights of our eyes and hearts :" and he led me
through a gloomy Avood to the top of a hill, Avhence I could behold
the amusements of the dragons. I saAV an amphitheatre built in

the form of a circus, with roAVS of benches one above another,

on which the spectators Avere seated ; those on the loAvest seats

appeared to me at a distance, like satyrs and priapi, some with
such clothing as decency requires, and some naked ; on the

benches over those Avere whoremongers and harlots, as I easily

discerned from their gestures and behaviour. Then the dragon
said to me, " Now you shall see our pastime." I saAV as it Avere

bullocks, rams, sheep, kids, and lambs, driven into the area of

the circus ; and when they Avere in, a gate Avas opened, and
there rushed in as it Avere young iions, panthers, tigers, and
wolves, which Avith great fury attacked the flock, tore them in

pieces, and killed them. After the bloody slaughter Avas over

the satj'Ts scattered sand over the place where the butchery had
been executed. The dragon then said to me, " These are our
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sports and pastimes Avitli wliicli our minds are delighted ;" to

which I replied, " Get thee hence^ demon ; in a short time you
will see this amphitheatre converted into a lake of fire and brim-

stone;" at which he laughed and departed. When he was gone
I began to think within myself, " Why are such things permitted

by the Lord?" and I received an answer in my heart, that they
are permitted so long as such dragons are in the world of spirits

;

but when the time of their continuance in that world is at an
end, such scenical exhibitions are changed into infernal horrors.

All the scenes above mentioned Avere appearances induced by the

dragon by means of fantasies ; so that the bullocks, rams, sheep,

kids, and lambs, were not real, but formed to be representative

of the genuine goods and truths of the church, which are the

objects of their hatred ; the lions, panthers, tigers, and wolves,

were appearances of the lusts ruling in those who appeared like

satyrs and priapi ; those who were without decent clothing, were
such as believed that evils did not appear in the sight of God

;

and those who had such clothing, were such as believed that

evils did indeed appear in his sight, but did not bring damnation,
provided the e^dl doer were in the faith : the whoremongers and
harlots were falsifiers of the truths of the Word, for Avhoredom
signifies the falsification of truth. In the spiritual Avorld all

things appear at a distance according to correspondences, and
Avhcn they appear in forms, they arc called representations of

spiritual things in objects similar to natural.

After this I observed them as they Avent out of the wood : the
dragon appeared in the midst of the satyrs and priapi, and the
AAdioremongers and harlots came after them like a troop of camp-
folloAvers. Their company increased as they Avent along, and
then I heard Avhat they Avere conversing about : they said they
perceived in a meadow a flock of sheep Avith lambs, and this AA'as

a token that one of the cities of Jerusalem, where charity had
the pre-eminence, was not far off. Hereupon they said, " Let
us go and take that city, and cast out its inhabitants, and
plunder their possessions." They accordingly drcAv near, but
the city was encompassed Avith a wall that Avas guarded by angels.

Then they said, " Let us take it b}^ stratagem, and for this

purpose let us send one skilled in muttering, who can make
black appear Avhite, and white black, and can give to any ob-
ject whatever color he pleases :" and immediately they dis-

covered one of their company Avho Avas expert in metaphysics,
and who could change the ideas of things into the ideas of

terms, and conceal the things themselves under technical for-

mularies, and thus fly away like a haAvk, with his prey under
his Avings. This metaphysician had instructions how to treat

with the people of the city, by pretending that they Avere of the
«am.e reUgion, and wished to be let Avithin the Avails. So com-
ing to the gate he knocked, and when it was opened he said, that
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he v/islied to speak with the wisest person in the city : then he
entered, and was conducted to the house of a certain wise per-

sonage, whom he thus addressed :
" There are some of my

bretliren without the gates of the city who request to be let in.

They profess the same rehgious sentiments with yourselves : avc

all, l)oth you and we, make faith and charity the two essentials

of religion ; the only diff'erence between ns is, that you call

charity the primitive, and faith the derivative, whereas we sav
that iaith is the primitive, and charity the derivative ; but what
matters it which is called the primitive or which the derivative,

provided they are both maintained and believed ?" The wise
uian of the city replied, " It is not expedient that we talk on
this subject alone, but in the presence of several witnesses, who
may act as arbiters and judges between us, or else we shall

uever come to any determination." Accordingly witnesses were
summoned, to whom the draconic spirit addressed the same
words as before. The Avise man of the city replied, " You have
asserted that it is the same thing, whether charity or faith be
considered as the primary essential of the church, be it only

agreed that each constitutes the church and its religion ; and
yet the difference between them is the same as between prior

fuid posterior, cause and effect, the principal and the instru-

mental, and the essential and the formal. I speak in this man-
ner, because I have observed that you are expert in the art of

metaphysics, Avhich we call mussitation, and some call inchant-

nient : but laying aside these terms, the difference is the same
as between Avhat is above and what is below

;
yea, if you are

disposed to believe it, it is like the difference betAveenthe minds
fmentesj of those who dwell in the higher regions and the minds
of those Avho dAvell in the loAver regions in this world ; for that

which is primary constitutes the head and the breast, and that

Avhich is thence derived, the feet and the soles of the feet. But
let ns in the first place determine and be agreed about the

meaning of charity and faith : charity is the affection of the

love of doing good to our neighbour, for the sake of God, salva-

tion, and etei'nal life ; and faith is thought, grounded in trust

and confidence, concerning God, salvation, and eternal life."

But the emissary said, " I grant that this is faith, and I grant

also tbat charity is the affection of the love of doing good for

the sake of God, because he commanded it, but not for the sake

of salvation and eternal life." When he had thus draAA^n the

line of agreement and disagreement, the wise man of the city

inquired, "Is not affection or liking the primitive, and thought
the derivative ?" to Avhicli the dragon's emissary said, " No ; I

deny it:" but the wise man ansAvered, "It is impossible to deny it:

is not some kind of liking the origin of every person's thoughts ?

If you remove such liking, would it be possible to thmk at

gll; or Avould it not be like removing sound from speech, iu
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whicli case articulation of speech would be impracticable ?

Somid also originates in and has relation to the affection of

some love, as speech originates in and has relation to thought
.,

for love produces sound, and thought frames it into speech. The
case may be also illustrated by that of flame and light ; for if

flame be taken away, light perishes at the same time ; so it is

too with charity and faith, as charity has relation to love, and

faith to thought. Cannot you then hence conceive that the

primary is the all in all in the secondary, just as is the case with

flame and light? from -which chcumstance it is evident, that

luiless you make that primary Avhich is primary, you cannot be

in the other : if therefore you assign to faith the first place,

when in reality it is in the second, you must needs appear in

heaven like a man inverted, standing with his feet uppermost,

and his head undermost, or like a mountebank walking on his

hands Avith his feet in the air ; and if such be your appearance

in heaven, of what sort must your good w^orks be, which are

charity in act, but like those which the mountebank would per-

form with his feet, his hands being otherwise employed ? Hence
it is that your charity is natural, and not spiritual, because it is

inverted." The emissary understood all that the wise man said,

for every devil can understand truth when he hears it, but he
cannot retain it, for the aff'ection of evil, which is the lust of

the flesh, on the return of its influence, dispels the thought and
consideration of truth. After this, the wise man of the city

explained at large what is the nature and quality of faith when
it is regarded as the primary essential of religion, shewing that

it is merely natural faith, and a bare persuasion, destitute of all

spiritual life, consequently that it is not faith : then addressing

himself to the emissary, he added, " I can venture to assert,

that in your faith there is no more real spirituality than there is

in thinking about the Mogul's dominions, the diamond mines
there, or the Avcalth and grandeur of that potentate." As he
said this, the draconic spirit walked off angrily, and related all

that had passed to his companions without the gates ; and when
they heard it asserted, that charity is the aflection of the love of

doing good to one's neighbour for the sake of salvation and
eternal life, they exclaimed with one consent, "It is a lie;" and
the dragon himself cried out, " What enormous wickedness !

Ai'e not all the works of charity done for the sake of salvation,

works that have merit in them ?" Then they said to one ano-

ther, " Let us call together more of our companions, and let us
besiege this city, and cast out those charities." But while they
were proceeding to put their threats into execution, lo ! there

appeared as it were, fire from heaven Avhich consumed them
;

but the fire from heaven was only an appearance of their anger
and hatred against the inhabitants of the city, because they had
degraded faith, and allowed it only a secondary place, and that
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even the lowest, beneatli charity ; and had asserted that to be
iio faith which they regarded as the primary essential of religion.

The reason why they appeared to be consumed as by fire, was,

beca'use hell was opened under their feet, and they were swal-

lowed up. Similar circumstances befell many others in divers

places on the day of the last judgement, and are understood by
this passage in the Revelation :

" The dragon shall go out to

deceive the nations, Avhich are in the four corners of the earth.

to gather them together to battle : and they Avent up on the
bi-eadth of the earth, and compassed the camp of the saints

about, and the beloved city ; and fire came down from God ou*"

of heaven, and devoured them" (\x. 8, 9).

389. The fifth memorable relation.—Some time ago I

saw a sheet of paper come down from heaven to a certain society

in the spiritual world, Avhere there were two prelates of the church,
with inferior canons and presbyters. The paper contained an
exhortation to acknowledge the Lord Jesus Christ as the God of

lieaven and earth, according to what he himself had taught
(Matt. xxAdii. 18) ; and to recede from their doctrine respecting

faith as being itself justificatory without the works of the law,

because it was erroneous. The contents of the paper were read

and copied by several, and became the subject of much consi-

deration, upon which many spoke with great judgement. But
after they had received it, they said to one another, " Let us
hear the sentiments of the prelates." Their opiiuon Avas accord-

ingly given, but thc}^ contradicted and reviled the contents of

*he paper ; for the prelates of that society Avere hardened in their

hearts by the falses Avhich they had imbibed in the former Avoidd,

so that after a short consultation Avith each other, they sent the

paper back again to heaven. Upon this, after some noise and
disturbance, several of the laity retracted their first opinion in

favor of the contents of the paper ; and straightAvay the light of

their judgement on spiritual subjects, which before shone very

bright, Avas suddenly extinguished. After this they Avere a

second time admonished, but in vain ; Avlien instantly I observed

that society sink under ground, but hoAv deep I could not see :

it Avas thus removed from the sight of those Avho Avorship the

Lord only, and hold in aversion the doctrine of justification

by faith alone. Some days afterwards I saAv near a hundred
persons ascending from the lower earth, Avhither that Avicked

society had subsided, and on their coming to me, one of them
said, " Hearken to our Avonderful relation : On our descent, it

appeared to us at first as if we were in a lake or a bog, but pre-

fjently the appearance changed to that of dry ground, and soon

after to a small city, in Avhich many had their particular dwell-

ings allotted them. The next day Ave consulted among ourselves

what steps we should take ; and it was the opinion of many that
we should go and mildly remonstrate Avith the two prelates for
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sending the paper back to heaven from whence it came down,
which \T as the apparent cause of our present calamity. Accord-
ingly a certain number of us were deputed to go to the prelates,

(he who gave me this relation said he was one of the deputies),

and Avhen we were introduced, one of us particularly distinguished

for his wisdom thus addressed them :
' We have heretofore fondly

plumed ourselves on the extraordinary purity of our church and
our religion, because we have heard it asserted that we enjoyed

the highest degree of Gospel light ; but some of us have lately

beeu favored with illustration from heaven, in Avhich state Ave

had a perception that at this day there is no longer any church
throughout the Christian world, because there is no religion/
* How !' replied the prelates, ' does not the church exist Avhere

the Word is read, where Christ the Saviour is acknowledged, and
the sacraments are administered ?^ To this our friend answered,
' These indeed belong to the church, for they constitute it ; but
they do not constitute the church without or extraneously to man,
but within him.'' He fiu'ther added, ' Can the church be M'here

three gods are worshiped ? Can the church be Avhere the whole
doctrine is founded on a single assertion of Paul falsely under-
stood, and consequently not on the Word ? Can the church bc^

so long as the Saviour of the world, who is the ver}'^ God of the

church, is not approached and worshiped ? Who can deny that

religion consists in renouncing evil and doing good ? Can there

then be any religion in the belief that faith alone brings salvation^

Avithout charity ? Can tliere be any religion Avhere it is a received

doctrine, that the charity Avhich proceeds from man is merely
moral and ciAdl charity, and can have nothing in it of a religious

principle ? Is tliere in faith alone au}^ thing of deed or Avork,

when yet religion consists in doing? Can there be found any
people throughout the Avorld, AA'ho do not alloAV the goods of

charity, Avhicli are good Avorks^ to be of a saving nature, since

the all of religion consists in good, and the all of the church
consists in that doctrine Avhicli teaches truths, and by truths,

j^ood ? What Avould have been our glory, had Ave but received

the admonitions contained in the paper which Avas sent us from
heaven !^ Then the prelates replied, ' You speak in too high a

strain ; does not faith in act, which is faith fully justifying and
saving, constitute the church? And does not faith in state,

Avhich is faith proceeding and perfecting, constitute religion?

(Consider and apprehend this, my children.'' But our Avise friend

ansAvered, ' Hear this, O fathers ! Does not a man, according

to your tenets, conceive faith in act, like a stock or stone ? And
is it possible for a stock or stone to be so quickened, as to become
a chm-ch ? And agreeably to your idea, is not faith in state the

continuation and progression of foith in act ? Since, tiierefore,

according to j'our tenets, faith alone has all saying poAver, and
the good of charity which a man does has nothing in it of a saving
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nature, where, in such case, is rehgion to be found?' Then the
prelates replied, ' You talk in this manner, friend, in consequence
of not knowing the mysteries of justification by faith alone ; and
not to know them is to be ignorant of the interior ways of saiva^

tion, and to walk only in an external and beaten track : but go
in whatever road you like ; only know this, All good is from God,
and nothing of it from man, and consequently in spiritual things

a man has no power to do anything of himself, and how then can
he do such good as is spiritual of himself?^ To this our friend

answered, with great indignation, ' I know your mysteries of

justification better than you do yourselves, and I tell you plainly

that I can see nothing within those mysteries but mere spectres.

Does not religion consist in an acknowdedgement of God, and in

fleeing from and hating the devil ? Is not God goodness itself,

and the devil evil itself? What person throughout the whole
world, of any religion, is ignorant of this ? And does not the
acknowledgement and love of God consist in doing good, because
good is of and from God ? And does not the fleeing from and
hating the de^dl consist in not doing evil, because evil is of and
from the devil ? Yet let me ask, does your faith in act, which
you style a fully justifying and saving faith, or, what is the same
thing, does your act of justification by faith alone teach you to

do any good which is of and from God, or to shun any e^il which
is of and from the devil ? Not in the least ; because it is an
established doctrine with you that there is nothing of sah'ation

either in doing good or in shunning evil. Further, what is your
faith m state, which you call faith proceeding and perfecting,

but the same thing with faitli in act or operation ? and how can
this be perfected, when you exclude all good from man, as of

himself, by urging in your mysteries. How can a man be saved
by any good from himself, when salvation is a free gift? And
what good can come from man, except such as has merit in it ?

yet all merit belongs to Christ alone. Of consequence you also

say, to do good with a view to salvation, would be attributing

to one^s-self what belongs solely to Christ, and would thus b':,

establishing self-justification and salvation. Y'ou add further,

how can an}'' man perform Avhat is good, Avhen the Holy Ghost
performs all things, without recei^dng any aid from man ? What
need then is there of any accessory good on the rnan^s part, seeing

that all good which a man does has no real goodness in it ? I

appeal to yourselves whether your mysteries do not consist in

these and other doctrines of a similar nature, which, in my eyes,

appear like mere subtle arguments and cunning artifices, con-

trived for no other end than to remove good works, which are

works of charity, in order to establish your notion of faith alone
;

and in consequence of so doing you regard a man with respect

to faith, and in general as to all the spiritualities of the church
and religion, as a dead stock, or as a lifeless image, and x^'^t as
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a man created in the image of God, to Avhom lias been given,

and continually is given, tlie power of understanding and willing,

of believing and loving, and of speaking and acting altogether

as from himself, particularly in spiritual subjects ; for by virtue;

of these a man is a man. Supposing a man, in respect to Avha'i

is spiritual, not to think and operate as from himself, Avhat then

is the Word ? What is the church and religion ? Or what is all

worship ? You know that to do good to our neighbour from a

principle of love is charity ; but you do not know Avhat charity

is, when nevertheless it is the soul and essence of faith ; and
consequently faith in a state of separation from charity must be

dead, and dead faith is nothing but a mere ghost or spectre. I

give it those names because the apostle James styles faith without

good works, not only dead, but devilish.' Then one of the pre-

lates, "when he heard his faith called dead, devilish, and a spectre,

grew so angry, that he tore the mitre from his head, and threw

it down on the table, saying, ' I will not take it up again until

I have avenged myself on the enemies of the faith of our chiu'ch /
and he shook his head, muttering and exclaiming, ' that James !

THAT James !^ On the front of his cap was a thin plate, with

this inscription, faith alone justifying. Then suddenly there

appeared a monster rising out of the earth, with seven heads,

wliich had feet like a bear, a body like a leopard, and a mouth
like a lion, exactly resembling the beast described in the Reve-
lation, xiii. 1, 2, Avhose image was made and worshiped, verses

14, 15. This spectre took the mitre off* the table, and spreading

it out wide, placed it on his seven heads ; after which, the earth

opened under his feet, and he sunk down, and disappeared. At
this sight the prelate exclaimed, 'Violence ! A'^iolence V Then
Vie left them, and lo ! there appeared steps before us, by which
we ascended, and returned above ground and to the sight of

lieaven, where we had been before." This relation was given

me by the spirit that had ascended, Avith a hundred others, from
the lower earth.

390. The sixth memorable relation.—In the northern
quarter of the spiritual world, hearing as it were a roaring of

waters, I walked towards it. As I approached the roaring
ceased, and I heard a buzzing noise, like the distant voices of a
multitude gathered together ; and then I saw a building, full ol

chinks and clefts, encompassed with a mound of earth, from
whence that buzzing issued. I went up to it, and seeing the
j)orter, I asked him who were within those walls ? He said,

" The Avisest of the Avise, who are noAv debating on supernatural

subjects ;" so he expressed himself, in the simplicity of his

belief. I asked, " May I be permitted to enter ?"
" " Yes,"

says he, " on condition you Avill say nothing ; for I have leave

to admit gentiles, to stand with me at the door.'' So I Aveiit in,

and lo ! there Avas a circus, and in the midst an elevated stage,
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•wliere an assembly of the wise, so called, were discussing the

mysteries of their faith. The subject or proposition which at

tliat time engaged their attention was, "' Whether the good

which a man does, in the state of justification by fiiith, or

in its progression after the act, is the good of religion or not T'

They were unanimous in defining the good of religion to be

such good as contributes to salvation. The debate was carried on
Avith much earnestness, but victory inclined to the side of those

who contended that the good actions which a man does in the

state or progression of faith are only moral good actions, which
conduce indeed to his temporal prosperity, but contribute no-

thing to salvation, which can only be communicated by faitli.

This opinion they confirmed by the following arguments : "How/^
said they, " can any good thing, proceeding from a mane's will,

be conjoined with free gi'ace ? And is not salvation of free

grace? How again can any good thing, proceeding from or

done by a man, be conjoined with Christ^s merit ? And how
is it possible for a man^s operation to be conjoined with the

operation of the Holy Ghost ? Does not the Holy Ghost do all

without the man's aid or assistance? Are not these three things,

free grace, the merit of Christ, and the operation of the Holy
Ghost, alone conducive to salvation in the act of justification

by faith ? And do not they remain alone conducive to salvation

in the state or progress of faith ? Of consequence, tlie accessory

good on man^s part can in no wise be called the good of religion,

wliich we have agreed is the good that contributes to salvation,

but ought rather to be called the evil of religion, whenever it is

done with a view to salvation, since man's will is in it, wliich

must needs regard its own good as meritorious." Two gentiles

heard all this reasoning, as they stood Avitli the door-keeper in

the porch, and one said to the other, " These people have no
religion at all ; for who does not see that what is called religion

consists in doing good to one's neighbour for the sake of God,
consequently with and from God ?" and the other said, " Their
faith has infatuated them." Then they asked the door-keeper,
" Who are these people ?" On his replying, " They are wise

Christians," they said, " Nonsense ! you are imposing on us :

by their manner of speaking we should judge them to be jug-

glers.'^ I then departed. It was under the Lord's divine

auspices that I went to this building, and that they were then
debating on the above subjects, Avith the other circumstances
that have been described.

391. The seventh memorable relation.—The miserable

desolation of truth and the theological leanness which at this

day prevail throughout the Christian world, were clearly dis-

covered to me by the conversation of many of the laity, and
many of the clergy, in the spiritual Avorld. Among the latter

particularly, there is such a poverty and barrenness of spiritual
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knowledge, that they know scarcely anything but that there i«

a Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and that faith alone
tiaves together with some historical facts related by the evange-
lists jf the Lord Christ; but other truths Avhich the AYord,
both of the Old and New Testament, teaches respecting the
Lord, as that the Father and he are one ; that he is in the
Father, and the FatJier in him ; that he has all power in heaven
and in earth ; that it is the will of the Father that men should
believe on the Son; and that all who believe on him have
eternal life ; with many more truths to the same purport ;

—

these truths are as much unknown and hidden from them as

things that lie at the bottom of the ocean, or even in the centre

of the earth; and Avhen such truths are produced from the Word,
and read to them, they stand like people that hear and yet do
not hear; ana their organs of heaiing are not more deeply im-
pressed by them than by the whispers of the wind, or the sound
of a drum. The angels, Avhom the Lord, at particular times,

sends to visit the Christian societies in the world of spirits,

imder heaven, are much grieved to observe such dullness and
darkness prevailing on subjects which concern salvation, and
compare Christians, in such circumstances, with parrots that

have learnt to talk : thev also affirm that the learned amon":
them have no more understanding in spiritual and di\dne sub-

jects than so many statues. Some time ago, a certain angel

related to me the particulars of a conversation he had with two
of the clergy, one of whom was principled in faith sepai*ated from
charity, and the other in faith not separate. " Friend," said he
to the first, " who are you ?" He replied, " I am a Christian of

the Reformed Clim'ch." '•' And what is your doctrine, and
your religion grounded on that doctrine?" He replied, "Faith."
" And what,^'' said the angel, " is your faith ?" He ansv/ered,
" My faith is, that God the Father sent his Son, to take upon
him the curse entailed on all mankind, and that in consequence
thereof we are saved." The angei questioned him further,

'•'What do you know besides respecting salvation?" He replied,

" Salvation is effected by that faith alone." He then asked,
" What is your notion of redemption ?" He answered, " It

was wrought by the passion on the cross, and the merit thereof

is imputed by means of that faith." "And what," said he, " is

your notion of regeneration ?" He answered, " This also is

eff"ected by that faith." " What," said he, " is your notion of

love and charity V" " These likewise are involved in that faith.''

" What is your opinion of the commandments of the decalogue,

and of the other contents of the Word ?" He replied, " Tliey

are all included in the above faith." " Then," said the anc^el,

" You do not think it is necessary to do anything?" He answered,
"What should I do? I cannot do good, which is really good, of

myself." "But," added the angel, "is it not equally impossible
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for you to have faith of yourself?^' He rephed, " That is a
business I never inquire into : it is enovigh for me that I have
faith." Lastly, he asked, " Do you know anything farther
eoncerning salvation ?" He answered, " What further remains
to be known, when faith alone communicates salvation ?" Then
said the angel, " Yowy answers resemble the music of a per-

former who can sound but one note of his instrument : faith is

the only note you strike ; but if this is all your knowledge, you
know nothing : go therefore, and visit your companions." He
/iccordingiy departed, and found them in a desert place, where
there was no grass ; and inquiring into the reason of it, he Avas

informed that the people who dvtclt there had notliing of the
church among them.

The conversation of the angel with the other clergyman,
who conjoined faith with charity, was to this effect. " Friend,"
said he, "Who are you?" He replied, "I am a Christian of
the Reformed Church." "What is your doctrine and jour
religion derived from it ?" He answered, " Faith and charity."
" These," said the angel, " are two ?" He answered, " They
admit of no separation." " What," said he, " is faith ?" He
replied, "To believe what the Word teaches." "And what,"
said he, " is charity ?" He replied, " To do what the Word
teaches." The angel then said, " Have you barely believed

wliat you have read in the Word, or have you also done and
practised it ?" He replied, " I have also done and practised it."

The angel of heaven then looked at him, and said, " My friend,

come along Avith me, and take up your habitation in our society."

CHAPTER. VII.

Charity, or love towards our neighbour, and good w( rks,

392. From the doctrine of faith we next proceed to tliat of

charity; for faith and charity are conjoined like truth and good,

or like light and heat in the time of spring. We use this simi-

litude, because spiritual light, which is the light that proceeds

from the sun of the spiritual world, in its essence is truth, anc

in consequence truth in that world, Avherever it appears, shines

with a splendor according to its pm-ity ; and spiritual heat,

which also proceeds from the same sun, in its essence is good.

The case is the same with charity and faith, as with good and
truth ; charity being the aggregate of all things belonging to the

good which a man does to his neighbour, and faith the aggregate

of all things belonging to the trutli which he thinks respecting

God and things divine. Since then the truth of faith is spi-
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ritual lignt, auJ the good of charity spiritual heat, it follows

that there is a similitude between these two and the two proper-

ties of the same name in the natural world ; that is to say, that

as by their conjunction the earth puts forth its blossoms, so by
their conjunction the human mind puts forth its blossoms; but
with this distinction, that the blossoming of the earth is occa-

sioned by natural heat and light, whereas the blossoming of the

human mind is occasioned by spiritual heat and light, and of

consequence this latter blossoming, being of a spiritual nature,

consists in wisdom and intelligence. There is also a correspon-

dence between the earth and the human mind ; and hence the

mind, wherein charity is conjoined with faith, and faith with

charity, is in the Word compared to a garden, and is also un-
derstood and signified by the garden of Eden; a point fully

proved in the work entitled Arcana C(elestia, published at

London. It is further to be noted, that unless the doctrine of

faith be succeeded by that of charity, it will be impossible to

comprehend what faith is ; for it has been asserted and proved,

in the foregoing chapter, that faith without charity is not faith,

and that charity Avithout faith is not charity, and that neither

has any life but from the Lord, n. 355—3G1 ; also that the

Lord, charity, and faith, constitute a one, like life, will, and
understanding; and that if they are divided, each perishes, and is

destroyed like a pearl bruised to powder, n. 362—367; and fur-

ther, that charity and f;\ith are together in good works, n. 373.

393. It is a certain truth that faith and charity cannot be
separated consistently with man's enjoyment of spiritual life and
his consequent salvation. This is a proposition so clear and
self-evident, that it requires neither depth of judgement, nor
the advantages of learning, to see and comprehend it. AVhen
we hear it asserted. He that leads a ijood life, and believes aright,

will be saved, who does not acknowledge the truth of the asser-

tion, by a kind of interior perception, and a consequent assent

of the understanding ? And when we liear it asserted, He that

believes aright, and does not lead a good life, will also be saved.

who does not reject the assertion, it being just as oftensivc to

the understanding as dirt is to the eye into which it falls ? Every
person in such a case is immediately led, by an interior percep-
tion, to reflect thus within himself, " How is it possible for any
one to believe aright, who does not lead a good life ? And what
is his belief, in such a case, but as a painted figure of faith, and
not its living image ?" In like manner, when we hear it asserted.

He that leads a good life, although he does not believe, will be

saved, does not the understanding see, perceive, and think, Avhile

it considers this proposition, that there is an incohereuce in it ?

To lead a good life is to live from God, since all good, which is

really so, is from God ; what then is a good life unattended with
faith, but like clay in the hand of the potter, which cannot be
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formed into any vessel of use in a spiritual kingdora, but only

in a natural kingdom ? Moreover, Avho does not see the contra-

diction contained in each of those two propositions, first, He that

believes, and clues not lead a (jood life, will be saved ; and secondly,

He that leads a good life, and does not believe, will be saved ?

Now as the nature of a good life, Avhich is the life of charity, is

at this day understood and yet not understood, being understood

m a natural sense but not in a spiritual sense, we will consider

the subject of charity in a series of distinct articles.

I. There are three universal loves, the love of heavex,
THE love of the WORLD, AND THE LOVE OF SELF.

394. We begin with the consideration of these three kinds

of love, since they are the universal and fundamental of all, and
charity has something in common with each of them. The
LOVE OF HEAVEN mcaus lovc to the Lord and love towards our
neiglibour ; and because each of these regards use as its end, it

may be called the love of uses. The love of the world is the

love not only of riches and property, but also of all things which
the world supplies for the delight of the bodily senses, as beauty
for the eye, harmony for the ear, fragrance for the smell, deli-

cacies for the palate, soft blandislnnents for the touch, besides

handsome apparel, convenient habitations, the pleasures of com-
pany, and consequently all the satisfactions resulting from these

and many other objects. The love of self is the love not only
of honor, glory, fame, and distinction, but also of meriting and
seeking after high posts and employments, and thus of bearing

rule over others. Charity has something in common with each
of these kinds of love, because, considered in itself, it is the

love of uses ; for charity wishes to do good to its neighbour, and
good is the same thing as use : and each of the forementioned
loves regards uses as its ends,—the love of heaven spiritual uses

;

the love of the world natural uses, which may be called civil

uses; and the love of self corporeal uses, which may also be
called domestic, for itself, or for those with whom it is connected.

395. Those three loves are implanted in every man from crea^

tion, and consequently he inherits them by birth, and they tend

to his perfection, when they are rightly subordinate to each other,

but to his destruction when they are not rightly subordinate.

This will be proved in the following article ; at present we will

only observe, that those three loves are in right subordination

Avhen the love of heaven constitutes the head, the love of the

world the breast and belly, and the love of self the feet and soles

of the feet. The human mind, as wiis observed in a former
chapter, is distinguished into three regions, from the highest of

which a man regards God, from the second or middle, the world,

and from the third or lowest, himself; and in consequence of

this its true nature and constitution, the mind is capable of being

raised and of raising itself, because it can look towards God and
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liea\'en ; it is also capable of being diffused and of diffusing itself

laterally in every direction, because it can look around into tbe

worldj and its nature ; and lastly, it is capable of being sunk
and of sinking itself, because it can look towards the earth and
liell : in these respects, mental vision is like that of the body^

the latter also having a power to looiv either upwards, around,

or downwards. The human mind is like a house with three

stories, communicating with each other by means of stairs ; in

the highest of which dwell angels from heaven, in the middle,

men from the world, and in the lowest, genii. Where the three

loves above-mentioned are in due subordination, the man has

power to ascend or descend at pleasure : when he ascends to the

highest story, he is in company with angels as an angel ; v,'hen

he descends thence to the middle story, he is in company with

men as a man-angel ; and when he descends thence below, he is

there in company with genii as a man of the world, and instructs,

reproves, and brings them into subjection. In the mind where
those three loves are in due subordination, they are also in such

a state of co-ordination, that the supreme love, Avhich is the love

of heaven, is inwardly in the second love, the love of the world,

and thence in the third or lowest love, the love of self; and the

love which is within directs that which is without at its pleasure :

if then the love of heaven is inwardly in the love of the world,

and thence in the love of self, the man is an instrument of uses

in each love, from the God of heaven. Those three loves in

operation are like will, understanding, and action ; for the will

enters by influx into the imderstanding, and there provides

itself means for the production of action. But more will be said

on this subject in the following article, Avliere it will be shewn
that those three loves, when they are in due subordination,

advance the man in perfection, but when they are not rightly

subordinate to each other, they invert and destroy him.

390. In order however that the contents of the present

chapter, and of those that follow on the subjects of free-will,

reformation, regeneration, &c. may be exhibited clearly in the

light of reason, it will be necessary to premise some particulars

concerning the following subjects : the Will and the Under-
standing ; Good and Truth ; Love in general ; the love
OF THE WORLD AND THE LOVE OF SELF, Specifically ; THE EXTER-
NAL AND INTERNAL MAN ; the MERELY NATURAL AND SENS'.TAL

MAN. Unless some light be thrown on these subjects, the rational

sight of man, in the apprehension of what is to follow, will be
like a person in a thick fog, wandering as it were through the

streets of a city, till he cannot find the Avay to his own house.

For unless the understanding be illustrated in reading the Word,
what is all theological truth, but as a lamp in the hand ^ithoxit a

light in it, such as the five foolish virgins carried, who had no oil?

We now proceed to the consideration of each subject in its order.
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397, 1. The ivill and the understanding.
" 1 . A man is endowed with two faculties^ which constitute

!iis life ; the one is called will, and the other understanding :

they are distinct from each other, yet so ordered by creation as

to become a one, and when so united they are called the mind.
The human mind then consists of these two faculties, and the

whole life of man is there in its principles, and is in the body
thence by derivation. 2. As all things in the universe which
are according to order bear relation to good and truth, so all

things in a man have relation to the will and the understanding

;

for good with him belongs to his will, and truth with him to his

understanding, these two faculties, or these two lives of man^
being respectively the receptacles and subjects of good and truths

the will the receptacle and subject of the all of good, and the

understanding of the all of truth. Goods and truths with a man
have no other place of residence, consequently neither have love

and faith ; since love is of good, and good of love, faith is of

truth, and truth of faith. 3. The ^vill and the understanding

also constitute the spirit of man ; for his wisdom and intelligence,

his love and charity, and likewise his life in general, reside

therein : the body is a part entirely in subjection to them. 4.

Nothing is of more concern than to apprehend clearly how the

Avill and the understanding form one mind : there is a marriage

Ijetween them like that between good and truth. The nature of

this marriage will appear from what will be presently adduced
concerning good and truth, namely, that as good is the very

esse of a thing, and truth its existere derived from that esse, so

a man^s will is the very esse of his life, and the understanding is

the existere of life derived from the esse ; for good, which
belongs to the will, takes to itself a form in the understanding,

and so renders itself visible.

398. 2. Good and truth.

" All things in the universe which are in divine order have
relation to good and truth : there is nothing in heaven, or in

the world, which does not respect those two principles ; because

both good and truth proceed from God, from whom are all

things. 2. Hence it appears how necessary it is for a man to

know what good and truth are, and how they have a mutual
regard to each other, and are reciprocally conjoined. This

knowledge is more especially necessary for every member of the

church, because as all things of heaven have relation to good
and truth, so also have all things of the churcli : for the good
and truth of heaven are likewise the good and truth of the

church. 3. Divine order requires that good and truth should

be conjoined, and not separated, that so they may be one, and
not two ; for they proceed in conjunction from God, and they
are in conjmiction in heaven, and therefore they ought to be iK.

conjunction in the church. The conjunction of good and truth
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is in heaven called tlie heavenly marriage, for all there are the

subjects of such marriage: this is wliy heaven in the Word is com-
pared to a marriage, and the Lord is called a bridegroom and
husband, while heaven and the church are called the bride and
wife : these names are given to heaven and the church, because

all in both receive divine good in truths. 4. The angels in

heaven derive all their intelligence and wisdom from this mar-
riage of good and truth, but not from either of them separate

from the other ; and so it is with the members of the church.

5. Since then the conjunction of good and truth is like a mar-
riage, it is evident that good loves truth, and truth in return

loves good, and they have a mutual desire to be conjoined. A
anember of the church therefore, who has no such love and
'desire, is not a subject of the heavenl}^ marriage; of consequence
the church is not as yet in him ; since the conjunction of good
and truth is what constitutes the church. 6. There are many
kinds of good, all of Avhich come under the general distinctions

of spiritual and natm^al good ; and these are both conjoined in

genuine moral good. As it is with goods, so it is with truths
;

for all truth is of good, and is its form. 7. What has been said

of good and truth may be applied in a reverse sense, to evil and
the false ; for as all things in the universe, Avhich are according
to divine order, have relation to good and truth, so all things

Avhich are contraiy to divine order have relation to evil and the

false : as, also, good loves to be conjoined Avith truth, and truth

with good, so evil loves to be conjoined Avith the false, and tlic

talse Avith evil: and as all intelligence and Avisdom arise from the

conjunction of good and truth, so all insanity and folly arise

from the conjunction of evil and the false. The conjunction of

evil and the false, interiorly considered, is not a marriage, but
adultery. 8. Since evil and the false are opposite to good and
truth, it is plain that truth cannot be conjoined Avith evil, nor
good Avith the false that originates in evil ; for if truth be ad-

joined to evil, it is no longer truth, but becomes false, for it is

falsified; and if good be adjoined to the false of evil, it is no
longer good, but becomes evil, for it is adulterated. Neverthe-
less the false Avhich does not spring from evil, is capable of

being conjoined Avith good. 9. It is impossible for those avIio

from confirmation and life are in evil and its false, to know Avhat

good and truth are, because they believe their evil to be good
and their false to be truth ; but those Avho from confirmation

and life are in good and truth, have a capacity to knoAV Avhat

evil and the false are ; because all good and its truth are as to

tlicir essence, heavenly, but all evil and its false are, as to their

essence, infernal ; and every thing heavenly is in the light, but
every thing infernal is in darkness.

399. 3. Love in general.
" 1. The verv life of a man is his love, and such as the lo\'e
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is, such i i the life, and even such is the Avhole man : tliis how-
ever is to be understood of the ruling or reigning love only, for

it is this which determines the quality of the man. This love

has several others subordinate to it, which are its derivations.

These subordinate loves shew themselves under different appear-

ances ; but still they all have their root in the ruling love, and
Avith it constitute one kingdom. The ruling love is as it were
their king tind head : this directs them, and by theui as mediate

ends attentively regards and is determined to its own end,

which is the first and last of all ; and this it does both directly

and indirectly. 2. The object of the ruling love is what a man
ioves above all things. This object is continually present in his

thovights, because it is in his will, and constitutes the veriest

essence of his life. As for example : if a man loves riches above

all other things, his mind [animus) is then continually employed
about the ways and means of accumulating money and a great

estate ; success begets an inmost joy, disappointment an inmost

misery ; for his heart is in them. So again, if a man loves himself

above all things, he bears himself in mind in every thing, even

in the minutest particulars : he thinks of himself, talks of him-

self, acts for the sake of self; for his life is the life of self.

3. That which a man loves above all things forms the end of all

his purposes : he regards it in all things even to the minutest

particulars ; it lurks in his will like the silent current of a river,

drawing and bearing him away in its direction, even while he
seems intent on other concerns; for it is his animating principle.

It is this love, which one man seeks to discover in another, and
when he has found it, he thereby either leads him, or regulates

all his dealings with him. 4. A man is, in all respects, such as

is the ruling principle of his life : it is this which distinguishes

liim from others : according to this his heaven is formed if he

be a good man, and his hell, if he be a bad man; it is, in short,

liis very will, his selfhood, and his nature ; for it is the

very esse, of his life. This cannot be changed after death, be-

cause it is the man himself. 5. All a man^s enjoyments, satis-

factions, and happiness, take their rise from his ruling love, and
are of a quality agreeable to it ; for what a man loves, that he
calls delightful, because it touches hira sensibly ; but what he
only thinks and does not love, he may also call delightful, but it

is not the delight of his life. The delight of a man's love con-

stitutes his good ; and whatever is disagreeable to it, his evil.

C. There are two kinds of love, from which, as from their proper

fountains, all the varieties of good and truth derive their exist-

ence ; and there are two kinds of love, from which all the varie-

ties oC evil and the false derive their existence. The two kinds
of love which give birth to all the varieties of good and truth,

are love to the Lord and love towards our neighbour ; and the

two kinds of love which give birth to all the varieties of evil and
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the false, are the love of self and the love of tlie world. These
two latter kinds of love, when they have the ascendancy, are in

direct opposition to the two former. 7. The two kinds of love

which give birth to all the varieties of good and truth, and which,

as was just said, are love to the Lord and love toAvards the

neighbour, constitute heaven in a man, for they are the loves

which reign in heaven ; and as they constitute heaven in him,

they also constitute the church in him ; but the two kinds of

love which give birth to all the varieties of evil and the false,

and Avhich, as w as just said, are self-love and the love of .the

world, constitute hell in a man, for they are the loves which
reign in hell; and consequently they destroy the church in him.

S. The two kinds of love which give birth to all the varieties of

good and truth, and which, as just observed, are the loves of

heaven, open and form the internal spiritual man, for there they

have their residence ; but the two kinds of love from which all

the varieties of evil and the false are derived, and which, as just

observed, are the loves of hell, when they have the ascendancy,

shut up and destroy the internal sj)iritual man, and render a

man natural and sensual, according to the extent and quality

of their dominion.

400. 4. The love of selfand Ihe love of the world inparticular.
" 1. The love of self consists in Avishing Avell to ourselves

alone, and to no others unless it be for the sake of self, not even
to the church, to our country, to the society to Avhich we belong,

or to any fellow-citizen. The love of self, hoAvever, can confer

benefits on these several relations Avhen its own reputation,

honor, and glory are concerned ; but unless it sees that these

will be promoted by the good offices it may do them, it says in

its heart, ' What matters it ? Why should I do this ? What
good Avill it be to me ?' and so omits it : Avhence it is evident

that a man Avho is in the Ioa'c of self has no love either for the

church, for his country, for the society to Avhich he belongs,

for his fellow-citizens, or for real goodness of any kind, but only
for himself and AA^hat relates to himself. 2. A man is in the love

of self, Avhen in his thoughts and actions he has no regard to his

neighbour, thus none to the public, and still less to the Lord,
but only to himself and his own connexions. To let his actions

thus centre in himself and his connexions, and to do nothing
for the public, except from motives of ostentation, or for his

neighbour, except Avith a vicAv of securing his favor, is a sure

indication of self-love. 3. We connect the terms himself and his

own connexions ; for he Avho loves himself, also loves those Avho

belong to himself, who are in particular his children and grand-

children, and in general all Avho act in unity Avith him, Avhoro

he calls his friends : but his love for these is nothing but the
love of himself, for he regards them as it Avere in himself, and
regards himself in them. In this same class of tliose whom he
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calls his friends^ are likewise ranked all who praise, honor, au(i

pay their court to him : others he regards indeed with his bodily

eyes as men, but Avith the eyes of his spirit as little better than
phantoms. 4. Another indication of the love of self is, when
a man thinks contemptuously of his neighbour in comparison
with himself, and when he esteems his neighbour as his enemy
if he does not shew him marks of favor, and pay him respect

and attention. It is an indication of gi'eater self-love, when a
man for such reasons hates and persecutes his neighbour ; and
of still greater, when he burns with revenge against him, and
lusts for his destruction. Such persons at length delight in

cruelty. 5. The nature of self-love may be plainly discovered

by a comparison Avith heavenly love. It is the natiu'c and cha-

racter of heavenly love, to Ioa'C for its own sake the use or the

good whicli tlic church, a man^s country, the society to whicii

he belongs, or his fellow-citizens, require of him ; but where a

man loves such things for his own sake, he then loves them in

tlie same maiuier as he would his domestics, because they serve

him. Hence it follows that he who is in the love of self would
have the church, his country, the society to which he belongs,

and his fellov/- citizens, to be his servants, rather than himself
their servant : he places himself above them, and them beneath
himself. 6. IMoreovcr, in proportion as a man is in heavenly

love, which consists in loving useful services and good deeds,,

and in being affected with heartfelt delight in the performance
of them, so far ho is led by the Lord, for it is this love in Avhich

the Lord is and which proceeds from him ; but in proportion as

a man is in the love of self, he is led by himself, and so far also

he is led by his self-hood, which is nothing but evil, being that

hereditary evil which consists in loving self in preference to God
and the Avorld in preference to heaven. 7. The love of self is

also of such a nature, that in proportion as the reins are given

it, that is, in proportion as external restraints are removed, such
as the fear of the law and its penalties, the loss of reputation,

honor, gain, office, or life, it rages witli such unlimited lust as to

grasp at universal dominion, not only over this world, but over

heaven, and over God himself; it knows neither bou.nd nor end.

Such a tendency Im-ks in every man who is in the love of self,

although perhaps it may not be apparent to the world, Avhere it

is held in cjieck by the ties and restraints above mentioned, and
where, if an insuperable obstacle stands in its Avay, it remains-

quiescent till the obstacle be removed; hence it is that even
those who are in this love, do not know that such a mad un-
bounded lust lies lurking Avithin them. That this however is

the case, may be seen by eAcry one in the actions of potentates

and kings, avIio not being subject to such checks, restraints, and
insuperable obstacles, over-run, and as far as success attends

then' entci'prises, subjugate provinces and kingdoms, and pant
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after uniimited power and glory. It is still more apparent in

those who would extend their dominion even to heaven, usurp-

ing and claiming as their own the divine power of the Lord

:

these are perpetually in the desire of acquiring power beyond
what they actually possess. 8. There are two kinds of dominion,

one originating in love towards our neighboui', and the other in

the love of self. These two kinds of dominion are directly

opposed to each other. The man who exercises dominion under
the influence of love towards his neighbour, desires to promote
the welfare of all, and feels no greater delight than in the exer-

cise of use, and thus in serving others (to serve otliers consists

in doing good from a principle of good-will, and in the per-

formance of uses) : this is his love, and the delight of his heart.

Such a person, the higher he is exalted in dignity, the more is

he glad, not indeed on account of the mere dignity, but because

his sphere of use is thus rendered wider in extent and more ex-

cellent in degree : such is dominion in the heavens. But the

man who exercises dominion under the influence of the love of

self, does not desire to promote the welfare of any one except

himself and those who belong to him, and the uses which he
performs are done only for the sake of his own honor and glory,

which he regards as the only uses : he serves others, that he
maj^ himself be served, honored, and permitted to exercise

dominion : he is ambitious of dignity, not to extend his ability

of doing good, but that he may be in the enjoyment of glory

and pre-eminence, and thence in the delight of his heart.

9. The love of dominion remains also Avith every man after the

termination of his life in the world : those who have exercised it

under the influence of love towards their neighbour are then
entrusted with dominion in the heavens, but then it is not they

who rule, but the uses and the goods which they love; and when
these bear rule, it is the Lord avIio rules. Such, on the con-

trary, as have exercised dominion under the influence of the love

of self, Avhen they leave this world, are stripped of all pre-

eminence, and reduced to a state of servitude. From what has

been said, it is very plain to discover who are in the love of self:

it matters not how they appear externally, whether elate or

humble; for the distinctions here noted are in the internal man,
which the generality of mankind study to conceal, while they

teach the external to assume the appearance of love for the

public Aveal and their neighbour, and thus take a false character,

which is the very reverse of their true one : this also they^ do for

the sake of self, knowing that the love of the public weal and their

neighbour has the power of interiorly moving the aflfections of

all men, and that they will be held in estimation in proportion

a^ they seem to be mider its influence. The reason Avhy that

love has such an affecting power is, because heaven, by- influx,

enters into it. 10. The evils which prevail in those who are in
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the love of self are in general contempt of others, envy, enmity
against such as do not favor their designs, hostility on that

account, hatred of various kinds, revenge, cunning, deceit, un-
mercifulness, and cruelty ; and where these evils are cherished,

there is also a contempt of God and divine things, "^hicli are

the goods and trutlis of the church, to Avhich if any respect is

shewn, it is with the lips only, and not with the heart. As such

evils result from the love of self, it is also attended with similar

falses; for falses are derived from CAdls. 11. The love of the
WOULD consists in the desire of appropriating to oiu'selves, by
any arts whatever, the wealth of others, also in setting the heart

on riches, and sufiering the Avorld to seduce our minds from
spiritual love, Avhich is love towards our neighbour, and thus

from heaven. Those are in the love of the world Avho are desir-

ous of appropriating to themselves the property of others by
various arts, especially if they use cunning and deceit, esteeming
their neighbom^'s good as of no account whatever. Those who
are in this love lust after the property of others, and, where the

fear of the law or the loss of some advantage resulting from a

fair reputation does not restrain them, they deprive others of

their possessions : yea, they rob and plunder them. 12. The
love of the world, however, is not opposed to heavenly love in

the same degree as the love of self; for the evils concealed in it

are not so great. 13. The love of the Avorld is manifold : there

are the love of wealth for the sake of exaltation to honors, the

love of honors and dignities with a view to the amassing of

Avealth, the love of Avealth for various purposes of worldly plea-

sm'e and satisfaction, the love of wealth for the mere sake of

wealth, which is the love of misers ; and so in other instances.

The end for Avhich wealth is desired is called its use ; and it is

the end or use from which the love derives its quality ; for the

good or evil nature of the love is determined by the end to which
it is directed. Other things serve but as means to promote the

end. 14. In short, the love of self and the love of the world

are in direct opposition to the love of the Lord and the love of

our neighbour : therefore the love of self and the love of the

World, as described above, are infernal loves ; they do likewise

actually reign in hell, and also constitute hell with man : but

love to the Lord and love towards our neighbour are heavenly

loves ; they likewise actually reign in heaven, and also consti-

tute heaven with man.
401. 5. TJie internal and external man.
" 1. Man is so created as to be, at one and the same time,

both in the spiritual world and in the natural. Tho spiritual

world is the abode of angels, and the natural of men -, and being

so created, he is endowed Avith an internal and an external, the

internal being that by Avhich he is in the spiritual Avorld, and the

external that by which he is in the natural world. His in-jernal
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is what is called the iiiternal man, and his external what is called

the external man. 2. Every man has both an internal and an

external ; but they are widely different in the good and in the

e^dl. With the good, the internal is in heaven and its light,

and the external in the world and its light, which latter Avith

them is illuminated by the light of heaven, so that the internal

and external act in unity, like cause and eftect, or like prior and
posterior ; but with the bad the internal is in hell and its light,

which light, with respect to that of heaven, is thick darkness,

and their external may be in a similar light to that which the

good enjoy ; therefore it is inverted. This then is the reason

why bad men can speak and teach about faith, charity, and God,
but not, like the good, from faith, charity, and God. 3. The
internal is what is called the spiritual man, because it is in the

light of heaven, which light is spiritual ; and the external is what
is called the natural man, because it is in the light of the world,

which light is natural. The man whose internal is in the light

of heaven, and his external in the light of this Avorld, is a spi-

ritual man as to both ; for spiritual light from the interior illumi-

nates the natural light, and makes it as its own : with the wicked
the case is reversed. 4. The internal spiritual man, considered

in itself, is an angel of heaven, and also during its life in the

body, notwithstanding its ignorance of the fiict, is in society with

angels, and after its separation from the body is introduced into

their company. But the internal man, with those who are evil,

is a satan, and also during its life in the body is in society with
satans, and after its separation from the body is introduced

among them. 5. The interiors of the mind Avitli those who are

spiritual men are actually elevated towards heaven, because that

is the first object of their regard ; but the interiors of the mind
with those who are merely natural are averted from heaven, and
turned towards the world, because that is the first object of their

regard. 6. Those who entertain a common idea only of the

internal and external man, believe that it is the internal man
which thinks and Avills, and the external which speaks and acts,

because thinking and willing have reference to what is internal,

and speaking and acting to what is external : but it is to be
oljserved, that when a man is well affected, both in thought and
Avill, towards the Lord and whatever relates to the Lord, and
also towards his neighbour and what relates to his neighbour,

he then thinks and wills from the spiritual internal ; but Avhen

a man is ill affected, both in thought and will, as in the above
cases, he then thinks and wills from an infernal internal, because
from the faith of what is false and the love of evil. In short, so

far as a man is principled in love to the Lord and in love towards
his neighbour, he is in the spiritual internal, from whence he
both thinks and Avills, and likcAvise speaks and acts ; but so far

as a man is in the love of self and the love of the Avoiid, he thinks
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and wills from hell, let liis words and actions be what tliey may.
7 . It is S3 provided and ordered by the Lord, that in proportioi)

as a man thinks and wills from heaven, the internal spn-itufil

man is opened and formed in him : this opening is into heaven
and even to the Lord, and this formation is in agreement Avitli

the order of things in heaven. On the contrary, in proportion

as a man thinks and wills, not from heaven, bnt from the world,

the internal spiritual man is closed, and the external opened and
formed : this opening is into the world, and this formation is in

agreement with the order of things in hell. 8. Those with Avhom
the internal spiritual man is opened into heaven and to the Lord,
are in the light of heaven, and in illumination from the Lord,
and thence in intelligence and wisdom. These see truth by the
light of truth, and have a perception of good by the love of it.

But those with whom the internal spiritual man is closed, neither

know what the internal man is, nor do they believe the Word,
or the doctrine of a future life, or anything belonging to heaven
and the church; and as they are only in natural light [lumen],

they imagine nature to be self-existent, and not from God

;

they also see what is false as truth, and have a perception of evil

as good. 9. The internal and external, of Avhich we have been
speaking, are the internal and external of a man's spirit : his

body is only an additional external, within which the former exists;

for the body does nothing from itself, but from the spirit whicli

is in it. It is to be observed, that a man's spirit after its sepa-

ration from the body, retains the same capacity of thinking and
willing, speaking and acting, as before ; thought and will then

constituting its internal, and speech and action its external.

402. 6. The iiierely natural and sensual man.
" As there are but few who know what persons are included

under the class of sensual men, or their quality, and yet it is of

importance that they should be known, we will proceed to describe

them. 1. A sensual man is one whose judgement on all occasions

is determined by his bodily senses, and who believes nothing

but what he can see with his eyes and feel with his hands, allow-

ing to such sensible objects a reality of existence, and denying
it to all others ; a sensual man therefore is in the lowest degree

a natural man. 2. The interiors of the mind, which see by the

light of heaven, are closed with a sensual man, so that he is

unable to discern there an}^ truth belonging to heaven and the

church, because he only exercises his thought in the most exter-

n*al sphere, and does not think interiorly from any spiritual light.

'6. And as he abides in the density of natural light [lumen], he
is interiorly opposed to all things belonging to heaven and thr;

church, and yet exteriorly he can argue in favor of such things,

and that with a degree of ardor proportionable to the authority

which he enjoys or hopes to obtain by them. 4. Sensual men
can reason with great keenness and dextcritv, because thei?
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thonglit is so near their speech as to be ahuost in it, and as it

were in their very lips^ and for this further reason too, that they

make all intelligence to consist in speaking from the memory
only. 5, Some of them have the power to confirm whatever

they please, and to establish folses with much ingenuity, which
afterwards they believe to be truths ; but their reasonings and
confirmations are drawn from the fallacies of the senses, which
appear captivating and persuasive to the uninformed. 6. Sensual

men are cunning and malicious above all others. 7. The interiors

of their minds are vile and filthy, because they communicate
with the hells. 8. All Avho are in hell are sensual, and the

deeper the hell is in which they are, so much the more sensual

are they ; and the sphere exhaling from infernal spirits conjoins

itself with the sensual principles of man from behind. 9. Since

sensual men do not see any genuine truth in the light, but only

reason and dispute about every thing whether it he so ; and as

these altercations are heard at a distance like the gnashing of

teeth, which is nothing but the collision or jarring of falses one

against another, and also of the f^^lse against truth, it is evi-

dent what is signified in the Word by the gnashing of teeth.

The cause of all this is, that reasoning from the fallacies of the

senses corresponds with the teeth. 10. Men of learning and
erudition, who have deeply confirmed themselves in falses, espe-

cially those who have confirmed themselves against the truths of

the Word, are more sensual than others, though they may not

appear so in the sight of the Avorld. Such sensual men have been
the principal broachers of heretical doctrines, 11. The hypo-

critical, the deceitful, the voluptuous, the adulterous, the covet-

ous, are, for the most part, sensual. 12. Those Avho reasoned

£i*om sensual things only, and argued against the genuine truths

of the Word, and thence of the church, were by the ancients

called serpents of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

As sensual things mean such as are the objects of the bodily

senses, and are imbibed thereby ; therefore, 13. A man, by
means of sensual things, has communication with the world,

and hj means of rational things, which are above the former,

with heaven. 14. Sensual things minister subordinately from
the natural world, in the supply of such materials as perform
ihe office of servants to the interiors of the mind in the spnitual

world. 15. There are sensual things which minister subordi-

nately to the understanding, and these are the various natural

objects called physical ; and there are sensual tluugs which

minister subordinately to the will, and these are the delights of

th3 sense? and of the body. 16. A man makes but smaU ad-

\ ances in wisdom, unless his thinking faculty be elevated above

things sensual. A wise man's thoughts are thus elevated, and
when this is the case, he comes into a clearer light [lumen), and

at length into the light (lux) of heaven, whence he attains to
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ferception of truth, wMcli constitutes genuine intelligence.

7. This elevation of the mind above sensual things, and its

abstraction therefrom, was known to the ancients. 18. Where
sensual things are in the last place, a way is opened by their

means for the understanding, and truths are eliminated in the

way of extraction ; but where sensual things are put in the first

place, that way is closed by them, and the man. sees tniths only

as objects in a mist, or in the night. 19. Sensual things, with

a wise man, are in the last place, and are subject to the inte-

riors, but with a foolish man they are in the first place, and
bear rule. These are properly called sensual men. 20. A man
has sensual things in common with the beasts, ami also such as

they have not. In proportion as a man's thinking faculty is

elevated above sensual things, so far he is a man ; but no one is

capable of such elevation of the thought above sensual things,

and of seeing the truths of the church, unless he acknowledges

a God, and lives according to his commandments ; for it is God,

that elevates and enlightens.

II. Those three loves, when they are in right subordi-

nation, MAKE a man perfect; BUT WHEN THEY ARE NOT
IN RIGHT SUBORDINATION, THEY PERVERT AND INVERT HIM.
403. Previous to the demonstration of this, we v/ill make a

few observations on the subordination of these three universal

loves, the love of heaven, the love of the world, and the love of

self; afterwards on the influx and insertion of the one into the
other ; and lastly, on the state of man according to their sub-

ordination. These three loves are, with respect to each other,

like the three regions of the body, the highest of which is the

head ; the middle, the breast with the belly ; and the third is

formed of the knees, the feet, and the soles of the feet. When
the love of heaven forms the head, and the love of the world
tlie breast with the belly, and the love of self the feet with the
soles of the feet, the man is in a perfect state according to crea-

tion ; for then the two inferior loves are subservient to the
supreme love, just as the body and all its parts are subservient

to the head. When, therefore, the love of heaven forms th(

head, it descends by influx into the love of the world, which
consists principally in the love of wealth, and by its instru-

mentality it performs uses ; then by the mediation of this love

it descends into the love of self, which consists principally in

the love of dignities, and by these also it performs uses

:

Thus these three loves, by the influx of the one into the other,

conspire to'K^ai'ds the promotion of uses. Who cannot compre-
hend that when a man, from a principle of spiritual love (which
is derived from the Lord, and is meant by the love of heaven),

desires to perform uses, the natural man produces them by the
wealth and other goods of fortune whic it possesses, and the
sensual man also lends assistance in its office or emnioyment,
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and finds its honor in sucli production ? Who cannot coinpre.

hand too, that all the works which a man effects by his body,

are done according to the state of his mind in the head, and
that if the mind be influenced by the love of uses, the body ])y

its members effects or produces them? and the reason of this is,

because the will and understanding, taken together is, with

respect to its principles in the head, and with respect to its

princi}:viates or derivatives in the body, just ss a man^s will is iu

his deeds, and his thought in his speech; and, to use com-
parisons, as the prolific principle of the seed is in all and
every part of a tree, by which it produces fruits, ^^hich are its

uses ; or as fire and light, when contained in a crystal vessel,

transmit then- heat and lucidity through it. Where those three

loves also are in j ust and right subordination, spiritual sight in

the mind, united with natural sight in the body, by virtue of

the influx of light Avhich descends through heaven from the Lord,

may be compared to an apple growing in Africa, that is trans-

parent even to its centre, where its seeds are stored. Something
similar is meant b}' these Avords of the Lord :

" The light of the

bodv is the eve ; if therefore thine eye be single (that is, good),

thy whole body will be full of light " (]\Iatt. vi. 22 ; Luke xi. 34).

No man of sound reason can condemn riches or wealth, because,

in the body politic, they are like blood in the animal body

;

nor can lie condemn the honors annexed to particular stations

and functions, because they are the hands of ro3'alty, and the

pillars of society, provided the natm'al and sensual loves of those

who enjoy them are in subordination to spiritual love. There
are offices of administrations even in heaven, and dignities

annexed to them ; but then the persons who fill them, being

spiritual men, find their chief delight in the performance of uses.

404. A man however acquires a totally different state and
condition if the love of the world, or of riches, forms the head,

that is, if it is the governing love ; for then the love of heaven
is banished from the head, and takes up its abode iu the body.

The man with whom this is the case places the woi'ld before

heaven ; he worships God, indeed, but then merely from a

princi}>le of natural love, which places merit in all its worship
;

and he does good to his neighbour, but then it is with a view to

receive recompence. To such persons the things of heaven arc

like garments, Avhich make them appear bright and shining ii^

the sight of men, but dark and obscure in the sight of angels

;

for when the love of the world possesses the internal man, and
the love of heaven the external, then the former love darkens all

things relating to the church, and hides them as under a veil.

There is nevertheless a great variety in this love: it is more per-

nicious in proportion as it inclines to avarice, for, Avhen immeised
therein, the love of heaven becomes black: the like consequence
attends it when it inclines to pride or self-conceit, and an
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assumption of pi^e-eminence over others ; but it is not so perni-

cious where it inclines to prodigality, and less so still where the

end it regards is worldly splendor, as palaces, stately furniture,

rich clothes, numerous attendants, brilliant equipage, and other

similar objects ; for the quality of every love is determined hy
the end Avhich it principally regards. This love may be compared
to crystal of a blackish hue, which suffocates the light, and
variegates it only into dark and faint colors. It is also like a

mist or a cloud Avhich intercepts the rays of the sun ; or like new
wine before it has undergone fermentation, which is pleasant to

the taste, but prejudicial to the stomach. A person under the

influence of this love, when viewed from heaven, appears like a

man that is hunch-backed, walking with his head inclined and
looking on the ground, and who, if he lifts his head towards

heaven, does it by a violent retorsion of the muscles, ai.i pre-

sently after relapses into his former inclined attitude. Such
persons were by the ancient church called Mammons, and bv
the Greeks PhUos.

405. But if the love of self or the love of dominion forms the

head, then the love of heaven passes through the body to the

feet, and in proportion as the love of self increases, the love of

heaven descends through the ancles to the soles of the feet ; and
if the love of self increases still further, it then passes through
the shoes, and is trodden under foot. There is a love of dominion
grounded in the love of our neighbour, and there is another

grounded in the love of self Tliose Avho are under the influence

of the former love, seek dominion for the purpose of promoting
public and private uses ; to these, therefore, authority is also

entrusted in the heavens. Empei'ors, kings, dukes, and all such
as are born and educated to the exercise of dominion, if they

humble themselves before God, are sometimes less influenced by
the love of dominion grounded in the love of self, than others

v/ho are of mean extraction, and who seek pre-eminence and
distinction from pride or self-conceit. But with those who are

in the love of dominion grounded in the love of self, the love of

heaven is made into a kind of foot-stool, on which they rest their

feet when they appear before the \Tilgar, but which, when they

are retired from common observation, tliey throw into a cornerj

or cast out of doors : the reason of this is, because they love

themselves alone, and consequently immerse their wills and
thoughts in their selfhood, which, considered in itself, is heredi-

tary evil, and this is diametrically ojiposed to the love of heaven.

The e^dls which attend those who are in the love of dominion
groimded in the love of self are in general these : contempt of

others, envy, enmity against those v/ho do not shew them favor

and respect, hostilit}'' on that account, hatred, revenge, unmer-
cifulness, rage, and cruelty ; and where such evils abound, there

also is contempt of God and of divine things, which ai'e the truths
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and goods of the churcli : if sucli persons seem to honor these,

it is only with their lips, to secure themselves from ecclesiastical

censure and public defamation. But this love operates in one way
with the clergy and in another with the laity : with the clergy,

when it is indulged without restraint, it climbs up until it pos-

sesses them with the lust of becoming gods ; but the laity it pos-

sesses with the lust of becoming kings : in both cases it is the

fantasy of that love which lifts up the mind to such a height of

exaltation. Since the love of heaven, in a perfect man, has

possession of the highest station, and forms as it were the head

of the other inferior loves, and the love of the world is beneath

it, forming as it were the breast below the head, and Ijeneath

that is the love of self, forming as it were the feet, it follows,

that were this latter love to form the head, it Avould totally invert

the man, in which case he would appear in the sight of angels

like a person lying with his head bent towards the ground, and
his back toAvards heaven ; and in the act of divine worship, he

would appear as if he danced on his hands and feet like the cub

of a panther. Moreover, where the love of self forms the head,

it gives birth to the appearance of various forms of beasts with

two heads, one above having a bestial, and the other below a

human face, the latter of which is continually pushed downwards
by the former, and forced to kiss the ground. All these, toge-

ther with such as were described above, u. 402, are sensual men.

III. Every individual man is the neighbour whom we
OUGHT to love, but ACCORDING TO THE QUALITY OF HIS

GOOD.

406. A man is born not for himself, but for others, that is,

nor to live for himself alone, but for others ; were it not so,

society could not be kept together, and no good could exist in it.

It is a common saying that every man's nearest neighbour is

himself; but the doctrine of charity teaches in what sense this

is to be understood. Every one is bound to provide himself with

the necessaries of life, as food, raiment, a house to dwell in, and
several other things, which the wants of civil life and his parti-

cular calling require : he is further bound to provide such things,

not only for himself, but also for his family ; and not only for

the time present, but also for the time to come ; for otherwise,

l^eing in want of all things, he could not be in a state or capacity

of exercising charity. But in what sense a man ought to regard

himself as his nearest neighbour, may appear from the following

similar cases. Every man ought to provide convenient food and

raiment for his body; this must be the first object of his care

:

but the end in view must be to make his body a fit instrument

for the operations of his mind : every one ought also to provide for

his mind all such things as may tend to advance it in intelligence

and judgement ; but the end in view must be, that he may be

ma state to serve his fellow-citizens, his country, the church,
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and thus the Lord. When a man acts thus, he provides for liis

own Avelfare to eternity. Hence it appears, what is first in re-

spect to time, and what in respect to end ; and that the object

which is first in respect to end, is that to which all intermediate

objects have reference. This case may admit of comparison with

that of a man who builds a house : his first business is to lay the

foundation ; but the foundation is laid for the sake of a house
;

and the house is built for the sake of a place to dwell in. When
a man regards himself as his nearest neighbour, and makes all

his attention centre in himself, as the principal end and object

of his concern, he is like a man Avho regards the foundation of

his house as the chief end, and not the house itself as a place of

abode; whereas a convenient place of abode is the first and ulti-

mate end, and the house with its foundation is only a means to

promote that end.

407. We will now proceed to shew what is meant by loving

our neighbour. To love our neighboiu' is not only to will and
do good to a relation, a friend, and a good man, but also to a

stranger, an enemy, and a bad man. Charity however is exer-

cised after different ways towards the former objects and the lat-

ter : towards a relation and a friend it is expressed liy direct acts

of kindness ; but towards an enemy and a wicked person, by
indirect acts of kindness, as by exhortation, correction, and
punishment for their amendment. Thus a judge, who according

to law and justice punishes a criminal, is in the exercise of love

towards his neighbour, since he thus takes the most eflPectuai

method to reclaim and amend the criminal, and to provide at the

same time for the good of his fellow-citizens, by securing them
against his future fraud and violence. It is in like manner plain

to c^ery one, that a father expresses his love towards his children

by correcting them when they do amiss : on the other hand, if

he does not correct them when they deserve it, he loves their

vices ; and such love cannot be called charity. So again where
a person resists the assaults of an enemy, and in his own defence

either beats him, or commits him to prison for his future security,

at the same time retaining such a disposition of mind as to be
willing to become his fi'iend; in this case he acts from a principle

of charity. So also wars, which have for their end the protection

of our country and the church, are not inconsistent with charity

;

1 he end for which they are undertaken will shew whether they

are attended with charity or not.

408. Since then charity, Avith respect to its origin, consists

in good-will, and good-will resides in the internal man, it is

plain that Avhen a man possessed of charity resists an enemy,
punishes the guilty, and chastises the Avicked, he effects this by
means of the external man, and consequently, Avhen he has

effected it, he retui-ns into the charity Avhich is in the internal

man, and then as far as he is able, or as far as it is expedient,
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wisLes well to liim whom he has punished or chastised, and from

a princiDle of good-will docs him good. Where charity is genuine,

it is always attended with zeal for what is good ; zeal in the ex-

ternal man may look like anger and flaming fire, yet on the

repentance of its adversary, it is instantly extinguished and

appeased : but the case is quite difl'erent with those who have no

charity ; their zeal is anger and hatred, for their internal man
is on fire with these evil passions.

409. Before the Lord came into the world, the nature of the

internal man, and of charity, was scarcely known to a single

person, which Avas the reason why he so frequently instilled the

doctrine of brotherly love or charity, in which consists the difl'er-

once between the Old and New Testament or covenant. That

AYC are bound by charity to do good to an adversary and an enemy,

is taught by the Lord in Matthew, where he says, " Ye have

heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and

hate thine enemy : but I say unto you, love your enemies, bless

them that curse you, do good to them that hate you, and pray

for them that despitefully use you and persecute you, that 30U

may be the children of your Father who is in heaven " (Matt. v.

43^—45 j. And when Peter asked him, " How often shall my
brother sin against me, and I forgive him ? Until seven times ?

Jesus saith mito him, I say unto thee, not until seven times,

but until seventy times seven" (xviii. 21, 23). I have also heard

from heaven, that the Lord forgives every man his sins, and

never punishes for them, yea, he does not even impute them,

for he is love itself and good itself; but nevertheless sins are not

on this account wiped away : that can only be effected by repent-

ance ; for when the Lord said to Peter, that he should forgive

his off"ending brother until seventy times seven, how forgiA'ing

and merciful must he needs be himself

!

410. Since charity itself resides in the internal man, where

it is like a principle of good-^nll, and is thence derived into the

external man where it manifests itself in good deeds, it follows

that the internal man ought to be the object of love, and the

external only subordinately so ; consequently, that every man
ought to be loved in proportion to the quality of the good whicli

is in him; therefore good itself is essentially our neighbour.

This may appear plain from this consideration, that every one

in the choice of a steward or a servant, out of three or four that

are offered, immediately turns his attention to the internal man,
and chooses one that is sincere and faithful, and loves him
accordingly ; in like manner, a king or a magistrate is directed

in the choice of an officer by his internal qualifications, choosing

one tliat is qualified for his function, and rejecting one that is

unqualified, how favorable and insinuating soever his external

jvppearance and address may be. Since therefore every man
is our neighbour, and there is an infinite variety of men, and
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every one ought to be loved as a ueiglibour in proportion to his

good, it is evident that there are genera and species, and also

degrees, of love towards our neighbour. Since then the Lord
ought to be loved above all things, it follows, that the degrees

of love towards our neighbour ought to be regulated by love

towards the Lord, consequently by the proportion in which the

Lord is received by our neighbour, or in which he possesses any
thing from the Lord ; for in that same proportio^i is he in the

possession of good, all good being from the Lord. As however
.hese degrees exist in the internal man, which seldom manifests

itself in this world, it is sufficient to love our neighbour according

to the degrees with which w^e may become acquainted : but these

degrees are clearly perceived after death ; for then the affections

of the will, and the thoughts of the understanding thence derived,

form a spiritual sphere about all persons, which is made sensible

in a variety of ways: that spiritual sphere, however, in the world,

is absorbed by the material body, and incloses itself in the natural

sphere, v/hich exudes from a man in his present state. Love
towards our neighbour admits of various degrees, as appears from
the Lord's parable concerning the Samaritan, who shewed mercy
to the man that was wounded by thieves, after the priest and
Levite had seen him, and passed by on the other side. When
the Lord inquired which of the three seemed to be a neighbour
to the unhappy man, it was answered, " He that shewed mercy
to him '' (Luke x. 30—37).

411. It is written, "Thou shaltlove the Lord thy God above
all things, and thy neighbour as thyself" (Luke x. 27). To love

our neighbour as ourselves, is, not to despise him in comparison
with oui"selves, but to deal justly with him, and not to judge
evil concerning him. The law of charity prescribed and given

by the Lord is this :
" Whatever ye would that men should do

unto you, do ye even so unto them ; for this is the law and the

prophets " (Matt. vii. 12; Luke vi. 31, 33). Those who are

influenced by the love of heaven, love their neighbour according

to this law ; those who are influenced \>j the love of the world,

love him from worldly motives, and for the sake of worldly

interests ; and those who are influenced by the love of self, love

riim from selfish motives, and for selfish ends.

IV. Man, considered collectively, that is, as a lesser
OR larger society, and considered under the idea
op compound societies, that is, as our country, is

the neighbour that ought to be loved.
413. Those who are unacquainted with the meaning of the

word neighbour in its geiuune sense, are apt to imagine that it

is only applicable to a man as an individual, and that love toAvards

our neighbour consists in doing acts of beneMcence towards indi-

viduals : but there is a more extensive signification of the term
neighbour, and the love of our neighbour is much vaorc. vndeljf
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extended, being exalted in proportion to the greater nnrnbcr of

men towards whom it is exercised. Who cannot apprehend that

to love a body of men, consisting of many indi\iduals, is a

greater instance of love towards our neighbour, than to love a

single individual of that body ? The reason therefore Avhy a

lesser or greater society is to be considered as otu' neighbovu', is,

because every such society is a collective man, and consequently,

lie that loves such a society, loves all the individuals that com-
pose it, and by his good will and good works, shewn and done

to the society, provides for the good of all its members. A
society is like a single man, and tlxe individuals that compose it

form, as it Avere, one body, and are distinguished one from ano-

ther like the members in one body. The Lord, and from him
the angels, when they look down upon the earth, see a whole

society of men under no other ^iew than as a single man, and
imder no other form than Avhat results from the qualities of the

members that compose it. I myself also have been permitted to

see a particular society in heaven altogether as one man, of the

same stature with a man here on earth. That love shewn towards

a society is love towards our neighbom' in greater fulness than

when it is shewn only towards a single or individual man, is

evident from this circumstance, that dignities are assigned to

governors in proportion to the number of societies subject to

their government, and honors are annexed to them according to

the extent of the uses they perform. There arc in the world

superior and inferior offices, subordinate to each other, as their

authority over societies is more or less universal, and he whose
authority is most universal is called the king ; and every one

receives recompence, glory, and the love of the community, in

proportion to the extent of his office and the good uses which he

performs. It is possible however for governors here below to

perform uses, and to pro^dde for the welfare of societ}^. and

yet to have no real love towards their neighbour: this is the case

wdth those who, in the exercise of their public functions, regard

only the world and themselves, and do good merely to appear

good, or to desei've further distinction and pre-eminence. Such
persons, although they are not discerned in this world, are yet

discerned in heaven, where they are rejected from holding any
office or dignity ; while those who had done and promoted uses

from a principle of love towards their neighbom-, are exalted as

rulers over heavenly societies, and enjo}' proportionable honor
and magnificence : these, however do not place their hearts and
affections in honor and magnificence, but in the uses whicli

they are thus enabled to effect.

413. Love tov/ards oxu' neighbour exercised towards an indi-

vidual man, difi'ers from tlie same love when exercised towards

a society of men, as the office of a private citizen diflfers from that

of a public magistrate, and as the office of a magistrate diflfera
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from that of a king. The difference also is the same as between
him Wiio traded with two talents and him who traded with ten

(Matt. XXV. 15—-31) ; or as between the value of a shekel and
that of a talent ; or as between the fruit produced by a single

vine and by a whole vinej^ard, or by a single olive-tree and a

whole oliveyard, or by a single fruit tree and a whole orcliard.

Love towards our neighbour also ascends in man to a sphere

more and more interior, and in proportion to its ascent he Joves

a society more than an individual man^ and his country more
than a society. Now since charity consists in good-will and
good deeds thence derived, it follows, that the exercise of them
ought to be directed in nearly the same manner towards a society

of men as towards an individual : a distinction however must be
made in this case between a society of good and one of wicked
men ; for towards the latter charity ought to be exercised accord-

ing to natural equity, but towards the former according to

spiritual equity ; of which two kinds we shall speak elsewhere.

414. The reason why a man's country is his neighbour more
than a single society, is, because it consists of several societies,

so that the love he bears towards it is of a more extensive and
superior kind : moreover, to love one's country is to love th^
public welfare. Every man's country stands in the relationship

of neighbom", from its resemblance to a parent ; for the country

which gave him birth is ever giving him support also, and afford-

ing him security from injuries. Men are bound from a principle

of love to do good to their country according to its wants, some
of which are natural and some spiritual : natural wants regard

civil life and order, and spiritual wants regard spiritual life and
order. That every man is bound to love his country, not as he
loves himself, but in preference to himself, is a law inscribed on

the human heart, whence the universal saying, to which every

upright man subscribes, that when in danger of destruction,

whether from an enemy or from any other som'ce, it is honorable

for any one to die in his countiy's cause, and it is glorious for

a soldier to shed his blood in her defence : and these expressions

are used to mark the very great love Avliich should bind us to our

country. It is to be observed that those who love their country,

and render it good services from a principle of good-will, after

death love the Lord's kingdom, which then is their :;ountrj,

and those who love his kingdom, love the Lord himself, because
the Lord is the all in all of his kingdom.
V. The church is our neighbour, to be loved in a higher

DEGREE, AND THE LORD's KINGDOM IS OUR NEIGHBOUR, TO
BE LOVED IN THE HIGHEST DEGREE.
415. As a man is born to eternal life, and is introduced into

it by the church, therefore he ought to love the church as his

neighbour in a higher degree : for she teaches the means that

lead to eternal life, and introduces him into it, leading him to
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it by the truths of doctrine, and introducing him into it bv tlie

goods of life. We mean by this, not that the priesthooil is to

be loved in a superior degree, and the church subordinately, but

that the good and truth of the church should be loved, and the

priesthood on their account, since the priesthood is designed
' only to act as a servant to such good and truth, and should be
respected in proportion to the service which it yields. There is

also a further reason why the church is our neighbour, and
entitled to a superior degree of love, and consequei\tly to be
ranl'ed above ot;r country : this is because a man by his country

is i litiiited into civil life, and by the church into spiritual life,

which distinguishes a man from a mere animal. Besides, civil

life is but temporal, and comes to an end, and is then as if it

had never existed ; whereas spiritual life having no end, is eter-

nal, and may therefore be said to have a real esse or being, but
temporal life is a state of non esse, or non-being : the difierence

is like that bet\yeen finite and infinite, between which there can

be no comparison, for what is eternal is infinite in respect to

time.

416. The reason why the Lord's kingdom is our neighbour,

that ought to be loved in the highest degree, is, because it in-

cludes the church dispersed throughout the whole earth, called

the communion of saints, and also heaven : he then who loves the

Lord's kingdom, loves all those throughout the whole world

Avho acknowledge the Lord, and live in faith towards him and
in charity towards their neighbour; and he loves too all who are

in heaven. Those who love the Lord's kingdom love the Lord
above all things, and <ire thus influenced more than others by
love to God; for the church in heaven and throughout the earth

is the Lord's body, the members thereof being in the Lord, and
the Lord in them. Love therefore towards the Lord's kingdom
is love towards our neighbour in all its fulness; for those who love

his kingdom not only love the Lord above all things, but also

love their neighbour as themselves : for love towards the Lord is

a universal love, and is consequently in all and every thing that

belongs to spiritual life, as well as in all and every thing that

belongs to natural life ; for that love has its residence in man's
supreme or highest principles, and the highest descend by influx

into the lower, communicating life to them, just as the will

enters into the whole of the intention, and thence descends into

action, and as the understanding enters into the whole of the

thought, and thence into the speech ; therefore the Lord says,

" Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness, and
all things shall be added unto you" (Matt. vi. 33), The king-

dom of God and of the heavens, is the Lord's kingdom, as is

plain from tb^'s passage in Daniel :
" And behold, one like the

Son of Man came with, the clouds of heaven ; and there were

given him dominion and glorv, and a kingdom, that all peoples,
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nntious, and languages should serve him : his dominion is an
everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away, and hi« king-

dom that which shall not be destroyed ^^ (Daniel vii. 13, 14).

VI. To LOVE OUR NEIGHBOUR, CONSIDERED IN ITSELE, IS NOT
TO LOVE HIS PERSON, BUT THE GOOD WHICH IS IN IT.

41 7. Every one must be sensible that a man is not a man
from having a human face and body, but from the wisdom of

his understanding and the goodness of his will, the quality of

which, in proportion to its ascent upwards, causes him to be
more and more a man. A man at his birth is utterly devoid of

reason, more so than any animal, and becomes a man by means
of instructions, which, as they ai^e received, form his mind
{mens), from and according to which a man is a man. There
;'.re some beasts which resemble men as to their countenances,

init which have not the faculty of understanding, or of acting

according to understanding, being determined to action merely
by the instinct which is excited by natural love. There is a

difference too in this respect, that the beast expresses the affec-

tions of his love only by sounds, whereas man expresses his

affections, Avhen formed into thought, by speech. A beast also

looks with his face downwards to the ground, but a man with

his face upwards towards heaven, and in all directions round
about him. Whence we may conclude that a man is a man only

so far as his speech proceeds from sound reason, and as he has

regard to his abode in heaven^ and that he is not a man so far

as his speech proceeds from perverted reason, and as he has

regard only to his abode in this world: nevertheless in the latter

case he is in power a rr,an, though not in act ; for every one ha?

the power of understanding Avliat is true, and of willing what is

good ; but in proportion as he is not willing to do good, and to

understand truth, he can but assume the semblance of a man in

externals, and play the ape.

418. The reason why good is our neighbour is, because

good belongs to the Avill, and the will is the esse of a man's life.

Truth in the luiderstanding is also our neighbour, but only so

far as it proceeds from good in the will ; for good in the will

forms itself in the understanding, and there renders itself visible

in the light of reason. That good is our neighbour, is plain

from common experience, by which we learn that every one
loves another only according to the quality of his will and under-
standing, that is, according to the good and truth that are in

him ; as for example, who loves a king, a prince, a duke, a

governor, a counsellor, or any person in the magistracy, or any
judge, except from the judgement which is displayed in their

speech itnd actions ? or who loves a prelate, a minister of the

church, or any canonical person, except for his learning, integ-

rity of life, and zeal for the salvation of souls ? or who loves a

general of an armv, or any subordinate officer, but for his cou-.
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rage, and the prudence by which it is governed ? Who loves a

merchant but for his honesty? who a workman and servant, but

for their fidehty ? Nay, who loves a tree but for its fruit ? or

ground but for its fertility? or a precious stone but for the

purity of its water? &c. And, what may be considered as very

extraordinary, it is not the upriglit man only who loves what is

good and just in another, but the unprincipled man does the

same ; and the reason is, because he is in no fear, in his deal-

ings with one of such a character, of losing his reputation, his

honor, or his wealth : the love of goodness, however, in this

case, is not the love of his neighbour ; for an unprincipled

person has no interior love for another, but only loves him so

far as he is subservient to his own ends and purposes. To love

what is good in another, from a principle of goodness in our-

selves, is genuine love towards our neighbour ; for in this case

our own and our neighboin'^s goodness mutually kiss and con-

join themselves together.

419. He who loves good because it is good, and truth

because it is true, pre-eminently loves his neighbour; for he
loves the Lord, who is good itself and truth itself, who is the

only sovirce of the love of good and of truth, and consequently

of our neighbour; thus love towards our neighbour is formed
from a celestial origin. Whether Ave speak of use or of good, it

is the same thing; therefore to do uses is to do good, and
according to the quantity and quality of use in the good which
we do, is the quantity and quality of the good itself.

A^II. Charity and good works are as distinct as willing
WHAT is good and DOING WHAT IS GOOD.

420. In every man there is an internal and an external : his

internal is what is called the internal man, and his external is

what is called the external man. He who is unacquainted with

the nature of the internal and exernal man, may possibly sup-

pose that the internal man is that which thinks and wills, and
the external that Avhich speaks and acts. It is true, indeed,

that speech and action belong to the external man, and thought
and Avill to the internal : but still these are not what essentially

constitute the external and internal man. According to general

perception, the mind of man is the internal man : but the mind
itself is divided into two regions ; one, which is superior and
interior, is the spiritual region, and the other, which is inferior

and exterior, is the natural region. The spiritual mind looks

principally into the spiritual world, and has for its objects such

things as are therein, whether they be such as exist in heaven

or such as exist in hell, for both are in the spiritual world ; but

the natural mind looks principally into the natural world, and
has for its objects such things as are in that world, Avhether

they be good or evil. All human action and speech proceed

from the inferior region of the mind directlv, and from its supe-
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ri-or region indirectly, since the inferior region of the mind is

nearer to the bodily senses^ and the superior is more remote

from them, A man has this division of the mind, because he

was created to be a spiritual and at the same time a natural

being, and thus to be a man, and not a beast. Hence it is

evident that the man who regards the world and himself in the

first place, is an external man, because he is a natural man, not

only in body, but also in mind ; and that the man who regards

the things of heaven and the chui^ch in the first place, is an

internal man, because he is a spiritual man, both in mind and
body : the reason why he is spiritual even with respect to the

body is, because his actions and speech proceed from the supe-

rior mind Avhich is spiritual, through the inferior which is natural;

for it is an acknowledged truth that eftects proceed from the

body, while the causes which produce them are from the mind,

and that the cause is the all in the efiect. That the human
mind is thus divided, appears evident from this circumstance,

that man has the power to feign, to flatter, to play the hypocrite,

to act a character opposite to his real one, and to assent to what
another says at the same time that he ridicules it in his heart

:

in this case his ridicule proceeds from the superior mind, and
his apparent assent from the inferior.

4.21. Hence may be seen in what sense it is to be understood

that charity and good works are as distinct as willing what is

good and doing what is good, that is, they are formally distinct,

like the mind which thinks and wills, and the body by which
the mind speaks and acts; and they are essentially distinct,

because, as was shewn above, the mind is distinguished into two
regions, an interior which is spiritual, and an exterior Avhich is

natural ; so that if Avorks proceed from the spiritual mind, they

proceed from its good-will, which is charity ; bvit if from the

natural mind, they proceed from its good will, which is not cha-

rity, although it may appear like it in its external form, and yet

not be charity in its internal form; and charity in the mer'i

external form bears indeed the specious appearance of charity,

but still is devoid of its essence. This may be comparatively

illustrated by the case of seeds sown in the ground, from each of

which there sprouts forth a young shoot or set, either profitable

or unprofitable, according to the nature and quality of the seed.

This is likcAvise the case with spiritual seed, Avhicli is the truth

of the church derived from the Word ; from this is formed doc-

trine, which is profitable Avhen formed of genuine truths, but

unprofitable when formed of truths falsified. Exactly similar to

these cases is that of charity, as derived from a principle of

good-Avill, whether the good-Avill be for the sake of self and the

world, or for the sake of our neighbour in a confined or in an
extensive sense : if it be for the sake of self and the world it is

spmious charity; but if for the sake of our neighbour, it is
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genuine. More, however, may be seen on this subject m the

chapter on Faith, particularly in the articles where it is shewn
that Charity consists in willing what is good, and r/ood works
consist in doing what is good, from a principle of good-will, n.

374 ; and charity and faith are mere mental and perishable

things, unless they are determined to works, and co-exist vi iheni,

whenever it is practicable, n. 375, 376.

VIII. Charity itself consists in acting justly and faith-
fully IN WHATEVER OFFICE, BUSINESS, AND EMPLOYMENT A
PERSON is engaged, AND WITH WHOMSOEVER HE HAS ANY
CONNECTION.
42.2. Charity itself consists in acting justly and faithfully in

whatever office, business, and employment a person is engaged,
because every thing so done is of use to society, and use is good,

and good in a sense abstracted from persons is our neighbour;
and it Avas shewn above that not only indiAddual men, but also a

society of men, and a man's country in general, are his neigh-

Dour. But take an instance : a king who sets his sid)jects an
example of well-doing, is desirous that they should live accord-

ing to the laws of justice, recompenses those who do so live^

regards every one according to his merit, secures them against

injuries and invasions, acts as the father of his kingdom, and
provides for the common prosperity of his people,—such a king
has charity in his heart, and his actions are good works. A
priest Avho teaches truths from the Word, and by these leads

his flock to the good of life and so to heaven,—such a priest,

since he provides for the welfare of the souls of those Avho belong
to his church, is pre-eminently in the exercise of charity. A
judge who judges according to justice and law, and is not biased

in his judgement by bribes, friendship, or relationship, provides

for the well-being both of societ}^ and of individuals ; of society,

since it is thus kept in obedience to the law and under fear of

transgression, and of indiAaduals, because justice is enabled to

triumph over injustice. A merchant or trader who acts from a

principle of sincerity, and not of deceit or fraud, provides for

tiie Avelfare of his neighbour with whom he is engaged in busi-

ness. The same is true of a workman or artificer, if he does his

woi'k uprightly and sincerely, and not fraudulently and with
deceit. So also in all other cases, as with captains and sailors,

farmers and servants.

423. This is charity itself, because charity may be defined

as consisting in doing good to our neighbour daily and continu-

ally, not only to our neighbour individually, but to our neighbour
collectively : and this cannot be effected but by a man's doing
what is good and just, in whatever office, business, and employ-
ment he is engaged, and with whomsoever he has any connection

;

for tliis lie does daily ; and •when he is not in its immediate
exercise, still it is continually present in his mind, and is the
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object of liis thoughts and intentions. The man Avho tlms exer-

cises charity, becomes more and more charity in form ; for justice

and fidelity form his mind, and their exercises his body ; so that

in process of time, from the form thus acquired, he wills and
thinks nothing but what has some relation to charity. Sucli

persons at length become like those described in the Word, of

whom it is said they have the law written in their hearts. They
also place no merit in their works, for they never think of merit.

but only of their duty, which as good citizens they are bound
to perform. A man, however, can by no means of himself act

from a principle of spiritual righteousness and fidelity ; for every

one derives from his parents an hereditary disposition to do what
is good and just for the sake of himself and the world, and
not for the sake of goodness and justice : none therefore but
those who worship the Lord, and act from him at the same time
that they act of themselves, acquire spiritual chaiity, and are

imbued with it by exercise.

424. There are many who act justly and faithfully in their

functions, and in so doing perform works of charity, who yet do
not possess any cha""ity in themselves : but these are those in

whom the love of self and the world is predominant, and not the

love of heaven ; and if it happen that this Litter has any place

in them, it is in subjection to the former, like a slave under his

master, or like a common soldier under his captain, and like a

porter standing in the gate.

IX, Eleemosynary acts or charity consist in giving to
THE POOR, and relieving THE INDIGENT, BUT AVITH PRU-

DENCE.
425. It is necessary to distinguish between the offices of

charity and its eleemos3'naiT acts. By the offices of charity we
mean those exercises which proceed immediately from charity

itself, and which, as has just been shewn, are connected princi-

pally with the function or employment in which each man is

engaged ; but by eleemosynary acts of charity we mean those

iiids and assistances which a man lends to his neighbour, inde-

pendent of the ordinary duties of his station. They are called

eleemosynary acts, because in doing them a man is left to his

own libertj^ and pleasure, and when done, they are regarded by
the person who receives them as eleemosynary, and are dispensed

iiccord'mg to the reasons and intentions which influence the mind
of the benefactor. It is a prevailing notion that charity consist^-

solely in giving to the poor, relieving the indigent, providing izi

widows and orphans, contributing towards the building of hos-

pitals and other edifices for the reception of the sick, the stranger,

and the fatherless, but particularly in the building, ornamenting,

and endov.'ing of churches : many things, however, of this sort

have no proper connection with charity, but are extraneous to it.

Those who make charity itself consist in such actions, must of
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necessity consider tliem meritorious ; and althongli they may say

they disclaim all regard to merit, yet in their hearts they cannot

but entertain a belief that they are entitled to it. This is evident

from what is observed of such persons after death ; for they then

begin to reckon up their works, and to demand salvation as a

reward. An inquiry however is then made into the ground and
origin of their works, and their consequent quality ; and if it Ije

found that they proceeded either from vain-glorj^, a desire of fame,

bare munificence, friendship, mere natural inclination, or hypo-

cris}', they are then judged according to that origin, the quality

of which is in the works. But genuine charity proceeds from
those Avho are thoroughly imbued with it from the justice and
the judgement of their works, which they do without regarding

recompeuce as an end and motive for doing them, according to

what the Lord says, Luke xiv. 12—14. These also call the

things above-mentioned eleemosynary acts, and likewise duties,

although with them they are works of charity.

426. It is weU known that some who have done such elee-

mosynary acts as appear in the eyes of men like images of cha-

rity, imagine and believe that they have been practising works
of charity, and regard them, as many do papal indulgences, as

things for the sake of which they are purified from their sins,

and are to be presented with the kingdom of heaven, like the

truly regenerate, when nevertheless they make light of adultery,

hatred, revenge, fraud, and in general all the lusts of the flesh,

which they indulge in at pleasure. But in such a case what are

their good works, but like painted images of angels in company
wath devils ? or like boxes made of lapis lazuli, that within are

full of hydi-as ? The case however is changed where those elee-

mosynary acts are done by persons who shun the above-men-
tioned evils as abominable and detestable in the sight of charity.

Nevertheless such acts, particularly the giving of alms to poor
persons and beggars, have in many respects their uses and
advantages ; for it is by these acts that children and servants,

and, in general, all persons of simple character and condition,

are initiated into charity, such works being its externals, in-

troductory to the offices of charity ; for they are its rudiments
which, at the time of doing them, are like unripe fruits, yet

with those who are afterwards perfected by the right knowledge^
of charity and faith, they become like ripe fruits ; and then they
regard their former works, which were done in simplicity of

heart, as so many duties they have discharged.

427. At the present day these acts are believed to be the

proper deeds of charity, which are meant in the Word by good
works, because charity is very frequently described in the Word
by giving to the poor, relieving the needy, and providing for

widows and orphans ; but heretofore it has not been known that

the Word, in the letter, makes mention of such things only as
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are the external, yea, the extreme parts of worship, and they

signify spiritual things, which are internal, as may be seen in the

chapter on The Sacred Scripture, n. 193—209 ; so that it

appears that those Avho are called the poor, needy, widows, and
orphans, mean such as are so in a spiritual sense, and not such

only as are so literally. The poor signify those who have no
knowledge of truth and good, as may be seen in the Apocalypse
E/EVEALED, n. 209; and widows signify those who are without

truths, and yet desire them ; n. 764<, and so with the others.

428. Those avIio are naturally of a tender, compassionate

disposition, and do not make their natural disposition spiritual,

by regulating its workings according to genuine charity, ima-

gine that charity consists in giving to every poor person, and
relieving every one that is indigent, without inquiring whether
their character be good or bad, for they affirm that such in-

quiry is needless, since God regards only the alms and the re-

lief that are given. Such, however, after death are carefully

distinguished and separated from those who have done eleemo-

synaiT acts of charity under the guidance of discretion ; for those

Avho have done so from the impulse of a blind undistinguishing

charity are found in another life equally compassionate to the

wicked and the good , the consequence of which is, that the

wicked are assisted in their disposition to do Avickedly, and to

turn the kindnesses they receive into means of injuring the good,

so that such bestowers of kindnesses are ultimately the cause

of mischief to the good. To bestow a favor on a wicked person

is like giving bread to a devil, which he turns into poison ; for all

the bread in a deviFs hand is poison, or if it is not, he turns it

into poison, by using the kindnesses he receives as allurements

to draw others into evil. It is also like offering a sword to ano-

ther's enemy, and so enabling him to commit murder ; or like

giving a shepherd's crook to a man-wolf, that he may lead the

sheep to the pasture, which he no sooner receives than he drives

them from the pasture into the wilderness, and there slaughters

them ; or it is like advancing a robber to a post of authority in

the state, whose only object and care is plunder, according to

the abundance and value of which he dispenses the laws and
executes judgement.

X. There are public, domestic, and private duties

or charity.
429. The eleemosynary acts and the duties of charity, are

distinct from each other, like things done of free-will, and those

which are done of necessity. By the duties of charity, however,

we do not here mean the duties annexed to any office in a king-

dom or commonwealth, as in the case of a minister, that he
ought to fulfil the office of administration, or of a judge, that

he ought to judge, &c. ; hut by the duties of charity we mean
the duties which every one has to perform, whatever be his func-
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tion : they are consequently from another origin^ and flow from
another will^ [than does the obligation to the exercise of his

function,] and hence they are discharged from a principle of cha-

rity by those who are under its influence, and, on the contrary

^

from no principle of charity by those who are not under its

influence.

430. Public duties of charity are, more especialh^, the
payment of imposts and taxes, which ought not to l)e confounded
Avith the duties arising from offlces or functions. These are paid
with a dift'erent disposition of heart by those who are spiritual

and those who are merely natural : those Avho are spiritual pay
them out of good will, because they are collected for the preser-

vation and protection of tlieir country and the church, and as a
provision for the proper officers and governors, who must receive

their salaries and stipends out of the public treasury ; therefore

those who consider then- country and the clnu-ch as their neigh-

bour, pay such debts gladly and with a willing mind, and consider

it a wicked act either to withhold them or to use any deceit in the
payment ; whereas those who do not esteem their country and
the chm'ch as their neighbour, pay such debts with a reluctant

and unwilling mind, and as often as they have an opportunity
withhold them or use some fraud in the pryment ; for they regard
only theii' own liouse and their own flesh as their neighbour.

431. Domestic duties of charity are of several kinds, as

those of a husband to his Avife, and of a wife to her husband ; of

parents to their children, and of children to their parents ; like-

wise, of a master and mistress to their servants, and of servants

to theu^ master and mistress : there are so many duties, relating

to the education of children and the government of families, that
it Avould require a volume to enumerate them. Every man is led

to discharge these duties from a principle of love, difl'erent from
that which influences him in his ordinary occupation : a husband's
duties towards his wife, and the Avife^s toAvards her husband,
proceed from and according to conjugial loA-e; a tather^s and
mother's towards their children, from a principle of lo\'e implanted
in every one, called storge, or parental affection ; and children's

towards their parents, from and according to another kind of

love, Avhich is closely connected Avith obedience from a principle

of duty : the duties of a master and mistress to their servants

partake of the love of rule or authority, which A'aries according
to the peculiar state of every one's mind. Conjugial love, hoAV-

ever, and loA^e toAvards children, Avith their several duties and
the discharge of them, are not p)-oductive of love toAvards cur
neighbour, like the fulfilment of the duties which belong to a

man's ordinary occupation : for the loA^e called storge, or parental

aff'ection, prevails alike with the Avicked and the good, yea, some-
times much more poAverfully Avitli the Avicked ; it is also found
among birds and beasts, Avhich are incapable of receiving charity

;
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and it is besides a known fact, that bears, tigers, and serpents

love their young with as strong an affection as sheej) and goats,

and that owls also are as tender of their offspring as doves. xVs

to what particularly regards the duties of parents to their children,

there is an intrinsic difference in this respect Avith those v bo are

under the influence of charity and those who are not, although

externally the duties may appear similar : with those who are

under the influence of charity, parental affection is joined with

love towards their neighbour and love to God, and such parents

love their children according to their morals, virtues, pursuits,

and qualifications for the service of the public ; Imt with those

who are not under the influence of charity, there is no conjunc-

tion of charity with parental affection ; the consequence is that

such parents frequently love wicked, immoral, and crafty children,

more than those who are good, moral, and prudent, and thus

prefer such as are unserviceable to the public before such as are

serviceable.

432. Private duties of charity are also of several kinds,

such as paying wages to workmen, returning borrowed money,
observing agreements, keeping pledges, and other transactions

of a like nature, some of which ai'e duties grounded in statute

law, some in civil law, and some in moral law. These duties

also are discharged from different motives by those who are

under the influence of charity and those who are not : by the

former they are discharged justly and faithfully; for as may be
seen above, n. 422, the law of charity requires that a man should

act justly and faithfully in all his dealings with whomsoever he
may have any connection ; but these duties are discharged in a

totally diff'erent manner by those who are not influenced by
charity.

XI. Convivial recreations of charity consist or dinners
AND suppers, and SOCIAL INTERCOURSE.

433. Every one knows that dinner and supper parties are in

general use, and are given to promote various ends ; by many
on account of friendship, relationship, mirth, gain, recompence,

and for party purposes of corruption ; among the great they arc

also given on account of their dignity ; and in the palaces of

kings, for the display of splendor and magnificence. But
dinners and suppers of charity are given only by those who are

influenced by mutual love grounded in a similarity of faith.

Among Christians in the primitive church, dinners and suppers

had this end alone in view, and were called feasts, being insti-

tuted that they might meet together in cordial joy and friendly

union. Their suppers signified consociations and conjunctions

in the first state of the church's establishment; for ev-ening,

which was the time of celebrating those feasts, was significative

of that state ; and their dinners signified the same things in the

second state of the church's establishment, the morning and dav
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being significative ot that state. At table the guests converacd

together on various subjects, domestic and civil, but particularly

on such as concerned the church ; and as their feasts were feasts

of charity, their conversation on every subject was influenced by
charity, with all its joys and delights. The spiritual sphere which
prevailed on those occasions was a sphere of love to the Lord and
towards the neighbour, which exhilarated every mind, softened

the tone of every expression, and communicated to all the senses

a festivity from the heart : for from every man there emanates a

spiritual sphere, derived from tlie aflection of his love and corre-

sponding thought, which inwardly aftects those in his company,

particularly at the time of convivial recreations : this sphere

emanates laoth by the face and the respiration. It is because

dinners and suppers, or feasts, were significative of such conso-

ciation of mind, that they are so often mentioned in the Word,
and in their spiritual sense, Avhen there used, have no other

meaning: this was eminently, and in a supreme sense, signified

by the paschal supper among the children of Israel, and like-

wise by their banquets on their other festivals, also by their

eating together of the sacrifices near the tabernacle: conjunction

itself was at that time represented by In'eaking bread and distri-

buting it, and by drinking out of the same cup, and handing it

to one another.

434. Social intercourse was kept up in the primitive

church among those who called themselves brethren in Christ

;

hence it was the social intercourse of charity, because they were

a spiritual brotherhood. This social intercourse consisted also

in administering consolation to each other under the distresses

of the chiu'ch, and in expressions of mutual joy for its increase,

and also in recreation of mind from study and labor, mixed
with conversation on various subjects ; and because all these

flowed from spiritual love, as from their proper fountain, they

were rational and moral from their spiritual origin. In the pre-

sent day social intercourse of friendship has no end in view but

the pleasures of conversation, the exhilaration of the mind (mens)

by discourse, and thence the expansion of the mind {animus),

the Uberation of the imprisoned thoughts, and the consequent

refreshment of the bodily senses and their restoration to their

\vonted vigor. But the social intercourse of charity is not yet

revived ; for the Lord says, " In the consummation of the age,"

that is, in the end of the church, " iniquity shall abound, and
the charity of many shall grow cold" (Matt. xxiv. 12). This

happens because the church has not as yet acknowledged the

Lord God the Saviour to be the God of heaven and earth, and
has not immediately approached and addressed him, from whom
alone genuine charity proceeds, and is communicated by influx.

But the social intercourse which does not conjoin minds in a

friendship which has something akin to charity, is but the feigned
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RomblaTice of friend.^liip, consisting; in deceptive attestations o)

mutual love, ensnaring Avays of insinuation into the good graces

of another, and in the indulgence of bodily delights, particularly

of sensual gratifications, by which the objects of such pretended

friendship are carried along like ships in full sail before a fair

wind, while the sycophants and hypocrites stand at the stern,

and direct their course by the rudder they hold in their hands.

XIT, The first part of charity consists in putting awav
EVILS, AND THE SECOND IN DOING GOOD ACTIONS THAT
ARE USEFUL TO OUR NEIGHBOUR.
435. This tenet, that it is the first part of charity to do no

e\'il to our neighbour, and the second, to do him good, occupies

the first place in the doctrine of charity, for it is as a door to it.

It is an acknowledged truth, that evil resides in the will of every

man from liis birth ; and since all evil regards a man as both

near itself and at a distance from itself, and also the society to

which he belongs and his country, it follows that hereditary

evil is evil against our neighbour in every degree. The light of

reason itself may discern, that so far as the evil inherent in the

will is not removed, the good which a man does is impregnated
with that evil ; for in such case evil is within the good, like a

nut in its husk and the marrow in a bone ; of consequence,

although the good done by such a person has the appearance of

good, yet inwardly it is not so, being like a sound husk within

which is a kernel eaten by worms, or like a fair almond that is

rotten within, the corrupt veins of which spread even to the sur-

face. To will evil and to do good, are in their nature opposite to

each other, evil being grounded in hatred towards our neighbour,

and good in \o\e towards liim ; or in other words, evil is our

neighbour's enemy, and good his friend, which two cannot pos-

sibly exist together in one and the same mind, that is, evil in

the internal man and good in the external ; for in such case good
in the external man would be like a wound superficially healed,

but inwardly full of putrid matter. A man, in such circum-

stances, is like a tree whose root is decayed through age, but

which yet produces fruit that appears outwardly like fruit of a

good flavor and fit for use, but inwardly is unsavory and useless;

or he is like the scoriae separated from metals, which, when
polished and of beautiful color, are sold for precious stones ; in

short, they may be compared to the eggs of an owl, which men
are induced to believe are those of a dove. Let it be observed

that the good Avhich a man does in the body proceeds from his

spirit, or internal man, for this is his spirit that lives after death,

and of consequence, when a man casts oif his body, which con-

stituted his external man, he is then wholly and entirely im-

mersed in the evils of his life, and takes delight in them, while

good is held in aversion., being offensive to his life. A man
cannot do good which is truly so, before evil is put away, as the
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Lord teaches in many places : "Do men gather grapes of thorns,

or figs of thistles ? A corrupt tree cannot bring forth good
fruit" (Matt. vii. 16—18). " Woe unto you, Scribes and Pha-
risees, hypocrites ! for ye make clean the outside of the cup and
the platter, but within they are full of extortion and excess.

Thou bhnd Pharisee, cleanse first that which is within the cup
and platter, that the outside of them may be clean also " (xxiii.

25, 26). And in Isaiah: "Wash you; put away the evil oi

your doings ; cease to do evil ; learn to do good ; seek judge-

ment ; and then if your sins be as scarlet, they shall be made
white as snow; if they be red like crimson, thev shall be as

'.vool" (i. 16—18).
436. This may be further illustrated by the following com-

parisons: no one can approach another who keeps a leopard or a

panther in his chamber, and who lives secure from their attacks

in consequence of giving them food, unless he first remove those

lierce creatures. What person invited to a royal table, docs

not wash his hands and face before he presents himself? Who
does not purify metallic ores in the fire, and separate the scorias,

before he can procure pure gold and silver ? What husbandman
does not separate his wheat from tares, before he stores it in his

barn? Who does not boil his meat, to remove its impurities

and rawness, before he thinks it fit to be brought to table and
eaten ? What gardener does not shake the trees of his garden,

and clear them from grubs and insects, to save the leaves from
being devoured, and the fruit in consequence spoiled? Who
can be in love with a girl, and make her offers of marriage, when
he knows she is infected Avith a bad distemper, and full of pim-
ples and sores, notwithstanding she may paint her face, set off

her dress, or endeavour to attract admiration by the blandish-

ments of speech and behaviour ? A man ought to purify himself
from evils, and not to wait for the Lord to purify him by an
immediate act of his power; for in this case he would be like a

Kcrvant, with his face and clothes all bedaubed with soot or filth,

who should go to his master and say, " Master, wash me :"

xvould not his master in such a case, naturally say to him, "You
ibolish servant, Avhat do you say ? See ! there are water, soap,

••lud a towel; and have not jon hands of your own, and strength
to use them? Go, and wash yourself." Thus too will the
Lord God say to his servant, " The means of purification arc

pro^-ided by me, and from me also you have your Avill and power;
use then these my gifts and talents as vour own, and vou will

be purified.'*

437. It is beheved at the present day that charity consists

only in doing good, and that while a man is doing good lie does
no CA^l, consequently, that the first part of charity is to do good,
and the second not to do evil; but the case is altogether the
reverse, it being the first nart of charity to Dut away evil, ami
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tlie second to good. For it is a universal law in tlie spiritual

world, and thence too in the natural world, that so far as a per-

son ^vills no evil, he wills ^^'hat is good; consequently, so far as

lie turns himself away from hell, whence all evil ascends, he
turns himself towards heaven, whence all good descends; and
therefore, so far as any one rejects the devil, he is accepted by
the Lord. It is impossible for any person to stand between
DOth, turning his neck about, and praying at the same time to

both ; for these are those of whom the Lord said, " I knoAV thy
\vorks, that thou art neither cold nor hot ; I would thou Avert

cold or hot; so then, because thou art lukewarm, and neither

cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth" (Hcv. iii. 15,^

16). HoAv is it possible for an officer to stand wavering Avith his-

troops betAveen tAvo armies, and to take part Avith both ? How
is it possible for any one to be in evil against his neighbour, and
at the same time in good towards him? In such a case, does

not evil lurk within the good? And although in its hidden state

it may not appear in outAvard acts, yet it Avill shcAV itself in

many particulars, if they be didy attended to. The Lord says,

" No man can serA-e tAvo masters : ye cannot serve God and
mammon" (Luke XAd, 13).

438. No one, hoAvever, is able, by his OAvn power .and strength^

to purify himself from evils, and yet such purification cannot be
effected Avithout the poAver and strength of a man as if it Avere

his OAvn ; for Avithout this, no one Avould be able to fight against

the flesh and its lusts, Avhich nevertheless is required of all

;

indeed, no one Avould ever think of any such fight or warfare,

and thus Avould abandon his mind {animus) to evils of every kind,

being restrained from their actual perpetration only by worldly

laAvs and Avorldh' punishments : thus he would iuAvardly be like

a tiger, a leopard, and a serpent, AA'hich never reflect on the

cruelties tlicy exercise in the gratification of their lusts and loA^es.

It is plain then that a man, being endoAved Avith reason, and
thereby exalted aboA-e the beasts, ought to resist evils from the

poAver and strength given him by the Lord, AAhich in every

respect of feeling and sense appear to him as his OAvn ; and this

appearance the Lord communicates to every man, for the sake

of regeneration, imputation, conjunction, and salvation.

XIII. In performixg the exercises or charity, a man does
NOT ascribe merit TO AVORKS, fJO LONG AS HE RELIEA^ES

THAT ALL GOOD IS FROM THE LORD.
439. To ascribe merit to Avorks which are done for the sake

of salvation, is hurtful; for there are many evils concealed in

such a belief of merit, of which the doer of the AVorks is entirely

ignorant : those latent caIIs are a denial of the influx and opera-

tion of God in man ; a confident presumption on our own pov/er

in all that concerns sahation; a faith and dependence on oiu'selves,

and not on God; self-justification; salvation by means of our
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own strength ; anniliilation of the divine grace and merc}^ ; the

rejection of reformation and regeneration by divine means ; in

particular, a derogating from the merit and righteonsness of the

Lord God the Savioui', and an appropriation thereof to ourselves,

besides a continual looking to reward, or recompence, Avhicli is

then the first and last end regarded ; a sufibcation and extinction

of love to the Lord and to^vards our neighbour ; a total ignornnce

and imperceptibility of the delight of heavenly love, Avhich is

without an idea of merit, and a sensation of the delight of self-

love only : for those who put recompence in the first place and

salvation in the second, and thus respect the latter for the sake

of the former, invert all order, and immerse the interior desires

of their minds in their own selfhood, and defile them in the

body with the evil lusts of the fiesh. Hence it is that the good

which regards merit, appears in the sight of angels like rust, and
that which does not regard merit, like purple. We ought not

to do good with a view to recompence, as the Lord teaches in

the following passage :
"^ If ye do good to them that do good to

you, Avhat thank have ye ? But love ye your enemies, and do

good, and lend, hoping for nothing again, and your reward shall

be great, and ye shall be the childi"en of the Highest ; for he is

kind to the unthankful and to the evil" (Luke vi. 33—36), A
man cannot do good, which is really and in its own nature good,

except from the Lord, as in John :
'• Abide in me, and I in you:

as the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, except it abide in the

vine, so neither can ye, except ye abide in me ; for without me
ye can do nothing" (xv. 4, 5). And in another place : "A man
can receive nothing, except it be given him from heaven" (iii. 27).

440. But for men to tlnnk that they shall go to heaven, and
that therefore they must do good,—this is not to regard recom-
pence as an end, and to ascribe merit to works ; for even those

who love their neighbours as themselves, and God above all

things, think in this manner, which the}' do from a belief in

these words of the Lord; "Their reward shall be great in heaven"
[Matt. v. 12; vi. 1; x. 41, 42; Luke vi. 23, 35; xiv. 12—14;
John iv. 36). "Those Avho have done good shall inherit the

kingdom prepared for them from the foundation of the world "

(]\Litt. XXV. 34). " Every man shall be rewarded according: to

his works" (Matt. xvi. 27"; John v. 29; Rev. xiv. 13; xx. 12, l3;
Jer. XXV. 14; xxxii. 19 ; Hosea iv. 9; Zech. i. 6) ; and in many
other places. Such persons are not influenced by a confidence

in the reward to which merit entitles them, but by a Ixdief in the

promise made of grace. To these the delight of doing good to

their neighbour is a reward, M'liich is the delight the angels of

heaven experience, and is a spiritual delight, Avliich is eternal,

and infinitely superior to every natural delight. Those who are

in the enjoyment of this delight, are unwilling to hear of merit,

for thev love to do good, and therein nerceive rruc blessedness ;
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and it grieves them to have it supposed that they do good for

the sake of recompence : they are Uke those who do good to their

friends for the sake of friendship ; to a brother, because he is a

brother; to a wife and ehiklren, because they are wife and
children; to their country, because it is their country; thus

their actions are dictated by friendsliip and love. All persons

who do good to others bear testimony to the superior excellence

of such motives, by endeavouring to persuade them that they do
it for their sakes, and not for their own.

441. The case however is very different with those who in

their works consider recompence as the only end worth regard.

Such persons are like those avIio make professions of friendship

for the sake of gain and interest, and Avho also make presents,

do kind offices, and give proofs of love, as if it proceeded from
their hearts, and yet, when they are disappointed in their expec-

tations, turn round, renovxnce the obligations of friendship, and
join the enemies and haters of him \vhom they seemed to love.

Such persons are also like nurses, who suckle infants merely
for the sake of reward, and kiss and fondle them while their

parents are present; but as soon as they perceive that their

extravagant expectations of recompence are not all immediately

gratified, they then leave the poor infants to shift for themselves,

become regardless of theu' cries, and use them in the most severe

and barbarous manner. They are also like those who, in their

regard for their country, are influenced by the love of self and
the world ; who make professions of a readiness to serve her,

even at the expence of their fortunes and lives, and yet if they
are disappointed of the honors and emoluments which they

expected as rewards for their pati'iotism, begin to abuse their

ungrateful country, and take part with her enemies. They art-

also like shepherds who feed sheep only for wages, and who, it

they do not receive them at the appointed time, drive away the

flock from the pasture into the wilderness. Like unto these are

those priests who perform their ministerial duties merely out of

regard to the emoluments annexed to them, and who, it is very

plain, on that account care little about the salvation of the souls

of those committed to their charge. The case is the same in

respect to those magistrates who look oidy to the honors and
profits arising from their offices : when these do good, it is not

out of any regard to the pubhc welfare, but with a view to selfish

and worldly gratifications, which they consider as their only

good. Many other instances, to the same purport, might be
adduced ; for the end or object regarded is the grand point in

Avhich all other considerations centre, and mediator}^ causes

belonging to the office or duty, in case they do not promote that

end, are renounced and disclaimed. So it is with those who
require recompence as a reward of merit in the concerns of sal-

vation : all such after death demand heaven with much coufi-
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dence ; but when it is discovered that they possess no love to

God mid towards their neighbour, they are assigned over to

those Avhose office it is to give instruction in cliarity and faith,

and if they reject the teaching of such instructors, they are sent

away to the society of spirits of a like persuasion with thenj-

selves, amoiig whom there are some who are angry with God
for not giving them the rewards they expected, and call faith a

mere creature of the brain. These are those who are meant in

tlie Word by hirelings, to whom the most slavisli and base

offices in the courts of the temple were committed. In the spi-

ritual world they appear at a distance as if they were cutting

wood.
442. It ought to be carefull}^ observed, that charity and

faith in the Lord are closely conjoined, so that the quality of

charity depends on the quality of faith. The Lord, charity,

and faith, constitute a one, like life, ivill, and understanding ; and
in case tliey are divided, each perishes like a pearl bruised to

poivder, as may be seen above, n. 362 ; and cliarity and faitJi

are together in good ivorks, n. 373—377. Hence it follows that

the quality of charity depends on that of faith, and the quality

of good works on the quality of faith and charity together. Now
if a man^s faith lie such that, he believes that all the good which

he does as of himself is from the Lord, in this case he is the

instrumental cause of good, and the Lord its principal cause,

which two causes appear in the man's sight as one, Mdicn never-

theless the principal cause is all in all in the instrumental. It

follows, then, that if a man believes that all good, properly so

called, is from the Lord, he will ascribe no merit to works ; and

as this belief is rendered more pure and perfect, in the same
degree every idea of merit will be removed from him by the

Lord. A man in this state performs an abundance of charitable

acts Avitliout fear of merit, and finally perceives the spiritual

delight of charity, and then begins to dislike every idea of

merit as obnoxious to his life. Such meritorious ideas are easily

removed by the Lord from those who are imbued with cliarity

by a just and faithful discharge of the office, business, or employ-

ment in which they may be engaged, and by dealing justly and
faithfully with all with whom they have any connection, accord-

ing to the definition given above, n. 422 ; but it is difficult to

remove such ideas from those who believe charity to consist in

giving alms and assisting the indigent : in doing these works of

charity the doer at first openly, and afterwards tacitly, desires

reward, and contracts notions of merit and desert.

XIV. Moral life, if it is at the same time spiritual, is

CHARITY.

443. Every man learns from his parents and masters to live

mo.'^illy, that is, to act in a civil character, and to discliarge the

duties of a man of honor, which duties have relation to varioue
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\irtues, that are the essentials of lionorablc conduct. He learns

further to clothe these essentials in suitable outward forms,

which consist in v/hatever regards decency and decorum of

behaviour; and, as he grows up, he is taught to superadd
rational motives and considerations, and thus to perfect his

moral character ; for moral life in children, till they approach the

period of youth, is merely natural, and from that period it be-

comes more and more rational. Every considerate person may
plainly see that moral life is the same with the life of charity,

which consists in a fair and i^pright conduct towards our neigli-

bour, and in restraining the evils which might stain such a con-

duct : this was shewn above, n. 435—438. But still, in the

first period of a man^s existence, moral life is the life of charit}^

in its externals, that is, only its exterior and more superficial

part, and not its interior : for there are four periods of life

through which a man passes from infancy to old age : the niisT

when he acts from and iinder the guidance of others, accoixling

to the instructions he receives ; the second when he acts of

himself, under the guidance of the understanding ; the thikd
when the will acts upon the understanding, and the understand-
ing modifies the will ; the fourth when he acts from fixed con-

firmation and purpose. These however are the periods of the

life of the man^s spirit, but not in like manner of his Ijody

;

for this may act morally and talk rationally, and the spirit may
entertain opposite desires and thoughts. That this is the case

with the natural man is evident from dissemblers, flatterers,

liars, and hypocrites, who, it is plain, have a double mind, or a

mind divided into two discordant parts. The case however is

difiTerent with those whose wills are influenced by Avhat is good,

and their thoughts by Avhat is rational, and who in consequence
act well and talk rationally. These are understood in the Word
by the single in spirit, which name is given them l^eeause they
have not a double or divided spirit. Hence may be seen what
is properly meant by the external and internal man, and that

there is no possibility of deciding on the morality of the internal

man from the apparent morality of the external, because the

former may be in a state opposite to the latter, and hide itself,

as a tortoise does its head in its shell, or as a serpent its head
in its folds ; for such a moral man, so called, is like the same
robber in a city and in a wood, who in the former assumes a
moral character, and in the latter plays the thief and plunderer.

The case is otherwise Avith those who are inwardly, or in respect

to the spirit, moral, being so rendered by regeneration from the

Lord: these arc those who are meant by spiritual-moral persons.

444. A moral life, if it is at the same time spiritual, is a life

of charity, because the exercises of a moral life and those of
charity are the same ; for charity consists in bearing good-will

towards our neighbour, and in doing him good from a principle
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Df good-will, and the same is true of moral life. The law of spi-

ritual life is laid down in these words of the Lord: "Whatsoever'

ye Avould that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto

them; for this is the law and the prophets" (Matt. vii. 12).

This same law is the universal law of moral life : but to reckon

Tip all tlie works of charity, and to compare them with the Morks

of moral life, would require many pages ; let it suffice^ then, to

illustrate the point in question by six commandments of the

second table of the decalogue, Avhich, it is plain to ever}^ one^

are precepts of moral life, and which also contain all things

relating to love towards our neighbour, as may be seen above,

n. 329—331. Charity fulfils all the contents of those command-
m.ents, as is evident from these Avords of Paul :

" Love one
anotber; for he that loveth another hath fulfilled the law. For
this, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou
shalt not steal. Thou shalt not bear false witness. Thou shalt

not covet ; and if there be any other commandment, it is briefly

comprehended in this saying, namely. Thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself. Love worketh no ill to his neighbour

;

therefore love is the fulfilling of the law" (Romans xiii. 8—10).

Those who think from the external man only, must be surprised

that the seven commandments of the second table of the deca-

logue were promulgated in so miraculous a manner by Jello^'ah

himself on Mount Sinai, when yet they were precepts of the

law of civil justice in all kingdoms throughout the world, conse-

quently in iEgypt also, from which country the children of Israel

were lately come forth ; for Avithout them no kingdom can sub-

sist. But they were promulgated by Jehovah, and also written

with his finger on tables of stone, in order that they might be

precepts not only of civil society, and thus of natural-moral life,

but also of heavenly society, and thus of spiritual-moral life ; so

that to act in opposition to them, is to act in opposition not

only to men, but also to God.
44-5. If moral life be considered in its essence, it will appear

that it is agreeable to both human and divine laws ; the man
therefore who lives according to those two laws as one, is a truly

moral man, and his life is charit}'. Every person, if he pleases, is

capable of comprehending, from external-moral life, the nature

and quality of charity. Let him only transcribe external-moral

life, such as it is in civil commerce and communication, into the

internal man, that this in will and thought may be similar and
conformable to the actions of the external man, and he will then
see charity in its type.

XV. The friendship op love, contracted with a person
WITHOUT REGARD TO IIIS SPIRITUAL QUALITY, IS DETRI-

MENTAL AFTER DEATH.
446. The friendship of love means interior friendship, which

is such as to love not only the external man in a friend, but
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likewise his internal, and this without examination as to the

nature and quahty of his internal or spirit, in other words, as to

the affections of his mind, whether they be aft'ections of love

towards the neighbour and of love to God, and thus capable of

consociation with the angels of heaven, or whether they be affec-

tions of opposite loves, and thus productive of consociation with
devils. Such friendship is contracted by many persons from
various causes, and for various ends. This is distinct from that

extei"nal friendship which regards the person alone, and which is

intended for the various purposes of bodih^ and sensual gratifi-

cations, and worldly business and connections. The latter kind
of friendship ma}'^ be contracted with any person, even with a

buflbon, who entertains the company with his jests at a great

man's table. This is simply caUed friendship, but the former
kind is called the friendship of iove, because friendship is na-

tural conjunction only, whereas love is spii'itual conjunction.

447. The friendship of love may be detrimental after death,

as will appear evidently from the state of heaven, of hell, and of

the spirit of man respectively. With regard to the state of

heaven, it is distinguished into innumerable societies, according

to all the varieties of the affections of the love of good ; hell, on
the other hand, is distinguished into societies, according to all

the varieties of the affections of the love of evil ; and a man
after death, being then a spirit, is immediateh', according to

his former life in the world, attached to that society where his

ruling love prevails ; to some heavenly society, if love to God and
towards his neighbour had constituted the head of his loves,

and to some infernal society, if that head had been constituted

by the love of self and of the world. Immediately on his

entrance into the spiritual world (which is an effect consequent
on death and the burial of the material body), the man is kept
some time in a state of preparation for the society to which he
belongs, and this preparation is effected by the rejection of

every love that is not in agreement with his principal love.

During this time, therefore, a separation is made of one person

from another ; friends are separated from friends, clients from
their patrons, parents also from their children, brothers from
their brethren, and each of them is inwardly adjoined to his

like, with whom he is to live a life suited to his state, and sach

:is is peculiarly his own, to eternity. At the beginning of this

jireparation they meet togetlier, and converse in a friendly

manner with each other, as they used to do in the world ; by
degrees, however, and in a way not perceived by themselves,

they are separated.

448. But those who, during their abode on earth, have con-

.'racted friendships of love with one another, are not capable,

iike the rest, of being separated according to order, and of bein^

consigned to the society corresponding to their life ; for thev arp
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connected interioi-ly as to their spirits, and cannot be plucked

asunder, because they are like branches of trees joined to each

other by grafting ; Avherefore in case one, as to his interiors, is

in heaven, and the other, as to his interiors, is in liell, they

cohere together, much like a sheep and a wolf, or a goose and a

fox, or a dove and a hawk tied to each other ; and he whose
interiors are in hell inspires his infernal influences into him whose
interiors ai-e in heaven ; for it is well known in heaven, that evils

may be inspired into the good, but not goods into the evil,

because every one by birth is in evils ; the consequence is, that

when the good so cohere with the evil their interiors are closed.

And both are plunged down into hell, where the good suff'er very

severely ; till at length, after a certain space of time, they are

taken out, and then begin to be prepared for heaven. I have
been permitted to see such connections, particularly between
brothers and relations, and also between patrons and clients,

and between well-disposed dupes and their flatterers, being

persons whose aft'ections were opposite, and their genius dis-

similar. I have seen some consorting together, like kids with

leopards, and then embracing each other, and vowing fidelity to

their former friendship ; and I have perceived at such times the

good imbibing and sucking in the delights of the evil, and both
walking hand in hand, and entering together into caves where
troops of evil beings appeared in their horrid forms, which yet

by an illusion of fantasy seemed pleasing to themselves. After

some time, however, I have heard the good uttering lamentations

of feai', as if in dread of snares laid for their destruction, and
the evil triumphing with joy, like hostile troops exulting over

the spoil; not to mention other sad and tragical scenes. I have
been informed that the good, after they are taken out of those

dens, are prepared for heaven by the appointed means of refor-

mation, but with greater difiiculty than others.

449. The case is altogether diflerent with those who love the

good in another, that is, who love justice, judgement, sincerity,

uenevolence grounded in charity, and particularly faith and love

to the Lord ; such persons, as they love what is within a man,
abstracted from what is Avithout him, if they do not observe those

virtues in his person after death, immediately break oft' all

friendship with him, and are associated by the Lord Avith those

who are in similar good with themselves. It may be objected

that no one is capable of exploring the interiors of the minds oi

those Avith Avhom he is engaged in commerce and connection; but
this is not necessary ; only let him be cautious how he connects*

himself with any person indiscriminately in a friendship of loA^e

»

external friendship, contracted for various purposes, is not hurtful.

XVI. There are spurious charity, hypocritical charity,
AND DEAD CHARITY.

450. There can be no such thing as genuine charity, Avhicb
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IS living, uuless it make a one with faith, and unless both in

conjunction look towards the Lord; for these three, the Lord,

charity, and faith, are the three essentials of salivation, and when
they make a one, charity is charity, and faith is faith, and the

Lord is in them, and they in the Lord, as may be seen above,

n. 363—372 ; but when these three are not joined together in

one, charity tlien is either spurious, or hypocritical, or dead.

Di\'ers heresies have arisen in the Christian chui'ch since its first

establishment, and still exist in it, in all which these three essen-

tials, God, charity, and faith, were and are acknowledged, for

without them there can be no religion. As to what regards

charity in particular, it may be adjoined to any heretical faith,

•—to the faith of Socinians, of enthusiasts, of Jews, yea, even
to the faith of idolaters ; and by all of them it may be believed

to be charity, because in its exteiaial form it appears like it ; but
still it changes its quality according to the faith to which it is

adjoined or conjoined, as may be seen in the chapter on Faith.

451. All charity which is not conjoined with faith in one God,
in Avhom is a Divine Trinity, is spurious : such is the charity

of the present church, Avhose faith is directed towards three

persons of the same divinity in successive order. Father, Son,

and Holy Ghost, and consequently towards three gods, inasmuch
:-is each of those persons is supposed to be a self-subsisting God.
To such faith charity may be adjoined, as is actually the case

with the maintainers of that faith, but it can never be conjoined

;

and charity only adjoined to faith is merely natural and not spi-

ritual, and consequently is spurious charity. The case is the

«ame v,dth the charity of many other heresies, as that of those

who deny a Divine Trinity, and therefore approach God the

Father alone, or the Holy Ghost alone, or both without God
the Saviour. To the faith of such persons charity cannot be
conjoined, and if it be conjoined or adjoined, it is spurious. It

is called spurious, because it is like an illegitimate child, such

as the son of Hagar by Abraham, who was cast out of the house

{Gen. xxi. 9). Such charity is like fruit not growing natui'ally

on a tree, but fixed to it artificially ; or it is like a chariot, to

which the horses are fastened only by the reins which the driver

holds in his hands ; the consequence is, that when the horses

set off, they pull the driver from his seat, and leave the chariot

behind them.
452. Hypocritical charity is predicable of those Avho in

public or private Avorship bow themselves almost to the ground
before God, pour forth long prayers with great devotion, put on
a sanctified appearance, kiss crucifixes and bones of the dead,

and sometimes kneel down at sepulchres, and there mutter

words expressive of holy veneration towards God, and yet in

their heiu'ts nourish self-worship, and seek to be adored like so

many deities. Such persons are like those whom the Lord ds
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scribes in tliese words :
" When thou doest thine alms, do not

sound a trumpet before thee, as the liypocrites do in their syna-

gogues and in the streets, that they may have glory of men.

And Avhen thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the liypocrites are;

for they love to pray standing in the synagogues, and in tlie

corners of the streets, that they may be seen of men " (INIatt.

vi. 3, 5)„ "Woevmtoyou, Scribes and Pharisees, In^ocrites

!

for ye shut up the kingdom of heaven against men ; for yc nei-

ther go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering

to go in. Woe unto you, hypocrites ! for ye compass sea and
land to make one proselyte, and when he is made, ye make
him two-fold more the child of hell than yourselves. Woe unto

you, hypocrites ! for ye make clean the outside of the cup and
the platter, but within they are full of rapine and excess"

(Matt, xxiii. 13, 15, 25). "Well hath Esaias prophesied of you,

liypocrites, saying. These people honor me with their lips, but

their heart is far from me" (Mark vii. 6). "Woe unto you,

hypocrites ! for ye are as graves which appear not, and the men
that Avalk over them are not aware of them " (Luke xi. 44)

;

with nifiny other passages to the same purpose. Such persons

are like flesh without blood, or like jackdaws and parrots taught

to speak the words of a psalm, or like birds taught to sing the

tune of a sacred hjann ; the sound of their words is like that of

a bird-catcher's pipe.

453. Dead charit}^ is predicable of those whose faith is dead,

since the quality of charity depends on the quality of faith : in

the chapter on faith it was shewn that they make a one. Faith

?iS dead in all who are without works, as appears from the epistle

of James ii. 17, 20. Moreover, faith is dead in all those Avho

believe not on God, but on living and dead men, and worship

idols as if they were holy in themselves, after the practice of

the old gentiles. The doiuitions of those persons who are in-

fluenced by such faith, which they bestow with a view to salva-

tion on miraculous images, as they call them, and which they

reckon among the works of charity, are merely like gold and
silver thrown into the urns and monuments of the dead ; or like

the flesh given to Cerberus, and the fee to Charon, to obtain a

passage to the Elysian fields. But the charity of such persons

as believo there is no God, and adopt nature instead of God, is

neither spurious, nor hypocritical, nor dead, but none ; because

not being joined to any faith it cannot be called charity, whose
quality depends solely on faith. The charity of such, when viewed

from heaven, is like bread made of ashes, or a cake made of

<ish-scales, or fruit made of wax.

XVII. The ruiENDSHir or love among the wicked is

INTESTINE HATRED TOWARDS EACH OTHER.
454. It was shewn above, that every man has an internal

and an external, the former being called the internal man, and
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the latter the external raan. To this may be added, that the

internal man is in the spiritual world, and the external in the

nat ural Avorld ; and the reason of a man^s being so created is,

that he may be capable of being associated with spirits and
angels in their world, and therefore of thinking analytically,

and of being transl^^ted after death from his own woi-ld to ano-

ther. The spiritual AForld includes both heaven and hell. Since

then the internal man is with spirits and angels in their

world, and the external with men, it is plain that he may
be associated both with spirits of hell, and with angels of

heaven : by this faculty and power man is distinguished from

the beasts. The nature and quality of every man in himself

depends on the natui-e and quality of his internal man, and not

on the nature and quality of his external, because the internal

man is his spirit, which acts by the external. The material

body, with Avhich his spirit is clothed in the natural world, is an

accessory covering for the sake of continuing his species, and of

the formation of the internal man; for the internal man is

formed in the natural body, as a tree is formed in the ground,

and the seed in the fruit. Further particulars on the subject of

the internal and external man, may be seen above, n. 401.

455. Now the nature and quality of a wicked person as to

his internal man, and of a good person as to his internal raan,

may be seen from this short description of heaven and hell ; for,

with the wicked, the internal man is in conjunction with devils

in hell, and with the good in conjimction with angels in heaven.

Hell, in consequence of the kinds of love which prevail there, is

in the dehghts of all sorts of evil, that is, in the delights of

hatred, revenge, and murder, of depredation and theft, of abuse

and reviling, of the denial of God, and the profanation of the

Word. These evils lie concealed in his lusts, on which the man
seldom reflects ; and with these delights the infernal inhabitants

burn like flaming torches, this being what is meant in the Word
by hell-fire. But the delights of heaven are the delights of love

towards the neighbour and of love to God. Since then the

delights of hell are opposite to those of heaven, there is a great

interstice between them, into which the delights of heaven enter

by influx from above, and those of hell by influx from below.

In the midst of this interstice is man, during his abode in this

world, that he may be in equilibrium, and thus in a state of

freedom to turn himself either to heaven or to hell. This inter-

stice is what is meant by the great yulffixed between those who
are in heaven and those who are in hell (Luke xvi. 26). Hence
may appear the nature and quality of the friendship of love

which prevails among the wicked ; that as to the external man
it assumes the gestures and mimics the behaviour of real friend-

ship, and puts on the semblance of morality, for the purpose of

spreading its nets, aud exploring occasions of enjoving the de-
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lights of its loves with Avliich the internal man is on fire, while

the fear of the law, and of the loss of reputation and life, is the

only check for restraining and preventing their evil lusts from
bursting forth into act; therefore their friendship is lilce a spider

concealed in sugar, or a viper in a piece of bread, or a 3oung
crocodile in a honey-comb, or a serpent in the grass. Such is

the friendship of the wicked in general ; but among those who
are confirmed in Avickedness, as among thieves, robbers, and
pirates, it is productive of familiaritj^ so long as Avith one mind
they are bent upon the acquisition of plunder ; for then they

embrace each other as brethren, entertain themselves with feast-

ing, singing, and dancing, and conspire together for the de-

struction of others
;
yet still e\ery one in the depth of his own

heart regards his companion as an enemy : this is what a cun-

ing thief beholds and fears in his associates. Hence it is plain

that among such persons there is no friendshij), but, instead

thereof, intestine hatred.

455.5. Every man Avho has not openly connected himself with

malefactors, and practised theft and robbery, but has led a

moral-civil life, Avith a Adew to various uses and ends, and yet

has not bridled the lusts in the internal man, ma}^ possibly fancy

that the friendship he professes for others is not of such a nature

as that above described; but that it really is so, in various

degrees, Avith all those Avho have rejected faith and despised the

holy things of the church, and considered them as not designed

for themselves but only for the vulgar, I have been permitted

to know for certain, by many examples in the spiritual AAorld.

In some the delights of infernal love lie concealed like fire in

bm'ning Avood coA^ered over Avith the bark ; in some like live coals

under embers ; in some like Avax torches, that blaze forth as

soon as fire is applied to them ; and in others after a different

manner. Such are all men Avho have banished from their hearts

the dictates of religion. Their internal man is in hell ; and so

long as they live in the Avorld, and are ignorant of this circum-

stance of their true state, from an apparent morality in thcij

externals, they acknowledge none for their neighbour but them-
selves and their children, and regard others either with contempt,

in Avhich case they are like cats on the watch for birds in their

nests; or Avitli hatred, in Avhicli case they are like Avolves Avhen

they see dogs that they may devour. These circumstances are

mentioned to sIicav what charity is by its opposite.

XVIII. The coxjuxction of love to god axd loa'e toavaiius

OUK XEIGHBOUll.

456. It is v/ell knoAvn that the law pi'omulgated from mount
Sinai was written on two tables, one of Avhich treats of God and
the other of men, and that in the hand of jSIoses they Avere one
t able ; upon the right part Avas Avritten what related to God,
and upon the left what related to men, that thus, Avhen presented
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to tlie eyes of beholders, the wTiting of both parts might be seen

at the same time. Thus the one part was in the sight of the other,

like Jehovah speaking Avith INIoses, and Moses with Jehovah,

face to face, as it is written. This was done in order that the tables

so united might represent the conjunction of God with men, and
the reciprocal conjunction of men with God ; for which reason

the Luv written on them was called the covenant and the tes-

timony, a covenant signifpng conjunction, and testimony a life

according to the articles agreed upon. From these two tables

so united may ba seen the conjunction of love to God and of love

towards our neighbour. The lirst table includes in it all things

relating to love to God, the chief of which are these, that Ave

ought to acknowledge one God, the Divinity of his Humanity,
and the sanctity of the Word, and that he is to be worshiped

by the holy things which proceed from hinic These particulars

are included in the first table, as is CAident from the commen-
taries on the commandments of the decalogue, contained in the

fifth chapter. The second talile includes in it all things relating

to love tOAvards our neighbour ; the first five commandments
Avhatever respects actions, Avhich are called works, and the last

two whatever respects the will, consequently Avhatever respects

charity in its origin ; for in these commandments it is said,

" Thoii shalt not covet," and when a man does not covet Avhat

belongs to his neighbom*, he then bears good-Avill toAvards him.

The ten commandinents of the decalogue contain all thiwjs re-

specting love to God and love towards our neiijhhour, as may be
seen above, n. 329—331, Avhere it Avas also sIibaa^u that there is

a conjunction of both tables with those Avho are in charity.

457. The case is otherAAise AA"ith those Avho are occupied only

in the Avorship of God, and not at the same time in good works
from a principle of charity ; these are like persons Avho break a

covenant : and the case is otherAvise again Avith those avIio diAide

God into three, and worship each separately, and also with those

Avho do not appr(«ich God in his Humanity. It is these " Avho

do not enter by the door, but climb up some other Avay " (John

X. 1). It is otherwise also Avith those AA'ho have confirmed them-
selves in a denial of the Lord^s DiA'inity. In all these cases there

can be no conjunction with God, and consequently no salvation

;

and the charity of such persons is spurious charity, Avhich effects

a conjunction not in front, or face to face, but on the side, or

at the back. The manner in which conjunction is efiected shall

be briefly explained. God enters by influx into CA^ery man, Avith

an acknoAvledgement of himself, Avhich he infuses into the

knoAvledges of him Avhich the man possesses, and at the same
time Avith an influx of his OAvn love towards mankind. The man
who receives only the former influx, and not the latter, receives

it in his understanding, and not in his aaoU, and rests in knoAV-

leclges Avithout an interior acknowledgement of God, and the
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state of such a person is like that of a garden in winter ; bm
the man who receives both the former and hitter influx, receives

it in his will, a-nd by derivation thence in his iniderstaiiding,

consequently in his whole mind ; and such a person has an inte-

rior acknowledgement of God, which gives life to his knowledges

concerning God, and his state is like that of a garden in spring.

Conjunction is eflected by means of charity, because God loves

every man ; and as he cannot do good to every man immediately,

but mediately by the instrumentality of men, therefore he in-

spu'cs men with his love, as he inspires parents with love towards

their childi-en; and the man who receives that love is conjoined

with God, and loves his neighbour from the love of God. With
such a person the love of God resides within his love towards his

neighbom^, operating in him both the will and the power to Ioa'c

and to do good. And since a man does nothing that is good,

unless it appear to him as if the power, the -^nll, and the deed

are of himself, therefore this appearance is granted him ; and

when he does good from freedom as of himself, such good is im-

puted to him, and accepted as that reciprocal operation by which

conjunction is effected. This case is like that of active rnd pas-

sive, and the co-operation of the latter, Avliich is effected by the

operation of the active in the passive. It is also hke the case

of the will hi its influence upon actions, and of thought in its

influence upon speech, and of the soul from its inmost residence

in its operation upon both. It is also like the case of the endea-

vour to move in the act of motion ; and like the prolific principle

of a seed, which acts from within upon the juices, by which the

tree grows to the production of fruit, and by fruit to the produc-

tion of new seeds. It is also like light in its action upon pre-

cious stones, which is reflected accorchng to the texture of their

parts, whence various colors are generated which seem to belong

to the several stones, when in reality they belong to the light.

458. Hence may appear the origin and natm'e of the con-

i
unction of love to God and love towards oiu" neighbour : it is an

ett'ect of the influx of the love of God toAvards mankind, the re-

ception of which by man, and his co-operation, is love towards

om' neighbour ; in short, it is fitly expressed by these words of

the Lord :
" In that day ye shall know that I am in my Father,

and ye in me, and I in you " (John xiv. 20); and also by these :

" He that hath my commandments, and doeth them, he it is

that loveth me ; and I will love him, and will manifest myself

unto him, and will make my abode with him " (John xiv. 21,

23) . All the Lord's commandments have relation to love towards

our neighbour, and consist in these two general precepts, not to

do e^dl 1 ij him, but to do him good ; and it is agreeable to the

above words of the Lord that those Avho observe these precepts

love God, and God loves them. Since the love of God and tha

love of oiu' neighbour are thus conjoined, therefore John says,
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" He tLat Keepetli tlie commandments of Jesus Clirist chveiletli

in him, and lie in him. If a man saith, I love God, and hate
his brother, he is a har ; for he that loveth not his brother whom
he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen ?

And this commandment have Ave from him, That he who lovetli

God love his brother also" (1st Epist. iii. 24; iv. 20, 21).

459. To the above I will add the following memorable
RELATIONS.—Fii'st. I once saw at a distance five gymnasia,
which were overspread vnth light of various colors; the first

with a flame-colored light, the second with a yellow light, the
thu'd Avith a clear -n'hite light, the fourth with a light of a middle
tint betwixt that of mid-day and that of evening, and the fifth

was scarcely visible, it being as it were in the dusk of evening.

In the ways leading to them I saw some persons on horseback,

some in chariots, and some on foot, and of the last some were
running, and making all the haste they coidd. These were
going to the first g^annasium, which was overspread Avith flame-

colored light. Hereupon I Avas seized and impelled with, a
strong desire of going there myself, to hear Avhat subjects AA-ere

there discussed; so I quickly made myself ready, and joined in

company AAath those who were hastening to the first gymnasium,
and entered along Avitli them ; and lo ! there Avas a large assemljly,

part of Avhom ranged themselves on the right side and part on
the left, in order to take their places on the benches close to tlic

walls. In front I saAv a low pulpit, in Avhich there stood a person
who acted as president: he had a Avandin his hand, a cap on his

head, and Avas clothed in a garment tinged with the same flame-

colored light as the gymnasium. This person, Avhen the congre-
gation were all asseml)led, raised his voice, and said, "Brethren,
let the suliject of yoiu^ discussion to-day be the nature and
meaning of charity : CA^ery one of you may know that charity

is spiritnrd in its essence, and natural in its acts." Immediately
there rose a person from the first roAv of benches towards tli/

left, on Avhich were seated those Avho had the reputation of

wisdom, and he declared his sentiments as follows: "My opinion

IS, THAT MORALITY INSPIRED BY FAITH IS CHARITY f" Avhich

position he confirmed thus :
" ^^Hio can be ignorant that charity

follows faith, as an attendant maid her mistress, and that a man
who has faith fulfils the laAV, and consequently exercises charity

so spontaneously that he does not knoAV that the law and charity

influence his life, since if he knew it, and kept the laAV and
practised charity knoAvingly, and at the same time entertained

thoughts of salvation on that account, he would defile the hoH-
ness of faith with his own selfhood, and so Avould weaken its

efficacy. Is not this agreeable to the tenets of our church Y"
Here he looked toAvards those on each side of him, among Avhom
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were some orthodox TiTiters, avIio gave tokens of assent. " But
what/' continued he, " is spontaneous charity but nioraHty,

wliich every one from his infancy is taught to practise, and which
therefore in itself is natural, but is rendered spuitual under the

inspii'ation of faith? Who can distinguish men by then" moral
ii^'es, whether they have faith or not V for every one lives moraliy

:

but God alone, who is the giver and sealer of faith, knows and
distinguishes those who possess it; therefore I assert that charity

is morahty inspired by faith, and that such morality is of a

saving nature fi'om the faith which lies in its bosom, but that all

other morahty is of no lielp to salvation, because it is meri-

torious. Those therefore who mix charity and faith together,

that is, who conjoin them from within, instead of adjoining them
from mthout, only lose their labor ; for to mix them together,

and to conjoin them, would be like admitting the servant, who
stands behind an archbishop's carriage, to ride in it aa ith his

master, or like introducing a porter to sit at table with a grandee

of the first rank." After he sat down, there rose a person from
the first row of benches on the right, who delivered himself as

follows: " My opinion is, that pietv, inspired with a sense
OF OUR MISERABLE STATE, IS CHARITY ; aud I COufirm this

opinion by the consideration that nothing has a greater tendency
to engage the di^dne favor than piety grounded in hmnility of

heart. Besides, pietj^ is continually beseeching God to give faith

and charity, and the Lord says, 'Ask, and it shall be given you'

(Matt. yii. 7) ; since therefore its petitions are granted, both
faith and charity are contained in piety. I say that piety,

inspired vrith a sense of our miserable state, is charity ; for all

truly devout piety is accompanied by such a feenng, since it

moves a man's heart to mourn and bewail ; and what is this but
a sense of misery ? This feehng indeed leaves us when we cease

to pray, but still it retui^ns when we begin to pray again, and
on its return piety is in it, and is thus in charity. Our priests

ascribe to faith alone whatever conduces to salvation, and
nothing at all to charity ; and what in this case remains but
piety, prapng fi'om a sense of our miserable state for the increase

of both ? In reading the Word, I was always led to conceive

that faith and charity were the two means of salvation ; but when
1 consulted the ministers of the church, I was told that faith

was the only means, and that charity was of no consequence :

then I seemed to myself as out at sea in a ship, tossed to and
fro between two rocks; and under an apprehension that the

vessel Avould be Avrecked, I betook myself to a little boat, in

wdiich I made haste to escape. My little boat is piety, and
moreover piety is profitable for all things." After him rose

another from the second roAv of benches on the right hand, and
tlius began :

" My opinion is, that charity consists in doing
GOOD to all persons WHATEVER, WHETHER THEY BE VIBTU-
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ousLY OR VICIOUSLY INCLINED ; and I coufirin my opinion by
the following argiunents: AVhat is charity but goodness of heart?

and a good heart wishes well to all, both to the virtuous and the

^icious. Besides, the Lord said that we ought to do good e^en

to oiu' enemies; if therefore you Tidthdraw yoiu' charity from any
one, does not your charity in that particular instance become
none ? And are not you then like a person hopping on one leg,

because the other is cut otf. The \icious are men as Avell as the

firtuous, and chai-ity regards a man as a man : if he be a bad
man, Avhat is that to me V It is with charity as with the sun's

heat, which communicates life to all animals, whether they be
of a fierce or a gentle natm'e, to wolves as well as sheep, and is

the cause of growth in all plants, both hurtful and useful, of a

thorn as well as of a Adne." As he said this he took in his hands
a grape fresh gathered, and said, " It is AAdth charity as with
this grape ; if you divide it, all its contents run out, and are

dispersed ;" and he di^dded the grape, and the contents ran out

and were dispersed. After him rose another from the second

row of benches to the left, and said, " My opinion is, that
CHARITY CONSISTS IN SERVING OUK, RELATIONS AND FRIENDS
UPON ALL OCCASIONS, which opiiiiou I thus support :—How plain

is it to see that charity begins at home, for every one is nearest

neighboui' to himself; so that charity advances according to the

progress of relationship from a man's self, reaching first to l)ro-

thers and sisters, and from them to kindred and relations, and
thus its progress is terminated by itself. All who are without

are strangers and aliens, with whom it has no interior union,

and consequently in the internal man they are considered as se-

parate and alienated from its notice ; but there is a natural bond
of union which connects relations and those of the same blood,

and a union resulting from habit, wliich is a second nature, con-

necting friends, and thus they become our neighbours. More-
over, charity unites others Avitli itself from within, and by tha<"

means from without, and such as are not united from within

are only to be called by the name of companions or associates.

Do not all birds know their relatives, not by their feathers, but

by then' notes and cries, and when they are near each other hy
the sphere of life which exhales from their bodies ? This affec-

tion of kindi'cd, and consequent conjunction, is in birds called

instinct ; and the same affection in a man, when it is dii'cctcd

towards his relatives and those who belong to him, may properl}^

be called the instinct of human natui'c. What causes homo-
geneity, or similarity of nature, but the ties of blood ? A man's
mind which is also his spirit, has a feeling, and as it were a sen-

sible perception of such homogeneity, and in this, and the sym-
pathy thence arising, the essence of charity consists. But on
the contrary, heterogeneity, or dissimilarity of nature, which is

also the cause of antipathy, is as it were an absence of the ties
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of blood, from which results au absence of charity. And as habit

is second nature, and is also productive of homogeneity, or simi»

laritv of nature, it follows that charity consists in doing good to

our friends also. When any one after a long voyage reaches the

land, and finds himself in a foreign country, among strange

people, A^dth whose language and manners he is unacquainted,

lie is hke one out of his own element, and feels towards them

none of the delightful sympathy of love ; but if he finds tluit

it is his native country, and that he is acquainted with the lan-

guage and manners of the people, he is then as it were in his

o^YXl element, and feels the dehght of love, which is also the

dehght of charity." Next arose one fi'om the tlind row of

])enches to the right, and in a loud tone of voice thus began

:

" My opinon is, that charity consists in giving alms to

THE POOR, AND RELIEVING THE INDIGENT: this assui-cdly is cha-

rity, for so the divine Word teaches, whose authority is indisput-

able. To give to the rich, and to those who aboimd in wealth,

what is this but vain-glory, which has no charity in it, but is done

pm-ely with a A-iew to recompence, in which motive there cannot

possibly be any genuine aft'ection of love towards oiu- neighbom-,

but only a spm'ious affection, that may serve a man's pm^pose on

earth, but not in heaven ? thei-efore necessity and want ought

to be reheved, because no idea of recompence influences such

exercise of charity. In the city where I dwelt, where I kncAV

who were good and vn'tuous, and who were not, I always ob-

served that the former, on seeing a poor person in the street,

stopped and gave ahns, but the ^dcious and mcked passed by,

and made as though they neither saw nor heard any object of

distress ; and who does not allow that the good and -vii'tuous

have charity, but not the wicked and the Aicious ? He who gives

to the poor and assists the indigent, is like a shepherd who leads

out the hungry and tliirsty sheep to pastm-e and Avater ; but he

who gives only to the rich and opulent, is like a person that

presses meat and Avine on those who have eaten and diaink to the

full." After him rose another from the third row of benches to

the left, and thus delivered himself: "^ly opinion is, that
CHARITY CONSISTS IN BUILDING AND ENDOAVING HOSPITALS AND
HOUSES POR THE RECEPTION OF THE SICK, THE ORPHAN, AND
THE STRANGER. I am Confirmed in this opinion by the consider-

ation that such beneficent acts and aids are of a pul)lic natm-e,

and excel by many degrees such as are pj-ivate ; for thus charity

becomes of a richer quahty, and more replete Avith blessings

and adA'antages, and consequently the rcAvard annexed to it by
the promises of the gospel becomes more abundant, since every

one reaps in proportion to what he soavs. Besides, is not this

gi\dng to the poor and relicAing the indigent in an eminent degree?

Is not tliis the Avay to obtain glory in the eyes of the Avorld, and
to receive the tribute of praise, uttered in the humble voice of
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gratitude, from the objects of our cliarity ? And does not such
pr.aise elevate the heart, and the aftection called charity at the same
time, to its higliest pitch ? It is not possible for the rich, who do
not walk the streets on foot, but go in their coaches, to take notice

of the beggars that sit by the wall, and give them small pieces of

money; they therefore contribute larger sums towards the accom-
plishment of such purposes as may be attended Avith more general

advantages; yet this is no reason why others of inferior fortunes,

who wallv on foot through the streets, and cannot contribute so

bountifully to more extensive charities, should not exercise this

pri^'ate charity, and give to beggars/'' As he said this, there

suddenly rose another from the same row of seats, who, in a

louder tone of voice interrupting him, said " Let not however
the rich exalt the munificence and grandem- of their charity over

that of the poor man who gives his mite to his poor neighljour

;

for Ave knoAV that every one's gift is proportioned to the dignity

of the giver ; a king gives according to his dignity, and inferior

chai'acters in therr respective stations according to theii* dignity

,

but charity, properly considered, is not to be estimated accorcbug

to the rank of the charitable person, and the value of his gift,

but according to the fulness of affection in which it originates
;

and consequently a man of siaall fortune, in giving a single

penny, may be influenced by a greater degree of charity than
one of a large estate, Avho gives or bequeaths the largest sums,
Avliich is also agreeable to this passage in the EvangeUst :

' Jesus
saw the rich men casting theii' gifts into the treasuiy, and he
saw also a certain poor A\idow casting in thither tAvo mites ; and
he said. Of a truth I say unto you, that this poor widoAv hath
cast in more than they all"' (Luke xxi 1—3). After these

another rose from the fourth row of benches to the left, and
thus began: "My opinion is, that charity consists in en-
DOAVING CHURCHES, AND CONFERRING BENEFITS ON THEIR
MINISTERS, which Opinion I support by the folloAving consider-

ations : The man that exercises such charity has lioly thoughts

m his mind, and acts under the influence of such holiness, Avliich

sanctifies liis gifts and munificence; and this is agreeable to

charity, Avhich is boly in itself; and is not all worship and
ser\dce performed in chui'clies boly ? for the Lord says, ' Wliere
tAvo or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in

tlie midst of them :' and the priests, his servants, minister unto
him. Hence I conclude that all gifts bestoAved on the clergy

and on churches are more excellent and eminent than any other

kind of gifts bestoAved for any other end or on any other order of

persons. Besides, to the clergy is committed the power of

benediction, by which they sanctify those gifts ; and afterAvards

nothing does more open and expand the mind to the reception

of true joy than to see the donations of its charity thus blessed

and consecrated to holy uses." After him rose one from ^iie
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fourth row of seats to the right, and thus expressed his senti-

ments: "My opinion is, that the old christian brotherhood
IS charity ; and I am confirmed in my opinion by these consi-

derations. Every chm'cli tliat worships the true God has its

beginning from charity, in hke manner as the okl Claistian

chm'cli hadj and since it is charity Avhich unites minds, and
joins many together in one, they called themselves brethren,

—

brethren in Jesus Christ their God ; and as they then hved in

much fear and apprehension from the barbarous nations which
surrounded them, they made a common stock of their posses-

sions and property, from which they were supplied at some
general place of meeting, where they assembled with one heart

and one mind for mutual refreshment and entertainment, the

Lord God theii* Savioui" Jesus Christ being the subject of their

daily conversation, and charity the constant topic of discoui-se

at their dinners and suppers. These were the ties which con-

nected them together in brotherhood ; but after those first ages

of the church, when schisms began to arise, and Avhen at last

Arius broached his wicked neresy, by which all idea of the

Divinity of the Lord^s Humanity was destroyed in the minds of

many, then charity grew out of date, and the brotherhood wa"
divided and dispersed. It is true that all who worship the Lord
In truth, and keep and do his commandments, are brethren

(Matt. xxui. 8) ; but then they are brethren in spirit ; and as at

this day no one is knoA\Ti as to the quahty of his spirit, it is not

necessary for men to call one another brethren. A brotherhood

of faith alone, particularly if directed towards any other God
than the Lord God the Sa\iour, is not a brotherhood, because

charity, wliich is necessary to constitute a brotherhood, is not in

that faith. I conclude, then, that the old Christian brotherhood

was charity: I say taas; for it is now no more
;
yet I prophesy that

it is about to be restored." As he concluded, there shone through

the ^^indow on the east a flame-colored light, Avliich tinged

his cheeks, to the great astonishment of the whole assembly.

Lastly, there rose one from the fifth roAV of benches to the left,

who desu-ed leave to make some addition to Avhat the last spc} ker

had advanced, and having obtained it, he spoke thus :
' My

opinion is, that charity consists in forgiving every one
HIS trespasses. I have conceived this opinion from a customary
form of speech used by some who approach the holy supper, and
who on such occasions say to their fiiends, ' Forgive me mv
trespasses,^ supposing thus that they have fulfilled all the duties

of charity ; but I ha^'e considered with myself that this is only a

painted figure of charity, and not the real form of its essence;

for this form of speech is used both by those who do not
forgive trespasses, and by those who never strive to attain

charity; but this is not according to the sense of the praye?
which the Lord taught, ' Father, forgive us our trespasses,
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as we forgive those tliat trespass against us ;* for trespasses are

like ulcers, wliicli, luiless tliey are laid open and healed, collect

puti'id matter in them, Avhich corrupts the neighboiu'ing parts,

creeping about like a serpent, till it tiu-ns the wliole mass of

blood into the same state of putridity : just so it is with tres-

passes against our neighboui" ; thej' remain in us, and consume
us, unless they be removed by repentance, and by a life con-
formable to the Lord's commandments. Those therefore who
without repentance barely pray to God to pardon theu- sins, are

like people in a city infected with some contagious disease, avIio

go to the governor and say, ' My lord, heal us ;' to whom the

governor answers, 'How can I heal you? Go to a physician,

and learn from him Avhat medicines are proper for you, and theii

buy those medicines of the apothecary, and take them, and you
will be healed.' In like manner will the Lord say to those who
pray for forgiveness of sins without actual repentance. Open the

Word, and read what I have spoken in Isaiah :
' Ah sinful nation,

a people laden with iniquity, when ye spread forth yoiu" hands,

I Avill hide mine eyes from you
;

yea, when ye make many
])ra3'crs, I will not hear. Wash you, make you clean

;
put away

the evil of youj' doings from before mine eyes; cease to do evil;,

learn to do good : and then though yom" sins be as scarlet, they
shall be as white as snow' " (i. 4, 15—18). When the several

speakers had thus delivered their sentiments, I waved my hand,
and asked whether I might be allowed, notwithstanding my
l)eing a stranger, to ofi'er my opinion. The president proposed
my question to the assembly, and having obtained leave I said,

" My opinion is, that charity consists in acting upon all
OCCASIONS, AND IN THE UISCHAllGE OF EVERY DUTY, UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF THE LOVE OF JUSTICE WITH JUDGEMENT, AND
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A LOVE ORIGINATING SOLELY IN THE
Lord God the Saviour. I have listened to the sentiments

delivered by the several speakers on the right hand and on the

left, which contain excellent and distinguished marks and cha-

racters of charity ; but as the president of this assembly observed
in bis prefatory remarks, charity is spuitual in its origin, and
natural in its derivation ; and natural charity, if it be spuitual

within appears in the sight of angels transparent like a diamond;
])ut it" it be not spu-itual within, and consequently merely natm-al,

it appears in the sight of angels as a pearl which is opaque, hkc
the eye of a boiled fish. It is not for me to say whether the

excellent marks and characters of charity, which you have just

i\o\Y adduced, be inspu'cd \vith spiritual charity or not ; but I

may ])e allowed to declare in this assembly what that spiritual

principle, Avhicli ought to inspire them, must be, in order to

render them the natuind forms of spiritual charity. Their spiritual

principle consists essentially in this, that they be done under the

influence of the love of justice with judgement; that is, that a
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man s'fiould examine, in his exercises of cliavity, wlietlier he

acts from a principle of justice, and he shovihl make this exami-

nation under the iniluence of sound judgement: for it is possible

that a man may do mischief by beneficent actions, and like^nse

that he may do good by such acts as appear to be evil ; as for

example, he does mischief by beneficent actions who supplies a

poor robber with money to buy a sword, although he did not

declare his intention of buying a sword when he asked for tiie

money ; or if he sets him at liberty from prison, and directs

him to a wood for his seciu'ity, sajdng to himself, 'It is no fault

of mine that he there play the robber : I only relieved liim as a

man/ Take also another instance : he who supports an idle

fagrant, and seciu-es him from the necessity of labor, sapng to

Aim, ' Come into a chamber in my house, and lie down on the

bed; why Anil you fatigue yourself?' such a person is an encou-

rager of sloth and idleness. So again, he that promotes ill-dis-

posed relations and friends to posts of honor, in which they may
have it in their power to do much mischief, is himself, by so

doing, the primary cause of that mischief. How plain is it to

see that such works of charity do not proceed from any love of

justice united Avith judgement ! On the other hand, it is very

clear that a man may do good by such acts as appear to be enl

;

as for example, a judge does an act of charity when he sentences

a criminal to punishment according to law, notwithstanding all

the crimiuars tears and pious ejaculations, and his praj'crs to

the judge to pardon him as an act of charity toAvards his neigh-

bour ; for the judge, by condemning him, prevents the criminal

from repeating his crime, and from doing any fm-ther injmy to

society, which is his neighbour in a higher degree ; he at the

sam.e time avoids the stmnbling-block, Avhich a partial judgement

would put in the Avay of others. Hoav plain also is it to see,

that it is profitable for servants and children to be corrected for

then oft'ences by their masters and parents ! The case is the

same in hell, where all are influenced by the love of doing eAdl,

and where they are kept in confinement, and Avhen they do evil

are punished, the Lord permitting this for the sake of their

amendment, since he is essential justice, and does Avhat he does

from a principle of essential judgement. Hence may be seen

from Avhat ground it Avas said above that charity is rendered

spiritual by vu-tiie of the love of justice Avith judgement, Avhich is

a love originating solely in the Lord God the SaAioiu' : the

reason of this is, because all the good of charity is from the

Lord, Avho says, 'He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same
bringcth forth much fruit : for AAithout me ye can do nothing'

(John XV, 5) ; and that he hath ' all power in heaven and in

earth' (Matt. xx\iii. 18) ; andtheloA-e of justice Avith judgement
can come from no other source than the God of heaven, Avho is

essential justice itself, and from whom a man derives all judge-
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ment (Jer. xxiii. 5; xxxiii. 25). Hence I conclude that all

the definitions of charity given by the speakers on both sides,

whether it he made to consist in morahty inspired by faith, or in

piety inspired with a sense of our miserable state, in doing good
equally to the ^dl'tuous and the vicious, in ser\dng relations and
friends upon all occasions, in giving to the poor and reHcAdug
the indigent, in builchng and endowing hospitals, in enriching
churches and conferring benefits on their ministers, in Christian

brotherhood, as it existed in the primitive chm'ch, or in for-

givdng every one his trespasses ; all these, I say, are excellent

proofs and characters of charity, provided they are practised

under the influence of justice with judgement ; other^\dse they
are not charity, but are only hke streams separated from their

fountain-head, or hke branches of a tree plucked off from their

parent-stock, since genuine charity consists in believing on the

Lord, and acting justly and uprightly in every work and in tlie

discharge of every duty. Whoever therefore from the Lord loves

justice, and does it with judgement, he is charity in its image;

and hkeness." After I had thus delivered my sentiments, the

whole assembly Avas silent, hke men who see and acknowledge
something to be true in their internal man, but not yet in theii-

external ; this I could perceive by theii' countenances. But at

that instant I was suddenly removed out of their sight, in con-

sequence of re-entering from the spirit into my material body

;

for the natm'al man Ijciug clothed with a material body, is invi-

sible to a spiritual man, that is to a spudt or angel, and the

contrary.

460. The second memorable relation.—Some time ago,

as I was looking about me in the spiidtual world, I heard as it

were a gnashing of teeth, and Hkewise something like a beating

noise, and intermixed with them a kind of harsh and grating

sound. Upon inquiring what it meant, the angels who were

with me said, " They are colleges, which we call places of meet-

ing, Avhither cUsputants resort : their disputations sound thus

when heard at a distance, but when near, they are only heard

as disputations." So I approached, and saw several small houses

built of rushes, and cemented together with clay ; and, as no
entrance was allowed through the door, lest Hght from heaven

should thusflov/ in and confuse the disputants, I felt desirous to

look in through a mndow, but there was none. Theri on a sud-

den a Avindow was made on the right side, and immediately I

heard them complaining that they Avere in the dark. Presenth',

hoAvever, another AvindoAV Avas made on the left side, and that

on the right Avas shut up, and then by degrees the darkness

was dispersed, and they appeared to each other in their OAvn

proper light. After this I Avas permitted to enter at the door,

and hear the debates. There was a table in the middle, and

henclies placed roimd about it, vet they all appeared to me to
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oe stauding upon the benches, and to be disputing sharply toge-

ther about fAiTH and charity ; the one side maintaining that

faith was the essential of the church, and the other that charity

was the essential. Those Avho made faith the essential, said,

*' Are not our deahngs "with God conducted by faith, and oiu'

dealings with men by charity? Of consequence is not faith

something heavenly, and cliarity something earthly ? And are

not we saved by what is lisavenly, and not by "wliat is earthly ?

Further, cannot God give faith from heaven, since it is heavenly,

and may not a man give himself charity, since it is earthl}' ?

But v.'hat a man gives himself can have no relation to the chiu'ch,

and therefore cannot be a means of salvation. Is it possible then

that any man can be justified before God by works, that are

called works of charity ? Depend upon it that by faith alone

we are not only justified, but also sanctified, provided such faith

is not defiled by notions of merit arising from works of charity;"

with much more to the same purpose. On the other hand, those

Avhomadc charity the essential of tlie church, violently opposed

all this reasoning, urging that charity saves, and not faith:"
" For," said they, " does not God hold all men dear to him, and
wish good to all ? But how can God promote such good, but

by the mediation of men ? Does God give us power only to

converse Avith one another upon subjects of faith, and docs he
not also give us poAver to do one toAvards another the Avorks of

charity ? Cannot you see that you talk absuixUy about charity,

in caUing it earthly ? Charity is heavenly, and your faith is

earthly, because you do not bring forth the fruits of charity.

But lioAv do 3' ou receiA^e your faith ? Truly like stocks and
stones. You say indeed that you receive it by hearing the Word;
but hoAv can the Word produce such an effect if it be only heard?

Or hoAv can it operate on a stock or a stone ? Possibly you may
pretend you are quickened, Avhile you youi'selves ai'e entirely

ignorant of it ; but in what does such quickening consist, ex-

cept in enabling you to say that faith alone justifies and saves ?

But as to Avhat faith is, especially saving faith, you are AvhoUy

ignorant.'^ Then there arose a person Avho was called by the

angel that talked Avith me a syncratist. He took off his caj

and laid it on the table, Init suddenly placed it on his head, be-

cause he Avas bald. He then raised his voice, and said, " Attend
to me : you are all AATong : faith, it is true, is spiritual, and
charity moral, but still they are joined together, and their con-

junction is produced by the Word, and at the same time by the

Holy Gliost, and b}^ their effect, Avhich may indeed be called

obedience, ])ut in Avhicli a man has no part, because Avhen faith

is infused into him he is as ignorant as a statue. I have long
tui'ned my thoughts to these subjects, and have at last discoA^ered

that a man is capable of receiAdng faith from God, Avhich is spi-

ritual, but .'is incapable of being stirred by God to charity wliich
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u spiritual, as a stock or a stone." On liis sajdng this, tho

favorers of faith alone expressed their approbation, but the

favorers of charity theii* disapprobation; and the latter ex.

claimed with indignation, addressing themselves to the syncratist,

" Hearken, friend
; you seem to be ignorant that there are a

spiritual-moral life, and a merely natiu^al-morai life; the spii*itual-

moral life abides vidth those who do good from God, and yet in

appearance as from themselves, and the moral-natiu-al life abides

with those who do good from hell, and yet in appearance as

from themselves."

It was observed above, that the disputation soimded like the

gnashing of teeth and a beating noise, mixed with a harsh and
grating sound. The disputation which sounded like the gnash-

ing of teeth, proceeded from those who made faith the sole essen-

tial of the chiu'ch ; the beating noise from those who made cha-

rity the sole essential, and the harsh grating sound intermixed

from the syncratist. The disputations sounded in this manner
at a distance, because the disputants, dmnng their abode on
earth, had all of them been given to disputing, and liad never

shunned any evil, and thus had never practised any good from a

true spiritual ground; they were also entirely ignorant that

whatever relates to faith is truth, and whatever relates to charity

is good, and that truth A\dthout good is not truth in spiiit, and
that good without truth is not good in spirit, and thus that one

forms and constitutes the otlier.

461. The third memorable relation.—I was once con-

veyed in the spirit to the southern quarter in the spiritual ^vorld,

to a certain paradise there, which far exceeded all others that I

had before entered ; the reason of this was, because a garden
signifies intelhgence, and all such as excel in wisdom are trans-

lated to the south. The garden of Eden, in which iVdam and
his Avife were placed, had no other signification ; consequenth

their expulsion thence implied that they were fallen from intel-

ligence, and thus also from integrity of life. As I Avas walking

about this southern paradise, I observed some persons sitting

under a laurel tree, and eating figs. Straightway I Avent towards

them, and asked them for some figs, which they gave me, and
lo ! the figs in my hand became grapes. "Wlien I expressed my
»iu'prise at this, an angehc spirit, who stood near, said to me,
" The figs became grapes in yoiu- hand, because figs by corres-

pondence signify the goods of charity, and thence of faith in

the natural or external man, whereas grapes signify the goods

of charity, and thence of faith in the spmtual or internal man;
and because you love spu-itual things, therefore this change hap-

pened to you ; for in our world all things come to pass and exist,

and are also changed, according to correspondences." At that

instant I had an eager desu'c to know how a man can do good
from God, and. vet altogether as from himself ; so I asked th»^
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persons eating figs what was tlieir idea on the subject. Tliey

said, " They conld not conceive, but that God operates good

internally in and by a man while he is entu-ely ignorant of sucli

operation, since if he were conscious of it, and should do good in

such a state of consciousness, he would only do apparent good,

which internally is evil ; for all that proceeds from a man pro-

ceeds from his selfhood, which b}^ birth is evil : how then can

good from God and evil from a man be joined together, and
proceed conjointly into action ? Besides, a man's selfhood, in

things relating to salvation, is ever full of its own merit ; and
in proportion as this is the case it derogates from the Lord^s

merit, which is the liighest injustice and impiety. In a word,

if the good, which God operates in a man, were to enter by in-

flux into his will, and thence into his actions, such good woidd
be utterly defiled, and also profaned, which God never permits.

A man may indeed think that the good Avhicli he does is from
God, and may call it the good of God in and by himself; but
still we do not comprehend how it can be so." I then opened
my mind to them, and said, " You do not comprehend how it

can be so, because yon tliink from appearances, and such
thought, when confirmed, is fallacy

;
you therefore arc mis-

guided by appearance, and the fallacy thence resulting, in con-

sequence of believing that all things wliich a man wills and
thinks, and which he thence does and speaks, are in him, and
iionsequently from him, when nevertheless not one of all such
things is in him, but merely the state and capacity of re-

cei\dng what enters by influx. A man is not life in himself, but
is an organ receptive of life. The Lord is hfe in himself, accord-

ing to what he says in John :
" As the Father hath life in him-

self, so hath he given to the Son to havehfeinliimself''^ (v. 26)

;

and in other places, as John xi. 25 ; xiv. 6, 19. There are two
tilings constituent of life,—love and wisdom, or what amounts
to the same, the good of love and the truth of wisdom. These
two enter by influx from God, and they are received by man
as if they were his, and from such appearance and sensa-

tion, they proceed fi*om him as if they were his. This appear-

ance and sensation on man's side are granted by the Lord, in

order that "what enters by influx may eft'ect him, and thus be
received and remain. But as aU evil hkewise enters by influx,

not from God, but from hell, and is received vrith satisfaction,

because a man is born such an organ as to imbibe it readily,

therefore he receives no more of good from God than in propor-
tion as he removes an evil, which he eftects by reiientance, and
at the same time by faith in the Lord. Love and wisdom, cha-
rity and faith, or, to speak in more general terms, the good of

AO\'e and charity and the truth of wisdom and faith, enter into

a man by influx, and such things as enter by influx appear in
him entirely as if they were his ovm, and consequently proceed
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frdin liim as his own : tliis may be plainly seen from the case of

vision, Jiearing, smelling, tasting, and touching; for whatever

things are made sensible in the organs of those senses, enter by
infliLX extraneously, and are perceived in them. The case is

similar in respect to the organs of the internal senses, only Avith

this diflerence, that spu'itual things, whicli are not apparent to

the bodily senses, enter by influx into the latter, but natural

tilings, wliich are so apparent, into the former. In a Word, a

man is an organ receptive of life from God, consequently he is

receptive of good in proportion as he desists from CAdl. The
power to desist from evil the Lord gives to every man, because

he gives him to will and to luiderstand ; and whatever a man
does from the will according to the understanding, or, what is

the same thing, from freedom of will according to conviction of

the understanding, that remains, and by this the Lord intro-

duces the man into a state or conjunction with himself, in which
state he reforms, regenerates, and saves him. The hfe which
enters by influx is life proceeding from the Lord, which is also

called the Spirit of God, and in the Word the Holy Spirit, of

which also it is said that it enhghteus and quickens man, yea,

that it operates in him ; but this life is varied and modified ac-

cording to the organization induced upon it by love. There is

also another cii'cumstance wliich may serve to convince you that

all the good of love and charity, and all the truth of wisdom
and faith, enter by influx, and are not in a man, which is this,

that whoever thinks such things to be in him by "\drtue of his

creation, must of necessity at last be led to consider that God
infused himself into man, and consequently that men are in part

gods, when nevertheless all who confirm themselves in such a

belief acquire a diabohcal natui'c, and in the sphitual world smell

like putrid carcases. Besides, Avhat is all human action but the

action of the mind ? For the mind brings its inclination into

act, and its thoughts into words of speech, by means of its organ

the body ; consequently, while the mind is under the Lord^s

guidance, the action and speech are also under his guidance, and
action and speech are under the Lord's guidance when he is

believed in. Unless this were the case, what possible reason

can be assigned why the Lord, in a thousand passages of his

Word, has commanded that a man should love his neighbour,

should perform the good works of charity, should bring forth

fruit like a tree, and should keep the commandments and do
them, and all with a view to salvation? Also to what purpose is

it said that a man shall be judged according to his deeds or

works ; that heaven and life will be the portion of him that does

good, but hell and death of him that does e^dl? How could the

Lord possibly make such declaratioiis, if that wliich proceeds
from a man must needs be meritorious, and consequently evil ?

Know, therefore, that if the mind be cliarit}^, the action is c]iarit"v
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alsoj but if tlie mind be faith alone, Avbich is a faith se])arato

from spiiitiial charity, the action also is such faith." Wlien I

ceased speaking, those who were sitting under the laurel said,

"We comprehend the justness of yoiu' observations, and yet we
do not comprehend it." I replied, " You comprehend the just-

ness of my observations l)y ^drtue of tliat common perception

which is communicated to every man by an influx of light from
heaven, when any truth is uttered in his presence ; but you do
not comprehend it by virtue of that peculiar perception which
every man has in consequence of an influx of light from the

world. These two perceptions, the internal and the external, o)-

the spiritual and the natm'al, are united and make a one with all

wise men; and you also may unite and make them a one, if you
will look to the Lord and put aAvay evils." Seeing that they
understood this, I plucked oW some twigs from a vine that Avas

near me, and presenting them in raj hand, I said, "Do you
suppose that this is from me or from the Lord?" and they
replied. That it was of {ex) me from (a) the Lord ; and lo ! the

twigs in their hands instantly put forth grapes. As I was taking

m}' leave, I observed a table made of cedar wood, on which lay a

book, overshadowed Avith a green olive-tree, whose trunk was
entAvined about Avith a \\\\&. I vicAved it attentively, and lo ! it

was a book I had Avritten, entitled Arcana C(elestia ;* and I

said, " In that book it is fully proved, that a man is an organ
receptive of life, and not life itself, and that life cannot possibly

be created, and dAvell in a man in such a created state, an}^ moi'c

than light can dwell in the eye."

462. The fourth memorable relation.—I aaus once look-

ing toAvards the sea-coast in the spiritual Avorld, Avhen I observed

a grand dock or arsenal for shipping. I Avalked toAvards it, and
taking a nearer vicAv, I saw A^essels of various sizes, laden Avith

all kinds of Avares and merchandize, Avhich were distributed

hberally to all comers by some boys and girls that were sitting

on the decks. I heard the boys and girls say, " We are in

expectation of seeing our beautiful turtles, Avliich AAdll soon rise

out of the sea and come to us." And lo ! I saAv tru'tles of dif-

ferent sizes, both great and small, on Avhose shells and scales

there sat young tiu'tles, Avhich looked toAvards the islands that

surrounded the coast. Tlie parent turtles had tAvo heads, one of

large size, covered over with a shell hke that Avhich covered their

bodies, so that they were of a gloAving polish, and the other of

small size, such as turtles generally have, AA^hich they drcAv back
into the fore-parts of the body, and inserted it in a manner
scarce discernible into the larger head. J kept my eyes fixed on

* This work appears to be mentioned by an error of the press, or some otht*

accident, for the Angelic Wisdom concerning the Diinne Loiw and tlie Divi.tc IFiy-

dom, which the book on the table is stated to liave been in tiie Apocalypse Revealed
«. 875. where this memorable relation was first p.ublished.
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Lie large shining liead, and observed tJiat it liad a fiice like that

of a man^ and that it talked Anth the boys and girls that were

sitting on the decks, and licked their hands ; Avhereupon the

boys and girls gently stroked them, and gave them food and
dainties, v/ith various precions articles, as silk for clothes, almng
wood for tables, purple for ornaments, and scarlet for color-

ing. Having made these observations, I was desii'ous to learu

what each thing represented^ because I knew that all appearances

in the spiritual world are correspondences, and arc representative

of such spmtual things as relate to affection and its derivative

thought : angels then entered, into conversation with me from

heaven and said, " You know ah'cady what is represented by a

(lock or arsenal for shipping, also by ships, and boys and girls

on then* decks, but you do not know Avhat is signified Tjy tmlles.

Understand therefore that tvu'tles represent such of the clergy as

cnthely separate faith from charity and its good v/orks, affirming

in their own minds that there is no conjunction Avhatever between
them; but that the Holy Spirit, through faith in God the Father

for the sake of his Son's merits, enters into a man, and piu'ifies

his interiors till it reaches to the man's own A\dll, of which they

make as it were an oval plane, and Avhen the operation of the

Holy Spuit approaches that plane, it turns itself about it on its

left side, and never enters into contact with it, and thus the

interior or superior part of the hmnan faculties is intended for

God, and the exterior or inferior part for man, and consequently
tliat nothing which a man does appears in God's sight, whether
it be good or e^dl, the good not appearing because it is merito-

rious, nor the e^nl because it is e\il ; whence if either Avere to

appear, the man would incAdtably perish ; but as they are thus

kept out of sight, it is allowable for a man to Avill, think, speak,

and act just as he pleases, having nothing to guard against but
Avorldly censiuTs and punishments." I then asked Avhether sucli

persons assert also that it is allowable to think of God as not
being omnipresent and omniscient : to this the ang(;ls rcphed,
" This also is allowable according to their maxims, since God.
Avith those who haA-e obtained faith, and are thereby purified and
justified, does not look at anything belonging to their thought
and will, and they still retain in the inner chambers, or superior

regions of their mind, that faith Avhich they had received in its

first act or operation, which act they insist may some time or

other return Avithout their knoAving any thing of tlie matter.

These tenets are the things represented by the small head Avhich

they draw into the fore-parts of the body, and also insert in the
great head, while they talk Avith the laity ; for their discourses

Avith such persons do not proceed from the small head, but fi-om

tlie great one, Avhich appears in front Avith a face resembling that

of a man ; and they converse vnth them from the Word about
love, charity, good Avorks, the commandments of the decalogue,
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smd repentance, in Avliicli discourses they quote from the Word
almost all that is said on those subjects ; but at times they put

the small head into the great one, and think "with themselves in

the former that these duties arc not to be performed for the sake

of God and salvation, but only with a view to the pubhc good or

private advantage. Since hovrever then* discom-ses on such occa-

sions are pleasing and elegant, particularly when they speak

about the gospel, the operation of the Holy Spirit, and the

natui-e of salvation, therefore they appear to their hearers like

handsome and comeh' persons, of a Ansdom superior to the rest

of mankind ; and this is the reason why, as you observed, the

boys and girls on the decks of the ships gave them dehcate food,

vxnd other things of value. These then are those whom you saw
represented as turtles. In the world Avhere you hve they are

scarcely distinguishaljle from otlier people, except in this respect,

that they fancy themselves A^dser than others, and treat the rest

of mankind \nt\i contempt, even those who profess the same
doctrine respecting faith as themselves, but do not dive so deeply

into its mysteries. They carry about them a particular mark or

signatm'c in their clothes by wdiicli they are knoAAii to one ano-

ther. I shall not tell you,^^ said my angelic instructor, " what
are their sentiment* in regard to other subjects connected v/ith

their faith, as election, free-wiU, baptism, and the holy supperj,

which are such as they never diAailge, but }'et are known to us

in heaven. This however being then* natm'e and quality in

the world, and no one being permitted after death to think one

thing and say another, therefore when they come into another

world, where they cannot refrain fr'om uttering all their insane

conceptions, tliey are treated accordingly, and expelled from all

societies, and at length cast down into the bottomless pit, men-
tioned in the Revelation, chap. ix. 2, where they become corporeal

spu'its, and appear like EgAq^tian mmnmies ; for the interiors of

their mind contract a hard callous covering, from the barrier

which they themselves had placed between the tAvo regions of

then' minds while in the world. The infernal society consisting

of such spii'its, is in the neighbourhood of the infernal society of

the !MachiaAehsts, and they ai'e continually passing from the one
to the other, and calhng one another fellow-companions; but
they do not stay long wdth each other, because there is a diver-

sity betAveen them arising from the circumstance that some sort

of rehgious impression, connected AAitli their notion concerning

the act of justification by faith, had been cherished by the former,

while the Machiavelists had rejected every thing of the kind.

After I had seen these spirits expelled from the societies, and
collected together in order to be cast doAATi into the bottomless

pit, I observed a ship flying in the afr, liaAing seven sails, and in

it officers and sailors in prQ"j)le garments, with caps magnificently

adorned with laurel, who exclaimed, " Lo, we ai'e in heaven

!
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We are the truly learned, distinguislied above others by oiir

jnirple robes and grand lam-el v.Teaths, because we are the cliief

of the wise from all the clergy in Eui'ope." I was wondering
Avhat this exhibition meant, when I was informed that it rose

from the conceited images and ideal thoughts, called fantasies,

proceeding from those who had before appeared as tui'tles, and
who were now expelled from every society as insane, and Avere

collected into a body in one place. I then became desiron-' of

conversing with them, and accordingly walked towards th. place

where they Avere assembled, and paid my respects to them, and
said, " Is it you that have separated men's internals from their

externals, and the o})eration of the Holy Spu'it, as ]:)eing within

faith, from its co-operation with man, as ha^ving nothing to do
with faith, and Avho have thus separated God from man ? Have
you not, by so doing, separated not only charity and its works
from faith, as many other teachers among the clergy have done,

but also faith itself, as to its manifestation in the sight of God,
from man? But in discussing this subject Avith you, which do
you prefer, that I should draw my arguments from reason or

from the sacred Scriptiu-e ?" They said, " Begin with reason."'

So I proceeded saying, " Hoav is it possible for a man's internal

and external to be separated from each other ? Who does not or

may not plainly see, from a perception common to all men, that

all a man's interiors proceed and are continued to his exteriors,

and even to what is most external, in order to produce their

effects and perform then* works ? Do not internal things exist

for the sake of external, that they may be terminated by them,

and subsist in them, and thus exist, like a column on its pedestal?

How plain is it to see that unless there Avas such a continuation

and consequent conjimction, the things moat external must be
dissolved, and melt into nothing, hke bubbles in the air ? Who
can deny that the interior operations of God in a man are

myi'iads of myriads, utterly unknoAvn to the man himself? And
Avhat does it signify Avhether they be unknown or not, proAdded

that Avhat is extreme and most external be known, in Avhich the

man, Avith his thought and Avill, is together AA'ith God ? But
let us illustrate this matter by an example. Is a man at all

acquainted Avith the interior operations of Ms faculty of speech,

as how the lungs draAv in the au', and fill A\dth it the vesicles,

tlie bronchia?, and the lobes ; how they emit it into the trachea,

iuid there convert it into sound ; hoAv the sound is modified in

the glottis by the assistance of the larjiix ; and hoAV the tongue

afterwards articulates it, and the lips complete the articulation,

in order to its becoming speech? Do not all these interior

operations,, o? which the man is altogether unconscious, exist for

the sake or the last, or most external, which is articulate dis-

course ? If you remove or separate any one of those internal

sperations, so as to destroy its connection Avith the last, or most
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external, would it not be as impossible for a maa to speak r.s lot

a stock or a stone ? Take another example. The two hands are

the tdtimate or extreme parts of the human body; but do not the

interiors Avhich are continued to them, descend from the head
through the neck, and also tlu'ough the breast, the shoulders,

the arms, and the fore-arms ? Are there not innumerable iiuiS'

cular textxires, innumerable orders of mo^dng fibres, innumeral)le

fascicles of nerves and blood-vessels, Avith several articulations of

bones, vnih their ligaments and membranes, of which the man
is utterly unconscious ? And yet are not all and every one of

these unknown parts necessary for the operation of the hands ?

Supposing those interior parts to be reflected back to the left or

right, al)out the elbow-joint, and not to be continued below,

would not the hand necessarily fall from, the joint, and putrefy

hke something inanimate, that was sejiarated from all connection

with the source of its hfeV Doubtless, under such circumstances,

it would be with the hand as it is with the 1)ody when a man is

beheaded. Just so would it be also Avith the human mind, and
Avith its two hves, the will and the understanding, if the di^dne

operations relating to faith and charity should stop in the middle
of their coiu'se, and not proceed by continued connection to the

man himself. In such case the mau would be not only a ])rute

animal, but a rotten branch broken oft' from its parent stock.

Thus far I have explained to you the dictates of reason in regard

to this subject : I will now shew you, if you are disposed to

hear me, that the sacred Scriptui^e inculcates the same doctrine.

Does not the Lord say, " Abide in me, and I in you : I am the
vine, ye are the branches : he that abidetli in me, and I in him,
the same bringeth forth much fruit'' (John xv. 4, 5). Does not
fruit mean good works, which the Lord works b}^ a man, and
which the man Avorks of (ex) himself from {a) the Lord? Again,
the Lord says, " Behold ! I stand at the door and knock : n
any man -nill open the door I will come in to him, and sup mth
him, and he with me" (Rev. iii. 20). Does not the Lord giA'e

pounds and talents to the intent that men shoidd trade mth
them, and make profit of them, and in proportion to such profit

should receive eternal life ? (Matt. xxv. 14—34 ; Luke xix.

13—26). And again : Does not he give to every one according

to the work which he does in his Adneyard? (Matt. xx. 1—17).

But these are only a few passages selected out of many ; for it

would be easy to fill sheets with extracts from the Word, insist-

ing that a man ought to bear fruit hke a tree, that he ought to

work in obedience to the commandments, that he ought to love

God and his neighbour, and the like. I am vrcll aware, ho'\\ever,

that your own intelligence, groiuided in yoiu- proprium, cannot
have anji^hing in common mth the contents of the AYord,
according to their true and proper sense, and therefore, not-

withstanding vou can introduce such passages into your dis-
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course, yet the ideas yoti attach to them are such as pervert

them ; aud this is a necessary consequeuce of your removing all

things that are of God from man as to communication and con-

junction. What more can you reject, unless you also abandon

all things belonging to worship ?" When I had done speaking,

the assembly appeared to me in the light of heaven, which

detects and manifests the true nature and quality of every one

;

and then they no longer seemed floating aloft in a ship, as if

exalted into heaven, or clothed in purple, or croAvned with laurel

wreaths, but in a sandy place in tattered garments, having their

loins girded with nets like those used by fishermen, through

which their nakedness appeared; and then they sunk down to

the society bordering on the Machiavelists.

CHAPTER VIII.

FREE-DETERMINATION.

463. Before I proceed to deliver the doctrine of the New
Church on Free-determination, it may be necessary to pre-

inise the tenets maintained by the present church in her books
on that subject; or else any person of sound reason and religion

might suppose that it would not be worth while to advance any
thing new on this point; for he might urge, "Who can be ig-

norant that every man is endowed with free- determination in

spiritual things ? Were it not so, of what use Avould be the

preaching of ministers, instructing ns that we must believe in

God, be converted, and live a life according to the command-
ments in the Word ; that we must fight against the lusts of the

flesh, aud prepare ourselves to become new creatures, with much
more to the same purpose?" Every person of sound reason

and religion must conclude that all such injunctions are mere
empty sounds unless man has free-determination in whatever
concerns his salvation, and that to deny such freedom is a

mere delirium, because it is contradictory to common sense;

yet the present church falls into that contradiction, and ban-
ishes the doctrine of free-determination from its temples, as

will appear manifest from the following passages collected from
the book entitled Formula Concordi^e, which is received by
the Evangelical Protestants as the exposition of their faith;

and the same doctrine, and consequently faith, in regard to

free-determination, prevails throughout the reformed churches,
whether in Germany, Sweden, Denmark, England, or Holland,
and indeed throughout all Christendom, as is evident from the
books that contain an exposition of their doctrines. The fol-

lowing quotations are from the Formula Concordia., according
to the edition published at Leipsic in 1756.
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464. 1. " The doctors of the Augsburg confession assert that

man, in consequence of the fall of his first parents, is become

so thoroughly corrupt, that he is by nature blind as to things

spiritual, or such as relate to conversion and salvation, and that

^e neither understands nor is able to understand the Word of

God when preached to him, but judges it to be a tiifling foolish

thing, and never of lumself di'aws nigh unto God, but is rather

God's enemy, and so continues to be, until by the power of the

Holy Spirit operating tlu'ough the preaching and hearing of the

Word, he is of mere grace, Anthout any co-operation on his part,

converted, gifted AAitli faith, regenerated, and renewed.'' Page

656. 2. "We believe that the understanding, heart, and will

of an unregenerate man, in i-egardto things spiritual and divine,

are of their own natm'al powers utterly incapable of understand-

ing, belieAdng, embracing, thinking, -willing, beginning, finishing,

acting, operating, or co-operating in any respect, but that man is

altogether corrupt and dead to what is good, insomuch that in the

natm-e of man since the fall, before regeneration, there is not a

smgie spark of spii'itual strength remaining, v/hcreby he can

prepare himself to receive the grace of God, or apprehend it

when offered him, or accommodate himself, and of himself be

capable of accepting it, or contribute, act, operate, or co-operate

of himself, by his own power, in any respect towards his con-

version, either wholly, partly, or in the smallest degree ; but

that man is the servant of sin and the slave of Satan, by whom
he is instigated, and hence his natural free-determination, by

reason of his corrupted powers and depraved nature, is only ac-

tive and efficacious in such things as are displeasing and opposed
to God." Page 656. 3. " That man is industrious and ingenious

in civil and natural tilings, but in things spiritual and divine,

which relate to the salvation of his soul, he is like a stock, a stone,

or the pillar of salt into A;'hich Lot's A^ife was tm'iied, which have

no use either of eyes, of mouth, or of any other senses." Page
661. 4. '^'^That nevertheless man still enjoys a locomotive power,

whereby he can direct his outAvard members, and can hear the

gospel, and can in some measin-e meditate on Avhat he hears : but

that still in his private thoughts he despises it as a foolish thing,

and is incapable of behcAdng it, in Avliich respect he is Avorse than
a stock, unless the Holy Spirit is efficacious in him, kindling and
Avorking in him faith, obedience, and other vntues Avhich God
approves." Page 662. 5. " In one respect a man may be said

not to be a stock or a stone ; for a stock or a stone makes no
struggle or opposition, nor understands or perceives Avhat is doing

Avith it ; whereas a man continually struggles and strives in his

Avill against God, until he is converted to God; and yet it is

true that a man, before conversion, is a reasonable creatm'e,

haAdng understanding, although not in divine things, and having
a A\ill, although not disposed to any sa\ing good ; but still ho
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can contribute notliing towards his conversion^ and in tliis re-

spect he is worse than a stock or a stone." Page 675, 673. 6.

" That conversion is the entire operation, gift, and Avork of the

Holy Ghost alone, who effects and produces it, by his virtue

and poAver thi'ough the Word in the man's understanding, heart,

and will, as in a passive subject, the man doing nothing at all,

but remaining altogether passive; and yet this operation is not

like the forming of Avood into a statue, or the stamping an im-

pression on wax; for wood and Avax have neither knoAvledge nor

Avill." Page 681. 7. "It is maintained by certain fathers and
modern doctors, that God indeed draiveth, but only such as are

tvilliny to he drawn, consequently that the man's will is in some
respect active in the business of conversion. This opinion, how-
ever, is not consonant Avith the words of holy Scripture, for it

establishes a false notion of the powers of human determination

as respects conversion." Page 582. 8. " In respect to the out-

Avard concerns of the Avorld, which fall under the cognizance of

reason, there still remains in man some share of understanding,

strength, and abihty, although these miserable remains are very

Aveak; and even these, smaU as they are, are infected and con-

taminated Avith the poison of the hereditary disease, so as to be
of no account in the sight of God." Page 641. 9. "That a

man in the business of conversion, AA'hereby from a child of Avi^ath

he becomes a child of grace, does not co-operate with the Holy
Spirit, for the Avork of conversion is of the Holy Spirit avIioIIv

and solely." Page 219, 519, 663, and append. 143. "That
nevertheless a regenerate man, by the poAver of the Holy Spirit,

can co-operate, although his co-operation is attended with much
infirmity ; and he co-operates well so long and in such pro-

portion as he is led, guided, and governed by the Holy Spirit

;

but still his co-operation Avith the Holy Spuit is not hke
that of tAvo horses di'aAAang together in the same chariot." Page
674. 10. "Original sin does not consist in any particular fault

perpetrated or brought into act, but remains intimatel}^ rooted

in man's natui'c, suIdstance, and essence, and is the fountain

from Avhence all actual sins floAv, as depraved thoughts and Avords,

and CA-il Avorks." Page 577. "This hereditary disease, Avhereby

man's Avhole nature is rendered corrupt, is horrible sin, and is

in fact the beginning and cause of all sins, from Avhicli, as from
then- root and spring, all transgressions are derived." Page 640.
" That nature, by means of this sin, as by a spiritual leprosy,

is totally infected and corrupt before God, in the inmost bowels

and deepest recesses of the heart, and by reason of such cor-

ruption every individual man is accused and condemned by the

laAV of God, so that by natm'e Ave are all the children of wrath,

death, and damnation, unless Ave are delivered and saved fi'om

such CAils by the benefit of Clnist's merits." Page 639. " That

hence a total absence or privation of original righteousness, or
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the imajre of God formed in paradise, has taken place, aitendei

with such impotence, unfitness, and stupidity, as render man
altogether indisposed towai'ds things divine or spiritual. That
instead of the image of God thus lost in man, has arisen an
inmost, most vile, most profound, inscrutable, inexpressible cor-

ruption of his whole nature^ and of all his pcwcrs, particularlv

of the superior and principal faculties of his soul, in the mind^
understanding, heart, and will." Page 640.

465. Such are the precepts, tenets, and decrees cf the pre-

sent church on man's free-determination in spiritual and natural

things, and also on original sin. They arc adduced in order thav

the precepts, tenets, and decrees of the New Church on the

same subjects may more evidently and distinctly appear; for

ditferent forms and objects placed near each other tend, by
the contrast, to make truth more apparent and distinct, just as

in a picture an ugly and a beautiful face are frequently con-

trasted with each other, so that the beauty of the one, and the

ugliness of the other, may be exhibited in a more striking point

of view. The following arc the decrees of the New Church on
this subject.

I. Tub two trees in the garden op eden, one of life, and
THE other op the KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL, SIGNIFY

THE PREE-DETERMINATION WHICH MAN ENJOYS IN SPIRITUAL
THINGS.

466. It is believed by many persons that Adam and Eve,

mentioned in the book of Genesis, do not mean the first of the

human race tluit were created on the earth ; and in support of

this opinion they adduce arguments from chronological compu-
tations found among some people and nations which favor the

existence of men prior to Adam, and also from whh'c Cain,

Adam's first-born, said to Jehovah :
" I shall be a fugitive and a

vagabond in the earth ; and it will come to pass that every one
that findcth me will kill me. And Jehovah set a mark upon
Cain, lest an}' one finding him should kill him" (Gen. iv. 14, 15).
" And Cain went or^ from the presence of Jehovah, and dwelt in

the land of Nod, y.nd built a city" (verses 16, 17) ; whence they
conclude that the earth Avas inhabited before the time of Adam,
In addition to this I have abundantly demonstrated in the

Arcana CffiLESTiA, published at London, that Adam and his

wife mean the most ancient church that existed on our earth;

and in the same work it is further shewn that the garden of

Eden means the Avisdom of the men of that church; and the

tree of life the Lord in man, and man in the Lord; and the

tree of the knowledge of good and evil, man not in the Lord,
but in his proprtum, or self-hood, as is the case with every one
who believes that he does all things, even what is good, from
himself. I have also proved that the eating of this tree mems
the appropriation of evil.
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467. Ill the Word, the garden of Eden means not any paii;!-

[Miliar garden, but intelligence; and a tree not any particular tree,

l)ut man. The garden ofEden signifies intelligence and wisdom, as

appears fr.im these passages: " JVith thy -wisdom and thine intel-

ligence thou hast gotten thee riches : thou hast been in Eden, the

garden of God : thou sealest up the sum, full of ivisdoni, and
perfect in beauty: every precious stone was thj^ covering" (Ezek.
xxviii. 4, 1,2, lo). This is spoken of the prince and Idng of Tyre,
of whom wisdom is predicated, because Tyre, in the Word,
signifies the chm*ch as to the knowledges of good and truth by
which wisdom is attained : the precious stones whicli were his

covering, also signifies the same knowledges of good and truth

;

for the prince and king of Tyre were never in tlie garden of
Eden. Again, in Ezekiel : " Behold, Ashur was a cedar in

Lebauou; the cedars in the garden of God could not hide him :

no tree in the garden of God was like unto him in his beauty :

all the trees of Eden that were in the garden of God enWed him"
(xxxi. 3, 8, 9). And further : "To whom art thou thus like in

glory and in greatness among the trees of Eden'/" (verse 18).

This is said of Ashm* or Assyria, because Assyiia, in the Word,
means rationality, and intelligence thence derived. So in Isaiah:
'' Jehovah shall comfort Zion ; he will make her Anlderness lilie

Eden, and her desert like the garden of Jehovah" (li. 3). Zion in

this passage is the cluuch, and Eden and the garden of Jehovah
are wisdom and intelligence. So in the pLe\elation :

" To liim

tliat o\'ercometli will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in

the midst oi \\\e. paradise of God" (ii. 7). " In the midst of the
street of it, and on either side of the river, was the tree of life"

(xxii. 2). Hence it plainly appeal's that the garden of Eden, in

wliicli Adam is said to have been placed, means intelligence and
wisdom, because the like is asserted of Tva'e, Asswia, and Zion.

A garden also, in other parts of the Word, means intelligence,

as in Isaiah Iviii. 11; Ixi. 11; Jer. xxxi. 12; Amos ix. 14. This
spiritual meaning of a garden is grounded in the nature of repre-

sentations in the spiritual world, in which world gardens and
paradises appear, where dwell the angels who excel in inteUigenco

and wisdom. The intelligence and wisdom which they receive

from the Ijord form themselves into such representations around
them, and this takes place from correspondence, all things that

exist in the spiritual world being correspondences.

468. That a tree signifies a man, is plain from these passages

in the Word: "AU the trees of the field sliall knovr that I

Jehovah have brought down the high tree, have exalted the low
tree, have dried up the green tree, and have made the dry tree

to floarish" (Ezek. xvii. 24). "Blessed is the man whose delight

is in the law of the Lord : he shall be like a tree planted by the
rivers of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season" (Psalm
i. 1—3; Jer. xvii. 8). "Praise the Lord, ye fruitful trees" (Psalm
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cxhdii. 9). "Tlie trees of the Lord arc full of sap" (civ. IG).

" The axe is laid unto the root of the trees ; Avhcreiore e\cry tree

which bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn dowii^' (]Matt. iii.

10; Aii. 16—20). "Either make the tree good and his fruit

good ; or else make the tree corrupt and his fruit corrupt ; for

the tree is known by his fruit" (xii. 33; Luke vi. 43, 44). "I
will kindle a fire in thee, and it shall devour every green tree in

thee, and every dry tree" (Ezek. xx. 47). In consequence of

this signification of a tree it was made a statute "That the fruit

of every tree serviceable for food in the land of Canaan should

be accounted uncircumcised" (Lent. xix. 23). And as tlie

olive-tree signifies a man of the celestial church, it is therefore

said of the two witnesses who prophesied, that they were " tM'O

olive-trees standing before the Lord of the whole earth" (Rev.

xi. 4 : see also Zech. iv. 3, 11, 12). And in David :
" I am like

a green olive-tree in the house of God" (Psalm Iii. 8). And in

Jeremiah :
" The Lord called thy name a green olive-tree, fair

and of goodly fruit" (xi. 16) ; not to mention other passages,

too numerous for insertion.

469. Any person of interior wisdom may, at this day, per-

ceive, or at least conjectm-e, that the circumstances recorded of

Adam and Eve must have a spiritual signification, which has

heretofore remained unknown, because the spiritual sense of the

Word was never discovered till now. Wiio cannot discern, on

the slightest glance, that Jehovah could never have placed two

trees in a garden, one of which might prove a stumbling-ljlock,

luiless they had some spiritual repi-esentation ? or, that both

Adam and his wife were cm-sed, because they ate of the fruit of

a certain tree, and that the curse adheres to all then' posterity,

so that the whole human race is subjected to damnation for the

fault of one man, in which fault there was no apparent evil of

the lust of the flesh, or iniquity of heart ? Does such a pro-

ceeding accord A\dth the didne justice ? May it not reasonably

be asked, why Jehovah did not remove that fruit out of Adam's

reach before he ate jf it, and why He did not cast the seri)ent

into hell, before it persuaded him to eat? But, my friend, God
did not do so, liecause by so doing He would have taken away

man's free-determination, and it is by virtue of free-determina-

tion that a man is a man, and not a beast. This being per-

ceived, it will become evident that those two trees, the one of

life and the other of death, represent man's free-determination

in spiritual things. Besides, hereditary evil does not spj'ing

from the supposed act of Adam, but is successively communi-

cated to children from their parents, who entail upon them that

inclination to evil which prevails in themselves. That this is the

case, may be clearly discerned by an attentive observer of the

manners, minds, and countenances of children, yea of whole

families descended from one father ; but still it depends on each
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individual in every family whether he will choose or refuse the
e\dl so propagated ; for every one is left to his own determina-
tion. The particular signification of the tree of life, and of the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil, was fully explained in
the MEMORABLE RELATION; n. 48, to which the reader is referred.

II. A MAN IS NOT LIFE, BUT A RECIPIENT OF LIFE FROM GOD.

470. It is generall}^ believed, that hfe is in a man, and is his

own, consequently that he is not only a recipient of life, but
actually is hfe : this general belief is grounded in appearance,

for he lives, that is, he feels, thinks, speaks, and acts altogether

as of himself. This proposition then that a man is a recipient

of life, and not life itself, must appear like some strange doctrine,

or like a downright paradox, clashing with all sensible concep-

tion, in consequence of its opposition to apjiearances. The cause

of this fallacious belief that a man is hfe, and consequently that

life is inherent in him from creation, and afterwards propagated

by descent, I have deduced from appearance; but the true

ground or cause of the fallacy founded on this appearance is this,

that most at this day are merely natural men, and few respec-

tively are spiritual, and the former judge b}^ appearances and
thence by fallacies, which are diametrically opposite to this truth,

that a man is not hfe, but only a recipient of life. That a man
however is not life, but only a recipient of life from God, may be
collected from these plain proofs, that all created things are in

themselves finite, and that a man, in consequence of being finite,

must needs be created out of finite things ; wherefore it is said

in the book of Genesis that Adam was made of the dust of the

earth, from which also he had his name, Adam signifying the

mould or soil of the earth ; and in reahty every man consists

only of such things as are in the earth, and arc exhaled from it

in the atmospheres ; what he receives from the atmospheres he
imbibes by his lungs and through all the pores of his Ijodv, and
the gi'osser parts of his composition he receives from meats and
chinks, which are composed of earthly particles. With respect

to his spirit, this also is created of things finite ; for what is the

human spuit but a receptacle of the life of the mind? The finite

things of which it consists are spiritual substances, which are in

the spuitual world, and which are also collated into our earth,

and therein lie concealed : unless these were present witliin,

together with material forms, it would be impossible for any seed,

to be impregnated from its inmost parts, and in consequence to

vegetate in a wonderful manner Avithout any de"\dation from its

proper order, from its first germination to the production of fruit

and new seeds ; neither could any insects be procreated out of the

effluvia arising from the earth or out of the perspirable matter

exhaling from vegetables, with wdiich the atmospheres are im-
pregnated. How is it possible, according to any rational con-

ception, for the Infinite to create anything but what is finite ^
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Can a raan therefore, since lie is finite, be reasonably conceived

to be anything but a form, which the Infinite may vivify from

the life which it possesses in itself? This also is signified by these

Words :
" Jehovah formed man of the dust of the earth, and

breathed into liis nostrils the breath of lives" (Gen. ii. 7). God,
since He is i];ifinite, is Life in Himself, which life He cannot by
any possibility create, and so transcribe it into a man, for this

would be to make him God. That such a thing could possibly

be was an insane suggestion of the serpent or de\dl, which he
instilled into Adam and Eve ; for the serpent said, " In the day
ye eat of the fruit of this tree, yonr eyes shall be opened, and ye
shall be as God'-* (Gen. iii. 5). This dreadful persuasion, that

God had transfused and transcribed Himself into men, was
entertained, as I have been informed from then own lips, by the

men of the most ancient chinch, at the period of its end or con-

summation ; and it is on account of this horrible faith, in thus

supposing themselves to be gods, that they lie concealed in a

deep cavern, to which no one can approach A\dthout being seized

with such an interior dizziness as to cause him to fall down.
1'he reader was apprised in the preceding article, that by Adaui
and his wife is understood and described the most ancient church.

471. How plain is it for any one to see, if he can but think

from reason elevated above the sensualities of the body, that life

is not creatable ! For what is life, but the inmost activity of

love and "wisdom, which are in God, and which are God, which,

life may also be called the very essential li\dng force? He whose
eyes are open to see thus far, may also sec finther, that this life

caunot possibly be transcribed into any man, unless love and
wisdom be transcribed into him with it ; and who denies, or can

deny, that all the good of love, and all tlie truth of wisdom, are

from God alone, and that as a ]nan receives them from God, in

the same proportion he has life from God, and is said to be born
of God, that is, to be regenerated ? And on the other hand, as

far as a man does not receive love and wisdom, or what amounts
to the same, charity and faith, from God, so far he does not

receive life, which in itself is life, from God but from hell ; he
receives an inverted life, which is called in Holy Scripture

spiritual death ?

472. From what has been said above, we may come to this

perception and conclusion, that the following things are not

<"reatable: 1. what is infinite; 2. love and wisdom; 3. life;

4. hght and heat ; 5 . activity, considered in itself : but that the

organs receptive of the above, are creatable, and are created.

This may be illustrated by the following comparisons : light i*

not creatable, but its recipient organ, the eye, is creatable:

soimd also, Avhicli is an acti\'ity of the atmosphere, is not creata-

ble, but its recipient organ, the ear, is : so neither is heat, which
is the ]3rimary principle of activity, for the reception of wliich
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all tlie suljjects of tlie three kingdoms of nature are created,

bnt which however, in proportion to tlieir reception of it, do
not act, but are acted upon. It is a law of creation, that wher-
ever there are things active, there are also things passive, and
that tliese two should join themselves togetlier into a one. If

the active Avere creatable, as the passive arc, ther? would have
been no need of the sun, or of the heat and light thence pro-

ceeding, but all created things might have subsisted without
them ; whereas the fact is, tliat were tlie sun Avith its heat and
light to be removed, the whole universe of creation would Ijccome

a chaos. The sun of this world consists of created substances,

the activity of which produces fire. These consideratio)is are

adduced by way of illustration, and to shew what would be tlie

case with a man if tliat spiritual light, which in its essence is

wisdom, and spiritual heat, which in its essence is love, were
not to enter into him by influx, and be received by him : for the

whole man is nothing but an organized form adapted to the re-

ception of heat and light, both from the natural world and the
spiritual, for the heat and light of both worlds mutually corres-

pond. To deny that a man is a form receptive of love and wis-

dom from God, would be to deny the doctrine of influx, and
consecpiently that all good is from God ; in which case conjunc-

tion with God must also be denied, so that it would be absurd
to talk of a man's being the habitation and temple of God.

473. The cause why this is not in some measure apparent to

man by rational light is, because that light is clouded over by
tlie fixUacies arising from a belief iu the appearances Avhich strike

the external senses of the body. A man can draw no other

conclusion from his sensible impressions than that he lives from
a life wliich is his own ; for in the connection subsisting between
the instrumental and the principal, the latter is perceived by
the former as its own, or as something belonging to itself, and
cannot therefore distinguish it from itself; for the principal cause

and the instrumental act together as one cause, according to a

maxim established and allowed in the learned world. The prin-

cipal cause is life, and the instrumental cause is the mind of

man. It appears also as if beasts possessed in themselves created

life, but this is a similar fallacy ; for all beasts are organs created

to receive hght and heat from the natm'al world and from the

spmtual at the same time, every species being a form of some
particular natural love, and receiAdng light and heat from the

spiritual world mediately through heaven or hell, the gentle

kinds through heaven, and the fierce through hell. Man alone

receives hght and heat, that is, wisdom and love, immediately

from the Lord; and herein consists the difference between
them,

474. The Lord is life in himself, thus life itsou', as he him-
self teaches in J ohn :

" The Word was with God, and the Word
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was God : in him was life, and the life was the light of men"
(i. 1, 4). Again: "As the Father hath life in himself, so hath

lie given to the Son to have life in himself" (v. 26). And again :

"I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life" (xiv. 6). And again;
" He that followeth me shall have the light of life" (viii. 1.2).

III. So LONG AS IMAN LIVES IN THIS WORLD, HE IS HELD IN THE
MIDST BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL, AND THEREBY IN SPI-

RITUAL EQUILIBRIUM, WHICH CONSTITUTES TREE-DETERMINA-
TION.

475. In order to understand what free-determination is, and
its quality, we must first know whence it springs; for the know-
ledge of its origin will lead immediately not only to an assurance

of its existence, hut to a discovery of its quality. Its origin is

from the spiritual world, in which the mind of man is kept hy
the Lord. The mind of man is his spirit, which lives after death,

and his spirit is continually in consort with its like in that world,

while hy means of the natural hody with which it is clothed it is

in consort with men in the natural M'orld. The reason Avhy man
does not know that his mind is in the midst of spirits is, because

those with whom he is in consort in the spiritual world think and
speak spiritually, whereas his spirit, dimng its residence in the

material hody, thinks and speaks naturally; and spiritual thought
and speech cannot he understood or perceived by the natural

man, nor, on the contrary, can natural thought and speech he
understood or perceived l)y spirits ; for the same reason they

remain invisible to each other ; but Avlien a man's spirit is in

society with spirits in their world, then too it comes into the ex-

ercise of spiritual thought and speech with them, because the

human mind as to its interiors is spiritual, but as to its exteriors

is natural, hence by its interiors it has communication witii

spirits, and by its exteriors with men. It is in consequence of

this communication with spirits that a man enjoys the faculty of

perception, and the power of thinking analytically on all sub-

jects; and if this communication were removed, he Avould be in-

capable of any more or other kind of thought than a beast, and
if it were intercepted entirely, he would instantly die. But in

order to assist the apprehension in conceiving how a man may
be lield in the midst between heaven and hell, and thus kept in

spiritual equilibrium, whence he enjoys free-determination, it

may be expedient to acquaint the reader with the following par-

ticulars. The spiritual world consists of heaven and hell : heaven
is above, or over the head, hell is beneath, or under the feet,

not however in the centre of the globe which men inhabit, but

under the earth or ground of the spiritual world, which ground
is also of a spiritual origin, and consequently not in any actual

extense, but in an appearance of exteuse. Between heaven and
hell is a great interstice, which appears to those who dwell there

like a complete globe or world : into this interstice there arises a
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most copious exhalation of evil out of hell, and on the other hand
there descends into it continually as copious an influx of good

from heaven. It was this interstice of which Abraham spoke to

the rich man in hell, when he said, " Between us and you there

is a great gulf fixed, so that those who would pass from hence to

you cannot, neither can those pass to us that would come from
thence" (Lvikc xvi. 26). Every man as to his spirit is in the midst

of this interstice, solely to this intent, that he may be in the pos-

session of free-determination. This interstice, from its being so

large, and appearing to those who are in it as a great globe or

Avorld, is called the world of spirits; for it is full of spirits,

being the first common receptacle of every man after death,

Avhere each is prepared for his final abode either in heaven or iu

hell^ and where he lives in consort with spirits, as he had before

done with men in this world ; not that there is any such place

as purgatory there, which is a mere fiction invented by the

Romish church. But the su.biect of this world is more parti-

cularly enlarged upon in the work on Heaven and Hell, pub-
lished at London in the year 1758, n. 421—603.

476. Every man, from his infancy even to old age, changes

his place or situation in the world of spirits : when an infant
he is kept in the eastern quai'ter, verging towards the north

;

tvhen a child, as he learns the rudiments of religion, he recedes

by degrees from the north towards the south ; when a youth,
as he begins to think for himself, he is carried on further toward
the south ; afterwards, as he comes to maturer years, and is left to

his own judgement and direction, according to his advancement
in such principles and practices as interiorly relate to God and
to love towards his neighbour, he moves on from the south towards
the east ; but if he inclines to evil, and imbibes it with greedi-

ness, he then advances towards the west ; for all have their abodes
in the spiritual world distinguished according to the quarters.

In the EAST are those who are in good from the Lord, the sun
being in that quarter, in the centre of which is the Lord. In
the NORTH are such spirits as are in ignorance ; in the south,
such as are in intelligence ; and in the west, such as are in e'vil.

A man is kept in this interstice, or middle region between heaven
and hell, not as to his body, but as to his spirit ; and in propor-

tion as this changes its state, by its approaches towards good or

evil, it is translated to places or situations in this or that quarter,

and enters into consort with the spirits that dwell there. It is

to be observed, hoAvever, that the Lord does not translate the
man either this way or the other, but the man translates himself,

which different men do in difl'erent ways : if he chooses good,
then he, together with the Lord, or rather the Lord together
with him, translates his spirit towards the east ; but if he chooses
evil, then he, together with the devil, or rather the devil together
with him, translates his spirit towards the west. It is to be noted,
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that wlien heaven is here mentioned, the Lord also is meant,

because the Lord is the all in ail in heaven ; and Avhen the devil

is spoken of, hell is meant, because all its inhabitants are devils.

477. The sole cause Avhy a man is kept in this great inter-

stice, and is continually in the midst of it, is, that he may be in

free -determination as to things spiritual ; for this equilibrium,

being between heaven and hell, and consequently between good
and evil, is a spiritual equilibrium. All who are in this great

interstice are, as to their interiors, in conjunction either with

angels of heaven, or with de\dls of hell ; and at this day either

with the angels of jNIichael, or Avith those of the dragon. Every
man after death betakes himself to his own, that is, to those with

whom he had before been joined in that interstice, and associates

himself with such as are influenced by the same love with him-
self; for love conjoins every one in that world with his like, and
enables him to respire freely, restoring him to the state of his

former life. By successive degrees, however, the spirit is di-

vested of its externals, so far as they do not make a one with

its internals ; and when this is done, if he is a good spirit, he is

taken up into heaven, and if he is an evil spirit, he casts himself

down into hell, every one entering into society with such as he
is united with as to his ruling love.

478. This spiritual equilibrium, which constitutes free-deter-

mination, admits of illustration from cases of natural equili-

brium. It is like the equilibrium of a man bound about the

waist or by the arms, and placed between two men of equal
strength, one of whom strives to draw him to the right hand, and
the other to the left ; in which case he has power freely to turn
himself which way soever he pleases, as if there was no force act-

ing upon him ; and if he betakes himself to the right hand, he
then pulls the man on the left hand violently towards him, till he
brings him to the ground. The effect would be the same if any
person, let him be ever so weak, were to be bound between three

men on the right, and as many of equal strength on the left, or

between the same number of camels or horses. Spiritual equi-

librium, or free-determination, may be also compared with a

balance, containing in each of its scales an equal weight ; Avhen,

if a very small addition be made to the scale on one side, the axis

of the beam immediately begins to vibrate : the case would be the

same with a bar or great lieam balanced on a lever. A similar

equibbrium prevails in all and every part cf the human body, as

in tne heart, the lungs, the stomach, the liver, the pancreas, the

spleen, the intestines, and the rest of the organs; so that each
part is enabled to perform its functions in a state of the most per-

fect rest and freea^m. The case is similar to with all the muscles
of the body, Avithout Avhose equilibrium there could be no action

and re-action, and consequently, a man could no longer continue
to act as a man. And as all the parts of the human body are in
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such a state of equilibriaixij so also are all the parts of tlie brain,

and consequently all things in the mind contained in it, Avhicli

relate to the will and the understanding. Beasts, birds, fishes,

and insects, are also in a state of freedom ; but these animals are

carried away by the senses of the body, according to the sugges-

tions of pleasure and appetite ; nor would a man be at all unlike

them, if he had the liberty of acting without restraint as he has
the Hberty of thinking; in which case he too would be carried

away by the bodily senses only, according to the suggestions of

pleasure and lust. The case is dift'erent, however, when a man
imbibes the spiritual things of the church, and by them restrains

his free-determination : such a person is withdrawn by tlie Lord
from lusts and evil pleasures, with all their greedy connate
desires, till he finds delight in what is good, and detests what is

evil ; and then he is translated by the Lord nearer towards the

east, and at the same time towards the south, in the spiritual

world, and is introduced into a state of heavenl}' freedom, which
is freedom truly and properly so called.

IV. From the permission op evil, which every one expe-
riences IN his internal man, it plainly appears that
MAN HAS free-determination IN SPIRITUAL THINGS.

479. The proposition that man has free-determination in

spiritual things, shall be confirmed first from such general con-

siderations, and next from such particular ones, as every pci'son

must acknowledge to be true as soon as he hears them. The
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS tending to Confirm this proposition are

these: L The wisest of mankind, Adam and his Avife, suftered

themselves to be seduced by the serpent. 2. Their first-born son,

Cain, slew his brother Abel ; in both which cases Jehovah God
did not interfere to prevent evil, by forewarning the perpetrators

of it, but only pronounced a curse after it was committed. 3. The
children of Israel worshiped a golden calf in the wilderness, when
nevertheless Jehovah observed their idolatry from mount Sinai,

and took no measures to prevent it. 4. David numbered the

people, for which they were visited with a plague which proved

fatal to so many thousands, and God, not before, but after the

perpetration of the evil deed, sent the prophet Gad to denounce
punishment. 5. Solomon was permitted to cstablisli idolatrous

Avorship. G. Many kings after him were permitted to profane

the temple and the holy rites of the church. 7. And final!}-, that

nation was permitted to crucify the Lord. INIahomet also Avas

permitted to establish a religious system, in many respects not

conformable to the Holy Scripture. 8. The Christian Church
is divided into several sects, and each of these overspread Avith

heresies. 9. There are so many wicked people in the Christian

Avorld, and some who even glory in their wickedness ; and so

many snares and stratagems contrived against the pious, just,

and upright. 10. Injustice sometimes prevails over justice iu
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judiciary proceedings, and the common concerns of life. 11. The
wicked are frequently exalted to honors, and fill the highest

offices in church and state. 12. Wars are permitted, in which
so many thousand lives are lost, and so many cities, nations,

and families are plundered and ruined; not to mention many
other considerations of a similar kind. Now is it possible to

account for the existence of such enormities on any other prin-

ciple than the free-determination which every man possesses?

The permission of evil, which is acknowledged throughout the

whole world, cannot be deduced from any other origin. The
laws of permission are laws of the Divine Providence, as may be
seen in a work on the Divine Providence, published at Am-
sterdam in the year 1765, n. 234—274, where an explanation

is given of the cases above adduced.

480. The particular considerations tending to shew that

man enjoys free-determination in spiritual as well as in natural

things are inniimeiable. Let every one, if he please, consult

!.iimself, and try whether he cannot thinlc of God, of the Lord,
of the Holy Spirit, and of the divine subjects which are called

the spiritualities of the church, seventy times in a day, or three

hundred times in a week, without perceiving at such times any
compulsion, especially if he is led to such meditation by any
pleasure, or even by any lust, and this whether he have any
faith or not. Let him also examine, in whatever state he may
be, whether, without free-determination, he have power to think

at all. In his common discourse, in his prayers to God, while

he is preaching to others, or hearing otliers preach to him ; in

all these cases does not every thing depend on free-determina-

tion. Indeed, without free-determination even in the most
minute particulars, a man could no more respire than a statue,

for respiration accords with thought, and with speech thence

derived, in its every movement. I say no more than a statue,

and not than a beast, because it is from his natural free-deter-

mination that a beast respires, whereas a man has the same
power from his free-determination both in natural and spiritual

things at the same time ; for a man is not born like a beast, a

beast being born with all the ideas necessarily attendant on its

natural love, thus into the knowledge of whatever concerns nu-
trition and prolification ; whereas a man is born without any
connate ideas, endowed only with the faculty of attaining know-
ledge, intelligence, and wisdom, and with an inclination to love

himself and the world, and also his neighbour and God. This

is the reason why we have affirmed that if the free-determina-

tion of a man were withdrawn in respect to the particulars

which he wills and thinks, he would have no more power of res-

piration than a statue, instead of saying no more than a beast.

481. It is not denied that a man has free-determination in

natural things ; but he enjoys it as a consequence of his free-
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determination in spiritual things; for, as was shewn above, the

Lord enters by influx into every man with his divine good and
divine truth by a superior or interior way, and by this inspires

him with life distinct from that of beasts ; and in order that he
may be capable of receiving such influx, and acting under its

influence, the Lord further bestows on him the faculty to exert

power and vriJl, and this he never takes away from any person :

hence it follows that it is the perpetual will of the Lord that a

man should receive truth and do good, and thus become spiritual,

which is the end for Avhich he is born ; but to become spiritual,

without free-determination in spiritual things, is as impossible

as to drive a camel through the eye of a needle, or to touch
with the hand one of the stars in the firmament. That every

man, and even every de\n\, is gifted with tlie power of under-

standing and willing truth, and that this power is never taken

away, was made manifest to me by convincing experience. One
of the infernal inhabitants was on a time raised up into the

world of spirits, and being questioned by angels from heaven

whether he had power to understand the subjects on which they

were discoursing with him, which were spiritual-divine subjects

;

he replied that he did understand them. They then asked him
why he did not receive and cherish them ; he said that he did

not love them, and consequently was not Avilling to receive them.

He was then informed that he had the power to will ; at which

he was much surprised, and declared it impossible ; whereupon
the angels inspired his understanding with the glory of reputa-

tion and distinction attended with its delights, which he no
sooner received than he was willing, and even desirous, to receive

and cherish what he had before rejected. Presently, however,

he was suffered to relapse into his former state, in Avhich he was
a robber, an adulterer, and a calumniator of his neighbour ; and
then he no longer understood what the angels said, because he
was not Avilling to understand them. Hence then it is very plain

that a man is a man from his free-determination in spiritual

things, and that without it he would be a stock or a stone, or

like the pillar of salt into which Lot^s wife was tm^ned.

482. A man would have no free-determination in civil, moral,

and natural concerns, unless he had it in spiritual, as is evident

from this circumstance, that spiritual things, which arc called

theological, reside in the highest region of the human mind, like

a soul in its body : they reside in that region ; because there is

the door by which the Lord enters into man : below them reside

whatever relates to civil, moral, and natural concerns, which
receive all their life from the spiritual things that reside above
them ; and since life is derived by influx from the Lord, entering

in at the supreme parts of the soul, and the life of man consists

m a power to think and Avill, and thence to speak and act in

freedom, it follows, that his free-determination in pohtical and
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natural matters must be derived solely from this origin. By
Wrtue of tlvis spiritual freedom, he is gifted with a perception of

what is good and true, and of Avhat is just and right in ci\'il

matters, wliich perception constitutes the very essence of the

understanding. ]\[au's free-determination in spiritual tilings is

comparatively like air in the lungs, which is inspired, detained,

and expired, according to the turns and eliangcs which take

place in his thoughts, and without which he wouhi be in a far

worse condition than a person afflicted with a night mare, or

with the spasmodic disease of the heart called angina pectoris,

or with an asthma. It may also be compared with blood in the

heart : if this be deficient, the heart is straightway seized with

palpitations, and after convulsions for a short time entirely ceases

to beat. It ma_Y further l)e compared with a body in motion,

which motion is continued so long as the eftbrt or tendency to

move remains in it, but which ceases immediately on the cessa-

tion of that tendency. This is exaeth'^ the case with the free-

determination in which the will of man is. Both of them taken

together, that is, free-determination and vnW, may be called a

living effort or tendency in man ; for on the cessation of will,

action ceases, and on the cessation of free-determination, will

ceases. Were spiritual freedom removed from man, it would
be comparatively as if the wheels Avere removed from machines,

the vanes from windmills, or sails from ships. Yea, it would be
as when man emits his breath at the moment of death ; for the

life of man's spirit consists in his free-determination in spiritual

things. The angels sigh when it is but mentioned that this free-

determination is denied at this day by many ministers of the

church, and they call the denial of it delirium upon delirium.

V. Without pree-determination ix spiritual thixgs the
WORD WOULD NOT BE OF ANY USE ; CONSEQUENTLY THE CHURCH
AVOULD BE A NON-ENTITY.

483. It is generally acknowledged throughout the Christian

world that the Word is, in an extensive sense, the law, or is a

book of laws for the regulation of man's life, that he may attain

eternal life ; and what is more frequently insisted on therein than

that he shoidd do good, and not e.\\\, and that he should believe

in God, and not in idols ? Moreover, the Word abounds Avith

injunctions and exhortations to obedience, and Avitli blessings

and promises of rcAvards for those who practise its precepts, and
Avith curses and threatenings against those Avho do not : but to

Avliat purpose Avould all this be, unless a man had free-determi-

nation in spiritual things, that is, in Avhatever regards salvation

and eternal life ? Surely, in such case, every diAdne declaration

Avould be A'ain and useless ; and if a man were to entertain the

idea that he had no power and no liberty in spiritual things, and
consequently no poAver of will in relation to them, could the

Holv Scripture possibly appear to him in any other light than
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as 90 much white paper, "udthout a syllable of writing in it, or

as paper entirely blotted over with ink^ or as so many dots and
])oints without letters, thus as an idle unmeaning; volume ? It

woidd have been needless to produce any passages from the Word
in proof of tliis position,, had not the several chxu'ches at this

day immersed themselves deeply into a void of empty specula-

tions upon spiritual subjects, and in confirmation of such specu-

lations quoted some passages from the Word, and interpreted

tliem falsely ; but this being the case, it may be expedient to

adduce a few pai'ticular passages, which insist on man's doing^

and belie^dng. Let us take the following :
" The kingdom of God

shall be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth

tlie fruits thereof" (Matt. xxi. 43) .
" Bring fortli therefore fruits

worthy of repentance. Even now the axe is laid unto the root

of the trees ; every tree therefore which bringcth not forth good
fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire" (Luke iii. 8, 9). " Jesus

said, Why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the tilings which
I say ? Whoever cometh to me, and hcareth my sa\angs, and
doeth them, is hke a man that built his house upon a rock ; but
he that heareth and doeth not, is like a man that built a house
upon the ground without a foundation" (Luke vi. 46—49).
" Jesus said, JNIy mother and my brethren are those who hear

the Word of God, and do it" (Luke viii. 21). "We knoAV that

God heareth not sinners ; but if any man is a worshiper of God,
and doeth his will, him he heareth" (Johnix. 31). "If ye know
these things, happy are ye if ye do them" (John xiii. 17). " He
tliat hath my commandments, and doeth them, he it is that

lovetli me, and I y\il\ love him" (John xiv. 21). " Herein is my
Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit" (John xv. 8). "Ye
are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you. I have
chosen you, that ye should go and bring forth fruit, and that

your fruit should remain" (John xv. 14, 16). " Make the tree

good and liis fruit good ; for the tree is known by his fruit"

(Matt. xii. 33). "Bring forth fruits worthy of repentance" (Matt,

iii. 8). "He that receiveth seed into the good ground, is he

that heareth the Word, and also beareth fruit, and bringeth

forth" (Matt. xiii. 23). "And he that rcapeth, receiveth Avages,

and gatheret a fruit unto eternal life" (John iv. 36) .
" Wash

you, make you clean
;
put aAvay the e\"il of your doings ; learn

to do good" (Isaiah i. 16, 17). "The Son of Man will come in

tlie glory of his Father, and then he Avill reward every man ac-

cording to his works" (Matt. xvi.27). " They that 'aave done

good, AviU come forth unto the resurrection of life" (John v. 29)

.

"And they were judged every man accorcbng to their works" (Rev.

XX. 12, 13). "Behold, I come quickly, and my reward with me,
to give every man according as his vrork shall be" (Rev. xxii. 12).
" According to our ways, and according to our dealings, so hath

Jehovah dealt with us" (Zcch. i. 6). The Lord teaches the sams
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thing in his parables, in several of whieli it is insisted, tliat

those who do good are accepted, and those who do evil are re-

jected ; as in the parable concerning the husbandmen and the

Adneyard, (]\Iatt. xxi. 33—4-i); and in those concerning the

talents and pounds to trade with, (Matt. xxv. 14—31 ; Luke
xix. 13—25). Respecting Faith, which is inculcated in hke
manner, it is said, " He that believeth in me, though he were
dead, jet shall he live ; and whosoever liveth and believeth in me,
shall never die" (John xi. 25, 26) .

" This is the will of him that

sent me, that every one that believeth on the Son should have
eternal life" (John \'i. 40). " He tliat believeth in the Son hath

eternal life ; but he that believeth not the Son shall not see life,

but the anger of God abideth on him" (John iii. 36). " God so

loved the world, that he gave liis only begotten Son, that all

who beheve in him should not perish, but should have eternal

life" (John iii. 15, 16^ And further :
" Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God Avith all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and Avitli all

thj^ mind, and thy neighboui- as thyself : on these two com-
mandments hang all the law and the prophets" (Matt. xxii. 37

—

40). But these are only a very few of the passages which might
be adduced to the same purpose, and are as a few cups of water

taken out of the body of the ocean.

484. Who does not see the emptiness, not to say the folly, of

the passages quoted above (n. 464), from the canonical book en-
titled Formula Concordi^e, while he reads these and other

similar declarations in the Word ? If the doctrine in that book
be true, that a man has no free-determination in spiritual things,

would not any one natm-ally ask, " What then is religion, A\hich

consists in doing good, but an empty sound? And what is the

church without religion, but hke the bark about a piece of wood,
which is of no use but to bm-n ? And if, as it Avovdd thus appear,

the church is a non-entity, because religion is so, what then are

heaven and hell but fabulous defaces indented by priests and pre-

lates, in order to catch the ears of the vulgar, and to raise them-
selves to superior honors and emoluments ?" Hence arise those

detestable sayings, so common in many men's mouths, " VTiio

can do good of himself? Or who can acquire faithof himself ?"

the consequence of which is, they become regardless of both,

and hve like pagans.

But do you, my friend, flee from e^^l, and do good, and be-

lieve in the Lord with youi' whole heart and yoiu" whole soul, and
the Lord will love you, and will give you love as a principle of

action, and faith as a principle of belief, and then 3'ou Avill do
good from love, and ^dll believe from faith amounting to trust

and confidence ; and if you persevere in this com'se, reciprocal

conjunction will be efi'ected between you and the Lord, which
will be rendered perpetual; and this is the essence of salvation and
eternal life. If a man does not employ the powers with which
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iie is endowed, in doing good, and believing in the Lord, wlia*

is he but a wilderness and a desert, being in fact altogether like

dry parched ground, which does not imbibe the rain which falls

upon it, but shoots it off again ; or like a sandy plain where there

are sheep, but no pasture for them; or like a fountain whose
spring is dried up ; or like Avater stagnated from the obstruction

of its current ; or like a country to dwell in, wdiere no corn grows,

and where there is no water, from which, unless a man instantly

remove and seek an abode in a more propitious soil, he must ne-

cessarily die with hunger and thirst.

VI. Without free -determination in spiritual things, a
MAN WOULD have NOTHING BY WHICH IIE COULD RIXIPRO-
CALLY CONJOIN HIMSELF WITH THE LORD

J
AND CONSEQUENTLY

THERE WOULD BE NO IMPUTATION, BUT MERE PREDESTINATION,

AVHICH IS DETESTABLE.

485. Without free-determination in spii'itual things a man
would be incapable of receiving either charity or faith, and still

less could he become a subject of their conjunction, as Avas

shewn in the chapter concerning faith ; hence it follows, that

without free-determination in spiritual things he Avould not have
any thing by which the Lord might conjoin himself to him, and
yet Avithout reciprocal conjunction there can be no reformation

and regeneration, and consequently no salvation. That without
the reciprocal conjunction of man Avith the Lord, and of the

Lord Avith him, there could be no such thing as imputation, is

an undeniable consequence. There are many conclusions that

follow fi'om a confirmation of the belief, that there is no impu-
tation of good and evil, which results from the denial of free-

determination in spiritual things : and we intend to expose the
enormous opinions which have been broached on this subject,

in the last part of this work, which is designed to treat of the

heresies, paradoxes, and contradictions which fioAV from the faith

prevailing at this day, which regards the merit and righteous-

ness of the Lord God the Saviour as imputable to man.---

486. Predestination is a birth conceived and brought forth

by the faith of the present church, because it springs from the

belief of man's absolute impotence, and Avant of determination
in spiritual things ; to Avhich may be added, as a further cause
of its production, the supposition that on man's part the conver-
sion to God is inanimate, in Avhich he is acted upon like a stock
or a stone, and that after conversion he knows net from any
feeling of consciousness Avhether he is a stock quickened by grace
or not : for it is asserted, that election is of God's mere grace,

exclusive of any actiAdty on man's part, either of the powers oi

nature or of reason ; and that election is effected where, and
whenever, God aaqUs, thus solely according to his good pleasure

:

* This would have formed part of the Coronis or Apfendiur to this work, but Iht

author died before it was completed.
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the -works w]\icli follow faith as tlie evidences of its existence,

appear to the reflecting mind like the works of the flesh, wliile

the spirit which operates them does not make known from Avhat

origin they proceed, but produces them as faith itself is supposed

to be produced, of free grace and the good pleasm-e of God,
Hence it is plain , that the tenet of the present chtu'ch, in regard

to predestination, has sprung from those notions, like a shoot or

twig from the vegetating seed; and I can ventm-e to assert, that

such a tenet must follow almost unavoidably as the uatiu'al con-

sequence of such faith. This tenet was first broached by the

PuEDESTiNARiANS, and aftcrwards espoused by Godoschalcus,
then by Calvin and his followers, and lastly, it was estabhshed
and confirmed by the Synod of Dort, whence it was conveyed
into the church by the SuniALAPSARiANs and Infralapsarians,
as the palladium of rehgion, or rather as the head of Gorgon or
Medusa, engraven on the shield of Pallas. But what more
pernicious doctrine could have been devised, or Avhat more cruel

notion in regard to God could have been conceived, than that

any of the human race arc damned by a positive pre-determined

decree ? How cruel is a faith which maintains, that the Lord,

who is love itself and mercy itself, can cause a multitude of

men to be born, and devoted to hell ; or that thousands and tens

of thousands are brought into the world with an inevitable curse

on theii' heads, being in fact born devils and satans ; and that in

his infinite di\dne wisdom, he never did and never does provide

some method of dehverance for those who lead good lives, and
acknowledge the being of a God, that the}^ might escape ever-

lasting fire and punishment ! Is not the Lord the Creator of all,

and the Sa^ioui' of all? And does not he alone guide and govern
all his creatures, not desiring the death of any ? What then can
be beheved or conceived more inhuman than that whole tribes of

nations and people should under his auspices and intention be
delivered up, by a positive pre-determined decree, as a prey to

the devil, and to glut his voracious appetite ? This, however, is

the foetus brought forth by the faith of the present church : the

faith of the New Chui'ch abhors it as a monster.
487. As I coidd never conceive how such an extravagant doc-

trine as that of predestination could be devised by any Christian,

much less how it could be maintained and published to the world,

Avhich nevertheless was done by the Synod of Dort, Avhere great

numbers of the clergy were collected, whose decision in its favor

was afterwards carefully drawn up and diligently circulated,

therefore, in order to convince me of the fact, some of the mem-
bers wlio composed that Sjmod Avere sent to Adsit me. AVhen I

saw them standing near me, I said, " How is it possiljlo that

any one, possessing any share of sound reason should coneliub

in favor of predestination ? Must not that doctrine necessarily

give rise to cruel notions respecting God and to the most shock-
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mg opmioiis respecting religion? Must not a mjin who has en-

graved the behef of predestination on his heart by confu-mations

in its favor, necessarily conceive that all chui'ch doctrines and in-

stitutions, and theWord too, are mere vanity and foolishness? and
must not his idea of God, in consequence of his predestinating so

many myriads of men to hell, be that he is a tyrant ?" As I thus

spoke, they gave me a satanical look, and said, "We were once
members by appointment, of the Synod of Dort, and had at that

tune, and still more since that time, confirmed oiu'selves in

many opinions regarding God, the Word, and religion, which
we durst not make public ; but in all otu' conversations and dis-

com'ses from the pulpit on such subjects, we wove and twisted

a web of various colored threads, which we covered over with
feathers borrowed from peacocks^ wings." They were then pro-

ceeding to weave a like web, when the angels, by a power given

tlieni from the Lord, closed up the externals of then' minds, and
opened their internals, compelling them to speak according to

the dictates of their internals ; and then they said, " Oiu- faitli,

which ^Ye have formed from a regular series of conclusions,

always was, and still is, the foUovring : 1. Wliat is called the

Word of Jehovah God is not really so ; but it is an empty breath

proceeding from the mouths of the prophets ; for tlie Word pre-

destinates all to heaven, and teaches that man alone is in fault

if he does not walk in the ways that lead thither. 3. There is

sucli a thing as religion, because it is expedient there should be

;

but it is only like a gale of wind conveying a fragrant perfume
to the nostrils of the vulgar ; in consequence of which it ought
to be taught by all ministers, and enforced from the Word,
because the Word is generally received : we are led to embrace
this opinion, because where predestination is maintained, there

religion is annihilated. 3. The laws of civil justice constitute

religion ; but predestination does not depend on a hfe conforma-

l)le to those laws, but merely on God^s good pleasure, as the

favors of an arbitrary monarch depend on his caprice. 4. All

church doctrines and tenets ought to be exploded as groundless,

iuid be rejected as trash, except this. There is a God. 5,

Spiritual things, so much boasted of, consist merely of etherial

matters, collected under the sun, which, in case they penetrate

deeply into the mind, affect it "svitli dizziness and stupor, and
make a man a detestable monster in God's sight." 6. On being
({uestioned respecting the faitli from which the doctrine of pre-

destination is deduced, and asked whether they beheved it to be
spiritual ; they replied, " Predestination takes place according

to that faith ; but when faitli is given, the man is like a stock,

and though he is afterwards quickened, the life he thus receives

is not spiritual." After they had uttered these horrid opinions,

they seemed willing to depart, but I desired them to wait awhile,.

tiud hear me read a passage from Isaiah : I accordingly read as.
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follows: "Rejoice not thou, "wliole PliiUsthsea, because the rod

of him that smote thee is broken ; for out of the serpent^s root

shall come forth a cockatrice, and his fruit shall be a firy flyiag

serpent^^ (xiv. 29) : I explained these words according to their

spiritual sense, shewing that Philisthrea means the citurch sepa-

rate from charity; the cockatrice which came forth out of the

serpent^s root means the chtu'ch's doctrine concerning tliree gods,

and concerning an imputative faith applied to e^•ery one of the

elect singly ; and his fruit, ^^hich is a firy living serpent, means
that no imputation of good and e^dl is allowed, but only imme-
iliate mercy without any regard to a man's life, ^^ hether he has

lived well or ill. On hearing this explanation, they said, " Be
it so ; but let us now hear out of that volinne, which you call

the Holy Word, something regarding predestination." Then I

opened the book, and found in the same prophet the following

pointed passage :
" They hatch cockatrices' eggs and weave the

spider's web : he that eateth of their eggs dieth, and Avhen a pei -

son crusheth one, a Adper is hatched" (lix. 5). On hearing this

passage they could not endiu'e to have it explained ; but some of

those who had been sent tome, (there were five of them), rushed

hastily into a cave, about which there was a firy appearance of

a dusky hue, a token that they had neither faith nor charity.

Hence it is very evident, that that synodical decree concerning

predestination, is not only an insane but also a cruel heresy

;

and therefore it ought to be eradicated from the brain, till not a

single root or fibre of it is left remaining.

488. This shocking faith, that God predestinates men to hell,

may be compared with the savageness of parents among some
barbarous nations, who cast out their sucking infants and little

children, and expose them in the streets ; or vfith the savageness

of some hostile troops, who cast the dead bodies of the slain

into woods to be devoui'ed by wild beasts. It may also be com-
pared with the cruelty of a tja'ant, who divides his subjects into

companies, and dehvers some to be put to death hy the execu-

tioner, some to be cast into the sea, and some to be thrown into

the fire. It may also be compared with the fmious rage of cer-

tain wild beasts which devour their own cubs, or with the mad-
ness of dogs, that attack their own images when seen in a looking-

glass.

VII. Without free-beterminxItion in spiritual things, god

WOULD BE CHARGEABLE AS THE CAUSE OP EVIL, AND CONSE-

QUENTLY THERE WOULD BE NO IMPUTATION.

489. From the faith Avhicli now prevails, and whirJi wa?

first dcAased by those who composed the council of Kice, it

follows as a consequence that God is the cause of evil. In that

council the heresy stiU extant was conceived and brought forth,

that three divine persons have existed from eternity, each of

whom is by himself separately God; the favorers of which
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scheme must needs approacli and address each person as a God.
They therefore compiled a faith imputative of the merit and
righteousness of the Lord God the Saviour; and in order to

prevent man's entering into a participation of merit with the

Lord, they deprived him of all free-determination in spiritual

things, and insisted on his utter impotence as to the attainment

of that faith; and as they deduced from that faith alone all

that was spiritual in the church, they maintained the like im-

potence as to every point that the church teaches concerning

salvation. Hence have sprung many dreadful heresies, one after

another, grounded on that faith and on man's impotence in spi-

ritual things, among which was that most horrible one on pre-

destination discussed in the foregoing article. All these heresies

imply that God is the cause of evil, or that he created both good
and evil. But do not you, my friend, depend on any council of

men, but on the Word of the Lord, which is above all councils

;

for what opinions have not the Roman Catholic councils espoused

and taught? What did not the council of Dort espouse and
teach, which reared and let loose into the world that horrid

viper, predestination? It may possibly be imagined that the

free-determination, given to man in spiritual things, was the

mediate cause of evil ; consequently that if it had not been given

him, he could not have transgressed : but, my friend, pause

awhile and consider with yom^self, whether any man could pos-

sibly have been created without free-determination in spiritual

things, and yet be a man ; if you. take from him that freedom^

he is no longer a man but a statue only. Por what is free-

determination, but man's power of -udlling and acting, of think-

ing and speaking, to all appearance as from himself? And as

he was gifted with this power that he might become a living

man, therefore two trees were placed in the garden of Eden,
the tree of life, and the tree of the knoAvledge of good and evil

;

by Avliich is signified, that man, in consequence of the freedom
with which he was endowed, had ability to eat of the fruit of

the tree of life, and of the fruit of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil.

490. Every thing that God created was good, as is plain from
the first chapter of Genesis, where it is said, verses 10. 12, 18,

21, 25, "God saw that it was good;" and verse 31, "God saw

all that he had made, and behold, it was very good." The same
truth is evident also from the primeval state of man in paradise

;

but that evil had its origin from man, appears from the state of

Adam after his fall, when he was driven out of paradise. Hence
it is manifest, that had he not been endowed with free-determi-

nation in spiritual things, God himself, and not man, would be
the cause of evil, and consequenthr God must have created both
good and evil, and to imagine that he created evil is both wicked

and blasphemous. It cannot be considered tliat God is the author
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of evil, although he endowed man with free-determination iu

spiritual things, or that he inspired him with any evil, because

he is good itself, and in this he is omnipresent, perpetually striv-

ing and urging to he received ; and though he is not received,

still he does not remove himself away ; for should he do so, the

man would instantly die, yea, he would be reduced to a non-
entity, since his life, and the subsistence of whatever ei::lers into

his composition, is from God. Evil then was not created by God,
but was introduced by man after creation : the cause of this is,

that lie turns the good which proceeds continually by influx from
God, into evil, in consequence of averting himself from God, and
turning himself towards himself, in which case the delight of

good remains and becomes the delight of evil ; for unless a delight

apparently similar to the former remained, it would be impossible

for a man to live, since delight constitutes the life of his love,

'riicse two delights are nevertheless diametrically opposed to each
other, with which circumstance however the man is unacquainted
during his life on earth ; but after death he comes to the know-
ledge and even clear perception of it, the delight of the love of

good being then changed into celestial blessedness, but the de-

light of the love of evil into infernal horrors. From what has-

been said it is e\ddent that every man is predestinated to heaven
and none to hell, but that he consigns himself to hell from the
abuse of his free-determination in spiritual things, by choosing

and embracing such things as exhale from hell ; for, as was said

above, every man is held in the midst between heaven and hellj

in order that he may be in equilibrium between good and evil,

and hence enjoy free-determination in spiritual things.

491. God has given freedom not only to man, but also to

every beast, and something analogous to it even to inanimate
subjects, imparting to every thing a faculty to receive it accord-

ing to its nature ; and he likewise provides and ofl'ers good to all

creatiu'cs and things, but the recipient objects tui'n it into evil,

as may be illustrated by the following comparisons ;—The at-

mosphere gives to every man the power of respiration, in like

manner to every tame and wild beast, and also to every bird,

both to the owl and to the dove, aftbrding to these in addition

the means of flying ; and yet the atmosphere is not the cause ot

the different modes in which that power is received by creatui-es

of different natures and dispositions. The ocean too aflPords in

itself a habitation, and also provides food and noui'ishment for

all kinds of fish; but it is not on this account the cause of one
iish devouring another, and of the crocodile's tni'ning its food
iii':o poison, and thereby becoming fatal to man. The sun again

dispenses his light and heat to all recipient objects, but those

objects which are the various vegetables of the earth, receive

them in different manners ; a useful tree and shrub diff"erently

from a thorn or a bramble, and an inuocert herb difl.brently fi'om
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a poisonous one. The rain in like manner descends from the

higher regions of the atmosphere upon all parts of the earth, and
the earth presents the water thus received to all kinds of shrubs,

lierbs, and grass, each of which applies it to itself according to

its necessities ; this may be considered as something analogous

to free-determination, since all vegetabSLCs imbibe it freely by

their little mouths, pores, and ducts, which stand open when
the weather is warm, the earth only offering its moisture and
tlemcntal particles, while the plants draw them in, according as

they are influenced by a certain want, answering to hunger and
thirst. The case is similar with men, with each of whom the

Lord enters by influx with spiritual heat, which in its essence is

the good of love, and with spiritual light, which in its essence is

the truth of wisdom ; but Avhen he receives such influx according

to the direction in which he is turned, whether it be towards

God, or towards himself; therefore the Lord says, when he is

teaching the duty of loving our neighboui", " that ye may be the

children of your Father who is in heaven ; for he maketh his

sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the

just and on the unjust" (jNIatt. v. 45) ; and in another place :

" That he willeth all to be saved.''"

492. To the above I will add this memorable circumstance

:

I have at particular times heard expressions relating to the good
of charity sent down out of heaven, which passed through the

world of spirits, and penetrated even to the depths of hell ; and
I have observed that in the course of their descent, those expres-

sions were clianged into such as were wholly opposite to the good
of charity, and at length into such as breathed hatred against

the neighboui'; a proof that whatever proceeds from the Lord is

good, and that it is turned into e^il by spirits in hell. The same
occm-red in regard to certain truths of faith, which in the course

of their descent were changed into the opposite falses ; for the

recipient form converts whatever it receives into somewhat agree-

able to its own nature and quality.

VIII. Every spiritual principle or the church that is

admitted and received in freedom, remains, but not
otherwise.
493. Those things remain with a man which he receives in a

principle of freedom, because freedom is of his Avill, and being of

liis will it is also of his love : we have shewn elsewhere that the

will is the receptacle of love. That whatever is of the love is free,

and belongs also to the will, must be obvious, for every one com-
prehends the force of this reasoning, " I v.dll a thing because I

love it," and vice versa, "because I love a thing I also will it."

Eut the human will is twofold, interior and exterior, that is, of the

internal aad external man; so that he can play the sycophant,

or act and talk in one character before the world, and in another
before his intimates. Before the world his actions and words
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proceed from the \\ill of his external nian^ but before liis iuti-

mates from the ^nll of his internal : in this case, however, w,'

mean the will of the internal man where the ruling or governing

love has its abode. From these few observations it is e^ident

that the inferior will is the real man, since it is there that both

the esse and the essence of his life reside, the nnderstanding

being- only the form by Avhich the will renders its love \'isible.

All that a man loves, and from a principle of love wills, is free
;

for whatever proceeds from the lo^ e of the internal "vnll is the

delight of his hfe ; and as the same is the esse of his life, it is

also his selfhood, which is the true reason that whatever is

received from the freedom of this will remains, because it adds

itself to the selfhood. The contrary is the case if anything be

introduced in a state of mind not fi'ce ; for in such case it is not

received in the manner above described : but on this subject Ave

will speak more hereafter.

494, It should however be carefully observed, that although

the spiritual things of the Word and the church, which a man
imbibes ti'om a principle of love, and Avhich the understanding

confirms, remain with him, yet matters of a ci\il and political

nature do not remain in the same manner : the reason of this is,

because spiritual things ascend into the highest region of the

mind, and there form and arrange themselves, that being the

place of the Lord^s entrance into man with his di^dne truths and
goods, and as it were the temple in which he dwells ; whereas
ci\il and pohtical concerns, as relating to the world, occupy the

inferior parts of the mind, and some of them are like buildings

on the outside of the temple, and some like the courts intro-

ductory to it. Another reason why the spuitual things of the

church reside in the highest region of the mind is, because they

belong pecidiarly to the soul, and regard its eternal hfe, and the

soul is ill the supreme regions, and its noui'ishment consists of

such food only as is spiritual ; for which reason the Lord calls

himself bread, as Avhere he says, " I am the h^dng bread which
came down from heaven ; if any man eat of this bread, he shall

live for ever^^ (John vi. 51). In that region also resides a man's
love, which constitutes his blessedness after death ; and there

too is the principal dwelling of his free-determination in spi-

ritual things, from which all the freedom that he enjoys in

natural things descends ; the former, also, as being the fountain-

head, communicates with all the determinations of the latter,

by mciuis of which the love that reigns in the supreme regions

assumes to itself whatever is conducive to its piu'poses. This

communication between spiritual and natural freedom is like that

U'hicli subsists between the fountain-spring and the waters that

flow from it, or like that between the prolific principle in the seed

and all and every part of the tree which it produces, particularly

the fruit, in which it renews itself by the formation of new seeds.
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But if any one denies free-determination in spiritual things, and

consequently rejects it, lie makes for himself another fountain,

and opens a communication "witli it, and changes spiritual free-

dom into a freedom merely natural, and at length into that

Avliich is infernal. This latter freedom is also like the prohfic

principle of seed, Avhicli has a free transit through the trunk and

branches of the tree into the fruit; but then the fruit is inwardly

rotten, by reason of the corrupt soui-ce fi*om which it is derived,

495. All freedom which is from the Lord, is freedom indeed,

but that which a man^s derives from hell is not freedom, but

slavery ; still however spiritual freedom must appear like slavery

to one who is in infernal freedom, because they arc in opposition

to each other; nevertheless all who are in spu-itual freedom have

not only a knowledge, but a clear perception, that infernal free-

dom is slavery, on wliich account the angels hold it in the utmost

aversion, like the stench arising from a putrid carcase, whereas

the infernal spirits regale themselves with it as with an aromatic

perfume. It is an acknowledged truth collected from the Word
of the Lord, that worship proceeding from freedom is true Avor-

ship, and that the Lord is Avell pleased with whatever is spon-

taneous or voluntary : it is therefore said in the Psalms, " A
voluntary offering Avill I sacrifice to thee" (liv. 6); and in another

place :
" The wilhng among the people are gathered together,

the people of the God of Abraham'^ (xlvii. 9) . Hence among
the childi-en of Israel, whose worship consisted principally in

sacrifices, spontaneous or free-will sacrifices were instituted : for

the same reason it vfas enjoined, that " every one whose heart

stirred him up, and every one whom his spuit made willing,"

should bring the Lord's offering to the work of the tabernacle

(Exod. XXXV. 5, 21, 29) ; and the Lord says " If ye continue in

my word, then are ye my disciples indeed ; and ye shall know
the truth, and the truth shall make you free. Whosoever com.

mittcth sin is the servant of sin. If the Son therefore shah

make you free, ye shall be free indeed" (John \aii. 31—36).

496. That which is received in freedom remains, because the

Avill of man adopts and appropriates it to itself, and it gains ad-

mission into the love, and the love acknowledges it as its own,

and forms and fashions itself by it. This cu'cumstance may bo

illustrated by comparisons taken from natiual things, if only in

the place of love we substitute heat. Now it is well known that

by heat, and according to its degree, the pores are opened in

exerj vegetable, and as this is effected, the vegetable returns

inwardly into the form of its own nature, spontaneously receives

its nutriment, retains Avhat is suitable and salutary to it, and
increases by growth. The case is the same with respect to the

brute creation ; whatever food they choose and eat, fi-om the

love of nutrition which is called appetite, becomes a part of

their bodies, and thus remains and abides : and the reason of
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sucli incorporation of suitable and salutary substances is, because

all tilings tbat enter into the composition of the animal body
are in a perpetual state of renovation ; a circumstance Avhich is

indeed known, but not to many. Heat also, in its action on
the brute creation, opens all parts of their bodies, so that thtir

natui'al love can act freely; and hence in the time of sprinrj;

and summer they experience a return of the instinct of probh-
cation and of the education of their young, which functions they

perform with the utmost freedom, because they are effects of

that ruling love implanted in them by creation, for the salte of

preserving the universe in its created state. The reason why the

freedom of love may be illustrated hj the freedom occasioned by
heat, is because love produces heat, as is e^^ddent from its effects

in causing a man to take fire, to grow warm, and to burst into

a flame, when the love is exalted into zeal, or kindled into

anger : this is the true and only source of the heat of the blood,

or the vital heat of men, and in general of all animals ; and it

is owing to this correspondence, that the bodily organs, by
means of heat, are adapted freely to receive such things as

the love desires and seeks after. All the internal parts of the

human body are in the same kind of equilibrium, and consequent

freedom ; the heart in this state of freedom impels its blood

equally upwards and downwards, and the mesentery its chyle

;

thus the liver, the kidneys, and the glands perform their several

operations of separating, secreting, and pmifjdng the blood, &c.

:

if this equilibrium were affected, each member would be dis-

ordered, and would labor under a paralysis, or an ataxy. Equi-
librium and freedom are in this case one and the same thing

;

and there is not a substance in the created universe, which
does not tend towards equilibrium, that it may be in a state of

freedom.

IX. The will and the understanding of man are in this

free-determination; but the commission of evil, both
IN the spiritual and the natural world, is restrained
BY LAAVS, or ELSE SOCIETY IN BOTH WOULD PERISH.

497. Every man may be convinced that he enjoys freedom
in spiritual things, by attending only to his own thoughts ; for

who has it not in his power to think of God, of the Trinity, of

charity and his neighbour, of faith and its operation, of the

Word and all the subjects which are thence derived? and after

having studied theology, who is not able to reflect on the parti-

culars of the system ? Who has not the power to think, and
even to determine, teach, and write, either in favor of such
subjects, or against them? If this freedom were to be removed
from a man but for a moment, must not his thought instantly

cease, his tongue be mute, and his hands hang down motionless ?

Wherefore, my friend, you may if you please, only by observa-

tion on vour own thoughts, reject and renounce that absurd
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aud pernicious heresy, wliich at this day has hrought a letliarpy

over men's minds throu<i'hout all Christendom, in regard to the

heavenly doctrine of charity and faith, salvation, and eternal

life. The following are the causes why this freedom of deter-

mination resides in a man's will and understanding : 1. ISecause

those two faculties are first to he instructed and reformed, and
by them the two faculties of the external man, by wliich he
speaks and acts : 2. Because those two faculties of the internal

man, constitute his opirit, which continues to live after death,

and is subject only to the divine law, the first principle of which
requires that a man should reflect on the law, should practise it

and obey it, as of himself, and yet from the Lord : 3. Because
a man as to his spirit is in the midst between heaven and hell,

thus between good and evil, and thence in equilibrium, which
is the source of the free-determination he enjoys in spiritual

things, as was shewn above, n. 475 ; so long however as he
lives in this world, he is as to his spirit in equilibrium between
this world and heaven, and is little aware that as he withdraws

his aftections from heaven and fixes them on the world, in the

same proportion he draws near towards hell : this circumstance

is partly knov/n to him, and partly unknown, to the end that

in this, as in other cases, he may be left to his own freedom,

and so be in a capacity of being reformed : 4. Because these

two, the will and the understanding, are the receptacles of the

Lord, the will being the receptacle of love and charity, and
the understanding of wisdom and faith ; and the Lord operates

and produces each of these graces while the man is in the fullest

enjoyment of freedom, in order that a mutual and reciprocal

conjunction may be effected, on which depends salvation : 5.

Because all the judgement which a man possesses after death,

depends on the habitual use of his free-determination in spi-

ritual things.

498. It follows from these considerations, that free-deter-

mination essentially resides in the human soul in the fullest

perfection, and thence, as a spring of water flows into a fountain,

it flows into the mind as to both its parts, the will and the

understanding, and through these into the bodily senses, the

words and actions. For there are in everj^ man three degrees of

lite.—the soul, the mind, and the sensual body ; and whatever is

in a superior degree is in a state of perfection above that which
is in an inferior. This freedom which he possesses is the faculty

by which, in which, and with which, the Lord is present in him,

who, though he is continually urgent to be received, yet never

puts aside or takes away his freedom, because, as was said above,

nothing in relation to spiritual matters, Avhich a man does not

do in a state of freedom, can remain with him : so that it may
truly be alfirmed that this freedom is the faculty in which the

Lord dwells with him in his soul. But that the outward com-
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mission of e\i\. is restrained by laws, both in the spiritual and iv

the natural worlds, because society could not otherwise subsist,

is a truth whicli requires no explication. It may be expedient,

however, to illustrate this position, that without those external

restraints it would not only be impossible for society to subsist,

but also that the Avhole human race w'ould inevitably perish.

Man is wholly possessed by two kinds of love, the love of ruling

over all, and the love of possessing the wealth and property of

all : these two loves, if the reins be given them, are unlimited

in their career. All the hereditary evils in which a man is

naturally born are chiefly derived from these two kinds of love.

The sin of Adam consisted only in his wishing to become as

God, which evil inclination the serpent infused into him ; hence
in the curse pronounced against him it is said the earth shall

bring forth to him thorns and thistles (Gen. iii. 5, 18) : which
signifies every kind of evil, and its attendant falses. All Avho

are enslaved by those two kinds of love regard themselves alone

as a sort of single central point, in and for which all othei

things and persons were created : they are therefore Aoid of com-
passion, of the fear of God, and of love towards then neighbour;

and in consequence are full of uumercifulness, savageness, and
cruelty, attended with an infernal covetousness and greedy
desire of robbing and plundering other people, to effect which
pui'poses they stop at no sort of craft and treachery. Such evil

propensities are not innate in the beasts of the earth, for tliey

never kill and devour one another from any other love than tliat

of satisfying their hunger, or protecting themselves from danger;

so that an CAal man, considered as to those loves, is more savage,

fierce, and vile than any beast. That this is a true description

of man as to his internal state, is plain from what is observable

in cases of seditious tumult, when a lawless mob throws off" all

the restraints of obedience to ci^dl authority. It is plain also

from the horrid butchery and raping which take place when a

besieged city is delivered iip to pillage; for when the conquerors
have full hberty to vent their fmy upon their enemies, scarcely

one is found to abstain, until the drum gives the signal to desist.

Hence it is evident, that unless men were kept in awe by the

fear of punishment which the laAv inflicts, not only would it be
impossible for society to subsist, but the whole race of mankind
must inevitably perish. These evils natural to man can only be
removed by the true use of free-determination in spiritual things,

which consists in fixing the mind intently on such thoughts as

relate to it? state of life after death.

499. This subject may be fiu'ther illustrated by the follow-

ing comparisons :—Unless all created things, both animate and
inanimate, possessed some kind of free-determination, there

could be no creation ; for without free-determination in natural

things as respects the brute creation, they would have no choice
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of food conduciv3 to tlieir nourisliment and preservation, nor
wovdd they have any power of prolification, or of taking care of

tlieii' young, consequently they must cease to exist. Supposing
the fish of the s(;a, and the shell-fish in its depths, to be deprived

of this freedom, it is plain there could be neither fish nor shell-

fish. In like manner unless every insect was gifted with the

same freedom, there could be no silk-worm to produce silk, or

bee to produce lioney and wax, and no butterfly to spoit with its

partner in the air and feed on the juices of flowers, exhibiting

an emblem of the blessed state of man in the heavenly atmo-
sphere, when, like this insect, he casts oft' his outv/ard terrestrial

covering. Unless again there was something analogous to free-

uctermination in the soil of the earth, in the seed sown in

it, and in all the parts of the plant or tree thence produced,

m its fruits, and also in its new seeds, there could be no vege-
table of any kind. The same must be the case with every metal
and stone, whether precious or common, yea, with every the

smallest grain of sand; for there could be no such thing as

metal, stone, or grain of sand, unless each possessed somewhat
analogoiis to such freedom. Even these mineral substances

freely imbibe the ethereal particles, and breathe forth their

native essences, and cast off "what is obsolete, and renew them-
selves with fresh substances, in consequence of Avhicli each is

encompassed with its circumambient sphere, as the magnet with

a magnetical sphere, ii'on, copper, silver, gold, stone, nitre, and
sulphur, each with a sphere according to their respective natures

and qualities ; even the very dust of the earth exhales also its

particular sphere, compounded of various properties, by which
the inmost parts of every seed are impregnated, and its prolific

principle caused to vegetate. Indeed without such an exhalation

from every particle of dust, there could be neither beginning nor
continuance of vegetation ; for the earth cannot possiljly pene-

trate, with its dust and "water, into the inmost centre of the

seed sown in it, othenvise than by the minute particles exhaled

from it ; as into a " grain of mustard seed, which is the least of

all seeds ; but "when it is grown it is the greatest among herbs,

and becometh a tree^^ (Matt. xiii. 31, 32). Since then all

created objects are endo"wed "with freedom, each according to

its nature, how much rather ought a man to be endowed "with

free-determination, according to his nature, which is, to be-

come a spiritual being ! It is a great truth, therefore, that a

man enjoys free-determination in spiritual things from the day
of his birth till the day of his death, and afterwards to all

eternity.

X. If men had not free-determination in spiritual things,
IT WOULD BE POSSIBLE FOR ALL MEN THROUGHOUT THE "V\fHOLE

"WORLD, IN A SINGLE DAY. TO BE INDUCED TO BELIEVE IN

THE LORD ; BUT THIS IS IMPOSSIBLE, B-ECAUSE NOTHING
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REMAINS WITH A MAN BUT WHAT HE RECEIVES FROM FREE
DETERMINATION.
500. The consequence of not understanding the nature of

divine omnipotence is a belief in the truth of this position, that

God could, mthout gifting man with free-determination in spi-

ritual things, induce all the inhabitants of the earth to l)clieve

in him within the compass of a day. Those who do not con-

ceiv^c aright of the divine omnipotence, may imagine either that

there is no such thing as order, or that God can alike act con-

trary to order and according to it ; when nevertheless without

it there could have been no creation. It is a primary law of

order that a man should be an image of God, consequently that

lie should be perfected in love and wisdom, and thus become
more and more such an image. This is the intent of God's con-

tinual operation on him ; but without free-determination in spi-

ritual things, by which he has the power to turn himself to God
and to enter into mutual conjunction with him, such operation

would be useless, because the end designed could not possibly be

accomplished; for it is from and according to order that the

whole world, with all and every thing it contains was created

;

on which account God is called order itself; so that it is the same
thing to speak of acting contrary to order, or contrar}^ to God.
Even God himself cannot possibly act contrary to his own divine

order, because that would be to act contrary to himself; conse-

quently he leads every man according to order, that is, accord-

ing to himself, endeavouring, as order, to bring the Avandering

and backsliding into order, and to reduce the disobedient to

order. If man could have been created without free-determi-

nation in spiritual things, what could have been more easy to

an Omnipotent God than to cause all to believe in the Lord?
Would it not have been in his power to have conferred this faith

on every man, both immediately and mediately ? immediately

by his absolute power, and ])y making that operation of it which
is continually at work to effect man's salvation, irresistible, or

mediately, by exciting the pangs of remorse in his conscience,

by inflicting mortal convulsions on his body, and keeping him .

tinder the constant alarms of death if he refused to receive that

faith? Might he not also have used other means to produce
this effect, such as laying open the infernal kingdom, and
terrifying him with the presence of devils holding burning
torches in their hands, or raising up from the dead his friends

and acquaintances to alarm him under the shapes c'' terrible

apparitions ? But to this reasoning we may reply in the words
of Abraham to the rich man in hell :

" If they hear r.ot Moses
and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one
rose from the dead" (Luke xvi. 31).

501. It may possibly be asked why miracles are not wrought
in our days, as they were formerly, from a presumption that if
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ihcy were wroiigiit^ every man would instantly give a hearty

assent to the truths of religion. But mii-acles are not wrought

at tuis day^ because they carry compulsion Avith them, and

take away a man's free-determination in spiritual things, and
change him from a spiritual into a natural agent. Since the

time of the Lord's coming into the world, every one that is born
in a Christian country has a capacity to become spiritual, which
is etfccted solely by the Lord through the Word ; but this capa-

city M'ould be destroyed if his faith were influenced by miracles,

since these, as just observed, compel assent, and take away his

free-determination in spiritual things; and all compulsion in

such matters only influences the natural man, closes up the spi-

ritual man, which is the true internal man, as vrith a door, and
deprives it of all capacity of seeing any truth in the light : the

consequence of this is, that the man afterwards reasons respect-

ing spiritual things from the natm'al man alone, v;hich sees every

thing truly spiritual in an inverted view. Miracles indeed were
wrought previous to the Lord's coming into the world, because

_the members of the church at that time were merely natural

men, to whom spiritual things, such as are those of the internal

church, could not be opened : for if so they would have profaned
them. Hence too all their divine worship consisted in rituals,.

which represented and signified the internal things of the chui'ch,

and to the exact performance of which there Avas no possible

method of engaging them but by miracles ; but even these were
insuflicicnt for the purpose, as those representative rituals con-

tained within them a spiritual internal, as is plain from the case

of the childi'cn of Israel in the wilderness, who, though they had
witnessed so many miracles wrought in Egypt, and afterwards

that greatest of all on mount Sinai, yet when Moses was absent

from them for about a month, danced around a golden calf, and
cried aloud that that idol had brought them forth out of Egypt.
Equally rebellious was their behaviour in the land of Canaan,
notwithstanding the extraordinary miracles wrought by Elijah

and Elisha, and lastly, the truly di\ine miracles wrought by the

Lord. There is also this especial reason why they are not wrought
at this time,—the church has taken away from man all free-de-

termination, by insisting that he cannot possibly contribute any
thing towards the reception of faith, towards conversion, or in

general towards salvation, as may be seen above, n. 464. Such
a belief renders a man more and more natural; and the na-

tural man, as just observed, beholds every thing of a spiritual

nature under an inverted aspect, and consequently in thought
opposes it. Where this is the case, the superior region of the

mind, where free-determination in spiritual things principally

resides, is closed up, and if miracles were then to be wrought
and spiritual things to appearance confirmed by them, thev

would only occupy the inferior region of the mind, which is
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merely natiu'al^ wliile all sorts of false notions respecting faith,

conversion, and salvation, "n ould remain in the region above
;

the consequence of which must be that satans would have their

habitation above, and angels beneath, hke \^iltiues above poul-

try ; and after some time the satans would In'eah down the bar-

rier, and would furiously rush upon the spiritual things below,

and would not only deny, but also blaspheme and profane

them ; hence the latter state of such a man would be Avorse than

the first.

502. The man who is rendered merely natural by imbibing

false notions respecting the spiritual things of the church, must
conceive of the divine omnipotence as being above order, conse-

quentty as independent of it ; wherefore in the wildness of ima-

gination he would ask, " To what pui'pose did the Lord come into

the world, and adopt tliis mode of accomphshing the Avork of

redemption, when God, by his omnipotence, might have effected

the same redeeming work in heaven, without coming down here

on earth ? Why was not the whole race of mankind, without

exception, saved by redemption, and why is the dcAdl permitted

to prevail in man over the Eedeemer ? Wh}' is there such a

place as hell ? Has not God, from his omnipotence, power to

destroy it, to rescue thence its inhabitants, and to make them
angels of heaven ? For what purpose is the final judgement ?

Could not God translate all the goats from the left hand to the

right, and there change them into sheep ? Why did God cast

doAATi the angels of the di'agon, and the dragon himself from
heaven, when he might have converted them into angels of

]Michael ? "Why does he not give faith alike to all, and impute

to them his Son^s righteousness, and so remit theii' sins, justify

and sanctify them ? ^^^J does he not endow the beasts of the

earth, the bnds of the air, and the fish of the sea, with the gift

of speech, and give them understanding, and introduce them,

together with men, into heaven ? Why did he not originally,

or does he not still, make the Avhole fece of the earth a j)aradise,

Avliere there should be no tree of the knowledge of good and
e\il, and no serpent ; but every hill should run do^^ii with genei'-

ous wines, and produce gold and silver, each in its native stato,

and where all the inhabitants might live as images of God i^

singing and jubilee, and thus in perpetual festi\ity and joy ?

Would not all this be -worthy of an omnipotent God ?" These
are the questions he would ask, Avdth many more of a similar

kind. ]>ut, my friend, these are all vain and futile fancies.

The divine omnipotence does not exist witliont order. God him-
self is order : and since all things were created from God, they
were also created from order, in order, and for it. There is

likewise a certain order for which man was created, and this is,

that his blessedness or misery should depend on free-determi-

nation in s])iritual things ; for, as was observed above, without
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free-determination it would have been impossible for men to

have been created, or even beasts, birds, or fish : the brute

creation however enjoy only natural free-determination, whereas

men enjoy both natural and spiritual together.

503. To the above I will add the following memorable re-

lations.—First. I was once informed that a meeting was con-

v^ened in the spiritual world, to deliberate on man's free-deter-

mination in spiritual things. The learned from all quarters, who
had thought much on the subject in the world where they had
formerly lived, and many of whom had been present at councils,

either greater or lesser, held both before and since the council

of Nice, were there a.ssembled. The place of meeting was a

kind of round temple, not unlike the Pantheon at Rome, which
had formerly been consecrated to the worship of all the gods,

but was afterwards, by the pope's order, dedicated to the worship

of all saints and martyrs. By the walls of this temple, there

were a species of altars, and at every one seats, on which the

members of the assembly reposed themselves, leaning with their

elbows on the altars, as on so many tables. There was no pre-

sident appointed to regulate their proceedings, but each person,

as his fancy directed, stood forth in the midst of the council,

and disclosed the sentiments that he cherished in his breast ; auH
what surprised me, all the members of the assembly were full of

confirmations in faA^or of man's utter impotencein spiritualthings,

and thus ridiculed the notion of free-determination. When all

were assembled, a certain person stepped into the middle of the

meeting, and Avitli a loud voice delivered his opinion to the fol-

loA^dng effect :
" A man has no more free-determination in things

spiritual than Lot's wife had after she was turned into a pillar of

salt ; for if he enjoyed any greater share of free-determination

than this, he would of himself seize and lay claim to the faith

of our church, which teaches that God the Father gives faith

gratis, of his own choice and good pleasure, to such persons and
at such times as he sees meet ; which good pleasure and free

grace could in no wise belong to God if any freedom or good
pleasure be allowed to man, so that he may claim that gift to

himself; and the consequence of this must be that our faith, which
is a bright star, shining day and night before us, would be dissi-

pated, as a falling meteor is dissolved into air." After him
another hastily rose from his seat, and said, " A man enjoys no
more free-determination in spiritual things than a beast, yea, than
a dog ; for if he possessed it, he would do good of himself, when
nevertheless all good is from God, and no one can take any
thing except it be given him from above." After him another
started from his chair and exclaimed, " The free-determination

of man in spiritual things, or even in discerning them, is not
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greater than the sight of an owl in tlie clay time^ or than that

of a chicken while it is yet hidden in the egg. In such matters

he is as blind as a mole ; for if he were capable of discerning

clearly what belongs to faith, salvation, and eternal life, he

Avould believe that he could regenerate and save himself, which

he would likewise attempt to do, and thus -would profane his

thoughts and actions with his own merits/^ Then another nished

into the midst of the congregation, and delivered this oj^inion :

" ^\'hoever, since the fall of Adam, imagines he has the power
either to Avill or to understand any spii'itual matters, is out of

his senses, and is a madman; for in such a case he must sup-

pose himself a Idnd of god or deity, possessing a share of diidne

power in his own right/^ This person was succeeded by another,

ttho ran panting into the midst, -oith a book under his arm called

Formula Concordi/e, whose orthodoxy, as they term it, tlie

EvangeHcal Protestants bind themselves by oath to beheve : he
opened the book, and read from it the following passage :—"Man
is altogether corrupt and dead to what is good ; consequentl3^

in tlie nature of man, since the fall, before regeneration, there

does not remain a single spark of spiritual strength, whereby he
may be prepared for the grace of God, either to apprehend it

when ottered, or of and by himself to be capable of recei^'ing

it ; or in spii'itual things to imderstand, believe, embrace, thinlv,

will, begin, finish, act, operate, co-operate, or apply, or accom-
modate himself to grace, or contribute any thing of himself in

the least respect towards conversion. And further, a man, in re-

spect to spiritual things, such as regard the salvation of the soul,

is like the pillar of salt into which Lot's wife was changed, and
like a stock or a stone without life, which has not the use of

eyes, mouth, or any other senses. Yet still he enjoys a locomo-
tive power, whereby he can govern his outward members, attend

public worship, and hear the Word and the gospel." (This pas

sage occurs in my edition, pp. 656, 658, 661—663, 671—673).

After this they unitedly exclaimed, " This is truly orthodox."

I was standing near, listening attentively^ to all that passed, and
being much warmed in spu'it, I asked aloud, " If you thus make
a man a pillar of salt, a beast, blind and mad, in regard to spi-

ritual things, what then do you make your theology ? Is not

this in all and every part of it spiiitual r" To this after a short

silence they repHed, " In our whole system of theology nothing
at all is spiritual which reason comprehends. Oin- faith in it is

alone spiiitual ; but this we have carefully closed up to prevent
its being looked into, and liave taken especial care that not a

>iugle spu'itual ray shall proceed thence and appear to the under-
standing. INIoreover, we assert that a man cannot, by any
determination of his own, contribute at all towards receiving

that faith. We have also separated charity from aU relation to

what is spiritual, and have made it a merely moral virtue ; and
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m WO liavc done likewise with the decalogue. Witli respect to

j us'tification, remission of sins^ regeneration, and consequent

salvation, we in like manner hold nothing to be spiritual, assei't-

ing them all to be the operations of faith ; but in what manner
they are produced we are altogether ignorant. In the place of

repentance we have adopted contrition ; and lest it should bo

believed that this is of a spiritual nature, we have separated it

from all connection with faith. On the subject of redemption

we have likewise adopted none but merel}'' natural ideas, the

chief of which are that God the Father has included the whole

race of mankind under the curse ; that his Son took that ciu'so

upon him, and suffered himself to be crucified, and so moved
his Father to compassion ; not to mention other similar doctrines,

in wliich you will discover nothing spiritual, but all merely na-

tural." When they had thus explained their sentiments, in the

warmth of zeal with which I was before influenced, I thus con-

tinued :
" If a man had no free-determination in spiritual things,

what in such a case would he be but a mere brute ? For is

not this the chief distinction which raises a man above a brute ?

On this supposition too, would not the chiu-ch be like the black

face of a chimney-sweeper, the only white spots about wliich are

in his eyes ? And what would the Word be but an empty volume ?

What is more frequently said and insisted on in the Word than
that a man ought to love God and his neighbour, and also to

have faith, and that he will receive life and salvation according

to his love and belief? Who has not a capacity to understand
and do the precepts which are contained in the Word and in the

decalogue ? How could God have prescribed and ordained

such duties, unless he had given man a capacity? Tell a

plain rustic, whose mind is untainted N'S'ith theological fallacies,

that he has no more power than a stock or a stone to under-

stand or will any thing touching faith, charity, and salvation,,

and that he cannot apply or accommodate himself to receive

such gifts, will he not laugh heartily at your information, and
exclaim, "What Avilder fancies can be uttered? What then
have I to do with either priest or preaching ? What is a

church more to me than a stable, and what the worship of God
more than tlie handhng of a plough ?" Oh what madness is it

to talk at this rate, what excess of 'folly ! Who denies that all

good comes from God ? Eut is it not granted to man to do good
of himself from God, and in hke manner to believe ?" On hear-

ing this they all exclaimed, "We, whose instructors were ortho-

dox, deliver orthodox sentiments ; but you, with yoiu* rustic tu-

tor, talk like a rustic." At that instant a thunderbolt fell from
heaven, and for fear of being consumed by it, they rushed out

tumultuously and fled away, each to his own home.
504. The second memorable kelation.—I was once in in-

terior sphitual sight, such as the angels of the higher heaven
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enjoy, but at the time in the world of spirits ; and I observed

two spirits not far fiom me, yet distant from each other, and
I apperceived tliat one of them loved good and truth, and
so was in conjunction with heaven, and the other loved e^il

and the false, and so was in conjunction with hell. I drew
nigh and called them both to me, and from their tones of

voice and answers I collected that the}^ both enjoyed the same
power of apprehending truths, of acknowledging them when
apprehended, consequently of thinking fix)ra understanding,

and also of directing and determining their intellectual powers

at pleasure, and then- powers of Avill as it seemed good to them,

and of coui'se that they both enjoyed the same free-will as to ra-

tional matters. I further observed, that in consequence of that

fr'eedom in their minds, there appeared a lucidity extending from
the first seat of \dsion, which is that of perception, to the last,

which is the eye. When the spirit who loved evil and the false

was left to himself, I took notice that a smoke as it were ascended

from hell and extinguished the lucidity which was above the me-
mory, and occasioned a thick darkness tliere, like that of mid-
night, and also that the smoke, being kindled into a blaze, burnt
like flame, and illuminated the region of the mind which was
below the memory, in consequence of which he conceived in his

thoughts terrible falses, arising from the e\dls of the love of self:

but when the other spuit, who loved good and truth, was left to

himself, I observed as it were a mild gentle flame flowing down
out of heaven, which illuminated the region of his mind above

the memory, and hkewise the region below it, even to the eye

;

and the light occasioned by that flame shone brighter and brighter

in proportion as, from the love of good, truth influenced his

perceptions and thoughts. From what I observed it was evident

to me that every man, whether good or evil, enjoys spiritual

free determination, but that hell sometimes extinguishes it in

the evil, and heaven exalts and kindles it in the good. After

this I entered into conversation with each, and first with the

spirit who loved evil and the false : after some inquiries about
his condition, I mentioned free-determination ; at which he took

fire and said, " Ah ! what madness is it to believe that a man
enjoys free-determination in spiritual things ! For who can apply
faith to himself, or do good of himself? Do not the clergy at this

day teach, and ground their doctrine on the Word, that no one
can take any thing except it be given him from above ? And
did not the Lord Christ say to his disciples, ' Without me ye can
do nothing ?' To which I add, that no one can move his foot

or hand to do any good, or his tongue to spe ak any truth from
good: therefore the church, under the direction of her wise

children, has concluded that a man has no more power to will,

understand, or think anything spiritual, or indeed to accommo-
date himself so to will, understand, or think, than a stock or a
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stone ; and that therefore faith is inspired by G od of his good

pleasure, he alone possessing the most free and most unbounded
power, which faith, through the operation of the Holy Ghost,

Avithout any labor or exertion on the man's part, produces all

the graces and virtues which the unlearned ascribe to him." I

then talked Avith the other spirit, who loved good and truth ; and
when, after some inquiries about his state, I mentioned free-

determination, he said, "What madness is it to deny free-deter-

inination in spiritual things ! Who has not power to will and
to do good, and to think and speak truth of himself from the

Word, consequently from the Lord who is the Word ? for the

Lord has said, Bring forth good fruits, and believe on the light,

and also. Love one another, and love God. Again, ' He that

heareth and doeth my commandments, loveth me, and I Avill

love him ;' not to mention a thousand other passages in the Word
to the same piu-pose. Of what use now would the Word be if a

man had no power to will and think, to do and speak, what is

commanded in it ? Without he had such a power, what would
religion and the church be but like the wreck of a ship lying at

the bottom of the sea, with the pilot standing on the top of the

mast, and crying out, ' I have no power to do any thing,' while

he sees the other sailors take to the boats, hoist their sails, and
make their escape ? Was not free power granted to Adam to eat

cither of the tree of life, or of the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil? And as from this freedom he ate of the latter tree,

therefore smoke arising from the serpent, that is from hell,

entered into his mind, on which account he was cast out of

paradise and cursed ; still, he did not lose his free-determina'

tion, for it is Avritten, the way to the tree of life was guarded
by a cherub, without which precaution he might still have been
desirous to eat of it." As he uttered these sentiments, the

other spirit, who loved evil and the false, said, " I leave what
I have heard, and retain what I have asserted; for who does

not know that God alone has life, and consequent activity,

and that a man of himself is dead, and consequently merely

passive ; how then can such a being, who in himself is dead and
merely passive, take to himself any thing alive and active ?"

To this I replied, "A man is an organ of life, and God alone

is life : God infuses his life into the organ and all its parts, as

the sun infuses its heat into a tree and all its parts ; and God
grants man a sense that the life in himself is as if it were his

own, and is desirous that he should have such a sense of it, to

the intent that he may live as of himself, according to tne laws

of order, which are as many in number as the precepts of the

Word, and might thus dispose himself to receive the love of God
;

tievertheless God continually with his finger, as it Avere, holds

l\\e perpendicular tongue which is over the balance, in ordei

to moderate it; but still he never violates free-determination
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by compulsion. A tree cannot receive any thing which the heat

of the sun introduces through the root;, unless it acquire a degree

of warmth and heat in all its filaments ; nor can the clement;^

rise through the rootj unless all its filaments^ from the heat re-

ceived^ also give out heat^ and thus contribute to the passage.

This is precisely the case with a man, in consequence of the

heat of life he receives from God ; but still he differs from the

tree in this respect, that he feels the life in himself as his own,
although it is not his : so far however as he believes it to be his,

and not God's, he receives from God the light of life, though
not the heat of love, but the heat of love from hell, which being

of a gross nature, obstructs and closes up the purer branches and
fibres of the organ, just as impure blood docs the capillary ves-

sels of the body. Thus a man from a spiritual being makes
himself a merely natural one. His free-determination results

from this circumstance, that he has a sense of the life he enjoys

being his own; and God permits hiiu to have such a sense for

the sake of conjunction, which cannot be effected unless it Ijo

reciprocal, and it becomes reciprocal when a man acts from free-

dom altogether as of himself. Had not God permitted him to

have such a sense, he would not have been a man, or a subject

of eternal life; for the faculty of reciprocal conjunction Avith

God is Avhat makes him a man and not a beast, and is the true

ground of his living after death ; this is an effect of free-deter-

mination in spiritual things." As I ended, the evil spirit re-

moved himself to a distance from me, and straightway I saw a

swift darting serpent, called by the ancients ^jrestcr, upon a

tree, which held forth some fruit gathered from it to a certain

person. I went instantly towards the place, and there, instead

of the serpent, appeared a monster of a man, whose face was so

covered with a beard that no part was visible but his nose ; and
instead of the tree there was a firy stamp, by Avhich stood the

spirit into whose mind the smoke from hell had l)efore entered,

and who afterwards rejected all belief of free-determination in

spiritual things. Then on a sudden a like smoke arose from the

stump, and overspi'ead them both ; and being thus removed from
my sight, I departed ; but the other spirit, who loved good and
truth, and asserted man's free-determination iu spiritual things,

accompanied me home.
505. The third memorable relation.—I once heard a,

noise like the collision of two mill-stones against each other

;

but as I approached the place from whence it came it ceased,

and I saw a narrow gate leading obliquely downwards to a cer-

tain vaulted house, which consisted of many apartments, divided

Anto small cells, in each of which sat tAVO persons collecting

passages from the Word to confirm the doctrine of justification

by faith alone. One collected and the other transcribed, and
this they did alternately. I went towards one of the cells near
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tlic clooi-j and usked what tliey were collecting and wTiting; they
said, "On the act of justification, or on faith in act, Avhich

is essential, justifying, quickening, and saving faith, and the

cliief doctrine of the cluu-ch in our part of Christendom/' I

then said, " Tell me some mark or sign of that act, when that

faith is introduced into a man's heart and soul." They rcphed,
*' The sign of that act is momentary or instantaneous, when a

aiian under the anguish of condemnation for sin, and contrition

on that account, tliinks of Christ as haidng taken away the con-
demnation of the law, and lays hold with confidence of this his

merit, and keeping it in his thoughts, approaches and prays to

God the Father." Then I said, " Suj)pose it to be so, and that

this act is instantaneous
;

yet how am I to conceive what is

asserted of this act, that the man contributes nothing toAvards it,

any more than if he Avere a stock or a stone, and that he has no
power to begin, Avill, understand, think, operate, co-operate,

apply and accommodate himself to this act ? Tell me, hoAv does

this agree Avith Avhat you said, that the act takes place Avhen a

man is thinking about the justice of the laAV, and the removal
of its condemnation by Christ, in consequence of Avhicli he lays

hold Avith confidence of his merit, and approaches and prays to

God the Father Avith this in his thoughts ? Are not all these

things done by the man?" They ansAvered, "Not actively, but
passively.'^ I rephed, "How can any one thmk, have confidence,

and pray passively? If you at such times take away the man's
actiAdty and co-operation, do you not also take away his capacity

of reception, consequently Avhatever belongs to him as a man,
nnd Avith it the act itself? And vvdiat in this case does the act

become but something purely ideal, such as is called a merely
mental entity ? I trust that j^ou do not believe that such an act

takes place only among the predestinate, Avho are utterly unac-
quainted Avith any infusion of faith in themselves, and Avho might
throAv a cast of dice, and by that hope to ascertain whether faith

is infused into them or no : on Avhich account do you, my
friends, belicA'e that a man, A^dth respect to faith and charity,

operates of himself from the Lord, and that Avithout this opera-

tion, youi" act of faith, which you call the chief doctrine of the

church in the Christian world, is but a mere pillar or statue,

"•ike Lot's Avife, Avhich being touched with a scribe's pen or fingei*

nail, makes a tinkling noise, because it is composed of nothing
but salt. (Luke XAdi. 32). I use this comparison, because as to

that act you make youi^selves just like statues." As I said this,

one of them took up a candlestick intending to throw it Adolently

at my face, but the candle suddenly going out, he threw it

against the forehead of his companion ; at Avhich I smiled and
departed.

506. The fourth meaiorable relation.— I saAV in the

spiritual Avorld two flocks, the one of goats, the other of sheep.
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T wondered who they were; for I knew that the anhnals seen in

the spiritual worhl are not animals, but coiTespondences of the

affections, and the thoughts flowing from thence, of those who
are on the spot : so I approached nearer, and as I approached,

the likeness of animals disappeared, and instead of them I saAV

men ; and it was shewn me, that those who formed the flock of

goats were such as had confirmed themselves in the doctrine of

justification by faith alone, and those who formed the flock of

sheep were a company of such as had believed that charity and

faith were one, even as good and truth are. I then spoke with

those who had appeared like goats, and said, "Why are you thus

assembled ?" The greater part of them were of the clerg}^, and

possessed extraordinary notions of themselves on account of the

fame of their erudition, because they Avere skilled in the myste-

ries of justification by faith alone. They informed me that they

were assembled to form a council ; for they had heard that it

had been affirmed that Paul's sapngin Romans, iii. 28, "There-

fore we conclude that a man is justified by faitli without

the deeds of the law," Avas not rightly understood ; for it was

said that faith in that passage, does not mean the faith of the

present church, which is directed towards three diA-ine persons

from eternity, but a faith in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus

Christ, and that the deeds of the law do not mean those of the

law of the decalogue, but those of the Mosaic law peculiar to the

Jews ; and that by a wrong interpretation of these fcAV words,

two enormous fjilsities had been adopted, which were, that the

faith there mentioned meant the faith of the present chiu'ch, and
the deeds of the law, those of the law of the decalogue ; whereas

Paul did not mean these deeds, but those of the Mosaic law that

Avere peculiar to the Jews, Avhich clearly appeared from his own
words to Peter, whom he accused of Judaizing, when he knew
nevertheless, " that a man is not justified by the deeds of the

law, but by the faith of Jesus Christ" (Gal. ii. 16); where the

faitli of Jesus Christ* means a faith directed towards him aiid

derived from him : and because the deeds of the law mean the

deeds of the Mosaic law, he has therefore distinguished between
the lav\' of faith and the law of Avorks, and between the Jews and
the gentiles, or the circumcision and the uncu^cumcision, and
the circumcision there means Judaism, as in all other places

;

and he even closes those sayings by these words, " Do Ave then
make thi laAV void through faith? God forbid: yea, Ave establish

the laAv" (Rom. iii. 31) : he also says in the preceding chapter,
" Not the hearers of the law are just before God, but the doers

of the law shall be justified" (Rom. ii. 13) ; as also verse 6,
" God will render unto every man according to his deeds ;" also,

" We must all appear before the judgement-seat of Christ, that

every one may receive the things done in his body, according to

* See above, n. 337.
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what lie hath done^ whether it be good or bad^^ (2 Cor. v. 10),

besides many other passages of the same apostle ; from whence
it appears, that Paul rejected faith without good works, as well

as James in his Epistle, ii. 17—36. Paul understood the deeds

of the Mosaic law, which was made for the Jews, as is further

affirmed to be evident from tliis circumstance, that every statute

passed for the Jews is in Moses called the law, thus the works
of the law. This appears from the following passages :

" This is

the law of the sacrifice of peace-offering" (Le\dt. vii. 11). "This
is the law of the burnt-offering, of the meat-offering, of the

trespass-offering, for the consecration, for the sacrifice and
peace-offering" (vii. 37). "This the law of beasts and of fowls"

(xi. 46, and following verses). "This is the law of her that hath
borne a male or a female" (xii. 7). "This is the law of the

plague of leprosy" (xiii. 59; xiv. 2, 32, 54, 57). "This is the

law of him that hath an issue" (xv. 32) .
" This is the law of

jealousy" (Numb. v. 29, 30). "This is the law of the Nazarites"

(vi. 13, 21). "This is the law when a man dieth in a tent"

(xix. 14). " This is the law of the red heifer" (xix. 2). " The
law for a king" (Deut. xvii. 15—19). Indeed the whole book of

Moses is called "the book of the law" (xxxi. 9, 11, 12, 26); also

in Luke ii. 22; xxiv. 44; John i. 45 ; vii. 22, 23; viii. 5. To
this also it is added, that it might be seen in Paul, that a man
must live according to the law of the decalogue, and that it is

fulfilled by charity (Rom. xiii. 8—11) ; and also that he says,

"Now abide faith, hope, and charity; but the greatest of these

is charity" (1 Cor. xiii. 13), and not faith. These assertions,

they informed me, were what they were assembled to consider.

So not to disturb them, I withdrew ; and then again afar off,

they appeared like goats, sometimes hdng down, and sometimes
standing up, but they turned themselves away from the flock of

sheep : they appeared lying down when they were in deliberation,

and standing up when drawing their conclusions. I kept my
sight fixed on their horns, and wondered to see that the horns
on their foreheads sometimes appeared as projecting forward and
upwards, sometimes as bent towards the back, and at last as

quite bent back. Then of a sudden they turned towards the flock

of sheep, yet still they appeared as goats ; so I approached them
again, and asked what they had determined on. They said,

"They had concluded that faith alone produces the goods of

charity, as a tree produces fruits." But just then a clap of

thunder was heard, and a flash of lightning was seen from above
;

and presently an angel appeared standing between the two
flocks, who cried to the flock of sheep, " Do not hearken to

them ; they have not receded from their former faith, which is,

that faith alone justifies and saves, and that actual charity is of

no avail, neither is faith a tree, but man is ; but repent, and
look to the Lord, and vou shall have faith. Faith before repeut-
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ance is not a faith in Avliicli there is any life." Then the goats,

Avith their horns bent backAvards^ Avere desirous to approach tlie

sheep ; but the angel standing betAveen them, di\dded the sheep

into tAvo flocks, and said to those on the left, Avho favored the

goats, " Adjoin yourselves to the goats, if you Avill ; but I

assure you that a Avolf Avill come, that Avill seize them, and you
along Avith them.'''

After the two flocks of sheep Averc separated, and those on
the left had heard the threatening A\'ords of the angel, they

mutually looked at each other, and said, " Let us converse Avith

our former companions." Then those on the left spoke to those

on the right, saying, " Why do you separate from oui* pastors ?

Are not faith and charity one thing, hke a tree and its fruits ?

For a tree by its branches is continued into its fruit ; and if a

part of the branch, by Avhich the tree b}^ continuation floAvs into

its fruit, is broken off. Anil not the fruit perish, and along Avith

it the seed of the tree that should serve for a futui-e groAvth y

Ask our priests Avhether it is not so." They then asked the

priests, and these looked around to the rest avIio A^dnked at them
to say that the flock had spoken aacU. The priests then ansAvered,
" You have spoken aright ; but as to Avhat concerns the contin-

uation of faith into good Avorks, as of a tree into its fruit, Ave

are acquainted Avith many mysteries, but this is not the place to

make them public : for in the band or tlu"ead connecting faith

and charity, there are many httle knots, Avhich Ave Avho are of

the priesthood are alone able to untie." Then one of the priests

Avho Avas among the sheep on the right, arose and said, " To you
they have answered, that this matter is so, but to their OAvn

pai'ty, that it is not so, for they think othcrAvise." The first

inquirers asked therefore, "Hoav do they think? Do they think

as they teach ?" He said, " No ; for they think that all the

good of charity, which is called good Avorks, done by a man Avith

a view to salvation and eternal life, is not in the least degree

good, because that in a Avork done by him, he seeks to save

himself, and arrogate to himself the righteousness and merit of

the one Savioiu' as his OAvn, and that this is the case in every

good Avork in Avhich he is sensible of the interference of his OAvn

Avill ; therefore they assert that there is no sort of conjunction

whatever between faith and charity, and that faith is not CAcn

retained or preserved by good Avorks." But those on the left

said, "What you have asserted of them is not true; for dj^

they not openly preach to us charity and its Avorks, Avliich they
call the works of faith ?" To this he ansAvered, " You do not

understand their preachings ; for none but such of the clergy as

may be present attend to and understand their meaning ; for

they mean only moral charity, the civil and political goods of

Avhich are Avhat they call the good Avorks of faith, although they
are not really so; for an atheist can do such Avorks in like
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monner, and under the same foi^m : therefore they maintain

utianimonsly, that no man is saved by any works, but by faith

alone. But I ^vill illustrate this by comparisons, thus : an apple-

tree produces apples ; but they assert, that if a man does good
works for the sake of salvation, as this tree produces apples by
continuity, then the apples are inwardly rotten, and full of worms.
Again : a vine produces grapes ; but they assert, that if a man
should do spiritual good, as a vine produces gi'apes, he would
produce only Avild grapes." But then they asked, "What then

is the nature of their goods of charity, or of those AVorKs which
they consider as the fruits of faith ?" He answered, " Pei'haps

they are some secret operations, wholly imperceptible, the abode
of which is somewhere near faith, -with which, however, they

have no coherence, being but like a man's shadow, which is

behind him when he looks towards tliesun, and is not observable

to him unless he turns himself bacl< wards ; indeed, I may even

say they are like the tails of horses, Avhich are now commonly
cut off in many places, from a supposition that there is no use

in retaining them, and if suffered to continue attached to the

horse they would be very liable to get defiled.'' Having heard

this, some one in the flock of sheep on the left said, in great

indignation, " There certainly is some kind of conjunction, or

else how can they be called the works of faith ? Perhaps the

goods of charity are insinuated by God into the voluntary works
of man by some kind of influx, or by some affection, aspiration,

inspii"ation, incitement, and excitation of the will, some tacit

perception in the thought, and hence by exhortation, contrition,

and so by conscience, with a consequent impulse to action and
obedience of the decalogue and the Word, either as an infant,

or as one endowed Avith AAdsdom, or by some other means like

these ; for otherAvise hoAV could good Avorks be called fruits of

faith ?" To these things the priest answered, " They do not

alloAv this to be the case ; and if they say that good Avorks are

produced by some such means, yet they so manage it, by other

expressions in their sermons, as to prove that they are not from
faith after all. Yet some of them do support such things, but

then only as signs of faith, and not as the bonds of connection

hettveen it and charitij. Some nevertheless liaA^e contrived a

conjunction by the Word." The others then said, " Is there

not a conjunction then ?" But he ansAvered, " They do not
mean a real conjunction, but only the mere hearing of the Word

;

for they assert that all a man's rational and voluntary faculties

arc, in matters of faith, impui-e and meritorious, because in

spiritual matters he can no more understand, Aviil, Avork, and
co-operate than a block." But one of them, hearing that a
man Avas thought to be in such a predicament as to all that be-

(ongs to faith and salvation, said, " I once heard a certain man
i»av, ' I have planted a vineyard ; noAV I Avill drink Avine even to
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intoxication.' But another asked him, "Will you drink wine

out of your ovra cup, held in your own hand ?' ' "NTo/ replied

he; 'but out of an in\dsible cup, in an inAisible hand.' The

first added, ' then certainly you Avill not be intoxicated.' " The
same man said, " But hear me, I pray ; I tell you. Drink wine

from the Word understood : do you not know that the Lord is

the Word ? Is it not from the Lord, and so is he not in it ? If

therefore you do good from the Word, do you not do it from the

Lord, from his own mouth and will ? And if you then look to

the Lord he Avill also lead and teach you, and you Avill do it of

yourselves from him. Who, that executes any commission by the

special command of a king, delivered from his own mouth, can

say, I do this of myself, from my own command, and from my
own will ?" After this he turned himself to the clergy, and

said, "Ye ministers of God, do not seduce yom^ flock." On
hearing these things, the greater part of the flock on the left

retired from the goats, and joined itself to the flock on the right

side. Then some of the clergy said, "We have heard what we
were unacquainted with before ; we are the shepherds of our

sheep and -^^dll not forsake them." And they retired along Avith

them. They then said, " This man has spoken the truth. Who
that does any thing from the Word, and thus from the Lord's

mouth and AviU, can say, ' I do this of myself?' Or who can

say, when doing anything from a king's mouth and will, ' I do

this of myself?' Now Ave see the DiAdne ProAidence, Avliy a

conjunction of faith and charity has not as yet been found

which could be acknoAvledged by the ecclesiastical body. It

could not be found, because it could not even exist, for there

Avas no faith in the Lord, Avho is the Word, and from thence

neither Avas there any faith from the Word." But the priests

that Avere of the flock of goats, Avent away, Avaving their

hats, and crying, " Faith alone, faith alone, shall endiue for

ever."

507. The fifth memorable relation.—I was once engaged

in conversation A\dth the angels, and om* closing subject was the

lust of evil in which every man is born. One of them said, " In
our world, those Avho are under the influence of lust appear to

us angels as ichots, but to themselves as supremely Avise ; there-

fore in order to di*aAV them out of then' infatuation, tliey are

alternately let into it, and into the rational principle, Avhich Avith

them resides only in their externals : in this state they see, ac-

knoAAdedge, and confess their insanity, but are still desirous to

emerge again from their rational into then' insane state, and do
again cast themseh-es into it, as an escape from a state of com-
pulsion and dissatisfaction into a state of fi'eedora and dehght

:

thus they are iuAvardly dehghted Avith lust, and not Avith intelH-

gence. There are three universal loves of AvhicL every man is

composed by creation; the love of his neighbour, which is a
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love of pei'forining uses, and is a spiiitual love ; the love of the

world, which is a love of possessing wealth, and is a materia]

love ; and the love of self, Avhich is a love of exercising dominion
over others, and is a corporeal love. A man is truly a man
while the love of his neighbour, or the love of performing uses,

constitutes the head, and the love of the world, or the love of

possessing wealth, constitutes the breast and the belly, and the

love of self, or the love of dominion, constitutes the feet and
soles of the feet ; ])ut if the love of the world constitutes the

head, he then becomes like a man hunch-backed ; and if the

love of self constitutes the head, he then becomes like a man
standing not on his feet, but as it were on the palms of his hands,

with his head downwards and his haunches upwards. When the

love of performing uses constitutes the head, and the two other

loves constitute in order the body and feet, such a man appears

in heaven of an angelic countenance, with a beautiful rainbow
about his head ; but if the love of the Avorld or of wealth con-

stitutes the head, he then appears, when seen from heaven, of

a pale countenance like a corpse, with a yellow cii'cle about his

head ; and if the love of self, or of exercising dominion over

others, constitutes the head, he appears when seen from heaven,

of a dusky yet firy countenance, with a white cu-cle about his

head." Hereupon I inquired what was represented by cucles

about the head ; they answered, " Intelligence ; a white circle

about the head, where the countenance is dusky and firy, is a

representative that the intelligence of sucli a person is in his

externals or about him, but insanity in his internals or within

him : such a person also, when he is in the body is -ndse, but
when in the spirit is insane ; and no man is wise in spirit but
from the Lord, in proportion as he is born again, and created

anew by him. As they uttered this, the ground opened to the

left, and through the opening I saw a devil arising of a dusky
and firy countenance, with a white circle about his head : I asked

nim, "^ Who art thou?" He said, "^I am Lucifer, son of the

morning ; and because I made myself like unto the Highest, J

Avas cast down, according to the description in Isaiah, chap,

xiv." (Nevertheless he was not Lucifer, but only fancied that

lie was). I said, " Since you have been east down, how are you
able to rise again out of hell?" He replied, "There I am a

denl, but here I am an angel of light : do not you observe my
head encompassed with a white zone ? You shall see too, if you
wish, that among the moral I am moral, among the rational I

am rational, and among the spiritual I am spiritual : I could also

preach on an occasion." Then I asked, " How did you preach ?"

He answered, " Against cheats, adulterers, and all infernal loves;

at such times I have even called myself no longer Lucifer, but

a devil, and have poured forth curses against self, for which I

was commended and extolled to the skies : hence it is that I am
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called liie son of the nioruiiig; and, what I liave often wondered

at, when I Avas in the pulpit, I thought no other than that I

was speaking what was right and true ; but the eause of this

was disco\-ered to me, for I was then in my externals, which

were at the time separated from my internals
;
yet notwithstand-

ing this discovery, I was still unable to change myself, for I

have elevated myself above the Most High, and raised myself

up against him." Then I asked liim, " How could you speak

in such a manner, when you were youi'self a cheat and an adul-

terer ?" He rephed, " While I am in externals, or in the body,

I am one person, but when I am in internals, or in the spirit, I

am another : in the body I am an angel, but in the spirit a devil;

for in the body I am in understanding, but in the spirit in Avill,

and understanding raises me upwards, but will carries me down-
wards; and while I ara in understanding a white belt encom-
passes my head, but when the understanding pelds itself subject

to the will, and is made its servant, which is oui' last state, then

the belt blackens and disappears, after whidi I can no longer

ascend into this light." As he said this, on a sudden seeing the

angels who attended me, his countenance became inflamed, and
his voice harsh, and he grew black, even as to the belt about

Ids head, and fell down into hell through the opening by which
he had risen. On seeing and hearing Avhat had passed, those

who were present drew this conclusion, that a nian^s nature and
quality depend on the nature and quality of his Avill, and not of

his understanding ; for the will easily draws over the understand-

ing to its part}'' and makes a slave of it. I then inquired of the

angels, whence the devils derive rationality : they said, " From
the glory of the love of self; for this love is encompassed Avith

glory, being the splendor of its fire, and this glory raises the

understanding almost into the light of heaA^en ; for the under-

standing in every one is capable of being elevated according to

the knoAvledges he possesses, but the Avill can only be elevated

by a life in conformity to the truths of the chm'ch and of reason.

Hence it is that even atheists themselves, Avho from the love of

self are in the glory of reputation and distinction, and thence

in the conceit of their own intelhgence, enjoy a m-ore sublime

degree of rationality than many others ; but then this is only

the case when the thinking principle of tlu; understanding is

uppermost in them, and not Avhen the love principle of the Avill

is uppermost ; and the love principle of the Avill possesses the

internal man, but the thinking principle of the understanding

the external." The angels further explained the reason Avhy

man is compounded of the three kinds of love,—the love of uses.,

the love of the world, and the love of self, saying, " It is in

order that he may think from God, and yet altogether as of him-
self ; for in the human mind the higliest parts are turned up-

tvaixls toAvards God, the middle parts outAvards towards the Avorld,
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and tlic lowest parts downwards towards the body; and in con-

sequence of these being tnrned downAvards, he thinks altogether

as of himself, Avhen nevertheless it is from God."
508. The sixth memorable relation.—On a certain day

there appeared before me a magnificent square temple, whose
roof was hke a crown, arched aboAC, and elevated round aboiit

;

its walls were continuous windows of crystal, and its gate of a

pearly substance ; within on the south side;, verging towards the

west, was a pulpit, on which, towai'ds tlie right, lay the Word
open, encompassed with a sphere of light, whose brightness

surrounded and illuminated the whole pulpit: in the midst of

the temple was a sacred place with a veil to cover it, which at

that time was removed, and within it stood a cherub of gold,

Avith a sword in his hand that turned every way. While I was
taking a view of all these things, ajiid meditating upon them, the

signification of each object was discovered to me b}' an influx

from above : thus I saw that the temple signified a new churcli
;

the gate of a pearly substance, entrance into it ; the Avindows of

iii'ystal, the truths Avhich enlighten it ; tlie pulpit, the priest-

hood and preaching; the Word, Avhich Avas open upon the pulpit,

and illuminated the higher part of it, the revelation of its in-

ternal sense, Avhich is spiritual ; the sacred place in the midst of

tlie temple, the conjunction of that church with the angelic

heaA^en; the cherub of gold AA'ithin, the Word in its literal sense;

the sAvord vibrating in his hand, signified that tliis sense of the

letter is capable of being tm-ned every Avay, only that it be applied

to favor some particular truth ; the removal of the veil before the

cherub, signified that noAv the Word is laid open. Afterwards,

when I approached nearer, I saAV AAritten over the gate. Now it

IS ALLOAVABLE; whicli signified that now it is alloAvable to enter

intellectually into the mysteries of faith. On seeing this Avriting

it occurred to my thoughts how extremely dangerous it is to

enter intellectually into tenets of faith, formed from a man^s
OAvn intelligence, and consequent!}^ consisting of falses ; and hoAV

much more so to confirm them from the Word, so as to close

the understanding above, and by degrees beloAv also, and that

to such a degree, that matters of a theological natiu'e are not

only held in disgust, but are also obliterated and effaced, just

like Avriting on paper by Avorms, or the nap on cloth by moths,
wliile the understanding abides only in political concerns, such

as regard a man^s life in the state to Avhicli he belongs, in ciA'il

concerns relating to his OAvn particular occupation, and in

domestic concerns or the business of his OAvn family ; in all

Avhich he attaches himself continually to nature, bei ng smitten

Avith the love of her from the fascinating pleasures which she

presents, and feels as enamored as an idolater when he kisses the

golden image Avhich he carries in his bosom. Now the tenets

jiipantained at this day in all Christian churches are derived not
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from the Word, hut from mau^s ovrn intelligence, and conse-

quently they consist of falses, which yet are confirmed by some
passages out of the Word: therefore among the Roman Catholics,

by the divine providence of the Lord, the Word was taken out

of the hands of the laity; and though it was left accessible among
the Protestants, it Avas still closed up by the maxim common
among tliem, that the understanding is to be kej)t Ijound under
obedience to faith. But in the New Chm-ch the case is totally

reversed : in this it is allowed to enter with the understanding,
and to penetrate into all its secrets, and hke\dse to confirm them
by the Word, and the reason is, because its doctrinals are a

chain of truths revealed from the Lord by the Word, and theii"

confirmation by rational considerations causes the understanding
to be opened more and more upwards, and thus to be ele\ated

into the light which the angels of heaven enjoy, which light in

its essence is truth, and in this light the acknowledgement of

the Lord as God of heaven and earth is resplendent in all its

glory. This is meant by the inscription over the gate of the

temple, Now it is allowable, and also by the veil being
removed from before the cherub in the sacred place ; for it is

one of the canons of the New Church, that falsities close the

tuiderstanding, and truths open it. After this I saw as it were
an infant over my head, holding a paper in his hand, who as he
approached me grew to the stature of a middle sized man. He
was an angel from the third heaven, Avhere all appear at a dis-

tance like infants. When he v/as come near he presented me the
paper; but as it was written -with letters of a rounded form, such
as are used in that lieaven, I gave it him back, and requested
him to explain the meaning of its contents in words adapted to

the ideas of my thought. Then he replied, " The contents are

these : From this time enter into the mysteries ov the
Word, which before was closed up; for all its truths
ARE so many mirrors OF THE LoRD."

CHAPTER. IX.

REPENTANCE.

509. After treating on faith, charity, and free-will, repent-

ance comes next in order for consideration, since true i'aith and
genuine chaidty are not attainable Avithout repentance, and none
can do the work of repentance without free-will. Another
season also for considering the subject of repentance in this place

is, because the chapter on regeneration immediately succeeds it,

and none can become regenerate before those more grievous

evils, which render a man detestable in the sight of God, are
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removed, a ad tlie removal of such evils can only be effected by
repentance. What is an unregenerate man, but an impenitent

one ? And what is an impenitent man, but like a person in a

lethargy, knowing nothing of the nature of sin, and therefore

cherishing it in his bosom, and hugging it to his embraces, as an
adulterer does the partner of his shame ? But in order to

understand what repentance is, and its effects, it may be expe-

(Uent to arrange the consideration of it under separate heads

or articles.

I. Repentance is the first constituent of the church
IN MAN.
510. The fellowship or communion called the chm'ch consists

of all such persons as have the chm-ch abiding in them, and.it

gains admission into every one when he is regenerating ; and
every one becomes regenerate in proportion as he abstains from
the evils of sin, and shuns them as he would troops of infernal

spirits, whom he saw ready to assault him with bm-ning torches,

to cast him on a pile of fire. There are several things which in

the first stages of life prepare a man for the clim'ch, and intro-

duce him into it; but acts of repentance alone effect a formation

of the church in him. Acts of repentance are all such as make
a man cease to will, and in consequence cease to practise evils,

which are sins against God. Before this, the man stands in an
outer place with respect to regeneration, in which case if any
thought enter his mind about eternal salvation, he tm'ns towards

it, and presently away from it ; for it penetrates no further than

the ideas of his thought, thence makes its wayin to expressions of

speech, and possibly also into some bodily gestures conformable

to his Avords : but when such thought enters into the Avill, it then

gains a place in him, for the Avill is the very man himself,

because his love dwells there; but the thought is ^vithout, or

extraneous to him, unless it proceed from his will : if this be the

case, then wiU and thought act as one, and together constitute

the man. Hence it follows, that repentance, that it may be

truly such, and become efficacious in a man, must affect the will,

and thence the thought, and not the thought alone; it must
consequently be actual, and not merely of the lips. That repent-

ance is the first constituent of the church, appears eWdently
from the Word : for John the Baptist, who was sent before to

prepare men for the church which the Lord was about to esta-

bhsh, while he baptized, preached at the same time repentance,

(SO that his baptism was called the baptism of repentance, because

by baptism was signified spii'itual washing, which is cleansing

from sins : this he did in Jordan, because Jordan signified

introduction into the church, being the first boundary of the

land of Canaan, Avhere the chm^h was established. The Lord
himself also preached repentance for the remission of sins, thus

teaching that repentance is the first constituent of the church, and
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that in proportion as a man practises it, his sins are removed,

and as they are removed, they are forgiven or remitted. More-
over, the Lord enjoined his twelve apostles, and also the seventy,

to preach repentance : it is evident therefore, that repentance is

the first constituent of the church.

511. That a man cannot possibly have the church in him
until his sins be removed, must be plain to every considerate

person, and may also be illustrated by the foUowinij: comparisons.

Who can introduce sheep, kids, and lambs, into fields or woods,

where there are all kinds of wild beasts, until he has first driven

out those beasts? Who can form a garden out of a piece of

ground which is over-run with thorns, briars, and nettles, before

he has rooted out those noxious plants? Who can establish any
form of administration of justice from judgement, or introduce

orderly government into a city possessed by enemies, until he

has first expelled those enemies ? The case is similar with

respect to a man's e\'ils, which are like so many wild beasts, or

like thorns and briars, or like so many enemies; with which

the chru-ch can no more dwell, than a man could dwell in a den
along with tigers and leopards ; or lie in a bed strewed over with

poisonous and prickly herljs ; or sleep soundly all night in a

church, under the floor of which Avere graves fidl of corpses,

while under the cbead that spectres would arise and infest him
like so many furies.

II. Contrition, which at the present day is said to pre-

cede FAITH, AND TO BE FOLLOWED BY EVANGELIC CONSOLA-

TION, IS NOT REPENTANCE.
512. In the reformed parts of the Christian world, mention

is made of a certain kind of anxiety, grief, and terror, v.hich is

called CONTRITION, and which with persons about to be rege-

nerated is said to precede faith, and to be succeeded by evan-

gelic consolation. It is further said of this contrition, that it

arises from an apprehension of the just wrath of God, and of

eternal damnation in consequence, to which every one is exposed

by reason of Adam's sin, and the inherent proneness to evih

thence propagated ; and that without such contrition, the faith

which is imputative of the merit and righteousness of the Lord
the Saviour is not bestowed ; but that such as obtain that faith,

I'cceive evangehc consolation, which implies that they are justi-

fied, that is, renewed, regenerated, and sanctified, withoiit any
co-operation on their part, and are thus translated from damna-
tion to everlasting blessedness, which is eternal life. But on
the subject of this contrition, it ought to be inquired, 1. Whe-
ther it be repentance ; 2. Whether it be of any importance

;

3. Whether there be any such thing.

513. Whether contrition be repentance or not, may be deter-

mined from a description that will be given of repentance, in

t.ho following pages ; for it will be seen that it can have no place
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or existence in a mau unless lie know himself to be a sinner, not

only in general, but also in particular, which no one can know
except he examine himself, and see the evils that are in him,

;ind. condemn himself on account of them. But the contritioia

which is declared necessary to attain faith has nothing in it

which tallies with this description ; for it consists only in a man's
thinking and confessing tl at he is born in the sin of Adam, and
with a nature inchning to all the evils thence resulting, so that

he is under the ^wi'ath of God, and consequenily deserving of

damnation, the curse, and eternal death ; whence it is e\ident^

that this contrition is not repentance.

514. The second point to be considered is, Whether it be

of any importance. It is said that it contributes to the attain-

ment of faith, as that Avhich precedes does to that wluch follows

;

but still that it does not enter faith, so as to conjoin itself with

it. Now what is the faith that follows such contrition but tliis,

that God the Father imputes his Son's righteousness, and im-

mediately declares a man righteous, new, and holy, although he
is not conscious of any sin, and thus clothes him with a robe

washed and made white in the blood of the Lamb ? and when
he ^^alks in this robe, what are the evils of his life but Hke stone*

of sulphur cast into the bottom of the sea ? and what the sin

of Adam but something covered or removed, or taken away by
the imputed righteousness of Christ ? When he thus Avalks, by
virtue of such a faith, in the righteousness, together with the

innocence, of God the Saviour, to what pui-pose does the before-

mentioned contrition serve, but to inspu'e confidence that he is

in the bosom of Abraham, from which place he regards all Avho

have not received the contrition which precedes faith, as con-
demned criminals in hell, or as dead persons ? for it is insistec?

that a living faith does not abide in those who have not expe-
rienced contrition. Wherefore it may be affirmed, that should
persons so clothed have immersed or continue to immerse theni'

selves in damnable evils, they take no more heed and have no
more perception of them than young pigs have of the stench
arising from the mu-e in which they wallow. Hence it is evident^
that such contrition, not being repentance, is of no importance.

515. The tlurd point to be considered is. Whether there be
such a thing as contrition ivithout repentance. I have asked
many in the spiritual world, who have confii-med themeslves in

the faith imputative of the merit of Clmst, whether they have
had any contrition : and they have answered, " What have we
to do with contrition, when we have firmly behoved, from our
infanc}^, that Christ by his passion has taken away all our sins ?

Contrition does not accord -with this belief, for it consists in a
man's casting himself into hell, and enduiing pangs of conscience

;

whereas we know that we are redeemed, and so rescued out of
hell, and consecpently secure fi-om all danger.'^ To this they
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added, " The doctrine of contrition is a mere trick, invented to

take place of repentance, whicli is so often mentioned and in-

sisted on in the Word; that possibly, however, some emotion

may be excited in simple minds, that are but little acquainted

with the Gospel, when they hear or think of hell-torments/'

They said moreover, that the consolation of the Gospel, impressed

on their minds in their earh'' years, had so far removed contrition,

that they smiled at the very mention of it, and that hell had no
more power to strike terror into them, than the fire of Vesuvius

and jEtna had to alarm the inhabitants of Warsaw and A^ienna,

or the basilisks and serpents in the desert of Ai'abia, or the tigers

and lions in the forest of Tartary, to terrify those who live in

safety, tranquillity, and peace, in some city of Europe ; and that

the Avratli of God affected them no more with fear and contrition,

than toe in-ath of the King of Persia chd the people of Penn-
sylvania. From tliis relation, and the reasonings which it sug-

gested, I am fully persuaded, that contrition, if unconnected
Avith repentance, such as is described in the following pages, is

nothing but a sleight and deceit of the imagination. But the

Reformed substituted contrition in the place of repentance, that

they might be separated as far asunder as possible from the Ro-
man Catholics, who m"ged the necessity of repentance together

•with charity ; and after they had established justification by faith

alone, they alleged tliis as a reason for accepting contrition in

the place of repentance,—that by repentance, as by charity,

something of a man's own, which must saAor of merit, would
enter into his faith, and so blacken and defile it.

III. The mere lip-confession of being a sinner is not
REPENTANCE.
516. On the subject of this lip-confession the Reformed, who

subscribe to the Augsburg Confession, thus express themselves :

—

" No man can ever possibly know his sins, therefore they cannot

be enumerated ; they are besides hidden deep in the inner parts,

therefore confession would be false, uncertain, imperfect, and
mutilated ; but whoever confesses himself to be altogether mere
sin, comprehends all sins, excludes none, and forgets none.

Still, however, the enumeration of sins, although it be not ne-

cessary, ought not to be forbidden, for the sake of tender and
timid consciences ; but this is only a puerile and common form
of confession for the simple and ignorant." Forimula Concok-
Di.E, pp.327, 331, 380. This confession was substituted by the

Reformed in the place of actual repentance, after they had sepa-

rated from the Roman Catholics, because it is founded on their

imputative faith, which alone, without charity, and consequently

without repentance, is said to produce remission of sins, and
the whole of man's regeneration. It is founded also on this

maxim, which is annexed inseparably to such faith, that in the

act of justification there is no co-operation on man's part with
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tlie Holy Ghost ; and on tliis, tliat no one enjoys free-^vill in

spivitnal things ; and again on this, that every thing is an effect

of immediate mercy, independent of any mediate mercy operat-

ing by and through man.
517. Many reasons might he assigned why the mere lip-

confession of being a sinner is not repentance ; but it may be
sufficient to mention this : Every man however wicked, yea,

even a very de\il, may make such confession, and that with an
external appearance of much devotion, while the torments of

hell threaten him, and stare him in the face. But who does not
see that such a confession, not proceeding from any internal

principle of devotion, must be imaginative, and thus from the

lungs, and not voluntary from the interior, and so not from the
heart ? For a wicked man and a dcAdl, notwithstanding such
confession, still burn inwardly with the lusts of the love of doing
CAdl, by which they are agitated and impelled, hke the sails of a
mill in a Adolent storm. Such a confession, then, is a mere
contrivance to deceive God for the sake of deliverance, or to im-
pose upon the simple. For what is easier than to compel the lips

to pour forth words, and to prepare tlie breath for that purpose,

and to raise the eyes and hands ? This is what the Lord observes

in Mark :
" Well hath Esaias prophesied of you, hypocrites !

These people honor me with their hps, but their hearts are far

from me'' (vii. 6) ; and in Matthew :
" Woe unto you, scribes

and Pharisees, liy}30crites ! for 5^0 make clean the outside of the

cup and of the platter, but within they are full of rapine and
excess. Thou blind Pharisee, cleanse first that which is within

the cup and platter, that the outside of them may be clean also"

(xxiii, 25, 26); besides other passages in the same chapter.

518. The like hypocritical worship is practised by all those

who have confirmed themselves in the faith now prevalent, that

the Lord took away all the sins of the world by his passion on
the cross, by which they understand the sins of every particular

person who does but put up formulary prayers regarding propi-

tiation and mediation. Some persons of this character can even

utter many holy sayings on repentance and charity, "v^ith a loud

voice, and an apparent warmth of zeal from the pulpit, and yet

believe neither of them of any avail to salvation ; for by repent-

ance they mean mere lip-conJfession, and by charity a mere out-

ward morality in the common business of life ; but the deshe of

popular favor is what influences them on such occasions. These
are those whom our Lord describes in these words :

'• Many will

say to me in that day. Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in

thy name, and in thy name cast out de^dls, and in thy name
done many wonderful works ? And then \^^ll I profess unto

them, I never knew you ; depart from me, ye that work iniquity"

(Matt. vii. 22, 23). I once heard in the spiritual world a certain

person praying thus :
" I am full of infection, leprous all over,
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and defiled from my bii'tli; there is no part sound in me, from

tlie crown of m}^ head to the sole of my foot ; I am not Avorthy

f lift up my eyes towards God ; death and eternal damnation

ai'C my deserved portion : have mercy on me for the sake of thy

Sou
,
purify me by his blood : the salvation of all is according

to thy good pleasm-e ; I implore thy mercy." Those Avho stood

by and heard him asked, " How do you know you are such a one

as you have described yom-self to be ?" He replied, " I knoAv

it, because I have been told so." He Avas then sent to the ex-

amining angels, to whom he repeated the same declarations ;

and they, after investigating his real state and character, reported

that all he had said of himself was true, but still that he Avas not

acquainted Avith a single evil in himself, because he had never

examined himself, and had fancied that evils, after lip-confession,

were no longer CAdls in the sight of God, because he tm'ns away
his eyes from them, and his Avrath is appeased. On this accoimt

he had ncA'er repented of any evil, although he was a deliberate

adulterer, a robber, a deceitful detracter, and one Avho burnt

with revenge against those Avho displeased him, and Avas such in

Avill and heart, and consequently avouM have been such in Avords

and actions had he not been restrained by the fear of the law

and of the loss of reputation. After it Avas ascertained that

this Avas his real character, he received sentence, and Avas cast

down among the liAqoocrites in hell.

519. The natm-e and quahty of such persons may be illus-

trated by comparisons. They are like temples occupied only by
spirits of the di-agon, and Ijy those described in the Revelation

as locusts ; they are like the p^ilpits in those temples where the

Word is not to be found, being buried under foot. They arc

also like Avails covered over Avith plaster, beautifully painted in

fresco, Avithin Avhich are oavIs, and horrid birds of night, flpng

in at the open AvindoAvs. They are also like whitened sepulchres

full of dead men^s bones ; and they are like coins made of the

lees of oil, or dried dung, and washed over Avith gold. They
are fui'ther like the bark and rind about rotten wood, and like

the garments of Aaron's sons about a leprous body
;
yea, they

are hke sores and uJcers, AA'hich are supposed to be healed, but

which nevertheless are full of corrupt mattei', only covered over

Avith a thin skin. Hoav plain is it to every one that external

holiness and internal profaneness cannot agree together ! Such
persons also are above others fearful of self examination, so that

they have no more sense or perception of the vices Avithin them
than of the fetid unsavory substances contained in the stomach

and boAvels before they are cast out into the draught. It is to be

observed, hoAvever, that the persons AA'hom avc have been de-

scribing are not to be confounded with those whose actions and
faith are unblamable, or Avitli those Avho repent of some parti-

cular sins, and make a hke general confessioa. with their lips
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when in worship^ and more ardently in private prayer and medi-
tation when under spiritual temptation, for such generai confes-

sion both precedes and follows reformation and regeneration.

IV. Every man is born with a propensity to evils of all
KINDS, and unless HE REMOVE THEM IN PART BY REPENT-
ANCE HE REMAINS IN THEM, AND WHOEVER REMAINS IN

THEM CANNOT BE SAVED.

520. It is well known in the church, that every man is born
with a propensity to exUs, and consequently that from his bii'th

he is nothing but e\dl, and the reason of its being known is,

oecause a tradition has been handed down by the councils and
prelates of the various churches, that the sin of xVdam has been
transferred to all his posterity ; that on this account alone every

man after him, as well as himself is sentenced to damnation ;

and that this is the sin. inherent in every man from his birth.

But besides this, several other doctrines of the chinch are

grounded on tliis assertion : as that the washing of regeneration,

which is called baptism, was instituted by the Lord to remove
that sin ; that this Avas the cause of his coming, and that faith

in his merits is the means for its removal ; not to mention otlier

opinions built upon the same idea. But no hereditary eVil springs

from that origin : it vras shewn above, n. 4o6, that Adam was
not the first of men, but by Adam and his wife the first chm-cli

established on this globe is representatively described ; by the

garden of Eden, the wisdom of that church : by the tree o'

life, its looking towards the Lord who was to come ; and by the

tree of the knowledge of good and evd, its looking to itself and
not to the Lord. That this clnu-ch was representatively described

in the first chapters of Genesis, has been fully erinced and con-

firmed by many parallel passages adduced from the Word in the

Arcana Ccelestia, published at London. These things being un-

derstood and granted, the opinion hitherto received and cherished,

tliat the sin of Adam is the caiise of that evil which is innate in a

man from his parents, ^rill fall to the ground, and it will be seen

that it originates, not fi'om this, but from a different cause.

That the tree of life, and the tree of knowledge of good and evil,

are in every man, and that their being said to be planted in a

particidar garden signified the free-will which a man enjoys of

turning himself to the Lord, and away from him, has been fully

proved in the chapter on Free-will.
521. Butj my friend, hereditary eyil is derived solely from a

man's parents; not indeed that ver}^ evil which he actually com-
mits, but his inclination to it. That this is the case, must bo
obvious to every one who only reflects upon well known facts

and common experience. Vjlio cannot see that childi-en by buth
bear a general resemblance to their parents as to their coun-

tenances, manners, and dispositions ; and also that the likeness

of an ancestor frequently returns in his descendants after an
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interval of several generations ; so that the general resemblance

affords a mark by which many persons can readily distinguish

different families from each other, and also different nations, as

Africans fr-om Europeans, Neapolitans fr'om Germans, Enghsh-
men from Frenchmea, &c. How easy it is to discover a Jew by
his face, eyes, speech, and gestm-es ! And if you could but

perceive by sensation the sphere of life which exhales fr^om the

native disposition of every one, you would in like manner be

conAinced of the similitude of dispositions {animi) and minds
(mentes). Hence it follows that a man is not born in evils

themselves, biit only vnih. an incHnation to them, yet with a

greater or less bias to particular evils ; therefore after death no
one is judged or condemned for any hereditary e^il, but only for

those wMch he has actually committed. This also is evident

from this statute of the Lord : "The father shall not be put to

death for the son, neither shall the son be put to death for the

father : eveiy one shall be put to death for liis own sin" (Deut.

xxiv. 16). This was also confirmed to me in the spnitual world

by those Avho die in their infancy, who only incHne to CAdls, and
thus will them, but still do not commit them ; for they are

educated under the Lord's auspices, and are saved. The above-

mentioned inclination and propensity to e\ils, handed down from
parents to theii* children and posterity, can only be broken by a

new birth from the Lord, which is called regeneration, without

which such inclination not only continues uninterrupted, but

acquires new strength in every succeeding generation, and
becomes more prone to eAdls, till at length it tends to all kinds.

Hence it is that the Jews still resemble their father Judah, Avho

took to -wife the daughter of a Canaanite, and committed adul-

tery with his daughter-in-law Thamar, which two connexions

gave birth to tln"ee of then famihes : hence too this hereditary

disposition, in process of time, has increased to such a height

that they are unable, with a true faith of heart, to embrace the

Christian rehgion. The expression, "they are unable," is made
use of, because the interior will of their minds is averse to it,

and it is this which produces inabihty.

522. That all e^ol, unless it be removed, remains with a man,
and that he cannot be saved if he remain in his CAils, are self-

e^ident propositions ; and that no CAil can be removed except by
the Lord, A^dth such as belicAe on liim and love their neighboui',

may appear plain from what has been said above, particularly in

the chapter on Eaith : The Loi'd, charity, and faith, make a one,

like life, will, and understanding, and in case ^Acy are divided,

each perishes like a pearl bruised in powde'-. And again.

The Lord is charity and faith in a man, and a mu7i is charity

and faith in the Lord. But it may be asked. How can a man
enter into that union ? To which it is answered, By no possi-

bility, unless he in part remove liis evils by repentance. We
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speak of the man's removiug them, because the Lord does not

effect such removal immediately without his co-operation, as -was

fully shewn in the same chapter, and in that which followed on
Free-will.

523. It is frequently tu-ged, that none can fulfil the law,

especially since he that offends against one commandment of the

decalogue offends against all. This form of speaking, however,

is to be taken in a different sense from what it seems to convey;

for it is to be understood in this manner, that whoever from
piu'pose or confirmation acts in opposition to one commandment,
acts in opposition to the rest; for so to act from purpose and con-

firmation is to deny its being sin, and if told that it is, to reject

the consideration as of no moment ; and Avhoever is guilty of

such denial and rejection, makes light of whatever is called sin.

Those who are un^villing to hear anything about repentance,

natm'ally fall into such a purposed and dehberate sinfulness ;

but on the other hand, those who by repentance have removed
some particular evils, whicli are sins, are brought to the settled

purpose of beHe\dng in the Lord and of loving their neiglibotu".

These latter are kept by the Lord in the pui'pose of abstaining

from more sins; so that if they should sin through ignorance, or

the prevalence of some particidar lust, it is not imputed to them,
because they did not do it pm-posely, and they do not confirm it

in themselves by the denial that it is a sin. This may be exem-
plified by the following experience :—I have met with several in

the spu'itual woi'ld, who had lived in the natiu-al world hke other

people with respect to ornaments of di-ess, dehcacies of food,

making interest of money by trade and merchandize, frequenting

play-houses, indulging in improper conversation, with several

otlier things of a similar natme, and yet the angels charged
such things as evils of sin on some, but not so on others, declar-

ing the former criminal, and the latter not. Being asked the

reason of such distinction, when both had indulged themselves

in similar practices, they replied, they considered and regarded

all as to their purpose, intention, and end, and distinguished

tliem accordingly, and therefore excused or condemned those

whom the end excuses or condemns, since a good end is regarded

by all in heaven, and a bad end by all in hell.

524. But these points shall be illustrated by compai'sons.

Where sins are suffered to remain in an impenitent man, they
;ire like vai'ious diseases of the human body, which, unless their

malignity be removed by the administration of proper medicines,

prove fatal : they may especially be compared to the disease

called gangrene, which, if it be not cured in time, spreads its

infection all around, and occasions ine\itable death. In hke
manner, they may be compared with imposthumes and abscesses,

which, unless they be brought to a head and laid open, coUeci

large quantities of putrid matter, so that the neighbouring parts
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are first infected, then the adjricent viscera, and lastly the heart,

the consequence ofwhich is deatli. Such unremoved sins may also

be compared with tigers, leopards, lions, wolves, and foxes, which,

except they be confined in dens, or be bound with chains or

ropes, the former would assault the flocks and herds, and the

foxes the poultry^ and kill them. They maj' also be compared
to venomous serpents, which, if they be not thrust down and
crushed with a stick, or deprived of then teeth, "v^dll bite, and
infuse into men their deadly poison. The whole flock must
perish if it be left in fields where there are poisonous herbs,

unless the shepherd drive it thence into wholesome pastui'cs.

The silk-worm too must perish, and all the silk be lost, unless

all other kinds of worms be shaken oft" the leaves of the tree on
which it feeds. Such a state may likewise be compared with

corn kept in barns or granaries, which must groAv musty and
rancid, and thus unfit for use, unless the aii' be suffered to pass

freely through it, to keep it clean from all impm-ities. A fire

that is not extinguished on its first breaking out, -will quickly

consume a whole city or forest. A garden that is not kept clear

of weeds, will soon be entirely overgrown with bramliles, thistles,

and thorns. Skilful gardeners know that a bad tree commiuii-

cates from its root its bad juices into the stem of a good tree

ingrafted or inoculated upon it, and that the bad juices which

enter from beneath^ are there changed into good juices, and
produce good fruits. The case is the same ^vith a man, whose
evils are removed by means of repentance, for by such removal

he is ingrafted in the Lord, as a branch in a vine, and bears

good fruit (John xv. 4—6)

.

V. The knowledge of sin, and the discovery or some
PARTICULAR SIN IN A JMAN's SELF, IS THE BEGINNING OF

REPENTANCE.
525. No one in the Christian world can possibly be without

the knowledge of sin, for every one is taught from his earliest

yeai's what is evil, and as he advances in age what is the evil of

sin. All young people learn this from their parents and masters,

and likewise from the decalogue, which is the first book put into

the hands of all Christian children, and in the futme stages of life

from public preaching and private instruction at home, and in ful-

ness from the Word : they learn it also from the laAvs of civil jus-

tice, which teach the same things as the decalogue, and the other

parts of the Word ; for the evil of sin is e%dl against a n>an's

neighbom", and evil against a man's neighbom'is also evil against

God, which is sin. But the knowledge of sin is of no avail unless

a man examine the actions of his life, and consider whether he
has committed any such thing in private or in public. Prior to

this his knowledge of sin is merely notional ; and whatever he
hears from a preacher is but like an empty sound, wliich. caiters

in at his left ear and goes out at his right, and so passes n^v a v
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It becomes at last a mere matter of thought, or common-place
devotional plu'ase, proceeding only from the lungs, and is at

length regarded by many persons as all imagination and chimera.

But the case is altogether different where a man examines liim-

self according to his knowledge of sin, and discovers some par-

ticular evil in himself, and then says to himself, " This evil is a

sin/' and abstains from it through fear of eternal j^unishment.

Then for the first time the instruction heard in the church, by
preaching and by prayer, begins to be received with both earj,

and is admitted into the heart, and the man from a Pagan be-

comes a Christian.

526. Is there any truth more easy to be known throughout
all Christendom than this, that a man ought to examine himself':'

For in all empires and kingdoms, whether of the Roman Catho-
lic or the Protestant chm-ch, the admonition previous to the cele-

Ijration of the holy supper, teaches that a man should examine
himself, and know and acknowledge his sins, and begin to lead

a new life ; and in the chiu'ch of England this admonition is ac-

companied with terrible tlu'catenings, where, speaking of the

qualifications necessary for a worthy communicant, the following

words are used :
—" The way and means thereto is first to examine

yoiu' lives and conversations by the rule of God's commandments,
and whereinever ye shall perceive yourselves to have offended,

either by Avill, word, or deed, there to bewail yom' own sinful-

ness, and to confess yourselves to Almighty God, with full pur-

pose of amendment of life. And if ye shall perceive your offences

to be such as are not only against God, but also against yoiu"

neighbour, then ye shall reconcile youi-selves unto them, being
ready to make restitution and satisfaction, according to the utter-

most of yom- powers, for all injmies and wrongs done by you to

any other, and being hkemse ready to forgive others that have
offended you, as ye would have forgiveness of yoxir offences at

God's hand ; for otheinvdse the recei\'ing of the holy communion
does nothing else but increase your damnation. Therefore, if

any of you be a blasphemer of God. a hinderer or slanderer of

his Word, an adulterer, or be in malice or en\y, or in any other

grievous crime, repent ye of yom' sins, or else come not to that

holy table, lest after the taking of that holy sacrament the d.2y,l

enter into you, as he entered into Judas, and fill you full of all

iniquity, and bring you to destruction both of body and soul."

527. Still, however, there are some incapable of examining
themselves, as infants and yoimg children, before they come to

matm'ity of understanding fitted for such examination. The case

is the same M'ith simple persons, who are incapable of reflection,

and "svith all persons who have not the fear of God : and again

with those who labor under certain infirmities of mind and body
>

and lastly, with those Avho, in consequence of being confirmed
in the doctrine of justification by the mere imputatiA e faith, cf
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Cliiist's merit;, have persuaded tliemselves tliat, by exainination

and consequent repentance, something of a man^s own ^vould

i^et admission which would defile faith, and thus cast him out

and banish him from the only focus of salvation. Lip-confession

alone is held sufficient by such persons ; but this, as was shewn
above, is not repentance. But those who know what sin is, and
particularly those who have much knowledge of the Word, and
teach it to others, and yet do not examine themselves, and con-

sequently do not see any sin in themselves, may be likened to

such as scrape together great riches, and store them up in boxes

raid chests, without applying them to any other purpose than

to look at and count, who are like the traders, one of whom hid

liis talent in the earth, and the other his pound in a napkin

(Matt. XXV. 25 ; Luke xix. 20). They are also like hard and
stony ground on which seed falls (Matt. xiii. 5); like fig-trees

full of leaves, but barren of fruit (Mark xi. 13); like hearts of

adamant, which cannot be made fleshy (Zecli. Adi. 12); and like

partridges, which sit on their eggs and hatch them not ; they

get riches, but not with judgement ; in the midst of then* days

they leave them, and in their end they become fools (Jer. XAdi.

ll); and they are like the five Adrgins who had lamps and no oil

(Matt. XXV. 1—12). Those who read the Word, and extract

thence many passages upon charity and repentance, and are

acquainted with abundance of its precepts, but do not live in

conformity with them, may be compared Avith gluttonous eaters,

who put into their mouths great lumps of meat, and in conse-

quence of letting it down into the stomach without proper mas-

tication, it remains there indigested, vitiating the chyle, and
occasioning lingering disorders, which at last put a miserable end
to their lives. Such people being void of spudtual heat, however
exalted in light, may not improperly be called winters, cold

grounds, arctic chmates, yea, even snows, and pieces of ice.

VI. Actual repentance consists in a man^s examining him-
self, KNOWING and acknowledging HIS SINS, SUPPLICAT-

ING THE LORD, AND BEGINNING A. NEW LIFE.

528. Actual repentance is absolutely necessary, and man's
salvation depends on it, as is plain from many passages and
positive declarations of the Lord in the Word, of Avhich we will

here adduce the following : John preached the baptism of re-

pentance, and said, " Bring forth fruits worthy of repentance"
'Luke iii. 8; Mark i. 4). "Jesus began to preach, and to

say, Bepent : for the kingdom of heaven is at hand " (Matt. iv.

17 ; Mark i. 14, 15). ^'Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise

nerish" (Luke xiii. 3). Jesus said to his disciples that repentance

and remission of sins should be preached in his name among all

nations (xxiv. 47). Wlierefore Peter preached repentance and
Ijaptism in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins

(Acts ii. 38): and also said, " Repent ye, and be conveited. that
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your sins may b(; blotted out" (iii. 19). And Paul preaclied
" that all men every where should repent" (xvii. 30); and " shewed
arst unto them of Damascus, and at Jerusalem^ and throughout
all the coast of Judea, and then to the Gentiles, that they
should repent and turn to God, and do works meet for repent-

ance" (Acts xxW. 20); " and testified both to the Jews and also

to the Greeks, repentance towards God and faith towards our
Lord Jesus Christ" (xx. 21). The Lord also said to the church
of Ephesus, " I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast

left thy first love : repent therefore ; or else I will remove thy
candlestick out of its place, except thou repent" (Ilev. ii. 4, 5).

And to the church in Pergamos, " I know thy Avorks : repent"
(ii. 13, 16). And to the church in Thyatira, "I -will give her
up to affliction, except she repent of her deeds" (ii. 22). And
to the chui'ch of the Laodiceans, " I know thy works : be zealous,

therefore, and repent" (iii. 15, 19). And in another place:
" There is joy in heaven over one sinner that repenteth" (Luke
XV. 7); with many other passages to the same purpose. Hence
it is evident that repentance is a duty of absolute necessity;

the nature and the manner of performing it we will consider

presently.

529. Wlio cannot understand, from the reason with Avhich

he is endowed, that it is no repentance for a man to confess with
his lips only that he is a sinner, and to utter many things about
sin, hkc the hj^ocrite mentioned above, n. 518 ? For what is

easier for a man, when he is in pain and anguish, than by breath-

ing from his lungs to poiu* forth sighs and groans through his

lips, and also to beat his breast and make himself guilty of every

sin, when yet he is not conscious of a single one in liimself ?

But does the crowd of de\dls, which reside in his loves, depart

Avith his sighing ? Will they not rather make a mockery of it,

and still remain in him as in their own habitation ? From these

remarks it may be evident that no such hp-repentance is meant
in the Vv^ord, but, as is expressly affu'med, a repentance from
evil works.

530. Is it asked, then, " How is repentance to be performed?"
I answer " Actually ; that is, by a man's examining himself,

knoAving and acknowledging his sins, making suppHcation to the

Lord, and beginning a new life." There can be no repentance

Anthout self-examination, as was shewn in the foregoing article

;

ijut to what purpose is self-examination, except that a man may
know his sins? And to what purpose is such knowledge, but
that he may acknowledge them to be in him ? And to what
purpose are all these three duties, but that he may confess his

sins before the Lord, and pray for di^dne succours, and thus

begin a new life, which is the end to which every previous step

has been dii'ccted ? This is actual repentance ; and this is the
method by which it is to be performed, as may appear plain to
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every one from the rite of baptism, in wliicli tiie ^\'Hsliincj signi-

fies regeneration ; for at its celebration the sponsors promise for

the child that he Avill renounce the devil and all his -works. The
like; too may appear from the Lord's snpper^ previous to Avhich

all are admonished to repent of their sins, to turn themselves

to God^ and to begin a new life. It is plain also from the cate-

chism, or decalogue, which is in the hands of all Christians

Vthere in six of the commandments it is only enjoined that ji

man should not commit evil : the reason of this is, because un-
less he remove evils by repentance, he cannot possiljly love his

neighbour, and much less God ; Avhen nevertheless on these

tv.'o duties hang all the law and the prophets, that is, the Vvhole

Word, and consequently salvation. If actual repentance be
performed at stated times, especially as often as a man prepares

himself to partake of the holy supper, supposing him after^vards

to abstain from one or more sins, which he then discovers in

himself, it is sufficient to initiate him into the actual practice

of it ; and when in that state he is then in the way to heaven,

for he then begins from natural to become spiritual, and to be
Ijorn anew of the Lord.

531. This may be illustrated by the following comparisons.

A man, before repentance, is like a desert, in which there are

terrible wild beasts, dragons, owls, bats, vipers, and venomous
serpents ; and in tiie thickets, ochim and tziim ; Avith satyrs

dancing here and there ; but when these are cast out by the

labor and industry of men, the desert may then be tilled and
cultivated for the reception of seed, and sown first with oats,

beans, and flax, and afterwards with barley and wheat. The
case may also be compared mth crime, which so much abounds :

unless malefactors were chastised and punished with stripes, or

with death, according to the laws, no city or kingdom coidd

possibly subsist. Just so it is with a man, who is hke a society

in miniatui'e ; unless he deal with himself in a spiritual way, as

is done -with e\il doers in a great society in a natural way, he,

after death, will be chastised and punished, which will be con-

tinued until, through fear of punishment, he commit evil no
longer, although even then he can never be reduced to do good
from the love of good.

VII. True repentance consists in a man's examining not
ONLY the actions OP HIS LIFE, BUT ALSO THE INTENTIONS
or HIS WILL.
532. The reason why true repentance consists in a man's

examining not only the actions of his life, but also the intentions

of his will, is, because understanding and Avill produce those

actions : for a man speaks from thought, and acts from will, so

that speech is thought speaking, and action is will acting : and
because this is the true source of speech and action, it indis-

putably follows, that those two principles are in fault when the
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body oiTends. It is possible also for a man to repent of the evils

which he has committed with the body, and still to think and
will evil : but this is like cutting d-own the trunk of a bad tree,

and leading its root in the ground, from which the same bad tree

grows again and spreads itself in all dnections. Far different is

the case w]ien the root also is plucked up; and tliis is effected in
a man when he examines not only the actions of his hfe, but
likewise the intentions of his will, and at the same time removes
evils by repentance. A man examines the intentions of his will

at the time he examines his thoughts; for the intentions manifest
themselves in the thoughts : thus while Ms thoughts are busied
about re\ enge, adultery, theft, false witness, blasphemy against
God, the Holy Woid and the chm-ch, &c., he also wills and
intends such edls ; but should he tui'n his attention towards his

thoughts, and ponder in his mind whether he would commit the
evils he finds there, supposing no obstacle to arise from the fear

of the law and tlie loss of reputation, and should he then deter-

mine not to cherish them in thought or ^vi]l, because they are
sins, in such a case he performs true and interior repentance

;

and especially if he resists and abstains from those e^ils when
tJiey present themselves to him -with dehght, and when he is at

liberty to commit them. He that practises such repentance
repeatedly for any time, Avill percei\e the dehghts of e^dl, when
they return, undelightfiil, and will at length condemn them to

hell. This is what the Lord meant when he said, " Whosoever
will find his life shall lose it, and whosoever v.iU lose his life for

my sake shall find it" (]Matt. x. 39) . He that removes the evils

of his wiU by such repentance, is like a man who in good time
plucks up the tares sown in his ground by the devil, so that the
seeds implanted by the Lord God the Savioui' have free room to

shoot forth, and to grow up into a plentiful crop (Matt. xiu.

25—31).
533. There are two kinds of love, which for a long time have

been deeply rooted in the human race, the love of ruhng over

nil, and the love of possessing the property of all : the former
i.ove, if left without restraint, is so boundless in its desires, that

it Avould be the God of heaven; and the latter if also left without
restraint, would be the God of the world. All other evil loves

are marshaled in subordination to these two, and form their

troops or armies : but to search out these two is very difficult,

because they reside, and conceal themselves in the inmost parts;

for they are hke Adpers hid in the holes of a rock, which retain

t]>eir poison till some one lies down on the rock, on whom they
inflict a mortal wound, and then retire into their hiding places.

They are also like the fabled syrens of the ancients, which
ensnared men by the melody of their songs, and then mui'dered
them. These two kinds of love also adoi'n themselves with robes
and di'csses of great splendor, even as the devil by liis magic art
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and fantasy adorns both liis own slaves and others on whom
he would practise his illusions. But it is well to be marked, that

these two kinds of love may possibly have more sway over the

little than over the great, over the poor than over the rich, over

subjects than over kings, the latter being born to dominion and
Avealth, which they come at last to regard just as a private indi-

vidual, as for instance a governor, or a person in office, or the

captain of a ship, or exen as a poor husbandman, regards each

his own household and possessions: the case however is different

with such kings as pant after dominion over the kingdoms of

other sovereigns. The reason why the intentions of the Avill

ought to be searched out is, because the love resides in the will,

Avhich is its receptacle, as has been shewn above: it is from hence
that every kind of love exhales its deliglits, and infuses them
into the perceptions and thoughts of the understanding, Avhich

do nothing of themselves, but are wholly influenced b}^ the Avill,

for they favor its impulses, consenting to and confirming what-
ever is agreeable to its love ; so that the will is the house itself

in which the man dwells, and the understanding is a com't to it,

tlu'ough which he goes in and out. This then is the reason Avliy

it Avas said, that the intentions of the will ought to be searched

out; for when this is done, the man is elevated out of the natm'al

"vvill, which is possessed by hereditary and actual evils, into a

spiritual will, by which the Lord reforms and regenerates the

natmal, and thereby the sensual and voluntary principles of the

body, and thus the whole man.
534. Those who never examine themselves may be compared

to sick people, whose blood is become corrupt, in consequence
of some obstruction in the very minute vessels, whence arise

atrophy, sluggishness of the limbs, and acute chronic disorders,

occasioned by the thickness, tenacity, acrimony, and acidity of

the huinors and consequently of the blood ; but those who
examine themselves even as to the intentions of the will, are like

those who are ciu'ed of such diseases, and restored to the life

which they enjoyed in their youth. Those who rightly examine
themselves are like ships laden with gold, silver, and precious

merchandize from Ophir ; but before they examine themselves

they are like ships laden with all kinds of dirt and filth from the

streets. Those Avho interiorly examine themselves are like mines
whose sides glitter with the ores of precious metals ; Imt before

they examine themselves they are hke stinking bogs, full of

snakes and poisonous serpents with shining scales, and noxious

insects with glittering wings. Those Avho do not examine them-
selves, are like the dry bones in the valley ; but when they have

examined themselves they are like the same bones upon Avhich

the Lord Jehovah laid sinews, and brought flesh, and which he
covered Avith skin, and put breath into, and they lived (Ezek.

xxxvii. 1—14).
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VIII. Those also do the avork of repentance, who, though
THEY DO NOT EXAMINE THEMSELVES, ABSTAIN FROM EVILS

BECAUSE THEY ARE SINS ; AND THIS KIND OF REPENTANCE IS

DONE BY THOSE WHO PERFORM WORKS OF CHARITY PROM A
RELIGIOUS MOTIVE.

535. SincG actual repentance, wliicli consists in self-exami-

nation, in the knowledge and acknowledgement of sins, in sup-

plication to the Lord, and in beginning a new life, is exceedingly

difficult in the reformed parts of Cliristendom, for reasons which
shall be given hereafter, we will here mention an easier kind of

repentance; which is, that when a man is meditating and intend-

ing any evil, he should say to himself, "I meditate and intend

this ; but as it is a sin I will not do it." By this means the

temptation injected from hell is I'epelled, and its further entrance

prevented. It is wonderful that every one can chide another who
intends evil, and say to him, "Do not give way to it, because it

is a sin ;" and yet it is Avith difficulty he can say the same to

himself; because in the latter case the will is affected, but in the

former only the thought which borders next on the organs of

hearing. Inquiry was made in the spiritual world as to who
could do what is here described ; and so few were found capable

of doing it, that they might be compared with doves in a wide

wilderness. Some said they could do it, but they could not

examine themselves, and confess theu^ sins before God. Still,

however, all those who do good from a religious motive avoid

actual e\ils ; and yet how rarely do they reflect on the interiors

that regard the Avill, imagining that they are not in baiIs because

they are in good; }'ea, that the good conceals the evil. But, my
friend, the first constituent of charity is the shunning of e^dls, as

the Word, the decalogue, baptism, the holy supper, and reason

too, all teach ; for how can any one flee from evils and put them
away, unless he look into himself? And how can good become
good, unless it be inwardly pimfied ? I am well aware that all

men of piety, and likewise all men of sound reason, "svill assent

to this doctrine, and discern it to be genuine truth, and yet that

few will practise it.

536. Still, however, all those who do good from a religious

}notive, whether they be Christians or pagans, are accepted by
the Lord, and adopted after death ; for the Lord said, " I was
hungry, and ye gave me meat : I was thu'sty, and ye gave me
drink : I was a stranger, and ye took me in : I was naked, and
ye clothed me : I was sick, and ye visited me : I was in prison,

and ye came unto me. Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one
of the least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me.
Come, ye blessed, inlierit the kingdom prepared for you from the

foundation of the world" (Matt. xxv. 34 to the end). To what
has been said I shall add this new information, that all those

who do good from a religious motive, reject after death the doc-
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triuft of tlie present cliurch concerning three dhdne persona

existing from eternity, and likewise the faith of tliat church as

applied to those three persons separately, and tm-n themselves to

the Lord God the Saviour, and imbibe with pleasm^e the doc-

trines of the New Church. But others, who have not lived in the

prs^etice of charity from a religious motive, have hearts of adamant
thus hardened against divine impressions. These first approach

three gods, afterwards the Father alone, and lastly no God.
They regard the Lord God the Savioiu* merely as the Son of

Mary by her marriage with Joseph, and not as the Son of God
;

and then they shake off all the goods and truths of the New
Church, and presently join themselves with the spirits of the

di'agon, and are driven along -with them into deserts or caverns,

which lie in the furthest limits of what is called the Christian

orb ; and after a time, being separated from the new heaven
they rush into the commission of heinous crimes, and are there-

fore cast down into hell. Such is the lot that awaits those wdio

do not practise works of charity from a religious motive, under
a persuasion that no one can do good of himself but Avhat is

meritorious, and so omit doing good, associating themselves with

the goats, who are condemned and cast into everlasting fire pre-

pared for the devil and his angels, because they never practised

what the sheep did (Matt. xxv. 41, &c.). It is not there said

that they did what is evil, but tliey did not do w hat is good ; and
those who do not do good from a religious motive do evil ; since
" no man can serve two masters; but either he will hate the one
and love the other, or else he will hold to the one and despise

the other" (Matt. vi. 24). And Jehovah saith by Isaiah, "Wash
you, make you clean

;
j)ut away the evil of your doings from

before mine eyes : cease to do evil ; learn to do good ; and then,

though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow

;

though they be red like purple, they shall be as wool" (i. 16—18).

and by Jeremiah, " Stand in the gate of the house of Jehovah,

and proclaim there this word : Thus saith Jehovah of Hosts, the

God of Israel, Amend your ways and your doings. Trust ye
not in lying words, sajdng. The temple of Jehovah, The temple
of Jehovah is here (that is the church). Will ye steal, murder,
and commit adultery, and swear falsely, and come and stand

before me in this house, Avhich is called by my name, and say,

We are delivered to do all those abominations V Is this house,

which is called by my name, become a den of robbers? Behold,

even I have seen it, saith Jehovah" (vdi. 2—4, 9—11).

537. It is to be remarked, that such as do good from the

impulse of mere natm-al goodness, and not at the same time

from a religious motive, are not accepted after death, because

there is nothing but natiu-al good, unaccompanied by spiritual,

in their charity, and it is spiritual good alone Avhich conjoins

the Lord to man, and not natural without it. Natural goodness
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Is of the flesli alone, received by birth from a man's parents; but
spiiitual goodness is of the spirit, being received b,y a new birth

from the Lord. Those who do good works of cliarity from a

lehgious motive, and consequently do not commit evil, before they

have received the doctrine of the New Chm'ch concerning the

Lord, may be compared to trees that bear good fruits, although

but few, likewise to trees that bear excellent fruits, though of

.small size, which nevertheless are preserved with care in our

gardens. They may also be compared to ohve trees and fig trees

growing in forests, and likewise to fi'agrant herbs and balsamic

plants growing on hills : they are besides like small chapels or

houses of God, where pious worship is performed ; for they are

the sheej) on the right hand, and the rams which the goats

assault, according to Daniel, viii. 2 to 14. In heaven they are

clothed in red garments, and after they are initiated into the

goods of the New Church, they are clothed in purple garments,

which, in proportion as they receive truths also, contract a tinge

of beautiful yellow.

IX. Confession ought to be made before the lord god the
SAVIOUR, AND AT THE SAME TIME SUPPLICATION FOR HELP
AND POWER TO RESIST EVILS.

538. The Lord God the Saviom- ought to be approached,

because he is God of heaven and earth, the Eedeemer and
Saviour, to whom belong omnipotence, omniscience, omnipre-

sence, mercy itself, and at the same time righteousness ; also

because man is his creature, and the church his sheepfold, and
he has over and over in the new covenant enjoined that men
should approadi, worship, and adore him. That he alone ought
to be approached, is insisted on in these words in John: "Verily,

verily, I say unto you, he that entereth not by the door into the

sheepfold, but climbeth up some other wa}^ the same is a thief

and a robber ; but he that entereth in by the door, is the shep-

herd of the sheep. I am the door; by me if any man enter in

he shall be saved, and shall find pasttu'c. The thief cometh not

but to steal, to kill, and to destroy ; I am come that they might
have life, and that they might have it more abundantly. I am
the good shepherd" (x. 1, 2, 9—11). Man is forbid to climb up
some other way, to prevent his immediate approach to God the
Father, who is invisible, and consequently inaccessible, and in-

capable of conjunction; on which account he himself came into

the world and made himself A-isible, accessible, and capable of

conjunction, solely for this end, that man might be saved ; for

unless God be approached in thought as a man, all idea of God
is lost, and becomes like bodily vision when directed towards the
^vide universe ; so that it either fixes itself on an empty nothing,

or on natm'e, or on something within uatme. That God him-
self, who from eternity is one, came into the world, is abundantly
endent from the birth of the Lord the Saviour, who was coil-
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ceived of the power of the INIost High by the Holy Spirit, and
his humanity Avas horn of the Vh'giu Mary in conseqnence of

such conception; whence it follows, since God is indivisible^ that

his soul was the divinity itself, which is called the Father, and
the humanity thence born is the hiunanity of God the Father,

which is called the Sou of God (Luke i. 32, 34, 35). Hence it

fui'ther follows, that while the Lord God the Sa\dour is ap-

proached, God the Father is also approached at the same time

;

therefore the Lord gave this answer to Phihp, who desii-ed He
would shew him the Father :

" He that seeth me seeth the

Father : how sayest thou then, Shew us the Father ? Behevcst
thou not that I am in the Father, and the Father in me? Believe

me that I am in the Father and the Father in me" (John xiv.

9—11). But more may be seen on this subject in the chapters con-

cerning God, the Lord, the Holy Spmt, and the Divine Trinity.

539. There are two duties incumbent on man after examina-
tion,—supplication and confession. Supplication should con-

sist in prayers for the Lord^s mercy, that he would give poAver

to resist the evils repented of, and would supply inclination and
affection to do good, since without him a man can do nothing

(John XV. 5). Confession should be to this effect,—that the

penitent sees, knows, and acknowledges his evils, and discovers

himself to be a miserable sinner. There is not any need of a

particular enumeration of sins before the Lord, or of supplication

for their remission or forgiveness : for as to the enumeration of

sins, it must be supposed that the penitent has already searched

them out, and seen them m himself,—consequently tliey arc

present before the Lord, because they are present with himself

:

the Lord also was his guide in the Avork of examination, and dis-

covered his sins to him, inspu'cd him Avith sorroAv for them, and
at the same time with the endeavoui* to aesist from them, and
to begin a ncAv hfe. There are two reasons Avny supplication for

the remission or forgiveness of sins neea not be made before the

Lord : the first is because sms are not annmied, but removed,

and they are removed in proportion as a man aftei'Avards desists

from them and enters on a new life ; for there are innumerable

lusts folded up, as it Avere, in every CAil, Avhich cannot be removed

in a moment, but by degrees, in proportion as a man sufiers

himself to be reformed and regenerated. The second reason is,

because the Lord, as he is mercy itself, remits every one's sins,

and does net impute a single one to any man, for he says,

" Forgive them ; for they know not what they do :" and on
Peter's asking hoAV often he should forgive his brother his tres-

passes, the Lord replied, " I say not unto thee, till seven times^.

but until seventy times seven" (Matt. xA^iii. 21, 22). Where then

can be the limits of the Lord's forgiveness? It is hoAvever to be

observed, that sins are not taken aAvay merelj'^ because they are

remitted and forgiven. But still it cannot be considered as y
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hurtful practice, lor a person Avliose conscience is burdened to

enumerate his sins before a minister of the church for the sake

of absolution, and to obtain ease of mind; because by this means
he is introduced into a habit of examining himself, and of reflect-

ing on his daily e^^ls : tliis confession however is of a natural

kind, whereas that described above is spuitual.

560. To adore any one as God^s vicar on earth, or to make
invocation to any saint, is of no more avail in heaven, than
praying to the sun, the moon, and the stars, and asking an
answer of a diviner, and believing his word, which is altogether

vain : it is also like worshiping a temple and not God who dwells

there ; and it is like entreating a king-^s servant who carries the

sceptre and crown, to grant the honors which belong to dis-

tinguished services, instead of addressing the king himself; all

which would be as fruitless as to Idss the splendor of purple, the

glory, Hght, and golden rays of the sun, and a mere name,
instead of the subjects in which they are inherent. It were well

for all those who act in this manner to ponder on these words of

John :
" We are in him that is true, even in Jesus Christ. This

is the true God, and eternal hfe. Little children, keep yom'-

selves from idols" (1 Epistle v. 20, 21).

X. Actual repentance is an easy duty to those who have
OCCASIONALLY PRACTISED IT, BUT MEETS WITH VIOLENT OPPO-
SITION FROM THOSE WHO HAVE NEVER PRACTISED IT.

561. Actual repentance consists in self-examination, in the

knowledge of sins, confession before the Lord, and thus in

beginning a new hfe, according to the description given of it

above. In the reformed parts of Christendom, Avhich include

all such as are separate from the Iloman Cathohc church, (to

whom may be added such as are members of that church, but
who have never performed any actual repentance), this is a duty
which is most repugnant to them : the reason is, that some are

not willing, and some are afraid to look into themselves ; and
disuse hardens the heart, and begets un-\villingness, which is at

length confirmed by the reasonings of the understanding ; and
Avith some it occasions sorrow, dread, and terror at the thoughts
of it. The principal reason why actual repentance is a duty
which the reformed part of the Christian world feel to be most
repugnant, is to be found in their belief that repentance and
charity contribute nothing to salvation, which depends wholly

on faith alone, from the imputation of which follow remission of

sins, justification, renovation, regeneration, sanctification, and
eternal salvation, "without any regard to man^s co-operating of

himself, or as of himself. This co-operation the maintainers of

that faith call a vain thing, utterly contradictory, repugnant, and
injurious to the meiit of Christ ; and this doctrine is propagated
among the \iilgar, who are ignorant of the mysteries of that

faith, bv the mere sound of these words, "that faith alone brings
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salvation, and liow is it possible for a man to do good of liiinself
?"

Hence it is that among tlie reformed, repentance is like a nest of

young birds forsaken by tlie old ones, Avliich have been taken

and killed by the hawk. To this reason another ma}' be added

;

that every one of the reformed, as they are called, is associated,

as to his spirit in the spiritual world, only Avith his like: these are

continually infusing this doctrine into the ideas of his thoughts,

and so diverting him from the track of self-inspection and exa-

mination.

56.2. I have asked many of the Reformed in the spiritual

Avorld, why they never performed actual repentance, when yet it

is enjoined them as a duty both in the Word and in the or-

dinance of baptism, and likewise before the participation of the

holy communion in all their churches ; and they have given me
Aarious answers. Some have said, that contrition is sufficient,

attended with a lip-confession of being a sinner; and some, tliat

such repentance being performed by man^s operating from his

own Avill, does not coincide with the faith generally received.

Some said, " How is it possible for a man to examine himself,

when he knoAVS that he is nothing but sin ? this Avould l^e like

casting a net into a lake full of mud from the bottom to the top,

and Avhich contains nothing but noxious Avorms :" some, " Who
can so deeply inspect himself, as to discover in himself the sin of

Adam, from which all his actual evils take their rise ? Besides,

are they not all of them Avashed aAvay AAdth that sin by the

Avaters of baptism, and wiped clean and covered by the merit of

Christ? What then is repentance but an imposition Avhich giA-es

grievous disturbance to tender consciences. And are Ave not

by the Gospel under grace, and not under the hard laAV of

such repentance?"" Some said, that AA'henever they intended

to examine themselves, they Avere seized Avith a sudden tb-ead and
terror, as if they saw a monster by their bedside at day-daA^n.

Hence the reasons appeared Avhy actual repentance, in the Re-
formed parts of the Christian Avorld, is out of use and rejected.

I have also in their presence inquu'ed of some persons belonging

to the Roman Catholic communion about their actual confession

before then' ministers, A\hether it l)e a duty which they feel

repugnant to them; and the answer they gave me Avas thjit

after they were initiated into it, they were not afraid to recount

their sins before a confessor aaIio Avas not severe, and that they

found a degree of pleasure in recollecting them, and could cheer-

fully confess those of a lighter nature, but the more heinous nut

Avithout some degree of fear ; and that they freely repeated this

customary duty every year, and retm'ued after absolution tc

then* former states of festiAdty ; also, that they regard all aa

impure Avho are unAvilling to lay open the defilements of their

hearts. On hearing this account the Reformed who Avere present

walked off, some laughing and deriding, others Avondering and
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yet jommendirig. Afterwards there approaclied some of tlie same
persuasion, but who had been brought up in countries amongst
the Reformed, and, according to the custom prevalent in those

countries, had not been used to make particuhir confession, hke
their brethren in other places, but only a general confession

l)efore their spiritual guide. These declared that they found it

impracticable to examine themselves, to search out and bring to

light their actual evils and the secrets of their thoughts, and that

they felt as much repugnance and terror at the thought of such

duties, as they should in passing a ditch to attack a rampart

guarded by armed soldiers, who warned them not to approach.

Thus it appears that actual repentance is an easy duty to such

as have been familiarized to the practice of it, but to such as

liave never practised it, it is painful and difficult.

563. It is acknowledged that custom forms a second nature,

and consequently that what is difficult to one is easy to another;

so it is in the case of self-examination, and a confession of the

sins that have been discovered. What, for instance, is more
easy than for a laboring man, a porter, or a husbandman, to

work with his hands from morning till evening, when yet a gen-

tleman, or one delicately brought up, could not do the same
work for the space of half an hour v/ithout fatigue and difficulty.

A running footman, properly habited, finds no difficulty in

running before a carriage many miles; and yet the person

accustomed to ride within would find it painful to run the length

of a street. Every workman, who is diligent at his work, per-

forms it easily and with pleasure, and when he leaves it, is glad

to return again to it ; whereas another, avIio is perhaps equally

skilful in his business, but slothful, can scarcely be compelled to

set about it. The case is the same in every employment and
pursuit. What is more easy than for a man of pious habits to

pray to God ? and yet what is more difficult, where a person has

been long a slave to habits of impiety? What priest was ever

•without fear and apprehension on his first appearing to preach

before a king? but when he has been in some degree accustomed

to it, he proceeds with boldness. What is more easy than for a

man-angel to raise his eyes towards heaven, and for a man-de^dl

to cast doAvn his towards hell ? though if the latter be a hypo-

crite, he too can lift up his eyes towards heaven, but not his

heart. It is the end regarded, and the habit thence contracted,

-which determines every one's particular complexion and con-

stitution.

XI. He that never did the work of RErENTANCE, AXD
NEVER LOOKED INTO AND EXAMINED HIMSELF, COMES AT

LAST NOT TO KNOW THE NATURE OF EITHER DAMNATORY
EVIL OR SAVING GOOD.

561. As there are but few persons in the reformed parts of

the Christian world who do the work of repentance, it is exp(5-
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dient here to add this remark : lie that never looks into and

examines himself, comes at last not to know the natm^e of either

damnatory eAdl or saving good ; for such a one has no religion

to lead him to that knowledge. The e^^l which a man does not

see, know, and acknowledge, remains with him, and whatever

remains is rooted in him more and more deeply, until at length

it closes up and obstructs the interiors of his mind, so that he is

rendered first natui'al, then sensual, and lastly corporeal ; in all

which states he is utterly unconscious of any damnatory e^•il or

saving good, and becomes like a tree planted on a hard rock,

which shoots a few roots between the clefts, and at length w4ther.->

away for want of moistm-e. Every man rightly educated is ra •

tional and moral ; but there are two ways which lead to rationality,

—one from the world, the other from heaven. He that is made
rational and moral from the world, and not from heaven also, is

only so as to his outward speech and behaAiom-, l)ut within he is

a beast, yea, a wild beast, acting in unity with the inhabitants

of hell, who are all of such a quality ; but whoever is made
rational and moral from heaven also, is truly rational and moral,

becavise he is so in spirit, in speech and body at the same time

;

for within the two latter dwells a spiritual principle as their soul,

vvliich is the soin-ce of action to what is natural, sensual, and
corporeal : he also acts in unity with the inhabitants of heaven.

There is then a spiritual-rational and moral man, and also a

merely natural-rational and moral man, and in this world the

latter is not distinguishable from the former, especially if he has

acquired by practice the habit of hypocrisy ; but the angels in

heaven distinguish such as clearly as doves from owls, and as

sheep from tigers. The merely natural man can see what is evil

and good in others, and can also reprove them ; but as he never

looked into and examined himself, he does not see any evil in

himself, and if any is pointed out to him by another, he masks
it over by means of his rational faculty, as a serpent hides its

head in the dust, and immerses himself in it as a hornet buries

itself in dung. This is occasioned by the delight of evil, which
envelopes him as a thick mist does a bog, and absorbs and suftb-

cates the rays of light. This and nothing but this constitutes

the delight of hell, which exhaling thence, enters by influx into

every man, but only ])y the soles of the feet, the back, and the

liinder part of the head. If it be received by the head in the

fore-part, and by the body in the breast, the man is then en-

slaved to hell : the reason is, because that part of the human
brain called the cerebrum is allotted to the understanding and
its wisdom, but that part called the cerebeUuni, to the will and
its love ; and hence it is that the brain is divided into two
Spheres. This infernal delight can onl_y be amended, reformed,

and inverted, by means of a spiritual-rational and moral principle.

•565. We shall close what has been said with some description
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of the rational and moral man as being merely natm-al, and who,
regarded in himself, is a sensual man, and becomes corjaoreal or

carnal. This description will be bnt a sketch, digested under
particular heads. The sensual principle is the last and lowest

splierc of tlie life of the human mind, adhering to and cohering
with the five bodily senses. He is called a sensual man whose
judgement on all occasions is determined by the bodily senses,

who believes only what he can see with his eyes and touch with
his hands, allowing such tilings to be real, and rejecting all others.

The interiors of his mind, which see by the light of heaven, are

closed, so that he has no discernment of any truth relating to

heaven or the chm^ch. Such a person thinks in extremes, that

is, his tliought is confined to the last and loAvest sphere of things;

for he does not think interiorly from any spmtual light, but
rests in gross natural light only ; hence it is that he is inwardly
opposed to the things of heaven and the chiu'ch, although lie can
outwardly speak in their favor, and that with a degree of zeal

proportioned to the hope of obtaining authority and opulence In'

theu' means. Men of learning and erudition, Avho have con-

firmed themselves deeply in falses, especially those who have
confirmed themselves against the truths of the Word, are more
sensual than the rest of mankind. Sensual men reason Avith

shrcAvduess and dexterity, because theu* thoughts are so near
their speech as to be almost in it, being, as it Avere, in their lips

;

and because they make all intelhgence to consist in speaking

merely from the memory. They are also expert in confirming

falses, and after confirmation believe them to be true ; and yet

their reasonings and confirmations are grounded in the fallacies

of the senses, by Avhich the vulgar are ensnared and persuaded.

Sensual men are cunning and malicious aboA^e all others. The
covetous, the adulterous, and the deceitful are particularly sen-

sual, though they may appear men of talent in the eyes of the

Avorld. The interiors of their minds are foul and filthy, in con-

sequence of their communication with the hells; and in the Word
tliey are said to be dead. All AAdio inhabit the hells are sensual,

and tiie more so as they are more deeply immersed. The sphere

of infernal spuits conjoins itself Avith the sensual principle of man
in the back ; and in the light of heaven the hinder j^art of theii*

heads appears holloAV. Those \Adio reasoned merely from sensual

things, the ancients called serpents of the tree of knowledge.

Sensual things ought to possess the last place, and not the first,

and Avith every wise and intelligent man it is so, and they are

kept in subjection to interior things ; whereas Avith an unwise

man they have the first place, and bear rule. Where sensual

things are in the loAvest place, a passage is opened by them to

the understanding, and truths are eliminated by the mode of

extraction. Such sensual things border most closely on the

vrorld ; thev admit Avhatever flows from the world, and as it Avere
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sift it. Man by means of sensual tilings communicates with the

world, and by means of rational things v,iih. heaven. Sensual

things form a basis which is subser^dent to the interiors of the

mindj some sensual things being subser\'ient to the intellectual

part, and some to the voluntary. Where the thought is not

elevated above sensual things, the man attains onh^ to small

degrees of Avisdom ; but where it is, he enters into a clearer light

(lumen), and at length into heavenly light [lux), and then he

has a perception of the things Avhich flow from heaven. Natural

science is the ultimate of the understanding, and sensual'dchght

the ultimate of the will.

566. A man, as to his natural principle, is like a beast, and
acquires by a natural life the image of a beast j hence natm'al

men in the spiritual world appear surrounded by beasts of all

kinds, which are correspondences. For the natural principle of

man, considered in itself, is a mere animal ; but in consequence

of a spu'itual principle being superadded to it, its possessor has a

capacity of becoming a man, and although he use not the faculty

for the purposes intended by it, still he can counterfeit the man,
when yet he is but a talking beast ; for he talks from a natiural-

rational principle, but thinks from a spiritual infatuation : he
acts from a natm'al-moral principle, but lo^es from a spiritual

principle similar to the lust of a satyr ; thus his actions, in the

eye of the spiritual-rational man, differ but little from the danc-

ing of a person bit by a tarantula, or laboring under the disease

called St. Yitus's dance. Who is not aware that a hypocrite can

talk about God, a thief about honesty, an adulterer about chas-

tity, &c. ? But unless a man had the power of shutting and
opening the door between his thoughts and words, and between
his intentions and actions, according to the du'cction of prudence

or cunning as the door-keeper, lie would rush more furiously

than any wild beast to the perpetration of every wicked and
barbarous outrage. That door however is opened in every person

after death, when his true nature and quality appears ; but still

the wicked are kept under restraint by punishment and imprison-

ment in hell. Therefore, kind reader, look into yom-self, and
search out one or other of yoirr evils, and remove it from a prin-

ciple of religion ; for if you remove them "svitli any other ^dew or

purpose, you will succeed only so far as to conceal them from

the world.

567. To the aboAC I shall add the following memorablj:
RELATIONS.—First. I was once suddenly seized mth a disease

that seemed to threaten my life ; my whole head was oppressed

with pain; a pestilential smoke was let in upon me from the Jeru-

salem which is called Sodom and Egypt, Kcv. xi. 8 : I was half

dead with intolerable agonies, and I expected every moment to bo
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my last. Thus I lay in my bud three days and a half. My
spirit was reduced to this state, and in consequence of it my
body. I then heard about me the voices of persons saying, "hoi
he that preached repentance for the remission of sins, and ex-

horted ITS to look to the man Christ only, lies dead in the streets

of our city." On theii' asking several of the clergy whether he
was worthy of burial, they answered, " No ; let him he to be
looked at :" and they passed to and fro, and mocked. All this

befell me, of a truth, while I was wi'iting the exphcation of the

eleventh chapter of the Revelation. Then I heard many shocking

speeches of scoffers, who said, " How can repentance be per-

formed without faith ? And how can the man Christ be adored
as God? Since we are saved of free grace Avithout any merit of

our own, what do we need but this faith,—that God the Father
sent the Son to take away the curse of the law, to impute his

merit to us, and so to justify us in his sight, to absolve us from
our sins by the declaration of a priest, and then to give the Holy
Ghost to operate all good in us ? Are not these doctrines agree-

al)le to Scripture, and also to reason ?" All this the crowd who
stood by agreed to and applauded. I heard what passed without
the power of replying, being almost dead. But after three days
and a half my spuit recovered ; and being in the spii'it, I left

the street and went into the city, and said again, " Do the work
of repentance, and believe in Christ, and your sins Avill be re-

mitted and you will be saved, but othenvise you will perish. Did
not the Lord himself preach repentance for the remission of sins,

and that men should believe in him ? Did he not enjoin his

disciples to preach the same ? Is not a full and fatal security of

life the sure consequence of your faith ?" To tliis they replied,

" What idle talk ! Has not the Son made satisfaction ? And
does not the Father impute it to us, and justify us who have be-

heved in it ? Thus are we led by the spirit of grace ; how then
can sin have place in us, and Avhat power has death to hurt us ?

Do you comprehend this Gospel, you preacher of sin and repent-

ance 'f" At that instant a voice Ti^as heard from heaven, saying.
" What is the faith of an impenitent man, but a dead faith ?

The end is come, the end is come upon you that are seciu'e, un-
blamable in your own ej^es, justified in your own faith, ye sri-

tans ." And suddenly a gulph was opened in the midst of the

city, Avhich spread itself far and wide, and the houses one after

another fell down, and were swallowed up ; and presently water
began to bubble up from the Avide whirlpool, and overflowed the

waste.

When they were thus overwhelmed, and to appearance
drowned, I was desirous to know their condition in the deep;,

and a voice from heaven said to me, " You shall see and hear.^'

And straightway the waters, in which they seemed to be drowned^
disappeared; for waters in the spiritual world are corresDond-
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ences, and hence appear to surround those who are In falscs.

Then they appeared to me in a sandy place hke tlie l)ottom of

the sea, Avhere there were large heaps of stones, among which
they were running, and lamenting that they were cast out of

their great city. And they raised their voices and exclaimed,
" Why has all this befallen us ? Are we not, through our faith,

clean, pm^e, just, and holy ? Are we not, by om^ faith, cleansed,

purified, justified, and sanctified ?" Others cried out, " Are we
not by our faith rendered such as to appear clean, pure, just,

and holy before God the Father, and to be declared so before

the angels ? Are we not reconciled, propitiated, atoned for,

and thus absolved, washed, and cleansed from our sins ? And
is not the cm'se of the law taken away by Christ ? Why then
are Ave cast out hither as if subject to that curse ? We have lieen

told by a presumptuous preacher against sin in our great city,

Believe in Christ, and do the work of repentance. But have we
not believed in Christ while avc believed in his merit ? And have
we not done the work of repentance while we confessed ourselves

sinners ? Why then has all this l)efallen us ?" But immediately

a voice from one side said to them, " Do you knoAv any one of

your sins ? Have you ever examined yourselves ? Have you in

consequence shunned any e\dl as a sin against God ? He who
does not shun sin remains in it : and is not sin the de\il ? Thus
it is of you the Lord saith, ' Then shall ye liegin to say. We
have eaten and drunk in thy presence, and thou hast taught in

our streets : but he shall say, I tell you, I know you not whence
ye are : depart from me all a'c Avorkers of iniquity^ (Luke xiii,

26, 27. Matt. vii. 22, 23). Depart therefore every one to his

place : you see the openings into those caverns ; enter, and Avork

shall be given each of you to do, and afterAvards food in propor-

tion to yoiu" Avork ; and though you should refuse to enter, tho

calls of hiniger Avill speedily compel you."

After this there came a voice from heaven to some on the

earth"*^, Avho Avere Avithout that great city, and Avho are described

also in the Revelation, xi. 13, crying aloud, " Take heed toyour-

seh'es ; take heed how you associate Avith such persons. Can
you not understand that evils, Avhich are called sins and iniqui-

ties, render a man impure and unclean ? Hoav can you be
cleansed and pm-ified from tliem, but by actual repentance, and
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ ? Actual repentance consists in

self-examination, in the knoAvledge and acknoAvledgement of sins^

in OAvning to their guilt, in confessing them before the Lord, in

imploring help and poAver to resist them, thus in desisting from
them, and in leading a new hfe, doing all these things as of

yourselves. Practise this once or twice a year, Avhen you ap-

proach the holy communion, and afterwards, Avheu the sins of

which you owned yourselves guilty recur, then say to youi'selveSj

* In the spiritual world.
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' We will not consent to tliera because they are sins against God.'

This is actual repentance. Who cannot perceive that Avhere a

man does not search out and see his sins, he remains in them ?

For all evil is delightful to a man from his Inrth : it is dehghtful

to him to take revenge, to commit Avhoredom, to defraud, to

blaspheme, particularly to rule over others from a principle of

self-love. Does not the delight arising from these evils prevent

you from seeing them ; and if you happen to be told that they

are sins, does not that delight prompt you to make excuses for

them ? Yea more, do you not strive by false reasonings to make
it appear that they are not sins, and thus continue in them, and
practise them afterwards more than before, even till you no longer

knovf what sin is, or whether or no there be any such thing?

But the case is otherwise with every one who performs actual re-

pentance : he knows and acknowledges his evils, and calls them
sins, and on that account he begins to shvni and turn away from
them, and at last no longer feels satisfaction in their delights

;

and in proportion as this is the case, he sees and loves what is

good, and at length feels delight in it, which is the delight of

the angels of heaven. In short, so far as any one casts the

devil behind him, he is adopted by the Lord, and by him is

taught, led, withheld from evil, and kept in good : this is the

only way which leads from hell to heaven .'' It is something

extraordinary, that Protestants have a certain deep-rooted repug-

nance, abhorrence, and aversion to actual repentance, which is

so violent that they cannot force themselves to self-examination,

neither can they look at their sins, or confess them before God

;

for they are seized as it were with horror at the bare thought of

such a duty. I have inquired of many in the spiritual world

concerning this circumstance, who all told me that it was not

in their power ; and when they were informed that the Roman
Catholics practise such duties, that is, that they examine the;n-

selves, and confess their sins openly before a monk, they have

greatly wondered, more especially as the Reformed cannot do

the same in private before God, althougli it is equally enjoined

them before they approach the Holy Supper. Some of them
made an investigation into the cause of this, and discovered that

it was the doctrine of faith alone which induced such an impeni-

tent state and such a heart ; and then it Avas granted them to

see, that such of the Roman Catholics as adore Christ, and do

not invoke saints, are saved.

After these events, there Avas lieard as it were a noise of

thunder, and a voice speaking from heaven, and saying, " We
are astonished ! Say to the assembly of Protestants, ' Believe

in Christ, and do the work of repentance, and ye Avill be saA'cd.'
"

I accordingly repeated these Avords to them ; after Avhich I added,
" Is not BAPTiSAi a sacrament of repentance, and hence an intro-

duction into the church ? for Avhat else do the sponsors promise
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for the person to he baptized, but that lie will renounce the deni
and jiis Avorks ? Is not the holy supper a sacrament of repent-

ance, and hence an introduction into heaven ? for is it not de-

clared to the communicants that they must do the Avork of

repentance before they approach ? Does not the decalogue,
which is the universal doctrine of the Christian church, insist

on repentance '? for is it not said in six commandments of the

second table, ' Thou shalt not do this and that evil,^ and not,
' Thou shalt do this and that good '(' Hence you may under-

stand, that in proportion as any one renounces and turns away
from e\dl, he desires and loves good ; and that before this he does

not know Avliat good is, or even what evil is."

568. The second memorable relation.—What Avise and
pious person is not desirous to know the condition of his life

after death? To gratify such a msli I will here give some general

account of it. Every man after death, Avhen he finds that he is

yet alive, and in another Avorld, and is told that above him is

heaven Avhere are eternal joys, and beneath him is hell Avliere

are eternal sorrows, is first let again into his externals as in the

former world. In this state he believes that he shall certainly

go to heaven, and talks intelligently, and acts prudently. Then
some begin to profess, "We have lived moral lives, Ave have
maintained fair characters, Ave have never intentionally done
e\'il :" others saj^, " We have frequented the church, avc have
heard masses, we have kissed holy images, Ave have poured forth

abundance of prayers on our knees :" others again profess, "W^e
have giA'en to the poor, we have assisted the needy, Ave have
read books of devotion, and also the Word :" with much more
to the same purpose. After making these professions, the angels

come to them and say, " The things you have mentioned you
have done in externals, but you are yet ignorant of the quality

of your internals. You are noAv spirits in substantial bodies, and
the spirit is your internal man, Avhicli thinks in you according

to its will, and Avills according to its love, and this is the delight

of its life. Every man from his infancy enters upon life from
externals, learning to act morally and to speak intelligently •

and Avhen he first acquires some idea of heaven and its blessed-

ness, he begins to praj', to frequent chui'ches, and to perform

the solemnities of Avorship ; nevertheless, as CAdls spring up from
their native fountain, he harbours them in the recesses of his

mind and also ingeniously A^eils them over by reasonings draAvn

from fallacies, until at length he no longer knoAvs evil to be evil;

and after this, his evils being veiled over and covered as it Avere

with dust, he no longer thinks anything of them, only keeping

on his guard so as to prcA^ent their appearing before the Avorld.

Thus he studies only to lead a moral life in externals, and so

becomes a two-fold or double man, being in externals a sheep,

and in internals a Avolf: hence he is hke a box of gold filled witb
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poison; or like a person of a foul breath, who keeps in his mouth
some sweet-smelling substance, to prevent its being perceived

by the bystanders ; or he is like a perfumed rat's skin. You
profess that you have lived moral lives, and have been attentive

to the practice of piety; but let me ask, have you ever examined
your internal man, and there perceived any lusts prompting you
to take vengeance even to death, to indulge in libidinous desires

even to adultery, to defraud others even to the commission of

theft, to tell lies even to the bearing of false witness ? In four

commandments of the decalogue it is said, ' Thou shalt not do
such things,' and in the last it is said, ' Thou shalt not covet

them/ Do you suppose that youi' internal man, with respect to

those evils, is like your external ? If you suppose so, you may
possibly find yourselves mistaken.-" To this they have replied,

" What is the internal man ? Is it not one and the same with

the external ? We have been told by our ministers, that the

internal man is nothing else but faith, and that pious discourse

and morality of life are the signs of faith, being its operation.

To which the angels have answered, " Saving faith is in the

internal man, and so also is charity, and these are the source

of Christian faithfulness and morality in the external ; but if the

fore-mentioned lusts remain in the internal man, that is, in the

will and thence in the thought, so that you inwardly love them,

and yet in externals act and speak otherwise, in this case qy\\ in

you is above good, and good is beneath e\'il ; therefore whatever

appearance of understanding may be in your speech, or of love

in your actions, evil is within, only covered and concealed , and
then you are like artful deceivers, who pretend to acts of hu-

manity, while their hearts breathe a very different spirit. But
the quality of your internal man, of which you are entu'cly

ignorant, in consequence of never examining yoin^selves, and of

never performing repentance after examination, you will see

presently, when stripped of your external man and let into

your internal ; for then you will no longer be known to youi-

companions or to yourselves. Indeed we have often observed e\dl-

moral persons then become like wild beasts, viewing their neigh-

boiu's with ferocious aspect, burning with deadly hatred towards

tilem, and blaspheming God, whom in the external man they

have worshiped.'^ On hearing this they have retired, and the

angels have said, "You will see the condition and lot of your life

presently ; for in a short time your external man will be taken

away from you, and you will enter into the internal which is

now your spirit."

569, The third memorable relation.—Every kind of love

ia man exhales its delight, by which it makes itself perceptible :

it exhales it first into the spirit, and thence into the body : and
the delight of every one's love, together "vvith the pleasantness of

his thought, constitutes his life. These delights and pleasures
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man perceives but in an obscure manner, so long as he lives in

the natural body, because it absorbs and dulls tlieln ; but after

death, when the material body is put off, and thus the covering

or clothing of the spirit taken away, the delights of his love and
the pleasm-es of his thought are then rendered fully sensible and
perceptible ; and what is surprising, they sometimes aft'ect the

senses as odoriferous smells. Hence it is that all in the spiritual

world are associated together, according to then loves; in heaven,

according to the loves that reign there, and in hell, according to

the loves that reign there. The odors into which the delights of

love are turned in heaven are all perceived hke such fragrances,

sweet smells, pleasant exhalations, and dehghtful perceptions, as

prevail in gardens, shrubberies, fields, and Avoods, early of a

morning in the spring of the year; but the odors into Avhich the

delights of love are turned into hell are perceived as fetid and
nauseous stenches, such as arise from putrid carcases, drains, and
pools full of the runnings from dust heaps and dunghills ; and

yet what is wonderful, to the senses of the devils and satans in

hell such stenches are Hke the perfume of balsams, spices, and
frankincense, refreshing their nostrils and hearts. In the natural

world also, beasts, birds, and creeping things have the faculty of

associating according to the odors they exhale ; but it is not so

with men until they have cast off their mortal covering. Hence
it is that heaven is arranged in the most distinct order, according

to all the varieties of the love of good ; and hell, on the con-

trary, according to all the varieties of the love of e^il. Omng to

• this contrariety there is a great chasm between heaven and hell,

which cannot l)e passed ; for the inhabitants o^' heaven cannot

endme am^ of the odors of hell, as they occasion loathing and
sickness, and put the person who inhales them in danger of

swooning : the case is the same with the inhabitants of hell, if

they pass the middle of the chasm and imbibe the odors of

heaven. I once saw a certain deWl, who appeared at a distance

hke a leopard, and who, a few days before, had been seen among
the angels of the last heaven, having the art to transform himself

into an angel of light. He had passed the middle of the chasm,

and was standing between two ohve trees, not yet being sensible

of any odor offensive to his life ; the reason of which was, be-

cause no angels were present ; but as soon as they approached

he was seized with convulsions, and fell down with all his joints

contracted; and then he appeared like a great serpent, folding

and Avrithing himself, till at length he made his escape through
a cleft in the ground, and being received by his associates, lie

was conveyed down into a cavern, Avliere he presently revivetl by
the stinking odor of his own delight. I once also saw a certain

satan punished hj his associates, ajad on inquiiing into the

reason, was informed that he had stopped his nostrils and ap-

proached the heavenly odors, and on his retm'n had brought
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some taint of them along mtli him iu his clothes. It has some-
times happened that a stench like that of a dead body, exhaling

from some open cavern of hell, has sHghtly touched my nostrils,

and brought on a vomiting. Hence the true reason may appear

why smelling, in the Word, signifies perception, and why it is

frequently said that Jehovah smelt a grateful odor from the

bm^nt-ofierings ; also Avhy the anointing oil and frankincense

were prepared with fragrant spices ; and on the other hand, why
the children of Israel Avere commanded to carry all unclean
things out of the camp, and also to dig a hole for their excre-

ments, and to cover them in the ground (Deut. xxiii. 10—14)

;

because the camp of Israel was representative of heaven, and
the wilderness AAdthout the camp, of hell.

570. The fourth memorable relation.—I was once en-

gaged in conversation Avith a noAitiate spirit, Avho, dming his

abode in the world, -had meditated much about heaven and hell.

By novitiate spirits, we mean men lately deceased, who being

then spiritual men, are called spirits. When he first entered the

spuitual Avorld he began in like manner to meditate about heaven
and hell, and while he was meditating about heaven he felt him-

self in a state of gladness, but Avliile about hell in a state of

sorroAV. Upon calling to mind that he Avas in the spiritual Avorld,

he immediately inquired Avhere heaA^en and hell Avere, and also

about theii' natm-e and quality. The ansAver he received was,
" Heaven is over your head, and hell is under your feet, for you
are noAv in the world of spirits, Avhich is in the midst between
heaven and hell ; but Avith respect to their nature and quaht}',

they cannot be so briefly described.'^ Then, from the buiming
desire he had to get information, he fell on his knees, and prayed

earnestly to the Lord to be instructed ; and lo ! an angel ap-

peared on his right hand, and raised him, and said, " You have

prayed to be instructed about heaven and hell : inquire and
LEARN AVHAT DELIGHT IS, AND YOU WILL KNOW." Haviug Said

this, the angel was taken up from him. Then the noAitiate spuit

said Avithin himself, " ^'V^lat can this mean ? Inquire and learn

ivhat del'ujht is, and you ivill know the nature and quality of

heaven and hell?" So presently departing from the place Avhere

he stood, he Avandered about, and addressed all that he met, say-

ing, "I pray you be so kind as to inform me Avluit dehght is?"

Some replied, "^Vliat a strange question! Who does not knoAv

Avhat delight is? Is it not joy and gladness? Dehght then is de-

light, and one delight is like another : avc knoAV no diflFerence."

Others said, "Delight is the mind^s laughter; for Avhile the mind
laughs, tlie countenance is merry, the discourse jocular, the ges-

tures sportive, and the AAdiole man is iu the enjoyment of delight."

But some said, " Delight is the gratification of feasting, eating

all kinds of dainties, and drinking generous wines to intojacation,

and at the same time conA'ersing on ATjious subjects, p;u*ticularly
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on such as relate to the indulgences of Venus and Cupid." On
hearing these descriptions of delight, the noAitiate spirit in

some Avarmth said Avithin himself, "^ These are the ansAvers of

cloAvns, and not of sensible men. These delights do not consti-

tute either lieaA'en or hell. O that I could meet Avith some Avise

persons !" So he left tliese and ])egan to inquire for Avise men.

Then a certain angelic spu-it observed hun, and said, " I perceive

you have a desire kindled in you to knoAV AA^iat is the uniAersnJ

constituent of heaven, and the imiversal constituent of hell, and
since delight is that universal constituent, I aa-III conduct you
to the top of a hill, Avhere a daily assembly is held of those Avho

inquire into effects, of those aaIio investigate causes, and of those

Avlio explore ends. Those Avho inquire into effects are there called

spirits of the sciences, and in the abstract, sciences ; those who
investigate causes are called spmts of inteUigence, and in the

abstract, intelligences ; and those Avho explore ends ai-e called

spii-its of wisdom, and in the abstract, wisdoms. Dii-ectly over

them, in heaven, are angels aaIio from ends see causes, and from

causes effects, and from these the three companies receive illus-

tration." Immediately taking the noAitiate spirit by the hand,

he led him to the top of a hill, and introduced him to tlie

assembly of those who explore ends, and Avho are abstractedly

called Avisdoms; and the noAdtiate spirit said, "Pardon, I intreat

you, my intrusion : the cause of my coming hither is to inquire

about heaven and hell, this being a subject Avhich from my
childhood has engaged my attention and thought; and on enter-

ing lately into this Avorld, I Avas informed by some Avith Avhom I

Avas then associated, that heaven is over my head and hell

beneath my feet ; but as they did not acquaint me Avith their

natiu-e and quality, I Avas brought into a state of anxiety by

continual thought on the subject : then I prayed to God for

information, and immediately an angel presented himself before

me, Avho said, inquire and learn avhat delight is, and
YOU AviLL KNOAv AVHAT YOU DESIRE. Accordingly I have made
iuquiry, but hitherto in vain; therefore I entreat you to be

so kind as to teach me what is meant by delight.-'' To this the

Avisdoms repHed, " Delight is the all of life to CA-ery one in hea-

Acn, and the all of hfe to every one in hell : those Avho are in

heaven perceive the delight of AAliat is good and true, Avhile those

Avho are in hell, the delight of Avhat is CAil and false : for all de-

light is of love, and love is the esse of a man's life ; and as a

man is a man according to the quality of his love, so is he a man
also according to the quality of his delight. The activity of love

is Avhat produces the sense of delight, Avhicli actiA'ity in heaven

is attended with AAdsdom, and in hell Avith insanity, each of Avliich

in its respectiA-e subjects closes in delight ; but the heavens and
the hells are in opposite delights, the licaAcns being in the

'x)ve of good, and thence in the delight of doing good, Avhereas
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the hells are in the love of evil, and thence in the delight ofdoing
evil : thus by knowing what dehght is, you Avill know the natiu-e

and (juality of both heaven and hell. Inquire, however, and learn

fui'ther what delight is from those who investigate causes, and are

called intelligences, who are assembled a little way from this to

the right/^ So he took his leave ; and being admitted among
those called intelligences, he explained the reason of his coming,
and intreated them to instruct him what is meant by delight.

They were rejoiced at his making such an inquiry, and said, " It

is true that he who knows what delight is, knows also the natm'e
and quality of heaven and hell. The wall, by Airtiie of w^hicli a man
is a man, is never affected, in the smallest instance, but bv de-

light; for will, considered in itself, is nothing else but the aft'ec-

tion of some particular love, and consequently of some particular

delight, the disposition to wiU being excited by some kind of plea-

sm'e, and its attendant satisfaction : and as it is the will which
impels the understanding to think, so there cannot be the least

excitement of thought but as a consequence of the influent de-

hght of the "will ; and the reason of this is, because the Lord, by
influx from himself, puts into action aU things in the soul and in

tlie mind, with angels, spu'its, and men, and this he does by an
influx of love and wisdom : this influx is the real activity whence
all delight is derived ; which in its soui'ce or origin is called bless-

edness, satisfaction, and happiness, and in its derivation dehght,

gratiflcations, and pleasui'e, and in a universal sense, good. But
infernal spirits invert all things in themselves ; thus they tm'n

good into e"\il, and truth into the false, the dehght still remain-
ing j for Avithout it they would not have either will or sensation,

and consequently they would have no life. Hence it is plain

wdiat are the natm-e and quality, and what the origin of the de-

jght of hell, and also what are the natiu'e and quahty, and what
the origin of the delight of heaven." After this he Avas con-

ducted to the third company, consisting of those who inquire into

efi'ects, and who are called sciences. They said, '' Descend to

the earth below, and ascend to the earth above *; for there you
will perceive and be sensible of the dehghts of heaven and hell."

And behold ! at a distance fi'om them, the earth straightway

opened, and through the opening three dcAils ascended, haAdng

a firy appearance from the dehght of their love ; and as the an-

gels in consociation with the no\"itiate spu-it perceived that ail

three Avere sent purposely from hell, they cried out to them,
" Approach no foi'ther ; but from the place Avhere you now stand

tell us something of youi' delights." They replied, " Know that

every one, Avhether he is called good or evil, enjoys his 0A\'n

pai'ticular delight ; he that is called good is in the enjoyment of

* The earth or region below is that part of the world of spirits which communi-
cates with hell, and the earth or region above, that part of the same world which
communicates with heaven.
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his delight, and he that is called e\il in the enjo^Tnent of liis/*

Then i!,he af'igels inquired, " What is your delight r^' They said,

" It is the delight of -whoredom, re^'enge, fraud, and blasphemy."

The angel asked further, " But -uhat are the natm-e and quality

of these dehghts ?" They replied, " In others they excite simi-

lar sensations to the stenches arising from dunghills, putrid car-

cases, and stagnant m-ine." " And are these," said they, " de-

lightful to you?" They rejoined, "Yes; most delightful."

" Then," said the angels, " you are like the unclean beasts \vliicli

live in them." " Be it so," they answered ;
" but such things

are most grateful to our nostrils." The angels then asked,
" Have you any further information to give respecting yoiu' de-

lights "?" "Every one," they replied, "is allowed the enjoyment
of his dehglit, even the most unclean, as they call it, provided

he does not infest good spuits and angels ; but as in consequence

of our deHght we cannot refrain fi'om infesting them, \ic are

confined in workhouses, where we undergo great hardships : the

restraint laid on om' enjoyments by the cessation of oiu* delights

in such places, is "what is called hell-torment, being attended

vrith interior pain." The angels further asked them, " Why do
you infest the good ?" " We cannot do otherwise," they replied ;

" it is as if we were seized M'ith rage and madness when we sec

any angel, and perceive about him the divine sphere of the Lord."

To this we repUed, " You are then hke wild beasts ;" and pre-

sently aftenvards, when they saw the noAitiate spirit with the

angels, a fit of fury came upon them, which appeared like a fire

of hatred ; therefore, to prevent their doing any mischief, they

were cast down again into hell. After this appeared the angels

who fi'om ends see causes, and by causes effects, and who in-

habited the heaven immediately over those three companies ; they

appeared in a clear bright light, which descending in spiral flex-

lu-es, brought along with it a round garland of flowers, and
j)laced it on the head of the novitiate spirit ; and immediately
these words issuing from the light were addi'essed to him :

" This

lam'cl crown is gi^"en you, because from your cliildhood you have
meditated about heaven and hell."

CHAPTEU- X.

REFORilATION AND REGENERATION.

571. After treating of repentance, it comes next in order

tc treat of reformation and regeneration, because these follow

repentance, and are promoted by it. There are two states into

which a man must enter, and through which he nmst pass, that

he may from natiu"al become spiritual. The first state is called

Reformation, and the other Regeneration. In the first he
looks fr'om his natural state towards the spiritual, with a great
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desire to attain it ; in the other state he becomes a spuitiial-

natiu-al man. The first state is formed by the truths which be-

long to faith, by which he looks towards charity ; the other is

formed by the goods of charity, from which he enters into the

truths of faith ; or, what is the same thing, the first is a state of

thought from tlie understanding, the other is a state of love fr(jm

the Avill. As this latter state commences and advances, a change

or turning takes place in the mind ; for then the love of the will

enters by influx into the understanding, acting upon, and leading

it to think in concord and agreement with its love ; so that in

proportion as the good of love fills the first station, and the

truths of faith the second, the man is spiritual, and is a new
creatm-e. He then acts from charity, and speaks from faith

;

he sensibly feels the good of charitj^, and perceives the truth of

faith ; he is then in the Lord, he is in peace, and thus regene-

rate. The man who, duiing his abode in this world, has entered

into the first of these states, is in a capacity after death of being

introduced into the other ; but he who, dming the present life,

lias not entered into the first state, cannot after death be intro-

duced into the second, and thus cannot be regenerated. These

two states may be compared with the daily progression of light

and heat in the spring season ; the first with the early daAvii or

cock-crowing, the second with morning and sun-rise ; and the

progression of the latter state may be compared with that of the

day from morning till noon, and thus to light and heat. It may
also be compared with a crop of corn, which is first a gi'eeu

herb, then puts forth spikes and ears, in which lastly grain is

formed ; and likonase with a tree, which at fii'st sprouts forth

from a seed in the earth, then forms a stalk, from which brandies

shoot out, and these are adorned vdth leaves, and aftenvards

with blossoms, in the inmost bosom of which the rudiments of

fruits are formed, which as the}^ ripen produce new seeds, hke
a new race or progeny. The first state, which is that of refor-

mation, maj' also be compared with the state of a silk-worm,

Avhen it draws forth from itself and unfolds its silken web ; but

after its industrious toil is over it acquires wings, and flies forth

into the open air, and then no longer derives its nourishment as

before from leaves, but from the juices of flowers.

I. Unless a man be born again, and as it were created
ANEW, HE CANNOT ENTER THE KINGDOM OF GOD.

572. That a man cannot enter the kingdom of God except

he be born again, is the Lord^s doctrine in John, where he said

to Nicodemus, " Verily, verih' (Amen), I say imto thee, except

a man be born again., he cannot see the kingdom of God/^ and
iiu'ther, " Verily, verily, I say unto thee, except a man he born
of water and the spiiit, he cannot enter into the kingdom of

God : that which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which ia

born of the spirit is spirit^' (iii. 3, o, G). The kingdom of God
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signifies )otli heaven and the chiu'ch ; for the kingdom of God on
earth is the church ; and the same is meant hy the kingdom of

God in other phices Avhere it occm's, as in Matt. xi. 11 ; xii. 28;
xxi. 43; Luke iv. 43; Ad. 20; viii. 1, 10; ix. 11, 60, 62; xvii.

21 ; and elsewhere. To be born of water and the spirit, signifies

by tlie truths of faith and a hfe in conformity to them. Water
signifies truths, as may be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed,
n. 50, 614, 615, 685, 932. Spirit signifies a life in conformity

to di^dne truths, as is evident from the Lord's words in John vi.

63. Verily, verily, signifies that it is the truth ; and because
the liord was the truth itself, therefore he so often used that ex-

pression. He is also called the Amen (Rev. iii. 14). The rege-

nerate in the Word are called sons of God, and born of God,
and regeneration is described by a new heart and a new spirit.

573. Since "to be created" also signifies to be regenerated,

therefore this term is applied to him who is born again, and as

it were, created anew. That this is the signification of being
created, is plain from these passages. " Create in me a clean

heart, O God; renew aright spudt within me" (Psalm li. 10).
" Thou openest thy hand, they are filled with good ; thou send-

est forth thy spirit, they are created" (civ. 28, 30). "The peo-

ple that shall be created shall praise the Lord" (cii. 18). "Be-
hold, \ create Jerusalem a rejoicing'^ (Isaiah Ixv. 18). "Thus
saith the Lord thy Creator, O Jacob, and thy Former, O Israel,

I have redeemed thee. Every one that is called by my name,
I have created him for my glory" (xhii. 1, 7). " That they may
see and know and consider, and understand together, that the

Holy One of Israel hath created this" (xli. 20): besides other

passages ; as in some where the Lord is called Creator, Former,
and jNlaker. Hence it is plain what is 'meant by these words ol

the Lord to his (hscij^les :
" Go ye out into all the world, and

preach the gospel to every creature" (Mark xvi. 15) : creatures

mean all who are in a capacity to be regenerated. In like man-
ner it is used in Rev. iii. 14; 2 Cor. v. 17.

574. It is obvious also to reason that a man ought to be
regenerated, since he is born with a propensity to e^dls of every

kind, derived from his parents, and these reside in his natm^al

man, which of itself is diametrically opposed to the spiritual

man ; and yet he is born to be an inhabitant of heaven, into

which he cannot be admitted unless he be rendered spiritual,

which can only be effected by regeneration. Hence it necessaril;^

follows, that the natural man with its lusts ought to be conquered,

subdued, and inverted ; for otherA^dse the man cannot stir a step

towards heaven, but must needs cast himself more and more
deeply into hell. How plain must this appear to every one who
))elieves that he is born with a propensity to evils of every kind,

and who acknoAvledges that there are such things as good and
evil, and that the one is contrary to the other ; also a Ufe after
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death, ii hell and a heaven; and that liell is formed by evi), and
heaven by good ! The natural man, considered in himsell", as to

his nature, ditlers not at all from the nature of beasts ; indeed,

with regard to his will to all intents and piu'poses he is a wild

beast : he dift'ers however from beasts with respect to his under-

standing, for this is capable of elevation above the lusts of the

will, and not only of seeing, but also of reguljiting them ; hence

it is that a man is capable of thought from understanding and of

speech from thought, which beasts are not. AVhat a man's
quality is by birth, and what it would be unless he were rege-

nerated, may be seen in savage beasts of all kinds. He would
be a tiger, a panther, a leopard, a wild boar, a scorpion, a taran-

tula, a viper, a crocodile, &c.; so that unless he were transformed

into a sheep by regeneration, what would he be but a de\dl

among devils in helly And supposing the innate ferocity of men
svere under no restraint from the laws of civil government, would
they not assault and murder one another, or at least despoil each

other of their possessions even to their very clothes ? Are there

any of the human species who are not Ijy birth satyrs and the

mere creatures of hcentiousness, or four-footed reptiles? and who
among them, unless he be regenerated, becomes anything better

than an ape ? The external morality Avhich a man assumes for

the pui'pose of concealing his internals, can make him nothing

more.

575. The quality of the unregenerate man ma}^ be further

described by these comparisons and similitudes in Isaiah :
'' The

cormorant and the bittern shall possess it ; the owl also and the

raven shall dwell in it. He shall stretch out upon it the line of

emptiness and the plummet of desolation ; and the thorn sliall

come up upon its altars,' the thistle and bramble in its fortresses,

and it shall be a habitation for dragons, and a court for the

daughters of 'the owl. The ziim shall also meet vidth the jiim,

and the satyr shall encounter his fellow ; the lilith [birds of

night,] also shall rest there ; there shall the great owl make her

nest, and lay, and gather, and hatch under her shadow ; there

shall the kites also be gathered, every one with her mate"
(xxxiv. 11, 13—15).
II. The new birth or creation is efiixted isv the lord

ALONE, THROUGH THE MEDIUM Of CIIARITV AND FAITH,

DURING man's co-operation.
576. That regeneration is effected by the Lord alone, through

charity and faith, is a consequence of what was proved in the

chapters on charity and faitli, and particularly of what was
taught in the article. The Lord, charity, and faith, make a one,

like life, ivill, and understanding ; and if they be divided, each

perishes like a pearl bruised to powder. These two, chaiity and
faith, ai'e called means or mediums, because they conjoin man
with the Lord, and cause charity to be charity, and faith, faith,
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M'liicli could not be the case except man also had some share in

reg-eneration ; lience it is said that this work is effected dm-ing

man^s co-operation. In the foregoing chapters we ha^e occa-

sionally spoken of man's co-operation Avith the Lord ; but since

the human mind is such, as to be led enth'ely by its perceptions

to imagine that it Avorks and effects every thing merely by its

OAvn power and strength, therefore this subject shall be still

further illustrated. In all motion, and consequently in all action,

there is an active and a passive, that is, a something which acts as

an agent, and a something which, being passive, acts from the

agent ; hence one action is effected by both ; comparatively as a

mill is put into action by a wheel, or a chariot by a horse, or as

motion is produced by the endeavoui* to move, or as an effect

proceeds from its cause, or as a dead power put in activity by a

living power, and in general as the instrumental is acted upon
by its principal ; in all which instances it is well known that the

two together constitute but one action. With respect to charity

and faith, the Lord is the agent, and man acts from the Lord

;

for the active [power of energyl^ of the Lord is in the passive

[^ground] of man ; therefore the power of acting well is from the

Lord, and thence the v.dll to act is as it were man's, because he
is in possession of free-A\dll, so that he has the power to act in

unity Avitli the Lord, and to conjoin himself with him ; or to act

from the power of hell, v/hich is extraneous to that of the Lord,

and thus to separate himself from him. j\Ian's action, when
concordant Avith that of the Lord, is what is here meant by
co-operation; but to give the reader a clearer idea of tliis subject,

we will further illustrate it presently by comparisons.

577. From what has been said, this also follows, that the

Lord is continually in the act of regenerating man, because he is

continually in the act of saving him, and no one can be saved

except he be regenerated ; according to the Lord's Avords in

John, " Except a man be born again he cannot see the kingdom
of (jrod" (iii. 3). Regeneration therefore is a means of salvation,

as charity and faith are means of regeneration. It is the height

of vanity to suppose that regeneration foUoAvs as a necessary

consequence of the faith now prevalent in the church, Avhich

excludes man's co-operation. Action and co-operation, such as

Avere described above, are apparent in every thing that has any
activity and poAver of motion : the action and co-operation of thc-

heart and the Avhole of its arterial system, are of this kind ; the

heart acts, and the arteries, by their coverings and coats, co-

operate, and in this manner produce the circulation of the blood.

The case is similar Avith respect to the lungs and the air : the air

acts by its Aveight according to the height of its atmosphere, and
at first the ribs with the lungs co-operate, and presently afterAvards

the lungs Avith the ribs ; hence the action of respiisation is com-
municated to every membrane of the body. It is thus that the
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meninges of the brain^ the pleura, the peritontemu, the dia-

phra<^m, and the other membranes Avhich cover the viscera, and

those which inwardly compose them, act and are acted upon, and

so co-operate; for they are in their Tiatui'es elastic, deriving hence

their existence and subsistence. The case is the same in every

fibre and nerve, in every muscle, and even in every cartilage, iu

each of Avhich, as is well known, there are action and co-opera-

tion. Such co-operation exists too in all the senses; for the

sensoi'ies, hke the bodily organs of motion, consist of hbres,

membranes, and muscles. To describe the particular co-opera-

tion of each would be needless ; for it is well known that hght

acts on the eye, sound on the ear, odor on the nostril, and
flavor on the tongue, and that the organs adapt themselves to

such action, and thence derive sensation. How plain is it to

perceive from hence, that unless there were in the spiritual

organism of the brain such action and co-operation with the

influent life, it would be impossible for thought and will to exist

!

for life from the Lord enters by influx into that organism, and
as this on its part co-operates, all that is thought, Aveighed, con-

cluded, and determined to be done, is made perceptible. If hfe

alone were to act, and the man not to co-operate as of himself,

he would no more be capable of thinking than a stock or a stone,

or than a church is whilst the minister is preaching in it, which
may indeed, by the repercussion of the voice from its doors,

repeat the words like an echo, but can never be made sensible of

the matter of the discom'se ; in such a state would a man be, in

respect to charity and faith, unless he co-operated with the Lord.

578. The state and condition of a man, if he were not to

co-operate with the Lord, may also be illustrated by the fol-

lowing comparisons : The spiritual things of heaven and the

church would in such a case excite in him the same perceptions

and sensations as some discordant or disagreeable object, affecting

him, for instance, as a stench does his nose, dissonance his ear,

deformity his eye, and a nasty taste his tongue; and if the

delight of charity and the pleasantness of faith were to enter by
influx into the spuitual organism of the minds of those who are in

the dehght of evil and the false, they would be tortured and tor-

mented by the intrusion, and at length would fall into a swoon;
for the organism of the mind of such persons, by reason of the

continual spiral foldings and windings of which it consists, would
twist and writhe itself during che heavenly influx, and would be
tortured like a serpent on a bed of ants. That this is really the

case has been proved to me by abundant experience in the

spiritual Avorld.

III. Since all are redeemed, all have a capacity to be
REGENERATED, EVERY ONE ACCORDING TO HIS STATE.

579. To understand this proposition more clearly, it may be
expedient to premise something on the subject of redemption.
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The Lord came into tlie world principally for tliese two ])urposesij

to remove hell from angels and men, and to glorify his huma-
nity ; for before the Lord's coming hell had increased from
beneath to such a height as to infest the angels of heaven, and
rIso by its interposition between heaven and the world, to inter-

cept the Lord's communication Avith men on earth, in con-

sequence of which no divine truth or good could pass from the

Lord to mankind. Hence a total destruction and damnation
threatened the whole human race, and also the angels of heaven
could not long have subsisted in theii* integrity. In order,

therefore, to remove hell, and so to avert the impending dam-
nation, the Lord came into the world, and did remote and
suljdue it, and thus opened heaven, so that he might afterwards

be present with men on earth, and save such as live according to

his commandments, and might consequently regenerate them

;

for those v.dio are regenerated are saved. Thus the truth of the

proposition is intelligible, that all have a capacity of being rege-

nerated, because all are redeemed; and as regeneration and
salvation are a one, it is equally true that all have a capacity of

being saved. The doctrine therefore which the clim'ch maintains,

that unless the Lord had come into the world no one could have
been saved, is to be understood in this sense, that unless he
had come into the world no one could have been regenerated.

With respect to the other purpose for which the Lord came into

the Avorld, namely, to glorrfy his humanity, it was grounded in

this cu'cumstance, that he was thus made a Redeemer, Rege-
nerator, and Saviour to eternity; yet it may not be behevcd that

by the redemption once wrought in the world all from that time

were redeemed, but that he is continually redeeming those who
believe on him and practise his precepts. More however may
be seen on these subjects in the chapter on Redemption.

580. The reason wh}' it is said that every one has a capacity

of being regenerated according to his state, is, because a dif-

ference of persons and circumstances causes a difference in

respect to regeneration. The learned and the unlearned, for

instance, are regenerated in a different manner, and by different

processes. The same is true of persons engaged in different

studies and employments, and of those also who confine their

researches to the externals of the Word, and those Avho extend

them to its internals. There is a difference between those avIio

receive from theu' parents good natural dispositions, and those

who receive bad; and likewise in respect to those who from their

infancy hays plunged themselves into the vanities of the world,

and those who have sooner or later separated themselves from

them : in short, there is a difference between tliose who consti-

tute the external church of the Lord, and those who constitute

the internal. The variety is infinite, like that of the faces and
dispositions of mankind ; but still every one has a capacity ol
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being regenerated and saved ao wording to liis state. That this is

the case may appear e\ddeat from this circumstance, that the

liea\'ens, into which all the regenerate are received, are three in

number, the highest, the middle, and the last ; into the highest

are received those who by regeneration are become receptive of

love to the Lord ; into tlie middle, those who are receptive of

love towards their neiglibour ; and into the last, those Avho live

only in the practice of external charity, and at the same time

acknowledge the Lord as God the Redeemer and Sa,\'iour. All

tliese different descriptions of men are saved, but yet after a

different manner. The reason why all liave a capacity of being

regenerated, and thus saved, is, because the Lord, with his divine

good and truth, is present mth every man ; from this presence

is the life of each, and hence also the faculty of understanding

and willing, together with freedom of determination in spiritual

concerns. These gifts are denied to no one : there are also means
supphed, leading to the right use of these gifts. Among Chris-

tians this supply of means is to be found in the Word, and among
gentiles in the particular religion of each country, which teaches

the being of a God, and enforces precepts respecting good and
evil. From what has been said, it plainly follows that every

one has a capacity of being saved, so that if he is not saved, it

is the man, and not the Lord, that is in fault, and his fault

consists in this, that he does not co-operate.

581. Redemption and the passion of the cross are two distinct

things, Avhich ought by no means to be confounded together,

and the Lord, by both, assumed the power of regenerating and
saving mankind, as Avas shewn in the chapter on Redemption.
From the prevailing faith of the present church, that the passion

of the cross constitutes the sum and substance of redemption,

have arisen legions of horrible falsities respecting God, faitli,

chai'ity, and other subjects connected in a regular chain with

those three, and dependent on tliem ; as for instance, respecting

God, that he passed sentence of condemnation on all the human
race, and was willing to be brought back to mercy, in conse-

quence of that condemnation being laid on his Son, or taken by
the Son upon himself, and that only those are saved who are

gifted with the merit of Christ either by the di\ine foreknow-

ledge or predestination. This fallacy has given rise also to

another tenet of that faith, that all who are gifted with that

faith are instantly regenerated, -without any regard to their own
co-operation; yea, that they are thus delivered from the ciu'se

of the law, being no longei- under the law, but under grace

;

and this notwithstanding the Lord's declaration, that he would
not take aAvay one jot or tittle of the law (Matt. v. 18, 19 ; Luke
x\i. 17) ; and his command to his disciples to jireach repentance

Cor the remission, of sins (Luke xxiv. 4.^7; Mark vi. 12); and
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liis express words, ^''The kingdom of God is at hand ; repent ye,

and believe the gospel'^ (]\Iark i. 15). By the gospel is meant,

that they had the power to be regenerated, and thus saved, whicli

power they could not have had unless the Lord had wrought
redemption, that is, unless he had, by his combats against hell

and his victories over it, deprived it of its power, and unless he
had glorified his Humanity, that is, had made it DiAine.

582. Consult yoirr reason, and tell me what sort of creatui'es,

in your judgement, men would become, supposing the faith of

the present chui^ch to continue, which teaches that they were
redeemed solely by the passion of the cross, and that those who
are gifted mth the Lord's merit are not under the curse of the

law ; and fui'ther, that this faith, although a man is altogether

ignorant whether it be in him or not, remits sins and regene-

rates, and that his co-operation in its act, that is, Avhile it is

given and enters into him, Avould defile it, and make salvation

void ; for by this he would mix his own merit with Christ's.

Consult, I say, yoiu' reason, and tell me whether, upon this

supposition, the whole AYord, which insists principally on re-

generation by a spiritual Avashing from evils^ and by exercises

of charity, must not of necessity be rejected? And then of what
i;-3e is the decalogue, which is the beginning of reformation, or

what purpose can it serve, but to be applied by a cook as so mucli

Avaste paper to AA'rap up his confectionery? In such a case,

what is religion but a kind of lamentable cry on a man's part,

that he is a sinner, joined Avith supplication to God the Father
to have mercy on him for the sake of his Son's suflFerings ? And
Avhat is this but a rehgion of the lips onh^, proceeding from the

lungs, without any thing of act or deed in it proceeding from
the heart ? And AA'hat then is redemption but a papal indulgence ?

or what more than the AA'hipj)ing of one monk for the offences

of the Avhole monaster}^, as is no uncommon practice ? Sup-
posing this faith alone to regenerate a man, Avhile repentance

and charity contribute nothing, Avhat is the internal man, Avhich

is his spirit that lives after death, but hke a city on fire, the

rubbish of which forms the external ? or hke cultivated ground
or a meadow laid Avaste by caterpillars and locusts ? Such u

man appears in the sight of angels just like a person who che-

rishes a serpent in his bosom, Avhile he covers it AA'ith his garment
to prevent its being seen ; or like one Avho sleeps as a slieep in

company Avith a Avolf ; or hke a person Avho lies down to rest

under an elegant coA'crlid in a shirt Avoven of spiders' webs. And
in such case, Avhat is a life after death, Avhen all, according to the

dift'ei'ences of their advancement in the regeneration, are to be
arranged in heaven, or according to the diflerences of their re-

jection of regeneration, in hell, but a merely carnal hfe, thus

like that of a fish or a crab ?
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lY. The several stages of man^s regeneration ansv.er to

HIS natural conception, gestation in the womb, birth,
and education.
583. There is with man a constant correspondence between

natui'al operations and sj)iritual, or between what is done in the

body and what is done in the spirit : and this is because as to

his soul he is by bii'th a spiritual being, and is clothed Avith a
natural covering, which constitutes his material body : hence
when this is cast off, his soul, clothed Avith a spiritual body,

enters immediately into a world where all things are spiritual,

and is there associated with its like. Now since the spiritual

body is to be formed in the material body, and is formed by
means of truths and goods which are derived by influx from the

Lord through the spiritual Avorld, and are received by man in-

teriorly in such of his component principles as are deriA'ed from
the natural world, which are called matters of civil and moral
import, it is plain what must be the nature of its formation

;

and since, as just observed, there is with man a constant cor-

respondence between natm^al operations and spiritual, it folloAvs

that the stages of spiritual regeneration ansAver to the stages of

iijitural conception, gestation in the Avomb, birth, and education.

It is from this ground that Avhenever natural births are men-
tioned in the Word, they ahvays signify spiritual births, such
as relate to good and truth ; for whatever occurs in the letter of

the Word, which is natural, involves and signifies something
spiritual, as Avas fully proved in the chapter on the Sacred
Scripture, Avhere it is shcAvn that in all and every part of the

Word there is a spiritual sense contained in the letter. Natm'al
births, Avhen mentioned in the Word, involve spiritual births, as

is plain from the folloAving passages :
" We have conceived, Ave

have come to the birth, avc have as it were brought forth Avind

;

we have not Avrought any deliverance" (Isaiah xxaI. 18). "Shall
the earth be made to bring forth in one day ? Shall I bring to

the birth, and not cause to bring forth, saith the Lord ; shall

I cause to bring forth, and shut the AA'omb?" (Ixvi. 7—10). "Sin
shall come to the birth, and shall not be able to bring forth"

(Ezek. XXX. 15, 16). "The sorroAvs of a traA'ailing woman shall

come upon Ephraim • he is an unwise son, for he doth not stay

his time in the womb of sons" (Hosea xiii. 13); not to mention
several other passages to the same purpose. Since natural

births, Avhen mentioned in the Word, signify such as are spi-

ritual, and these are from the Lord, therefore he is called the
Former, and he that bringeth forth from the womb ; as is evi-

dent from these passages :
" Jehovah is thy Maker, and thy

Former from the Avomb" (Isaiah xliv. 2). "He that brought me
oiit from the womb" (Psalm xxii. 9) .

" Upon thee have I been
placed from the Avomb ; thou art he that brought me forth out

of my mother's boAvels" (Ixxi. 6) .
" Hearken unto me, all the
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remnant of the house of Israel, who were borne by me from the

womb, carried from the belly" (Isaiah xhi. 3); and in several

other places. From this trround the Lord is called Father, as in

Isaiah ix. 6 ; Ixiii. 16 ; John x. 30 ; xiv. 8, 9 ; and such as are

in goods and truths from him are called sons, and born of God,
and bretlnen one among another (]\Iatt. xxiii. 8) ; and the chm'ch

is called mother (Hosea ii. 2, 5; Ezek. xvi. 45).

584. From what has been said, then, it is e\ident there is a

correspondence between natm-al births and spmtual ; and as there

is such a correspondence, it follows that conception, gestation

in the womb, parturition, and education, are not only predicablc

of the new buih, but are states actually attending it, the par-

ticular natm'e of which we shall consider presently. It is suffi-

cient in this place to observe, that the human seed is interiorly

conceived in the understanding, and is formed in the Anil, and
is thence translated into the testes, where it clothes itself Avith a

natm'al covering, and is thus conveyed into the womb, and from
thence into the world. There is moreover a correspondence be-

tween the regeneration of man and all the prodvictions of the

vegetable kingdom ; on Avhich accomit it is that in the Word a

man is frequently described by a tree, his truth by seed, and
his goodness by fruit. A bad tree may be as it were born anew,

and afterwards bear good fruit and good seed, as is evident from
the cases of engrafting and inoculation, where, notwithstanding

the ascent of the same juice from the root, through the trunk,

even to the part engrafted or inoculated, yet it is there changed
into good juice, and makes a good tree. The case is similar in

the clim^ch with those Avho are engrafted in the Lord, as he him-
self teaches in these Avords :

" I am the vine, ye are the branches ;

he that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth

luuch fruit : if a man abide not in me, he is cast forth as a

Tjranch, and is withered, and men gather them and cast them
into the fire'^ (John xv. 5, 6).

585. It is maintained by many of the learned that the vege-

tation, not only of trees, but also of all shrubs, corresponds ^^ii\^.

human prolification ; therefore, by Avay of appendix to what has

been said, I Avill add a few observations on tliis subject. In trees

and all the other subjects of the vegetable kingdom, there ai'e

not two sexes, male and female, but each particular subject is

male, the earth alone, or the ground, being then' common
mother, and thus as it were a female ; for it receives the seeds

of all plants, causes them to open, carries them as in a womb, at

the same time proAides them Avith noui-ishment, and brings them
forth, that is, teems them from her Avomb into the open day, and
afterAvards clothes and supports them. When the earth first

causes the seed to open, it laegins from the root, Avhich is like a

heart, from Avhence it emits and transmits juice, hke blood, and
thus forms a kind of body fm-nished Avith members. The stem
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IS the body of the plant, and the branches with their t-^vigs arf

ita members. The leaves which it produces immediately after

its birth are in the place of lungs; for as the heart without the

lungs produces neither sense nor motion, and thus does not

impart life to a man, so neither can the root alone, -ndthout the

leaves, cause a tree or shrub to vegetate. The flowers which
precede the fruit are the means of purifying the juice or blood,

and of separating the grosser parts from the purer, and of form-

ing for the influx of the latter into their bosoms a new and
tender stalk, through which the purified juice may flow, and thus

give the begijining and successive formation to the fruit, which
may be compared to the testis, in which seeds are perfected.

The vegetative soul, which reigns universally in the inmost
gi'ound of every particle of the juice, or in its prohfic essence, is

derived pm^ely from the heat of the spiritual world, Avliich, in

consequence of its origin from the sun of that world, has a per-

petual tendency to generation, and thus to a continuance of

creation; and as that sun has essentially a tendency towards the

production of man, therefore it communicates in whatever is

generated some sort of resemblance to man. Let no one be sur-

prised to hear it asserted that the subjects of the vegetable king-

dom are all males, and that the earth alone, or the ground, is as

a common mother or female ; for according to the testimony of

SwAJiMERDAM, fouudcd Oil ocuhu' experience, and recorded in

his BiBLiA Natur.^:, the same is true of bees, which, he says,

have but one common mother, from whom the family of the

whole hive is produced; and if these small animals have only one
common mother, why may not the same be true with respect to

all plants ? That the earth is a common mother, may also be
spiritually illustrated, and indeed is illustrated by this circum-

stance, that the earth in the V»''ord signifies the chiu'ch, and the

church is the common mother of all her members, as she is also

styled in the Word. The earth signifies the church as is proved

in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 285, 902. The reason why
the earth or ground has the power of entering into the inmost

of the seed, even to its prolific essence, and of draAidng this forth

and diftusing it, is, because every grain of dust or mould exhales

from its essence a sort of subtle sphere, like an efiluAdum, which
penetrates the seed ; and this is owing to the active force of the

heat that proceeds from the spiritual Avorld.

586. That a man cannot be regenerated except by successive

degrees, may be illustrated by the case of ail tilings, even to the

minutest particulars, which exist in the natural world. A tree

does not arrive at the maturity of its state, so as to become a

tree, in a single day, but first grows from its seed, afterwards

from its root, and tlience from its shoot, which becomes a stem

,

irom this proceed branches and leaves, and lastly flowers and
fruits. Neither does a crop of wheat or barlev become fit for tlie
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sickle in one day ; nor is a house built in one day ; nor dose a

man attain to bis full bodily stature in one day, much less to the

stature of wisdom; so neither is the chm'ch established and per-

fected in one day; nor is it possible for any progression to arrive

at its end, unless there be a beginning to set out from. Those
who form any other notion of regeneration than this, are entirely

ignorant of the nature of charity and faith, and of the growth of

each according to man's co-operation with the Lord. Hence it

is evident that the several stages of man's regeneration answer
to his natural conception, gestation in the womb, birth, and
education.

y. The first act of the new birth, which is an act of the
rXDERSTANDING, IS CALLED REFORMATION; AND THE SECOND,

WHICH IS AN ACT OF THE WILL, AND THENCE OF THE UNDER-
STANDING, IS CALLED REGENERATION.
587. Since it is intended in this and the following articles to

treat on the subjects of reformation and regeneration, the former

of which is ascribed to the understanding and the latter to the

will, it is expedient that the distinctions between the under-

standing and the Avill should be known ; and as these are de-

scribed above, n. 397, the passage should be consulted, that it

may be read over pre^'ious to the contents of this article. That
the e^dls in which a man is born are ingenerate in the will of the

natural man, and that the will inclines the understanding to

favor its desires by thinking in agreement, was shewn in the

above article ; hence, to effect man's regeneration it is necessary

that it be done by the understanding, as by a mediate cause, and
this is accomplished by the information Avliich the understanding

receives, first from parents and masters, and afterwards fi*om

reading the Word, from sermons, books, and conversation. The
subjects which the understanding thus receives are called truths,

so that it is the same whether we speak of reformation being

eflTected l)y the understanding, or by the truths which the un-
derstanding receives ; for truths instruct a man in whom and
what he is to believe, and also what he ought to do, consequently

Avhat he ought to will; for whatever a man docs is done from the

will according to the miderstanding. Since then the very will

of man is by birth evil, and the understancUng teaches what is

evil and what is good, and he has power to ^vill, or not to will,

either the one or the other, it follows that he must be reformed

by means of the understanding. So long however as he sees

and acknowledges in his mind that e^il is evil, and good is good,

and tliinks that good ought to be chosen, so long that state is

called reformation ; but when he actually wills to flee from evil

and do good, then commences the state of regeneration.

588. For this end man is endowed with a capacity of eleva-

ting his understanding almost into the light which tlie angels of

heaven enjoy, that he mav see what it behoves liim to will and
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theuee to do, if lie would be prosperous in this world for a time,

and be blessed after death to eternity. He becomes prosperous

and blessed in case he procures wisdom for himself, and keeps

his Avill in obedience to it ; but he becomes unprosperous and

unhappy in case he submits his understanding to the guidance of

his will. The reason of this is, because the will from its birth

inclines to evils, even to such as are most enormous. Unless

then it be restrained by the understanding, a man left to the

free guidance of his will Avould rush headlong into all wickedness,

and from his inherent ferine nature would plunder and massacre,

•for his own gratification, all who did not favor his designs, and
indulge his lusts. Besides, unless the understanding could be
perfected separately from the will, and the will by its means, a

man would not be a man but a beast ; for withou.t such separa-

tion, and the ascent of the understanding above the will, he
would have no capacity of tliinking or of speaking from thought,

but would only utter a sound expressive of his affection ; he

Mould have no capacity of acting from reason, but only from

instinct ; much less would he have a capacity of knowing the

things that are of God, and God by them, and thus of being

conjoined to God, and living to eternity : for every man thinks

and wills as of himself; and this circumstance, as of himself, is

what renders the conjunction reciprocal ; for there cannot pos-

flibly be conjunction without reciprocality, as there can be no
conjunction of what is active with what is passive without mutual
adaptation or application. God alone acts, and man suffers

himself to be acted upon, and co-operates in all appearance as of

himself, although interiorly from God. From a right perception

of these truths may be seen the nature and quality of the love of

a man's will, if it be elevated hx means of the understanding, as

Avell as its nature and quality, if it be not so elevated, thus the

nature and quality of the man.
589. It is to be observed, that the faculty of elevating the

understanding even to that intelligence which the angels of

heaven enjo}^, is inherent by creation in every man, whether he
be evil or good, yea, even in every devil in hell ; for all that are

in hell were once men. This fact has often been shewn me by
experience ; but the reason why devils are mthout intelligence,

and are insane as to spiritual things, is, because they do not will

or desire any good, but c-vil; they have consequently an aversion

to know and understand truths, because truths are in favor of

good, and in opposition to evil. Hence too it appears that the

first stage of the new birth is the reception of truths in the un-

derstanding and the second is a willingness to act according to

truths, and at length the practice of them. None, however, can
be said to be reformed by the mere knowledges of truths ; for

every man, from the faculty he enjoys of elevating his under-
standing above the love of his will, is enabled to apprehend
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truths, and also to speak, tcacli, and preach them; but lie is a

reformed person who is in the affection of truth for truth^s sake;

for this affection conjoins itself Avith the will, and, if it continues

and increases, conjoins the will with the luiderstanding, and then
rej^eneration commences. How regeneration is afterwards ad-

vanced and perfected, will he the suljject of the following articles.

590. The quahty and character of a person whose under-
standing is in a state of elevation, while the love of his Avill

remains unelevated by it, may be illustrated by comparisons.

He is like an eagle flying aloft, which no sooner spies on the

ground any kind of prey for food, as poultiy, young swans, or

iieAV-born lambs, than he instantly pounces down upon it, and
devours it. He is also like an adulterer, who keeps a harlot con-
cealed below in a secret A-ault of his housCj and who by turns

ascends to the highest story, where in his Avife's presence he en-

ters into sober conversation with those who dwell there on the
subject of chastity, and then suddenly descending indulges his

lascivious passions with his harlot. He is also like a swarm of

gnats in a fenny countr}^, which fly in a column over the head
of a galloping horse, but wdiich^ when he stops^ descend and
immerse themselves in the feu that bred them. Such is the
man, whose understanding is in a state of elevation^ while the
love of his Avill remains below^ immersed in the impure indul-

gences of nature, and the hbidinous propensities of the senses.

But as persons in such a state seem to have an understanding
resplendent wdth wisdom, and yet their will is in opposition to it,

they may also be compared to serpents with shining scales, and
to flies called cantharides, that apj)ear of a golden hue," and also

to that meteor-like appearance in marshy places called an ignis-

fatuus, to rotten wood that emits light, and to other phosphoric
bodies. They rank among those who have the art of appearing
like angels of light, both to men on earth, and after death to

the angels of heaven, but who after a short examination are then
deprived of their garments, and cast down naked ii'om their state

of exaltation. This cannot be the case here on earth, because
their spirits here are not open and apparent, but concealed under
feigned characters, like the representations of actors on a stage.

The power they have to appear hke angels of light both as to

their aspect and speech is grounded in this circumstance, of

which also it is a convincing proof, that they have the faculty,

as before observed, of elevating their understandings above the

love of the will, and that almost to angelic wisdom. Now as a

man's internal and external may thus be turned contrary ways,

and as the body is cast off after death, and the spirit continues

to exist, it is plain that a dusky sjjirit may dwell under a fair

outside and a firy one under the cover of soft and com-teous

discourse ; therefore, my friend, form your judgement of men
not from their lips^ but from their hearts, that is^ not from their
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words^ but from their actions ; for the Lord says, " Beware of

false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothiiij::;, hut in-

wardly they are raveninj:^ wolves bv their fruits ye shall know
them" (Matt. vii. 15, 16).

VI. The internal man is first to be reformed, and by
IT THE external, and thus the MxVN is regenerated.
591. That the internal man is first to be regenerated, and by

it the external, is a doctrine at the present day commonly insisted

on in the church ; but then by the internal man nothing else is

conceived or meant tlian a faith that God the Father imputes the

merit and righteousness of his Son, and sends the Holy Ghost.

It is generally supposed that this faith constitutes the internal

man, and that the external, which constitutes the natural-moral

man, flows from it, and is as a sort of appendage to the former,

i'ust like the tail of a horse or a cow, or that of a peacock, or a
)ird of paradise, Avhicli reaches down to the feet, without having

any coherence Avith the body ; for it is asserted that charity fol-

low^s that faith, but that should charity enter from a man's will,

it proves the destruction of faith. Since, however, the church

at this day allows of no other internal man than what is here

described, it has in fact no internal man, since no one can tell

whether that faith be given to him or not ; that it cannot possibly

be given, and is thus a mere creatm^e of the imagination, was
shewn above. Hence it follows that at this day, with those who
have confirmed themselves in that faith, there is no other inter-

nal man than that natural man before described, which by birth

is replete with all kinds of e\dls. It is fm-ther asserted that re-

generation and sanctification are a certain consequence of that

faith, and that man's co-operation, by wdiich alone regeneration

is effected, ought to be excluded. Hence it is that the know-
ledge of regeneration in the present church is not attainable,

when yet the Lord says. Except a man be regenerate he cannot
see the kingdom of God.

592. But the internal and external man of the New Church
are of a very different nature from what we have been describing.

The internal man belongs to his will, under whose influence he
thinks when he is left to himself, as is the case when he is at

home ; but the external man is the action and conversation, in

which he is engaged when abroad or in company ; so that the

internal man is charity, because charity belongs to the will, and
it is at the same time faith, which has relation to tlie thought.

Both these together before regeneration constitute the natural

man, which is thus divided into internal and external, as is evi-

dent from this circumstance, that a man does not permit himself

to act and speak in company, or abroad, as at home, or when
left to himself: the cause of which division is, that as the laws

of society prescribe punishments for those who do ill, and rewards

for those who do well, men compel themselves to separate the
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external man from tlie internal^ for no one is desirous of punish-

ment, but every one A\'islies for reward, -wliich he finds in tlie

acquisition of Avealth and honors ; and to avoid punishment and
attain reward can only be effected by H\'ing in conformity to the

laws of society. Hence it is that morahty and benevolence in

externals are found among those who have none in theii' inter-

nals ; and this is also the origin of all hypocrisy, flattery, and
simulation.

593. As to what concerns the division of the natural man
into two forms, it consists in an actual division both of its will

and of its thought ; for all a man's actions proceed from the Avill,

and all his speech from the thought ; so that a second will is

formed by him below the first, and in like manner a second

thought ; but still both these constitute the natural man. This

second Avill which he forms may be called his corporeal -will,

because it acts upon and impels the body to conduct itself ac-

cording to the outward forms of morality ; and this second

thought may be called pulmonary thought, because it acts upon
and impels the tongue and lij)s to utter and discourse as may
seem intelligent. This thought and this will, taken together,

may be compared to the thin skin which adheres to the inside

of the bark of a tree, and to the membrane which adheres to

the shell of an egg, and the internal natural man is within

them ; which natural man, if evil, may be compared to the wood
of a rotten tree, about which the bark with its thin skin appears

entire, and also to a rotten egg within a white shell. But the

quahty of the internal natural man from bu'th shall be here

described. His will is prone to e\-ils of every kind, and his

thought, as originating in the will, is equally prone to falses of

every kind. This then is the internal man which is to be re-

generated; for unless it be regenerated, there is nothing but
hatred against all things that respect charity, and Avrath, as a

consequence, against all things that respect faith. Hence it

follows that the internal natiu^al man is first to be regenerated,

and by it the external, this being according to order ; but to

regenerate the internal man by the external, is contrary to order

;

for the internal is as a soul in the external, not only in general,

but also in the minutest particular ; it is consequently included

in every single Avord that the external utters, notwithstanding

the man be ignorant of such a circumstance. It is from this

ground that the angels perceive the nature and quality of a

man's will by observing only a single action, and the natm'e and
quality of his thought by attending only to a single expression,

and can thus discover whether the will and thought be infernal

or heavenly ; hence they know at once the Avhole man, perceiving

by the tone of his voice the affection that reigns in his tliought,

and by his behaviour or form of action the love that iiiles in his

will. The angels have a clear perception of such things, however
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a man may strive to conceal his true cliaracter, under an ap-

peai'ance of religion and morality.

59J?. The regeneration of man is described in Ezekiel b}^ the

dry bones^ which were first covered with sinews, then with flesh

and skin, and lastly had spirit breathed into them, so that they

revived, xxxvii. 1—14. That regeneration is described by these

circumstances, is CAident from the words which follow :
" These

bones are the whole house of Israel" (verse 11). It is also com-
pared in the same passage with sepulchres, or graves ; for it is

^^Titten, " I will open your graves, and put my spirit in you,

and bring you into the land of Israel" (verse 12—14): the land

of Israel, as applied in this and other passages, means the church.

The reason Avhy regeneration was represented by bones and
graves, is, because the unregenerate are called dead, and the

regenerate alive ; for spiritual life is in the latter, but in the for-

mer, spii'itual death.

595. In every created thing throughout the universe, Avhether

liAdng or dead, there is an internal and an external; the one
never exists without the other, as no eftect can exist without a

cause. Every created thing too is esteemed in proportion to its

internal goodness, and is held of little value in proportion to its

internal vileness ; external goodness is of no account, supposing

it to contain internal "sileness : every A^dse man on earth, and
every angel in heaven, forms his judgement according to this

rule. The quality of the unregenerate man, and that of the

regenerate, may be illustrated by comparisons. The unregene-

rate man who assumes the appearance of a moral member of

society and a good Christian, may be compared to a dead body
wrapt up with spices, which nevertheless spreads around a noi-

some stench, tainting the perfume of the spices, and insinuating

itself into the nostrils, and so injuring the brain. He may also

be compared to a mummy gilded, or laid up in a silver coffin, on
looking into which, the eyes are shocked at the sight of a black

corpse. He may also be compared with bones and skeletons

lying in a sepulchre built of lapis lazuli, and adorned Avith other

costly ornaments. He may be compared too with the rich man,
who was clothed with pm'ple and fine linen, whose internal

nevertheless was infernal, Luke xvi. He may further be com-
pared with poison so sweetened as to taste like sugar ; or with

hemlock Avhen in bloom ; or with fruits Avhich have shining and
beautiful rinds, but Avhose kernels are eaten up by worms ; or

with a sore covered over with a plaster, and afterwards with a

thin skin, beneath which there is nothing but corrupt matter.

It is true that the internal of such a person may be estimated in

the world by the external, but only by those who are themselves

void of a good internal, and who, therefore, judge according to

appearance. The case, however, is different in heaven; for when
the changeable body that envelopes the spirit, and which is in a
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state of flexibility from e\dl to good^ is separated by death, the

internal then remains, as it constitutes the human spirit, and

then appears at a distance like a serpent that has cast his skin,

or like rotten Avood stripped of its bark, in which before it had a

shining and bright appearance. But it is otherwise with the

regenerate man ; his internal is good, and his external is like to

that of another person, and yet in reality it dift'ers from that of

the unregenerate man as heaven from hell, a soul of goodness

being contained within it. It is of little consequence whether

such a man be a grandee of high rank, living in a palace and

attended by a large retinue of servants, or be in low circimi-

stances, dwelling in a cottage with only a boy to attend him
;

indeed, it is of little consequence whetlier he be a prelate, clad

in robes of piu-ple, and wearing an archbishop's mitre, or be

only the shepherd of a few sheep in a forest, with no other

clothing than a coarse rustic coat, and no cover for his head but

an ordinary bonnet. Gold is still gold, whether it glitter by
being placed near the fire, or contract a blackness on its outer

surface by being exposed to the smoke ; it is gold whether it be

cast into a beautiful image like that of an infant, or into an ugly

one like that of a mouse : mice that were made of gold, and

placed near the ark, were also accepted, and had a propitiating

power (1 Sam. \i. 3—5, &c.) ; for gold signifies internal good.

A diamond and a ruby, in like manner, whatever the matrix in

which they may be found, Avhether calcareous or of clay, when
taken out are esteemed for their internal goodness, of equal

value with the similar precious stones in a queen's necklace; and

so in all other instances. Hence it is evident that the external

derives its value from the internal, and not the conti-ary.

VII. When this takes place there arises a combat
BETWEEN THE INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL MAN, AND THEN
WHICHEVER CONQUERS HAS DOMINION OVER THE OTHER.

596. The reason why a combat arises at that time is, because

the internal man is reformed by means of truths, and from these

he sees what is e^dl and false which still abide in the external or

natural man : hence there now arises, for the first time, a dis-

agreement betAveen the new will above, and the old will beneath,

and this disagreement between the two mils is attended with a

disagreement also between the respective delights of each ; for it

is an acknowledged truth, that the flesh is contrary to the spirit,

and the spirit to the flesh, and that the flesh "svith its lusts must
first be subdued before the spuit can act, and the man become
new. After this disagreement of the two vdlls a combat arises,

being that which is called spiritual temptation ; but this temp-
tation or combat is not between goods and erils, but between the

truths of good and the falses of evil ; for good of itself cannot

fight, but it fights by truths, neither can evil fight of itself, but

by its falses, as the will cannot fight of itself, but by the under-
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standing, in whicli its truths reside. A man lias no other sen-

sible perception but that this combat is in himself, it being felt

by him as remorse of conscience ; but yet it is the Lord and the

devil, that is, hell, which fight in him, and contend for dominion
over him, or who shall possess him. The devil, or hell, assaults

him, and calls forth his e^dls, while the Lord defends him, and
calls forth his goods. But although this combat is waged in the

spiritual world, yet still it is waged in the man between the

truths of good and the falses of eWl that are in him ; hence he
ought to fight altogether as of himself, since he enjoys freedom
of will to act in favor either of the Lord or of the devil : he acts

in favor of the Lord if he abides in truths from good, and in

favor of the devil if he abides in falses from evil. Hence it

follows, that whichever obtains the \'ictory, Avhether it be the

internal man or the external, has dor.iinion over the other; just

as in the case of two hostile princes^ who contend which shall be
the ruler of the other^s kingdom. Tie that conquers takes the

kingdom, and subjects all its inhabitants to his authority : so

also in the present instance, if the internal man conquers, he
bears rule, and subdues all the evils of the external man, and
regeneration is continued; but if the external man conquers,

he then bears rule, and disperses all the goods of tlie internal

man, and thus regeneration is made void.

597. It is allowed at this day that there are such things as

temptations, but scarcely any one knows their origin and nature

and what good they effect. Their origin and nature were shewR
above, mid also what good they effect, namely, that when the

internal man gains the victory, the external is subdued; in Avhich

case lusts are dispersed, and affections of good and truth are

implanted in their stead, and are so disposed that the goods and
truths which a man wills and thinks he also practises and speaks

from his heart. Moreover, by means of victory over the external

man, he is rendered spiritual, and is then associated by the Lord
with the angels of heaven, who are all spiritual. The reason why
temptations have heretofore remained unkuoAvn, and scarcely

any one has been acquainted with their origin and nature, and
what good they effect, is, because the church has not hitherto

been principled in truths, as no one can be unless he approach

the Lord immediately, and reject the former faith, and embrace
the new. This is the true cause why no person has been ad-

mitted into any spiritual temptation since the time when the

council of Nice introduced the faith of three Gods ; for had he
been admitted, he would instantly have fallen under it, and so

would have plunged himself, more deeply into hell. The con-

trition which is said to precede the present faith is not tempta-

tion. I have asked several persons upon this point, and thev

have told me that it is nothing but an unmeaning word, except
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that possibly, "with simple minds, it may be attended with a

timorous apprehension about hell-fire.

598. After a man has passed through temptation, he is, as

to his internal man, in heaven, and by means of his external in

the world ; so that it is by temptations that the conjunction of

heaven and the world is effected with him, and then the Lord,

abiding with him, rules his world from heaven, according to

order. The reverse takes place where a man remains natural,

for he is then desirous of ruling heaven from the world. Every
one who is in the love of dominion from the love of self, becomes
of such a quality. If he be inwardly scrutinized it will appear

that he does not believe in any God, but in himself ; and after

death fancies any spirit who may be more powerful than others

to be God. Such is the insanity that prevails in hell, which is

there carried to so great an excess, that some call themselves

God the Father, some God the Son, and some God the Holy
Ghost, and among the Jews some call themselves the Messiah.

Hence it appears what sort of a being a man becomes after death,

in case his natm'al man be not regenerated, and what conse-

quently he would become in his own fantasy, unless the Lord
were to establish a new church, in which genuine truths shall

be taught. This is what is meant by these words of the Lord :

" In the consummation of the age (that is, in the end of the

present chm'ch), shall be tribulation, such as has not been since

the beginning of the world, neither shall be ; and except those

days should be shortened, there could no flesh be saved" (]\Iatt.

XXIV. 21, 22).

599. In the combats or temptations of individual men the

Lord works out a particular redemption, as he wrought a general

one during his abode in the world. By his combats and temp-
tations in the world the Lord glorified his Humanity, that is,

made it divine. In like manner at this day, with every individual

during his state of temptation, he fights for him and overcomes
the infernal spiiits which infest him, and after temptation glori-

fies him, that is, renders him spiritual. The Lord, after ha\dng
wrought universal redemption, reduced to order all things both
in heaven and in hell. In like manner Avith a man after temp-
tation, he reduces to order all things in him that belong to

heaven and the world. The Lord after redemption established

a new church : in like manner he also establishes in a man the
principles that belong to the church, and makes him a chm-ch
in particular. The Lard after redemption gave peace to those
who believed on him ; for he said, " Peace I leave with you,

my peace I give unto you ; not as the world giveth give I unto
you" (John xiv. 27). In like manner he gives a man after

temptation a perception of peace, that is, gladness of mind
[animus), and consolation. From these circumstances it is evi-

dent that the Lord is a Redeemer to eternity.
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600. The regeneration of the internal man, -without that of

the external, may be compared with a bird flying in the air, that

has no habitation on dry ground, but only in some fenny place,

where it is infested by serpents and frogs, so that it flies away
and perishes. The internal man may in such case be compared
also with a swan swimming in the midst of the ocean, that is not

able to reach the shore to build herself a nest, so that she lays

Iier eggs in the water, where they are devoui-ed by the fish. He
may be compared too with a soldier standing on a wall, which

being undermined, he falls down headlong, and is buried in the

nuns. Pie may further be compared with a beautiful tree trans-

planted to a place where the soil is rotten, and where whole

troops of worms devour its root, so that it withers away and dies.

He may also be compared to a house without a foundation, and
likewise to a column without a pedestal. Such is the internal

man when it alone is reformed without the external ; for where
this is the case it has no determination to the practice of good.

VIIL TUE REGENERATE MAN HAS A NEW WILL AND A NEW
UNDERSTANDING.
601. That the regenerate man is renewed, or made new, is

a doctrine known to the present church, and is confirmed both

by the Word of God and also by reason. By the Word of

God from these passages :
" Make ye a new heart and a new

spirit: why will ye die, O house of Israel?" (Ezek. xviii. 31).
" A new heart will I give you, and a new spirit will I put within

you ; and I will take away the stony heart out of yom- flesh, and
I will give you a heart of flesh, and I will put my spu-it within

you'^ (xxxvi. 26, 37). "Henceforth know we no man after the

flesh ; therefore if any man be in Christ he is a new creatm'e"

(2 Cor. V. 16, 17). A new heart in these passages means anew
will, and a new spirit a new understanding ; for heart in the

Word signifies the will, and spirit, when it is joined with heart,

the understanding. It is plain also from reason that the re-

generate man has a new will and a new understanding, for these

two faculties constitute man, and these are the faculties that are

regenerated ; therefore every man's true qiiality is determined

by these faculties. He is a bad man if his will is bad, and much
more so if his imderstanding favors the badness of his Avill ; as

on the contrary he is a good man if his will is good, and much
more so if his understanding favors the goodness of his '.vill. It

is religion alone that renews and regenerates him, for this occu

pies the supreme seat in the human mind, having under its ob-

servation those civil duties which belong to the world, through

which also it ascends, like the pm-e juice in a tree, even to its

top, and from that elevated station beholds all natural concerns,

as a person standing on a high tower or mountain looks around

upon the plains beneath.
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002. It is to he observed, however, that a man, with respect

to his uaderstanding;, may ascend ahnost to the hght which the

angels of Iieaven enjoy ; but unless he ascend also as to his will,

the old man still reigns Avithi n him and he is not made new. It

was shewn above, how the understanding exalts the will more
and more to the same elevated station with itself. It is on ihh
account that regeneration is predicated of tlie will primarily, and.

of the understanding secondarily ; for the understanding in man
is like the light iu this world, and the will like heat, and it is

well known that light without heat produces no life or vegeta-

tion, but that light in conjunction with heat produces both.

The understanding also, with respect to the inferior region in

the mind, is actually in the light of the world, and with respect

to the superior region, in the light of heaven ; so that, unless

the Avill be elevated from the inferior region to tlie superior, and
there be conjoined to tlie understanding, it remains in the world,

and in such case the understanding flies upwards and downwards,

and during the night descends to the will beneath, and there

takes up its rest, where they are connected together like a man
and a harlot, and give bii'tli to a two-headed offspring. Hence
it is further evident, that a man is not regenerate unless he have

a new will and a new understanding.

G03. The human mind is divided into three regions : the

lowest is called natural, the middle spiritual, and the highest

celestial. A man by regeneration is elevated from the lowest

region, which is natural, into the superior, which is spiritual,

and by this into the celestial That there are three regions of

the mind, will be proved in the following article. Hence it is

that the unregenerate man is called natural, and the regenerate

spiritual ; and hence it is evident, that the mind of the regene-

rate man is elevated into the spiritual region, and there, as from
a superior station, beholds what passes in the lower or natural

mind. That there is a superior and inferior region in the human
mind must be plain to every one from a slight attention to his

own thoughts ; for he can take a view of what he is thinking

about, and therefore he says that he has been thinking, or is

thinking, of this or that, which would not be possible unless

there existed an interior thought, called perception, which looks

into the inferior, simply called thought. A judge, when he hears

or reads a long series of cases quoted by an advocate, collects

them under one view of the superior region of his mind, and
thus sees them under a universal idea, and afterwards causing

this Adew to descend thence into the inferior region of the mind,

which is that of natural thought, he arranges his arguments in

due order, and according to his superior view of the subject,

delivers his opinion, and pronounces sentence. Who does not

know that a man may conceive and conclude in a second or tivo,
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what lie cannot express by the inferior thought in half an hour?
These instances are adduced to shew, that the hiunan mind is

distinguished into inferior and superior regions,

604. The new will is in the spu'itual region above the old

will, and in like manner the new understanding, this with that

and that with tliis ; in that region they enter into conjunction

with each other, and conjointly look down into the old or

natural will and understanding, and dispose all things there to

obedience. How evident is it that Avere there only one region in

the human mind, and if evils and goods, falses and truths, were
there to be all confined and mingled together, a terrible conflict

must ensue, just as if wolves and sheep, tigers and calves, hawks
and doves, were all confined together in one den ? And what
must be the necessary consequence of this, but a cruel slaughter,

the fierce and savage animals tearing in pieces the meek and
gentle ? On this account it is provided, that goods with their

respective truths should be collected into a higher region, that

they may dwell secure, and repel the assaults of their enemies,

and likewise by chains and other methods, subdue and finally

disperse CAdls, with their attendant falses. This then is the

meaning of what was said in a former article, that the Lord
through heaven rules whatever belcnfjs to the world in the re-

generate man. The superior or spiritual region of the human
mind is also a heaAcn in miniature, and the inferior or natural

region is also a world in miniature. This is the reason why man
was called by the ancients a microcosm or little world : he may
also be called a micro-uranos or little heaven.

605. At this day it is known, and yet unknown, that the

regenerate man, or he who is renewed as to his will and under-

standing, is in the heat of heaven, that is, in its love, and at the

same time in the light of heaven, that is, in its wisdom, and on
the contrary, that the unregenerate man is in the heat of hell,

that is, in its love, and at the same time in the darkness of hell,

that is, in its insanity. The reason of this is, because the present

church has made regeneration an appendage to its faith, into

which faith reason is forbidden to look and examine : hence the

same prohibition is extended to every thing that relates to the

appendage, which, as Avas just observed, is regeneration and
renovation. These three then, regeneration, renovation, and
faith, are to the present church like a house Avhose doors and
windows are closed, so that the members of the church know not
what is contained mthin, whether it be altogether empty, or

whether it be full of genii from hell, or of angels from heaven.

They have, besides, been confused by the fallacies involved in

this circumstance, that a man can ascend with the understanding

almost into the light of heaven, and can thence think and speak

on spiritual subjects \viih. intelligence, let the love of his will be
of what quahty it may : an ignorance of this truth has also
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buried ill oblivion every thing that concerns regeneration and

renovation.

606. Hence it may be concluded, that the unregenerate man
is like a person who sees imaginary objects in the niglit, and
believes them to be men; and afterwards, while he is regene-

rating, he is like the same person who discerns by the dawning
light that the objects of the night were fantastical; find when he

is regenerate he sees them by the clear light of day to be the

offspring of delirium. The unregenerate man is like one who is

in a dream, and the regenerate man like one who is awake,

according to the representation given in the Word, where
natural life is compared to sleep, and spiritual life to a state of

wakefulness. The unregenerate man is understood by the foolish

virgins, who had lamps and no oil, and the regenerate by the

wise virgins, who had lamps and oil in them : lamps mean such

things as relate to understanding, and oil such things as relate

to love. The regenerate are like the lights of the candlestick in

the tabernacle ; and they are also like the shew-bread there, -with

the frankincense upon it ; and it is declared of them that " they

shall shine as the brightness of the firmament, and as the stars

for ever and ever" (Dan. xii. 3). An unregenerate man is Uke
one who is in the garden of Eden, and eats of the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil, and for that reason is cast out of

the garden
;
yea, he is that very tree ; but a regenerate man is

like one who is in that garden, and eats of the tree of life. That
he is permitted to eat of it appears fi'om this passage in the

Kevelation :
" To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the

tree of life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God" (ii. 7).

The garden of Eden means intelligence in things spiritual pro-

ceeding from the love of truth, as may be seen in the apoca-
lypse Revealed, n. 90. In a word, an unregenerate man is a

child of the wicked one, and a regenerate man is a child of the

kingdom (Matt. xiii. 38) ; a child of the wicked one there men-
tioned, is a child of the devil, and a child of the kingdom is a

child of the Lord.

IX. A regenerate man is in communion with the angels
OP HEAVEN, AND AN UNREGENERATE MAN IN COMMUNION
WITH SPIRITS OF HELL.

607. The reason why every man is in communion, in other

words in consociation, with angels of heaven or with spirits of
hell, is, because he is born to become spiritual ; but this is not

possible, unless he be in some kind of conjunction with those

who are spiritual. That every man, as to his mind, is in both
worlds, the natural and the spiritual, is shewn in the Treatise oi:

Heave M and Hell. But with this conjunction, neither man,
nor angel, nor spirit, is acquainted; for a man, during his life in

the world is in a natural state, and angels and spirits are in a

spiritual state, and on account of the distinction between natural
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and spiritual, they are invisible to each other. The nature and
quality of this distinction is described in a memorable relation,

in the Treatise on Conjugial Love, n. 326—329;* from which
it appears, that they are not conjoined as to thoughts, but as tc

affections, and on these scarcely any one reflects, because they
are not in the light in which the understanding is, and with it

its derivative thought, but in the heat in wliich the will is, toge-

ther with the aflection of its love. This conjunction of men with
angels and spirits, by the affections of love, is so close, that were
they plucked asunder, and thus separated from each other, men
would fall instantly into a swoon, and if the conjunction were
not presently restored, they would expire. When it is said that

a man by regeneration is rendered spiritual, it is not meant that

he is rendered spiritual as an angel, but that he is rendered
spiritual-uatiu'al, in other words, that there is a spiritual princi-

ple within his natural, just as thought is in speech, and as will is

in action ; for when the one ceases the other ceases also. In like

manner a man's spirit is in all and CA'ery thing that is done in

his body, and it is this which impels the natiu%al to do what it

does : the natural, considered in itself is passive, or a dead
power, but the spiritual is active, or a living power ; the passive

or dead power cannot act of itself, but must be acted upon by
the active or living power. As a man lives continually in com-
munion with the inhabitants of the spiritual world, therefore,

when he departs out of the natm-al Avorld, he is immediately
introduced among his like, with whom he has been associated

while in the former world: hence it is that every one after death

seems to himself as if he were still alive in the world ; for he
then comes into consort with his like as to the affections of his

will, whom he then acknowledges, just as kinsfolk and relations

acknowledge each other in the world ; and this is the meaning
of Avhat is said in the Word concerning those who die, that they
are taken and gathered to their own. Hence then it may appear,

that a regenerate man is in communion with angels of heaven,

and the unregenerate with spirits of hell.

608. It is to be observed, that there are three heavens, dis-

tinct from each other, according to the three degrees of love and
wisdom; and that a. man, according to his regeneration, is in

communion with the angels of those three heavens ; and it is on
this account that the human mind is distinguished into three

degrees or regions, according to the heavens, but of these three

heavens, and of their distinction, according to the three degrees

of love and Avisdom, more may be seen in the Treatise on
Heaven and Hell, n. 29 ; and hkewise in the Tract on the

Intercourse between the Soul and the Body, n. 16, 17.

We shall at present only ilhistrate, by a kind of comparison,

* The greater part of the memorable relation here alluded tc is also given above
n. 280.
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the nature of those three degrees, according to which the three
lieavcns are distinguished from each other : they are like the
head, the bod}^, and the feet in a man, the higliest heaven con-
stituting the head, the middle the body, and the last the feet

;

for the universal heaven is in the Lord's sight as one man. That
this is actually the case, was proved to me by ocular demonstra-
tion, it being granted me to sec one society of lieaven, which
consisted of ten thousand angels, as one man ; how much more
then must this be the case with the universal heaven when
viewed by the Lord ! Respecting this ocular demonstration and
experience, more may be seen in the Treatise on Heaven and
Hell, n. 59, &c. Hence too it is e^ddent how this truth, ac-

knowledged in all Christian countries, is to be understood,
namel}^, that the church constitutes the body of Christ, and
Christ is the life of that body. This too Avill serve to illustrate

the position that the Lord is the All in All of heaven, for he is

the life in that body ; in like manner too the Lord is the All in
All of the church with sucli as acknowledge him alone to be the
God of heaven and earth, and believe in him : that he is the
God of heaven and earth, he himself teaches in Matthew xxviii.

18; and that all people ought to believe in him, John iii. 15,
36; vi. 40; xi. 25, 26.

609. The distinction of the three degrees of the heavens,
and consequently of the three degrees of the human mind, is

capable of receiving some illustration from comparisons with
material things in the world ; for those three degrees, in their
respective states of excellence, are like gold, silver, and copper

;

with which metals a comparison also is made in the case of the
image seen by Nebuchadnezzar (Dan. ii. 31, &c.) Those three
degrees are likciwise distinct from each other, in their respective
purity and goodness, as a ruby, a sapphire, and an agate ; and
likewise as an olive-tree, a vine, and a fig-tree ; and so in other
instances. It is to be observed too, that, in the Word, gold, a
ruby, and an olive-tree, signify celestial good, Avhich is the good
of the highest heaven ; and silver, a sapphire, and a \'ine, spi-

ritual good, which is the good of the middle heaven; and copper,
an agate, and a fig-tree, natural good, which is that of the last

heaven. That there are three degrees, the celestial, the spiiitual,

and the natural, was shewn abov*
610. To what has beer. Already said this particular shall be

added ; that the regeneration of man is not effected in a single

moment, but by successive degrees from the beginning to the
end of his life in the world, and is continued and perfected aftCx

death ; and as he is reformed by combats and victories over the
evils of his fleshy nature, therefore the Son of Man says to each
of the seven churches, that he will give gifts to him that over-
cometh ; as to the church of Ephesus, " To him that overcoraeth
will I give to eat of the tree of life" (Rev. ii. 7); to the church
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of Smyrna, " He that overcometli shall not be hurt of the second

death" (verse 11); to the church in Pergamos, "To him that

overcometli ^vill I give to eat of the hidden manna" (verse 17);

to the chm'ch in Thyatira, " To him that overcometli will I give

power over the nations" (verse 26); to the church in Sardis,
" He that overcometli shall he clothed in white raiment" (iii. 5);

to the church in Philadelphia, " Him that overcometh will I

malsc a pillar in the temple of my God" (verse 12); to the church
of the Laodiceans, " To him that overcometh will I grant to sit

witb me in my throne" (verse 21). Lastly, let this further par-

ticular be added, that in proportion as a man is regenerated, or

in proportion as regeneration is perfected in him, he does not

attribute anything of good and truth, that is of charity and faith,

to himself, but to the Lord ; for the truths which he successively

imbibes manifestly inculcate that doctrine.

X. In proportion as a man is regenerated, his sins are
REMOVED; and THIS REMOVAL IS WHAT IS MEANT BY THE
remission OP SINS.

611. The reason why a man's sins are removed in proportion

as he is regenerated, is, because regeneration consists in re-

straining the flesh that it may not rule, and in subduing the old

man wath his lusts, that he may not rise and destroy the intel-

lectual principle, for then the man is no longer capable of re-

formation ; and this cannot be effected, unless his spirit, which
is above the flesh, be instructed and perfected. What person

whose understanding still remains sound cannot now conclude^

that all these operations are not to be effected in a single mo-
ment, but proceed by successive degrees, just as a man is con-

ceived, carried in the womb, brought forth, and educated, ac-

cording to what was shewn above ? For the things of the flesh,

or the old man, are inherent in a man from his bu'th, and form
the first habitation of his mind, in which dwell lusts like so many
wild beasts in their dens, and take up their abode, first in the

outer courts of the house, from which they enter by degrees,

as it were, into the rooms which lie under ground, and afterwards

ascend by staii-s, and form to themselves upper chambers. All

this is effected in succession, as the infant grows up to a child,

and from a child becomes a young man, and then begins to think

under the influence of his own understanding, and to act under
the influence of his own will. How plain is it to see that this

house of the mind, thus far advanced in the building, Avhere lusts,

like so many wild men and satyrs, join hands in sporting and
dancing, cannot be pulled down in a moment, and a new house

raised in its place ? For is it not necessary that those lusts, so

united in hand and sport, should be first removed, and new de-

sires, namely those of good and truth, should be introduced in

place of those lusts which belong to evil and the false ? But
this process cannot be effected in a moment, as must be plain
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to every wise persou from this siigle consideration, that e\'ery

evil consists of innumerable lusts, and is like fruit that within

its outer rind is full of worms, "vnth white bodies and black

heads ; and also that evils are numerous, and joined together

like a race of young spiders when first brought forth by the

mother; therefore unless e\dls be expelled one by one, until the

chain that holds them together be broken asunder, it is impos-

sible for a man to be made new. The&e arguments are adduced
in order to shew, that in proportion as a man is regenerated

his sins are removed.

612. A man by birth is inclined to ail kinds of evil, and in

consequence of such inclination lusts after them, and so far as

he is left at liberty actually commits them ; for by birth he lusts

for dominion over others, and to possess then" property, which
two lusts destroy every principle of love towards the neighbour,

so that he hates every one that opposes him, and from ' such

hatred breathes a revengeful spirit, in which murder lies con-

cealed and is cherished. Hence too it is, that he makes light of

adultery and fraud, which is a clandestine species of theft, and
of reviling others, Avliich also is false witness ; and whoever makes
light of such crimes is, in his heart, an atheist. Such is every

man by bu'th ; whence it is evident, that by birth he is a hell

in miniature. Now since a man, differing from the brute crea-

tion, is born, as to the interiors of his mind, a spii'itual being,

and of consequence is born for heaven, and yet his natui'al or

external man is, as just observed, a hell in miniature, it follows

of course that heaven cannot be implanted where hell is until

this be first removed.

613. Whoever is acquainted with the distinction between
heaven and hell, and how the one is separated from the other,

may also know how man is regenerated, and what his qualitj'^ is

when regenerate. That this may be understood, we shall men-
tion this general fact, that all who are in heaven turn their faces

towards the Lord, and all who are in hell tui-n then* faces away
from the Lord; so that in looking out of heaven upon hell,

nought is seen but the hinder parts of the head and the backs

of the infernal inhabitants ; indeed, they also appear as if in-

verted, like antipodes, with their feet upwards and their heads

downwards, and this though they walk upiight on their feet,

and turn their faces in every direction, for it is the opposite di-

rection of the interiors of their minds which produces such an
appearance. I have myself been an eye-witness of these extra-

ordinary phenomena. It was thus discovered to me in what
manner regeneration is effected ; that it is effected altogether

according to the removal of hell and its consequent separation

from heaven ; for, as just observed, a man, in respect to the

first nature which he derives from his birth, is a hell in miniature,

and as to that other natm-e which he derives from liis second
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birth, lie is a heaven in miniature. Hence it follows that evils

are removed and separated in a man in like manner as hell and
heaven, in their greater effigy, are removed and separated from
one another; and that e\dls, as they are removed, tm-n them-
selves away from the Lord, and successively invert themselves,

and that this is effected in the same degree as heaven is im-
planted, that is, as the man is made new. To this may be
added, for the sake of illustration, that every e^dl in a man has

conjunction with such spirits in hell as are in a similar evil,

and on the contrary, that every good in him has conjunction
with such in heaven as are in a similar good.

614. From what has been said, it must appear plain that the

remission of sins does not consist in their extirpation and wiping
away, but in their removal and consequent separation ; also, that

every e\dl which a man has actually appropriated to himself re-

mains. Since then the remission of sins consists in their re-

moval and separation, it follows that a man is withheld from
e^il and preserved in good by the Lord, and that this is what is

given him by regeneration. I once heard a certain person in

the last heaven say that he was free from sins, because they
were wiped away ; he added, by the blood of Christ ; but as he
was in heaven, and had erred through ignorance, he was let

into his own sins, all which he acknowledged as they returned-

In consequence of this discovery he received a new faith, which
taught him that every man, as well as every angel, is withheld
from evils and preserved in goods by the Lord. Hence it is evi-

dent in what the remission of sins consists, that it is not instan-

taneous, but that it follows regeneration according to the progress

of the latter. The removal of sins, which is called their re-

mission, may be compared with the casting out of all unclean
things from the camp of the childi-en of Israel into the wilder-

ness that lay around; for their camp represented heaven, and
the wilderness hell. It may also be compared with the removal
of the nations from the children of Israel in the land of Canaan,
and,of the Jebusites from Jerusalem, which were not cast out,

but separated. It may be compared with Dagon, the god of

the Philistines, which, on the introduction of the ark, first fell

on his face to the ground, and afterwards lay with his head and
the palms of his hands cut off on the threshold ; he was con-

sequently not cast out, but removed. It may be compared with
the legion of dcAdls permitted by the Lord to enter into the herd
of swine, which were afterwards drowned in the sea. The sea,

when mentioned in this and other passages of the Word, signi-

fies hell. It may be compared hkewise with the tumultuous as-

sembly of the dragon, Avhich, on being separated from heaven,
began to invade the earth, and was afterwards cast down into

hell. It may lastly be compared with a forest abounding with
divers kinds of wild beasts which, when it is cut down, flee into
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the thickets round ahout ; and then the land in the midst being

laid smooth, is cultivated, and becomes a fruitful field.

XI. Regeneration cannot be effected without free-will
IN SPIRITUAL concerns.
615. Who but an idiot cannot see plainly that a man is not

to be regenerated "odthout free--vnll ? For how else can he ap-

proach the Lord, and acknowledge him to be the Redeemer and
Saviour, and the God of heaven and earth, as he himself teaches.

Matt. xx\iii. 18? How is it possible, without such free-will, for

any one to believe, that is, from a principle of faith to look unto
and worship the Lord, and apply himself to receive the means
and benefits of salvation from him, and co-operate of hims'^lf

towards their reception ? How is it possible, Avithout free-will,

for hiia to do any good to his neighbour, to exercise charity, or

to introduce into his thought and will the various other subjects

which belong to charity and faith, and afterwards bring them
forth and produce them into act? What is regeneration, setting

these things aside, but a mere Avord dropt from the mouth of

the Lord (John iii.), which either penetrates no further than the

ear, or else entering into the sphere of thought which borders

on the organs of speecli, is conveyed thence into the mouth as

an articulate sound of twelve letters, which sound cannot by
any meaning be elevated into the higher region of the mind, but

falls into the aii', and is dispersed ?

616. Tell me, if you can, any instance of blinder senseless-

ness on the subject of regeneration, than what is observable in

those who confirm themselves in the present belief, which teaches

that faith is infused into a man when he is like a stock or a stone,

and tliat being infused, it is followed by justification, consisting

in the remission of sins, regeneration, and several other gifts

;

and that the man's operation is entirely to be excluded, lest it

should do any violence to Christ's merit ; for the firmer esta-

blishment of which doctrine they take away from man all

free-will in spiritual concerns, by insisting on his absolute impo-

tence in such matters ; so that they allow to God a power of

operating on his part, but none to man of co-operating on his,

and thus of conjoining himself with God. But in such a case

what is a man, as to regeneration, but as one bound hand and

foot, after the manner of galley-slaves, who are punished and
sentenced to suffer death, if they dare to free themselves from

their manacles and fetters ? For according to this doctrine a

man is exposed to death and damnation should he dare to se^

himself at liberty, that is, if from a principle of free-will he

should do good to his neighbour, and of himself should beheve

in God for the sake of salvation. A man confirmed in such

opinions, who yet had a pious longing after heaven, would be

like a phantom with uplifted eyes, waiting to see whether that

faith with its benefits had been already infused into him, or ii
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not, vifhether it -vvould be infused, consequently, whether God
the l^'ather had had compassion upon hira, or whether his Sou
would intercede for him, or whether the Holy Ghost be not
otherwise so engaged as not to operate in hira ; and at length

from his entire ignorance of the matter, he Avould depart and
comfort liimself with this reflection, " Possibly thnt grace may
abide in the morality of my life, in which I continue as hereto-

fore ; thus such morality may be holy in me, thougu in others

wiio have not obtained that faith it is profane ; to secure then

the continuance of this holiness in my morality, I will be cau-

rious for the future not to operate of myself either faith or cha-

rity/' Such a phantom, or if you like the term better, such a

pillar of salt, does every one become who, in his thoughts about
regeneration, excludes free-will in spiritual concerns.

617. He that supposes regeneration is to be attained without
free-will in spiritual concerns, thus without co-operation, becomes
as cold as any stone with respect to all the truths of the church,

or if warm, he is like a brand lighted in the fire, which blazes

from the combustible matter it contains ; for his heat is inspired

by lusts. Such a person is comparatively like a palace sinking

into the ground even to its roof, and overflowed with muddy
waters, so that afterwards the inhabitant is forced to live on the

bare roof, and there make himself a tent of reeds and rushes,

till at length the roof also sinks into the earth, and the man is

dro^vned. He may also be couipared with a ship laden with all

kinds of valuable commodities collected from the Word as from
a treasure-house, which are devoured either by mice or moths,
or are thrown over-board by the sailors, so that the merchants
are defrauded of their goods. The learned or those who are ricb

in the mysteries of that faith, are like pedlars in their stalls, who
sell images of idols, fruits, and flowers made of wax, sea-shells,

snakes in vials, and other articles of a similar description. Those
who are unwilling to look upwards, from a belief tnat no spi-

ritual power is applied and given to man by the Lord, are actually

like beasts which look with their heads downward, and seek for

pasture in their forests only ; or If they come into gardens they
are like grubs, which consume the leaves of trees, and if they
see fruits with their eyes, but especially if they touch them with
their hands, they fill them with maggots. At length they be-

come like scaly serpents, their fallacious doctrines sounding and
glittering like the scales of those animals ; not to mention other

similitudes.

XII. Regeneration is not attainable without tpuths by
WHICH faith is formed, AND WITH WHICH CHARITY CON-
JCilNS itself.

618. The regeneration of raa^i is eflfected by means of these

thr(!e efficients, the Lord, faith, and charity. These three effi-

cients would lie concealed like jewels of the highest price in the
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bowels of the earth, unless they were opened to view bv meang
of divine trntlis collected out of the Word ; yea, they would lie

concealed from the sight of those who deny co-operation, even

if they were to read the Word a himdred or a thousand times

over, notwithstanding the clear Hght in which they are there

presented. As to what respects the Lord, what person con-

firmed in the faith of the present day can see with cleai'uess the

truths which are declared in the Word, that he and the Father
are one, that he is the God of heaven and earth, and that it is

the Aviil of the Father that all should believe on the Son, with

numberless similar declarations respecting him in both covenants ?

The reason is, because such persons are not in truths, and con-

sequently not in the light by which subjects of such a nature
can be seen ; and if light were given them, yet their falses would
extinguish it, and then the above-mentioned declarations would
be passed by as words erased and blotted out, or as subteiTanean

passages, which are trodden under foot and waijvsd over. This

may serve to shew that without truths this primary efficient of

regeneration cannot be seen. As to what respects faith, it is

equally impossible for it to exist without truths ; for faith and
truth make one thing, the good of faith being like a soul, whose
body is formed by truths ; so that for a man to say that he be-

lieves or has faith, and at the same time not to know any of its

truths, is hke extracting the soul from the body, and conversing

with it in its invisible state. Besides, all truths which form the

body of faith emit light from them, by which they illustrate

and render its face visible. The case is the same Avith charity

;

this emits from itself heat \ritli which the light of truth enters

into conjunction, as the heat of the sun is conjoined with its

light in the time of spring, by which terrestrial animals and
vegetables are restored to their states of prolification. Even so

it is with spiritual heat and light : they in like manner conjoin

themselves together in man, while he is in the truths of faith,

and at the same time in the goods of charity; for, as Avas said

above in the chapter on Faith, there proceeds from each particu-

lar truth of faith an efflux of light, which illustrates, and from
each particular good of charity an efflux of heat, which warms
and kindles. Spiritual light too in its essence is intelligence,

and spiritual heat in its essence is love, and the Lord alone con-

joins them both together in man when he regenerates him ; for

the Lord said, "The words which I speak unto you are spirit

and are life'^ (John -sd. 63). "Believe in the light, tliat ye may
be the children of the light. I am come a light 'tito the world"

(xii, 36, 40). The Lord is the sun in the spiritual world, whence
all spiriLual light and heat are derived: that light iliastratcs, and
that heat warms, and by the conjunction of both he quickcn>

man and regenerates him.

619. From what has been said, it maybe cor.cludeil tlmt
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without truths there can be no knowledge of the Lord, and also

that without truths there can be no faith, and thus no charity.

Of course without truths there can be no theology, and where
there is no theology there can be no chiu-ch. Yet in this state

at this day is the mass of the people who call themselves Chris-

tians, and say that they are in the light of the gospel, when
nevertheless they are in darkness itself; for truths lie hiddjj

under falses, like gold, silver, and precious stones biu-ied among
the bones in the valley of Hinnom. That this is really the case,

v.as clearly made manifest to me by the spheres in the spiritual

world, which proceed by efflux, and diffuse themselves around,

from modern Christendom. One sphere is concerning the Lord,

which exhales and spreads itself from the southern quarter, where
the learned of the clergy and erudite of the laity have their

abodes. Wherever this sphere comes, it penetrates the ideas

from beneath, and with some altogether takes away the belief in

the Divinity of the Lord's Humanity, with some weakens it,

and with some causes it to appear as foolishness. The reason

iiereof is, because it introduces at the same time a belief in three

Gods, and thus the belief in the Divinity of the Lord's Human-
ity becomes confused. Another sphere, which takes away faith,

is like a black cloud in winter, which spreads darkness around,

tm'ns the rain into snow, strips the trees of their leaves, freezes

the water, and deprives the sheep of every kind of pasture.

This sphere conjoined with the former introduces a kind of le-

thargy concerning the one God, and concerning regeneration

and the means of salvation. The thuxl sphere is concerning the

conjunction of faith and charity, which sphere is so strong as to

be irresistible, but is at this day so abominable that it infects as

with a plague whomsoever it touches, and breaks all connection

between those two means of salvation established from the crea-

tion of the world, and renewed by the Lord. This sphere even

invades men in the natural world, extinguishing the conjugial

torches at the marriage of truths and goods. I have myself

sensibly perceived this sphere, and at a time when I was think-

ing of the conjunction of faith and charity it interposed itself

between them, and violently strove to separate them. The an-

gels complain much of these spheres, and pray the Lord that

they may be dispersed ; but they have received for answer that

this cannot be, so long as the dragon is on the earth in the woi'ld

of spirits, for they proceed fi'om the spirits of the dragon ; and

it is Avritten of the di'agon that he was cast upon the earth, and
then it is said, " Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and woe to t-ie

inhabitants of the earth \" (Rev. xii. 12). These three spheres

are like atmospheres arising from the nostrils of the dragon, and
driven by a violent wdnd, and being of a spiritual nature, they

invado and do violence to minds. The spheres of spiritual truths

in that world are as yet but few, prevailing onlv in the new
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hoavcu, and vnth tliose under heaven who are separated from the

spirits of the dragon ; and this is why these truths are at this

day as in\4sible to men in the world, as ships in the eastern

ocean are to pilots and seamen in the western.

620. That regeneration is not attainable without truths, by
vvhich faith is formed, may be illustrated by the following com-
parisons. It is hke the case of the human mind, which cannot

exist without the understanding ; for the understanding is formed

by truths, and so teaches what is to be believed, and what is to

be done, also what regeneration is, and how it is effected. Re-

generation without truths is no more attainable than the quick-

ening of animals, and the vegetation of trees, without light from

the sun ; for unless the sun sent forth light at the same time

that it sends forth heat, it would be as the sun is described in

the Revelation, Hke sackcloth of hair (vi. 12); and darkened

(Joel ii. 10); and thus mere darkness would be on the earth (iii.

15). So would it be with a man in case he were without truths,

which emit light from them ; for the sun from whence the lights

of truth flow, is the Lord in the spii'itual world; and unless

spiritual light descended thence by influx into human minds,

the church would be in mere darkness, or in the shade of a per-

petual eclipse. Regeneration, which is effected by faith and
charity, without truths to teach and lead, would be like saiUng

on a great ocean without a rudder, or without a mariner's com-

pass and maps : it would also be like riding in a thick forest at

midnight. The internal sight of the mind, with such as are

not in truths, but in falses which they believe to be truths, may
be compared with the bodily sight of those whose optic nerves

are obstructed, while the eye still appears sound and perfect,

although it can see nothing, which disorder physcians call amau-
rosis and gutta serena ; for with such the rational or intellectual

faculty is obstructed above, and open only beneath ; in conse-

quence of which rational light becomes like the light of the eye

in the above disease, and thus all the judgements they form are

imaginary, and composed of mere fallacies ; and when men are

reduced to such a state, they are like astrologers standing in the

streets with long telescopes in then" hands, publishing their idle

prophecies. This would be the state of aU who apply themselves

to theology, unless genuine truths from the Word were disclosed

by the Lord.

621. To the above I shall subjoin the following memorable
RELATION^.

—

First. I once observed a company of spnits on
their knoes, praying to God that he woidd send angels to them,
with whom they might converse face to face, and to whom they

might disclose the thoughts of their hearts. When they arose,

there appeared three angels in fine linen standing before them,
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who said, " The Lord Jesus Christ has heard your prayers, and
has therefore sent us to you : disclose to us the thoughts of your
hearts." They rephed, " Our priests have tokl us that in theo-

logical subjects the understanding is of no avail, but only faith
;

and that in such matters intellectual faith is altogether unpro-

fitable, because it partakes of man and his Avisdom, and not of

God. We are natives of England, and we have heard many
things from our sacred ministers, and believed them ; but in

conversing with some who also called themselves Reformed, and
with others who called themselves Roman Catholics, and likewise

with sectaries, they had all the appearance of learning in what
they said, and yet in many points they differed totally from each

other, and still all exclaimed, ' Believe us/ and some, ' We
ARE THE MINISTERS OP GoD, AND WE POSSESS THE REQUISITE
KNOAVLEDGE.^ But being assured that divine trulhs, which are

called truths of faith, and are essential to the church, do not

become the property of any person merely in consequence of his

being born in a particular country, or of particular parents, but

are communicated by God from heaven ; and knowing that such

truths point out the way to heaven, and have admission into a

man's life together with the good of charity, and thus lead to

eternal life, we became anxious, and fell on our knees in prayer

to God." Then the angels said, " Read the Word, and believe

in the Lord, and you will see the truths that should influence

your faith and life. All in the Christian world derive their doc-

trinals from the Word, as from their only proper fountain."

But two of the company said, " We have read the Word, but
cannot understand it." " Then you have not approached the

Lord, who is the Word," the angels replied ;
" you have also

previously confirmed yourselves in falses." The angels further

said, " What is faith without light, and what is thinking without

understanding ? There is nothing human in such thought. A
magpie even, or a jackdaw, may be taught to speak without un-
derstanding what it says. We can assure you of a certainty

that every man, whose soul desires it, is able to see the truths

of the Word in clear light. There is no animal but that knows
the food proper for its life as soon as it sees it : now man is a
rational and spiritual animal, and he too sees the food proper for

his life, not indeed that of his body, but that of his soul, which
is the truth of faith, in case he hungers after it, and asks it of

the Lord. Whatever also is not received by the understanding
has not any abiding place in the memory as to the thing itself^

but only as to the words ; and this is the reason that when we
have at times looked down from heaven into the world Ave have
seen nothing, but have only heard sounds, and those for the

most part unharmonious. Several things might be mentioned
which the learned among the clergy have withdrawn from the

control of the understanding, not being aware that there are
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two ways to the understanding, one from the world and the

other from heaven, and that the Lord withdraws the under-

standini? from the world when he enlightens it ; but in case it is

closed from a principle of religion, then the way to it from hea-

ven is closed, and the man sees into the Word no more than if

he were l)lind. We have frequently observed such persons fall

into pits, from which they have never risen again. But let us

now take some examples for the sake of illustration. Can you

not understand what charity and faith are ? that charity consists

in d:a"ing aright with oiu* neighbour, and faith in thinking

aright of God, and of the essentials of the chm-ch ; and conse-

quently that whoever acts well, and thinks aright, in other words,

whoever lives well and believes aright, will be saved ?" To this

they replied, they understood it clearly. " Further,^' said the

angels, " in the case of repentance, can you not understand

that actual repentance from sins is necessary that a man may be

saved, and that unless he does the work of repentance he rests

in the sins Avherein he Avas born ? and that to do the Avork of re-

pentance consists in not willing what is evil, because all evil is

contrary to God, and in examining himself once or twice in a

yeai', in seeing his evils, confessing them before the Lord, im-

ploring assistance, desisting from them, and beginning a new
hfe ; and that so far as a man does this, and believes in the Lord,

his sins are remitted T^ Then some of the company said, "We
understand all this, and thus too what is meant by the remission

of sins.'' And they intreated the angels to give them some fiu'-

ther instruction, and to inform them next concerning God, the

immortality of the soul, regeneration and baptism. To this

request the angels replied, " We will tell yovi nothing but what
you can understand, or else our discourse would fall hke rain

upon sand, and as seeds sown in it, which, though they be wa-

tered by the showers from above, wither and perish." They
began with the following information concerning God :

" All who
come into heaven have their allotted place, and consequently their

portion of eternal joy, according to their idea of God, because

this idea reigns universally in all the constituents of divine wor-

ship. An idea of God as of a spirit, when spirit is supposed to

be hke ether, or wind, is an empty and false idea ; but an idea

of God as a Man is a just and right idea; for God is the Divine

Love and the Divine Wisdom, with all their qualities, and the

subject of these is man, and not ether or wind. In heaven the

idea of God is that of the Lord the Saviour : he is the God of

heaven and earth, as he himself taught. Let your idea of God
then be like ours, and we shall enter into consociation." As
they said this, their faces shone with a bright lustre. On the

IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL tlicy spokc to the followiug pui'port

:

" Man, because he is capable of being conjoined with God by
love and faith, lives to eternity : every one has this capacity |
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and that it is this which causes the sours immortahty, you may
ui?/iarstancl clearly, if you will but think a little more deeply

than common on the subject." On regeneration thay said,

" How plain is it to see that every man possesses the liberty

either to think or not to think about God, if he be only instructed

that there is a God ; consequently every man has the same liberty

in spiritual concerns that he has in civil and natural. The Lord
grants this continually to all, therefore a man becom.es guilty L
he does not think about God. It is this power which constitutes

him a man, whereas a beast is a beast from the want of such
u power ; hence every man is able, as of himself, to reform and
regenerate himself, only he must acknowledge in heart that the

ability is from the Lord. Every one who does the work of re-

pentance, and believes in the Lord, is reformed and I'sgenerated

:

a man must do both as of himself ; but then this as of himself

is from the Lord. It is true that, of himself, a man cannot

contribute any thing, not even the most trivial, towards the

producing of those effects ; but it is equally true that you were
riot created statues, but men, that you might produce those

effects from the Lord as from youi'selves. In this alone consists

the reciprocality of love and faith, and this is what the Lord ab-

solutely requires a man to do, with a view to him : in short, act

of yourselves, and believe that it is from the Lord, and then
you will act as of youi'selves." But they then asked, " Is this

power to act as of himself implanted in man by creation ?" " It

is not implanted," the angel replied, " because to act of himself

is the prerogative of God alone, but it is given continually ; in

other words, it is adjoined continually ; and then in proportion

as a man does good, and believes truth as of himself, he is an
angel of heaven ; but in proportion as he does e\dl, and in con-

sequence believes what is false, which also is done as of himself,

in the same proportion he is a spirit of hell. You are surprised

to hear that in this latter case a man acts also as of himself, but
still you acknowledge this to be the case when you pray thatyor
may be preserved from the snares of the devil, lest he enter int'

you as he entered into Judas, and fill you full of all iniquities,

and bring you to destruction both of body and soal . Every one
contracts guilt who believes that of himself lie does either good
or evil, but he does not contract guilt who believes that he acts

as of himself; for if he believes that good is from himself, he
claims to himself what belongs to God; and if he believes that

evil is from liiiuself he attributes to himself what belongs to the

devil." On the subject of baptism they said, " It is a spiritual

washing, which is reformation and regeneration ; and an infant

is reformed and regenerated when, on arriving at adult age, he
performs Avhat his godfathers and godmothers promised for him,
which promise includes two things, repentance and faith in God ;

for frst, they promise that he should renounce the devil and all
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his "v^oils; rnd secondly, that he should believe in God. Alt
infants in heaven are initiated into these two^ but Avith them tlie

devil is hell and God is the Lord. Moreover, baptism is a sign

before the angels that the person baptized is of the churcli.^'^

On hearing this some of the company said, "We understand it

all." P. lit then a voice from one side, cried out, "We do not under-

stand it ;" and another, "We are not willing to understand it;"

and on searching from whence these voices came, it was dis-

covered that they proceeded from those who had confirmed in

themselves the falses of faith, and Avho Avished to be credited as

oracles, and thus to be adored. Upon this the angels said, " Be
not surprised, there are abundance of such spirits at this day :

they appear to us from heaven like graven images, so artfully

formed, that they can move their lips, and utter sounds like

organized beings, Avithout knoAving whether the breath that

causes the sound be from licll, or from heaven, because they do
not knoAv whether Avhat tliey say be false or true. They multiply

reasonings upon reasonings, and confirmations upon confirma-

tions, and yet they are utterly unable to see whether the tenets

they wish to establish be true or not; for be it knoAvn that

human ingenuity can confirm whatever it pleases, even so as to

make it appear like truth : it is thus heretics can confirm their

heresies, and the most ungodly men their impieties, yea, even
atheists can confirm their insane notion that there is no God,
but only nature." After this the company of Englishmen,
inflamed AA'ith a desire of becoming Avise, said to the angels,^

" We liave heard a variety of opinions about the holy supper i

shew us Avliat is the truth." " The truth is," the angels replied,

" that the man Avho looks to the Lord, and performs actual

repentance, is conjoined Avith the Lord by that most holy sacra-

ment, and introduced into heaven." But some of the company
said, " This is a mystery ;" and the angels replied, " It is a

mystery, but still such a one as may be understood. The bread
and wine do not produce those eft'ects, for nothing holy comes.

from them ; but material bread and spiritual bread, as aacU as

material wine and spiritual wine, have a mutual correspondence

with each other. Spiritual bread is the holy principle of love,.

and spiritual Avine the holy principle of faith, each from the
Lord, and each the Lord ; hence the conjunction of the Lord
Avith man, and of man with the Lord, not indeed with the bread
and Avine, but with love and faith in that person Avho has actu-

ally repented ; and conjunction with the Lord is also an intro-

duction into heaven." After this the angels gave them some
instruction on correspondence, and then some of them said,
'' Now ^^r the first time we are able to understand the mystery
of the Lord's Supper." As they said this, lo ! a flaming light

descending from heaven united them in consociation with the

angels, and inspired them with mutual love.
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622. The second memorable relation.—All who are pre-

pared for heaven, which is done in the world of spirits, situatecJ

in the midst between heaven and hell, when the time of prepara-

tion is over, have a longing desire for heaven ; and presently their

eyes are opened, and they see a way leading to some particular

society in heaven, whicli way they enter and ascend. In the as-

cent there is a gate, and a guard stationed, who opens it, and
admits the new comers. An examiner then meets them, who
informs them from the governor that they are at liberty to enter

further, and to search whether they can any where find houses

which they can acknowledge to be their own ; for there is a new
house pi'ovided for every novitiate angel : if they find it, they

make a report of it, and so continue there; but if not, the\

return and inform the examiner that they have searched in vain.

In this case an appointed wise personage examines whether the

light that is in them agrees with the light in the society, but
particularly whether their heat agrees therewith ; for the light

of heaven in its essence is divine truth, and its heat in its essence

is divine good, both proceeding from the Lord as the sun of

heaven ; and if their light and heat differ from that of the society,

that is, if their truth and good be different, they are not re-

ceived, but depart thence and proceed in the ways which lead

from one society in heaven to another, continuing their joui'ney

till they find a society which agrees exactly with their own affec-

tions : there they take up their eternal abode ; for there they

meet with their like, with wdiom they live as among their rela-

tions and friends, and whom they love from the heart, as being

in a similar affection. There also they live in the utmost felicity,

and in the perception of every heartfelt satisfaction from peace

and tranquillity of soul ; for in the heat and light of heaven there

is ineftable delight, which is communicated from one to another.

Thus it happens to those who become angels. The case is dif-

ferent with those who are in evils and falses. They are allowed

indeed to ascend into heaven ; but as soon as they enter they

begin to draw their breath, and to respire with difficulty. Pre-

sently their sight is obscured, their understanding darkened,

thought ceases, and death seems to stare them in the face, f!nd

thus they become like stocks or stones. Then the heart begins

to beat, the breast to be straitened, and the mind to be seized

with anguish, experiencing every moment greater degrees of tor-

ment : in this state they twist and writhe themselves like snakes

when brought near a fire ; therefore they soon crawl away, and
throw themselves down a precipice which is then presented to

their sight, and never rest till they descend into hell among their

like, wliere they are able to breathe, and where the heart begins

again freely to discharge its functions. They afterwards liate

and detest heaven, and reject truth, and in their hearts blas-

pheme the Lord, supposing that the pangs and torments they
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experienced in lieaven were from him. From these few particu-

lars may oe seen what is the lot of those wlio make Hglit of the

truths of faith, which nevertheless constitute the light of the

angels of heaven, and who make light of the goods of love and
charity, which nevertheless constitute the heat of life among the

angels. Hence also may be seen how great is the mistake of

those who believe that every one is capable of enjoying heavenly

blessedness, if he be but admitted into heaven ; for it is a pre-

vailing l)elief at this day tliat reception into heaven is an act of

mere mercy alone, like a man's admission here below to a mar-
riage feast, where he instantly partakes of the joy and gladness

which reign there ; but be it known, that in the spiritual world

there is a communication of the affections of love, and thence of

the thoughts, for the man is then a spirit, and the life of a S|:irit

m the affection of love and the thought thence proceeding ; and
it; is homogeneous affection which conjoins, but heterogeneous

affection which separates, and this heterogeneity is the cause of

the torment which a devil experiences in heaven, and an angel

in hell. On this account they are carefully separated according

to the diversities, varieties, and differences of the affections

which belong to then' love.

623. The thiuu memorable relation.—I Avas once per-

mitted to see three hundred of the clergy and laity together, all

reputed men of learning and erudition from their skill in con-

firming the doctrine of faith alone even to justification, and some
still further ; and as they entertained a behef that heaven con-

sists in a Tuere admission through grace, leave was granted them
to ascend into a particular society of heaven, which however was
not one of the higher ; and as they were ascending they appeared

at a distance like calves. AVhen they entered into heaven they

were received by the angels with much civility ; but when they

began to converse with them they were seized with trembling,

and afterwards with horror, and at length Avith agony as it were
of death, in consequence of which they cast themselves down
headlong, and in their fall they appeared like dead horses. The
reason of their appearing like calves in their ascent was, because

the natm'al affection of seeing and knowing, which is of an ex-

xdting nature, appears by correspondence like a calf; and the

reason of their appearing like dead horses in their descent was,

because the understanding of truth appears by correspondence

like a horse, and the understanding of the truth of the church

annihilated, like a dead horse.

There were some boys beloAv who saw them in their descent

when they appeared like dead horses ; and immediately turning

away their faces, they said to theu' master Avho was Avitli them,
" What strange appearance is this ! we saw men, and now in

their place we see dead horses : as we could not bear to look at

them, we have turned awav our faces. Master, let us not stay
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longer in this place^ but go elsewhere :" so they departed. Then
their master as they went along instructed them in the meaning
of a dead horse.. " A horse/^ said he, " signifies the under-

standing of truth derived from the Word : all the horses you
have seen had that signification ; for when a man is engaged in

meditating on the Word, his meditation appears at a distance

like a horse, generous and lively in proportion as he meditates

spiritually, but on the contrary wretched and dead in proportion

as he meditates materially." Then the children asked, " What
is meant by meditating on the Word spiritually and materially ?"'

'' I will explain it," replied the master, " by some particular

cases. Every one who reads the Word seriously, thinks inwardly

in himself about God, about his neighbour, and about heaven.

In this case, he who thinks about God only from the considera-

tion of person, and not from that of essence, thinks materially;

in like manner, he who thinks of his neighbom- only from the

consideration of his external form, and not from a regard to his

quality, thinks also materially ; so again he who thinks of hea-

ven only from the consideration of place, and not from that of

love and wisdom, which are the constituents of heaven, he too

thinks materially." But the children replied, " We have thought

of God from the consideration of person, of our neighbour from
that of his form as a man, and of heaven from that of place as

being above us : did we then, while we were reading the Word,
ap})ear to any one like dead horses ?" The master answered,
"^ No ; as yet you are but children, and could not think other-

wise ; but I have perceived in you an affection of knowing and
understanding, and as this is of a spiritual nature, you have at

the same time thought spiritually ; for although you were not

aware of it, there was a degree of spiritual thought concealed

in your material thought. But to retmnr to what I was before

observing,—whoever thinks materially while reading or meditat-

ing on the Word appears at a distance like a dead horse, but he

who thinks spiritually appears like a living horse ; and to think

materially about God is to think of him from the consideration

of person only, and not from that of essence. There are many
attributes of the DiAdnc Essence, as omnipotence, omniscience,

omnipresence, eternity, love, wisdom, mercy, grace, and others

,

and there are attributes proceeding from the Divine Essence, as

creation and conservation, redemption and salvation, illustration

and instruction. Now every one who thinks of God from the

consideration of person only, makes three Gods, saying, that

one God is the Creator and Preserver, another the Redeemer
and Saviour, and the third the Illustrator and Instructor ; where-

as every one who thinks of God from the consideration of essence,

makes but one God, sajdng, God has created us, and the same
God redeems and saves, and also illustrates and instructs us.

This then is the reason why those who think of the divine trinity
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from tliC consideration of person, and thus material]/, in the

ideas of their tliought, which is material, cannot but make three

Gods of one
;
yet still in contradiction to their thought they are

constrained to say that those three are united by essence, be-

cause they too, though by an uncertain glimpse, as through a

latticed window, have entertained some thoughts of God di-awn

from the consideration of his essence. Therefore, my children,

frame your thoughts from the consideration of essence, and from
essence think of person ; for to think from person of essence is

to tLiiik materially not only of person, but of essence also, where-

as to think from essence of person is to think spu'itually of per-

son also. The ancient gentiles, in consequence of thinking

materially about God, and thus too of his attributes, not only

made three gods, but multiplied the number CA'en to a hundred

;

for of each attribute they made a separate God. Know then,

that the material cannot enter into the spiritual, but on the con-

trary the spiritual enters into the material. The case is similar

in respect to thinking of our neighbour from the consideration

of external form, and not from that of quality ; and hkewise in

thinking of heaven fi'om the consideration of place, and not
ti'om that of love and wisdom, which are the constituents of

heaven. The case too is similar with all and every thing con-

tained in the Word ; so that he who entertains a material idea

of God, of his neighbour, and of heaven, cannot possibly un-
derstand any part of its contents. It is to him a dead letter,

and at a distance, while he is reading or meditating upon it, he
appears like a dead horse. Those Avhom you saw descending
from heaven, who were changed before your eyes into the appear-

ance of dead hoi-ses, were such as had closed up the rational

sight in respect to theological subjects, or the spiritual things of

the church, both in themselves and others, by this peculiar tenet,
" The understanding must be kept bound in obedience to faith;"

not considering that the understanding, when closed from a

principle of religion, is rendered as blind as a mole, having no-

thing in it but mere darkness, and that of such a nature as to

reject all spiritual light, to shut out its influx from the Lord and
from heaven, and to keep it out by putting a bolt against its en-

trance into the corporeul sensual principle, far beneath the seat

of rationaHty, in matters of faith ; in other words, it places it

near the no^e, and fixes it in its cai'tilage. Hence it cannot
afterwards so much as perceive the odor of spiritual things, so

that some Kre reduced to such a state as to fall into a swoon as

soon as they perceive such an odor ;—by odor I mean perccptioL

.

It is these who make God to be three. They say indeed, ft'oia

the consideration of essence, that God is one ; but nevertheless

when they pray, according to their faith, that God the Father
would have mercy on them for the sake of his Son, and would
send tlio IIolv Ghost, they manifestly make tliree Godsj they
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canuot do otherwise while they pray to one to be merciful for the

sake of another, and to send a third/' Then their master in-

structed them concerning the Lord, that he is one God, in whom
there is a Divine Trinity.

624. The fourth memorable relation.—Awaking once
out of sleep at midnight I saw, at some height towards the east,

an angel holding in his hand a paper, which in the sun's rays

appeared of a bright white, and in the middle of it was written

in golden letters, the marriage of good and truth. From
the writing a bright radiance issued forth, expanding itself into

a broad cu'cle around the paper, which radiance, o • surrounding

sphere, appeared like that of day-dawn in the sprang. After this

I saw the angel descending with the paper in his hand, and in

his descent the paper appeared less and less lucid, and the writing,

the marriage of good and truth, changed from a golden to a

silver tinge, and afterwards to the color of copper, then to that

of iron, and lastly to a rusty and cankered hue. At length the

angel appeared to enter into a dark mist, and passing through
it, to alight on the earth, and there the paper, although he still

held it in his hand, was no longer \'isible. This happened in the

world of spirits, into which all men are gathered immediately on
their decease. Then the angel addressing me, said, " Inquire

of those who come this way whether they see me, or any thing

in my hand." At that instant a great multitude approached,

some from the east, some from the south, some from the west,

and others from the north ; and I asked those Avho came from
the east and south, Avho were such as had applied themselves in

the world to study and erudition, whether they saw any person

with me, or any thing in his hand ; and they all answered in the

negative. Then I asked the same question of those who came
from the west and the north, who were such as in the world had
taken for granted what men of learning had affirmed, and they

too answered in the negative. And yet some among the last of

these, being men who in the world had Uved in simplicity of faith

from a principle of charity, or in some degree of truth from good,

when those before them were gone by, declared they saw a man
with a paper, the man handsomely dressed, and the paper v.'ith

w)'itten characters upon it ; and when they inspected it more
closely, they said they could read the marriage of good and
truth. These addressed the angel, and desired him to explain

to them the meaning of the writing ; and he said, " All things

that exist in the universal heaven and in the universal world are

by creation nothing but the mariiage of good and truth ; for all

anil every thing, whether living or not living, whether animate

or inanimate, were created from the marriage of good and truth,

and to be the subjects of that marriage. There is not a single

thing that was created to be a subject of truth alone, or of good

alone ; for neither without the other can be and thing, but by
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that marriage tliey exist and become sometliing, the tjualtty of

which is determined by the quahty of that marriage. In the

Lord God the Creator divine good and divine truth arc in their

very substance itself; tlie esse of his substance is dinnc good,

and the existere of his substance is divine truth : in him too they

are in their very union itself, for in him they are infinitely one
;

and as these two principles are in God the Creator a one, they

are a one also in all and every thing created by him. By this

too the Creator is joined in an eternal covenant, like tliat of

marriage, Avith all things of his creation. TliC angel furtlier said

that the sacred Scripture, which was dictated by the Lord, is,

both in general and in particular, a marriage of g(;jd and truth

(according to what was said above, n. 248—253) ; and since the

church, which is formed by truths of doctrine, and religion,

wliicli is formed by goods of life, according to truths of doctrine,

are with Christians derived solely from the sacred Scripture, it

must be evident that the church also, in general and in particular,

is a marriage of good and truth. ^' What has been observed

above, on the marriage of good and truth, was declared also by
the angel of the marriage of charity and faith, since good
has relation to charity and truth to faith. As the angel ended,

he raised himself from the ground, and piercing through the

mist, he ascended into heaven, when immediately the paper
shone as before, according to the degree of his ascent, and be-

hold ! the circle, which appeared before like the light of dawn,
was extended downwards, and dispelled the mist which caused

darkness on the earth, and a bright sunshine succeeded.

625. The fifth memorable relation.—Once while I was
meditating on the Lord's second advent, there suddenly appeared
a beam of light, which, darting powerfully upon my eyes, caused
me to look upwards, and lo ! the whole heaven above me appeared
luminous, and from the east to the west I heard a long continued
glorification ; and an angel who stood near me said, " That is

a glorification of the Lord for his advent by the angels of the

eastern and western heavens.'' From the southern and northern

heavens nothing was to be heard but a soft and gentle murmur.
As the angel heard every thing, he first told me that those glo-

rifications and celebrations of the Lord were taken from the

Word ; and presently he said, " Now they glorify and celebrate

the Lord in particular by these words in the prophet Daniel

:

* Thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay ; but they sliall not

cohere together ; and in those days shall the God of tlie heavens

set up a kingdom wliicli shall never be destroyed. It shall break

in pieces and consume all these kingdoms ; but it shall stand

for ever' " (ii. 43, 44). After this I heard as it were the sourjd

of voices singing, and further in the east I saw a glow of light

far brighter than the former : then I asked the angel what was
the subject of their glorification in that quarter? He answererl,
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" ITiese words m Daniel :
* I saw in the A'isions of tlie niglit, and

behold, one like the Son of Man came with the clouds of heaven

;

and there were given him dominion, and glorv, and a kingdom,
that all people, nations, and languages shoidd serve him : his

dominion is an everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away,

and his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed' ^'
(vii, 13, 14).

They are further celebrating the Lord by these vvords in the

Revelation :
' To Jesus Christ be glory and dominion for ever and

ever. Behold, he cometh with clouds. He is Alpha and Omega,
the Beginning and the Ending, the First and the Last ; Avho is,

who was, and who is to come, the Almighty. I John heard this

from tht Son of Man out of the midst of the seven candlesticks'
"

{i. 5—7, 10—13; xxii. 13; and also from Matt. xxiv. 30, 31).

I looked again towards the eastern heaven, and on the right side

it shone, and the luminous splendor entered into the southern

expanse. Then I heard a sweet sound, and I asked the angel,
" What is the subject of their glorification in that quarter ?"

He answered, " These words in the Revelation :
' 1 saw a new

heaven and a new earth ; and I saw the holy city, New Jerusa-

lem, coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a dride

adornedfor her husband : and I heard a great voice out of hea-

ven, saying. Behold the tabernacle of God is with men, and he
Avill dwell with them. And one of the seven angels talked with

me, sajdng. Come hither ; I -will shew thee the Bride, the Lamb's
TVife : and he carried me away in the spirit to a great and high
mountain, and shewed me that great city, the Holy Jerusalem'

(xxi. 1, 2, 4, 9, 10). Also these words :
' I Jesus am the bright

and morning star : and the Spirit and the Bride say. Come ; and
he saith, I come quickly, Amen : even so come Lord Jesus'

"

(xxii. 16, 17, 20). After these and many more there was heard

a general glorification from the east to the west of heaven, and
also from the south to the north ; and I asked the angel, "What
is now the subject?" He answered, "These passages from the

prophets :
' All flesh shall know that I Jehovah am thy Saviour

and thy Redeemer' (Isaiah xlix. 26). 'Thus saith Jehovah, the

King of Isi'ael, and his Redeemer Jehovah of Hosts, I am the

First and the Last, and beside me tliereis no God" (xliv. 6). 'It

shall be said in that day, Lo ! tliis is our God ; we have waited

for him, and he will save us ; this is Jehovah ivhom ive have ex-

pected' (xxv. 9). ' The voice of him that cricth in the wilderness.

Prepare ye the way of Jehovah. Behold, the Lord JeJiovah will

come with strong hand, and will feed his flock like a Shepherd'

(xl. 3, 10, 11). 'Unto us a Child is born; nntous a Son is given;

and his name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty
God, the Father of Eternity, the Prince of Peace' (ix. 6). 'Be-

liold, the days come, saith the Lord, that I will raise unto David

a righteous branch, who shall reign a king ; and this is his name,
Jehovahour righteousness' (Jer. xxiii. 5, 6; xxxiii. 15, 16). ' Je-
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hovah is his name, and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel ; ihf.

God of the whole earth shall he be called' (Isaiah liv. 5). 'In that

day Jehovah shall be King over all the earth ; in that day there

shall be one Jehovah, and his name One' " (Zecli. xiv. 8, 9). On
hearing and understanding all these things my heart exulted with-

in me, and I went home with joy, and there, from being in the

spirit, I retui'ned into the body, and wrote down what I had seen

and heard.

CHAPTER. XI.

IMPUTATION.

I. Imputation, and the faith op the present church, which
ALONE IS SAID TO JUSTIFY, ARE A ONE.

626. That the faith of the present church, which alone is said

to justify, is the same thing as imputation, or that faith and im-

putation in the present church ai'e a one, is a consequence of

their mutual connection and dependence on each other, or of

their mutual insertion into each other, whence each derives its

being ; for if faith be spoken of without the addition of imputa-

tion, it is an empty sound, and if imputation be spoken of with-

out the addition of faith, is it also an empty sound ; but if they

are spoken of conjointly, the result is something articulate, or

distinct in the expression, yet still without any meaning. In or-

der then that the understanding may have a perception of some
meaning, there requires the addition of a third ingredient, which

is the merit of Christ, and hence results a sentiment capable of

being expressed with some appearance of reason ; for the faith of

the present church is, that God the Father imputes the righteous-

ness of his Son, and sends the Holy Ghost to operate its effects.

627. These three, therefore, faith, imputation, and the merit

of Christ, form in the present church one whole, and may be
called a triune ; for if one of the three were taken away, modern
theology would cease to be, for it depends on the three taken and
perceived as one whole, just as a long chain hangs from a hook
to which it is fixed. For instance, if you take away either faiih,

imputation, or the merit of Christ, then all that is said of jus-

tification, the remission of sins, quickening, renovation, reae-
"neration, sanctification, also of the gospel, free-will, charity

and good works, and even of life eternal, would be like a de-o-

late city, or a temple in ruins; and faith itself, Avhich is plated

in front, would be annihilated, and thus the universal chu! cl\

would become a wilderness and a desolation. Hence it is evidint

en what pillar the house of God is at this day founded, and that

if this pillar be pulled down the house must fall, like that build-

ing in which the lords of the Philistines, with three thousand
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of the people were gathered together to be entertained with

sports, w!io were all slain and destroyed when Samson pulled

down the Uvo columns which supported it (Judges xvi. 20).

These remarks are premised because it has been shewn in the

preceeding parts of this work, and it is intended to be further

shewn in the appendix, that such faith is not Christian faith,

because it is at variance with the Word, and that the imputation

of such faith is vain, because the merit of Christ is not im-

putable.

II. The imputation which belongs to the faith of the
PKESENT TIMES IS TWO-FOLD, THE ONE PART RELATING TO

the MERIT OF CHRIST, AND THE OTHER TO SALVATION AS

ITS CONSEQUENCE.
628. It is maintained throughout the whole Christian church

that justification and consequent salvation are imputed by God
the Father, through the imputation of the merit of Christ, his

Son, and that such imputation is wrought l)y grace, when and
WHERE he willeth, Consequently of God^s free pleasure; and
that those who have the merit ®f Christ imputed to them are

adopted into the number of the children of God. Now as the

leaders of the church have not stirred a step beyond such impu-
tation, or raised their minds above it, they have, by decreeing

and establishing God^s election to be merely arbitrary, fallen

hito errors, enormous and fanatical, and at length into that

detestable one of predestination, and also into this abomination,
that God does noL tittend to the actions of a man's life, but only
to the faith inscribed on the interiors of his mind ; so that unless

the error respecting imputation were to be abolished, atheism
would overrun the whole Christian world, and then the king of
the bottomless pit would reign over them, whose " name in the

Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but in the Greek tongue ApoUyon"
(Rev. ix. 11). Abaddon and Apoll^^on signifies a destroyer of
the church by falses, and the bottomless pit, the place where
those falses dwell, as may be seen by the Apocalypse Revealed,
n. 421, 440, 442 ; from wliich it appears that that one false doc-

trine, and the falses resulting from it, over which that destroyer

reigns, are in a long continued series ; for, as was said above,

the whole system of modern theology depends on the doctrine

of imputation, just as a long chain hangs from the hook to Avhich

it is fixed, or as the body A\ath all its members is dependent on
the head ; and since this doctrine of imputation is every where
prevalent, the words spoken in Isaiah are fulfilled, where it is

written, " The Lord Avill cut ofi" from Israel head and tail : the

ancient and the honorable he is the head, and the prophet that

teaches hes, he is the tail" (ix. 14, 15).

629. It is affirmed above, that the imputation of the faith

now prevailing is two-fold. Its two-fold distinction however is

not like that of God and his mercy towards all, but of God and
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his mercy tjwaj'ds some ; or not like that of a parent and his

love towards all his offspring, but of a parent and his love

towards one or the other of them ; or not like the distinc-

tion of the divine law and its commands extended to all, but

of the divine law and its commands confined to a few ; so tliat

the two-fold distinction in the one case is extended and undivided,

but in the other restricted and divided : in the latter case there-

fore it is really two-fold, but in the former it is unity or single-

ness ; for it is asserted that the imputation of Christ's merit is

of arbitrary election, and that to those who are so elected it is

an imputation of salvation, consequently that some are adopted,

but the rest rejected, which would be like God's exalting some
into Abraham's bosom, and dehvering up some as a prey to the

devil ; when yet the truth is, that the Lord never rejects or de-

livers up any man to the devil, but it is the man who delivers

up liimself.

630. Add to this, that modern imputation takes away from
man all power in spiritual things from any freedom of determi-

nation, and does not even leave him the least ability of shaking

off fire from his clothes, and secui'ing his body from hurt, or of

applying water to extinguish the flames of his house, and of as-

sisting his family to make their escape ; when yet the Word,
from beginning to end, teaches that every one should shun evils

because they are of the devil and from the devil, and should do

good because it is of God and from God, and that he should so

act of himself by the Lord's operation. But modern imputatioUj,

in order to prevent any thing of man from entering into it, or

from mixing itself mtli the merit of Christ, disallows all such

power of acting as fatal to faith, and consequently to salvation
;

so that from its establishment this satanical tenet has gushed out

as a stream, that man is altogether impotent in spiritual things,

which is the same as saying, " Walk forwards, although you
have not a foot to walk on ; wash youi'self though both your
hands are cut off; do good, but yet lie asleep; feed yom-self,

but without a tongue." It is also the same as to suppose a will

given which is not a wdl ; and might not any one in such a case

reasonably object, and say, " I am not able to do such things,

any more than Lot's wife Avhen she was turned into a pillar of

salt, or than Dagon, the god of the Phihstines, when the ark

of God Avas introduced into liis temple ? I am afraid that as

that god lost his head, and the palms of his hands were found
lying on the threshold (1 Sam. v. 4), so also it would happen to

me; and I have no more power to act than Beelzebub the god
of Ekron had, who, according to the signification of his name,
could only drive away flies ?" That such impotence in spu'itual

things is believed at this day, may be seen from the extracts

given above, in the chapter on Free-Will, n. 464.

631. As to what concerns the first part of the two-fold dis-

tinction in that imputation concerning the salvation of majikindj
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which consists in an arbitrary imputation of Christ^s merit, of

which the imputation of salvation is a consequence, the main
tainers of the doctrine are di^dded in their sentiments. Some
hold that this imputation is absolute, and of free power, and is

imparted to those whose external or internal form is well-pleasing,

others again insist that imputation is of fore-knowledge, and is

imparted to those into whom grace has been infused, and to whom
that faith can be applied ; but still these two opinions meet in

the same point, and are like the two eyes fixed on the same stone,

QV like the two ears attending to the same song. At first sight

indeed it appears as if they took difl'erent directions, but yet

they Avili be found in the end to unite, and to have the same
scope and intention ; for as they both assert man's absolute im
potcnce in spiritual things, and both exclude from faith all hu
man agency, it follows that the grace receptive of faith, whethei

it be infused arbitrarily or of fore-knowledge, equally implies a

partial election ; for if the grace, which is called preventing

grace, be universal, man's application, from some power of his

own, must be added to it, wbJch nevertheless in both cases is

rejected as leprous and unclean. Hence it is that no one knows
any more than a stock or a stone whether that faith be given him
of grace, or vt^hat were its nature and quality when it was in-

fused ; for when charity, piety, a purpose to lead a new life, and
a free power of doing good or evil, are denied to man, there is

no sign left to testify its presence. The marks generally adduced

as testifying the existence of that faith in him, are altogether

ludicroiis, and not unhke the augm'ies of the ancients taken

from the flight of birds, or the prognostications of astrologers

drawn from the stars, or those deduced from a cast of dice.

Such evidences, with other things still more ludicrous, are a

consequence of the Lord's imputed righteousness, which, to-

gether with the faith that is called such righteousness, is infused

into the subject of election.

Til. The faith, which is imputative of the merit and
RIGHTEOUSNESS OF CHRIST THE REDEEMER, FIRST TOOK ITS

RISE FROM THE DECREES OF THE COUNCIL OF NICE CONCERN-
ING THREE DIVINE PERSONS FROM ETERNITY, AND FROM THAT
TIME TO THE PRESENT HAS BEEN RECEIVED BY THE WHOLE
CHRISTIAN WORLD.
632. The Council of Nice Avas called by the Emperor Con-

stantine the Great, at the instance of Alexander Bishop of Alex-

andria. At this council all the bishops in Asia, Africa, and
Europe, were assembled in the emperor's palace at Nice, a city

of Bithynia, for the purpose of refuting and condemning, from
the authority of the holy Scriptures, the heresy of Arius, a pres-

bj'ter of Alexandria, who denied the Divinity of Jesus Chrisi.

This happened in the year of Christ 318.* The members of this

* This council is more usually placed in the year 325 ; but there are several an-

cient writers who date it as above.
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council came to a conclusion that from eternity there have been

tlu'ee divine persons^ Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, as may ap-

pear evident from the two creeds called the Nicene and the

Athanasian. In the Nicene Creed it is written, " I believe in

one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaA^eu and earth

;

and in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God,
begotten of the Father before all worlds, God of God, of one
substance with the Father, who came down from heaven, and
was incarnate by the Holy Ghost, of the virgin jNIary ; and I
believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of life, who pro-

ceedeth from the Father and the Son, who with the Father and
the Son together is worshiped and glorified/^ In the Athana-
sian Creed it is said, " This is the Catholic fjiith, that we wor-

ship one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity, neither confound-

ing the persons, nor dividing the substance ; for there is one
person of the Father, another of the Son, and another of the

Holy Ghost. But whereas we are compelled by the Christian

verity to acknowledge eyery person by himself to be God and
Lord, so Ave are forbidden by the Cathohc rehgion to say there

are three Gods, or three Lords :" that is, it is allowable to ac-

knowledge thi'ee gods and three lords, but not to say there are

three gods or three lords ; and the reason assigned in the latter

case is, because religion forbids it, and in the former because

verity or truth dictates it. This Athanasian Creed was composed,
immediately after the Council of Nice, by one or more of the

members who were present at that council, and was also received

as fficuraenical or Catholic. It appears then from hence to have
been decreed and determined at that time, that the three diAdne

persons from eternity oiight to be acknowledged, and that al-

though each person singly by himself is God, yet nevertheless

they ought not to be called three gods, or three lords, but one.

633. That a belief in three divine persons has been generally

received since that time, and has been confirmed and preached
by all bishops, prelates, rulers of the church, and presbyters,

even to the present day, is a Avell knoAvn fact ; and since a mental
persuasion of three gods has been the result, it was impossible

for any other system of faith to be conceived or forxnaed, but that

was applicable to those three persons in their respective stations

;

as for instance, that God the Father ought to be approached and
implored to impute the righteousness of his Son, or to be merci-

ful for the sake of his Son^s sufferings on the cross, and to send
the Holy Ghost to operate the mediate and ultimate effects of

salvation. This faith is a birth sprung from the two creeds

aboAx-mentioned, Avdiich, howcA'cr, Avhen stripped of its swaddHng-
clothes, exhibits to vicAv, not one, but three persons, at first

indeed joined together as in close embrace, but presently sepa-

rated from each other ; for the decree says of them, that they
iire joined in essence, but separated in their particular offices of
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creation, redemption, and operation ; or of imputation, imputed
righteousness, and the appHcation of it : and this is the reason

why, notwithstanding they have compoimded one God of three,

they have yet not made one person out of three, lest the idea of

three gods should be obliterated; for so long as each person

singly is believed to be God, according to the assertion in the

creed, [the superstructure may stand ; but] supposing the three

persons to be made one, the whole house, foimded as it were

upon three pillars, must fall to the ground. The reason why
the above-mentioned council introduced three divine persons

from eternity, was, because they did not rightly examine the

Word, and consequently could find no other asylum against the

Arians ; but the reason why they afterwards compounded into

one God those three persons, each whereof was declared singly

by himself to be God, was, because they were fearful of being

blamed and reproached by every rational and rehgious person in

three quarters of the globe, for asserting a belief in three gods.

The reason why they formed a system of faith applicable to the

three in successive order, was, because no other system could

possibly be consistent with the principles they had established

;

moreover, if one of the three were to be omitted in such appli-

cation, the mission of the third could not take place, and conse-

quently all the operations of divine grace must be unprofitable.

634. But the truth must be declared.—AVhen a belief in

three gods was introduced into the Christian cluu'ches, which
has continued since the time of the council of Nice, all the good
of charity and all the truth of faith were banished, being utterly

inconsistent with the mental worship of three gods and tlie lip-

worship of one God at the same time ; for in such case the mind
denies what the mouth speaks, and the mouth denies what the

mind thinks, so that at length there is no behef either in tln'ee

gods or in one. Hence it is evident, that the Christian temple,

since that time, has not only tottered on its foundations, and
been full of chinks and clefts, but has fallen down and become a

heap of ruins ; and since that time the well of the bottomless pit

has been opened, from which the smoke as of a great furnace

has ascended, and darkened the sun and the air, and from which
locusts have come forth upon the earth (Ptev. ix. 2, 3). (See au
explanation of these particulars in the Apocalypse Revealed).
Yea, from that time the desolation foretold hj Daniel has begun
and increased (Matt. xxiv. 15) : aud to that faith and its impu-
tation the eagles have been gathered together (verse 28 of the

same chapter) : eagles in that passage signify the lynx-eyed, or

sharp-sighted primates of the church. It may be urged, perhaps,

in favor of the doctrine of three divine persons, that the council

which established it was composed of a great number of bishops

and persons distinguished for their learning, Avho were unanimous
respecting it : but what dependence is to be placed on the autho-
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rity and unanimity of a general council, -svhen the Roman Ca-

tholic councils have been ahke unanimous in decreeing and

establishing the pope's vicarship, tlie invocation of saints, the

veneration of images and bones, the division of the holy eucha-

rist, pm-gatory, indulgences, and the like ? What dependence

is to be placed on councils when the council of Dort unanimously

confirmed the abominable doctrine of predestination, and extolled

it as the palladium of religion ! Do not you then, my reader,

depend on councils, but on the holy Word, and go to the Lord,

and you will be enlightened ; for he is the Word, that is, the

Divine Truth itself therein.

635. I shall conclude the present article with the declaration

of this arcanum. The consummation of the present chm^ch is

described in seven chapters of the Revelation, in like manner as

the devastation of Egypt is described, and both by similar plagues,

each of which spiritually signifies some particular false, which

brought on its devastation even to its complete destruction : on
this account too the present church, which is at this day destroyed,

is in a spiritual sense called Egypt (Rev, xi. 8). The plagues in

Eg}qit were the following : The waters were tm-ned into blood,

so that every fish died, and the river stank (Exod. \\\.) ; the like

is said in the Revelation (viii. 8 ; x^d. 3) : blood signifies divine

truth falsified, as may be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed,

p. 379, 404, 681, 687, 688; and the fish which died, truths in

tie natm^al man, similarly destroyed, n. 290, 405. Frogs came
up over all the land of Egypt (Exod. ^dii.) ; frogs also are men-
tioned in the Revelation (x^d. 13) : frogs signify reasonings ori-

ginating in the lust of falsifying truths, as may be seen in the

Apocalypse Revealed, n. 702. In Egypt noxious ulcers or

sores broke out upon man and beast (Exod. ix) ; the same is said

in the Revelation (x\di. 2) : ulcers or sores signify interior evils

and falses destructive of good and truth in the church, as may
be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 678. In Egypt there

was great hail mixed Avitli fire (Exod. ix.) ; the same is said in

the P^evelation (\Tiii. 7 ; xvi. 21) : hail signifies the infernal false

(see Apocalypse Revealed, n. 399, 714). Upon Egypt were
sent locusts (Exod. x) ; so also in the Revelation (ix. 1—11) :

locusts signify falses in the extreme parts (see Apocalypse
Revealed n. 424, 430). The land of Egjqjt Avas covered with

grievous darkness (Exod. x.) ; darkness is also spoken of in the

Revelation (viii. 12) : darkness signifies falses arising either from
ignorance or from false principles in religion, or from e\dls of hfe,

(see Apocalypse Revealed, n. 110, 413, 695). The Egyptians,

it is written, perished at last in the Red Sea (Exod. xiv.) ; in the

Revelation it is said, that the dragon and false prophet perished

in the lake of fire and brimstone (xix. 20 ; xx. 10) : both the

Red Sea and that lake signify hell. The reason why the same
circumstances are mentioned of Egypt and of the chui'ch, whos<^
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consummation and end are described in the Revelation, is,

because Egypt signifies a clmrcli, wliich in its beginning Avas of

superior excellence ; wherefore Egypt, before its chvu'ch came to

devastation, is compared with the garden of Eden, and with the

garden of Jehovah (Gen. xiii. 10 ; Ezek. xxxi. 8, 9) ; and is also

called the corner-stone of the tribes, the son of the wise, and of

ancient kings (Isaiah xix. 11, 13). Respecting Egj'pt in its

primeval state and in its state of devastation, more may be seen

in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 503.

IV. Faith imputative of the merit of christ was not
KNOWN IN the apostolic CHURCH, WHICH PRECEDED THE
council of nice, and is NEITHER DECLARED NOR SIGNIFIED

IN ANY PART OP THE WORD.
636. The churcli preceding the council of Nice, which was

called the apostolic church, was of considerable magnitude, ex-

tending to three of the quarters of the globe, as appears from
the territories of the Emperor Constantine the Great, who was
a Christian, and zealous in favor of religion, and Avliose empire

not only embraced the countries of Europe, since divided into

several kingdoms, but also extended over many regions bordering

upon Europe ; so that, as was observed above, he convoked the

bishops of Asia, Africa, and Europe, to his palace at Nice, a city

of Bithynia, in order to purge his empii-e of the scandalous

doctrines of Arius. This was done of the Divine Providence of

the Lord, since, if the Lord's divinity be denied, the Christian

chui'ch expires, and becomes like a monument adorned with this

epitaph, " Here the church lies buried.'' The church which
existed before this period was called apostoUc, its distinguished

writers were styled fathers, and the true Christians that composed
it, brethren. This church did not acknowledge thi'ee divine per-

sons and consequently not a Son of God from eternity, but only

a Son of God born in time, as is plain from the creed received

in that church, and thence called the Apostles' Creed, where it

is said, " I beheve in God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven
and earth. And in Jesus Clu'ist, his only Son our Lord, who
Avas conceived by the Holy Spii'it, born of the virgin Mary, &c.

I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy catholic church, the com-
munion of saints," &c. Here it is evident that no other Son of

God -\YRs acknowledged but what was conceived by the Holy
Spirit and born of the vii'gin Mary ; and there is no mention of

a Son of God born from eternity. This creed, like the two
others, has been received down to the present times as piu'ely

catholic by the whole Christian churcli.

637. In those primitive times all Christians throughout the

world acknowledged that the Lord Jesus Christ was God, to

whom all power was given in heaven and earth, and who had
power over all flesh, according to his OAvn express words (Matt.

xxviii. 18 ; John xvii. 7) ; and they believed in him, according
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to the command which he deHvered to them from God the Fathei

(John iii. 15, 16, 36; vi. 40; xi. 25, 26) : this is also veiy e-^ddent

from the circumstance of the Emperor Constautine the Great

convening all bishops, for the purpose of refuting and condemning,

from the sacred Scriptures, the heresy of Alius and his adherents,

who denied the dignity of the Lord the Savioui', born of the

virgin Mary. This indeed the}^ effected ; but Avhile endeavouring

to avoid a wolf, they fell into the jaws of a lion; or, according

to the proverb, wishing to avoid Charybdis, they were wrecked
upon Scylla : for by inventing the fiction of a Son of God from

eternity, who descended and assumed a humanity, they imagined

that they should \indicate and re-establish the Lord^s divinity

;

not knowing that God liimself, the Creator of the universe,

descended that he might become a Redeemer, and thus a Creator

anew, according to these plain declarations in the Old Testament

:

Isaiah xxv. 9; xl. 3, 5, 10, 11; xliii. 14; xliv. 6, 24; xl\di. 4;
xlviii. 17; xlix, 7, 26; Ix. 16; Ixiii. 16; Jer. i. 34; Hos. xiii.

4 ; Psalm xix. 14 ; to which may be added John ix. 35, 37.

638. That apostolic church, in consequence of worshiping

the Lord God Jesus Christ, and God the Father in him at the

same time, may be compared to the garden of God ; and Arius,

who arose at that time, to the serpent sent from hell ; and the

council of Nice, to the wife of Adam, who offered the fruit to

her husband, and persuaded him to eat it; after which they

appeared to themselves naked, and covered their nakedness T^dth

fig-leaves. Their nakedness signifies the innocence which they

before possessed, and fig-leaves the truths of the natui'al man,
which were successively falsified. That primitive church may
also be compared with the dawn of day and -with the morning in

its progression to the tenth hour, when a thick cloud intervened,

and continued till the evening came, and then the night, at

which time the moon arose, whose light, appearing to some, gave

them a partial illustration of the Word, while the rest went on
even to midnight darkness, tiU they could see nothing of divinity

in the Lord's humanity, notwithstanding the declaration of Paul,
" In Jesus Christ dwelleth all the fulness of the godhead bodily"

(Coloss. ii. 9) ; and that of John, " The Son of God sent into the

world is the true God and eternal hfe" (1 Epist. v. 20, 21).

The primitive or apostohc chvu'ch could ncAcr have conceived

that a chui'ch would succeed, which should worship several gods
with the heart and one Avith the hps ; which shoidd separate

charity from faith, the remission of sins from repentance and
application to newness of life ; and which should maintain a total

impotence in spmtual things ; and least of all, that an Arius
should lift up his head, and when dead rise again, and reign,

though clandestinely, to the end.

639. That a faith imputative of Christ^s merit was never

meant in the Word, may appear plain from this circun stance,
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that sucli a faith was never known in the church until the council

of Nice introduced the doctrine of three divine persons frora

eternity ; and when this faith was once introduced, and had
overspread the whole Christian world, all other faith was rejected,

and shut up in darkness ; so that Avhoever under such circum-

stances reads the Word, and sees mention made of faith, impu-
tation, and the meint of Christ, naturally falls into that notion,

^vhich he imag'ines to be the only one: just like a person who^ on
reading one page of a book, there stops, without turning over

to see what is said on the other side ; or like one who, having

persuaded himself of the truth of some particular opinion, not-

withstanding it is false, and having confirmed that alone, after-

wards sees the false as true and the true as false, who would
deride and hiss at every one that should pretend to oppose his

favorite notion, and would call him a fool ; for his mind being

wholly immersed in such persuasion, acquires a callous covering,

which rejects as heterodox whatever does not square with his or-

thodox opinions, so called : his memory too is like a piece of

paper, with this single ruling point of theology written all over

it so as not to admit of the insertion of any thing else ; therefore

if any thing else enters, he casts it out as the foaming mouth
casts out its froth. Tell a confirmed naturalist, for instance,

who believes either that natui-e created herself, or that God was
extant after nature, or that nature and God are one, that the

truth is directly contrary, and he will consider you either as

deluded by the fabulous devices of the clergy, or as a person of

a simple mind, or of a slow imderstanding, or as one who has

lost his senses. The case is the same Avith all other opinions

fixed by persuasion and confirmation; they appear at length like

painted tapestry fastened with many nails to a wall which has

been put together Avith crumbling stones.

V. An imputation of the merit and righteousness of

CHRIST IS impossible.

640. In order to know that the imputation of the merit and
righteousness of Christ is impossible, it is necessary to know
what his merit and righteousness are. The merit of our Lord
the Saviour is redemption, the nature and quality of which are

described above, n. 114,— 133, Avhere it is shewn, that it con-

sisted in the subjugation of the hells, the orderly arrangement
of the heavens, and the subsequent restoration of the church

;

thus, that redemption was a work purely divine. In the same
place it Avas also shcAvn, that by redemption the Lord took to

himself the power of regenerating and saving all those who be-

lieve in him and do his commandments, and that without re-

demption no flesh could have been saved. If then redemption

was a Avork purely divine, a Avork of the Lord alone, and if this

constitutes his merit, it foiloAvs that it can no more be appliea,

ascribed, or imputed to any man than the creation and preser-
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vation of the universe ; for redemption was a kind of creation of

the angelic heaven anew, and also of the chiuTli. The present

chiu-ch ascribes this merit of the Lord the Redeemer to those

who by grace have obtained faith, as is plain from their tenets,

of which this is one of the chief; for the dignitaries of this

church and their dependents, both in the Roman Catholic and
the Reformed chui'ches assert that by imputation of the merit of

Christ those Avho have obtained faith are not only reputed just

and holy, but in fact are so; that their sins are not sins in God^s

sight, because they are forgiven, and themselves justified, that

is, reconciled, renewed, regenerated, sanctified, and enrolled in

heaven. The whole Christian church at the present day main-
tains this same doctrine, as is manifest from the Council of Trent,

the Augustan and Augsburg confessions, and the annexed com-
ments which are received along with them. And what other

consequence can be di'aAvn from this declaration of the nature of

the Lord's merit and righteousness, when transferred to the

above faith, than that the possession of this faith is the merit and
righteousness of the Lord, consequently that its possessor is

Christ in another person? for it is asserted that Christ himself is

righteousness and that this faith is righteousness, and that im-

putation, which also means addication and aj)plication, makes
the possessors of that faith just and holy, not in appearance only,

but in reality. Add only transcription to such imputation,

application, and addication, and you will be a true pope, the

Aicar or vicegerent of Jesus Christ.

641. Since then the merit and righteousness of Christ arc

purely divine, and things pui-ely divine are such, that if they

could be applied and ascribed to a man he would instantly die,

and, like a stake cast into the body of the sun, would be consumed,
so that scarcely his ashes would remain, therefore the Lord with

his divine principle approaches both angels and men by the

medium of a light tempered and moderated according to the

ability and quality of each, thus by one that is suitable and
accommodated ; he approaches in a similar manner by heat. In
the spiritual world there is a sun, and in the midst of it the

Lord. From that sun the Lord, by the medium of light and
heat, enters by influx into the whole spiritual world, and all that

dwell there ; and from this source are all the light and heat in

that Avorld. The Lord from the same sun enters also by influx,

with the same light and heat, into the souls and minds of men.
That heat in its essence is his divine love, and that light in its

essence is his divine wisdom ; which light and heat the Lord
adapts to the abiHty and quality of every recipient angel and
man, and this is effected by means of spiritual airs or atmo-

spheres, which convey and transfer such light and heat : the

Divine itself immediately encompassing the Lord is what consti-

tutes that sun. This sun is distant from the angels as the sun
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of the natural world is from men, in order to prevent its touch-

ing them with its naked and consequently immediate rays ; for

in such case, as was said above, they would be consumed, like a

stake cast into the body of the sun. Hence it may appear that

the Lord's merit and righteousness being pui'ely divine, cannot

possibly by imputation be applied to any angel or man ; indeed,

if even a single spark of it were to touch them without being tem-
pered, according to what was said above, they would instantly be
tortured like persons in the agonies of death, their limbs would
])e con\Tilsed, their eyes wander, and thus they would expire.

This truth was made known to the Israelitish church by the

declaration,—No one can see God and live. The sun of the

spiritual world such as it is since Jehovah God assumed the

Humanity, and added to it redemption and new righteousness,

is described in these Avords in Isaiah: "The light of the sun shall

be seven-fold, as the light of seven days, in the day that Jehovah
bindeth up the breach of his people" (xxx. 26) ; in the whole of

which chapter is described the coming of the Lord. The condi-

tion of a wicked person, supposing the Lord were to come down
and draw near to him, is thus described in the Revelation

:

" Tbey hid themselves in the dens, and in the rocks of the

mountains, and said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and
hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from

the anger of the liamb" (vi. 15, 16). It is called the anger of

the Lamb, because the terror and torment that attend the Lord's

approach to the wicked appear to them like anger. This fact

will admit of still plainer evidence from this circumstance, that

if any wicked person is admitted into heaven, where charity and
faith towards the Lord prevail, his eyes are immediately seized

Avith dimness, his mind with giddiness and insanity, his body
with pain and torment, and he becomes like a dying person.

What then would be the case were the Lord himself, with his

divine merit, which is redemption, and with his di^dne righte-

ousness, to enter into a man? Even the apostle John could not

endure the presence of the Lord; for it is written, that, when he
saAv the Son of Man in the midst of the seven candlesticks, he

feU at his feet as dead (Rev. i. 17).

642. It is said in the decrees of the councils, and in the

articles of tiiQ confessions to which the Reformed subscribe, that

God, by the infused merit of Christ, justifies the wicked, when
yet it is impossible for the goodness of any angel to be commu-
nicated to a wicked person, far less to be conjoined to him, but

it is immediately rejected, and rebounds like an elastic ball

thrown against a wall, or is swallowed up like a diamond thrown

into a bog ; indeed, should any spark of true goodness be in-

truded, it would be like a pearl fixed in the snout of a hog ; for

how plain is it to see that mercy cannot be injected into unmer-
cifulness, innocence into revenge, love into hatred, concord into
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discord, whicli would be like mixing heaven and liell together *

The unregeuerate man is, as to his spirit, like a panther or an

owl, and may be compared to a thorn or a nettle; Isut a regene-

rate man is lilce a sheep or a dove, and may be compared to an
oHve-tree or a vine. Consider then, I i)Y^y, how can a man-
panther be converted into a man-sheep, an owl into a dove, a

thorn into an ohve-tree, or a nettle into a "vdne, by any imputation,

addication, or application of divine righteousness, which would
rather condemn than justify V In order to such conversion, must
not the ferine nature of the panther and the owl, or the noxious

nature of the thorn and nettle, be first removed, and a natm'e

truly human and inoffensive be implanted in then- stead ? How
tliis is efiected, the Lord teaches in John xv. 1—7.

VI. There is such a thing as imputation, but then it is

AN imputation OF GOOD AND EVIL, AND AT THE SAME TIME
OF FAITH.

643. There is an imputation of good and of e\dl, which is

the imputation meant wherever it is mentioned in the Word, as

appears from innumerable passages, which indeed have been al-

ready in part adduced ; but to satisfy every one that there exists

no other imputation, we will give some fm'ther quotations from
the Word :

" The Son of Man will come, and then will he re-

ward every man according to his works^^ (Matt. x\'i. 27) .
" Those

who have done good shall go forth to the resurrection of life, but
those who have done e\il to the resun-ection of damnation'^

(John V. 29). "A book was opened, which is the book of life;

and they were judged every man according to his works" (Rev.

XX. 12, 13). "Behold, I come quickly, and my reward is with,

me, to give to every man according as his work shall be" (Rev,

xxii. 12). " And I "\\ill punish them for their ways, and reward

them then- doings'' (Hosea iv. 9 ; Zech. i. 6 ; Jer. xxv. 14 ; xxxii.

19). "The day of ^vl'ath, and of the righteous judgement of

God, who Avill render to every man according to his deeds" (Rom.
ii. 5, 6). "We must all appear before the judgement-seat of

Christ, that every one may receive the things done in the body,

according to what he hath done, Avhether it be good or bad"

(2 Cor. v. 10). There was no other law of imputation at the

beginning of the church, and there will be no other at the end.

That there was no other at the beginning of the church is plain

from the case of Adam and his wife, who were condemned
because they committed evil in eating of the tree of the know-
ledge of good and e'v'il (Gen. ii. and iii.) ; and that there will be
no other at the end of the chm'ch, is plain from these Avords of

the Lord :
" When the Son of Man shall come in his gloiy,

then will he sit on the throne of his glory, and will say to the

sheep on his right hand, Come, ye blessed of my Father, in-

herit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the

\Aorld ; lor I was hungrv, and ve gave me meat ; I was thirsty,
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niid ye gave me drink ; I was a stranger, and ye took me in ; I
was naked, and ye clotlied me ; I was sick, and ye visited me

;

I was in prison, and ye came unto me." But to the goats ou
his left hand, because they never practised xAmt was good, he
vidll say, "Depart from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire,

prepared for the devil and his angels" (Matt. xxv. 31, &c.).

Hence every one may clearly see that there is an imputation of

good and of evil. The reason why there is also an imputation
of faith is, because charity, Avhicli relates to what is good, and
faith, which relates to what is true, are united in good works

;

for unless they are united therein, the works are not good, as

may be seen, n. 373—377 ; therefore James says, " Was not
Abraham our Father justified by Avorks, Avhen he had ofi'i^red

Isaac his son upon the altar ? Seest thou how faith wrought
with his works, and by works was faith made perfect ? and the

Scriptm'e was fulfilled which saith, Abraham believed God, and
it v»'as imputed \into him for righteousness" (ii. 21—23).

644. The leaders of the church and their dependents inter-

preted the imputation mentioned in the Word to mean an impu-
tation of faith, on which the righteousness and merit of Christ

are inscribed, and so ascribed to man, because during a period

of fourteen centuries, that is, since the Council of Nice, they

have not wished to become acquainted Avith any other faith

;

and the consequence has been, that this faith has alone become
fixed in their memories, and thence in their minds, as an or-

ganized existence, which from that time has borrowed a light

such as proceeds from a fire in the night-time, and b}^ this light

it bears the semblance of the most essential theological truth,

on which all things else depend in a concatenated series, and
which must fall to pieces if that head or pillar were to be
removed. Hence were they to think of any other than that

imputative faith while they read the Word, that light, together

with all their theology, would be extinguished, and such dark-

ness would arise, that the whole Christian church would be lost

and disappear ; therefore that faith is left as a stump of roots in

the earth, Avhen the tree is cut down and destroyed, until seven

times pass over it (Dan. iv. 25, 26). What leader of the church
at the present day, if he be confirmed in that faith, does not
stop his ears as with cotton when it is objected to and opposed,

lest he should hear any thing which might contradict and lessen

its authority? But do you, my reader, open your ears, and
read the Word ; and you will perceive plainly a different kind of

iaith and imputation from what you had before persuaded yom*-

self to be true.

645. It is astonishing, that notwithstanding the Word from
beginning to end is full of proofs and confirmations that his own
good or evil is imputed to every one, yet the teachers of religion
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in Cliristendom have closed up their ears as with wax, and

anointed their eyes as with eye-salve, so that neither have they

heard or seen, nor do they now hear or see any other imputation

than that of their own particular faith above mentioned ; and
yet that faith may be rightly compared Avitli the disease of the

eye called gutta serena, and may with justice be so called

;

for as this is an absolute blindness of the eye, arising from an
obstruction of the optic nerve, when yet the eye still appears as

if it saw perfectly, so in like manner such as are in that faith

walk as with their eyes open, and appear to others as if they

saw all things, when yet they see nothing ; for a man knoAvs

nothing of this faith at the time of its entrance into him, lie

being like a stock or a stone, nor does he know afterwards

whether it be in liim or not, or what its contents are, or whether

in reality it contain any thing or nothing
;
yet in process of time

he seems clearly to see that faith bringing forth and producing

the noble offspring of justification, namely, remission of sins,

vivification, renovation, regeneration, and sanctification, and
yet he neither has seen, nor can see any sign or token of those

graces.

646. That good, which is charity, and evil, which is iniquity,

are imputed after death, is a fact which has been evinced to me
by all my experience of the condition of those who pass from
this world into the other. Every one, after some days abode in

the world of spirits, is examined as to his natui'e and quality,

particularly his quality in the former world as to religion ; after

which is done, the examiners make their report in heaven, and he
is then translated to his like, consequently to his own companions;

and in this consists his imputation. There is an imputation of

good to all in heaven, and an imputation of evil to all in hell,

as was evinced to me in the orderly arrangement of each by the

Lord. The universal heaven is arranged into societies according

to all the varieties of the love of good, and the universal hell

according to all the varieties of the love of e\dl. In like man-
ner the church on earth, as corresponding with heaven, is ar-

ranged in order by the Lord. Good constitutes its religion.

Moreover, inquire of any one, endued Avith religion and at the

same time Avith reason, in any quarter of the globe, what kind
of people he believes Avill go to heaven, and what kind to hell,

and he will surely agree with you in declaring that those

who do good will go to heaven, and those Avho do evil will go
to hell. Besides, hoAv plain is it to see that every man, Avho is

truly such, loves another person, or a society of persons, or a
state, or a kingdom, for the good that is in them ! Indeed, he
loves not only men according to this rule, but also beasts, and
even inanimate things, as houses, possessions, fields, gardens,

trees, Avoods, and lands ; vea more, he loves even metals and
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stones for their goodness and use, because goodness and use are

a one. How much more then for then' goodness must the Lord
love an individual man and the church.

VIT. THE FAITH AND IMPUTATION OF THE NEW CHURCH CAN-
NOT BE TOGETHER AVITH THE FAITH AND IMPUTATION OF THE
FORMER CHURCH ; AND IN CASE THEY WERE TOGETHER, SUCH
A COLLISION AND CONFLICT WOULD ENSUE AS TO PROVE FATAL
TO EVERY PRINCIPLE OF THE CHURCH IN MAN.
647. The faith and imputation of the New Church cannot be

together with the faith and imputation of tlie former or present

church, because they do not agree together in one-third, no, nor
in one-tenth part of their doctrines ; for the faith of the former

church teaches that there have been three divine persons from
eternity, each of whom singly, or by himself, is God, as so many
creators ; but the faith of the New Church teaches that there is

only one DiAdne Person, consequently only one God, from eter-

nity, and that beside him there is no other God. The faith of

the former church has therefore maintained that the Divine

Trinity is divided into three persons ; but the faith of the New
Chiu'ch maintains that the Divine Trinity is united in one person.

The faith of the former church was directed towards a God in-

visible, unapproachable, with whom there could be no conjunc-

tion, and the idea formed of whom was as of a sphit, which was
supposed to be like ether or "wind ; but the faith of the New
Church is directed towards a God visible, approachable, and
with whom there is a possibility of conjunction, in whom is the

invisible and unapproachable God, as the soul in the body, and
the idea formed of whom is that of a Man, because the one God,
who was from eternitj^, was made man in time. The faith of

the former church attributes all power to the invisible God, and
denies it to the visible ; for it holds that God the Father imputes
faith, and thereby confers eternal life, but that the visible God
only intercedes, and that they both give, or, according to the

Greek church, God the Father alone gives, to the Holy Ghost
(who is also a God by himself, the third in order), all power of

operating the effects of that faith ; but the faith of the New
Church attributes to the visible God, in whom is the invisible, all

power of imputing, and also of operating the effects of salvation.

The faith of the former church is dhected principally towards

God as Creator, and not at the same time towards him as Re-
deemer and Saviour ; but the faith of the New Church is directed

towards one God, Avho is at once Creator, Redeemer, and Saviour.

The faith of the former church insists that when faith is once
given and imputed, repentance, remission of sins, renovation,

regeneration, sanctification, and salvation folloAv of themselves,

without anything of man being mixed or conjoined with them

;

but the faith of the New Church teaches repentance, reformation,

regeneration, and thus the remission of sins, by man's co-opera-
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tion. The faith of the former chui'ch asserts the imputation, of

Christ's merit, as included in the faith so conferred; but the

faith of the New Church teaches an imputation of good and of

evil, and at the same time of faith ; and that this imputation is

agreeable to the Holy Scripture, but the other contrary to it.

The former church maintains the gift of faith, including the merit

of Christ, while man is as a stock or a stone ; it also asserts a

total impotence in spiritual things; but the Nev/' Chui'ch teaches

a faith altogether different, not a faith in the merit of Christ,

but in Jesus Christ himself as God, the Redeemer and Saviour,

asserting a freedom of will in man both to apply himself to re-

ception and to co-operate with it. The former churcli adjoins

charity to its faith as an appendage, but not as possessing any
sa\dng efficacy, and thus it forms its religion; but the New
Church conjoins faith in the Lord and charity towards the neigh-

bour as tAvo inseparable things, and so forms its religion ; not

to mention several other points of disagreement.

648. From this brief enumeration of the discordances and
disagreements between them, it is plain that the faith and im-

putation of the New Church cannot possibly be together with

the faith and imputation of the former or present church. Such
and so great arc the discord and disagreement between the faith

and imputation of the two churches, and so entirely hetero-

geneous are they, that if they could be together in a man's mind,

such a collision and conflict would ensue, as to prove fatal to

every principle of the church in him; and in spiritual things the

man would fall either into a delirium or into a swoon, in which
case he would neither knoAV what the church is, nor whether
there is any such thing as a church ; what then would he knoAv

of God, of faith, or of charit}' ? The faith of the former churcli,

in consequence of excluding all light from reason, may be com-
pared to an owl, and the faith of the New Church to a dove,

which flies in the day-time, and sees by the light of heaven ; so

that their conjunction in one mind would be like the conjunction

of an owl and a dove in one nest, where each should lay its eggs,

and after sitting should hatch its young, when the owl would
tear in pieces the young of the dove, and would give them to

her own young for food ; for the owl is a bird of prey. Since

the faith of the former church is described in the Revelation,

chap, xii, by the dragon, and the faith of the New Church by
the woman encompassed Avitli the sun, who had on her head a

crown of tv/elve stars, we may judge by comparison what would
be the state of a man's mind if they were together in one house :

the dragon in that case Avould stand near the woman about to

bring forth, intending to devoui- her child, and when she should

Hee into the wilderness he Avould pursue her, and would cast

water like a flood upon her, that she might be swallowed up.

649. The same would happen, if a person should embrace
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the faith of the New Chui'chj and should still retain the faith of

the former church on the imputation of tlie Lord's merit and
righteousness, from which, as from their root, all the tenets of

the former chiu'ch, like so many young shoots, have sprung forth.

If this should be the case, it Avould l)e like a person's extricating

himself from five horns of the di'agon, and becoming entangled in

the five remaining ones ; or like escaping a wolf, and falling

into the clutches of a tiger ; or like being raised out of a well

where there was no water, and falling into one full of water,

and being drowned: for he Avould thus easily relapse into all the

errors of his former faith, which we have described above, and
consequently into the damnable error of imputing and applying

to himself the Lord's divine attributes, redemption and righte-

ousness, which may indeed be adored, but cannot be applied

;

for if a man could impute and apply them to himself, he would
be consumed just as if he Avere cast into the naked sun, when
yet it is l^y the Hght and heat of that sun that his bodily eyes

see, and his bodily life is supported. That the merit of the
Lord is redemption, and that His redemption and His righte-

ousness are two divine things, which cannot be conjoined to

any man, was shewn above. Let every one therefore take heed
how he transcribes the imputation of the former church into the
imputation of the new, for this would produce such sad and
tragical effects as to prove hurtful to his salvation.

VIII. The lord imputes good to every man, and hell
IMPUTES EVIL to EVERY MAN.
650. That the Lord imputes good to man, and not the least

sort or degree of e^dl, and that the de\il, or in other words, hell,

imputes evil to man, and not the least sort or degree of good, is

a new doctrine in the church : its being new and unknown is

because it is frequently said in the Word, that God is angry,

that he avenges, hates, condemns, punishes, casts into hell, and
tempts, all which belong to what is evil, and consequently are

evil. But that the literal sense of the Word is Avritten and com-
posed of such expressions as are called appearances and corre-

spondences, to the intent that there may be a conjunction

between the external church and its internal, and thus between
the world and heaven, was shewn in the chapter on the Sacred
Scripture. In the same chapter it was also shewn, that when
such declarations as the above are read in the Word, the ap-

pearances of truth which they contain are turned, during their

transit from man to heaven, into genuine truths, which teach
that God is never angry, that he never avenges, hates, condemns,
punishes, casts into hell, or tempts ; consequently that he is the
cause of evil to no man : this transmutation and change I have
frequently observed in the spiritual world.

651. Even reason assents to the truth of the proposition,,

that tlie Lord cannot do evil to any man, consequently he cannot
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impute e^dl to any one, lie being Love itself and Mercy itself,

consequently Good itself, these being the attributes of his divine

essence : so that to attribute e^il, or anything connected with

evil, to the Lord, would be contrary, and of com'se contradictory,

to liis divine essence, and this would be as "wicked as to join

together the Lord and the de^dl, or heaven and hell, when yet
" betAveen them there is a great gulpli fixed, so that those who
would pass from one to the other cannot^^ (Luke xvi. 26). It is

not even possible for an angel of heaven to do CAdl to any one,

because an essence of good from the Lord is in him ; and on the

other hand, it is im]30ssible for a spirit of hell to do anything
but evil to another, because he has in him the nature of e\dl

from the de\il; and the essence or nature, which any person has

appropriated to himself during his life in the world, cannot be
changed after death. Consider, I beseech you, what sort of

being the Lord would be, on the sujjposition that he regards the

wicked with an eye of anger, and the good A^ith an eye of

clemency : the wicked are myriads of mpiads in number, and
so also are the good ; and that he saves the latter by grace, and
condemns the former from vengeance, looking at these "with a

fierce and implacable countenance, and at those "v\ith a counte-

nance of mildness and mercy, what sort of being do you, in such a

case, make the Lord God? It is a common doctrine delivered from
every pulpit, that all good which is in itself good is from God,
and that on the contrary, all CAal which is in itself e\il is from
the de"vdl : if any man then could receive at once both good and
e^il, good from the Lord and evil from the de\dl, and admit
both "with equal willingness, would he not fall under the descrip-

tion of those who are neither cold nor hot, but luke-warm, and
are spewed out of the mouth, according to the Lord^'s words in

the Revelation, iii. 15, 16.

652. The Lord imputes good to every man, and caqI to no
one, consequently he does not sentence any person to hell,

but exalts all, so far as they follow his leadings, to heaven, as

is e"\ddent from thess liis own words :
" And I, if I be lifted up

from the earth, will draw all men unto me" (John xii. 32). ''God
sent his Son into the world not to condemn the world, but that

the world through him might be saved : he that believeth on him
is not condemned, but he that beheveth not is condemned
ah'eady" (John iii. 17, 18). ''If any man hear my words and
beheve not, I judge him not; for I came not to judge the world,

but to save the world. He that rejecteth me, and receiveth ^jot

my words, hath one that judgeth him; the word that I have
spoken, the same "will judge him at the last day'^ (John xii. 47,

48). "Jesus said, I judge no man" (John Aiii. 15). Judgement,
in these and other passages of the AVord, means judgement to

hell, which is damnation; but of salvation judgement is not
predicated, but resurrection to life (John v. 24, 29; iii. 16). The
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word which Avill judge, means the truth ; and it is a truth, that

all evil is from hell, and consequently that evil and hell are a

one; so that when an evil person is elevated by the Lord towards

heaven, his evil immediately draws him down again, and because

he loves it, he follows it of his own accord. It is also a truth, as

declared in the Word, that good is heaven ; therefore when a

good person is elevated by the Lord towards heaven, he ascends

as of his own accord, and is introduced. Such are said to be
written in the book of hfe (Dan. xii. 1 ; Rev. xiii 8 ; xx. 12

;

xxi. 27). There actually exists a sphere elevating all towards

heaven, which proceeds continually from the Lord, and fills the

whole spiritual world, and the whole natural world : this sphere

is like a strong current in the ocean, which draws a ship imper-

ceptibly according to its direction : all Avho believe in the Lord,

and live according to his commandments, enter into that sphere

or current, and are elevated ; but those who do not believe, are

not wilhng to enter therein, but remove themselves to the sides,

and are there carried away by the stream which leads to hell.

653. How plain is it to see, that a lamb cannot act but as a

lamb, and a sheep but as a sheep ; and on the other hand, that

a wolf cannot act but as a wolf, and a tiger but as a tiger ! And
if these beasts were to be mixed together, would not the wolf
necessarily devour the lamb, and the tiger the sheep ? Hence
they must be guarded by their shepherds. How plain again is

it to see, that it is not possible for a fountain of sweet water to

send forth bitter water from its spring; and that a good tree can-

not possibly produce bad fruit ; that a vine cannot bear prickles

like a briar ; and a hly sting hke a nettle ; or a hyacinth tear the

skin hke a thistle ! and contrari^nse. It is on this account that

these noxious plants are rooted out of fields, vineyards, and
gardens, and gathered in heaps to be burned. It is the same
too with the mcked, on their arrival in the spiritual world, ac-

cording to the Lord's words. Matt. xiii. 30 ; John xv. 6. The
Lord likewise said to the Jews, " O generation of \dpers, how
can ye, being e^dl, speak good things ? A good man out of the

good treasure of the heart bringeth forth good things, and an
evil man out of the evil treasure bringeth forth e\dl things"

(Matt. xii. 34, 35).

IX, Faith v/ith whatever it conjoins itself, passes sen-

tence accordingly : IP A true faith conjoins itself with
goodness, the sentence is for eternal life ; but IB

faith conjoins itself with evil, the sentence is for
eternal death.
654. Works of chari'ty, done by a Christian, and by a hea-

then, appear alike in their external form, since they both, in

their concerns with then' fellow-citizens, put in force those good
principles which belong to civility and morality, and which in

part resemble the good works of love towards the neighbour

;
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thev may both be liberal to the poor, may assist the needy, and

hear sermons at chui'ch: but who from this can determine, whe-
ther such external acts of goodness are similar in their internal

form, or whether such natural acts are also spiritual? It is from

the principle of faith that such conclusion must be drawn, since

it is this which gives them theii* quality; for it is this whicli

causes God to be iu them, and conjoins them with itself in the

internal man, whence natui'al good acts become inwardly spi-

ritual. That this is the case, may be clearh^ seen from what was
proved in the chapter on Faith, under the following propositions

:

Faith is not alive before it is conjoined icitli charity : Charity is

rendered spiritual by virtue of faith, and faith by virtue of
charity : Faith without charity, not being spiritual, is not faith;

and charity tvithout faith, not being alive, is not charity : Faith

and charity have a mutual and reciprocal tendency to app)ly and
be conjoined to each other : The Lord, charity, and faith, consti-

tute a one, like life, ivill, and understanding ; and in case they are

divided, each p)eris]ies, like a pearl bruised to poivder.

655. From the proof of these propositions it may be clearly

seen, that faith in the one true God causes good to be good
even in its internal form, and on the other hand, that faith in a

false god causes good to be good only in its external form, which
considered in itself is not good. This was the case with the

faith of the heathens of old, directed towards Jupiter, Juno, and
Apollo ; of the Phihstines, towards Dagon ; of other nations,

towards Baal and Baal-peor ; of Balaam the magician, towards

his god ; and of the Egyptians, towards several gods. The effect

is altogether different where faith is dii'ected towards the Ijord,

who is ^"'the true God and eternal life," according to John,

1 Epist. V. 21 : and in whom " dwelleth all the fulness of the

Godhead bodily," according to Paul, Coloss. ii. 9. What is faith

towards God, but a looking to him as producing in the soul the

divine presence, and at the same time a confidence that he is

at hand ready to help ? And what is true faith unless it be this,

accompanied ^nth a confidence that all good is from him, and
that it is this which makes oui* own good to be saA-ing good ? If

then this faith conjoins itself Avith goodness, sentence is passed

for eternal life; but it is quite otherwise if it does not conjoin

Itself with goodness, and more so if it conjoins itself with evil.

656. What sort of conjunction subsists between charity and
faith in those who belie^'e iu three gods, and yet say they believe

in one, has afready been shewn, namely, that charity conjoins

itself with faith only in the external natural man, because tlie

minds of such entertain an idea of three gods, while theii' mouths
only maive a confession of one God; therefore if the mind should

at any time infuse itself into the confession of the mouth, it

would expunge the profession of one God, and opening the hps

|iive utterance to its notion of three.
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657. It must be obvious to every one from reason, tliat evil

paid a faith in the one true God cannot be together; for evil r
against God, and faith is in favor of God. E\il is of the will^

and faith of the thought, and the will enters by influx; into the

understanding, causing it to think ; but the understanding does

not enter into the will, for it only teacbes what ought to be
willed and done : hence the good which such a man does is in

itself evil : it is like a polished bone containing putrid marrow
;

it is also like an actor on a stage, who assumes the character of

• some great personage ; it is also like the painted face of an an-

tiquated harlot; and like a butterfly with sih'er "wdngs, which
lays its eggs on the leaves of a good tree, so that all its fruit is

destroyed. It may further be compared with fragrant perfume.>«

arising from poisonous herbs ; indeed, it is like a moral thief, oi

a pious sycophant : therefore the good of such a person, Avhick

in itself is evil, has its abode, as it were, in a chamber within,

while his faith walking to and ii'O, and reasoning in the porch,

is a mere bubble, spectre, and chimera. Hence appears the

truth of the proposition, that faith passes sentence on its subject

according to the good or evil vrith which it is conjoined.

X. Thought is imputed to no one, but will.

658. Every man of erudition knows that there are two facul-

ties or parts in the mind,—the will and the understanding ; and
yet but few know how to distinguish them aright, to examine
their properties separately, and afterwards to conjoin them : few
therefore are able to form to themselves any notion of the mind,
but Avhat is extremely obscure ; so that unless the distinct pro-

perties of the will and the understanding be first described, it

Avould be impossible to comprehend the truth of the proposition,

that thought is imputed to no one, but will. The properties of

each are briefly these: 1. Love itself, and the affections Avhich

belong to it, have their abode in the will ; and science, intelli-

gence, and wisdom, have their abode in the understanding ; and
the wiU inspires its love into these properties, so as to procm-o

their favor and assent : hence it is that every man^s true natui-e

and cpiality depend on the nature and quality of his love, and
of his intelligence thence derived. 3. It follows also from this

circumstance, that all good, and likewise all evil, belong to the

will ; for whatever proceeds from love is called good, although it

may be evil, this being an effect of the delight or satisfaction

which constitutes the life of Ioa'C : the will, hj means of this

delight or satisfaction, enters into the understanding, and pro-

duces consent. 3. The will therefore is the esse or the essence

of the life of man, but the understanding is the existere or the

existence thence derived ; and since essence is a mere nothing
unless it be in a certain form, the will is a mere nothing, unless

it be in the understanding ; therefore the will assumes to itself

a form in the understanding, and thus comes forth to light. 4,
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Love in the "will is end, and in the understanding it s(!eks and
finds causes, by which it may advance on to effect ; and as pui--

pose, to which belongs intention, is in fact the end, purpose also

is of the Avill, and by means of intention enters the understand-

ing, and urges it to contrive and meditate upon means, and de-

termine on what may tend to produce the desired effects. 5.

The whole selfhood of man is in the will, and this selfhood

is evil from his first birth, and becomes good by a second

birth : the first birth is from his natural parents, the second

from the Lord. These few observations may serve to shew, that

the will and the understanding have different and distinct pro-

perties, and that by creation they are joined together, like esse

and existere : hence, a man is a man primarily by virtue of will,

and secondarily by -sdrtue of understanding : and hence too it is

that will is imputed to him, but not thought; of course e^vdl

and good are imputed, because, as just observed, they have their

residence in the will, and are thence in the thought of the un-

standing.

659. The reason why no evil is imputed to man which is the

object of thought only, is, because he is so created as to have

the capacity of understanding, and thence of thinking, either

good or evil,—good from the Lord, and evil from the de\-il ; for

he is in the midst between them, and has the poAver of choosing

either the one or the other from the freedom he enjoys in spiritual

things, of which Ave have already treated in its place ; and since

he enjoys such a capacity of choosing from freedom, he has the

poAver of Avilling or not what is the object of his thought, and
what he Avills is received by the will and appropriated, but Avhat

he does not mil is not received and consequently not appropriated.

All the eA'ils to Avhich a man is prone by birth are inscribed on
the will of his natural man, and these, so far as he draws them
forth, enter by influx into his thoughts. In like manner goods,

together with truths from the Lord, enter by influx from above

into the thoughts, and are there poised against the former, like

Aveights in the scales of a balance. If therefore a man adopts

evils, they are received by the old will, and make an addition to

its store; but if he adopts goods Avith truths, the Lord then

forms a ncAV Avill and a new understanding aljove the old, and in

them successively implants ncAV goods by means of truths, and

by these subdues the CAdls that are below, removes them, and
arranges all things according to order. Hence too it is evident

that the thought is a kind of purifying alembic, or excretory

gland, in Avhich hereditary evils and their defilements are sepa-

rated. If then the evils which enter a man's thought were to be

imputed to him, reformation and regeneration would be im-

practicable.

660. Since then good belongs to the Avill, and truth to the

understanding, and many things in the world correspond to good,
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R3 friiits and uses, while the imputation thereof corresponds mth
value and price, it follows that Avhat has been here said of im-
putation Avill admit of comparison Avith all created things ; since,

as Ave before observed, all things in the universe bear relation to

good and truth, and, on the other hand, to evil and the false.

It will admit of comparison Avith the chui'ch, Avhich is estimated

according to its charity and faith, and not according to the cere-

monial rites Avhich are merely annexed to it. It will admit of

farther comparison AAdth a minister of the chirrch, Avho is esti-

mated according to his Avill and love, and at the same time ac-

cording to his understanding of spiritual subjects, but not ac-

cording to his address and apparel. It Avill also admit of com-
jjarison AA-ith divine Avorship, and the temple Avhere it is performed,

in that real and true Avorship is performed in the aviII and the

understanding, as in its temple, and the temple is called holy,

not on its OAvn account, but on account of the Divine Being, in

the knowledge of whom men are there instructed. Lastly, it

will admit of comparison with a government, Avhich is loved and
respected when goodness reigns in it and truth along with it,

but which is not the case Avhere ti'uth reigns without goodness.

Who judges of a king by his attendants, horses, and chariots,

and not by the royal qualities Avhich they knoAv him to possess,

and Avhich consist in governing under the du'cction of love and
prudence ? AVho does not look to the character of a conqueroi

more than to the pomp of his triumph, judging of the latter by
the former, rather than of the former by the latter, thus judging

of the formal by the essential, and not of the essential by the

formal ? Now it is Avill which is the essential, and thought the

formal, and no one can impute any thing to the formal, except

Avhat it derives from the essential ; hence the latter and not the

former is the subject of imputation.

661. To the above I shall add the foUoAving memorable
RELATIONS.—FiRST. In a higher region of the northern quarter

of the spiritual world bordering on the east, there are places of

instruction for boys and you.ng men, for adult men and old men.
All Avho die in their infancy are sent to these places, and are

educated for heaven ; and in like manner all on their first arri-

val from the natural world, Avho have a desire to be informed
respecting heaven and hell, are sent thither also. The situation

of these places is near the east, that all may be instructed by
influx from the Lord, ayIio is the east, because he is in the sun
there, which is pure love from him ; hence the heat from that

sun in its essence is love, and the light from it in its essence is

wisdom. This love and wisdom are communicated by inspiration

from the Lord out of that sun to the persons instructed, in pro-

portion to then' reception, AA'hich reception is in proportion to
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the love of irrowing wise in tlie recipient subjects. After a stated

time of instruction, those Avho become intelligent are dismissed,

and are called disciples of the Lord : they are first sent to the

west ; but those who do not continue there are sent to the south,

and some through the southern quarter to the east, and are in-

troduced to societies where they are to have their mansions as-

signed them. On a time, as I was meditating about heaven and

hell, I felt desirous to attain the universal kno-svledge of the

state of each, well aware that whoever is acquainted Avith uni-

versals, may afterwards comprehend singidars, since the latter

are contained in the former, just as parts are in a -^hole. With
this desire I directed my course towards that region in the

northern quarter bordering on the east where the places of in-

struction were situated, and proceeded through a way at that

instant opened to me, and entered into one of the colleges where

the young men were assembled. Straightway I addressed my-
self to the head masters Avho gave instruction, and asked them
whether they Avere acquainted Avith the uniAcrsals of lieaAen and
hell ? They replied, that they knew them in some small degree

;

" But if we look,^' said they, " towards the east to the Lord, we
receive illustration, and A\ith illustration knoAvledge.''^ They did

so, and then said, " There are three universals of hell, diamet-

rically opposite to the uniAersals of heaven. The universals of

hell consist in these three Ioa'cs ; thfe loA^e of rule, originating in

the love of self; the loA-e of possessing the property of others,

originating in the love of the Avoiid ; and scortatoiy love. The
opposite universals of heaven are these three loves : the love of

rule, originating in the love of uses ; the loA^e of possessing

worldly emolvunents, originating in the love of performing uses

by them ; and true coujugial love. Hereupon, after expressing

my good Avishes towards them, I took my leave and returned

home. On my arrival, a voice from heaven said to me, "Examine
those three universals above and beneath, and afterAvards Ave

shall see them in your hand."' The reason of their sapng, " JVe

shall see them in your hand" Avas because whatever is the sub-

ject of a man's intellectual examination appears to the angels as

if inscribed on liis hands. It is on this account said in the

Revelation that they received a mark in the forehead and on the

hand (xiii. 16; xiv. 9; xx. 4).

After this I examined the first universal love prevalent in hell,

namely, the loA^e of rule originating in the love of self; and
next the universal love prevalent in heaven coiTCsponding to it,

namely, the love of rule originating in the love of uses ; for the

examination of the one could not be carried on A^ithout that of

the other, the understanding having no distinct percej)tion of

either love Avithout the other, because they are opposites. Hence
to attain such perception it is expedient that they be placed iu

opposition; for a beautiful and handsome face is set off bA' being
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contrasted witli an ugly and deformed one. In considering the

love of rule originating in the love of self, it was granted me to

perceive that such love is in its nature supremely infernal, and
hence prevalent with those who are in the deepest hell; and that

the love of rule originating in the love of uses is su.premely

celestial, and consequently prevalent with those Avho are in the

highest heaven. The reason why the love of rule originating in

the love of self is supremely infernal, is, because to rule from
the love of self is to rule from projmum, and the proprmm of

man is from his birth evil itself, and evil itself is diametrically

opposed to the Lord; therefore those who are influenced by such
evil, the further they advance in it, the more do they denj'' the
being of a God, and the holy principles of the clnu'ch, and
worship themselves and natm'e. Let them but search out and
examine this evil in themselves, and they will see this to be the

truth. jNIoreover, this love is of such a nature, that in propor-

tion as the reins are given it, as is the case when not obstructed

])y impossibility, it rushes on impetuously from one step to ano-

ther until it reaches the highest ; and even there it does not
rest, but is sad, and laments that it cannot mount any higher

,

Among statesmen this love continues to ascend, so that at length

they Avish to be kings and emperors, and if possible to have
dominion over all the world, and to be styled kings of kings, and
emperors of emperors ; whereas the same lo^e with the clergy

goes on advancing till they desne to be gods, and, as far as pos-

sible, to bear rule over the whole heaven, and to be styled gods.

That neither the former nor the latter in then hearts acknow-
ledge any God, will be seen presently. Those, on the other

hand, who are desnous to rule from the love of uses, are not

desirous of exercising it from themselves, but from the Lord

;

for this love proceeds fi'om the Lord, and is the Lord. Such
therefore regard dignities in no other light than as means for

the promotion of uses, placing uses far before dignities; whereas
the former place dignities far before uses.

As I was meditating on these things, an angel said to me
fr'om the Lord, " You shall now in an instant see and be con-

Adnced by ocular demonstration Avhat is the nature of that

infernal love;" and lo ! suddenly the ground opened to the left^

and I saw a de^il ascending out of hell, who had on his head a

square cap dra^wai down over his forehead even to his eyes ; liis

face was covered Math pimples, such as accompany a bui'iiing

fever ; his eyes had a ferocious look ; his breast swelled out into

a great prominence; from his mouth he belched forth fire like a

fornace ; his loins seemed on fire ; in place of feet he had bony
ankles Avithout flesh ; and from his body there exhaled a foul

and stinking heat. I was terrified at the sight of him, and cried

out, "Approach no further; tell me whence you are?" He
replied in a hoarse tone of voice, ^^ I am from below, and live
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there in a society of two huudi'ed, whicli is tlie most super-

eminent of all societies : there we are all emperors of emperors,

kings of kings, dukes of dukes, and princes of princes : no one

is barely an emperor, or barely a king, duke, or prince. We are

seated there on tlirones of tlirones, and thence despatch our

mandates over the whole world, and beyond it." I then said to

him, "Do you not see that you are in a state of insanity, arising

from the fantasy of super-eminence ?" He rephed, ''How can

you talk in this manner, when we absolutely seem to ourselves,

and are also acknowledged by each other, to have such distinc-

tion?" On hearing this I was unwilling to repeat my charge of

insanity, as he was insane from the fantasy which possessed him;

and it was granted me to know that this de^il, dm'iug his abode

on earth, had only been a steward in some family, but that even

then he was so far puffed up in spirit as to despise all mankind
in comparison Avith himself, and to indulge his imagination in

supposing that he was more worthy of honor than any king or

emperor ; in consequence of which proud conceit he had denied

the being of a God, and had considered all the hoi}' things of

the church as of no concern to himself, but intended only for

the stupid multitude. At length I asked him, " How long do

you, with your two hundred companions, thus glory and boast

one among another ?" " For ever," he rephed ;
" but such of

us as torture others for not giving us the pre-eminence we
expect, sink under ground; for we are allowed to glory and
boast, but not to Imrt another." I asked again, "^'Do you know
what befalls those who sink under ground ?" He said, " They
sink down into a certain prison, where they are called viler than

the vile, or most "vile, and there they are set to work." Then I

said to him, " Take heed lest you too should sink down."
After this the ground opened again, but towards the right,

and I saw another devil rising up, who had on his head a kind

of mitre composed of spu'al folds like a snake coiled \\p, whose-

head came out at the top. His face was leprous from the fore-

head to the chin, and so were both his hands ; his loins Avere

naked and black as soot, through which might be discerned the

fire as of a dusky furnace, and his ankles were hke two vipers.

The former dcAdl, on seeing him, immediately kneeled down and
worshiped him. I asked, "Why do you so ?" " He is the god
of heaven and earth," he replied, " and is omnipotent." I then

asked the latter, "What say you to this?" He rephed, "What
should I say ? I have all power over heaven and hell, and the

fate of all souls is in my hand." I asked again, " Hov/ is it that

he who is the emperor of emperors, can become so submissive as

to worship you ? and how can you receive his worship ?" He
ansAvered, " Still he is my slave : what is an emperor in the

sight of God ? in my right hand is the thunder of excommuni-
cation." Then I said to him, " How can you rave at such a
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ra te ? In the former world you had only the rank of a canon,

and b3caxise you have been carried Avay with the imagination of

possessing the keys of heaven^ and thus the power of binding

and loosing, you have inflamed yom' spirit to such a degree of

madness, as to suppose yourself now to be God himself." Here-

upon he swore with indignation that he was God, and that the

Lord had not any power in heaven, "because," said he, "he
has transferred it all to us : we have only to issue our commands,
and heaven and hell obey with reverence : if we commit any one

to hell, the de\'ils immediately receive him ; and so do the

angels all those whom we send to heaven." I asked further,

"How many does yoiu' society consist of?" He answered.
^' Three hundred ; and we are all of us gods, but I am the god
of gods." After this the ground opened under the feet of each
devil, and they sank down deep into their respective hells : and
it was permitted me to see, that underneath their hells were
places for labor, intended to receive those who do mischief to

others : for every one in hell is left to the enjoyment of his own
fantasy, and is also allowed to boast and glory in it, but not to

injm'e another. The reason why they are so circumstanced is,

because a man after death is in his spirit, and a spirit, when
separated from the body, enjoys a fiiU liberty of acting according

to the bent of his affections and of his thoughts thence derived.

It was afterwards granted me to look into their hells ; and the

hell Avhich contained the emperors of emperors and the kings of

kings was full of all uncleanness, and the inhabitants appeared

like various kinds of wild beasts with fierce and savage eyes. I

saw similar objects in the other hell, which contained the gods

and the god of gods; and there also appeared in it terrible birds

of night called ochim and ijim, flying about them, being the

representative images of their fantasies. Hence was discovered

the true nature of political and ecclesiastical self-love,—that the

former makes its votaries desirous of being emperors, and the

latter of being gods ; and that under the influence of such love,

men wish, to possess such authority, and also afl'ect it, so far a$

their inclinations are left free and unrestrained.

After beholding these sad and hideous spectacles, I looked

around, and saAv two angels in conversation together, standing

at a small distance from me : one Avore a woollen robe that shone

bright with flaming purple, under which was a tunic of fine

linen which glittered to the sight ; the other had on similar gar-

ments, but of a scarlet color, and on his head a mitre, the right

side of which was set with rubies. I walked towards them, and
greeting them with the salutation of peace, I respectfully asked,

"For what purpose are you here below?" They replied, "We
are come down from heaven, by the Lord^s commission, to talk

with you on the blessed lot of those who desii'e to rule from the

love of uses. We are worshipers of the Lord ; I am prince oi
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a society in ]iea\en, and my companion is onr cliief-priest." Tlie

prince also said, that he was the servant of his society, because

lie served it by being in the exercise of use ; and his companion
said, that lie was a minister of the chui'ch there, because in serv-

ing the members of the society he ministered the holy rites for

the use and profit of their souls ; and they both declared that

they were in the fruition of perpetual joys by virtue of an eter-

nal happiness communicated to them from the Lord. They said

that all outward objects in then- society were splendid and mag-
nificent ; their splendor resulting from the abundance of gold

and precious stones, and their magnificence from the beauty ot

the palaces and paradises. "The reason of this" said they, "is

because oiu' love of rule originates not in the Ioac of self, but
in the love of uses, and because this love is from the Lord, there-

fore all good uses in the heavens are splendid and refulgent ; and
as all in om* society are under the influence of this love, there-

fore our atmosphere appears of a golden hue, from the light's

partaking of the flaming hue of the sun, which flame-color cor-

responds to that love." As they said this there appeared a simi-

lar sphere encompassing them, from which an aromatic odor

issued, so as to be very perceivable. After I had mentioned this

circumstance to them, I requested they would proceed to speak

further on the love of uses. So they continued, and said, " The
dignities we enjoy we indeed courted and sought after, but then

only Avith this vicAV, that we might be more fully enabled to be

of use, and thus might extend our sphere of doing good. We
are also surrounded "SY-ith honor, which we receive, not on our

own account, but on account of the good of the society ; for

those of our brethren and fellow-citizens who form the common-
alty of the society, scarcely know but that the honors attending

our exalted stations are in us, and consequenth'' that the uses

which Ave do are from us ; but we oursehes know otherwise, being

sensible that the honors attending our exalted stations are with-

out us, and are like the garments with AAhich we are clothed

;

but that the uses which we perform originate in the love of them,

which is Avithin us from the Lord, and this love receives its bless-

edness from communication Avith others by the medium of uses

We knoAv by experience, that so far as Ave are in the exercise of

uses from the love of them, that love increases, and along Avith

it Avisdom, Avhich prompts us incessantly to communicate the

blessings we feel to others ; but that so far as Ave keep back uses

in ourseh'es, and do not communicate them, our blessedness is

lost. In such case the uses become like food retained in the

stomach, Avhich, not being diffused through the system affords

no nourisliment to the body and its parts, but remains in an un-
digested state, and thus occasions loss of appetite and loathing.

In a word, heaven is a continent of use from first to last ; for

what is use but the love of the neighbour brought into act ? and
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ivhat holds the heavens together but that love? Hereupon I

asked, " How can any one know whether he performs uses from
the love of self, or from the love of uses ? Every man, whether
good or bad, performs uses, and this under the influence of some
love or other. Suppose then a society in the world consisting

merely of devils, and another society consisting entirely of an-

gels, I imagine that the devils in their society, influenced by the

fire of self-love, and the splendor of then* o'wn glory, would per-

form as many uses as the angels in their society ; who then can
know from what love and from what origin the uses proceed T'

To this the two angels replied, " The devils perform uses for the

sake of themselves and their own reputation, that they may be
exalted to honors, or be enriched with gain ; but the angels per-

form them, not from such motives, but for the sake of uses, and
under the influence of the love of them. A man cannot discern

the difference between them, but the Lord discerns it. Every
one who believes in the Lord, and shuns evils as sins, is in the

performance of uses from the Lord ; but every one who does not

believe in the Lord, and does not shun evils as sins, performs

them for himself, and for his own sake : this is the distinction

between uses done by devils and uses done by angels." When
they had said this the two angels departed ; and at a distance

they appeared to be carried in a firy chariot like Elijah, and were
thus taken up into heaven.

662. The second memorable relation.—Not long after

this intercourse with the angels, I was walking in a certain grove,

and meditating upon those who are in the lust, and thence in

the fantasy, of possessing the world's wealth. At that instant,

I saw, at some distance, two angels in conversation with each

other, "who every now and then looked at me ; so I went nearer

to them, and on my approach, they addressed me and said,

" We perceive in ourselves that you. are meditating on the sub-

ject of our conversation, or that we are conversing on what you
are meditating upon, which is a consequence of the reciprocal

communication of affections." I then inquired what they were
conversing about : they replied, " About fantasy, lust, and in-

telligence ; and just now our conversation was about such per-

sons as delight themselves with the visionary fancy and imagina-

tion of possessing whatever the world contains." Then I re-

quested them to tell me their ideas on those three subjects, lust,

fantasy, and intelligence : they therefore commenced then' dis-

course, and said, " Every one is by birth inwardly in lust and by
education outwardly in intelligence : no one however is in intel-

ligence, much less in -^^dsdora, inwardly, that is, as to his spirit,

except from the Lord ; for every one is restrained from the lust

of evil, and is kept in intelligence, according as he looks to the

Lord, and is at the same time in conjunction with him. With-
out this, a man is mere lust : yet still with respect to liis exter-
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nals, or as to his body, lie is, from education, in intelligence

;

for he lusts after honors and emoluments, or distinction and
opulence, and lie cannot attain them unless he appears moral
and spiritual, that is, intelligent and wise, which appearance he
learns to assume from his infancy, so that whenever he comes
into company, and appears in pubhc, he inverts his spirit, and
separates it from his lust, and speaks and acts from those prin-

ciples of decency and honor in which he had been instructed

from his infancy, and which he still retains in his bodily memory,
taking particular heed, that no symptom of the wild lust which
reigns in his spuit should break forth and discover itself. Hence
every man, who is not inwardly under the Lord^s guidance, is

a dissembler, a sycophant, a hypocrite, and thus an apparent

man, and yet not a man ; of whom it may be said, his outward
shell or body 'is wise, but his inward kernel or spuit is insane;

his external is human, but his internal ferine. Such persons

with the hinder part of the head look upwards, and -svitli the

fore-part downwards ; thus they walk with their heads hanging
down hke persons oppressed with heaviness, and with their faces

looking towards the ground ; but when they put off the body,

and become spirits, and thus, as it were, receive their manumis-
sion, each then becomes the madness of his own lust. For those

who are influenced by the love of self, desire to rule over the

universe, yea, to extend its boundaries that they may enlarge

their dominion, which they would have unhmited : those who are

under the influence of the love of the world, desire to possess

all that it contains, and are full of sorrow and envy if any of its

treasures are hid and retained by others ; wherefore to prevent

such persons from becoming mere lusts, and thus ceasing to be

men, they are led in the natural * world to think, under the in-

fluence of fear of the loss of reputation, and so of honor and
gain ; under the influence of fear too of the law and its penal-

ties ; and they are also led to apply their minds to some particu-

lar pm-suit or business, by Avliich they are kept in their externals,

and thus in a state of intelHgence, however wild and insane they

may be in their interiors." After this I inquired whether all

those who are under the influence of lust are also in its fantasy ?

They replied, that all are in the fantasy of their lust who think

interiorly mthin themselves, and indulge their imaginations too

much by conversing with themselves ; for such almost separate

their spirits from all connexion Avitli their bodies, and by their

visionary fancies drown their understanding, and take a foolish

delight in the thoughts of possessing the universe and all that it

contains. Into such delirium every one falls after death who
lias abstracted his spirit from the body, and would not recede

from the dehght of his delirium by turning his mind to religious

* The word in the original is spirituali, but the context proves unquestiouably

that this is a misprint for naturali.
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contemplation on evils and falses^ and least of all to the consi-

deration of the unbridled love of self, as being destructive of

love to the Lord, and of the unbridled love of the world as being
destructive of love towards the neighbour.

After this the two angels, as well as myself, were desirous of

seeing those who, under the influence of the love of the world,

are in the visionary lust or fantasy of possessing the wealth of

all; and we perceived that we were inspii-ed ^vith the desire to the

end that the character of such visionaries might be detected and
made known. Their dwellings were under the ground on which
we were standing, but above hell : so Ave looked at each other

and said, " Let us go ;'^ and there appeared an opening and a
ladder at the entrance, by which we descended ; and we were
warned to approach them from the eastern side, lest we should
enter into the mist of their fantasy, by which our understanding,

and our sight, at the same time, woiild be beclouded. And lo !

there appeared a house built of reeds, and of consequence fuU of

chinks, standing in a mist, which continually biu"st forth hke
smoke through the chinks, on tln^ee sides of the bviilding. We
entered, and saw fifty persons in one spot and fifty in another,

sitting on benches, having their faces turned from the east and
the south, and directed towards the west and the north : before

each person was a table, with purses full of money upon it, and
about the purses abundance of gold coin. And we asked, " Is

that the wealth of all the people in the world?" They replied,
" Not of all the people in the world, but of all in the kingdom.-'^

Then voices had a hissing sound, and they themselves appeared
to have round faces, which glittered hke the shell of a snail,

Avhile the pupil of the eye sparkled, as it were, in its green eye-

ball, owing to the light of fantasy. We stood in the midst of

them, and said, "Do you suppose that you possess all the riches

of the kingdom ?" They replied, " We do." Then we asked,

"Which of you?" "Every one of us," they replied. We asked,
" How ! every one of you ? for there are many of you." They
said, " Every one knows that all which another has is his own :

no one of us is allowed to think, much less to say, ' Mine is not
thine,^ but we are allowed to think and say, ' Thine is miue.^ "

The coin on the tables, even to our sight, appeared to he of pure
gold; but when we let in light from the east, we saw that it was
nothing but gold dust, which, by their common imited fantasy,

they had magnified to this degree. They said, that every one
who enters should bring vdth him a bit of gold ; and this they
cut into small pieces, and then again into little grains, and these,

by the unanimous power of fantasy, they enlarge into pieces of

coin of considerable size. Then we said, " Were you not born
rational men ? how came you by this visionary infatuation ?"

"We are aware," they replied, "that it is an imaginary vanity;

but since it gratifies the interiors of oiir minds, we come here
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and deliglit oiu'seives, as with the actual possession of all tliii);xs)

but we continue in this place only for a few hours, at the end of

which time we depart, and then, as often as we do so, oiu' sober

senses return; yet still our visionary propensity alternately

comes over us, so that by turns we enter, and by tm-ns depart

;

thus we are ^idse and fooUsh by turns. We know also that a
"

very severe fate aAvaits those Avho by artifice defraud others of

then- property.^' We asked them," "What fate?" They replied,

"They are swallowed up, and are thrust naked into some infernal

prison, where they ai-e kept to hard labor for clothes and food,

and afterwards for a few pieces of coin of Httle value, which they

collect, and in which they place the joy of then- hearts ; but in

case they do mischief to their companions, they are fined a part

of their coin."

663. The third memorable relation.—I was once stand-

ing in the midst of angels attending to their conversation, which

was on the subject of intelhgence and -s^dsdom. They said that

a man has no other sensation and perception of them but that

l)oth are in himself, and consequently that Avhatever he wills

and thinks is from himself, whereas not the least portion of them
is from the man, but only the faculty of receiving them. Among
many other observation^, they remarked that the tree of the

knowledge of good and evil in the garden of Eden signified a

behef that intelligence and Avisdom were from man, and the tree

of life, that intelligence and wisdom were from God ; and be-

cause Adam, by the persuasion of the serpent, ate of the former

tree, thus believing that he Avas or should become as God, he

was driven out of the garden and cursed. While the angel*

were engaged in this conversation, there came two priests, and

along with them a man Avho in the world had been a royal am-
bassador. On my telling them what I had heard from the

angels respecting intelligence and wisdom, the three began to

dispute about those vu'tues, and likewise about prudence, Avhe-

ther they are from God, or from man. The dispute grew Avarm.

All the three entertained the same belief that they are from man,
because it is confirmed by common sensation and the perception

thence resulting; but the priests, being at that instant heated

with theological zeal, insisted that nothing of intelhgence and
Avisdom, and consequently nothing of prudence, are from man,
Avhich they confirmed by the folloAving quotations from the Word

:

" A man can receive nothing except it be given him from above"

(John iii. 27). " Without me ye can do nothing'^ (xv. 5). But
the angels immediately perceived that notwithstanding what the

priests urged in debate, they were still in heart of the same
opinion Avith the ambassador ; so they said to them, " Pull off

your own garments, and put on those of ministers of state, and

suppose yourselves to be such ministers." They did so, and

then they thought from their interioi selves, and argued in favor
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of the opinions wliicli they inwardly clierished, to this eflfect,

'*' That all intelligence and wisdom dwell in man, and are really

his ; for who ever perceived or felt them to enter by influx fronv

God ?" and they looked at each other, and confirmed themselves
in these sentiments. It is a circumstance peculiar to the spirit-

vial M^orld, that every spirit fancies himself to be actually such a
person as the garment he has on represents him to be ; and this

is, because in that world the understanding clothes every one.

At that instant thei-e appeared a tree near them, and they were
told, " It is the tree of the knowledge of good and evil : take
heed to yourselves that you do not eat of it ;" but they, not-\yit]i-

standing the caution, infatuated Avith their own intelligence,

burned with desire to eat of it, and said to each other, " Why
should we not eat of it ? is not the fruit good ?" so they ap-

proached and ate. When the ambassador observed this, he
joined them, and they were united in cordial friendship, and
walked togetlier hand in hand in the way of their own intelli-

gence, which led towards hell. I afterwards saw them coming
back again, because as yet they were not prepared.

664. The fourth memorable relation.—I was once look-

ing into the spiritual world towards the right, and observed some
of the ELECT conversing together ; so I approached them and
said, "I saw you from a distance, and perceived around you
a sphere of heavenly light, by which I knew tliat you were of

those who in the Word are called the elect ; I therefore drew
nigh for the sake of hearing what heavenly subject engaged your
conversation." They rephed, " Why call us elect ?" " Because
in the world," I replied, " where I am in the body, they know-
no other than that by the elect, in the Word, are meant those

whom God elects or predestinates to heaven, either before they
are born, or afterwards, and that to these only faith is given as

a pledge or token of election, while all others are reprobated and
left to themselves to go to hell which ever way they choose ; and
yet I know that there is no election either before a man's birth

or after it, but that all are elected and predestinated, because
all are called, to heaven, and that the Lord after death elects

those who, having been examined, have been found to have lived

well and believed aright. That this is the case has been grr.nted

me to knoAv by much experience ; and seeing that your heads
were encu'cled with a sphere of heavenly light, I perceived that

you were some of the elect who are preparing for heaven." To
this they replied, " You have told us what we never heard before :

who does not know that there is not a single man born who is

not called to heaven_; and that of those Avho are called, such are

elected after death as had believed on the Lord, and lived accord-

ing to his commandments ; and that to acknowledge any other

election is to charge the Lord himself, not only with inability tc

save, but with injustice ?"
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G65. After this a voice was heard from lieaA'en, proceedrag

from the angels immediately above us^ saying, " Come up hither,

and we will question him who, with respect to his body, is still

:n the natural world, on what they know in that world about

CONSCIENCE." So we went up, and when we were entered^

^ome of the wise came to meet us, and asked me, " AYliat do

they know in yoiu' world concerning conscience V" I repHed,
" If you please, Ave will go doAATi, and call together a number of

such lajTuen and clergymen as are reputed Avise, and v:e Avill

stand directly under you, questioning them, that so, Avitli your

own ears, you may hear their ansAvers." They consented to this

proposal, and immediately Ave went doAvn, and one of the elect

took a trumpet, and sounded it toAvards the south, the north,

the east, and the Avest ; and lo ! in a short time so many Avere

collected that they occupied a space of almost a furlong square.

Then the angels above us arranged them into four companies,

one of Avhich consisted of politicians, a second of deep-read

scholars, a third of physicians, and a fourth of clergymen.

When they were thus ai-ranged, we said, " Pardon us for thus

calling you together : we have done so, because the angels di-

rectly aljOAC us are ardently desirous of knowing Avhat AAcre yom-

thoughts in the world where you formerly lived on the subject of

conscience, and consequently what you still think concerning it,

since you still retain yom' former ideas on such subjects ; for it

has been represented to the angels, that among the knoAvledges

lost to the world, is the knoAvledge of conscience."'' After this

we began the inquiry ; and first directing oru'selves to the com-

pany which consisted of politicians, we requested them, if they

pleased, to declare from their hearts what they had formerly

thought, and consequently what they still thought, concerning

CONSCIENCE. To this they replied, one after another, and theii-

answers collected together were to this purport : They had no

other idea of conscience, than that it consisted in a person^s

knoAving vrithin himself, that is, being conscious of, what he in-

tended, thought, did, and said. But we told them, that we did

not inquire al)out the etymology of the word conscience, but

about conscience itself : and they replied, " AMiat else is con-

science, but some uneasiness arising from a preconceived appre-

hension of the loss of honor or Avealth, and also of reputation

as a consequence upon their loss, which uneasiness is dispelled

by good eating and cups of generous wine, Avith conversation

about the sports of Venus and Cupid ?" To this avc said, " Surely,

you are jesting ; be pleased to declare whether any of you ever

felt anxiety aiising from any other cause ?" They replied, "From
\Yhat other cause V Is not the Avhole world like a stage, on Avhich

every one acts his part, just as comedians do on theirs ? We
liave tricked and over-reached AAhomsoever we could, by taldng

advantage of their particular Aveakness, allming some by mock
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promises, some by flatteiy, some by cnniiiug artifices, some by
preteuded friendship, some by feigned sincerityj and some b^

other political arts and alku'ements : we experience, however,

Qo uneasiness of mind in consequence of such practices, but, on
the contrary, gayety and cheerfulness, which silently and yet

fully animate our breast. We have been told indeed by some of

our companions, that they were at times seized with anxiety,

and as it were with a straitness of heart and breast, and Avith a

Idnd of contraction of mind in consequence ; but on consulting

their apothecaries about such symptoms, they were informed,

that they originated in a melancholy humor, from their food re-

maining undigested in the stomach, or from a disordered state oi

the spleen ; and Ave have heard of some, Avho by means of medi-
cine Avere restored to their former cheerfulness.'^ After this we
addressed ourselves to the company consisting of deep-read scho-

lars, among Avhom Avere also several skilled in natural philosophy

;

to them Ave said, " You aa^io have studied the sciences, and are

consequently supposed to be oracles of Avisdom, declare, if you
please, what conscience is." They replied, " What sort of a

proposition is this ? We have heard indeed, that some persons

are subject to sadness, sorroAV, and anxiety, infesting not only

the gastric regions of the body, but also the abodes of the mind
;

for we believe that the tAvo brains are its abodes, and as these

consist of component fibres, that there is some acrid humor which
rends, frets, and corrodes those fibres, and so compresses the

sphere of the mind's thoughts, that they cannot be diffused into

any of the gratifications AAdiich arise from a variety of objects

;

Avhence it comes to pass, that the man attends to one object

only, Avhich destroys the tensibilit}^ <and elasticity of those fibres,

so that thcA^ groAV rigid and stiff, causing that irregular motion
of the animal spirits, which physicians call an ataxy, and also a

defect in their functions, Avhich they call a lypothymia : in a
Avord, the mind under such circumstances is as if it were hemmed
in by hostile troops, and has no more poAver to turn itself this

Avay or that, than a Avheel which is fastened with nails, or than
a ship Avrecked on a quicksand. Such straitness of the mind,
and of the breast in consequence, arises where the ruling love is

thAvarted and disappointed ; in which case, the fibres of the brain

contract themselves, and that contraction prevents the mind from
exerting itself with freedom, and enjoying its delights under
various forms : in such a crisis the patient is exposed, according

to his particular temperament, to the attacks of fantasy, mad-
ness, and delirous follies of divers kinds, and, in some cases, is

assaulted AAdth brain-sick fancies about religion, Avhich they call

stings of conscience." After this, Ave addressed oiu'selves to the

third company, Avhich consisted of physicians, among Avhom Avere

also some sm'geous and apothecaries ; and avc said, " You possi-

bly knoAv Avhat conscience is, Avhether it is an uneasy pain Avhicli
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seizes Ijotli the head and the parenchyma of the heart, and thence

the epigastric and h}q30gastric regions beneath, or whether it 13

something else/^ " Conscience," they replied, " is nothing but

.such a pain : we know its origins better than other people, for

they are contingent diseases Avhich infest the organical parts of

the bod}'', and also the organical parts of the head, consequently

tlie mind ; for the mind has its seat in the organs of the brain,

jiust as a spider has in the centre of the threads of its web, along

which it runs to and fro in the same manner : these we call or-

ganical diseases, and such of them as retm-n at times, chronic

diseases : but the pain which sick people describe to us as a pain

of conscience, is nothing else but a hypochondriac disease, which
tirst invades the spleen, and secondarily the pancreas and mesen-
tery, depriving them of their kindred functions ; hence come the

diseases of the stomach, and among the rest cacochymia, or im-

perfect digestion; compression too is produced about the orifice

of the stomach, Avhich is called cardialg'la, or heart-bm'n ; and
from these together are derived humors impregnated with black,

yellow, or green bile, causing an obstruction of the smaller blood

vessels, called capillaries, so as to produce cachexy, atrophy,

and symphesis, and also the bastard peripneumony, occasioned

by the presence of a sluggish pituitous matter, and an ichorous

corrosive hmiph, in the whole mass of blood. The like conse-

quences follow from an efflux of pm-ulent matter into the blood

and its serum, owing to a discharge of empyemas, abscesses,

and imposthumes in the body, which blood, ascending by the

carotids into the head, frets, corrodes, and consumes the medul-
laries, corticals, and meninges of the brain, and thus excites the

pains which are called pains of conscience." On hearing this

relation we said to them, " You speak the language of Hippocra-

tes and Galen, Avhich is Greek to us, and unintelligible. We
did not question you about bodily diseases, but about conscience,

which relates solely to the mind." But they replied, "The
diseases of the mind and those of the head are all the same, and
these ascend from the body ; for the head and the body cohere

together hke two stories of one house, between which there are

stairs for ascending and descending : therefore Ave are well as-

sured, that the state of the mind is inseparably dependent on
the state of the body; and we have frequently cured those very

complaints or pains of the head, which we conceive you mean
hj conscience, in some cases by bhstering and cupping, in some
by infusions and emulsions, and in some by spices and ano-

dvnes." Finding they continued still in the same strain, we
turned from them and addi'essed ourselves to the clergy, and
said, " You surely know what conscience is; declare it then, and
instruct all avIio are present." " What conscience is," they an-

swered, " we know, and we do not know : Ave used to believe it

to be CONTRITION, Avhicli precedes election, that is, the moment
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m wliicli a man is gifted with faith, by which he receives a new
lieart and a new spirit and is regenerated ; but we have per-

ceived that such contrition is felt by few ; some indeed are af-

fected with dread, and an anxiety thence arising, about hell-fire,

Imt scarcely any with concern for their sins, and the consequent

just anger of God; we however, have healed such, on receiving

tlieir confession, by the Gospel, that Christ, by liis suffering on
the cross, took away damnation, and so extinguished hell-fire,

and opened heaven, to those who are blessed with that faith, on
Avhich the imputation of the merit of the Son of God is inscribed.

There are, besides, certain conscientious persons of different re-

ligions, both true and fanatical, who create to themselves scru-

ples in matters relating to salvation, not only in essentials, but

also in points of form and ceremony, and even in matters of in-

difference ; therefore, as we said before, we know that there is

such a thing as conscience ; but what it is, and in what a true

conscience, which necessarily is spiritual, consists, we know
not."

GGG. The angels above us heard all these opinions uttered by
the four companies ; and they said to each other, "We perceive

there is not a single person in Christendom who kno^vs what
conscience is ; we will therefore send down one from our society

to instruct them.-" And instantly there appeared in the midst

an angel in white raiment, with a zone of light about his head,

interspersed with little stars, Avho, addressing himself to the four

companies, said, " We in heaven have heard you deliver your
sentiments in order on the subject of conscience, and you have
all conjectured that it is some uneasiness of mind, which affects

the head with indisposition, and thence the body, or the body
and thence the head ; but conscience, considered in its true

natm*e, is not any pain or uneasiness, but a spiritual AvilUngness

to act according to the requirements of religion and faith: hence
it is that those who enjoy conscience, when they act according

to its dictates, are in the tranquilhty of peace and internal

blessedness, and suffer a certain uneasiness, or want of tran-

quillity, when they act contrary to it ; but the pain of mind,

which you have fancied to be conscience, is not conscience, but
temptation, Avhich consists in a combat between the spirit and
the flesh, and which, when it is spiritual, arises from conscience,

but if natm'al only, it then originates in those diseases which
the physicians have just now recounted. But what conscience is,

may be illustrated by examples. A priest possesses conscience,

who has a spiritual Avillingness to teach truths, that he may
promote the salvation of his flock ; but if he does it with any
other view, or to a»y other end, he is without conscience. A
judge again, who regards justice only, and administers it witli

judgement, possesses conscience; but if he is swaj'^ed by interest,

friendship, or favor, he is ^nthout it. Again : if a man is ii:
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possession of another's property Avitliout liis knowledge, so that

he miglit detain it as his own, without fear of the law or the

loss of honor and reputation, and notwitiistanding this, he
restores it to its proper owner, because it is not his own; such a

person has conscience, for he performs an act of justice for its

own sake. Lastly : supposing a man has it in his power to

obtain some place or office, but resigns his claims to another
Avho is also a candidate, because he knows him to be better

qualified to be useful to society; such a one, in thus consulting

the good of society, proves himself possessed of a good con-
science. All who have conscience, speak and act from the heart,

in all they say and do ; for then' minds not being di\ided, they
speak and act that which they understand and believe to be true

and good. Hence it follows, that those whose minds are emi-
nently enlightened with the truths of faith, and who enjoy a

clearer perception, may haA'e a more perfect conscience than
those who are less enlightened, and whose perception is more
obscm-e. In a true conscience consists the very essence of man's
spiritual Hfe, for in this his faith is conjoined with charity ; so

that to act from conscience, with those who possess it, is to act

f*-om their spiritual life ; and to act contrary to conscience is to

act contrary to their life. Besides, Avho cannot learn what con-
science is from common discom^se ? As, when it is said of any
particular person that he has a conscience, who does not imder-
stand by the expression that he is a just and upright person ?

And on the contrary, when it is said that he has no conscience,

who does not understand it to signify that he is destitute of

integrity '^" As the angel said this, he was suddenly taken up
into his own heaven: then the four companies imited in one, and
after conversing some time together about what the angel had
said, lo ! they were again divided into foui' companies, but dif-

ferent from the former : in the first Avere those who compre-
hended what the angels had said, and assented to it ; in the
second those who did not comprehend it, but still were disposed

to favor it ; in the third those who had no inclination to com-
prehend it, sajdng, " What have we to do with conscience '("'

and in the fom*tli those who mocked and derided it, saying,
" What is conscience but a breath of Avind T' Then I saw the
four companies retiring from each other ; the two former going
to the right, and the two latter to the left, these descending and
those ascend in<r.
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CHAPTER XII.

BA.PTISM.

VVlTHOtJT A KNOWLEDGE OF THE SPIRITUAL SENSE OF THE WORD,
NO ONE CAN KNOW WHAT THE TWO SACRAMENTS, BAPTISM
AND THE HOLY SUPPER, INVOLVE AND EFFECT.

667. That there is a spiritual sense contained in all and
every part of the Word, and that this sense has heretofore

remained unknown, but is at this day discovered for the sake of

a New Church which is about to be established by the Lord, was
she^vn in the chapter on the Sacred Scripture. The natui'e

and quality of that sense may be seen, not only in that chapter,

but in the chapter on the Decalogue, which was explained

according to that sense. Had it not been for the opening of

that sense, every one must have formed his opinion of those two
sacraments, baptism and the holy supper, according to the natural

sense only, wliich is that of the letter, and so must have been in

his own mind a prey to doubts and scruples, whispering to him,
" What is baptism but the pouring of water on the head of an
infant, and what has this to do Avith salvation ? Also, what is

the holy supper but the taking of bread and wine, and what
again has this to do Avith salvation? Besides, where is the

sanctity contained in these institutions, except what arises from
the circumstance of their being received and enjoined by church-

authority as holy and di-vdne, while in themselves they are mere
ceremonies, of which the churches say, that dui'ing the approach

of God^s Word to these elements, they become sacraments ?" I

appeal to both laymen and clergymen, whether in spirit and
heart they have had any other perception of those two sacra-

ments, and whether they have not held them in reverence as

divine for various causes and reasons; when yet those two sacra-

ments, considered in then* spiritual sense, are the most holy

solemnities of worship, as will appear presently when we come
to treat of their use. But as the uses of those saci-aments cannot

possibly enter into any one's mind, unless the spiritual sense

discover and unfold them, it follows, that without that sense no one
can know but that they are mere ceremonies, which receive their

sanctity solely from the authority by which they were instituted.

668. That baptism is of divine institution, is very evident

from John's baptizing in the river Jordan, to which all Judea
and Jerusalem were assembled (Matt. iii. 5, 6; i, 4, 5); also

from this cu-cumstance, that the Lord our Saviour was himself

baptized by John (Matt. iii. 13—17) ; and moreover, that he
commanded his disciples to baptize all nations (Matt xxviii. 19).

Who does not see, if he be so disposed, that in this institution

there is a something divine which has heretofore lain hid. be-
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cause the spiritual seuse of tlie Word was never before revealed

!

That sense however is revealed at this day^ because the Christiau
churchy such as it is in itself, or its true nature, is now com
mencing, the former church being Christian in name only, but
not in esssence and reality.

G69. The two sacraments, baptism and the holy supper, are
in the Christian church hke the two symbols on the sceptre of a
king ; but, if their uses be unknown, they are only like two
figilires of ebony on a common walking-stick. Those two sacra-
ments in the Christian chm'cli may also be compared with the
two rubies or carbuncles in the robe of an emperor; but, if their
uses be unknown, they are only like two cornelians or crystals
in any ordinary garment. Unless the uses of those two sacra-
ments were made manifest by their spiritual sense, there would
arise various conjectures about them, such as are formed by
those who practise divination by the stars, or indeed Hke those
of old, which were formed by auguries from the flight of birds or
the entrails of beasts. The uses of those two sacraments may be
compared with a temple sunk into the ground from its antiquity,
and buried in dirt and rubbish up to its roof, over which both
young and old walk, ride, or drive theii' coaches, not knowing
that any such temple is under their feet and hidden ft-om their
sight, containing in it altars of gold, walls covered on the
inside with silver, and ornaments of precious stones ; and they
cannot possibly be dug up and brought to light, except by means
of the spu'itual sense, wliich is at this day discovered for the
New Church, on account of its use in the worsliip of the Lord.
Those two sacraments may also be compared with a double
temple, one of which is below and the other above. In tlie

lower, the gospel of the Lord^s new advent is preached, and also
regeneration and consequent salvation by him : from this temple,
near the altar, is an ascent to the upper temple, where the holy
supper is celebrated ; and from thence is a passage into heaven,
where the worshipei's are received by the Lord. They may also

be compared with the tabernacle, wherein, behind the entrance,
appeared the table on which the shew-bread was placed in order,
also the golden altar for incense, and the candlestick in the
midst with its branches lighted, so that all those objects arc
rendered visible ; and at length for those who sufler themselves
to be enlightened, the vail is opened to the holy of holies, where,
instead of the ark whicli contained the decalogue, the Word is

deposited, over which is the mercy-seat with the golden cheru
bim. These things are representations of those tvro sacraments
with their uses.

TI. The washing, which is called baptism, signifies spi-

ritual WASHING, which IS A PURIFICATION FROM EVILS
AND PALSES, AND THUS REGENERATION.
670, Washings were enjoined the children of Israel, as is
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known from the statutes enacted by Moses ; as that Aaron should
s'ash liimself before he put on the garments of his ministration

(Levit. xvi. 4, 24), and before he approached the altar to minis-

ter (Exod. XXX. 18—31 ; xl. 30, 31); in like manner the Le^dtes

(Numb. viii. 6, 7); and also others Avho became unclean by sins;

and they are said to be sanctified by Avashings (Exod. xix. 14

;

xl 12; Levit. viii. 6). Therefore for the purpose of Avashing, a

molten sea and scA^eral basons Avere placed near the temple (1

Kings A-ii. 23—39); yea, they Avere enjoined to Avash vessels and
,
utensils, as tables, chairs, beds, dishes, and cups (Levit. xi. 32;
xiv, 8, 9 ; XV. 5—12 ; XAdi. 15, 16 ; Mark vii. 4). But Ai^ashings,

and several ordinances of a hke nature, Avere enjoined and com-
manded the children of Israel, because the church estabhshed
among them Avas a representative church, and Avas of such a na-
ture as to prefigure the Christian chui'ch that Avas to come; on
Avhich account, when the Lord came into the Avorld, he abrogated
the representatives, Avhicli Avere all external, and instituted a

church in which all things Avere to be internal : thus the Lord
put aAvay figures, and revealed their true antetypes, just as AAdien

a person removes a vail, or opens a door, and thus aftords the
means not only of seeing the things within, but of approach-
ing them. Of all those representatives the Lord retained but
two, Avliich Avere to contain in one complex Avhatever related to

the internal chm-ch. These two are baptism instead of Avash-

ings, and the holy supper instead of the lamb Avliich Avas sacrificed

every day, and particularly at the feast of the passover.

671. The above-mentioned Avashings figui-ed and shadoAved

forth, that is, represented, spiritual washings, consisting in puii-

fications from evils and falses, as is very evident from the fol-

JoAving passages :
" When the Lord shall have Avashed aAvay the

iilth of the daughters of Zion, and shall have purged the blood
of Jerusalem from the midst thereof by the spirit of judgement,
and hy the spirit of burning" (Isaiah iv. 4) .

" Though thou
Avash thee with nitre, and take thee much soap, yet thine ini-

quity is naked before me" (Jer. ii. 22; Job ix. 30, 31). "Wash
me, and I shall be Avhiter than snow" (Psalm H. 7). " O Jeru-

salem, Avash thy heart from Avickedness, that thou ma3'-est be
saved" (Jer. iv. 14). "Wash you, make you clean; put aAvay

the evil of your doings from before mine eyes ; cease to do CAil

"

(Isaiah i. 16). The Avashing of a man's sph-it is meant by the

Avashing of liis body, and the internal things of the chui'ch Aver'

represented by such external rites as belonged to the Israelitish

church, as is very clear from the Lord's Avords : The Pharisees

and scribes, when they saAV some of his disciples eat bread with
unAvashed hands, found fault ;

" for the Pharisees and all the
Jews, except they Avash their hands oft, eat not : and many
other things there be Avhich they have received to hold, as the
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ATasliing of cups and pots, brazen vessels, and tables. And when
he had called all the people unto him, the Lord said, Hearken
unto me every one of you, and understand : there is nothing

from without a man, that entering into him can defile him , but

the things which come out of him, those are they which defile

the man'' (Mark \Ti. 1—4, 14, 15).

672, Wliat man of sound reason cannot discern that the

washing of the face, hands, and feet, and all the limbs, yea, of

the whole body in a bath, effects nothing more than to Avash

away the dirt, so that the outward form may appear clean in the

sight of men ? and who cannot understand that it is impossiljle

for any such washing to enter into a man's spirit, and in like man-
ner render that clean ? for a thief, a robber, and an assassin have

it in their power to wash themselves, even till their skin sliine
;

but will that wash away their thie\dsh, pillaging, and murderous
disposition ? Does not the internal enter by influx into the ex-

ternal, and operate the efi*ects of its will and understanding ?

and is not this agreeable to nature, because it is agreeable to

order ? But for the external to enter by influx into the internal

is utterly impossible, being contrary to nature, because it is con-

trary to order.

673. Hence it follows that washings, and baptism also, unless

the internal man be purified from e\dls and falses, are of no more
avail than the washing of cups and platters by the Jews, or than
the whitening of the sepulchres mentioned in the same passage,

Avhich " appear beautiful without, but within are full of dead
Tiien's bones, and all uncleanness" (Matt, xxiii. 25—28). Tliis

is fm-ther e\ident from the hells being full of satans, who were
once men, some baptized, and some not. Baptism therefore

(the advantages of which will be seen presently), if it be without

its uses and fruits, contributes no more towards salvation than
the triple cap on the pope's head and the sign of the cross on his

shoes contribute towards his pontifical super-eminence ; a cardi-

nal's purple robe, to his dignity ; a bishop's lawn sleeves, to the

discharge of his ministry ; a king's throne, crown, sceptre, and
royal robes, to his regal power ; a square cap on the head of a

learned doctor, to his intelHgence ; or than the standard carried

before a regiment of cavalry, to their valor in battle. Indeed,

it may be still further asserted, that a man can no more be pmi-
fied by baptism alone, without its uses and fruits, than he could

by the washing of a sheep or a lamb preparatory to its being

shorn ; for the natural man separate from the spii'itual man is a

mere animal
;
yea, as was shewn above, he is a fiercer and more

savage beast than any that lives wild in the forest ; so that if he
were to be washed with rain-water, with dew, with the streams

of the purest fountains, or, according to the language of the

prophets, to be cleansed with nitre hyssop, or soap, everv day,
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it Avould still be impossible to purify liim from liis iniquities^ ex-

cept by regeneration. But on this subject see the chapters on
Repentance, and also on Reformation and Regeneration.

III. As CIllCUMCISIOX OF THE HEART WAS REPRESENTED BY THE
CIRCUMCISION OF THE FORESKIN, BAPTISM WAS INSTITUTED

IN LIEU OF IT, TO THE END THAT AN INTERNAL CHURCH MIGH'^

SUCCEED THE EXTERNAL, IN WHICH ALL AND EVERY THING
WAS A FIGURE OF THE INTERNAL CHURCH.
674. In the Christian world it is known that there is an in-

ternal and an external man, and that the external is the same
as the natural man, and the internal the same as the spiritual

man, because his spirit is in it ; and, as the church consists of

men, it is further known that there are both an internal and an
external church ; and if the succession of chm^chcs, from an-

cient times to the present, be inquired into, it will be seen that

former churches were external churches, in other words, that

their worship consisted in external rites, representing the inter-

nal principles of the Christian church, which the Lord founded
during his abode in the world, and which is now beginning to be
built up by him. The primary rite which distinguished the Is-

raelitish church from the other Asiatic churches, and afterwards

from the Christian, was circumcision ; and since, as just observed,

ail the ordinances of the Israelitish church, which were external,

were figures of all things in the Christian church, Avhich are in-

ternal, hence the primary sign of that church was inwardly simi-

lar to the sign of the Cltristian church ; for circumcision signi-

fied the rejection of the lusts of the flesh, and consequently

purification from evils ; and the same is also signified by baptism.

Hence it is evident that baptism was instituted in lieu of cir-

cumcision, to the end that the Christian chui-cli might be distin-

guished from the Jewish, and that it might be more readily

known to be an internal church ; and this is known by the uses

of baptism, which will be described presently.

675. Circumcision was instituted as a sign that the members
of the Israelitish church Avere of the posterity of Abraham, Isaac.,

and Jacob, as is plain from these words :
" God said unto Abra-

ham, This is my covenant Avhich ye shall keep betAveen me and
you, and thy seed after thee : every man-child among you shall

be circumcised ; and ye shall circumcise the flesh of your fore-

skin, and it shall be a token of the coA^enant betAvixt me and you"
(Gen. XAdi. 10, 11); Avhich covenant, or its sign, Avas afterAvards

confirmed by Moses (Levit. xii. 1—3). And as that church Avas

distinguished from all others by that sign, it Avas therefore en-

joined, before the childi'cn of Israel passed over Jordan, that

they should again be circumcised (Josh. v). The reason of this

Avas, because the land of Canaan represented the chui'ch, and
the river Jordan introduction into it. And moreover, that they
might remember that sign in the land of Canaan itself, this in«
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junction was given :
" When ye shall come into the land, and

shall have planted all manner of trees for food,, tlien ye shall

count the fruit thereof as uncircumcised : three years shall it be
as uncircumcised unto yon ; it shall not be eaten of •'^ (Levit. xix,

23). That circumcision, like baptism, represented and thence

signified the rejection of the lusts of the flesh, and consequently

pui'ification from e^dls, is plain from those passages in the Word,
where it is said that they should circumcise the heart ; as in the

following :
" Circumcise therefore the foreskin of your heart, and

be no more stiff-necked" (Deut. x. 16). "Jehovah, thy God,
will circumcise thy heart, and the heart of thy seed, to love Je-

hovah thy God with all thy heart, and vrith all thy soul, that

thou mayest live" (xxx. 6); and in Jeremiah :
" Circumcise your-

selves to Jehovah, and take away the foreskins of your heart, ye
men of Judah, and inhabitants of Jerusalem, lest my anger go
forth like fire, and burn that none can quencli it, because of the

evil of your doings" (iv. 4) . And in Paul :
" In Jesus Christ

neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor uncircumcision, but
faith which worketh by love, and a new creature" (Gal. v. 6 ; vi.

15). From these passages it is now evident that baptism Avas

instituted in the place of circumcision, because the cu'cumcision

of the flesh represented the circumcision of the heart, which also

signifies purification from evils ; for evils of every kind arise from
the flesh, and the foreskin signifies its polluted loves. Since

circumcision and the washing of baptism signify the same thing,

it is therefore said in Jeremiah, " Cu'cumcise yourselves to Jeho-
vah, and take away the foreskins of your heart" (iv. 4); and a

little after, "O Jerusalem, wash thy heart from wickedness, that

thou mayest be saved" (verse 14). What circumcision and wash-
ing the heart signify the Lord teaches in Matthew xv. 18, 19.

676. There were formerly many among the children of Israel,

and there are still many among the Jews, who I^clieved them-
selves elected in preference to all others, because they were cir-

cumcised ; and many Christians entertain the same belief because
they have been baptized ; when nevertheless both circumcision

and baptism are given only as a sign and memorial that the per-

sons receiving them should be purified from evils, and so become
elect or chosen. What is an external without an internal in man,
but like a temple without worship, v>diich is of no use, except

possibly to serve for a stable ? And ftu'ther, what is an exter-

nal without an internal, but like a field full of mere rushes and
reeds, without any corn ? or like a vineyard consisting of mere
branches and leaves, without any grapes? or like a fig-ti'ee

without its fruit, which the Lord cursed (Matt. xxi. 19) ; or like

the lamps in the hand of the foolish virgins without oil? (xxv, 3)

;

yea, what is it but like a habitation in a mausoleum, where the

ground is full of corpses, and bones are piled around the walls,

while frightful spectres fly beneath the roof? or like a carriage
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drawn by leopards, with a wolf sitting as coachman, and an idiot

in the inside ? For the external man is not a man, but only

the figure of a man. It is the internal, which consists in wis-

dom from God, Avhich constitutes the man. The same is true of

a circumcised and baptized person, unless he circumcise or v.'ash

his heart.

lY. The first use of baptism is introductiox into the
CHRISTIAN CHURCH, AND AT THE SAME TIME INSERTION

AMONG CHRISTIANS IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD.
677. Baptism is an introduction into the Christian church,

AS is plain from the following circumstances: 1. Baptism was
instituted in the place of circumcision ; and as circumcision was
a sign that the persons circumcised were of the Israelitish church,

s'O baptism is a sign that the persons baptized are of the Christian

church, as was shewn in the preceding article ; and a sign

answers no other purpose than as a mark of distinction, like

swaddhng-clothes of difierent colors put on infants belonging to

different mothers, in order that they may be distinguished from

each other, and not be changed. 3. It is only a sign of in-

troduction into the church, as is evident from the baptizing of

infants before they come to the use of reason, and while they

are as incapable of receiving anything relative to faith, as the

young shoots of a tree. 3. Not only infants are Ijaptized, but

likewise all foreign proselytes converted to the Christian religion,

whether they be young or old, and this before they have been
instructed, if they do but confess themselves desirous of embra-

cing Cln-istianity, into which they are inaugurated by baptism

;

and this also was the practice of the apostles, according to the

Lord^s words, " Go ye and teach all nations, baptizing them"
(Matt, xxviii. 19.) 4. John baptized all that came to him from
Judea and Jerusalem, in the river Jordan (iii. 6 ; jMark i. 8)

.

The reason why he baptized in Jordan was, because the entrance

into the land of Canaan was through tliat river, and this land

signified the church, because the church was there; in conse-

quence of which Jordan signified introduction into the church.

That land signified the church, and Jordan signified introduc-

tion into it, as may be seen in the Apocalypse Revealed,
n. 285. Thus it is upon earth; but in the heavens infants are

introduced by baptism into the Christian heaven, and angels are

there assigned them by the Lord to take care of them. So soon

then as infants are baptized, they are placed under the guardian-

ship of angels, by whom they are kept in a state of recei\ing

faith in the Lord ; but as they grow up, and become capable of

thinking and acting for themselves, the guardian angels leave

them, and they draw into association with themselves such spu'its

as make a one with their Hfe and faith : hence it is evident that

baptism is an insertion am^ong Christians, even in the spiritrta.

world.
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078. The reason why uot only infants but all others arc

inserted by baptism among Christians in the spiritual world is,

because different people and nations are in that world distinctly

placed according to their religious principles ; Christians are in

the middle, ^Mahometans round about them, idolators of various

kinds Ijehind them, and Jews at the sides. jNIoreover all of the

same religion are in heaven arranged into societies, according to

the affections of love towards God and their neighbour, and in

hell into congregations according to the affections Avhich are

opposed to those two loves, thus according to the lusts of evdl.

In the spiritual world, by which we mean both heaven and hell,

all things are most cbstinctly arranged, in the whole and in every

partj or both generally and specifically, and on this distinct

arrangement the conservation of the universe depends. This

distinct arrangement, however, Avould be impracticable unless

every one after his birth were to be distinguished by some sign,

so that it might be known to what rehgious community he be-

longed; for without the Christian sign of baptism, some Maho-
metan, or some idolatrous spirit, might apply himself to new-
born Christian infants, and also to children, and infuse into

them an inclination in favor of his religion, and so draw away
their minds and alienate them from Clu'istianity, which \^ould be
to distort and destroy spiiitual order.

Ci79. In tracing effects to their causes, it is very plain to dis-

cern that on order depends the consistence of all things^ and
that there are manifold orders, both general and particular, and
one Avliich is most universal of all, and on which the general and
particular depend in a continued series, and that this most inii-

versal one enters into all the rest as the essence into its forms,

to which circumstance alone it is owing that they form a one.

It is this oneness which is the cause of the conservation of the

whole, which without it must needs di"op asunder, and not only
relapse into its fii'st chaotic state, but even become nothing.

What, let me ask, would be the case "s^-ith a man, unless all and
every single part of his body Avere arranged in a most distinct

and orderly manner, liaAing a general dependence on one heart

and lungs ? What would the Avhole be but a heap of confusion ?

for how else could the stomach, the liver, the pancreas, the

mesentery and mesocolon, the kidneys^ and the intestines, per-

form each their respective offices ? It is by the order reigning

in and among those several organs, that they appear all and each
of them as a one. Without thstinct order, again, in a man's
mind or spuit, and -without a general dependence on the will

and the understanding, what would it be but a confused and
undigested chaos? Without such order, how could a man think
and ^Yill any more than his portrait or statue which ornaments
his house? What, again, Avoidd a man be without a most orderly

arranijed influx from heaven, and the reception thereof? and
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what would this influx he without that most universal one, the

influx from God, on which the government of the whole and all

its parts depends, and unless all things had their being, lived, and

moved in him, and from him? The above reasoning may be

illustrated by numberless cases adapted to the apprehension of

the natural man; as for instance, what is an empu'e or kingdom
without order, but a troop of robbers, several of whom collected

together would slay their thousands, and at last a few of this

band would slay the rest ? So again, what would become of a

city, or even a house, without order ? and Avhat would become
of a kingdom, city, or house, unless there were in each some
supreme head and director ?

680. To extend these illustrations : AVliat is order without

distinction, and what is distinction without its proofs, and what
are proofs of distinction without signs or tokens, by which its

qualities may be known and ascertained ? for Avithout the know-
ledge of qualities, order is not known to be order. The signs,

or distinguishing marks, in empires and kingdoms, are titles of

rank and powers of administration annexed to them, Avhence

come subordinations, and hence the co-ordination of all into one

body : in this manner the king exercises his royal authority

according to order, it being thus distributed among a variety of

persons, in consequence of Avhich the kingdom is a kingdom.
The case is similar in many other things, as for instance, in an
army of soldiers, Avhich would not be efficient unless the men
were arranged in an orderly manner, and formed into divisions,

and these into battalions, and these again into companies, with

subordinate leaders appointed to the command of each body,

and one supreme commander over all : but Avhere Avould be the

efficacy of these arrangements and divisions without signs, which
in armies, are called standards, to point out to every soldier his

proper station ? By these means all act in the field of battle as

(me man ; whereas, were those means of order Avanting, they

would I'ush headlong against an enemy, open-mouthed, like so

many dogs, Avith tumultuous sounds and empty fm^y, till they

Avere all cut off by their opponents, not so much in consequence

of superior courage as of better discipline ; for Avhat can a dis-

united mob do against a well-disciplined and united army? These
instances may serve to illustrate this first use of baptism, which
consists in its being a sign, in the spmtual Avorld, that the

person baptized is of a Christian community ; for in that world,

every one is inserted into societies and congregations according

to the quahty of Christianity, either Avithin him or without him.

V. TUE SECONB USE OF BAPTISM IS, THAT THE CHRISTIAN MAY
KNOAV AND ACKNOAVLEDGE THE LOED JESUS CHRIST, THE RE-

DEEMER AND SAAaOUR, AND MAY FOLLOW HIM.
681. The second use of baptism, Avhich is to know the Lord

the E/edeerner and Saviom' Jesus Christ, inseparably attends the
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firstj wliicli is introduction into the Christian church anci insertion

among Christians in the spiritual vroiid : for what is this first

use without the second^ but a mere name? or like a subject who
swears allegiance to his king, and yet rejects his laws or those

of his country, and goes over to a foreign king and serves him ?

or like a servant, who engages in the service of some particular

master and receives his livery as a token of his service, and then

runs away and in that livery serves another ? or like a standard-

bearer in an army, who marches off Avith the standard, and having

cut it in pieces, either disperses the scraps in the air or leaves

them to be trodden under foot by the soldiers ? In a word, to

oear the name of a Christian, that is, to be considered as belong-

ing to Christ, and yet not to acknowledge him and follow him,

which consists in living according to his commandments, is a

vain and empty thing, like a shadow, or smoke, or a picture

dyed black ; for the Lord says, " Why call ye me, Lord, Lord,

and do not the things that I say ?" (Luke vi. 46.) " Many will

say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, &c., and then I will profess

unto them, I never knew you" (Matt. Aii. 22, 23).

682. In the Word, the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, sig-

nifies an acknowledgement of him and a life according to his

commandments. The reason why his name signifies these things

may be seen in the explication of the second commandment of

the decalogue, " Thou shalt not take his name in vain." This

is meant by the name of the Lord in these passages : Jesus said,

'•^Ye shall be hated of all men for my name^s sake" (Matt. x. 22;

xxiv. 9, 10). " Where tAvo or three are gathered together in niA^

name, there am I in the midst of them" (Matt, xviii. 20) .
" As

many as received him, to them gave he power to become the

sons of God, even to them that believe on his name" (John i. 12).

"Many believed in his name" (John ii. 23). "He that believeth

not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in the

name of the only-begotten Son of God" (iii. 18). "And that

beheAdng ye might have life in his name" (xx. 31). "And for

my name's sake hast labored and hast not fainted" (Rev. ii. 3) :

and in other places. Hoav plai/i is it to see, that in these pas-

sages the name of the Lord means not only his name, but an
acknoAvledgement of him as the E.edeemer and Saviour, attended

with obedience to him, and at length with, faith in him ! for in

baptism, an infant receives the sign of the cross on his forehead

and breast, Avhich is a token of his inaugm'ation into the acknoAv-

ledgement and Avorship of the Lord. By name, too, the quality

of any particular person is understood ; because in the spiritual

world every one is named according to his quality j so that the

name of Christian given to any one, means his quality as pos-

sessing faith in Christ and charity towards his neighbour from

Christ. This is meant by name in the Revelation :
" Thou hast

a fcAV names even in Sardis, that have not defiled tlieir garments,
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and they shall Avalk with me in wliite^ for iliey arc worthy'^ (iii. 4).

To walk with the Sou of Man in Avliite^ signifies to follo'iv the

Lord, and to live according to the truths of his Avord. The same
is signified by his name in John :

" Jesus said, My sheep hear

my voice, and I call my own sheep by name, and lead them out

:

I go before tliem, and the sheep follow me, because they know
tny voice ; but a stranger will they not follow, because they know
not the voice of strangers (x. 3—5). By name, signifies, by
their quality as Christians ; and to follow liim is to bear his voice,

that is, to obey his commands : this name all receive in baptism,

for it is involved in the sign.

683. What is a name without the thing of which it is expres-

sive, but an empty nothing ? or a mere sound, like the echo which
rebounds from Avoods and vaulted buildings ? or like the noise

scarcely animate, uttered by people in their di'eams ; or like the

noise of Avind, of the sea, or of a machine, Avhich has no meaning
or use in it ? Yea, what is the name of king, duke, or consul,

of Ijishop, abbot, or monk, without the office Avhicli is annexed
to the name, but mere vanity ? In like manner, Avhat is the

name of Christian, so long as the man lives like a barbarian, and
in opposition to the precepts of Christ, but like looking to the

sign or standard of Satan, and not to that of Christ, Avhose name
nevertheless Avas Avoven in it Avitli golden threads in baptism ?

What are those, avIio, after receiving the signatiu-e of Christ,

deride his Avorship, mock at his name, and confess him not as the

Son of God but as the son of Joseph, but rebels and regicides ?

and Avhat are theii* Avords but blasphemies against the Hol}^ Spirit,

which cannot be forgiven either in this Avorld or in tliat Avhich is

to come? Such persons, like dogs Avitli open jaAA^s, bite at the

Word, and tear it in pieces Avitli their teeth. These, according

to Isaiah xxviii. 8, Jerem. xhiii. 26, by their opposition to Christ

and his Avorship, have '' all their tables full of vomit and filtlii-

ness ?" Avhen yet the Lord Jesus Christ is the Son of the Most
High God (Luke i. 32, 35); the only begotten (John i. 18; iii.

16); the true God and eternal life (1 John v. 20); for in him
dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead bodily (Colos. ii. 9); and
is not tlie son of Joseph (Matt. i. 25). But beside these there

are a thousand other passages to the same piu'port.

IV. The third and final use of baptism, is, that the man
MAY BE REGENERATED.
684. This, as it is the very essential use intended by baptism,

is consequently its final use ; because a true Clmstian knoAvs and
acknoAvledges the Lord the Redeemer Jesus Christ, avIio, as he
i* t.lie Redeemer, is also the Regenerator: that redemption and
i-egeneration together form a one, may be seen in the chapter on
Reformation and Regeneration, art. III. Besides, a Christian

is in possession of the Word, where the means of regeneration

stand fully described, and are declared to be faith in the Lord,
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and charity towards our neighbour. This is the same as what ia

said of the Lord, " He shall l)aptize you -with the Holy Spirit

and with fire" (Matt. iii. 11; Mark i. 8; Luke iii. 16): the

Holy Spii'it means the divine truth of faith, and fire the divine

good of love or charity, each proceeding from the Lord. That

'ohe Holy Spirit means the divine truth of faith, may be seen in

jhe chapter on the Holy Spirit; and that fire means the divine

good of love may be 3een in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 4G8,

395 : by means of these two the Lord efi'ects all regeneration.

The Lord himself v-as baptized by John (see Matt. iii. 13—17;
jNIark i. 9 ; Luke iii. 21, 22 ;) that he might not only institute

baptism as a rite to be observed in future, and estabUsh it by
his own example, but also because he glorified his humanit}^,

and made it divine, as he regenerates a man and makes him
spiritual.

685 . From what has been said in this and the former articles,

it may be plainly seen, that the three uses of baptism cohere

together as a one, like a first cause, a middle cause, which is the

efficient, and an ultimate cause, which is the efi'ect, and the end

for the sake of which the former causes were produced : for the

first use of baptism is, that a man niRj have the name of Chris-

tian ; the second, follo-Ring as a consequence from the first, is,

that he may know and acknowledge the Lord to be the Re-

deemer, Regenerator, and Saviour ; and the third is, that he

may be regenerated by the Lord, and when this is efi"ected, he is

redeemed and saved. As these three uses follow each other iu

order, and join Tvdth each other in the ultimate use, and conse-

quently, in the idea of the angels, cohere together as a one,

therefore, whenever baptism is performed, read of in the Word,
or named, the angels who are present understand not bapti.sm,

but regeneration ; so that by the Lord's words, " He that

believeth and is baptized AviU be saved, but he that believeth not

will be damned" (Mark xvi. 16), the angels in heaven under-

stand that whoever acknowledges the Lord, and is regenerated,

will be saved. Hence also, baptism is called by Christian

churches on earth the layer or regeneration. Be it known
therefore to every Christian, that whoever does not believe in the

Lord cannot be regenerated, not^vithstanding his having been

baptized, and that being baptized is of no avail Avithout faith iu

the Lord, as may be seen proved above in this chapter, article

XL, n. 673. That baptism implies pmification from e\dls, and

consequent regeneration, must be very plain to every Christian

;

for when, at the baptism of an infant, the priest signs him Avith

the cross on the forehead and the breast, as a memorial of the

liord, he turns to the sponsors and asks whether they renounce

the devil and all his works, and Avhether they receive the faith

;

to which questions the sponsors in the child's name answer,
" Yes." Renunciation of the devil, that is, of the evils whicn
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.ire fl'oni liell, and faitli to^yards the Lord^ are whai: perfect

regeneration.

68G. It is said in the Word, that tlie Lord God our Redeeraei

"baptizeth with the Holy Spirit and Avith fire/' which means
that the Lord regenerates man by the divine truth of faith and
the divine good of love or charity, as may be seen above in this

article, n. 684. Those who are regenerated by the Holy Spirit,

diat is, by the divine truth of faith, are distinguished in the

lieavens from ihoae who are regenerated by fire, that is, by the

divine good of love. Those who are regenerated by the divine

truth of faith, are in heaven clad in garments of fine white linen,

and are called spiritual angels ; but those who are regenerated

by the divine good of love, are clad in purple garments, and are

called celestial angels. Those who are clad in white garments
are thus described :

" They follow the lamb, clothed in fine linen

white and clean" (Rev. xix. 14) :
" They shall walk with me in

white" (iii. 4). The angels at the Lord^s sepulchre, who appeared

in white and shining garments (Matt, xxviii. 3 ; Luke xxiv. 4),

M'cre of this kind : for it is expressly declared that fine linen

signifies the righteousness of the saints (Apoc. xix. 8). That gar-

ments, in the Word, signify truths, and that white garments of

fine linen signify divine truths, may be seen in the Apocalypse
Revealed, n. 379. The reason Avhy those who are regenerated

by the divine good of love are clad in pui'ple garments, is, because

purple is the color of love, deriving it from the fire of the sun and
its redness, which signifies love, as may be seen in the Apoca-
lypse Revealed, n. 468, 725. Because garments signify truths,

therefore the man that came to the wedding, and had not on a

wedding garment, was cast out into outer darkness (Matt. xxii.

11—13).
687. Baptism, moreover, is represented as regeneration, both

in heaven and in the world, by many particulars : in heaven,
<'is was just now observed, by white and purple garments, and
also by the marriage of the church with the Lord, and further

by the new heaven and the new earth, and the New Jerusalem

descending thence, of which he that sat on the throne said,

"Behold, I make all things new" (Rev. xxi. 1—5) ; and by the
" river of the water of life proceeding from the throne of God
and the lamb" (xxii. 1, 2) ; and also by the five wise virgins, who
had lamps and oil, and entered in Mith the bridegroom to the

marriage (Matt. xxv. 1, 2, 10). A baptized, that is, a regenerate

person, is meant by creature in Mark x^i. 15; Rom. viii. 19—21;
and by a new creature in 2 Cor. v. 17 ; Gal. vi. 15 ; for the

term " creature," is derived from " created," which signifies^

also, to be regenerate, as may be seen in the Apocalypse
Eevealed, n. 254. In the world, regeneration is represented

Dy various particulars : as by the blossoming of every vegetable

on the earth in the spring, and by its successive advancement
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even to fructificfition ; in like manner, by the growth of every

tree, shrub, and flower, from the first month of warm -weather to

the last : it is represented also by the gradual progress of all

^'uits towards maturity, from the time of then* setting till they

attain their perfect ripeness ; it is represented at the same time

by morning and evening showers, and by dews, on the fall of

which the flowers unfold their beauties, w^hile they close them up
at the approach of night ; it is represented too b}' the fragrance

arising from gardens and fields, and also by the rainbow in tlie

clouds (Gen. ix. 14—17), and by the splendid colors of an
eastern sky at sun-rise ; and in general by the continual reno-

vation of all the parts of animal bodies by the chyle and the

animal spirit, and the blood thence produced, the purification of

wliich from its useless and obsolete parts, togetlier with its reno-

vation, and as it were regeneration, is perpetual. If Ave attend

to the lowest creatures that creep on the earth, there too shall

we behold an image of regeneration presented to our riew in the

wonderful transformation of silk-worms and other caterpillars

into nymphs and butterflies, and in the changes experienced by
other insects, which in their season are adorned with wings : add
to these some particulars of a more tri^dal nature, as the fondness

of certain Ijirds to dip themselves in Avater, for the sake of Avash-

ing and cleansing themselves, after Avhich they retiu'ii like the

nightingales to their songs. In a word, the Avhole Avorld, front

first to last, is full of representations and types of regeneration.

YII. By the baptism of john, a avay was prepared, that
JEHOVAH the lord MIGHT COME DOWN INTO THE WORLD, AND
ACCOMPLISH THE AVORK OF REDEMPTION.
G88. It is written in ]Nralachi, " Behold, I Avill send my mes-

senger, and he shall prepare the way before me; and the Lord
Avhom ye seek Avill suddenly come to his temple, even the mes-

senger of the covenant whom ye delight in : but aa-Iio ma}^ abide

the day of his coming, and who shall stand Avhenhe appearethV^'

(iii. 1, 2); and again, "Behold, I will send you Elijah the pro-

phet, before the coming of the great and dreadful day of Jeho-

A'ah, lest I come and smite the earth Avith acm'se" (iv, 5, 6): and
Zacharias, prophesying of his son Jolm, says to him, " Thou
child shalt be called the prophet of the Most High ; for thou shalt

go l7,efore the face of the Lord, to prepare his Avay^' (Luke i. 76):

and the Lord himself saitli of John, " This is he of Avhom it is

M ntten, Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, Avho shall

prepare thy way before thee" (Luke x'n. 27). From these passages

it is CAadent, that John Avas the prophet that was sent to prepare

a Avay for JehoAah God, about to descend into the world and
accomplish tlie work of redemption ; and that he prepared that

Avay by baptism, and at the same time by proclaiming the Lord^s

advent ; for without such preparation all who were then living

would have been smitten with a curse, and Avould have perishe<].
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689. The reason why a way was prepared by the baptism of

Johu^ was, because [as was shewn above] by that baptism tliose

who were baptized were introduced into the future chuicli of the

Lord, and were inserted in heaven among tliose there who ex-

pected and desired the Messiah, so that they could be guarded

by the angels, that the devils might not break forth from hell and

destroy them; in reference to Avhich it is written in Malachi,

"Who may abide the day of his coming?" and "I will send Elijah

the prophet, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse" (iii.

and iv.) : in like manner in Isaiah: ''Behold the day of Jehovah

cometh, cruel with both wrath and fierce anger; therefore I will

shake the heavens, and the earth shall remove out of her place, in

the day of his fierce anger" (xiii. 9, 13; xxii. 5, 12) : in Jeremiah,

likewise, that day is called "A day of wasting, of vengeance, and

of destruction" (iv. 9; vii. 32; xlvi. 10, 21; xlvii. 4; xlix. 8, 26):

and in Ezekiel: "A day of anger, of cloud, and of darkness" (xxx.

2, 3, 9; xxxiv. 11, 12 ; xxxviii. 14, 16, 18, 19) ; as also in Amos.
(v. 13, 18, 20; viii. 3, 9, 11) : in Joel: "The great and terrible

day of Jehovah, and who can bear it?" (ii. 1, 2, 11; iii. 14): and

in Zcphaniah: "In that day there shall be a noise of a cr}^, The
great day of Jehovah is near : that day is a day of wrath, a day

of trouble and distress, a day of wasteness and desolation, a day

of darkness and gloominess," &c. (i. 10, 14, 15); not to mention

several other passages to the same purport : from Avhich it is evi-

dent, that unless a way had been prepared for Jehovah, when
descending into the world, by baptism, the effect of which in

heaven was such as to occasion the closing of the hells, and so

to guard the Jews from total destruction, they must have perished

before him. Jehovah also says to ]\Ioses, " Ye are a stift'-necked

people ; I will come up into the midst of thee in a moment, and
consume thee" (Exod. xxxiii. 5). That this would have been

the consequence of the Lord's coming Avithout prepai-atiou, i?

clear from the words of John to the multitude that came to be

baptized by him :
" O generation of vipers, who hath Avarned

you to flee from the wrath to come?" (Matt. iii. 7; Luke iii. 7).

That John also, Avhen he baptized, preached Christ and his com-
ing, may be seen in Luke iii. 16 ; John i. 25, 26, 31—33 ; iii.

26. Hence it is plain hoAV John prepared the way.

690. The baptism of John represented the cleansing of the

external man, Avhereas the baptism at this day administered

among Christians represents the cleansing of the internal man,
Avhich is regeneration. It is therefore written, John baptized

with Avater, but the Lord baptized Avith the Holy Spirit and Avith

fire; and hence the baptism of John is called the baptism of re-

pentance (Matt. iii. 2; Mark i. 4; Luke iii. 3, 16; John i. 25,

26, 33; Acts i. 22; x. 37; XAuii. 25), The Jews who were bap-

tized were merely external men, and the external man cannot

become internal without faith in Christ. Those avIio Averc bap-
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tized Avitli tlie baptism of Jolm became internal men by recei\-iug

faith in Christ, and -n^ere then baptized in the name of Jesus,

as may be seen in the Acts of the Apostles xix. 3—6.

691. Moses said to Jehovah, " Sheu- me thy glory: and Je-

hovah said, Thou canst not see my face ; for there shall no man
see me, and live. And he said, Behold, there is a place by me,

and thou shalt stand upon a rock ; and it shall come to pass,

while my glory passeth hj, that I will put thee in a cleft of the

rock, and v.ill cover thee with my hand while I pass by ; and I

Avill take away my hand, and thou shalt see my back parts ; but

my face shallnot* be seen" (Esod, xxxiii. 18—23). The reason

why no man can see God, and live, is, because God is Love itself,

iind Love itself, or the Dinne Love, in the spiritual world, ap-

pears before the angels as a sun, distant from them as the sun

of om' Avorld is distant fi^om men ; therefore if God, who is in

the midst of that sun, should approach near the angels, they

would perish, just as men would in case this Avorld's aun should

approach near them, for it is equally hot and firy. For this rea-

son there are perpetual temperatures to modify and moderate the

burning heat of that love, lest it flow into heaven as it is in itself;

for in such case the angels would instantly be consumed. From
the same cause, when the Lord manifests his more immediate

presence in heaven, the wicked who are under heaven begin to

mourn, to be in torment, and to feel the s^nnptoms of death, so

that they flee away into dens and clefts of the rocks, crying out;

Fall on us, and hide us from the face of him that sitteth on the

throne (Rev. Aa. 16; Isaiah ii. 19, 21). The Lord himself does

not descend, but an angel encompassed with a sphere of love

from the Lord. I have sometimes seen the wicked terrified by
such descent, as if they had seen death itself before their eyes,

some of them in their fright plunging headlong deeper and deeper

into hell, and some driven to fuiy and madness. Hence it was

that the children of Israel prepared themselves for three days

previous to the descent of Jehovah the Lord on mount Sinai,

and that the mount was hedged about, lest any one should ap-

proach and die (Exod. xix) . The case was the same with respect

to the holiness of Jehovah the Lord in the decalogue promulgated

at that time, and written on two tables with the finger of God,

and afterwards deposited in the ark, over which in the tabernacle

was placed the mercy-seat, and over that the cherubs, to prevent

any one from immediately touching that hohness, or even look-

ing at i;b. Aaron himself could only approach it once in a year,

and not tlien, until he had expiated himself by sacrifices and
incense. Hence it was that the inhabitants of Ekron and Beth-

shemish, to the number of several thousands, died merely be-

cause they saw the ark (1 Sam. v. 11, 12 ; vi. 19) ; as did also

Uzzah, because he touched it (2 Sam. xi. 6, 7). From these few

instances it may easily be conceived Avith what a ciu'se and des-
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truction the Jews Avould have been smitten had they not been
prepared, by the baptism of John, to receive the Messiah, whe
Avas Jehovah God in a human form ; and had he not assumed
the Hiunanity, and so revealed himself. Then' preparation con-

sisted in their being enrolled in heaven, and numbered among
those Avho in heart expected and desired the Messiah, in conse-

quence of wliich angels were sent and made theii" guardians.

69.2. To the above I shall subjoin the following memorable
RELATIONS.—FIRST. Oil a time, as I Avas returning home from
a school of Avisdom [Indus sapieniidu] *, I saw an angel in the way
clad in a violet-colored garment, lie joined me and Avalked by
my side, and said, " I see that you are returning from a school

of Avisdom, and are delighted Avith what you have heard there
;

but as I perceive you are not a full inhabitant of this world,

because you are at the same time in the natural Avorld, and are

thence iniacquaiuted with our Olympic gymnasia, wdiere the
Sophi [wise men] of old meet together, and by the information

they collect from ncAV comers, learn what changes and succes-

sions Avisdom has undergone, and still undergoes in your Avorld,

if it please you I Avill conduct you to a place where several of

these old Sophi and their sons, that is, their disciples, dwell."

So he led me to the confines betAveen the north and east ; and
while I Avas looking from an elevated spot upon the country
before me, lo ! I discoAcred a city, and on one side of it tAvo

hills, the lower of Avliich Avas nearest the city ; and he said to

me, " That city is called Athenseum, the loAver hill Parnassus,

and the higher Helicon; they are so called, because in the city

and around it dAvell the old Sophi of Greece, Pythagoras,
Socrates, Aristippus, Xenophon, Avitli their disciples and scho-

hiYs." I asked him concerning Plato and Aristotle : he said,

Tliey and their folloAvers dwell in another region, because their

lessons Avere on subjects of reason, Avhicli belong to the under-
standing, Avhereas the former taught moral duties, which belong
to the life. He informed me further, that it was customary at

times to depute from the city of Athenasum some of the students

to the literati who come from the Christian AA^orld, to learn Avliat

sentiments they entertain at this day concerning God, the
creation of the universe, the immortality of the soul, the state

of man as compared Avith that of beasts, Avith other subjects of
interior AAdsdom ; and he added further, that a herald had that

day proclaimed an assembly, which Avas a token that the deputies

had met Avith some strangers ncAvly arrived from the earth, Avho

had communicated to them matters of curious information. At
that instant we saAv many persons going from the city and its

suburbs, some Avith laurel on their heads, some Avith palms in

their hands, some with books under then* ai'ms, and some AAitli

pens under the hair of theii* left temples. We mixed with the com-
* See above, n. 48.
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pany, and ascended tlie hill Avitli them ; and lo ! on the top of it

was an octagonal palace^, called the Palladium, Avhich we entered.

"Within it were eight hexagonal recesses, in each of Avhich was

a bookcase, and also a table, at which the persons crowned with

laurel took their seats, while the rest Avere reclining on benches

of stone in the Palladium itself. A door then opened to the

1 eft, through which two strangers newly arriAcd from earth were

introduced ; and after the usual salutations had passed, one of

thelam-eled Sophi asked them, "What news from the earth?''
'' In some forests," they replied, " there have lately been found

vien like beasts, or beasts Hke men, scarcely distinguishable,

i)nly by the face and body t\\&y were known to have been born

men, who had been lost or left in the forests Avhen they were

about two or three years old : they could neither express by
sound any idea of thought, nor learn to articulate sounds so as

to form words : they did not know the food that was proper and
suitable for them, as the beasts do, but put greedily into their

mouths whatever production they found in the forests, whether

clean or unclean ; not to mention many other particulars of a

similar description ; from which some of the learned among us

have formed several conjectures, and some several conclusions,

on the state of men in relation to that of beasts.'" On hearing

this account, some of the old Sophi asked, " What are the con-

jectures and conclusions formed from the circumstances you have

mentioned ?" " There are several,"" replied the two strangers,

" but they may all be comprised under these that follow : 1 . A
man by his nature, and also by birth, is more stupid, conse-

quently more vile, than any beast, and without instruction he

would grow up so : 3. lie is capable of being instructed, in

consequence of having learned to frame articulate soiuids, and

thence to speak, thus by degrees to utter his thoughts, and to

improve in such utterance more and more, till at length he is

able to express the laws of societ}-, several of which however are

impressed on beasts by instinct from their birth : 3. Beasts

enjoy rationality as well as men : 4. So that if beasts Avere

able to speak, they Avould reason on any subject as acutely as

men ; a proof of Avhich is, that their thoughts are grounded in

reason and prudence as Avell as the thoughts of men. 5. Un-
derstanding is but a modification of light from the sun, heat co-

operating, by means of ether ; so that it is only the activity of

interior nature, and this activity may be so exalted as to appear

like Avisdom : 6. It is therefore vain and delusive to believe,

that a man, any more than a beast, lives after death ; unless

perchance, for som3 days after his decease, in consequence of

the exhalation of his bodily life, he may appear like mist under

the form of a ghost, before he is dissipated into nature, much
as a burnt twig, picked out of the ashes, appears under the

likeness of its peculiar form: 7. Religion, therefore^ which
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teaches that there is a hfe after death, is a mere invention, keep-
ing the simple in inward bondage by its Laws, as they are kept

iu outward bondage by the laws of the state." To this they
added, that people of mere ingenuity reasoned in the above
manner, but not so the intelligent : and they were asked, " How
do tiie intelligent reason ?" They rephed, they had not been
informed, but so expressed themselves by supposition.

On hearing this account, all who sat at the tables exclaimed,
" Alas ! what times are come upon the earth ! what changes ha^

wisdom undergone ! how is she transformed into a false and in-

fatuated ingenuity ! the sun is set, and is stationed beneath the

earth in direct opposition to his meridian altitude ! From the

case just mentioned of those who have been left and found in

forests, who cannot see, that a man uninstructed must necessarily

be such as he Avas then found to be ? For is it not instruction

which makes him what he is ? Is he not born in a state of

greater ignorance than a beast ? Must he not learn to walk and
to speak ? Were he not taught to walk, would he ever stand

upright on his feet? And were he not taught to speak, wovild

he ever be able to express a single thought ? Is not every man
moulded according to the instruction he receives ? Is he not in-

sane by the reception of falses, and wise by the reception of

truths ? And if insane by the reception of falses, is he not still

possessed with the conceit that he is wiser than the receiver of

truths ? Are there not men who are so senseless and wild, that

they are no more men than those who have been found in forests ?

Is it not so with those who are devoid of memory ? From all

such examples, then, we have drawn the conclusion, that a man
without instruction is neither a man nor a beast, but that he is

a form capable of receiving that which constitutes a man, and
therefore he is not born a man, but is made and becomes one.

A man is born such a form, that he may be an organ receptive

of life from God, to the end that he may be a subject into whom
God may infuse all good, and by union with himself may makf?

him eternally blessed. We have perceived by yom' discourse,

that wisdom at this day is so f;ir extinguished, or turned to folly,

that mankind know nothing of the state of a man^s life in its

relation to that of beasts, and hence they know nothing of his

state of life after death ; when yet, those who are capable of at-

taining such knowledge, but are unwilUng to attain it, and for

that reason deny it, as many of you Christians do, may fitly be
compared to such as are found in forests ; not that they are ren-

dered so stupid from the want of instruction, but because they

have made themselves so by the fallacies of the senses, which are

to truths what darkness is to day-light.

At that instant, a certain person standing in the middle of

the Palladium, and holding a palm in his hand, cried out, " Un-
fold, I nray you, this arcanum ; How man created a form of
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God^ could be changed into a form of the devil. I know that

the angels of heaven are forms of God^ and tlie angels of hel/

are forms of the devil^ and that those two forms are in opposition

to each other^ the latter being insanities, and the former wisdoms
tell me, then, how man, created a form of God, could pass from
the light of day to such a midnight, as to deny a God and eter-

nal life/^ To this the several masters replied in ordei*, first the

Pythagoreans, then the Socratics, and afterwards the rest : bu*"

there was a certain Platonist amongst them, who spoke last, and

his opinion prevailed ; it was to this efl'ect :
" The men of the

Satvu-nian or golden age, kncAvand acknowledged that they were
forms receptive of life from God ; so that wisdom being inscribed

on their souls and hearts, the}^ saw truth by the light of truth,

and by means of truths had a perception of good from the delight

of its love ; but as mankind in succeeding ages departed from
the acknowledgement that all the truth of wisdom, and conse-

quently all the good of love in them, entered by continual influx

from God, they ceased to be the habitations of God, and at the

same time ceased to have converse with God, and consociation

with angels ; for the interiors of their minds were bent from
their former direction, which was an elevation by God upwards
towards God, in a direction more and more oblique, turning out-

wards to the world, and so by God towards God through tlie

world, and at length it was inverted to an opposite direction,

which was downwards towards themselves ; but as it is impossible

for God to be beheld by man thus interiorly inverted, and con-

sequently averted, they separated themselves from him, and were
made forms of hell, and consequently of the devil. Hence it

follows, that ill the first ages of the world men acknowledged in

heart and soul that they had all the good of love, and thence all

the truth of wisdom, from God, which still were his, in them,

and thus that they themselves were mere receptacles of life from
God, whence they were called images of God, sons of God, and
born of God ; whereas in succeeding ages they did not acknow-
ledge this truth in heart and soul, but only with a kind of per-

suasive faith, and afterwards with an historical faith, and at length

with the lips alone, which last kind of acknowledgement is no
acknowledgement at all ; in fact it is a denial at heart. From
what has been said, it is easy to see what kind of wisdom pre-

vails at this day on earth among Christians, who, though they

could be inspired by God from the written revelation they pos-

sess, yet know not the distinction between man and beast ; hence

many suppose, that in case a man lives after death, a beast must
live also ; or because a beast does not live after death, neither

will a man. Is not our spiritual light, which enlightens the sight

of the mind, become darkness with such persons ? and is not

their natural light, which enlightens the sight of the body onlyj

become brightness to them ?"
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After this they all turned themselves towards the two stran-

gers, and thanking- tliem for their attendance, and for the rela-

tion they had given, they intreated them to go and communicatf

to their brethren what they had heard. The strangers said the^

would endeavour to conviiice their brethren, that so far as the}

attribute all the good of charity and all the truth of faith to the

Lord, and not to themselves, so far they are mei3. and in the

same proportion they become angels of heaven.

693. The second memorable relation.—After some weeks,

I heard a voice from heaven, saying, " Lo ! there is another

assembly to be held on Parnassus : come hither, and we will

point out the way.'' So I went ; and as I drew nigh, I saw a

certain person on mount Helicon with a trumpet, announcing
and proclaiming the assembly. The inhabitants of the city of

Athemcum and its suburbs Avere ascending as before, and in the

midst of thein three novitiates just arrived from the natural

world ; they were of the Christian community, the first a priest,

the second a politician, and the third a philosopher. The inha-

bitants of the city entertained them in the way with discourse on
various subjects, particularly about the wise men of old, Avhom
they mentioned by name. The novitiates inquired whether they

should be permitted to see them, and were ansAvered in the

affirmative, and that they might also, if they Avere so disposed,

l^ay their respects to them, for they were courteous and aftaljle.

They then inquii*ed after Demosthenes, Diogenes, and Epicurus;

and received for answer, " Demosthenes is not here, but with

Plato; Diogenes, Avith his scholars, has his abode beloAv Helicon,

because he regards Avorldly objects as of no account whateA'er,

but keeps his mind Avholly engaged in heavenly contemplations
,

as for Epicurus, he dwells in a remote border towards the west,

and is not admitted among us, because Ave distinguish lietween

good and CA'il affections, asserting that good afl'ections are united

and make one Avith Avisdom, but CAdl atfections are contrary to

wisdom.'' When they had reached the top of mount Parnassus,

some guards stationed there brought water which issued from ;v

fountain in the mount, in crystalHne cups, and said, " This is

water from the fountain, wdiich, according to ancient fable, Avas

broken open by the hoof of the horse Pegasus, and Avas. after-

wards consecrated to nine Adrgins: by the Avinged horse Pegasus,

tlie ancients understood the understanding of truth, which is the

medium of attaining Avisdom ; by the horse's hoofs they under-
stood matters of experience, by Avhich natural intelligence is

attained; and by the nine A^irgins they understood knowledges
and sciences of every kind : these things are noAv called fables,

but they Avere in fact correspondences, agreeably to the primeval

method of speaking." Then those Avho attended the three

strangers said, " Be not sm-prised ; the guards here stationed

have been instructetl to speak in this manner; and Ave, by drink-
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ing whter from a fountain understand to be instructed in tratlis,

and by truths in good^ and thus to grow Avise." After tliis they

entered the Palladium, and the three novitiates, the priest, the

politician, and the philosopher," along -with them ; and imme-
diately the persons crowned with laurel, who sat at the tables,

inquu-ed, " What news from earth ?'' they replied, " This is

iiCAv, that a certain person declares that he holds couA^erse Avith

angels, and has his sight open into the spiritual world as dis-

tinctly as into the natural ; in consequence of Avhich he has

brought thence a A'ariety of new intelligence, and among other

particulars the following : that a man lives as a man after death,

just as he lived before in the Avorld ; that he sees, hears, con-

verses, as he did before in the Avorld ; that he is clothed and

<lecked Avith ornaments, as before in the world ; that he hungers

and thirsts, eats and drinks, as before in the Avorld ; that he

enjoys conjugial delight as before in the world ; that he slee})s

and Avakes as before in the Avorld ; that in the spiritual Avorld

there are lands and lakes, mountains and hills, plains and valleys,

fountains and rivers, paradises and groves ; that there are also

palaces and houses, cities and villages, as in the natural Avorld ;

beside writings and books, employments and trades ; as Avell as

precious stones, gold, and silver ; in a Avord, that there are in

the spiritual Avorld all things that are in the natural Avorid,

and the same things in the heavens, infinitel}^ more perfect,

and yet with this difference, that all things in the spiritual

Avorld are from a spuitual origin, and consequently spiritual,

because they are from the sun of that world, A^'hich is pure

love, Avhereas all things in the natural Avorld are from a na-

tural origin, and consequently natural and material, because

they are from the sun of that Avorld, Avhich is pure fire; in short,

that a man after death is perfectly a man, yea, more perfectly so

than he Avas before in the Avorld ; for there he Avas in a material

body, but in this world he is in a spiritual body.^^ On hearing

this, the ancient sages asked, " What do the people on earth

think of such information ?" " We know that it is true," the

strangers replied, " because we are in the spiritual Avorld, and
have viewed and examined all things ; but ^Ye Avill tell you the

remarks and reasonings of people on earth about it." Then the

Priest said, " All of our order, Avlien they first heard such

relations, called them visions, afterwards fictions, tlien insisted

that the man saAV ideal spectres; but at last they stopt, and said,

" Believe them AA^ho Avill : the doctrine Ave have hitherto taught

is, that a man will not IIa'c in the body after death before the

day of the last judgement." Then the sages asked, " Axe there

not some persons of intelligence among the people of your order,

who can prove and convince them of the truth, that a man lives

as a man after death?" The priest ansAvered, "There are some
who prove it indeed, but theA^ cannot coiiAdnce: those Avlio prove
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It say, that it is contrary to sound reason to suppose that a man
does not live as a man before the day of the last judgement, and
that he is in the mean time a soul without a body ;

' for Avhat/

say they, is the soul, '^ or where is it, m the mean time ? is it a

vapor, or a breath of wind, floating in the atmosphere, or an
entity hid in the bowels of the earth ? Whei^e then is its Pu ?

Have the souls of Adam and Eve, and of all theh* posterity, for

these six thousand years, or sixty centuries, been flitting about
the universe, or been kept shut up in the centre of the earth,

expecting the last judgement? What can be conceived more
anxious and miserable than such an expectation ? May not their

condition, in such a case, be compared with that of prisoners

bound with chains and fetters, and lying in a dungeon ? If this

is to be the state of a man after death, would it not be better to

be born an ass than a man? But is it not contrary to reason to*

imagine that the soul can l)e re-in\ested with its natural body ?

For is not the natural body devoured by worms, mice, or fish ?

is then the \eYv skeleton, which is dried up by the sun or decayed
to dust, to be clothed with a ncAv body ? for how can the cada-

verous and putrid materials be collected, so as to be united with
their respective souls ? When such arguments are lu-ged, those

of our order do not pretend to ofter any rational objections, but
adhere to their creed, saying, "^We keep our I'eason in obedience

to our faith/ As to collecting all the dead from then' graves at

the last day, they say, ' This is the woi'k of omnipotence ;' and
when omnipotence and faith ai'e named, reason is banished

;

indeed, I can assert, that in such case sound reason is regarded

as nothing, and by some as a spectre ; indeed, they can say to

sane reason, ' Thou art insane/ " On hearing this the Grecian
sages said, " Sm-ely such paradoxes, being full of contradiction,

vanish and ai'e dispersed of themselves; and yet such is the state

of the world at this day, that they cannot be dispersed by sound
reason. What can be conceived more paradoxical than the pre-

sent sentiments of mankind on the subject of the last judgement;
that then the universe will be destroyed, and the stars of heaven
will then fall upon the earth (which yet is less than the stars),

and the bodies of men, whether they be mouldering carcases, or

mummies eaten by men, or mere dust, Avill be again united with

their souls ? We, during our abode in the world, beheved the

immortality of human souls from the inductions with which
reason supplied us, and we also assigned regions for the blessed,

which we called the Elysian fields, aud Ave believed that the soul

was a huiuan effigy or shape, but being spiritual, of a fine and
delicate texture." After this the assembly turned their attention

to the second stranger, who in the world had been a politician.

He confessed that he had not believed in a life after death, and
that he had thouglit the new information which he had heard
about it to be all fiction and invention. " In my med'tations,"
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said lie, ^^on the subject, I used to say to myself, 'How can

souls be bodies? Does uot the whole mau lie dead in the ^rave?

Is not the eye there, how then can he see? Is not the ear there,

how then can he hear ? Whence can he have a mouth Avhere-

with to speak ? Supposing anything of man to live after death,

can it be anything but some sort of ghost or phantom ? And
how can a phantom eat and diink, or enjoy conjiigial delights ?

Whence can it have clothes, houses, meats, &c.? Besides, plian-

toms, which are mere aerial forms, appear as if they had being,

and yet have none/ Such Avere my thoughts in the world on
the subject of a life after death ; but now, since I have seen all

things, and touched them with my hands, I am con\dnced by
my very senses that I am a man as formerly in the world ; so

that I know no other than that I live now as I lived before, with
this only difference, that my reason is now more sound : some-
times I am ashamed of my former thoughts/^ The philosopher
gave much the same account of himself as the politician did,

only differing in this respect, that he had classed the new rela-

tions Avliich he had heard concernin£r a life after death amons:
the opinions and hypotheses which he had collected from the
ancients and moderns on the same subject. When the three

strangers had done speaking, the Sophi Avere all amazement, and
those of the Socratic school said, "By this new information from
the earth Ave perceive that the interiors of human minds have
successively become closed, so that at this time in the Avorld a

belief in the false shines like truth, and an infatuated ingenuity

like Avisdom, and the light of wisdom has since our days de-

scended from the interiors of the brain beneath the nose into the

mouth, Avherc it appears to vicAV like a shining of the lips, AA'hile

the speech Avhich issues forth seems hke Avisdom. Hereupon one
of the scholars said, "Hoav stupid are the minds of men on earth

at tliis day ! O that the disciples of Heraclitus and Democritns
were here, Avho Aveep and laugh at every thing ; Avhat laughter

and Aveeping there Avould be I" When the assembly broke up,

they gave the three novitiates badges of their authority, Avhich

were plates of copper, on which Avere engraA^en some hieroglyphic

characters : AAith these they took then leave and departed.

69-1. The third meaiorable relation,—Some time after,

I Avas looking toAvards the city Atlienseum, Avhich is mentioned
in the preceding memorable relation, and I heard thence an mi-
usual cry. There AA^as in it something of laughter, and in the

laughter something of indignation, and in the indignation some-
thing of sadness ; still however the cry Avas not dissonant, but
consonant, because one tone was not heard along Avith the other,

but one Avas Avithin the other. In the spiritual Avoiid a variety

And mixture of affections is distinctly perceived in sound. I in-

quired Avhat Avas the matter ; they said, " A messenger is arriA^ed

from the place Avhere the new comers from the Cliristian Avorld
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ftrit make their appearance, bringing information that he had
heard from three persons that in the world whence they came it

was the common belief that the blessed and happy after death

enjoy an absolute rest from all laboui's ; and because administra-

tions, offices, and employments are labours, they enjoy rest from
these engagements also ; and as those three persons have been
conducted hither by oiu* emissary, and are now standing at the

gate, waiting to be admitted, therefore a cry was raised, and they
unanimously determined that the strangers should not be intro-

.
duced into the Palladium on Parnassus, as the former were, but
into a large hall of audience there, in order to declare what news
they brought from the Christian world ; and accordingly some
deputies have been sent to introduce them with due ceremony."
Being at that time myself in the spirit, and distances Avith spnits

being according to the states of their affections, and feeling in

mj'self a strong desire to see and hear what passed among them,
I seemed to myself present at the place, and saw them intro-

duced, and heard what was said. The elders, or the wiser part

of the audience, were seated at the sides of the hall, and the

rest, in the middle. Before the latter was a place where the

floor was raised, and hither the three strangers were conducted,

with the messenger, and a grand procession of the junior mem-
bers of the society, through the midst of the hall ; and as soon

as there was silence, they were saluted by one of the elders pre-

sent, and asked, "What news from eakth?" They replied,
" There is a variet}^ of news ; but tell us what kind of news, or

in relation to what subject you inquire." The elder answered,

"What news from earth on the subject of our world and
HEAVEN?" They replied, "When we first came into this world,

we were informed that here and in heaven there are administra-

tions, ministries, offices, employments, trades, studies on all

subjects of learning, together with wonderful practical arts and
works ; and yet we imagined that after our removal or translation

from the natural world into this which is spiritual, we should be
admitted into an eternal rest from all labours ; for what are

offices and emplojinents but labours ?" " Did you understand,"

the elder asked, " by eternal rest from labours, eternal inacti\dty,

in which you Avould be continually sitting and lying down, with-

out any thing to do, with your bosoms expanded and mouths
open, attracting and sucking in successive joys and delights ?"

"We had some idea of the kind," said the three strangers,

smiling courteously. " But," they were answered, " Avhat have
joys and delights, and the happiness thence resulting, in com-
mon with a state of idleness and inactivity ? By idleness and
inactivity the mind is enfeebled and contracted, instead of being

strengthened and expanded, oi', in other words, the man is in a

state of death rather than of life. Suppose a person to sit still

in the most perfect rest and inactivitv, Avith his hands hanging
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doTTn, and his eyes fixed on the groiuid or ^.vithdrawn from every

object ; and suppose him at the same time to be encompassed
witii an atmosphere of gladness^ would not a lethargy seize both

his liead and body, while the vital expansion of his countenance

would fall, and with relaxed fibres he would nod and nod, until

at last he would tumble to the ground ? For Avhat is it that keeps

the whole bodily system in its due expansion and tension, but

^he stretch or tension of the mind ? and whence is its stretch or

tension, but from employment and work, when the discharge of

them is attended with delight ? therefore I will declare to you
this piece of news from heaven, that they have there administra-

tions, offices, judiciary proceedings, both in greater and lesser

matters, mechanical arts and manufactures." The three stran-

gers on hearing of judiciary proceedings in heaven, said, " To
what purpose are such proceedings ? Are not all the inhabitants

of heaven inspired and guided by God, so as to know Avhat is

iust and right ? What need then of judges ?" " In this world,"

the elder replied, " we are instructed and learn what is good and.

true, and also what is just and equitable, just as in the natural

world, and this we learn not immediately fr'om God but medi-
ately by others. Besides, every angel, as well as every man,
thinks Avhat is true, and does Avhat is good, as from himself, and
this, according to the state of the angel, is mixed and not pm-e,

INIoreover there are among the angels some of a simple, some of

a Avise character, and it is the part of the wise to judge and de-

cide as to what is right, when the simple, from their simplicity

and ignorance, are doubtful, or depart from it. But as you are

}et but strangers in this world, if it be agreeable to you to at-

tend me into our city, we will shcAv you all that it contains."

Then, accompanied by some of the elder sages, they left the hall

of audience, and Avere introduced first into a large library, Avhich

was divided into classes arranged according to the different

sciences. The three strangers, on seeing so many books, Avere

astonished, and said, " Are there books too in this Avorld ? Avhence

have you parchment and paper, pens and ink ?" " We perceive,"

the elder sages replied, " that Avhile you lived in the former Avorld

you imagined this Avorld to be empty and void, because it is

spiritual, and this may be traced to your haAing entertained an
idea of Avhat is spiritual as abstracted from Avliat is material, and
being abstracted from Avhat is material, it appeared to you as a

inere nothing, consequently as empty and Aoid, Avhereas in this

world there is a fulness of all things. Here all things are sub-

stantial, and not material, and material things derive their

origin fi'om substantial. We AA'ho live here are spfritual men,
because Ave are substantial and not material. Hence it is that

all things contained in the natural Avorld are contained also in

fhis Avorld in their perfection, even books and Avi'itings, and many
things that are not in the natural world." The three strangers
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hearing of things substantial, conceived tliat it must be so, as

well because tliey saw written books as because they heard it as-

serted that matter as to its origin is from substances. For their

further confirmation on these points they were conducted to the

houses of the scribes, who made copies from the Avritings of the

wise men of the city ; and they inspected the writing, and were
astonished at seeing it so neat and elegant. After this they were
conducted to the museums, g^onnasia, and colleges, and to the

places where they held their literary sports, some of which they
called sports of the Heliconides, some sports of the Parnassides,

some sports of the Athenaides, and some sports of the virgins

of the fountain. They said the latter were &o called because ^dr-

gins signify the affections of sciences, and every one's intelli-

gence is proportioned to his affection of science. The sports so

called were spuitual exercises and trials of skill. Afterwards

they were led about the city to see the rulers, administrators,

und subordinate officers, by whom they were conducted to view

several wonderful works executed in a spiritual manner by the

artificers. AVlien they had taken a view of all these things, the

elder before mentioned again entered into conversation with them
on the eternal rest from labors into which the blessed and happy
are admitted after death. " Eternal rest," he said, " is not in-

actirity, for inactirity produces a universal languor, torpidity,

stupor, and sleepiness of the mind, and thence of the whole
body, which is a state of death rather than life ; much less is it

eternal life, which the angels of heaven enjoy. Eternal rest

then is a rest which prevents and dispels such effects, and causes

a man truly to live ; but this can be nothing else but what tends

to elevate the mind ; it is consequently some employment and
Avork, whereby the mind is put in motion, quickened, and de-

lighted ; and these effects are produced according to the use by
which, in Avliich, and for which the Avork is performed. Hence
it is that the whole heaven is regarded by the Lord as a con-

tinent of use, and every angel is an angel in proportion to his

use : the delight attending the exercise of use bears the angels

along as a favorable ciuTent does a ship, causing them to be in

eternal peace, and in its rest : this is the meaning of eternal rest

from labors. That an angel is quickened or made alive accord-

ing to the exertion of his mind in the production of use, is very

evident from this circumstance, that every one enjoys conjugial

love, with its vigor, power, and delights, according to his appli-

cation to genuine use." When the three strangers were con-

vinced that eternal rest is not inactivity, but the delight attend-

ing the performance of some useful work, some rirgins came and
presented them Avith pieces of embroidery and net-work, wrought
with their own hands ; and as the novitiate spirits took their

leave, the Aii-gins sang an ode, in which they expressed with an-
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gelic melody the affection of useful -works with the pleasures it

inspires.

695. The fourth memorable relation.—Very many per-

sons at this day, who beheve in a life after death, believe too

that in heaven subjects of devotion will engage all theu' thoughts,

and that their lips will express nothing but prayers, and that in

devotion and prayer, expressed ])oth in the features of the face

and the postiues of the body, they will be always employed in

glorifying God ; thus that their houses will be so many houses

of Avorship, or sacred chapels, and themselves so many priests

of God. ]3ut I can testily and assert that in heaven the holy

subjects and rites of the church do not more engage the minds
and houses of the inhabitants tlian where in the world God is

truly honored and worshiped, although the honor and worship

in hea\"en are of a purer and more interior nature ; but that

various matters relating to ciril prudence and rational erudition

are there cultivated in all the perfection of excellence. I was

one day raised into heaven, and introduced into a society consist-

ing of the sophi, or sages, who in old time had distinguished

themselves by their learned lucubrations and meditations on sub-

jects of reason, and Avhich at the same time were applicable to

use, and who arc at present in heaven, because they l^elieved in

God, and now believe in the Lord, and loved their neighbour as

themselves. Then I was introduced to an assembly of them,

and there questioned whence I came ; so I gave an explanation,

and said, " With my body I am in the natm-al world, but with

my spirit in your spu'itual world.-" At this information those

angels were rejoiced^ and immediately inquired, " What do the

people of the world, where you are -with the body, know and un-

derstand on the subject of influx V Then recollecting all that

[ had heaiu or read on that subject, either in the discourses or

the writings of the most distinguished literati, I answered,
" They as yet know nothing of any influx from the spii'itual

Avorld into the natural, but only of an influx of nature into na-

tiu'al objects, as of the influx of heat and light from the sun into

animate bodies, and also into trees and shrubs, causing each to

become bring ; and on the other hand of an influx of cold into

the same things, causing their torpor and death. They have

besides some knowledge of an influx of light into tlie eyes so as

to produce vision, of an influx of sound into the ears producing

the sense of hearing, and of an influx of odor into the nostrils,

whence comes smelhng, &c. Moreover, the learned of the pre-

sent times reason dift'erently as respects the influx of the soul

into the body, and of the bod}^ into the soul, and on this subject

are dirided between these three opinions, whether the influx be
of the soul into the body, which they call occasional, as being

excited by the occasional incidence of objects upon the bodily
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senses ; or whether inllux be of the body into the soiil^ \Thich

they call physical, becaiise objects strike upon the senses, and
from them are conveyed to the soul ; or Avhether influx be simul-

taneous and instantaneous into the body and soul at the same
time, which they call a pre-established harmony. Nevertheless

the favorers of each of these opinions confine their notions oi

influx Avithin the sphere of nature, some supposing the soul to

be a particle or drop of ether ; some that it is a globule or spark
of heat and light;- some that it is a kind of ens concealed in the

brain. According to each of these suppositions they speak of

the soul as something spiritual, but then by spiritual they mean
a something natural in a state of the greatest puiity ; for know-
ing nothing about the spiritual world, and its influx into the
natural, they rest wdthin the sphere of natxu'e, ascending and
descending, and soaring aloft therein, like eagles in the atmos-
phere ; when yet groveling as they do in nature, and never rising

above it, they are like the inhabitants of an island in the sea,

who do not know there is any other country than their own ; or

they are like fish in a river, which do not know that above the

water tliere is such an element as aii'. On this account, when they
hear of a world distinct from their o^vn, inhabited by angels and
spirits, and that all influx into men, and also the interior influx

into trees, is from that Avorld, they stand astonished, as if they
heard some visionary narrations about spectres, or the idle tales

of astrologers. Except the philosophers, the inhabitants of the

world Avhere I am in the body think and talk of no other kind of

influx than that of wdne into glasses, or of meat and drink into

the stomach, and of taste into the tongue, and possibly also of

an influx of air into the lungs, and the like; but Avhen they are

told of an influx of the spiritual world into the natural, they im-

mediately say, " Be it so ; "what matters it to us, and of what
use is it to be assui'ed that it is so T' Thus they get rid of the

subject, and afterwards when they speak on what they have heard

of such influx, they sport and trifle with it as some people do by
twii'ling in their hands spiral shells or other trifles.

Aftenvards I conversed wdtli those angels on the wonderful

phenomena which exist from the influx of the spiriturJ Avorld into

the natural
;
particularly on the subject of caterpillars during

their change into butterflies, also on bees and drones, silk-worms,

and Hkewise spiders ; informing them, that the inhabitants of

the earth ascribe such phenomena to the sun's light and heat,

and consequently to natm*e, and, v:hat had often surprized me,
they confirmed themselves by these things in favor of nature,

and hj such confirjnation bring sleep and death over their minds,
and become atheists. j:Vfter this I related to them some extraor-

dinary particulars respecting A"egetables, how all of them succes-

sively grow in a regular process from their seed, even to the pro-

duction of vxevf seeds, just as if the earth knew how to dispose.
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and accommodate her elements to tlie prolific principle of tiir^

seed^ and from thence to bring forth a bud, dilate that into a

stem, and from the stem to emit branches, and clothe these vvdth

leaves, and afterwards adorn them Avith flowers, and from the in-

teriors of the flowers to form the initiamcnt of fruits, then bring

them to perfection, and by means of these, in order to continue

the kind, to produce new seeds as a new off"spring. These Avon-

derful phenomena however, as they are continually observed, and
return at stated seasons, and so become familiar, customary, and
common, are not regarded by mankind on earth as wonders, but

as mere eft'ects of nature ; tlie only reason for which is, that they

are ignorant of the existence of a spiritual world, operating from
v^tbin, and acting on all and every thing in the world of nature,

and on its earth, just as the human mind operates and acts upon
the senses and motions of the body, and that all the parts of na-

ture are but as coats, sheaths, and clothing, which encompass
sj)irtual things, and proximately produce effects corresponding

to the end intended by God the Creator.

696. The fifth memorable relation.—I once prayed to

the Lord, that he would permit me to converse with the cHsciples

of Aristotle, and at the same time with those of Descartes, and
also with those of Leibnitz, to the end that I might hear from
them then' opinions on the intercourse betAveen the soul and the

body ; and Avhen I had prayed, nine persons presented themselves

to my view, three of each class, and ranged themselves about
me; the worshipers of Ai'istotle on the left, the folloAvers of

Descartes on the right, and the favorers of Leibnitz behind. At
a great distance off, and at considerable intervals of space from
each other, I saw three men, crowned with laurel, Avhom I knew,

])y an influent perception from heaven, to be the three founders

of those sects ; behind Leibnitz stood one who had hold on the

skirt of his garment, and I was told he Avas AYolfius. The nine
men Avhen they first met behaA'ed coui'teously to one another

;

but presently there arose a spirit from beneath Avith a torch in

his right hand, Avhich he Avaved before their faces, and then they
became enemies, three against three, and looked at each other

with a stern aspect, for they were seized AAdth the passion of al-

tercation and dispute. The Aristotelians, who Avere of the school-

men, began the debate, saying, " Who does not perceive that

objects enter by influx through the senses into the soul, just as

a man enters into a room through the door, and consequently
that the soul thinks according to such influx ? When a lover

beholds the mistress of his aftections, do not his eyes sparkle,

and convey the love of the fan* object of his soul? When a heap
of money presents itself to the view of the miser, do not all his

senses burn at the sight, and transfer their emotion to his soul,

exciting there an ardent desire to possess it ? And when the

vain man hears himself praised, does he not prick up his ears at
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tlir soimd, a.nd do not these convey tlie praises to Lis soul ? Are
not these instances, among numberless others, suthcient to de-

monstrate that the bodily senses are like inlets to the soul, and
to establish the doctrine of physical influx, that is, an influx

from nature ?" To this the Ca rtesians, who had hitherto stood

\yith their fingers placed beneath their foreheads, in a musing
posture, replied as follows :

" Alas, you reason from appearances
only ! Do you not know, that it is not the lovely's eye that ad-

mu"es and desires the beloved object, but his soul ? that it is not

from any bodily sense that the miser covets the golden heap, but
from his soul ? and lastly, that it is not from themselves that the
vain man^s ears so eagerly listen to the praises of the flatterer,

but from the soul ? Is it not the perceptive faculty which pro-

duces sense ? and perception is a faculty not of the organ but of

the soul. Shew us, if you can, what causes the tongue and the

lips to speak but thought, or the hands to work but the will ; and
thought and will belong to the soul. So again, what but the

soul makes the eyes see, the ears hear, and gives to other organs
the poAver of feeling, attending, and adverting to objects? From
these and many more con\incing proofs, every one whose wisdom
is elevated above the sensual apprehensions of the body, con-

cludes, that influx proceeds not from the body into the soul, but
from the soul into the body, and this we call occasional, and also

spiritual influx. ^^ After this, the three who were favorers of

Leibnitz, and stood behind the other triads, cried out and said,

" We have heard and compared the arguments on both sides, and
find that in many respects the latter are stronger than the for-

mer, and in many others the former are stronger than the latter,

and therefore, if agreeable, we will settle the ditterence.^' On
being asked, how ? they answered, " By setting aside all influx

from the soul into the body, and also from the bod}^ into the soul,

and by maintaining a joint consent and instantaneous operation

of both together, which a celebrated author has distinguished by
the admirable name of pre-established harmony.^' Upon this,

the spirit appeared again with the torch, but now it Avas in his

left hand, and he waved it behind their heads ; on this all their

ideas became confused, and they cried out Avith one voice,
" Neither our soul nor our body knows Avhich side to take ; let

us then decide the dispute by casting lots, and abide by that

which comes up first.''^ They then took tlu'ee bits of paper, on
one of Avhich they AA'rote physical influx, on the second spi-

KiTUAL INFLUX, and on the third pre-established harmony :.

these they put into the crown of a cap, and appointed one of

their number to be the draAver, who putting in his hand, drew'

out that lot on which Avas Avritten spiritual influx. On seeing

and reading this, tliey all said, some with a clear and fluent tone
of voice, and others with a faint and indi-aAvn tone, '^ Let us

abide by this, because it came out first." At that instant an an-
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gel suddenly appeared, and said to tliem, " Do not suppose that

the lot in favor of spiritual influx came forth by mere chance
;

but kno\v, that it was by divine direction; for not being able,

from the confusion of your ideas, to discern the truth of that

doctrine, the very truth thus presented itself to the hand, that

so you might be led to favor it/'

697. The sixth memorable relation.—I once observed,

not far from me, a singular meteoric phenomenon,—a cloud

di\'ided into lesser clouds, some of which Avere of an azure color,

and some opake, I saw them as it were in collision together

:

rays, disposed in streaks, Avhich at one time appeared pointed

like sharp swords, and at another blunt, hke broken swords,

shone through them : the streaks sometimes darted out against

each other, at other times drew themselves back within them-

selves, just like the swords of actual combatants : thus these

lesser clouds of diverse colors appeared as if they were coii-

tending with each other in battle; but this was an illusion. As
this meteoric phenomenon appeared at no great distance from

me, I lifted up my eyes, and looking attentively, saw some boys,

young men, and old men, entering into a house Avhich Avas built

of marble, with a foundation of porphpy, and it was over this

house that the above phenomenon appeared; so addressing myself

to one who was going in, I asked, " What house is this V" He
answered, "It is a gymnasium, where young persons are initiated

into various arcana of wisdom .^^ Hearing this, I went in with

the rest, being then in the spirit, that is, being in a similar state

Avith the men of the spuitual world, who are called sjiirits and
angels; and lo ! Avithin the gymnasium in front appeared a desk,

in the middle benches, seats round about the sides, .and over the

entrance an orchestra. The desk was for the young men Avho

Avere to give ansAvers to the problem about to be proposed, the

benches Avere for the auditors, the seats on the sides for those

Avho on former occasions had given Avise ansAvers, and the

orchestra for the seniors Avho Avere to be judges and arbitrators.

In the middle of the orchestra Avas a pulpit, where sat a Avise

man whom they called the head master, who proposed the pro-

1)lems to which the young men in the desk were to give ansAvers.

When they Avere all assembled, this man arose and said, " I

pray you give an ansAver to this problem, and solve it if you can

:

What is the soul, ^nd what is its nature and quality ?''

On hearing this problem all Avere surprized, and began to mui«
mur, and some of the auditors on the benches exclaimed, "What
man, from the Satui*nian age down to the present time, has been
able, by any rational thought., to see and conceive what the soul

is, and much less its nature and quality ? Is not this a subject

above the sphere of all human understanding?" But they were
told from the orchestra, " It is not above the understanding,
but within its sphere, and open to its apprehension ; so let the
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problem be answered." Then the young men who were appointed
for that day to ascend the desk, and reply to the question^ arose

:

they were five in number, Avho had been examined by the seniors,

and found to be possessed of sagacity and discernment. AVlieu
the problem was proposed, they were sitting on sofas by the
desk. They ascended in the order in which they sat, and each,
when he ascended, put on a tunic of silk, of an opaline color,

and over it a gown of soft wool, in which flowers were inter-

woven, and on his head a cap, on the top of which was a buncli
of roses encircled with small sapphires. The first youth, thus
attired, ascended the desk, and thus began: " What the soul is,

and what are its nature and quality, is a mystery hidden among
the deep secrets of God, wliich has never been revealed to any
one from the day of creation. It has indeed been discovered,

that the soul resides in man like a queen ; but where she keeps
her com-t is, among the learned, a matter of mere conjecture.

Some have supposed it to be in the small tubercle between the
cerebrum, and the cerebellum, called the pineal gland, and
there they have fixed the soid's habitation, from observing that
t he whole man is governed by those two spheres of the brain,

and that these again are regulated by that tubercle ; whatever
therefore regulates the brains at pleasure, must also regulate

the Avhole man from head to foot." He added, " Hence this

account vt^as received as true, or probable, by many in the world;

but in the course of this century it has been rejected as ground-
less.'' When he had thus ended, he took off his gown, tunic,

and cap, which the second of the appointed speakers put on, and
then ascending the desk, thus delivered his sentiments con-

cerning the soul :
" What the soul is, and what are its nature

and quality, are points utterly unknown both in heaven and in

the world : this only is known, that it is, and that it is in man,
but in what part of him is a matter of conjecture : it is clear,

however, that it is in the head, for there the understanding

thinks and the will intends, and in the fore part of the head,

ttiat is, in the face, the five sensories are situated, and both the

former and the latter receive their life from the soul only, which
resides within the head ; but where it may have its immediate
residence, I dare not take upon me to determine. At one

time, howeve/ , T agree "with those who assign it a seat in the

three ventricles of the cerebrum; at another I incline to favor

those who fix it in the corpora striata; sometimes, those who fix

it in the medullaiy substance of each sphere of the brain; some-

times, those who fix it in the cortical substance; and sometimes,

those who fix it in the dura mater ; for arguments, and those

too of weight, have been urged in favor of each of these opinionf^.

The arguments in favor of the three ventricles of the cerebrum
were, that those ventricles are the receptacles of the animal

spirits, and of all tlie lymphatic juices of the cerebrum. The
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arguments in favor of the corpora striata -were, that they font:

the medulla hy which the nerves are emitted and branch out,

and by which both spheres of the brain are continued into the

spine, and that from both these, that is, the medulla oblongata

and the medulla spinalis, the nervous fibres shoot forth, Avhich

serve for the contextiu'e of the whole body. The arguments in

favor of the medullary substance of both spheres of the brain

were, that their substance is a collection or congeries of all the

fibres, which are the rudiments or initiaments of the Avhole

animal frame. The arguments in favor of the cortical substance

were, that in that substance are contained the first and ultimate

ends, and consequently the origins of all the fibres, and thereby

of all the senses and motions. The arguments in favor of the

dura mater were, that it is the common covering of both spheres

of the brain, Avhence it is extended by a kind of continuity OA'er

the heart and the viscera of the body. "With relation to myself,

I am undetermined which of these opinions is the most probable,

and so request to leave the matter to your judgement and deci-

sion." Thus saying, he descended from the desk, and pulhng
off his goAvn, tunic, and cap, he ga^e them to a third, who,
mounting the desk, began as follows :

" How little qualified is a

vouth like myself for the investigation of so sublime a theorem !

I appeal to the learned persons in the seats on each side ; I

appeal to you wise ones in the orchestra
;
yea, I appeal to the

angels of the highest heaven, Avhether any person, by the light

of his own reason, can form to himself any idea of the soul

;

nevertheless I, hke others, can form conjectiu'es about the place

of its residence in man, and my conjecture is, that it resides in

the heart, and thence in the blood. Now, I ground my con-

jectui'e on this circumstance, that the heart with its blood rules

both the body and the head ; for it sends forth tlie large vessel,

the aorta, into the Avhole of the body, and the vessels called

carotids into the whole of the head; hence it is universally agreed

that the soul from the heart, by means of the blood, supports,

nourishes, and gives life to the whole organical sj^stem of both
body and head. As a corroboration of this position it may be
urged, that soul and heart are so frequently mentioned in holy

Scripture ; as for instance, ^ Thou shalt love God mth all thy
soul, and with all thy heart ;' and ' God created in man a new
soul and a new heart^ (Deut. yi. 5 ; x. 12 ; xi. 13 ; xxAd. 16 :

Jer. xxxii. 41 ; Matt. xxii. 37 ; iMark xii. 30, 33 ; Luke x. 27),

besides other passages, particularly Levit. x^-ii. 11, 14, Avhere it

is said expressly that ' the life of the flesh is the blood.-* " At
these vrords the ciy of ''Learned ! learned!" was heard in the

assembly, proceeding from some canons or regular priests.

When the cry had ceased, a fourth speaker, putting on the gar-

ments of the former, ascended the desk, and thus began :
" I

also am inclined to suspect that no one can be fciind of so
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refined and penetrating a genius as to be able to discover Avliat

the soul is, and what are its nature and qualitjr ; therefore I am
of opmion that in attempting to make such a discovery;, all re-

finement and penetration will be exhausted with fruitless labor.

Still liowever I have from my early years continued firm in the

opinion of the ancients^ that the soul is in the whole and in every

part of man, and consequently that it is both in the head and in

all its parts, and the body and all its parts, and that it is an idle

conceit of the moderns to fix its residence in any one particular

spot, without admitting it to extend every where ; besides, the

soul is a spiritual substance, and so falls not under the predicates

of extension or place, but only of habitation and impletion.

Moreover, Avhen the soul is named, is not the idea of Hfe gene-

rally suggested ? and who does not allow that life is in the Avhole

and every part ?" These sentiments were favoraljly received by a

great part of the audience. Next rose up a fifth speaker, who,
putting on the oratorical robes, and mounting the desk, thus

delivered himself :
" I will not waste j'our time and my own in

determining the place of the soul's residence, whether it is con-

fined to some particular part, or is every where diffused through-

out the whole ; but from my mind's storehouse I will communi-
cate to you the sentiments I have embraced in relation to the

proposed inquiry, ' What is the soul, and what are its nature

and quality 'i' The general idea concerning the soul is, that it

is a pure somewhat, Avhich may be compared to ether, aii', or

mnd, animated by a vital principle within it, in consequence of

the rationality which man enjoys above the beasts. This too is

my opinion, Avhich I have foimded on this circumstance, that a

man at his decease is said to breathe forth or emit his soul or

spirit : hence also the soul, in its state of life after death, is sup-

posed by some to be such a breath or vapor, animated by a cogi-

tative life, which is called the soul ; and what else can the soul

be ? But as I heard it declared from the orchestra, that this

problem concerning the soul, its nature and quality, is not above

the understandixig, but within its sphere and apprehension, I

intreat and beseech you who sit in that exalted station, to unfold

to us this eternal mystery .'' Then the elders in the orchestra

turned their eyes towards the head master that had proposed the

problem, who understood by their signs that they -nished him to

descend and unfold it to the audience; so he instantly quitted

the pulpit, passed through the crowd, moiuited the desk, and
stretching out his hand, thus began :

" May I bespeak yoiu* at-

vention ? Who does not believe that the soul is the inmost and
most subtile essence of man ? but what is a formless essence Ijut

a mere mental abstraction? the soul therefore is a form ; but of

what sort I will now proceed to describe. It is a form of all

things belonging to love, and of all things belonging to wisdom.

All things bekuging to love are called affectiors, and all things
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belonging to wisdom are culled perceptions : the latter are

from the former, and thus together with them constitute one
form, whicli contains innvimerable things in such an order, series,

and coherence, that they may be called a one ; and they may bo
so called because nothing can be taken away thence, or added
thereto, Avithout destroying the integrity of the whole. What
is the human soul but such a form ? Are not all things of love

and all things of wisdom the essentials of that form ? And are

not all these with a man in his soul, and by derivation from the

soui in his head and body ? You are called spirits and angels,

and you supposed in the world that spirits and angels are like

mere wind or ether, and thus mere rational and animal minds
[mentes et animi) ; but now you clearly see that you are truly,

really, and actually men, who during your abode in the world
lived and thought in a material body, and Avere aware that it is

not the material ]3ody which lives and thinks, but that life and
thought must originate in a spiritual substance in that body, and
this you called the soul, whose form you were then ignorant of,

but which you have now seen and continue to see. You are all

souls, of whose immortality you have heard, thought, said, and
written so much ; and since you are forms of love and wisdom
rrom God, therefore you cannot die to all eternity. The soul

therefore is a human form, from which nothing can be taken

away, and to which nothing can be added, and it is the inmost

of all the forms in the whole body ; and as the forms that are

without receive from the inmost both theii' essence and their form,

therefore you are, as you appear both to yourselves and us, souls.

In a word, the soul is the real man, because it is the inmost
man, on which account it is in the human form in all its fulness

and perfection ; nevertheless it is not Hfe, but the proximate re-

ceptacle of life from God, and thus the habitation of God.''' At
these words many expressed their approljation, but some said,

" We Avill consider of it." I then departed and went home ; and
lo ! over the gymnasium, instead of the former meteoric appear-

ance, there was a white cloud without the streaks or rays that

seemed to combat mth each other, which cloud, penetrating

through the roof, entered the building and enlightened the walls

;

and I was informed that they saw some pieces of Avriting upon
them, and this among others :

" Jehovah God breathed into

man's nostrils the breath of lives, and man became a living soul
'*

(Gen. ii. 7).
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE HOLY SUPPER.

I, It is impossible for any one, without an acquaintanck
AVITH THE CORRESPONDENCE OF NATURAL THINGS WITF
SPIRITUAL, TO KNOW THE USES AND BENEFITS OF THE HOLY
SUPPER.

698, This was iu pirt unfolded in the chapter oa Baptispj,

where it was shewn that without a knowledge of the spiritual

ic-use of the Word, it is impossible to know what the two sacra-

ments, baptism and the holy supper, imply and eifect : see n.

667—669. Here, [instead of saying " without a knowledge of

the spiritual sense of the Word,"] we say "without an acquaiut-

ance with the correspondences of natiu-al things with spiritual,"

which amounts to the same, since the natural sense of the Word
^

is changed into the spiritual by correspondences in heaven ; hence
it is that those two senses mutually correspond. Whoever, there-

fore is acquainted Avith correspondences, may know the spiritual

sense of the Word. The meaning and natui*e of correspondences

may be seen explained in the chapter on the Sacred Scripture,

from the beginning to the end, and likewise in the Explication
OF the Decalogue, fi-om the first to the last commandment,
and particularly in the Apocalypse Revealed.

699. What true Christian does not acknowledge the sanctity

of the two sacraments,—baptism and the holy supper ? yea,

fui'ther, that they are the most holy institutions of worship in

the Christian church ? but yet who has heretofore known in what
their peculiar sanctity consists, or Avheuce it is derived ? In the

iuititution of the holy supper, according to the natural sense,

we learn nothing more than that the flesh of Christ is given us

to eat, and his blood to drink, and that the bread and wine are

taken in lieu of them ; but Avho from this can frame any other

idea of the sanctity of this sacrament, than that it consists solely

in having been commanded by the Lord? Accordingly, some very

learned writers in the Christian church have maintained that it

is made a sacrament, and acqiiii'es its sanctity, by the form of

Mords used in the consecration of the elements. But as this

origin of its sanctity does not fall within the scope of the under-

standing, or appear in the elements or symbols used in the sacra-

ment, but only enters the memory, therefore many people frequent

this ordinance under the idea that it tends to the forgiveness or

remission of their sins ; some again, that it is a means of sanc-

tification ; some, that it strengthens their faith, and thus also

promotes their salvation. But those who think lightly of this

ordinance, frequent it merely in compliance with custom, and
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])ccause tlie}^ have been taiiglit to do so from tlieir early years
;

others again^ because they can discern no reason or meaning

in it, never frequent it ; Avhile persons of a proline tuini reject

it entirely, sa^dng Avithin themselves, '' AYhat is it but a mere

form and' ceremony, which has acquired a sanctity from the au-

thority of the clergy? For what is there to be received, except

common bread and wine ? And Avhat a strange fiction is it to

suppose that the body of Christ which hung upon the cross, and

his blood which was then shed, are distributed along Avith the

bread and wine to the communicantsV Not to mention other

scandalous suggestions.

700. Such ideas of this most holy sacrament are at this day

generally entertained throughout all Christendom, solely because

they coincide Avith the literal sense of the Word ; and the spir-

itual sense, by which alone the uses and benefits of the holy sup-

per can be truly discerned, has hitherto remained unknown, for

until now it lias never been rcA'ealed. The reason AA'hy this /

spiritual sense is now first revealed is, because prior to this Clu'is-

tianity existed only in name, and at best onl}' as a kind of shadow

in certain individuals ; for mankind have not heretofore ap-
;

preached and worshiped the SaA-iour himself as the only God, in

whom is the DiAine Trinity, immediately, but only mediately,

Avliich is in fact not to approach and Avorship him, but only to

honor and respect him as a cause for aaIiosb sake salvation is given

to man ; and this is not making him the essential, but the me- ,

diatory cause, Avhich is beloAV the essential cause, and extrinsic

to it. But as true Clu'istianity is now beginning to daAvn, and

the Lord is now instituting a ncAV church signified by the Neu
Jerusalem in the Revelation, in which God the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Spirit are acknowledged as one, because they ai*e

in one person, it has therefore pleased the Lord to reveal the

spiritual sense of the Word, to the intent that this church may
be admitted into the real use and benefit of the two sacraments,

baptism and the holy supper, A^liicli intent is fulfilled Avhen.

the members of this chui'ch perceive with their spii'itual eyes,

that is, Avitli their understandings, the sanctity concealed in it,

and apply it to themselves by those means AA-hicli the Lord has

taught in his Word.
701. The sanctity of the sacrament of AA-hicli Ave are now

speaking, Avithout an opening of the spiritual sense of the Word.
or Avhat is the same thing, Avithout a revelation of the corre-

spondences of natural things vrith spiritual, can no more be

inwardly known and acknowledged than a treasure can be knoAvn

Avliile it lies hid in a field; for then the field is held in no higher

estimation than any common field ; but Avhen it is discovered

that it contains a treasure, it is esteemed of great value, and
the OAvner begins to reckon much upon the riches he shall draAV

from it, especialh' Avhen he learns that the treasui'e oDiicealed in
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it is of a price infinitely exceeding that of gold. Abstracted from
the spiritual sense, this sacrament is like a house that is shut up,

but full of cabinets and caskets of A'aluable treasures, -which is

passed by like any other house in the street ; and yet, as it -was

built by the clergy with walls of marble, and its roof is covered

with plates of gold, it attracts the eyes of all the passengers, and
excites their delight and commendation. The case however is

altered when this house is opened, and every one is permitted to

enter, and the keeper of the treasures freely distributes them,
imparting them to some as a loan, to others as a gift, to each
according to his worth. We speak of the treasures being im-
])arted as a gift, because they are inexhaustible, and are con-
tinually renewed. Just so it is with the Word as to its spiritual

riches, and with the sacraments as to their celestial contents.

The sacrameut of which we are now speaking, without a revela-

tion of the inward sanctity concealed in it, appears like common
river sand, in Avhicli there is a great abundance of gold dust that

escapes common observation ; but when the inward sanctity is

revealed, it is then like the gold when collected and melted
down into a mass, and cast into various beautiful forms. This

sacrament, while its sanctity is undiscovered and unseen, may
also be compared with a box or chest made of beech or poplai*

wood, containing diamonds, rubies, and many other precious

%tones, arranged in exact order. Who does not hold that box or

chest in estimation when he is informed of the valuable things

which it contains, and especially when he has a sight of them,
and they are distributed freely as gifts? This sacrament, so long

as its correspondences Avith heaven are unrevealed, and the

heavenly things wherewith it corresponds are unseen, may be
compared to an angel appearing in the world among luen in a

common garb, Avho would only be respected according to his

dress; but how would the case be changed when he was dis-

covered to be an angel, and when angelic wisdom flowed from his

tongue, and wonderful effects from his actions ! The difference

between the mere affirmation of sanctity and its demonstration

to the sight, may be illustrated by the following case which hap-

pened in the spmtual world :—There was read an epistle written

by Paul while he sojourned here on earth, but of which he was
never publicly known to be the author. At first this epistle was
lightly esteemed, and disregarded by the hearers ; but when it

was discovered to be one of Paul's e2:)istles, it was received with
joy, and its contents were adored. Hence it appeai'cd plain to

me, that the mere affirmation of sanctity respecting the Word
and the sacraments, when made by clergymen of rank and dig-

nity in the churcli, impresses indeed an idea of sanctity, but far

diflerent from what is impressed when the real sanctity itself is

discovered, and made manifest to the sight, as in the revelation

of its spiritual sense; for thus external sanctity is rendered
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internal, and what was only assertion becomes acknowledgement.
This is the case too with the sanctity of the sacrament of tlie

holy supper.

II. An ACQUAINTANCE WITH CORRESPONDENCES SERVES TO DIS-

COVER THE SIGNIFICATION OP THE LORD^S FLESH AND BLOOD,

AND THAT THE BREAD AND WINE SIGNIFY THE SAME, NAMELY
THAT THE LORd's FLESH AND THE BREAD SIGNIFY THE DIVINE
GOOD OF HIS LOVE, AND LIKEWISE ALL THE GOOD OF CHA-
RITY, AND THAT HIS BLOOD AND THE WINE SIGNIFY THE
DIVINE TRUTH OP IIIS WISDOM, AND LIKEWISE ALL THE
TRUTH OF FAITH, AND THAT TO EAT SIGNIFIES TO APPROPRIATE.
702. As the spiritual sense of the Word is at this day re-

vealed, and together with it the science of correspondences, these

being the mediatory links which connect the spiritual sense of

the Word with the natural, we will here adduce some pas-

sages from the Word which clearly shew the meaning of flesh

and blood and of bread and wine in the hoh^ supper. But we
will premise an account of the institution of this sacrament by
the Lord, together Avith his doctrine concerning his flesh and
blood, and concerning the bread and wine.

703. The institution of the holy supper by the lord.

Jesus kept the passover with his discijales ; and when the even
was come he sat down with them. " And as they did eat, Jesus
took bread, and blessed, and brake, and gave to his disciples,

and said, Take, eat ; this is 7ny body. And he took the cup

;

and when he had given thanks, he gave it to them, saying.

Drink ye all of it ; for this is my blood of the Kew Testament,
which is shed for many" (Matt. xx\'i. 26—28; Mark xiv. 22—24;
Luke xxii. 19, 20).

The doctrine or the lord concerning his flesh and
blood, and concerning the bread and wine. "Labor not
for the meat which perisheth, but for that meat which endureth
unto everlasting life, Avhich the Son of INian will give unto you.

Verily, verily, I say URto you, Moses gave you not that bread
from heaven, but my Father giveth you the true bread from hea-

ven ; for the bread of God is he avIio cometh down from heaven,

and giveth life unto the world. I am the bread of life : he that

cometh unto me shall never hunger, and he that believeth on
me shall never thu^st. I am the bread which came down from
heaven. Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on
me hath everlasting life : I am that bread of life. Yom* fathers

did eat manna in the wilderness, and are dead. This is the

Dread which cometh dowis. from heaven, that a man may eat

thereof, and not die. I am the living bread which came down
from heaven : if any man eat of this bread, he Avill live for ever;

and the bread that I Avill give is my flesh, Avhicli I will give for

the life of the world. Verily, verily, I say unto you. Except ye
eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drinK his blood, ye have
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[ no. lifo ill. you. Whoso eatetli my fleshy and drinketli my blood,<j

/ hatli eternal life ; and I will raise him up at the last day ; for<|

) my flesh is meat indeed, and my blood is drink indeed. He that

eateth my fleshy and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me, and T
^

i in him'' (John vi. 27, 32, 33, 35, 41, 47—51, 53—56).
» 704. Every one who has received any illustration from
heaven may plainly perceive in himself that in these passages,

flesh does not mean flesh, or blood, blood, but that in the

NATURAL SENSE tliB}^ both mean the passion of the cross, in re-

membrance of which they were to be received; therefore the

Lord, when he instituted this supper, as a conclusion of the

Jewish, and a beginning of the Christian passover, said, " This

do in remembrance of me" (Luke xxii. 19; 1 Cor. xi. 24, 25).

In like manner it must be plain that bread does not mean bread,

or wine, wine, but that in the natural sense they signify the

iame as flesh and blood, namely, his passion of the cross ; for it

is written, " Jesus took bread, and brake it, and gave it to his

disciples, and said. This is my body ; and he took the cup, and
gave it to them, saying. This is my blood" (]Matt. xxvi. ; Mark
xiv. ; Luke xxii.) ; for Avhich reason he also calls the passion of

the cross a cup (Mark xiv. 36 ; John xviii. 11).

705. That flesh, blood, bread, and wine, signify spiritual and
celestial things, which correspond with them, is evident from the

passages in the Word where they are mentioned. That flesh,

as applied in the Word, signifies something spiritual and celes-

tial, is plain from the following passages :
" Come, and gather

yom'selves together unto the supper of the Great God ; that ye

may eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the

flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses, and of them that

sit on them, and the flesh of all men, both free and bond, both

small and great" (Apoc. xix. 17, 18) ; and in Ezekiel : "Gather
yourselves on every side to my sacrifice that I do sacrifice for

you, even a great sacrifice upon the mountains of Israel, that 3'e

may eat flesh and drink blood : ye shall eat the flesh of the

mighty, and drink the blood of the princes of the earth ; and ye

shall eat fat till ye be full, and drink blood till ye be drunken,

of my sacrifice which I have sacrificed for you ; and ye shall be
filled at my table -with horses and chariots, Avitli mighty men,
find with all men of war ; and I will set my glory among the

heathen''' (xxxix. 17—21). Who cannot see that flesh in these

passages does not mean flesh, or blood, blood, but spiritual and
celestial things which correspond to these natural things ? For
otherwise, how unmeaning and strange would be the expressions,

that they should eat the flesh of kings, of captains, of mighty
men, of horses, and of those that sit on them ; and that they
should be filled at his table Avith horses and cliariots, mth
mighty men, and with all men of war; and that they should
drink the blood of the princes of the earth, and drink till they
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were di'unken ? That these expressions relate to the holy
supper of the Lord is very manifest, for it is called the supper of
the Great God, and also a great sacrifice. 'Now as all spiritual

and celestial things have relation to good and truth, it plainly

follows that flesh means the good of charity, and blood the truth
of faith ; and in the supreme sense the Lord himself, as to the
divine good of his love, and the divine truth of his wisdom. Spi-

ritual good is likewise signified by flesh in these words in Ezekiel;
" I will give them one heart, and I will put a new spunt within
you; and I ^vill take the stony heart out of their flesh, and I will

give them a heart of flesh" (xi. 19; xxxvi. 26). In the Word,
heart signifies love ; hence the love of good is meant l)y a heart

of flesh. Moreover it appears from the signification of bread and
wine, which will be given presently, that good and truth, each
of them spiritual, are meant by flesh and blood ; for the Lord
declares that his flesh is bread, and his blood is Avine.

706, The reason why the divine truth of the Lord and of his

Word is signified by his blood is, because the diAdne good of his

love is spiritually meant by his flesh, and these two, diAdne love

and divine truth, are united in the Lord. It is acknowledged
that the Lord is the Word ; and there are two principles to

which all the contents <5f the Word bear relation, divine good
and divine truth. If then the Word were to be substituted for

the Loi'd, it is evident that these two principles are meant by his

flesh and blood. That the diAdne truth of the Lord, or of the

Word, is meant by blood, appears from several passages, as

where blood is called the blood of the covenant ; for a covenant
signifies conjunction, and conjunction is eftected by the Lord by
means of his divine truth. Thus it is written in Zechariali: "By
the blood of thy covenant I will send forth thy prisoners out of

the pit" (ix. 11) ; and in Moses : Moses, when he had read the

book of the law in the ears of the people " sprinkled half of the

blood upon the people, and said. Behold the blood of the covenant

which the Lord hath made with you concerning all these words"
(Exod, xxiv. 3—11). "And Jesus took the cup, and gave it to

them, sajdng. This is my blood of the 72etv covenant" (Matt.

xxvi. 27, 28; Mark xiv. 24; Luke xxii. 20). The blood of the

New Covenant, or Testament, signifies the Word, wdiich is called

a covenant and testament, both old and new, thus the divine

truth contained in it. This being the signification of blood,

therefore the Lord gave his disciples wine, saying. This is my
blood ; and wine signifies divine truth. Hence too it is called

'the blood of grapes" (Gen. xUx. 11 ; Dent, xxxii. 14). This

is yet more e\ddent from the Lord^s words, " Verily, verily, J

say unto you, Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and
drink his blood, ye have no life in you ; for my flesh is meat
indeed, and my blood is drink indeed. He that eateth my flesh,

aad drinketh mv blood, dweUeth in me, and I in him" (John
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n. 53—58). That the divine truth of the Word is here signi-

fied by blood is very plain, since it is said that he that drinks

has life in him, and dwells in the Lord, and the Lord in him.

It may be kno^rn too in the church, that these effects are pro-

duced by divine truth, and a life according to it, and are con-

firmed by the holy supper. As blood signifies the di\dne trutli

of the Lord, Avhich is also the divine truth of the Word, and
this is the covenant and testament both old and new, therefore

l)lood was the most holy representative of the Israelitish chiu'ch,

in which all and every rite were correspondences of natural

things with spiritual. Thus it is ^vritten, that they should take

of the blood (of the paschal lamb), and put it on the two side-

posts, and on the upper lintel of the door of the houses wdierein

they should eat it, lest the plague should come upon them
(Exod. xii. 7, 13, 22). And again, that the blood of the burnt-

offering should be sprinkled upon the altar round about, and
upon Aaron, and upon his sons, and upon their garments (Exod.

xxix. 12, 16, 20, 21 ; Levit. i. 5, 11, 15; iii. 2, 8, 13; iv. 25,

30, 34; viii. 15, 24; xvii. 6; Dent. xii. 27) ; and also upon the

vail, Avhicli was over the ark, upon the mercy-seat, and. upon the

horns of the altar of incense (Levit. iv. 6, 7, 17, 18; x\d. 12—15).

The blood of the Lamb has a similar signification in the Reve-
lation :

" These have washed their robes and made them white

in the blood of the Lamb" {vu. 14). "There was war in heaven,

Michael and his aiigels fought against the dragon, and they
overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of

their testimony" (xii. 7, 11); for it cannot be conceived that

Michael and liis angels overcame the dragon by any other means
than by the divine truth of the Lord in the Word. Indeed the

angels in heaven cannot think of any blood, or of the Lord's

passion, but of divine truth, and of his resurrection ; so that

when a man thinks of the Lord's blood, the angels perceive the
divine truth of his Word, and when he thinks of the Lord's

passion, they have a perception of his glorification, and at the

same time only of his resurrection. This fact it has been granted

me to know by long experience. That blood signifies divine

trutii, is further evident from these words in Da^dd :
" God will

preserve the souls of the needy, and precious shall their blood be
in his sight: they shall live, and he Avill give them of the gold of

Sheba" (Psalm Ixxii. 13—16). The blood of the needy that is

precious in the sight of God, signifies the divine truth that is in

them ; and the gold of Sheba is the wisdom thence derived. So
in Ezekiel: "Assemble youi'selves to a great sacrifice upon the

mountains of Israel, that ye may eat flesh, and drink blood; and
ye shall didnk the blood of the princes of the eai'th till ye be
drunken ; and I will set my glory among the heathen" (sxxix.

17—21). The prophet here speaks of the church which the

Lord was about to institute among the gentiles; and it has beer
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shewn just, ahove that blood in this passage cannot mean blood,

but divine truth derived from the AVord, to be revealed to the

gentiles.

707. Bread signifies the same as flesh, as appears clearly from
the Lord's words :

" Jesus taking bread, brake it, and gave it to

them, saying. This is my body" (jNIatt. xx\i. ; Mark xiv. ; Luke
xxii.); and again: "The bread that I will give is my flesh, which
T will give for the life of the world'^ (John vi. 51). Again He
saith, "I am the bread of life : he that eateth of this bread shall

live for eve^-" (John vi. 48, 51, 58). This bread also is what is

meant by sacrifices, Avhicli are called bread in the following

passages :
" The priest shall burn it upon the altar : it is the

bread of the offering made by fire unto Jehovah" (Levit. iii. 11,

16). "The sons of Aaron shall be holy unto their God, and
shall not profane the name of their God ; for the offerings of

Jehovah made by fire, and the bread of their God do they offer.

Thou shalt sanctify him, therefore, for he off'ereth the bread of
thy God. Whosoever he be of thy seed in their generations that

hatli any blemish, let liim not approach to offer the bread of his

God" (xxi. 6, 8, 17, 21), "Command the children of Israel, and
say unto them. My off'ering and my breadfor my sacrifices made
by fire, for an odor of rest, shall ye observe to offer unto me in

their due season" (Numb, xxviii. 2). "The soul that hath

touched any unclean thing, shall be unclean until the evening

he shall not eat of the holy things, unless he wash liis flesh with

w^ater ; afterwards he shall eat of the holy things, because it is

his bread" (Levit. xxii. 4, 6, 7). To eat of the holy things was
to eat the flesh of the sacrifices, which is here also called bread

;

so also in Malaclii, chap. i. 7. The same Avas signified by the

MEAT OFFERINGS uscd iu the sacrifices, which consisted of the

flour of wheat, and consequently Avere bread (ii. 1—11; vi. 6—14;

and in other places) ; the same also by the bread laid on the

table in the tabernacle, which was called the shew-bread (Exod.

XXV. 30; xl. 23; Levit. xxi. 5—10). Bread does not mean
natural l)read, but heavenly bread, as is plain from these words :

" Man doth not live by bread alone ; but by every word which
proceedeth out of the mouth of Jehovah doth man live" (Deut.

A'iii. 3) . "I will send a famine in the land ; not a famine of

bread, or a thirst for water, but of hearing the Avords of Jehovah"
(Amos. Alii. 11). Moreover, bread means all food in general

(Levit. xxiv. 5—9; Exod. xxv. 30; xl. 23; Numb. iv. 7). That
it means also spiritual food, is CAddent from these Avords: "Labor
not for the meat which perisheth, but for that meat AA^hich en-

dureth unto everlasting life, Avhich the Son of Man Avill give

unto you" (John vi. 27).

708. Wine signifies the same as blood, as is A-ery clear from
the Lord's words: "Jesus took the cup, saying. This is my blood"
(^latt. XX vi. ; Mark xiv. ; Luke xxii.) ; and also from these :

" He
700
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viashetli his garments in wine, and his clothes in the blood
OF GRAPV5S'' (Gen. xlix. 11): this was spoken of the Lord :

" Je-

hovah of hosts will make unto all people a feast of fat things, a
feast of WINE on the lees" (Isaiah xxv. G) : this was spoken of

the sacrament of the holy supper which was to be instituted bv
the Lord. So again :

" Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye
to the waters, and he that hath no money ; come ye, buy and
eat; yea come, buy wine without monej^^ (Isaiah Iv. 1). The
JUICE OF THE VINE, wliich they should drink new in the king-
dom of heaven (Matt. xxvi. 29; Mark xiv. 25; Luke xxii.

17, 18), signifies only the truth of the new heaven and the new
church; for Avhich reason, in many parts of the Word, the church
is called a vineyard, as in Isaiah v. 1, 2, 4; Matt. xx. 1—13;
and the Lord called himself the True Vine, and those who are

ingrafted in him the branches (John xv. 1,5); not to mention
several other passages.

709. From what has been said it may now plainly appear
what is meant l^y the Lord's flesh and blood, and by bread and
wine, in then" triple sense, natural, spiritual, and celestial. Every
one that has been born in a Christian country, and educated
under a sense of religion, may know, or if he does not know,
may learn, that there are both natural nourishment and spiritual,

and that natural nourishment is for the body, and spiritual for

the soul ; for Jehovah the Lord says in the book of Moses,
'' Man doth not live by bread alone ; but by every word that

proceedeth out of the mouth of Jehovah doth man live" (Deut.

viii. 3). Now as the body dies, and as it is the soul which Hves

after death, it follows, that spiritual nourishment is for eternal

salvation. Who cannot hence discern, that these two kinds of

nourishment ought not to be confounded together ? for Avhere

this is the case a man cannot form any other ideas of the Lord's

flesh and blood, and of the bread and wine, than such as arc

natural and sensual, which are material, corporeal, and carnal

,

and these must suffocate all spiritual ideas on this most holy
sacrament. If however there be any one so simple that he can-

not think of anything with his understanding but Avhat he sees

Avith his eyes, I would advise him when he comes to the holy

supper, and receives the bread and wine, and hears them called

the body and blood of Christ, to think Avithin himself, that it is

the most holy act of worship, and then to reflect upon the suf-

ferings of Christ, and his love for man's salvation j for he says,
*' Do this in remembrance of me" (Luke xxii. 19) ; and again,

*^The Son of Man came to give his life a ransom for many"
{Matt. XX. 28; Mark x. 45); "I lay down my life for the sheep"

(John X. 15, 17).

710. This also may be illustrated by various comparisons.

Wlio does not remember and love the man, who from the zeal of

love to his country fights against its enemies, and bv the loss of
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his o\Mi life rescues his fellow-citizens from the yoke of slavery ?

And who does not remember and love the man, who, seeing his

fellow-citizens in extreme want, and reduced by famine to the

brink of death, moved with compassion, brings forth all his

silver and gold from his house, and freely distributes it among
them ? Who again does not remember and love the man, who
from love and friendship, takes the only lamb that he has, and
kills it, and sets it before his guests? not to mention other cases

of a hke description.

III. By UNDERSTANDING WHAT HAS BEEN SAID ABOVE, IT MAY
CLEARLY BE COMPREHENDED, THAT THE HOLY SUPPER CON-

TAINS, BOTH UNIVERSALLY AND SINGULARLY, ALL THINGS OF

THE CHURCH, AND ALL THINGS OP HEAVEN.
711. It was shewn in the foregoing article, that the Lord

himself is in the holy supper, that the flesh and bread are him-
self as to the divine good of love, and that the blood and wine
are himself as to the di^dne truth of wisdom ; so that there are

three things involved in the holy supper,—the Lord, his divine

good, and his divine truth. Since then the holy supper includes

and contains in it these three things, it follows, that it also

includes and contains the universals of heaven and the church

;

and whereas all singulars depend on universals, as the contents

depend on the things which contain them, it also follows, tliat

the holy supper includes and contains all the singulars of heaven
and the chui'ch. Hence it now first appears, that as the divine

good and divine truth, each from the Lord, and the Lord, are

meant by his flesh and blood, and in Hke manner by the bread
and wine, therefore the holy supper contains, both universally

and singularly, all things of heaven and the church.

712. It is also known that there are three essentials of the

ehiu'ch, namely, God, charity, and faith, and that all things in

the church have reference to these three as to theii' universals.

This agrees with what has been just observed ; for God in the

holy supper is the Lord, charity is di\ine good, and faith is divine

truth. What is charity but the good which a man does from
the Lord ? and what is faith but the truth which a man believes

from the Lord? Hence it is, that in every man, as to his in-

ternal, there are three constituents, the soul or mind, the will,

and the understanding. These three are the respective recep-

tacles of those three universals : the soul or mind is the recep-

tacle of the Lord, for thence it lives ; the mil is the receptacle

of love or good, and the understanding is the receptacle of wis-

dom or truth ; therefore all and every thing in the soul or mind
not only bear reference to those three universals of heaven and
tlie church, but even proceed from them ; for is there anything
proceeding from a man Avhich does not contain his mind, his

will, and his understanding ? and if any one of the three were
taken awav, what would the man be but a lifeless trunk I lu
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like manner, as to his external, there are three things in a man
to wliich also all and every thing bear reference, and on wliiclx

they depend, namely, the body, the heart, and the lungs ; and
these three externals correspond to the three internals above

mentioned,—the body to the soul or mind, the heart to the will,

and the lungs or respiration to the understanding. That there

is such a correspondence, has been fully shewn above. Thus
tlien all and every thing in man, both as to universals and
singulars, Avere formed to be the receptacles of those three uni-

versals of heaven and the cluirch : and this, because man was
created an image and likeness of God, consequently, to be in the

Lord, and the Lord in him.

713. On the other hand, there are three opposites to these

universals, namely the devil, evil, and the false ; the devil, by
whom is meant hell, is in opposition to the Lord, evil is in

opposition to good, and the false to truth: these three constitute.'

a one ; for Avhere the devil is, there also is evil, and the false

therein originating. These three also contain, both as to uni-

versals and singulars, all things of hell, and also of the world,

which are contrary to heaven and the church. As thej'^ are

opposites, therefore they are altogether separate, and still they

are lield in connection by a wonderful subjection of all hell

to heaven, of evil to good, and of the false to truth ; respect-

ing which subjection more may be seen in the work on Heavex
AND Hell.

714. In order that smgulars may be kept together in their

order and connection, it is necessary that there should be uni-
versals from which they exist, and in which they subsist ; and it

IS also necessary that they should bear relation to their universals

by a kind of image, or otherwise the whole would perish with
tlie parts : it is this relation which is the cause of the conserva-
tion of all things in the universe from the first day of creation

to the present time, and will continue to be so to future ages.

That all things in the universe bear relation to good and truth,

is generally known, because God created all things from or out
of the divine good of love by the divine truth of wisdom. Take
whatever you please, any animal, vegetable, or mineral, and you
will find that it bears the marks of some kind of relationship to

those three universals.

715. Since tlien di^dne good and divine truth are the most
universal of all the constituents of heaven and the chiu'ch, there-

fore Melchizedeck also, who represented the Lord, brought forth

bread and wine to Abraham, and blessed him ; of which Mel-
chizedeck it is thus written :

" Melchizedeck king of Salem
brought forth bread and wine to Abraham ; and he was the priest

of the Most High God; and he blessed him" (Gen. xiv. 18, 19).

Melchizedeck represented the Lord, as is evident from these

words in David :
'• Thou, art a priest for ever after the order o*
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Melcliizedeck" (Psalm ex. 4). That these words relate to the

Lord, maybe seen Heb. a'. 6, 8, 10; vi. 20; Aii. 1^, 10, 11, 15, 17,

21. The reason why he brought forth bread and wine, was, because

these two include all the constituents of heaven and the church,

consequently whatever relates to blessing, just as the bread and
Anne do in the holy supper.

IV. In the holy supper, the lord is entirely present, with
THE WHOLE OF HIS REDEMPTION.
716. That the Lord is entu'ely present in the holy supper,

both as to his glorified humanity and the divinity from which his

humanity proceeded, is evident from his own most express Avords.

His humanity is present in the holy supper, as appears from these

words :
" Jesus took bread, and brake it, and gave to his disci-

ples, and said, This is my body ; and he took the cup, and gave

it to them, sapng. This is my blood" (JNIatt. xxAd.; Mark xiv.;

Luke xxii.). And again :
" I am the bread of life ; if any man

eat of this bread he shall live for ever : the bread Avhich I Avill

give is my flesh. Verily, verily, I say unto you, he that eateth

my flesh and di'inketh my blood, hath eternal hfe, and dwelleth

in me, and I in him" (John A'i.). From this it CA-idently appears

that the Lord is present in the holy supper as to his glorified hu-

manity. The Lord is also entirely present as to his diWnity, from
Avhich his humanity proceeded, as is CAddent from his being the

bread which came doAA'n from heaven (John A'i.). Noav he came
doAvn from heaven AA'ith the diAdnity, for it is said, " The Word
Avas with God, and the Word was God : all things Avere made by
him : and the Word Avas made flesh" (John i. 1, 3, 14) ; and
again : "I and my Father are one" (John x. 30) : "All things

that the Father hath are mine" (John iii. 35 ; x\"i. 15) :
" I am

in the Father, and the Father in me" (xiv. 10, 11, &c.) Itfm--

ther appears from this consideration, that his diAdnity can no
more be separated from his humanity, than the soul from the

body ; so that Avhen it is asserted, that the Lord as to his hu-
manity is entu'ely present in the holy supjDcr, it follows of conse-

quence, that his diAdnity, from which his humanity proceeded,

is also present. Now since the Lord^s flesh signifies the diAdne

good of his love, and his blood the diAdne truth of his wisdom,
it is CAddent that the Lord, both as to his divinity and his glori-

fied humanity, is entirely omnipresent in the holy supper, and
that consequently it is a spudtual eating and drinking.

717. That the aaIioIc of the Lord^s redemption is present in

the holy supper, is a necessary consequence of what has been
said above ; for Avhere the Lord is entirely present, there also is

the Avhole of his redemption ; for he, as to his Humanity, is the

Redeemer, consequently he is redemption also ; and Avhere he
himself is Avholly present, nothing of redemption can be absent.

On this account, all those who worthily approach the holy com-
munion become his redeemed ones : and since deliverance from
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hell, conjunction with the Lord, and salvation, are meant by
redemption, as will be shewn below in this chapter, and has been
fully proved in the chapter on redemption, therefore those fruits

and benefits are ascribed to man in the holy supper ; not however
in the degree that the Lord wills, for from his divine love he is

desirous to communicate them all, but in the degree that man
receives, and he that receives is redeemed according to the de-

gree of his reception. Hence it appears that the effects and
fruits of the Lord's redemption are renewed to those who wor-

thily approach the holy supper.

718. Every man of sound mind has the faculty of receiving

wisdom from the Lord, that is, of multiplying the truths from
which Avisdom is formed, to eternity ; and likewise of receiving

love, that is, of being fruitful in the goods from which love is

formed, in like manner to eternity. This perpetual fructification

of good, and thence of love, and this perpetual multiplication of
truth, and thence of wisdom, are granted to the angels, and also

to men who become angels ; and since the Lord is Love itself

and Wisdom itself, it follows that man has a capacity of conjoin-

ing himself with the Lord, and the Lord with himself, for ever.

Still, however, as a man is a finite being, the Lord^s Divinity

itself cannot be conjoined with him, but only adjoined to him.
This may be illustrated by the case of the eye aiii the ear, it

being impossible for the light of the sun to be conjoined with the

eye, or the sound of the air to be conjoined with the ear ; they
can only be adjoined to them, and thus give them the faculty oi

seeing and hearing : for a man is not life in himself, as the Lord
is even as to his Humanity (John v. 26), but only a receptacle of

life ; and life itself is what is adjoined to a man, but not con-

joined Avith him. These observations are added, that it may be
more clearly understood in Avhat manner the Lord, with the

whole of his redemption, is entirely present in the holy supper.

V. The lord is present, and opens heaven, to those who
APPROACH THE HOLY SUPPER WORTHILY, AND HE IS ALSO
PRESENT WITH THOSE WHO APPROACH IT UNWORTHILY, BUT
DOES NOT OPEN HEAVEN TO THEM ; CONSEQUENTLY AS BAPTISM
IS AN INTRODUCTION INTO THE CHURCH, SO THE HOLY SUPPER
IS AN INTRODUCTION INTO HEAVEN.
719. Who they are that approach the holy supper worthih',

will be shewn in the two following articles, and at the same time

who they are that approach it unworthily ; for when the former
are known and distinguished, it will be easy to know the latter

by the contrariety of their character. That the Lord is present

with both the Avorthy and the unworthy, is a consequence of his

omnipresence in both heaven and hell, and also in the Avorld,

thus with the evil as well as with the good. With the good, that

is, the regenerate, he is present both universally and singularly

;

for the Lord is in them, and they in the Lord; and where he i?,
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there is lieaven. Heaven also constitutes the Lord's body ; there-

fore to be in his body, is to be at the same time in heaven. But
the Lord's presence Avith those who approach unworthily, is his

presence universally, but not singularly, or Avhat amounts to the

same, it is his external presence, but not his internal at the same
time ; and his uidversal or external presence causes a man to live

as a man, and to possess the faculty of knowing, understanding,

and speaking rationally from his intellect. For a man is born

for heaven, and is therefore spiritual, and is not like a beast,

which is natural only. He has the faculty also of willing and
doing whatever his intellect is capable of knowing, understand-

ing, and uttering rationally ; but if the will refuse obedience to

such truly rational views of the understanding, which are also

.mtrinsically spiritual, the man then becomes external. With
those therefore who only understand what is true and good, the

Lord's presence is universal and external ; but with those who
also will and do what is true and good, it is both universal and
singular, or both internal and external. Those Avho only under-

stand and talk about Avliat is true and good, are comparatively

like those foohsh virgins, who had lamps but no oil in them

;

whereas, those who not only understand and talk about what is

true and good, but likewise will and practise it, are the wise "vdr-

gins who went in to the marriage, Avhile the former stood knock-
ing without, but were not let in (Matt. xxv. 1—12). Hence it

appears that the Lord is present, and opens lieaven to those who
approach the holy supper worthily, and that he is also present

with those who approach unworthily, but does not open heavec

to them.
720. It is not however to be believed that the Lord shuts hea-

ven against those who approach unworthily ^ for this he never

does against any man during his abode in this world ; but the

fact is, the man shuts heaven against himself, by the rejection

of faith and by evil of life. Still hoAvever he is preserved con-

tinually in the possibility of repentance and conversion ; for the

Lord is continually present with every man, and urgent to be re-

ceived, agreeably to his own declaration, " Behold, I stand at

the door and knock ; if any man hear my voice, and open the

door, I Avill come in unto him, and ivill sup ivith him, and he

with me" (Rev. iii. 20). The blame therefore lies with the man
himselfj for not opening the door. But it is otherwise after

death. Then heaven is closed, and is not to be opened to those

who to the end of life have approached the holy table unwor-
thily, for then the interiors of their minds are fixed and deter-

mined.
721. It has been shewn in the chapter on baptism, that bap-

tism is an introduction into the church ; and that the holy sup-

per is an introduction into heaven, is plain from what has been
said, if it be well digested and understood. These two sacra-
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t-cents are like two gates leading to eternal life. Baptism is the

Mrst gate, by wliich every Christian is initiated and introduced

into the doctrines which the chiu'ch teaches from the Word re-

specting a future life ; all which are so many means to prepare

him, and conduct him to heaven. The other gate is the holy

supper, through which every one who has suffered himself to be
prepared and led by the Lord, is introduced and admitted into

heaveti. Thei'e are no other universal gates than these. The
intent and uses of these two sacraments may in this respect be
compared with the case of a prince who is born to the govern-

ment of a kingdom. He is first introduced to the knowledge of

the principles of government, and is then crowned and admitted
to the government itself. They may also be compared Avith the

case of a son, the heir to a great estate, who is first instructed

in such matters as relate to the right management of his wealth

and possessions, and afterwards comes into the actual manage-
ment and possession. They may be compared too with the case

of a house, which is first to be built, and afterwards to be in-

habited ; and also with a man's education, from his infancy till

he comes to years of discretion, and with his rational and spirit-

ual life afterwards. One period must precede, in order that the

other may be obtained; for the latter cannot be attained but by
means of the former. These instances m.dij serve to illustrate

how baptism and the hol_y supper are like two gates, through
which a man is introduced to eternal life, and that after passing

through the first gate he comes to a plain, over which he is to

run a race, and that the second gate is the goal wherein is the

prize to which he directs his course ; for the palm is not given

till the race is run, and the prize is not adjudged till the contest

is decided. •

VI. Those approach the holy supper worthily who are
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF FAITH TOWARDS THE LORD, AND
OF CHARITY TOWARDS THEIR NEIGHBOUR, THUS WHO ARE
REGENERATE.
722. That God, charity, and faith, are the three universals

of the church, because they are the universal means of salvation,

is known, acknowledged, and perceived by every Christian who
attends to the Word. Reason itself, if under any spiritual in-

fluence, teaches that without the acknowledgement of a God no
man can have either any religion, or any principle in him that

constitutes the church ; therefore whoever comes to the holy sup-

per without acknowledging a God, profanes it ; for he sees with
his eyes the bread and vidne, and tastes them with his tongue,

but at the same time his mind thinks to itself, " What is all this

but a mere juggle ? For in what do these differ from similar food
at my own table ? And yet I must attend the holy suppei', lest

I draw upon me the censure of the clergy, and incur the impu-
tation of atheism, esteemed so disgraceful by the vulgar/' That.
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after the acknowledgement of a God, charity is the next mean?
for making a worthy communicant, is plain, both from the Word,
and also from the exhortations that are read in every Christian

chm'ch previous to the celebration of the holy supper. It is first

plain from the Word, because the first and great commandment
is, to love God above all things, aud our neighbour as ourselves

(jNIatt. xxii. 34—39) ; and Paul says, there are three things pro-

fitable to salvation, and ''^the greatest of these is charity" (1 Ccr,

xiii. 13). And again, in the gospel : "We know that Godheai-
eth not sinners ; but if any man is a worshiper of God, and doeth

his will, him he heareth" (John ix. 31). And again: "Every
tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into

the fire" (Matt. vii. 19, 20). It is evident too from the exhor-
tations THAT ARE READ IN EVERY CHRISTIAN CHURCH PREVIOUS
TO THE CELEBRATION OF THE HOLY SUPPER, in wllich tllC people

are seriously admonished to be in charity one with another by
reconciliation and repentance ; but of these I will only transcribe

the following passages from the exhortation read in the church

of England :
" The way and means to be worthy partakers of the

holy supper is, first, to examine your lives and conversations by
the rule of God^s commandments ; and whereinsoever ye shall

perceive yourselves to have offended, either by mil, word, or deed^

there to bewail yoiu' own sinfulness, and to confess yoiu'selves to

Almighty God, A^th full purpose of amendment of life. And if

ye shall perceive your oflences to be such as are not only against

God, but also against youi' neighbours, then ye shall reconcile

yoiu'selves unto them ; being ready to make restitution and satis-

iaction, according to the uttermost of your powers, for all injuries

and wrongs done by you to any other ; and being likewise ready

to forgive others that have offended you, as ye w^ould have for-

giveness of your offences at God's hand : for otherwise the re-

cei^-ing of the holy communion doth nothing else but increase

your damnation. Therefore if any of you be a blasphemer of

God, a hinderer or slanderer of his Word, an adulterer, or be
m malice, or envy, or in any other grievous crime, repent ye Oa

your sins, or else come not to that holy table ; lest, after the

taking of that holy sacrament, the devil enter into you, as he
entered into Judas, and fill you full of all iniquities, and bring

you to destruction both of body and soul." The reason why
faith in the Lord is a third means to make a Avorthy partaker of

the holy supper is, because charity and faith make a one, like

heat and hght in the time of spring, from whose conjunction

every tree springs forth afresh ; in like manner from spiritual

heat, Avhich is charity, and spuitual light, Avhicli is the truth of

faith, the life of every man is renewed. That faith in the Lord
has this effect, is evident from these passages :

" He that behev-
eth in me shall live, and never die" (John xi. 25, 26). " This i?

the will of the Father, that every one that beheveth on the Son
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tnay have everlasting life" {vi. 39, 40). " God so loved the world,

that he gave his only-begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on
him should not perish, but have everlasting life" (iii. 16). "Ho
that believeth in the Son hath everlasting life, but he that be-

lieveth not the Son shall not see life, but the wrath of God abid-

eth on him" (iii. 36). "We are in him that is true, even in his

Son Jesus Christ : this is the true God, and eternal Hfe" (1 John
V. 20).

723. It was shewn in the chapter on E/EFormation and re-

generation that a man is regenerated by these three, the Lord,

chai'ity, and faith, united in one, and that unless a man be re-

generated he cannot enter into heaven ; therefore the Lord can
open it to none but the regenerate ; and after natural death no
others can be admitted. By the regenerate, who approach the

holy table worthily, are meant those who are internally in those

three essentials of heaven and the chui'ch, and not those who are

only externally in them ; for the latter do not confess the Lord
in their soul, but only with their tongue, and exercise charity

towards their neighboui' Avith their hands alone, and not with

their hearts. These the Lord describes as the workers of iniquity,

" Then will ye begin to say, (Lord), we have eaten and drunk
in thy presence ; but he will say, I know you not whence ye

are ; depart from me. all ye workers of iniquity" (Luke xiii. 26,

27).

724. These, as well as the former remarks, may be illustrated

by various circumstances which harmonize and correspond. As
for example, none are admitted to the table of an emperor or a

king but those of high rank and station ; and they too, before

their admission, mast be clothed in a manner suitable to their

dignity, and appear with the proper decorations of their office,

that they may meet with a gracious and favorable reception.

How much more is this to be expected when men approach to the

table of him vt^ho is " Lord of lords, and King of kings !" (Rev.

xvii. 14) ; to which table, though all are called and invited, those

only who are spiritually worthy, and are clothed in honorable

apparel, after rising from table, are admitted into the palaces of

heaven, and made partakers of its joys, and honored as princes,

being the children of the greatest of Kings, and who afterwards.',

sit down daily with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (Matt. viii. 11) :

by whom is signified the Lord as to his DiAdne-Celestial, Divine-

Spiritual, and Divine-Natural, It may be compared also with 8

marriage on earth, to which none are invited but the relations,

kindred, and friends of the bridegroom and bride : if any other

person enters, he is admitted indeed, but having no place as-

signed him at the table, he retires. Similar to this is the case

of those who are invited to the mamage of the Lord as a bride-

groom, with the church as a bride. Those only are accounted

Kindred, relations, and friends, who derive their birth and lineag:e
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i'rom the Lord by regeneration. In the case of worldly ccnnoc»

tions also, who is ever admitted into friendship with another,

until he gives proof of his sincerity, and how much he is desirous

to serve his friend, and to do his will ? Such a one only is ad-

mitted into cordial familiarity, and entrusted with his posses-

sions.

VII. Those who approach the holy supper worthily, are
IN THE lord, and HE IN THEM j CONSEQUENTLY, CON-

JUNCTION WITH THE LORD IS EFFECTED BY THE HOLY SUPPER.

725. It has already been proved in several chapters, that those

who are under the influence of faith in the Lord, and of charity

towards their neighbour, approach the holy supper worthily, and
that the truths of faith produce the Lord's presence, and the

goods of charity, together with faith, conjunction : hence it fol-

lows, that those who approach the holy supper worthilj^ are con-

joined with the Lord, and those who are conjoined with the Lord
are in him, and he in them. That this is the case with such as

approach worthily, the Lord himself teaches in these words

:

" He that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in

me, and I in him" (John vi. 56). That this is conjunction with

the Lord, he teaches in these words :
" Abide in me, and I in

vou : he that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth

forth much fruit" (John xv. 4, 5 ; and Rev. iii. 20). What else

can conjunction with the Lord mean, but to be among those who
are in his body ? and those constitute his body, who believe in

him, and do his will. His will is the exercise of charity accord-

ing to the truths of faith.

726. Eternal life and salvation are not attainable without

conjunction with the Lord, because he is eternal hfe and salva-

tion. That he is eternal life, appears clearly from many pas-

sages in the Word, and particularly from this in John :
" Jesus

Christ is the true God, and eternal life" (1 Epist. v. 20). That
he is salvation, is equally evident, because salvation and eter-

nal life are one; his name Jesus also signifies salvation, and there-

fore throughout the whole Christian world he is called the Sa-
viour. It is to be remarked, however, that none approach the

holy supper worthily, but those who are interiorly conjoined with

the Lord, and those only are interiorly conjoined with him who
are regenerate : who the regenerate are, was shewn in the chapter

on Reformation and Regeneration. There are many indeed

who profess to believe in the Lord, and who do good to their

neighbour ; but if this be not done from love towards their neigh-

bour, and faith in the Lord, they are not regenerate, for they do
good to their neighbour only from motives which regard the

world and themselves, and not their neighbour as then* neighbour.
The works of such persons are merely natural, destitute of any
inward spiritual principle, because they acknowledge the Lordv

with their mouths and lips only, while their hearts are far from
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him. Real love towards our neiglibour, and real faitli, come
from the Lord alone, and are communicated to a man, while
from the freedom of his will he does good to his neighbour Avith

his natm-al powers, and believes truths with his rational powers,

and looks to the Lord, doing these three because they are en-

joined in the Word ; for then the Lord implants charity and faith

in the centre of his mind, and makes them both spiritual, and
thus he conjoins the man to liimself, and the man conjoins him-
self to the Lord : for there can be no conjunction unless it be
reciprocal. But all these subjects are fully discussed in the

chapters on Charity, Faith, Free-will, and Regeneration.
727. It is well known that intimacies and connections are

formed in the world by invitations to partake of the repasts of

the table, and by feasts ; for on such occasions the person who
invites intends by it to promote some end or purpose which may
iead to agreement or friendship; but much more are such friend-

ships promoted by invitations which have spiritual purposes for

their end. Feasts in the ancient churches were feasts of charity;

so they Vv^ere in the primitive Christian church ; and on these

occasions the guests strengthened one another, that so from a

sincere heart they might continue stedfast in the worship of the

Lord. When the children of Israel ate together of the sacrifices

of the tabernacle, it was intended to represent their unanimity
in the worship of Jehovah ; therefore the flesh which they ate

was called holy, because it was apart of the sacrifice (Jer. xi. 15;

Hagg. ii. 12 ; and in several other places) : how much rather

then should this be the case with the bread and wine, and the

paschal flesh, at the supper of the Lord, who ofl'ercd liimself as

a sacrifice for the sins of the whole world ! Moreover, conjunc-

tion with the Lord by the holy supper may be illusti'ated by the

conjunction of families that are descended from one common
father : those of the same blood are the first in descent, and
afterwards succeed relations and kinsfolk of divers orders and
degrees, who all derive something from the primitive stock ; not

that they derive their conjunction from flesh and blood, but
being of the same flesh and blood, they possess a similar soul,

and thence an inclination to similar things, by which they are

conjoined. The reality of such conjunction is apparent from the

general resemblance of their countenances, and also of their

mann.ers, on which account they are called one flesh, (Gen.

xxix. 14; xxxvii. 27; 2 Sam. v. 1; xix. 12, 13; and in other

places). The case is similar in respect to conjunction with the

Lord, who is the Father of all the faithful and the blessed. Con-
junction with him is effected by love and faith, by the reception

of which they are called one flesh : hence the Lord says, " He
that eateth my flesh, and drinketh my blood, dwelleth in me,
and I in him.^' How plain is it to see that bread and wine can-

not eff"ect this conjunction, but that it is effected by the good of
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love, which is signified by bread, and by the truth of faith,

which is signified by wine, both which, as they are the Lord's

own, proceed and are communicated from him alone ! All con-

junction, moreover, is effected by love, and love Avithout confi-

dence is not love. But those who believe that the bread is flesh,

and the wine blood, and cannot raise their thoughts to some-

thing spiritual, must remain in that belief; but then it should

be accompanied Anth the conviction that there is something in

the i-ite most holy, and effective of conjunction with the Lord,

Avhich is communicated and appropriated to man as his own,

though it always continues to be the Lord's.

VIII. The holy supper is, to the worthy receivers, as a
SIGNATURE AND SEAL THAT THEY ARE THE SONS OF GOD.

728. The true ground and reason Avhy the holy supper, to

the worthy receivers, is a signature and seal that they are the

sons of God, is because, as was said above, the Lord is then

present, and introduces into heaven those who are born of him,

that is, who are regenerate. The holy supper eflFects this, in

consequence of the Lord's being then present, even as to his

Humanity; for it was shewn above that the Lord, with the Avhole

of his redemption, is entirely present in the holy supper; there-

fore he says of the bread, " This is my hodj," and of the wine,
" This is my blood ;" he consequently at such times admits the

worthy receivers into his body, which consists of, and is formed

ny, heaven and the church. While a man is regenerating, the

Lord is indeed present with him, and preparing him by his

divine operation for heaven; but that he may be actually ad-

mitted, he must actually present himself to the Lord ; and as

the Lord does actually present himself to man, man must ac-

tually receive him, not indeed as he hung on the cross, but as

he now is in his glorified Humanity in Avhich he is present : the

body of this Humanity is divine good, and its blood is divine

truth, which are given to man, and by which he is regenerated,

and is in the Lord, and the Lord in him ; for, as Avas shcAvn

above, eating and di-inking, as acts performed at the holy supper,

are of a spuitual nature. From a right perception of these

truths it is very apparent that the holy supper is a signature and
seal that the Avorthy receivers are the sons of God.

729. Those, however, avIio die in their infancy or childhood,

and so do not arrive at an age capable of worthily approaching

the holy supper, are introduced into heaven by the Lord through

baptism ; for, as was shewn in the chapter on Baptism, Bajotism

is an introduction into the Christian church, and at the same time

an insertion among Christians in the spiritual ivorld. The churcii

and heaven in the spiritual Avorld are one, therefore an intro-

duction into the church in that world is also an introduction

into heaA^en; and those Avho have died in infancy or childhood,

being educated under the Lord's auspices, are regenerated, and
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I^ecome his sons, more and more, for they know no otlier Father.

But such infants and chiklren as are born out of the Christian

cllurch, are, after the reception of faith in the Lord, introduced

by another medium into the heaven set apart for those of their

own rehgion; for they are not mixed Avith those in the Christian

heaven. Indeed there is no nation throughout the whole workl,

which may not be saved, if they acknowledge a God, and live

good lives ; for the Lord redeemed them all, and all mankind
are equally born with spiritual facidties, so as to be capable of

receiving the benefits of redemption. Those who receive the

Lord, that is, who have faith in him, and are not in evils of life,

are called sons of God, and born of God (John i. 12, 13; xi. 52);

and also children of the kingdom (Matt. xiii. 38) ; and likewise

inheritors or heirs (Matt. xix. 29 ; xxv. 34) . The Lord's disci-

ples are also called children (Matt. ix. 15); so likewise are all

angels (Job. i. 6; ii. 1).

730. It is with the holy supper as with a covenant, which,

after setthng the articles of agreement, is drawn up, and then
signed and sealed. That the Lord's blood is a covenant, he him-
self teaches ; for when he took the cup, and gave it to his disci-

ples, he said, " Drink ye all of this ; for this is my blood of the

New Testament" (Matt. xxvi. ; Mark xiv. ; Luke xxii.). The
New Testament is the new Covenant : it is on this account that

the Word written by the prophets before the Lord's coming is

called the Old Testament or Covenant, and the Word written by
the evangelists and apostles after his coming is called the Ncav
Testament or Covenant. That the diA'ine truth of the Word is

meant by blood, and also by wine, may be seen above, n. 706,

708. And the Word is the real and very covenant Avhich the

Lord makes with man, and man \ni\\ the Lord ; for the Lord
came down as the Word, that is, as the divine truth : and since

this is his blood, therefore blood, in the Israelitish chui'ch, which
was representative of the Christian chiu'ch, Avas called the blood

of the covenant (Exod. xxiv. 7, 8; Zech. ix. 11) ; and the Lord,

the Covenant of the people (Isaiah xlii. 6 ; Jer. xxxi. 31—34

;

Psalm cxi. 9). It is besides according to the order observed in

the world, that the covenant, to be secm^e and binding, should

receive the signature of the parties, which is affixed after the

terms are agreed to ; for of Avhat consequence is a commission,

or a will, unless it be signed ? Of what validity is a sentence of

judicature, unless the judgement be ratified by a signatiu-e to

the instrument? What is a high office of administration in a

state, Avithout the writ or commission ? What signifies promo-
tion to anj'^ post of honor, unless it be confirmed by proper

authority? What is the possession of a house, without purchase

or hire, and agreement Avith the OAvner? What avails progression

to any end, or a race to any goal, to claim the prize, if there be

no end or goal, where the prize mav be awarded, according to
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the terms wliicli liad been previously settled by a proper officer ?

These instances are adduced only for illustration, and that

simple minds may comprehend^ how the holy supper is a signing,

sealing, certifvdng, and witnessing, even before the angels, that

the Avorthy receivers are the sons of God, and moreover as a key

to a house in heaven, where they are to dwell to eternity.

731. On a time there appeared to me an angel fl}dng beneath

the eastern heaven, with a trumpet in his hand, which he held

to his mouth, and sounded towards the north, the west, and the

south. He was clad in a robe which Avaved behind him as he

flcAV along, and was girded around the waist Avith a band Avhicli

seemed as it Avere on tire and radiant Avith carbuncles and sap-

phu'es : he flcAv Avith liis body in a horizontal posture, and gently

alighted on the ground, near Avliere I was standing. As soon as

he touched the earth Avith his feet, he stood erect, and walked

to and fro ; but on seeing me, he immediately directed his steps

toAvards me. I was in the spirit, and was standing in that state

on a hill in the southern quarter of the spiritual Avorld ; and

when he approached, I asked him the occasion of his coming,

telling him that I had heard the sound of his trumpet, and had

observed his descent through the air. " My commission,^' he

replied, " is to call together such of the inhabitants of this part

of the spiritual Avorld, as have come from the various kingdoms

of Christendom, and have been most distinguished for their

learning, their talents, and their wisdom, that they may assemble

en this hill Avhere you are noAV standing, and freely disclose their

minds, and declare Avhat they had thought and understood, and

hoAV iar they had been Avise, Avhile in the natm'al Avorld, on the

subject of HEAA'ENLY JOY AND ETERNAL HAPPINESS. The CaUSC

of my being sent with such a commission is this : Several who
have lately come from the natiual Avorld, and have been ad-

mitted into oiu' heavenly society, which is in the east, have

informed us that there is not a single person throughout the

whole Christian world Avho is acquainted with the true nature of

heavenly joy and eternal happiness ; consequently, that not a

single person is acquainted with the nature of heaven. This

information greatly surprised my brethren and companions

;

therefore they said to me, 'Go doAvn, call together and assemble

the most eminent for msdom in the world of spirits (whither all

men are fa^st collected after their departure out of the natm'al

world), to the intent that Ave may know of a certainty, from the

declaration of many, whether it be really true that such thick

darkness or dense ignorance concerning a future life prevails

among Christians/ " The angel then said to me, "Wait a while,

and you will see several companies of the Avise flocking "^.ogethe?

to this place, and the Lord will prepare them a house of as-
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sembly.'^ I waited^ and lo ! in the space of half an hour I saw
two companies from the north, two from the west, and two from
the south, and as they came near they were introduced by the
angel who blew the trumpet into the house of assembly prepared

for them, where they took their places in order, according to the
quarter from which they came. There were six troops or com-
panies, and a seventh from the east, which, from the splendor of
the light that encompassed it, was not ^dsible to the rest. When
they were all assembled, the angel explained to them the reason
of their being called together, desii'ing that each company in

order would shew what wisdom they possessed on the subject of
HEAVENLY JOY AND ETERNAL HAPPINESS. TllCU eacll COmpauy
collected themselves into a ring, with their faces turned one
towards another, that they might recall the ideas they had en-

tertained about it in the natural world, and after examination
and deliberation declare their sentiments.

732. After some consultation, the first company from the

north declared their opinion, that heavenly joy and eternal hap-
])iness are one with the very hfe of heaven ; whoever therefore

enters heaven, enters, as to his life, into all its festivities, just as

a person admitted to a marriage enters into all the festivities of

a marriage. " Is not heaven,^' they argued, " before our eyes

in a particular distinct place above us? and are there not in that

place, and no where else, transcendant felicities and pleasures ?

When a man therefore is admitted into heaven, he is admitted,

both as to mental perception and bodily sensation, into the full

enjoyment of all these felicities and pleasures. Of course hea-

venly happiness, which is also eternal happiness, consists solely

in admission into heaven, which depends purely on the divine

grace.^^ They ended, and the second company from the north,

according to the measure of their wisdom, next delivered their

response to the following purport :
" Heavenly joy and eternal

happiness consist solely in the most delightful association with

angels, and in holding such sweet conversation with them as to

keep the countenance continually expanded with gladness, while

by the elegance and playfulness of "wit, the smiles of mirth are

for ever spread over the face of the company. What else can.

constitute heavenly joys, but the variations of such pleasures to

eternity ?" The third company, which was the first of the

wise from the western quarter, according to the thoughts which
flowed from their affections, thus declared their sentiments :

" In what else," said they "^ do heavenly joy and eternal happi-

ness consist, but in feasting with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,

at whose tables there wiU be an abundance of rich and deUcate

food, with the finest and most generous wines; these to be suc-

ceeded by sports and dances of virgins and young men, accom-
panied by choral symphonies and the harmony of flutes, and at

times varied by the melodious singing of sweet songs ; the even-
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ing to close with public exliibitions, in wliicli different characteva

will be represented ; this again to be followed by feasting, and
so on every day to all eternity ?^^ When they had ended, the

FOURTH COMPANY, wliicli was tlic second from the western
quarter, declared their sentiments to the following purport: "We
have entertained,'^ said they, " many ideas concerning heavenly

joy and eternal happiness, and we have examined a variety of

joys, and compared them one with another, and have at length

eome to this conclusion, that heavenly joys are paradisiacal joys:

for what is heaven but a paradise extended from the east to the

west, and from the south to the north, in Avhich there are trees

of fruit, and flowers of delight, and in the midst, the magnificent

tree of life, round wliicli the blessed will take then- seats, feeding

on fruits most deliciou.s to the taste, and adorned with garlands

of flowers of the most grateful odor ? In this paradise there will

be a perpetual spring, so that the fruits and flowers will every

day spring forth afresh with an infinite variety, and the mind
being thus perpetually refreshed by their continual growth and
renewal, added to the vernal temperature of the atmosphere,

must daily receive and taste new joys, and so be restored to the

flower of its age, and be brought back to that primitive state in

Avhich Adam and his wife were created, and thus recover their

paradise, which was been transplanted from earth to heaven.

The FIFTH COMPANY, Avhicli Avas the first of the ingenious spirits

from tlie southern quarter, next delivered their opinion. " Hea-
venly joys and eternal happiness/' said they, " consist solely in

super-eminent dominion and the never-iailing abundance of

treasure, joined with super-royal magnificence and super-illus-

trious splendor. That the joys of heaven, and their continual

fruition which is eternal happiness, consist in these things, Ave

discovered by observation on those Avho possessed these in the

former world, and also by the declaration that the blessed in

heaven are to reign with the Lord, and to become kings and
princes, because they are the sons of him who is King of kings,

and Lord of lords, and that they are to sit on thrones, and be
ministered unto by angels. Moreover, the magnificence of

heaven is plainly discovered to us in the account given of the

New Jerusalem, which is a desci'iption of the glory of heaven,

that it is to have gates, each of which shall consist of a single

pearl, and streets of pure gold, and a wall with foundations of

precious stones : every one, consequently, Avho is received into

heaven, is to have a palace of his own, resplendent Avith gold

and other costly materials, and to enjoy dominion, every one in

succession. Now, knowing that such things contain innate joys

and inherent happiness, and that they are promised us by God,
whose Word cannot fail, Ave therefore conclude that the most
happy state of heavenly hfe can be deriA^ed from no other source

than this." After this, the sixth compaj.'y, wh'ch Avas the
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second from the southern quarter, declared as follows :
'' The

joy of heaven aud its eternal happiness consist solely in the per-

petual glorification of God, in a never-ceasing festival of praise

and thanksgiving, and in the most blessed performance of wor-

ship, accompanied with songs and jubilee, Avhich shall keep the

heart in a constant state of elevation towards. God, with a full

confidence that he accepts such prayers and praises on account
of liis di\'ine munificence in imparting blessedness." Some of

the company added further, that this glorification would be
attended with magnificent illuminations, and with most fragrant

incense, and Avith processions of great pomp, preceded by the

chief pontiff witli a great trumpet, who would be followed by
primates and priests of various orders, and these again b}^ meu
carrying palms, and women with golden images in then' hands.

733. The seventh cojipany, which was invisible to the rest,

came from the east of heaven, and consisted of angels of the

same society as the angel who sounded the trumpet. These, when
they heard in heaven that not a single person throughout the

Christian world was acquainted Avith the true nature of heavenly

joy and eternal hajjpiness, said one to another, " Surety tliis

cannot be true; there cannot among Christians be such darkness

and mental blindness ; but let us go down and hear Avhether it

be true, for if so it is indeed a prodigy." Then they said to the

angel who sounded the trumpet, "You knoAv that every one Avho

has longed for heaA^en, and has formed any determinate opinion

respecting its joys, is introduced after death into the joys of his

imagination ; and after experiencing Avhat they are, and being

convinced that they are only the offspring of his oAvn Aain

notions, and the delusions of his fancy, he is then led out of his

mistakes, and instructed in the truth. This is the case Avith

several in the Avorld of spirits, avIio in their former life liave

meditated aljout heaven, and have formed distinct notions of its

joys, until at last they haA-e been fiUed AAdth a desii*e of possessing

them." On hearing these Avords, the angel who had the trumpet
said to the six companies of wise men assembled from the Chris-

tian Avorld, "Follow me, and I Avill introduce you into yom* joy.s,

and consequently into heaA^en."

734. HaAdng said this, the angel went out before them, and
he Avas first attended by the company who Avere of opinion thnt

the joys of heaven consisted in pleasant association and enter-

taining discourse. These the angel introduced to an assembly of

spirits in the northern quarter, AA'ho during their abode in the

former Avorld had entertained the same notions of the joys of

Iieaven. There Avas in the place a large and spacious house,

Avhere all these spirits Avere collected. In the house Avere more
than fifty different apartments, allotted to different kinds and
subjects of conversation : in some they conA^ersed about such

raatters as they had seen or lieard in the public places of resort
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and tlie streets of the city; in others the conversation turned

upon the various charms of the fair sex, interspersed -with jests,

which were carried on till the countenances of all present were

expanded with the smiles of mirth ; in other apartments they

discoursed on news relating to courts^ to public ministers, to

state policy, and to various matters which had transpired from

privy-councils, interspersing many conjectures and reasonings of

their o"\^ti on the issues of such plans ; in other apartments they

conversed about trade and merchandise ; in others upon literary

subjects ; in others upon points of civil prudence and moral lifej

in others about affairs relating to the chiu-ch, its sects, &c. I

was permitted to enter and look about the house, and I saw
people running from one apartment to another, seeking out such

company as was best suited to their several affections and de-

lights ; and among the parties I could distinguish three kinds of

persons ; some were panting to speak, some eager to ask ques-

tions, and others greedy to devour what was said. The house

had four doors, one towards each quarter; and I observed several

leaving their respective companies, and hastening to get out of

the house. I followed some of them to the east door, Avhere I

saw several sitting with great marks of dejection in their faces

;

and on my inquiiing into the cause of their trouble, they replied,

" The doors of this house are kept shut against all persons who
would go out, and this is the thii'd day since we entered, to

pass our life, according to our desire, in company and conversa-

tion ; but now we are grown so weary with continual talking,

that we can scarce bear to hear the sound of a human voice

;

therefore, from mere ii-ksomeness, we have betaken oui'selves to

the door ; but on oiu" knocking to have it opened, we were told

that the doors of this house are never opened to let any persons

out, but only to let them in. ' Stay, then,^ we were answered,
' and enjoy the delights of heaven/ So our conclusion is tliat

we are to remain here for ever, and this is the cause of the

sorrow that has seized our minds ; now too we begin to feel an
oppression in the breast, and to be overwhelmed with anxiety.^'

Then the angel addressed them and said :
" This state proves to

be the extinction of your joys, which you supposed to be the

only joys of heaven, when yet they are but accessory to them."
'' In what then," they inquired, " does heavenly joy consist ?"

The angel replied briefly, " In the delight of doing somethiug
that is useful to ourselves and others, which delight dei'ives its

essence from love, and its existence from wisdom. The delight

of use, originating in love, and operating by wisdom, is the life

and soul of all heavenly joys. In the heavens there are fre-

quent occasions of meeting cheerful company, to exhdarate the

minds (mens) of the angels, to amuse their minds (animus: to

expand their bosoms with joy, and to refresh their bodies ; but

auch occasions onlv occur when they have fulfilled certain ap-
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pointed uses in their respective pursuits and employments. It

is from this that all joys and entertainments derive their life and
soul ; ana if this life and soul be taken away, the accessory joys

by degrees lose their powers, exciting first indifterence, then dis-

gust, and lastly sorrow and anxiety/^ As the angel ended, the

door was thrown open, and those who were sitting there burst

out in haste, and fled away home, every one to his respective la-

bor and employment, and so they were refreshed.

735. After this the angel addressed those who had persuaded
themselves that the joys of heaven and eternal happiness con-

sisted in feasting mtli Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, succeeded by
sports and shows, and these again by feasts, and so on to eternity.
" Follow me," he said, " and I Mdll introduce you into the pos-

session of your enjoyments ;" and straightway he led them
through a gro\e into a plain, boarded over, on which there were
tables set out, fifteen on one side, and fifteen on the other. Then
they asked the meaning of so many tables ; and the angel rephed,
" The first table is for Abraham, the second for Isaac, and the

third for Jacob, and the rest in order for the twelve aj)0stles. On
the other side ai-e the same number of tables for their wives

:

the first three are for Sarah, Abraham's ^dfe, Rebecca the wife

of Isaac, and Leah and Rachel the wives of Jacob, and the other

twelve are for the wives of the twelve apostles." They had not

waited long before the tables appeared covered with dishes, be-

tween which, at stated distances, were ornaments of small pyra-

mids laden with sweetmeats. The guests stood around the tables

in expectation of seeing their respective presidents, who soon
appeared to enter according to the order of precedency, begin-

ning with Abraham, and ending with the last of the apostles

;

and presently each president, taking his place at the head of his

own table, reclined on a couch, and then invited the by-standers

to take their places, each on his couch : accordingly, the men
reclined with the patriarchs and apostles, and the women with

their wives, and they ate and drank with much festivity, but at

the same time with due decorum. When the repast was ended,

the patriarchs and apostles retired, and then various sports and
dances of virgins and young men Avere introduced, and these

Avere succeeded by shows. At the conclusion of these entertain-

inents they were again invited to feasting, but Avith this particu-

lar proAdsion, that on the first day they were to eat Avith Abra-
ham, on the second A\-ith Isaac, on the thu'd with Jacob, on thQ

fom-th AAith Peter, on the fifth Avith James, on the sixth Avith

John, on the seventh Avith Paul, and Avith the rest in order til]

the fifteenth day, Avhen their festivity was to be rencAved in liKC

order, only changing their seats, and so on to eternity. After

this the angel called together the company that had attonded him,

and said to them, 'All those AA^hom you have observed at the seve-

ral tables had formed the like imaginary notions Avith vourselves
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of the joys of heaven and eternal happiness, and it is with intent

that they may see the vanity of such ideas, and be witlidraAvij

from them, that, by the Lord's permission, these scenic festivals

are instituted. The dignified personages, who presided at each

table, were not the persons they appeared to be, but old people

in feigned characters, many of them husbandmen and peasants,

who wearing long beards, and being exceedingly proud and ar-

rogant in consequence of their wealth, had imbibed the fantasy

that they were old patriarchs and apostles. But folloAv me to the

ways that lead from this theatre." So they followed liim, and
observed parties of fifty in one place, and fifty in anothei", sur-

feited with the load of meat on their stomachs, and wishing above

all things to return to their domestic employments, some to their

professions, some to their trades, and others to their handicraft

works ; but many of them were detained by the keepers of the

grove, who questioned them about the days they had feasted, and
whether they had yet taken their turns with Peter and Paul, re-

presenting to them the shame and indecency of departing till

they had paid equal respect to all the apostles. But the general

reply was, "Our joys are over; food has become insipid to us,

we have lost all rehsh for it, our stomachs loathe it and we can-

not bear to touch it ; we have ah*eady spent some days and nights

in that luxury, and now earnestly beg that we may depart."

They were then let out, and running with all possible haste,

until quite out of breath, they fled away home. After this the

angel called together the company that attended him, and as

they went along, gave them this information respecting heaven

:

" There are in heaven," said he, " as in the Avorld, meats and
drinks, feasts and repasts, and at the tables of the great there

is a variety of the most exquisite food, and all kinds of delicacies

and dainties. There are besides sports and shows, concerts of

music, vocal and instrumental ; and all in the highest perfection,

to exhilarate and refresh the minds [animi] of the angels. These
recreations are among the number of their joys, but do not con-

stitute their happiness ; for happiness must be within joys, and
flow forth from them. This inward happiness, in their external

joys, is what gives them their proper relish, and makes them
joys ; it exalts them and prevents their becoming contemptil)le

and loathsome ; and this happiness is derived to every angel from
the use he promotes in his occupation or employment. There is

a certain vein or current, latent in the aff"ection of the will of

every angel, which draws his mind to the execution of some
purpose or employment, in which it finds tranquillity, and is

satisfied. This tranquillity and satisfaction form a state of mind
capable of receiving from the Lord the love of use ; and it is

from the reception of this love that true heavenly happiness re-

sults, which is the very life of all their joys. Heavenly food iti

its essence is love, Avisdom, and use united, that is, use effected
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by wisdom arising from love. On this account food for the body
ib given to every one in heaven according to the use in wliich lie

excels ; magnificent, to those who perform eminent uses ; mode-
rate, but of an exquisite relish, to those who perform uses of a

middle degree ; and ordinary, to those who perform ordinary uses

;

but none at all to the slothful."

736. After this the angel called to him the company of the

wise, as they were styled, who supposed heavenly joys, and the

eternal happiness thence derived, to consist in super-eminent

dominion, Avith an endless abundance of treasure, attended with

super-regal magnificence and super-illustrious splendor ; having

formed this supposition from the declarations in the Word, that

they should be kings and princes, and should reign for ever with

Christ, and should be ministered to by angels, with other expres-

sions of a similar nature. " Follow me," said the angel to them,
''' and I will introduce you to your joys." So he led them into a

portico constructed of pillars and pyramids ; in the front there

was a low porch, forming the entrance into the portico. Through
this porch he introduced them, and there appeared to be about

twenty people assembled within. After waiting some time, they

were accosted by a certain person, who had assumed the charac-

ter of an angel, and who said to them, " The way to heaven is

through this portico : wait awhile and prepare yourselves, for the

elder among you are to be kings, and the younger princes." As
he spoke there appeared near each pillar a throne, and on each

throne a silken rolje, and on these a sceptre and crown ; and
near each pyramid there appeared a seat raised about three feet

fi'om the ground, and upon each seat a chain with links of gold,

and the ensigns of an order of knighthood fastened at each end
with rings of diamonds. After this there was a voice heard, say-

ing, " Go, now, put on your robes, be seated, and wait ;" and
instantly the elders ran to the thrones, and the younger to the

seats, and put on their robes and seated themselves. Then there

appeared a mist arising from below, which those who sat on the

thrones and the seats inhaled : then they began instantly to as-

sume airs of authority, and to swell with their new greatness,

and to be persuaded in good earnest that they were kings and
princes. This mist was an exhalation from the fantasy which pos-

sessed their minds. Then on a sudden several young pages pre-

sented themselves as if they came on wings from heaven, and
two of them stood in waiting behind every throne, and one be-

liind every seat. Proclamation was afterwards made at intervals

by a herald to the following effect :
" Ye kings and princes, wait

yet a little longer ; your palaces in heaven are making ready for

you
;
your coxu'tiers and guards will soon attend to introduce

you." So they waited and waited in anxious expectation til] their

spirits were exhausted, and they grew weary Avith desire. After

the space of three hoiu's the heaven above them was seen to open,
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and the angels looked do^Ti in pity upon tliem, and said, " Why
sit ye in this state of infatuation, personating characters M'hich

do not belong to you ? They have made a mockery of you, and^

in consequence of the infatuation which has possessed you, that

ye should reign with Christ as kings and princes, and that angels

should minister to you, they have changed you from men into

mere images. Have ye forgotten the Lord's words, that whoso-

ever would be greatest in the kingdom of heaven must be least

of all, and servant of all ? Learn then what is meant by being

kings and princes, and by reigning with Christ, that it is to be

Avise and to perform uses. The kingdom of Clu'ist, which is hea-

ven, is a kingdom of uses ; for the Lord loves eveiy one, and is

desirous to do good to every one, and good is the same thing as

use ; and as the Lord does good or use by the mediation of his

angels in heaven, and of men on earth, therefore to those who
faithfully perform uses, he communicates the love of them, to-

gether with its reward,—internal blessedness, and this is what
constitutes eternal happiness. In the heavens, as on earth, there

are distinctions of dignity and pre-eminence, with abundance of

the richest treasures ; for there are governments and forms of

government, and thus a variety of ranks and orders, of greater

and lesser power and dignitj". Those too, who discharge the su-

preme authority, have palaces and courts, -which for magnificence

and splendor far exceed those of emperors and kings on earth,

and tlie}^ are surrounded with honor and glory from the multi-

tude of courtiers, ministers, and guards in magnificent apparel

;

but then these chiefs are chosen out of the number of those whose
heartfelt delight consists in promoting the pubhc good, and Avho

are only externally pleased with this amplitude of magnificence

for the sake of obedience ; and since the public good requires

that every indi\ddual, as being a member of the common body,

should be an instrument of use in the society to which he be-

longs ; and since all use is from the Lord, and is eft'ected by
angels and men as of themselves, it is plain that this is what is

meant by reigning Avith the Lord." As soon as the angels had
ended, the mock kings and princes descended from their thrones

and seats, and threw away tlieu* sceptres, crowns, and robes
;

and then the mist was dispersed which contained the atmosphere

of fantasy, and a bright cloud encompassed them, which con-

tained an atmosphere of wisdom, and thus they were restored to

sanity of mind.

737. After this the angel returned to the house of assembly,

and called to him those who had impressed themselves with the

belief that the joys of heaven and eternal happiness consisted in

paradisiacal delights, to whom he said, " Follow me, and I will

mtroduce you into your paradisiacal heaven, that you may enter

upon the beatitudes of your eternal happiness.'^ Straightway he
introduced them through a lofty portal, formed of the. bougbu
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And shoots of the noblest ti'ecs, interwoven Avith eacli other.

After their admission he conducted them through a variety of

winding paths in different directions. The place was a real para-

disc on the confines of heaven, intended for the reception of such

as during their abode on earth had fancied the whole heaven to

be a single paradise, because it is so called, and had impressed

themselves with the idea that after death there would be a per-

fect rest from all kinds of labor, which rest would consist in a

perpetual inspiration of delights, in walks on beds of roses, in

beiug exhilarated mth the most exquisite wines, and in cele-

brating all kinds of festive rites, and that it Avas not possible to

enjoy such a life but in a celestial paradise. As they followed

the angel, they saw a great multitude of old men, young men,
and boys, and also of Avomen and girls, Avho Avere sitting by
threes and tens in a company, on banks of roses, Avreathing gar-

lands to adorn the heads of the old men, the arras of the young,

and the bosoms of the children ; others Avere pressing the juice

out of grapes, cherries, and mulberries, Avhich they collected in

cups, and then drank Avith much festivity ; others Avere delight-

inii; themselves Avith the frao-rant smells that exhaled far and wide

from the flowers, fruits, and odoriferous leaves of a variety of

plants ; others Avere singing most melodious songs, that soothed

the ears of all present ; others Avere sitting by the sides of foun-

tains, and directing the bubbling streams into various forms and
channels ; otliers were Avalking and enlivening their conversation

Avith sallies of Avit ; others Avere retiring into shady arbors, to

repose on couches, besides a variety of other paradisiacal enjoy-

ments. After observing these things the angel led his compan-
ions through various Avinding paths, till he brought them at last

to a most beautiful grove of roses, surrounded Avith olive, orange,

and citron trees. Here they found many persons sitting in a

disconsolate posture, Avith their lieads resting on then hands,

mourning and sliedding tears. The companions of the angel ac-

costed them, and inquired into the cause of their grief. " This.

is the seventh day," they replied, " since Ave came into this para-

dise : on our first admission we seemed to ourselves to be elevated

into heaven, and introduced into an intimate participation of its

joys ; but after three days our pleasures began to pall on the ap-

petite, and the relish Avas lost, until at last we became insensible

to their taste, and found they had lost tlieir power of pleasing.

Our imaginary joys being thus annihilated, Ave Avere afraid of

losing with theui all the enjoyment of life, and Ave began to en-

tertain doubts about eternal happiness, Avhether or no any such

thing exists. After this we Avandered through a variety of paths

and passages in seai'ch of the gate at Avhicli we were admitted

but we kept Avandering round and round in A'ain ; for on inquir-

ing the Avay of some persons Ave met, they informed us that it

was imj)ossible to find the gate, this paradisiacal garden being- a
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spacious labyi'inth, of such a nature, that whoevei' wishes to get

out, enters fui'ther and further into it ; ' therefore/ said they,

Wou must of necessity remain here to eternity; you ai'e now in

the middle of the garden, Avhere all delights are centered/ "

The persons who related this further said to the companions of

the angel, " We have now sat in this place for a day and a half,

and being in despair of ever finding our way out, we have set

down to rest on this bank of roses, where we view around us

olive-trees, vines, orange and citron-trees in great abundance

;

but the longer avc look at them, so much the more are our eyes

wearied with seeing, our nostrils with smelling, and our palates

with tasting ; and this is the cause of the sadness, sorrow, and
weeping you behold." On hearing this relation, the attendant

angel said to them, " This paradisiacal labyrinth is truly an en-

trance into heaven ; I know the way that leads out of it, and if

you will follow me, I will point it out." He had no sooner said

this than they rose from the ground, and embracing the angel,

attended him together with his companions. As they went along,

the angel instructed them in the true nature of heavenly joy and
eternal happiness thence derived. " They do not consist," said

he, " in external paradisiacal delights, unless they are attended

also with internal paradisiacal delights. External paradisiacal

delights reach the senses of the body only, but internal paradi-

siacal delights belong to the affections of the soul ; and if the

former be without the latter, they are void of all heavenly Hfe,

because they are devoid of soul ; and every delight, without its

corresponding soul, grows continually more and more languid

and dull, and fatigues the mind more than labor. There are in

every part of heaven paradisiacal gardens, which afford joy to the

angels ; and so far as it is attended with a delight of the soul,

the joy is real and true." On this they all inquu'cd, " What is

the delight of the soul, and whence is it derived ?" The angel

replied, " The delight of the soul is derived fi"om love and wis-

dom proceeding from the Lord ; and as love is a principle that

operates by wisdom, therefore they both have their seat in the

effect, wliich effect is use. This delight enters into the soul by
influx from the Lord, and descends through the superior and in-

ferior regions of the mind into all the bodily senses, and in them
is complete and full ; here then joy becomes truly joy, and is

also eternal, because He is eternal from whom it proceeds. You
have just now seen a paradisiacal garden, and I can assure you^

there is not a single thing therein, no, not even the smallest

•eaf, but v/hat exists from the marriage of love and wisdom in

use. If a man is in this marriage, he is then in a celestial para-

fhse, and thus in heaven."

788. After this the conducting angel returned to the house
of assembly, and addressed those who had firmly persuaded
themselves that heavenly joy and eternal happiness consist va
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tlie perpetual glorification of God, and in one continued festival

of prayer and praise to all eternity ; and this in consequence of

a belief they had entertained in the world that they should then

see God, and because the life of heaven is called, in reference to

the worship of God, a perpetual sabbath. " Follow me,^^ said

the angel to them, " and I will introduce you to your joy/^ So
lie conducted them into a little cit}', in the midst of which was
a temple, and all the houses of which were said to be consecrated

chapels. In that city they observed a great concom'se of peoj)lc,

flocking together from all quarters of the neighbouring country,

and among them a number of priests, who received and saluted

them on their arrival, and led them by the hand to the gates of

the temple, and frc-m thence into some adjoining chapels, and
initiated them, into the perpetual worship of God; telling them,

that the city was one of the courts leading to heaven, and the

temple Avas introductory to a most spacious and magnificent tem-

ple in heaven, where the angels glorified God by prayers and
praises to all eternity. " It is ordained," said they, " both here

and in heaven, that you are first to enter into the temple, and
there remain for three days and three nights ; after this initia-

tion you are to go into the houses of the city, which are so man}^

chapels consecrated to divine worship, and in every house to join

the congregation in a communion of prayers and praises, and to

listen to the sermons delivered : you are to take heed too that

nothing but pious, holy, and religious subjects enter into your
thoughts, or make a part of your conversation.^' After this, the

angel introduced his companions into the temple, which they

found filled and crowded with many persons who on earth had lived

in exalted stations, and with many likewise of the inferior class

;

there were also guards stationed at the doors to prevent nny
one from departing until he had completed his stay of three days.

The angel then said, " This is the second day since the present

congregation entered the temple ; look at them, and you will sec

their manner of glorifying God." So they looked at them, and
observed that most of them were fast asleep, and that even those

who were awake Avere continually yawning. Some in conse-

qnence of the constant elevation of their thoughts to God, with-

out any relapse into the inferior concerns of the body, appeared

like faces unconnected with any bodies, for so they seemed to

themselves and thence also to others ; some again had a Avildand

delirious look Avith their eyes, in consequence of their long ab-

straction from visible objects ; in short, every one being quite

tired out seemed to feel an oppression at the chest, 'and great

weariness of spirits : and they saw them turn away from the pul-

pit, and heard them cry out to the preacher, " End your dis-

course, for our ears are stupified. We can no longer make out

a word you say, and are beginning to be disgusted at the very

sound of your voice." They then all left their seats_j and crowd

-
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ing in a body to the doors, broke tliem open, and by mere vio-

lence made theii* v.ay through the guards. On this the priests

followed, and walking close beside them, reiterated their instruc-

tions, prajang, sighing, and sapug, " Stay and celebrate the

solemn festival, glorify God, and sanctify yourselves, in this

com-t of heaven, and then we will initiate you into the eternal

glorification of God in that most magnificent and spacious tem-
ple which is in heaven, and so will introduce you to the enjoy-

ment of eternal happiness/^ These exhortations, however, were
not understood and indeed scarcel}^ heard, from the dulness in-

duced over them, in consequence of their minds having been
kept for two days in a state of elevation above their domestic

and ordinary employments. But when they attempted to dis-

engage themselves, the priests caught hold of their hands and
garments, urging them to go into the chapels where sermons
were to be delivered, but all in vain ;

" Leave us," they cried
;

*' for we feel as if we should faint awaj^" At that instant, lo !

there appeared four men in white garments, with mitres on their

heads ; one of them while on earth had been an archbishop, and
the three other bishops, all of whom were now become angels.

As they approached they addressed themselves to the priests,

and said, " We have observed fi'om heaven how you feed these

sheep. You feed them till you di'ive them to madness : do you
r.ot know what is meant by gloryfying God ? Its meaning is,

to bring forth the fruits of love, that is, to discharge all the

duties of oui' callings with faithfulness, sincerity, and diligence;

for this is indeed the love of God and the love of our neighboui',

and constitutes the bond of society and the pubHc good. Herein
is God glorified, as Avell as by worship also at stated times suc-

ceeding these duties. Have you never read these words of the

Lord, " Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bring forth much
fruit; so shall ye be my disciples" (John xv. 8)? You priests

indeed may glorify God by attendance on his Avorship, since this

is your office, and from the discharge of it you derive honor,

glory, and recompence : but it would be impossible for you,

any more than others, thus to glorify God, unless honor, glory,

and recompence were annexed to your office." The bishops then
directed the door-keepers to give free ingress and egress to all

persons, there being so great a number of people, who from their

ignorance of the state and natui'e of heaven, can form no other

idea of heavenly joy, than that it consists in the perpetual Avor-

ship of God.
739. After this the angel retm-ned with his companions to

the place of assembly where the several companies of the Avise

were still Avaiting; and next he called to him those who fancied

that heavenly joy and eternal happiness depend only on admit-
tance into heaven, purety of divine grace and favor, and that in

such case the persons introduced Avould enter into the enjoyments
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of lieaveii, just as persons introduced to a court festival^ or a

marriage, entei into the enjoyment of their festivities. To these

the angel said, " Wait here awhile until I sound my trumpet, to

call together those who have been most distinguished for their

wisdom in the spiritual things of the chiu'ch/'' After some hours
there ajjpeared nine men, each of them distinguished by a wreath
of laurel on his head, in token of his celebrity : these the angel

introduced into the house of assembly, where all the companies
before collected were still waiting; and then in their presence he
addressed the nine strangers, and said, " I know that in compli-

ance with your desire, and in accordance to your ideas, you
have been permitted to ascend into heaven, and that you have
returned to this inferior or sub-celestial land, perfectly well in-

structed as to the nature and state of heaven : relate to us then
what you have seen, and how heaven appeared to you/^ They
replied in order, and the first began thus: "My idea of heaven,

from my earliest infancy to the end of my life on earth, was, that

it was a place abounding with all blessings, satisfactions, enjoy-

ments, gratifications, and pleasures, and that if I were but
introduced, I should be encompassed as with an atmosphere of

such felicities, and should imbibe it with an expanded bosom
like a bridegroom at the celebration of his nuptials, and when he
enters the oride-chamber. Full of this idea I ascended into

heaven, and passed the first guard, and also the second; but
when I came to the third, the captain of the guard accosted me^
and said, 'Who are you, friend?' 'Is not this heaven?' I asked

:

'my longing desire to go there has brought me here: permit me,
1 pray, to go in.' Then he let me in ; and I saw angels in white

garments, who came around me, and examined me, and whis-

pered one to another, 'AAliat new guest is this who is not clothed

with heavenly raiment?' I heard what they said, and thought
within myself, ' Surely I am in a case like the person described

by the Lord, who came to the wedding without a wedding gar-

ment :' so I said to the angels, ' Give me such garments ;' at

which they smiled. Then one came in haste from the coiu't of

the prince with this command :
' Strip him naked, cast him out,

and throw his clothes after him ;' which was accordingly done.

The SECOND in order than began as follows :
" I too supposed

that if I were only admitted into heaven, which was over my
head, I should there be encompassed with joys, and should

breathe them to eternity: I likewise wished to be there, and my
wish was granted ; but the angels on seeing me, fled away, and
said one to another, ' What portentous circumstance is this !

how came this bird of night here ?' On heai'ing this, I felt as if

I had really undergone some change, and was no longer a man

;

and yet I was not changed, but the appearance was produced by
inhaling the heavenly atmosphere. Presently there came one
Tunning from the prince's court, with an order that two servants
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should lead me out, and conduct me back by the Avay I had
ascended, till I reached my own home ; and when I got there,

I again appeared as a man both to others and to myself." The
THIRD said, " I always conceived of heaven as a place, and not
as a state dependent on the love of its inhabitants ; so soon

therefore as I came into this world, I felt a most ardent desire

to go to heaven. Accordingly I followed some whom I saw
a-scending thither, and was admitted along with them ; but I

advanced only a few paces ; for when I was desirous to delight

my mind {animus) according to the idea I had of the joys and
blessings to be experienced there, a stupor, occasioned b}' the

light of heaven, which is white as snow, and whose essence is

said to be wisdom, seized my mind [mens), and darkness my
eyes, and I was reduced to a state of insanity. A short time
after, the heat of heaven, Avhich corresponds \T\.i\x the brightness

of its light, and whose essence is said to be love, produced a
A'iolent palpitation of my heart : I was seized Avith anxiety, and
Avas iuAvardly excruciated to such a degree, that I thrcAv myself
flat on the ground. While in this situation, one of the guards

came from the palace of the prince, with an order to cany mo
gently to my own light and heat, and Avhcn I came thither, my
spirit and my heart once more returned to me." The fourth
said, that he also had conceived of heaven as a place, and not as

a state of Ioac. " When first I came," said he, " into the spi-

ritual world, I asked certain Arise persons Avhether I might be
permitted to ascend into heaven, and was informed that this

hberty Avas granted to all, but there Avas need of caution hoAV

they used it, lest they should be cast doAAii again. I made liglit

of this caution, and ascended, in full confidence that all men
Avere alike qualified for the reception of heavenly bliss in all its

fulness ; but alas ! I Avas no sooner Avithin the confines of

heaven, than my life seemed to be departing from me, and from
the Aiolent pains and the anguish which seized my head and
body, I threw myself prostrate on the ground, Avhere I Avrithcd

about like a snake Avlien it is brought near the fire. In this

state I crept to the brink of a precipice, and thrcAV myself doAvn;

Avhen being taken up by some people standing near the spot

Avhere I had fallen, I Avas carried to a place of refreshment, and
Avas soon brought to myself again. The other fia^e also related

the wonderful occurrences Avhich befell them in their ascents

into heaven, and compared the changes they experienced as to

tlieir states of life, Avith tlie state of fish Avhen raised out of

Avater into ah', and Avith that of bu'ds Avhen raised out ol' the air

into ether; and they declared, that after having suftered so

severely, thej'^ had no longer any desire to ascend into heaven,

but only AAished to live a suitable life, among then* like, where-
CA'er it might be. "We are Avell informed," thcA^ added, " that

in the Avorid of spirits^ where we are at present, all persons un«
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dei'go a previous preparation, the good for lieaven, and tlie

wicked f jr hell, and that after such preparation, they see ways
opened to conduct them to societies of theu' like, with whom
they are to remain to eternity : these ways they enter with de-

light, because they are suitable to their love." When those of

the first assembly had heard these relations, they all likewise

acknowledged that they had never entertained any other notion

of heaven than as of a place, where with open mouths they should
inhale the sm'rounding joys for ever. Then the angel who had
the trumpet addressed them thus : "You now see that the joys

of heaven and eternal happiness depend not upon place, but
upon the state of the life of man. A state of heavenly life is

derived from love and wisdom ; and since it is use that contains

love and wisdom, and in which they are fixed and subsist, there-

fore a state of heavenly life is derived from the conjunction of

love and wisdom in use. It amounts to the same if we call them
charity, faith, and good works ; because charity is love, faith is

truth whence wisdom is derived, and good works are uses. In
our spu'itual world, however, there are places as in the natural

world, or else there could be no habitations and distinct abodes

;

nevertheless place with us is not place, but an appearance of

place, according to the state of love and wisdom or of charity

and faith. Every one who becomes an angel carries his own.

lieaven within himself, because he carries in himself the love of

his own heaven ; for a man by creation is the smallest effigy,

image, and type of the great heaven, and thence the human
form is derived ; therefore every one after death comes into that

society of heaven of whose general form he is an individual effigy;

so that on entering into that societ}^, he enters into a form cor-

respondent with his own, and thus enters as it Avere from him-
self into that form, as into another self, and again from that
other self into the same form in himself, enjoying thus his own
life as that of the society, and that of the society as his own

;

for every society in heaven may be considered as one common
body, and the angels as similar parts, from which the common
body co-exists. Hence it follows, that those who are in evils,

and thence in falses, have formed in themselves the effigy of hell,

and this, when in heaven, suffers torment from the influx and
violent acti^dty of one opposite upon another ; for infernal love

is opposite to heavenly love, and there is a like collision between
their dehghts, as between enemies, who destroy each other when
they meet in conflict.

740. After this a voice was heard from heaven, saying to the
angel with the trumpet, " Select ten out of the whole assembly,
and introduce them to us : we have lieard from the Lord, that
lie will prepare them, so that for three days the heat and light,

or the love and wisdom of our heaven, shall not do them any
injury." Then ten were selecitd, and followed the angel. Thev
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ascended by a steep path, up a certain hill, and from thence up
a mountain, on whose summit was the heaven of those angels,

which had before appeared to them at a distance like an expanse

in the clouds. The gates were opened for them, and after thev

liad passed the thu'd gate, the introducing angel hastened to the

prince of the society, or of that heaven, and announced to him
theii- arrival. The prince said, " Take some of my train Avith

yon, and carry them word that their arrival is acceptable to

me, and introduce them into the building before my palace, and
provide for each a separate apartment with a bed-chamber, and
appoint some of my attendants and sei'vants to wait on them^
and to obey their orders -P all which was done. On being intro-

duced by the angel, they asked if they might go and see the

prince; but the angel replied, "It is now morning, and it is not
permitted before noon ; till that time every one is engaged in

his particular office and employment ; but you are invited to

dinner, and then j-ou Avill sit at table with the prince ; in the

mean time I will introduce you into his palace, and shew you
the magnificent and splendid things it contains.^'

\yhen they had arrived at the palace, they first viewed it

from without : it was large and spacious, and built of porphyry,

with a foundation of jasper, and before the gate Avcre six loftv

columns of lapis lazuli; the roof was of plates of gold, the

windows high, of the most transparent crystal, and the frames

also were of gold. After Aiewiug the outside they were intro-

duced Avithin, and were conducted from one apartment to an-

other, in each of which they saw ornaments of inexpressible

elegance and beauty; and beneath the roof were sculptui-ed

decorations of inimitable workmanship. Against the Avails were
set tables of silver overlaid Avith gold, on Avhich Avere placed

various utensils made of precious stones, and of entire gems in

celestial forms, Avith several things beside, which no eye on earth

had ever seen, and consequently such as could never be conceived

to exist in heaven. While they Avere struck Avitli astonishment
at these magnificent sights, the angel said, " Be not surprised

;

these things Avliich you behold are not the production and Avork-

manship of any angelic hand, but were framed by the Builder

of the universe, and presented as a gift to our prince. Here
then the architectonic art is in its essential perfection, and hence
are derived all the rules of that art as known and practised in

the world.^^ The angel added further, " You may possibly con-

ceive that such objects beAA'itch our eyes, and so infatuate them
as to induce us to belicA'e that they constitute the joys of our

heaven ; but far from it ; as our hearts are not in them, they

are only accessory to the joys of our hearts; and therefore so far

us Ave contemplate them as accessory, and as the workmanship
S)f God, in them Ave contemplate the divine omnipotence and
Deniijnitv."
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741. After this tlie angel said to tliem^ " It is not yet noon -

come with me into onr prince's garden, which is near the palace/'

So they went with him ; and as they were entering, he said,

" Behold here the most magnificent of ail the gardens in our
heavenly society!" But they replied, "How! there is no garden
here ; we see only one tree, and on its branches and its top as it

were golden fruit, and leaves of silver, with their edges adorned
with emeralds, and underneath the tree httle children with their

nurses." Hereupon the angel, with an inspired voice, said,

" This tree is in the midst of the garden, and we call it the tree

of our heaven, and some the tree of life ; but advance and draw
nearer, and your eyes \n]l be opened, and you will behold the

garden." They did so, and their eyes were opened, and they
saw abundance of trees laden most plentifully with fine flavored

fruit, ent\nned about with young Adnes, whose tops with then'

fruit inclined towards the tree of life in the midst. These trees

were planted in a continuous series, which spread out, and so

proceeded into endless orbs, or gp-ations, as of a perpetual spiral

;

thus it formed a perfect spiral of trees, where one species suc-

ceeded another in a continuous order, according to the worth and
excellence of their fruit. The beginning of the cu'cumgyration

was at a considerable distance from the tree in the midst, and the

intervening space glowed with a radiance of light which made
the trees in the circle shine with a graduated splendor that Avas

continued from the first to the last. The first trees were the

most excellent of all, luxuriant in the choicest fruits, and were
called paradisiacal trees, being such as are never seen in any
country of the natm'al world, because none such ever grew there,

or could grow. These were succeeded by olive-trees, the olives

by vines, these by sweet-scented shrubs, and those by such trees

as afford timber adapted for building. At stated intervals in this

spiral or gyre of trees, were interspersed seats, formed of the
young shoots of the trees behind them, brought forward and en-
twined in each other, wliile the fruit hanging over at once en-

riched and adorned them. In this perpetual winding orb of trees

there were passages which opened into flower gardens, and from
them into shrubberies, laid out in areas and beds. At the sight

of ail these things the companions of the angel exclaimed, " Be-
hold heaven in form I wherever Ave tm'n our eyes Ave feel an in-

flux of somewhat celestially paradisiacal, Avhich is not to be ex-

pressed." When he heard this declaration, the angel rejoiced,

and said, "All the gardens of our heaven are representative

forms or types of heavenly blessings in their origins ; and be-
cause the influx of these blessings elevated your minds, therefore

you exclaimed, ' Behold heaven in form V but those who do not
receive that influx, see these paradisiacal gardens only as common
jyoods and forests. All those receive the influx M-ho are influ-

en.cBcS hy t3?,o io'/e of use ; but those do not receive it AA'ho are in-
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fluenced by tlie love of glory not originating in use." Aftervvardu

lie explained and taught them what each tiling in the garden re-

presented and signified.

743. While they were thus employed^ there came a messen-

ger from the prince, with an invitation to them to eat bread with

him, and at the same time two pages of the cornet brought gar-

ments of fine linen, and said, " Put on these ; for no one is ad-

mitted to the princess table unless he be clothed in the garments
of heaven." So they put them on, and, accompanying their

angel, were shewn into an ante-chamber belonging to the palace,

where they waited for the prince. There the angel introduced

them to the company and conversation of the grandees and no-

bles, who were also in expectation of the prince's appearing.

And lo ! in about half an hoiu^ the doors were opened, and,

through one wider than the rest, on the western side, he entered

in great order and pomp of procession. His inferior officers went
before him, after them his pri\y counsellors, and next the chief

officers of the court : in the midst of these was the prince, and
after him various attendants, and lastly the guards ; in all they

Amounted to a hundred and twenty. Then the angel advancing

before the ten strangers, who by their dress appeared now like

inmates of the place, approached with them towards the prince,

and reverently introduced them to his notice; and the prince,

without stopping the procession, said to them, " Come and eat

bread with me." So they followed him into the dining-room,

where they saw a table magnificently set out, having in the mid-

dle a lofty golden pyramid, with a hundred branches in triple

order, and to each branch a small paten or basket, containing a

variety of sweetmeats and preserves, Avith other delicacies made
of bread and wine ; and through the middle of the pyramid there

issued as it were a bubbling fountain of nectareous Avine, the

stream of which, shooting from the summit of the p^Tamid,

divided itself into different branches, and filled the cups. At
the side of this high pyramid were various celestial forms of gold,

on which were dishes and plates covered with all kinds of food.

The celestial forms supporting the dishes and plates were artificial

forms derived from wisdom, such as could not be contrived by any
human art, or expressed by any human words : the dishes and
plates were of silver, on which vv^ere sculptured forms similar to

those that supported them ; the cups were of transparent gems.

Such was the apparatus of the table.

743. The prince and his ministers were thus attired : the

prince was dressed in a long purple robe, adorned with silver stars

wrought in needle-work ; under this robe he wore a bright silk

tunic of a blue or hyacinthine color ; this was open about the

breast, where there appeared the front part of a kind of zone,

with the distinguishing badge of his society : the badge v/as an
eagle sitting on her young at the top of a tree ; this was Avrought
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in refulgent gold, and set round with diamonds. The counsellors

were dressed nearly after the same manner, but without the badge,

instead of which they w^ore sapphires curiously cut, hanging from
their necks by a gold chain. The attendants wore cloaks of a

red brown color, wrought with flowers encircling young eagles
;

their tunics were of silk of an opal color, as were also the gar-

ments that covered their thighs and legs. Thus were they clad.

744. The counsellors and nobles, stood around the table, and
by order of the prince folded their hands together, and at the
same time uttered in a low voice a prayer of thanksgiving to the
Lord ; after this, at a signal from the prince, they reclined on
couches at the table. The prince then said to the ten strangers,
" Rechne also with me ; behold, there are your couches :" so they
reclined, and the pages that Avere before sent b}'^ the prince to

wait upon them, stood behind them. Then said the prince to

them, " Take each of you a plate from its supporting form, and
afterwards a paten from the pyramid ;" and they did so ; and lo !

instantly new plates and patens appeared upon the stands in the

place of those that were taken away ; and their cups were filled

with wine that streamed from the fountain out of the great pyra-

mid : and they ate and di'ank. When dinner w^as about half

ended, the prince addressed the ten new guests, and said, " I

have been informed that you were convened in the country which
is immediately beneath this heaven in order to disclose your
thoughts on the joys of heaven and eternal happiness thence

derived, and that you professed different opinions, each accord-

ing to his peculiar ideas of delight originating in the bodily

senses. But w^hat are the delights of the bodily senses, with-

out those of the soul? It is the soul which inspires them
with delight. The dehghts of the soul are in themselves im-

perceptible beatitudes ; but as they descend into the thoughts

of the mind, and from thence into the sensations of the body,

they become more and more perceptible : in the thoughts of

the mind they are perceived as satisfactions, in the sensa-

tions of the body as dehghts, and in the body itself as plea-

sures. Eternal happmess is derived from the latter and the

former taken together : from the latter alone there results a

happiness, which not being eternal, but temporary, is quickly

ended and passes away, and is sometimes turned into unhappi-

ness. You have now seen that all your joys are also joys of hea-

ven, and far more excellent than you could possibly have con-

ceived ; but such joys do not inwardly affect our minds (animi) .

There are three things which enter by influx from the Lord as a

one into our souls ; these three as a one, or this trine, are love,

WISDOM, and use. Love and wisdom of themselves exist only

ideally, being confined to the affections and thoughts of the

mind ; but in use they exist really, because they are then to-

gether in the act and operation of the body ; and where the.f
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exist really, there they also subsist. Since then love and ^visdom

exist and subsist in use, it is use which affects us ; and use con-

sists in a faithful, sincere, and diligent discharge of the duties

of our calling. The lOve of use, and the consequent application

to it, keep together the powers of the mind, and secure it from

wandering about at random, and imbibing s]l the lusts which

flow in, with their enchanting delusions, through the senses, from

the body and the world, by which the truths of religion and mo-
ralitj", with all that is good in either, l)ecome the sport of every

wind ; but the application of the mind to use, keeps in and binds

together those truths, and arranges the mind into a form recep-

tible of the wisdom thence derived, and also extu'pates from its

circumference the idle and ridiculous sports of falsities and vani-

ties. But you will hear more on this subject from the wise per-

sons of our society, whom I vvill send to you in the afternoon.'^

So saying, the prince rose, and the new guests along with him

;

and bidding them f\ircwell, he gave charge to the conducting

angel to lead them back to their apartments, and there to shew

them every token of civility and respect, and also to invite some
courteous and agreeable company to entertain them with conver-

sation respecting the various joys of their society.

745. The angel executed the princess charge ; and as they

went back to their private apartments, the company, invited

from the city to entertain them with conversation respecting the

various joys of the society, arrived, and after the usual compli-

ments entered into conversation with them as they walked along

in a strain at once entertaining and elegant. The conducting

angel then said, " These ten men were invited into this heaven

to see its joys, and so to receive a new idea of eternal happiness

:

mention then a few particulars of such of its joys as affect the

bodily senses : we expect some Avise persons by and by, Avho will

tell us of many things which render those joys satisfactory and
happy." Then the company who were invited from the city

spoke to the following effect : 1. "There are here days of festivity

appointed by the prince, that the mind (animus), by a due relax-

ation, may recover from the weariness wliich in some instances

may be produced by the desire of emulation. On these days

we have concerts of music and singing in the public places^

and out of the city games and exhibitions ; at such times we
have orchestras, raised in the public places, surrounded with
balusters formed of vines wreathed together from v/hich hang
bunches of ripe grapes ; within these balusters in three rows
one above another, sit the musicians, with then -wind and
stringed, instruments, of various tones, both high and low,

loud and soft ; and by them are seated singers of iDoth sexes,

wlio entertain the citizens wdth the sweetest music and singing,

both in concert and in solo, varied at times as to its particular

kind : these concerts continue on those days of festivity from
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moining till noon, and are afterwards renewed until the evening.

2, INIoreover^ every morning, from the houses around the public

places we hear the sweetest songs of virgins and yoxmg girls,

which resound over the Avliole city : it is one of the affections of

spiritual love, which is rendered sonorous b}^ modifications of the
voice in singing, or by modulations. The affection in the song
is perceived as the very affection itself, flovang into the minds of

the hearers, and exciting them to a correspondent state : such is

the nature of heavenly singing. The virgin-singers say, that the
sound of their song as it were inspires and animates them fiorn

Avithiu, and their minds are delightfully raised, according to its

reception by the hearers. Tliis ended, the windows of the houses
around the public places, and likewise of those in the streets,

are shut, and so also are the gates, and then the whole city is

silent. No noise is heard in any part of it, and no person is seen
loitering in the streets; but all are intent on their work and the

duties of theu- calling. 3. At noon however the gates are opened,
and in the afternoon the "^vindows also in some houses, and the

l)oys and girls play in the streets, while their masters and gover-

nesses sit in the porches of the houses, watching over them and
keeping them in order. 4. On the sides of the city, at its ex-

tremity, there are various sports of boys and young men, such
as running, hand-ball, and tennis : there are besides trials of

skill among the boys, in order to discover the readiness of then*

Avit in speaking, acting, and perceiving ; and to those who excel

are given some laurel leaves as a reward; not to mention other

similar tilings, designed to call forth and exercise the latent ta-

lents of the young people. 5. There are moreover dramatic en-

tertainments exhibited upon theatres out of the cit}^, the actors

representing the various graces and virtues of moral life, among
whom are inferior characters for the sake of relatives." One of

the ten inquired, " How for the sake of relatives ?" they replied,
" No virtue with its graces and decencies can be represented to

the life, but by means of relatives in which all its graces and de-

cencies from the greatest to the least are comprised and repre-

sented ; and the inferior characters represent the least, even till

they become none ; but it is provided by law, that nothing of

the opposite, which is called indecorous and dishonorable, should

be exhibited, except figuratively and as it wei'e remotely. It is

so provided, because nothing that is becoming and good in any
\artue can by successive progressions pass over to what is unbe-
coming and evil : it only proceeds to its least, where it perishes

;

then and not till then, the opposite commences ; so that heaven,

where all things are becoming and good, has nothing in common
with hell, where all things are licentious and evil.

746. While they were thus engaged, a servant entered, and
brought word that the eight wise persons invited by the princess

order Avere arrived, and requested to be admitted ; on which the
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angel went out to receive and introduce them. And presenth

these Avise persons, after the customary ceremonies of introduc-

tion, began to converse ^ntli them on the beginnings and incre-

ments of wisdom, with which they intermixed various remarks on
its succession, shewing that with the angels it never ceases or

comes to a period, but advances and increases to eternity. Here-
upon the attendant angel said to them, '' Oui* prince at table

talked with these strangers on the seat or abode of wisdom,
shewing that it is in use : if it be agreeable to you, be pleased to

discoiu'se with them further on the same subject.^^ Upon this,

they said, " Man at his first creation was endued with Avisdom

and the love of it, not for the sake of himself, but for the sake of

its communication with others from himself. Hence it is a maxim
inscribed on the wisdom of the wise, that no one be wise for

himself alone, or live for himself, but for others at the same
time : this is the ground and origin of society, which otherwise

could not exist. To live for others is to perform uses : uses are

the bonds of society, and these are as many in number as there

are good uses, and the number of uses is infinite. There are

spiritual uses, such as belong to love towards God and love

towards oiu* neighbour ; there are moral and civil uses, such as

belong to the love of the society and state in which a man lives,

and of his fellow-citizens among whom he dwells; there arc

natural uses, which belong to the love of the world and its neces-

sities ; and there are corporeal uses, such as belong to the love

of self-preservation, for the sake of uses of a superior order. All

these uses are inscribed on man, and follow in order one after

another; and when they are together, then one is within the other.

Those who are in the first uses, which are spiritual, are in all those

Avhich succeed, and these persons are wise ; those who are not in

the first, but yet are in the second, and thence in the succeeding,

are not so highly principled in wisdom, but only appear to be
so from an external morality and civilit}'' ; those who are neither

in the first nor second, but only in the third and foui'th, have
not the least pretensions to wisdom, for they are satans, loving

only the world, and themselves for the sake of the world ; but
those who are only in the fourth, are least of all wise, for they
are devils, because they live to themselves alone, and if they
consider others it is only for the sake of themselves. Every love,

moreover, has its particular delight, for by delight love is kept
alive ; and the delight of the love of uses is heavenly delight,

Avhich enters into succeeding delights in their order, and accord-

ing to the order of succession exalts them, and makes them eter-

nal." After this they spoke of the number of the heavenly de-

lights proceeding from the love of use, and said that they Avere

myriads of myriads, and that all atIio enter heaven enter into those
delights. With further conversation of Avisdom on the loA^e o^

use they lengthened out the day Avith them until the evening.
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Towards evening there came a servant clothed in linen to

the ten companions of the angel^ and invited them to a wedding
which was to be celebrated the next day ; and the strangers were

much rejoiced to think that they were also to be present at a

wedding in heaven. After this they were conducted to the house

of one of the counsellors in waiting, and supped with him ; and
after supper they returned to the palace, and each retired apart

into his own bed-chamber, where they slept till morning. When
they awoke they heard the singing of the virgins and young gMs
from the houses round the public places of resort, of which men-
tion was made above. They sung that morning the affection of

conjugial love, the sweetness of which did so affect and penetrate

the strangers, that they perceived sensibly a blessed serenity

instilled into their joys, Avhich at the same time exalted and
renewed them. At the hour appointed the angel said, " Make
yourselves ready, and put on the heavenly garments which oui-

prince sent you." They did so, and lo ! the garments Avere

resplendent Avith a flaming light ; and they asked the angel,
" Whence is this ?" He replied, " Because you are going to a

wedding ; and Avhen that is the case, our garments always assume

a shining appearance, and become wedding garments.

747. After this the angel conducted them to the house where

the nuptials were to be celebrated, and the porter opened the

door ; and presently being admitted vrithin the house, they were

received and complimented by an angel sent from the bridegroom,

and were introduced and shewn to tlie seats intended for them.

And soon after they were invited into the anti-room to the bride

chamber, where they saw in the middle a table, on which Avas

placed a magnificent candelabra yviih seven branches and sconces

of gold ; and to the walls were hung lamps of silver, which being

lighted made the atmosphere appear as of a golden hue ; and
they observed near the candelabra two tables, on which were set

loaves of bread in a triple order ; there were tables also at the

four corners of the room, on which Avere placed crystal cups.

While they were viewing these things, lo ! a door opened from

a chamber beside the bride-chamber, and they saAV six virgins

come out, and after them the bridegroom and bride, holding

each other by the hand, and leading each other to a seat placed

over against the candelabra, on Avliich they seated themselves,

the bridegroom on the left, and the bride at his right hand
;

while the six Adrgius stood by the seat near the bride. The
bridegroom wore a bright purple robe, and a tunic of fine shin-

ing linen, Avith an ephod, on Avhich was a golden plate set round

Avith diamonds, and on the plate Avas engraved a young eagle,

being the nuptial ensign of that heaA^enly society ; and he had a

mitre on his head : the bride wore a scarlet mantle, and under

it a goAvn embroidered Avith needle work, reaching from her

neck to her feet, and beloAV her bosom she bad a golden girdle,
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and on li{!r head a crown of gold set witli rubies. When thej

were thus seated^ the bridegroom turned himself towards the

bride, and put a golden ring upon her finger ; he then took a

pair of bracelets and a pearl necklace, and fastened the bracelets

on her wrists, and the necklace about her neck, and said, "Ac-
cept these pledges /' and as she accepted them he kissed her,

and said, "Now thou art mine;" and he called her his wife. On
this all the company cried out, " jM^v the divine blessing be
upon you !" These words were pronounced first by each sepa-

rately, and afterwards by all together. A certain person sent

from the prince as his representative also pronounced them for

him, and at that instant the anti-chamber was filled Avith an
aromatic sDioke, which was a token of blessing from heaven.

Then the servants in waiting took bread from the two tables

near the candelabra, and cups, now filled with wine, from the

tables at the corners of the room, and gave to each of the guests

his bread and his cup, and they ate and drank. After this the

husband and his wife rose, and the six virgins attended them
with the silver lamps, now lighted, in their hands, to the thres-

hold ; and the married pan- entered the bride-chamber, and the

door was shut.

748. Afterwards the conducting angel talked with the guests

about his ten companions, acquainting them how he was com-
missioned to introduce them, and shew them the magnificent

objects contained in the prince's palace, and other wonderful
sights j how they had dined at table with him ; and had after-

wards conversed with certain wise men of the society : and he
added, " May I request that they be permitted to enjoy the

pleasiu'e of your conversation also ?" So they drew nearer and
discoursed together. Then a certain wise personage, who Avas

one of the marriage guests, said, "Do you understand the signi-

fication of what you have seen?" "But little," they repHed; and
then they asked him, " Why was the bridegroom, who is now a

husband, clad in that particular manner?" "Because the bride-

groom," he answered, " who is now a husband, represented the

Lord ; and the bride now a wife, represented the church ; for

nuptials in heaven represent the marriage of the Lord with the

church. This is the reason why he had a mitre on his head,

and wore a robe, a tunic, and an ephod, like Aaron, and why the

bride, noAv a wife, had a crown on her head, and wore a mantle,

like a queen ; but to-morroAV they will be dressed differently, be-

cause this representation lasts no longer than to-day." "Since
he represented the Lord, and she the church, Avhy," they asked,

"did she sit at his right hand?" "Because there are two
things," the Avise personage replied, " AA^hich constitute the mar-
riage of the Lord and the church ; these are love and Avisdom

:

the Lord is love, and the church is Avisdom, and Avisdom is at
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the right hand of love ; for every member of the church is wise

fts of himself, and in proportion as he is wise he receives love

from tlie Lord. The right hand also signifies power, and love

has po^ver b}^ means of wisdom ; but, as just observed, after the
nuptials, the representation is changed, for then the husband
represents wisdom, and the Avife the love of his wisdom. This
however, is not a primary but a secondary love ; for the wife

has it from the Lord, tlirough the wisdom of the husband : the
love of the Lord, Avhich is the primary love, is the love of being
wise abiding Avith the husband ; therefore after the nuptials, both
together, the husband and his wife, represent the church." But
again they asked, " Why did not you men stand l)y the bride-

groom, now the husband, as the six vii-gins stood hj the bride,

now the wife ?" To this the wise one replied, " because Ave to-

day are numbered among the Adrgins, and the number six signi-

fies all, and Avhat is complete." But thej^ said, " Explain your
meaning." '' Virgins," he replied, " signify the church, and the
church consists of both sexes. Hence we also, as members of
the chm'ch, are Adrgins. That this is the case, is CAddent from
these Avords in the Kevelation :

' These are those Avho were not
defiled with Avomen, for they are virgms, Avho folloAv the Lamb
whithersoever he goeth' (xiv. 4) . And as Adrgins signify the churcli,

therefore the Lord compares it to ten virgins iuAdted to the Aved-

ding (Matt, xxv) . And as the church is signified by Israel, Zion,
and Jerusalem, mention is therefore so frequently made in the
Word of the virgin and daughter of Israel, of Zion, and of Je-

rusalem. The Lord also thus describes his marriage Avith the
chxu"ch :

' On thy right hand did stand the queen in gold of Ophir

;

her clothing is of Avi-ought gold ; she shall be brought unto tlie

king in raiment of needle-ivork ; the viy\gins, her companions,
that folloiv her, shall enter into the king's palace' (Psalm xlv. 9—16)." "But is it not expedient," they afterwards inquired,
" that a priest be present, and minister at the nuptial ceremony ?"

" This is expedient on earth," the Avise one answered, " but uo^
in heaven, on account of the representation of the Lord him-
self and the church. On earth they are not aware of this

;

and yet Avith us a priest ministers in whatever relates to betroth

-

ings, or marriage contracts, and hears, receives, confirms, and
consecrates the consent of the parties. Consent is the essentia]

of marriage, and all succeeding ceremonies are its formalities."

749. After this the conducting angel Avent to the six Adrgins,

and gave them an account of his companions, and requested they
Avould A^ouchsafe to join company with them. They accordingly

came ; but as soon as they were near them, they suddenly retired,

and entered the Avomen's apartment, Avhere they mixed Avitli tlie

virgins, their friends. On seeing this, the conducting angei

folloAved them, and asked them AA'hy they retired so suddenly
without conversing Avith the strangers. They replied, " We can-
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not approach tliem." " Why not ?" he asked ; and they an-

swered, '' We do not know ; but we perceived something which
repelled us and drove us back again : we hope they will excuse

us/^ So the angel returned to his companions, and told them
what the virgins had said, and added, " I conjecture that your
love of the sex is not chaste : in heaven we love Aorgins for their

beauty and the elegance of then' manners, and we love them in-

tensely, but chastely," Hereupon his companions smiled, and
said, "You conjectiu'c right : who can behold such beauties near,

and not feel some desire ?"

750. After much entertaining conversation the nn^tial-guests

departed, and also the ten strangers with theii" attendant angel

;

and the evening being far advanced, they retired to rest. At
day-dawn they heard a proclamation made, To day is the sab-

i5ATH. Then they arose, and asked the angel what it meant.
He replied, " It is a call to the worship of God, which returns

at stated periods, and is proclaimed by the priests. The wor-
ship is performed in oiu' temples, and lasts about two horns

;

therefore, if it is agreeable, come along Avith me, and I will in-

troduce yon." So they made themselves ready, and attended

the angel, and entered the temple. It Avas a large building ca-

pable of containing about three thousand persons, in the form
of a semi-rotunda, with benches or seats cari'ied round in a con-

tinued sweep, according to the figure of the temple. The pulpit

in fi*ont of the seats Avas draAvn a little from the centre ; the door

was on the left hand behind the pulpit. The ten strangers en-

tered Avith their conducting angel, who pointed out to them the

places Avhere they Avere to sit, telling them, " EA'ery one Avho

enters the temple knoAVS his oaati place, and this by a kind of in-

nate perception ; and he cannot sit in any place but his OAvn ; in

case he takes another, he neither hears nor perceives anything,

and he also distiu'bs order, and when this is the case, the priest

is not inspired."

751. When the congregation had assembled, the priest as-

cended the pulpit, and preached a sermon full of the spirit of

ivisdom. The subject Avas on the sanctity of the Holy Scripture,

and the conjunction of the Lord Avith both Avorlds, the spuitua]

and the natural, by its means. Illustrated as he then was, he
fully proved, that that Holy Book was dictated by JehoA'ah the

Tjord, and that consequently he is in it, so as to be the wisdom
it contains ; but that the Avisdom which is himself therein, lies

concealed under the sense of the letter, and is opened to none
but those wdio are in truths of doctrine, and at the same time
in goodness of life, and thus who are in the Lord, and the Lord
m them. To this discourse he added a A^otive prayer, and des-

cended. As the audience were going out, the angel requested

the priest to speak a few Avords of peace with his ten companions

;

so he came to them, and they conversed together for the space
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f)f liaif an hour. He discoursed on the Divine Trinity, that it

IS in Jesus Christ, in whom all the fulness of the Godhead dwells

bodily^, according to the declaration of the apostle Paul; and
afterwra'ds on the union of charity and faith ; but he said, " the
union of charity and truth/' because faith is truth.

752. After expressing theii* thanks, they departed home ; and
when they were come there the angel said to them, " This is the
third day since you ascended into the society of this heaven, and
as you Avere prepared by the Lord to stay here three days, it is

now time that we be separated : put off" therefore the garments
sent you by the prince, and put on your own." When they had
done so, they were inspu-ed with a desu'e to be gone ; so they
departed and descended, the angel attending them to the place

of assembly ; and there they gave thanks to the Lord for vouch-
safing to bless them with knowledge, and so with intelhgence,

resj)ectiug heavenly joys and eternal happiness.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE CONSUMMATION OF THE AGE, THE COMINa OF THE LORD, AND
THE NEW HEAVEN AND THE NEW CHURCH.

L The consummation of the age is the last time or end of
THE church.
753. On this earth there have been several chui'ches, all of

which in process of time have come to their consummation, and
then have been succeeded by new ones, and so on to the pre-

sent time. The consummation of the church comes to pass when
there remains no divine truth but what is falsified or rejected, in

which case there cannot remain any genuine good, because the

whole quality of good is formed by truths, good being the es-

sence of truth, and truth being the form of good, and no qua-

lity can exist without a form. Good and truth can no more be
separated than mil and understanding, or what is the same thing,

than afi'ection of love and thought thence originating ; so that

wdien truth comes to its consummation in the church, good also

comes to its consummation, and Avlien this is the case the chui'ch

is at an end, or, in other words, its consummation is aiTived.

754. The church is brought to a consummation by various

means, but especially by such as make the false appear Hke truth,

in which case the good which is truly so, and is called spiritual

good, ceases also ; that which is then supposed to be good is only

the natural good produced by a moral life. The causes of this

consummation of truth, and along with it of good, are princi-
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pally these two natural loves, tlie love of self and the love of the

v/orld, Avhich are diametrically opposed to the two spiritual loves

;

the love of self, when predominant, being opposed to love to

God, and the love of the world, when predominant, being op-

posed to love towards the neighbour. The love of self consists

in a man's wishing well ,o himself only, and to no other except

for the sake of himself, the case is similar Avith the love of the

world ; and where thos6 two loves have once been appropriated,

they extend their ensnaring and baneful influence, just as a mor-
tification spreads through the body, till by degrees it wastes away
all its parts and members. That such love has invaded churches,

is very evident from the description given of Babylon in Gen.
xi. 1—9; Isaiah xiii. xiv. xlvii. Jerem. 1.; and in Daniel ii. 31—47 ; iii. 1—7 ; v. xi. 8 to the end ; Adi. 1, 14 ; and in the Reve-
lation xvii. and xviii. from the beginning to the end of both

;

and at length it exalted itself to such a height, that it not only

transferred the di^dne power of the Lord to itself, but even strove,

by every possible art, to accumulate to itself all the treasures of

the world. And there is but too much reason to conclude, from
certain omens and appearances of no delusive kind, that the

same loves would bm'st forth with the same violence in many of

the rulers of the churches separated from Babylon, Avere it not

for the limitation and consequent restriction of theii* poAver.

^Vliat then must be the necessary consequence of such evil un-
governable love, but that a man under its influence will regai'd

himself as God, and the world as heaAen, and pervert every

truth of the church ? For real truth, which in itself is truth,

cannot be known and acknoAvledged by the merely natural man,
or be communicated to him by God ; for falling into an inverted

receptacle, the truth is changed into the false. There are hoAv-

eA^er several other causes, besides these two loves, for the con-

summation of truth and goodness, and consequently for the

consummation of tlie chiH'ch ; but these are only secondary

causes, and subordinate to the other two.

755. That the consummation of the age is the last time of

the church, is CAddent from those passages in the Word Avherc

the expression occurs ; as from the foUoAving :
" I have heard

from Jehovah a consummation and a decision upon the whole
land"* (Isaiah xxviii. 22). "The consummation is decreed, righte-

ousness is overfloAved ; for the Lord Jehovah of Hosts shall make
a consummation and a decision over all the land" (x. 22, 23).
" By the fire of the zeal of Jehovah the Avhole land shall be de-

voured; for he shall make a speedy consummation of all them
that dwell in the land" (Zej)h. i. 18). The clim^ch is signified

* In the English version of the Bible these words are rendered a consumpdoK
even determined, as also in Dan. ix. 27 ; whereby the distinction is lost between

consummation and dacision ; but the original Hebrew favors the construction here

given bv the author.
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by land in the above passages, because the land of Canaan is

understood, where the church was established. That the chui'ch

is signified by land, may be seen fully proved from many pas-

sages of the Word in the Apocalypse Revealed, u. 285, 902.

Again : "And over the bird of abominations shall be desolation,

even to consummation and decision; it shall drop upon the devas-

tation" (Dan. ix. 27). That these words were spoken by Daniel in

relation to the end of the present Christian Church, may be seen,

Matt. xxiv. 15. " Thus hath Jehovah said. The whole land shall

be ivasteness, yet will I not make a consummation" (Jer. iv. 27).
" The iniquity of the Amorites is not yet consummated" (Gen.

XV. 16). Jehovah said, " I will go down and see whether they

have made a consummation according to the cry which is come
unto me" (Gen. xviii. 21) ; speaking of Sodom. The last time
of the present Christian Church is also meant by the consumma-
tion of the age spoken of by the Lord in the following passages

:

" His disciples came unto him, saying, "What shall be the sign

of thy coming, and of the consummation of the age ?" (Matt.

xxiv. 3). "As therefore the tares are gathered together and
burned in the fire, so shall it be in the consummation of the

age" (xiii. 40) .
" So shall it be at the consummation of the age,

the angels shall come forth, and sever the wicked from the just"

(xiii. 49) .
" Jesus said to his disciples, Lo ! I am with you

always, even to the consummation of the age"'^^ (xxnii. 20). It

is to be observed, that wasting, desolation, and decision, signify

the same as consummation; but desolation signifies the consum-
mation of truth, wasting or vastation, the consu.mmation of

good, and decision, the full consummation of both : the fulness

of time, in which the Lord came into the world, and is about

to come again, is also the consummation.
756. The consummation of the age may receive illustration

from various circimistances in the natm'al world ; for whether it

be considered either as a whole or singly, every thing on the

face of the earth gi'ows old and wastes away, but then it is by
alternate changes called the circles of things. Times or seasons,

both in general and in particular, describe such circles. In
general the year passes from spring to summer, and through

summer to autumn, and closes in winter, and thence returns

again to spring ; this is the circle of warmth. In particidar the

day passes from morning to noon, and through noon to evening,

and closes in night, and thence returns again to morning ; this

is the cii'cle of light. Every man also passes through the circle

of nature ; he begins life in infancy, from which he advances to

youth and manhood, and thence to old age, and then dies. In

* In the common English version of the Bible, instead of the consummation
OF THE AGE, these passages are translated the end of the world : it will how-
ever be admitted by ever)"- one acquainted with the original that the former is their

true signification.
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like manner eveiy bird of tlie aii', and every beast of tiie eartl),

describe the cii'cles of tbeir natm-es. Every tree likewise has its

beginning in the bud, whence it proceeds to its full stature, and

by degrees dies away till it falls to the ground. The case is

similar with every shrub, and with every twig, yea, with every

leaf and flower, and even with the ground itself, which in time

becomes sterile ; and likewise with all stagnant water, which by

degrees grow putrid. All these are alternate consummations,

which are natm-al and temporary, but yet periodical ; for when
one thing has passed from its beginning to its end, another

springs up like it, and so every thing is born, and dies, and then

is born again, to the intent that creation may be continued.

The reason why there is a similar law in respect to the church

is, because it consists of the human race, of which, in its com-

mon form, it is composed, and one generation of men succeeds

another, and there is a variety in the minds of all, and iniquity,

once rooted in their inclination, is propagated to their posterity;

and it can only be exth-pated by regeneration, and this can

only be effected by the Lord.

II. The present day is the last time of the christian

CHURCH, which THE LORD FORETOLD AND DESCRIBED IN THE

GOSPELS AND IN THE REVELATION.

757. That the consummation of the age signifies the last

time of the chm'ch, has been shewn in the foregoing article

;

whence it is evident what is meant by the consummation of the

age spoken of by the Lord in the gospels, i\Iatt. xxiv. ; Mark
xiii. ; Luke xxi. ; for it is written, " As Jesus sat upon the

mount of Olives, his disciples came unto him privately, sapng,

Teli us when shall these things be, and what shall be the sign

of thy coming, and of the consummation of the age?" (Matt.

xxiv. 3.) And then the Lord began to foretell and describe the

consummation in all its successive states, even to his advent, and
that then he should come in the clouds of heaven Avith power
and great glory, and should gather together his elect, with many
other particulars (verses 30, 31), which did not at all come to

pass at the destruction of Jerusalem. On that occasion the Lord
described these events in prophetic language, every word whereof

is weighty and significative. The spiritual import of every

particular expression mav be seen explained in the Arcana
CcELESTiA, n. 3353—3356, 3486—3489, 3650—3655, 3751

3757, 3898—3901, 4057—4060, 4229—4231, 4332— 4335,

4422—4424.
758. That all those prophetic declarations of the Lord to his.

disciples were spoken of the last time of the Christian church, is

very evident from the E-evelation, where similar events are fore-

told of the consummation of the age, and the Lord's advent, all

which are particularly explained in the Apocalypse Revealed,
published in the year 1766. Now as the particulars spok-ea of
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by the Lord to his disciples concerning the consummation of the

nge, and his advent, coincide with what he afterwards revealed

in the Apocalypse by John concerning the same subjects, it is

evident that he could mean no other consummation than that of

the present Christian church. The end of this chm'ch is, more-
over, foretold in Daniel ; therefore the Lord says, " When ye

shall see the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the

prophet, standing in the holy place, whoso readeth let him
understand" (Matt. xxiv. 15 ; Dan. ix. 27) ; so also in the other

prophets. That there is at this day such an abomination of

desolation in the Christian cluu'ch, will fiu"ther appear from the

Appendix, where it will be seen that there is not a single gen-

uine truth at this time remaining in the chm'ch, and also that

unless a new church were to be raised up in the place of the

present, "no flesh could be saved," according to the Lord's

words in Matt. xxiv. 22. That the Christian church, such as it

is at this daj^ is consummated and laid Avaste to so great an

extent, cannot be seen by those on earth who have confirmed

themselves in its falses, because a confirmation of the false is a

denial of the true ; and for this reason he that is in such a state

places as it were a vail beneath his understanding, and so keeps

guard that notliiug else creeps in to pull down the ropes and
stakes, by which he has built up and put together his theological

system hke a strong tent. Moreover, the natural rational prin-

ciple can confii"m Avhatever it pleases, whether it be false or true,

and both, when confirmed, appear in similar light ; and it is

not known whether the light be false, such as is experienced in

a dream, or whether it be true, such as is seen in the clear

day. But the case is altogether otherwise with the spiritual

rational principle, such as those enjoy who look to the Lord,

and from him are in the love of truth.

759. Hence it is, that every church composed of those who
see by the above light of confirmation, appears to itself as if it

were the one only chm^ch which enjoyed the hght of truth, while

all others Avhich differ from it are in darkness ; for those who
see by the light of confirmation, are not unlike owls, which see

light during the sliade of night, but in the day time see the sun
and its rays as thick darkness. Such was, and such also is,

every church which is in falses, when once it is founded by
leaders, who being sharp-sighted as lynxes in theii* own conceit,

form to themselves a morning light from their own under-

standings, and an evening Mght from the Word : thus, did not

the Jewish Church, when it was altogether laid waste, which
w^as the case when oiu' Lord came into the Avorld, contend loudly,

by its scribes and la^^yers, that because it possessed the W^ord,

it was the one only church Avhich was in heavenly light, although

at that very time they crucified the Messiah, or Christ, who was
the Word itself, and the all in all thereof? And what does the
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cliurcli, wliicli in the prophets and the Revelation is under-
stood by Babylon^ contend for, but that she is the queen and
mother of all chui'ches, and that others, which recede from her

are illegitimate children, who ought to be excommunicated

;

and this, notwithstanding she has thrust down the Lord the

Saviom' from his throne and altar, and placed herself thereon

in his stead ? Does not every church, be it ever so heretical,

Avhen once it is established, fill all countries and cities Avith a

cry, that it is the only one which is orthodox and ecumenical,

and that it is in possession of the gospel, which the flying angel

preached in the midst of heaven? (E.ev. xiv. 6). And who does

not hear the voice of the vulgar, echoing the same ciy? Did not

the whole Synod of Dort look upon the doctrine of predestina-

tion as a star falling from heaven upon their heads, and kiss it

as the Philistines did the image of Dagon in the temple of

Ebenezer at Aslidod, and as the Greeks did the Palladium in

the temple of Minerva? for they called it the Palladium of

religion, not aware that a falling star is a meteor composed of a

false light, which, Avhen it falls on the brain, can confirm, by
fallacious argumentSp whatever is most false, even till it is be-

lieved to be a true light, decreed to be a fixed star, and at length

peremptorily pronounced the glory of all constellations. Who
can speak -with stronger persuasion of the certainty of his fan-

tastic opinions, than an atheistical natui'alist ? and how heartily

does he laugh at the divine operations of God, the celestial

things of heaven, and the spii'itual things of the church ? What
lunatic does not fancy his own infatuation to be wisdom, and
another^s wisdom to be infatuation ? Who can distinguish, by
ocular vision alone, the false light of rotten wood from the light

of the moon? Who that has an aversion to sweet smells, which
IS the case Avith those avIio Avho are effected with the morhus
uterinus, does not repel them from the nostrils, and give the

preference to stinking odors ? Not to mention other cases of a

similar kind. These instances arc adduced for the sake of illus-

tration, and to evince that it cannot be discovered, by natural

light alone, before truth shines in its OAvn light from heaven,

that the church is come to its consummation, in other words,

that it is in mere falses ; for the false does not see the true, but

the true sees the false ; and every man is so constituted, that he
can see and comprehend the truth, Avlien he hears it. But if

he is confirmed in falses, he cannot introduce it into his under-

standing so that it may remain there, because he can find no
place for it ; and if by chance it gains admission, the crowd of

falsities before collected rejects it as heterogeneous.

III. This last time of the christian church is the very
NIGHT IN which FORMER CHURCHES HAVE SET.

760. Since the creation there have been four ciiurcfjes in

general on this earth, in a regular succession one after another,
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as may appear from botli the liistorical and tlie prophetical parts

of the Word^ but especially from the book of Daniel, vvjiere

those four chm'ches are described by the statue that Nebuchad-
nezzar saw in a dream (chap, ii.), and afterwards by the four

beasts ascending out of the sea (chap. vii.). The firsi church,

Avhich may be called the most ancient, was extant before the flood,

and its consummation or end is described by the flood. The
second churcli, which may be called the ancient, was in Asia and
part of Africa, and this was brought to its consummation and
destruction by idolatries. The third church, which was the Is-

raelitish, began at the promulgation of the decalogue on mount,

Sinai, Avas continued by the Word written by Moses and the

prophets, and was consummated or ended by its profanation of

the Word, which profanation was at its fulness when the Lord
came into the world ; therefore, because he Avas the AVord, they
crucified him. The fourth church is the Christian, Ayhich the

Lord established by the evangelists and the apostles. This church
has had two epochs, one extending from the time of the Lord
till the council of Nice, and the other from that council to the

present time. This latter however, in its progress, Avas divided

into tlu'ce branches,—the Greek, the Roman Catholic, and the

Reformed; nevertheless all these three are called Christian.

Moreover, Avithin every general church tliere have been several

particular churches, which, notAvithstanding tlieir separation

from the general, nave still retained its name, as is the case with

the different heresies in the Christian church.

761. The last time of the Christian church is the very night,

in AA'liich former churches have set, as is plain from the Lord's

prediction concerning this night in the evangelists and in

Daniel : in the evangehsts from these Avords :
" Ye shall see

the abomination of desolation ; for then shall be great afflic-

tion, such as has not been since the beginning of the Avorld,

and never shall be; and except those days should be short-

ened there should no flesh be saved;" and lastly, "the sun
shall be darkened, the moon shall not give her light, and the

stars shall fall from heaven" (Matt. xxiv. 15, 21, 22, 29). In
other passages in the evangelists, that time is also called night;

as in Luke :
" In that night there shall be two in one bed, the

one shall be taken, and the other shall be left" (xvii. 34). And
in John :

" I must work the works of him that sent me while it

is day ; the night cometh when no man can work" (ix. 4). Since

all Hght departs at midnight, and the Lord is the true light (John
i. 4 ; Aiii. 12 ; xii. 35, 36, 46), therefore he said to his disciples,

when he ascended into heaven, " Lo ! I am Avithyou ahvays even
unto the consummation of the age" (Matt, xxviii. 20) ; and then

he departs from them to a nCAV church. This last time of the

church is the very night in Avhich former chni'ches have set, as is

plain also from this passage in Daniel :
" In the end, upon the
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bird of abominations shall be desolation, even nntil the consum-
mation and decision, it shall drop upon the devastation^' (ix. 27).

This prophecy relates to the end of the Christian church, as is

very plain from the Lord's own words (Matt. xxiv. 15). Tlie

same too is evident from this passage in Daniol relating to the

fourth kingdom, or the fourth chxu'ch, represented by the image
which Nebuchadnezzar saw :

" And whereas thou sawest iron

mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed

of man, but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron

is not mixed with clay" (ii. 43). The seed of man is the truth

of the Word. It is further evident from this passage relative to

the fourth church represented by the foiu-th beast ascending out

of the sea :
" I saw in the night Aisions, and behold, a fourth

beast, terrible and dreadful ; it shall devour the whole earth,

and shall tread it down and break it in pieces'' (vii. 7, 23) ; which
expressions mean, that every truth of the church should be
brought to a consummation, and then there will be night, because

the truth of the church is light. Many similar things are pre-

dicted of this church in the E-evelation, especially in the sixteenth

chapter, where it speaks of the vials of the anger of God poured
out upon the earth, signifying the falsities Avhich should then

overflow and destroy the chui'ch. There are also several passages

in the prophets to the same purpose ; as for example :
" Shall

not the day of Jehovah be darkness and not light, even very dark,

and no brightness in it ?" (Amos v. 20 ; Zeph. i. 15). And again,
'^ In that day, if one look unto the land, behold, darkness and
sorrow, and the light is darkened in the ruins thereof" (Isaiah v.

30 ; viii. 22). The day of Jehovah is the daj^ of the Lord's advent,

762. That there should have been foui' churches on this earth

since the creation of the world, is agreeable to divine order,

which requires that there should be a beginning and its end, lie-

fore a new beginning arises. Hence every day begins with

morning, advances to mid-day, and closes in night, and after

that begins afresh ; ever}^ year too commences from the spring,

advances in its progress through summer to autumn, and then

closes in winter, and after that enters on a new beginning. It

is to produce these efl'ects that the sun rises in the east, thence

proceeds through the south to the west, and sets in the north,

after which he rises again. Similar to this is the case with

cluurches ; the first of them, which was the most ancient, was as

the morning, the spring, and the east ; the second or the ancient,

was as mid-day, the summer, and the south ; the thii'd Avas as

the evening, the autumn, and the west ; and the fourth as the

jiight, the winter, and the north. From these progressions ac-

cording to order, the wise ancients drew their conclusions of th&

i'our ages of the Avorld, the first of which they called golden, the

Kccond silver, the third copper, and the fourth iron, by whicl>

metals also the churches themselves were represented in the image
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seen by Nebuchadnezzar. But moreover in the Lord's sight the

church appears as one man, and this grand man must needs pass

through his different ages, like the individuals of which he is com-
posed, advancing from infancy to j^outh, through youth to man-
hood, and at length to old age, and then, when he dies, he
rises again : the Lord says, " Except a grain of wheat fall into

the ground and die, it abideth alone ; but if it die, it bringeth

forth much fruit'^ (John xii. 24).

763. It is according to order, that in all cases, both general

and particular, the first should proceed to its ultimate ; for such

a process gives birth and existence to all kinds of variety, and
by varieties to all quahty ; for qualities are produced and per-

fected by the differences m relation to what is more or less oppo-

site. "W ho cannot see, for instance, that truth receives its quality

from the existence of the false, and in like manner good from
the existence of evil, just as light receives its quality from the

existence of darkness, and heat from the existence of cold?

What would become of color, supposing white alone to exist

v/ithout black ? Must not the quality of intermediate colors, on
such a supposition, necessarily be very imperfect? So again,

what are the perceptions of sense without some kind of relation ?

and Avhat is relation but as respecting opposites ? Is not ocular

vision darkened by looking on white alone, and rendered clear

and hveiy by looking on a color that inwardly takes some tint of

blackness, as is the case with green? Is not the ear deafened

by the continual action of one tone upon its organs, and excited

by modulation varied according to the different relations of har-

monious and discordant notes ? What is beauty without relation

to ugliness ? Hence it is a common practice with painters, when
they would exhibit a beautiful figure to the greatest advantage,

to place a deformed one beside it. What are pleasiu'e and pros-

perity without relation to what is unpleasant and unprosperous ?

How hurtful is it to the mind to be constantly brooding over one

idea, without admitting a variety of such as have some opposite

quahty ! The case is similar with the spiritual things of the

church, whose opposites have relation to the evil and the false :

not that the evil and the false are from the Lord, but from man,
who, being endowed with free-will, may direct it either to good

or evil purposes ; and this comparatively, as in the case of dark-

ness and cold, Avhich come not from the sun, but are a conse-

quence of the earth^s circumvolutions, Avhich cause it succes-

sively to withdraw its face and tm'u it away from the sun ; and

yet without such circumvolutions of the earth, there would be

neither day nor year, and consequently neither animate nor in-

animate creatures could exist u})on it. I have been informed

that those churches which are in different goods and truths, pro-

dded only their goods have relation to love to the Lord, and their
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truths to faith iuhini, are Hke so many precious jewels in a king's

crown.

IV. After this night, morning succeeds, and the coming
OF THE lord is THIS MORNING.
764. Since the successive states of the church, both in

jijeueral and in particular, are described in the Word by the

four seasons of the year, spring, summer, autumn, and winter,

fuid by the four times of the day, morning, mid-day, evening,

and night, and as it is now night with the present church in

Christendom, it follows that the morning is at hand, in other

words, the dawn or beginning of a new church. The successive

states of the church are described in the Word by the four states

of the light of the day, as is evident from these passages: "Unto
two thousand three hundred days, then shall the sanctuary be

made righteous : the vision of the evening and the morning is

truth" (Dan. viii. 14—36). " He calleth to me out of Seir,

Watchman, what of the night ? The watchman said, the morn-

ing Cometh, and also the night" (Isaiah xxi. 11, 12). "The end
is come ; the morning is come unto thee, O thou that dwellest

in the land ; behold, the day it is come, the morning is gone
forth" (Ezek. ^ii. 6, 7, 10). " Jehovah is in the midst thereof;

morning by morning doth he bring his judgements to light ; he

faileth not" (Zepli. iii. 5). " God is in the midst of her, God
will help her when the morning appearetV (Psalm xlvi. 5). "I
wait for Jehovah ; my soul doth wait for the Lord, more than

they that wait for the morning-ivatch : for with the Lord is

plenteous redemption, and he will redeem Israel from all his

iniquities" (cxxx. 5—8). In these passages, the last time of the

church is meant by evening and night, and its first time or com-
mencement by morning. The Lord himself also is called the

morning in the following passages :
" The God of Israel said,

the rock of Israel spake to me; he is as the light of the morning,

even a morning without clouds" (2 Sam. xxiii. 3, 4). "I am the

root and the offspring of David, the bright and morning star"

(sley, xxii. 16). " From the womb of the morning thou hast the

dew of thy youth" (Psalm ex. 3) . These passages arc spoken of

the Lord ; for the Lord is the morning. He therefore arose

from the grave early in the morning, being about to lay the

foundation of a new church (Mark x^d. 2, 9) . That the Lord^s

coming is to be expected, is veiy evident from his own prediction

respecting it in Matthew. " As Jesus sat upon the Mount of

Olives, his disciples came unto him saying, Tell us "nhat will be

the sign of thy coming, and of the consummation of the age ?"

(rxiv. 3.) "Immediately after the tribulation of those days shall

the sun be daikened, and the moon shall rot give licr light, and
the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the heavens

Kigali be shaksn ; and then shall appear the sign of the Son of
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Man, and they shall see the San of Man coming in the clouds of
hf.avcn with power and great glory" (verses 29^ 30; Mark xiii. 26;
Luke xxi. 27). "As the days of Noah were, so shall also the

coming of the Son ofMan be ; therefore be ye also ready, for in

such an hour as ye think not the Son of man comeih" (Matt.

xxiv. 37, 44). In Luke: '"'When the Son of Man comeih, will

]ie find faith on the earth?" (xviii. 8.) In John: " Jesi^s said

of John, If I will that he tarry till I come" (xxi. 22). In the

Acts of the Apostles :
" And while they looked steadfastly to-

.ward heaven, as he went up, lo ! two men stood by them in

white apparel, and said, This same Jesus, who is taken up from
you into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye have seen

Aim go into heaven" (i. 10, 11). In the Hevelation : "The Lord
God of the holy prophets sent his angel to shew unto his servants

the things that shall shortly be done : Behold, I come quickly

;

blessed is he that keepeth the sayings of the prophecy of this

Book ; and behold, I come quickly, and my reward is with me,
to give every man according as his work shall be" (xxii. 6, 7, 12);

and again :
" I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you

these things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring

of David, and the bright and morning star. And the Spirit and
the bride say. Come ; and let him that heareth say. Come ; and
let him that is athirst. Come ; and whosoever will, let him take

the water of life freely" (verses 16, 17). And again: "He that

testifieth these thing saith. Surely I come quickly ; Amen. Even
so, come. Lord Jesus. The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be

with you all. Amen" (verses 20, 21).

766. The Lord is present with every man, and is urgent and
instant to be received ; and when a man receives him, which he
does by acknoAvledging him to be his God, his Creator, Re-
ileemer, and Saviour, it is then his first advent, which is called

day-dawn. From this period the man as to his understanding
begins to be enlightened in spiritual subjects, and to advance
towards a wisdom more and more interior ; and as he receives

this wisdom from the Lord, such in proportion is his progression

from morning to mid-day, and this mid-day continues Avitli him
to old age, even till death, and after death he is elevated into

lieaven to the Lord himself, where, though he may have died an
old man, he is restored to the morning of his life, and continues

to eternity to grow in that wdsdom which was implanted in che

natural world.

767. Every man who is principled in faith to the Lord, and
in charity towards his neighbour, is a church in particular, the

chm-ch in common being composed of such individuals. It is a

wonderful circumstance, that every angel beholds the Lord
immediately before him, however he may change the directiou

of his body and face ; for the Lord is the sun of the angehc
hea\'en, and it is this which appears before the eves of the
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angels, while in spiritual meditation. Tiie case is similar witli a

man in the natui-al world as to the sight of his spirit, if the

church be implanted in him ; but as his spiritual sight is veiled

by natural sight, and as this is favored and fostered by the othei*

senses, Avhich ai^e engaged about bodily and Avorldly objects, he

is ignorant of this state of his spirit. The ground of the above

circumstance, that angels and good men look to the Lord, what-

ever be the direction of their bodies, is this, that all truth from
which wisdom and faith are derived, and all good, by which love

and charity are formed, are from the Lord, and are the Lord's,

both in angels and men ; thence every truth of wisdom is as it

were a mirror in which the Lord is seen, and every good of love

is the image of the Lord. This then is the ground of the above

wonderful circumstance. On the other hand, an evil spnit per-

jietually turns himself away from the Lord, and is constantly

looking towards his own love, and this too, however he may
change the direction of his body and face. Now the reason in

this case is the same, though the application is reversed; for

every e\il is in some shape or other an image of his ruling love,

and the false Avhich proceeds from it presents that image as in fx

mirror. That there is a similar law implanted in nature, may
be concluded from the growth of certain plants which shoot out

theii' branches, and so raise themselves aloft above the grass and
the weeds that encompass them that they may behold the sun.

Some of them, also, change their aspect from east to Avest, that

the}'' may always be turned towards the sun, and so advance to

their matiu'ity under his auspices ; and I entertain no doubt
that there is a like tendency and propensity in every single bud
and shoot of every tree, although, from not possessing elasticity

of flexure and conversion, the tendency cannot be determined to

outward act. It is besides a fact well known to the curious

inquirer, that all whirlpools of water, and those of the ocean,

move spontaneously according to the common progress of the

sun. How much more then w^ould this spiritual tendency in-

fluence a man, created as he is to be an image of God, did he
not use the gift of free-will to turn this pro])ensity implanted in

him by his Creator into another direction ! This tendency may be

likened to the state of a bride, wdio has something of the image
of the bridegroom constantly present to her mind's eye; she

beholds him in his favors and gifts, as in so many mii'rors; she

longs for his coming, and when he comes receives him with joy,

and by her joy expresses the love that is swellin;^' in her bosom.
y. The coming of the lord is not a coming to destroy the

VISIBLE HEAVEN AND THE HABITABLE EARTH, AND TO
CREATE A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH, ACCORDING TO
THE OPINIONS WHICH MANY, FROM NOT UNDERSTANDING
THE SPIRITUAL SENSE OF THE WORD, HAVE HITHERTO EN-

TERTAINED.
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768. It is the prevailing opinion at this day in every church,

tlmt the Lord, wiien he comes to the last judgement, will appear

iu the clouds of heaven with angels and the sound of trumpets '

that he will gather together all who are then dwelling on the

earth, as Avell as all who are deceased, and will separate the evD
from the good, as a shepherd separates the goats from the sheep,

that then he will cast the evil, or the goats, into hell, and raise

up the good, or the sheep, into heaven ; and further, that he
will at the same time create a new visible heaven and a new
habitable earth, and on the latter he will cause a city to de-

scend, which is to be called the New Jerusalem, and is to be
built according to the description given in the Revelation (chap.

xxi.) of jasper and gold, and the foundation of its Avails of every

precious stone, and its height, breath, and length, to be equal,

each twelve thou^sand furlongs ; and that all the elect are to be
gathered together into this city, both those that are then ahve
and those that have died since the beginning of the world ; and
that the latter Avill then retm-n into their bodies, and enjoy
everlasting bliss in that magnificent city, as in their heaven.

This is the prevailing opinion of the present day, in all Chris-

tian Chui'ches, respecting the coming of the Lord and the last

judgement.
769. In regard to the state of souls after death, both uni-

versally and particularly, it is the common belief at this day,

that human souls after death are mere aerial beings, of which it

is impossible to form any idea but as of a vapor or exhalation,

and that such being their state and nature, they are reserved to

the day of the last judgement, either in the middle of the earth,

Avhere their Pu is placed, or in the Ihnbus of the ancient fathers.

But on these points there are various opinions ; some supjiose

them to be ethereal or aerial forms, and thus that they are hke
ghosts and spectres, some of them dwelling in the air, others in

woods, and others in waters ; some again suppose that the souls

of the deceased are translated to the planets or the stars, and
there have abodes allotted them ; and some again, that after

thousands of years they return into material bodies. But the

general supposition is, that they are reserved till the time when
the whole firmament, together with the terraqueous globe, v.ill

be destroyed, and that this is to be effected by fire either burst-

ing from the centre of the earth, or cast down from heaven in a

universal blaze of lightning; that then the graves will be opened,
and the souls that were reserved will be clothed again with their

bodies, and be translated into that holy city, Jerusalem, there

to dwell together on another earth in purified bodies, some in a

lower region, some in a higher ; for the height of the city will

be twelve thousand furlongs, the same as its length and its

breath (Rev. xxi. 16).

770. When a clergyman or a layman is asked whether he
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firmly believes that the antedilu\ians, along with Adam and
Eve, and the postdiluvians, with Noah and his sous, and also

that Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Avith all the prophets and
apostles, are, in like manner as the souls of all other men, still

reserved in the middle of the earth, or flying about in the etlior,

or air; and also w^hether he believes that their souls will be
again clothed with their bodies, and again enter into connexion
with carcases eaten bj^ worms, by mice, by fish, or, as in the
case of Egyptian mummies, by men, and with skeletons parched
in the sun, and reduced to powder; and further, whether he
believes that the stars of heaven will fall upon the earth, Avhich

yet is smaller than any of them ;—if clergymen or laymen, I
say, be asked whether they believe all these things, or whether
they are not mere paradoxes, which, like all other contradictory
notions, are dispelled and dissipated by right reason, some oi

them will make no reply ; some vnl\ insist that such points are
matters of faith, to which the understanding must be kept iu

obedience ; some again will argue, that not only these things,

but also many others, which are above the comprehension of

reason, are works of divine omnipotence ; and -when they men-
tion faith and omnipotence, sound reason is banished, and
either disappears like a thing anniliilated, or becomes like a
spectre, and is called insanity. To this they will add, "Are not
such opinions agreeable to the Word ? and ought not that to be
the rule and measure of our thoughts and speech ?"

771. That the Word, as to the letter, is written by appear-
ances and correspondences, and that thus there is a spiritual

sense contained in each expression, in which sense truth appear^
in its light, Avhile the sense of the letter is in shade, has been
already shewn in the chapter on the Sacred Scripture. Lest
therefore the members of the New Church should wander, like

those of the old, in the shade of the bteral sense of the Word,
particularly on the subjects of heaven and hell, and of a life after

death, and on this of the coming of the Lord, it has pleased the
Lord to open the sight of my spirit, and thus to let me into the
spiritual Avorld. permitting me not only to converse with spirits

and angels, and Avith my relations and friends, yea, Avith kings
and princes, Avho have departed out of the natural Avorld, but
also to behold the stupendous sights of heaven, and the miser-
able scenes of hell, demonstrating by this, that a man does not
live after death in any region of the earth called Pu, or flit about
blind and dumb in the air, or in emptiness, but that he lives as

a man in a substantial body, and in a far more perfect state, if

he goes among the blessed, than when he lived before in a
material body. To prevent man from plunging deeper into this

false opinion of the destruction of the visible heaven and the
habitable earth, and thereby of the spiritual world, in conse
quence of that ignorance Avhich has giA'en vise to so much n^-
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ttiralism and atheism from spreading, as a mortification in a limb,

through man^s external mind, whence his speech originates, just

as they liave already begun to affect and take root in the interioi

rational mind, especially among the learned, I have been enjoined

by the Lord to publish some of the various cu-cumstances of what
I have seen and heard concerning Heaven and Hell, and the

Last Judgement ; and also to unfold the Apocalypse, which
treats of the Lord's coming, the former heaven, the new heaven,
and the Holy Jerusalem ; which when read and understood, will

enable every one to see what is there meant by the coming of

the Lord, the new heaven, and the New Jerusalem.
VI. This, which is the second coming of the lord, is for.

THE sake of separating THE EVIL FROM THE GOOD, THAT
THOSE WHO HAVE BELIEVED AND WHO DO BELIEVE IN HIM
MAY BE SAVED, AND THAT THERE MAY BE FORMED OF THEM
A NEW ANGELIC HEAVEN, AND A NEW CHURCH ON EARTH

;

AND WITHOUT THIS COMING NO FLESH COULD BE SAVED (Matt.

xxiv. 22).

772. That this second coming of the Lord is not for the de-

struction of the visible heaven and the habitable earth, has been
shewn in the foregoing article. That it is not to destroy any
thing, but to build up, consequently not to condemn, but to

save those who have believed on him since his first coming, and.

v.^]io shall hereafter believe on him, is plain from the Lord's words :

^^ God sent not his Son into the world to condemn tlie world,

but that the Avorld through him might be saved : he that believ-

eth on him is not condemned ; but he that believeth not is con-

demned already, because he hath not believed in the name of

the only begotten Son of God" (John iii. 17, 18) : and in another

place: "If any man hear my words and believe not, I judge him
not ; for I came not to judge the world, but to save the world.

He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not my words, hath one that

judgeth him; the Word that I have spoken, the same shall judge
him" (xii. 47, 48) . The last judgement took place in the spiritual

world in the year 1757, as was shewn in a small treatise on the

Last Judgement, published at London in the year 1758, and
further in a Continuation of that Judgement, pubUshed at

Amsterdam in the year 1763. This I solemnly attest, because I

saw it Mdth my own eyes, when I was broad awake.

773. That the coming of the Lord is to form a new heaven

of those who have believed on him, and to establish, a new church

of those who shall hereafter believe on him, is grounded in this

circumstance, that these two purposes are the end of his com-
ing. The very end of the creation of the universe was, that an
angelic heaven might be formed out of mankind, where all who
believe in God might live in eternal blessedness ; for the divine

love Avhicli is in God, and which essentially is God, can intend

nothing else : and the divine wisdom, Avhich is also in God. and
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is God, can produce notliing else. Since then the creation of

the universe had for its end an angehc heaven, to be formed out

of the human race, and at the same time a chuj'ch on earth,

man's passage into heaven h'lng through the churchy and since

the salvation of mankind, being effected upon men that are born
in the world, is thus a continuation of creation, therefore we so

frequently meet in the Word with the term io create, the mean-
ing of which is to form for heaven ; as in the following passages :

'^ Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit

within me'' (Psalm li. 10). " Thou openest thy hand, they are

filled with good ; thou sendest forth thy spirit, they are created"

(civ. 28, 30) .
" The people that shall be created shall praise the

Lord" (cii. 18). "Thus saith Jehovah that created thee, O Ja-

cob, and he that formed thee, O Israel ; I have redeemed thee,

I have called thee by my name ; every one that is called by my
name I have created him for my glory" (Isaiah xliii. 1, 7) .

" They
were prepared in thee in the day that thou wast created ; thou
wast perfect in thy ways from the day that thou wast created,

till iniquity was found in thee" (Ezek. xxviii. 13, 15). This is

spoken of the king of Tyi-e. " That they may see and know, and
consider, and understand together, that the hand of Jehovah
hath done this, and the Holy One of Israel hath created it"

(Isaiah xli. 20). Hence Avill appear the meaning of create in the

ibllowing passages :
" Thus saith Jehovah, he that createth the

heavens, he that spreadeth forth the earth, he that giveth breath

unto the people upon it, and spirit to them that walk therein"

(Isaiah xlii. 5; xlv. 12, 18). "Behold, I create a neiv heaven

and a neiv earth : be glad and rejoice for ever in that which I

create; for behold, I create Jerusalem a rejoicing" (Ixv. 17, 18).

774. The presence of the Lord is continual Avith every one,

whether wicked or good, for without his presence no man can
live ; but his coming is with those only who receive him, and
these are those who beheve on him, and do his commandments.
The continual presence of the Lord is the efficient cause of man's
rationality, and of his capacity to become spiritual. This is au
effect of the light that proceeds from the Lord as the sun in the

spiritual Avorld, which light man receives with his understanding,

and this light is truth, by which he enjoys rationality; but the

coming of the Lord is with those who conjoin heat with that light,

that is, with those Avho conjoin love with truth ; for the heat

proceeding from the same sun is love to God and towards oiu'

neighbour. The mere presence of the Lord, and the illustra-

tion of the understanding thereby, may be compared with the

presence of solar light in the natural world, which, unless con-

joined Avith heat, cannot prevent a universal desolation on the

face of the earth ; but the coming of the Lord may be compared
Avith the coming of heat, as in the time of spring, in consequence
of which, and its conjunction with light^ the earth is softened.
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aiidtlie seeds sown therein begin to vegetate and bear fruit.

Sucli ,1 parallelism is there between spii'itual things with which,

tlie spu-it of man is connected, and natural things with which
his body is connected.

775. The case and circumstances of man, considered as form-
ing a compound church, or in the concrete, are similar with those

of the individual or particular man. Man considered in the
compound, or concrete, is a church consisting of several members;
and man considered as an individual, or a particular, is a church
in each of those several members. It is according to divine order
that there be common things and particulars, and that both be
together in every created subject, and that the parts exist and
subsist in no other manner. Thus in the case of man, no part

within him could exist or subsist, unless there were a common
bond in which it was included. The pai'ts in man are the viscera

with their several divisions, while the coats and coverings are the

common bonds, which not only encompass the entire man, but
likewise surround each single viscus, and every single part in

each. The case is similar in every beast, bu-d, and worm, and
also in every tree, shrub, or seed ; and no sound could be ex-

pressed either by a stringed or a wind instrument, unless there

were somewhat most common, from which the parts of the

melody derived their common principle that they might exist.

The case is similar with all the bodily senses, as with sight, hear-

ing, smell, taste, and touch, and also with every internal sense

belonging to the mind. These instances are adduced for the

sake of illustration, to shew that the church also has its common
principles and its particulars, and Hkewise its most common
principles, and that it is on this ground that four churches have
preceded in regular order, from which progression the most com-
mon principle of the chm'ch has arisen, and in process of time
what is common and particular in each church. In man also

there are two most common forms, from which all common forms,

with each part, derive their existence. These two most common
forms in the body are the heart and the lungs, and in the spirit,

the mil and the understanding, on which all things of his life

depend both in common and in particular : without them they

would fall to decay and die. The same Avould happen to the

whole angelic heaven and the whole race of mankind, yea, to

the whole created imiverse, unless all things in common, and
each thing in j^articulai", were dependent on God, his love and
wisdom.
YII. This second coming of the lord is a coming not in

PERSON, BUT in THE WORD, WHICH IS FROM HIM, AND IS

himself.

77Q. It is written in many places that the Lord will come in

the clouds of heaven, as Matt, x^di. 5 ; xxiv, 30 ; xxvi. 64

;

Maikxiv. 62; Luke ix. 34, 35; xxi. 27; Rev. i. 7 xiv. 14;
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Dan. vii. 13: but no one has heretofore known what is meant by
the clouds of heaven, and hence mankind have believed that the

the Lord will appear in them in person. But it has remained
undiscovered to this day that the Word in its literal sense is meant
by the clouds of heaven, and that the spiritual sense of the Word
is meant by the power and glory in which also the Lord is to

come (Matt. xxiv. 30) ; for no one until this time has had the

least conjecture of there being in the Word any spiritual sense,

siicli as it is in reality and truth. Now since the spiritual sense

of the Word has been opened to me by the Lord, and it has

been granted me to be with angels and spirits in their world as

one of themselves, it has been revealed to me that the clouds of

heaven signify the Word in its natural sense, and glory the Word
in its spiritual sense, and power the effectual operation of the

Lord by the Word. That the clouds of heaven have this signi-

fication, may be seen fi'ora the following passages in the Word

:

" There is none like unto the God of Jeshurun, who rideth upon
the heaven, and in his excellency on the clouds" (Dent, xxxiii.

2G). " Sing unto God, sing praises to his name, extol him that

rideth upon the clouds" (Psalm Ixviii. 4) .
" Behold the Lord

rideth upon a swift cloud" (Isaiah xix. 1). To ride signifies to

instruct in divine truths from the Word ; for a horse signifies the

understanding of the Word, as may be seen in the Apocalpse
Uevealed, n. 298 ; for who cannot see that God does not ride

on the clouds ? Again :
" God rode upon the cherubs ; his pa-

vilion round about him were thick clouds of the heavens" (Psalm

xviii. 10—13). Cherubs also signify the Word, as may be seen

in the Apocalypse Revealed, n. 239, 672. " Jehovah bindetli

up the Avaters in his thick clouds : he spreadeth his cloud upon
his throne" (Job xxvi. 8, 9). "Ascribe ye strength unto Jeho-

vah, his strength is in the clouds" (Psalm Ixviii. 34). "Jehovah
will create upon every dwelling-place of mount Zion a cloud by
day; and upon all the glory shall be a covering" (Isaiah iv. 5).

The Word in its literal sense was also represented by the cloud

in which Jehovah descended on mount Sinai, Avhen he delivered

the law ; the precepts of the law, which were at that time de-

livered, being the first fruits of the Word. In confirmation of

Avliat has been said, the following particulars may be mentioned.

There are clouds in the spiritual world just as in the natural

world, but from another origin. In the spiritual world there are

sometimes bright clouds above the angelic heavens, but over the

hells hang dusky clouds. The bright clouds over the angelic

heavens are a representative of obscurity there, proceeding from
the literal sense of the Word, and the dispersion of those clouds

signifies that they are then in clearness from its spiritual sense

;

but the dusky clouds over the hells signify the falsification and
profanation of the V^ ")rd. The origin of this signification of

clouds in the spiritual world is grounded in this circumstance,
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that the liglit n^liicli proceeds from the Lord as a sun there, sig-

nifies divine trutli, whence he is called the Light (John i. 9 : xii.

35). It is on this account too that the Word itself, which in

that world is kept deposited in the sacred recesses of their tem-
ples, appears encompassed with a bright light ; and the Kght is

obscured by the interposition of clouds.

in . That the Lord is the Word, is eWdent from this passage

in John :
'*" In the beginning Avas the Word, and the Word was

with God^ and the Word was God : and the Word was made
fiesli^' (i. 1, 14). That the Word in this passage is divine truth,

is plain from this consideration, that Christians obtain divine

truth from no other source than the Word, which is a fountain

from which all churches, that take their name from Christ, draw
riving waters in their fulness ; and yet in the natural sense of

the Word divine truth is in a cloud, but in its spiritual and ce-

lestial sense it is in glory and power. There ai*e three senses in

the Word, the natm-al, the spiritual, and the celestial, one with-

in the other, as has been shewn in the chapter on the Sacred
Scripture, and in that on the Decalogue or Catechism.
Hence it appears, that the Word mentioned in John signifies

divine truth. John also testifies the same in his first epistle

:

" We know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us an
understanding, that we may know the truth, and we are in the

vruth, in his Son Jesus Christ'" (v. 20). It is for this reason that

the Lord so often said, " Verily, I say unto you ;" for Amen
[vvhich is the word translated Verily\, in the Hebrew tongue,

is truth : and for the same reason he is called the Amen (Rev. iii.

14) ; and the truth (John xiv. G). If you inquire of the learned,

what they understand by the Word spoken of in John i. 1, they
will tell you they understand the Word in its supereminence ; and
what is the Word in its supereminence but divine truth? From
these considerations it is evident, that the Lord will now also

appear in the Word. The reason why he will not appear in per-

son, is, because since his ascension into heaven he is in his glori-

fied humanity, and in that humanity he cannot appear to any
man unless the eyes of liis spirit be first opened, and this opening

cannot be effected in any that are in e\ils and the falses thence

derived, thus not in any of the goats whom he sets on his left

hand: therefore when he shewed himself to his disciples, he first

opened then' eyes, for it is written, "And their eyes were opened,

and they knew him, and he vanished out of their sight" (Luke
XXIV. 31). The case was the same with the women who \asited

the sepulchi'e after his resurrection ; hence at the same time they

also saw angels sitting in the sepulclu'c, and conversing with

them, Avhom yet it is impossible for any man to see witli the

material eye. It is plain from his transfiguration before Peter,

James, and John, that the apostles before the Lord^s resurrec-

tion did not see liim in his glorified humanity with their bodily
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eyes, but in the spirit, (which vision appears after waking as if

it was seen in sleep) ; for it is written, " their eyes were heavy

with sleep" (Luke ix. 32). It is vain then to imagine that the

Lord will appeal* in the clouds of heaven in person, when the

truth is, that he will appear in the Word, which is from him,

and is thus himself.

778. Every man is his own love, and his own intelligence,

and whatever proceeds from him takes its essence from those two
essentials, or properties of his life ; so that the angels know a

man, such as he is in his essence, from a very short acquaint-

ance with him, discovering his love by the tone of his voice, and
his intelligence by his conversation. For as the two universals

of the life of every man are will and understanding, and the will

in the receptacle and habitation of his love, and the understand-

ing the receptacle and habitation of his intelligence, whatever

proceeds from him, whether it be action or discourse, constitutes

the man, and is the man himself. In like manner, but in a

supereminent degree, the Lord is divine love and divine wisdom,

or what is the same, di\dne good and divine truth ; for his will

is of divine love, and divine love is of his will, and his under-

standing is of divine Avisdom, and divine wisdom is of his under-

standing, the human form being their continent : hence some
conception may be formed how the Lord is the Word. But on
the other hancl, whoever is in oppposition to the Word, that is,

in opposition to the divine truth whicli it contains, consequently

in opposition to the Lord and his chui'ch, is his own evil and his

own false, as well in respect to mind, as to its effects proceeding

from the body, which belong to actions and speech.

VIII. This second coming of the lord is effected by the
INSTRUMENTALITY OF A MAN, BEFORE WHOM HE HAS MANI-
FESTED HIMSELF IN PERSON, AND WHOM HE HAS FILLED WITH
HIS SPIRIT, TO TEACH FROM HIM THE DOCTRINES OF THE NEW
CHURCH BY MEANS OF THE WORD.
779. Since the Lord caniaot manifest himself in person [to

the world], which has just been shcAvn to be impossible, and yet

he has foretold that he would come and establish a New Church,

Avhich is the New Jerusalem, it follows, that he will effect this

by the instrumentahty of a man, Avho is able not only to receive

the doctrines of that church in liis understanding, but also to

make them knoAAai by the press. That the Lord manifested

himself before me his seiwant, that he sent me on this office, and
afterAvards opened the sight of my spirit, and so let me into the

spiritual world, permitting me to see the heavens and the hells,

and also to converse Avith angels and spirits, and this new con-

tinually for many years, I attest in truth; and fvu'ther, that from
the first day of my call to this office, I have never received any-
thing relating to the doctrines of that church from any angel,

but from the Lord alone, while I Avas reading the Word.
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780. To the end that the Lord might be constantly present^

he revealed to me the spu'itual sense of his Word, in which sense

divine truth is in its light, and in this Hght he is continually

present ; for his presence in the Word is only by means of the
spiritual sense, through the light of which he passes into the

shade, in which is the sense of the letter, as is comparatively the

case with the light of the sun in the day-time by the interposi-

tion of a cloud. That the literal sense of the Word is as a cloud,

and the spiritual sense glory, and the Lord himself the sun from
Avhich the light proceeds, and that thus the Lord is the Word,
has been proved above. That the glory in which he is to come
(Matt. xxiv. 30), signifies divine truth in its own light, in which
Ithe spiritual sense of the Word is, is clearly proved by the fol-

lowing passages :
" The voice of him that crieth in the wilder-

ness, Prepare ye the way of Jehovah. And the glory of Jehovah
shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together" (Isaiah xl.

3, 5). "Arise, shine, for thij light is come, and the glory of
Jehovah is risen upon thee" (Ix. 1 to the end). "I will give thee

for a covenant of the people, for a light of the Gentiles, and my
glory will I not give to another" (xlii. 6, 8; xlviii. 11). " Thy
light shall break forth as the morning, the glory of Jehovah shall

gather thee up" (Iviii. 8). " The whole earth shall be filled with

the glory of Jehovah'' (Isaiah vi. 3; Ixvi. 18). "In the be-

ginning was the Word ; in him was life, and the life was the

light of men : this was the true light : and the Word was made
flesh, and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only-begotten,

of the Father" (John i. 1, 4, 9, 14). "The heavens declare the

glory of God" (Psalm xix. 1). " The glory of God shall lighten

the Holy Jerusalem, and the Lamb is the light thereof: and the

nations which are saved shall walk in the light of it" (Rev. xxi.

23, 24) : not to mention several other passages to the same pur-

pose. The reason Avhy glory signifies divine truth in its fulness

is, because every thing magnificent in heaven is from the light

wliicli proceeds from the Lord, and the light proceeding from
nim as the sun of heaven is in its essence divine truth.

IX. This is meant by the new heaven and the new eakth,
AND THE NEW JERUSALEM DESCENDING OUT OF HEAVEN,
SPOKEN OF IN THE REVELATION.

781. It is written in the Revelation, "1 saw a new heaven

and a new earth ; for the former heaven and the former earth

were passed away. And I John saw the holy city New Jerusalem

coming down from God out of heaven, prepared as a bride

adorned for her husband" (xxi. 1, 2). The hke also is wi'ittcn

in Isaiah :
" Behold, I create a new heaven and a new earth: be

ye glad and rejoice for ever ; for behold, I create Jerusalem a

rejoicing, and lier people a joy" (Ixv. 17, 18). It has been shewc
already in this chapter, that a new heaven is at this day forming

bv the Lord, of such Christians as acknowledged him in the
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TOiid^ and Avere able, after their departure out ot tlie world, to

ackiioM'ledge him to be the God of heaven and earthy according

to his OAYU Avords in INIatt. xxviii. 18.

782. The reason why a New Church is meant by the New
Jerusalem coming down from God out of heaven (Rev. xxi.), is,

because Jerusalem was the metropolis of the laud of Canaan.

There were the temple and the altar, and there also sacrifices

were offered, and there, consequently, divine worship itself Mas
performed, which every male throughout the whole land was re-

quu'ed to attend three times in a year. A further reason is,

l)ecause the Lord was in Jerusalem, and taught in its temple,

und afterwards glorified his Humanity there : this then is the

true ground why Jerusalem signifies the church. That Jeru-

salem signifies the church, appears clearly from the prophetical

parts of the Old Testament, where speaking of the New Church
which was to be instituted by the Lord, it is there called Jeru-

salem. I shall adduce the foUoAving passages only, from which
any one endued with interior reason may see, that Jerusalem

means the church :
" Behold, I create a neiv heaven and a neio

earth, and the former shall not be remembered or come to mind:
behold, I create Jerusalem for an exultation, and her people for

gladness ; and I mil exult over Jerusalem, and be glad over my
people. Then the wolf and the Lamb shall feed together ; they

shall not hiu't or destroy in all the mountain of my holiness"

(Isaiali Ixv. 17, 19, 25). "For Zion^s sake I will not hold my
peace, and for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest, until the righte-

ousness thereof go forth as brightness, and the salvation thereof

as a lamp that burneth. Then the gentiles shall see thy righte-

ousness, and all kings thy glory ; and thou shalt be called by a

new name, which the mouth of Jehovah shall name ; thou shalt

also be a crown of glory in the hand of Jehovah, and a royal

diadem in the hand of thy God ; for Jehovah shall delight in

thee, and thy land shall be married. Behold, thy salvation

Cometh ; behold, his reward is Avith him ; and they shall call

them The holy people. The redeemed of Jehovah; and thou shalt

he called. Sought out, A city not forsaken^' (Isaiah Ixii. 1—4,

11, 12). "Awake, awake, put on thy strength, O Zion; put on
the garments of thy beauty, O Jerusalem, the city of holiness ;

for henceforth there shall no more come into thee the uncnxum-
cised and the unclean. Shake thyself from the dust; arise, and
sit down, O Jerusalem. My people shall know my name ; they

shall know in that day that I am he that doth speak : behold it

is I. Jehovah hatli comforted his people, he hath redeemed
Jerusalem" (lii. 1, 2, 6, 9). "Sing, O daughter of Zion ; be glad

with all thy heart, O daughter of Jerusalem ; the ting of Israel

is in the midst of thee; fear not evil any mcire; he will rejoice

over thee with joy; he Avill rest in thy love; he will exult over

thee Avith singing ; I Avill make you a name and a praise amoiig
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all people of the earth" (Zeph. iii. 14—17, 20). "Tims saith

Jcho\ah, thy Redeemer, saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt ])e

inhabited" (Isaiah xliv. 34, 26). ''Thus saith Jehovah, I wiL
returu to Ziou, and dwell in the midst of Jerusalem ; and Jeru-

salem shall be called the city of truth, and the mountain of

Jehovah of hosts, the mountain of hohness" (Zech. viii, 3, 20—
23). " Then shall ye know that I Jehovah am your God dwell-

ing in Zion, the mountain of holiness ; then shall Jerusalem be
holiness; and it shall come to pass in that day, that the mountains
shall drop new wine, and the hills shall flow Avith milk and Jeru-

salem shall remain from generation to generation'' (Joel iii. 17

—

20). " In that day sliall the branch of Jehovah be beautiful and
glorious; and it shall come to pass that he that is left in Zion, and
he that remaineth in Jerusalem, shall be called holy, every one
that is "wTitten for life in Jerusalem^' (Isaiah iv. 2, 3). "But in the

last days it shall come to pass that the mountain of the house of

Jehovah shall be established on the top of the mountains: for the

law shall go forth out of Zion, and the Word of Jehovah from Je-

rusalem" (]Micah i\'. 1, 2). "At that time they shall call Jerusalem

the tlu'one of Jehovah, and all the nations shall be gathered,

because of the name of Jehovah, to Jerusalem; neither shall

they walk any more after the confirmation of their evil heart "

(Jerem. iii. 17). "Look upon Zion, the city of our solemnities

;

thine eyes sliall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle

that shall not be taken down ; not one of the stakes thereof shall

ever be removed, neither shall any of the cords thereof be
broken" (Isaiah xxxiii. 20) ; not to mention other passages, as

Isaiah xxiv. 23; xxxvii. 32; Ix^d. 10—16; Zech. xii. 3, 6—10;
xiv. 8, 11, 12, 21; Mai. iii. 4; Psalm cxxii. 1—7; cxxx\di. 5

—

7). That the church which was to be instituted by the Lord, is

meant by Jerusalem in these passages, and not the city of Jeru-

salem inhabited by the Jews, is plain from every particular of its

description ; as that Jehovah God would create a we-sy heaven and
a new earth, and also Jerusalem at the same time ; and that this

.Jerusalem would be a crown of glory and a royal diadem ; that

it was to be called holiness, and the city of truth, the throne of'

Jehovah, a quiet habitation, a tabernacle that should not be
taken down ; that the wolf and the lamb should feed together

there, that the mountains should drop new wine, and the hills

flow with milk, and that it should remain from generation to

generation; besides other circumstances, as respecting the people
there, that they should be holy, all written for life, and should
1)6 called the redeemed of Jehovah. Moreover, all those pas-

sages relate to the coming of the Lord, particularly to his second
coming, when Jerusalem shall be such as it is there described ;

for before this she was not married, that is, made the bride and
Ihe wife of the Lamb, as the New Jerusalem is declared to be
•u the Revelation. The former or present church is meant by
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Jerusalem in Dauiel, and its commencement is described by these

words :
" Know tlierefore and understand, that from the goijig

forth of the Word to the restoration and the buikling of Jerusa-

lem, even unto Messiah tlie Prince, shall be seven Aveeks ; and
after threescore and two Aveeks the streets shall be built again,

and the trenches, but in troublesome times" (ix. 25). Its end,

however, is described in these words :
" At length, upon the

bird of abominations shall be desolation, and even to the con-

summation and decision it shall drop on the devastation" (verse

27). This end the Lord thus describes in ]Mattliew :
" Wlienyf^

shall see the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel thv

prophet standing in the holy place, whoso readeth let him un-
derstand" ' (xxiv, 15). That Jerusalem, in the passages above

adduced, does not mean the city of Jerusalem, which was in-

habited by the Jews, may appear from many places in the Word,
as where it is said of that city that it was entirely destroyed, and
that it was to be pulled down (as Jer. v. 1 ; vi. 6, 7 ; \\\. 17, 18

;

viii. 6—8; ix. 10—12; xiii. 9, 10, 11; xiv. 16; Lam. i. 8, 9,

17; Ezek. iv. 1 to the end; v. 9 to the end; xii. 18, 19 : xv. 6

-8; xvi. 1—63; xxiii. 1—40; Matt, xxiii. 37, 38; Luke xix.

41—44; xxi. 20—22; xxiii. 28—30); besides many other pas-

.sages ; and also where it is called Sodom (Isaiah iii. 9 ; Jer. xxiii,

14; Ezek. xvi. 46, 48), and in other places.

783. That the church is the Lord's, and that by virtue of a

spiritual marriage, Avhich is that of good and truth, the Lord is

called the bridegroom and husband, and the church the bride

aud wife, is known among Cliristians from the Word, particu-

larly from tlie following passages : John said of the Lord, " He
that hath the bride is the bridegroom ; but the friend of the

bridegroom, who standeth and heareth him, rejoiceth greatly

l)ecause of the bridegroom's voice" (John iii. 29). "Jesus said,

Can the children of tlie bridechamber fast so long as the bride-

groom is with them ?" (Matt. ix. 15 ; INIark ii. 19, 20 ; Luke v.

35). ' I saw the holy city. New Jerusalem, coming down from
God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adornedfor her husband"
(Rev. xxi. 2). The angel said to John, " Come hither, I will

shew thee the bride, the Lamb's rvife : and he carried me away
in spirit to a great and high mountain, aud shewed me that

great city, the holy Jerusalem" (xxi. 9, 10). " The marriage of

the Lamb is come, and his ivife hath made herself ready : blessed

are they that are called unto the marriage supper of the Lamb"
(xix. 7, 9). "I am the root and the offspring of David, and the

bright and morning star. The spirit and the bride say, Come

;

and let him that is athirst come ; and whosoever will, let him
take the water of life freely" (xxii. 16, 17).

784. It is agreeable to divine order, that a ne^v heaven be

'"ormed before a New Church on earth ; for the clnuxh is both

mternal and external, and the internal church forms a one witJi
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tlie cliurcli in heaven, and consequently with heaven ; and that

the internal must be formed before the external, and afterwards

the external by the internal, is a truth known and acknowledged

by the clergy in the world. In proportion as this new heaven,

v/hich constitutes the internal of the church in man, increases,

in the same proportion the New Jerusalem, that is, the Ncav

Church, comes down from that heaven ; so that this cannot be

effected in a moment, but in proportion as the falses of the for-

mer church are removed ; for M-hat is new cannot gain admission

where falses have before been implanted, unless those falses be

first rooted out ; and this must first take place among the clergy,

and by their means among the laity ; for the Lord says, " No
man putteth new wine into old bottles, else the bottles break, and

the wine runneth out ; but they put new wine into new bottles,

and both are preserved" (Matt. ix. 17; Mark ii. 22 ; Luke v. 37,

38) . That these things cannot come to pass till the consummation
of the age, Avhicli means the end of the chui'ch, is plain from the

Lord's Avords :
" Jesus said. The kingdom of heaven is likened unto

a man that sowed good seed in his field; but while men slept, his

enemy came and sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way;

and when the blade was sprung up, then appeared the tares also:

so the servants of the householder came and said to him. Wilt thou

that we go and gather up the tares ? But he said, Nay; lest

while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them :

let both grow together until the harvest; and in the time of har-

vest I Aviil say to the reapers. Gather ye together first the tares,

and bind them in bundles to biuni them ; but gather the wheat
into my barn. The harvest is the consummation of the age. As
therefore the tares are gathered and burned in the fire, so also

shall it be in the consummation of the age" (Matt. xiii. 24—30,

39, 40). Wheat in this passage means the truths and goods of

the New Church, tares the falses and evils of the former church,

and the consummation of the age, the end of the chm'ch, as

may be seen in the first article of this chapter.

785. That there is in every thing an internal and an external,

and that the external depends on the internal, as the body does

on its soul, must be evident from every particular in the world,

if attentively considered. In a man this truth is very manifest

;

his whole body is dependent on his mind, and consequently there

is an internal and an external in whatever proceeds froui him.

In everj^ action there is the Avill of his mind, and in every ex-

pression of speech there is the understanding of his mind ; and
the case is the same in every bodily sense. There is an internal

and an external also in every bird and beast, in every insect and
worm, as well as in every tree, plant, and shrub, yea, in every

stone and smallest particle of mould. It may suffice, for the il-

lustration of this fact, to mention a few particulars of the silk-

^vorm, the bee, and a particle of mould. The internal of the
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siJk-wonn i s that from -wliicli its external is impelled to spin its

silken -web, and afterwards to assume wings as a moth, and to

tiy abroad. The internal of a Ijee is that from wliich its external

is impelled to suck hone}' out of flowers, and to construct its

•\Taxen cells after a wonderful form. The internal of a particle

of mould, by which its external is impelled, is its tendency to

make the seeds of plants vegetate, exhaling somewhat from its

little bosom which insinuates itself into the inmost parts of the

.seed, and produces this effect ; and that internal attends the

^)loiVo's vegetation even to the formation of new seeds. The case

IS the same in forms of an opposite nature, which also have both

an internal and an external ; as for instance, in a spider : its

internal, by which its external is impelled, consists in the faculty,

and the inclination thence derived, to weave a most curious Aveb,

in the centre vrhereof it may lie in Avait for intruding flies, and

may seize upon them for its food : the same is true with every

other noxious insect, and also with every serpent and wild beast

of the forest : it is also true of every wicked, cunning, and de-

ceitful man.
X. This new church is the crown oi? all the chitrches

"WHICH have been UNTIL THIS TIME O^N THE TERRESTRIAL
GLOBE.

786. It has already been shcAvn there have been from the

beginning, in common, four cliurches on this earth,—one before

the flood, another after tlie flood, a third called the Israelitish

Church, and a fourth the Christian ; and as all cliurches depend

on the knowledge and acknowledgement of one God, with Avhom

the members of the clnu'ch can have conjunction, and none of

the four churches above named have been in that truth, it fol-

lows that a church is to succeed those four, which sliall know
and acknowledge the one God ; for the divine love of God could

have had no other end or design in creating the world than to

conjoin man to himself, and himself to man, and thus to dwell

Mith him. That the former churches were not in the trutli is

]:lain from this circumstance, that the Most Ancient Church,

which existed before the flood, worshiped the invisible God with

whom there can be no conjunction ; so likewise did the Ancient

Church which existed after the flood. The Israelitish Chm'cli

worshiped Jehovah, who in himself is the invisiljle God (Exod.

xxxiii. 18—23); but under a human form, wliich Jehovah God
put on by means of an angel, and in which form lie was seen by
Abraham, Sarah, jNIoses, Hagar, Gideon, Joshua, and sometimes

by the prophets, wdiich human form was representative of the

Lord who was to come, and this being representative, therefore

all and every thing in that church were made representative also.

Indeed it is well known that their sacrifices and other ceremonies

of worship were representative of the Lord who was to come, and
tbat the}^ were abrogated at his coming. But the fom'th churchy
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wliich was called Christian, did indeed acknoM'ledge one God
with the lips, hut in three persons, each Avhereof singly or by

himseif was God, and thus acknowledged a divided trinity, and

not united in one person : the consequence of which was, that an

idea of three gods was fixed in the mind, notwithstandiug the

declaration of the lips in favor of one; and moreover the doctors

of the chm-ch insist from that very doctrine of theirs, which they

composed after the Council of Nice, that men ought to belive in

God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Ghost, all

three invisible, because existing in a similar divine essence before

the Avorld was, when yet, as was said above, there can be no con-

junction with an invisible God; for they are not yet aware that

the one God, who is invisible, came into the v,-orld and assumed

the Humanity, not only that he might redeem men, but also

that he might be made visible, and thus such a one as they might

have conjunction with ; for it is written, " The Word was with

God, and the Word ivas God ; and the Word ivas made flesk"

(John i. 1, 14). And in Isaiah: ''Unto us a child is born, unto

us a Son is given; and his name shall be called the Mightij God,

the Everlasting Father" (ix. 6). And in the prophets it is fre-

quently declared that Jehovah himself would come into the

M-orld, and be the Redeemer, which was also done in the Hu-
manity which lie assumed.

787. The reason why this New Church is the crown of all

the churches which have been to this time on the terrestrial

globe is, because it will worship one visible God, in whom is the

imisible God, as the soul is in the body; for thus, and no other-

wise, can conjunction be effected between God and man; tiie

reason of which is, because man is natural, and consequently

thinks naturally, and the conjunction must be effected in his

thought, and so in the affection of his love, and such conjunction

is produced when a man thinks of God as a Man. Conjunction

with an invisible God is like the conjunction of ocular sight with

the expanse of the universe, of which it sees no cud ; it is also

like sight in the midst of the ocean, which falls on air and water,

and is lost in their immensity : but conjunction with a visible

God is like the visible appeai'ance of a man in the air or o)i th'j

sea, stretching forth his hands and imdting to his embraces ; for

all conjunction of God with man must be likewise reciprocal on

the part of man with God ; and this reciprocality on man's part

is not possible but Avith a visible God. That God was not visible

Ijefore he assumed the Humanity, the Lord himself teaches in

John : "Ye have neither heard the voice of the Father, nor seen

liis shape" (v. 37). And in Moses: "No man can see me and

live" (Exod. xxxiii. 20) : but that he is seen by his humanity, is

declared in John :
" No man hath seen God at any time ; the

only-begotten Son, Avho is in the bosom of the Father, he hath

decWed him" (i. 18). And again: "Jesus saith, I am the Way*
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the Truth, and the Life ; no man conieth unto tlie Father hut

W me : if ye had known me, ye woukl have known my Fatlier

also : he that hath seen me liath seen the Father" (xiv. 6, 7, 9).

That conjunction is eftected Avith the invisible God by him "who

is visible, that is, by the Lord, he himself teaches in these woi'ds

:

" Abide in me, and I in you : he that abideth in me, and I in

liim, the same bringetli forth much fruit" (John xv. 4, 5), " In
that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and ye in me,
and I in you" (xiv. 20). " The glory which thou gavest me I

have given them, that they may be one even as we are one, I ia.

them, and thou in me, that the love wherewith thou hast loved

me may be in them, and I in them" (xvii, 22, 23, 26 ; and y\.

56^. Also that the Father and he are one, and that it is neces-

sary to believe on him to attain eternal life. That salvation

depends on conjunction with God, has been abundantly shewn
above.

788. That this church is to succeed the churches Avhich have

been extant froui the beginning of the world, and that it will

endure for ages of ages, and is thus to be the crown of all the

churches that have been before it, was foretold by the prophet

Daniel, first when he related and explained to Nebuchadnezzar
his dream concerning the foui- kingdoms, by which the four

churches, represented by the statue that appeared to him, are

understood ; for he says, " In the days of these kings shall the

God of heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed

;

and it shall consume all these kingdoms, but it shall stand for

ever*' (ii. 44) ; and that this should be effected by a " stone that

became a great rock, and filled the Avhole earth" (verse 35). A
rock, in the Word signifies the Lord as to divine truth. The
same prophet says in another place, "1 saw in the night visions,

and behold, one like the Son of Man came with the clouds of

lieaven; and to him was given dominion, and gloiy, and a king-

dom, that all people, nations, and languages shoidd serve him.

His dominion is an everlasting dominion which shall not pass

away, and his kingdom that which shall not be destroyed " (vii.

13, 14). And this he says after he had seen the four beasts

ascending out of the sea (verse 3), Avhich also represented the

four former churches. That this prophecy of Daniel has relation

to the present time, is e-\ddent from his words (xii. 4) ; and also

from the Lord's words (Matt. xxiv. 15, 30). The like is said in

the Revelation :
" And the seventh angel sounded, and tliere

were great voices in heaven, saying. The kingdoms of this Avorld

are become the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ ; and he
shall reign for ever and ever" (xi. 15).

789. But besides these, the other prophets have in many
passages foretold this church, and its future state ; from which
it may suffice to adduce these few. It is wa-itten in Zecliariah.
'• It shall be one day, Avhich shall be known to Jeliovah^ neithci
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day nor night; but at evening time it shall be light; and in that

da}^ living waters shall go out from Jernsalera^ and Jehovali shall

be king over all the earth : in that day shall there be one Je-

hovah, and his name one" (xiv. 7—9). In Joel :
" It shall come

to pass in that day that the mountains shall drop new wine, find

the hills shall flow with milk ; and Jerusalem shall remain to

generations of generations" (iii. 18—20). In Jeremiah: "At
that time they shall call Jerusalem the throne of Jehovah, and
all nations shall be gathered unto it, to the name of Jehovah, to

Jerusalem, neither shall they walk any more after the confirma-

tion of their evil heart^^ (iii. 17 ; Rev. xxi. 24, 26). In Isaiah •

" Thine eyes shall see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle

that shall not be taken down; not one of the stakes thereof shall

ever be removed, neither shall any of the cords thereof be
broken" (xxxiii. 20), In these passages the holy New Jerusalem
is meant which is described in the Revelation (chap.xxi.) and by
this again the New Church. Again, in Isaiah :

" There shall

come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and righteousness

shall be the girdle of his loins and truth the girdle of his reins

;

the wolf shall also dwell with the lamb, and the leopard shall lie

down with the kid, and the calf, and the young lion, and the

fatling together, and a little child shall lead them ; and the cow
and the bear shall feed, their young ones shall he down toge-

ther ; and the sucking child shall play on the hole of the asja,

and the Aveaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice den

;

they shall not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain ; for the

earth shall be full of the knowledge of Jehovah. And in that

day there shall be a root of Jesse, which shall stand for an
ensign of the people ; to it shall the gentiles seek, and his rest

shall be glorious" (xi. 1, 5—10). That these things have not as

yet come to pass in any chm'ches, much less in the last, is gene-

rally allowed. In Jeremiah :
" Behold, the days come, saith

Jehovah, that I will make a new covenant ; and this shall be the

covenant ; I will put my laAv in the midst of them, and write

it on their hearts, and will be their God, and they shall be
my people, and they shall all know me from the least of them
unto the greatest of them" (xxxi. 31—34; Rev. xxi. 3). That
this prophecy has not been fulfilled in former churches, is also

generally acknowledged : the reason was, because they did not

approach a A-isible God, whom all may know, and who is himself

the Word, or Law, which he will put in the midst of them, and
write on theii' hearts. Again, in Isaiah: " For Jerusalem's sake

I will not rest, until the righteousness thereof go forth as bright-

ness, and the salvation thereof as a lamp that burnetii; and thou
shalt be called by a new name, which the mouth of Jehovah
shall name ; and thou shalt be a crown of glory, and a royal

diadem in the hand of thy God : Jehovah shaU delight in thee,

and thy land shall be married. Behold, thy Salvation cometh ;
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oeliold, his reward is with him : and they shall call them The
holy people, The redeemed of Jehovah: and thou shalt be called

Sought out, A city not forsaken" (Ixii. 1 to the end).

790. The futm'e state of this church is also described at large

in the Revelation, which treats of the end of the former church,

and the rise of the new. This new climx-h is described l)y the

New Jerusalem, with all its magnificence, and is represented as

the bride and wife of the Lamb (chap. xix. 7; xxi. 2, 9). I shall

here only transcribe from the Revelation what is said when the
'New Jerusalem was seen to descend out of heaven :

" Behold,

the tabernacle of God is with men, and he Avill dwell Avith them,
and they shall be his people, and God himself will be with them,
and be their God ; and the nations of them that are saved shall

walk in the light of it ; and there shall be no night there. I

Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these things in

the churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and
the bright and morning star. The Spirit and the Bride saj^,

Come • and let him that heareth say, Come ; and let him that

is athirst come ; and whosoever Avill, let him take the water of

life freelv. Even so, come. Lord Jesus. Amen" (xxi. 3, 24, 25;
xxii. 16.^17, 20).

Memorandum.

791. After this work was finished, the Lord called together

iis twelve disciples, who followed him in the world, and the

next day he sent them throughout the whole spiritual avorld
to preach the gospel, that the Lord God Jesus Christ reigneth,

whose kingdom shall endure for ever and ever, according to the

prophecy in Daniel (vii. 13, 14) ; and in the Revelation (xi. 15);

and that " Blessed are those who are called to the marriage-

supper of the Laml)" (Rev. xix. 9). This was done on the 19th
day of June, in the year 1770. This is understood by the

Lord's words :
" He shall send his angels, and they shall gathei:

together his elect from one end of heaven to the other" (Malt.

Kxiv. 31).
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SUPPLEMENT.

792. I HAVE already treated of tlie spiritual world in a par-

ticular work on Heaven and Hell, which work contains a de-

scription of many things relating to that world; and because

every one after death enters into that world, the state of men
there has been also described. Who docs not know, or Avho may
not know, that a man lives after death, both because he is born
a mau and created an image of God, and because the Lord de-

clares it in his Word? But the real state and natui'e of this

future life have been hitherto unknown ; for it has been generally

believed that a man after death is a mere soul, and the common
idea of a soul has been that it is something like ether, or air,

thus that it is the breath which goes out of a mau^s body when
he dies, in which however it is supposed his ^dtality resides ; but

then this has been conceived to have neither sight, such as be-

longs to the eye, nor hearing, such as belongs to the ear, noi'

speech such as belongs to the mouth; when yet a man after

death is as much a man as he was before, and so completely

such, that he does not know but that he is still living in the for-

mer world; for he sees, hears, and speaks as in the former world;

he walks, runs, and sits, as in the former world ; he lies dov.n,

sleeps, and wakes, as in the former world ; he eats and drinks,

as in the former world ; he enjoys conjugial delight, as in the

former Avorld ; in a word, he is, in all and every respect, a man.
From these circumstances it is evident that death is not an ex-

tinction but a continuation of life, and consequently that it is

only a passage from one state to another.

793. That a man after death is as much a man as he was
before, although he is not then apparent to the eyes of the ma-
terial body, may be concluded from the angels that appeared

to Abraham, Hagar, Gideon, Daniel, and some of the prophets,

and also from those that were seen in the Lord's sepulchre, s.nd

afterwards frequently by John, as he relates in the Revelation :

but it may appear still more evident from the Ijord himself; for

he proved himself to be a man both by the touch, and by eating

before his disciples, and yet he became invisible to their sight.

W ho can be so extravagantly absurd as not to acknowledge that

notwithstanding his being iuAdsible, he was still a man as before ?

The reason why the disciples saw him was because their spiritual

eyes were at that time opened ; and when this is the case, the

objects of the spiritual world appear as distinctly as those of the

natural world. There is this difference between a man ia the
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natural world and a man in the spiritual world^ that the latter is

clothed with a substantial bod}^^ but the former with a materia'

body, within which is his substantial body ; and a substantia]

man sees a substantial man as clearly and distinctly as a material

man sees a material man. A substantial man however cannot

see a material man, nor can a material man see a substantial

man, in consequence of the diflFerence between material and sub-

stantial, the nature of which difference may be described, Imt

not in a few words.

794. From what I have been an eye-Avitness of for so many
years, I can assert the following facts relating to the spiritual

svorld. In that Avorld there are countries, just as in the natural

world, and there are also plains and valleys, mountains and hills,

fountains and rivers ; there are paradises, gardens, groves, and
forests; there are cities, containing palaces and houses; there

are also writings and books ; there are likewise employments and
trading ; and there are gold, silver, and precious stones ; in a

word, there are in the spiritual Avorld all things which are in the

natm-al vforld, but in heaven immeasiu'ably more perfect. The
diflPerence is, that all things which are seen in the spiritual world

are created in a moment by the Lord, as houses, paradises, food,

and other things ; and that they are created in correspondence

\\\i\\ the interiors of the angels and spirits, that is, with their

att'ections and thoughts ; whereas all things in the natural world

begin to exist and grow from seed.

795. As this is the truth of the case, and as I have been ad-

mitted to converse frequently in that world with the nations and
people of this world, thus, not only with Europeans, but also

with the inhabitants of Asia and Africa, consequently with per-

sons of various religions, I Avill here, by way of conclusion to

the present work, add a short description of the state of some of

the persons with whom I have conversed. It is to be observed^

that in the spiritual world the state of every nation and people

in common, as well as of each individual in particular, depends
on the acknowledgement and worship of God, and is determined

accordingly ; and that all who in heart acknowledge a God, ana
from henceforth all who acknowledge the Lord Jesus Christ to be

God, the E^edeemer and Saviour, are in heaven, while those Avho

do not acknowledge him are under heaven, and are there in-

structed ; and those who receive him after instruction are taken

up into heaven, but those who do not receive him are cast down
into hell. Of tliis description are those who, like the Socinians,

have approached God the Father alone, or Avho, like the Arians,

have denied the Divinity of the Lord's Humanity; for the Lord
has said, " I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life : no one
Cometh to the Father but by me ; and to Philip, who wished to

see the Father, He that seetli and knoweth me, secth and know-
eth the Father" (John xiv. 6, &c.).
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Of Luther, Melancthon, and Calvin, in the spiritual
WORLD.

796. Having frequently conversed with these three leaders,

who were the reformers of the Christian chui'ch, I have been in-

structed concerning the state of their lives from the first, down
to the present time. With respect to Luther, he, from his first

coming into the spiritual world, was a most bitter asserter and
defender of his own tenets, and his zeal for them increased in

proportion as the numbers from earth increased who agreed with

and favored them. Pie had a house allotted him, such as he had
at Eisleben during his life in the body, and in one of the rooms
of this house he set up a desk, raised a little from the gi'ound,

in which he took his seat ; and setting open the door to admit
his hearers, he disposed them in ranks, assigning the places

nearest himself to such as were most favorable to his opinions,

and remoter places to such as favored them less. Then he began
his harangue, and at intervals allowed the audience to ask him
questions, for the purpose of resuming the thread of his discoui'se

from some new suljject that might be started. In consequence
of the general favor and applause which he acquired by this, he
at last contracted a power of persuasion ; and this in the spi-

ritual world is of such efficacy, that no person is able to resist it,

or to controvert what is thence asserted ; but as this was a species

of enchantment, in use among the ancients, he was seriously

enjoined not to speak from it any longer ; accordingly he taught
afterwards, as he had done before, from his memory and under-
standing. This power of persuasion, which is a species of en-

chantment, derives its origin from the love itself, in consequence
of which the person under its influence grows by degrees so im-
patient of contradiction as to attack not only the sentiments but
even the person of his opponent. This was his state of life till

the last judgement, which took place in the spiritual world iu

the year 1757. The year after he was removed from his first

house to another, and was at the same time brought into another
state ; and being informed that I, who am in the natural world,

conversed with those who are in the spiritual world, he among
several others came to me ; and after asking some questions and
receiving my answers, he perceived that the end of the former
church is at this day accomplished, together with the beginning
of the New Church foretold by Daniel, and by the Lord himself
in the Evangelists, and that this new church is meant by the
New Jerusalem in the Revelation, and by the everlasting gospel

which the angel flying in the midst of heaven preached to those
who dwell on the earth (xiv. 6) . At this he grew very indignant,

and railed against it ; but as he perceived the New Heaven to

increase, which was formed and is forming of those who ackuow-
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ledge tlie Lord alone to be the God of lieaven and earthy accoirJ-

ing to his own words (Matt, xxviii. 18) ; and as he observed Ids

own congregations to diminish, his raihng ceased, and then 1)0

approaciied nearer to me, and began to converse more familiarly

with me ; and when he was convinced that he had taken his

principal tenet of justification by faith alone not from the Word
of God, but from his own intelligence, he then suffered himself

to be instructed concerning the Lord, charity, true faith, free-

will, and lastly concerning redemption, and this from the Word
alone. At length, after conviction he began to favor, and after-

wards to confirm himself more and more in the truths on which
the New Church is built and established. At this time he was
with me daily, and then as often as he recollected the truths of

the New Clmreli, he began to ridicule his former tenets as in

direct opposition to the Word ; and I heard him say, " Do not

he surprised that I laid hold so eagerly of that doctrine of jus-

tification by faith alone, and excluded charity from its spiritual

essence, and likewise took away from men all free-will m spiritual

concerns, besides falling into other errors Avhich are dependent
on the doctrine of faith alone, when once it is received, as the

links of a chain are on each other; for my object w^as to be se-

parated from the Roman Catholics at any rate, which could not

.5)theinvise be accomplished ; so that I am not surprised that I liave

erred, but my surprise is, that the ravings of one should have

deprived so many others of their senses." On saying this he
cast a glance at some writers standing beside him, who were cele-

brated in their time for their theological works, and were firm

adherents to his doctrine, not observing its contradictions to

Holy Scripture, although tliey are so palpable. I was informed
by the examining angels that this chieftain of the church is in a

state of conversion far before many others who have confirmed

themselves in the doctrine of justification by faith alone, and
that because in Lis youthful days, before he began his Avork of

reformation, he had received a strong tincture of the doctrine

which maintains the pre-eminence of charity. This was the

reason why, both in his writing and sermons, he gave such ex-

cellent instruction in regard to charity ; and hence it came to

pass, that the faith of justification with him was implanted in

his external natural man, but not rooted in his internal spiritual

man. The case is difierent with those who in their youthful days

confirm themselves against the spirituality of charit}*, which
they must needs do, while they use proofs and arguments to

establish justification by faith alone. I have conversed with the

Prince of Saxony, who received and entertained Luther during
his life on earth. He told me that he had often blamed him,

particularly for separating charity from faith, and pronouncing
the latt(;r and not the former to be effective of salvation, Avhen

yet the Holy Scripture not only joins together those two uuiver-
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sal means of snlvatioi , but Paul even gives charity tl:o ])refcrcncej

saying, " There are these three, faith., hope, and charity, and
the greatest of tliese is charity" (1 Cor. xiii. 13); hut Luther as

often rephed, that he could not do otherwise because of the

Roman Catholics. This prince is among the blessed.

797. With respect to Melaxcthon, it has been granted me
to know many particulars of his condition, what it was when he
first came into the spiritual w^orld, and what it was afterwards,

not only from the angels, Imt also from himself; for I have con-

versed with hhn at times, though not so frequently or so inti-

mately as with Luther. The reason why I did not converse with
him so frequently and so intimately was, because he was so

intent upon justification by faith alone, to the exclusion of

charity, that the angelic spirits who encompassed me, and who
are in charity, prevented his near approach to m.e. I have been
informed that as soon as he entered the spiritual world he had a

house provided for him similar to that which he inhabited in tliis

world. (This is the case with most persons on their first arrival

in the spiritual world ; therefore they are not aware but that they
are still in the natui*al world, and that the time elapsed since

their death has been passed in sleep.) Tliere were similar objects

also in his chamber, a similar table, w"riting desk with drawers,

and also a similar library. As soon then as he came into his

nev.- habitation, like one awaking out of sleep, he seated himself

at his table, and proceeded to w^rite as usual on justification by
fiiith alone, and so continued for several days Avithout writing a

word about charity. This being perceived by the angels, he was
questioned by messengers why he did not also write about cha-

rity : he replied that charity w^as in no respect a constituent of

the chru'ch ; for that if it were to be received as an essential of

the church, man would ascribe to himself the merit of justifica-

tion, and thence of salvation, and thus would depi'ive faith of its

spiritual essence. When this was perceived by the angels who
were over his head, and heard by the angels who were associated

with him Avhile he was out of his house, they withdi"ew from him;
for angels are associated with every new comer at his first en-

trance into the spiritual world. A few Aveeks after this, the
furniture in his chamber began to be obscured, and at last to

\ anish aAvay, so that in the end there remained only his table,

paper, and ink ; moreover the walls of his study appeared in-

crusted over with plaster, and the floor covered Avith a yellow

material like brick, and he himself clad in a coarser garment.
Wondering in himself at these changes, he asked those about
him what could be the reason; and receiA-ed for answer. Because
lie remoA'ed charity from the church, which nevertheless is the

heart of it. But because he still continued to contradict this

truth, and persisted in AA'riting about faith as the only essential

of the church, and the only means of salvation, and in removing^
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charit}' fartlier and farther off, on a sudden lie appeared to him-

self under ground in a kind of workhouse, where similar spirits

were confined ; and on his desiring to be let out, he Mas pre-

vented, and given to understand that those who banish charity

and good works from the church, have no other condition to

expect. But as he had been one of the reformers of the church,

he was released by the Lord's command, and sent back into his

former chamlier, where he found only his table, paper, and ink

;

still however, in consequence of the ideas Avhich were rooted and
confirmed in his mind, he continued blotting over sheet after

sheet with his fonner erroneous notions, so that it was impossi-

ble to keep him from sinking down at times among his impri-

soned companions, from whence he was again alternately released.

When he was released he appeared clad in a rough hairy skin,

because faith without charity is cold. He told me himself that

at the back of the house there was a chamber adjoining his

own, containing three tables, at which were seated persons of a

like character with himself, who had also banished charity from

the church ; and that at times a fourth table appeared there also,

on Avhich were seen monstrous figures in various forms, but that

still they were not deterred by such appearances. He added
like^vise, that he had entered into discourse with the latter, and
that he was every day more and more confirmed by them in

favor of his own sentiments. After some time, however, being

seized with fear, he began to scribble something concerning

charity, but what he "UTote one day he could not see the next
;

for this is universally the case in the spmtual Avorld. If a person

commits anything to paper from the external man only, and not

at the same time from the internal man, thus from constraint

and not from freedom, it is presently obliterated of itself. But
after the new heaven was begun to be established by the Lord,

he then began to think, under the influence of light from that

heaven, that possibly he was in error ; and this being attended

with anxiety on account of his lot, he perceived in consequence

some interior ideas impressed on his mind concerning charity, in

which state he consulted the Word, and then his eyes were
opened, and he saw that it is throughout full of love to God,
and love towards our neighbour, and that it is consequently

true, as the Lord says, that on those two commandments hang
all the law and the prophets, that is, the whole Word. From
this time he Avas translated interiorh^ to the south, verging

towards the west, and thus into another house, from which he
conversed with me, and said, that now his writing concerning
jharity did not vanish as before, but that on the following day it

appeared faintly. One circumstance in relation to him is extra-

ordinary, that when he walks his steps make a noise just like a

person walking with iron thoes on a stone pavement. Another
particular circumstance mav be mentioned, whi<;h is, that when
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any spirits neAvly arrived from the Avorld entered his chamber to

see and converse -with him, he was accustomed to call one of

those magical spmls, who by the power of fantas}'' could produce
various appearances of beauty and ornament, and who in an
instant would deck out his chamber Avith handsome furnitu.re,

and tapestry with roses worked in it, and a book-case also in the

middle of it; but no sooner did his company leave him than all

these appearances vanished, and the former coat of plaster and
bare walls returned. This however only happened when he Avas

n his former state.

798. Concerning Calvin I have had the foUowmg account.

1. When he first entered the spiritual Avorid, he thought no
other than that he Avas still in the Avorld where he ^vas born ; and
although he Avas told 1iy the angels associated Avith him at his

first coming, that he Avas now in their world, and not in the

former, he replied, "I have the same body, the same hands, and
similar senses ; but the angels instructed him that he AAas then

in a substantial body, and that before he Avas not only in the

same substantial body, but also in a material body, Avhich in-

vested the substantial ; that he had cast off the material body,

and retained the substantial, by virtue of which a man is a man.
This he at first understood ; but the day following he relapsed

into his former belief, that he Avas still in the Avorld where he
was born; for he Avas a sensual man, believing nothing but Avhat

he drew in from the objects of the bodily senses; and this being

his quality, he framed all the tenets of his faith from his own
understanding, and not from the Word. He made indeed quo-

tations from the Word, but this was only to engage the favor

and approbation of the vulgar. 2. After this first period, haAing
left the angels, he wandered about, and inquired Avliere he might
meet with such spirits as in ancient times had believed in Pre-
destination : he Avas informed that they Avere removed to a

distant place, where they Avere close shut up and kept concealed,

and that there was no Avay open to their abode but from the

hinder side under the earth; but that the disciples of Godoschal-
chus still wandered about at large, and sometimes assembled to-

gether in a place called in the spiritual tongue Pyris. On
receiAang this information, and being desirous to associate Avith

them, he was conducted to the place of assembly Avhere some of

them Avere standing, and Avhen he came among them he Avas in

the delight of his heart, and Avas linked in an interior friendship

Avith them. 3. But Avhen the folloAvers of Godoschalchus Avere

led aAvay to be confined Avitli their brethren in the cavern, he
grcAV Aveary of himself, so that he Avandered here and there in

quest of an asylum, and at length was received into a certain

society, consisting of simple-minded spirits, among Avhom there

were also some of a religious character ; but Avhen lie discovered

that they neither knew iior could at all comprehend the doctrin?
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of predestination, he betook himself to one corner of the society,

juid there lay concealed for a considerable time, without ever

opening his mouth on any subject relating to the chm^ch. This

was of providential appointment^ that he might recede from his

error respecting predestination, and that the numbers might be
filled up of those, avIio, since the Synod of Dort, had adhered to

that detestable heresy, all of Avhom were successively removed to

their associates to l)e confined in the cavern. 4. But v.hen at

last inquiry was made after him by the modern predestinarians,

and when on searching for him he was discovered in the extreme
confines of a certain society, which consisted merely of simple-

minded spirits, he was called forth from his retirement, and
conducted to a certain governor, who had drunk of the same
dregs of false doctrine. This governor received him into his

house, and protected him ; and in this situation he continued

until the ncAv heaven was begun to be established by the Lord>

at which time, because the governor his protector, with all his

band of associates, Avas cast out, Calvin betook himself to a cer-

tain house inhabited by harlots, and there remained for some
time. 5. But as he then enjoyed the liberty of wandering about,

and also of approaching nearer to the place of my abode, it Avas

permitted me to converse Avith him ; and first I talked to him of

the ncAV heaven Avhich is at this day constructing of those Avho

acknoAvledge the Lord alone to be the God of heaven and earth,

according to his OAvn Avords (Matt. xxA'iii. 18) ; observing that

these believe that he and the Father are one (John x. 30) ; and
that he is in the Father, and the Father in him; and that aa'Iioso

seeth and knoAveth him, seeth and knoAveth the Father also,

(Johnxiv. 6—11); and that thus there is one God in the church
as tliere is in heaven. On hearing Avhat I said, he at first, ac-

cording to his usual manner, Avas silent for some time, but in

about half an hour he broke silence and said, "Was not Christ

a man, the Son of Mary, Avho Avas married to Joseph? How can
a man be Avorshiped as God?^^ I replied, ' Is not Jesus Christ

our lledeemer and SaA-iour, both God and Man ?" To Avhich he
answered, " He is God and Man

;
yet still DiA'inity does not be-

long to him, but to the Father." "And where then is Christ'?^'

asked I. He said, "He is in the loAvest parts of heaven;" Avhich

he confirmed by his humiliation before the Father, and by suffer-

ing himself to be crucified. He then added some scoffing ex-

pressions against the worship of Christ, which at that instant

entered his memory from the Avorld, and Avhicli Avere in general

to tins effect, " That such Avorship is mere idolatry. He Avas

desirous to condemn it in more l^lasphemous terms ; but the

angels Avho Avere with me closed his lips. In answer to what he
had urged, and instigated by a warm zeal for his conversion, I

said that the Lord our Savioiu' is not only God and Man, but

also that in him God is Man, and Man is God ; and this I con-
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firmed by the words of V\n\ that in him " dwelleth all the ful-

ness of the Godhead bodily'^ (Coloss. ii. 9) ; and by what Jolm
says, that he is " the true God, and eternal life" (1 Epist. v. 20)

;

and also by the Lord's own words, that it is the will of the Fa-

ther, that every one who believeth on the Son should have ater-

nal life, and that whosoever Ijelieveth not, will not see life, but
the anger of God abideth on him (John vi. 39, 40; iii. 36)

and moreover by what is declared in the confession of Faith,

called the Athanasian Creed, that in Christ, God and Man are

not two, but one, ?nd that they are in one person like the sou

and body in man. On hearing this reasoning he replied, " What
are all these passages which you have quoted from the Word,
but vain and empty sounds ? Is not the Word the book of all

heresies ? and is it not thus like vanes on the tops of houses and
ships, which turn with every wind that blows ? It is Predes-
TixATioNT ALONE whicli fixcs and determines all points of religion.

Here they have their habitation, and this is the tabernacle of

their congregation ; and the faith that is effective of justifi-

cation and salvation is the sanctuary and holy of holies in that

tabernacle. Is any man possessed of free-will in spiritual con-

cerns ? Are not all things relating to salvation of free grace ?

All arguments then which oppose this reasoning, and so oppose
predestination, sound in my ears only as eructations from the

stomach ; and this being the case, I have thought with myself,

that a temple where any other doctrine is taught, even though
derived from the Word, is, with its congregation, like a den in

which sheep and wolves are confined together. The wolves how-
ever are muzzled by the laws of civil justice to prevent them from
assaidting the sheep ; by the sheep I mean the predestinate.

But I will declare my faith, which is this, ' There is a God, and
he is omnipotent, and there is no salvation for any but those

who are elected and predestinated by God the Father ; every one
else is consigned to his lot, that is to his fate/ " On hearing

this, in the warmth of zeal I rejoined, "You talk impiously;

begone, you wicked spirit ! Do you not know since you are in

the spiritual world, that there are a heaven and a hell, and that

predestination implies that some are appointed for heaven, and
some for hell ? Can you then form to yourself any other idea of

God, than as of a tyrant, who admits his favorites into his city,

but condemns the rest to a slaughter-house ? Be ashamed, then,

and blush for your doctrine." After this I read to him what is

written in the Formula Concordi.e, (a book containing the

doctrines of the Evangelical Protestants), on the Worship of the

Lord, and on Predestination :—On the Worship op the Lord,
as follows : It is damnable idolatry, if the trust and faitli of the

heart be placed on Christ, not only according to his divine but

also according to his human nature, and if the honor of adora-

tion be directed to both /' and on Predestination, as follows :
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^' Christ did not die for all men, but only for the elect : God has

created the greatest part of mankind for eternal damnation, and
is not willing that they should be converted and live. The ele/*^

and regenerate cannot lose faith and the Holy Spnit, although

they commit every kind of the most enormous sin and wicked-

ness : but those who are not elect are necessai'ily condemned,
and cannot possibly attain salvation, even though they should be
a thousand times baptized, and should come every day to the eu-

charist, and should besides lead as holy and unblamable lives as

it is possible to do," pp. 837, 838, of the Leipsic edition pub-
lished in the year 1756. After reading these passages, I asked

him. Whether the sentiments contained in that book were de-

nved from his doctrine, or not ? He replied, They were de-

rived from his doctrine, but he did not remember whether those

very words flowed from his pen, though they did from his mouth.
On hearing this, all the servants of the Lord retired from him,

and he betook himself hastily to a way that led towards a cave,

inhabited by those who have confirmed themselves in the execra-

ble doctrine of predestination. I afterwards conversed with some
of the spirits imprisoned in that cave, and inquired into their

condition : they informed me they were compelled to labor for

food, and were all at enmity one against another, and every one
was watchi'Ug for an excuse to do some mischief to his companion,

and really did it whenever the slightest occasion offered ; and this

was the delight of their lives. For a further account of Predes-

tination and Predestinarians, see what has been said above,

n. 486, 488.

799. I have conversed with many other spirits, followers of

the three leaders above described, as well as heretics ; and from
their several cases it was granted me to see clearly that such of

them as have lived a life of charity, and particularly if they have

loved the truth for its own sake, suffer themselves to be instructed

in the spiritual world, and receive the doctrines of the New
Church ; but that on the contrary, such as have confirmed them-

selves in the falses of religion, and likewise such as have led

evil lives, do not suffer themselves to be instructed, but by de-

grees remove themselves from the new heaven, and consociate

themselves with their like in hell, where they confirm themselves

more and more obstinately against the worship of the Lord, and
that to such a degree, that they cannot endm-e to hear the name
r.f Jesus mentioned ; which is exactly contrary to what occurs in

hp-aven, where all unanimously acknowledge the Lord to be the

God of heaven.
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Of the Dutch in the spiritual world.

800. In the Treatise concerning Heaven and Hell^ it is

sl,e^yn that Christians, among whom the Word is read, and who
know and acknoAvledge the Lord the Redeemer and Saviour, ai'e

in the middle of all the nations and people that inhabit the spi-

ritual world ; for they possess the greatest spiritual light, and
the light is propagated from them, as from ^. centre, to all, even
the most remote circumferences, agreeably to what was shewn
above in the chapter on the Sacred Scripture, n. 267—272.

In this middle region, possessed by Christians, the Reformed
have places allotted them according to their reception of spii'itual

light from the Lord ; and as the Dutch possess that light more
deeply and fully inserted into their natural light, and are thus

more receptible than others of whatever relates to reason, they

have therefore, in that middle region of Christians, acquired

habitations in the east and south ; in the east by the faculty of

receiving spiritual heat, and in the south by the faculty of re-

cei\dng spiritual light. The quarters, or cardinal points, in the

spiritual world, are not like those in the natural world, and an
allotment of habitations according to such quarters is an allot-

ment according to the reception of faith and love : those who
excel in love are in the east, and those who excel in intelligence

are in the south : see the Treatise concerning Heaven and hell,

n. 141—153.
801. A further reason why the Dutch are in those quarters of

the middle region possessed by Christians is, because trade is

their final love, and money is a mediate subservient love, and
the former is of a spiritual nature ; but where money is a final

love, and trade the mediate subservient love, as it is with the

Jews, then that love is merely natural, and grounded in avarice.

But what causes the love of trade, if it be final, to be of a spi-

ritual nature, is its use ; for it administers to the general good,

with which the particular good of the person who exercises it is

indeed conaected, and this particular good is more directly ap-

parent than the general good, because the person thinks from
his natural man ; but nevertheless where trade is the end, the

love of it is also the final love, and every one is regarded in

heaven according to his final love ; for this is as the lord of a

kingdom, or as the master of a house, and the other loves are

as subjects and servants. The final love too resides in the high-

'ist and inmost regions of the mind, and the mediate loves are in

a reg^'on beneath and without, and are subservient to its control.

The Dutch, more than all other people, are under the influence

of this spiritual love of trade ; whereas the Jews are under the

influence of an opposite or inverted love, so that their love of

trade is merely natural, in which there is no latent respect to the

general good, but only to private emolument.
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802. The Dutch adhere to their religious principles more te-

naciously than others, not being easily tempted to forsake them

;

and even if they are con\dnced they are wrong upon particular

points, still they will not confess it, but turn back to their old

opinions, and there remain unmoved ; thus they remove thera-

seives fi'om the interior intuition of truth, not suffering their

reason to exert itself in any freedom of inquiry. In consequence

of this pertinacity, when they come after death into the spiritual

world, they are prepared after a particular manner to receive the

spiritual knowledges of heaven, Avhich are divine truths. They
are not taught truths, because they are in no disposition to re-

ceive them ; but heaven is described to them as to its nature and
quality, and afterwards they are permitted to ascend and behold

it, and then whatever agrees with their genius is infused into

them, and in this state they return to their associates, possessed

with a strong desire for heaven. After this process they are in-

structed that God is one both in essence and person, and that

the Lord, the Redeemer and Saviour, is that God, and that the

Divine Trinity is in him ; and also that faith and charity are of

no avail, if they are only known and talked about, without being

determined to life, and that they are communicated by the Lord
to those who actually repent after self-examination; but in case

they are averse from these truths when they are taught them,

and still persist in conceiving of God as being in three persons,

and of religion, merely that there is such a thing, they are then

reduced to a state of much misery, and their trade is taken away
from them, until they find themselves brought to a state of ex-

treme distress. Then they are conducted to those who, in con-

sequence of being in divine truths, have abundance of every

thing, and enjoy a flourishing trade ; and here a thought is in-

sinuated into them from heaven as to the cause of their own sit-

uation, and they reflect at the same time on the faith and life of

those persons who enjoy such prosperity, observing how they

shun and detest evils as sins ; they also make a few inquiries,

and perceive an agreement between Avhat they thus learn and
their thoughts and reflections. This they do at intervals repeat-

edly. At length it occui-s to them, in the exercise of their own
thoughts, that to be released from their miseries they must be-

lieve and live like those around them ; and then, as they receive

that faith, and live that life of charity, wealth is given them,

and every satisfaction of life. This is the process by which those

who in any degree have led a life of charity in the world are

enabled to amend themselves, and are prepared for heaven.

These afterwards become more fixed and constant than otliers,

so that they may well be called constancies, for they do not

suffer themselves to be led away by any reasoning or fallacy, by
obscurity induced by sophistry, or by any mistaken views con
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fii'incd meri;ly by arguments^ for tliey then become more cleai-

siglited than before.

803. The doctors Avho teach in their pubhc schools are parti-

cularly attentive to the mystical parts of the present faith, espe-

cially those teachers who are called Cocceians ; and as these

mysteries inevitably give bu'th to the dogma of predestination,

and as this too received the sanction of, and was confirmed by,

the synod of Dort, it is sown and implanted, like seed in the

ground, gathered from the fruit of any tree, without regard to

its quality. Hence it is that the laity talk much together about

predestination, but viith veiy different views ; for though some
embrace it with both their hands, others take it only Avith one
hand, and with a smile, while others cast it from them as they

would a snake. Indeed they are ignorant of the mysteries of

faith Avhence that viper was hatched ; for being intent on their

business, the mysteries of that faith touch indeed their under-

standing, but do not penetrate into it; so that the dogma of pre

destination among the laity, and among the clergy too, is like

an image in a human form, placed on a rock in the midst of the

sea, with a great shell in its hand that glitters like gold, at the

sight of which some captains strike their top-sails in passing by,

as a token of honor and reverence, while some only wink at it

with their eyes and salute it, and others hiss at it as an object

of ridicule. It is also like an unknown bird from the Indies

placed on a high tov/er, which some swear to be a tm'tle, some
conjecture to be a cock, Avhile others say with oaths, "It cer-

tainly is an owl.^'

804. The Dutch are particularly distinguished from others ir

the spiritual world, by appearing in garments similar to those

they wore in the natural world, with this difference only, that

they are neater with those who have received faith and spi-

ritual life. The reason for their appearing in similar garments

is, because they rest stedfastly in the principles of their religion,

and all in the spiritual world are clothed according to those prin-

ciples; hence white garments, and of fine hnen, are worn in the

spiritual world by those who are in divine truths.

805. The cities which the Dutch inhabit are guarded in a

particular manner : all their streets are roofed over, and are pro-

vided with gates, to prevent their being seen from the neigh-

bouring rocks and hills. This arises from tlieir inherent prudence

in concealing their designs, and not divulging their intentions

;

for in the spiritual world the designs and intentions are disco-

vered by inspection. When any one enters their cities for the

purpose of exploring their condition, at his departure he is led

to the different gates of the streets, which are shut, and thus he

is conducted backwards and forwards from one gate to another,

till he is completely tired, and then he is let out : this is done
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tliat he may be induced never to return. Wives who affect

authority over their husbands^ dwell on one side of the citj^, and
never meet their husbands but when they are invited, which is

done with civility ; and on these occasions the husbands lead

tljcm to houses whsre the married pairs hve without affecting

any authority over each other, and there they shew tliem how
elegant and neat the houses are, and how happily they live toge-

ther, informing them at the same time that this is the conse-

quence of mutual and conjugial love. Those Avivcs who are

attentive to, and affected with these things, cease to assume any
dominion over their husbands, and then they live together, and
a habitation is allotted them nearer the middle of the city, and
they are called angels. The reason of this is, because true con-

jugial love is a heavenly love, in which there is no dominion.

Of the English in the spiritual vs'grld.

806. Man has two states of thought, external and internal.

He is in the external state in the natiu'al world, and in the

internal state in the spiritual. These two states of thought form

a one with the good, but not with the wicked. The nature and
quality of a man's internal state are seldom discoverable in the

world, because he learns from infancy to be moral and rational,

and loves to appear so ; but in the spiritual Avoi'ld its quality is

clearly discovered, for he is then a spirit, and the spirit is the

internal man. Now, as I have been permitted to be in the spi-

ritual Avorld, and there to behold the natm-e and quality of the

internal man in people of different countries and kingdoms, it

behoves me, from the importance of the subject, to communicate
what has been revealed to me.

807. With respect to the people of England, the better sort

among them are in the centre of all Christians, in consequence

of possessing an interior intellectual Hght. This, though it is

not apparent to any one in the natural world, is very conspicuous

in the spiidtual world. They derive this light from the liberty of

speaking and writing, and thence of thinking; while others who
do not enjoy such liberty have that light presented in a confused

manner, because it wants an outlet. That light however is not

active of itself, but is made so by others, especially by men of

reputation and authority, shining with peculiar brightness as soon

as such men declare their sentiments. It is on this account that

the English in the spiritual world have governors set over them,

ind priests given them, of distinguished character and great

talents, in w^hose opinions, in consequence of this their natural

character, they acquiesce.

808. There is among them a similitude of disposition {animus)
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which, leads them to an intimate connexion "with friends of their

own country, but seldom with others. They are kind in relie^dng

each other's necessities, and love sincerity. They are lovers of

their country, and zealous for its glory ; and they regard
foreigners as a person looking through a telescope from the top

of his palace regards those who dwell and wander about at a
distance from the city. The political concerns of their country
engage their attention and possess their hearts, sometimes to

such a degree as to indispose their spirits for those studies of a
sublimer sort which lead to the acquisition of superior intelli-

gence. These sublimer studies are indeed pursued eagerly by
the young people educated in then public seminaries, but they
pass away like meteors and other such phenomena ; still, how-
ever, their rationality is rendered quick and lively by their

attention to political concerns, and sparkles with hglit, which
they form into beautiful images, as a crystal prism, turned
toward the sun, presents the several colors of the rainbow, and
tinges a plane surface presented to it with gloAving hues

809. There are two large cities hke London, into which
many of the English enter after death. I was permitted to see

the more excellent of the two, and to walk through it. The
middle of it answers to that part of London where the mer-
chants meet, called the Exchange, and there the governors
dwell ; above that middle part is the east, below it is the west,

on the right side is the south, and on the left the north. The
eastern quarter is inhabited by those who have been particularly

distinguished for leading a hfe of charity, and in that quarter

there are magnificent palaces ; the southern quarter is inhabited

by those who have been distinguished for wisdom, and there

many of the objects which surround them are full of brightness

and splendor ; the northern quarter is inhabited by those who
have been particularly delighted with the liberty of speaking anc,

WTiting ; and in the western quarter are those who glory in the

doctrine of justification by faith alone. In this quarter, on the

right, lies the entrance into the city, as well as the way out of

it, through Avhich those who lead wicked lives are conducted out.

The clergy who Hve in the Avestern quarter, and teach the doc-

trine of justification by faith alone, dare not entor the city

through the great streets, but only through bye-alleys ; for no
inhabitants are tolerated in the city but those who are in the

faith of charity. I have heard them complain of the preachers

from the west, how they compose their discourses with such art

and eloquence, and so intermix the strange doctrine of justifi-

cation by faith, that their hearers do not know whether good
ought to be done or not. They preach faith as being intrinsic

good, and separate this from the good of charity, which they

call meritorious good, and consequently not accceptable to God.
But when those who inhabit the eastern and southern quarters
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ofthe city hear such discourses, they go out of the temples, anfl

the preachers are afterwards deprived of the priestly office.

810. I Jiave been told several reasons why those pi'eachers are

deprived of the priestly office, the principal of which is, because

they do not frame their discourses from the Word, and thus from
the Spirit of God, but from their own rational light, and thus

from their own spirit. They take a text indeed, as a prelude,

from the Word ; but this they only touch with their lips, and
then leave as a thing without flavor ; then they choose some more
savory subject from their own intelligence, which they masticate

and turn over their tongues as a rich dainty, and in this manner
give instruction. I have been informed further, that in conse-

quence of this practice, their discourses are as void of spirituality

as the songs of nightingales ; and that their metaphorical orna-

ments are like false hair neatly curled and powdered, on a bald

head ; and that the mystic contents of their discourses upon
justification by faith alone may be compared with the quails

brought up from the sea to the camp of the children of Israel,

which proved fatal to many thousands of the people (Numb, xi.),

but that the theological doctrine of charity and faith together

may be compared with the manna from heaven. I once heard
some of these clergy conversing together about faith alone, and
saw a kind of image formed by them, which represented their

solitary faith. It appeared in the light [lumen) of their eyes,,

which originated in fantasy, like a great giant ; but when light

(lux) from heaven was let in upon it, it then appeared, as to its

upper parts, like a monster, and as to its lower parts like a ser-

pent ; at the sight of which they di-ew back, and the by-standers

cast it into a lake.

811. The other great city, also called London, is not in the

middle part of the Christian region, but separated from it towards
the north ; it is the receptacle after death of those who are in-

wardly wicked. In the middle of it there is an open communi-
cation Avith hell, into which the inhabitants sink down, and in

their turns are swallowed up.

812. It is very perceivable from observations made on the

English in the spiritual world, that there is a twofold theology

taught among them ; one grounded in their doctrine of faith, and
the other in the doctrine of charity ; the former is received by
those who are initiated into the sacerdotal office, and the latter

by many of the laity, particularly by the inhabitants of Scot-

land and its borders; with these the Solifidians are afraid to en-

gage in dispute, because they combat with them both from the

Word and from reascn. This doctrine of charity is plainly in-

sisted on. in the exhortation read in church on the Sabbath day

previous to every administration of the Lord's supper, in whic ii

it is openly declared tliat if men are not in charity towards each

other, and do not shun evils as sins, they cast themselves into
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cteraal damnation^ and in this case if they should come to the

holy communion^ the devdl would enter into them as he did into

Judas.

Of the Germans in the spiritual world.

813. It is well known that the inhabitants of every kingdom
Avhich is divided into several provinces, are not of a similar genius,

but there is a particular difference between them answering

to the general diJtference which distinguishes the inhabitants of

the several climates of the globe ; still, however, it is observable

that there is a common genius among those who are the subjects

of one king, and governed by one code of laws. With regard

to German}^, it is divided into a greater number of governments
than any of the neighbouring kingdoms. These governments
are all subject to the general authority of the imperial court*,

but still each prince enjoys despotic power in his particular do-

minions ; for the empii'e is divided into greater ancl lesser duke-

doms, and each duke is like an absolute monarch in his own
territories ; and the religion of Germany is also di-^dded, some
dukedoms professing the doctrines of the Evangelical Protestants,

so called [or Lutherans], some the doctrines of the Reformed
[or Calvinists], and some the doctrines of the Romish Church.
Such being the diversity of their government and religion, it is

more difficult to describe the Germans as to their minds {animi),

inclinations, and lives, from their appearance in the spiidtual

world, than any other nation or people ; and yet, as all people

of the same language have a common genius, this may, by a col-

lation of ideas, in some degree be discovered and described.

814. As the Germans in each particular dukedom live under
a despotic government, they do not enjoy the liberty of speaking

and writing like the Dutch and Enghsh ; and where the liberty

of speaking and writing is restrained, the liberty of thinking,

that is, of taking an enlarged view of things, is under restraint

at the same time ; for this case is like that of the bason of a

fountain, Avliose sides are so high, that the water within is ele-

vated even to the summit of the salient stream, so that it no
longer forms a jet : according to this comparison, thought is like

the salient stream, and speech proceeding thence is like the bason

;

in a word, influx always adapts itself to effllux, and so does the

understanding, from the superior region of the mind, adapt itself

to the measure of liberty allowed for uttering and giving vent to

* It is to be remembered that this was written prior to the dissoU^non of the Ger-

manic body, and the relinquishment of the title of emperor of Germany by the head
of the house of Austria. In tne form of their government too, many favorable

changes, which bave their origin in the descent of the divine light, have recently been
made, so as to render several of the above observations applicable rather to wh'\t the

Germans were, than to what they are or may be.
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the thoughts. Hence it is that this noble nation pays but little

attention to matters of judgement, but much to studies that

only exercise the memory ; therefore they particularly cultivate

literary histoiy, and in their writings rest much on the senti-

ments of learned and eminent men of their own nation, whose
decisions they quote in abundance, and adopt such as they pre-

fer for their own. This their state is represented in the spiritual

world by a person carrying books under his arms, who, in case

his sentiments on any subject are opposed, says that he Avill give

an answer immediately, and then opens one of his books, and
begins to read.

815. In consequence of this their state, they keep the spi-

ritual subjects of the church inscribed on their memories, and
seldom elevate them into the superior region of the understand-

ing, but only admit them into the inferior region, and thence

reason upon them, in which practice they differ entirely from
free nations; for these, in regard to the spiritual subjects of the

church, which are comprehended under the name of theology,

are like eagles which raise themselves to any height in the at-

mosphere, Avhereas nations that are not free are like swans in a

river. Free nations also are hke the larger kind of stags, with

high branching horns, that range with full Hcence through the

plains, the groves, and the forests ; whereas nations that are not

free are like deer inclosed in parks, Avhich are kept for the princess

use. Again, free people are like flying horses, by the ancients

called Pegasi, which fly not only over seas, but over Parnassian

hills, and the seats of the muses beneath ; whereas people that

are not free are like high-bred horses, adorned with costly trap-

pings in kings^ stables. Such too are the diff"erences of judge-

ment in the mystic points of theology between a free people and
those who are not free. The German clergy, in the course of

tlieir education, write down the prescripts delivered by their

public masters in theii' universities, and these they keep as tokens

of their erudition, and when they enter on the priestly office, or

are appointed lecturers in the public schools, they generally make
the above-mentioned prescripts the ground of all their discourses,

whether delivered from the chair or the pulpit. Such of their

priests as do not teach the orthodox doctrines, usually preach

about the Holy Ghost, and his wonderful operations and holy

excitements on the heart : those who ground theu" doctiines in

the modern orthodoxy of faith, appear to the angels as if they

wore a wreath of beech leaves about their temples ; but those

who preach from the Word the doctrine of charity and good
works, appear to the angels as if adorned with wreaths formed
of the odoriferous leaves of the lam-el. The Evangelical Protest-

ants [or Lutherans], in their disputes with the Reformed [or

Calviuists] about truths, appear as if they tore their clothea

because clothes siarnify truths.
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816. I nave inquired in what part of tlie spiritual world the

people of Hamburg are to be found^ and have been informed that

they appear no where collected into one society^ and still less into

any particular state, but are dispersed and intermixed with the

Germans in various quarters ; and on examining into the reason

of tliis circumstance, it was found to arise from the state of their

minds, which are continually looking abroad, and as it were tra-

vehng out of their own city, and very little within it ; for accord-

ing to the state of a man's mind in the natural world, such also

is its state in the spiritual world ; for a man's mind is his spirit,

or the posthumous man that lives after his departure out of the

material body.

Of the Papists in the spiritual world.

817. The Papists in the spiritual world appear round about
and beneath the Protestants, and are divided from them by
intervals of ground which they are forbidden to pass ; and yet

the monks by clandestine arts obtain for themselves a communi-
cation, and also depute emissaries through paths known only to

themselves, for the purpose of making converts ; but they are

discovered, and after being punished, are either sent back to

their own people or are cast down.
818. Since the last judgement, which took place in the spi-

ritual world in the year 1757, the state of all the inhabitants,

and consequently of the Papists, is so changed, that they are no
longer permitted to collect into companies as before, but ways or

paths are appointed for every kind of love, whether good or evil,

which all immediately enter on their lea-vdug the natural world,

and so depart to the societies corresponding to their loves. Thus
the wicked are conveyed to societies in hell, and the good to

societies in heaven : by this means it is provided that none can
form artificial heavens for themselves as was done before. Such
societies in the world of sj)irits, which is in the midst between
heaven and hell, are as numerous as the different genera and
species of the affections of the love of good and evil ; and in the

mean time, before they are either elevated into heaven or cast

down into hell, they are in spiritual conjunction with men in the

natural world, because men also in the natural world are in the

midst between heaven and hell.

819. The Papists have a kind of council-chamber in the

southern quarter towards the east, in which their prelates assem-
ble, and consult on various matters relating to their religion,

particularly how the vulgar may be kept in blind obedience, and
how their o^vn dominion may be extended. No one however is

admitted into this council-house, who during his life on earth
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had enjoyed the papacy^ because somewhat like divine authority

rests in their minds, in consequence of having arrogated tc

themselves the Lord's power in the world ; neither is any car-

dinal permitted to enter it, on account of the pre-eminence

which he had formerly enjoyed. The cardinals, however, assem-

ble together in a large conclave under the council-house, and

after continuing there some days they are removed ; but I was

not permitted to know whither. There is also another assembly

in the southern quarter towards the west, and there their em-

ployment is to introduce the credulous vulgar into heaven. They

form an arrangement around themselves of divers societies, which

live in the enjoyment of various external delights ; in some there

aro dances, in some concerts of music, in some processions, in

some theatres and scenic exhibitions ; in some there are spirits,

who by fantasies have the art of inducing various forms of

magnificence; in some they do nothing but jest and play the

buffoon; in some they converse with each other in a friendly

way, in one place on religious subjects, in another on political^

and in a third wantonly and indecently. Into some one of these

societies they introduce the credulous, according to the favorite

pleasures of each, and call it heaven ; but after continuing there

one or two days, they all become tired of their delights, and

depart, because such delights are not internal, but only external

;

thus many are led to reject the frivolous notions they had before

entertained of the power of introduction into heaven. As to the

particulars of their worship, it is nearly similar to what they

practised in the natural world, consisting in masses, not said in

the common language of spirits, but composed of high-sounding

words, which inspire external sanctity and awe, of which they

understand nothing.

820. All who come from the earth into the spiritual Avorld,

are at first kept for some time in the confession of faith and the

religion of their country. This too is the case with the Papists

;

hence they have always a certain representative Pope set over

them, whom they adore with similar ceremony to that observed

on earth. It rarely happens that any one is set over them who
had enjoyed the Papacy in the natural world; and yet he that

sat in the papal chair about thirty or forty years ago, was

appointed to this office, because he had cherished in his heart

the belief, that the Word was more holy than is generally ima-

gined, and that the Lord ought to be worshiped. I was per-

mitted to converse with him, and he informed me that he

worships the Lord alone, as being God himself, who has all

power in heaven and earth, according to his own words (Matt.

xxviii. 18); and that invocations of saints are vai,ri and ridiculous;

and further, that when he was on earth, he had a design to

reinstate the church in its pristine purity, but that for several

reasons, which he mentioned, it was not in his power. At the
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time of tlie last judgement, when the great northern city was
destroyed, which contained Papists and Reformed together, I

saw this Pope carried forth in a chair, and conveyed to a phace

of safety. On the borders of the great society where he acts in

character of Pope, there are gymnasia, which are resorted to by
those who have doubts and scruples about religion. In these

gymnasia there are converted monks, who instruct them con-

cerning Christ the Saviour God, and also concerning the holiness

of the Word, leaving it to their own free choice to turn their

minds from the sanctimonious ceremonies introduced into the
Romish Church. Those who receive the instruction of the monks
are introduced into a large society, consisting of such as have
receded from the worship of the Pope and the saints ; and when
they enter that society, they ai'e like people raised from sleep,

and becoming broad awake ; or like persons passing from the

clreariness of winter into the pleasantness of spring ; or hke
sailors who after a tedious voyage come to the desired haven

:

and then they are invited by the members of the society to feasts,

and delicious wine is given them to drink out of crystalline cups.

I have been informed, that the angels on such occasions let down
to the guest out of heaven a paten, or plate, on which is placed

manna, in the same form, and of the same taste, as that sent

down upon the camp of the children of Israel in the wilderness

;

which paten is carried round to the company, and every one is

at liberty to taste of its contents.

821. All those of the Catholic Religion, who when alive in the

natural world had thought more about God than about the Pope,
and had done works of charity in simplicity of heart, when they
find themselves alive after death, and are instructed that the

Lord himself, the Saviour of the world, holds the government
there, are easily led to renounce the superstitious doctrines of

that religion. The transition from Popery to Christianity is as

easy for such persons, as it is to enter into a temple when the

doors are thrown open ; or into a palace, by passing through the
' sentinels who keep guard in the outer courts, when the king
enjoins admission; or as it is to lift up the countenance and look

towards heaven when angelic voices are heard therein ; but, on
the other hand, where the members of the Romish Church, dur-
ing their term of life on earth, have seldom if ever thought about
God, and have delighted in their worship only on account of its

festivities, in such case it is as diihcult to turn them from their

religious superstitions, as to enter into a temple when the doors
are shut; or to force a way through the sentinels who keep
guard in the outer courts of a palace, and to enter when the
king forbids admission; or as it is for a snake in the grass to lift

up its eyes towards heaven. It is a Avonderful circumstance,
that none of the Roman Catholics, on their first entrance into

the spiritual world, see heaven there, or the angelic abodes, their
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vision being terminated by a kind of dark cloud hanging over
their heads ; but no sooner is any one in a state of conversion,
and admitted among the converted, than liis view of heaven is

opened, and sometimes he beholds angels there in white gar-
ments ; into whose company also he is elevated, after having
completed his period of preparation.

Of the Romish Saints in the spiritual world.

822. It is well known that every man has inherent or heredi-
tary evil from his parents ; but it is known only to few in what this
evil dwells in its fulness. It dwells in the love of possessing the
property of all other persons, and in the love of rule ; for this
latter love is of such a nature, that in proportion as the reins are
given to it, it becomes so enormous, as to burn with the lust of
domineering over all, and at length to desire to be invoked and
worshiped as a god. This love is the serpent which deceived
Eve and Adam; for he said to the woman, "God doth know that
in the day ye eat of the fruit of that tree, your eyes shall be
opened, and ye shall be as ffods" (Gen. iii. 4, 5). In proportion
therefore as a man rushes into that love with loosened reins, he
averts himself from God, and turns towards himself, and so be-
comes a worshiper of self; and in this case, it is possible he
may invoke God with warm hps when influenced by the love of
self, but with a cold heart by reason of his contempt of God.
In this case too he may use the divine things of the church as
subservient means to promote his end ; but as this end is domi-
nion, the means are no otherwise fixed in his heart than as they
tend to promote it. If such a person be exalted to high honors,
he is, in his own imagination, Hke an Atlas, bearing the terra-
queous globe on his shoulders ; or like Phoebus, carrying the
sun with his chariot and horses round the world.

823. Since man, in consequence of hereditary evil, is of such
a nature, therefore all who have been canonized as saints by
papal bulls, are removed in the spiritual world from the sight of
others, are kept in secret places, and deprived of all intercourse
with their worshipers, to prevent that most pernicious root of
evil from being excited in them, and plunging them into the
dehrious fantasies by which demons are possessed. Those who,
during their hfe on earth, affect the character of saints, with a
view to be invoked as saints after death, become a prey to such
delirium.

824. Many of the Romish persuasion, especially the monks,
when they come into the spiritual world, inquire for the saints^
and above all for the saint of their own order, and are much
surprised at not being able to find them ; but they are after-
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wards instructed, that they are associated together either with

those that are in heaven, or with those that are in the earth or

region below, and that in what place soever they dwell, they

knoAv nothing of the worship and invocation directed to them,

but that such as do know it, and wish to be invoked, fall into

delirious fantasies, and talk like idiots. The worship of saints

is such an abomination in heaven, that the bare mention of it

excites horror, since in proportion as worship is paid to any man,
it is derogated from the Lord, for thus he alone is not worshiped;

and where the Lord is not worshiped alone, there is a separation,

which destroys communion, and the happiness of life which
flows from it. That I might know, for the sake of informing

others, the true nature and character of the Romish saints,

about a hundred of them were brought up from the earth or

region below, who were acquainted with their canonization.

They ascended fi'om behind, and only a few in front, and I con-

versed with one of them, who they said was Xavier. During
our conversation he was like an idiot, yet he was able to relate

that in the place where he is kept shut up with others he is not

an idiot, but that he becomes so whenever he thinks that he is a

saint, and Avishes to be invoked. I heard a muttering to the

same purpose from those who were behind. The case is other-

wise with the saints, so called, who are in heaven : they know
nothing at all of what is doing on earth, and they are not al-

lowed to speak with any spirits of the Romish persuasion who
are in that superstition, lest any idea on the subject should gain

admission into their minds.

825. It must be obvious to every one from this state of the

Romish saints, that their invocation is a mere mockery; and
I can assert further, that they no more hear such invocations

from their votaries on earth, than do their images in the streets,

or the Avails of their church, or the birds that build in its steeple.

Their votaries in the world say that the saints reign in heaven
together with the Lord Jesus Christ ; but this is a mere forgery

and fiction ; for they no more reign Avith the Lord than the

keeper of a stable does Avith his king, or a porter with his lord,

or a running-footman Avith a primate ; for, in relation to the

Lord, John the Baptist said of himself, that he Avas not worthy
to unloose the latchet of his shoe (Mark i. 7 ; John i. 27)

;

hoAv little Avorthy then must such saints be !

826. There sometimes appears in a middle altitude to the

people of Paris, who are in a society in the spiritual Avorld, a

certain woman, who declares that she is Genea^eve. She is

clad in shining raiment, and of a countenance which appears

holy; but when some of them begin to worship her, her counte-

nance immediately changes, and also her raiment, and she be-

comes like an ordinary Avoman, and chides them for desiring to

adore a person who is held in no greater estimation among her
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associates than as a servant maid, wondering lio\r men in the
world can be misled by such foolish fancies.

827. To the above relation I shall annex a circumstance most
deserving of attention. M^.ry, the mother of the Lord, on
a time passed by, and appeared over head in white raiment : there

she stopped awhile, a^d said, that she had been the mother of
the Lord, and that he was indeed born of her, but that being
made God, he put oft' all the humanity which he had from her

;

so that now she worships him as her God, and is unwilling that
any should acknowledge him as her son, since all in him is di-

vine.

Of the Mahomedans in the spiritual world.

828. The Mahomedans in the spiritual world appear behind
the Roman Catholics in the west, and form a kind of circle

around them. The reason of their appearing next behind the

Christians is, because they acknowledge our Lord as the greatest

prophet, the wisest of men, who was sent into the world to in-

struct mankind, and also confess that he is the Son of God.
Every one in that world dwells at a distance from the centre,

where the Cliristians inhabit, according to his confession of the

Lord and of one God; for that confession conjoins minds with
heaven, and determines their distance from the east, over which
point the Lord is.

829. Since religion has its abode with man in the highest

regions of his mind, and the lower derive life and Hght from the

highest, and since the idea of Mahomed is always connected with

religion in the minds of Mahomedans, therefore some Mahomed
or other is always placed in their view ; and that they may turn
their faces towards the east, over which point the Lord is, he is

placed beneath the central point which the Christians inhabit.

It is not Mahomed himself, who wrote the Koran, but some other

who fills his place ; nor is it always the same person, but he is

changed according to circumstances. A native of Saxony, who
was taken prisoner by the Algerines, and turned Mahomedan,
once acted in this character. He having been a Christian, was
led to speak with them of the Lord, affirming that he was not
the son of Joseph, but the Son of God himself. This Mahomed
was afterwards replaced by others. In the place where that re-

presentative Mahomed has his station, a fire, like a small torch,

appears, in order that he may be distinguished ; but it is visible

jnly to Mahomedans.
830. The real Mahomed, who wrote the Koran, is not at

this day to be seen among them. I have been informed thac at

fJxst he was appointed to preside over them ; but being desirous

to rule over all the concerns of their religion as a god, he was
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rfjuoved from his station, wMcli was beneath the Roman Catho-

hcs, and \yas sent down to one on the riglit side near the south.

A certain society of Mahomedans was once instigated by some
evil spirits to acknowledge Mahomed as a god, and in order to

appease the sedition Mahomed was raised up from the earth or

region beneath, and produced to their view ; and on this occa-

sion I also saw him. Hp appeared hke corporeal spirits, who
have no interior perception. His face was of a hue approaching

to black ; and I heard him utter these words, '^ I am your Ma-
' homed ;'^ and presently he seemed to sink down again.

831. The hostihty of the Mahomedans against the Christians

has arisen chiefly in consequence of their belief in three divine

persons, and their consequent worship of three gods as so many
creators ; and additionally against the Roman Catholics, in con-

sequence of theii' bending the knee to images. Hence they call

the latter idolaters, and the former fanatics, sajdng, that they
make a three-headed god, and that though they talk of one, they
mutter three, and so divide Omnipotence, and make three out

of one ; thus that they are like young stags with three horns,

one for each god, and at the same time three for one god, and
that their prayers, their psalmody, and their preaching, are all

filled vnth these mistaken ideas.

832. The Mahomedans, like all other gentiles who acknow-
ledge one God, and love righteousness, and do good from a
principle of religion, have their own heaven, but beyond the

limits of the CImstian heaven
;
yet the Mahomedan heaven is

divided into two. The inhabitants of the inferior heaven live

virtuously with several wives ; none however are elevated from
this into the superior heaven but such as renounce concubinage,

and acknowledge the Lord our Saviour, and at the same time his

dominion over heaven aud hell. I have been informed that it is

impossible for them to conceive God the Father and our Lord to

be one ; but that it is possible for them to believe that the Lord
has dominion over the heavens and the hells, because he is the

Son of God the Father. It is this faith which prevails among
them, and by means of which the Lord effects their ascent into

the superior heaven.

833. It may be a matter of stumbling and offence to those

who meditate about the Di\dne Providence, and at the same time
believe that none can be saved but those who are born Christians,

that the Mahomedan religion is more extensively received

throughout the world than the Clu-istian ; whereas this is no
matter of offence to those who believe that all things nro under
the regulation of Divine Providence ; for on this occasion too

they trace the footsteps of that Providence, and finci tne reason

for it in this, that the Mahomedan religion acknowledges the

Lord to be the greatest prophet, the -wisest of men, and also the

Son of God; but having made the Koran the only rule and
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standard of their religion they think mnch about Mahomed -who

wrote it^ and pay him a kind of worship, and tliereforc think

little about our Lord. In order to shew more plainly and fully

that the Mahomedan religion was raised up under the auspices

of the Lord's Divine Providence to destroy idolatry in many
nations, I will enter into a more particular consideration of the

subject, adverting first to the origin of idolatries. Before the

rise of this religion, idolatrous worship was spread through a

great many countries of the globe ; the cause of which was that

the churches extant before the Lord's coming were all represen-

tative ; such also was the IsraeUtish church, where the tabernacle,

the garments of Aaron, the sacrifices, every thing belonging to

the temple at Jerusalem, and even their statutes were represen-

tative. The science of correspondences, which is likewise the

science of representatives, was accounted by the ancients the

chief of sciences, and was particularly cultivated by the Eg}'p-

tians, being the origin of their hieroglyphics. It was this science

which enabled them to know the signification of animals and
trees of every kind, as well as mountains, hills, rivers, and foun^

tains ; also of the sun, the moon, and the stars. By the same
science they also attained to the knowledge of spiritual subjects

;

for the things represented being such as belong to spiritual wis-

dom among the angels in heaven, were themselves the origins of

the representatives. Now as all their worship was representative,

consisting of mere correspondences, they therefore performed it

on mountains and hills, and also in groves and gardens; for this

reason too they consecrated fountains, and made graven images

of horses, oxen, calves, lambs, and even of birds, fish, and
serpents, which they placed in the vicinity and at the entrance

of their temples, and also in their houses, arranged in order ac-

cording to the spiritual principles of the church to which they
corresponded, or which they represented, and thence signified.

In process of time, M^hen the science of corresj)ondences became
obliterated, posterity began to worship the mere graven images
as if they had been holy in themselves ; not aware that their

forefathers saw nothing holy in them, but regarded them merely
as the representatives of holy things according to their corre-

spondences. Hence originated all the idolatries which have pre-

vailed tlu*oughout so many kingdoms of the earth. For the ex-

tirpation of these idolatries, it was brought to pass by the Lord's
Divine Providence, that a new religion, accommodated to the

genius and temper of the eastern nations, should be taught and
propagated, which should contain something from the Word of
both the Old and New Testaments, and teach that the Lord
came into the world, and was the greatest prophet and Avisest of

mankind, and the Son of God. The instrument for eff"ecting

this was Mahomed, from whom that religion took its name.
Thus it appears this religion owed its rise to the Lord's Divine
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Providence, and was accommodated, as was said, to the genius

and temper of the eastern nations, for the purpose of destroying

the idolatries that so generally prevailed, and communicating
to its votaries some knowledge of the Lord, before they came
after death into the spiritual world. This religion would not
have been received by so many kingdoms, and their idolatries

could not have been extirpated, unless it had been made suitable

to the ideas of the people, but especially unless polygamy had
been alloAved ; for the Orientals, without such allowance, would
have burned with adulterous lust more than the Europeans, and
so would have destroyed themselves eternally.

834. I was once permitted to perceive what was the nature

and quality of the heat of their polygamical love. I was con-

versing with a certain person who acted in the office and charac-

ter of Mahomed, and after some conversation with him at a dis-

tance, he transmitted to me an ebony spoon and other things,

which were tokens that they came from him ; and at the same
instant a communication was opened from various places for the

heat of their polygamical love, which from some felt like the

heat in baths after bathing; from some like the heat in kitchens

where flesh is boiling ; from some hke the heat in cooks^ shops

where stinking meat is exposed to sale ; from some like what is

perceived in an apothecary's shop, where emulsions and such

preparations are made up ; from some like the heat in stews and
bagnios ; and from some like the smell in shops where skins,

leather, and shoes are exposed to sale : there was also in that heat

something of a rancid, rough, and burning quahty, arising fi'om

jealousy. But the heat in the Christian heavens, when the de-

light of their love is perceived as an odor, is like the fragrance

of gardens, vineyards, and slirubberies ; and in some places it is

like the odor in shops where spices are exposed to sale ; and in

other places like the scent arising from wine-presses and wine-

cellars. The delights of love are frequently perceived in the spi-

ritual Avorld as odors, as has been shewn throughout in the

Memorable Relations annexed to the separate chapters of this

work.

Op the Africans in the spiritual world, with some
observations respecting the Gentiles.

835. The Gentiles, who have not known anything concerning-

flic Lord, appear in the spiritual world in a circumference beyond
those who have ; and according to this law, the last or outermost
circumferences consist entirely of those who had been mere idol-

aters, and in the former world had worshiped the sun and moon.
But those who acknovledge one God, and practise the cora-
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mandments of religion, such as those dehvered in the decalogtie,

and thence inscribe them on their hves, have more immediate
communication with the Christians in the middle point of the

sjDiritual world, the communication not being intercepted by the

Mahomedans and Roman Catholics. The Gentiles are also dis-

tinguished according to their genius, and their different capaci-

ties of receiving hght through the heavens from the Lord ; for

there are among them both inteiior and exterior men, which
arises partly from climate, partly from parentage, partly from
education, and partly from religion. The Africans are a more
interior people than any other of the Gentiles.

836. All among them who acknowledge and worship one God,
the Creator of the Universe, cherish the idea of God as of a

Man, insisting that it is impossible for any one to form any other

idea of God. When they are informed that several entertain an
idea of God as of ether, or a cloud, they inquire where such are

to be found, and when they are told they are among Christians,

they deny it to be possible ; but in reply to this they are in-

structed, that they derive the idea from the cu'cumstance, that

God is called in the Word a Spnit, and they can form no con-

ception of spirit but as of the substance of ether, or as the form
of a cloud, not knowing that every sphit and every angel is a

man ; and yet when it has been examined whether their spiritual

idea was similar to their natural idea, it has been discovered that

it Avas not similar -with those who interiorly acknowledge the

Lord the Saviour as the God of heaven and earth. I once heard
a certain clergyman assert that no one can have an idea of a

Divine Humanity ; and I saw him translated to various Gentiles,

of a nature and genius more and more interior, and likewise to

their heavens, and at last to the Christian heaven, and in every

place he received a communication of their interior perception

concerning God, and observed that they had no other idea of

God than that of a Dirine IVIan, and that none other could have
created man who is his image and hkeness.

837. As the Africans excel all other Gentiles in clearness of

interior judgement, I have held conversation with them upon
subjects of profound inquiry, and lately concerning God, con-

cerning the Lord the Redeemer, and concerning the interior and
exterior man ; and as they were delighted "udth such discourse,

I will here briefly describe what their perceptions were from their

interior sight on these three subjects. Concerning God they
said, that he surely did come down and present himself before

the sight of men, because he is their Creator, Protector, and
Leader, and the human race is his. They said too that he sees,

considers, and extends his prorident care over all and every

thing in the heavens and the earth, and regards their good as in

Mmself, and himself in their good; for he is the Sun of the

angelic heaven, which appears of the same altitude above the
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spiritual world, as the sun of the earth above the natural Arorl'd,

and he who is the Sun sees, considersj and provides for all and
every thing beneath ; and as it is his divine love -which appears

as a sun^ it follows that he provides for whatever relates to their

life, in the greatest and in the least of his creatures, and for

mankind whatever /elates to love and wisdom, the principles of

love by its heat, and the principles of wisdom by its light. If

therefore you form to yourselves an idea of God as being the

Sun of the universe, it will assiiredly enable you to see and ac-

knowledge his omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipotence.
838. We had further conversation respecting the Lord the

Saviour, the substance of which was, that God in his essence

is divine love, and divine love is as it were most pure fire ; and
as love considered in itself cannot but intend to become one with
another whom it loves, so the divine love can intend nothing but
to unite itself with man, and man with itself, so that it may be
in him, and he in it ; and as the divine love is as it were most
pure fire, it is evident that God being such, could not possibly

be in man, and cause man to be in him, for thus he would reduce
the whole man to the thinnest vapor ; and yet as God from his

essence, burnt with the love of uniting himself with man, it was
necessary that he should veil himself around with a body accom-
modated to reception and conjunction ; therefore he came down
and assumed Humanity according to the order established by
himself from the creation of the world, which was that he should

be conceived by virtue or power propagated from himself, be car-

ried in the womb, be born, and afterwards grow in wisdom and
love, and thus approach to union with his divine origin, and that

thus God was made Man, and Man God. That the fact is so, is

plainly taught and testified in that Scripture concerning him
which is in the possession of Christians, and is called the Word

;

for there God himself, who in his Humanity is called Jesus

Christ, says that the Father is in him, and he in the Father; and
that he tliat seeth him seeth the Father; with much more to the

same purpose. Reason too may discern that God, Avhose love is

as it were most pure fire, could no othei'wise unite himself with

man, and man with himself. For can the solar fire, such as it is

in itself, come in contact with a man, far less enter into him,

unless its rays be veiled with atmospheres, and so be presented

in an accommodated state by a tempered heat ? Can the pure

ether encompass a man, far less flow into the bronchia of his

lungs, unless it be accompanied with air, and so adapt itself?

A fish cannot Hve in the air, but in an element suited to its lif^

A king too cannot in his own person, or immediately, extend his

administration to all and every part of his kingdom, but mus^
appoint superior and inferior governors, who together constitute

the body of his royalty. A man's soul likewise cannot make
itself visible to another, have any intercourse with him, and give
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him proofs of its love^ except by means of the body : how then

can God do this^ but by the Humanity, which is liis body? The
Africans being possessed of interior rationahty above other Gen-
tiles perceived the truth of these observations, and each favored

^em according to his perception.

839. We conversed lastly about the Interior and Exterior
Man, and this was the substance of our conversation: That men
who perceive things interiorly are in the light of truth, which is

the light of heaven; and men who perceive things exteriorly, are

in no light of truth, because they are only in the light of the

world ; so that interior men are in intelligence and wisdom, but

exterior men in insanity and preposterous vision: that interior

men are spmtual, because they think ft'om the spirit elevated

above the body, and thence they see truths in the light; but
exterior men are sensual-natural, because they think from the

fallacies of the bodily senses, and thence see truths as in a mist,

and Avhen they meditate on them they see falses as truths : that

internal men are hke those who stand on a mountain in a plain,

or on a tower in a city, or on a beacon at sea; but external men
are hke those who stand in a valley at the foot of a mountain, or

in a vault under a tower, or in a boat under a beacon, who see

nothing but what is close to them. Again : that internal men
are like those who inhabit the second or third storey of a house
or palace, the walls of Avhich are continued windows of crystal

glass, who have a view of the city all around to a great extent,

and know every house in it; whereas external men are like those

who dwell in the lowest storey, the Avindows of Avhich are made
of paper pasted together, so that they cannot see any one street

out of the house, but only the objects contained Avithin it, and
not even those without the light of a candle or a fire : that in-

ternal men are like eagles soaring in the air, Avliich see far and
wide whatever is beneath them ; while on the other hand, ex-

ternal men are like cocks, which stand on a post and crow aloud

in the presence of tlieu." hens that are Avalkiug on the ground :

lastly, that internal men perceive that what they know, compared
with what they do not know, is only as water in a glass compared
with the waters of a lake; but that external men fancy they

know all things. The Africans took great delight in this conver-

sation, because from then' interior sight, Avhich is singularly

clear and strong, they acknowledged it to be true.

840. In consequence of the Afi'icans having such a percep-

tion, they have at this day a revelation, which is communicated

from the place of its commencement round about, but does not

extend to the countries bordering on the sea. The Africans

reject with contempt those strangers from Europe who believe

that a man is saved by faith alone, and thus by mere thought

and speech independently of will and action. They insist that

there can be no true worship of God, unless a man live according
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to his religion ; and if not, that he cannot but be both stnpid

and wicked, because he then receives nothing from lieaven. They
hkewise give to ingenious wickedness the name of stupidity, be-

cause there is not hfe but death in it. I have conversed at times

with Augustine, who in the fourth century was bishop of Hippo,
in Africa. He told me that he is there at the present time, and
inspires them with the worship of the Lord, and that there is a

hope of this new gospel being propagated into the neighboui'ing

regions. I have heard the angels rejoice at this revelation, be-

cause it serves to open a communication with the rational prin-

ciple in man, which has been heretofore closed up Avith the

univex'sally-received dogma, that the understanding should be
kept in obedience to ecclesiastical faith.

Of the Jews in the spiritual world.

841. Before the last judgement, which took place in the year

1757, the Jews appeared in a valley on the left side of the cen-

tral part in the spiritual world inhabited by Chi'istians ; after

that they were translated towards the north, and were forbidden
all intercom'se with the Christians, except with vagabonds, who
leave their own cities. There are in that quarter two large

cities into Avliich the Jews are translated after death. Both of

these, before the last judgement, they called Jerusalem, but
after that by another name ; for since the judgement Jerusalem
signifies the chui'ch in which the Lord alone is worshiped with
respect to its doctrine. In their cities converted Jews are set

over them, Avho admonish them not to speak disrespectfully of

Christ, and punish those who disregard the admonition. The
streets of their cities are full of dirt up to the ankles, and the

stench of their houses is so offensive, in consequence of their

filthiness, that, none but themselves can bear to enter them. I
have observed also, since the last judgement, that several of that

nation have gained habitations in the southern quarter ; and on
inquiring who tliey were, I was informed they were such as had
made small account of the Avorship to which the rest were
attached, and had doubts in their minds about the jNIessiah,

Avhether he Avould ever come, and had also thought while in the
Avorld on various subjects in accordance Avith reason, and had
suffered then' lives to be determined by it. These consist chiefly

of Portuguese Jews.

842. There sometimes appears to the Jcavs an angel in a

middle altitude above them, with a rod in his hand, who causes

them to believe that he is Moses, and admonishes them to de-

sist from the folly of expecting the Messiah as if he were still to

come anions: them ; representing to them that Clu'ist, who go-
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verns them and all other creatures, is the Messiah; that he, Moses,
knows this to be true, and that while in the world he had know-
ledge of him. On receiving this information they retii'e, the

greater part forgetting what they had heard, and but few retain-

ing it. Those who do retain it are sent into the synagogues
wliich consist of converted Jews, and are instructed, after which,

instead of their old tattered garments, they receive new, and are

presented with a copy of the Word neatly written, and have an
abode allotted them in a city not unhandsome. But those who
do not receive the above admonition, are cast down, and many
cf them are banished into forests and deserts, where they carry

on all kinds of theft and robbery one among another.

843. The Jews trade in the spiritual Avorld, as in the natural,

with various commodities, especially with precious stones, which
by unknown ways they procure for themselves from heaven,

where there are precious stones in great abundance. The cause

of their trading in precious stones is, because they read the

Word in its original tongue, and esteem the sense of the letter

to be holy, and precious stones correspond to the sense of the

letter. That such stones derive their spiritual origin from the

literal sense of the Word, and that this is the ground of their

correspondence, has been shewn in the chapter on the Holy
Scripture, n. 217, 218. They can also make artificial precious

stones, and by fantasy induce a belief that they are real; but for

this they are severely fined by their governors.

844. The Jews are less aware than any other people of their

being in the spiritual world, believing themselves to be still liv-

ing in the natural world ; and that because they are altogether

external men, and do not at all think of religion from an interior

principle. Hence they talk about the INIessiah just as they did

before, some insisting that he will come with David, and will

go before them, sliining with diadems, and introduce them into

the land of Canaan, and in their way thither will dry up the
rivers which they are to pass over by the raising of his roa; that

the Christians, Avhom also among themselves they call gentiles,

will then lay hold on the sknts of their garments, humbly pray-
ing to be permitted to accompany them ; that they will receive

the rich according to their wealth, and be served by them. They
confirm themselves in these notions by what is written in Ze-
chariah viii. 23 ; and in Isaiah Ixvi. 20 ; and by what is wi'itten

of David, that he is to come and be their king and shepherd; in

Jeremiah xxx. 9; and in Ezekiel xxxiv. 23—25; xxxvii. 23—26;
being altogether averse from hearing that our Lord Jesus Christ

!s meant by David in those passages, and that the futm-e mem-
bers of his church there are meant by Jews.

845. When they are ar.ked whether they firmly believe that

they shall all go to the land of Canaan, they answer in the
afl&rmative, and insist that at the same time the deceased Jews
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will rise again, and leave their sepulchres to enter that land. If

it be objected that they themselves will not be able to go forth

from their sepulchres, being now li\'ing after death^ they reply,

that they shall then descend, and re-enter their bodies, and so

will live. When they are told that the land of Canaan is not

large enough to contain them all, they answer, that then it will

be enlarged. When it is urged that the kingdom of the Messiah,

since he is the Son of God, will not be upon earth, but in

heaven, they reply, that the land of Canaan Avill then be heaven.

When it is said that they know not the situation of Bethlehem
Ephrata, the birth-place of the Messiah, according to the pro-

phecy in Micah (v. 2), and in David (Psalm cxxxii. 6), they re-

turn for answer, that the mother of the Messiah will nevertheless

bring forth in that place : and some of them insist, that wherever
she is delivered, there is Bethlehem. When it is objected, how
can the Messiah dwell with such a wicked people ? and in proof

uf their singular wickedness several passages are quoted from
Jeremiah, and particularly from the song of Moses (Deut. xxxii.),

they reply, that there are among the Jews both good and bad,

and that the bad are meant in those passages. When it is urged,

that they derive their lineage from a Canaanitess, and from the

whoredom of Judah with his daughter-in-law (Gen. xxx^iii.),

they contend that it was no whoredom ; but when it is retorted

upon them that Judah commanded her to be brought forth and
burnt for her whoredom, they go away to deliberate about the

matter, and after consulting together, they say that Judah only

did the office of her husband's brother, which was not done
either by his son Onan, or by his third son Selah ; and they add
further, that a great many of them are of the tribe of Levi, who
held the priesthood, and that they are all descended out of the

loins of Abraham. When they are told that there is within the

Word a spiritual sense, which treats much of Christ or the Mes-
siah, they reply, that it is not so ; but some of them say, that

within the Word, or in its depths, there is nothing but gold

:

not to mention other similar extravagancies.

846. " I was once raised up as to my spirit into the angelic

heaven and there introduced to a certain society ; and immedi-
ately some of the wise of the society came to me and said,

' What news from the earth ?' ' This is new,^ I replied,

' that the Lord has revealed such arcana as in point of excel-

lence surpass all the arcana revealed from the beginning of the

church down to this time.^ 'What arcana?' they asked. I an-

swered, ' The following :—1. In all and every part of the Word
there is a spiritual sense corresponding to the natui'al sense,

and the Word by that sense is a medium of conjunction between
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mankind and the Lord, and also of consociation with angels,

and the holiness of the Word resides in that sense. 2. The cor-

respondences^ of which the spiritual sense of the Word consists,

are discovered.-' ' But/ the angels asked^ ' did the inhabitants

of the earth, before this, know nothing of correspondences V
' Nothing/ I replied ; ' for the doctrine of correspondences has

been hidden now for some thousands of years, even from the

time of Job. In those da3^s, and in the ages before it, the

science of correspondences, from which they drew their wisdom,

was esteemed the chief of sciences, because their knowledge

of spiritual subjects, such as relate to heaven and the church,

was obtained from it. But this science, in consequence of its

being perverted to idolatrous purposes, Avas, by the Divine Pro-

vidence of the Lord, so obliterated and destroyed, that no one

saw a trace of it remaining : yet at this time it is again discovered

by the Lord, in order to effect a conjunction of the members of

the church with him, and their consociation with angels. These

purposes are effected by the Word, which consists entirely of

correspondences.^ The angels were greatly rejoiced to hear that

it had pleased the Lord to reveal this great arcanum, which had

lain so deeply hidden for thousands of years. It was done, they

said, with this view, that the Christian Chm-ch, which is founded

on the Word, and is now at its end, may again revive, and de-

rive its spirit through heaven from the Lord. They inquired,

whether it was discovered at this day by that science what is sig-

nified by Baptism, and what by the Holy Supper, on the true

meaning of which such a variety of conjectures had been formed ;

and I replied, that it was. 3. I further said, that a revelation

has been made by the Lord at this day concerning the life of

MEN AFTER DEATH. ' How ! Concerning life after death/ the

angels replied, ' who does not know that men live after death ?'

' They know it,^ said I, ' and they do not know it : they say that

it is not the man who then lives, but his soul, and that this lives

as a spirit ; and the idea they cherish of spirit is as of wind, or

ether ; thus they insist that the man does not live till the day of

the last judgement, and that then the corporeal parts, which

had been left behind in the world, though they may have been

eaten up by worms, mice, and fish, will be again collected to

gether, and again fitted and formed into a body, and thus they

will rise again as men.' ' What is this V the angels said, ' who
does not know that a man lives as a man after death, with this

difference alone, that he then lives a substantial man, and not a

material man as before ; and that the substantial man is visible

to the substantial, just as the material man is to the material

;

and they knoAV no one point of difference but in the greater per-

fection of their state V 4. Then the angels asked, ' What do

they knoAV on earth respecting our world, and heaven and
hell ?' ' Nothing at all/ I answered ;

* but it has pleased the
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liord at this day^ to discover the nature and quahty of the world
hi which angels and spirits live^ thus the nature and quality both
of heaven and hell ; and also that angels and spirits are in con-

junction with men, with many other wonderful circumstances

concerning them. The angels rejoiced to hear that the Lord had
been pleased to reveal such things to mankind, that so they
might no longer through ignorance live in doubt of their own
immortality. 5. I further added^ ' The Lord has been pleased

at this day to reveal, that there is, besides the sun in our world,

a sun in yours also, and that this sun is pure love, but the sun
in om* world is pure fire ; hence that whatever proceeds from
your sun, because it is pure love, has somewhat of life in it,

but that whatever proceeds from our sun, because it is pure fire,

has nothing of life in it ; and that in this consists the distinction

between spiritual and natural, a distinction hitherto unknown,
but now revealed. Thus also a discovery is made of the source

of that light which enlightens the human understanding with
wisdom, and the source of that heat which kindles the human
will with love. 6. It is further revealed, that there are three

degrees of life, and consequently three heavens, and that the
mind of man is distinguished into the same degrees, and so man
corresponds to the three heavens.^ ' But did they not know this

before ?'' the angels asked. ' They knew of a distinction of de-

grees,^ I replied, ' in relatiim to more and less, but nothing of

their distinction in relation to prior and posterior.' 7. The an-
gels then inquired whether any thing else had been revealed.
' Much more,' I answered ;

' as, concerning the last judge-
ment; concerning the Lord, that he is the God of heaven and
earth ; that God is one both in person and essence, in Avhom
there is a divine trinity, and that the Lord is that God ; also

concerning the New Church that is to be established by him,
and concerning the doctrine of that church ; concerning the
HOLINESS OF THE Sacred Scriptures ; that the Apocalypse
also is revealed : and moreover concerning the Inhabitants of
THE Planets, and the Earths in the universe ; besides many
memorable relations and wonderful discoveries from the spiritual

world, by which many particulars, teeming with wisdom, have
been revealed from heaven.'

847. " Continuing the conversation, I afterwards acquainted
the angels, that the Lord had been pleased to make a revelation

to the world on another subject : they inquired, ' On what ?
' I

said, ' On true conjugial love, and its spiritual delights.'
* Who does not know,' the angels said, ' that the delights of

conjugial love exceed those of all other loves ? and who cannot
conceive that there must be some particular love into which all

the blessings, satisfactions, and delights, which it is in the power
of the Lord to bestow, are collated, and that the receptacle of

these is true conjugial love, since it corresponds to the love of
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the Lord and the church, and is capable of receiving and per-

ceiving such blessings, satisfactions, and delights, in a full and
sensible manner?^ I replied, /Mankind on eaxfchknow nothing

of all this, because they have not approached the Lord, and
therefore have not shunned the lusts of the flesh, and so could

not be regenerated ; for true conjugial love is from the Lord alone,

and is given to those ^ho are regenerated by him ; and these

also are received into the Lord's New Church, which is meant
in the Revelation by the New Jerusalem.-' To this I added, that

I had a doubt whether men on earth at this day were disposed to

believe that conjugial love in itself is spiritual, thus grounded in

religion, since they cherish only corporeal ideas about it ; and of

coiu-se will hardly be persuaded to believe that it is such as the

rehgion is, spiritual Avith such as are spiritual, natural with such

as are natural, and merely carnal with adulterers.

848. " The angels, on hearing the account of all these dis-

coveries made to mankind, were much rejoiced ; but when they

saw that I was sorrowful, they asked me the cause of my sorrow.

I replied, ' Because these arcana, at this day revealed by the

Lord, are reputed on earth as things of no value, notwithstand-

ing their superiority in excellence and dignity above all the know-
ledges that have hitherto been pul)lislied to the world.' The
angels wondered at this, and requested the Lord's permission to

look down into the world : they did so, and lo ! mere darkness

was therein. They were then told to write those arcana on a

paper, and let the paper down to earth, and they would see a

prodigy : on their doing so, behold ! the paper on which the

arcana were written, Mas let down from heaven, and in its pro-

gress, while it was yet in the spiritual world, it shone bright

like a star, but in its passage into the natural world the light

disappeared, and as it fell it was entirely darkened. On being

let down by the angels into the midst of an assembly consisting

of learned clergy and laity, many of them were heard to mutter
words to this effect ;

' What have we got here ? Is it any thing

or nothing ? What matters it whether we know these things or

do not know them ? Are they not mere embryos of the brain ?'

And it appeared as if some took the paper and folded it, twisting

and untwisting it with their fingers ; and also as if some tore it

in pieces, and were desirous to tread it under foot ; but they
were prevented by the Lord from proceedhig to such an enor^

mity, and the angels were charged to take the paper back again

and secure it; because these circumstances affected the angels

with sorrow, and they began to think with themselves how long
this would continue, it was told them, ' For a time and times,

and half a time' (Hev. xii. 14).

849. "After this I heard a hostile murmur from below, and
at the same time these words, 'Do miracles, and we will
BELIEVE :' I replied, ' Aj:e not the arcana which I have already
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mentioned miracles ?' but tliey answered " They are not.' I then

asked, ' What miracles do you require ?' ' Discover and reveal

futui'e events/ they said, ' and we will believe/ But I replied,
* The Lord does not allow such discovery and revelation ; since

in proportion as a man is acquainted with futui'e events, his rea-

son and understanding, with his prudence and wisdom, sink into

indolence, become torpid, and are almost destroyed.' I again
asked, ' TVTiat other miracles shall I do ?' ' Do such as Moses
did in Egypt,' they cried out. ' Possibly,' I replied, ' you may
harden your hearts against them as Pharoah and the Egyptians
did ;' and they answered, ' We will not.' ' But,' said I again,
* assure me of a certainty that you will not dance around a gol-

den calf, and worship it, as the posterity of Jacob did within

about a month after they had seen all mount Sinai on fire, and
had heard Jehovah himself speaking out of the fire, thus after

witnessing the greatest of all mii'acles :' [a golden calf in the

spiritual sense signifies carnal pleasure). To this it was replied

from below, ' We will not be like the posterity of Jacob.' But
at that moment I heard a voice from heaven saying to them, ' If

ye beheve not Moses and the Prophets, that is, the Word of

the Lord, neither will ye be convinced by miracles, any more
than the posterity of Jacob in the wilderness, or Avhen they saw
with their eyes the miracles which the Lord did during his abode
on earth.'

850. "After this I saw some spirits ascending from below,

whence the voices proceeded, who, addressing me in a deep tone

of voice, said, ' Why did the Lord reveal the long bst of arcana

which thou hast just now^ enumerated, to thee who art a layman,
and not to some one of the clergy ?' To which I replied, ' This

was according to the Lord's good pleasure, who prepared me for

this office from my eai'liest years : but let me in turn ask you ?i

question : Why did the Lord Avhen he was on earth choose

fishermen for his disciples, and not some of the lawyers, scribes,

priests, or rabbis ? Ponder well this cii'cumstance in your minds,
and if you form a right judgement upon it you will discover the

reason.' Hereupon a murmur arose, and afterwards they were
silent.

851 . "I foresee that many who read the Memorable Relations

annexed to each chapter of this work, will believe them to be
the fictions of imagination ; but I protest in truth they are not

fictions, but w^ere really seen and heard ; not seen and heard in

any state of the mind in sleep, but in a state of complete Avake-

fulness ; for it has pleased the Lord to manifest himself to me,
and to send me to teach those things which Avill belong to his

New Chm'ch, which is meant by the New Jerusalem in the

BcA'clation. For this purpose he has opened the interiors of my
mind or spirit, by which privilege it has been permitted me to

be with angels in the spiritual world, and with men in the
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natural world at the same time, and that now for twenty-seven

years. Who in the Christian world would have known any thing

of HEAVEN AND HELL, unless it had pleased the Lord to open
the spiritual sight of some person or other, and to shew and teach

him? That such things as are described in tlie above JMemora-
BLE Relations do actually appear in the heavens, is clearly

proved from similar objects being seen and described by John in

the Apocalypse, and also by the Prophets in the Word of the

Old Testament. In the Apocalypse we read that John saw the

Son of Man in the midst of seven candlesticks; that he saw a

tabernacle, a temple, an ark, and an altar in heaven ; a book
sealed with seven seals; the book opened, and in consequence
thereof horses going forth; four animals around the throne;

twelve thousand chosen out of each tribe ; locusts ascending from
the bottomless pit ; a woman bringing forth a man-child, and
flying into a wilderness on account of the dragon ; two beasts,

one "ascending out of the sea, the other from the earth ; an
angel flying in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting Gos-
pel; a sea of glass mixed \'iith fire; seven angels having the

seven last plagues ; sdals poured out by them on the earth, on
the sea, on the rivers, on the sun, on the throne of the beast,

on Euj)hrates, and on the air; a woman sitting on a scarlet

beast ; the dragon cast out into a lake of fire and brimstone ; a
white horse ; a great supper ; a new lieaven and a new earth

;

the Holy Jerusalem coming down from lieaven, described as to

its gates, its wall, and its foundations ; also a river of the water of

life, and trees of life bearing fruit every month ; with many other

things, which were all seen by John, while as to his spmt he
was in the spuitual Avorld and in heaven ; not to mention the

things seen by the apostles after the Lord's resruTcction, and
those seen afterwards by Peter (Acts xi.), and by Paul, and
also by the prophets in the Old Testament, as by Ezeeiel, who
saw four animals which were cherubs (i. and x.), and a noAV tem-
ple, and a new earth, and an angel measuring them (xl.—xlviii.).

He was also carried to Jerusalem, and saw there abominations,
and also to Chaldea (viii. xi.). The case was the same with
Zechariah, who saw a man riding among myrtle trees (i. 8) ; -

four horns, and afterwards a man with a measuring-line in his

hand (iii.) ; a fl}dng roll and an ephah (v. 1, 6) ; also four chariots

and horses between two mountains {vi. 1, &c.). So again with
Daniel, who saw four beasts ascending out of the sea (vii. 1,

&c.) ; the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven, whose
dominion shall not pass away, and whose kingdom shall not be
destroyed (vii. 13, 14) ; the combat of the ram and the he-goat
(>iii. 1, &c.) ; the angel Gabriel, and conversed with him (ix.).

So also the young man of Elisha saw chariots and horses of fire

about Elisha, which he saw when his eyes were opened (2 Kings
\'i. 17). From these, and several other instances in the Word,
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it is evident that the objects which exist in tlie spiritual world

have appeared to many, both before and since the coming of the

Lord ; what wonder then is it that the same circmnstance should

now occur at the commencement of a, church, or when the New
Jerusalem is coming down out of heaven ?"

A THEOREM FROrOUNDED BY A CERTAIN ELECTORAL DUKE 01?

(jtERMANY. who also filled a station OF THE HIGHEST

RANK IN THE CHURCH.

I once saw in the spiritual world a certain electoral duke of

Germany, who also filled a station of the highest rank in the

church. There were standing near him two bidiops and two

ministers. I was at some distance, but sufficiently near to hear

their conversation. The elector asked the four by-standers Avhe-

ther they knew what constituted the chief point of religion in

Christendom ? The bishops answered, " The chief point of re-

ligion in Christendom is faith alone productive of justifi-

cation AND SALVATION.^' Hc inquired again, " Do you know
what is inwardly latent in that faith ? Open it, look into it, and
tell me.^^ They repHed, " There is nothing inwardly latent in it

but the MERIT AND RIGHTEOUSNESS OF THE LoRD THE SaVIOUR.^'

To this the elector rejoined, "Does it not then involve the Lord
and Saviour in his Humanity, in which he is called Jesus Christ,

since he alone in his Humanity was righteousness ?" They said,

" This follows as a necessary and inseparable conclusion." The
elector, following up the subject, added, " Open that faith, and
look further into it, and examine whether it contains any thing

else." The ministers observed, " It implies also the grace op

God THE Father." To this the elector said, " Take the pains

both to conceive and perceive the matter rightly, and you will

see that it is the grace of the Son with the Father ; for

it is the Son who entreats and intercedes. Depend upon it, then,

since you confess, reverence, and embrace that faith alone of

yom's, that you must necessarily confess, reverence, and embrace
the Lord the Saviour alone in his Humanity ; for, as was said

before, he in his Humanity was and is righteousness. He in

his Humanity is also Jehovah and God, as I have discovered in

the Holy Writings from these passages :
' Behold, the days come

that I ^vill raise up unto David a righteous branch, who shall

reign as a king, and shall prosper ; and this is his name Avhereby

he shall be called, Jehovah our Righteousness' (Jer. xxiii. 5, C). In
Paul :

' In Jesus Christ dwelleth a/l the fulness of the Godhead
bodily^ (Col. ii. 9). And in Jolm : 'Jesus Christ is the true

God, and eternal life' (1 Ep. v. 20, 21); therefore he is also

called 'The God of faith' " (Phil. iii. 9).
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TJiefgnres refer to the numbers.

AbADDOX, or Apollyon, signifies those who
destroy souls by means of fcalses, 310, G28.
Abomination op desolation, the, has

arisen from the utter falsification of the
Word, 135. It is occasioned by the inward
acknowledgment of three Gods in the faith
of the church, 17'J—181.

Accommodation. One thing must be ac-
commodated to another before there can be
any communication between them, or any
operation either of contrariety or concord,
125.

Adultery. Adulterers, in the Word,
signify the violators of the cliurch. and all

those who adulterate the Word, 122. To
commit adultery spiritually, is to adulterate
the goods of the Word and to falsify its

truths : in its inmost or celestial sense, it is

to deny the divinity of the Lord, and to pro-
fane the Word, 23(J, 31-1, 315. The whore-
dom of Ephraim signifies the falsification of
the understanding of the Word, that is, of
its genuine truth, 2-17. See Ephrnhn. A
harlot signifies falsification, 277. He Avho
abstains from adulteries only through fear
of the civil law, or from any external motive
unconnected with any regard to spiritual
law, is in his inner man an adulterer and
whoremonger ; for he is still in the belief
that such evils are not sins, and therefore
never condemns tliem in his spirit before
God, 31G. See Mill and Understanding.
Lust and act cohere together like blood and
flesh, or like flame and oil ; for lust is in the
act as the air is in the lungs during respira-
tion or discourse, 328. Any charity or faith
not being tlae issue of the marriage of the
Lord and the church is illegitimate, conse-
quently the fruit of polygamy or adultery,
3S(). All faith which acknowledges the
Lord, and yet adopts false and heretical opi-
nions, is the issue of polygamy ; and all

faitli which acknowledges three Lords of one
church is the issue of adultery, 3S0. Whore-
dom signifies the falsification of truth, o^i.
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Advent. Unless the Lord had come into
the world no flesh could have been saved,
3, 579. Nor at this day could any be saved,
unless he came again in the divine truth, 3.

See Hell. Before the Lord came into the
world the nature of the internal man and of
charity was scarcely known to a single jier-

son ; which was the reason why he so fre-

quently instilled the doctrine of brotherly
love or charity, in which consists the differ-

ence between the New and Old Testament,
or covenant, 409.

Advent, second. The Lord's second
advent is at this day, and a new church is

to be established, 115. See Consummation of
the Age. It is not a coming to destroy the
visible heavens and the habitable earth, 768—771. But for the sake of separating the
evil from the good, that those who have
believed and who do believe in Him may be
saved, and that there may be formed of them
a new angelic heaven, and a new church on.

earth, 772—775. Without this coming no
flesh could be saved, 772—775. This coming
is not in person, but in the Word, which is

from Him and is Himself, 77G—778. The
reason why He will not appear in person, is,

because since his asceu.sion into heaven He
is in his glorified humauitj', in which He
cannot appear to any man unless the eyes of
his sjurit be first opened ; and this opening
cannot be effected in any who are in evils
and falscs thence derived, 777. His coming
is effected by the instrumentality of a man,
before whom He has manifested himself in
person, and whom He has filled with his
spirit to teach from Him the doctrines of the
New Church by means of the Word, 779,
780, 851. See Avthor. This New Church
is meant by the new heaven and the new
earth, and the New Jerusalem descending
out of heaven, 781—785 ; see New Cltnreh.
Affections. See Love, Thought. Affec-

tion, thought and operation, are nothing
milcss they are conjoined in one, 387.
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Africans, the, are a more interior people

than any other of the Gentiles, 835. All

among them who acknowledge and worship
one God, the Creator of the universe, cherish

the idea of God as of a Man, insisting that

it is impossible for any one to form any other

idea of God, S3G. Their interior sight is sin-

gularly clear and strong, 839. In consequence
of having such a perception, they have at this

day a revelation, which is commimicated
from the place of its commencement round
about, but does not extend to the countries

bordering on the sea, 840. They insist that

there can be no true worship of God unless

a man live according to his religion ; and if

not, that he cannot but be both stupid and
wicked, because he then receives nothing
from heaven, 840.

Agate, the, signifies natural good, GOO.

AM3I0N, THE CHILDREN OF, signify the
adulteration of truth, 200.

Angels, cannot open their lips to pro-

nounce the word gods, by reason of the re-

sistance of the heavenly aura in which they
live, 6, 8, 25, 173. Every sentence spoken
by the angels terminates in unity of accent,

8. Angels and spirits are substantial men,
29, 240. They live together like men in the

natural world upon spaces and in times de-

termined according to affection and thought,

29. The angels of heaven may see whatever
is doing in hell, but the spirits in hell can-

not have the least discernment of what is

doing in heaven, (jl. One angel or spirit

may in an instant be made present -with

another, provided they meet in similar affec-

tions of love and thence of thought, G4. See
Putver. Angels and spirits coiild not subsist

if they were deprived of their support and
resting-place in mankind, 118. The Lord
redeemed angels, because not only every
man, but likewise every angel, is withheld
from evil and preserved in good by Him, 121.

There is not a single angel who was not once
a man in the natural world, 121. An angel
is always meditating and practising what is

in agreement with his heavenly natiu'e, 145.

See Heaven. Man is consociated with the
angels by means of the literal sense of the
Word, because the celestial and spiritual

senses are contained in that sense ; and the
angels of the Lord's spiritual kingdom are in

the spiritual sense of the Word, and the
angels of the Lord's celestial kingdom in its

celestial sense ; which two senses are evolved
or unfolded from the natural sense, while it

is read by a person who accounts the Word
holy, 234—239. The truths of the Word
which men, while reading it, understand
naturally, the angels at the same time under-
stand spiritually and celestially, according to

their degrees, 235—239. What is wonder-
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ful, the angels extract these senses without
having any knowledge of a man's thought

;

but still the thoughts of angels and men
make one by corresi^ondences.like end, cause,

and effect, 23G. See Cause, DcUrjlds, Word,

Wisdom. The angels perceive the quality of

a man's will by observing only a single action,
and the quality of his thought by attending

only to a single expression, 593, 778. Among
the angels some are of a simple and some of

a wise character ; and it is the part of the

wise to instruct the simple and to judge be-

tween them, G94. The recreations of the

angels are among their joys, but do not con-

stitute their happiness, 735. See Ilapplnesi.

Every one who becomes an angel carries his

own heaven -ndthin himself , because he car-

ries in himself the love of his own heaven,

739. See Lore. Every angel beholds the

Lord immediately before him, however he
may change the direction of his body and
face, 7i)7. This is the case because every

truth of wisdom is, as it were, a mirror, in

which the Lord is seen ; and every good of

love is his image, 7G7.

Ancients. The most ancient people wor-
shiped one God until the establishment of

monarchical power, when worldly and cor-

poreal affections began to close up the su-

perior understanding, 9. Gcd in ancient

times was called Jehovah from his esse, 19.

As seen by the ancients. He was represented

in hmnan form by angels, 109, 188, 78G.

The ancients were familiar Avith the science

of correspondences : the book of Job, which
was a book of the ancient church, is full of

con-espondences ; the hieroglyphics of the

Egyptians, and the fables were founded on
the same science, 201,493. The men of the

most ancient church, which was before the

flood, were of so heavenly a genius that they
could hold converse with angels by means of

correspondences, 202. Enoch and his as-

sociates collected correspondences from the
lips of these celestial men, and transmitted

the knowledge to posterity, whence it became
known throughout many kingdoms of A sia,

202. It was long preserved among those

who were called diviners and wise men, and
was known to the Philistines, 203, 279. See

Idolatrij, Worsh Ip. The ancient philosojihers,

Ai-istotie, Cicero, Seneca, and others who
have written about God and the immortality

of the soul, received their first infomiation

on those subjects from others, to whom it

was successively handed down from those

who had it originally from the ancientWord,
273. It was a received tenet of wisdom
amongst the ancients, that the universe, both

in general and particular, has relation to good

and tr^^th, and thus, that the whole of the

church had relation to love, or charity, and
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faith, 33G. Those who are principled in the
love of the world, were by the ancient chiu'ch

called 3[amm<in^, and by the Greeks Plutos,

404. The dreadful persuasion that God had
transfused and transcribed Himsp' f into men,
was entertained by the men of the most an-
cient church, at the period of its end or con-
summation, 470. In the earliest ages it was
believed that all the good of love, and thence
all the truth of wisdom, were from God, and
that men were mere receptacles of his life ;

whence they were called images of God, sons

of .God, and born of God, 492.

Ancient Word. Previous to the Word
which the world now possesses there was a
Word which is lost, from which the ancients
derived a knowledge of the most ancient
things of the church, 2(54, 273—275. The
historical parts of that Word were called the
"Wars of Jehovah," and the prophetical

parts the " Enunciations ;
" mention is also

made of a book of the ancient Word called

the book of " Jasher," or the book of the
upright, 265, 279. This Word existed prin-

cipally in Asia, previous to the Word which
was given to the children of Israel, and is

still extant among the nations in Great Tar-
tary, 26G, 279. It is also preserved in heaven,
and is in use among the ancients there who
were in ijossession of it during their abode
on earth, 266, 279. It is written wholly by
coi-respondences, and contains the account of

the creation from the beginning till the time
of Noah and his children, which was tran-

scribed by Moses, 279. The people of Great
Tartary have possessed this Word time im-
memorial ; and according to this Word they
celebrate their divine worship, 279.

Animals. The instincts of animals are

evidence of a divine influx through the spi-

ritual world into the ultimates of nature, 12.

Animals represent the various dispositions

of men, 13. The wild beasts, which, at a dis-

tance, appear in hell, are representations of

the lusts of its inhabitants, 45, 312. Those
animals, likewise, which appear in heaven
represent the loves of the angels, C6. See
Creation. The light within the eyes of owls
and cats, by which they are enabled to see

at night-time, arises from the lust of piarcu-

ing and devouring, 162, 334. The sponta-

neous acts of animals do not flow from any
thought, 335. The error of supposing beasts

to have ideas is grounded solely in the per-

suasion that they have thoughts as well as

men, and that speech alone is the distin-

guishing characteristic between them, 335.

Every beast, bird, fish, reptile and insect, has
its peculiar, natural, sensual, and corporeal

love, whose habitation is the brain, by means
of which the spiritual world has an imme-
diate influx into its bodily senses, and thiis
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determines its actions, 335. All animals are
merely organs receptive of life, each species
being a form of some particular natural love,

and receiving light and licat from the spi-

ritual world, mediately through heaven or
hell, the gentle kinds through heaven, and
the fierce through hell ; man alone receives
light and heat, that is, wisdom and love,

immediately from the Lord, and herein
consists the difference between them, 473.

Animals have the power of respiration from
their natural freedom, but man from his free

determination in both natural and spiritual

things, 4S0. Animals act from the instinct

of prolification, &c., in the time of spring,

because their bodies are then so disposed by
the heat of the sun, that the love proper to
their nature can act in freedom, 496. In
the natural world, beasts, birds and creeping
things have the faculty of associating ac-

cording to the odors they exhale ; but it is

not so with men until they have cast off

their mortal covering, 569. See Spheres.

Apocalypse. In the Revelation, from
beginning to end, the present state of the
Christian Churcli is described. It is also

foretold that the Lord would come again and
subdue the hells, and form a new angelic
heaven, and afterwards establish a new
Chiu'ch on earth, 116 ; see Heaven, Clmrcli.

The appearance of the white horse and its

rider relates to the Lord as the Word. The
great siippcr to which all were invited to

come, by the angel standing in the sun, re-

lates to the appropriation of good of all kinds
from the Lord, 196. By the New Jerusalem
is meant a new church which is to be esta-

blished by the Lord ; walls and foundations
signify the doctrinals of that church derived
from the literal sense of the Word ; the num-
bers twelve, one hundi-ed and forty-four,

twelve thousand, all its goods and truths in
one complex, 197, 209, 217, 307. The Lord,
as the Word in ultimates, was represented
before John, where all parts of the descrip-

tion given of Him signify the ultimates of
divine truth or of the Word, 261. By the lamb
standing as it were slain, and by Him that
was crucified, is signified the Lord hated of

the evil, 311. Babylon signifies the falsifi-

cation and adulteration of the Word, 314.

The Lord is called the Amen because He la

the truth itself, 572. The beginning of the
creation (Rev. iii. 14), signifies the com-
mencement of regeneration, 573. The con-
summation of the present church is described

by the seven plagues, each of which signifies

some false ; in like manner as the devastation

of Egjqot is described, 635. See Faith. To
walk with the Son of Man in white, signifies

to follow the Lord and to live according to

the truths of his Word, 682. The vials of the

G Ga2
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wrath of God poiu-ed oiit upon the earthj

signify the falsities which would overflow

and destroy the church at its consummation,
761. Fui' a imriicular and consecutive inter-

lyretation of tlie llcvclation of John, see the

anthor'n mivh APOCALYPSE Revealed.
Appearances. The appearances of spaces

and times in the spiritual world are real,

because they are constant according to the

states of the inhabitants, 29. The appear-

ances of truth in the literal sense of the

Word consist of various accommodations to

the apprehension of the simple who are not

used to elevate their thoughts above visible

objects, 22G, 254, G50. The Word is of such

anature that the appearances of truth, which
are truths clothed, may be taken for naked
truths ; and such appearances, when they are

confirmed, become fallacies, 254, 258. See

Ilercules. All appearances in the spiritual

world are correspondences, and are repre-

sentative of such spiritual things as relate

to affection and its derivative thought, 4(12.

Without an appearance of place in the spi-

ritual world, there could be no habitations

and distinct abodes, 739.

Arjiageddox, signifies a state and desire

of the mind to wage war, undf r the influ-

ence of falsified truths, from the lust of

dominion, 113.

AsHUE, OR Assyria, signifies what is ra-

tional, 200, 4G7. Likewise intelligence

thence derived, 4G7.

Athanasian Creed, the, agrees with the
doctrine of the Word, if, instead of the union
of the Son born from eternity with the Son
born in time, it be understood to mean the

union of the one eternal God with the Hu-
manity, 98, 101. It teaches also that the

Father and Son are united as soul and body,

112, 13G, 137, 188. The trinity of divine

persons taught by this creed can only mean
a trinity of gods, 172, G32, G33. The Nicene
and Athanasian doctrines have together

given rise to a faith which has entirely

perverted the Christian Chiu-ch, 177, G34.

Atmosphere. The natui-al atmospheres
are three in number, the aura, the ether, and
the air, 32. By means of the heat and light

of the spiritual sun, spiritual atmospheres
w^ere created, Avhich are substantial, and
three in number, 76. See Degrees. In like

manner the three natui-al atmosjiheres were
produced by the natural sun encompassing
the former, 76. See Sun, of Heaven.
Atonement, signifies the removal of sins,

into which a man would rush headlong were
he to approach Jehovah unclothed with the

Hmnanity, 135.

Attraction. The Lord draws all towards
Himself; but men and angels can only follow
the vein of his attraction according to their
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measures and capacities, 350. Spnpathy and
antipathy ai-e nothing else biit exhalations

and affections from minds, which excite

affection in another according to their simi-

litudes, and aversion according to their dis-

similitudes, 3G5. According to these, all con-

junctions and consociations in the spiritual

world are regulated, 3G5, 646. See i<phere.

Author, the. The phenomena of animal
life long regarded by him as a testimony in

favour of an influx from God through the

spiritual world into the natural, 12. The
ability to think analytically, sensibly per-

ceived by him (during the previous twenty-
six years, without inteiTujrtion), to be from
an influx of divine Wisdom, 12. Often a
matter of wonder to him, that man, while
living in the body should be totally unac-
quainted with the life of his spirit, 14. From
his early infancy was never able to admit
the idea of more Gods than one, but plainly

perceived that the expressions of Scripture

relative to the Divine government and the
trinity were significant, 15. When on a
certain occasion his mind was illuminated

by heavenly light concerning the trinity and
unity of God, he perceived that his former
ideas, which were merely natural, were sepa-

rated like chaff from the wheat, 2(). Con-
vinced by experience of the danger of indulg-

ing in speculations about God before the
creation of the world, 32. (See also a refer-

ence to this experience in n. 280). Purposes,

if desired, after the completion of the " Uni-
versal Theology," to makeknown the manner
in which the Lord reduced the heavens and
hells to order, of his omnipotence in effecting

which he was a daily witness, 123. Had,
now, been in open communication with the
spiritual world for tweutj^-six years, with
this difference from the prophets, that he
was in the spirit and the body at one and
the same time, and only on some particular

occasions out of the body, 157 (see n. 280).

The angels did not know, until explained by
him, the differences between whatisspiritual

and what is natural, because there never
before had been any opportunity of comj^ar-

ing them together in any i^erson existing at

the same time in both worlds, and without
such comparison and reference those differ-

ences were not ascertainable ; 280. Had
conversed with his relations and friends, and
also with kings and princes and men of learn-

ing after their departure out of this life,

continually for twenty-seven years, 281 , 771

,

851. Had always acknowledged, first from
science, afterwards from perception, and
lastly from an interior light, that the wisdom
of man is as nothing, 3.S7. Was seized witli

a painful disease which seemed to threaten

his life, and lay in bed three days and a lialf

;
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during' Vi'liich time his spirit was seen by tlie

inhabitants of the great city called Sodom
and Egypt in the spiritual world, as if it

were lying dead in the streets : this occurred
whilehe was writing the explication of Rev.
xi., 5G7. It pleased the Lord to open his

spiritual sight for the sake of the New
Church, 771. The Lord manifested Him-
self before him ; and from the first day of

this call, he had never received anything
relating to the (loctrincs of the Xew Church
from any angel, but from the Lord alone
y.'hile reading the Word, 770. The Lord
prepared him for this office from his earliest

years, 850. He protests in truth that the
vicmorahiUa annexed to each chapter of the
work are not fictions, but were really seen
and heard ; not seen in any state of the mind
in sleep, but in a state of complete wakeful-
ness, 851.

Babylon. See Apocah/pse.
Baptism, signifies regeneration and puri-

fication, 142, G70—G73, G87. To baptize

with the Holy Spirit and with fire, is to re-

generate by the divine truth which is of

faith, andthe divine goodwhich is of charity

,

142, 684—G86. To be born again of water
and the spirit, signifies, of truth in the
natural man, and of truth derived from good
in the sioiritual man, 142, 572. Baptism
signifies spiritual washing, which is cleans-

ing from sins, 510, 530, G21, G70—G73. On
this account John the Baptist preached re-

pentance, 510. It is a sacrament of repent-

ance and hence of introduction into the
church, 5G7. It is a sign before the angels

that the person baptized is of the church,
G21, G80. In this institution there is a
something divine which has hitherto lain

hid, because the spiritual sense of the "Word
was never before revealed, GC8. Washings,
and several ordinances of a like nature, were
enjoined and commanded the children of
Israel, because the church established among
them was a representative church, G70. Of
all these representatives the Lord retained
but two ; baptism, instead of washings, and
the Holy Supper instead of the sacrifice of

the lamb, Avhich contain in one complex
whatever relates to the internal church, G70.

Washing and baptism are of no avail unless

the internal man be purified from evils and
falses, G72, G73. Baptism was instituted in

place of circumcision, to the end that, an in-

ternal church might succeed to the external,

G74—C77. See Circu»tciswn. The first use
of baptism is introduction into the Chris-

tian church, and at the same time insertion

among Christians in the spiritual world, G77
—G80. As soon as infants are baptized they
are placed under the guardianship of angels,

by A\hom they are kept in a state of receiv-
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ing faith in the Lord ; but as they grow up
the guardian angels leave them, and they
draw into association with themselves such
spirits as make a one with th eir life and faith,

G77. Without the Christian sign of baptism,
some Mahometan or idolatrous spirit might
apply himself to new-born Christian infants,
and also to children, and infase into them an
inclination in favour of his religion, 678. See
Order. The second iise of baptism, is, that
the Christian may know and acknowledge
the Lord Jesus Christ as the Redeemer and
Saviour, and follow him, 681—683. In bap-
tism the infant receives the sign of the cross
on his forehead and breast, which is a token
of his inauguration into the acknowledgment
and worship of the Lord, G82. The Chris-
tian name is received by all in baptism, for

it is involved in the sign, G82. The third
and final use of baptism is, that the man
may be regenerated, 684—G86. The three
uses of baptism cohere together as a one ;

for they follow each other in order, and join
with each other in the ultimate use, 685.

Whoever does not believe in the Lord cannot
be regenerated, notwithstanding his having
been baptised, 685. By the baptism of John
a way was prepared that Jehovah the Lord
might come down into the world and accom-
plish the work of redemption, 688—691.

Unless a way had been prepared for Jehovah
when descending into the world, by baptism
(the eiiect of which in heaven was such as
to occasion the closing of the hells), the
Jews must have perished before Him, 689,
691. The baptism of John represented the
cleansing of the external man ; but Christian
baptism, the cleansing of the intenial man,
690. The i^reparation of the Jews for the
descent of Jehovah consisted in their being
enrolled in heaven, by the baptism of John,
and numbered among those who in heart
expected and desired the Messiah, in conse-
quence of which angels were sent and made-
their guardians, 691.

Bears. See Elisha.

Birds. Those who have an immediate
perception of truths are represented in the
spiritual world by eagles ; those who arrive

at truth by a series of proofs and probable
arguments, &c., Ijy singing birds ; those

who accept it on authority, by birds of the

i:)ie kind ; and those who have no inclination

to perceive truths, by birds of night, 42.

The man who draws wisdom from God is

like a bird flying aloft enjoying a wide and
extensive view, and directing its flight to

whatever is required for its use, 69. Birds

of night, in the spiritual world, represent

such confirmations of falses as appear like

truths, 334. Birds know each other, not

by their feathers, but by their notes and
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Dries, and, when they are near each other,

by the sphere of life which exhales from
their bodies, 459. Birds of night, in hell,

are representative images of the infernal

fantasies which prevail there, G61.

Blasphemy, against the Holy Spirit,

means blas])]iemy against the Divinity of

the Lord's Humanity and against the holi-

ness of the Word, 299, 683.

Blood. See Hohj Supper. Flesh and
blood signify spiritual good and truth, 70."),

709. As blood signifies the divine truth

of the Lord, which is also the divine truth
of the Word, and this is the covenant and
testament both old and new, therefore blood

was the most holy representative of the
Israelitish church, 700, 730. When a man
thinks of the Lord's blood, the angels per-

ceive the di-\dne truth of his Word, 706. The
blood of the covenant signifies divine truth
by which conjunction is effected, 706, 730.

Body. See Generation, Soul. The body,
which is from the mother, is not man in it-

Bclf, but by derivation from the soul, and
is only the clothing of the real man, com-
posed of such materials as belong to the
natural world, 103. See Death. All things
in and belonging to the body, are appendages
to the mind, from which it receives life and
action, 224. See Series. The material body
with which man's spirit is clothed in the
natural world, is an accessory covering for

the sake of continuing his species and of the
formation of the internal man ; for the in-

ternal man is formed in the natural body, as

a tree is formed in the ground, and the seed
in the fruit, 454. The delights of love and
the iDleasiu-es of thought are perceived in
an. obscure manner so long as a man lives

in the natural body, because it absorbs and
dulls them, but after death they are rendered
fully sensible and perceptible, 569. The
spiritual body is formed in the material body
by means of truths and goods, 583.

Beain. See Series. The brain is an or-

ganized substance in which the mind has
its abode, 351. See Idea. Unless in the
spiritual organism of the brain there Avere

action and co-operation with the influent

life, it would be impossible for thought and
will to exist, 577.

Butterfly', the, exhibits an image of
man's heavenly state, 12, 449, 571.

Calf, a, corresponds to the natural affec-

tion of seeing and knowing, 623. The golden
calf signifies carnal pleasure, 849.

Calvin. (See 137.) The tenet of pre-
destination, adopted by Calvin and his fol-

lowers, sprang from the belief of man's
absolute impotence, and total want of free-

dom of determination in spiritual things,
tS6. When he entered the spiritual world,
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he was with difficulty convinced that he
was not still in a material body ; for he was
a sensual man, believing nothing but what
he drew in fi'om the objects of the bodily

senses ; and this being his qualitj% he
framed all the tenets of his faith from his

OAvn iinderstanding, and not from the

Word, 798.

Cajip, the, of the Israelites represented

heaven ; the wilderness, hell, 614.

Caxaan represented the church ; the river
Jordan, introduction into it, 510, 675, 677.

Canons of the New Church. 1st. No
one can shun evils as sins, and do good
which is good in the sight of God, of him-
self ; but so far as any one shuns evils as

sins, he does what is good, not from him-
self, biit frona the Lord. 2nd. A man ought
to shun evils as sins, and to fight against

them as of himself ; and if he shuns evils

from any other motive than because they
are sins, he does not shun them, but only
prevents them from api^earing in the sight

of the world, 330. It is a canon of the

New Chm-ch, that falses close the under-
standing, and that truths open it, 508.

Cause. See Creation. End, cause, and
effect, are contained, in indissoluble con-

nexion, in the universe, 47, 210. End is

nothing unless it regards an efficient cause

;

and these two are nothing miless they pro-

duce the effect, 67, 387. In every complete
thing there is a trinity, which is called,

first, middle, and last ; likewise end, cause,

and effect, 210. See End. Ends actually

exist in the celestial kingdom, causes in the
spiritual kingdom, and effects in the natural
kingdom, 236.

Cedar, a, in the Word signifies rational

good and tiaith of the church, 200.

Charity. See Charity and Faith. Cha-
rity is the first in respect to end, and is

therefore the fii'st-born in the mind, 336.

Charity is not charitv unless it is conjoined
to faith, 336, 355, 367, 377, 387, 450. Cha-
rity consists in willing what is good, 374,
408. Charity and works are distinct from
each other, like will and action, 374, 420,

421. See Works. The truths of faith not
only enlighten charity, but also give it its

quality and nourish it, 377. Charity is the
comjilex of all good, 392. "OTiere Charity is

genuine, it is always attended with zeal

for what is good, which in the external man
may look like anger and flaming fire

;
yet

on the repentance of its adversaiy, it is

instantly extinguished and appeased, 408.

See War, Neighbour, PuJiishment. Charity
ought to be exercised towards the evil ac-i

cording to natural equity, but towards the!
good according to spiritual equity, 413.1

Genuine charity is to will what is good foej
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tlie sake of the neig^libour, 421. It consists

ill acting jiistly and faithfully, in whatever
office, business, or emplo^anent a. person is

engaged, and with whomsoever he has any
connexion, 422—424. The man Vv^ho thus
exercises charity, becomes more and more
charity in form; for justice and fidelity form
his mind, and their exercise, his body ; so

that from the form thus acqiiired he wills

and tliinks nothing but what has some re-

lation to charity, 423. There are gratuitous

acts of charity, consisting in those aids and
assistances which a man lends to his neigh-
bour, independently of the ordinary duties

of his station, 425. Those who make cha-
rity itself consist in such actions, must of

necessity in their hearts consider them
meritorious, 425. There are public, do-

mestic, and private debts of charity, 42D—
432. The gratuitous acts and the debts of

charity are distinct from each other, like

things done of free-will and those done of
necessity, 429. Public debts of charity are

more especially the payment of imposts and
taxes : those who are spiritual pay them out
of good will, because they arc collected for

the preservation of their country and the
church, 430. Domestic debts of charity are

of several kinds, as those of a husband to

his wife, and of a wife to her husband ; of

parents to their children, and of children to

their parents ; likewise of a master and
mistress to their servants, and of servants

to their master and mistress, 431. With
those who are under the influence of charity,

parental affection is joined with love towards
their neighbour and love to God ; thus they
love their children according to their morals,
virtues, and qualifications for the service of

the public ; but those with whom there is

no conjunction of charity with i^arental

afEection, frequently love best those amongst
their children who are wicked, immoral,
and crafty, 431. Private debts of charity
are also of several kinds, such as paying
wages to workmen, returning borrowed
money, observing agreements, keeping
pledges, and other transactions of a like

nature, 432. These duties also are dis-

charged from different motives by those

who are under the influence of charity, and
those who are not, 432. The convivial

recreations of charity consist of dinners and
suppers, and social intercourse, 433, 434.

Such feasts of charity are given only by
those who are in mutual love from a simi-

larity of faith, 433. See Fcaats of Charity,

The tciict that it is the first part of charity

to do no evil to our neighbour, and the
second to do him good, occupies the first

place in the doctrine of charity, for it is

as a door to it, 435, 535. Every person, if
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he pleases, may comprehend from external
moral life the quality of cliarity : let him
only transcribe external moral life into the
internal man, that this in will and thought
may be similar and conformable to the ac-
tions of the external man, and he will then
see charity in its tj^c, 445. Unless charity
make one with faith, and both in conjunc-
tion look to the Lord; charity is either
spurious, or hypocritical, or dead, 450. All
charity which is not conjoined with faith
in one God, in whom is a divine trinity, is

spurious, 451, 457. It is hypocritical with
those who make a pretence of praying to
God while in their hearts they nourish self-

worship, 452. Dead charity is predicable
of those whose faith is dead, since the
quality of charity depends on the quality of
faith, 453. There is no charity at all in
those who adojit nature in the place of God,
453. Charity is spiritual in its origin, and
uatiu-al in its derivation, 459. Xatural
charity, if it be spiritual within, appears,
in the sight of angels, transparent like a
diamond, 459. The spiritual principle con-
sists essentially in this, that it be practised
under the influence of the love of justice
with judgment, 459.

Chapjty and Faith. See Church. All
the goods of the church are of charity, and
its truths are of faith, 38. To live well is

charity, and to believe well is faith, 334.

Charity and faith are distinctly two, and
yet must be united in man so as to become
one, that he may be a member of the church,
or in other words, that the chiu'ch may be
in him, 33G. Faith, which also means truth,
is first in respect to time ; but charity, which
also means good, is first in respect to end,
33G. Man has power to procure faith and
charity for himself, 35(J, 357. But only
such as are natural, since nothing of faith,

of charity, and of the life of each is from
man but from the Lord alone, 359. Never-
theless man thus larepares himself to become
a receptacle of the Lord, and according to
such i^reparation the Lord enters and causes
natural faith and charity to become spiritual,

359. Spiritual faith and charity are within
natural faith and charity, as spiritual light
and heat are withia natural light and heat,
300. The Lord, charity, and faith, con-
stitute a one, like life, will, and understand-
ing in man ; and in case they are divided
each ijerishes like a pearl bruised to powder,
3C.2, 303, 307, 392, 442, 450, 522, 576, 711,
712. The life of the divine wisdom is the
essence of faith, and the life of the divine
love is the essence of charity, 305. See
Influx. To separate charity from faith is

like separating essence from form, and is

therefore to destroy both, 367. The Lord
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is charity and faith in man, and man is

charity and faith in the Lord, 3C8, 372, 522.

Man himself cannot be in the Lord, yet

charity and faith which are in him from the

Lord can ; and by virtue of these two, he
is essentially man, 3G8. Charity and faith

are together in good works, 373, 387, 442,

643. See Mm-l's. Charity and faith are

merely mental and perishable things, unless

they are determined to works, and co-exist

in them whenever practicable, 375, 376, 387.

Charity and faith mtLst exist together in

order to produce works, 377. The conjunc-
tion of charity and faith is like the marriage
of husband and wife, 377. All spiritual off-

spring which are the knowledges of good
and truth, are produced by charity as father,

and faith as mother, 377. See 3Iarriage.

Faith in its essence is the truth of wisdom,
and charity in its essence is the affection of

love, 385. Charity is of affection and faith

is of thought ; faith also is formed by charity

as speech by sound, 386. Charity and faith

cannot even exist, in reality, without works ;

but endeavour, or will, is accepted by the
Lord, provided only that when opportunity
offers it is not defective in operation, 387.

Charity is the affection of the love of doing
good to our neighbour, for the sake of God,
salvation, and eternal life ; and faith is

thought, grounded in trust and confidence

concerning God, salvation, and eterual life,

388. Charity is primaiy, and faith secon-

dary, 388. They are like flame and light

;

for if flame be taken away light perishes

at the same time, 388. The truth of faith

is spiritual light and the good of charity is

spiritual heat, 3tl2. Faith and charity can-
not be separated consistently with man's
spiritual life and salvation, 393. Without
freedom of determination in spiritual things,

there would not be any charity or faith,

much less any conjunction of them in man,
485. Man as to faith and charity operates

of himself from the Lord, 505, 576. The
power of acting well is from the Lord, and
thence the will to act is, as it were, man's,
576. There proceeds from each particular

truth of faith an efflux of light, which illus-

trates ; and from each particular good of

charity, an efflux of heat which warms and
enkindles, 618, 722.

Chastity. Abstinence from act does not
constitute a man chaste, but abstinence from
the will, where the act is possible, 316.

Where a man abstains in consideration of

the sinfulness of indulgence, this constitutes
ti-ue chastity, 316.

Cherubs, signify guards to prevent the
violation of the holy things, or internal sense
of the Word, 220, 221. The literal sense of
the Word, as a guard, is signified by cherubs,
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260, 508. Jehovah, sitting and riding upon
cherubs, signifies, in the ultimate sense of

the Word, 260.

Childrex, little, signify innocence,
277. See Infants.

Christians. See Clnirch. Henceforth no
Christian can be admitted into heaven unless
he believe in the Lord, and approach Him
alone, 107, 795. From the tri-personal doc-
trine have arisen many unbecoming notions
concerning God, unworthy of the Christian
world, which ought to be, and which might
be, a bright luminary respecting God and
his unity, to all people and nations in the
four quarters of the globe, 183. See Gen-
tiles. The Word in the Christian church
is life to all the rest, from the Lord through
the heavens, as the heart and lungs are the
means of life to the members and viscera of
the whole body, 268. All things relating
to the church and religion among Christians
are derived from the Word, 315. Every
one who desires to be a true Christian ought
to believe that Jesus is the Son of the living
God, 342. Throughout all Christendom
there is no faith among those who reject the
Lord and the Word, notwithstanding the mo-
rality of their lives, and the rationality with
which they can speak, teach, and write about
faith, 384. The miserable desolation of truth,

and the theological leanness which at this

day prevail throughout the Christian world,
are owing to the belief that faith is eveiy-
thing ; when j'et, of itself, it is nothing, 391.

The tenets of the Christian churches at this

day are derived, not from the Word, but from
man's own intelligence, confirmed by some
passages out of the Word ; wherefore by the
Divine Providence, among the Roman Catho-
lics, the Word was taken out of the hands of
the Laity ; and, among the Protestants, was
closed up by the maxim, that the understand-
ing is to be kept bound under obedience to

faith, 508. The mass of the people who call

themselves Christians, and say they are in
the light of the Gospel, are nevertheless in
darkness itself, 619. Those who, after re-

ceiving the signature of Christ (see Iiaj)tism\

deride his worship, mock at his name, and.

confess Him not as the Son of God, but as
the Son of Joseph, are rebels and regicides :

their words are blasphemies against the Holy
Spirit, 683. Christians, among whom the
Word is read, and who know and acknow-
ledge the Lord, the Redeemer and Saviour,

are in the middle of all the nations and
people that inhabit the spiritual world, 800.

Church. The Christian church since the
Lord's coming has passed successively from
infancy to old age, 4, 762. It is re-instituted

at this day, 4, 182. See Churches, Consiun-

matlori of the Age. The church exists by
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tlie acknowledgrnent of one God, 10, 15.

See Heaven. The man who denies God
excommunicates himself from the church,
li. The church on earth and the angelic

heaven are one in operation, 14. The essen-

tials of the church are cliarity and faith, 38,

712. God, by his omnipotence, established

the church, and revealed the laws of its order
in his Word ; and when it totally fell, He
assumed the Humanity and restored it, H.
The Christian church was founded solely on
the worship of Jehovah in the Humanity,
that is, of God-Man, 94. See Denial. By
Jerusalem, in the book of Revelation, is sig-

nified the church which shall descend out of

heaven from the Lord, 107, 11,3. See Kcw
Cliureh, New Jerusalem. All churches be-
fore the coming of the Lord were represent-
ative churches, 109, 786, 833. At this day
a new chujch is establishing by the Lord, in
which the Lord alone will be worshijied as

in heaven, 113, 78(1, 787. There is nothing
of the church where there is no spiritual

truth, and no religion where there is no s)ii-

ritual good, 113. See Eedemption, Advent,
second. A new church could not be esta-

blished unless the hells were first reduced
into subjection and the heavens restored to

order, 115. See Cross. On the idea enter-

tained of God and of redemption, which
makes one with salvation, everything that
has relation to the church depends, 133,

163. That idea is like the inmost sanctuary
and altar of the temple, 163. When we are
acquainted with the primary faith of any
church, we may know from thence the qua-
lity of that church, 178. The successive
declination and corruption of the Christian
church is described in the Evangelists, and
is effected by the infestation of truth by
falses to such a degree that there does not
remain a single truth which is not falsified,

180, 761. See Salcation, Christians. The
church, and those of whom it consists, are
represented and described as to their state

in the parable of the ten virgins, 199. See
Disciples. The church exists from the W^ord

;

and the quality of the church with man is

according to his understanding of the Word

;

and his faith and life thence, 243—247.

To belong to the church is not merely to be
in possession of the Word, to read it, or

hear it from the preacher, but to understand
it aright, 243. The two faculties of life in

every man, the will and the understanding,
ought to be united and make one in order
that man may be a member of the church,
249. See ^Mll and Understanding. The
church is as the heart and lungs in the uni-
versal man, 268. The Lord provides that
there should always be a church on earth,

Wiiere the "W^ord may be read, and He in
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consequence may be made known, 270. Tl;e

church is called a mother, because as a
natural mother nourishes her children with
natural food, so the church nourishes her
children with spiritual food, 306. The
church constitutes the body of Christ ; and
every particular person in whom the church
is, is in some member of that body, 372

—

379, 416, 608. The conjunction of good
and truth, which constitutes heaven, con-
stitutes also the church, 398. Jlan is ini-

tiated into civil life by his country, and into

spiritual life by the church, 415. The com-
munity, which is called the church, consists

of all such persons as have the church abid-

ing in them ; and it gains admission into

every one when he is regenerating, 510. Re-
laentance is its first constituent, 510. With-
out truths there can be no theology, and
Avhere there is no theology there can be no
church, 619. The church appears before
the Lord as one man, 7G2.

Churches. Since the creation there have
been four churches on this eaith in a regular

succession, one after another : 1st. The most
ancient, whichwas extant before the flood,by
which its consummation or end is described.

2nd. The ancient, which was in Asia and part

of Africa, and was brought to its consum-
mation and destruction by idolatries. (See

Idolatry.) 3rd. The Israelitish, which was
consinnmated by its profanation of the Word.
4th. The Christian, which the Lord e.sta-

blLshed by the Evangelists and the apostles,

760, 762, 786. The last time of the Chris-

tian church is the very night in which the
former churches have set, 760. See Con.vim-

mation of the Age. That there should have
been four churches on this earth is agreeable

to divine order, 762, 763. The successive

states of the church in general and in parti-

cular are described in the Word by the four

seasons of the year, and by the four times of

the day, 764. The state of the chiirch in

Christendom at the present day is night : it

therefore follows that the morning is at hand

;

in other words, the dawn or beginning of a
new church, 764. The church has its com-
mon principles and its particulars, and like-

wise its most common ; hence it is that four

churches have proceeded in order, from which
progression the most common principle of

the churcli has arisen, 775. As all churches
depend on the knowledge and acknowledg-
ment of one God with whom the members of

the church can have conjunction, and none of

the four churches have been in that truth, it

follows that a church is to succeed them, 786.

The most ancient church worshiped the in-

visible God witli wliom there can be no con-

junction (see Conjunction, Humanity) ; so

likewise did the ancient church, 786. The
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Ifsraelitisli church -worshiped Jehovah, who
in himself is the invisible God, but under a
human form, -which Jehovah God put on by
means of an angel (see liejrrcitcntatives).

The fourth church, -u'hich was called Chi-is-

tian, acknowledg'cd one Godwith the lips, but
in three persons, each whereof singly or by
himself was God, 78G. See Kew Church.

Church, Apostolic, the, had no idea of

a trinity of persons, or of tliree persons ex-

isting from eternitj'^, as is evident from the

creed of that church, the composers of which
had learnt from the Apostles that Jesus

Christ is the true God, 17-1,1 75, G3G. Neither
had they any knowledge of an imputative
faith, 606—C39. In those primitive times
aU Christians throughout the world acknow-
ledged the Lord Jesus Christ as God, to

whom all power was given in heaven and
earth, 037.

Circumcision of the foreskin, represented
circumcision of the heart, and signified the
rejection of the lusts of the flesh, and conse-

quently purification from evils, 074—076.

This iDrimaiy rite of the Israelitish Chui'ch

was inwardly similar to the sign of the

Clmstian Church, which is baptism, 074.

See Bcqjtism. Foreskin signifies polluted

loves of the flesh, 075.

Clekgy. The reasons why the clergy are

particularly gifted with the graces of illus-

tration and instruction, are, because these

graceshave particular relation to theirminis-

terial office, and their ordination to the min-
istry conveys those graces ; and they beheve
also thatwhile they are preaching in the heat
of zeal they are inspired like the disciples of

the Lord, 140. See Zeal. To the virtues of

illustration and instruction are added two
intermediate ones, which arc i-)erception and
dis230sitiou. Illustration is from the Lord
alone (see Illxsfratwn) ; perception is, ac-

cording to the state of the mind, formed by
doctrines ; disposition is of the affection of

love ; and instruction follows as an effect.

Thus, illustration which is from the Lord,

is changed into various lights and colors in

every individual according to the state of his

mind, 155. See Percept io>i. Priests who do
the work of their ministry from no higher
motives than those of gain and worldly
honor, and who teach such doctrines as they
see by the Word, or might see, to be imtrue,

are spiritual thieves ; for they rob the people
of the means of salvation, which are the
tmths of faith, 318. A priest i^ossesses con-

science who has a spiritual willingness to

teach truths, that he may promote the salva-

tion of his flock ; but if he does it with any
other view, or to any other end, he is with-
out conscience, 006.

CoCKATKiCE,the,which should come forth
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out of the serpent's root, means the church's
doctrine concerning three gods, and concern-
ing an imputative faith ai-Ji-jlied to every par-
ticular one of the elect ; and his fruit, a fiery

flying seri^ent, signifies no imi^iitation of
good or evil, but immediate mercy, whether
a man lives well or not, 487.

Colors. Love, and consequently charity,

in the spiritual world, is red, from the fire

of the heavenly sun ; and truth, and conse-
quently faith, is white, from the light of the
same sun, 307. Those who are regenerated
by the di^•lne good of love are clad in purple
garments, because purjile is the color of love,

deriving it from the fire of the sun and its

redness, which signifies love, 680.

Combat, the, which the Lord waged with
the hells, in effecting redemiition, was not
an oral combat, as between reasoners and
disputers, but a combat of divine truth from
divine good, 124. In this combat He could
not possibly have engaged unless He had
first put on the Humanity, 124. Sis days of
labor signify the Lord's combats with the
hells, and hence man's combats against the
flesh and its lusts, and at the same time
against the evils and falses which are infused
into him from hell, 301, 302. Man could not
have been regenerated and saved, unless the
Lord had, by his combats against hell, and
his victories over it, deprived it of its power,
581.

Comforter, the, or Holy Spirit, is the

divine truth proceeding fi'om the Lord, 139,

153. See Hoi// Sj)irit.

Comma:vdm'exts. Although the e-vils for-

bidden in the decalogue were universally

kno-wn to be evils, th 03' were promulgated by
Jehovah from Mount Sinai in order that they
might become laws of religion, and thus be
observed with a view to salvation, 282, 444.

They were the first fruits of the Word, and
thence of the Israelitish church, 283. They
contain in a short summary the whole of

religion, by which conjunction of God with
man and of man with God is effected, and
are therefore the very essence of holiness,

283. Their holiness is evident from the

mu'acles attending their promiilgation, and
i:)reservation in the ark, 2S3, 284. They are

called the covenant and testimony, on ac-

count of the conjunction they eft'ect between
the Lord and man, 285, 450. They were
called the ten words, because ten signifies

all, and words signify truths ; and they were
inscribed on two tables, theone of which con-

tained the sum and substance of all duties

relating to God, and the other of those re-

lating to man, 280, 450. Thus they contain
the whole of doctrine and of life, 287. The
whole of faith and of charity, 289. The
spiritual sense of the First Commandment
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is, that no other God is to be worshiped
than the Lord Jesus Chris b ; for He is Je-

hoyali, who came into the workl and accom-
plished the work of redemption, without
which neither man nor angel could have
been saved, 294. The celestial sense is,

that Jehovah the Lord is Infinite, Immense,
and Eternal, that He is love itself and wisdom
itself, and thus the only Being from whom
are all things, 205. In the Second Com-
mandment, to take the name of God in vain,

signifies, spiritually, to take anything from
the Word and use it in vain discourses, false

assertions, lies, execrations, witchcrafts, and
incantations : in the celestial sense the blas-

phemy against the Holy Spirit is signified,

298, 21)<). See Miii<j)Iu'?ni/, ^7n?^e. The
Third Commandment, in the spiritual sense,

signifies the reformation and regeneration

of man by the Lord. In the celestial sense,

conjunction with the Lord, and thence peace,

which is the effect of protection from hell,

302, 303. See Sabbath. To honor father

and mother, as commanded in the fourth
precept, implies, in a more extensive sense,

that honor is due to public magistrates, who
provide for the good of the community ; and
in a sense still more extensive, that men
should love their country, since it is this

which nourishes and i^rotects them. In the
spiritual sense, by honoring father and
mother is meant to revere and love God, who
is the Father of all ; and the church, which
is the mother. See Clmrcli. In the celestial

sense, by Father is meant our Lord Jesus
Christ, and by mother. His chiu'ch through-
out the whole world, 305—307. The Fifth
Commandment not only forbids murder and
wanton injury to others, but also the spirit

of enmity, hatred, and revenge, and all death-

breathing passions, 309. In the spiritual

sense, mtu-der signifies all methods of killing

and destroying the souls of men, as for ex-

ample by turning them away from God, from
religion, and from divine worship, by insin-

uating objections against them, and raising

such scandalous suggestions as may beget
aversion from them, and even loathing, 310.

In the celestial sense, it signifies to indulg-e

hasty resentment against the Lord, to bear
hatred towards him, and to be desirous to

blot out His name, 311. The Sixth Com-
mandment not only forbids the committing
of adultery, but also the cherishing of filthy

and obscene desires, and giving them vent
in wanton thoughts, words, and actions, 313.

In the spiritual sense, to commit adultery

signifies to adulterate the goods of the Word
and to falsify its truths, 314. In the celes-

tial sense, to deny the holiness of the Word,
and to profane it, 315. ^ec Adultery. The
Seventh Commandment, Avhich forbids steal-
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ing, extends to all impositions and unlawful
methods of gain, usury, and exactions ; like-

wise to all fraudulent practices in the pay-
ment of duties and taxes, and in the discharge
of debts, 317. In the spiritual sense, to steal

means to deprive others of the truths which
they embrace in faith, which is done by
means of false and heretical opinions, 318.

In the celestial sense, thieves signify those
who take away divine power from the Lord,
and also those Avho arrogate to themselves
His merit and righteousnes?, 319. The
Eighth Commandment forbids all kiuds of

lies and hypocritical artifices, forged with a
bad design, and also all ways of traducing
or defaming our neighboiu-, 321. In the
spiritual sense, to bear false witness is to

endeavoiu: i^urposely to iDcrsuade others that
the false of faith is the truth of faith, and
that the evil of life is the good of life, and
contrariwise, 322. In the celestial sense, it

is to blaspheme the Lord and the Word, and
thus to expel truth itself from the Church,
323. The Ninth and Tenth Commandments
relate to all the preceding Commandments,
teaching and enjoining that evils are not to

be done, or even lusted after, 325, 32G. In
the spiritual sense, they forbid all lusts which
are contrary to the spiritual principles of the
church, which chiefly relate to faith and
charity, 327. In both the spiritual and ce-

lestial senses, they have respect to whatever
is contained in the spiritual and celestial

senses of the other Commandments, 327.

The Ten Commandments contain all things
which relate to love to God, and all things
which relate to love towards oux neighboiu",

329, 444, 450. The true reason why there
is no du'ect injunction of the duties of love

and charity, but only a i^rohibition of the
opposite vices, is because in proportion as a
man shuns evils, as sins, his will is influenced

by the goods of love and charity, 329. See
Canons of tlte jVem Church. Man has power
to do the Commandments of God, 3G9. God
and his Commandments make one, 382. To
act in opposition to the Commandments, is

to act in opposition not only to men but to

God, 445. The Commandments in the hand
of Moses formed one table ; on the right jjart

was written what related to God, and on the
left what related to man, 45G. All the Lord's

Commandments have relation to love to-

Avards our neighbour, and consist in these
two general precepts, not to do evil to him,
but to do him good, 458. See Nelr/hhour.

Confession. A general and undiscrimi-
nating confession of sin was substituted by
tlae reformed church in jilace of actual re-

pentance, 51(5. See Contrition. When such
confession does not proceed from internal
conviction and discernment, it is a mere
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contrivance to deceive God for the sake of

deliverance, 517. Persons confirmed in this

delusion are fearful above others of self-

examination, 519. A general confession of

sin, however, both precedes and follows re-

formation and regeneration, with those who
act and believe aright, or with those who
repent of some particular sins, 519. Con-
fession ought to be made before the Lord
God the Saviour, and at the sam.e time sup-

plication for help and power to resist evils,

538. There is not any need for a particular

enumeration of sins before the Lord, because

Eewasthe guide in the work of examination,
and discovered the sins, inspiring a sorrow
for them and at the same time an endeavour
to desist from them and begin a new life,

539. Confession before a minister of the

church, for the sake of absolution and to

obtain ease of mind, is not hurtful, because

by this means man may be introduced into a
habit of examining himself : this confession,

however, is only of a natural kind, 559
CONFIEMATION. Those who confirm them-

selves in favor of nature, appear, in spiritual

light, with their understandings open below
but closed above, 12. Man may confirm
himself in favor of the Divine Being from
regarding the objects of nature, 12. After
death, no one has it in his power to alter

the belief which he had impressed on his

mind by arguments of confirmation, espe-

cially of whatever relates to God, 110. The
true cause hereof is, that confirmation enters

the will, and the will is the real man, and
imparts to the understanding whatever form
it pleases, whereas bare knowledge enters

the understanding only, 255. See Here-
sies. It is impossible for those who, from
confirmation and life, are in evil and its

false, to know what good and truth are,

because they believe their evil to be good,

and their false to be truth, 398. Those who,
"rom confirmation and life, are in good and
truth, have a capacity to know what the evil

and false are, because everything heavenly
is in the light, but everything infernal is

in darkness, 378. The confinnation of the
false is the denial of the true, 758.

CoxjUGiAL Love, which in itself is spi-

ritual, corresponds to the love of the Lord
and the church, and is capable of receiving
and perceiving all blessings, satisfactions,

and delights, in a full and sensible manner.
It is with men such as the religion is ;

spiritual with such as are spiritual, natural
with the natural, and merely carnal ^\ith

adulterers, 847. True conjugial love is

from the Lord alone, and is given to those
who are regenerated by Him, 84:7.

CoxJUNCTiox. By believing on the Lord,
man has conjunction with Him, and by con-
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junction, salvation, 2, 3G9, 484. The con-
junction of faith and charity, and thereby of

the Lord and man, consists in this, that man
should do good as of himself, yet believing
that it is from the Lord operating with him
and by him, 3, 457. Those who are in com-
munion with the good on earth are in con-
junction with heaven, and with every par-
ticular angel therein, 15. Conjunction with
the final cause implies also conjunction with
the middle causes, 47. Man was created to

receive love and wisdom from God, and yet
in all likeness as from himself, which was for

the sake of reception and conjunction, 48.

Conjunction with God can only be effected

by means of the Humanity, whence comes
salvation, 98, 370, 787. There is a reciprocal

conjunction subsisting between all things in

the world that are perfectly and completely
united, 99. The conjunction of good and
truth is effected by regeneration, 105. Con-
junction with the Lord is effected by temp-
tations, 120. Man has conjunction with the
Lord by means of the Word, because He is

the AVord itself ; but this conjunction is not
apparent to man, but is in the affection of

truth and its perception, 234. See Anrjels.

In every Divine work there is a conjunction
of good with truth and of truth with good,

248. See JMaii-iage. There is no loossibility

of conjunction with heaven unless there be,

in some part or other of the earth, a church
which is in possession of the Word and is

thus acquainted with the Lord, 267. The
conjunction of good and truth is signified by
a chaste wife, 277. God, who is continually

with man, and gives him life, together with
the faculties of understanding and loving,

must needs conjoin himself by love with the
man who lives well and believes aright, 341.

Conjunction of God witli man is from the
reception of a spiritual principle in the na-
tural ; and the conjunction of man with God
results from the natural i^rinciple being
derived from the si^iritual, 3tJ9, 371. There
are three things which follow each other in

orderly and necessary connection—accom-
modation, apialication, and conjunction. Ac-
commodation on the part of God was effected

by his being made Man. Application on
the part of God is perpetual, so far as man
applies himself in his turn, and as this is

effected, so also is conjunction, 370. The
conjunction of the Lord and man is reci-

procal ; wherefore a man ought to conjoin

Himself with the Lord, in order that the

Lord may conjoin Himself with him, 371,

484, 588, 72G, 787. The reciprocal con-

junction of the Lord and man is eft'ected by
means of charity and faith, 372. See llcc't-

2>rocatioii. Divine order requires that good
and truth should be conjoined, not separated.
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for they proceed in conjunction from God,
and they are in conjunction in heaven ; and
therefore they ought to be in conjunction in

the church, ii'JS. Evil and the false, being-

their opposites, are also conjoined, 3'J8. See

Evil and Falso. Conjunction is represented
by breaking bread and distributing it, and
by drinking out of the same cup, and handing
it to one another, 4;j3. Friendship is natural
conjunction only, but love is spiritual con-

junction, 440. See Friendship. Neither man,
nor angel, nor spirit, is aware of the conjunc-
tion between spirits and men, GOT. This
conjunction is effected, not as to thoughts,
but as to affections ; and on these scarcely

any one reflects, becaiise they are not in the
light of the understanding, but the heat of

the will, (107. Homogeneous affection con-

joins, and heterogeneous affection separates,

(j22. There can be no conjunction with an
invisible God, 786, 787.

Connate. See Facnltij. The loves and
knowledges of animals are connate with
them, 48. Neither men nor beasts have any
connate ideas, 33.5. Man has no connate
ideas, because he has no connate thought :

where there is no thought there isno idea, 335.

Conscience, considered in its true na-
ture, is not any pain or uneasiness, but a
spiritual willingness to act according to the
requirements of religion and faith, CGG.

The pain of mind which is supposed to be
conscience, is not conscience, but tempta-
tion ; which, when it is spiritual, arises from
conscience, but if natural only, from natural
diseases, GGG. All who have conscience
speak and act from the heart in all they say
a,nd do, GGG.

CONSUJIMATION OF THE AGE, by the, is

signified the end of the church at this day,

182, 198, 271, 753—759, 784. The darken-
ing of the sun and moon, signifies the ob-
scurity of love and faith in respect to the
Lord ; the stars falling from heaven, the
loss of all knowledges of good and truth,

198, 271. It was foretold by the Lord in

the Evangelists, that there woidd then be no
faith in consequence of there being none
directed towards the Lord as the Son of God,
the God of heaven and earth, and asone with
the Father, 384. The consummation of the
church comes to pass when there remains no
divine truth, but what is falsified or rejected,

753. When truth comes to its consumma-
tion in the church, good also comes to its

consummation, that which is then supposed
to be good being only natural good, 753,
754. Wasting, desolation, and decision,

signify the same as consummation ; desola-

tion the consummation of truth ; wasting or

vastation the consummation of good ; and
decision the full consummation of both, 755.
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The present day is the last time of the Chris-
tian Church, which the Lord foretold and
described in the Gospels and in the Revela-
tion, 757—759. The abomination of desola-
tion foretold by Daniel is at this day in the
Christian Chui-ch, 758. This last time of

the Christian Church is the very night in
which the former churches have set, 7G0—

•

7G3. See Churches. After this night morn-
ing succeeds ; and the coming of the Lord
is this morning, 7(14—7G7. See Advent.
Contrition, which is said to precede faith,

and to be followed by evangelical consolation,
is not repentance, 512—515, G65. It inspires
a dangerous confidence in imputative faith,

514. It is a mere figment substituted for re-

pentance, by the reformed church, that they
might be separated as far asunder as possible
from the Roman Catholics, who urge the
necessity of repentance together with cha-
rity, 515.

Copper, signifies natural good, GOO.

Correspondence. There is a plenary
correspondence between heaven and man,
GG, 201. Also between effects and uses in
the spiritual and natural worlds, 70, 75.

Magnificent and splendid objects in heaven
correspond to the affections of the love of

good and truth ; but the filthy and unclean
objects in hell to the affections of the love of
evil and the false, 77, 78. See Creation.

Objects of every kind, whether natural or
spiritual, are corresiDondences, 78. See Heart
and Lungs. The several parts of a tree cor-

respond to truths, and its fruits to goods,
lOG. Those who have a distinct idea of
judgment and redemption may discern se-

veral things that lie concealed under figures

in the j^rophetical parts of the Word, and
which yet stand plainly revealed by an ex-
l^lication of correspondences, 123. The
Word, which is inwardly spiritual, is written
by correspondences, 1 94. The Lord, during
his abode in the world, spoke by correspond-
ences, and thus both spiritually and naturally
at the same time, 199, 201. See Literal
Sense of the Word. The science of corres-

pondences was mo.st familiar to the ancients,

who esteemed it the science of sciences, and
cultivated it so universally that all their
books were written by correspondences, 201,

279, 833, 846. See Ancients. As divine
things fix their existence in outward nature,
therefore the Word was written solely by
correspondences, 201. WTien the represent-
ative rites of the church which were corre-

spondences began, in process of time, to be
corrupted by idolatrous and likewise magical
applications, by the Divine Providence of the
Lord the science of correspondences was
gradually lost, and among the Israelitish

and Jewish people was entirely ofjliterated,
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204, 84G. It remained among' many eastern

nations even till the coming' of the Lord, 205.

It was not discovered to the Christians of

the primitive church, because from their

simplicity they could have found no use for

it, 20G. It is now revealed because the divine

truths of the church are now coming to

light, 207. Correspondences are the recep-

tacles and abodes of genuine truth, 215.

There is a constant correspondence between
natural operations and spiritual, or between
what is done in the body and what is done
in the spirit, 583.

Covenant. See Word.
Creation. The end of creation is to form

an angelic heaven from the human race, 13,

773. See Sun of Heaven. Creation was
effected from the divine love by means of the

divine wisdom, 37. The three essentials of

the divine love were the cause of the creation

of the universe, and are also the cause of its

preservation, 4G. See Lore. Without some
knowledge of spiritual things man cannot
form a just ideaof creation, 75. A particular

explanation and demonstration of the laws of
creation do not properly belong to a system
of theology, 75. The universe was not cre-

ated out of nothing, since out of nothing
nothing can be produced ; but creation was
effected by the sun of the angelic heaven, 76.

It was effected according to the laws of cor-

respondence, 78. In the spiritual world ani-

mals and vegetables are created instantan-

eously, according to the affections of the
inhabitants ; and in like manner, at the be-

ginning, in the natural world, where it was
provided that they should be renewed suc-

cessively by propagations from one another,

78. Noxious plants and animals are not
created in the spiritual world by God, nor
were they in the natural world, for all things

that God created were good, but they had
their birth in the natural world together
with hell, 78. Natural things are so created

that they invest spiritual, 78. Subsistence is

perpetual existence, and i^reservation is per-

petual creation, 224. There are several things
which are not creatable : 1st. The infinite.

2nd. Love and wisdom. 3rd. Life. 4th.

Light and heat. 5th. Essential activity

(ipsaactivitas) considered in itself ; but the

organs receptive of these are creatable and
are created, 472. It is a law of creation, that

wherever there are actives, there are also

passives, and that these two should conjoin

themselves into one, 472, 576. If actives

were creatable as passives are, there would
be no need of the sun or of its heat and light,

472. See Sun, the natural. The Creator is

joined in an eternal covenant, like that of

marriage, with all things of His creation by
good and truth, 624.
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Creatures (Mark xvi. 15) signify all who
are in a capacity to be regenerated, 573, (!S7.

Cross, passion of the. It was the final

temptation by which the Lord glorified his
Humanity, and reduced the hells to order,

2, 126. It did not constitute the act of re-

demption, but of the glorification of the
Humanity, 1)5, 126, 134, 579. See Glorifi-

cation. Although redemption and the pas-
sion of the cross are distinct, yet they make
a one in respect to salvation, 126, 127. See
Prophet. It is a fundamental error of the
church to believe the passion of the cross to

be redemption itself; and this error, together
with that relating to three divine persons
from eternity, has perverted the whole
church, so that nothing spiritual is left re-

maining in it, 132, 133, 378, 579. The wor-
ship of those who put up formulary prayers,

and confirm themselves in the faith that the
Lord took away all the sins of the world by
his passion on the cross, is hypocritical, 518.

Eedemjition and the passion of the cross are

two distinct things, and ought by no means
to be confounded together, 581.

Damnation, the, which threatened the
whole human race in consequence of the
power of evil prevailing over the power of

good, was averted by the advent of the Lord,

3, 579. Whoever denies God is already

among the condemned, and after death is

gathered to his companions, 14. God could
not redeem mankind, (that is, deliver them
from damnation, and hell, 118), except by
assuming the Humanity, 84. As it is im-
possible for God to condemn any one who
lives well and believes ariglit, so is it alike

impossible for Him to save any one who lives

an evil life, 341. The sensual and corporeal

man is utterly unconscious of any damna-
tory evil or saving good, and becomes like

a tree planted on a hard rock, which shoots

a few roots between the clefts, and at length
withers aAvay for want of moisture, 564.

Darkness, signifies falses arising either

from ignorance, or from false principles in

religion, or from evils of life, G35.

Death. See Life. After death a man
is prepared for his final abode in heaven
or hell, 74, 447, 448, 568. Every man after

death casts off the natural which he hadfrom
his mother, and retains the spiritual which
he had from his father, together with a cer-

tain limbus which invests it from the pm-est

parts of nature, 103. Every man after death

enters the spiritual world, and takes along-

with him altogether the same nature which
he had in the natural world, 120, 199, 568,

792. He also comes into association with
his deceased relations and friends, 120, 447.

Entrance into thespiritual world is generally

the third day after decease, 138, 281. See
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Instruct io?i. It is a man's spirit Avhich. lives

after death, 156. After death a man is pre-

pared in the spiritual world ; for heaven, if

his nfe has been good, and for hell, if it has
been evil, ICO, 41:7, 475. Every man after

death is instructed by angels, and those who
discern truths, and thence falses, are received

into heaven, 255. A man is a real man after

death, 274, 281, 5G8, 792, 846. Those who
are confirmed in self-dei'ived intelligence,

after death become first like persons intoxi-

cated, afterwards like idiots, and lastly they
sink into stupidity and sit in darkness, 276.

Spiritual death, considered in itself, is na-
tural life withoiit sjm-itual, 309. After death,

man is no longer in externals but in internals,

373. Being then in spirit, he is attached to

that society, either in heaven or hell, where
his ruling love prevails, 447, 622. He is

prepared for full association by the rejection

of every love which is not in agreement with
his principal love, 447. After this prepara-
tion he finds an eternal home prepared for

him in the society which exactly agrees with
his own affection, 622. Death is not an ex-
tinction, but a continuation, of life, conse-
quently it is only a passage from one state to

another, 792. All after death are kept for

some time in the confession of faith and the
religion of their country, 820.

Degrees. Each degree of altitiide is ca-

pable of progression towards infinity ; but
no degree can be elevated into a higher
degree, thus the natural cannot become spi-

ritual, nor the spiritual, celestial, 32. Degrees
were caused by the creation of one thing
from another, 33. See Zove and Wisdom.
In each world (the spiritual and the natural)
there are three degrees, which are called

degrees of altitude, 75. See Order. The
three heavens exist from the three degrees
of the spiritual atmospheres, 76. See Life.

A man is in the natural degree so long as
he continues in this world, and at the same
time so far in the angelic spiritual degree as
he is in genuine truths, and so far in the
angelic celestial degree as he is in a life ac-

cording to those truths, 239. The difference

between the spiritual and natural is like

that which exists between the prior and the
posterior, or between the cause and the
effect, which bear no determinate proportion
to each other, 280. The natural can never,
by any subtilization or refining, so approach
the spiritual as to become it?elf spiritual,

280. In the spiritual world whatever is in-

terior is also superior, which is the case with
the three heavens, 379.

Delights, the, of love, cause what is good
to be called good, and the gratifications of
wisdom, what is true, to be called true, 38.

The delights of love and the gratifications
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which appear to be of wisdom are of two
kinds : there are delights of the love of good
and delights of the love of evil, and conse-

quently gratifications of the faith of truth,

and gratifications of the faith of the false,

38, 570. See Evil. The delight of the an-
gels occasioned by the perception of the
spiritual and celestial senses of the Word,
while a man, who accounts it holy, reads it

in the natural sense, is communicated to the
man, and produces consociation and likewise
a communication of perceptions, 238. See
Allgels. Tlie delight arising from the per-
ception of the truths of faith and from the
practice of the goods of love grows more
blessed in proportion as a man becomes spi-

ritual, 361. All a man's enjoyments, satis-

factions, and happiness take their rise from
his ruling love ; for what he loves that he
calls delightful, 399. The delight of doing
good to our neighbour is its own reward : it

is the delight the angels of heaven exj^eri-

ence, and is spiritual, eternal, and infinitely

superior to every natural delight, 440, 734.

Those who are in the enjoyment of this de-
light are unwilling to hear of merit; for they
love to do good and therein perceive true
blessedness, 440. Delight constitutes the
life of a man's love, 490, 570, 746. The de-
light of evil envelopes the merely natural
mind, as a thick mist does a bog, and ab-
sorbs and suffocates the rays of light, 564.

This infernal delight can only be amended
and reformed bymeans of a spiritual-rational

and moral prmciple, 564. Delight is the
all of life to every one in heaven, and the all

of life to every one in hell, 570. The ac-
tivity of love is what produces the sense of
delight; which activity in heaven is attended
with wisdom and in hell with insanity, each
of which in its respective subjects closes in
delights, 570. This activity is an influx
from the Lord into the will and under-
standing, whence all delight is derived, 570.

The delight of use originating in love and
operating by wisdom is the life and soul of
all heavenly joys, 734, 737. This delight
enters into the soul by influx from the Lord,
and descends through the superior and in-

ferior regions of the mind into all the bodily
senses, and in them is complete and full,

737, 744. Every love has its particular
delight; for by delight love is kept alive,

746.

Denial. Those who deny God, deny also

the Word, and all the spiritual things of the
church, as well as their own spiritual exist-

ence, 14, 23. Those who deny the sanctity
of the Word, and yet load themselves with
religious notions and opinions, only talk like

parrots which speak by rote, 22. Those
who deny the unity of God become like
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movable statues, 23. See Safa)>!<, IJca.

The denial of the exclusive Divinity of the

Lord involves the total destruction of the

whole Christian Church, 94. All those deny
the holiness of the Word, and profane it,

who in their hearts make a mockery of

whatever relates to the church and religion,

315. See Commaiul/iunts. All those are evil

who deny the creation of the world by G od,

and thus deny God, for they are atheistical

naturalists, 382. See Good. Those who
deny man's freedom in spiritual things, and
in conseqiieuce of such denial reject it,

change spiritual freedom into a freedom
merely natural, and at length into thatwhich
is infernal, 4'J4. See Free-Kill.

Devils, are those who have lived aban-
donedly, and thereby rejected all acknow-
ledgment of God from their hearts, 35, 80.

With respect to their essences they are no-

thing but evils and falses, 87. A devil is al-

ways meditating and endeavouring to prac-

tise what is in agreement with his infernal

nature, 145. De-\dls are those who are in

evils and thence in falses, 281. A devil

can understand truth wlien he hears it, but
he cannot retain it ; for the affection of evil,

on the retiim of its influence, dispels the

thought and consideration of truth, 388.

Devils derive their rationality from the glory

of self-love, 507. Every devil is allowed
the enjoyment of his delight, even the most
unclean, provided he does not infest good
spirits and angels ; but as in consequence of

their delight they cannot refrain from infest-

ing them, they are confined in workliouses,

where they undergo great hardshijis, 570,

(361. See Satans.

Disciples. The Lord called together his

twelve disciples, now angels, and sent them
throughout the spiritual world to preach the

Gospel there anew, 4, 108, 791. To each
of them a particular district was assigned,

where they are fulfilling tlieir charge with
the utmost zeal and industry, 108. After
the disciples, Avhen in the world, had re-

ceived from the Lord the gift of the Holy
Spirit, they promulgated the Gospel by
speaking and writing ; and this they did of

themselves from the Lord, each according

to his own particular intelligence, 154.

Peter, James, and John, when they saw
Jesus transfigured, were in. the Sjyirit simi-

lar to the prophets, 157. The twelve disci-

]iles represent the church, as to all the

truths and goods which it has from the Lord
by means of the Word, 22G. The faith of

the apostles was no other than a faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ, 338. The twelve apos-

tles, having been sent by the Lord, were pre-

sent with the author while he wrote on
saving faith, 339.
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\ Distance. If there were no intermediate

I

bodies the eye would not iicrceive that any
distance existed, G4. Distances with spirits

are according to the states of their affec-

tions, 694.

Divine. The Divine Being from himself,

through the spiritual world, operates all

things in nature, 12. What is from God
is not called God, but is called Divine, 25.

God himself, and the Divine which proceeds
immediately from him, is not in space, 30.

From the Lord proceed the Divine celestial,

which is of the Divine love ; the Divine spi-

ritual which is of the Divine wisdom ; and
the Divine natural which paiiakes of both,

and is their complex in tiltimates, 195.

Doctrine. The most essential doctrine

of the church is, that Jehovah God de-

scended and assumed the Humanity, 98.

Those who are in falses of doctrine have no
communication with heaven by means of the
Word ; but with those who are in truths of

doctrine, the reading of the Word penetrates

even into heaven, and effects conjunction
with the angels, 2^9. See Perception. By
means of doctrine, the AVord is rendered,

not only intelligible, biit bright and shining
in the understanding, 227. Those who read
the Word without doctrine are in the dark
concerning every truth, so that their minds
mvist be wavering and misettled, prone to

errors, and easily betrayed into heresies,

228. Doctrine ought to be drawn from the

literal sense of the Word and confirmed
thereby, 229—231 . The doctrine of genuine
truth may be fully drawn from the literal

sense of the Word ; for the Word in that

sense is like a person with his clothes on,

whose face and hands notwithstanding are

bare ; so all things in the Word which relate

to man's faith and life, and consequently to

salvation, are bare and naked, but the rest

are clothed, 229. Doctrine is not attainable

by means of the spiritual sense of the Word,
but is only capable of receiving illustration

and confirmation from it, 230. Genuine
truth in the literal sense of the Word, which
should constitute doctrine, is apparent only

to tliose who are in illustration from the

Lord, 231, 232. See Illustrution. ]\Iere doc-

trine does not establish and constitute the

church in each individual man, but faith anr]

life in agreement with it, 245. The whole
of doctrine and of life relates to love towards
God and towards the neighbour, 287. All

the doctrines of the church which teach and
jjoint out the way to heaven or to salvation

depend on its faith, 338. The doctrines of

the New Church are a chain of truths re-

vealed from the Lord by the Word ; and
their confirmation by rational considerations

causes the understanding to be opened more
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and more upwards, andthus elevated into the
light which the angels of heaven enjoy, 508.

DojiixiON. There are two kinds of do-
minion, one originating in love towards our
neighbour, and the other in the love of self,

400, 404, CCl. See Self-Love. He who is

principled in the former, the higher he is

exalted in dignity, the more is he glad, not
on account of the mere dignity, but because
his sphere of use is thus rendered wider in
extent, and more excellent in degree, 400.

Such are entrusted with dominion in the
heavens, but then it is not they who rule,

but the uses and goods which they love ; and
Avhen these bear nile, it is the Lord who
rules, 400, CGI. With those who are in the
love of dominion grounded in the love of self,

the love of heaven is made into a kind of

footstool, on which they rest their feet when
they appear before the vulgar, but which,
when they are retired from common obser-

vation, they throw into a corner, or cast out
of doors, 405. Under the influence of this

love, when indulged without restraint, the
clergy would be gods and the laity kings,

405, GGl. If a man has it in his power to

obtain some place or office, but resigns his

claims to another jandidate because he knows
him to be better qualified, such a one in con-
sulting the good of society proves himself
possessed of a good conscience, 6G6. To
reign with Christ is to be wise and perform
uses, 73G.

Dove. Doves often appear in heaven, and
correspond to the affections and thoughts
relating to regeneration and piurification,

144.

Dragon. By the dragon are signified all

those who are i^rincipled in the faith of the
present church, 182, G4S. Also those who
reject the spiritual sense of the "Word, 207.

There are three spheres which proceed from
the spirits of the dragon ; 1st, a sphere which
takes away the belief in the divinity of the

Lord's humanity ; 2ud, a sphere which takes

away faith : ord, a sphere which affects the

conjunction of faith and charity, and breaks

all connexion between those two means of

salvation established from the ci'eation of

the world, G19. See Salvation, Faith.

Dutch, the, more than other people, are

under the influence of the spiritual love of

trade, 801. See Trade. They adhere to

tlieir religious principles more tenaciously

than others, and avcw if they are convinced
that they are wrong upon particular points,

still they will not confess it ; thus they re-

move themselves from the interior intuition

of truth, not suffering their reason to exert

itself in any freadom of enquiry, 802. Those
of them who are in the life of charity be-

come more constant than others, for they
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do not suffer themselves to be led away by
any reasoning or fallacy, 802.

Earth, the, in the Word, signifies the
Chirrch as the common mother, 585, 677.
The new earth, a new church as to its ex-
ternal, 784.

Earthquake, an, signifies the overthrow
of the church, which is effected by falses
and the falsifications of truth, 179.

Edom, signifies what is natural, 200.
Egypt, signifies what is scientific, 200.

Likewise a chiu'ch which in its beginning
was of superior excellence, 035.
Election. There is no election, either

before a man's birth or after it ; but all are
elected and predestinated to heaven, G64.
After death the Lord elects those who are
found to have lived well, and believed aright,
GG4.

End. See Cause. The first and last enda
contain in them the mediate ends, 152. The
first also is in the middle, and by means ot
the middle in the last, and thus the last is

the continent, 210, 214. Every Divine work
is complete and perfect in the last, and iu
the last is contained the whole, 210. Enda
by means of causes produce effects, 374.
English. The better sort aaiong them

are in the centre of all Christians in conse-
quence of possessing an interior intellectual
light, 807. This light, however, is not active
of itself, but is made so by others, especially
by men of reputation and authority, shining
with peculiar brightness as soon as such
men declare their sentiments, 807. There
is among them a similitude of disposition
which leads them to an intimate connexion
with friends of their own couiitry, but sel-

dom with others ; they are also kind in re-

lieving each other's necessities, and love sin-
cerity, SOS. The doctrine of justification by
faith alone, taught liy the clergy, is not
generally received by the laity : this is par-
ticularly the case with the inhabitants of
Scotland and its borders, 812.

Enthusiast. Most eutliusiasts after death
fall into the insane fancy that they them-
selves are the Holy Spirit, 138. See Zual.

Ephraim, signifies the understanding of
the Word in the church, 247. See A dultery.

Equilibrium. See Free-will. There is

no substance in the created luiiverse which
does not tend to an equilibrium that it may
be in libei-ty, 49G. So long as a man lives iu
this world, he is, as to his spirit, in equili-

brium, Ijctween the world and heaven, and
as he Avithdraws his affections from heaven
and fixes them on the world, in the same
proportion he draws near towards hell, 497.

Esse. The Divine Esse, or very Being
of God, transcends every idea of human
thought, IS, 28. Because God alone is the

n H H
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Esse, or I AM, nothing exists in the created

universe but what is derived from Him, 19.

Esse is the verimost substance, 20. The
Divine Esse is Esse in Itself, and at the

same time Existere in Itself, 21. See Es-

sence. The Divine Esse is one, and im-
mutably the same, the very Essential Self,

and the Indivisible, 25, oGG. See Immenslttj,

Place. The Esse of God does not pre-exist,

but yet enters into His Essence, cohering-

with, determining, forming, and at the same
time exalting it, 36. Infinity, Immensity,
and Eternity pertain to the Divine Esse, 49.

God does not operate at all in man of him-
self as He is in His Esse : this is because He
is in the first beginnings and inmost prin-

ciples of all things, and consequently in a
most eminent degree above every sphere of

the human mind, 370. See Humanity.
Essence, the Divine, is distinguished

from the Divine Esse, as what is jjosterior

from what is prior, 21. The Divine Essence
is love itself, and wisdom itself, 21, 37. See
Lore. Because the Lord cannot be received

by any creature lis He is in Himself, He
appears according to His quality in His
essence as a sun above the angelic heavens,
25. Omnipotence, omniscience, and omni-
presence ijertain to the Divine Essence, 49.

Every one is at all times in the endeavour to

act from his essence, 145. There are general
and also particular essentials of every one
thing, which altogether constitute one es-

sence, IGG. In the Lord God the Saviour,
the three essentials of Father, Son, and Holy
Spirit, make one Essence, 107, 170, 172.

See Trinity. God could not, and cannot,
divide His own Essence, that being one and
indivisible, 3(34. The essence or nature
which every one appropriates to himself
during his life in the world cannot be changed
after death, G51.

Eternity. See Infinity. The Divine
Esse was from eternity, 21. Eternity was
the original source of time, 27, 31. The
Infinity of God with respect to time is called

eternity, 31. The angels, by eternity, per-
ceive the Divine as to His existere, 31.

See Idea.

Evil. The love of evil is as the heat of

the sun when it parches, withers, and ope-
rates upon barren ground and noxious
plants, etc., 38. God does not hold a man in
evil, but detains him from it, 61. By the
continual striving and resistance of evil and
falsity against the Divine good and truth,
God perceives both their quantity and their
quality, 61. See Pmver. A single evil is in
connexion with the whole power of hell, 68.
The power to resist the evil and the false is

from the Divine Omnipotence, in i)roportion
as man lives according to Divine order, 68.
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See Punishment. Without redemption evils

would so accumulate as to overrun the spi-

ritual world with their contagious influences,

120. See Hereditary Evil, 154. The lust of

evil, notwithstanding a forbearance from
the outward commission, constitutes an act,

326. Evils, which are of hell, must be re-

moved before good inclinations, which are

of heaven, can be implanted, 329, 435, 436,

520, 524, 614. So far as a man shuns evils

his will is influenced by good, because evils

and goods are opposites, 330, 437, 5G7. A
man ought to purify himself of evils, and
not wait for the Lord to purify him by an
immediate act of His power, 331, 430. See

Canons of the Xew Church. The appropria-

tion of whatever is evil and false conjoins

a man to hell, as the appropriation of what-
ever is good and true conjoins him to heaven,
383. Faith cannot dwell with evil, for evil

dwells in darkness, and faith in light, and
evil by means of falses extinguishes faith as

darkness does light, 383. Evil cannot exist

in the internal man and good at the same
time in the external ; for in such case good
in the external man would be like a woiind
healed on the siu-face, but inwardly full of

piitrid matter, 435. Evil was not from God,
but was introduced by man after creation,

490. It is caused by man tmming the good,

which proceeds continually by infliui from
God, into evil, in consequence of averting

himself from God, and turning himself
towards self, in which case the delight of

good remains and becomes the delight of

evil, 490. All that proceeds from the Lord
is good and true, and by spirits it is turned
into evil and the false, 492. Those who do
not do good from a religious motive do evil,

536. The evil which a man does not see,

know, and acknowledge, remains with him,
and thus becomes rooted in him more and
more deeply until it closes up the interiors

of his mind, so that he is rendered first

natural, then sensual, and lastly corporeal,

504. Unless evils are exjielled one by one,

until the chain which holds them together
is broken asunder, it is impossible for a man
to be made new, 611. Every evil in man has
conjimction with such spirits in hell as are

in a similar evil, 613. Every evil that he
appropriates to himself remains with him,
614. Evil, and a faith in the one true God, I

cannot be together; for evil is against God,
and faith is in favor of God, 657. No evil;

is imputed to a man which is an object of

thought only, 659. See Thmtyht.
Evil and False. All things which are

contrary to Divine order have relation to

evil and the false, 398. If trath be adjoined
to evil, it is no longer truth, but becomes
false, for it is falsified ; and if good be ad-
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joined to the false of evil, it is no longer
good, but becomes evil, for it is adulterated,

31)8. As all intelligence and wisdom arise

from the conjunction of good and truth, so

all insanity and folly arise from the conjunc-
tion of evil and the false, 398. See Evil,

FaUe.
ExiXANiTlON. See Glorification.

ExiSTERE, differs from Esse as what is

prior from what is posterior, 22. God is not
only Esse in itself, but also Existere in itself,

21 . See Eterniti/. The Esse of His substance
is Divine Good, and the Existere of His sub-
stance is Divine Truth, 62i.
• ExTENSE. The expanse around the sun of

the angelic heaven is not an extense, but is

in the extense of the natiu'al sun, and present
with all living subjects according to their

reception, 35.

Faculty, the only, connate with man is

that of receiving, which is the cause of his

superiority to brute animals, and which con-
sists in a faculty to know and an inclination

to love, 48, 335. These two capacities, to

know and to love, are preserved in the
highest regions of the soul, even with the
evil, 70.

Faith, is the gate of introduction into the
Lord's temjDle, 1. The faith of the New
Chui-ch in its universal form is, that the
Lord from eternity, who is Jehovah, came
into the world that He might subdue the
hells and glorify his humanity ; that with-
out Him no flesh could have been saved, and
that aU will be saved who believe in Him,
2. See Jeliovah God, Humanitij, Redemption.
Faith, or believing in the Lord, imjilies a
good life, 2, 22, 151. Knowledges, which
afterwards become truths of faith, enter the
mind from without, and dispose man for the
reception of the divine influx through the
soul, by which natural faith is transformed
into spiritual, 8, 11. See Influx, Knowledge,
Understanding. Natural faith is at first but
a mere persuasion, 11, 345 ; when changed
into spiritual it becomes real consent and
acknowledgment, 11. Faith is a spiritual

sight or perception of God's existence, 22,

344, 346. It is a law of order that a man
should introduce himself into faith by truths

from the Word, and into charity by good
works, 71, 356, 357. Frequent discourse

from the memory, although not fromthought
and intelligence, gives birth to an appear-
ance of faith, 77. The truths which consti-

tute the faith in the divine humanity of the
Lord God the Saviour, are so many stars

which, by their several lights, give it both
manifestation and form, 137. A man ac-

tiuires this faith from the Word by means of

his own natural light, in which light it is

science, thought and persuasion ; but the
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Lord, in such as believe on Him, causes it

to become conviction, trust and confidence,

137. A man is reformed and regenerated
by truth from good, that is, by faith from
charity, 142. To believe in the Lord is not
only to acknowledge Him, but also to do
his commandments, 151. The faith of the
church in relation to God, is like the soul

which animates the body, and points of

doctrine are like the members of that body,

177. The faith of every church is as the seed
from which all its doctrines spring, 178, 338.

Faith, and a life according to it, constitute

the church, 245. A saving faith is a faith

in the Lord God the Saviour Jesus Christ,

337—339, 384. Faith in its essence is spi-

ritual, but in its form natural, 339. The
first requisite of a faith directed towards
Jesus Christ is an acknowledgment that
He is the Son of God, 342. A man receives

faith in consequence of approaching the
Lord, learning truths from the Word, and
li\nng a life in conformity with them, 343,

347, 348. The esse of the faith of the New
Church, is, 1st, Confidence in the Lord God
the Saviour Jesus Christ. 2nd, A trust,

that whoever lives a good life and believes

aright will be saved by Him. The essence

of this faith, is, truth derived from the
Word. Its existence, 1st, Spiritual sight.

2nd, An harmonious agreement of truths.

3rd, Conviction. 4th, Acknowledgment in-

scribed on the mind, 344. Faith in its es-

sence is truth, 347, 348, 377. Its life and
essence are in the Lord and consequently
from Him, 347. It is nothing but a com-
plex of truths shining in the human mind,
347, 349, 618. The number of such truths,

cohering as in a fascicle or bundle, exalts

and perfects faith, 349, 352. See Truth.

They are capable of being multiplied to in-

finity, 350. They are arranged into orderly

series ; and such arrangement is effected

according to the use of reason in a state of

freedom, 351. See Series. Faith thus be-

comes more and more perfectly spiritual,

and consequently less and less sensual-

natural, 352. The truths of faith, however
numerous they may be, and however dif-

ferent they may appear, make one perfect

form, 354. When a man is in spiritual

faith he is also in natural faith, for spiritual

faith is within natural faith, 360. Faith in

its beginning with a man is natural, and is

rendered spiritual as he approaches the Lord,

361. Faith is conjunction with God bymeans
of truths which belong to the understanding
and thence to the thoughts, 369. The ope-
ration of faith is to produce truths, and these

enlighten charity and its exercises, 377.

There is a true faith, a spurious faith, and a
hypocritical faith, 378. See False Faiths
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rhere is only one true faith, and it is directed

towards the Lord God the Saviour Jesus

Christ, and abides with those who believe

Him to be the Son of God, the God of hea-

ven and earth, and one with the Father, 378,

379. There is no faith with the wicked,
namely, with those who theoretically deny
the Lord, and with those who practically

commit sins, 382—384. The reason is, that

all evil and falsity is of hell, and faith is of

heaven, 383. See Cliristlans. A merely
natural man, who in respect to faith is dead,

can converse and give instruction about
faith, charity, and God, but not from and
under their influence, 384. Faith sejoarate

from charity is like the light in winter, and
faith conjoined with charity is like the light

in spring, 385, C18. It is now allowable to

enter intellectually into the mysteries of

faith, 508. Faith and truth make one thing,

the good of faithbeing like a soul whose body
is formed by truths, 618. The faith of the
New Church teaches that there is only one
Divine jDcrson from eternity. That the Di-

vine Trinity is united in one person. It is

directed towards a God visible and approach-
able, in whom is the invisible and unap-
proachable. It attributes to Him all power
of imputing, and also of operating the effects

of salvation. Acknowledges Him as at once
Creator, Redeemer and Saviour. It teaches
repentance, reformation, regeneration, and
thus remission of sins by man's co-operation.

An imputation of good and of evil and at the
same time of faith. That Jesus Christ is God,
Redeemer and Saviour. That man has free-

dom of determination in spiritual things
;

and it conjoins faith in the Lord and charity

towards the neighbour, as tAvo inseparable
things, and so forms its religion. In all

these particulars it is directly oi^posed to the
faith of the old church, 047. The faith of

the former church is described in the Reve-
lation by the dragon ; and the faith of the
New Chiu'ch by the woman encompassed by
the siin, who had on her head a crown of

twelve stars, 648. Faith passes sentence
on its subject according to the good or evil

with which it is conjoined, 654—057. Faith
in the one true God causes good to be good
even in its internal form ; but faith in a false

god, causes it to be good only in its external
form, 055. True faith is accompanied with
a confidence that all good is from God, and
that it is this which makes our own good to
be saving good, 655.

False Faith. A faith in one God ren-
ders the forms of the human mind clear and
angelic, but a faith in several gods dark and
bestial, 8. From mistaken opinions of taith
and omnipotence, falses and fallacies have
arisen in the church, 57, 341. A faith in
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the mere humanity of the Lord is like the

sepidchre of our Lord after His resurrection,

137. In the faith of the present chi;rch,

which is internally directed towards three

gods, but externally towards one, there are

contained legions of falsities ready to bm"st

forth like the swarms of young spiders hatch-

ed from the ball of eggs produced by a single

mother, 178. From the idea of three gods

a heavy and stupid faith is begotten, imder
the influence of which men think of God
like people dreaming in their sleep, 183.

Faith is not faith unless it is conjoined to

charity, 330, 355, 307, 377, 387. Faith

directed towards an invisible God is actually

blind, because the human mind does not see

its god ; and the light of such a faith, since

it is not spiritual-natural, is a false light,

331). The faith of those who deny the Divi-

nity of the Lord's Humanity is only a kind
of persuasion, 339. False or merely natural

faith consists of several kinds, all of which
are represented by disorders of the eyes,

345, 346. There can be no faith profitable

to salvation, unless a man approaches the

Lord, acnuires truth from the Word and lives

a life according to them, 348. All who ap-

proach the Lord are not principled in faith

towards Him ; for true faith is internal as

well as external, 379. Eveiy faith which
does not acknowledge the Lord to be the

Son of God, the God of heaven and earth,

and one with the Father, is spurious, 380.

See Adulter!/, Marrtage. A spurious and
adulterous faith belongs to those who regard
the Lord, not as God, but as a mere man,
380. Those who honor the Lord Avith their

mouths and lips only, but in heart and spirit

regard Him as a mere man, in case they open
their thoughts and persuade others to think
as they do, are spiritual miu-derers, and the

worst of them are spiritiial cannibals, 380.

A hypocritical faith is no faith, 381. Faith
is dead in all who are without works, 453.

The faith of this day occasions God to be
regarded as the cause of evil, 489. The
doctrine that faith alone saves, and that man
can do no good of himself, is infused into the

thoughts of those who belong to the reformed
church, by associate spirits of a like nature
with themselves, and it diverts them from
self-inspection, 501. No one who is con-

firmed in the faith of the present day can
see with clearness the truths which are de-

clared in the Word, 01 8. Faith, impiitation, .'

and the merit of Christ, form in the present

church one whole, and may be called a
triune ; for if one of the three were taken
away modern theology would cease to be,

020,027. Such faith is not Christian faith,

because it is at variance with the Word, and
the imputation of such faith is vain, because
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the merit of Christ is not imputable, 627.

See Imputation. In consequence of the faith

in three gods, all the good of charity and
all the truth of faith is banished ; for the
mind denies what tlie mouth speaks, and
the mouth denies wliat the mind thinks, so

that at length there is no belief either in
three gods or in one, 63-1.

Falses. In natural light, when sepa-
rated from spiritual, falses appear to be
truths and truths falses ; and reasoning from
falses api^ears to be wisdom, and from truths
madness, 40. All evils, and falses thence
originating, are from hell, and to oppose even
one of them is to oppose the whole jiower of

hell, which none can do but God by virtue of

His omnii3otence, OS. See Uril. Every one
who is under the influence of falses origi-

nating from evil, is, as to his spirit, actually

in consort with devils in hell, G9. Falses
flow in a continued series from one false

princi23le, 132. See Faith. To those who
interpret the Word by the doctrines of false

religion, the truths of the "Word appear as

the shades of night, and the falses as the
light of day, 232. Truths are not only con-
cealed by falses, but are also obliterated and
rejected, 24G. Falses of religion, when con-
firmed by a man, are made permanent and
cannot be extirpated, 254. See Confirmation.
When the literal sense of the Word is applied

to the confirmation of falses, such falses

obtain interior possession ; and Avhen these

enter truths are dissipated, 2.J8. Falses
attend evils, and evils adhere to falses, 281.

Those who confirm the falses of religion by
fallacies to the misleading of others are

guilty of spiritual theft, 320. See Com-
mandments {seventh.) The false which does
not spring from evil is capable of being con-
joined with good, 398. The false does not
see the true, but the true sees the false, 759.

Fantasy, exists from sensual thought
while the ideas are closed against the ad-

mission of any interior thought, 80. By
fantasies infernal spirits are able to repre-

sent very magnificent objects, 187, G(32. All

are in the phantasy of their lust who indulge
their imaginations too much by conversing
with themselves, and by their visionary

fancies drown their understanding, G(J2.

Father. By the Father is understood
the Divine good, 88. The Father and Son,

that is, the Divinity and Humanity, are

united in the Lord like soul and body, 98,

188. Their union also is reciprocal, 99.

The Humanity of the Lord ought to be ap-

l^roached in order to come to the Father,

113, 188. See Iliimamty, God, Jehovah God.
Feasts of Charity, were instituted

among the primitive Christians, that they
might meet together in cordial joy and
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friendly union, 433, 459, 727. The spiritual

sphere which prevailed on those occasions
was the sphere of love to the Lord, and
towards the neighbour, which exhilarated
eveiy mind, softened the tone of every ex-
pression, and communicated to all the senses
a festivity from the heart ; for from every
man there emanates a spiritual sphere de-
rived from the affection of his love and cor-
responding thought, which inwardly affects

those in his company, particularly at the
time of convivial recreations. This sphere
emanates both by the face and the respira-
tion, 433. It is because dinners and suppers,
or feasts, were significative of such consocia-
tion of mind, that they are so often mentioned
in the Word, 433. See Conjunction. Feasts
in the ancient churches were feasts of
charity, as were those in the primitive
Christian church, 727.

Figs, signify the goods of charity, and
thence of faith, in the natural or external
man, 4G1. A fig-tree, natural good, C09.

Finite. All created things are finite, and
the world was finited by successive degrees
proceeding from God the Creator, 33.

Fish, signify truths in the natural man,
635.

Food. Meat and bread, in a spiritual
sense, signify the good of love and charity

;

and water and wine the truth of wisdom and
faith, 3G7. The soul is nourished by spiri-

tual food ; wherefore the Lord calls Himself
the bread of life, 494, 709. Fruit corresponds
to goods, 6G0.

Form. See Suljstnnce. Form cannot
exist except it be derived from a substance,
21, 3G7. Love operates all things in and by
form, 37. Light, life and wisdom are not
creatable, but only the forms that receive
them, and human and angelic minds are
such fomis, 40. Form originates in wisdom
operating from love, and its quality and state

is according to the order inherent in it, 53.

Essence is not anything without form, nor
form without essence, for essence has no
quality but from form, and form is a sub-
sisting entity only from essence, conse-
quently nothing is predicated of either when
separated from the other, 3G7. See Influx.

Formula Concordia, in the, it is esta- I

blished that the Human nature of Christ was
made Divine, 101. Also that God is man,
and that man is God, 112, 137. The faith

of the Evangelical Protestants, as expressed
in this book, teaches that man is utterly im-
potent in sj)iritual things, having no power
whereby he may understand, embrace, think,

will, begin, finish, acb, co-operate, or apply,

or accommodate himself to grace, or contri-

bute anything towards conversion, 35G, 503.

It denies man's freedom in spiritual things,
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403, 484. It substitutes lip-confession in

place of actual repentance, olG. It declares

it damnable idolatry to put trust and faith in

Christ according to^ His Human nature, 798.

Free-will. God is perpetually striving

with and acting upon man, and even touches

his freedom but never forces it, 74, 504.

In the state of reformation a man is at frdl

liberty to act according to the dictates of his

rational understanding ; likewise in the state

of regeneration ; but then he wills and acts

under the influence of a new love, 105. As
a means of effecting a reciprocal conjunction

with the Lord, man is endowed with a free-

dom of choice, 371, 497. He is receptive of

influences both from heaven and from hell,

being in the midst between them, and thus

in spiritual equilibrium, 383, 455, 475—478,

490, 659. Unless a man had freedom of de-

termination, the injunctions in the Word
would be mere empty sounds in whatever
concerns his salvation, 4G3, 483, 484, 504.

It is from his freedom of determination that

a man is a man, and not a beast, 469. The
origin of man's freedom is the equilibrium in

which his spirit is held between good and
evil influences in the world of spirits, 475

—

478. See World of Spirits. Animals are

also in a state of freedom ; but they are car-

ried away by the senses of the body, accord-

ing to the suggestions of pleasure and appe-

tite ; nor would a man be at all unlike them
if he had the liberty of acting, as he has of

thinking, without restraint, 478. It is

otherwise when a man imbibes the spiritual

things of the church, and so restrains his

liberty, 478. He is then withdi-a-mi by the

Lord from lusts and evil pleasures till he
finds delight in what is good, in which
heavenly freedom, which is time freedom,

consists, 478. "Without the capacity of free

determination, even in the most minute
particulars, man could not even respire ; for

resph-ation follows the thought, and thence

the speech, in every mode, 480, 482. Man's
natural freedom is a consequence of his

spiritual freedom, 481, 482. Freedom of

determination and wiU maybe called a living

effort or tendency in man ; for on the cessa-

tion of will, cessation of action ensues ; and
when freedom of determination ceases, will

also ceases at the same time, 482. See Will

and Understayiding. Without freedom in

spiritual things, man would have nothing
which could enable him to conjoin himself

by reciprocation with the Lord, and conse-

quently there would be no imputation, but
mere predestination, which is detestable, 485
—488. Without free determination in spi-

ritual things, God would be chargeable as

the cause of evil, 489—492. A man could

not possibly have been created, and still be
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a man, without freedom in spiritual things,

489. His fi-eedom consists in the jjower of

willing and acting, of thinking and speak-

ing, to all ajipearance as from himself, 489.

Eveiy spiritual principle of the chiu'ch, that

is received with freedom, remains, but noi

otherwise, 493—495, 500. All freedom
which is from the Lord is freedom itself

;

but that which a man derives from hell is

slavery, 495. Every man may be convinced
that he enjoys freedom in spiritual things

by attending only to his own thoughts, 497.

Free determination itself resides in the
human soul in fullest perfection, and thence

flows into the mind both as to will and
understanding, and through these into the
bodily senses, the words and actions, 498.

Freedom is the faculty in which the Lord is

present with man, 498, 580. If men were
destitute of freedom of determination in

spiritual things, it would be possible for all

men throughout the whole world in a single

day to be induced to believe in the Lord,

500—502.
Friendship. The friendship of love, con-

tracted with a person without regard to his

spiritual quality, is detrimental after death,

446—449. The friendship of love, which is

internal friendship, is distinct from that

external friendship which regards the person

alone, and which is intended for the various

piu-poses of bodily and sensual gratifications,

and worldly business and connexions, 446.

Friends and relatives who are dissimilar as

to spirit, are separated imperceptibly and by
degrees in the other life, 447. Those Avho,

dvu-ing their abode on earth, have contracted

friendships of love with one another, are

not capable like the rest of being separated

according to order, and of being consigned

to the society corresponding to their life

;

for they are connected interiorly as to their

spirits, and cannot be plucked asunder, being
like branches of trees joined to each other by
grafting, 448. The case is altogether dif-

ferent with those who love good in another

;

for if they do not observe a like quality in

his person after death they immediately
break off all friendship with him, 449. The
friendship of love among the wicked is in-

testine hatred towards each other, 454, 455.

Those who have not openly joined them-
selves with malefactors and practised theft

and robbery, may possibly fancy their

friendship for others is not of such a nature ;

but it is so in various degrees, with all these

who have rejected faith and despised the

holy things of the church, 455^.

Frogs, signify reasonings originating in

the lust of falsifying truths, 635.

Fruits, correspond to good works, 462.

Gabriel, and Michael, are not the names
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of two persons in lieaA^en, but sig-nify all

those in heaven who are in the enjoyment of

wisdom concerning the Lord, and who wor-

ship Him, oOO.

Garden. A garden, a grove, and a wood,

sig-nify wisdom, intelligence, and science,

200. A garden signifies intelligence, 401,

467.

Gaedex of Eden, signifies intelligence

and wisdom, 467, 520, 600. The two trees

in the garden signify the freedom of deter-

mination which man enjoys in respect to

spiritual things, 46G—461), 489, 520. Adam
and his wife signify the most ancient church

which existed on our earth, 466, 520.

Gakjients. Purple and fine linen in the

Word signify the good and truth of the

Word, 215. A wedding garment, faith to-

wards the Lord, 380. White garments of

fine linen, divine truths, 686, 815.

Generation. The soul is in the seed of

the father, and is clothed with a body in the

womb of the mother, 92, 103. AU the spi-

ritual part of man is from the father, and all

the material part from the mother, 92, 103.

There is in the seed of which every one is

conceived, a graft or offset of the father's

soul in its fulness, contained within certain

involutions of the natural elements, by which,

in thewomb of the mother, his body is foi-med,

either after the father's or the mother's like-

ness, the true image of the father still re-

maining within and continually endeavour-

ing to unfold itself ; which, if it cannot do

in one generation it affects in another, 103.

See Send. A man has his beginning from the

soul, which is the very essence of the seed,

and which is not only the initiating, but also

the producing cause of all the parts of the

body in their respective order, 166. No-

thing is provided in the womb of the mother

except a body, conceived by, and derived

from, the soul, 167. The seed of man is

conceived interiorly in the understanding,

and formed in the will, and thence is trans-

ferred into the testes, where it clothes itself

with a natural covering, and is thus con-

veyed into the womb, 584.

Gentiles, the ancient, worshiped the

supreme God under the name Jove, 9, 275.

Those who believe in one God and live ac-

cording to the precepts of their religion, are

saved, 107. All who are without the pale of

the Christian Church, whether they are Ma-
hometans, Jews, or Gentiles, whatever reli-

gion they profess, have conceived an aversion

to Christianity solely because Christians be-

lieve in three Gods, 183. Such persons as

have no knowledge of God, but yet are pos-

sessed of rationality, so far as relates to civil

concerns, in the spiritual world have the

appearance of sphinxes ; but as by birth they
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are men, and consequently in a capacity of

receiving spiritual life, they are instructed

by angels, and vivified by knowledges con-

cerning the Lord as to His Human character,

274. In consequence of thinking materially

about God (see 'I/ioi/ght), the ancient Gentiles

not only made three Gods, but multiplied

their number even to a hundred; for of each

attribute they made a separate God, 623.

Germans, the, pay but little attention to

matters of judgment, but much to studies

that only exercise the memory, 814. They
seldom elevate the spiritual subjects of the

church into the superior region of the under-

standing, but only admit them into the in-

ferior region, and thence reason upon them

;

in which practice they differ entirely from
free nations, 815.

Glorification. The progress of the Lord

to union with the Father was His state of

exinanition, and the union itself is His state

of glorification. He was in a state of glori-

fication when He was transfigured before

His disciples, 104. The Lord vmderwent
the two states of exinanition and glorifica-

tion because there is no other possible way
of attaining unto union, 105. The Lord

glorified His Humanity by a similar process

to that by Avhich He regenerates man, 105.

Glorification was the uniting of the Lord's

Humanity with the Divinity of His Father,

which was effected by successive steps, and
fully completed by the passion of the cross,

126, 128. See Humanity.
Glory, signifies divine tnith united to

divine good, 128. Also the spiritual sense

of the AVord, 198, 271. And divine truth in

its fulness, 780. The glory of the Lord's

second coming is His manifestation in the

spiritual sense of the Word, 780.

God. See Jehovah God. The Scriptures

throughout teach that God is one, 6. There

is a imiversal influx into the souls of men,

that there is a God and that He is one, 8, 24.

All the nations, influenced by religion or

sound reason, acknowledge a God, and that

He is one, 9. Nations and people differ re-

specting the natui-e and qualities of God,

from various causes, 11. Human reason may
perceive, if it will, that there is a God, and

that he is one, 12. The existence and unity

of God are evident from the phenomena of

the universe, 12. See Universe. He is

present in its particular uses, 13. God is

the whole of the Church, 14, 15. See Church.

God is substance itself and form itself, 20,

75. His form is truly and verily Human,
20. He is esse itself and existere itself, 21.

The very essential Self, the one only Being,

the Self-Essent, 22. It is impossible that a

God should be derived from God, 23, 188,

364. He is infinite, because He is and exists
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in Himself, and all thing's in the universe are

and exist from Him, 28, 21). See Esse. God
must be acknowledged such as He can be
apprehended in His creation, 28. God, since

the world was made, is in space without

space, and in time without time, 30. He is

love itself and wisdom itaelf, '61. .Conse-

quently, He is good itself and truth itself,

38. Thus He is the verimost life, which is

life in itself, 39. He is omnipotent, omni-
scient, and omnii^resent by the wisdom of

His love, 50. See Order. His power and
will are one ; and since He wills nothing but
what is good, therefore He can do nothing
but what is good, 5G. He is in His omni-
potence in the order of the universe, accord-

ing to which He acts, 56. He sees, perceives,

and knows allthings that are done according

to order, and, by that means also, whatever
is done contrary to order, 59, G2. He is

omnipresent from first to last in his own
order, G3, G4. The one God descended and
was made man, for the purpose of effecting

redemption, 83, 224. Being in inmosts, and
thus in purest principles. He coixld not by
any other means descend to ultimate, or

lowest principles, 84. Although He de-

Bcended as the Divine Truth, He did not
separate the Divine Good, 88. He is never
angry with any one ; He never avenges,

tempts, punishes, casts into hell, or con-

demns ; such things are as far from God as

hell is from heaven, and infinitely farther,

135. See Word. The grace of God is infi-

nite and eternal, IGl. Everyone has a place

in heaven according to his idea of God, 1G3,

(]21. This idea, like a touchstone by which
gold and silver are tried, is the true test for

examining the quality of good and truth in

a man, 1G3. The Humanity of the Lord is

Divine, and consequently in Him God is

Man, and Man is God, 170. God came into

the world as the Word, and by means of the
Humanity, which was Divine Truth, put on
all ijower, 224. He is the same from eter-

nity to eternity, though His identity is not
simple identity, but infinite ; and all variation

is from the subject in which He abides, oGG.

Unless God be approached in thought as a
Man aU idea of God is lost, and becomes like

bodily vision when directed towards the wide
universe, so that it either fixes itself on an
empty nothing, or on nature, 538, G21, 787.

Gog, signifies external worship without
internal, 200.

Gold, signifies internal good, 595 ; or

celestial good, G09.

Good. Eveiy particular good creates it-

self a form by means of truths, 38. The
love of good is like the sun's heat, fructify-

ing, quickening, and operating upon fertile

ground, etc., 38. All the good of love and
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charity is from God, 41, CO. Good without
truth is powerless to act, 87. Evil and good
cannot abide together ; and in proportion as

evil is removed, good is regarded and felt,

331. No one can do any good from the love

of good except from God, 333. Good is in

man ; and eveiy work which proceeds from
him is good, when the Lord, charity and
faith reside in his internal man, 373. Those
who deny a God have not the will, and, con-

sequently not the cajiacity, to receive any
good from any other source than their own
selfhood ; whatever proceeds from this source

is spiritually evil, howsoever naturally good
it may appear, 382. See MoraUfi/. There
are many kinds of good in general, spiritual

good and natural good, which are both con-

joined in genuine moral good, 398. Every
man ought to be loved in jiroportion to the

quality of the good which is in him ; there-

fore good itself is essentially our neighbour,

410, 417—419. Good is our neighbour be-

cause it belongs to the will, and the will is the

esse of a man's life, 419. Truth in the un-
derstanding is only our neighbour so far as

it i^rocecds from good in the ^\'ill, 419. Aman
does nothing that is good unless it appear to

him as if the power, the will, and the deed
are of himself ; therefore this appearance is

granted ; and when he does good from free-

dom as of himself ; such good is imputed to

him and accepted as that reciprocal operation,

by which conjunction with God is effected,

457. God is good itself, and in this He is

omnipresent, perpetually striving and urging
to be received; and though He is not received,

still He does not remove Himself away, 490,

7GG, 774. He provides and offers good to all

creatures and things, but it is changed into

evil by recipient objects, 491. Every good
in a man has conjunction with such angels

in heaven as are in a similar good, G13.

Good and Truth, are derivations of love

and wisdom, 38. Good has its residence in

the will of man, and truth in his understand-
ing, 87. God is intimately present with
man in the good of love and the truth of

faith, 105. By these two, man is reformed
and regenerated, 142. The Lord continually
endeavours to implant in every man truth
and good, or faith and charity, 145. The
church is established and constituted in in-

dividuals by a faith and life conformable to

the truths and goods which each extracts

from the Word and applies to his own state,

245. There is a marriage of good and truth

in every part of the Word, and these two
must be united in man, 249, G24. See Con-

jnnctlon. The reason why two expressions

are so often used, in the Word, which appear
like repetitions of the same thing, is because

one has relation to good and the otlier to
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truth, or to their opposites, the evil and the

false, 250. Good is the essence of truth, and
truth is the form of g-ood ; and these two are

in all and every particular thing- that essen-

tially exists, 'SCu, 397, 398. Good and truth

proceed from God, from whom are all thing-s,

398. Since the conjunction of good and
truth is like a marriage, it is evident that

good loves truth, and truth in return loves

good, and that they have a mutual desire

to be conjoined, 398. All and everything,

whether living or not living, whether
animate or inanimate, were created from
the marriage of good and truth, and to be
the subjects of that marriage, G2-1. In
the Lord God the Creator, Divine good and
Divine truth are in their very substance
itself, G24. Good belongs to the will, and
truth to the understanding, 600.

Grace. See (Jod.

Grapes, signify the goods of charity and
thence of faitli in the spiritual or internal

man, 4G1.

Hail, signifies the iufernal false. Goo.

Hair. See Head.
Hand, in the Word, signifies power ; the

riglit-hand of God, omnipotence, 13G.

Happixess, must be within joys, and flow

forth from them ; aud this happiness is de-

rived to every angel from the use he pro-

motes in his occupation or employment, 735.

The joys of heaven and eternal happiness
depend not upon place, but upon the state of

the life of man, 739. See Delir/hf.

Harvest, is the consummation of the
age. Wheat (Matt, xiii.), the truths and
goods of the New Church. Tares, the falses

and evils of the former church, 78-1:.

Head, tlie, in the Word signifies intel-

ligence, which angels and men have from
the Lord, by means of Divine truth, 223,

507. Hair, therefore, signifies intelligence

in its idtimates or extremes, derived from
Divine truth, 223. The Nazarites repre-

sented the joower of the Word in its ulti-

uiates, 223.

Heart ais'D Lungs, the, are the universals

of the body, because the heart corresponds
to love, and the lungs to wisdom, 37. The
heart can produce no motion or sensation
without the respiration of the lungs, 87,

3C7. The heart corresponds to the will and
its goods, and tlie lungs to the understand-
ing and its truths, 87, 3G7, GOl. A new
heart signifies a will towards good, and a
nev/ spirit the understanding of truth, 143,

GOl. The heart propels the blood in every
direction ; but the viscera imbibe it, each
according to the kind of use which it per-

forms, 154. The reciprocation by which the
heart and lungs are conjoined, is alternate,

371. See llccijnveatiun. The heart acts,
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and the arteries by their coverings or coaCs

co-operate, and thus produce the circulation

of the blood, 577. The air acts by its

weight or pressure upon the lungs, and the
ribs first co-operate with the lungs, and
immediately afterwards the lungs with the
ribs ; hence the action of respiration is com-
municated to every membrane of the body,
577. Heart signifies love ; hence the love

of good is meant by a heart of flesh, 705.

Heat and Light. See San. Heat and
light exist in nature, because they con-e-

spond witli the Divine Love and the Divine
Wisdom, 37. Divine Love forms life, as fire

forms light, 39. Natural heat aud light

serve as clothing and aids to spiritual heat
and light, by which they may be conveyed
to man, 75, 3G0, 3G1. Natiiral heat and
light are naked ; but the heat and light pro-
ceeding from the Lord as a sun contain in
their bosoms all the infinities that are in the
Lord ; the heat all the infinities of his love,

and the light all the infinities of his wisdom,
3G5. The light and heat in which the an-
gels dwell are the truth of wi:<(lom and the
affection of love, 385. Sjiiritual light in its

essence is truth, and spiritual heat in its

essence is good, 392, G18.

Heaven. The angelic heaven is as the
head of the church on earth, and these to-

gether are called the body of the Lord,
10. To form an angelic heaven from the
human race is the end of creation, 13. The
angelic heaven is aiTanged into societies

according to all the varieties of the love of

good, 15, 32, 447. See Conjunct'iun. The
whole angelic heaven is arranged into its

form, and preserved in it from the divine love

operating by the divine wisdom, 37. The
whole heaven is a form of divine order in its

largest portraiture, and ajopears in the sigiit

of God as a single man, G5, G8, 119, 2G8,

354, COS. Wherefore there is a plenary cor-

resi^ondence between heaven and man, C5.

The end of creation was the formation of an
angelic heaven out of the human race, GG,

773. There is at this day a new angelic
heaven forming by the Lord, consisting of
such only as believe on the Lord God the
Saviour, and approach Him immediately in

their worship, 108, 781—784. See Salvation,

JVew Church. When the church on earth .

perishes, the inferior heavens pass away,
but the inhabitants are preserved, and at the ''

last day raised up into a new heaven, 119.

The heavenly societies, which are innumera-
ble, appear to the inhabitants of the world of
spirits like stars in their firmament, 160.

The angels of the celestial or highest hea-
ven are in the good of love from the Lord

;

those of tlie spiritual or middle heaven are
in divine wisdom from the Lord ; and those
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of the natural or loTvest heaven are in the

faith of charity from the Lord, 195, 212, 2-12,

580, COS. A copy of the Word written by
angels under the Lord's inspiration is kept
by every considerable society in a sacred

repository appointed for that purpose, lest

it should suffer alteration in any of its points

and marks, 241. See Langnage. The Lord
by the AVord is the all in all of heaven, 272.

The heavens have their being from the di-

vine love, and exist from the divine love and
wisdom, 3S<5. There ai'e offices of adminis-

trationseven inheaven,and dignities annexed
to them ; but the persons who fill them, being

spiritual men, find their chief delight in the

performance of iises, 403, 691, 736. The
delights of heaven are the delights of love

towards the neighbour and of love to God,
455. All who are in heaven turn their faces

towards the Lord, 613. If any wicked per-

son is admitted into heaven, where charity

and faith towards the Lord prevail, he is

immediately seized with giddiness, insanity,

and violent pain, and becomes like a dying
person, 041. In heaven the holy subjects

and rites of the church do not more engage
the minds of the inhabitants than where
in the world God is truly honored and
worshiped ; although the honor and wor-
ship in heaven are of a piirer and more in-

terior nature, 695. There are in heaven
frequent occasions of meeting cheerful com-
pany to exliilarate and entertain the minds
of the angels ; which succeed to the fulfil-

ment of certain appointed uses, 734, 745.

Likewise food, which every one receives

according to the use in which he excels,

and which in its essence is love, wisdom,
and rise united, 735. There are joys of

heaven which affect the senses of the body,

consisting of various pastimes and delights

in accordance with the angelic dispositions

of its inhabitants, 745.

Hell. The jDower of hell prevailed over

the power of heaven at the time of the Lord's

advent, 3, 579. "When a man, by a denial of

God, is excluded from communion with the

angels of heaven, he associates himself with
the Satanic spirits of hell, 14. HeU is di-

vided and subdivided into innumerable so-

cieties, according to the varieties of evil, 32,

68, 447. These are so connected that the

universal hell resembles one monstrous devil,

32, 68. The love of self is the cause of the

hatred and lust which prevail there, 45, 455.

The inhabitants of hell do not acknowledge
God, but worship as gods those who have
most power over them, 45. See Animals,

Angels. God is omniscient in hell as well

as in heaven, 62. The subjugation of hell

may be compared to the destruction of an
army of robbers and rebels, to the slaughter
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and dispersion of wild beasts, and the de-
fence of plains and fields against all fvu'ther

depredations ; to the destruction of locusts

and vermin, by which the trees of a garden
are restored to bloom and fruitfulness, 117.

At the time of the Lord's first advent the
hells had so accumulated as to fill the whole
world of .spirits, and not only to distm-b the
lowest heaven, but also to make assault on
the middle heaven, Avhich they infested in a
thousand different ways, 121, 579. It was
similar at the Lord's second advent, 121. See
Spiritual Wurld. Hell consists of mjT:iads of

mj-riadsof spirits, being composedof all those
who, from the creation of the world, have
alienated themselves from God, by evils of

life and falses of faith, 123. The smoke
seen h\ the hells arises from falses confirmed
by reasonings ; and fire is anger kindled
against those who maintain contrary opi-

nions, 159. Hell communicates with societies

of the evil in the world of spirits, and it con-

sists, in general, of caverns and workhouses,
with a difference between those inhabited

by satans and those inhabited by devils, 281,

570. All are gathered in heU who love

themselves with the chief and governing
love, 298. The fire of hell is the fire of

hatred and revenge, 309. The devils and
satans in hell are spiritual murderers, with
whom are conjoined those in this world who
violate and prostitute the sanctities of the

church, 310. See Commandments. Devils

and satans in hell, from the rage and cruelty

of their hearts, appear at a distance like

wild beasts of all sorts, as tigers, leopards,

wolves, etc., 312. That men on earth who
wish to destroy the Lord's church arc of a
similar nature and form with those infernal

spirits, is not ajiparent to those among whom
they now live, because their bodies, which
sei've them for the outward exercise of

social duties, absorb and conceal the true

forms of their spirits ; nevertheless this is

apparent to the sight of angels, 312. All

who are in hell are sensual, 402, 5G5. The
deeper the hell in which they are, so much
the more sensual are they, 402. Hell is

beneath or under the groimd of the sjoi-

ritual world, which ground is of spiritual

origin, consequently not in any natural ex-

tense, 475. When the inhabitants of hell

are viewed from heaven, they arc seen with
their faces averted, and also with their feet

upwards, notwithstanding theywalk upright
on their feet, and turn their faces in every

direction, 613.

Heresies. All the heresies that ever did,

or do still exist in Christendom, have sprung
from this circumstance, that men have taken
appearances of truth for genuine truths, and
as such have confirmed them, 254. No one
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is condemued for heresies received in sim-

plicity, but for confirmations of the falses

tliey contain, together with an evil life, 254.

Thosewho teach falses and heretical opinions,
and yet read the Word, from whence they

might learn what is true and what is false,

are giiilty of theft spiritually understood,

320. The cause of so many divisions and
seditions as have existed in the church from
its infancy are chiefly these three ; 1st, The
Divine Trinity was not understood. 2nd,

Man has no correct knowledge of the Lord.

3rd, The passion of the cross was regarded

as redemption itself, 378. Sensual men have
been the principal broachers of heretical

doctrines, 402. The charity adjoined to

an heretical faith is spurious, 451. From
the prevailing faith that the passion of the

cross constitutes the sum and substance of

redemption have arisen many horrible falsi-

ties respecting God, faith and charity, 581.

Hereditary Evil, acts in and ripon

every man ; if it acted by or through him
he would not be capable of reformation, nor

yet be a subject of blame, 154. It is not a

consequence merely of what Adam did, but
is successively commmiicated to children

from their parents, who necessarily entail

upon them that inclination to evil which
prevails in themselves, 4G9, 520, 621, 822.

It depends on each individual in every
family whether he will choose or refuse the

evil so propagated, 469. The hereditary

evils in which a man is naturally born are

chiefly derived from these two loves, the

love of ruling over all, and the love of pos-

sessing the wealth and property of all, 498,

GG2, 822, 823. A man is not born in evils

themselves, but only in an inclination to

them, yet with a greater or less bias to par-

ticiilar evils ; wherefore, after death, no one
is judged or condemned for hereditary evil,

but only for those which he has actually

committed, 521. These propensities to evil

can only be broken by a new birth from the

Lord (see Iiegenerat ion), withoutwhich they
acquire new strength in every succeeding
generation, 521. The evil propensities into

which a man is born reside in his natural

man, 574, 587, 059. From the will of the

natural man they enter by influx into his

thoughts, 659.

Hirelings, by, in the Word, are signified

those who look to recompence as a reward
of merit in the concerns of salvation, 441.

Holy One of Israel, signifies the Lord
with respect to his Divine Humanity, 93.

Thus, as to the Divine Truth of the Divine
Wisdom, 253.

Holy Spirit, the, is the Divine that pro-

ceeds from the one omnipresent God, 138,

188. Properly speaking the Divine truth,
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and consequently the Word, or the Lord
Himself, is signified by the Holy Spirit, 139.

Its divine virtue, or operation, consists, in

general, in reformation and regeneration,

142. Its particular graces with the clergy

are those of illustration and instruction,

146. The operations of the Holy Spirit are

of the Lord from the Father, and not con-

trariwise, 153, 188. It was breathed on the

Lord's disciples after His glorification, 153.

All the angels in heaven are filled with the

Spirit of the Lord ; but every one of them
sj)eaks and acts according to the state of his

own mind, 154. There was no Holy Spirit

before the coming of the Lord, and therefore

there is no mention made of the Holy Spirit

in the Old Testament, 158. See Blasphemy.
the influx of life from the Lord is called

The Spirit of God ; in the Word, the Holy
Spirit, 461.

HoLY' Supper, the, was instituted for the
sake of consociation with angels and con-

junction with the Lord : the bread being, in

heaven. Divine Good, and the wine. Divine
Truth, both from the Lord, 238, 702—710.
Such correspondence was established from
creation, in order that the angelic heaven
and the church on earth might make a one,

and that the Lord might at once conjoin

Himself with both, 238. See jingels. Mel-
chizedek, the King of Salem, blessed Abra-
ham, and brought foi-th bread and wine,

these being the most holy things of the

chm-ch, 264, 715. The Lord's flesh signifies

Divine Good, and his blood Divine Truth , 372,

702—709. The Holy Supper is a sacrament
of repentance, and hence an introduction

into heaven, 567, 719—721. He who looks

to the Lord, and performs actual repentance,

is conjoined to the Lord by this most Holy
Sacrament, and introduced into heaven, 621.

These effects are not produced by the mate-
rial bread and wine, but by their spiritual

correspondents, which are love and faith,

621, 705, 727. See Bajdism. It is impossible

for any one, without an acquaintance with
the correspondence of natural things with
spiritual, to know the uses and benefits of

the Holy Supper, 698—701. As true Chi-is-

tianity is now beginning to dawn, and the
Lord is now instituting a new church, it has
pleased Him to reveal the spiritual sense of

the Word, to the intent that this church
may be admitted into the real use and bene-

fit of the two sacraments, Baptism and the

Holy Supper, 700. This sacrament, so long

as its correspondences with heaven are un-
revealed, may be compared with an angel ap-

pearing in the world among men in a com-
mon garb, who is only respected according to

his dress ; but the case would be changed
were he discovered to be an angel, angelio
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wisdom flowing from liis tangue, and won-
derful effects from his actions, 701. The
Lord's flesh, and likewise the bread, signifies

all the good of charity as well as Divine good ;

and his blood, and likewise the w^ine, signi-

fies all the truth of faith as well as Divine

truth ; and to eat signifies to aiDprojiriate,

702—709. Bread and wine, in a natural

sense, signify the same as flesh and blood,

—

the passion of the cross, 704. In the su-

preme sense they signify the Lord Himself
as to the Divine good of His love and the

Divine truth of His wisdom, 70.5. There

are three things involved in the Holy Supper ;

the Lord, His Divine good, and His Divine

truth ; consequently it includes and contains

the universals, and therefore the ^particulars,

of heaven and the church, 711. These uni-

versals are also three—God, charity, and
faith ; and to these correspond the three

universals of man—the soul, will, and un-
derstanding ; to which again, the body, the

heart, and the limgs correspond externally,

712. On the other hand there are three op-

posites to these three universals—the devil,

or hell, the evil, and the false ; these being
opposite are altogether separate, yet they

are held in connection by a wonderful sub-

jection of all hell to heaven, of evil to good,

and of false to truth, 713. Since the Lord's

flesh signifies the Divine good of His love,

and His blood the Divine truth of his wis-

dom, it is evident that the Lord, both as to

His Divinity and His glorified Humanity,
thus with the whole of His redemption, is

entirely omnipresent in the Holy Sujiper,

71G. AH those who worthily approach the

holy communion, become recipients of the

effects and fruits of redemption, 717. With
such the Lord is present, and He opens hea-

ven to them ; He is also j^resent with those

who approach it unworthily, but does not

open heaven to them, 719—721. In the lat-

ter case man shuts heaven against himself
;

still he is preserved in the possibility of re-

pentance and conversion so long as he abides

in this world, 720. There are no other uni-

versal entrances into the church and heaven
besides the sacraments of Baptism and the

Holy Slipper, 721. Those approach the Holy
Supper worthily who are under the influence

of faith towards the Lord, and of charity

towards their neighbour, thus who are re-

generate, 722—724. By the regenerate who
approach the holy table worthily are meant
those who are internally in the three essen-

tials of heaven and the church, and not
those who are only externally in them, 723.

With such it effects conjunction with the

Lord, 725—727. It is also a signing, seal-

ing, certifying, and witnessing, even before

the angels, that they are the sons of God,
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and is moreover as a key to a house in

heaven where they are to dwell to eternity,
728—730. In order that a man may be ac-

tually admitted into heaven, he must actually
present himself to the Lord, and receive
Him in His glorified Humanity, as at the
sacrament of the Holy Supper, 728. Those,
however, who die in their infancy or child-

hood, and so do not arrive at an age capable
of worthily approaching the Holy Supper,
are introduced into heaven by the Lord
through baptism, 729. See In/ants.
Horse, the, signifies the understanding

of the Word of God, 113, 277, G23, 77C,. A
white horse, the understanding of the Word
with respect to truth and good ; a red horse,

the understanding of the Word destroyed
in resiject to good ; a black horse, the same
with respect to truth, 113. A dead horse,

the understanding of truth annihilated, 277,

C23. By the winged horse Pegasus, the
ancients meant the understanding of truth,

which is the medium of attaining wisdom ;

and by the horse's hoofs, matters of expe-
rience, by which natural intelligence is at-

tained, C93. See M'atcr. To ride, signifies to

instruct in divine truths from the Word, 77(j.

Humanity. The Lord glorified the Hu-
manity, which He assumed in the world, by
the temptations which He endured, and
finally by the passion of the cross, 2. This
Humanity was the Divine Truth, 3, ]2(),

579. As the Divine Itself, which was from
eternity, lives in Itself, so also the Humanity
which It assumed in time, lives in Itself, 40.

God could not have made his Humanity
Divine, unless it had been at first as the
humanity of an infant, afterwards like that
of a child, and lastly had formed Itself into

a receptacle and habitation into which the
Father might enter, 73, 89. The Humanity
which was assumed in time was not the Di-
vine Esse, 81. ^ee Redcmjjtion. The soul and
life of the Humanity was Jehovah God, 82,

538. God assumed the Humanity according
to his own Divine order, and was actiially

made a man, by conception, birth, and suc-

cessive instruction as other men, with this

difi:erence, that He more rapidly, more fully,

and more perfectly than others, accomplished
the different stages of that progression, 89.

By acts of redemption the Lord put off

the Humanity which he derived from His
mother, and put on a Humanity from His
Father, in consequence of which It is Divine,

and in Him God is Man and Man God, 101,

102. See Glorification, Lord. Unless Je-

hovah God had assumed the Humanity, and
thus clothed Himself with a body which is

in last or ultimate principles, it would have
been in vain to have attempted redemption,

124, 125. The Lord suffered, not as to Hia
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Divinity, but as to His Humanity ; and at

the time of suffering the most intimate and
complete union Tvas effected, 12(3. It is the

Humanity which mediates, intercedes, pro-

liitiates, and atones, 135. See Mediation, etc.

By tnc Humanity, the Lord is in last and
lowest principles as well as in fii'st, 1 36. The
Humanity of the Lord acted of itself from
the Father, and not the Father by and
through the Humanity ; as the body acts of

itself from the soiil, 154, 188. The Hu-
manity is Divine, because it is the Humanity
of Jehovah, and ought to be approached in

order to come to the Father, 188, 538. See

Light. The one God, who is invisible, came
into the world, and assumed the Humanity,
not only that He might redeem men, but
also that He might be made visible, and
thus such a one as they might have conjunc-

tion with, 780. See Churches, New Church.

Hypocrisy. If the internal man wills

what is evil, and still the external does

what is good, they are both, notwithstand-
ing, imder the influence of hell, because the

will is from thence, and the deeds are hypo-
critical, 340. The hypocrite is the lowest

of natural men, being merely sensual, 381.

There dwells in the hearts of all who are

deeply sunk in hypocrisy, an intestine

hatred against all who are truly spiritual

;

although they are not sensible of this while
living in this world, it manifests itself after

death, 381 . Eveiy man who is not inwardly
under the Lord's guidance, is a dissembler,

a sycophant, and a hypocrite, GfiS.

Idea. Natural ideas are conceived from
objects of this world, and therefore involve

some notions of space, 30, 31, 280. A spi-

ritual idea derives nothing from i^lace, but
its all from state, 30. See State. A man can
have no distinct idea of the Immensity of

God before the existence of spaces, and of

His eternity before the existence of times, 3 1

.

Without a just idea of the relation between
the spiritual and natural worlds, a man may
easily be betrayed into naturalism, and deny
God, 75. See I'^a/itai<i/. Xot a single idea

of natural thought is adequate to an idea of

thoiight purely spiritual, 280. Spiritual

ideas are inexpressible, ineffable, and incom-
prehensible to the natural man, 280. One
natural idea is the continent of several spi-

ritual ideas ; and also one si^iritual idea is

the continent of several celestial, 280. See

T/ioiiffht. Ideas can only be predicated of

the result of thought ; and the true test of

thought is to act in a given manner, for a
given purpose, 335. The mind has its abode
in the brains where its ideas are fixed, and
become permanent according to their recep-

tion and confirmation, 351.

Idolatry. "Where the intellectual sight
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has been made dependent on the bodily

senses, and yet men have been desirous to

see God, they have formed for themselves
various idols, 11, 24. A plurality of gods
among the ancients, and also among the mo-
derns, arose from the non-understanding of

the Divine Esse, 24. See Spiritual WurlJ.
The idolatries of the Gentiles of old took
their rise from the science of correspondences,
when men began to worship as deities the
images and resemblances set up by their

forefathers, because they found them in and
about their temples, 205, 275, 291, 833.

Such worship prevailed among the people of

Israel during their sojourning in Egypt, 291.

It was a common i)ractice in Asia and the
neighbouring countries, and also among the
Greeks and Romans, to worship men as god.s,

292. All who acknowledge and worship any
other god than the Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ, who is Jehovah God himself in a
human form, offend against the First Com-
mandment ; and so also do those who per-

suade themselves into the belief of three
Divine persons actually existing from eter-

nity, 29G. To adore any one as God's vicar

on earth, or to make invocation to any saint,

is of no more avail than praying to the sun,

moon, and stars, and seeking an answer of

a diviner, 5G0.

Illusteatiox. See Clergy. With those
who do not immediately ajiproach the Lord,
illustration, which is of a spiritual nature,

and descends from Him, becomes more and
more natural, and at last sensual, 176. Illus-

tration comes from the Lord alone, and is

afforded to those who love truths for truth's

sake, and apply them to the uses of life ; none
else can receive illustration from the Word,
231. Every one, whose soul desires it, is

able to see the truths of the Word in clear

light, 621.

Image and Likexe.ss. See 2Ian. An
image of God is a form of Divine order, 65.

The angels discern the images of their affec-

tions and thoughts in the objects by which
they are sun'ounded, CG. Works which are
derived from man's affections and thoughts,

are like so many mirrors reflecting his real

image, 373.

Immensity, is the original source of space,

27, 31. The angels in heaven, by the im-
mensity of God, perceive His Divinity as to

its Esse, 31. See Idea.

Imjiortality'. Since the soul is a form
of love and wisdom, it cannot die to all etei*-

nity ; for it is the proximate receptacle of

life from God, and thus His habitation, COT.

See Man, Soul, Life.

Imputation. Those Avho know their duty,

and not those who are ignorant of it, are

the objects of imputation, whether it be of
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rigMeousness or of guilt, 107. The impu-
tation of the merit and righteousness of

Christ is impossible, Vdi, G40—G42, 049.

The Lord does not impute sin to any man
;

for He is love itself and good itself, 409, (551,

(jy2. AVitliout the reciprocal conjunction of

man with the Lord and of the Lord with
him, there can be no imputation, 485. See

Cunjunctlon. A faith imputative of the merit
and righteousness of the Lord God the Sa-

viour, necessarily led to the denial of man's
freedom, 480, G30. Imputation and the

faith of the present church, which alone is

said to justify, are one, GDG, G27. Unless
the prevalent error respecting imputation
were to be abolished, atheism would overrun
the whole Christian world, G28. The faith

of the imputation of Christ's merit was not
known inthe apostolic church,and is nowhere
declared or signified in the Word, G3G—639.

See Nice, Council of. WTien this faith was
once introduced and had overspread the whole
Christian world, all other faith was rejected

and shut uj) in darkness, G39. "Where im-
putation is mentioned in the Word, the im-
putation of good and of evil, and at the same
time of faith, is meant, 043. There was
no other law of imputation at the beginning
of the church, and there will be no other at

the end, 043. The received faith of impu-
tation has afforded to the Christian world a

light like that of a fire in the night time ; and
by this light it bears the semblance of the

most essential theological truth, G44. Un-
less this light had been preserved, the whole
Christian church would have disappeared,

644. Good, which is charity, and evil, which
is iniquity, are imputed after death, 640.

The faith and imputation of the New Church
cannot be together with the faith and impu-
tation of the former church, without proving
hurtful to man's salvation, 047—049. The
Lord imputes good to every man, and hell im-

putes evil to every man, 050—052. Thought
is imputed to no one, but will only, 658

—

660. See Tlwvgld.

Infants. The bodily senses of infants

are successively perfected by means of the

objects on which they are exercised; and as

they learn by degrees tolisi) out vocal sounds,

at first without ideas, there arises a certain

obscurity of fantasy, which, as it becomes
clearer and more distinct, gives birth to the

obscurity of imagination, and thence of

thought, 335. Those who die in their in-

fancy incline to evils, and thus will them,
from their hereditary nature ; but still they

do not commit them, for they are educated
in the spiritual world under the Lord's aus-

pices, and are saved, 521. They are intro-

duced by baptism into the Christian heaven,
and angels are there assigned them by the
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Lord to take care of them, 677. Suoh
infants and children as are bom out of the
Christian church are, after the reception of
faith in the Lord, introduced by another
medium into the heaven set apart for those
of their o\vn religion, 729.

Infinity and eternity, are predicable ot
the Divine Esse, 21. Infinity comprehends
both Immensity and Eternity, 27, 31. God
is Infinite because He is self-existent, 28.

And because he was before the world, con-
sequently before spaces and times had birth,

29. The Infinity of God is perpetually re-

presented in the universals of creation, 32.

It dwells in the finite as in its receptacles,

and in men as in its images, 33. As the
Esse of God is more universal than His
Essence, so the Infinity of God is more
universal than His love ; and therefore Infi-

nite is an adjective applied to the divine
attributes, 36.

Influx. See God. The influx from God
into the souls of men descends thence, and
vivifies the inferior degrees, 8. "When re-

ceived into forms not corresponding, the
forms produce a change according to the pre-

vailing laws in the three kingdoms of nature,

8, 360. The mind is disposed to receive the

divine influx through the soul by means of

knowledges from without, 8. All the i^he-

nomena of nature are dependent on influx

from the spiritual world, 12. Man's reason-

ing faculty is owing to the influx of Divine
wisdom, 12. The influx which flows from
the spiritual world into the senses of animals
is called instinct, and is so called because
it exists without the medium of thought,
335. See Animals, TJioufjld, Idea, Connote.

The Lord, with all His Divine love, all His
Divine wisdom, and all His Divine life, enters

by influx into every man, 303, 364. Con-
sequently, with the whole essence of faith

and charity, 305. Everyman receives these

things according to his particular form, 306.

God enters by influx into the knowledges of

Himself which a man possesses ; and thus
induces an acknowledgment ; He also enters

at the same time with an influx of His own
love to mankind, 457. He who receives

only the former influx receives it in his un-
derstanding merely, and rests in knowledges
without an interior acknowledgment of God

;

but he who receives both the former and the

latter influx, receives it in his will, and by
derivation thence in his understanding, con-

sequently, in his whole mind, 457. The
spiritual influx from the Lord is received by
everyman according to the direction in which
he is turned, whether it be towards God or

towards himself, 491. If the delight of evil,

which enters by influx from hell, is received

into the rmderstanding, the man is then en-
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slaved to hell, 5G4. If the delight of cha-
rity and the j^leasantness of faith were to

enter by influx into the spiritual organism
of the minds of those who are in the delight

of evil and the false, thus withoiit their co-

oijeration, they would be tortured and tor-

mented by the intrusion, 578. The learned

at this day know nothing about the spiritual

world and its influx into the natural, but
only of an influx of nature into natural

objects, 095.

IxiQuiTiES, to bear, does not mean to re-

move them, but to represent the profanation
of the truths of the Word, 130.

• Inspiratiox. The Lord breathed on His
disciples, because breathing is an external

representative sign of divine insijiration, and
inspiration is an insertion into the angelic

societies, 139.

Instinct. See Animals. Unless a man
had the faculty of elevating the understand-
ing above the will,he would have no capacity

of thinking or speaking from thought, but
would only utter a sound expressive of his

affection ; he would have no capacity of act-

ing from reason, but only from instinct, 5SS.

See Influx.

Instruction. Those, who, after instruc-

tion in the spiritual world, depart from their

belief that the Holy Spirit is a God of itself,

are afterwards taught concerning the unity
of God, and prepared to receive the faith of

the new heaven, 138, 255. ^qq Clergy. But
those only are in a capacity to receive truths

who have not confirmed themselves in falses,

255.

Intellect. Every man, whether he be
good or evil, is capable of being elevated as

to his intellect into the light which the
angels of heaven enjoy, 79.

Intelligence. It is no mark of a man's
intelligence to be able to confirm what he
pleases ; but to be able to discern that to be
true which is true, and that to be false which
is false, is the mark and character of intelli-

gence, 334:. ^eQWlsilum. Those with whom
the interna] spiritual man is opened towards
heaven and to the Lord, are in the light of

heaven and in illumination from the Lord,
and thence in intelligence and wisdom, 401.

These see truth in the light of truth, and
have a perception of good from the love of
it, 401. Atheists, who, from the love of self,

are in the glory of reputation and distinction,

and thence in the conceit of their own in-

telligence, sometimes enjoy a more sublime
rationality than others ; but this is only the
case when the thinking ijrinciple of the un-
derstanding is uppermost in them, and not
the love-principle of the will, 507. A man
has no other sensation and perception, but
that intelligence and wisdom are in and
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from himself; whereas he possesses nothing
but the faculty of receiving them, G63.
Every one is intelligent according to his

affection for knowledge, 094.

Intention. A\Tiatever is of the intention
is also of the will, and is thus in its essence
the act itself, 309, 313. In the spiritual

world the good are distinguished from the
evil by their pur2:)ose, intention, and end

;

since a good end is regarded by all in heaven,
and a bad end by all in hell, 523. A man
should remove the evil intentions of his will
by examination and repentance, 532. A man
examines the intentions of his wiU at the
same time that he examines his thoughts

;

for the intentions manifest themselves in the
thoughts, 532.

Inteeces-'SION, signifies perpetual media-
tion, 135. See Mediation.
Internal and External. AVhile the

internal man is enlightened without the ex-
ternal, or the external without the internal,

a man sees only as in a twilight shade, 109,

401. In all human will and thought, and
action and speech thence derived, there is an
internal and an external, 147, 401. The
internal and external are perfectly distinct

from each other and yet reciprocally united;
the internal acts in and upon the external,

but not by or through it, 154, 188. The
internal, byreason of the universals included
in it, resembles an ocean, from whose stores

the external selects as much as is sufficient

for its tise, 154. When the Word dwells in

some degree of fulness in the internal of a
man, he then speaks and acts of himself from
the Word, and not the Word by or through
him, 154. The external luan is never ren-
dered internal, or reduced to a conformity
of action with the internal, until lusts are
removed, 326. The spiritual must be re-

ceived in the natural, that aman may possess
it as something real ; naked spirituality being
like ether, which flows in and out without
affecting him in any perceptible manner, 339.

See Percejrtion. When the internal man
wills what is good, and the external does
what is good, then they both become a one,

340. See llijpocrisy. The internal and ex-
ternal of a man are distinct from each other,

like cause and eft'ect ; for the causes of all

things are formed in the internal man, and
the effects thence resulting are jDroduced in

and by the external, 374, 401. Love to the
Lord and love towards our neighbour open
and form the internal spiritual man, for there
they have their residence ; but the love of
self and the love of the world,when theyhave
the ascendancy, shut uji and destroy the
internal spiritual man, and render a man na-
tural and sensual, 399, 401. The internal is

that by which a man is in the spiritual world,
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and thus in the light of heaven ; and the

txtornal, that by which he is in the natural

world and its light, 40], 454:. It is the in-

ternal which is actually elevated towards
heaven, with those who are spiritual men

;

and which is averted from heaven and turned
towards the world, with those who are merely
Jiatixral, 401. It is the internal which thinks

and wills, and the external which speaks

and acts, 401. By the internal and ex-

ternal are to be understood the internal and
external of a man's spirit ; his body is only

an additional external within which the for-

mer exists, 401, 420. Charity itself resides

in the internal man, where it is like a prin-

ciple of goodwill, and is thence derived into

the external man,where it manifests itself in

good deeds, 410, 412. It follows, therefore,

that the internal man ought to be the object

of love, and the external only subordinately

so, 410. Those in whom the internal and
external make a one, are understood in the
'Word by the single in spirit, 443. See

MoraUtif. The nature and quality of every
man in himself depends on that of his in-

ternal man, and not on that of his external,

454. All ii man's isiteriors proceed and are

continued to his exteriors, and even to what
is most external, in order to produce their

effects and perform their works, 4G2. It is

not necessary that a man should know all the
interior operations of the Lord within him,
jirovided what is extreme and most external

be known, in which theman with histhought
and will is together with God, 4(j2. Saving
faith and charity are in the internal man,
and these are the source of Christian faith-

fulness and morality in the external man,
.'>G8. The internal natural man is first

to be regenerated, and by it the external,

o9;3. It is like a soul in the external, not
only in general, but also in the minutest
particulars, 593. All things derive their ex-

ternal value from their internals, 595, 785.

When the internal man is reformed bymeans
of truths, and from these sees what is evil

and false in the external or natural man,
there arises a combat between them, 596.

See Temjitatlon.

IsTiAEL, in the Word, signifies the church
spiritual, 200, 594.

Jacob, in the Word, signifies the church
natural, 200.

Jkhovah God, is essential love and es-

sential wisdom, or essential good and essen-

tial truth, 3. He is the one G-od, the Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ, in whom is the
Divine Trinity, 3. The one God is called
Jehovah from his Esse, because He alone is,

was, and will be, 10, 159. See Esse. On
this account the Lord in His Humanity is

not called Jehovah, 81. Jehovah Himself
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assumed the htimanity to redeem and save
mankind, 82, ^4, 188, 370, G41. See Ihi-
man iiy. Jehovah cannot approach any devil
in hell or any devil on earth, so as to curb
his fury and subdue his violence, except by
His Humanity, 84, 135, 370. By Jehovah
is signified Divine love, or Divine good; and
by God, Divine wisdom or Divine truth, Si't,

253. He descended as the Divine truth,
which is the Word ; nevertheless He did not
separate from it the Divine good, 85. He is

a Man ; as in first principles, so also in ulti-

mates, 102. By reason of the marriage of
Divine good and Divine truth in every part
of the Word, the expression Jehovah God
so frequently occtirs, 253. The name Je-
hovah God is in itself so holy, that the
Jews, from the first time it was used, never
durst and still dare not pronounce it, 297.

Jesus Christ is Jehovah the Lord ; from
eternity the Creator, in time the Redeemer,
and to eternity the Regenerator ; at once
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, 2G, 188, 294
—2!)(;, G83. See Priest and A'uu/. No other
God is to be worshiped bitt the Lord Jesus
Christ, 294. The name of Jesus is so holy
that no devil in hell has power to iironounce
it, 297. The name Jesus signifies the all of
salvation by Redemption, and Christ, the all

of salvation by his doctrine, 298, 726. The
reason why it is necessary to have faith in

God the Saviour Jesus Christ, is because
such faith is directed towards a visible God,
in whom is the invisible, 339. The first re-

quisite of a faith directed towards Jesus
Christ is an acknowledgment that He is the
Son of God, 342. The body of Christ is Di-
vine good and truth, 372. See IToli/ Supper.
In the AVord the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ signifies an acknowledgment of Him
and a life according to His commandments,
682.

Jews, the, durst not use the name Jeho-
vah on accotmt of its sanctity, 81. The
general image of Jacob and Judah still re-

mains in their posterity, because they have
hitherto adhered steadily to their religious

principles, 103. The Jews were called an
adulterous generation because they violated

the Church and adulterated the Word, 122.

They had no knowledge whatever of the
science of correspondences, 204, 205. The
Jewish nation is represented by the rich man
in the parable of Lazarus, because they were
in ]5ossession of the Word in which there are

spiritual riches, 215, 246. See Mcsslali.

The hereditary disposition of the Jews has
so increased, that they are unable with a true
faith of heart to embrace the Christian reli-

gion, the interior will of their minds being
averse to it, 521. See Will and Understand-

ing. Before the last judgment the Jews in
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tlie spiritual Avorld appeared in a valley on
the loft side in the central part inhabited by
Christians ; after that they were translated

towards the north, and were forbidden all

intercoiu'sc with Christians, 841. Some of

them are willing- to receive instruction, and
acknowledge Christ for the Messiah, 841,

842. The Jews are less aware than any other

people of their being in the spiritual world,

believing themselves to be still living in the

natural world, and that because they are

altogether external men, and do not at all

think of religion from an interior principle,

844.

John- the Baptist. See Baptism.
Jordan. See Caiman.
Joy and Gladness. The reason why

these are mentioned together in the Word,
is, because joy is predicated of good, and
gladness of truth ; or, joy of love, and glad-

ness of wisdom ; for joy belongs to the heart,

and gladness to the spirit ; or joy belongs to

the will, and gladness to the iiuderstanding,

252.

JuDAH, in the AVord, signifies the chiu-ch

celestial, 200.

Justice and Judgment. Justice is pre-

dicated of love and jiidgment of wisdom, 51.

See Elghteuiisness. Justice and judgment
cannot allow that one person should take
upon himself the wickedness of another, 134.

It is lawful to judge respecting an evil man
that he is evil if it be done righteously, 226.

See Charitij. The love of justice with judg-
ment can come from no other source than
the God of heaven, 459. AVhoever, from the
Lord, loves justice and does it with judg-
ment, he is charity in its image and likeness,

45'J. A judge, who regards justice onh-,

and administers it with judgment, ijossesses

conscience, GC6.

Justification, by faith alone, so intoxi-

cates the mind, that man cannot discern the

essential truths of the chm-ch, 98. Although
a mere chimera, it is accounted everj'thing

in all Christian clnirches, 181, 389. It oc-

casions a false security, blindness, sleep, and
darkness with resjiect to spiritual things,

and thereby brings death to the soul, 182.

It does not teach to do any good which is of

and from God, or to shun any evil, and is

therefon; a dead faith, 389.

Knowledge. No knowledge of God could

exist without a revelation, 11. Although
ihe faith of God enters by a prior way, yet

ill knowledges concerning God are received

axternaily from the revealed Word by means
of the bodily senses, 11. It is the duty of

every one to prepare a way for the descent

of God into his mind by the acquisition of

knowledges, 24, 89. WTien these are de-

ficient or despised by a man, he is not in a

capacity to form any judgment concerning
God, 24. Without some knowledge of the
laws of creation, a man is liable to fall into

naturalism, 75. Knowledge concerning the
Lord is far more excellent than all other

knowledges, 81. To know words only, with-
out knowing Avhat they contain, is to know
nothing', 185. KnoAvledges of truth and
good are represented by stars, 198. The
Lord grounds his teachings on the know-
ledges which a man is in possession of, and
does not infuse new ones immediately, 208.

Writers on natural religion do not derive
their knowledge on the subject from them-
selves, bub only confirm by rational deduc-
tions the truths they have learnt from the
church, which is in possession of the Word,
273. Unless a man know something of a
certainty, and advance into it step by step

as a man advances in walking, he can never
arrive at wisdom, 333.

Lake, the, of fire and brimstone (Rev.
xix. 20 ; XX. 10) signifies hell, G35. See
Ildl.

Lamb, the, seen by John on Mount Sion,

was a representation of the Lord's inno-

cence, 144, 200.

Lamps, signify such things as relate to

the understanding ; and oil, such as relafco

to love, 199, GOG.

Language. There is a universal lan-

guage, natural to all angels and spirits, which
has nothing in common with anj^ language
on earth ; and every one after death comes
into the use and understanding of this lan-

guage, so that throughout the whole spiritual

v/oiid each vmderstands another's speech, 19,

280. Every alphabetic letter in the spi-

ritual world signifies some particular thing,

and every vowel somewhat of affection or
love, 19, 278. See AnrjeU. The spiritual

style of writing consists of mere letters, each
of which involves some particular sense ; and
there are small lines, curvatures, and dots^

above and between the letters, and inserted

in them, which exalt the sense, 241, 278,

280. The letters used in the spiritual king-

dom are similar to those used in printing

among men ; those in the celestial kingdom
are, in some societies, like Arabic characters,

in others like the old Hebrew letters, 241.

In the Word of the celestial kingdom, the
expressions are goods of love, and the marks
are affections of love ; but in the Word of

the spiritual kingdom the expressions are

truths of wisdom, and the marks interior

perceptions of truth, 242. In the celestial

heaven they do not express any consonants
roughly, but softly ; and in that heaven they
are not able to pronounce the vowels i and e,

278. The letter h, added to the names of

Abram and Sara, signifies the Infinite and

III
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Eternal, 278. Every spirit and angel, -when

conversing with a man, speaks to him in his

particular language, 280. The sound of spi-

ritual language diifers so far from the sound
of natural language, that a si^iritual sound,

though loud, could not be at all heard by a
natural man, or a natural sound by a spi-

ritual man, 280. The angels perceive in the

sound of the voice all the affections of a
man's love, -with their natm-e and quality,

365. This is in some measure perceivable

even by men ; and similar hidden contents

are perceivable in the radiance issuing from
the eye when one person looks at another,

o65. Sound corresponds to affection, and
speech to thought ; therefore affection fomis
the sound or tone of the voice, and thought
the speech or words of a discoiuse, 3S6. Spi-

ritual discourse contains and enfolds in it

thousands of things which natural languag-e

cannot express, and such as do not fall

within the ideas of natural thought, 386.

Expressions from heaven relating to the
good of charity, v.'hich passed through the

world of spirits and penetrated even to hell,

were changed into such as were wholly op-

posite, and at length into such as breathed
hatred ; truths also, in like manner, were
changed into their opposite falses, 492. In
the sijiritual world a variety and mixture of

affections is distinctly perceived in sound,

694. The affections of spiritual love are

rendered sonorous by modifications of the
voice in singing ; and thus the affection in

the song is perceived in heaven as the very
affection itself flowing into the minds of

the hearers, 745.

Last Judgment. The Lord in His Hu-
manity accomplished a last judgment in the
spiritual world ; by which he formed a new
heaven of such as were found worthy, and
a new hell of such as were unworthy, 95.

See Bedemption. The last judgment took
place in the spiritual world in the year 1757:

115, 772, 796, 818, 841. Since that time
the state of all the inhabitants of the spi-

ritual world is so changed, that they are no
longer permitted to collect into companies
as before ; but ways or paths are ax^pointed
for every kind of love, whether good or

evil, which all immediately enter, on leaving
the natural world, and so depart to the so-

cieties corresponding to their loves, 818.

Laws, of justice are in the fii'st place,

political laws in the second, and economical
laws in the third, 55. Unless the evils for-

bidden in the Decalogue were provided
against by laws,nokingdom, commonwealth,
•or any society could subsist, 282. See Com-
numidments. The law of charity prescribed
and given by the Lord is this, " Whatever
ye would that men shoidd do unto yoii, do
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ye even so imto thorn," 411, 444. Those
who are influenced by the love of heaven,
love their neighbour according to this law,
411. See CJiarltij, Neighbour. L^'nless the
commission of evil, both in the spiritual and
natural world, were restrained by laws, so-

ciety would perish, 497, 498.

Life. God is life itself, 21, 39, 363, 364,
461, 474. A life according to the com-
mandments of God is an actual acknow-
ledginent that salvation and eternal life

are from Him, 22. See Man. The Divine
life actuates a man according to the degree
in which it is received, 34, 364. Life is

nothing else than love and wisdom, 35,
471. The human body is an organ of life,

35, 362, 364, 461. Life in itself, which is

God, is the very and only life, by derivation
from which all angels and men hve, 40, 362.
See Perfcctkm. A man's true life is God in
him, and a man's true death is the persua-
sion and belief that his life is from himself
and not from God, 48. See Tree of Life.
There ai'e tliree degrees of life in every
man from creation, the celestial, the spi-

ritual, and the natural, 239. The life and
understanding of a man are from spiritual
light, 334. Life, with all its constituents,
is derived by continual influx from the God
of heaven, who is the Lord, 362. The life

of God is present in all its fulness, not only
with the good and pious, but also with the
wicked and impious ; the difference being
that the wicked obstruct the way, so that
God is prevented from entering the inferior

regions of their minds, whereas the good
prepare the way, 366. The veiy life of a
man is his love ; and such as the ruling love
is, such is the life, and even such is the
whole man, 399. There are four periods of
life through which a man passes from in-

fancy to old age. I st. When he acts from
and under the guidance of others. 2nd.
When he acts of himself under the gviid-

ance of the understanding. 3rd. When
the will acts upon the understanding, and
the understanding modifies the will. 4th.

When he acts from fixed confinnation and
purpose, 443. A man is not life, but a reci-

pient of life from God, 470—474. God,
being infinite and therefore life in Himself,
cannot by any possibility create this life

and so transcribe it into a man ; for this

would be to make him God, 470. Life is

the inmost activity of love and Avi.^dom,

which are in God, and which are God
;

which life may also be called the very
essential living force, 471. God grants a
man a sense that the life in himself is as

if it were his own, to the intent that he'

may live as of himself according to the'

laws of order, 504. The two universals of
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the life of every man are will and uuder-

standiug, 778.

Light. See Sun. By lig-lit, in the Word,

is understood the Divine truth, 8-'). The
light arising from the confirmation of what
is false is the light of infatuation, 1G3. Je-

hovah God dwells in light inaccessible ; but

by the assumption of the Humanity He be-

came accessible, and made Himself the light

of the world, 176, 188. Light from heaven
discovers the quality of every form, 187.

The light of heaven in which is the spi-

ritual sense of the Word descends by influx

into natru-al light, in which is the literal

sense, and illuminates a man's intellectual

or rational principle, 215, 334, 401. The
light of heaven is Divine wisdom, 242.

Literal Sense op the Word. See

Word. The literal sense of the Word is sig-

nified by the clouds of heaven, and the spi-

ritual sense by glory, 198, 222, 271, 770, 777,

780. By a garden, a grove, and a Avood, in the

literal sense, are spiritually meairt wisdom,
intelligence, and science. By the olive, the

vine, and the cedar, the poplar, and the oak,

are meant the good and truth of the church

imder the diiferent qualities of the celestial,

spiritual, rational, natural, and sensual. Bj'

a lamb, a sheep, a goat, a calf, and an ox,

are meant innocence, charity, and natural

affection ; and by mountains, hills, and val-

leys are meant the higher, the lower, and
the lowest things relating to the chm-ch,

200. By Egypt, Assyria, and Israel, are

signified the scientific, the rational, and the

spiritual, 200, 247. These, at the time of

the Lord's coming, are to be united and
make a one, 200. See also n. 205. The
literal sense of the Word is capable of being

turned any way, 207, 2G0, 508. But while

the Divine truths of the church are in a man
it cannot be perverted ; for if it be turned

to favor the truth its sanctity is preserved,

207. The literal sense of the Word is the

hasis, the continent, and the firmament of

its celestial and spiritual senses, 210—213,

226. Without the protection of the literal

sense the holy things of the Word would be

exposed to open violence, 213. Divine truth

in the literal sense of the Word is in its

fulness, sanctity, and power, 214, 224, 225,

229, 234, 260 (see Truth:), because the

literal sense contains the celestial and spi-

ritual senses, 214. The truths in the literal

sense, in some cases, are not naked truths,

but only appearances of truth, 215, 226,

257. The truths in the literal sense of

the Word are understood by the precious

stones of which the foundations of the Kew
Jerusalem were built, 217. Likewise by
the Urim and Thummim on Aaron's ephod,

218. See Urliii, and naimmim. By the
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precious stones in the Garden of Eden
wherein the King of Tyre is said to have,

been, 219, 200. See Tijre and Zklon. By
the curtains, veils, and pillars of the taber-

nacle, 220, 200. And also by the externals

of the temj^le at Jerusalem, 221. In the
literal sense the Lord is intimately present,

225. And from that sense he teaches and
enlightens mankind, 225. There are some
things in the literal sense which appear like

contradictions, when nevertheless there is

not a single contradiction in the Word if it

be viewed in its own spiritual light, 22(j.

The quality of the church is always deter-

mined by its understanding of the Word,
247. All and every part of the literal sense

of theWord has communication with heaven,
258, 272. This arises from the spiritual

sense which it contains, and which is opened
in its passage from a man to heaven, 258.

The reading of the Word by a man who is

in falses, and who applies the literal sense

to favor them, is rejected in its Avay to hea-

ven, 258. No hurt ensues from the literal

sense being understood differently by dif-

ferent persons, unless falses are introduced,

which are contrary to divine truths, 200.

The literal sense of the Word is a guard to

the genuine truths concealed in it, lest they
should be injured, 200. Whatever occiu's

in the literal sense of the Word, which is

natural, involves and signifies something
spiritual, 583.

Locusts. Certain spirits who appeared
at first sight like locusts, were of the number
of those who, during their abode on earth,

had directed their worship immediately to

God the Father, and had confirmed the doc-

trine of justification by faith alone ; and
they were the same that are described in the
Revelation ix. 1—11 ; 102. Locusts sig-

nify falses in the extreme parts, 635.

Lord. The Lord Jesus Christ, in whom
is a Divine Trinity, is the only God and
Saviour, 2, 20, 294, 008, 015. He Himself is

a man, both as to the all-begetting Divinity

and the Divine Humanity, 25. See Sun nf

Heaven. The Lord alone, when He was in

the world, was wise and good from Himself,

because the Divine Itself was in Him from
nativity, 48. By the Lord the Redeemer,
is meant Jehovah in His Humanity, 81. He
is called Lord and not Jehovah, because He
is so called in the New Testament, 81. See
Jeliovali God. He came into the world,

that He might fulfil the whole of the Word,
85, 201—203. And by acts of redemption
made Himself righteousness, 95, 102. By
the same acts He united the Father and the

Son in Himself, 97—100, 105. The Lord,

w^hen in the world, put on the Divine Niv
tural, which is His glorified Humanity, 109.

Ill 2
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He arose from the sepiilclire with His whole
body, which He had in the world, leaving

nothing behind, 109. 1 70. He alone, in the

whole spiritual world, is fiilly a Man, 109.

By means of the Divine Nati^ral, He en-

lightens, not only the internal spiritual

man, but also the external natural man,
109. The Lord acts in a double office, ass a
priest, raid as a king, Hi. See Priest and
Jving. During His abode in the world. He
fought against the hells and overcame and
su.bdued them, and thiis reduced them to

obedience, 116, 224:. The Lord not only

redeemed men, but also angels, 121, 579.

By His Divine Povzer, He also fights at

this day against hell, in every person who
is advancing in regeneration, 123. The
Lord, as the Word or Divine Truth, is the

Holy Spirit, 139, 142. He is Divine Truth
itself ; and whatever proceeds from Him is

Divine Truth, 142. He operates of Him-
.•^elf from the Father, 153, 188. He alone
is holy, 158. He is the life and salvation

of all who believe in Him as the visible

God, 159. Those only who approach the
Lord immediately are able to apprehend
divine and doctrinal truths, 1G2. In the
Lord there is a Divine Trinity of Fathei*,

Son and Holy Spirit, 1C4, 1G5. See Trinity.

The Lord never speaks with a man luit in

fulness, as in the literal sense of the Word,
260. The Lord before His incarnation was
the Word, or the Divine Trutli, only in

first principles ; but when the Word was
made flesh, then the Lord was made the
Word in ultimates also, 2G1. He who
thinks and speaks nothing biit truth, be-
comes that truth ; and he who wills and
does nothing but good, becomes that good

;

and thus the Lord, in consequence of fulfil-

ling all Divine Truth and Divine Good con-
tained in the Word, became good itself and
truth itself, thus the Word, 263. The Lord
our Saviour is Jehovah Himself, who is at
once the Creator, the Redeemer, and the
Regenerator, 294. He is the Word, the
God of heaven and earth, the real essential
light, truth, and eternal life, 354. See
Charity and Faith. He is Jehovah the
Father in human form, 370, 379. The con-
junction of the Lord with the Father is re-

ciprocal, 371. He has repeatedly, in the
new covenant, enjoined that men should
approach, worship, and adore Him, 538.
The Lord is called the Creator, the Former,
and Maker, because he creates anew, or re-

generates men, 573. He came into the
Avorld, and removed and subdued the hells,

and thus opened heaven, so that he might
afterwards be present with men on earth,
and save such as live according to His com-
mandments, 579. He is the Redeemer,
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Regenerator, and Savioiir to eternity, 579,
599. He is the Sun of the spiritual world,

whence all spiritual light and heat are de-

rived, 618, 641, 661. See Sun of Heaven.
To attribute evil, or anything connected
with evil, to the Lord, would be contra-

dictors- to His Divine Essence ; and this

would be as wicked as to join together the
Lord and the devil, or heaven and hell, 651.

'\\Taen the Lord manifests His more imme-
diate presence in heaven, the wicked who
are under heaven l)egin to mourn, to be in

torment, and to feel the symptoms of death,

so that they flee aAvay into dens and clefts

of the rocks, 691. The Lord Himself does
not descend, but an angel encompassed with
a sijhere of love from the Lord, 691. With
those who only understand what is true
and good, the Lord's presence is universal
and external ; but with those who also will

and do what is true and good, it is both
universal and singular, or both internal and
external, 719. The Lord is present with
everj^ man, and is urgent and instant to be
received, 766, 774. But His coming is with
those only who receive Him, that is, who
believe on Him and do His commandments,
774. See Advent, Huinanity, God.
Lord's Prai'er, the, was commanded for

the present time, in order that God the
Father might be approached by means of
His Humanity, 112. The real essence of
the chiirch and religion is involved in the

proijer understanding of the words, " Our
Father who art in the heavens, hallowed be
thy name, t\\j kingdom come," 113. The
angels in heaven repeat the Lord's Prayer
daily, and at such times do not think of God
the Father, because He is invisible ; but of

Him in His Divine Human, because in this

He is visible, 113.

Love. Infinite Love cannot desire any
other end than the eternal happiness of men,
13, 43. Love is the essence which forms
all things, which also unites and conjoins

them, and so keeps them, when formed, in

order and connection, 37. It begets all

things by wisdom as its bride or wife ; and
Divine Love and Wisdom are conjointly

present in all created things, 37. Love is the
complex of all goodnesses, 38. The essence

of love is to love others out of or witliout

itself, to desire to be one with them, and
from itself to make them happy, 43. Divine
Love is extended to the evil as well as to

the good, 43. The love of parents for their

children, as well as cvcrj^ other kind of sym-
l^athy, is an effect of the Divine Love, 44,

308. Diabolical love, wliich is the love of

self, is the veiy oppo.':-ite of Divine Love,
45. Divine Love is the same from eternity

to eternity, 46. The first principle of love
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to God and of love towards our neighbour
is to do no evil ; and the second is, to do
good, 329, 435—438. All hell is in the
love of doing evil, and all heaven in the
love of doing good, 329. Love to God is

conjunction v^rith Ilim by means of goods,
which belong to the will and thence to the
affections, 3(39. Love originating from the
Lord, as a sun, is the vital heat of angels
and men, 38G. The derivations of love are
called affections, and by them are produced
perceptions and thus thoughts ; whence it

follows that wisdom in its origin is love,

38G. Love is nothing without wisdom, but
in wisdom it is formed for use, 387. There
are three universal loves, tlie love of heaven,
the love of the world, and the love of self,

394, 403, 507. Charity has something in

common with each of these three kinds of

love, because considered in itself it is the
love of uses, 394. See Sclf-Lovc, Love of
tlic Wo)'ld, Love of Heaven. These three

loves are implanted in every man, and they
tend to his perfection when they are rightly

siibordinated to each other, 395, 403 ; but
when otherwise, to his destruction, 395.

When in due subordination they are also

co-ordinate, the supreme love being within
the second, and thence in the third or

lowest ; and the love which is within directs

that which is without at its pleasure, 395.

That which a man loves above all things,

foiins the end of all his purposes, 399. See
Muling Love. From love to the Lord and
love to the neighbour are derived all the
varieties of good and truth, 399. From the
love of self and the love of the world are de-

rived all the varieties of evil and the false, 399,

533. Love towards the Lord is a universal
love, and is consequently in all and every-
thing that belongs to spiritual life as well as

to natural life ; for that love has its residence
in man's supreme or highest principles, and
the higher descend by influx into the lower,
41 G. He who loves good because it is good,
and truth because it is trae, pre-eminently
loves his neighbour, 419. See Ncirjliliour.

That which is received in freedom gains
admission into the love which acknowledges
it as its own, and forms and fashions itself

by it, 496. Love produces heat, to which
natural heat corresponds, 496. Every kind
of love in a man exhales its delight, by
which it makes itself perceptible : it f.x-

hales it first into the spirit and thence
into the body, 5C9.

Love and Wisdom. Whatever proceeds
from a man's love he calls good, and what-
ever proceeds from his wisdom he calls true,

38. Love and wisdom in God make a one
;

and so far as they are united in a man he is

an image of God, 41. See ^1/a/i. There are
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three degrees of love and wisdom, and thence
three degrees of life, 42. Love and wisdom
are the two constituents of life, 461. They
enter by influx from God, but are received
by a man, and proceed from him, as if they
were his own, 461. See Life. He who does
not receive love and wisdom, or what is the
same, charity and faith, does not receive life

from God, but from hell, which is inverted
life, and is called spiritual death, 471. Love
and wisdom exist only ideallj'- when confined
to the affections and thoughts of the mind,
and acquire a reality in use, because they
are then together in the act and operation
of the body, 744.

Lo^^E OP Heaven, the, is love towards
the Lord, and love towards our neighbour

;

and because each of these regards use as its

end, it may be called the love of uses, 394.
If the love of heaven is within the love of
the world, and thence in the love of self, the
man is an instrument of uses in each love
from the God of heaven, 395. Heavenly
love is to love for its own sake the use or the
good which the church, a man's country, the
society to which he belongs, or his fellow-
citizens require of him, 400.

Love op the Wokld, the, is the love,

not only of riches and property, but also ot
all things which the world supplies for the
delight of the bodily senses, 394. It is not
opposed to heavenly love, in the same degree
as the love of self, for the evils concealed in
it are not so great, 400. It becomes worse
as it inclines to avarice or to self-conceit,

and an assumption of pre-eminence over
others, 404. A man in whom the love of
the world prevails worships God merely
from a principle of natural love, whicli
places merit in all its worship : he does
good also to his neighboiu", but with a view
to receive recompence, 404. It may be
compared to a mist or a cloud, which inter-

cepts the rays of the sun, or to new wine,
before it has undergone fermentation, which
is pleasant to the taste, but prejudicial to
the stomach, 404. Those who are influenced
by the love of the world, desire to possess
all that it contains, and are full of sorrow
and envy if any of its treasures are hid and
retained by others, 662.

LuTHEK, having now renounced his errors

respecting justification by a faith in three
divine persons from eternity, is translated

into the societies of the blessed in the new
heaven, 137. On his entrance into the spi-

ritiial world, he became a bitter asscrter

and defender of his own tenets
; yet as the

doctrine of justification by faith alone vrai?

not rooted in his internal spiritual man, in
consequence of his having been imbued
with the doctrine of charity in his youthful
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flays, he Cr.ally received tlie faith of the nevr

heaven, 706.

Mahojiedaxs, the, in the spiritual -world

appear behind the Eoman Catholics in the

west, and foi-m a kind of circle around them,
.S28. IMahommed is not at this day among
them in the spiritual world : he was at first

appointed to i^reside over them, but being

desirous to rule over all the concerns of their

religion as a god, he was removed, 830.

Their hostility against the Christians has

arisen chiefly in consequence of the belief

in three divine persons, and the consequent
"worship of three gods as so many creators

;

and additionally against the Eoman Catho-

lics, in consequence of their bending the

knee to images, 831. Like all other Gen-
tiles who acknowledge one God and love

righteousness, and do good from a ijrinciple

of religion, they have their o^vn heaven, but
beyond the limits of the Christian heaven,
832. Their religion was raised up of the

Divine Providence, and accommodated to

the genius and temper of the eastern

nations, for the piu'pose of extirpating the
idolatries that were then prevalent, and
for communicating some knowledge of the

Lord and of the Word before they came
after death into the spiritual world, 833.

This could not possibly have been effected

unless polygamy had been allowed amongst
them, 833, 834.

Max, a, in his earthly state, may be com-
pared to a worm, and in his heavenly state

to a biitterfly, 12, -449, 571. A man, with
respect to his internal, is an inhabitant of

the spiritual world, and with respect to his

external of the natural world, 14, 401. An-
gels and men are substances and forms by
derivation from Him who is substance and
form itself, 20. A man is led of the Lord to

acknowledge the Divine Esse by the acqui-

sition of knowledges, 24. The soul in a man
is not life, but the recipient of life, 25, 34,

4G1, 470—474, 692. See Space and Time. A
man with respect to the Infinite is nothing,
but because he thinks finitely, the Infinite

appears to him as nothing, 29. The Divine
Infinite is in men as in its images, 33, 34.

A man is truly an image of God when the
celestial degree of his mind is open to the
Divine Influx, 34. His life dwells in the
understanding, and such as it is, such is the
quality of his Avisdom, 39. God is continu-
ally operating to effect the conjunction of

love and wisdom in man, but man, imless he
looks up to God and believes on Him, is con-
tinually operating to effect their division, 41.

He is a receptacle of God, thus of love and
wisdom ; and in proportion to his reception
of these, he becomes an image of God, 48,
092 : He is also a likeness of God by virtue
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of a sensation in himself that such things
are his own, 48. He is born into no know-
ledge that he may come into all, and advance
to understanding and wisdom, and into no
love, that he may arrive at all love, 48. See
Facnlijj, Life. He is created a form of
Divine Order, 65, 66. Unless a man approach
the Omnipotent God, he can make no re-

sistance against the power of hell, 68. Ho
derives his wisdom also from the Divine
Omniscience ; and is in God by virtue of

the Divine Omnipresence in proportion as

he lives according to divine order, 68—70.

So long as he lives upon earth, he walks in

a midway between heaven and hell, 69, 455.

God is in everj' man, in the evil as well as

the good ; but a man is not in God unless

he lives according to order, 70, 74. When a
man looks upwards to God for wisdom, he
is, as to his spirit, actually in consort with
angels in heaven ; but when downwards to

himself, with devils in hell, 69. God can no
more be absent from a man than the heat
and light of the sun from the earth, 70.

The body of a man in the spiritual world
is substantial ; and he sees himself and his

companions about him just as a material

man, 79. In the natural world man's speech
is twofold, because his thought is twofold,

both external and internal : but in the spi-

ritual world his speech is single, because he
must there speak as he thinks. 111. If

angels and spirits were removed from a man
he would instantly fall down dead like a
stock or stone, 1 1 8. Every man is a subject

of hereditary evil, and also of good from the
Lord ; these acting in and upon him, not hy
and through him, by which means he has
freedom of choice, 1 54, 383. A man's spirit

is his mind, which lives after death in a
complete human form, and is then called a
spirit, 1 5G. A man of himself is not willing

to understand anj-thing, but what comes
from the self-hood of his will, 273. In pro-

portion as anj- one indulges in the lusts of

the flesh, he becomes a brute and a wild
beast ; but in proi^ortion as he delights in

the desires of tlie spirit he becomes a man
and an angel, 329. Being born into evils

of every kind, and thereby inclined to hell,

he cannot be admitted into heaven unless

he be bom again, that is regenerated, 329,

572—575. See Begeneration. He is a mere
organ of life, 362, 461, 504. Whatever he
wills and whatever he imderstands, enters

by influx from without ; the goods of love

and charity and the truths of wisdom and
faith from the Lord, but whatever is con-

trary to them from hell, 362, 461. For the

sake of conjunction with God, as an end,

every man is created a native of heaven
and therefore spiritual, and at the same time
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a native of tlils world, and therefore natural, i

j(!0. If he becomes spiritual-rational, and
;

at the same time spiritual-moral, he is con-
i

joined v/ith God ; but if he is only natural-
rational, and also natiiral-moral, God has
conjunction with him, but he has no con-
junction with God, and consequently is spi-

ritually dead, 3G9. The mind of a man is

the affection of his love and the ]3rinciple

of thoug'ht thence derived ; these form his

nature, and, in general, his life, o73. In
proportion as a man's thinking faculty is

elevated above sensual things, so far he is a
man ; but no one is capable of such eleva-

tion of the thought imless he acknowledge
a God and live according to his command-
ments, 402. Aman is not a man from having
a human face and body, but from the wisdom
of his understanding and the goodness of

his will, 417. At his birth he is more im-
perfect than any animal, and becomes a man
by means of instructions, which, as they are

received, form his mind, 417. A man can by
no means of himself act from a principle of
spiritual righteousness and fidelity ; for every
one derives from his parents an hereditary
disposition to do what is good and just, for

the sake of himself and the world, 423.

With the wicked, the internal man is in

conjunction with devils in hell, and with
the good in conjunction with angels in
heaven, 455, C07, 610. To deny that a man
is a form receptive of love and wisdom from
God would be to deny the doctrine of influx
and consequently that all good is from God

;

in which case conjunction with God must
also be denied ; so that it would be absurd to

talk of a man's being the habitation and
temiile of God, 472. There is a certain
order for which a man was created, which is,

that his blessedness or misery should depend
on his freedom of determination in spiritual

things, 502. The faculty of reciprocal con-
junction Avith God is what makes a man a
man and not a beast, and is the true cause
^f his living after death, 504, G21. He
possesses the power of shutting and opening
the door between his thoughts and words,
and between his intentions and actions ac-

cording to the direction of prudence or ciui-

ning ; this door, however, is opened in every
person after death, Avhen his true nature and
quality appears, 5G6. As a man is a man
according to the quality of his love, so is he
a man also according to the quality of his
deUght, 570. See Delight. The conjunc-
tion of men with angels and spirits is so

close, that, were they plucked asunder,
men would instantly fall into a swoon and
expire, 607. A man while in the world is

not by regeneration rendered spiritual as an
angel, but spiritual-natural ; in other words,
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there is a spiritual principle within his
natiiral, G07. See Body. A man is born, as to

the interiors of his mind, a spiritual being,

and of consequence is born for heaven
; yet

his natural or external man is a, miniatui'e of

hell, 612. The three universals of a man
are, the soul, which is the receptacle of the
Lord ; the will, which is the receptacle of
love ; and the maderstanding, which is the
receptacle of wisdom, 712. As aman by crea-

tion is the smallest effigy, image, and type of

the great heaven, and hence is in the human
form, every man after death comes into that
society of heaven of whose general form he
is an individual effigy, 739. Those who are
in evils, and thence in falses, form in them-
selves the effigy of hell, 739. After death
a man is elevated into Heaven by the Lord
Himself, where, though he may have died
an old man, he is restored to the morning-
of his life, and continues to eternity to groAV
in that wisdom which was implanted in tlie

natiu'al world, 766.

Maiv^, the xatural, is unable to perceive
anything of God, but only of the world, 11.

He ascribes all things to nature, and thus
thinlcs sensually and materially, 12, 402.

He can discover nothing of the Divme Being
by his own reason, 22. Whoever persuades
himself that he lives from himself, or tliat.

his wisdom, his faith, his love, his percoptio; i

of truth, his good will, or his good deeds,

are from himself, in the same proportion

sinks his mind from heaven towards earth,

and from spiritual, becomes natural, sensual,

and corporeal, 40. The natural man con-

tinually acts against the spiritual, and thus
regards spiritual things as visionary fanta-

sies, 133, 276, 381, 474. The natural man
cannot be persuaded to believe that the
Word is Divine truth itself ; for the judges
by its style, in which no such thing appears,

191, 200, 401. The merely natural man
forms all his conceptions of Divine truths

from mundane objects only, thus from the

fallacies of the senses, 296, 402, 470. The
doctrine of his faith may be comj^ared to

pottage made of chaff, on which he feeds as

a dainty, 296. Those in whom the internal

spiritual man is closed, and who are thus
only in natural light, imagine nature to be

self-existent and not from God, 401. A
sensual man is in the lowest degree a na-

tirral man, 402. See Man, the Sensual. A
merely natural man can see what is evil

and good in others, and can also rej^rove

them ; but having never looked into and
examined himself, he does not see any evil

in himself, and if any is pointed out to him,

he masks it over by means of his rational

faculty, 564, 568. The natural man with

its lusts ought to be conquered, subdued,
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find inverted, for otlierwise a man cannot stir

a step towards heaven, 474. The natiu-al

man is divided into internal and external,

by which the will and the thoughts are

separated from the words and deeds, 592,

503. E,eal truth, which in itself is truth,

cannot he known and acknowledged by the
merely natural man, for falling into an in-

verted receptacle it is changed into the
false, 754.

Max, the sensual. The sensual and
corporeal man is nothing more, considered

in himself, than an animal, and differs from
brute animals only in being able to speak
and reason, 296, 328, 566. He is sensual

who judges of all things from his bodily

senses, and who believes nothing but what
he can see with his eyes and feel with his

hands, 402, 565. The interiors of the mind,
which see by the light of heaven, are closed

in the sensual man ; and he is interiorly

opposed to all things which belong to heaven
and the church, 402, 565. Sensual men can
reason with keenness and dexterity, be-
cause their thought is so near their speech
as to be almost in it, and because they make
all intelligence to consist in speaking from
the memory only, 402, 565. The interiors

of their minds are vile and filthy, because
they commimicate with the hells, 402, 565.

Men of learning and erudition, who have
deeply confirmed themselves in falses, espe-

cially those who have confirmed themselves
against the truths of the Word, are more
sensual than others, 402, 565. All those
are sensual men who give pre-eminence to
the love of self, 405.

Man, the spiritual, sees spiritual things
in the objects of the natural world, but the
natural man only such as are natural, 12,

79o. The natural man is invisible to the
spiritual man, and the spiritual to the na-
tural, notwithstanding they are both in a
perfect human form, 280, 793c The finite

things of Avhich the spirit is created, are
spiritual substances, which are in the spi-

ritual world, and which arc also collated

into oiir earth and therein lie concealed,
470. The difference between a man in the
natural world and a man in the spiritual

world, is, that the latter is clothed with a
substantial hoCij, but the former with a
material body, within which is his sub-
stantial body, 793.

Manger, a, signifies spiritual nourish-
ment for the imderstanding, 277.

Marriage, the, of the Lord and the
church, and thence the marriage of good
and truth, is in every part of the Word,
248—253. See Good and Truth. The Lord
is therefore called the Bridegroom, and the
Church the Bride, 252, 307 398, 748, 783.
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The spiritual offspring which are the fruits

of this marriage, are the goods of charity
and the truths of faith, 307, 3S0. See
Adulterers. Those who are principled in
these from the Lord are called the children
of God, and born of God, 307. Infants and
angels in heaven know of no other father
or mother than the Lord and the chiu'ch,

306. Husband and father signify the good
of charity ; and wife and mother the truth
of faith, 377. The conjunction of good and
truth is in heaven called the heavenly mar-
riage, 398. From this marriage the angels
in heaven derive all their intelligence and
wisdom, 398. The conjunction of evil and
the false, interiorly considered, is not a mar-
riage but adultery, 398. Xuptials in heaven
represent the marriage of the Lord Avith the
church, 748. The bridegroom represents
the Lord, and the bride the church ; but,

after marriage, husband and wife together
represent the church, 748. Consent is the
essential of marriage, and all succeeding
ceremonies are its formalities, the confir-

mation of which by a priest consecrates the
consent of the parties, 748. True conjugial
love is heavenly love in which there is no
dominion, 805. See Conjugial Love.

Mart, the mother. The Holy Spirit, or
the Divine Truth, proceeding from Jehovah
the Father, w^as the power of the Highest
which overshadowed her, 82, 140. The
Lord was really born of her ; but He put
off all the Humanity that he had from her,

and became wholly Divine, 98, 102, 827.

She appeared on a certain occasion in the
spu'itual w'orld clothed in white raiment

:

she said that she had been the mother of
the Lord, but that she now worships Him
as her God, and is unwilling that any should
acknowledge Him as her Sou, 102, 827.

Matter. See Suhstance. That which
is material cannot enter into that which is

spiritual, but the spiritual enters into the
material, 623.

Mediation, signifies that the Humanity
is the medium by which a man may come to

God the Father, and God the Father to him,
and thus be his teacher and guide unto sal-

vation, 135.

Melancthon, on first entering the spiri-

tual world continued to write in confirmation
of the doctrine of justification by faith alone

;

but after the new heaven was begun to be
established by the Lord, he began to think
under the influence of light from that hea-

ven, and finally acknowledged that the Word
throughout is full of lot-e to God, and love

towards our neighbour, 797.

Memory. Every man thinks from the
things which are treasured in his mem nry

;

for it is like the riuninatory slx)mach of birds
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and beasts, -where the food is stored up, and
from which it is drawn forth as required,

and remitted into the true stomach, to which
the iinderstandiug' answers, 173. Whatever
is not received by the understanding has
not any abiding- place in the memory, as to

the thing- itself, but only as to the words,

<J21.

Meecy. God is mercy and clemency it-

self, because He is love itself and goodness
itself, 132.

Merit. See Wo)-7is. To ascribe merit to

works which are done for the sake of sal-

vation is hurtful,many evils being- concealed
in such a belief, of which the doer of the
.works is entirely ignorant, 439. These
evils are, a denial of the influx and opera-
tion of God in man ; a faith and dependence
on ourselves ; in particular, a derogating
from the merit and righteousness of the
Lord God the Saviour ; and a continual
looking to reward, or recompence, which is

then the first and last end regarded, 439.

3Ieritorious ideas are readily removed by the
Lord from those who are imbued with cha-
rity by a just and faithful discharge of all

their duties ; but it is difhciilt to remove
such ideas from those who believe charity

to consist in giving alms, and assisting the
indigent, 442. See BeligMs. The merit of

our Lord the Saviour is redemption, which
Avas a work purely divine, G40. This can
no more be applied, ascribed, or imputed to

any man than the creation and preservation
of the universe, G40.

Messiah, or Christ, signifies the divine

truth, 85. In Christ all the fulness of the
Godhead dwells bodily, 188. The Jews
wanted a Messiah who should exalt them
above all other nations of the world, and
therefore did not acknowledge the Lord, al-

though all the prophets had announced Him,
205, 24G.

Michael. See Gabriel.

Mind, Human, the, however analytical

and elevated, is still finite, 28. It is organ-
ized according to three degrees, the celestial,

the spiritual, and the natural, 34, 42, 09,

147, 351, 395, G03, 846. It consists of will

and understanding, 37, 151. It consists of

spiritual substances within, of natural sub-
stances -without, and lastly of material sub-

stances, 38, 280. See Form. The three

degrees of which it consists are similar to

those of love and wisdom ; the highest,

which is also the inmost, being called celes-

tial, the middle spiritual, and the lowest
natm-al, 42, 147, 003. The first degree is

opened by knowledges during childhood ;

the second liy reflections thence derived
during youth ; and the highest diu-ing

youth and manhood by perceptions of
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truths, 42. The minds of all men who deny
the holiness of the Word have the sphere of
their thoughts confined to the lowest region,

147, 148. The mind grows in wisdom as
the body grows in stature, and this in pro-
portion as it is stored with truths to which
good is conjoined, 152. It lives after death
in a complete human form, 156, 157. Things
relating to theology in those who love truth
for truth's sake, emerge even to the highest
region of the mind, and they enjoy there
the same light as do the angels. Those in
whom spiritual, moral, political, and scien-

tific things are in due subordination, have
all their thoughts and actions influenced bj'

justice and judgment ; because the light of
truth, Avhich is also the light of heaven,
from the highest region illumines what is

below, 18G. The human mind is nothing
but a form of divine truth and divine good
spiritually and naturally organized, 224.
The interiors belonging to the mind are
what constitute the human form, 2S0. Sec
Series. It is a spiritual organism bounded
or closed by a natm-al organism, in and
according to which the mind produces its

ideas, or thinks, 351. In consequence of
the human mind being divided into intei-nal

and extei-nal, a man has the power to feign,

to flatter, and to play the hypocrite, 420.

It is iDrovided that goods with their re-

spective truths after regeneration should be
collected into the higher region of the mind,
that they may dwell secure, and repel the
assaults of their enemies, 004.

JMibacles. Divine miracles are effected

according to Divine order, but then it is

according to the order of the influx of the
spiritual world into the natural, 91. The
Lord was in states of glorification, or union
with the Father, when He wrought miracles,

104. Miracles are not wrought at this day,
because every man is now in a capacity of
Ijecoming spiritual, which capacity would
be destroyed if his faith were influenced by
miracles, 501. They r/ere wTrought to the
time before the Lord's advent, because the
members of the church at that time were
merely natural men, to whom spiritual

things could not have been opened without
profanation, 501. Those who will not be-
lieve the Word of the Lord, will not be con-
vinced by miracles, 849.

BIOAB, signifies the adulteration of good,
200.

Money, signifies knowledges of truth,

277.

Morality. A merely moral life is not
spiritual but natural ; and morality and
rationality merely natural are in themselves
dead, 384. In genuine moral good, spi-

ritual and natural good axe conjoined, 398.
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In the first period of a man's existence

moral life is a life of charity in its externals,

413. There is no possibility of deciding on
the morality of the internal man from the

apparent morality of the external, 443. A
moral life, if it is at the same time spiritual,

is a life of charity, because the exercises of

a moral life and those of charity are the

same, 444. Considered in its essence, it is

a life agreeable to both human and divine

laws, 445. Every man rightly educated is

rational and moral ; but there are two ways
which lead to rationality, one from the

world, the other from heaven, 564, G21.

Men are outwardly intelligent and moral
Avith a view to self and the world, CG2.

Motion. In all motion, and consequently

in all action, there is an active and a pas-

sive ; that is, a something which acts like

an agent, and a something which, being

passive, acts from the agent, 57G. The
natiu-al considered in itself is passive, or a

dead power, but the spiritual is active, or

a living power, 607.

Nasie. The Lord's name is hallowed

Avhen the Father is acknowledged in the

Humanity, 112. See Lord's Prayer. The
Divine Humanity is the Father's name, 113.

God is present in the whole of religion, and
when He is rightly invoked by His name.
He is present and hears, 297. The name
Jehovah God, and also the name Jesus, is

in itself holy, 297. See Jesus Christ. The
Word, and thence the church, thus the

whole of worship, is the name of God, 298.

The angels are named according to their

moral and spiritual life, 300. See Command-
ments. In the natural world likewise the

term name does not mean name alone, but
also the quality and nature of the person to

whom it belongs, because these are annexed
to his name, 300. The Lord calling his

sheep by name, signifies by their quality as

Christians, 682.

Nations and People. In the AVord,

those who are in good are signified by na-

tions, and those who are in truth by people ;

and in the opjiosite sense, those who are in

evils and falses. For this reason, those who
are of the Lord's spiritual kingdom are called

people, and those who are of his celestial

kingdom are called nations, 251.

Natural Sense of the Word. See
Literal Sense.

Nature. Those who acknowledge nature
instead of God close up the interiors of their

reason, 9. Nature of herself can do no-
thing, but God is the sole operator through
nature, 12. Those who avert their thoughts
from God cannot think rationally, much
less spiritually, of nature, 12. They divest

themselves of the nature of men, and ac-
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quire the nature of beasts, 13. Nature is

separate from God, and yet God is omni-
present therein, 30. Nature is the means
by which love and wisdom operate their

effects and uses, and therefore a receptacle

of life, 35. In itself it is dead and has no
power of action, but is acted upon by the life

which is from God, 77. If nature is believed
to be the creatrix of the universe, then the
universe is called God ; and nature his

essence, 178. All things in nature, both in
general and in particular, correspond to
things spiritual, 201, 205. Nature in all

time is in time, and in all space is in space,

and with her time and si^ace must of neces-
sity have had a beginning ; but not so God,
who is Avithout time and space, therefore

nature is from God, not from eternity, 280.

See Series. The spiritixal Avorld operates

Avithin nature, as the hmnan mind operates
and acts tipon the senses and motions of the
body, 695. All the parts of nature are but
as coats, sheaths, and clothing, Avhich en-

compass spiritual things, and proximatety
i:)rGduce effects corresponding to the end
intended by God the Creator, 695.

Nazarites. See Head.
Neigiieour, Neighbourly Loa'e. Every

individual man is the neighbour whom Ave

ought to love, but each one is to be loved
according to the quality of his good, 406—
411. To love our neighbour is not only to

Avill and do good to a relation, a friend, and
a good man, but also to a stranger, an
enemy, and a bad man, 407. This charity
or neighbourly love is expressed toAvards a
relation and a friend by direct acts of kind-
ness, but towards an enemy and a Avicked

person, by indirect acts of kindness, as by
exliortation, correction, and punishment, for

their amendment, 407. See War, Punish-
in ent. Since the Lord ought to be loved
aboA^e all things, it follows that the degrees
of love towards our neighbour ought to be
regulated by love towards the Lord; that
is, in proportion to our knOAvledge of the
degree in Avliich every particular man re-

ceives good from the Lord, 410. A society

is the neighbour Avhich Ave are to love in a
more eminent sense than a single man, and
our country more than a single societj',

412—414. Every man is bound to love his

country, not as he loves himself, but in

preference to himself, 414. Those Avho

love their country, and render it good ser-

vices from a principle of good, Avill, after

death, love the Lord's kingdom, Avhich then
is their country, 414. The church is our
neighbour to be loved in a higlier degree,

and the Lord's kingdom is our neighbour
to be loA^ed in the highest, 415, 416. Love
towards the Lord's kingdom \a- love toAvards
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our neighbour in all its fulness ; for those

who love His kingdom not only love the

Lord above all things, but also love their

neighbour as themselves, 41G. To love our
neighbour, considered in itself, is not to

love his i^erson, but the good which is in it,

117—411). See Good. Those who are na-
turally of a tender compassionate disposition,

and do not make their natural disposition

spiritual, by regulating its workings accord-

ing to genuine charity, often assist the

wicked in their disposition to do wickedly,

428. The conjunction of love to God and
the love of our neighbour is an effect of

the influx of the love of God towards man-
kind, the reception of which by a man, and
liis co-operation, is love towards the neigh-
bour, 457, 458. See Influx. The evil of

sin is evil against a man's neighbour, and
evil against the neighbour is also sin against

God, 525.

New Church. The Lord has foretold

that He would come and establish a New
Chui'ch, which is the New Jerusalem, 779.

See Advent, second. A new heaven is at

this day forming by the Lord of such Chris-

tians as acknowledged Him in the world,

and were able after their departure out of

the world to acknowledge Him to be the
God of heaven and earth, 781. It is agree-

able to Divine Order that a new heaven be
formed before a new church on earth ; for

the chui'ch is both internal and exteiiial,

and the internal church forms one with the
church in heaven, 784. In proportion as

this new heaven, which constitutes the
internal of the church in men, increases, in

the same proportion the New Jerusalem,
that is the New Church, comes down from
that heaven, so that this cannot be effected

in a moment, but in proportion as the falses

of the former church are removed, 784.

This New Church is to be the crown of all

the churches which have been until this

time on the terrestrial globe, 7SG—790.

That it will be the crown of aU the churches,

is, because it will worship one visible God,
in whom is the invisible God, as the soul is

in the body ; for thus, and no otherwise, can
conjunction be effected between God and
man, 787. All who have lived a life of

charity, and particiilarly if they have loved
the triith for its own sake, suffer them-
selves to be instructed in the spiritual

world, and receive the doctrines of the New
Church, 799.

N£W Jerusalem, the, signifies a new
church which is to be established by the
Lord, 197, 781—784. A new church is

meant by the New Jerusalem coming down
from God out of heaven, because Jerusalem
was the metropolis of the land of Canaan,
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where the representative church was insti-

tuted : and because the Lord was in Jeru-
salem and taught in its temi^le, and after-

wards glorified His Humanity there, 782.

That Jerusalem signifies the church appears
clearly from the prophetical parts of the
Old Testament, when speaking of the New
Church that was to be instituted by the
Lord, 782.

Nice, the Council of, introduced the
doctrine ofthree divine personsfrom eternity,

ISG, 489, G32, G34. A trinity of gods was
the only trinity thought of by those who
composed this Counc"il, 172, 177, 632. It

was convened with a view to stop the pro-
gress of the Arian heresy, 174, G32, G3G,
G37. The light of the AVord was extin-
guished, and the Lord removed from his
church, both by the heretics who lived be-
fore the Council of Nice, and by those who
derived their heretical opinions from it, 177.

The faith of justification, in which three
gods are approached, sprang from its de-
crees and determinations, and prevented the
revelation of the spiritual sense of the Word,
20G. Likewise the belief that God is the
cause of evil, the faith imputative of tho
merit and righteousness of the Lord God the
Saviour, and the denial of man's freedom of
determination in spiritual things, 489, 632,
G34. Since that time spiritiial temptation
has been unknown, 597. The convocation
of this Council was of the Lord's Divine
Providence, since if the Lord's Divinity be
denied the Christian chiirch expires, 636.

Not Imowing that God Himself became the
Redeemer, they attemjrted to vindicate and
re-establish the Lord's Divinity, by inventing
the fiction of a Son of God from eternity,

who descended and assumed the Humanity,
637. The Christian Church has had two
epochs, one extending from the time of tho
Lord to the Council of Nice, and the other
from that Council till the present time,
7C0.

Night, signifies the last time of the
church, 761.

Numbers. The number ten signifies all,

199. The number three in the Word signi-

fies what is complete and perfect, 211, 387.

Six signifies all, and what is complete, 748.
Twelve, the all of truth derived from good,
217.

Oak, an, in the Word, signifies sensual
good and truth of the church, 200.

Oath. To swear by God and His Holi-

ness, or by the Word and the Gospel, in the
case of appointment to any place of trust,

is not to take the name of God in vain, un-
less he who swears afterwards malies light

of his engagements, 297.

Olive-tree, signifies celestial good and
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truth of the church, 200 ; a man of the ce-

lestial church, 4G8 ; celestial good, COO.

Omnipotence and omnipresence are pre-

dicable of the Divine Love and Divine Wis-
dom, 21, 25. )See Place. Although God
is omnipresent, time and si^ace cannot be
predicated of Him, 30. Omniiiotence, om-
niscience, and omniiDresence, appertain to

the Divine Essence, 49. They proceed from
Di-\ane Love and Divine Wisdom, as the
power and presence of the sun in this world
from its heat and light, 49. See God. The
omnipotence of God proceeds and operates

in all things according to order, 50, 70—74,

90, 500—502. It cannot go out of itself,

or in the least promote evil, 5(5. It cannot
by an act of absolute authority convert evil

into good, 57, 58, 500—502. See Poivcr.

By his Omnipresence God perceives all

things, by His omniscience He provides all,

and by His omnipotence He operates all,

03. It is no contradiction to act omnipo-
tently according to the laws of justice with
judgment, or of love from wisdom ; but it

is a contradiction to suppose that God can
act contrary to the laws of His own justice

and love, 74. Omnipotence could alone
effect redemption, 124, 125. To sit on the
right hand of God, signifies the omnipo-
tence of God by means of the Humanity,
13G. God cannot possibly act contrary to

His own Divine Order, because that would
be to act contrarj^ to Himself, 500. See
Order. A man who becomes merely natural
by imbibing false notions respecting spiritual

things, conceives of the Divine Omnipotence
as being above order, thus without order,

and necessarily falls into many vain and
futile fancies, 502, G93, 770.

Omnipeesence. See Omnipotence, God.
The omnipresence of God is effected by
means of the heat and light of the sun of

the spiritual world, 03. The Divine Omni-
presence may be illustrated by the marvel-
lous presence of angels and spirits in the
spiritual world, C4. Where there is con-
trariety to the Divine Order in which God
is omnipresent. He is yet omnipresent by a
continual struggle and endeavoirr to restore

order, 70.

OsiNisciENCE. See Omnipotence, God.
God is omniscient because He is wisdom
itself and light itself, 59.

Opposites, arise from the cessation of
existence in some one thing, and the rising

up of another at that time, with a contrary
tendency, C2. All things in hell are oppo-
sites of those which are in heaven, 78. To
will evil and to do good, are in their nature
opposite, 435. Qualities are produced and
IDerfected by the dilferences in relation to
what is more or less opposite, 763.
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Order. The perfection of order is pro-
duced by wisdom operating from love, 52.

It is the quality of the disiDOsition, and of
the determination and activity of the parts
in a substance, b2. God is order because
He is substance and form itself, 53. See
Universe. The laws of order are as many
and various as the truths contained in the
Word, Oil. See Omnipotence. It exists and
subsists by the Divine Love and the Divine
Wisdom, 05. See Heaven. So far as a man
is in spiritual heat, and at the same time
in sijiritual light, so far he is in order,

70. There is an order in and according to
which all and everything in both worlds
(see Ys'orld') are created, 75, 502. See Mira-
cles. Those who think of Divine Omnipo-
tence unconnected with laws of order, are
liable to many groundless and contradictory
imaginations, 90, 502. To live according-
to order is to live according to the precepts
of God, 96. Both in heaven and the world
there are two kinds of order, successive and
simultaneous ; in successive order one thing
succeeds and follows another, from what is

highest to what is lowest ; but in simidta-
neous order one thing is next to another,
from what is innermost to what is outer-
most, 214. In ultimates, the highest of suc-
cessive order becomes the inmost of simul-
taneous order, and the lowest becomes the
outermost, 214. Without order there could
be no creation, 500. It is the same thing
to sjDeak of acting contrary to order, or
contraiy to God, 500. In the sjiiritual world,
by which is meant both heaven and hell, all

things are most distinctly arranged in the
whole and in every part, and on this distinct

arrangement the conservation ofthe universe
depends, 078. The primary rite of every
religion is a sign by which iiidividuals are
orderly arranged in the spiritual world ac-

cording to their faith, 678. See Baptism..

Papists, the, in the spiritual world ap-
pear round about and beneath the Protest-

ants, 817. All those who had done works
of charity from simplicity of heart, and
thought more about God than about the
Pope, are easily led to renoiince the super-

stitions of their religion, 821. Those who,
during their life on earth, affect the cha-
racter of saints, with a view to be invoked
as saints after death, become a }5rey to the
delirium arising from the lust of domineering
over aU, 823. The worship of saints is such
an abomination in heaven, that the bare
mention of it excites horroi', since in pro-

portion as worship is paid to any man, it is

derogated from the Lord, 824.

Particulars adapt themselves to their

common whole, and the common whole gives

to particulars their orderly arrangement, 47.
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Peace. Celestial peace consists in secu-
rit}' ag^ainst the hells, and the prevention of

assaults from evils and falses thence arising-

;

on this account the Lord is called the Prince
of Peace, 303, 304. Eternal peace or rest is

not inactivity, but it causes a man truly
to live, 694. See Use.

Perception, the, of opposites, differs

from the perception of relatives, 62. If

the doctrines which form the mind are true,

perception is rendered clear by the light of
illustration ; but where they are false, there
is only an appearance of clearness arising-

from the reasons and arg-uments which have
been used for their confirmation, 155. See
Clergy. Perception comes from affection,

and thought fi'om perception, and thence
arises acknowledgment, which is called
faith, 231. See Dul'uilds. Perception of

"\vhat is spiritual, and consequently recep-
tion, is not granted to a man except in his

natural principle, 339. The first seat of
vision is perception, the last is the eye, 504.

Interior thought is called perception, and
it looks into the inferior, which is called
thought, G03.

Perfectio^t, the, of life does not consist
in thought, but in the perception of truth
from the light of truth, 42. The number
three, in the Word, denotes a work finished

and perfect, 211. See End.
Permission. From the permission of evil

it is evident that man has free determination
in spiritual things, 479. The laws of per-
mission are laws of Divine Providence, 479.

Philistines, the, signify faith without
charity, 200. Philistea, the church separate
from charity, 487.

Place. The Divine Esse is not in place,

but with and in those who are in place, ac-

cording to its reception, 25. Neither jDlace,

nor progression from one place to another,
is prcdicable of love and wisdom, or of good
and truth, or of life derived thence : this is

the foundation of the Divine Omnipresence,
25. See God.
Poon, the, signify those who have no

knowledge of truth and good, 427.

Poplar, a, in the Word, signifies natural
good and truth of the chiu'ch, 200.

PovrER. There is no power in God to do
evil, 57, i)%. See Omnipotence. God can-
not by absolute power change evil spirits

|

into angels of light, because it would be
contrary to the laws of order established in

the vmiverse, ')'$'. Were the power of God
thus absohite, He would have saved the
whole human race without exception, 58.

A man has power from the Divine Omni-
potence against evil and the false, 68. Evil
has no power to act against itself, 68. The
power of God is in Divine truth from Di-
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vine good, 8G. A single angel being prin-
cipled in truth from the Lord can put to
flight a whole troop of infernal spirits, 87.

Men on eaith who are similarly jirincipled
have a like power over evils and falses, 87.

The power of the Lord is from Divine good
itself, 124. The power of the Lord by vir-
tue of the Word is infinite, 209, 224. The
power of the Word in ultimates was repre-
sented by the Nazarites, 223. See Head.
The power of Divine truth or the Word is

in its literal sense, because the Word in
that sense is in its fulness ; and the angels
of both the Lord's kingdoms, together with
men on earth, are united in that sense, 223,
234, 235. No one is able of his OAvn power
and strength to pm-ify himself from evils ;

and yet such purification cannot be effected
without the power and strength of a man
as if it were his own, 438. Without this
no one would be able to fight against the
flesh and its lusts, which Nevertheless is

required of aU, 438. The power to act as
of himself is continually given to every man
by the Lord, 621.

Predestination. God cannot predes-
tinate the soul of any person to eternal
death, or even turn awaj' his face from any
one, or regard him witli the least severity'

of countenance, 56, 72. A more pernicious
doctrine could not have been devised, or a
more cruel notion in regard to God have
been conceived, than that any of the hu-
man race are damned liy a positive pre-
determined decree ; the faith of the New
Church abhors it as monstrous, 486. Cer-
tain members of the Synod of Dort, by
which the doctrine of predestination was
confirmed and promulgated, were influenced
by many opinions regarding God, the Word,
and religion, which they did not dai-e to
disclose, 487.

Precious Stones signifv the literal sense
of the Word, 217, 843. Also the truth.s
of the doctrine of the New Church, 217.
Truths transparent from good, 218. 219, 253.
Precious stones in general signify the know-
ledges of good and truth, 467.

Priesthood, the, of Aaron, was repre-
sentative of the Lord with respect to Divine
Good and the work of salvation ; the gar-
ments of the priesthood, of Divine truths
from the Lord ; the ephod, of Divine Truth
in its ultimate, and consequently of the
Word in its literal sense, 218. See Urhn
and Tlmmmim.
Priest and King. The Lord, from His

priestly office, is called Jesus, and from His
regal office, Christ : in the Old Testament
He is called from the former Jehovah and
Lord, and from the latter, God and the
Holy One of Israel, 114. These two offices
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;!re distinct from eacli other, like love and
wisdom, or good and truth, Hi.
Proceeding, Divixe. See JSbli/ Sjnrit,

Sjyliere.

Prophet. The Lord was willing- to l3e

tempted even to His suffering on tlic cross,

hecause He was the Grand Prophet, and
prophets formerly signified the doctrines of

the church derived from the Word, and
thence represented the church according to

its nature and quality by various emblems,
mC, 129, 130. The Lord as the Prophet
represented the state of the Jewish church
with respect to the "Word, as is evident fronr

the particidars of His sufferings, 130. By
the spirit of prophecy is understood the
truth of doctrine derived from the Word :

and to prophesy signifies to teach doctrine,

149. The prophets had a sight of such ob-

jects as exist in the spiritual world when
they were in tlie spirit, by which is meant
a state of mind separate from the body, 157.

See Author.
Propitiation, signifies the operation of

clemency and gTace to i^revent a man's fall-

ing into damnation by sin, and at the same
time to guard against the profanation of

holiness, 135.

Propriuji. See Selfhood.

Punishment. The evil natiu-e which is

contracted in the world cannot afterwards
be changed or expelled by iDunishment, ex-

cept during short intervals, 79. When
punishment proceeds from charity, it has
for its end the reclaiming and amendment
of the criminal, 407. A father expresses

Iris love towards his children by correcting

them when they do amiss : if he does not
correct them when they deserve it, he loves

their vices, and such love cannot be called

charity, 407, 459. The punishments which
are inflicted upon the devils in hell when
they do evil, are permitted by the Lord
for the sake of their amendment, 459.

Punishments are inflicted on the evil after

death, tmtil through fear they commit evil

no longer, although even then they can
never be reduced to. do good from the love

of good, 531

.

Purgatory, is a fable invented by the

Catholics, 475. See World of Sj)irits.

Heason. Soimd reason acknowledges
the being and unity of God, 9, 10. It

may perceive and conclude this, if it will,

from many things in the visible world, 12.

Those who destroy the idea of God's unity,

and thus every just apprehension of the
Godhead, banish all the spirituality of

reason from the mind, 23. The Infinity of

God may be discovered from many objects

in the created universe by enlightened
reason, 32. See Pcrccjitlon. Reason, with

8G2

aman who does not look to the Lord for guid-
ance, is like a bird of darkness in relation

to things that are in spiritual light, si;cli

as are the essentials of the churcli, 1G5.

When reason is laid asleep, the words of
the mouth are but lifeless and inanimate
sounds, 169. See Trinity. That the faith
of the chui-ch at this day is a faith in three
gods, cannot be seen by those who have
barred up the door of that faith and its

offspring by the persuasion that it is not
allowable for reason to look into its mys-
teries, 178. A doctrine derived from the
light of reason alone must of necessity
establish the worship of self, as was the
case in fonner ages, and is stiU the case
with many who are yet instructed by the
Word that God alone is to be worshiped,
274. To reason only whether a thing be
or not, is like reasoning about a cap or a
shoe whether they fit or not, without ever
putting them on, 333. Xo man could be
in possession of the analytical faculty of

reason, unless there were an orderly ar-

rangement of sub.stances and truths in the
human mind according to their series, 351.

See Series. Such aiTangement is effected

accoixling to the use of reason in a state of

freedom, 351. The understanding sees ra-

tional things analytically in the light of the
sun of heaven, as the bodily eye sees natural
things symmetrically, 365. See Heat and
Light.

Reciprocation. There are two kinds
of reciprocation by which conjimction is

effected ; the one alternate, like that be-

tween the heai't and lungs, the other mu-
tual, like that between the soul and body,

371. The reciprocal conjunction of the
Lord and man is not effected by action and
reaction, thus not alternately, but by co-

operation, 371, 57G. Man's action, when
concordant with that of the Lord, is meant
by co-operation, 57G. See Influx. God
alone acts, and man suffers himself to be
acted upon, and co-operates in all appear-

ance as of himself, although interiorly from
God, 588.

Redemption, was effected by the assump-
tion of the Humanity, 3. 81, 82, 124, 125,

750. For which purpose Jehovah God Him-
self descended, 81, 82. Redemption consisted

in reducing the hells into subjection, and
bringing the heavens into an orderly an-angc-

ment, and afterwards renewing the church
on earth, 84, 80, 115, 134, 224. Tliis could

only be effected by Divine tiiith derived from
Divine good, 80. See liighteon.^ness. Re-
demption has reference to the double office

of the Lord as Priest and King, 114. The
Lord at this day is accomplishing a redemp-
tion which was begun in the year 1757,
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Avhcn also the last judgment took place, 115.

Unless the Lord by redemptionhad separated

the good from the evil, it would have been
impossible for the former to have dwelt in

safety, 117. See JIcll. In like manner no
man could have been saved, nor any angel
preserved in a state of integrity, 118, 121,

579. Redemption first takes effect in the

spiritual world, 118. It is a work purely
divine, 123, G-tO. It could only be effected

by God Incarnate, 124, 125. See Cross.

In the combats or temptations of individual
men, the Lord works out a particular re-

demption, as he wrought a general one
during his abode in the world, 599. Re-
demption was a kind of creation of the an-

gelic heaven anew, and also of the church,
(140. The Lord, with the whole of His
redemption, is entirely present in the Holy
Supper, 716—718. See Hohj Suppar.
Red Sea, the, in which the Egyptians

perished, signifies hell, (135.

Reformation, according to the laws of

order, must precede regeneration, lOd, 302,

571. Reformation has reference to the un-
derstanding, 302, 587. The internal man is

first refoiined, and by this the external, 302.

In the state of reformation a man looks
from his natural state towards the spiritual,

with a great desire to attain it, 571. This
state is fonned by truths which belong to

faith, by which a man looks towards charity,

571. Unless a man enters on this state

during his abode in the world, he cannot
become regenerate after death, 571. See
Ilegeneratlon. So long as a man sees and
acknowledges in his mind that evil is evil,

and good is good, and thinks that good
ought to be chosen, so long that state is

called reformation, 587. None are reformed
by the mere knowledges of truths ; for

evciy man is able to appreheud truths, and
also to speak and teach them ; but he is a
reformed person who is in the affection of

truth for truth's sake, 589. The internal

(natural) man is first to be reformed, and
by it the external, and thus the man is

regenerated, 591—595. Every man is able,

as of himself, to reform and regenerate
himself, only he must acknowledge in heart
that the ability is from the Lord, G21.

Regeneeatiox. a man is to become re-

formed and regenerate iDy acquiring the

truths of faith, and by doing good works,

71. God cannot spiritually regenerate any
man, but in proportion as the man, agreeably

to his laws, naturally regenerates himself,

73. God is in the perpetual endeavour to

regenerate and to save mankind, 73, 577.

By His Divine power, he opposes and sub-

dues hell, which rises up with all its dia-

bolical fury against every person who is
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advancing in regeneration, 123. Reforma-
tion and regeneration are operated by the
Holy Spirit, 143. See Hvhi Spirit. The
Lord regenerates man by faith and charity,

144, 57(5, G8G. The work of regeneration
is successive, answering in its several stages
to a man's conception, his formation in the
womb, his birth, and his education, 302,
583— 586, 611. It has reference to the will
and to the understanding in subordination
to the will, 302, 602. See Will and Under-
standing. Every one becomes regenerate
in proportion as he abstains from the cviLs

of sin and shmis them, 510. Regeneration
is a new birth from the Lord, 521, 572—
574. The state of regeneration is formed
by the goods of charity, from which a man
enters into the truths of faith, 571. Re-
fonnation is a state of thought from the
luiderstauding, and regeneration a state of
love from the will, 571. See Reformation.
Unless a man be born again, and as it were
created anew, he cannot enter the kingdom
of God, 572— 575. The new birth or crea-

tion is effected by the Lord alone, tln'ough

the medium of charity and faith, during
man's co-operation, 57C—578. It is the
vanity of vanities to suppose that regene-
ration follows as a necessary consequence of

the faith now prevalent in the church, which
excludes man's co-operation, 577. Since all

are redeemed, all have a capacity to be re-

generated, every one according to his state,

579—582. Regeneration is effected in a
different manner, and by different processes,

according to the difference of persons and
circumstances, and this variety is infinite

like the faces and dispositions of mankind,
580. All are an-anged in heaven according
to their advancement in regeneration

; and
in hell, according to their rejection of rege-

neration, 582. There is a correspondence
between the regeneration of man and all

the productions of the vegetable kingdom,
on which accoimt it is, that in the Word
a man is frequently described by a tree, his

truth by seed, and his goodness by fruit,

584. A man cannot, be regenerated except
by successive degrees, 586, 610. The first

act of the new birth is an act of the un-
derstanding, the second is an act of the will,

and thence of the understanding, 587—590.
"Wlien a man actually wills to flee from evil

and do good, then commences the state of

regeneration, 587. The unrcgenerate arc
called dead, and the regenerate alive ; for

spiritual life is in the latter, and spiritual

death in the former, 594. The Lord through
heaven rules all that belongs to the world in

the regenerate man, 598, 604. The rege-

nerate man has a new will and a new
understanding, 601— GOG. A regenerate
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man is in. communion with the angels of

heaven, and an unregenerate man in com-
munion with sijirits of hell, GOT—GIO. In
jiroportion as regeneration is jDerfected in a

man, he does not attribute anything of good
and truth, that is of charity and faith, to

himself, but to the Lord, GIO. In propor-

tion as a man is regenerated, his sins are

removed ; and this removal is what is meant
by the remission of sins, 61]—Gl-i. Rege-
neration cannot be efPected without freedom
of determination in spiritual concerns, G15
—017. It is not attainable without truths

by which faith is formed, and with which
oharitj^ conjoins itself, G18, 620. It is

effected by these three efficients, the Lord,

faith, and charity, 618, 723. See Charity

and Faith. It is represented by the sacra-

ment of baptism, 684—687. The whole
world, from first to last, is full of representa-

tions and types of regeneration, 687. While
a man is regenerating, the Lord is ever pre-

sent with him, and preparing him by His

Divine operation for heaven, 728.

Relatives, have respect to the disposition

of a variety and multiplicity of things in

suitable and agreeable order, 62.

Religiox, alone renews and regenerates

man, for it occupies the supreme seat in his

mind, and sees beneath it those civil duties

which belong to the world, 601

.

Remission. See Sins.

Repentance. Sins can only be wiped
away by repentance, 400. No one can be-

come regenerate before those more grievous

evils vv^hich render a man detestable in the

sight of God are removed ; and this can only

be effected by repentance, 509. There are

several things which, in the first stages of

life, prepare a man for the church, and in-

troduce him into it ; but acts of repentance

alone effect the formation of the church in

him, 510. Repentance consists in ceasing

to will, and thus ceasing to practise evils,

which are sins against God, 510. The mere
lip-confession of being a sinner is not re-

pentance, 516—519, 529. See Cbnfession.

Every man is born with a propensity to

evils of all kinds (see Hereditary Evil), and
unless he remove them in part by repentance,

he remains in them, and cannot be saved,

520—524. It is said that a man must remove
them, because the Lord does not effect such

removal immediately without his co-opera-

tion, 522. Those Avho are unwilling to hear

anythhig about repentance, naturally fall

into a purposed and deliberate sinfulness,

523. As a man removes particular evils as

sins, he is kept in the purpose of abstaining

from other sins by the Lord, 523. So that

sins from ignorance, or the prevalence of

some particular lust, are not imputed, be-
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cause not purjiosed or confirmed, 523. The
knowledg-e of sin, and the discovery of some
particular sin in a man's self, is the begin-
ning of repentance, 525—527. Actual re-

pentance consists in a man's examining-
himself, knowing and acknowledging his

sins, supplicating the Lord, and beginning
a new life, 528—531, 535, 561, 567, 621.

If actual repentance be performed at certain

recurring times, especially Avhen a man pre-

pares himself to i^artake of the Holy Supper,
and if he afterwards abstains from such sin

or sins as he then discovers in himself, it is

sufficient to initiate him into the actual

practice, 530, 567. True repentance con-

sists in a man's examining not only the
actions of his life, but also tlie intentions of

his will, 532—534. Those who determine
after such examinatioji not to cherish evils

in thought or will because they are sins,

perform true and interior repentance, 532.

A less difficult kind of repentance is per-

formed by those who do not examine them-
selves, but still shun evils as sins, and
perform works of charity from a religious

motive, 535—537. Actual repentance is an
easy duty to those who have occasionally

practised it, but meets with violent oppo-
sition from those who never practised it,

5G1— 563. Repentance is repugnant to the

reformed part of the Christian world, chiefly

because they believe that repentance and
charity contribute nothing to salvation, 561,

562. He who never did the work of re-

pentance, and never looked into and exa-

mined himself, comes at last not to know
the nature of either damnatory evil or saving

good, 564— 566. Such a one has no religion

to lead him to that knowledge, 564. Re-
formation and regeneration foUow repent-

ance, and are promoted by it, 571. See lie-

formation , liegcncratiun.

Representatives, are such earthly ex-

istences as cori'cspond with heavenly ones,

and ai-e consequently significative of theui,

275. The intelligence and wisdom which
the angels receive from the Lord, form them-
selves into representations around them, and
this takes place from corresiiondencc, 4()7.

Jehovah God appeared to the Israelites

under a human form which he put on by-

means of an angel, which human form was
representative of the Lord who was to come,

and this being representative, therefore all

and everything in the Israelitish church
was made representative also, 786. This
rei^resentative worship was abrogated at the

Lord's coming, 786,

Revelation. See Knon-lrdye. By the

help of revelation a man is able to approach
God, and thereby from natural to become
spiritual, 11, 22. A revelation was pub-
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hshed and made universal in the earliest

ages of the world, but Avas afterwards per-

verted, 11. Without a revelation men could
have no knowledge of God, or of a life after

death, 274.

Righteousness. The Lord by acts of re-

demption made Himself righteousness, for

righteousness is Divine Order itself, 95,

()40. Righteousness is acquired by a man
so far as he lives in its exercise, or so far

as he is influenced by justice and truth, 1)6.

It dwells in the real good, or the real use
which a man does, 9G. See Commandments
{seventh').

Rock, signifies truth, and likewise the
Lord with respect to Divine truth, 224, 342,

379, 788.

Ruby, signifies celestial good, 609.

Ruling Love, the, determines the quality
of a man ; the various subordinate loves are

its derivations, and with it constitute one
kingdom, 399. Its object is continually
present in his thoughts, because it is in his

Avill, and constitutes the veriest essence of

his life, 399. It is this which distinguishes

one man from another, and according to

tliis his heaven is formed if he be a good
man, and his hell if he be a bad man, 399,

447. It cannot be changed after death be-

cause it is the man himself, 399. See
Death.
Sabbath, in the original tongue, signifies

rest, 301. It was among the children of

Israel the sanctity of sanctities, becavxse it

represented the Lord, the six days being
significative of His labors and combats with
the hells, and the seventh of His victory

over them, 301. When the Lord came into

the world it was made a day of instruction

in divine subjects, of meditation concerning
salvation and eternal life, and also of the
exercise of love towards the neighbour, 301.

See Commandments. In the highest sense,

Sabbath signifies peace, 303.

Salvation is from conjunction with the
Lord by faith, 2, 3G9. See Faith. Jeho-
vah, the Creator of the universe, descended
and assumed the Humanity for the pui-pose

of redeeming and saving mankind, 82—84,
188."^- It is a fixed and unchangeable law,

that in proportion as a man draws nigh to

the Lord, the Lord draws nigh to him
;

hence is salvation, 99. Those who are un-
acquainted with the Lord, if they believe in

one God, and live agreeably to the precepts

which their religion enjoins, are saved by
virtue of such faith and life, 107, 729. The
salvation of mankind ever was and ever

will be the end which the Lord proposes,

142, 152. This is effected by Divine truth

from Divine good, 142. Since the Lord is

salvation and eternal life, it follows that he is
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all that by which they are obtained ; conse-
quently he is the all of reformation, rege-
neration, renovation, vivification, sanctifi-

cation, justification, purification from evils,

and finally salvation, 150. He strives to
introduce these virtues into every man ; and
when the man accommodates and prepares
himself for their reception, he then does
introduce them, 150. Unless a new heaven
and a new church be established by the
Lord no flesh can be saved, 182. See Re-
deuqjtion. Because so long as the dragon
with his crew continues in the world of
.spirits into which he was cast, so long it is

impossible for any Divine truth united with
Divine good to pass through unto men on
earth, but it is either perverted, or falsified,

or destroyed, 182. See Draijon. The Lord
is the God of heaven and earth, and without
him there is no salvation. 267, 795. A
faith which is merely natural, or which is

deprived of its spiritual essence, has nothing
in it of a saving nature,. 339. The means
of salvation are manifold, and yet they all

and every one of them have relation to living
well and believing aright, consequently to
charity and faith, 340. God cannot do
otherwise than save those who live accord-
ing to his commandments, and have faith
in him, 341, 393. The two essentials of sal-

vation are charity and faith. 357. Salvation
and eternal life are the end, intention, and
imrpose of a man as a temple of God, 374.
Those who put recompense for works in the
fu'st place and salvation in tlie second, and
thus respect the latter for the sake of the
former, invert aU order, and immerse the
interior desires of their minds in their own
selfhood, 439. The Lord, charity, and faith,

are the three essentials of salvation, 450.

Without the reciprocal conjunction of a mau
with the Lord, and of the Lord with him,
there can be no reformation and regenera-
tion, and, consequently, no salvation, 485.
A man's salvation depends on actual repent-
ance, 528. All are able to be regenerated
and saved, because the Lord with liis Divine
good and truth is present with every man ;

from which presence he derives the faculty
of understanding and willing, together with
free-determination in spiritual concerns,
580. The salvation of mankind is a con-
tinuation of creation, 773.

Sapphire, signifies spiritual good, 009.

Satans, are those who have confirmed
themselves in favor of nature to the denial
of God, 35, 80. Consequently, they are
those who are in falses and thence in evils,

281. The whole host of satans cannot en-
dure to hear any truth from the Word, or
even the name Jesus to be pronounced, 380.
See Devils.
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Scripture. The Holy Scriptures tlirough.-

out teach that there is a God, and that He
is One, G. See ^]ord. The light of Scrip-

ture is not perceived by those who do not

in heart acknowledge one God, 7. It is the

Word or the Divine truth itself, 180, 243.

The whole Scripture throughout prophesied

concerning the Lord and foretold His coming,

205. The" law and the Scripture were ful-

filled, and all things were accomplished, by

the Lord, 2G2. The sacred Scripture, which

was dictated by the Lord, is, in general and

in particular, a marriage of good and truth,

G2i.

Seed, signifies truth ; a field, doctrine
;

and a garden, wisdom, 350. In a seed there

lies hid, as it were, an end, intention, and

purpose of producing fruits ; in which re-

spect the seed corresponds with a man's

will, 374. Spiritual seed is the truth of the

church derived from the Word, 421.

Self-Examinatiox. The knowledge of

sin is of no avail unless a man examine the

actions of his life, 525, 530. Nor is this

self-examination of any avail unless he ac-

knowledge and confess his sins before the

Lord, and pray for divine aid, and thus begin

a new life, 530. A man examines the in-

tentions of his wiU at the time he examines

his thoughts ; for the intentions manifest

themselves in the thoughts, 582. When
the intentions of the will are searched out,

the man is elevated out of the natural will,

which is possessed by hereditary and actual

evils, into a spiritual will, by which the

Lord reforms and regenerates the natural,

533. There are two duties incumbent on a

man after examination—supplication and
confession, 539.

Selfhood. A man's will is his selfhood,

which is evil from his birth, and in conse-

quence of this hi^ understanding is full of

falses, 273. A man, of himself, is not
willing to understand anything but what
comes from the selfhood of his will ; where-
fore, unless there were some other source of

knowledge, he would not be desirous of un-
derstanding anything but what regarded

himself and the world, 273. Whatever pro-

ceeds from the love of the internal will is

the delight of a man's life ; and, as the same
is the esse of his life, it is also his selfhood,

493. The true reason that whatever is re-

ceived from the freedom of the will remains,

is, because it adds itself to the selfliood,

49,3. The evil selfhood of a man, which he
derives from his first birth, becomes good
by a second birth, 658. See JRegeneration.

Every man is his own love and his own in-

telligence ; and whatever proceeds from him
takes its essence from these two essentials

of his Kfe, 778,
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Self-Love is the very opposite of Divine

love, and is indeed called love, but when
considered in its true nature is hatred ; for

it loves none out of or besides itself, and it

desires to be conjoined with others, not for

their benefit but only for its own, 45. See

Lore of Heaven. Those who study the

Word from self-love with a view to acquire

rank and distinction in the church, or from
worldly love with a view to gain, do not

possess genuine truth, but only what may
be called truth falsified ; for Avhen self and
the world are the ends, the mind in reading

the Word abides in self and in the world,

233. When a man's chief and governing

love is centred in himself or the world,

then self or the world is his god, and he is

in conjunction with his like in heU, 293.

"WTaen in right subordination, the love of

heaven constitutes the head, the love of the

world the breast and belly, and the love of

self, the feet and soles of the feet, 395, 403,

405, 507. A man is in the love of self when,
in his thoughts and actions, he has no regard

to his neighbour, thus none to the public,

and still less to the Lord, but only to himself

and his own connexions, 400, GC2. The love of

self is of such a nature that, when external

restraints are removed, it rages with svich

unlimited lust as to grasp at universal do-

minion, not only over this world, but over

heaven and over God Himself ; it knows
neither boimd nor end, 400, 598, 6G1, 822.

See Dominion. The evils which prevail in

those who are in the love of self, are, in

general, contempt of others, envy, enmity
against such as do not favor their designs,

hostility on that account, hatred of various

kinds, revenge, cunning", deceit, unmer-
cifulness, and cruelty ; and where these

evils are cherished, there is also a contempt
of God and Divine things, 400—405. All

who are enslaved by the love of ruling and
the love of possessing wealth, regard them-
selves alone as the central point, in and for

which all other things and persons were
created, 498. Considered as to these loves,

an evil man is more savage, fierce, and vile

than any beast, 498. A man under the in-

fluence of self-love wiU regard himself as

God, the world as heaven, and will perverfc

every truth of the church, 754.

Senses. The sight of the eye is com-
paratively gross, 12. Falses cohere with
the fallacies of the senses, 18G. See Teeth.

There is a reciprocal conjunction between
the senses and their organs, 371. Sensual
things are the objects of the bodily senses, by
which a man has communication with the

world, 402. There are sensual things which
minister subordinately to the understanding',

which are natural objects ; and there are
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sensual things which minister subordinately

to the will, which are the delights of the

senses and of the body, 402, oGS. Where
sensual things are in the last place, a wny
is opened by their means for the under-
standing-, and truths are eliminated in the

way of extraction ; but where sensual things
are put in the first place, that way is closed

by them, and a man sees truths only as ob-

jects in a mist, or in the night, 402, 565.

The sensual principle is the last and lowest
sphere of the life of the human mind, ad-

hering to, and cohering with, the bodily

senses, 505.

Series. The organization of the brain
consists in the arrangement of the whole
into series, as into fascicles or bundles ; and
the truths of faith have such an arrange-
ment in the human mind, 351. The cor-

tical substance of the brain, which is glan-

dular, is arranged into bunches or clusters,

like grapes on a vine, which bunches and
clusters are its scries, 351. The medullary
substance consists of perpetual confascicu-

lations of small fibres proceeding from the
little glands of the cortical substance, which
confasciculations are its series, 351. All the

viscera and organs of the body possess their

properties from the correspondence which
they bear with the series into which the
organism of the mind is arranged, 351.

There is not in all nature a single existence
which is not in some series, 351. The uni-
versal cause of the series is, that Divine
truths have such a conformation, 351. In
a multiplied series cohering together in

unity, one particular strengthens and con-

firms another, .J52.

Seepent, the, in the garden of Eden
signifies the devil as to the love of self and
self-intelligence, 48. See Tree of Kiwm-
ledge of Good and Evil, Cocltatrlce. Ser-

pents signify the prudence and cunning of

tlie sensual man, 205.

Sheep, in the AVord, signify charity, 200.

Silver, signifies spiritual good, 009.

Similitudes and Comparisons. The
Lord spoke His words in the natural sense,

214. He spake by similitudes and c )m-

parisons, which are at the same time corre-

spondences, 215.

Sixs. The remission of sins consists in

piu'ification efl'ected by reformation and re-

generation, 142, Gil—(J14. The command-
ments were promulgated in a miraculous
manner as a token that they are Divine
laws, and that to act contrary to them is to

sin against God, 282. See Will and Under-
standing, Adulteries, Chastity. The Lord
forgives every man his sins, and never pun-
ishes them ; he does not even impute them,
for He is love itself and good itself ; but
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sins are not on this account wiped away

;

that can only be effected by repentance,
409. The sin of Adam consisted solely in
his wishing to become as God, which incli-

nation was infused into him by the serpent,

498. See Serpent, Garden of Eden. In pro-
portion as a man i^ractises repentance, his
sins are removed, and, as they are removed,
they are forgiven or remitted, 510, 611

—

614. See Ilepentance. Sins of ignorance,
and sins which are not confirmed from a
settled purpose, are not imputed, provided
only particular evils are removed by re-

pentance, 523.

Smelling, in the Word, signifies per-
ception, 5G9.

Society, a, of angels, consisting of many
thousands, appears as a single man, 65, 354,
412, 60S. See Attraction. A society is like

a single man, and the individuals that com-
pose it form as it were one l>ody, and are
distinguished one from another like the
members in one body, 412. See N'eighboar.

Uses are the bonds of society, and these are
as many in number as there are good uses,

which are infinite, 746.

SociNiANS AND Arians. Arius and his

adherents denied the Divinity of the Lord's
Humanity, 137, G32, 637, and thus violated

the church, 174. The faith of Arius was
merely natural, having an appearance of

faith in its externals ; biit with nothing in

it of a saving nature, being destitute of any
spiritual principle in its internals : such also

is the Socinian faith, 339. Every one who
appropriates to himself those ideas concern-
ing the Lord, by which His divinity is de-

nied, joins himself in society with those
Arians and Socinians whose abode in the
spiritual world is in hell, 380.

Son op God, the, is Jehovah God in His
Humanity, 92—94, 135. The confession

of the truth that the Lord is the Son of

God is the first requisite of a faith in Jesus
Christ, consequently faith in its origin, 342,

379.

Son op Man, the, is the Lord as to the
Word, 92, 271. By the sign of the Son of

Man in heaven is meant the appearance of

Divine truth in the Word, 198.

Son op Mary, the, is the merely humaji
principle assumed by the Lord, 92. From
the common mode of speaking of the Lord
as the Son of Blary, several monstrous opi-

nions have been propagated throughout the
church, in which all notion of His Divinity

is lost, and with it is lost all that is said in

the Word concerning Him as the Son of

God, 94. That he was the Son of Mary is

true ; but that He is so still is not true, 98.

He that believes the Lord is only the Son of

Mary, implants in his mind various ideas
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wliich are destructive of salvation, 342. See

-Mary, Mother.
SorL. The soul of a man is not life, but

the recipient of life, 25, 697. Every chUd
receives its soul and life from its father, and
the body is derived from the soul, 82, 92,

103. Bee Generation. The soul is the real

man. and is spiritual in its origin ; hence
therefore the image of the father continually

endeavours to present itself in the disposi-

tions of the offspring from one generation

to another, 103. See Body. The soul is the

very essence of a man, and the body is its

form, 111, 697. It is in the whole and in

every part of a man, 112. It acts in and upon
the bcdy, but not by or through it ; for the

body acts of itself from the soul, 15-4. It is

a form of all things belonging to love, and
of all things belonging to wisdom, 607.

These are the essentials of the human form,

and hence are in the soul, and from the soul

in the body, 697. The soul is the real man,
because it is the inmost man ; on which ac-

coiuit it is a human form in all its fulness

and perfection. 697.

Space a^"D TniE had their origin with
the world from immensity and eternity, 27,

31. They were introduced into the world
that things might be distingiiished the one
from the other, 29. See Spiritual World.

They hmit all things in general and in par-

ticular, and hence a man is finite as to his

soul as well as to his body : likewise angels

and spirits, 29. There is nothing of space
and time in immensity and eternity, 31.

The spiritual world is not in space and time
as the natural world is, but only in their

appearances, 2S0. See Xature.
Speech op Angels. See Lajiguage.

Spheee, the, which emanates from the
Divine love, pervades the universe, and af-

fects every one according to his state : it

extends even to a-niTnals and plants, and is

also represented in various objects of the
mineral kingdom, 44, 365. The sphere of

the extension of good, which is infinite, fills

the universe from its inmost centre, and aU
and everything therein, oG. See Divine.
There is continually proceeding from the
Lord a divine sphere of celestial love towards
all who embrace the doctrines of TTi< church,
and who, like children, obey Him, apply
themselves to Him, and desire to be nour-
ished, that is, to be instructed by Him, 308.
From this celestial sphere originates a natural
sphere, which is that of love towards infants
and children, and which is most tmiversal,
308. In the spiritual world there exhales
from every one the sphere of his particular
love, which diffuses itself, and gives forth its

influences all around, causing sympathies
and antipathies ; by means of such spheres
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the good are separated from the evil, 331,

569. See Attraction. The sphere exhaling

from infernal spirits conjoins itself with the
sensual principles of a man from behind. 402,

564, 565. The spiritual sphere formed by

I

the affections of the wiU and the thoughts of
! the understanding thence derived, in this

j

world is absorbed by the material body, and
encloses itself in the natural sphere which

' proceeds from a man in his present state,

I

410. Every metal or stone, whether precious

I

or common, freely imbibes the ether, and
' breathes forth its native essence ; hence

I

there is a magnetic sphere about the magnet,

I

a ferreous sphere about iron, .^c, 499. There

I
are also various spheres exhaling from the

I very dust of the earth, by which the inmost

i
parts of every seed are impregnated, and ita

' prolific principle caused to vegetate, 499, 785.

If the sphere of life, which exhales from the

native disposition of every one, could be per-

ceived by sensation (in this world), the here-

ditary similitude of dispositions and minds

1
would be as evident as that of the counte-

i nance and body. 521. "Ulien the material
' body is put off, "the delights of love and the

pleasures of thought are rendered fully sen-
'

sible and perceptible, and sometimes affect

j
the senses like sweet odors, 569. The nature

I

of the spheres from the Christian part of the

spiritual world affords sensible evidence of

j

the gross darkness which prevails concerning
the Lord, the truths of regeneration, and the

conjunction of faith and charity, 6 1 9. There
actually exists a sphere, elevating all towards

heaven, which proceeds continually from the

Lord, and fills the whole spiritual and na-

I

tural worlds : those who believe in the Lord
I and keep His commandments, enter into

j

that sphere ; but those who do not. remove
themselves to the sides, and are carried away
by the stream which leads to hell, 652.

i
Spirits. The spirits of persons who were

still living on earth were frequently seen by
the author, in the spiritual societies to which
they belonged, 15. Spirits are associated

witi men like to them in the natural world,
' 137. See Anyels. A man on his first en-

I

trance into the world of spirits is led about

I

and translated into various societies, both
good and bad : thus he is examined whether

I

he is affected with goods and truths, or with
evils and falses, 281. If the former, he is

withdrawn from evil and finally elevated to

heaven ; but if the latter, he is withdrawn
from the good, and at last betakes himself to

the societies of infemals, 281. In the spi-

ritual world no man retains that name which
he received at his baptism, and derived from

^

his father and progenitors ; but eveiy one
is named according to his characteristic

quality, 300. Every man is attended by an
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associate spirit, either good or evil, accord-
ing to his faith and life, without which he
would be incapable of thinking, 3S0, 454.

The mind of a man is his spirit which lives

after death ; and his spirit is continually
in consort with its like in the world of spi-

rits, while by means of the natural body
with which it is clothed, it is in consort with
men in the natural world, 475. The reason a
man is not conscious that his mind is in the
mid.st of spirits, is, that those with whom
he is in consort think and speak spiritually,

whereas his sjjirit, during its residence in a
material body, thinks and speaks naturally,

475, G07. See Lcnujuage. The spirit or in-

ternal man, after the death of the body,
thinks that which it wills, and wills that
which it loves, and this is the delight of its

life, 5G8. Men lately deceased are called

novitiate spirits, 570. The life of a spirit is

the affection of love and the thought thence
proceeding, G22. Every spirit fancies him-
self to be actually such a person as the gar-
ment he has on represents him to be, be-

cause, in the spiritual world, the tinder-

standing clothes every one, 663.

Spiritual Sex.se of the "Word. See
'Word. The spiritual sense Ls contained in

the Word as the soul in the body, or as pre-

cious jewels in a casket, 191—104. The ex-

istence of the spiritual sense, and in what
it consists, has hitherto remained unknown,
193, 201. It cannot po.ssibly be kno^^•n but
from the science of correspondences, 196.

The quality of the Word in that sense is

known only to the Lord and those to whom
He reveals it, 196. It is owing to the spi-

ritual sense that the Word is divinely in-

spired, and holy in every syllable, 200, 846.

It has pleased the Lord to reveal the spiritual

sense, lest from doubts concerning its holi-

ness it .should be rejected as a common
trivial writing, and thereby the Lord's con-
junction with man should be cut off, 200,

271. The science of correspondences is the
key to the spiritual sense of the Word, 206,

207, 702. See Correspondence. Hereafter
the spiritual sense of the Word will be made
known only to those who are in genuine
truths from the Lord, 208, 230. If, there-

fore, any one -wishes to open that sense by
virtue of his own power, and not of the
Lord's, heaven is closed against him ; in

which case he either loses sight of all truth

or falls into spiritual insanity, 208. The
naked truths themselves, which, in the
literal sense of the Word, are included,

contained, attired, and comprehended, are

in the spiritual sense of the Word, and the
naked goods in its celestial sense, 215. The
Lord guards the spiritual sense of the Word
as He does the angelic heaven, which indeed
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is included in it, 230. The spiritual and
celestial senses of the Word are evolved or
unfolded from the literal sense while it i.^

read by a person who accounts the Word
holy, 234—238. The particulars of the spi-

ritual sense appear only to those who love
traths for the sake of truths, and do good
for the sake of good, 244. In the spiritual
sen.se Divine truth is in its light, and in the
celestial sense Divine good is in its heat,
289. See Woi-d. Without a knowledge of
the spiritual sense of the Word no one can
know what the two sacraments, Bapti.sm
and the Holy Supper, involve and effect,

667—669, 69S. See Hajptism, Uohj Supper.
The spiritual sense is at this day discovered
for the Xew Church on account of its use in
the worship of the Lord, 669. It was not
discovered at an earlier period, because
hitherto Christianity existed only in name,
and at best only as a kind of .shadow in
certain individuals, 700. The spiritual sense
of the Word is signified by the power and
glory in which the Lord shotdd come, 776,
777. In that seiLse the Lord is continually
present, 780. It is the medium of con-
junction between mankind and the Lord,
and also of consociation with angels, and in.

it the holiness of the Word resides, 846.

Spiritual World, the Divine Being,
through the, operates all things in nature,
12. In that world men appear at a dis-

tance in the shape of such beasts as they
have actually made themselves like in dis-

position, 13. See Laiifjxiage. In that world
there is a sun, which is pure love, from
Jehovah God, who is in its centre, 24. See
Sun of Heaven. Out of this sun He not
only ijroduced the spiritual world and all its

spiritual contents, which are innumerable
and substantial, but also the natural world
with all its natural contents, which are like-

wise innimierable, but material, 24. In the
spiritual world there are no material spaces,

nor corresponding times, 29. Spaces and
times there have a conformity to the affec-

tions and thoughts of its inhabitants, 29,

185. '&(t<i. Appearances. The sun there ap-
pears stationary in the east in a middle
altitude between the zenith and the horizon,

29. See Sun of Heaven. In one extremity
there appear two statues in a monstrous
human form, the result of certain phanta-
sies, 31. There is no space there, but only
an appearance of space, 64, 475. See Corre-

spondence. In the spiritual world the power
of truth is particularly conspicuous, 87. See
Poner. Such is the connection between the
spiritual world and the natural, that the one
cannot subsist without the other, 118. At
the Lord's first advent the spiritual world
was crowded with idolaters, magic ians, and
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falsifiers of the Word : but at the second

advent with Christians so called, both such

as are immersed in naturalism and such as

have falsified the AVord by their fabulous

faith concerning- three Divine persons from
eternity, and concerning' the Lord's passion

as constituting the whole of redemption, 121.

In the spiritual world all are suffered for

some time to remain in their externals, but

are finally let into their internals, 148, IGO.

In the spiritual world there are climates and
zones as in the natiu-al world, there being-

nothing- in the latter world which does not

also exist in the former, although the origin

of their existence is different, 185. In the

spiritual world there are precious stones

just as in the natural world, and they derive

their spiritual origin from the truths which
are in the literal sense of the Word, 209,

217, 794. Food in the spiritual world is like

the various kinds of food in our world, but
from a spiritual origin ; and is given from
heaven by the Lord to every one according

to the uses which he performs, 281, 735.

All there ajjpear at a distance according to

correspondences, o88. The spiritual world
includes both heaven and hell, between
which there is an interstice or great gulf,

in the midst of which men are while in

the world, 454, 455. All such as excel in

wisdom are translated to the south in the

spiritual world, 461. Gardens and paradises

appear where dwell the angels who excel in

intelligence and wisdom, 4(37, 794. Animals
seen in the spiritual worM are correspond-

ences of the affections, and of the thoughts
flowing from thence, of those who are on
the spot, 50G. There are places of instruction

in the spiritual world to which all who die

in their infancy are sent, where they are

educated for heaven ; and in like manner all

on their first arrival from the natural world
who have a desire to be informed respecting
heaven and hell, G61. All things there are

substantial, and thus are in all fulness :

hence it is that all things contained in the
natiu-al world are contained there also in

perfection, ()94, 794. There are clouds in

the spiritual world jiLst as in the natural
world, but from another origin ; over the
angelic heavens they are bright, but over
the hells hang dusky clouds, 776. The
quarters in the spiritual world are not like

the quarters in the natural world, and an
allotment of habitations according to such
quarters is according to the reception of

faith and love ; those who excel in love are

in the cast, and those who excel in intelli-

g-ence are in the south, 800. See World of
S2ririts.

Stars, represent knowledges of truth and
gfx)d, 198.
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State, has relation to love, to life, to

wisdom, to the affections, to joys, and, in

general, to good and truth, .30.

SuBST^VKCE. God Himself is the veri-

most substance and form, 20, 28, 37, 53, 76.

Substance without form is nothing, 20, 21,

."-3, 367. See AtmoKpherc. Substantial ex-

istences are the primitives whence material
existences are derived, 79, 280, 694. The
inhabitants of the spiritual world are sub-

stantial beings and not material, 280. Mat-
ter is but a gathering together of substances,

280. Unless spiritual substances were pre-

sent within material forms, it would be im-
possible for any seed to be imi^regnated from
its inmost parts, and thus to germinate,

neither could any insects be procreated out

of the effluvia arising from the earth, or

from the exhalations of vegetables with
which the atmospheres are impregnated,
470.

Sun, THE Natural, is pure fire derived

from the sun of heaven, which is Divine
love, 35, 41. See Sim of Heaven. Heat
and light proceeding from the sun are the

two essentials and universals by which all

things upon eai-th exist and subsist, 37, 308.

Whatever exists by means of the natural

sun is material, 75. For the purpose of

operating on the inanimate parts of creation,

as He operates on the spu'itual parts, the

Lord formed the sun, 308. The sun is like

a common father and the earth like a general

mother, from whose maiTiage union all the

vegetables which adorn the face of the globe

aje brought forth into being, 308. The heat

and light of the natural sun have in them-
selves nothing of life, but serve the heat
and light of the spiritual sun as receptacles,

just as instrumental causes sei-ve their prin-

cipals, 360. It flows with all its essence

into every tree, fruit, flower, or other object,

and each one draAVS what it requires from
the common influx, 364. The sun of this

world consists of created substances, the

activity of which produces fire, 472. If

the sun with its heat and light were to be
removed, the universe would become a

chaos, 472.

Sun of Heaven, the, is the proximate
sphere of Divine love and wisdom proceed-

ing from the Lord, 25, 35, 365, 641. See
Sjnritnal World. God first bounded His in- i

finity by the substances emitted from Him-
|

self, whence exists the proximate sphere of !

His gloiy which constitutes the sun of the
|

spiritual world, 33. Afterwards, by the in-
j

strumentality of that sun, He perfected other
j

ambient spheres, even to the la.'st, 33, 76.
|

See Sim, the Katvral. The sun of heaven
f

is the centre of life, 35. See Expanse. From
j

this sun proceeds heat, which in its essence f

!
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is love ; and light, whicli in its essence is

wisdom ; which enter by influx into every
created subject, 39, G3, 75, V.GO, G41, COL
It illuminates the understandings of all an-
gels and all men, 59, 774-, 84G. All things
which proceed from it have some resem-
blance to the human form, 66. Wliatever
exists in the spiritual world by means of

its sun is substantial, 75. There is one
God, who is a man, and whose habitation is

ill that sun, 135, 3(i5, 366. The heat and
light of the spiritual sun Iiave life in them-
selves, 360. These enter by a common in-

flux into every form, each recipient taking
what it needs, 364, 641, 661. See Heat and
.LrtjJit. This sun is distant from the angels
as tlie sun of the natural world is from men,
in order to i^revent its touching them with
its immediate rays, for in such case they
v.'oidd be consumed, 641, 691.

Sword. By the flaming sword which
turned every way is represented Divine
truth in ultimates, like the Word in its

literal sense, 260.

Tabernacle, the, which Moses built in
the wilderness, represented heaven and the
church ; therefore the pattern of it was
shewn to Moses by Jehovah on Mount Sinai,
1'2(). Its holiness was derived from the law
which was in the ark, 283.

Teeth, The collision or jarring of falses

one against another, and also of the false

against truth, is signified in the Word by
the gnashing of teeth, 402. Reasonings
from the fallacies of the senses coiTespond
with the teeth, 402.

Temple, the, at Jerusalem, in its highest
sense, signified the Divine Humanity of the
Lord, 221.

Temptatiokt. The Lord suffered His Hu-
manity to be assaulted by temptations, in
order that it might be glorified, and that He
inight subjugate the hells and reduce them
to order, 2, 126. ^ee Cross. During tempta-
tion, a man, to all appearance, is left to him-
self, but in reality God is then most present
with him, 126. From the disagreement be-
tween the evil will into which aman is born,

and the new will consequent on reformation,

a combat arises which is called spiritual

temiDtation, 596. This temptation or com-
bat is not between goods and evils, but be-

tween the truths of good and the falses of

e\'il ; for goods or evils of themselves cannot
fight, 596. A man ought to fight in tempta-
tions as of himself, since he enjoys freedom
of determination to act either in favor of

the Lord by abiding in truths from good, or

in favor of heU by abiding in falses from
evil, 596. No person has been admitted
into any spiritual temptation since the in-

troduction of the faith of three gods ; for
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had he been admitted, he would instantly

have fallen itnder it, 597. After a man has
l^assed through temptations, he is conjoined
with heaven, 598. The regeneration of the
internal without the external avails nothing,
600. See Conscience.

Thought. An idea of spiritual thought
derives its aU from state, and nothing what-
ever from space ; for it is superior to it, and
looks down u^ion the ideas of sjiace as hea-
ven looks down ui^on earth, 30. On account
of their supereminence, spiritual ideas or
thoughts, in respect to natm-al, are ideas of
ideas, thoughts of thoughts, and thus ex-
press qualities of qualities, and affections of

afijections ; consequently spiritual thoughts
are the beginnings and origins of natural
thoughts, 280. To think spiritually is to
think abstractedly from space and time, and
to think naturally is to think in conjunction
with space and time, 280. See Idea, Per-
ception, Memory. Those who never think
alHnnatively, but only scepticallj', cannot
possibly form any rational conceptions of

any stibject, 335. Thought increases from a
state of nothingness by instruction ; there-

fore men have ideas, not connate, but ac-

quired and formed, 335. See Infants.

Thought is so much and in such sort the
man, in proportion to the quantity and qua-
lity of will joined to it, 347. See Love.

It is in consequence of his communication
with spirits that a man enjoj's the facility

of perception, and the power of thinking
analytically on all subjects : if this com-
munication were removed, he would be in-

cajiable of any more or other kind of thought
than a beast ; and if it were intercepted en-

tirely, he would instantly die, 475. There
cannot be the least excitement of thought
in the understanding, but in consequence of

the influent delight of the will, 570. He
who thinks about God only from the con-

sideration of person, and not from that of

essence, tliinks materially; likewise he who
thinks of his neighbour onlj' from his ex-

ternal form, and not from a regard to his

quality ; and he who thinks of heaven only
from the consideration of place, and not
from that of love and wisdom, 623. Thought
is a kind of purifying alembic or excretory

gland, in which hereditary evils and their

defilements are separated ; if, therefore, the
evils which enter a man's thought were to

be imputed to him, reformation and regene-

ration would be impracticable, 659. A man
has two states of thought, external and in-

ternal ; these two form one with the good,

but not with the wicked, 806.

Time. See S2}aee and Time. Time, in

the spiritual world, is not distinguished into

days, weeks, etc., because the sun there
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never appears to rise and set, nor to have
any progressive motion, 29.

Trade. The love of trade is spiritual,

on account of its tise, for it administers to

the general good ; but where money is the

final love, and trade the mediate subservient

love, then that love is merely natural, 801.

Tree, a, in respect to its seed con-esponds

to the will; in respect to its branches, buds,

and leaves, to the understanding; in respect

to its fruits, to good works, 374. A tree in

general signifies a man, 468. See Vegetable

Jungdmn.
Tree of Knowledge op Good and

Evil, the, signifies a man's believing that he
lives from himself, 48, 520. Those who speak
falses from deceit, and utter them in a tone
of voice which seems to proceed from spi-

ritual affection, particulaa-ly if they mix
them with truths taken from the Word, are

called serpents of the tree of knowledge of

good and evil, 324. Those also who reason
from sensual things only, against thegenuine
triiths of the Word, and thence of the
church, 402, 565. A man, not in the Lord,
but in his selfhood, 4G6. To eat of this

tree, signifies the appropriation of evil, 460.

The belief that intelligence and wisdom were
from man, 663.

Tree op Life, the, signifies man. and its

fruit the good of life, 48. The way of the
tree of life signifies admission to the Lord,
which men have by means of the truths
contained in the spiritual sense of the
Word, 260, 520. The tree of life signifies

the Lord in man, and man in the Lord, 466.

Thus intelligence and wisdom from God,
663.

Trinity, the Divine, is in the Lord God
the Saviour Jesus Christ, 3, 139, 170, 623,
751. The confession of a trinity of persons
is destructive of all rational thought con-
cerning God, 4, 23, 110, 141, 173. Those
who in heart acknowledge thi-ee gods, do
not perceive the light contained in the in-

most of the Word, 7. No one can abide in
heaven with the idea of a trinity of persons,
15. The tri-personal doctrine of God, which
supposes the three to form a council of

government, is sensual and material, 15,

16, 136. A trinity of persons necessarily
involves the idea of three gods, 17, 168, 170,

171, 173, 184. The Divine Trinity is in
the Lord : the Father in Him is the AU-
originating Divinity, the Son, the Divine
Human, and the Holy Spirit, the Divine
Proceeding, 92. Henceforth no one in the
Christian world who beheves in a trinity of
persons can enter heaven, 108. The idea
of a trinity of persons in the Godhead occa-
sions a distraction in men's minds, 133.
The three essentials, called Father, Son, and
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Holy Spirit, in the Lord, are one, 139, 16G.

The Divine Trinity of Father, Son, and
Holy Spirit, can only be understood aright
by looking to the Lord God the Savioiu',

and reading the Word under His influence,

165. The Divine Trinity is similar to that
of soul, body, and operation in a man, 166

—

168, 172. At this day, with respect to the
Divine Trinity, human reason is bound, like

a man handcuffed and fettered in prison,

and may be compai'ed to a vestal \argin
biu'ied alive for letting out the sacred fire ;

when nevertheless the Divine Trinity oiight

to shine like a lamjj in the mind of every
member of the church, since God in His
trinity and in His unity is the all in all

of the sanctities of heaven and the chlurch,
169. Before the creation of the world, the
trinity did not exist ; but it was provided
and made when God became incarnate, and
then centred in the Lord God, the Re-
deemer and Saviour Jesus Christ, 170. The
idea of a trinity of divine persons from
eternity, being a trinity of gods, cannot be
expelled by the oral confession of one God,
172, 173. It leads to the denial of God,
and consequently is the true source and
origin of the natiu'alism which so much
prevails at this day, 173. See Apostollf

(liurcli. It has extinguished the light of

the Word, and removed the Lord from His
chirrch, and thuis plmiged its morning into

midnight darkness, 177. Thence also is

that abomination of desolation and affliction

spoken of by Daniel and the Evangelists,

and i^redicted in the Revelation, 179—181.

Such notions are the delusions of a mind in

a state of delirium concerning God ; and if

they should be raised from the memory into

the higher region of the understanding,
would occasion madness, 183. The Divine
Trinity nevertheless is like a pearl of the
highest price, 184. Those who confirm
themselves in the belief of three divine
persons actually existing from eternity, be-

come more and more natural and corporeal

;

in which case they have no capacity in-

wardly to comprehend any divine truth, 296.

Truth. See Word. Jehovah God de-

scended as the Divine Truth, which is the
Word, 85, 86. See Itedcmption. Truths
applied to the confirmation of false doctrine

become falses, 162. There is not a single

saving truth but what derives its quality

from the bosom of goodness, 163. It is

generally supposed that truth is nothing
more than a word spoken by some person
in authority, which on that account ought
to be attended to and obeyed; whereas truth
and good are the constituent principles of

all things, both in the spiritual and natural
worlds, and are the essences by which tho
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universe was created and is preserved, 224.

When the church, or any member of it, is

principled in truths, then the Lord flows in

by good into those truths and communicates
life to them, 249. When a man learns
truths from the Word, he enters into com-
munion and consociation with angels, 347.

All the Lord's words are truths, 347, 349.

Truths form the essentials of faith, 347.
Every one, if he is so disposed, may collect

truths from the Word ; and the Lord enters
by influx into every man, and in whomso-
ever He finds such truths collected. He en-
lightens those truths so that they become
constituents of faith, 349. Divine truth has
the capacity inherent in it of being multi-
plied to infinity, 350. Those who look to
the Lord and worship Him alone, are in a
capacity of knowing all truths, 354. Truth
in heaven is lucent, and is faith in its es-

sence, 353. Truth without good is not
truth in spirit, and good without truth is

not good in spirit ; thus one forms and con-
stitutes the other, 460. See Faith. Light
is emitted by truths, because the sun from
which it flows is the Lord in the spiritual

world, C20. Those whose minds are emi-
nently enlightened with the truths of faith,

and who enjoy a clearer perception, may
have a more perfect conscience than others,

66G. See Wisdom.
Tyre aud Sidon, signify the knowledge

of goodness and truth, 200, 219, 2G0, 4G7.

The king of Tyre, the Word in its ultimates
where those knowledges are, 260.

Ulcers, or Sores, signify interior evils

and falses destructive of good and truth in

the church, 635.

Understanding, the, receives faith by a
prior way, and knowledges by a posterior

way, and in the midway where these influ-

ences meet, natural faith is made spiritual

;

thus the human understanding is, as it were,
the refining vessel in which this change is

wrought, II. See Will and Understanding.
Union. See Conjunction.

Unity. See God. Unless the unity of

God were acknowledged in heaven and the
church, they would become inanimate, 10.

The unity of God is evident from the uni-
formity and coherence of the created uni-

verse, 13. It is most intimately inscribed

on the minds of men, and is the centre of

all influxes from God into the human soul,

23. The true faith is broken in pieces by a
division of the unity of God, 379.

Universal. Singulars considered col-

lectively are termed a imiversal, as parti-

cidars considered collectively are termed a
whole, 60. See Fai'ticulars. Whoever is

acquainted with universals may afterwards
comprehend singulars, 661. The universals
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of hell are these three loves ; 1st, love of
rule, originating in the love of self ; 2nd,
love of possessing the property of others,

originating in the love of the world ; 3rd,

adulterous love, 661. The opposite uni-
versals of heaven are, 1st, love of rule, ori-

ginating in the love of uses ; 2nd, love of

possessing worldly emoluments, originating
in the love of jierforming uses by them

;

3rd, true conjugial love, 661. All things
in general and particular depend for their

consistence on universals of order, and these
again on one which is most universal : thus
all on God, 679, 714, 775. It is necessary
that the singulars should, in a certain image,
represent their universals, 714. It is this

relation which is the cause of the conser-
vation of all things in the universe, 714.

Universe, the, is as a theatre on which
the evidences of the existence of a God and
His unity are continually exhibited, 12. It

could not be created or preserved unless
God were One, 13. It is the workmanship
of God, and the habitation of His love and
wisdom, 13. See Creation. The universe
consists of perpetual uses produced by wis-

dom and originated by love ; it is therefore

a consistent and coherent work from first to

last, 47, 67. God from Himself introduced
order into the universe, 53. All things in
the universe are conjoined according to the
laws of order in which they were respectively

created, and thus make a one, 54. It was
created by God for the existence of uses,

and hence it may be called a theatre of uses,

67. The universe, which includes both the
spiritual and the natural world, was created
from the Divine Love by the Divine Wis-
dom, 76. All the laws of order by which it

is preserved are truths, 87. It was created
by Divine Truth, 224. All things in the
universe which are in Divine order have
relation to good and truth, 397, 398.

Urim and Thummim, signify the bril-

liancy of Divine Truth derived from Divine
Good in its ultimates ; for Urim signifies a
shining fire, and Thummim, brilliancy, in

the angelic tongue, and integrity in the
Hebrew tongue, 218.

Use. There is not a single thing existing
in the world but that contains some use,

more or less remote, for the service of man,
since infinite wisdom cannot produce any-
thing but uses, 13. See Universe. By use,

love and wisdom acquire a real existence,

67, 387. Those in the spiritual world who
have confirmed themselves in falses of faith,

cannot perfoiTU works of real utility, but
only such as are mischievous and evil, 281.

A man is directed and determined to the per-

formance of uses according to the doctrines
which he has imbibed as means, 374. See
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Love of Heaven. "When a man, from a prin-

ciple of spiritual love, desires to perfonn
uses, the natural man produces them by the

wealth and other goods of fortune which it

possesses, and the sensual man lends assist-

ance in its office or employment, and finds

its honor in such production, 403. See
WealtJi. To perform uses is to do good ;

and according to the quantity and quality of

use in the good which is done, is the quan-
tity and quality of the good itself, 419.

Goodness and use are a one, 64G. Heaven is

a continent of use from first to last, for use

is the love of the neighbour brought into

act, 661, 694, 730. The evil perfonn uses

for the sake of themselves, but the good
perform them for the sake of u.ses, and
under the influence of the love of them,
661. The dehght attending the exercise of

use bears the angels along as a favorable

current does a ship, causing them to be in

eternal peace and its rest, 694. Every
angel is an angel in proportion to his use,

694. The love of use, and the consequent
application of it, keep together the powers
of the mind, secure it from wandering
about at random, and imbibing the lusts of

the senses, 744. There are spiritual uses,

such as belong to love towards God and our
neighbour ; moral and civil uses, such as

belong to the love of the society and state

in which a man lives ; natural uses, which
belong to the love of the world and its

necessities ; and corporeal uses, such as be-

long to the love of self-preservation, 740.

Vastatiox. See Consummation, of the

Age.
VEaETABLE KINGDOM. The growth of

seeds is a proof of the wisdom of God, who
is the sole operator by and through nature,

12. The essence of every vegetable is in-

nate in its fruit or seed, 145. See Suhstaiicc.

In trees and all other subjects of the vege-
table kingdom, there are not two sexes, as is

generally supposed, but each is a male, the
earth alone being their common mother,
and thus as it were a female, 585. The root

answers to the heart -, the leaves are in the
place of lungs ; the flowers which precede
the fruit are the means of purifying the
juice, (which answers to the blood ;) and
the fi-uit may be compared to the testes, in

which the seeds are perfected, 585. The
vegetative soul which reigias intimately in

the inmost of every j^article of the juice,

or in its prolific essence, is derived purely
from the heat of the spiritual world, and
hence has a perpetual tendency to gene-
ration : this ijrolific essence is diawn forth
and diffused by the subtile effluvium which
exhales from every grain of mould, 585.

See SjjheTe.
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ViXE, the, signifies spiritual guvxl and
truth of the chm-ch, 200, 609.

ViEGlxs signify the affections of truth,

205, 277. The wise and the fooli-sh virgins
in the parable signify the regenerate and
the unregenerate, 600. Virgins also signifj'

the affections of sciences, 694. In general,
the chiu-ch, 748.

Virtue. The Divine virtue and opera-
tion is understood by the Hoty Spirit, 146.

Vital Heat. The heat of the blood, or
the vital heat, both of men and animals, is

the heat of love, to which natural heat cor-

responds, 35, 496.

War. When a person resists the assaults

of an enemy, and at the same time retains
such a disposition of mind as to be willing
to become his friend, he acts fi-om a principle
of charity ; so also wars, which have for

their end the protection of our country and
the church, are not inconsistent with cha-
rity ; the end for which they are under-
taken shews whether they are attended ^^dth

charity or not, 407.

Water, signifies truth in the natural or
external man, 144, 572. Living water sig-

nifies the truth of the Word, 190. Drink-
ing water from a fountain means to be
instructed in truths, 493.

Wealth. No man of sound reason can
condemn riches or wealth, because in the
body politic they are like blood in the animal
body ; nor can he condemn the honors an-
nexed to particular stations and functions,

provided the natural and sensual loves of
those who enjoy them are in subordination
to spiritual love, 403.

Widows, signify those who are without
tiTiths, and yet desire them, 427.

Will and Undeestandixg. The will

is the recipient and habitation of love, and
the understanding of wisdom, 37, 224, 203,

362, 397, 058, 712, 778. See Mind, Human.
During the state of refonnation, the under-
standing is fu-i5t and the will second ; but
in the state of regeneration the will is first

and the understanding second, 105. See
Internal and External. It is the part of

the understanding to think, and of the will

to do and practise, 151, 273. The love of
the will has its residence in the cerebellum,
and the thought of the understanding in the
cerebrum, 160. All things in men have re-

lation to the understanding and the will,

224, 397, 658. The will and understanding
are united when a man forms his under-
standing of genuine truths, which is done
to all appearance as of himself, and when
his will is replenished with the good of love,

Avhich is effected by the Lord, 249. The
will is the real man, 255, 347, 507, 658

—

660. The understanding only teaches and
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shews what, from the will, is to be done,

273, G58, (151). The will of a man is his self-

hood, and this is evil from birth, and thence
falses are in his understanding, 273, 693,

612, 658, C59. The reg'enerate man has a
new will and a new understanding-, 302, 601
—006, 659. When lust is in the will it

acquires the natiure of an act ; for the under-
standing is only receptive of the allurements
of sin, but the will is receptive of the in-

tention, 313, 058. The state of the will is

formed to receive the influx of love and
charity, and the understanding to receive
the influx of wisdom and faith, thus to re-

ceive God, 366, 377. The understanding
is nothing without the will, and the will is

soon reduced to nothing without the under-
standing, 367, 377. There is an infinite

diversity between the good-will of different

persons, arising from the end, intention,
and consequent purpose by which each is

influenced, and which lie concealed in the
will of doing good, and stamp on each per-
son's will a peculiar quality, 37i. The will
seeks out in the understanding the means
and methods of attaining its ends, and thus
in the understanding it betakes itself to the
light, 374, 395, 493, 658. Production and
fruitfulness are effected by both together,
u7. The will and understanding, when
united, are called the mind ; there is also a
marriage between them like that between
good and truth, 397. The will is the esse
of a man's life, and the understanding the
existere thence derived, 397, 658. These
two faculties constitute the spirit of a man

;

for his wisdom and iutelligence, his love
and charity, and likewise his life in general,
reside therein, 397. "WTiatever a man does
from liberty of will, according to conviction
of the imderstanding, remains with him,
461 : see also 493—490. The human will
is twofold, interior and exterior, that is, of
the internal and external man, 493. The
interior wiU is the man himself, since it is

there that both the esse and the essence of
his life reside, 493. Freedom of determi-
nation reside in the will and understanding,
497. The will easily draws over the under-
standing, and makes a slave of it, 507.
The understanding in every one is capable
of being elevated according to the know-
ledges he possesses ; but the will can only
be elevated by a life in conformity to the
truths of the church and of reason, 507,
589, 602. The intentions of the will ought
to be explored by self-exnmination, because
the love resides in the will, 533. See Self-
cxaminatUni. Since the will of a man is

by birth evil, and since the imderstanding
teaches what is good, it follows that he
must be reformed by means of the under-
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standing, 587. Unless the will be restrained

by the understanding, a man left to its

free guidance would rush headlong into all

wickedness, 588. Unless the understand-
ing could be perfected separately from the
will, and the will perfected by its means, a
man would not be a man but a beast, 588.

The will by means of its delight or satis-

faction, enters into the understanding, and
produces consent, 658. The will is the
essential, and thought the formal ; hence
the former and not the latter is the subject
of imputation, 660. See Imputation.
Wine signifies the same as blood, namely,

spiritual truth, 708. The juice of the vine
which should be drank new in the kingdom
of heaven, signifies the truth of the new
heaven and the new church, 708. See
Holy Supper.
Wisdom. Infinite wisdom is the source

of all intelligence, 12. It is an essential

attribute of God, and one with His Divine
Love, 37, 39, 41. Wisdom is the complex
of all truths, 38. Light, life, and wisdom
are a one, and are not creatable, 40. See
Form. The continual endeavour of the Di-
vine Wisdom is to eflrect the purposes of
Divine Love, 43. The angels enjoy a
brightness of light in proportion as they are
perfected in wisdom, and hence wisdom is

signified by light in the Word, 59. A man,
from the Divine Omniscience, has wisdom
concerning good and truth, 68. In propor-
tion as the human mind is elevated to the
higher degrees, it is exalted to wisdom, be-

cause it has a proportionable admission into
the light of heaven, 69, 565. It is produced
also by a true faith, 177. The wisdom of
the angels of the celestial heaven exceeds
the wisdom of the spiritual angels as much
as that of the latter exceeds the wisdom of
men, 242, 280. Spiritual wisdom is wisdom
of wisdom, and thus inexpressible to any
wise man in the natural world, 280. The
angels derive all their wisdom, which in-

creases in them to eternity, from the Word

;

and in proportion as they grow wiser, they
see clearly that no limits can be set to wis-
dom, and that they themselves are but in
its outer court, 290, 350. Wisdom is derived
solely from divine truths analytically ar-

ranged into forms by the influx of light from
the Lord, 350. Genuine wisdom consists in
a man's seeing by the light of heaven that
the knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom
which he has, is so little in comparison with
what he has not, that it is but like a drop
of water compared with the whole body of

the ocean, 387. A man makes small ad-
vance in wisdom unless his thinking faculty

be elevated above things sensual, 402, 565.

No one is wise in spirit but from the Lord,
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in proportion as lie is bom again and created

anew by Him, 507, 718. A perpetual fruc-

tification of good and thence of love, also a
perpetual multiplication of truth and thence

of wisdom, are granted to angels and men,
718. Man at his creation was endued with
wisdom and the love of it, not for the sake

of himself, but for the sake of its communi-
cation with others from himself, 746.

"Word, the, in its inmost is God, 6. In
its literal sense it is as a mirror, in which
men see God, every one according to his o^vn

state ; for God Himself, as He exists in the

inmost, cannot be seen by any creature, C.

The Word is the crown of revelation, 11.

The Word is pure Divine truth, having been
dictated by Jehovah Himself, 8.3, 189, 190.

Having jmssed through all the heavens until

it reached the lower world, it is accommo-
dated to angels in heaven and also to men on
earth, 85, IDo, 195. Wlierefore it possesses

a spiritual sense, in which Divine truth is in

light, and a natural sense in which it is in

shade, 85. God speaks in His word accord-

ing to appearances, 135. See Appearances.
The Word or Divine truth is the only me-
dium by which a man can approach the

Lord, 1 42. The man who reads the Word,
not under the Lord's auspices, but imder
those of his own understanding, fancies him-
self as quick-sighted as a lynx, and to have
more eyes than Argus ; when yet interiorh^

he discerns no single truth, but only what
is false, 165. From the nature of the faith

may be seen in what manner the Word is

understood in the church, 177. Although
the Word is commonly attributed to the

Lord, it is not known in what its divinity

consists, 189, 193. See Scripture. It is

the sanctuary and tabernacle in which the

Lord dwells with men, 190. The style of

the AVord is such as to contain what is holy

in every word, and in some cases in every
letter, 191, 241. See Kaiiiral Man, Spi-

ritual Sense of the Word. Hence the Word
conjoins men to the Lord and opens heaven,
191. The Word is like the heavens, namelj',

in natural, spiritual, and celestial order,

and divine throughout, 195, 212, 289, 777,

779. The spiritual sense is in the whole
and in every part, 196, 289. It is owing to

the spiritual sense that the Word is di\dnely

inspired and holy in every syllable, 200, 846.

It is possible for a man to violate the spiritual

sense of the Word by means of the science

of correspondences, if he is desirous thereby
to explore that sense under the influence of

his self-derived intelligence alone, 208, 230.

The Word kept in the sacred recesses of the
temples in the spiritual world, shines in the
sight of angels like a great star, and some-
times like a sun ; and also from the bright-
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ness which surrounds it there is an appear-
ance as of beautiful rainbows, 209. If,

however, any person who is in falses looks
upon it, there arises a thick darkness before
his eyes, in consequence of which the Word
appears black, and sometimes as if it were
covered with soot, 209. The Word without
its literal sense would be like a palace with-
out a foundation, or the human brain with-
out its integuments and last covering, &c.,

213. The Word in its inmost from its celes-

tial sense is like a gentle bimaing flame ; in
its middle, from its spiritual sense, like an
illustrating light, 210, 289 ; in its ultimate,

from its natural sense, it is like a transpa-
rent object recipient both of flame and light,

216. It was represented in its glory by the
transfiguration of the Lord, when His face,

which shone as the siin, represented the
Divine good of His Divine love, and His
raiment, which was as the light, the Divine
truth of His Divine wisdom, 222, 2G1. See
Power. The historical Word was rejire-

sented by Moses, and the projihetical h\
Elias, during the transfiguration, 222, 261.

The Word cannot be understood without
doctrine, 226—228. See Doctrine. By the
literal sense of the Word a man has con-
junction with the Lord, and consociation

with the angels, because in that sense is

contained the spiritiial and celestial senses,

234—239, 267, 268, 272, 846. See Conjunc-

tion. The Word is in all the heavens, and
the wisdom of the angels is thence derived,

240. It is there -uTitten in a style which
differs altogether from the natural style,

(see Lanriuage.) but yet, as to its literal

sense, is altogether similar to and makes
one with om- Word by correspondence, 241.

The Word in heaven, like that in our
world, is so written, that the simple under-
stand it in simplicity and the wise in wis-

dom, although in a different way, 241. The
tiaiths of faith and the goods of charity are

the two universalsof the Word, from which
the church derives its quality, 244. See
Church. The reason why the marriage of

the Lord and the church, and thence th^

manriage of good and truth, is in every part

of the Word, is, that the spiritual sense has
more particular relation to the church, and
the celestial sense to the Lord ; and that the

one relates to Divine Truth, the other to

Divine Good, 248-253. The Word is like

a garden which may be called a heavenly
paradise, 259. By means of the Word light

is communicated to those who are out of the

pale of the chm-ch and not in i^ossession of

the Word, 267—270. Although the church,

which is in possession of the Word, consists

of very few persons, in respect to the whole
race of mankind, stiU, by means of the Word
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so possessed, the Lord is present in every

country on the face of the earth, 2(57. When
the Word was entirely falsified and adulte-

rated by the Jewish nation, and rendered
in a manner null, it jjleased the Lord imme-
diately to descend from heaven, and to come
as the Word, and to fulfil it and thus to

renew and restore it, 270. For a similar

reason it has pleased the Lord now to reveal

the spiritual sense of the AVord, 271. Every
liarticular sentence in the Word, when it is

read, communicates with some particular

society in heaven, and thus the whole Word
communicates with the universal heaven

;

whence it appears that as the Lord is the

Word, so also heaven is the Word, 272.

Without the Word no one would have any
knowledge of God, of heaven and hell, or

of a life after death, 273—276. It could not
be written otherwise than by representa-

tives, 275. See Representatives. There is

an infinity in every part of the Word, each
part containing- innumerable things which
the angels themselves cannot exhaust, 290,

o50. All truths conducive to salvation are

contained in the Word, 347. There is in

every part a conjunction of charity and
faith, 372. The Word in the letter malces

mention of such things only as are external,

even the extreme parts of worship, and they
signify spiritual things which are internal,

427. From this time it is allowable to enter

into the mysteries of the Word ; for all its

".:nths are so many mirrors of the Lord, 508.

Tlie natural sense of the Word is changed
into the spiritual by correspondences in hea-

ven, C98. The Word is the real and very
covenant which the Lord makes with man,
and man mth the Lord ; for the Lord came
down as the Word, that is, as the Divine
Truth, 730. His presence in the Word is

by means of the spiritual sense, through the
light of which He passes into the shade, in

which is the sense of the letter, 780.

Works. Evil actions are to be shunned,
and good actions are to be done, 3. See
Covijunciion. Good works are means of in-

troduction to charity, 71. By the works of

the law (Rom. iii. 28) are meant the injunc-

tions of the Mosaic law, and not of the Deca-
logue ; and by faith, faith in the Lord God
the Savioirr Jesus Christ, not in three divine
persons from eternity, 338, 50G. The whole
man according to his measure and quality,

Avith regard to his mind or essential quality,

is in every work which proceeds from him,
.>73. Charity, having relation to the in-

ternal man, consists in willing what is good
;

and good works, ha\"ing relation to the ex-

ternal man, consist in doing good from and
iinder the influence of a good will, 374, 420,
421. Works, in respect to their essence,
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are of the will ; in respect to form, are of

the understanding ; and in respect to act,

are of the body, 374. Thus, also, in regard
to their essence they are of the end ; in

regard to their form, they are of the doc-

trines of the church ; and in regard to act,

are of uses, 374. Charity alone does not
produce good works, still less faith alone,

but charity and faith together, 377. Those
who perform genuine works of charity place
no merit in their works, for they never think
of their merit but only of their duty, which
as good Christians they are bound to per-

form, 423. They do not regard recompense
as an end and motive in their works,
425. By almsgiving and similar good works,
children and servants, and, in general, all

persons of simple character and condition,

are initiated into charity, 42G. See Cliaritij.

In performing the exercises of charity, a
man does not ascribe merit to works so
long as he believes that all good is from
the Lord, 439—442, 504. For men to think
that they shall go to heaven, and that there-

fore they must do good, is not to regard
recompense as an end, and to ascribe merit
to works, 440. Such i^ersons are not in-

fluenced by a confidence in the reward to
which merit entitles them, but by a belief

in the promise made of grace, 440. See
Merit. If a man does not employ the powers
with which he is endowed in doing good
and believing in the Lord, he is but a wil-

derness and a desert, 484. It is granted to

man to do good of himself from God, and in
like manner to believe, 503. All who do
good from a religious motive, whether they
be Christians or Pagans, are accepted by
the Lord and adopted after death, 53().

Such as do good from the mere impulse of
natural goodness, and not at the same time
from a religious motive, are not accepted ;

natural goodness being of the flesh alone,

received by birth from a man's parents, 537.

Natural good is made spiritual by a true
faith, 654.

WoELD. There are two things peculiar
to the natural world, by which all its con-
tents are fixed and bounded, namely, space
and time, 27. There are two worlds, the

,,

one natural and the other spiritual, 75.

There are likewise two suns, the one pure
love and therefore living (see Sun of Hea-
ven), the other iim-e fire and therefore dead
(see Sun, I\"atural), 75. The spiritual and
natural worlds are inseparably connected,
118.

World of Spirits, the, is in the middle
between heaven and hell, and is the world
into which all men enter immediately after

death, 160, 281, 475, 570,622. The lower
earth in the s^iiritual world is immediately
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over hell, o32. The societies in the spi-

ritual world, v/hich are innumerable, are
arrang-ed in -vronderful order according- to

natiu'al affections, both g-ood and evil ; the
g'ood societies communicating' with heaven,
and the evil societies with hell, 281. The
world of spirits appears to those who dwell
there like a complete globe "or world, 475.

It is the great gulf or interstice spoken of
in Scripture, 475—478. There arises in it a
most copious exhalation of evil out of hell

;

and, on the other hand, there descends into

it continually as copious an influx of good
from heaven, 475. Every man as to his

spirit is in this world, and his situation

there changes from infancy to old age, 475,
476. In the east are those who are in good
from the Lord ; in the north, those who are
in ignorance ; in the south, those who are
in intelligence ; and in the west, those who
are in evil, 47G. All who are in this world
are, as to their interiors, either in conjunc-
tion with the angels of heaven, or the clevils

of hell, 477.

Worship, before the coming of the Loixl,

consisted in types and figures which were
representative of true worshiii, 109, IBS,

201, C70, G74. Then, also, Jehovah God
made Himself visible in a human form by
means of an angel ; which form was repre-
sentative of the Lord who was about to

come into the world, 188. The representa-
tive rites of worship were in process of

time changed into idolatry, 204, 275. Be-
fore washing or purification from evil,

prayer to God is not heard, 32!). Every
true worshiper of the Lord, as soon as he
hears any truth of faith with which he was

before unacquainted, instantly sees, acknow-
ledges, and receives it, because the Lord
is in him, and he is in the Lord ; conse-
quently the light of truth is in him, and
he is in the light of truth, 354, 361. Wor-
ship from freedom is true worship, 495. The
most holy solemnities of worship are bap-
tism and the Holy Supper, 667. See Heaven.
To glorify God is not only to offer worship
at stated times, but also to bring forth the
fruits of love, that is, to discharge all the
duties of our callings with faithfulness,

sincerity, and diligence, 738.

Wrath. See Predestination. God is love
itself; mercy itself, and goodness itself; and
being these. He cannot be angry, wrathful,
or revengeful, 256, 650,651. Such passions
are attributed to him in the Word because
it is written by appearances and corres-

pondences, 650.

Writing in Heaven. See Language.
Zeal, in its true nature, is a violent heat-

ing of the natural man : if the love of truth
kindles it, it is then like the sacred fire

which came do^vn upon the apostles ; but if

the love of the false lies concealed within it,

it is then lilve fire imprisoned in wood, which
bursts out and bums the house, 146. An
ardent zeal is often enkindled in the breasts

of enthusiasts, and of those who maintain
doctrines the most false, 146. The fire

bursting out of smoke, which signifies falses,

is the heat of zeal kindled in favor of those
falses, 159. The zeal of those who are with-
out charity is anger and hatred ; for their

internal man is on fire with those evil pas-

sions, 408. See Cliarity.

ZiON, signifies tlie church, 467.
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THE AUTHOR'S INDEX

THE MEMOKABLE KELATIONS.

I. Certain new comers into the spiritual

world discoursed among- themselves in my
hearing as to three divine persons from
eternity ; and afterwards, one of them who
in the world had been a primate, opened
his mind concerning this mystery, saying,

that his opinion had been, and still was,
that the three persons of the Godhead sit

upon high thrones in heaven ; God the
Father upon a throne of the imest gold with
a sceptre in his hand ; God the Son, on his

right, upon a throne of the purest silver,

with a crown upon his head ; and God the
Holy Spirit upon a throne of shining crystal,

holding a dove in his hand according to the
appearance when Christ was baptized ; and
that round about them in triple order are

pendant lamps glittering with precious
stones, and that innumerable angels stand
in a circle at a distance adoring and glori-

fying. He spoke, furthennore, of the Holy
Spirit—how it operates faith, piu-ifies, and
justifies. He added, that many of his order
favored these ideas of his, and thoiight that
I, as one of the laity, had possibly the
same faith. But I replied at considerable
length, saying that from my boyhood I had
cherished the idea that God is one ; and
then I explained to him what is involved in

the Trinity, and what is signified by the
throne, the sceptre, and the crown, where
these in the Word are predicated of God.
To which I added, that all who believe iia

three divine persons from eternity must
necessarily believe in three gods ; and fur-

thermore that the Divine Essence is not
capable of division, n. IG.

II. A discourse of the angels concerning
God,—that his Divine Esse is divine in
itself, not from itself ; and that it is One,
IMMUTABLY THE SAME, THE ESSENTIAL
Self, and the Indivisible : also that God
is not in place, but with those who axe in
place, and that his Divine Love appears to
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the angels as a sun, the heat proceeding
from which in its essence is love, and the
light wisdom, n. 25.

Further, that the proceeding Divine at-

tributes, which are creation, redemption,
and reg'eneration, are attributes of one God,
not of three, n. 2G.

III. Perceiving on a certain occasion,
that a vast multitude of men are in the
jjersuasion that all things are of nature, and
consequently that nature is the creatris
of the universe, I presently spoke with an
ingenioiTs person of this class in a certain
gymnasium concerning these three points :

1st. Whether nature is of life, or life is of
nature. 2nd. Whether the centre is of the
expanse, or the expanse is of the centre.

3rd. Concerning the centre and expanse of
natiu-e and of life—that the centre of nature
is the sun of the natural world, and that
its expanse is that world itself. That the
centre of life is the sun of the spiritual

world, and that world likewise is its ex-
panse. These propositions were mutually
discussed, and, lastly, the truth was shewn,
n. 35.

IV. .Of my being conducted to a theatre
of wisdom, where angelic spirits from the
four quarters were congregated with an
injunction from heaven to discuss three
arcana : 1st. What is the image of God,
and what the likeness of God. 2nd. AVhy
men are not bom into the science of any
love, when yet beasts and birds are bom
into the science of all their loves. 3rd.

What is signified by the tree of life, and
by the tree of knowledge of good and evil.

They Avere also enjoined to connect these
three points into one decision, and refer it

to the angels of heaven. AVhich being done,
the decision was recorded, and accepted by
the angels, n. 48.

V. A noise like that of the sea was heard
proceeding from the evil spirits immediately
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sver liell, which axose from a tumult occa-

sioned by their hearing it said above them
that the omnipotent God had bound Himself
to order. A certain one ascending thence
addressed me sharjily on the matter, saying

that inasmuch as G-od is omnipotent, He is

not restricted to any order. He also in-

terrogated me concerning order, and I re-

plied, 1st. That God is order itself. 2nd.

That He created man fi'om order, in order,

and to order. 3rd. That He created his

rational mind according to the order of the

spiritual world, and his body according to

the order of the natural world. 4th. That
therefore it is a law of order that a man from
his micro-uranos, or little spiritual world,

.should govern his microcosm, or little

natural world, as God from hismacro-uranos,
or spiritual world, governs his macrocosm or

natural world. 5th. That hence are derived

many laws of order, which also as to part

are recited, and lastly what happened to

those spirits is described, n. 71.

VI. Concerning a disjjute between certain

Hollanders and Englishmen in the spiritual

Avorld on the subject of imputation and pre-

destination. On the one part, why God,
inasmuch as He is omnipotent, does not im-
pute the justice of His Son to all, and thus
number them among the redeemed ; when
yet, inasmuch as He is omnipotent, He is

able to transform the satans of hell into

angels of heaven
;
yea, if it be His good

pleasure, to transform Lucifer, the dragon,
and all the goats into archangels ; for there
is need of nothing hut a little word to effect

this. On the other part, that God is order
itself, and is unable to do anything con-

trary to His laws of order, because this

would be to act contrary' to Himself. With
much besides which was advanced ir the
discussion, n. 72.

VII. Afterwards I was speaking with
others, who were in the faith of predestina-

tion, which they deduced from the absolute

power or omnipotence of God ; because
otherwise God would have less power than
the rulers of kingdoms in the world, who
turn the laws of justice at pleasiu'e and act

absoliitely, as Octavius Augustus, and Nero.
To which it is replied, that God created the

world, and all it contains in general and
particular, from Himself as order, and thus
impressed order upon it, and that the laws
of His order are as many as the verities in

His Word. Some of the laws of order are

then recited, both those and the quality of

them which are of God's part, and those
which belong to the part of man. These
can never change, because God is order
itself, and man is created in the image of
His order, n. 73.
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VIII. That I spake with a concourse of
the clergy and laity concerning Divine
Omnipotence. They said that omnipotence
is unlimited, and that a limited omnipotence
is a contradiction : to which reply was made,
that no contradiction is implied in acting
omnipotently according to laws of justice

with judgment. It is said in David, that
justice and judgment are the habitation of
God's throne (Ps. Ixxxix. 14), and that no
contradiction is implied in acting omnipo-
tently from wisdom according to laws of

love. But that it is a contradiction to sup-
pose that God is able to act contrarj- to the
laws of justice and of love, which would be
to act from no judgment and wisdom ; and
that such a contradiction is at this day in-

volved in the faith of the church, that God
is able to justify the unrighteous, and dis-

tinguish the impious with all the gifts of

salvation and rewards of life. With much
more concerning this faith and omnipo-
tence, n. 74.

IX. While I was once meditating on the
creation of the universe by God, I was led

in the spirit to certain wise ones who first

complained of the ideas prevailing among
themselves, which they had acquired in the
world, concerning the creation of the uni-
verse from chaos, and concerning its creation

from nothing ; because those ideas obscmre,

degrade, and pervert their meditation con-
cerning the creation of the universe by God,
Wherefore, being questioned as to my opi-

nion, I replied that it would be in vain to

form any but a speculative conclusion con-

cerning the creation of the universe, vmless

it is known that there are two worlds, the
spiritual and the natui'al, and that in each
of these there is a sun ; also that the sun of
the spiritual world, in the midst of which is

God, is pure love, and that from it are aR
things spiritual, which in themselves are

substantial. Likewise that the sun of the
natural world is pure fire, and from it are

all things natural, which in themselves are

material. But when these truths are known,
it may be concluded that the universe was
created by God. Which also is briefly

descril^ed, n. 76.

X. Of some satans in hell who desired a

conference with the angels of heaven, for

the purpose of convincing them that all

things are derived from natiu-e, and that

God is nothing but a word unless nature
be meant. They were permitted to ascend,

and then certain angels descended from
heaven into the world of spirits that they
might hear them. When the satans per-

ceived them, they ran furiously towards
them, saying, You are called angels because

you believe that there is a God, and that
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nature is respectively notliing', and yet

you believe this in contradiction to every

sense ; for wliich of your five senses sen-

sates anything but nature ? this, and much
besides, they said bitterly. The angels

recalled to their minds that they were now
living after death, and that formerly indeed

they had not believed in this life. Then
they caused them to see the fair and splen-

did objects of heaven, and informed them
that such objects are in heaven because all

there believe in God. Afterwards they
made them behold the filthy and deformed
objects of hell, saying that sucli things are

there because the inhabitants believe in

nature. From observing these things the

satans were first convinced that there is a

God, and that He created nature ; but as

they descended, the love of evil returned and
closed their understanding from above, when
they again believed as before, that ail things

are of nature and nothing of God, n. 77.

XI. A type of the creation of the uni-

verse shewn to me, to the life, by angels.

Being conducted into heaven, where I saw
all things of the animal kingdom, all things

of the vegetable kingdom, and all things of

the mineral kingdom, similar in all respects

to the objects of these three kingdoms in the

natural world. AU those things, they said,

are created in heaven in a moment by God,
and that they subsist so long as the angels

are interiorly in the [corresponding] state of

love and faith as to thought ; and that that

instantaneous creation evidently testifies a
like creation even in the natural world, with
this difference only, that the natural invests

the spiritual, and that this investing is pro-

vided by God for the sake of the generation
of one from another, by which creation is

perpetuated : consequently that the creation

of the universe was effected in a similar man-
ner to those instantaneous creations in hea-

ven. Except, indeed, that all noxious and
hideous things in the three kingdoms of

nature, some of which are enumerated, were
not created by God, but originated together

with hell, n. 78.

XII. Conversing concerning the creation

of the universe with some who, when in

the world, had been celebrated for their eru-

dition, and who now spoke from tlie ideas

they had formerly cherished, one said that

nature created herself : another, that nature

conglomerated her elements into vortices,

and from their collision formed the earth : a

third that it sprang from a chaos, which
equaled in magnitude a large part of the

universe ; the purest substances first break-

ing forth formed the sun and stars, after-

wards the less pure formed the atmospheres,

and lastly the grosser matters composed the
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terraqueous globe. To the question, whence
proceeded human souls, tliey answered that

the ether formed itself into separate little

spheres, and these, infusing themselves

about the time of birth, form the soul, and
that after death they fly to their former as-

sociates in the ether, whence they return to

animate other forms, according to the ancient

doctrine of Metempsychosis. After this a
certain priest, by solid arguments in favor

of the creation of the universe by God,
shewed the folly of all they had been utter-

ing and put them to shame, still they re-

lapsed into their former insanities, n. 79.

XIII. Of a certain satanic spirit, who,
knowing no otherwise than that he was still

in the former world, sj^oke with me concern-

ing God, the angelic heaven, and religion,

and said that God is the universe, that the

angelic heaven is the atmospheric firmament,

and that religion is a charm of the vulgar ;

with much folly besides. But on restoring

the memory of the past, and shewing him
that he now lived that life after death which
he had formerly disbelieved, he for the mo-
ment confessed that he had talked insanely;,

but at once, on turning himself and retiringg

,

he spake insanely as before, n. 80.

XIV. I observed at night a fiery meteor,

,

sometimes called a dragon, falling to the •

eartli, and, noting the place where it fell,
.

saw there a sulphurous earth mixed with iron

dust. Looking there in the morning, I saw
two tents, and immediately afterwards a
spirit falling from heaven, whom I ap-

proached and questioned as to the reason of

his fall. He replied that he was cast down
by the angels of Michael because he had
said that God the Father and His Son are

two and not one : he added that all in the

angelic heaven believe that God the Father
and His Son are one as soul and body, and
that they confirm this by many arguments,

from the Word, as well as from reason,

urging that the soul of the son can be only

from the father, and that in it and thence in

the body is the likeness of the father. He
had indeed confessed in heaven, as he had
formerly done on earth, that God is one ; but
inasmuch as the confession of his lijis and
the thoughts of his mind were not in agree-

ment, they told him that he believed in no
God, for that the one was dissipated by the
other ; and this he said was the reason that,

he was cast down. The next day, returning

to the same place, I saw two statues foiTaed

of the dust, which was a mixture of sulphur

and iron, in the place of the two tents, one
of which represented the faith of the church
at this day, and the other its charity ; both
were fairly clothed, but their garments were
the effects of fantasy ; and Ijecause they

L L L
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were formed of that dust, and a rain de-

scended from heaven, they both began to

ferment or bubble up, and were consumed,
n. 110.

XV. That in the spiritual world no one is

allowed to speak contrary to his thoug-ht, or

if he so speak, his hypocrisy is manifest to

the ear ; and in hell therefore no one is able

to name Jesus, because Jesus signifies sal-

vation. Hereby an experimental proof was
afforded as to how many in the Christian

world at this day believe that Christ, even
as to His Humanity, is God. Many of the

clergy and laity being congregated, it was
proposed tothem that they should pronoimce
the words " Divine Human ; " but hardly

any were able to draw these two words con-

jointly from their thoughts, and thus give

them utterance. It was confirmed before

them by many passages from the Word, (as

Matt, xxviii. 18 ; John i. 1, 2, 14 ; and xvii.

2 ; Col. ii. 9 ; 1 John v. 20 ; and others)
;

still they were not able to pronounce the

words " Divine Human,"—not even the
Evangelical Protestants, although their or-

thodoxy teaches that " in Christ God is man,
and man God ;

" nor yet the monks, who
nevertheless pay holy adoration to the body
of Christ in the Eucharist. From this it

appears that Christians at this day are for

the most part either Arians or Socinians,

and that these, if they adore Christ as God,
are hypocrites, n. 111.

XVI. An altercation took place concern-
ing a little book, entitled A Brief Exposi-
tion of the Doctrine of the New Church,
published by me at Amsterdam ; and espe-

cially concerning this point, that nob God
the Father, but the Lord God the Redeemer
is to be adored and worshiped. It was
iirged that it is said in the Lord's Prayer,
" Our Father who art in heaven, hallowed
be thy name : Thy kingdom come ;

" conse-

quently that God the Father ought to be
worshiped. I was sent for to end the strife

;

and, addressing myself to them, I shewed
that God the Father in His Divine Esse
cannot be approached, but only in his Hu-
manity ; and inasmuch as the Divine and
the Human are in Him one person, that the
Lord is the Father. I confirmed this from
the Word, both from the Old Testament,
where the Son of God is galled the Father
of Eternity, Jehovah our Justice, and the
God of Israel ; and from many passages in

the New Testament ; thus, when the Lord
God the Redeemer is approached, the Father
is aijproached, and then His name is hal-

lowed, and His kingdom comes.—With
much besides, n. 112.

XVII. I saw an army mounted on red
and black horses, with the faces of the riders
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turned to the horses' tails, and the hinder
part of their heads to the heads of the
horses : they were crying out to fight against
another army riding upon white horses. The
array which presented so strange an appear-
ance was from a place called Armageddon
(Rev. svi. IG), and consisted of those who
had been imbued in their youth with the
dogma of justification by faith alone, and
who afterwards, on being promoted to emi-
nent employments, had rejected everj-thing

belonging to faith and religion from the in-

ternal of their minds to the external of their

bodies, where in fine it had perished. The
quality of those who appear in Armageddon
is also described, and their desire to meet
and contend with the angels of Michael,
which was permitted, but at a certain dis-

tance from thence. The subject of strife

was the manner in which these words in the
Lord's Prayer should be understood, " Our
Father who art in heaven, hallowed be thy
name : Thy kingdom come." The angels of

Michael said, that the Lord, the Redeemer
and Saviour, is the Father of all in heaven ;

and He Himself teaches that the Father and
He are one ; that the Father is in Him and
He in the Father ; that whoso seeth Him
seeth the Father ; that all that the Father
hath are His ; that the will of the Father is,

that they should believe in the Son, and
whoso believeth not in the Son shall not see

life, but the wrath of God abideth upon
him ; that He also hath all power in heaven
and in earth ; and that no one hath seen, or

can see, God the Father, but the Son, who
is in the bosom of the Father : with much
to the same purpose. At the conclusion of

this contest, the vanquished Armageddons
were in part cast into the abyss (Rev. ix.),

and part driven forth into a desert, n. 113.

XVIII. I was in a temple, in which there

were no windows, but a large opening in

the roof : the persons assembled there were
conversing on Redemption, and agreed una-
nimously that it was effected by the jjassion

of the cross ; but while they were thus en-

gaged, a black cloud covered the opening
in the roof and occasioned darkness in the

temple. Shortly afterwards, however, the

cloud was dispersed by angels who de-

scended from heaven, and who then sent

one of their number into the temj^le to in-

struct them concerning Redemption. He
said that the passion of the cross was not

Redemption, but that it consisted in subju-

gating the hells, arranging the heavens in

order, an-i thus in the restoration of exerx-

thing that had fallen into ruin both in the

spiritual and natural worlds, without which
no flesh could have been saved. And con-

cerning the passion of the cross, he said,
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tliat by it was completed entire union with
the Father ; and when that is assumed to

constitute Redemption, much that is un-
worthy of God, yea, that is wicked, must
follow ; as, for example, that He had passed
condemnation upon the whole human race

;

that the Son bore this in His own jjerson

;

that He thus propitiated the Father, and
by His intercession restores to the Divine
His own Essence, which is love and mercy

;

besides much more, which it is scandalous
to attribute to God, n. 134.

XIX. The Sun of the spiritual world, in

which is Jehovah God in His Human, was
seen, and then this truth Avas heard from
heaven, God is One. ^^^len however this

descended into the world of spirits, it was
changed according to the forms of the minds
there, and at length into [a declaration of]

three Gods, which also a spirit thus con-
firmed, arguing, that there is one who
created all things, a second who redeemed
all men, and a third who oijcrates every-
thing ; also one who imputes, a second who
mediates, and a third who inscribes, and
thus implants faith in a man, by which He
justifies him. But inasmuch as a faith in

three Gods had perverted the whole Chris-

tian church, I declared, from the perception
granted to me, what is meant, in respect

to the One God, by Mediation, Intercession,

Propitiation, and Atonement ; namely, that
they are four attributes of the Human of

Jehovah God ; that because Jehovah God,
without the Human, could not approach
man, nor be approached by him, therefore

3Iediat'wn signifies that the Human is the
intermediate ; Intercession, that it mediates
perpetually ; Pro])itiatio7i signifies that an
approach is mercifully opened for every one
to God ; Atonement, that it is granted even
to sinners ; and that all these are effected

through the Human, n. 135.

XX. I entered into a gymnasium, where
they were discussing how it is to be under-
stood that the Son of God is said to sit at

the right hand of the Father. Various opi-

nions were offered on this subject
; yet all

agreed that the Son is actually thus seated,

but differed as to why it was so. Some
thought it to be on account of redemption

;

some, from love ; some, that He might act

as a counsellor ; some, that honor might be
rendered to Him by the angels ; some, that
it was because it was given Him to reign in

place of the Father ; some, that He might
hear those on the right for whom He inter-

cedes. They further discussed whether the
Son of God from eternity was thus seated,

or the Son of God born in the world. Hav-
ing heard all this, I raised my hand, asking
permission to say something in e?^planafion
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of what is meant by sitting at the right
hand of God ; and I said that the omni-
potence of God is understood by the Human
which He assumed, for hereby He effected

Redemption, that is, svibjugated hell, created
a new angelic heaven, and instituted a new
church ; that this is meant hy sitting at the
right hand, I jiroved from the Word, in
which by the right hand is signified power.
This was afterwards confirmed from heaven
by the appearance of a right hand over
them, the power of which and the terror

it inspired nearly deprived them all of ani-
mation, n. 13G.

XXI. I was conducted in the spiritual

world to a certain council, at which were
assembled those celebrated persons who
lived before the Council of Nice, and are
called the Apostolic Fathers ; as well as
those who have distinguished themselves
since that time. I observed that some of
the latter api^eared to have bald chins, and
had wigs on their heads made of women's
hair ; but all the former had beards, and
wore their own hair. In the front stood a
man who was a literary authority and critic

of the present age, and he commenced a
lamentation, saying. There has risen among-
the laity a man who has drawn out oixr faith

from its sanctuary, when yet it is a shining
star in oiir sight, night and day . and this

he has done on account of his blindness in

regard to the mysteries of that faith ; for he
does not see in it the Righteousness of

Christ, nor the wonders of Justification

which it contains, although it is a faith in

three divine persons, and thus in the whole
Deity ; and inasmuch as he has transfen-ed

his faith to the second person, and not in-

deed to Him, but to his Humanity, it ne-

cessarily gives birth to natui'alism. This
avowal was favored by those who lived sub-

sequently to the Council of Nice, who said

it was impossible for there to be any other
faith, or that it could otherwise originate

;

but the Apostolic Fathers who lived before

that age indignantly related many things
which (as may be seen) are said in heaven
of the Nicene and Athanasian faith. But
as the president of the council was conso-

ciated as to the spirit with a certain author
in Leipsic, I addressed myself to him, and
proved from the Word that Christ even as

to His Human is God, as well as from the

book containing the doctrines of the Evan-
gelicals, called the Formula Concordia,
that in Christ God is man, and man God

;

as likewise the worship of Him according

to the Augustan confession strongly con-

firms ; with much more to the same purpose.

On hearing which, he was silent and turned

away. Afterwards I spoke with a certain
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spirit who was consociatcd with an eminent
man in Gottenbur^, who had defiled the

worship of the Lord still more scandalously.

At length both scandals were declared to

be subtle falsehoods, invented to prejudice

men's minds, and deter them from the holy
worship of the Lord, n. 137.

XXII. There appeared a smoke ascend-

ing from the lower earth, when it was said

that [fiimi'] quantities of smoke are nothing
but falses in the aggregate. Certain angels

then approached, who were desirous of ex-

ploring the quality of the falses which occa-

sioned this appearance ; and they descended
and came upon four companies of spirits,

whereof two were composed of the learned
and unlearned of the clergy, and two of the
learned and unlearned of the laity ; Avho
confirmed each other in the persuasion that
an invisible God ought to be worshiped,
and that such wor.ship is holy, and is heard

;

but that it is otherwise if a visible God is

worshiped. That worship addressed to an
invisible God is holy and is heard, they
confirmed by various arguments, and conse-
quently acknowledged three invisible Gods
from eternity. But it was shewn that the
worship of an invisible God, and a fortiori

of three invisible Gods, is no worship ; in
confirmation of which, Socinus and Arius,
together with some of their followers, who
all had worshiped an invisible Deity, were
raised from the lower parts of the earth.

These, when they spoke from their natural
or external minds, said that God exists,

although He is invisible ; but when the ex-
ternal of their minds was closed, and the
internal opened, so that they were com-
pelled to utter their internal conviction con-
cerning God, they exclaimed, T\Tiat is God ?

We have neither seen His shape nor heard
His voice. "WTiat is God therefore but an
ens rationis, or nature? But they were in-

structed, that it had plea-sed God to descend
and to assume the Human, that men might
see His form and hear His voice. This,

however, was said to them in vain, n. 159.

XXIII. Concerning the stars in the na-
tural world, and the probability that they
are of the same number as angelic societies

in heaven, since at times every society there
shines like a star. Afterwards of my con-
versation with angels concerning a certain
way, which appears crowded with innumer-
able spirits, and which is the way by which
all, on leaving the natural world, pass into
the spiritual. In company with the angels
I approached this waj^ and calling twelve
men out of the number, we questioned them
as to their belief concerning heaven and
hell, and concerning a life after death. As
they were recently deceased, and knew no
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other than that they were still in the na-

tural world, they replied according to the
ideas they had brought with them. The

first: That those who live morally go to

heaven, and as all live a moral life, no one
goes to hell. The second: That God go-

verns heaven, and the devil rules in hell,

and inasmuch as they are opposite, the one
calls good what the other calls evil : that
man, having the art of dissimulation, agrees

with both, and can live equally well imder
the dominion of the one or the other. The
third: That there is no heaven and no hell

;

for who, he asked, ever came thence and
gave an account of them? Hie fourth

:

That no one could return, and give such
intelligence ; for when a man dies, he be-

comes a phantom, or wdnd. The fifth:

That you must wait for the day of the last

judgment, when all things will be made
known to you ; but while he said this, he
laughed in his heart. Hie sixth inquired.

How can the soul of a man, which is only

wind, re-enter its body, when it is consumed
by worms, and reclothe a skeleton which is

either dried or fallen to dust ? Tfie serenth

asserted, that men are no more able to live

after death than beasts or birds ; for are they
not, he asked, equally rational ? The eighth

said, I believe there is a heaven, but not a
hell ; for God is omnipotent, and is able to

save all. Tlie ninth said, that God, inas-

much as He is merciful, cannot cast any
into eternal fire. Tlie tenth, That no one
can possibly go to hell, because God sent

His son, who atoned for all, and bore the
sins of all ; and what can avail the devil

against that? 21ie eleventh, who was a
priest, declared. That those alone are saved
who obtain faith, and that election is ac-

cording to the pleasure of the Omnipotent.
Tlie twelfth, who was a politician, said, I

say nothing whatever concerning heaven
and hell, but permit the priest to preach
concerning them, that the minds of the
vulgar may be restrained by invisible bonds,

and held in obedience to the laws and to

their leaders. On hearing these replies the

angels were astonished ; but they aroused

them by shewing that they were now alive

after death, and then introduced them into

heaven ; but they did not remain there long,

it being discovered that they were merely
natural, and that in consequence the hinder
parts of their heads were hollow ; concern-
ing which hollowness and its causes, some- •

thing is said in conclusion, n. IGO.

XXIV. I heard a sound like the noise of
'

a mill, and following the sound I saw a i

dwelling full of chinks, which had a sub-

terranean entrance, and in it was a man i

j

collecting from the Word and other books • i
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many documents concerning- Jusiification hy
Faith alone ; there were scribes at the side

who wrote on paper tlie extracts he made.
To my inquiry as to wliat he was now doing,
he answered, that he was collecting passages
to prove that God the Father fell away from
His grace towards mankind, and therefore
sent His Son to atone and propitiate ; to
which I rej^lied, that it is contrary both to

Scripture and reason, that God could fall

away from His grace ; for thus He would
have fallen away from His essence, and would
not be God : when I had thoroughly demon-
strated this position, he became wrathful,
and ordered the scribes to turn me out ; but
as I walked out of my own accord, he cast
at me the first book which came to hand,
and that book was the Word, n. 101.

XXV. There was a dispute among some
spirits whether any one could apprehend
any genuine truth in the Word, unless he
immediately approach the Lord, who is

the Word itself ; but because some contra-
dicted this, an experiment was made, and
it was found that those who approaclied
God the Father did not see any trutli, while
all who approached the Lord, saw truth.

During this strife some spirits ascended
from the abyss (concerning which see

Rev. ix.), where the mysteries of justifi-

cation by faith alone are the subjects of

discussion. They declared that they ap-
proach God the Father, and they see their

mysteries in clear light ; but they were told

that they see them in the light of infatua-
tion, and that they do not possess even a
single truth : this excited their indignation,
and they quoted many passages from the
Word, which were truths ; but it was told

them, that although these were truths in
themselves, in their minds they became
falses. This was proved by conducting
them to a hoiise where there was a table,

and into which there proceeded a direct

influx of light from heaven, and they were
directed to write the truths which they had
adduced from the Word upon paper, and to

put the paper upon the table : when they
did so, the pajier upon which the truths

were inscribed shone like a star ; but when
they drew nearer and intently regarded it,

the paper appeared sooty black. They were
then conducted to a similar table upon which
lay the Word encompassed with a rainbow

:

and a certain distinguished advocate of Soli-

fidianism touched it with his hand, when
an explosion as of a gun succeeded, which
cast him into a corner of the chamber,
where he remained like one dead for half an
hour. These spirits were thus convinced
that though all the truths which they de-

rived from the Word were truths in them-
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selves, they had in their minds becomt
falses, n. 1(12.

XXVI. In the spiritual world there are
climates as in the natm-al world, conse-
quently there are frigid zones where snow
and ice i^revail. Being once conducted
thither in the spirit, I entered a temple
which was covered with snow, and lighted
within by lamps. Behind the altar I ob-
served a tablet, upon which was written,
The Divine Trinity, Fathee, Son, and
Holy Spirit,who are one in essence, but
THREE IN PERSON. I heard the minister
preaching concerning the four mysteries of
faith, (which see,) in respect to which the
iinderstanding is to be kept under obedience
to faith. After the discourse, the hearers
expressed their thanks to the preacher both
for the copiousness and the wisdom of his
remarks. On my inquiring whether they
understood what they had been listening
to, they replied, " We received it all with
ojien ears ; why do you ask whether we
understood it ? Is not the understanding
stupefied in such things ? " The priest was
prt.sent and added, "Because ye have heard,
and have not understood, blessed are ye ; for
thence is your salvation." And much be-
sides, n. 185.

XXVII. That the human mind is distin-

guished into three regions, like the angelic
heaven, and that theological subjects, in
those who love truths because they are
truths, occupy the supreme region of the
mind ; that beneath them in the middle
region are moral subjects, and under these
again, or in the last region, are political

subjects, the various sciences forming the
door. That theological subjects with those
who do not love truths have their seat in
the lowest region, and are there mingled
with the things of a man's proprium, and
thus with the fallacies of the senses ; hence
some persons have no ability to see any-
thing of a theological nature, n. 18G.

XXVIII. I was conducted to a place
where were those who are signified by the

'

false prophet in the Revelation, and I was
invited by them to see their temple. I fol-

lowed them accordingly, and saw it : within
it was the image of a woman clothed in a
s-^arlet vest, holding in her right hand a
golden coin, and in her left a chain of jDcarls

;

but these appearances were induced by fan-
tasy : and when the interiors of my mind
were opened by the Loijl, a house full of

clefts was seen in place of the temple, and
instead of the woman, a beast, like that
described in Rev. xiii. 2 ; in place of the
ground there was a bog, at the bottom of

which the Word lay hidden ; but immedi-
ately an east wind blew, which carried away
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the temple, and, drying' i;p the bog', exposed

the Word to view ; and then, in light which
shone from heaven, there appeared a taber-

nacle, like Abraham's, when the three angels

appeared to him and announced the birth of

Isaac. Afterwards, lig'ht shone from the

second heaven, when there appeared in place

of the tabernacle a temple, like that of Je-

rusalem ; and after that, in the refulgent

light beaming from the third heaven, the

temple also disappeared, and the Lord alone
was seen, standing i^pon the foundation

stone, where the Word was. But because

too great a degree of sanctity then filled the

minds of those present, that light was with-

drawn, and instead of it the light of the se-

cond heaven was immitted, by which the pre-

vious appearance of the temple was restored,

and within it was seen the tabernacle, n. 187.

XXIX. A magnificent palace was seen,

in which there was a temple, within which
there were three rows of seats : here a

council had been called together by the

Lord to deliberate concerning The Lord
THE Saviour and The Holy Spirit. When
as many of the clergy had assembled as

there were seats, the council commenced,
and the doctrine of the Lord being the
subject of deliberation, the first proposition

was. Who assumed the Humanity in the
Virgin Mary ? An angel standing at the
table read before them the words addressed
to Mary by the angel Gabriel, " The Holy
Spirit shall come npoii thee, and the yoner

of the highest shall overshaclorv thee; and that

hob/ thing that shall he horn of thee shall he

called the Son of God'" (Luke i. 35 ; and
also from Matt. i. 20, 25), adding many pas-

sages from the prophets, to the effect that
Jehovah should come into the world, and
that Jehovah Himself is called the Saviour,

Redeemer, and Righteousness ; from which
it was concluded that Jehovah assumed the
Humanity Himself. The second subject of

deliberation conceiiiing the Lord was. Whe-
ther, if such were the case, the Father
and the Lord Jesus Christ are one, as
the soul and the body are one ? This
was confirmed from many passages in the
Word, as well as from the creed of faith,

acknowledged by the present church : they
therefore came to this conclusion, that the
soul of the Lord was of God the Father,
and therefore His Human is Divine ; which
Humanity is to be apxiroached in order to

have access to the Father, becai:se by it

Jehovah God sent Himself into the world,
and made Himself visible to the eyes of
men, thus also accessible. To this suc-
ceeded a third deliberation on the subject
of the Holy Spirit ; and first, the idea of
three divine persons from eternity was dis-
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cussed ; and it was established from the
Word that the Holy Divine proceeding,
called the Holy Spirit, proceeds ou.t of the
Lord from the Father. At length this

general conclusion w\as agreed to, 'That In

the Lord the Saviour is a Divine Trinity,

consisting of the all-orlglnatlng Divinity,

calledthe Father,the Divine Humanity, called

the Son, and the Divine Proceeding, called the

Holy Spirit ; thus that there is one God in

the church. At the conclusion of the coun-
cil, splendid raiment was given to those
who had sat at it, and they were conducted
to the new heaven, n. 188.

XXX. I saw in a certain biiilding large

sacks of money, and youths near them as

guards : in a chamber close at hand were
modest virgins together with a chaste wife,

and in another chamber also two infants :

furthermore, a h arlot and dead horses. After
which I was instructed in the signification

of each particular, that by them were re-

presented and described the Word, such as

it is in itself, and as it is [falsified] at the
present time, n. 277.

XXXI. I saw the kind of writing- used in

the highest or third heaven, the letters of

which were inflected with small bendings
upwards. I was informed that the most an-
cient Hebrew characters had some resem-
blance to those letters, and were more in-

flected than those in present use ; and also

that the letter H, added to the names Ahram
and Sara, signifies the Infinite and the Eter-

nal. The sense of certain words in Psalm
xxxii. 2 was also explained to me, from the
letters or syllables alone ; which is. That
the Lord is merciful even to those
WHO do evil, n. 278.

XXXII. Concerning' a Word which ex-

isted before the Israelitish Word, the pro-
phetic books of which are called The Enun-
ciations, and the historical books. The
Wars op Jehovah ; besides which there
was a book called Jasher, which are all

three mentioned in our Word. That ancient
Word was used in the land of Canaan,
Syria, Mesopotamia, Arabia, Assyria, Chal-
dea, Egypt, Tyre, Zion, and Nineveh. But
inasmuch as this Word was full of such
correspondences as remotely signify things
celestial and spiritual, which gave occasion
to idolatry, it was withdrawn of the Divine
Providence. I have heard that Moses copied
from that Word the narrative of the crea-

j

tion of Adam and Eve, and of Noah and his

three sons, but nothing more. The same
Word is still preserved among the people in

Great Tartary, who derive from it the pre-

cepts of their faith and life : this was told

me by angels in the spiritual world who had
i come thence, n. 279.
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XXXIII. Some experimental evidence
that those who are in the spiritual world
cannot appear to those who are in the na-
tural world, nor rice versa ; thus spirits and
angels cannot appear to men, nor men to

angels and spirits, on account of the differ-

ence between qyii'ttual and natural, or what
is the same, between suhstantlal andmaterial
existences : on account of this difference,

spirits and angels have an altogether dif-

ferent language and writings, and also

think differently from men. This was
made manifest by the spirits going alter-

nately to their associates, and returning to
me, and thus instituting a comparison.
Hence it was shewn that there is not even
one word of the spiritual language similar
to that of the natural world; and that their
writings consist of syllables, every one of

which involves an idea of something ; and
also that the ideas of their thoughts do not
fall into ideas of natural thought : the rea-

son of this difference is, because spirits and
angels are in principles, while men are in

derivatives ; or that spirits are in those prior
things from which as causes proceed poste-
rior things, and men are in those posterior
things. I was told that there is a similar
difference between the language, writings,
and thoughts of the angels of the third
heaven, and those of the second, n. 280.

XXXIV. Some observations concerning
the state of men after death in general, and
concerning the state of those in particular,

who confirm themselves in falses of doc-
trine. 1st. That men, generally, are re-

suscitated the third day after death, and
that they then have no other idea than that
they are still living in the natural world.

2nd. That all men pass into the world which
is between heaven and hell, called the world
of spirits, ord. That there they are trans-

ferred into various societies, and thus their

quality is explored. 4th. That there the
good and faithful are prepared for heaven,
but the evil and unfaithful for hell. 5th.

That after preparation, which sometimes
continues for years, a way is opened for the
evil to hell, and for the good to some society

in heaven, where they live to eternity ; with
miich besides. Afterwards the nature of

hell is described : those there who are con-
firmed in falses are called satans, and those
who are confirmed in evils of life, devils, n.

281.

XXXV. I heard the exclamations, "0
HOW just!" " how learned ! " "Ohow
WISE !" from the lower earth which is next
above hell, and, wondering that there should
be just, learned, and wise men there, I de-
scended, and first approached the place
where they were crj-ing " HOW just !

"
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There I saw as it were a tribunal, at which
unjust judges presided, who had the ability

to dexterously jjervert the laws, and turn
their decisions to favor whomsoever they
would ; thus their decisions were only ar-

bitrary ; and when their decisions were
communicated to their clients, they con-
tinued exclaiming for some distance, " O
HOW just ! " The angels remarked that
judges such as these are unable to see the
smallest iota of justice. After a time these
judges were cast into hell, and their law
books turned into playing cards, and instead
of judging, their office was to prepare color
for i^ainting the faces of harlots, and thus
turning them into beauties, n. 382.

XXXVI. Afterwards I went to the place
where I heard the cry, " how learned !

"

and I saw a company of such persons as
reason, Whether a thing be or be not,
not thinking that it is so; hence they go no
further than the first step in everything,
and only touch it from without, instead of
entering into it ; thus in respect to God,
whether He exists or not. That I might
know for certain if they were of this cha-
racter, I proposed to them, " What must be
the nature of that religion by which a man
is saved? " They replied, 1st. That they
must inquire whether religion is really any-
thing. 2nd. Whether one religion is more
effectual than another. 3rd. Whether there
is eternal life, and thus whether there is any
salvation. 4th. Whether there are a heaven
and a hell. Then they began to discuss the
first point, whether religion is anything

;

and they said it would require so much in-

vestigation that they could not come to a
conclusion within a year ; one among them
said, not within a hundred years : to which
I replied that in the meantime they would
be without religion : still they discussed the
first point so cunningly that the crowd of

bystanders exclaimed, " how learned !

"

The angels informed me that such men
appear like graven images, and that they
are afterwards sent into a desert, where
they give themselves up to idle and vain
discourse, n. 333.

XXXVII. I next approached the third

company whence I heard the exclamation,
"0 HOW wise !" and it was given me to

know that those who were there assembled
were unable to discern whether truth be
truth or not, but yet were able to make
whatsoever they pleased appear like truth,

and were consequently called Conjirmers.

That such was their character appeared
also from their various replies to the jDro-

positions submitted to them ; as, that they
made it true that faith is the all of the
church, and afterwards that charity is the
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all of the cliurcli ; and further, that faith

and charity together are the all of the

church ; and they confirmed and colored

whatever arguments they pleased with ap-

pearances, so that they shone like truths,

and the bystanutia exclaimed, "0 how
WISE !

" Afterwards certain ludicrous pro-

positions were submitted to them, that they
might shew them to be truths, for they said

that truth is nothing but what a man makes
true: these were, that light is darkness and
darkness light ; that a crow, also, is white
and not black ; both of which, as may be
seen, they caused to appear altogether like

truths. The angels observed to me that

such persons as these do not indeed possess

a grain of understanding; everything which
is superior to the rational principle with
them being closed, and everything inferior

open : and this [rational principle] can con-

firm what it pleases, but not discern any
truth to be a truth. This is not intelli-

gence ; but to be able to discern that to be
true which is true, and that to be false

which is false, and to confirm it, is to be
intelligent, n. 334.

XXXVIII. I discoursed with certain sjn-

rits who, in the natural world, were cele-

brated for their learning, and were now at

strife one with another concerning connate
ideas—whether men possess them in com-
mon with beasts. A certain angelic spirit

presented himself, and said, " Yoiu- dispute
is mere trifling, since neither men nor beasts
have any connate ideas." This excited the
anger of the whole assembly ; but the angel
having obtained permission to speak, com-
menced by saying, that beasts have no con-
nate ideas, inasmuch as they do not think,
but only act from an instinct, which they
derive from their natural love : this love in
them is analogous to will, aud it flows im-
mediately into their bodily senses, exciting
whatever is favorable and agreeable to their

love, while ideas can be predicated only of

thought. That beasts have sensation only,

not thought, he confirmed in various ways,
especially by the wonderful actions of spi-

ders, bees, and silkworms ;
" Does the spi-

der," he asked, " think in his little head,
while he forms his web, that he must con-
nect the threads together for the sake of
such and such a i;se ? or does the bee think
in its little head, I will extract from these
flowers honey and wax, and will construct
a series of little cells, and store abundance
of honey in them, and make provision for
the winter ? or does the silkworm think in
its little head, I must now prepare to spin
silk, and when I have done spinning, I wiU
take wing and sport with my conijianions,

and provide for a future progeny.' Besides
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many similar instances in bejists and birds."

With respect to mankind, he said, "that
any mother, or nur^je, or any father is aware
that there are no connate ideas in infants
recently bom, nor indeed any other ideas

until they are led to think, when ideas first

originate, anel accord with the kind of

thought and with the instruction received
;

and that the reason is. that there is nothing
connate with men but the faculty to know,
to understand, and to become wise, and an
inclination to love, not only self and the
world, but the neighboiir and God." These
arguments were heard at a distance by
Leibnitz and Wolff ; the former favored
them, biit not so the latter, n. 335.

XXXIX. On a certain occasion the quality

of faith and charity, and the effect of their

conjunction, was illustrated by an angelic

spirit. This he illustrated by comparison
with light and heat, which become a third

by conjunction into one ; because in heaven,
light, in its essence, is the truth of faith,

and heat there, in its essence, is the good
of charity ; therefore as light without heat,

such as it is in the world in the time of

winter, strips the trees of their leaves and
fruits, so does faith without charity ; and
that as light conjoined with heat, as in the

time of spring, vivifies all things, so also

does faith conjoined with charity, n. 385.

XL. Two angels descended, the one from
the eastern heaven, whose inhabitants are

principled in love, and the other from the
southern heaven, where they are principled

in wisdom. They discoursed concerning the
essence of heaven, whether it is love or

wisdom. They agreed that it is love and
thence wdsdom, and therefore that God
created the heavens by wisdom from love,

n. 38(5.

XLI. After that I entered a garden, where
I Avas led aboiit by a certain spirit, and at

length conducted to a palace called the
Temple of Wisdom. It was quadrangular
in form, the walls were of cry.stal, the roof

of jasper, the basement of various precious
stones. He told me that no one could enter

in who did not believe that the amount of

his knowledge, understanding, and wisdom,
with respect to what he did not know and
understand, was so small as to be hardly
anything : inasmuch as I believed this I J
was permitted to enter, and I saw that the ^
w^hole structiu-e was formed for the recei>
tion of light. In the temple I related what
I had lately heard from the two angels con-
cerning love and wisdom ; and they inquired
whether also they did not speak of a third,

w'hich is use / adding, that love and wisdom
without use are nothing but ideal or ima-
ginary things, but that in use they become

1
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real ; and that it is tjie same with cliarity,

faith, and good works, n. 387.

XLII. One of the draconic spirits invited

me to witness the delights of their love

;

and he led me to a sort of amphitheatre,
upon the benches of which were seated

satyrs and harlots. He then said to me,
" Now thou shalt see our sports ;

" and he
opened a gate, and let in as it were bullocks,

rams, kids, and lambs, and immediately
by another gate, lions, panthers, tigers,

and wolves, which rushed among the flock,

ravening and killing them ; all that was
f-'een, however, was induced by fantasies.

After witnessing this I said to the dragon,

•"Thou wilt presently see this theatre

changed into a lake of fire and brimstone."
The sjjorts being ended, the dragon dc-

jiarted accompanied by his satyrs and har-
lots ; and he saw a flock of sheep, from
which he concluded that one of the cities

of Jerusalem {_E,v Hierosolijmltanls] was
near, and when he saw it, was seized with
the desire of taking it, and casting out
the inhabitants ; but, as it was surrounded
by a wall, he proposed to take it by strata-

gem, and then sent one skilled in enchant-
ment, who was despatched to the city to

discourse craftily of faith and charity, esjie-

cially as to which of them is primary, and
whether charity contributes anything to

Balvation ; but the dragon being enraged by
the replies went out of the city, and col-

lected a number of his companions to be-

siege it ; but while he was preparing to

accomijlish his purpose, fire descended from
heaven and consumed him, according to

what is predicted in Revelation xx. 8, 9, n.

S88.

XLIII. A paper was once sent down
from heaven, containing an exhortation to

acknowledge the Lord the Savioiu" for the
God of heaven and earth, according to His
words in Matthew xxviii. 18. But two
bishops who were present were consulted
as to what should be done, and they told

them to return it to heaven whence it had
come : when this was done, that society

sank down, but not to a great depth. The
next day some of them ascended and re-

lated what had occurred to them : they said

that they had gone to the prelates, and
talked to them on the subject of their ad-

vice, and had a long conversation on the
state of the church at this day ; that they
had denounced their doctrine of the trinity,

of justifying faith, of charity, and other
doctrines of episcopal orthodoxy, and had
intreated them to abandon them because
they were contrary to the Word ; but in

vain. And because they called their faith

dead and devilish, according to the words
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of James in his epistle, one of the bi.shops

took his mitre from ofif liis head, and laid it

on the table, saying he would not resume it

until he was avenged upon the scoffing of
his faith ; but there then appeared a mon-
ster ascending from below like the beast
described in Revelation xiii. 1,2, by which
the mitre was taken up and carried away,
n. 389.

XLIV. I went to a certain house where
an assembly were discu.ssing whether the
good which a man does in the state of justi-

fication by faith is the good of religion or
not : they were agreed that by the good of
religion is to be understood tlie good which
contributes to salvation. But tlie sentiments
of those prevailed who said that all the good
which a man does contributes nothing to
salvation, inasmuch as no good proceeding
from man's will can be conjoined with grace,
for salvation is of grace : also that no good
of man's can be conjoined with the merit of
Christ, upon which alone salvation depends

;

nor any operation of man's with the opera-
tion of the Holy Spirit, who does all with-
out the aid of man. From this it was con-
cluded that good works also in the state of
justification by faith contribute nothing to
salvation, but only faith. Two Gentiles
who stood near the door, having heard this
said one to another, " These men have no
religion : who does not know that religion

consists in doing good to the neighbour for
the sake of God, thus from God and with
God ? " n. 390.

XLV. I heard angels lamenting that such
is the miserable lack of spiritual knowledge
at this day in the church, that nothing is

known except that there are three divine
persons, and that faith alone saves, and
nothing concerning the Lord but historical

facts. That the most profound ignorance
prevails as to -what is said in the Word con-
cerning the Lord, and His unity with the
Father, and concerning His Divinity and
power. They said that a certain angel was
sent by them to ascertain whether such
ignorance really prevailed among Christians
at this day, and that he inquired of one
respecting the principle of his religion, who
replied that it was faith : he also questioned
him further on the subjects of redemption,
regeneration, and salvation, and he replied

that all these were of faith : that charity
also consisted in faith, and no one could do
any good from himself : to this the angel
rejoined, " You reply like one who plays a
single note on a jjipe ; I hear nothing but
faith : if this is all your knowledge, you
know nothing." He then led him away to

his associates in a desert place where there

was no grass.—With much besides, n. 391.
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XLVI. I saw five gymnasia surrounded
with light of various colors, and, together

with many others, I entered the first, which
appeared as it were in flame-colored light.

Many persons were assembled there, and
the president proposed that they should offer

their opinions on the subject of charity.
After hearing his exordium, the first speaker

expressed his opinion that charity is mora-
lity inspired by faith. The second, that it

is piety inspired by a sense of our miserable

state. The third, that it consists in doing

good to every one, to the wicked as well as

the upright. The fourth, that it is charity

to serve our relations and friends in every

way. The fifth, that it consists in giving

alms to the poor and relieving the indigent.

The sixth, that it consists in building houses

for the sick and indigent, asylums for or-

phans, &c. The seventh, that it consists

in endowing churches and conferring bene-

fits on their ministers. The eighth, that

the old Christian brotherhood is charity.

The ninth, that it consists in forgiving

every one his trespasses. All the speakers

adduced ample corroborations of their opi-

nions, which are too extensive to cite here,

but may be seen in the account itself.

Afterwards I myself was permitted to ex-

press my sentiments, and I said, " That
charity consists in doing all things, and
performing every duty from the love of jus-

tice with judgment, influenced by a love

derived solely from the Lord the Saviour."

To the demonstration of this I added also

that all the sentiments which had been ex-

pressed by the nine eminent speakers were
excellent evidences of charity, if only done
from justice with judgment ; and further,

as justice and judgment are solely from the

Lord the Saviour, if they are done by men
from Him. This was approved by many in

their internal man, but not so in their ex-

ternal, n. 459.

XLVII. I heard from a distance a noise

like the gnashing of teeth mingled with a

sort of knocking, and ai^proaching the place

whence the sound came I saw a small hoiise

built of rushes cemented together, and in-

stead of the gnashing of teeth, and sound
of knocking, I heard within the house an
altercation concerning faith and charity, as

to which of them is to be regarded as the

essential of the church. Those who argued
in favour of faith maintained that faith is

spiritual because it is from God, but charity

is natural because it is of man. On the

other hand, those who were in favor of

charity maintained that charity is spiritual,

and that faith unless it be conjoined with
charity is natural. To these arguments a cer-

tain Syncratist, willing to end the dispute,
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added a few words in confinnation that faith
is spiritual, and charity only natural : but it

was rejoined that moral life is twofold, spi-

ritual and natural ; tliat in a man who lives

that life from the Lord, it is sijiritual-moral,

but in him who does not, it is natural-moral,
such as it is with the evil, and even with
s^Dirits in heU, n. 400.

XLVIII. I was once conducted in the
spirit to a certain garden in the southern
quarter, and observed persons sitting under
a laurel tree and eating figs. I inquired of

them how they understood the doctrine that
a man is to do good from God, and yet to do it

as from himself. They answered that God
operates good internally in a man ; but if he
from his own will and understanding did
that good, he would defile it so that it would
be good no longer. To this I replied, thataman
is only an organ of life ; and if he believes

in the Lord he does good of himself from
Him ; but if he does not believe in the Lord,
and still more if he does not believe in any
God, he does good of himself from hell

;

furthermore, that the Lord imparts to men
the freedom of choosing to act either from
the one or from the other. That this free-

dom of determination is given by the Lord,
is evident from the Word, which commands
aman to love God and his neighbour, to bring
forth the good works of charity as a tree

bears its fruit, and to observe His precepts
in order that he may be saved ; for that

every one is judged according to his deeds :

these things would not be commanded if a
man were not able to do good of himself from
the Lord. After these observations I pre-

sented them with twigs from a certain vine ;

and the twigs in their hands put forth

grapes.—With other particulars, n. 4G1.

XLIX. I saw a grand arsenal or dock
containing large and small ships, and upon
the decks were boys and girls who were in

expectation of witnessing turtles rise from
the sea. When they arose I observed that
they had two heads, one of which they
could retract within the shells of their bodies,

the other appeared in form like the head of

a man. With this head they spake to the
boys and girls, who flattered them for their

elegant discourse, and presented them with
rich gifts. The signification of these ap-

pearances was explained by an angel, who
said there are men in the world, and as

many spirits after death, who say that in

those who have acquired faith God regards

nothing that they think and do, but looks to

their faith alone, which faith is concealed in

the interiors of their minds. Yet the same
persons preach the holy doctrines of the

Word before their congregations in the

same manner as others ; but their discourses

J
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proceed from thelarg^er head, which has the
appearance of a man's, and in which the
little head is for the time concealed, or else

withdrawn into their bodies. After this I

observed the same persons in a ship, having
seven sails and flying in the air : those in

the ship wore laurels, and were clothed in

purple garments, and they cried aloud that
they were the chief of the learned among
clergy ; but it was seen that these apiiear-

ances were the fantastic images proceeding
from the ideas of their minds. When they
alighted upon the ground I discoursed with
them, first from reason, and afterwards from
the Sacred Scriptures, and proved in various

ways that their doctrines were the offspring

of insanity, and being contrary to the Sacred
Scriptui'es, were from hell. These argu-
ments are too long to be cited here, but
they may be seen in the account itself. I

afterwards saw these persons in a sandy
place in ragged clothing with fishers' nets

as it were girt about their loins, through
which their nakedness appeared, and, lastly,

they Slink down to a society on the confines

of the Machiavelists, n. 4G2.

L. An assembly was convened, which
held its sitting in a round temple, at the

sides of which there were altars, next which
the members of the assembly took their

seats ; but there was no president, and con-

sequently every one, as he pleased, rushed
into the middle of the assembly and clamor-
ously expressed his opinions. They began
with a discussion on free-will in regard to

spiritual things ; and the first, rudely ad-

vancing, exclaimed that a man had no more
freedom of choice in such things than Lot's

wife when she had become a pillar of salt.

The second, that he had no more freedom
than a beast or a dog. The third, that he
had no more freedom of action than a mole,
or than an owl in daylight. The fourth as-

serted that if a man had freedom of choice
in spiritual matters, he woiild become a
maniac, and believe himself to be as God,
with ability to regenerate and save himself.

The sixth read from the book of the Evan-
gelical Protestants, called the Formula
CoNCORDi^E, that a man has no more freedom
in things spiritual than a stock or a stone

;

and that in such matters he is unable either

to think, to will, or to do the least thing,

neither can he apply or accommodate him-
self to receive them ; besides much more,
concerning which see above, n. 464. After
this I was permitted to speak. I asked
them whether a man Avould be any better

than a mere brute without freedom of choice
in spiritual things ; and without such free-

dom to what purpose was all their theology?
But they replied to this, If you read our
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theology you will not discover anything
spiritual therein, since this is so interiorly

concealed in it that not a trace of it can be
seen. In what our theology teaches con-
cerning justification, that is, concerning the
remission of sins, regeneration, sanctifica-

tion, and salvation, you will find nothing
sijiritual, inasmuch as these virtues flow in
by means of faith without any consciousness
on the part of a man. He removed charity
and repentance likewise from connection
with what is spiritual ; and as to redemption,
he attributed to God merely natural and
human properties ; as that He had included
the whole race of mankind under the curse :

that the Son bore it in His own person, and
thus propitiated the Father. " And what is

there," he asked, "of a spiritual nature in
the Son's intercession and mediation with
the Father ? From this it is plain, that in
our whole theology there is nothing spi-

ritual, nor even rational, but only what is

below them, or natural." At that instant
thunder was heard from heaven ; and, the
assembly breaking up in terror, every one
fled to his own house, n. 503.

LI. I once discoursed with two spirits,

one of whom loved the good and the true,
and the other the evil and the false ; and I
discovered that both had the faculty of
thinking rationally at their pleasure ; but
when he who loved the evil and false was
left to himself, I saw smoke as it were
ascend from hell, which extinguished the
lucidity that was above his memory ; and
when he who loved good and truth was left

to himself, I observed as it were a bright
flame, which descended from heaven, and
illuminated the region of his mind above
the memory, and from thence all that was
below it. Afterwards I conversed with the
spirit who loved evil and the false on the
subject of man's free choice in spiritual

things ; but he became enraged at tlie very
mention of it, and declared that no one was
able to move hand or foot to do any spi-

ritual good, nor his tongue to utter any
spiritual truth, nor to apjily or accommodate
himself to receive anything spiritual ; for
is not a man in such things dead and merely
passive ? And how can what is merely
passive or dead do good and speak truth of
itself ? Has not the church also thus de-
cided ? But the other spirit, who loved good
and truth, declared in favor of man's free-

dom of choice ; for what would the whole
"Word avail without it ? what A\ould avail
the church ? or religion ? or the worship of

God ? consequently, of Avhat use would be
the ministry ? I know from the light of my
understanding that a man without that spi-

ritual liberty would not be a man, but a
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beast ; for he is a man and not a beast be-

cause he has liberty. lie added, further-

more, that without freedom of choice in

things spiritual, a man could not live after

death, thus not to eternity, because he could

have no conjunction with God : to deny this

freedom, therefore, is a sign of insanity in

things spiritual. After this a serijent [prcs-

tni'^ was seen upon a tree, which oltered

the fruit to him who denied man's freedom
of determination in spiritual things. And
when he had eaten it, there appeared a
smoke ascending from hell, which extin-

guished, as ta its lucidity, the superior part

of his rational mind, n. 504.

LIT. I once heard a noise resembling two
millstones in collision, and approaching the

place whence the sound proceeded, I saw a

house, in which there were many small

cells, where the learned of the present age
sat and confirmed the doctrine of justifica-

tion by faith alone ; approaching one I in-

quired what at the present moment occuijied

his mind : He replied. The act of Justifi-
cation, the chief of all the doctrines in our
orthodox faith. I then asked whether the

entrance of justifying faith was known by
any sign, or whether it was so known when
it had entered : and he answered that this

took place, not actively, but i^assively : to

which I rejoined, that if activity in respect

to this operation is not granted, the cajiacity

of recef)tion is taken away, and thus the

act becomes purely ideal, or an ens rationis,

and resembles nothing but the statue of

Lot's wife, tinkling when it is touched
with a scribe's pen or finger-nail, because it

is composed of nothing but salt. Becoming
wrathful, the man took up a candlestick to

cast at me, but the light going out, it struck

his companion, n. 505.

LIII. I saw two flocks, the one of goats,

the other of sheep ; but when I saw them
from a nearer view, instead of goats and
sheep there appeared men ; and it was per-

ceived that the flock of goats consisted of

those who make faith alone saving, and the

sheep, of those who join charity with faith..

To my interrogation, why they had assem-

bled, those who appeared like goats replied

that they constituted a council ; for it had
been represented to them that Paul's saying,

"That a man is justified by faith without
the works of the law " (Rom. iii. 28), was
not rightly understood ; for that faith in

that passage does not mean faith, as it is

now understood, but faith in the Lord the

Saviour ; and by the works of the law, are

not meant those comnianded in the Deca-
logue, but the works of the Slosaic 1aw, which
were rituals (which is likewise proved).

Their conclusion was, that faith produces
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good works, as a tree produces fruits. Tliia

conclusion was favored by those who con-

stituted the flock of sheep ; but at that mo-
ment an angel appeared between the two
flocks, and cried to the flock of sheep, " Do
not hearken to them ; they have not receded
from their former faith ;

" and he divided

the sheeji into two flocks, and said to those

on the left, " Go to the goats ; but I forewarn
you that a wolf will come, which will seize

them and you along with them." But they
began to inquire, how it was understood
that faith produces works as a tree pro-

duces fruits ; and it became manifest that

their perception of the conjunction of faith

and charity was at complete disagreement
with that comparison, and thus that the

words were deceptive : on discerning this

the sheep reunited themselves into one flock

as before, and some of the goats joined

them, acknowledging that charity is the

essence of faith ; thus that faith separate

from it is only natural ; but conjoined to it,

becomes spiritual, n. 50G.

LIV. I discoursed with angels concern-

ing three loves Avhich are universal, and
therefore in every man, which are, the
LOVE OF THE NEIGHBOUR, OR THE LOVE
OF USE, which in itself is spiritiial ; THE
LOVE OF THE WORLD, OR THE LOVE OF
POSSESSING WEALTH, which in itself is

material ; and the LOVE of self, or the
LOVE OF dominion OVER OTHERS, which
in itself is corporeal. AVhen these loves

are rightly subordinated in a man, he is

truly a man ; and they are properly subor-

dinate when the love of the neighbour con-

stitutes the head ; the love of the world, the

body ; and the love of self, the feet. It is

altogether dift'erent when these loves find

their seat in a man contrary to order ; and it

was shewn Avhat his quality is when the love

of the world constitutes the head, and what
it is when the love of self,—that he is then
an inverted man—a wild beast as to the in-

teriors of his mind, and as to his exteriors

and his body, a mere stage-player. After

this discourse a certain devil was seen as-

cending from the lower regions, having a
dusky countenance and a white circle about
his head ; and he said that he was Lucifer

(although he was not), and that in his in-

ternal he was a devil, but in his external an
angel of light. He added that when he is

in externals he is moral among the moral,

rational among the rational, and even spi-

ritual among the spiritual : and that when
in the world he had been a preacher, aiid

had declaimed against evil doers of all kinds;

and hence it was that he was called the son

of the morning. He said further, it was a

subject of wonder to him, that while he was
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in tTie pulpit he perceived no other than that

^vhat he spoke was so, but the case was dif-

ferent when he was not in the temple ; for

that in the temple he was in his externals,

and when this was the case he was in under-
standing alone, but when he was out of the

temple, he was in his internal, and then he
was in the will ; thus that understanding-
raised him to heaven, but will drew him to-

wards hell ; and the will prevails over the
understanding because it disposes it to favor
and consent. After this the devil counter-
feiting Lucifer sank down into hell, n. 507.

LV. I saw a temple circular in form, the
roof of which was like a crown, the walls

continuous windows of crystal, and the
gates of a pearl-like substance : within it

there was a reading-desk, upon which lay

the Word suiTOunded with a sphere of light.

In the midst of the temple there was a sa-

cred place with a veil to conceal it, which at

that time was removed ; and within it stood

a cherub with a sword vibrating in his hand.
After seeing these things, their signification

(as may be seen) was made known to me.
Over the gates these words were written,
" Now IT IS ALLOWABLE;" by which is sig-

nified that it is now allowable to enter intel-

lectually into the mysteries of faith ; and I

perceived that it would be highly dangerous
to enter intellectually into the tenets of faith

formed from a man's own intelligence, and
consequently consisting of falses, and much
more so to confirm this from the Word. It

was on this account of the Divine Providence
that the Word was taken from the Roman
Catholics, and that among the Protestants
it was closed up by their dogma that the
understanding is to be kept under obedience
to faith. But inasmuch as the tenets of the
New Church are all from the Word, it is

allowed to enter into them with the under-
standing ; for they form a chain of truths
from the Word, which also shines before

the intellectual light. This was signified

by the writing over the gates, " Now it is

ALLOWABLE," and by the veil withdrawal
from the sacred place w'ithin which stood

the cherub. After this a paper was brought
to me by an infant, who was an angel of

the third heaven ; and on it was written.

Prom this time enter into the mys-
teries OF the Word, which before was
CLOSED UP ; FOR ALL ITS TRUTHS ARE SO
MANY MIRRORS ©"F THE LORD, n. 508.

LVI. I was seized with a serious disease

occasioned by a smoke from that Jerusalem
which in the revelation (xi. 8) is called

Sodom and Egj-pt, and was seen by those
who were in the city as one dead. They
said one to another that I was not worthy
of burial, as is said of the two witnesses in
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the same chapter of the Revelation. In the
meantime I hrrtrd many l)la<])hemies from
the citizens on account ot mj* having preached
the doctrine of repentance and faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ. But as the judgment
upon them was at hand; I saw the whole
city fall down, and become inundated with
water. Afterwards I saw the inhabitants
wandering among the ruins, and lamenting
that such a fate had befallen them, when
yet they believed according to the faith of

their church that they were reborn and thus
justified. But they were told that this was
nevertheless their lot, because they had
never done any work of repentance, and
hence they were not conscious in them-
selves of a single damning evil. They were
afterwards told from heaven, that faith in
the Lord, and repentance, are the two means
of regeneration and salvation, and that this,

as may be seen in the relation itself, is well
known from the Word, and moreover from
the Decalogue, and from the sacraments of
Baptism, and the Holy Supper, n. 567.

LVII. All who, after death, come into
the spiritual w^orld, are at first held in the
externals in w-hich they were while in the
natural world ; and as the greatest number
while they are 'in externals live morally,
frequent temples, and pray to God, they
believe that they will assuredly go to hea-
ven. They are instructed, however, that
every man after death successively puts off

the external man, and that the internal man
is opened, and that his real quality then be-

comes knoMTi ; for a man is a man by virtue
of will and understanding, and not from ac-

tion and speech only ; hence it is that a man
may appear like a sheep in externals, and
yet internally be like a wolf. In the internal
itself he is likewise of this quality unless he
explore the evils of his will and thence of
his intentions, and hence performs the work
of repentance.—With much besides, n. 5C8.

LVIII. Every love exhales its delight,
but these delights are hardly perceivable in
the natural world ; in the spiritual world
however they become manifest, and are
sometimes changed into odors, and then the
quality of the delights and of the love from
which they originate are perceived. The
delights of the love of good are j^erceived,

according to their quality in heaven, like

the fragrance of gardens and flowers ; and
on the other hand, the delights of the
love of evil, according to their quality in
hell, like reeking and fetid smells from
stagnant waters and dunghills. On account
of this opposition the devils are tormented
when they are sentient of any sweet odor
of heaven, and the angels in like manner by
the stenches of hell. This was confirmed
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by two examples. On this account the

anointing oil was prepared from aromatics,

and it is said that the odor of an offering- is

grateful to Jehovah ; and on the other hand,
that the children of Israel were commanded
to carry unclean things out of their camp,
and to bury their excrement ; for their camp
represented heaven, and the desert outside

represented hell, n. 569.

LIX. A certain novitiate spirit, who, in

the world, had frequently meditated con-

cerning heaven and hell, and had desired to

know their respective quality, was directed

from heaven to inquiee what delight is,

AND HE WOULD KNOW. He inquired there-

fore ; but amongst spirits who were merely
natural he inquired in vain. He was then
conducted successively to three assemblies

;

—to one where they explored ends, and are

therefore called spirits of wisdom ; to a
second where they penetrated into causes,

and are therefore called spirits of intelli-

gence ; and to a third Avhere they search

out effects, and are therefore called spirits

of science. He was instructed by these

different companies that the life of every
angel, spirit, and man, is from the delight

of his love ; and that the will and under-
standing are not able to make the smallest

movement except from the delight of some
love, and this in each individual is what is

called good ; and further, that the delight

of heaven is the delight of doing good, and
the delight of hell the delight of doing evil.

In order that he might be further instructed,

a devil, who was allowed to ascend, de-

scribed in his jDresence the delights of hell,

that they were the delights of revenge,
Avhoredom, fraud, and blasj^hemy, and that

when these delights are perceived there as

odors, they are perceived as fragrant balm,
and he therefore called them the delight of

his nostrils, n. STO.

LX. I saw a company of spirits praying
to God to send angels to them who might
instruct them concerning faith, for they were
uncertain of many things, inasmuch as the

churches were not agreed upon them, and
all their ministex's said, Believe us ; we
ARE THE ministers OF GOD, AND VfE KNOW.
And angels appeared, whom they questioned
concerning charity and faith, concerning
repentance, regeneration, concerning God,
the immortality of the soiil, bai:)tism, and
the Holy Supper. To each of these inquiries

the angels replied, that such subjects fall

within the understanding, and thus what is

not received in the understanding is like

seed sown in the sand, which perishes, how-
ever the rains water it ; and that when the
understanding is closed by religion, it can
no lonn-er see anything whatever in the
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Word from the light wliich is therein from
the Lord

;
yea, that the more it reads the

more blind it becomes in respect to faith

and salvation, n. 02 1.

LXI. How a man enters heaven when he
is prepared, namely, that after preparation
he sees a way which leads to the society' in
heaven where he is to live to eternity, and
that near to the society is a gate which is

opened, and after his intromission examina-
tion is made whether he is in similar light

and heat, that is, similar truth and good, as
the angels of that society. He then goes
about inquiring where his liouse is ; for there
is a new house for every novitiate angel ; and
when it is found, he is received and numbered
as one of their society. But when those in
whom there is no light and heat, that is,

truth and good of heaven, enter such socie-

ties, they are miserably tormented, and on
account of the torment cast themselves down
headlong: this is in consequence of their

being opposed to the sphere of the light and
heat of heaven, and such afterv.-ards no
longer desire heaven, but consociate with
their like in hell ; hence it is evident, that it

is in vain to think that admittance to heaven
is only of grace, and that those who are

admitted enjoy its delights, like those in

the world who are admitted to a marriage,
n. 622.

LXII. Many who had believed that hea-
ven consisted only in admission of grace, and
after admission eternal joy, were permitted
to ascend into heaven ; but as they were not
able to bear its light and heat, that is, its

faith and love, they cast themselves down
headlong, and then api^eared to those who
were below like dead horses : among those
who thus saw them were some boys with
their master, who taught them what is sig-

nified by the appearance of dead horses, and
afterwards who they were that appeared so

at a distance. He said that they were those
who, while they read the Word, think ma^-

terially and not spiritually of God, of the
neighbour, and of heaven ; and that those

think materially of God who think of essence
from person, and of the quality' of tlie neigh-
bour from his face and speech, and of heaven,
as to the state of love there, from place

;

and that those think sj^iritually who think of

God from essence, and thence from person,

of the neighbour from quality and thence
from face and speech, and of heaven from
the state of love there and thence from jtlace.

He then instructed them that a horse signi-

fies the understanding of the Word , and as

tlie Word with those who think spiritually

while they read it, is a living letter, such
persons at a distance appear like living

horses ; and on the other hand, as the Word
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with those who think materially while they
read it, is a dead letter, such appear at a
distance like dead horses, n. (;2;j.

LXIII. I saw an angel descending from
heaven into the world with a paper in his
hand, upon which was written The mar-
riage OF GOOD AND TRUTH ; and I observed
that in heaven the paper shone, but in de-
scending it became gradually less and less

lucid, until neither the paper nor the angel
couid be seen except by some of the un-
learned who were simple in heart. The
angel explained to these what was involved
in THE MARPaAGE OF GOOD AND TRUTH

;

namely, that everything in general and par-
ticular, both in the universal heaven and the
universal world, contain both together, be-
cause good and truth in the Lord God the
Creator make one ; and therefore there is not
a single thing that relates to truth alone,
nor a single thing that relates to good alone

;

consequently that in the whole and in its

particulars there is the marriage of good and
truth : in the church there is the marriage
of charity and faith, because charity is of
good and faith is of truth, n. G24.
LXIV. I was once in profound meditation

concerning the advent of the Lord, and I

saw heaven luminous from the east to the
west. I heard also a glorification and cele-

bration of the Lord by the angels ; but it

was from the prophetic Word of the Old
Testament, as well as from the ajDOstolic

"Word of the New. The veiy passages of
the Word from which the glorification was
taken, may be seen in the relation itself, n.

C25.

LXV. In the eastern part of the northern
qiiarter there are places of instruction, and
those who receive interior instructions there
are called disciples of the Lord. When I

was once in the spirit, I inquired of the
teachers there whether they were acquainted
with the universals of heaven, and of hell.

They replied that the universals of heaven
are three loves— the love of uses, the love
of possessing worldly goods for the sake of
use, and true conjugial love ; and that the
universals of hell are three loves opposite to

these three—the love of dominion from the
love of self, the love of possessing the goods
of others from the love of the world, and
adulterous love. Then follows a description
of the quality of the first infernal love, which
isTHE LOVE OF DOMINION FROM THE LOVE OF
SELF : this, with the laity, is of such a na-
ture, that when its restraints are relaxed
they are desirous of dominion over the whole
world ; while the clergy wish to have do-
minion over the whole heaven. That such
a fantasy prevails over those who are jjrin-

cipled in this love is confirmed by the like
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in hell, Avhere those are together in a certain

valley who find the delight of their souls in

the fantasy that they are emperors of em-
perors, or kings of kings, and elsewhere
those who delight in the fantasy that they
are gods ; and I saw that on the appearance
of the latter, the former, who were of such
high minds, fell upon their knees and wor-
shiped. I afterwards spoke with two angels,
whereof one was a prince of a certain society
in heaven, and the other its chief jmest.
They said that amongst them in their society

there are magnificent and splendid objects,

because their love is not from the love of
self, but from the love of uses, and that
they are surrounded with honors, which they
accept not for their own sakes, but for the
sake of the good of obedience. I then asked
them, " How can any one know whether he
performs uses from the love of self or the
world, or from the love of uses, inasmuch
as uses flow from all three ? Suppose a so-

ciety to consist of nothing but satans, and
another society consisting entirely of angels,

I can imagine that the satans from the love
of self and the world might perform as many
uses in their society as the angels. Who
therefore can say from which love the uses
proceed? " To this the prince and the priest

replied, that satans perform uses for the fame
of being exalted to honors and acquiring
riches, but angels perform uses for the sake
of uses. The former are distinguished from
the latter chiefly by this—that all who be-
lieve in the Lord, and shun evils as sins, per-
form uses from the Lord, and thus from the
love of uses ; but all who do not believe,

nor shun evils as sins, perform uses from
themselves, and for the sake of themselves,
thus from the love of self or the world, n.

GCl.

LXVI. I entered a certain grove and saw
two angelsconversing together ; I approached
and found the subject of their conversation
to be the lust of possessing all things of the
world. They said that many who appear
moral in their actions and rational in their

discourse are in the insanity of that lust,

and that sixch concupiscence is turaed into
fantasies in those who indulge in such ideas.

As every one is permitted in the spiritual

world to delight in his fantasy, only not to
do evil to another, there are congregations
of such persons in the lower earth. As it

was known where they were, we descended,
and went among them, and saw them sitting

at tables, upon which there was a great
abundance of gold coin. They said that this

was the wealth of the whole kingdom ; but
it was only an imaginary sight or fantasy by
which they producs^d that appearance. But
when it was told them that they were insane,
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they turned away from their tables and con-
fessed it was so

;
yet inasmucli as that ap-

pearance delights them above all thing-s,

they cannot help going and gratifying the
enticements of their senses. They said
further, that if any of them take another's
property, or do any evil, they fall into a
certain prison underneath, where they are
kept to work for food, clothing, and small
pieces of money, and if they do any mis-
chief there they are fined and punished, n.

GC2.

LXVII. I heard a dispute between a cer-

tain royal ambassador and two priests as to
whether intelligence and wisdom, and con-
sequently prudence, are from God, or whe-
ther they are from man. The ambassador
maintained that they are of man, but the
priests that they are from God. It was
perceived, however, by some angels, that
the priests within their own minds believed
the same as the ambassador, namely, that
intelligence and wisdom, and hence pru-
dence, are from man. In proof of this the
ambassador was requested to take off his
official robes and put on the garments of the
sacerdotal office ; and when he did this, he
began to confirm abundantly that all intel-

ligence, and prudence likewise, are from
God. After tliis the priests were request-.d
to take off their vestments and put on the
clothing of political ministers ; and when
they did this they spoke from their interior
selves, saying that all intelligence and pru-
dence are from man. The reason of their
speaking thus was, that a spirit thinks
himself to be of a quality like the garments
which he wears. After this the three be-
came cordial friends, and, discoursing to-

gether, went along a way which leads
downwards ; but afterwards I saw them re-

turn, n. CG3.

LXVIII. Concerning those who, in the
Word, are called the Elect, and that they
are such as are found after death to have
lived a life of charity and faith, and are
separated from those who have not lived
that life, and thus are then elected and pre-
pared for heaven. Wherefore to believe that
only some before they are bom, or after-
wards, are elected and predestinated to hea-
ven, and not all, as all are called, is to sup-
pose that God has not power to save, and
even that he is unjust, n. CG4.

LXIX. It was related in heaven by a cer-
tain new comer, that no one in the Christian
world knew what conscience was. The an-
gels could not credit this ; and they directed
a certain spirit to take a trumpet and call
together the intelligent, to inquire of them
whether they knew what conscience is.

This was dune; and among those who assem-
b'JG

bled there were politicians, scholars, phy-
sicians and clergymen. It was then in-
quired, first of the politicians, what con-
science was ; and they answered that it Avas
a fear, either preconceived or arising from
detection, of the loss of honor or wealth

;

or a melancholy humor arising from indi-
gestion in the stomach ; with much besides.
Afterwards the scholars were asked what
tliey knew about conscience : they replied
tliat it was sorrow and anxiety infesting the
body and thence the head, or the head and
thence the body, arising from various causes,
but especially from the mind dwelling much
on one thing alone, and chiefly when the
ruling love suffers ; whence arise fantasies
and delirious follies, and in some cases brain-
sick fancies in religious matters, which are
called remorse of conscience. After these,
the i)hysicians were asked what conscience
was ; and they replied, that it was nothing
but a sadness originating in various diseases,
many of which they enumerated, as may be
seen in the relation itself ; of these they
said they had cured a considerable number
by their healing art. Lastly, the question
was put to the clergy what conscience was

;

and they answered that it was the contrition
which precedes faith, and that they heal it

by evangelical consolation ; they said fur-
ther, that there are conscientious persons of
every religion, whether it be fanatical or
true, who make to themselves scruples in
matters of salvation, as well as in things
indifferent. The angels, on hearing these
replies, perceived the fact that no one knew
what conscience really was ; they therefore
sent one of their number to give instruction.
Standing in the midst of the as.sembly he
told them that conscience did not consist in
uneasiness, as they had all conjectured, bub
in a life according to religion, and that those
especially are in that life who are principled
in the faith of charity ; and that those who
pos.sess conscience, as he illustrated by ex-
amples, speak from the heart when they
speak, and act from the heart when they
act ; when it is said therefore that any one
has a conscience, it is understood that he is

just, and contrariwise. After this, the
persons assembled divided themselves into
four companies [differing from their former
arrangement] ; into one company all those
were collected who understood and assented
to what the angel had said ; in another,
those who did not understand, but were still

disposed to favor it ; in a third those who
had no wish to understand it, saying among
themselves, " What have we to do with
conscience ? " and in a fourth, those who
ridiculed it, saying, " What is conscience
but a breath of wind ? " I afterwards saw
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fcliese t'\ro latter companies depart to the
left, while the former two went to the right,
n. CAV,.

LXX. I was led to a place where the old
Sophi of Greece dwelt together, and which
they call Parnassus. I was told that they
periodically depute certain of their number
to seek out any new comers from the world,
and to inquire concerning the present state
of wisdom on the earth. Two new comers
from Christendom had then been found and
brought to them, and they immediately
asked them, " What news from the
EARTH ? " They replied that this was new
.there,— that men had been found in forests
who had iiroljably been lost there when they
were children, and that although indeed
they appeared like men as to their faces,
they were still not men, and it had been
concluded in the world that a man was
nothing more than a beast except as to his
capacity of articulating sound and thus
speaking, and that beasts, in like manner,
if they were gifted with articulate speech,
would have the same capacity of intelli-

gence ; with much besides. The Sophi, from
what they had heard, came to many con-
clusions concerning wisdom ; what changes
it had undergone since their time ; and fi-om
this especially, that men know not the dif-
ference between the state of a man and the
state of beasts, nor indeed that a man is

only born in the form of a man, and that
he becomes a man by instruction, and ac-
cording to the nature of the instruction he
receives ; that he is made wise by truths,
insane by falses, and interiorly brutal by
evils ; and that he is only born with a faculty
to know, to understand, and to become wise,
to the end that he may be a subject in whom
God may inspire wisdom, from its first to
its highest degree. They said, moreover,
that they perceived from these new comers
that wisdom, which in their time was in the
east, had declined to the west. After this
tliey instructed the novitiates, as may be
seen in the relation itself, how it was that
a man, created in the form of God, could be
changed into a form of the devil, n. (;i)2.

LXXI. It was again announced that an
assembly would take place where the old
Sophi resided, because they had heard from
their emissaries that they had met with
three new comers from the earth, one of
whom was a priest, another a politician, and
the third a philosopher. These were con-
ducted to the assembly and immediately
asked, "What news from the earth ?"
And they replied, " This is new : we have
heard that a certain person declares that he
holds converse with angels and spirits ; and
he relates many things concerning their
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state
; among other things, that a man 13

equally a man after death, with this differ-
ence only, that he then jjuts on a spiritual
body, while before death his body was
material." On hearing tiiis the sages asked
the priest what he had thought of this in-
formation on earth : he replied that inas-
much as he had beUeved that a man would
not live again as a man before the last judg-
ment, he, with the rest of his order, had
thought such relations to be visions, after-
wards fictions, and at length had hesitated
to come to any conclusion. It was then
asked whether the inhabitants of the earth
were able to see, rationally, that a man
lives a life after death, and so to dissipate
the paradoxes concerning the intermediate
state of the soul, which are, that souls float
in the universe like vapors, and continually
expect the last judgment, when they will
be reunited to their bodies, a lot wliich is
worse than that of any beast : to this the
priest replied, that there are some who say
this

;
but they do not convince the others,

who ascribe the reunion of souls with their
dead bodies and skeletons in the sepulchre,
to the omnipotence of God; and when
omnipotence and faith are named reason
is banished. After this the politician was
asked concerning those reports, and he re-
plied that in the world he could not believe
that a man lived as a man after death, inas-
much as the whole man lies dead in the
sepulchre, and therefore that the author
of those reports saw phantoms which he
thought were angels and spirits ; but that
now he was convinced by his very senses
that he lives a man as before, and was in
consequence ashamed of his former thoughts.
The philosopher gave much the same ac-
count of himself and his associates, and
added that what he had seen and heard
from that man he had classed among the
opinions and hypotheses which he had col-
lected from ancient and modern authors.
On hearing these replies the Sophi were
amazed, more especially that Christians, who
are in a superior light to others from reve-
lation, should be in such darkness concern-
ing the life after death, when yet they and
the wise of their time knew and believed in
that life. They said further, that they per-
ceived the light of wi.sdom had since their
time descended from the interiors of the
brain to tlie mouth, under the noso, where
it appeared like a shining of the lip. and
hence the speech resembled wisdom. Here-
upon one of the scholars exclaimed, " Oh
how stupid are the minds of men upon
earth at this day ! Oh that the disciples of
Heraclitus, who weep at everything, and
those of Democritus, who laugh at every-
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tiling, were here, for we should hear much
laughter and much weeping ! " Afterwards
Ijlates of copper upon which were engraven
some hieroglj'phic characters were given to

the novitiates, and they departed, n. G93.

LXXII. Three new comers from the

world were found and conducted to the city

under Parnassus, where they were asked,

"What news froji the earth?" and
they replied, that in the world they had be-

lieved in a future rest from every kind of

labor, and yet they had heard when they

came hither that there are administrations,

offices, and works, as in the former world,

and consequently that there is no rest. To
this the wise persons there replied, " So you
believed that you were now to live in mere
ease, when yet from such ease arises lan-

guor, torpor, stui^idity, and lethargy both
of the mind and body, which are not life,

but death." Then they were conducted
about the city to see the administrators and
operatives : when they had seen these they
wondered that such things existed, while
they had believed that the future was a cer-

tain insane state in which souls continue
until the new heaven and the new earth

exist. They were instructed that aU things
which here appear to the eye are substantial

and are called spiritual, and that all things
in the former world are material, and are

called natural, and that the difference is in

their origin ; evei-ything in the spiritual

world exists and subsists from the sun which
is pure love ; and everything in the natural
world from the sun which is pure fire.

They were further instructed also, that there

are not only administrations in the spiritual

world, but studies of every kind, as well as

writings and books. The novitiates were
rejoiced by these instructions, and, when
they depailed, some \drgins came and pre-

sented them with pieces of embroidery and
net-work made with their own hands. They
also sang an ode before them, which ex-

l)ressed, by the sweetness of its angelic
melody, the affection of useful works, n. (i94.

LXXIII. I was introduced into an as-

sembly where some of the old philosophers
were also present, and was asked what was
known in the natural world concerning in-

flux. I replied that nothing concerning it

was known, except the influx of the sun's
light and heat into natural things, both ani-

mate and inanimate. That nothing what-
ever was known of the influx from the
spiritual world into the natiiral, when yet
it is by that influx that all the wonderful
phenomena displayed in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, (some of which I also

recounted,) are produced ; and as men know
nothing of this influx, they confirm them-
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selves in favor of nature, and become natu-
ralists, at last atheists, n. (it).").

LXXIV. I discoursed with the disciples
of Aristotle, of Des Cartes, and of Leibnitz,
concerning physical influx, occasional
INFLUX, and pre-established harmony

;

and I heard how each of these philosophers
confirmed his hypothesis. As they were
not able to examine the subject from any
elevation of their understanding above con-
firmations, but only from below them, they
decided the strife by lot, which came out in
favor of spiritual influx, which in some
measure agrees with occasional influx, u.
696.

LXXV. I was conducted to a certain
gymnasium, where young men were ini-
tiated into various arcana of wisdom ; this
was effected by the discussion of any subject
which the president might propose on the
occasion. The problem now to be solved
was. What is the soul, and what is its
QUALITY ? There was a pidpit or desk into
which the speakers went up ; and imme-
diately one ascended, saying, that no one
since the creation of the world had been
able to search out what the soul is, and
what its natui-e is. As they knew, however,
that the soul was in man, they searched for
its seat ; and it had been concluded that it

resided in a certain gland called the pineal
gland, having its seat between the two
brains in the head. He liad at first believed
this himself ; but as many rejected this
opinion, he had also receded from it. After
him, a second ascended, and he said that he
believed the seat of the soul to be in the
head, because tlie intellect has its seat there ;

but as he was unable to divine in what part
of the head it was seated, he had sometimes
acceded to the opinion of those who said
that it was in the three ventricles of the
cerebrum ; sometimes, again, he favored
the opinion of its being seated in the cor-
])ora striata, sometimes that of its location
in the medullary or in the cortical substance,
and sometimes that which fixed its seat in
the dura mater; to which he added that he
would leave eveiy one to come to his owti
decision. Then a third ascended, who said
that the seat of the soul was in the heart,
and thence in the blood, which he confinned
from some passages in the Word where the
heart and the soul are mentioned. After
him a fourth ascended, saying, that from
his childhood he had thought with the an-
cients that the soul was not in any part,
but in the whole of the body, because it is

a spiritual substance, of which place is not
predicable, but impletion, and because also
by the soul the life is understood, and life

is in the whole. Then a pfth ascended,
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who said that he believed the soul to be a
pure somewhat, similar to ether or air, and
that he believed this on account of the
opinion that souls are of this nature after

their separation from the body. But as the
"wise persons in the orchestra perceived that

none of them knew what the soul was, they
requested the president, who had proposed
the problem, to descend and teach them.
Hereupon he descended and said, " The soul

is the essence itself of the man ; and as an
essence without a form is not anything, the
soul is the very form of forms of a man,
and this form is the truly human, in which
wisdom, together with its perceptions, and
love, together with its affections, universally
reside. And you are now souls, as you be-

lieved when in the world that you would be
after death :

" with much besides. This was
confirmed from the declaration in the Book
of creation, "Jehovah God breathed into the
nostrils of Adam the breath of lives ; and
man became a living soul," Gen. ii. 7, n. 697.

LXXVI. I saw an angel with a trumj^et,

by which he called together those who were
celebrated among Christians for their learn-

ing, to relate what they had believed in the
Avorld concerning heavenly joy and eternal
happiness : this was done iDCcause it was
said in heaven that no one in the Christian
world knew anything on this subject. In
about half an hour I saw six companies of

learned Christians approach, who were asked
what they had known about heavenly joy
and eternal hapi^iness. The ^first said, they
had believed it to consist solely in admission
into heaven, and alter that the enjoyment
of its delights, as a person admitted to a
marriage enjoys its festivities. The gecond
company said, they believed it to consist in
delightful consociation with angels, and in
the sweetness of discourse with them. The
third, in feasting with Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob. The fourth, that they believed hea-
ven to be the enjoyment of i^aradisiacal de-
lights. The ffth, that it consisted in super-
eminent dominion with super-royal magni-
ficence and unfailing treasure. The si.i'th

company thought it was a perennial glad-
ness arising from the eternal glorification of

God. In order that these sages might know
whether what they had believed constituted

the happiness of heaven, they were per-
mitted to enter into their joys, each com-
pany by itself, that they might learn from
living experience whether their delights

were imaginary or real : this is the case
with many who go from the natural world
into the spiritual, n. 731—^733.

And immediately that company which
had thought heavenly gladness to consist in

delightful consort and sweet conversation

80 'J

with angels, was immitted into their ima-
ginary joys. But as their joys were exter-

nal, and not internal, they were tired after

a few days, and withdrew, n. 734.

After these, those who had believed that

heavenly gladness consisted in feasting with
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, were admitted
to such delights ; but as they perceived tliat

those joys were only external and not in-

ternal, they were wearied, and took their

departure, n. 735.

The case was similar with those who had
believed heavenly gladness and eternal hai^-

piness to consist in super-eminent dominion,
abundance of wealth, and super-royal mag-
nificence, n. 736. It was similar also with
those who had thought them to consist in

paradisiacal delights, n. 737.

The same occurred, afterwards, with those

who had believed the joys of heaven and
eternal happiness to consist in the glorifica-

tion of God and perennial gladness to eter-

nity ; and these were at length instructed

what is meant in the Word by the glorifica-

tion of God, n. 738.

Lastly, their experience was similar who
had believed this happiness and joy to con-

sist in a mere admittance into heaven, and
that then they would enjoy its gladness as

those who are admitted to a marriage enter

into its festivities ; but as these Avere con-

vinced by actual experience that there are

no joys in heaven for any but those who
have lived the life of heaven, that is, the

life of charity and faith, and that it is only

a torment to those who have lived contrary

to that life, they receded and associated

with those who were similar to themselves,

n. 739.

As it was perceived by the angels that

hitherto no one in the natural world had
known the quality of the joys of heaven,
and the quality of eternal happiness thence
derived, the angel with the trumpet was
told to select ten persons out of the whole
assembly and introduce them into one of the
societies of heaveii, that they might see

with their eyes, and perceive in their minds,
what heaven is, and the nature of its joys.

This being done, they were admitted, and,

first, they were permitted to see the mag-
nificent imlace of the prince, n. 740, and
the adjoining paradise, n. 741. Afterwards
they saw the prince himself and his noble*,

clad in splendid robes, n. 742. Tliey were
then invited to the table of the prince, and
saw such a display of magnificence as no one
had ever witnessed on earth. At table the

prince instructed them on the subject of

heavenly joys and eternal happiness ; that

they consisted in internal beatitudes, and
in external joys thence derived, aiid that
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internal beatitudes derive their essence from
the affection of use, n. 743. After they had
dined, certain wise persons of the society-

were sent for by the prince's command,
^vho fully instructed them in the nature and
derivation of internal blessedness, wh'ch is

eternal happiness, and which causes exter-

nal delights to be joys : with much beside

on these subjects, n. 745, 746. After this

tliey were allowed to see a wedding- in that

lieaven ; concerning which see, n. 747—74i).

Ivastly, they heard preaching there, n. 750,

751. And having heard and seen all these

things, they descended filled with the know-
ledge of heaven and gladness of heart,

n. 752,

LXXVII. On the subject of revelation.

That it has i^leased the Lord to manifest
Himself to me, and to open the interiors of

ray mind, that I might see the things which
are in heaven and hell, and thus reveal such

arcana as for excellence and importance sur-

pass all the arcana hitherto discovered.

These are, 1st. Concerning the Word, that

in the whole and in every part there is a SPI-

RITUAL SENSE, which does not appear in the

sense of the letter ; and that the Word, there-

fore, is written according to the correspon-

dence of natural things with spiritual. 2nd.

Concerning correspondences themselves

and their nature. 3rd. Concerning the life of
MAN after death. 4th. Concerning the

respective quality, also, of heaven AND
HELL, and the nature of baptism and the
HOLY supper. 6th. Concerning the sun in

the spiritual world, that it is pure love from
the Lord, who is in its midst ; the pro-

ceeding light of which also is wisdom, and
the proceeding heat, love ; whence faith and
charity axe derived ; and that all things

which jiroceed from this sun are spiritual

and thus alive. That the sun of the natural
world is pure fire, and consequently all

things which proceed from this sun are
natural, and thus dead. (Jth. Concerning
three degrees hitherto unknown. 7th. Con-
cerning the LAST judgment, that the Lord
the Saviour is the God op he.wen and
EARTH. Concerning the New Church and
its doctrine. Concerning the inhabitants
OF THE PLANETS and the EARTHS in the uni-

verse, n. 846. 8th. Furthermore, concern-

ing conjugial love, that it is spiritual with
those who are spiritual, natural with the

natiiral, and carnal with adulterers, n. 847.

Dth. Although these arcana surpass in ex-

cellence all the arcana hitherto discovered,

it was shewn to the very sight of the angels

that they are slighted by many, n. 848.

10th. A murmur was heard from some in

the lower earth that they could have no
faith in them, unless miracles were done ;

but it was replied that they would no more
believe on account of .^liracles than Pharaoh
and the Egyptians,, or than the posterity of

Jacob when they danced about the golden
calf in the desert, or even than the Jews
when they saw the miracles which the Lord
Himself performed, n. 849. 11th. Lastly,

why the Lord revealed these arcana to me,
and not rather to some one of the ecclesias-

tical order, n. 850.

That the things contained in the Memo-
rabilia at the end of each chapter are

truths, and are similar to those which are

recorded as having been seen and heard by
the prophets before the advent of the Lord,

and by the apostles after His advent, as by
Peter and Paul ; but especially by John, as

recorded in the Revelation, n. 851.
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